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'T'he AEP OPLAISTE

ON A FEW WHOLESOME LESSONS.
Strictly speaking, this ought to be a dissertation on

the second part of the history of 1915, the first part of
which appeared last week. So it is, in a manner of
speaking, if the good intentions of the writer hold out
to the end of the article, but subjects have such a
curious habit of turning themselves inside out, or of
proving that a part is greater than the whole while one
is writing about them, that one never knows.
However, to start with the good intentions, the use

Df aeroplanes in the second half of the year expanded
to such an extent that it has appeared obviously impos-
sible to bring into the review every mention of them,
even in official dispatches, for they were used every-
where, by everybody, every day, and all day, and
Frequently all night as well. Therefore, it must be
assumed that scouting and bombing went on the whole
time, and that the specific incidents quoted in the re-
view stand out from others either by reason of the
number of aeroplanes employed, the importance of the
places bombarded, or some specified act of the pilot or
pilots concerned.
Perhips the most noticeable features in the develop-

ment of aerial warfare in the second half of 191 5 were
firstly the increasing use of really big aeroplanes, with
two or more engines, giving a total power of anything
between 200 h.p. and 400 h.p., and, secondly, the
mcrease in the number of fights in the air. As the
natural result of these developments the various belli-
gerent countries at last began to devote different types
of aeroplanes to definite particular purposes, instead of
using ane unfortunate maid-of-all-work type for scout-
mg, bombing, spotting, and fighting as occasion arose,
and sendmg the poor thing up equipped equallv in-
adequately for all the different jobs at once.
Not long ago, I was discussing aeroplane tvpes with

a man who had had some practical experience of war,
and his language on the way aeroplanes are used by
some people was regrettably unparliamentarv. He
was particularly emphatic on the foolishness of'sendino-
up a machine loaded with a pilot and passenger as
much fuel as it will carry, machine-guns and ammuni-
tion, and then expecting it to carry "wireless," and a
heavy camera, with a couple of dozen plates, and bombs
as well. "Why," said he, "they make the poor
blamed thmg look like a Christmas tree."

ON CHRISTMAS TREES.
^Now, the Christmas tree aeroplane is precisely thethmg to avoid. Like evervthing which leads to diffu-
sion of energy, it is bound to be inefficient. If aircraft
are to be used to the best advantage they must be used
tor certain specific purposes, and no others. The
i"rench showed us that some few months ago, when
they began to refer in their official dispatches to
airopians de homhardment and aeroplans de chasse
the former being large, comparatively slow machines,
capable of carrying big weights of bombs, and the

latter, small fast machines with machine-guns only,

intended to convoy the bigger machines and drive off

enemy aircraft, or alternatively to chase away enemy
aircraft from French territory.

To load up the bomb-carriers with a passenger and
machine-gun, and other paraphernalia, reduces it at

once to Christmas-tree inefficiency, and likewise if the

"destroyer" is loaded with bombs.

AN OVER-RATED AMUSEMENT.
Anyhow, most of the bomb-dropping done by all the

belligerents is sheer waste of time and money, unless

it is done on a very big scale with a specific object in

view. We know to a nicety how much and how little

the German bomb-dropping is worth, and there does
not seem to be any particular reason why our own
bombing should be worth very much more. What the

more experienced Service aviators think about it was
rather nicely summed up by some friends of mine the

other day.

"There's something very extraordinary about the air

of Flinders," said dne. "I suppose it is much clearer

than it used to be when I was there early in the war.
Do you know? Some of the chaps we've been training

for months, who think they're doing jolly well if they

can get a bomb into a patch of an acre and a half from
a thousand feet or so twice in four or five shots on this

side of the Channel, go over there and hit a foot-bridge

three or four feet wide every time from nine thousand
feet !" I suggested that it must be the resuft of his

assiduous training on this side, but he would not agree
that their form could improve so suddenlv.

Another officer, fresh from France, merely remarked
that one peculiar feature of the wonderfully accurate

bomb-dropping unofficially reported was ^hat the people

who were most successful at it were those who were
least reliable when they were telling fish stories or

horse stories or dog stories. He agreed that the clarity

of the atmosphere might, with the help of a little eye-

strain, lead an aviator to believe that he had dropped
his bomb from three hundred feet when he really let go
at five or six thousand ; but he did not see how even
that accounted for the alleged amount of destruction

wrought by bombs.
Of course, there have been numerous cases where

aviators have come down most gallantly to within a

couple of hundred feet of the ground to make certain

of their aim, and several good men have been lost

through doing so—for fact can always be more im-
probable than fiction when it likes—^but fiction which
bears an air of probability is easier to produce than is

the improbable fact.

THE ONLY WAY.
When it comes to bombing lines of communicatiDn

the same object can be attained so much more easily

and cheaply by big guns, and aeroplane spotting. A
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naval gun which can hit a 400-foot ship of war at a
range of fifteen miles ought to be able to hit a railway
junction or a bridge a day's march behind the enemy's
lines, and keep on hitting with at least one shjt in a
dozen when once the gun is properly registered by the

aeroplane spotter. Therefore, a dozen shots a day
should keep that line of supply permanently broken,
without any danger to the people who have to do the
breaking, and with continual danger to those who
endeavour to repair the breakage, for even the i-hots

which m.issed a direct hit on the line or bridge would
make the vicinity unhealthy.

To cause such permanent breakage with absolute cer-

tainty with aeroplane bombs would entail a wastage of

men and machines which no commanding officer would
face. Consequently, it is only just before or during a

big push that these "forlorn hope" aeroplane bombard-
ments take place—or, of course, when strategic reasons
make it advisable to give the enemy the impression
that a big push is about to come off.

The Germans depend far more on certain definite

railway lines than do the Allies, and the junctions on
which they depend are far more easily reached by heavy
gu IS than are those in the hands of the Allies, conse-
quently, this aspect of the question is really of far more
importance to us than to them.

THE PROPER USES OF BOMBARDMENT.
Als. , the production of big fleets of bombar-lment

aeroplanes is really more important to the Allies than

to the Germans for several reasons. In the first place,

the:"e is no doubt that the German lower classes are

becoming restive owing to- the lack of certain kinds of

food, and because of their heavy losses in men. The
Germans are even more sentimental than the English,

and are, therefore, more patriotic. Also, they are far

better drilled, and are, therefore, more prone to think

and act in masses. But this state of mind acts both

ways. When they begin to think of their losses, and
of their personal discomfort more than of their Vater-

land, the mass-mind will lead to mass-action against •

the Government. That will mean mass-panic, and
mob-law.
Now, nothing is better calculated to produce that

mass-panic than long-range bomoardment of German
towns, and such towns can be reached from French
Alsace by land machines, and from the North Sea and
the Baltic by seaplanes. Berlin itself is as easy
to reach from the Baltic as was Friedrichshafen

from Belfort;

One thing is all in the favour of the Allies. Panic
caused on the frontiers of Germany and Austria strikes

inwards at the heart of the Central Powers, whereas .

the effects of aerial bombardments on the Allied coun-
tries diffuses outwards to those parts which are never

in the least likely to be touched by the war even if the
.

Allies were to be beaten, and so are not prone to panic

in any case. The Central Powers must always have the

dread, as soon as the certainty of victory has passed
from them, of the Allies closing in on them from all

sides. France had the same experience in 1813 and'

1814, but not in 1870, for then the South was always
open. The Central Powers have no way of escape,

and so as the range of bombarding aircraft increases

the panic caused thereby must spread farther and
farther into the heart of those countries. If only we
had had Zeppelins much effect could have been produced
in that way already.

THE CONVINCING ARGUMENT. >

Moreover, although Germany and Austria may be
financially as strong as the Allies, it is a fact that their

people are not as well fed, thanks to British and
French sea-power.. Therefore, while aerial bombard-
ments merely exasperate or amuse the well-fed French-
man and the well-paid British vi'orkman, they must be
to the German a sign of the increasing and approaching
power of his enemies. When once the German begins

to panic and to lose his belief in the accuracy of the

statements served out to hirn by his Government, aerial

AN ITALIAN MACHINE.—The Voisin-type biplane built by the S.I.T. Company of Turin, with Isotta Fraschini Engine.
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bombardments may be of the highest moral value, for
though perfectly veracious statements may allege that
the AlHes' troops are still outside German territory, it

will be hurd to make the fact credible to the inhabitants
of a town over a hundred miles inland if thev find
bombs raining on them day after day.

In this w?y bomb-dropping may become worth the
trouble and expense, but it must be done properly and
with proper machines—not with Christmas trees.

THE TYPES WANTED.
The bomb-dropping aeroplane should be a one-man

machine, of sufficient power to carry one 500-lb. bomb,
or, perhaps, two of 250-lbs. It should be used in
fleets of not less than fifty machines at a time. Every
man should have his target marked for him, and he
should get that target or nothing.

There should be a sufficient number of heavily armed
fighting machines to protect that fleet from assault by
enemy aircraft, and the gunners on the fighting
machines should also act as observers to ensure a check
on the possibly too vivid imaginations of the bomb-
droppers, each fighting machine being told off to watch
a certain number of clearly identifiable bomb machines
operating on a certain area of the bombarded town, for
the fighting machines would naturally keep well up out
of the way of anti-aircraft guns.
The whole scheme is perfectly simple and perfectly

easdy workable. It only needs proper organisation,
and a supply of machines. Of the two the former is
the more difficult to obtain in this country, for our in-
adequate supply of machines is the result of lack of
organisation and not of lack of ability to produce or
design aeroplanes.

THE REAL ENEMY.
One of the chief factors in organisation is the ap-

ppintment of the right men to the right jobs, and the
outstanding feature of the British end of the war is that
hardly anywhere does one find the right men in the
right jobs.

So far as the Flying Services are concerned the
Royal Flying Corps is rather remarkable for its suc-
cessful organisation in this respect, but the sister and
senior Service has been somewhat less fortunate in this
particular way, though certainly of late it has been
improving. In both cases the blame for lack of aero-
planes, and for the total absence of the types most
immediately needed rests demonstrably and beyond
question on the civilian staffs engaged to advise the
fighting branches of those Services.

y^'''*','^^' "Engineering Supplement" of the
Times" newspaper a few weeks ago, the author of an

aeronautical article, who, by his style, is seemingly the
person who formerly signed himself "Ornis," was
pleased to remark that criticisms of official products
would lead one to imagine that the real enemy to be
defeated were not the Germans but the scientific aero-
nautical advisers of the Admiralty and War OflSce.
Those were not his exact words, but that was their
meaning, and he specifically referred to the "enemy to
be defeated." Thereafter he proceeded, as is his wont,
to defend the Government "experts" as if he were one
of them himself.

THE "MOT JUSTE."
As a matter of fact, he has put into words precisely

what every plain man who understands the true situa-
tion actually thinks. Until the pseudo-scientific clique
which has bamboozled alike the executives of the Fly-
ing Services, and the lay Press—home, colonial, allied
and neutral alike—is thoroughly defeated, we cannot
hope to defeat the German aircraft as utterly as we

January 5, 1916— *

might, could, and should do, if the clog of these self-
foisted authorities were removed.

This paper has laboured for years to defeat them,
and on every point it has wen, for the Naval and Mili-
tary authorities have invariably come to the same con-
clusion months after the practical men who know the
truth have had their views set forth in Aeroplane
print.

Only, up to the present, the authorities have not
reached the poinl of dismissing with the reward they de-
serve those strange counsellors who have cost them so
many valuable lives and so many hundreds of thousands
of pounds. Dismissal also will come in time, possibly
in the manner in which exalted officers are dismissed,
by appointment to some "Most Honourable Order,",
and the gift of some well-paid job where their pecu-
liarities are rendered harmless.

THE GOOD THINGS TO COME.
To flying officers of both the R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. I

can hold out hopes of having, if they survive the next
few months, machines which will absolutely outclass
anything the Germans possess, or are likely <to get.
Not long ago a young friend of mine told me how

another officer of his squadron was flying over Lille,
and as he passed over the German aerodrome at 7,000
feet he saw a German scout being started up to strafe
him. "And seven minutes afterwards," said the
youngster, "he was fighting the blighter." I gather
that the German was the famous Herr Immelmann on
his Fokker monoplane; but,- anyhow, whatever or who-
ever it was, his machine was miles better than anything
we possessed at the time.
Things are now changing, and when certain fi^gures

concerning a new English machine, which I must not
put in print, work round gradually to R.N.A.S. and
R.F.C. officers, they will wonder what the Royal Air-
craft Factory, and its hangers-on in the service of the
Navy, deserve for preventing them from having had
such machines months ago.

.
I may only say that this machine has been produced

by a firm which has never built a machine which has
broken in the air—which is not the case by a very long
way with the R.A.F.'s products. It has been built on
the quiet, to prevent Government "experts" from inter-
fering with its design, and overloading it and ruining
it—as they have overloaded and ruined every machine
they have ever been allowed to touch—by insisting on
absurH factors of safety, and by altering wing-curves,
and so forth.

Its performance is the most amazing yet put up by
any aeroplane within my knowledge. Although it is

an armed passenger-carrier, its speed is only beaten
by one single-seater scout, and its climb with full load
leaves any of the scouts behind. It is inherently stable.
It is easily and instantly controllable. It lands slowly.
In fact, it does almost everything that a pilot can want
an aer>plane to do.

All this several manufacturers could have given every
pilot long enough ago if only the Naval and Military
authorities, simple officers and gentlemen that they are,
had not allowed themselves to be talked into erroneous
ways by scientific quacks.

A TALE OF RELATIVE VALUES.
As to the relative values of the practical man and the

scientist, the following horribly true tale has its

obvious moral. Not long ago, I mentioned that certain
Government scientists condemned an American aero-
plane as unfit for service of any kind, even for school
work, because, accoijding to their calculations, it only
had a factor of safety of 2| instead of the requisite 6.
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Certain practical men got to work on their own system

of calculations, and said it had a factor of safety in the

weakest part of not less than 5. To prove their argu-

ment, they were allowed to load it up with sand till -it

broke. When it did break it went at 6| times its

normal load, and then in another place than that for

which the 5 had been calculated, which showed that

the practical men were nearer by 100 per cent, than the

scientists.

But the cream of the joke was that certain other

practical men got to work also, on another and pre-

cisely similar machine. By altering a few details, such

as distribution of weights- and angles of planes, but

without making any major structural alterations either

to machine or engine, they put the speed of that

machine up by nearly ten miles an hour, and made it

climb wilh pilot and passenger on board to 10,000 feet

in 20 minutes.

The alterations were so simple that I could easily

describe them in print, but that they might convey
useful hints to the enemy. Therefore, I refrain. But
what is the value of a scientific estimate of an aeroplane

after that?

WANTED : SERVICE ENCOURAGEMENT.
Other manufacturers are, I believe, at last making

aeroplanes free from official interference, so there is real

hope that the Flying Services may ere long be equipped
with machines better than anything even Germany can
produce. All that is needed is definite official«encour-

agement of the right sort and the hitherto despised
" rrade" can give the Services all they want in quantity

and qualit}'.

If the Services will say what they want the machines
for '.hey can have them for tlie asking. "Pusher"
fighting scouts to do well over jog miles an hour can
be had : bomb-earners to do nearly as much : big fight-

ing machines with quick-firers—not mere machine-guns
—or even heavy guns. Long range machines with

light loads, or short range with loads hitherto un-
thought, can be built if only the men who know are
allowed a free hand, and if the men who merely sit in

Government offices arid scheme are kept out of it. But
manufacturers must told the particular object for
which their machines are wanted. They must not be
expected to build Christmas trees.

All- of which may not seem like a review of the year,
though it is really the truest review of all, for it is the
concentrated essence of what we have learned. Let us,

thereforCi proceed to the review itself.—^C. G. G.

THE REVIEW OF THE YEAR.
{Continued from last Issue.)

July.

On July I there was published a list of ten N.C.Os. of]
the R.F.C. who were awarded the Distinguished Conduct

:

Medal for gallantry on active service.
j

On July 3 a couple of German aeroplanes appeared off

Harwich and dropped their bombs into the sea. The Ger-
mans claimed that they had dropped their bombs on Land-
guard Fort.

On July 3 Queen Alexandra and the Princess Victoria
visited Farnborough and presented to the R.F.C. five aero-

planes which were the gift of the Overseas Club, having
been bought with subscriptions from the Colonies.

M. Gilbert, the famous French aviator, was forced on
July 3 by engine failure to land in Switzerland, where he
has been interned ever since, but for a brief visit to Paris,

whence he was returned by the Minister of War as he had
not escaped according to the rules of the game.

M. Hennesy presented to the French Chamber on July i

a scheme to create four Under-Secretaries of War, one of

whom wns to direct aviation. This scheme wa* afterwards

plit in force and M. Besnard waS' appointed to the "avia-

tion militaire."

On June 28 hostile aeroplanes flew over Belgrade but
were driven off- The news arrived on Jul}^ i.

The 160-h.p. Isotta=Fraschini motor in the S.I.T.=built Voisin.

5
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On July 7 the question of the uses of massed aeroplanes
in serious attack was discussed in The Aeroplane, aiid

it was also poivuted out how aeroplanes could be produced
in quantities if production were properly organised.

It was announced on July 7 that Colonel Joseph Cowen,
of Stella Hall, Bladen-on-Tyne, will give £500 to the crew
of the first aircraft to bring down a Zeppelin in the British

Isles or territorial waters.

. A dispatch from Sir John French, issued on July 11, re-

ferred to the impoitant work done by the R.F.C. under
Major-General Sir David Henderson in driving off enemy
air scouts and in spotting for artillery. The Field-Marshal
also paid tribute to the French Government for their help
in the supply of aeronautical materiel, "without which the
efficiency of the R.F.C. would have been seriously im-
paired." A somewhat curious comment on Government en-

couragement of British engineering production.

On July 12 the Admiralty announced the final destruc-

tion of the "Konigsberg" by monitors, whose fire was
directed by R.N.A.S. seaplanes.

On July 6 Lord Kitchener and Mr. Asquith visited

G.H.Q. in France. Detachments of the Royal Flying Corps
were inspected.

The French communique of July 6 reported that on Jul}^

5 fifteen Allied aeroplanes bombed the Turkish aerodrome
at Chanak, in the Dardanelles. This was the largest

number of aeroplanes mentioned as being used in mass in

that vicinity up to that time.

Another communique of July 13 said that 35 aeroplanes
bombarded the strategic railway at Kattonchatel, dropping
171 shells of 90 mm. each. All machines returned safely.

About July 6 a newspaper correspondent at Basel sent

a description of a huge German triplane said to be driven

by eight Maybach motors (of approximately 180 h.p. each).

These had not actually appeared at the front up to the

date of publication, but the report turned the attention of

constructors to multiplanes in general.

An Austrian communique of July 6 said that Italian

aviators threw three bombs on Trieste without doing much
damage. Italian communiques made no mention of thih

and only claimed that their airships bombarded military

grounds some distance from Trieste.

About this period America began to awake to the de-

sirability of having some aerial forces, and an amendment
to the Constitution of the United States was proposed, to

provide for aerial forces in the Militia.

A French communique of July 14 made the first refer-

ence on record to "gun-aeroplanes." These eventually be-

came regular items in the French fiying service, the more
important of them up to the end of the year being twin-

engined Caudrons carrying either several machine guns or

a single gun firing shell.

On July II Venice was bombarded for the fourth time.

This drew on July 12 a letter from Cardinal Gasparri, at

the Pope's request, to the Bishop of Rimini, protesting

against the bombardment of Adriatic coast towns. It is

not quite clear how the Bishop came into the argument.

A Vienna paper reported that a squadron of Serbian

aviators bombarded the fortress of Peterwardein on July

15. This was the first mention of Serbian aviators and it

seems more probable that they were French.

Following on the American agitation for naval defence,

a contract was placed in July for the first U.S. Naval air-

ship to be built by "Captain" T. S. Baldwin, the well-

known parachutist. It was to be 175 feet long and to

have 120 h.p. It made its appearance in December.
On July 19 the futility of debate in Parliament was re-

lieved by Mr. Tennaut's admission in reply to Dr. Lynch
that the Germans were already using multiple engine aero-

planes on active service. Mr. Tennant further said that

the question of such designs had been considered before

the war and that the types of aeroplanes to be constructed
are not selected by the Royal Aircraft Factory but by the

Director of Military Aeronautics. Which statement seems

to have been merely a face-saving device. The first British

built multiple-engined machine fit for active service ap-

peared in December.
On July 20 there was a debate in Parliament on aircraft

.generally, the main purport of which disclosed not only
that things were not as they should be, but that so far as

Parliament was concerned there did not seem much hope
of getting them put right. Mr. Tennaiit's replies to the

attacks by Mr. Joynson-Hicks and Mr. Lynch did not in-

spire anyone with confidence ; and certainly would not in-

spire terror in the enemy.
A French communique of the 23rd recorded for the first

time the bringing down of a German "battle-aeroplane."

The American Press reported about July 14 that the

Curtiss Company had on order 32 flying boats of 200 h.p.

for the British Government, and that the Curtiss Works
at Toronto were said to be building a land-going biplane

of 100 feet span fitted with two motors of 160 h.p. each.

On July 28 a Naval airship at Wormwood Scrubs blew
up accidentally, killing two mechanics and injuring nine

others. This is the first accident of this kind in the

British service.

On July 30 a squadron of 45 French aeroplanes bombarded
German petrol factories near Wissehbourg. Some of the

machines lost their way in the fog, but T03 shells were

dropped and aviation sheds at Phalsbourg were also bom-
barded. All the aeroplanes returned safely

.

On the 31st another squadron bombarded the Aviatik

factory at Freiburg whither it had been moved from Miil-

hausen. As a result the factory was moved still farther

into Germany.
On July 23rd three Italian aeroplanes bombarded Inns-

bruck, which was the farthest point apparently reached by
Italian raiders. They admitted that they did little damage.

Japanese papers of July recorded the establishment of a

military aviation corps on a large scale, to be completed

within three years. The establishment of the corps is not

recorded.
August.

On Aug. I, by way of retaliation for the French bom-

bardments, German aviators di'opped 103 bombs on the

French aerodrome at Nancy. The Germans claimed that

six of their machines attacked 15 French machines over

Chateau Salins, fought them for 45 minutes and compelled

several to land. The Germans retreated on the arrival of

reinforcements.

On Aug. 4 it was noted that the R.N.A.S. Comforts

Fund, organised by Mrs. Sueter, the wife of Commodore
Murray vSueter, then Director of the Air Department, had

passed the thousand pound mark. Throughout the winter

this fund had done much to add to the comfort of the

R.N.A.S. on active service. It is still very active, and

subscriptions should be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe,
Watlington, Oxon.
On Aug. II the whole question of Service aircraft

was discussed at length in this paper, and it was sug-

gested that large multiplane machines were being

neglected by the authorities. At a much later date some
attention was paid to the subject officially.

On Aijg. 9 and 10 hostile airships again visited

the East Coast, causing over a dozen casualties. The air-

ship was damaged by gunfire at Dover, and was caught
by R.N.A.S. aeroplanes when she was being tov.'ed into

Ostend on the water, where she was destroyed utterly by
allied aircraft.

A French communique of Aug. ,5 recorded the bombard-
ment of numerous towns north of vSmyrna hy a battleship

and two cruisers for which aeroplanes did the spotting. A
communique of Aug. 9 records a bombardment of Saar-

briick by 32 "bombardment aeroplanes" escorted by "pur-
suers." This is the first mention of "a regular organisation

of big bomb-carrying machines escorted by aei'ial de-

stroyers. The Germans claim that their battle aeroplanes
brought down two of these machines.
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A Russian communique of Aug. 3 recorded the bombard-
ing by aeroplane of a Turkish camp in the Caucasus. This

is the first mention of aircraft in that area. .

On Aug. 5 the Italian airship "Citta de Jesi" was
brought down by bombs from an Austrian seaplane as she

was returning from a raid on Austrian territory. Although
said to be destroyed by incendiary bombs the crew

escaped. This was the old ship "P.IV," one of the small

semi-rigid class.

On Aug. 18 it was argued out in The Aeroplane that

the absence of German aircraft on the West front was due
not to the cowardice of Creimau aviators, but to the fact

that the bulk of Gei'man aircraft had gone to the East
front to take part in the driving east of the Russians.

This explanation was afterwards proved true.

On Aug. 12 two Zeppelins visited the East Coast, and
after damaging 14 houses and killing six people "suc-

ceeded in evading our aircraft patrols."

The French Ministry of Marine stated that on Aug. 10

four French seaplanes dropped bombs on the Zeppelin
which was crippled off Ostend.

As a further instance of the courtesj^ of belligerent avia-

tors it was announced in Paris on Aug. 15 that a German
aviator had dropped into the French lines a message stat-

ing that the young artist de Losques and his pilot had
been killed "after a biave fight," mentioning the locality

of their graves and stating that their papers would be sent

via Switzerland.

The German communique of Aug. ir stated that the

fortresses of Novo Georgievsk and Brest Litovsk had
been bombarded by airships, and a Russian communique
stated that a Zeppelin had appeared 12 miles north of

Riga. German aeroplanes were visiting Riga daily. The
usual reciprocal bombardments of Venice and Pola con-

tinued with regularity.

A message from Athens noted that Serbian aviators Jiad

located two Austrion army corps near the vSerbian frontier

and that this force was afterwards reinforced by Bavarians.

Afterwards the entire force was withdrawn. The follow-

iiag comment at that date in The Aeropiane on this

matter is not without interest : "Nevertheless, keep your
eye on Serbia, which is at the moment the key to the
European situation, diplomatically especially." The
Government apparently agreed witli this in November.
On Aug. 10 the Spanish military airship "Alphonso

1

XIII" exploded when being inflated at Guadalajara, this

being the first Spanish incident of the kind. i

It was noted from New York on July 30 that graduates
!

of the A-nerican universities were being invited to join

the French aviation service "so as to obtain military ex-

perience which would be of value to them in the United
vStates Service afterwards." This somewhat drastic method ,

of training was evidently suggested by the fact that a i'\

number of Americans had taken service with France. It

wfis also noted from New York that one William Mattery
was killed in an aeroplane accident while flying for

General Villa's army in Mexico.

An Army Order issued on Aug. 23 sanctioned the wear-
ing of a special -badge by R.F.C. observers. This was the
first recognition of the exceptional gallantry of these
officers.

A report from Mitilene stated that on Aug. 12 a Naval
aviator flew over the Dardanelles and destroyed a Turkish
transport with a heavy projectile. It was after \vards con-

"firnied semi-ofircially. This is the first actual damage to

a ship at sea by an aircraft. The nature of the projectile

is only known to the favoured few in this country, but
many people in America know, and so presumably does
the enemy.

The first definite account of flying in Mesopotamia was
published on Aug. 25 from a letter dated June 3 written by
an officer of the Australian Flying Corps.

Zeppelins again visited the Eastern Counties on the

night of Aug. 17. Ten people were killed. As usual it

was believed that a Zeppelin was hit (presumably as an
article of faith).

The British height record made by Mr. Hawker on a

Sopwith biplane on June 6 was passed by the Royal Aero
Club at 18,393 feet.

A German Biplane, probably an Albatros, showing the clumsy wire "shoot" down which bombs are dropped by hand. Presumably
this has fince been replaced by a mechanical release j^ear.
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On Aug. 26 Squadron Commander A. W. Bigsworth

destroyed single-handed a German submarine with bombs

dropped from an aeroplane. This was the first time that

such a feat had been performed.

The first aero engine built in Australia made its test run

on August 28. It was built by the Sydney Tarrant Motor

Proprietary, Lid.

The "London Gazette" of Aug. 30 noted the appoint-

ment of Colonel H. M. Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., a.D.C.
and Lieut-Col. J. F. A. Higgins, D.S.O., R A., to be

Brigadier-Generals. This indicated the enormous expan-

sion in size of the R.F.C.

A French communique of Aug. 26 recorded a bombard-

ment by land aeroplanes of the French, British and Bel-

gian armies and seaplanes of the French and British

navies, sixty aeroplanes in all, agiinst German camps in

the forest of Houlthoulst, which was apparently fairlj^

well burnt out as the result. All retxirned safely. Twenty
tons of explosives were dropped. Some aeroplanes made
several trips.

On the morning of Aug. 28 six German aeroplanes at-

tempted to bombard Paris but were driven off.

On Aug. 23 several Russian seaplanes dropped bombs
on Constantinople and caused serious fires. This was the

first bombardment of that city.

September.

On Sept. 15 it was pointed out in The Aeroplane that

the agitation for aeroplane patrols of London at night was
totally misguided, and that the real reason for the im-
munity of Paris against aircraft raids was the double ring

of searchlights and anti-aircraft guns which protect that

city.

On the night of Sept. 7-3 three Zeppelins visited the

Eastern Counties, damaging fifteen houses and causing
nearly sixty casualties. Another raid took place on Sept.

S-g in which 106 casualties were caused. Another raid was
attempted on the night of the nth, and yet another on the
r.ight of i2th-T3th, but no casualties occurred. The Ger-
man communiques claimed damage in the western part of

the City of I,ondon, at Norwich, and at Middlesborough
on the 8th-9th.

On September 8 the Admiralty issued a notice record-
ing the reorganisation of the Air Department, appointing
Rear-Admiral C. L. Vaughan-Lee to be Director of Air
vServices. The then Director of the Air Department, Com-
modore j\riirray F. Sueter, C.B., being promoted to Com-
modore ist Class, with the title of Superintendent of

Aircraft Construction.

Another Admiralty announcement on Sept. 13 recorded
the appointment of Admiral Sir Percy Scott, Bart.,

K.C.B., K.C.V.O., LL.D., to take charge of the gunnery
defences of London against enemy aircraft.

A French communique of Sept. 13 recorded the bom-
bardment of the City of Treves, one of the most disti^nt

points reached by raids. On the same day Donau-
Eschingen in Baden was bombarded.

The subject of increasing the output of aeroplanes was
again fully discussed in The Aeroplane on Sept. 22, and
it was pointed out how unnecessary complications in
official designs limit output.
Another Zeppelin raid on the East Coast was reported

on the night of vSept. 13-14. There were no casualties.
An aeroplane visited the Kentish coast on the 13th and
caused seven casualties.

The C.-in-C, B.E.F., reported on Sept. 15 that during
the previous week there had been 21 air fights over the
German lines, and that in eleven cases German aeroplanes
were driven to the ground.

After a long silence about Egypt the French Ministry
of Marine announced on Sept. 17 that a squadron of
"hydravions" (seaplanes) at Port Said bombarded the
bridge at Chekaldere, "which constitutes an important
passage."

A letter from a German prisoner, dated Sept. 14, records
that a French aviator who dropped bombs on Donau-
Eschingen afterwards flew close to the ground and at-

tacked a train with his machine-gun, ~after which he
brought down a German aviator who attacked him.
On Sept. 14 the appointment of M. Rene Besnard, a

Radical Socialist, as Under-Secretary attached to the

Minister of War for the Department of Aviation and
Aeronadtics, was announced. M. Besnard, who appears
to have an affection for London, if one may judge by his

frequent visits, is reported to have done excellent work
since his appointment.

On Sept. 14 and 15 there was considerable debate in

Parliament on the subject of the anti-aircraft defence of

London. It was evident that the obvious defencelessness

of the city caused some perturbation.

It was recorded on Sept. 20 that in 18 days R.F.C.

pilots had had forty fights in the aif ; four enemy aero-

planes were known to be destroyed, and in all the other

cases the enemy had retreated. One pilot, who after-

wards was awarded the V.C., had brought down six

Germans single-handed.

The French communique of Sept. 22 recorded the bom-
bardment of Stuttgart, the capital of Wurtemburg, when
thirty shells were dropped on the Royal Palace and on

the station. The machines in this case were twin-

engined Caudrons.

Russian communiques of Sept. 24 recorded the appear-

ance of German aviators over the Gulf of Riga.

Serbian reports of Sept. 27 recorded renewed activity

by German aircraft, indicating the beginning of the

Austro-German advance.

On vSept. 29 an article quoted from the "Aerial Age"
of New York of Sept. 13, which in turn was quoted from

the "New York Times," described the tests of a new
twin-engined Curtiss aeroplane which the American

papers alleged was built for the British Government.

There appears to have been some, doubt as to whether

it was intended for the Navy or the Army, but un-

doubtedly some such machine existed and attained a

remarkably high speed.

October.

In an Army Order dated Oct. 4 Field-Marshal Sir John

French conveyed officially to Brigadier-General H. M.
Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., A.D.C., and all ranks of the

Royal Flying Corps, his appreciation of the valuable work
they had performed during the battle which commenced
on Sept. 25. In connection with this it should be noted

that during September eighty-four combats took place

in the air, and in only one case was a British machine

worsted. The Field-Marshal especially thanked the

R.F.C. ^for their work in co-operation with artillery, in

photography, and in bombing lines of communication.

A French communique of Oct. 2 recorded the bombard-
ment by a squadron of sixty-five aeroplanes of the

station of Vousiers and the aviation ground and station

of Challerange, and another communique of the 3rd re-

cords the bombardment of the railway and military build-

ings at Luxemburg. The former is notable for the

number of aeroplanes employed, and the latter for the

bombardment of a neutral country, which naturally drew
forth protests from the German occupants thereof.

A German communique of Oct. 3 recorded the forced

landing of the French airship "Alsace" and the capture

of her crew.

A report from Petrograd, which was never indepen-

dently confirmed, recorded on Oct. 4 the bringing down
of ofle of the new German twin-fuselage biplanes with

two 170-h.p. Mercedes engines. If true, this was the first

machine of this type to be captured by the Allies.

The Gennan communique of Oct. 11 recorded for the

first time the name of an aviator, Lieut. Immelmann,
who had distinguished himself in air fights. Thereafter
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for some mouths it became a custom in the German com-
muniques to bill him as a star turn.

The Aeropi,ane''s Danish correspondent noted on Oct. 13

a German army order indicating that Allied aircraft were
landing" spies behind the German lines. It appeared later

that actually officers in uniform were landed for the

purpose of blowing up railways and bridges.

On Oct. 3 it was noted that Sir Charles Wakefield had
been unanimously elected Lord Mayor of London for the
ensuing year. Sir Charles is the first Lord Mayor who
has been directly interested in aeronautical matters.

The "North China Mail" of Oct. 14 recorded an ex-

hibition of flying at Chengtu, and indicated considerable

interest in aviation in China.

On Oct. 14 a meeting was held in the City, at the

instigation of an evening paper, to demand reprisals by
aeroplanes on German towns. The absurdity of these

proposals were duly exposed in The Aeroplane on the

grounds that aeroplanes could not reach German territory

from any point occupied by British troops.

The French communiques between Oct. 13 and Oct. 17

recorded bomb-dropping reprisals by French aircraft on
behalf of this country on various German towns and
German positions.

The German communique of Oct. 15 claimed that on
the night of the 13th airships dropped bombs at Ipswich,

the City of London, the Docks, Hampton, and Woolwich.

It was recorded in the American papers of Oct. 13 that

Mr. Orviile Wright had sold his entire interest in the

Wright Aeroplane Company to a New York syndicate

for ;£30o,ooo.

Home Office communiques of Oct., 14 noted that air-

ships on the night of Oct. 13-14 caused 142 casualties,

including 41 deaths.

A letter from an officer in France published on Oct. 27

records that when a German aeroplane had been brought

down behind the British lines the Saxon pilot and the

Prussian observer fought a private war between them-

selves till separated by British troops, a
.
strange com-

mentary on the unanimity of the German Army.

On Oct. 24 considerable excitement was caused in Italy

by a German bomb destroying the Tiepolo frescoes on

the roof of the Scalzi Church in Ve'nice.

On Oct. 10, competing for the Curtiss marine trophy,
Mr. G. H. McCulloch made a ten-hour flight over Lake
Keuka, covering 610 miles with two stops.

Novembei'.

On Nov. I, in the dispatch from Field-Marshal Sit

John French, special attention was given to the excellent

work done by the Royal Flying Corps, particularly in

co-operation with artillery, photographing the positions

of the enemy, bombing their communications, and recon-
j

noitring over hostile territory. Over 240 combats in the

'

air were noted, and the Field-Marshal terminated with
the phrase : "For the valuable work carried out by the

^

Royal Flying Corps I am greatly indebted to their com-

:

mander, Brigadier-General H. M. Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O.,
j

A.D.C."
jOn Nov. 3 the whole question of supplying pilots for
|

a really large air fleet was discussed in The Aeroplane,
|

and particular emphasis was laid on the desirability of '

instituting a proper class of N.C.O. aviators, so as to

use to the best advantage those products of civilian
J

schools who are not quite suited to be commissioned
|

officers.

An Italian correspondent reporting the Serbian defeats

records the appearance on that front of large, fast, heavily
^|

armed German aeroplanes, eminently suited for flying

'

over mountainoits country where landing-places are

scarce. It is to be hoped that when operations by the

Allies iDegin over that country only long-range machines
with reliable engines will be used.

On Nov. 9, for the first time in history, aircraft were

represented in the Lord T\layor's Show, a tractor biplane,

minus wings, and sundry officers appearing in the

Mayoral train.

On Nov. 29 Mr. Ronald McNeil, M.P., raised the subject

of the unification of the aerial defence of London. Mr.

Balfour deprecated reorganisation on the score of the

magnitude of the task. It appears small, however, in

view of the general reorganisation needed in this country.

On Nov. II there was a lengthy debate in the House
of Commons on the subject of aircraft generally and the

Royal Naval Air Service in particular. Despite much
time occupied, nothing of any solid value whatever

evolved.

The Gotha hydro-biplane—a recent German effort.
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The resignation of Mr. Churchill from the Cabinet in

the middle of November deserves note as he was primarity

responsible for the survival of the aircraft industry before

the war, as the industry would have shrunk to useless

diminutiveness without the support of the Admiralt)-.

One may take this opportunity of reiterating the hope
that Mr. Churchill may yet be intimately concerned with

aviation.

On Nov. 12 delegates from various Trade Unions con-

cerned with woodwork met to demand the abolition of

piecework in aeroplanes. Any absolute adoption of this

principle would seriousl}' restrict the output of aircraft.

An article by Lord Headley in The Aeroplane of Nov. 24

emphasised the evils likely to result from acceding to

various other demands by Trade Unions.

The G.O.C. in the Balkans reported that on Nov. 19

a British aeroplane, after dropping bombs on the railway

near Enos, was brought down by enemy fire. The pilot

of a secoiid aeroplane gallantly landed alongside him and
carried him away from under the nose of enemy troops.

This was one of the most remarkable feats of the war.

A Danish paper of Nov. 20 recorded that on Nov. 17

Z.18, a comparatively new ship, was blown up by acci-

dent at Tondern.
On Nov. 24 it was noted that some days previously a

Zeppelin bi'ought the Duke of Mecklenburg to Sofia, thus

completing the meeting of German and Bulgarian troops

by land, water, and air.

On Nov. 25 it was noted from Italy that the big three-

engined Caproni biplanes were being used with success.

A dispatch from G.H.Q. on Nov. 29 records that for

the first time in history a seaplane shot down an enemy
seaplane. The winning machine in this case was British.

Throughout October and November a very large amount
of aerial fighting took place, indicating apparently that a

big push was contemplated at an early date by one side

or the other.

It was announced from New York on Nov. 7 that Navy
aeroplane A.B. 2, flown by Lieut.-Commander H. C.

Mustin, U.vS.N., left the cruiser "North Carolina" while

under way, a catapult device being used for the purpose. It

may be well to note that British aeroplanes left ships

under way in 1912 without a catapult.

An Admiralty dispatch of Nov. 30 recorded the destruc-

tion of a second German submarine by an aeroplane,

piloted by Flight Sub-Lieut. Viney, R.N.A.S., with whom
was Lieut, le Comte de vSi^i^aj^, who, it is ascertained.

THE IMPERIAL AIRCRAFT FLOTILLA.
The Secretary for the Colonies announces that the

Government of the Gold Coast has received a further sum
of iii)500 subscribed by the Chiefs of Ashanti for the pur-

pose of an aeroplane to be presented to the Royal Flying
Corps, and to be inscribed "Ashanti."
The Overseas Club records the following further gifts

to the Imperial Aircraft Flotilla :
—

No. 35. Jamaica No. i. loo-h.p. Gnome Vickers gun-
mounted biplane, costing ;£2,25o; presented by the resi-

dents of Jamaica through the Aeroplane Committee.

No. 36. Gatooma, Rhodesia. 70-h.p. biplane, costing

/ii,5oo; presented by the British South Africa Company on
behalf of the residents of Southern Rhodesia.

No. 37. Trinidad. loo-h.p. Gnome Vickers gun-
mounted biplane, costing £2,2^0; presented by the West
India Committee on behalf of the Island of Trinidad.

No. 38 and No. 39. Johannesburg No. i, Johannesburg
No. 2. Two 70 h.p. biplanes, costing £i,soo each; pre-

sented by the women of Johannesburg.

No. 40. British Guiana. loo-h.p. Gnome Vickers gun-
mounted biplane, costing ;£2, 250 ;

presented by the people

of British Guiana through the Governor, Sir W. Egerton.

No. 41. Ceylon No. 3. (Subsidiary title "A Night-Jar

released the bombs. It was also noted that Flight-Lieut.

Ferrand, R.N.A.S., with Air Mechanic Oldfield, formed
the crew of the seaplane which sunk a German seaplane.

December,

About the beginning of December a British-built

Caudron biplane fitted with two Anzani engines made its

appearance at Hendon, this being the first really success-

ful twin-engine land machine of British make, though
of course British pilots had been flying twin-engine

machines built elsewhere on active' service.

A Turkish communique of Dec. 5 recorded that the

Turkish aviator, Ali Risa, attacked a torpedo-boat with

a machine-gun. This is the first public notification of

such a performance, but it is known a British destroyer

was similarly attacked at night in the Dardanelles some,

months before. Apparently the humour of the situation

so struck the crew of the destroyer that they forgot to

reply.

On Dec. 13 the Under-Secretary for War announced

that the defence of London against aircraft was being

transferred to the War Office, and that Sir Percy Scott

would cease to be in charge.

On Dec. 15 the question of the effects on human tissues,

and thence on the nerves, of excessive variations of atmo-

spheric pressure caused by high altitudes reached on

active service was discussed in The Aeroplane, and raised

some interest among medical men.

A report from Copenhagen dated Dec. 15 stated that

two more Zeppelins, numbered L.22 and Z.28, were de-

stroyed during November, the fcTrmer being at Bitterfeld

and the latter at Fuhlsbiittel.

A Turkish communique of Dec. 10 stated that aero-

planes captured from the British in Mesopotamia were

being used against us—there were said to be six -cap-

tured.

Appointments in the "Gazettes" of Dec. 16 and 18 in-

dicated the formation of a new Territorial unit known as

Hampshire Aircraft Parks, R.F.C. This indicated the

temporary militarisation of the employees of the Royal
Aircraft Factory. In contradistinction to the R.F.C.

proper, the H.A.P. appears almost last in order of im-

portance in the "Gazette," instead of first. This is

somewhat curious, as the Liverpool Navvies' Battalion

apparently appears in the relative order of its line

battalion.

from Ceylon.") loo-h.p. Gnome Vickers gun-mounted
biplane, costing ^^2,250 ;

presented by the people of Ceylon

through the "Times of Ceylon."

To meet the requirements of the War Office and make
the Malayan Air Squadron a complete fighting unit,

two gun-carrying biplanes of loo-h.p. are to be added to

the seven aeroplanes subscribed by the Malay Depen-

dencies. One of these biplanes has been presented by
Mr. Manasseh Meyer, of Singapore. Each machine costs

about £2,251, and to October 30th last Mr. Alma Baker,

of Batu Gajah, Kinta, Perak, who has organised the

scheme, required about ^^580 to complete the purchase of

the second biplane, which it is proposed to name "Miss

(or Edith) Cavell's Avenger," or "Avenger."

" A BOON AND A BLESSING."
It was reported from Rome on December 13th by the

"Exchange Telegraph Co." that Vatican circles announce
that the Pope is preparing officially to bless wirel,ess>

telegraphy, "thus restoring an ancient custom of the

Church to bless inventions which confer great benefits on
humanity."
The news is causing some excitement in aviation circles,

tlie opinion being expressed that the Pope may start

blessing R.A.F. products next.
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FLYING WITHOUT TEARS.
By the Author of "Essays of An Aviator."

It may be taken as a working hypothesis that the art

of piloting an aeroplane is an accomplishment in which

youth only can excel. A man over thirty has vested

interests, cherished hobbies, possibly a wife and family,

to caution prudence and to cloud his faculties. Or, if

he has none of these things, he can, at any rate, re-

member too well the time when flying was not, when

the very idea was fantastic and incredible.

To educated youth flying is quite natural. They

have, as it were, grown up with it
;
they can hardly

imagine life without it, as most of us find a difficulty

in remembering life without motor-traction. For them

no re-adjustment of ideas is needed. The latest gift

of the gods is no wonder, but a regular occupation.

And although the stable aeroplane is an established

fact and it is possible to fly in ignorance—after a

fashion, certainly-—and still live, excellence comes only

where certain qualities are assembled : the first and

foremost being youth with its clear-eyed quickness, its

dash, and its insatiable curiosity in full flood.

Three other essentials follow : imagination, a sense

of rhythm, and a sense of humour.

* * *

Imagination in flying, it should be noted, is not

necessarily the idea that one is going to be killed.

(Though in these days the thought of death rouses but

little interest; tragedy is a commonplace, and ancient

beliefs based on the fear of dissolution are inexorably

vanishing.)

Imagination may picture a shattered wreck plunging

earthwards from a vast height, but there is always a

saving element of hope in such workings of the brain :

faith in the future of the race, glory in the future of

aviation—a specialised afterthought for one's own safe

passage across airy floors.

Let a definite aspect of this strange quality of imagi-

nation be considered.
*' * *

Hung up some six thousand feet in the air, north of

the canal, moving swiftly backwards and forwards ever

five miles or so of our trenches, one looked contem-

platively across the wide expanse of country, but

thought of nothing save the tune of the motor, the

regular periods in which to turn, and wondered now
and then whether , some far-off speck was a hostile

aeroplane.

The observer tip-tapping on his key kept his eyes

fixed steadily on the target, smiling in an absent-

minded way as shots from the battery he was ranging

fell nearer and nearer. The white lines of trenches

below curved in and out, now approaching each other,

now retreating, leaving between them brown and
blasted patches pock-marked with shell-holes and mine
craters. Here they appeared in regular formation,

there so blended, criss-crossed, blown to pieces, and
merged, British with Hun, that one could not distin-

guish them.

To the north-east a great city lay like a blurred

shadow, and in the shattered township crouching be-

hind the German lines a house or two burnt steadily

—

grey smoke with a faint flicker of flame. Southwards
the French were bombarding heavily, the white smoke
drifting in little clouds.

Backwards and fofwards ; bank and turn
;
and, then,

in turning southwards, one saw a score of black bursts
above L

, and a machine in their midst heading
towards H . Like ink-blots that fall and spread
on blotting-paper, those shell-bursts were. It was as
if one dabbed with a charcoal point at an insect racing
across a piece of paper and left a black smudge with
each dab. Thicker came the shells, and the machine
was suddenly hidden. Bank and turn. The observer
smiled, with his eyes still glued to his target. Again,
turning southwards, the sky was speckled with faint

persisting blotches, but there was no machine.

In such a case the imagination refuses to act, or,

rather, acts humanely and perversely. Gravely the
mind appreciates it as a spectacle and goes no further.

* « «

The intensifying of the nervous system whereby the

machine and its pilot become one sentient unity may
be assumed to be another function of the. imagination.
Most pilots who have exp>erienced the "deadness" of

an aeroplane which has lost flying speed, whether in-

tentionally or otherwise, know how this feeling is in-

stantly communicated to their own nervous system,
and as suddenly vanishes when the machine again be-

comes air-borne and lively. There are limes, indeed,

when one can almost feel the machine quivering with

excitement.

So, with this eye of the mind, the practised pilot sees
in the instant that his motor stops the curving pathway
of his glide to a likely landing-place, and feels in the

first tremor of his machine against a gust its inevitable

sequence of attitudes.

"Every flight is an adventure," said the gallant

Cody, and in such imaginative spirit he reaped his

brief but splendid triumph.

* « *

As for rhythm, it is incarnate in flying. In no other

form of profession does the poetry of motion—that

hackneyed but indispensable phrase—find higher ex-

pression. For if a pilot need not have the soul of a

poet, he should at least have an appreciation of poetry,

or of music, and feel in the execution of a perfect loop

something of the fine rapture of the artist over his

creation.

The sense of rhythm, in flying, is a sense of curves.

It is the most mystical of all the attributes of a flier,

so much indeed, that it may one day rescue Flight

from its obvious destiny In War and In Commercialism,
and reveal through some strange religious cult an
undreamt-of form of art. But this matter may be re-

served for future discussion.

Upon the need for humour it is not intended—nor Is

it needful—to dilate, as it is the grain of Attic salt that

sweetens all the activities of life. To him that cranes

his neck at the wind-tossed argosy, the reflection

comes of a fool and his folly, or of a hero and his in-

trepidity, according to his temperament. But to the

man aloft no such opinions should disturb or irritate.

For him merely the chuckle of contentment at some-
thing achieved and a lively reverence for the art of

which he knows only the rudiments. To regard the

vagaries of weather and machines with good-tempered
indulgence ; to cultivate patience to an extent unknown
to anglers ; to see in flying the promise of a red and
thunderoiis da\vn—this i§ the trite humour of the pilot,
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NaTai and Military Aeronautics.
From the " London Gazette " Supplement, December 29th, 1915.

War Office, December 29th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Staff Attached to Headquarter

Units.—Brig. Com.—Bt. Lieut. -Col. W. S. Brancker, R.A., and

to be temp, brig.-gen whilst so employed. December i8th.

ESTABLISHMENTS.—Royal Flying Corps, Milit.ary Wing.
—Eqpmt. Officers, and to be temp, capts. whilst so employed.

—

Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) C. E. Prince, W est, and Cumb. Yeo.

November 29t'h. Lieut. H. A. OxenJiam, S.R., from an asst.

eqpmt. officer. November 30th.

Flying Officers.—December 1st : Capt. J. U. Kelly, Wilts, and
remain seconded; Temp. Lieut. G. Klingenstein, .A.S.C., end
transfd, to Gen. List. December 2nd : Temp. Lieut. N. C.

Sampson, attd. 2nd Dgn. Guards, and transfd. to Gen. List ; Sec.

Lieut. C. M. B. Chapm^an, E. Kent, and seconded ; Sec. Lieut

G. W. Robarts, R.F.A., S.R. December 7th: Capt. C. T. Mac-
lean, R.F., S.R., and seconded; Lieut, (temp. Csipt.) G. V. Rice,

R.F.A., T.F. ; Lieut. C. H. Gardner, R.F.A., T.F. ; Lieut. D.
Grinnell-Milne, R.F., S.R., and seconded; Temp. Sec; Lieut. C.

H. Tancred, R.A., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. L. H.
T. Sloan, Cameron H., and seconded; Temp. Sec. Lieut. B. E.

Baker, Rifle Brig., and transfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut.

L. J. Pearson, R.E. ; Sec. Lieut. J. W. Toone, R. Irish, and
seconded; Sec. Lieut. F. E. Goodrich, S.R.

Balloon Officers.—December 2nd : Lieut. C. H. Stringer, 5th

Lrs., and seconded; Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) H. B. Martindale,

E. Surrey; T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. J. W. Jardine, S.R. December 4th.

December Sth : Temp. Capt. W. Lambert, R.F., and transfd. to

Gen. List
;
Temp. Lieut. W. B. Hellard, Gen. List.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—^Sec. Lieut. R. A. Courtney, S.R. Octo-
ber 25th. November 17th : Temp. Capt. E. B. Palmer, A.S.C. ;

Lieut. H. R. Raikes, E. Kent, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. H. J. C. Smith,

S.R. November 26. Sec. Lieut. N. S. Percival, S.R. Novem-
ber 28th. November 29th: Sec. Lieut. A. W. Cott, S.R. ; Sec.

Lieut. M. A. Shepstone, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. R. S. Witchell, Gen.
List; Sec. Lieut. W. J. Hewitt, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. T. L. F. Bur-
nett, S.R-: .Sec. Lieut. E. W. Havers, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. H. L.

Conner, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. C. G. Smith, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. F. H.
Songhurst, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. W. T. W. Wartnaby, S.R. ; Sec.

Lieut. G. McKerrow, S.R.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, December 30th, 1915.

War Office, December 30th.

REGULAR FORCES

—

Establishments—Royal Flying Corps.
Military Wing.—Wing Coms. from sqdn. corns., and to be temp,
lieut.-cols. wliilst so employed.—Capt. (temp. Maj.) G. S. Shep-
hard, R.F. December loth. Capt. (temp. Me^j.) G. W. P. Dawes,
R. Berlfs. December 12th.

Sqdn. Coms. from flight corns., and to be temp. majs. whilst

so employed.—December 7t'h : Cape. R. B'. Martyn, Wilts
;
Capt.

H. Le M. Brock, R. Warwicks ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) L. A.
Strange, Dorsets. Capr. J. G. Hearson, R.E. December 17th.

Flight Coms., from Flying officer's.—Capt H. Petre, Common-
wealth Mil. Forces. November 22nd. Capt. (temp. Lieut, in

Army) E. W. Powell, Unattd. List, T.F. December Sth.

And to be temp, capts, whilst so employed.—Temp. Sec. Lieut.

H. B. R. Grey-Edwards, R.A. November 22nd. Temp. Sec.

Lieut. B. P. Greenwood, Gen. List. November 28th. December
3rd : Lieut. R. H. S. Mealing, S.R.

;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. E.

Clarke, A.S.C. ; Sec. Lieut. R. E. A. W. Hughes-Chamberlain,
S.R. December 6th. December 8t!h : Sec. Lieut. W. D. S. San-
day, S.R. ; Lieut. L. W. Learmount, S.R. Lieut. R. Balcombe-
Brown, R.F.A , S.R. December 12th. Lieut. G. L P. Hender-
son, S.R. December igth.

Flying Officers.—December loth : Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. H. W.
Tollemaciie, R.E., and transfd, to Gen. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut.

T. A. Oliver, R. Welsh F., and transfd. to Gen. List. December
14th : Temp. Sec. Lieut. R. H. Anderson, Rifle Brig., and transfd.

to Gen. List ; Lieut. A R. S. Clarke, Dorsets, and seconded

;

Temp. Sec. Lieut. F. H. Furness-Williams, R.-A., and transfd.

to Gen. List
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. S. Powell, Gen. List. Sec.

Lieut. H. A. B. Robb, S.R. December isfh.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS. Supplementary to
Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military
Wing.—Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) H. A. B. Robb confirmed in rank.

To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.)—L. Min6t. October 28th. Novem-
ber 17th : A. T. Watson, J. V. Nash, L. Porter. November 22nd.

J. T. Spittle. November 23rd. November 25th : W. G. Stewart,

L. F. Hutcheon. W. A. Spratt. November 26th. C. L. H.
Hicks. December 2nd. D. W. S. Paterson. December 8th. W.
J. M. Tomson. December 28fh.

* * *

From the " London Gazette," December 31st, 1915.

Admiralty, December -^ist.

R.N. AIR SERVICE.—Temp. Warrant Officer, 2nd Grade,

J. W. Alcock, promd. to rank of flight sub-lieut. for remp. service

December 30th.

From the "London Gazette," December 31st, 1915. *

The following Honours notified in the "Gazette" of

December 31st have been granted to officers indirectly-

concerned with aviation :—
Order of the Star of India.

The King has been graciously pleased to make the fol-

lowing promotions in and appointments to the Most
Exalted Order of the Star of India :

—
C.S.I. (Additional), in Recognition of Meritorious

Service in connection with the War.
Lieutenant-Colonel the Right Hon. John Walter

Edward Douglas-Scott-Montagu, Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu, V.D., Commandant, 2/7 Hampshire Regi-
. ment.

[Lord Montagu of Beaulieu was one of the earliest sup-
porters of aviation in this country, being a founder-
member of the Royal Aero Club and having flown with
Wilbur Wright when he was still making his first experi-
ments. He did much to assist the first aviation meetings
in England, notably that at Bournemouth, and in his

paper, "The Car Illustrated," he devoted much space to
popularising aviation among his readers. During the war
he has been concerned with mechanical transport, and,
one gathers, in some measure with this section of the

R.F.C. Lord Montagu is to be sincerely and heailily con-

gratulated on his escape from the ill-fated s.s. "Persia,"
torpedoed ofi Crete on December 30th.—Ed.]

Order of the Bath.
The King has been graciously pleased to give orders

for the following promotions in and appointments to the
Most Honourable Order of the Bath, in recognition of the
services of the undermentioned officers during the war :

—
To be Additional Member of the Military Division of the;

• Second Class, or Knight Commander, of the said Most
Honourable Order :

—
Vice-Admiral Reginald Hugh Spencer Bacon, C.V.O.,

D.S.O., retired.

[Vice-Admiral Bacon was for some years engaged in,

directing the fortunes of the Coventry Ordnance Works,
and during that period the firm commenced to build

aeroplanes. Admiral Bacon now commands Patrols, and
in this capacity is directly concerned with a large section

of the R.N.A.S.—Ed.]
To be Ordinary Member of the Military' Division of the

Second Class, or Knight Commander, of the said Most
Honourable Order :

—
Colonel Henry Capel Lofftt Holden, C.B., Assistant

Director of Supplies and Transport, War Office.

[Colonel Holden is vice-chairman of the Royal Aero
Club, and was acting-chairman through nearly all 1914
in the absence of the Marquess of TuUibardine. He was
the chief designer of Brooklands Track, the only thing

of its kind in the world, and he has had a distinguished

career in the Army as an officer of the Royal Engineers.

Eor many years he has been one of the leading authori-

ties on mechanical traction.—Ed.]
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement. December 31st, 1915.

A Second Supplement to the "London Gazette" of

December 31st contains the following notifications :

—

Victoria Cross.

The King has been graciously pleased to approve of

the grant of the Victoria Cross to Squadron-Commander
Richard Bell Davies, D.S.O., R.N., and of the Dis-

tinguished Service Cross to Flight SuB-LiETrtENANT

Gilbert Formby Smylie, R.N., in recognition of their

behaviour in the following circumstances :

—

On November 19th these two officers carried out an air attack

on Ferrijik Junction. Fligtit Sub-Lieutenant Smylie's machine
was received by very heavy fire and brought down. The pilot

planed down over the station, releasing all his bombs except

one, wthich failed to drop, simultaneously at the station from

a verv low altitude. Thence he continued his descent into
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the marsh. On alighting he saw ihe one unexplodid bomb,
jnd set fire to his machine, knowjng- that the bomb wuulcl en-

sure its destruction, he then proceeded towards 1 urkish
territory. At this moment he perceived Squadron Commander
Davies descending, and fearing Liiat he would come down near
the burning machine and thus risk destruction from the bomb,
Flight Sub-Lieutenant Smylie ran back and, from a short dis-

tance exploded the bomb by means of a pistol bullet. Squadron-
Commander Davies descended at a safe distance from the
burning machine, took up Sub-Lieutenant Smylie, in spite of

the near approa-ch of a party of the enemy, and returned to

the aerodrome, a feat of airmanship that can seldom haxe been
equalled for skill and gallantrv.

[Cominaiider Uavie.s had aiieady won his D.S.O. for

gailantiy iu Flai]der,s. The action which won him his V.C.
was described in this paper shortly after it occurred.^—Ed.]

Distinguished Service Order.
The King has been graciously pleased to give orders

for the appointment of the undermentioned officers to be
Companions of the Distinguished Service Order :—
Flight Sub-Lieutenant James Brian Patrick Ferrand,

R.N.
On November 28th, 1915, accompanied by First Cr_/iss Air

-Mechanic Oldfield as gunner, Flight Sub-Lieutenant Ferrand
attacked a hostile seaplane, which was accompanied by three

more seaplanes and a destroyer, off the Belgian coast, and
brought it down by gunfire into the water, where it immedi-
ately sank. He then attacked the destroyer, and onlv aban-

• doned the attack after coming under heavy shell fire both from
the destroyer and the shore batteries , of W'estende.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant Taunton Elliott Viney, R.N.
For his services on November 28th, 191^1 when, accom-

panied by LE Lieutenant en secoxd de Sincay as obseTver,
he destroyed a German submarine off ihi; Belgian coast by
bombs dropped from an aeroplane.

To be an Honorary Companion of the Distinguished

Service Order :
—

Le Lieutenant en second Colley vSaint-Paul Comte de
Sincay, attached to No. ~i Wii^g, Royal Naval Air
Service.

For his services in connection with the destruction of a

German submarine by bombs dropped from an aeroplane on
November 28th, 1915.

APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS.
The undermentioned Lieutenant-Commander has been

promoted to the rank of Commander in his .Majesty's

Fleet :
—

Robert Hamilton Clark-Hall (now Acting Commander).
Royal Naval Air Service..

The undermentioned Squadron Commanders have been
promoted to the rank of Wing Commander :—

Robert Gordon, Robert Hamilton Clark-Hill, Charles Russell
Jekyl Randall, ffichard Bell Dnvics, D.S.O. Dated January
I, 1916.

The undermentioned Flight' Commanders have been
promoted to the rank of Squadron Commander :

—

Frederick William Bowhill, Arthur Bruce Gaskell, Ennis
Tristram Ratcliffe Chambers (now -Acting Squadron Com-
mander), Cecil Francis Kilner, D.S.O.

. Edmund Digby Maxwell Robertson, Reginald Lennox George
Marix, D.S.O., '-"rancis Kennedy MoClean (for temporary
ser\'ice) (now .Acting Squadron Commander), John Tulloch
Cull, D..S.O. (now -Acting .Squadron Commander). Dated
January ist, 1916.

The undermentioned Flight Lieutenants have been pro-

moted to the rank of Flight Command^ :

—

John Maricii Rush Cripps, Thomas W, Elsdon, Herbert
.Stanley --'id.;;;!-, (now -Acting Flight Commander), George
Miller Dyott (for temporary service) (now -Acting Flight Com-
mander).

Robert Hilton Jones, Cuthbert Morgan Murphy (now .Act-

ing Flitrht Commaixier), Douglas Claude Strathern Evill {now
-Acting Flight Commander), John Philip Wilson, D..S.C (now
-Actin.a; Flight Comuiander).
James Douglas -Maude, Ernest Victor S.amuel Wilbertorce,

John Dunville (for temporary service), Charles' Frederick
Pollock (for temporary service). Dated January ist, 1916.

The undermentioned Flight Sub-Lieutenants have been
promoted to the rank of Flight Lieutenant :

—
Charles George Vernier, Benjamin Travers, John Conrad

Peter Wood, -Arthur Charles Teesdale.

Eustace Fletcher Moyes, .Arthur Quilton Cooper (for tempo-
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rary service) (Acting Flight Lieutenant), Frederick Wliitting-

ton Gamwell (now Acting Flight Lieutenant), Robert Dymond
Gladman Sibley.

Lawrence Pratt Oi>enghaw, Cuthbert Everard Brisley (for

temporary service), William Geoffrey Moore, George Hancock
Raid.
Thomas Vaugihan Lister, Thomas Francis Netterville Ger-

rard, Oswald Noel Walmesley, James Edward Baker Maclean.

John Daniel Newberry, Thomas Hinsfielwood, Frank Thomas
Digby, Bertram Denison Kilner.

Ralph Squire Sorley, John Thearsby B'ankes-Price (for tempo-

rary service), Frank Besson, Charles William Fairfax Morgan.
Robert Hudson Routledge, Christopher Eric Wood, Eustace

de Courcy Hallifax, Colin Johnson.
Dudley Ware Alexander Barton, James Brian Patrick Fer-

rand, John Stanley Fleming Morrison, Richard Cecil Hardstaff.

Frederick William Lucas, Leslie Hewitt Hardstaff, Royce
Gustave Andr6 Baudry, .Arthur Frederick Foy Jacob.

Guy William Cranfield (for temporary service), William

Charles Miohie (for temporary service), Gilbert Formby
Smylie, Frank Fowler.

Charles Walter Graham (for temporary service), Alexander

Robb Cox, Colin Temple MacLaren, Cecil Douglas Morrison.

John Robert Davison (for temporary service), Edward
Stewart Cripps (for temporary service), Arthur Hamilton
Chandler (for temporary service), Taunton Elliott Viney,

Ernest Arthur Oliphant Auldjo-Jamieson Dated January ist,

1916.
« * *

From the " London Gazette " Supplement, January 1st, 1916.

A Supplement to the " London Gazette "-of December 31st,

dated January ist, gives the names of those whom Field-Marshal
Sir John French recommends (under date November 30th)' for

gallant and distinguished conduct in the field. The War Office

notification and Sir John French's recommendations respecting

those concerned with aviation are as follows :

—

War Office, January ist, 1916.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS STAFF, '&c.

Capper, Maj.-Gen. J. E., C.B.
Fisher, Maj. (temp. Lieut. -Col.) B'. D., D.S.O., 17th Lancers.

Musgrave, Maj. H., D.S.O., Royal Engineers.
[The above officers have been connected with aviation work,

though not on the establishment of the R.F.C.—Ed.

J

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.
Acland, Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) W. H. D., Royal ist Devon

Yeomanry
;

Adamson, Lieut, (temp. Capt. in Army) W. C,
-Special Reserve; .Andrews, Sec. Lieut. J. O., Royal Scots; Ash-
more, Lieut. -Col. E. B., M.V.O., Royal Artillery.

Babington, .Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) P., Hampshire Regt.
<T.F.); Baldwin, Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) J. E. A., 8th Hussars;
Baring, Lieut. Hon. M., Special Reserve

;
Barrington-Kennett,

('apt. V. A., Special Reserve; Barratt, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) A. S.,

Royal Artillery; Becke, Brev. Maj. (temp. Lieut. -Col.) J. H. W.,
Nottinghamshire and Derbys'hire Regt. ; Bell-Irving, Capt. M.
McB'., Special Reserve; Birch, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) \\. C. K.,

Yorkshire Regt.; Blackburn, Capt. H., Special Reserve; Board,
-\Iaj. .A. G., South Wales Borderers; Boyle, Capt. (temp. Maj.)
Hon. J. D., Rifle Brigade; Bradley, Capt. C. R. S., 4th Cavilry,

Indian Army; Brancker, Brev. Lieut.-Col. W. S., Royal Artillery;

Brock, Capt. H. Le M., Roval Warwickshire Regt.
;

Burke,
Brev. Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) C. J., D.S.O., Royal Irish Regt.

;

Bush, Sec. Lieut. E., Special Reserve.

Capel, Sec. Lieut. A J., Somerset Light Infantry; Cemlyn-
Jones, Lieut. J., Royal Welsh Fusiliers ,(T.F.)

;
Charlton, Maj.

(temp. Lieut.-Col.) L. E. O., D.S.O., Lancashire Fusiliers;

rhristie, Capt. A., Royal Artillery; Cleaver, Temp. Capt. F. H.
;

Cnoper, Sec. Lieut. H. A., Special Reserve.
Darley, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) C. C, Royal Artillery; Dawes,

Capt. (temp. Maj.) G. W P., Royal Berkshire Regt. ; de Havi-
l.md, Capt. H., .Special Reserve; Douglas, Lieut. W. S., Royal
Field Artillery, Special Reserve

;
Dowding, Capt. (temp. Maj.)

H. C. T., Royal Artillery.

Evans, Temp. Lieut. A. J., Special I^ist.

Festing, Maj. F. L., Northumberland Fusiliers; Filley, Lieut.

O. D., Special Reserve.
Gilbert, Sec. Lieut. E M., Essex Regt., Special Reserve; Glan-

\ ille, Capt. H. F., West India Regt. ;
Glen, Sec. Lieut. D. A.,

Manchester Regt.
;
Gossage, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) E. L., Royal

Artillery; Gower, Capt. E. L. M. L., Special Reserve; Greenwood,
Temp. Sec. Lieut. B. P. Special List

;
Grenfell, Lieut, (temp.

Capt.) E. O., Royal Artillery; Grey-Edwards, Temp. Sec. Lieut.

H. B. R., Royal Artillery.

Hearson, Capt. J. G. , Royal Engineers; Hellyer, Lieut, (temp.
Capt. in Army) F. E., Hampshire Regt. (T. F.)

;
Higgins, Brev.

Lieut.-Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) J. F. A., D.S.O., Royal Artillery

;

Horsfall, Temp. Capt. E. D. ; Hyde, Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. 1>.

Insall, Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. J.

Jackson, Capt. J. L., Connaught Rangers, Special Reserve;
James, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) B. T., Royal Engineers (killed).

Kinnear, Lieut, ftemp. Capt.) J. L., Liverpool Regt.

Lawrence, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) G. A. K., D.S.O., Royal Artil-
lery

;
Lewis, Capt. (temp. Maj.) D. S., D.S.O., Royal Engineers;

Long, Sec. Lieut. S. H., Durham Light Infantry; Longcroft,
Brev. Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) C. A. H., Welsh Regt.

; Longstaff,
Maj. R., Royal Field Artillery; Loraine, Capt. R., .Special Re-
serve

;
Lubbock, Temp. Lieut. Hon. E. > F. P., Army Service

Corps; Ludlow-Hewitt, Capt. (temp. Maj.) E. R., Royal Irish
Rifles.

Marshall, Capt A., D.S.O., 28th Cavalry, Indian Army; Medli-
oott. Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. W.

;
Mills, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) G. D.,

Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire Regt.
;
Mitchell, Capt. W. G. S.,

Highland Lig-ht Infantry; Mitchell, Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.)
E. H., Royal Artillery; Moore-Brabazon, Capt. J. T. C, Special
Reserve.

Nidholl, Lieut, (temp. Capt. in Army) H. R., Special Reserve.
Parker, Temp. Lieut. A. H. (Lieut. Punjab Volunteer Rifles);

Peck, Temp. Sec. Lieut. R. H., Dorset Regt.
; Pike, Lieut, (temp.

Capt. in Army) R. M.
, Special Reserve

; Pinney, Sec. Lieut. J. C.
W. A., Royal Fusiliers; Playfair, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) P. H. L.,

-

Royal Artillery; Popham, Maj. G. L., Royal .Artillery; Porter,
Capt. G. T., Royal Artillerv

;
Powell, Capt. (temp. Lieut, in

Army) E. W., Unattached List (T.F.); Powell, Temp. Lieut.

F. J.

Ramsay, Qmr. and Hon. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. ;
Read, Lieut,

(temp. Capt.) W. R.. ist Dragoon Guards; Rees, Capt. L. W. B.,

Royal Artillery
;
Reynolds, Brev. Maj. H. R. P., Royal Engineers ;

'

"Rumbold, Sec. Lieut. R. S., Somerset Light Infantry; Russell,

Temp. Lieut. J. C., Royal Engineers (Sec. Lieut. Royal Engineers
T.F.); Ryan, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) C. E., Royal Field Artillo-y.

Salmond, Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) W. G. H., Royal Artillery;

Salmond, Brev. Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) J. M., D'.S.O., Royal
Lancaster Regt.

;
Saunders, Temp. Lieut. R. A., Royal Field Ar-

tillery (T.F.); Soholefield, Sec. Lieut. E. R. C, Lancashire
Fusiliers; Shephard, Capt. (temp. Maj.) G. S., Royal Fusiliers;

Shield, Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. S. ;
Simpson, Lieut (temp. Capt.)

F. W. H., Royal Garrison Artillery; Simpson, Sec'. Lieut. H. R.
D., 6th Dragoons; Sison, Temp. Lieut. H. M., .Army .Service

Corps; Smith, Capt. T.' V., Special Reserve; Somervail, Lieut.

A., King's Own Scottish Borderers (T.F.); Spratt, Capt. N. C,
Special Reserve; Steel, Lieut. J. V., Royal Garrison Artillery;

.Symington, Sec. Lieut. D. A. C, Special Reserve.

Thomson, Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) A. A. B., Royal Warwick-
shire Regt. .

Vagg, .Sec. Lieut. H. R., Somerset Light Infantry; Vaucaur,
Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. M., Royal Field Artillery

;
Verney, Lieut,

(temp. Capt.), R. H., .Army Service Corps.

Webb-Bowen, Maj. (temp. Lieut. Col.) T. I., Bedford9)iire

Regt.
;
Woodhouse, Sec. Lieut. J. W., Special Reserve.

Yule, Sec. Lieut. L. W., Special Reserve.

Angell, No. 297 Actg. Sgt.-Maj. J. P.
;
Armstrong, No. 160

1

Sgt. A. W.
;
Armstrong, No. 1983 Sgt. A.

;
Beer, No. 555 Sgt.

'

A. A. J. ;
Bethell, No. 348 Sgt. H. E.

;
Brown, No. 812 Flight

Sgt. G. ;
Chapman, No. 728 Cpl. G. S. ;

Elstow, No. 1164 ist

Class Air Mechanic W.
;
Hawley, No. 1025 Cpl. .A.

;
Hunter,

No. 208 -Actg. Sgt.-Maj. A.
;
Ibbott, No. 586 Flight Sgt. W. C. ;

James, No. 152 Flight-Sgt. F.
;
Keegan, No. 346 Actg. Sgt.-

Maj. M.
;
Kelly, No. 272 Flight-Sgt. E. J. P.

;
Knight, No. 1053

Cpl. E. J. A. ; Noble, No. 1443 Flight-Sgt. T. C. ;
Randle, No

1629 Sgt. .A. ;
Smitii, No. 144 Sgt. W. ;

Veitch, No. 635 ist Class

Air Medhanic P. M.
;
Woods, No. 248 Actg. Sgt.-Maj. H.

* * •»

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January Ist, 1916

War Office, January ist.

Attached to Headquarter Units.—Brig.=Maj. : Capt. B. C
Fellows, ret. pay, Indian Army, from a wing adjt.. Royal Fly

ing Corps. December iSth.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—Central Flying School.—Instr. : Lieut, (temp. Capt.)

H. R. Nicholl, S.R., a flight comm., Mil. Wing, and retain

temp, rank whilst so employed, vice Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. E.

Tennant, Scots Guards. December 12th.

Military Wing.—Flight Comms.—From Flying Officers. De-

cember 7Ch : Capt. R. G. Cherry, R.A. ;
Capt. H. F. A. Gordon,

York and Lane.

.And to he temp, capts. whilst so employed : Lieut. S. W.
Smith, R.A. ; Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) W. H. Primrose, A.

and S.H., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) J. E. A. Baldwin,

8th Hrs. ; Sec. Lieut. R. H. Carr, S.R. ; Temp. Lieut. F. J.

Powell, Gen. List. December 15th. Lieut. E. P. Graves, R.A..

December 17th.

Flying Officers.-—December 6th : Temp. Lieut. J. Clisdal.j

Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. F. W. Brett, S.R. December gth : Sec.i

Lieut. A. W. Kilgour, S.R.
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. E. Pike,-'

Dunham L.I., and transfd. to Gen. List.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Units or Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military
WiNc:.—Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) .A. W. Kilgour confirmed in rank.
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From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 3rd, 1916.
MEMORANDUM.—To be temp. Sec. Lieut. : Air Mech.

J. L. Miles, Royal Flying CoqDs.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementarv to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military, Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : F. W. Brett, J. W. Jardine.
To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.). November. 15th : W. H. Tol-

hurst, P. Tremlett. December 13th : K. E. Page, F. R. Hudson.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on

December 28th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. B. E. J. Vallings and Leadg.
Mechanic R. J. C. Crouch granted temp, commissions as sub-
lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,
for R.N.A.S., for (E) duties, to date December 27th and December
25th respectively.

Messrs. M. C. Wood and H. C, Nash entered as temp, proby.
flight sub-lieuts. and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date December 6th.

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—Lieut.-Com. G. Holmes,
to the "President," additional, for special service with the Air
Department, -to date December 27th.

* * -x

The following appointments were notified at the .'\dmiralty on
December 29th :

—

RoY.AL Naval Air Service.—Chief Petty Officer (R.N.) S. J. V.
Fill granted a temp, commission as Lieut.^ R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N..'\.S., to date
December 26th.

The undermentioned have been granted temp, commissions as

sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., with seniority as stated: F. W. Mardock,
December 27th; D. R. W. Thompson and A. M. Tidey, Decem-
ber 30th.

Temp. Sub-Lieut. (R.N.V.R.) E. Ball entered as proby. sub-
lieut. for temp, service and appointed to the "President," addi-
tional, for R.N.A.S., to date December 30th.

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
December 31st :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Tempt. Warrt. Officer, second
grade, J. W. Alcock promoted to the rank of flight sub-lieut., for

temp, service, to date December 29th. _

Messrs. G. S. Gray and M. G. Dover entered as flight sub-lieuts.,

on probation, for temp, service, to date December 6th.

[It is typical of the curious way in which tlie internal work
of the R.N.A.S. is conducted that Mr. .'Mcock's- seniority should
differ by a day in the "Gazette," and in the ordinary .\dmiralty

notifications. On this head, it mav be noted that' a number of

R.N.A.S. officers are never Gazetted at all, and it frequently
occurs that an officer's name appears for the first time in the
"Gazette" when he is promoted a step or two above the rank
in which his name «hould by rights have appeared. If the
handling of appointments is any indication of the handling of
the rest of the office work there seems plenty of room for reform
in that direction as well as in others.—Ed.]

I

* * *

The follov^ing promotion and appointments were notified at
the Admiralty on January 3rd :

—

The undermentioned Engr. Lieut, promoted to the rank of
Engr. Lieut.-Com., with seniority January ist : E. Featherstone-
Briggs, D.S.O.
Royal Naval Air Service—Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., S. J. V.

Fill, to the "Empress," to date January 2nd.
Flight Sub-Lieut. G. Donald, to the "Engadine," to date

January 2nd.
The following have been entered as prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts.,

for temp, service, and appointed ro the "President," additional,
for R.N.A.S. : B. N. Harrop, G. G. Avery, S. V. Trapp, and
J. A. Glen, all to date December 16th.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty anoouuced the follow-
ing casualty on December 30th :—

>

Slightly Injured.

(Under date December 29th.)

Flight Sub-Lieut. Cyril R. Terraneau, R.N.

The vSecretai5' of the Admiralty announced the following
casualty on January 3rd :—

Slightly Wounded.
(Under date December 28th.)

Flight Sub-Lieut. Richard B. Munday, R.N.

'

* * *

The following appeared in the marriage columns on
December 30th :—

•

DAVIES—STEWART.—On December 28th, at St. Cadoc's
Church, Caerleon, Mon,, bv the Rev. Edmond Howells, assisted
by the Rev, Fredk. W.

, G. Whitfield, Flight Sub-Lieut. Wil-
loughby .'\rling'ham Davies, R.N., ekler son of R. H. Arling-
ham Davies, Esq., Crickhowell, and Mary Catherine Stewart,
elder daughter of William .Stewart, Esq., Brodawel, Caerleon.

A New Year Greeting from No. 1 Wing R.N.A.S. in Flanders.
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The following appeared in the marriage columns on
January 3rd :—

KEMP^METCALFE.—On December 30th, at All Saints'
Church, Clifton, by the Rev. M. P. Gillson (vicar), assisted
by the Rev. F. W. Boyd, vicar of St. Saviour's, Pimlico, Lieu-
tenant William Pitcairn Kemp, R.N.V.R., attached R.N..A.S.,
third son of Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Kemp, ot Cultra, Co. Down,
to Margaret Elizabeth Georgiana, elder daughter of the late
Douglas Metcalfe, barrister-at-la\v, and Mrs. Douglas Metcalfe,
of 9, Mortimer Road, Clifton, Bristol.

MILITARY.
The following passage in the dispatch from G.H.Q.

dated December 29th refers to aircraft :—
Yesterday the enemy made an unsuccessful attack

on one of our aerodromes. Of four machines only two
reached Iheir objective; no damage was done. One of
our aeroplanes was shot down.

* * *

The following passages in the dispatch from G.H.Q.
dated December 30th refer to aircraft :

—
Yesterday sixteen of our aeroplanes bombed Comines

Station. The station railway lines and sheds in the
vicinity were hit.

Ten of our aeroplanes attacked Hervilly aerodrome
and did considerable damage. In both the above

' cases all machines returned safely.

During the day there were twelve encounters with
hostile aeroplanes. One of our machines engaged four
of the enemy, one of which is believed to have been
brought down and another damaged, all four being
driven off. One of our aeroplanes was brought down
as a result of a combat with two hostile machines.

^. ^ fi:

I

The following appeared in the casualty list published
on December 30th :—

Wounded.
Moss, Sec. Lieut. L., A:S.C. and R.F.C.

* # *

The following casualtj^ was reported from the Base on
December 29th under date December 17th :—

Killed.
R.F.C—Phillips, 8177, 2ud Class Air Mechanic A.

•X- * *

The following appeared in the casualty list published
on January and :—

Previotisly reported Missing^ now reported Prisoner

of War.
Grinnell-Milne, Lieut. D. W., Royal Fusiliers and

Royal Flying Corps. ^
* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditiouarj^ Force
were reported on January 4th under date December 28th :

Wounded.
Alchin, vSec. Lieut. G., R.F.A., attd. R.F.C.

Missing.
Porter, Capt. G. T., R.F.A., and R.F.C.

* * *

The following casualties among the Indian Forces were
officially reported on January 4th without date :—

Expeditionary Force.

Officers Missing.

Cunningham-Reid, Sec. Lieut. D. F., Indian Army Re-
serve of Officers, attd. R.F.C.

Strover, Lieut. E. J., 3rd Brahmans, attd. R.F.C.
* *

The appointment of General Brancker, R.A., notified
in the "Gazette" of December 29th, will give general
satisfaction. As Deputy Director of Military Aero-
nautics, Colonel Brancker,, as he then was, raised the
Department of Military Aeronautics to a very high state
of efficiency under the most trying possible circumstances.
Despite the fact that many of the most able officers

in the R.F.C. had gone on active service when they
could have been even more usefully employed at home
in organising the new component parts of the R.F.C,
it was necessary to multiply the personnel and materiel

of the Corps many times over. This formidable task

fell to Colonel Brancker, and how well he succeeded no
one knows better than the enemy. His work was effective

as well as efficient, he displayed a remarkably open
mind on the subject of improved types of aeroplanes,

and in his dealings with officers of the R.F.C. and manu-
facturers alike he succeeded in imparting to them his
own personal enthusiasm for efficiency.

Not the least of his good works was the adoption by
the Army of the kite-balloon, which had previously been
condemned untried by certain R.F.C. officers. After a
brief personal trial of one of the Navy's "drachens"
Colonel Brancker, being a gunner by training, saw its

advantage for artillery spotting, and the type came into

regular use, as the appointments of "balloon officers"

to the R.F.C. show.

Some few months ago Colonel Brancker took command
of an R.F.C. Wing on active service, and though one
hears nothing of the doings of R.F.C. Wing-Commanders
it is safe to assume that the effectiveness of his Wing
may be taken as a measure of the good work he will do
as a Brigade Commander.

It is of interest to note that General Brancker is a
pilot of more than average skill, and it is believed that

when at the War Office he flew on more than one
occasion from Farnborough to G.H.Q. in France.

* * * I

Several interesting promotions appear in the "Gazette"
of December 30th. The two new Wing Commanders,
Colonel Shephard and Colonel Dawes, are among the

earliest aviators in this country, and joined the R.F.C.

when it was first founded. Colonel Shephard had a dis-

tinguished career in the Army before he took to flying,

being employed on special duties which called for un-

usual ability. Colonel Dawes flew at the Wolver-
hampton Meeting of 1910, and at Allahabad later in the
same year. Thereafter he was one of the most per-

sistent cross-country fliers in the R.F.C, and made con-

tinual journeys between Montrose and Farnborough by
air. Both officers have the gift of not only controlling

••nen but of winning their personal regard.

* * *

Second Lieut. W. F. Rogers, R.F.C, met with a fatal

accident at Gosport on December 29th. "Something
went wrong" while he was flying, and the machine dived,

burying its nose in the ground. Mr. Rogers was found

unconscious, and died before the arrival of a doctor.

A coroner's inquiry was held at Haslar Hospital on
December 30th . into the death of Mr. Rogers. Evidence
showed that though lie was a skilled aviator on certain

tj'pes of machines he was not familiar with the controls

of the machine in which he was then flying, and en-

deavoured to turn before ascending to a sufficient' height.

A verdict of accidental "death was returned.

* * *

Lieut. D. W. Grinnell-Milne, 7th Royal Fusiliers, pilot,

and Capt. C. C. vStroug, 13th London Regiment, observer,

returned as missing on December ist, are now reported

as unwounded prisoners in Germany. "Renter" states

that they were forced to descend by the bursting of a

cylinder near St. Quentin, and v^^ere able to burn their

machine before being made prisoners. They were respon-

sible for a gallant action on November 28th. When en-

gaged with an Albatros, which they brought down in the

enemy's lines, they were attacked by four fresh enemy
aeroplanes, but being joined by a British single-seater,

they defeated and pursued their opponents for some 20
miles, though constantly over the German guns.
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You want Steel Tubing to R.A F. and Admiralty specifications
in NICKEL, CHROME NICKEL and CARBON STEELS,
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makers, who produce not only round section^, but upwards of
250 special sections, many of which are specified for standard
machines. Final testing is attended to at the works by resident
officers.

Then there is the question of tube manipulation, which causes
us to mention that we have been specialists in this line for
many years, regularly designing and making our own machines,
tools, and appliances for doing everything with a steel tube that
can possibly b? done with it. For instance we do
TAPERING EXPANDING
REDUCING NECKING
WELDING BRAZING
GALVANISING SCREWING

FLANGING (ii;iwards &outwards)
BENDING TRAPPING
POLISBING PLATING
TAPPING CLIPPING

NIBBLING (OB JOFFBE-ING)

We do much steel presswork and !-heet metal work and to
facilitate the production of aeroplane constructors we are
turning out by request many
RUDDER FRAMES ELEVATOR FRAMES.: RIBS

CLIPS FERRULES
" Apollo " Tabular Box Spanners will assist .you in your assem

deals with standards, and we offer to quote for anything speci
1 he following specimen of our work is illustrated from a photoei

designer.

A.

ACCUS&^OLLUIKL^^
ll^^' UlUoJk,

blii ig and repairing .sho^s. Our catalogue
a. I

.

aph, and is included by permission of the

For a complete catalogue, which Includes full size illustrations
ot special sections, manufacturers are invited to write to-

OLDBURY - BIRMINGHAM
Telegrams - ' Accles, Oldbury." Telephone-Oldbury 111 (4 lines). Code—A. B.C. 5th Edition.
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FRANCE.
The communique of December 30th says :—
To the noitli of Soissons our artillery fire, directed

by aeroplane, reduced to silence and damaged a Ger-

man battery.
* * -

The communique of December 30th says :—
During the 29th inst. our aeroplanes bombarded the

Bulgarian parks and encampments at Petrik, to the

east of Lake Doiran. There is otherwise nothing to

report.

Referring to the Dardanelles operations, . the com-
munique says :—

In the afternoon an enemy aeroplane which attempted
to fly over our lines was driven off by Allied machines.

* * *

The afternoon communique of December 31st says :

—

vSome Aviatiks dropped bombs on Salonika on the

30th. One of these bombs fell on a Greek detachment
which was carrying out manoeuvres in the presence of

Prince Andrew. A shepherd was killed fifty 3^ards

away. The material losses were insignificant.

The evening communique of December 31st says :
—

During the bombardment of Durazzo on the 29th

the enemy used seaplanes. One of these machines was
destroyed by an Italian cruiser.

* * It

An official note on the work of the French aviators in

the East, published in Paris on December 29tli, says :
—

The first aviators, who landed at Salonika on October
igtli, encountered great difficulties in installing an
aviation park, as the mobilised Greek Army had taken
over all suitable places. Nevertheless, the first

squadron was ready in less than a week, and effected

the first reconnaissance on October 31st in the Ghevgeli
region.

Flying is especially difficult in Macedonia, as land-

ing places are non-existent, the ground very hilly, and
it is very cold. Despite this the aviators during
November made 54 flights, and obtained valuable in-

formation. They bombarded important cajnps, especi-

allj' at Uskub, Istip, and vStrumitza with great eft'ect,

particularly at Strumitza, where they caused an abso-

lute panic. Their exploits created great admiration

among the Greek people and army.

GERMANY.
The communique of December 29th says :

—
Yesterday the British lost two aeroplanes, one of

which was forced to land by our artillery fire north-

east of Lens. The second machine, a big battle aero-

plane, was shot down in an aerial fight north of Ham.
On December 27th, another British aeroplane was de-

stroyed by fire west of Lille.

[Compare with British communiques of December
29th and 30th. The results of the two dates have
evidently been confused in the above message.—Ed.]

* -X- -x-

The communique of December 30th says :
—

The activity of the aviators was also very lively on
both sides. An enemy aeroplane squadron attacked

the villages of Werwicq and Menin and the railway
establishments there. No military damage was caused.

On the other hand, seven inhabitants were injured

and one child killed. One English aeroplane was shot

down in an aerial battle to the north-west of Cambrai.
* * *

The communique of December 31st says :
—

An enemy attack on Ostend caused considerable

damage to buildings in the town. The monastery of

the Sacre Coeur especially suffered. Nineteen Belgian
inhabitants were injured and one killed. No military

damage was done.

ITALY.
The communique of December 30th referring to the

sinking of the Austrian destroyers "Triglav" and
"Lika," says :

—
An enemy aeroplane was also shot down by one of

our destroyers. Our ships all returned to port without
injury.

TURKEY
The communique of December 28th says :—
On December 25th enemy aviators unsuccessfully

,
dropped bombs in the neighbourhood of Galatkoj.

The communique of December 29th says :
—

On the Dardanelles front one of three enemy aero-

planes flying over Ari Burnu was hit by our artillery

fire and fell into the sea. It was subsequently towed
by two vessels to Imbros.

On Monday . . . one of our waterplanes successfully

dropped four bombs on the enemy's camp.

MONTENEGRO.
The communique of December 29th says :

—
An Austrian aeroplane on the 27th inst. threw

several bombs on Podgoritza, killing two Austrian

prisoners.

GREECE.
Messages from Salonika dated December 30th state that

there was considerable excitement in Salonika that morn-
ing when three enemy aeroplanes flew over the town and
harbour. They were heavily bombarded by the warships,

but as they were flying high they were apparently not

touched. French aeroplanes went up in pursuit. Mr.
Ward-Price, of the "Telegraph," say^ thc}^ dropped several

bombs, one of which is said to have fallen within fifty

j^ards of a Greek general who was on parade with some
troops.

The consequences of this raid by the enemy were swift

and sudden. Certain plans which had been prepared in

advance for such a contingency were immediately put
into operation. The German, Austrian, Bulgarian, and
Turkish Consuls and Vice-Consuls were arrested by order

of General Sarrail and taken with their families and per-

sonal dependents, under escort, to boats which were wait-

ing to take them to a battleship, where they remained.

"THE AEROPLANE" IN 1916..

Those responsible for the management of The
Aeroplane wish to express their thanks to the nume-
rous readers who have complimented them on this

paper's success during 1915, culminating in the last

issue which easily beat all records—including all Aero
Show Issues—for the entire aeronautical press of the

world. Despite kindly suggestions to that effect it

is not the intention to increase the price of the paper

to sixpence, even though readers may by comparison
judge it to be worth that sum. The Aeroplane started

at a penny, and it is hoped that—barring a famine in

paper or a Government tax on weekly newspapers—it

may always sell at that price. It remains the only
aeronautical paper which has not altered its price.

The Aeroplane could not expect to better its position

in the esteem of the Services or of the Trade by doing
so. It 5 readers and its advertisers appear to be very

well pleased with the paper as it is. The management
hopes to go on steadily improving the contents of the
paper as occasion offers, and to keep it up to the motto :

" To have been first merely proves antiquity. To have
become first proves merit."

THE WAR AEROPLANE SUPPLEMENT.
Copies of the War Aeroplane picture published with-

this issue may be obtained printed on special art paper
suitable for framing. The price of these prints packed
in a cardboard roll is is. each, post free, and orders

should be sent to the publishers of The Aeroplane, The
Wm. Dawson Publishing Co., Ltd., Breams Buildings,

E.G.
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AVIATION

INSTRUMENT BOARDS

Altitudu Recopdep to 10,000 feet op coppesponding Metpes. With button peset to Zepo.

Time of Tpip Clock pecopding independent time o'l Subsidiapy Dial. This can be stapted, stopped^and set
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
AEROPLANE.

MILITARY

The supplement published with this issue is designed

to show the stages oi development of the military aero-

plane, from the first types used in war, by the Italians

in Tripoli, down to the types used recently in the present

war. Naturally, the improved types only just put into

use by the Allies are not included, as they would be
of use to the enemy.
The key herewith gives the position in the large Plate

of the various numbers.
No. I is the old Maurice Farman "longhorn" biplane

with 70-h.p. Renault engine. This was the first aero-

plane to be used on active service by any Power, and was
employed to a considerable extent by the Italians in
Tripoli against the Turks, for scouting, and for the
dropping of elementary bombs.

No. 2 is the Nieuport two-seater monoplane employed
in the same campaign, generally fitted with an 8o-h.p.
Gnome. The principal work of this and the preceding
machine was scouting, but a little bomb-dropping was
also done. Machine or other guns were not carried as
thfe Turks offered no aerial opposition. Reconnaissance
was usually carried out at what would now be deemed
a ridiculously low altitude, this being rendered possible
by the absence of anti-aircraft guns and the prevalence
of ineffective rifle fire.

No. 3 is the 8o-h.p. Bleriot tandem two-seater. This
machine was used largely by the Bulgarians in their
operations against the Turks. Bombs of small size were
dropped by hand on mosques and other places likely to
afford shelter to enemy troops, or to cause annoyance to
the enemy if destroyed.

No. 4 is the Deperdussin monoplane, uged in some
degree by the Turks in the Balkan Wars. As Turkish
pilots weie employed, most of its work consisted in

damaging those who handled it.

No. 5 is the Henri Farman l)iplane, So-li.p. Gnome.
This machine was used with \-arying success by the

Serbians in their strife with the Turks, chiefly at Scutari,

and later with the Bulgarians. This machine was
probably the best reconnaissance biplane at that date,

and even at the beginning of this war it was largely

used. Practically all "pusher" biplanes are its direct

descendants.

No. 6 is the D.F.W. biplane. The Turks used these

steel-built biplanes, supplied by Germany, to a limited

extent. These machines possessed a large measure of

inherent stability, but their climbing power was limited

Key to Supplement of War Aeroplanes.

by their enormous weight. They were fitted with loo-h.p.

Mercedes engines.

No. 7 is an uncouth Ago biplane also supplied by Ger-

many to Turkey. This machine, with a 150-h.p. Argus

motor, carried a very fair load, but was an appalling

brute to fly, owing to its big side area forward.

No. 8 is the Rumpler-Etrich Taube, 120 Austrian-

Daimler engine, another Turkish import. The foregoing

Turkish aeroplanes all did fairly respectable work,

chiefly because they were fitted with reliable engines and

had the sky largely to themselves, for in the Balkan

War there was no fighting in the air.

No. 9 is an early L.V.G. biplane, loo-h.p. Mercedes

engine, used extensively by the Germans in the early

part of the present war. Its elaborate chassis made it

easy to land in bad ground, and it was quite a good all-

round machine. Improved types of the same make are

largely used by the Germans and are generfilly mistaken

for Albatroses or Aviatiks, much as all German mono-

planes are called Taubes.

No. 10 is a B.E.2b. biplane, a product of the Royal

Aircraft Factory, resembling Mr. de Ha:villand's B.E.2.,

and preceding the B.E.2C. A large amount of recon-

naissance was done on this type chiefly before and during

the retreat from Mons. The weak point of this machine

was its lack of power, as it only had a 70-h.p. Renault

engine. Otherwise it was quite a good machine at the

period. Some- of the type may still be in use abroad,

and they are quite largely used for school work.

No. II is a Morane "Parasol" monoplane, produced by

the Morane-Saulnier Company shortly before the war.

This machine is very popular among certain aviators,

chiefly on account of it§ wide field of vision and its rapid

climb. It is, however, very tricky to handle when near

the ground. This machine is usually fitted, with an

8o-h.p. le Rhone motor.
'

No. 12 is a Bristol "Scout" biplane, a machine which

has done a vast amount of war flying in the hands of

many of our best pilots. Fitted with a loo-h.p. mono-

soupape Gnome, it is one of the fastest machines of its

type in the world, and its landing speed is low.

No. 13 is a German three-seater "battle-aeroplane," a

powerful tractor biplane, which has done considerable

execution in aerial fights. Fitted with machine-guns
firing both fore and aft, and possessing superior speed
to the majority of Allied aeroplanes, it at one'time domin-
ated the air over certain sections of the fighting line.

No. 14 is a Henri F.irman version of

the Voisin, a steel biplane of particu-

larly fine construction, fitted with a

Salmson engine. Many of the defects

of its prototype were removed, and it

is an excellent example of the heavy
pusher biplane.

No. 15 is a standard straight-winged

Aviatik biplane used largely for re-

connaissance by the Germans. With
the L.V.G. and Albatros it shares the

bulk of German air work.

No. 16 is a modern Albatros biplane

with similar attributes to No. 15. The
claw-brake in the chas.sis should be

noted. This fitting enables the

machine to make a standing start

with the engine running all out, with-

out external assistance, the brake
being released by the pilot from his

seat. This brake also assists landing

in a confined area.

No 17 is an example of the

German twin-fuselaged twin engined
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biplane, familiarly known as "two-tails" or "Wong-

Wong" on account of its peculiar posterior appendage and

the singular ululations set up by its engines when they

are not firing in time. This machine achieved most of

its success in the columns of the British halfpenny Press.

As an aeroplane it was a "wash-out."

No. 18 is a Martinsyde single-seater "Scout" biplane,

of a type designed and constructed as a moderately fast

and very strong machine which would stand a good deal

of knocking about by pilots of average ability—or less

than that—who are not esteemed highly by observers. It

has done remarkably good work in strafing German aero-

planes, even when flown by officers whose bravery and
marksmanship have exceeded their skill as aviators.

No. 19 is a Vickers gun-carrying biplane with a loo-h.p.

monosoupape Gnome engine, the first gun carrier of the

"pusher" type to be used largely by the R.F.C. It has
been of high value as a fighting machine.

No. 20 is a Bleriot armoured monoplane with mono-
coque fuselage, the armoured cockpit, fuselage and tail

being separate and replaceable ixnits. This machine had
immense possibilities, as it was practically invulnerable
to anything less than direct hits by shells, but apparently
it was developed no further.

No. 21 is a twin-enginM Caudron biplane ("de bom-
bardement"), the first multi-engined machine built by
the Allies to take the air with good effect. This machine
in its various types has made itself particularly objection-
able to the Germans because it can carry an enormous
weight of bombs, is very fast and a splendid climber. On
a recent occasion one of these machines escaped' from a
German biplane by outclimbing it while carrying a heavy
load—an almost unprecedented feat.

No. 22 is a Morane monoplane ("de chasse") w^^h Hotch-
kiss gun firing through the propeller. On a machine of

this type M. Gilbert conquered a number of German
machines, among them being a "battle-aeroplane" with
a crew of three.

No. 23 is a Voisin gun carrier : a machine with good
practical qualities marred by unscientific aerodynamics
and curious ideas in construction.

No. 24 is an 8o-h.p. Avro biplane, a machine which
proved its merit very early in the war, owing to its extra-
ordinary efficiency and excellent construction. A notable
feat was the raid on Friedrichshafen by Naval officers

detailed for land work, who started on three Avros with-
out any preliminary test flights.

No. 25 is a Maurice Farman "shorthorn" biplane, a

fast pusher biplane of comparatively light loading, used
largely both by the French and British Flying Corps with
excellent effect, especially with the newer and higher-

powered engines.

No. 26 is a Fokker biplane scout—the German reply to

the Allied scout machine. Variations of this machine
have been extremely successful on the Western Front, as

also has been a monoplane of the same make strongly

resembling a Morane.

No. 27 is a Nieuport "scout" biplane with a very small

lower plane and a gun firing upward through the top

plane, an extremely useful feature, as it enables the pilot

to attack enemy aircraft from below, their most vulner-

able and undefendable part, as few aeroplanes can fire

vertically downwards.
No. 28 is a Taube of later date, used early in the war,

but now obsolete, its speed and rate of climb being too

low for modern conditions. This type was built by
numerous German firms.

No. 29 is a kite-balloon, a Japanese invention improved

by the Germans. One of these instruments was used by
the Italians in Tripoli to assist their Naval bombardment,

the balloon being operated from a hulk. Kite-balloons

are now used by all the belligerent Powers and are found

invaluable for artillery spotting.

HIAWATHA AT HENDON.
Ye who love the haunts of Hendon

—

Love the sunshine on a Sunday,

When the breeze is very gentle,

When the shilling teas are se,rving

And the megaphone is singing.

Listen to this Hendon Legend,

Like the Song of Hiawatha :
—

As the year was slowly dying,

On the dry land near the wigwam,
Where they sell the Laughing Water,

Came the tribes of men together-

All the teachers, all the pupils.

All the wearers of the goggles,

All the chieftains dressed in leather

Who had done five minutes' rolling.

Papapaine and Grahame-Whiteskin,

Russell (from a distant taxi)

And his brother, Osipenko,

Manton, clad in gay mocassins,

From his honeymoon returning",

Pashley, too, and Winter with him.

Beattj?^ came, the great unbearded,

From the West so wild and woollen.

Kelly from the Isle of Erin,

Leaving work with much reluctance.

Cresswell, monarch of the speedway,

Hunter of a hundred trophies.

Eirchenough upon a Sunbeam,
With a Rainbow for a muffler.

Warren, of the scalp-protector,

vSmiles, the London and Provincial.

Caroe the Ruffy, came the Baumaiin,

Came the Bau.mann's cousin Ami,
Followed close at hand by Clarence

Of the old cathedral city.

Came the great chief Hall, from Sheffield,

And the tried and trusty Stevens

With his pleasant smile and fur-cap.

Through the mud so soft and clinging

Came the silver-tongued mechanics.

All their over-alls were oily,

And behind their ears were wood-bines.

Then the spokesman of the meeting.

Coming slowly from the wigwam

—

Mouth still moist with Laughing Water-
Raised his hand aloft for silence.

Speaking gently with emotion

He remarked that Nineteen Fifteen

Was approximately ended,

And another year was dawning,
,

Just as wet and twice as windy.

Had they made new resolutions

In the customary manner ?

Then the school instructors answered :

We have made good resolntions.

We resolve herewith in future

That our schools shall have a limit -

One machine for every pupil.

Each machine a second motor.

Every motor two mechanics,

That its running may be pleasant. ^

And the fees shall all be lower,

So much down and so much monthly. . . .

And the pupils present fainted,

And the meeting slowly melted,

Till the aerodrome was empty .-

So the New Year came to Hendon,

"While the anti-aircraft breezes

Kept on blowing nearly fifty.

D. W. T.
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THE FLYING SKKVICKS.-{Confim^ed)
BY ROGER BAYONS.

The R.F.C. Proper.

When it was decided in 1912 to create a professional

Flying Service iu place oi the tiny band of amateurs
who had so gallantly risked their lives and thinned their

purses in order to give the Air Battalion a reason for

existence, Colonel .Seely said, during one of his flights

of oratory, that the Military Wing would be maintained
continually at war establishment. Taken literally, this

would imply that no increase of personnel would be re-

quired on the outbreak of war. The Secretary of State

possibly meant that such squadrons as were raised at

that date would be permanently on the higher establish-

ment during times of peace. Accepting, however, the

literal rendering of his speech, the "Military Wing" should

in August, 1914, have been able to supply a sufficiency

of squadrons, fully equipped in every way, to carry out

all the aerial work required by the original Expeditionary
Force. As this army consisted only of six divisions and
one cavalry division (in all about 167,000 men), one
would have imagined this to be a not impossible feat,

provided monej-, of which he said there was no lack, was
available.

In the .event, however, the Military Wing was totally

inadequate in material and personnel to cope with the

volume of work suddenly thrust upon it. This at the

beginning of a war in which England Avould have to

employ an army of a size comparable with any of the

great military nations of the Continent

!

Provision for the Future.

Such a nation as England, maintaining so small an
Army in times of peace, finds it necessary to prepare, in

many ways unknown to the public, for a sudden expan-
sion of its land forces when the occasion arises. Con-
sequently it has been the habit to keep specialised Ser-

vices at a greater strength than would be required by
the existing establishment of the British Army. This
was done with a view of pei'mitting a ready expansion
of those arms of the Service which require less training.

There is no arm, or rather there should not be, demand-
ing a higher degree of specialisation than that of aviation.

It therefore follows that the strength under peace con-

ditions of the Military Wing should have borne some
relation to the size of the Army after the probable ex-

pansion consequent on the outbreak of war.

There has never been a war yet in which we had not

to increase our military strength to a degree not com-
monly contemplated in the fat years which had gone
immediately before. In this common trait of the nation

lies a prominent reason for the failure of our arms in

the early stages of each great war. And later the most
glorious victory is unable to compensate us for the appal-

ling waste of men and money brought about hy this

strange lack of ability to see things as they are, and not

as the democracy would like them to be. The past is

useful in its lessons for the future.

This war is not that glorious campaign destined to

remove bivouac and battle from the world for ever.

Swords will not be turned into ploughshares yet awhile,

nor need officers in his Majesty's vServices take to stock-

broking or burgling in lieu of other excitement. When
this war is over, then is it time to prepare for the next.

This concerns us in that any preparation for the future

must include a great expansion of the Military Wing.
It will not be possible, for instance, in years to come,

for the R.F.C. to rely on civilian pilots as an effective

reserve. The development in the system of training and
the high standard of military efficiency required will

effectually exclude many who in the matter of flying

alone would be quite adequate. I refer, of course, to the

officer-pilot. In the matter of enlisted pilots there can
be little question that the Army can and will be able to
satisfy its needs within its own ranks.
But the supply of pilots is or rather will be the least

worry of all those likely to afflict the Department of
Military Aeronautics. When pilots have been trained,
machines must be found on which they may carry out
their duties. Personnel, of a sort, may be improvised,
but even the most brilliant politician cannot improvise
an aeroplane. Nor can the organisation capable of suc-
cessfully controlling such a large body be thrown to-

gether in a few weeks. The greater the perfection of the
organisation the more easily may additions be made
when the necessity arises.

War Estabushment.
Accepting the existing squadron organisation, laid

down in " War Establishments, 1914," before the war,
as (in materiel) twelve first line aeroplanes, and assuming
the Wing to consist of three squadrons, one cannot see
that less than ten wings can be maintained on war
establishment after the conclusion of the present cam-
paign. This number would possibly be able to carry out
the work o^ the eighteen or nineteen army corps, or
roughly 1,000,000 men, which we will have to be prepared
to throw into the field should further wars come upon
us in the next quarter of a century. And vphile such a
body of troops would not be maintained throughout on
a war establishment, its specialist arms must be con-
stantly at full strength. Not the least in importanci?
among these is the fifth arm.
No definite war establishment for the Military Wing

has 5'et been laid down, as new experience suggests new
means of overcoming difiiculties. Day by day new
duties, new necessities, arise and must be met. It will

be time enough when we get our German waiters back
again to lay down a definite establishment for the R.F.C.
Even then nothing can be quite permanent for many
j-ears, for the development in the early stages of any new
arm or new science is more rapid than in maturity.

For much the same reasons the higher command will

continue probabl}' in much its present form. The R.F.C.
is now under the command of a general officer, an
arrangement which has the advantage of giving a single

policy in the organisation of the corps. When in due
time maturity has been reached, tradition will have been
formed, and all changes will fall in with the prearranged
scheme of things. Then can the R.F.C. proceed on
similar lines to the artillery or engineers.

With the G.O.C. will be possibly several Assistant

Directors of Military Aeronautics, each dealing with-

separate departments of the corps, such as personnel

and so on. The G.O.C. should be responsible personally

for the maintenance of efficiency in the Military Wing,
and should consequentlj' be given a high degree of con-

trol over all matters concerning materiel as well as per-

sonnel. The Aeronautical Inspection Department, no less

than the Royal Aircraft Factory, should be directh' re-

sponsible to him. On his staff would normally be officers

representing the various departments of the War Office,

and dealing direct with such departments as occasion

demands. As is commonly known, the Adjutant-General

has in his hands all arrangements in the matter of per-

sonnel, the Master-General of the Ordnance one class of

materiel, the Quartermaster-General other materiel and'

supplies, and so through all the members of the Army
Council.

The wings and squadrons would be in this scheme of"

things stationed in much the same manner as the artil-

lery. B}^ that time it will be possible to lay down the

strength of aeroplanes proper to be attached to each

<
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division, unless indeed it be decided that aviation detach-

ments shall be treated entirely as Army troops. This

latter is unlikely, as it is probable that in the future, as

iiow, the Division will be the fighting unit of the British

Army.

It has been the habit in the immediate past to initiate

the formation of separate Flying Services in the Colonies

and in India. So far as the Colonies are concerned, this

is no doubt proper, as no Imperial troops are stationed

in the Overseas Dominions. But India and the Crown
Colonies stand differently. Aeroplane Wings should be

Stationed in India in peace time in the same way as are

brigades of artillery and companies of Royal Engineers.

,In this way not only can the ordinary duties be carried

t)ut, but a mass of valuable experience will be added to

the knowledge of the higher command. This does not

m any way prevent the Indian Army having a separate

corps of its own, as was intended shortly before the out-

break of war. The further afield the R.F.C. are sent in

accordance with routine the greater will be that chain

of aerodromes which would do so much to assist efiiciency

and to increase the scope of Service aviation.

In addition to a great Aircraft Park at headquarters,

each command would possess its own park, drawing on
the central post for stores and materiel. The duty of the

aircraft parks in peace and war is to be fully equipped
in materiel at all times, and to be able to make replace-

ments without delay. The wings would only carry with

them such reserve aeroplane^ and spare stores as are

necessary for emergency issue, drawing immediately from

the aircraft park after each issue.

Parks naturally consist only of completed aeroplanes

and spare parts and stores for machines already in

existence and only slightly damaged. Aeroplanes which
had undergone serious injury would be sent to the R.A.F.,

assuming that department to be carrying out its proper

duties, for reconstruction. After reconstruction, each

machine would be passed by the A.I.D. before re-issue.

The control of aircraft parks could be centralised under
one Assistant Director of Military Aeronautics, with

the rank of wing commander and lieutenant-colonel.

The wings remaining in Great Britain would be suffi-

cient in number to permit of their being brigaded in each

of the great military districts. The war has provided no
valid reason for any departure from the existing system
of dividing the country into a series of large territorial

commands. And it has the inestimable benefit of pro-

viding several stately and somnolent cities with a military

society whose strict rectitude is a constant rebuke to the

gay and frivolous recklessness of the episcopal circle.

The addition to this of lofty culture from the officers of

the R.F.C. will do much to revive that interest in rural

life which has been traditional in the Englishman since

the memorable introduction of the oleographic Christmas

annual.

Territorial Prob-aeilities.

En parenthese it is well to remember that when these

developments come about it will be possible to utilise the

services of civilian avia'tors aS officers or men in Terri-

torial squadrons of the R.F.C, such squadrons in war-

time to provide drafts for the Regular Service. The cost

of the provision and maintenance of aeroplanes will then

be much less than it is nowadays. The training of addi-

tional mechanics by this means will be of high value

in future campaigns. It will have no effect on the course

of the present war if it be admitted that one of the

greatest difficulties to be overcome by the Flying Service

has been the provision of mechanics with sufficient train-

ing in the idiosyncrasies of internal-combustion engines

to render them capable of doing useful work with flying

squadrons in the field.

The present organisation of an aeroplane squadron is

not likely to alter greatly in essentials. The pre-war

strength has been found to work satisfactorily, and there

is no reason for any change. Additions in personnel will

be made to squadrons as the categories of work increase.

The data as to casualties in aeroplanes will be extensive

and thorough after the war, and some change may be
made in the number of reserve aeroplanes attached to

each squadron, though, if the aircraft park is running
efficiently, this is unlikely. Whether observers will be

on the strength of the squadrons or not is not yet

The N.F.W. Biplane (National Flugzeug Werke), with Hcrr Hans Heinrich, the Director of the firm, at the wheel.
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FEATURES OF CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT are not the

result of sudden inspiration, but the outgrowth of a definite knowledge of the

needs of aviation and intensive study and experiment to meet them.

STEEL CYLINDERS ensure the utmost strength and durability and hold the

weight to a minimum.

DOUBLE IGNITION through two independently driven systems and double

carburation ensure the utmost reliability.

General Representative for Curtiss Motors:

L. J. SEELY, CLUN HOUSE, SURREY ST., STRAND
Telephone: City 7724.
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I WHEN YOU TAKE YOUR I

I
PILOT'S CERTIFICATE ^ |

= it is not enough to be able merely =
= to scrape through the officialtests. =
= f he Royal Aero Club's examina= E
= tion is not like some which, once =
= passed, are more or less useless =
= for all the practical value they =
= possess. =

E For, in every flight you make p
= as a certified aviator, you will E
= require more knowledge and skill ^
= than is actually necessary to take =
= the R.Ae.C. certificate ; therefore =
= ' it is essential that you should re= =
= ^ ceive a really thorough training, E
= so that you can always handle a =
E machine well, and not only when =
= you take your " ticket." =
E We bear this fact in mind. E
= That is why a Grahame=White =
= pupil does not qualify until he is E
= properly trained. That is why a =
= ' cheaper school is more expensive =
E in the long run. That is why the E
= Grahame = White School neither =
= hurries pupils through their =
^ ' course in a few days, nor keeps =
= . them waiting for long periods =
= without sufficient practice. =
= No more pupils are accepted ^
= than can be efficiently and ex= =
= peditiously trained at one time. =
= You will take your. certificate =
= easily and well =

j ^ AT THE ^ I

I Grahame - White I

I SCHOOL HENDON |

I llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllM I
= Particulars on application to the Grahame=White Aviation Co., Ltd., =
= proprietors of The London Aerodrome, Aeronautical Engineers, =
= and Contractors to His Majesty's Government, THE LONDON =
I AERODROME, HENDON, N.W. 'Phone: 120 Kingsbury (4 lines). =
^ Telegrams: 'Volplane, Hyde, London." West End Offices: 32, =
^ Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W* 'Phone : 4423 Regent. =
= Telegrams: "Claudigram, Piccy, London." =
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I
THE

W
AVIATION CO., LTD.
Proprietors of the London Aerodrome, Hendon.

AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS
AND DESIGNERS,

CONTRACTORS TO
BRITISH ADMIRALTY c5 WAR OFFICE

0 0.0
Constructors of all types

of aircraft including:

—

GRAHAME=WHITE BIPLANE (Type X) 150 h.p. 6 300 h.p.
Winner of British Michelin Trophy, 1913,
and bolder of World's Duration Record
for pilot and nine passengers J&

GRAHAME = WHITE TWO = SEATER SCOUT BIPLANE
(Type XIII)

GRAHAME = WHITE MONOPLANE (Type XIV)
Winner of Aerial Derby, 1914; Hendon=
Manchester = He.idon Race, 1914 ;

Hendon = Paris - Hendon Race, 1914.

GRAHAME = WHITE SCHOOL BIPLANE (Type XV)
These famous machines are largely
used in the Government Schools of Flying

HEAD OFFICE & WORKS:

London Aerodrome, Hendon, n.w.
Telephone: Kingsbury 120 (4 lines). Telegrams: " Volplane, Hyde, London."
WEST END OFFICES : 32 Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W.
Telephone: Regent 4423. Telegrams : Claudigram, Piccy, London.
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apparent, but it is probable that they will be attached

from wing headquarters.

R.A.F. Duties.

The Royal Aircraft Factory is an institution with a

permanent excuse, but it never lives up to it. One would
imagine from reading the unofficial journal of that depart-

ment—though perhaps it is indiscreet so to miscall the

Engineering Supplement of the "Times" newspaper

—

that the fount of all aeronautical genius was to be found

in the drawing-office of the Factory at Farnborough. Its

officials have in the past produced excellent aeroplanes,

and have by the close observation of fatalities caused by
them removed the more dangerous features of their con-

struction. They have also designed an aeroplane engine

which has been built in quantities and which now runs

satisfactorily. Yet withal the Factory has not outstripped

the civilian-supported aeroplane industry of the country

by a sufficient distance to justify the enormous waste of

public money and the curious disregard of the real require-

ments of the Flying Services which has brought it into

prominence. But the lapse of time will have its due effect,

and it is not too much to expect at some future date that

the, R.A.F. will confine its activities more closely to

such practical experiments as are too expensive and too

unremunerative in their immediate results to justify them
a's a business proposition to outside manufacturers, and

also to the repairing of aeroplanes damaged on service.

The Factory should show some willingness to render

assistance to the aeronautical trade, such as was eloquently

offered by a one-time Secretary of State for War when
he desired to enlist popular support for his favouriie

scheme. The trade is developing, and the great mass of

petty stupidity that has marred its efforts is fast dis-

appearing ; thus there is every possibility of sincere grati-

tude for any assistance rendered. If the Factory confines

its attention to these matters, it will fill a valuable place

in the world of aeronautics. It should, of course, be

tinder the command of a soldier, who would be directly

responsible to the G.O.C. R.F.C.

The Aeronautical Inspection Department has entirely

justified its existence from everj^ point of view. Its

duties are important, and the skill and devotion of the

late Lieut. -Col. J. D. B. Fulton, R.A., C.B., ensured that

its work should be adequately executed. It is responsible

for the acceptance of all aeroplanes and engines and for

the supervision of the construction of all aeroplanes and
engines of Government design built by private firms

under contract. There is none who would desire to add
more to the already sufficiently onerous and responsible

duties of this very successful department.

Selection of Personnel.

Perhaps in the first few years after the war the most
important question affecting the R.F.C. is that of per-

sonnel, its selection and training. The method of selec-

tion up to date has been haphazard to a degree, and it

has not always been those with the best qualifications

who have been chosen for the more important posts. In

the case of flying officers, the necessity for any previous
military training has been generally ignored, though
perhaps this has been largely due to a lack of trained

applicants.

So far, pilots have been acquired either by seconding
officers to the R.F.C. from their regiments if they so

applied, or by the direct entry of civilians. Then in

practically all cases a course of training has followed at

the Central Flying School (I speak of pre-war conditions
naturally) and a month " on the square " at Farnborough.
After this they have been posted to their units, there to

acquire such knowledge as their brother-officers have to

spare.

This system has attracted many officers to whom the

higher rate of pay means much, and many who imagine
that the days of piracy have returned again. Both are

disappointed. Nevertheless, the principle has that much
of wrong in it.-^ The Flying Services should ofter no .

greater inducement than that which keenness on the
kind of work inspires. The pay should be adequate, but
not excessive. Now that we have had war experience,

it is more than ever necessary that flying officers should
not be branded by a mock-heroic separation from their

caste. No arm of the Service can monopolise heroism,
and the manner of dying matters but little if it be in

the service of the King. Moreover, the Royal Flying
Corps is now a serious organisation, very necessary for

the orderly and seemly carrying on of war.

One would suggest that in the future very few officers

should be taken by direct entry, and then only in very
exceptional circumstances, and that all those desirous

of entering the Military Wing should pass into Wool-
wich in the normal waj^ At the " Shop " there would
be a course in aeronautics just as in gunnery, and it

would be taken in a similar manner.

On passing out, the candidate would state his wish to

become a flying officer. If accepted, he would be posted
to a regiment or corps for two years' service before being
attached to the R.F.C. Questions of age would have no
special application to the Military Wing, and the ordi-

nary ages of entry would be maintained. In fact, the

Royal Flying Corps would rank exactly as any other

corps in the ' Service. Direct entry has helped us in

emergency, but the need for it is passing fast. I believe

these views have been put forward in The Aeroplane
before by Mr. Whittaker, but that constitutes no reason

why they should not be put forward again.

Observers.

This refers entirely to pilots and flying officers. Ob-
servers are in a different category. vSo far there has been
no standard of intelligence laid down in the selection of

these officers. One historic observer, after having flown

for a month about the time of the first battle of Ypres,

and having carried out many reconnaissances for the

British forces, asked another what the yellow lines on
the map indicated, and was surprised to find that they

were roads. Can one wonder that G.O.C.s commanding
armies in the field are occasionally a little sceptical as

to the reports brought in by aerial scouts ? This is no
slander on the Service, as any candid officer in the

R.F.C. will admit in an unguarded moment.
It is essential that observ^irs, far from being novices,

should be trained soldiers possessing a high degree ci

military knowledge. How can a man read movements
rapidly and well unless he knows something of the mean-
ing of them ? It is only newspaper people who can direct

the war without any knowledge of strategy or tactics.

An observer must be capable of reading a formation

at sight. He may only have ten seconds in which to

do so, and then his opportunity, if not taken, is gone
for ever. Enemy troops, when watched by an aeroplane,

are indisposed to assist the observer in any way by re-

maining in any position which would indicate their

intentions.

Senior observers should undoubtedly be Staff College

graduates. This would ensure their having been in

the Service sufficiently long to be able to assist the

General Staff considerably in the course of their work.
There would be no Corps of Observers, but officers pos-

sessing the necessary military qualifications would be

seconded from their regiments and attached to the

R.F.C. for a period of years. They would then undergo
a course of training which would comprise aerial photo-

graphy, reconnaissance, spotting (though all regular

spotters would be supplied by the Royal Artillery), and
perhaps bomb-dropping. This course should be not less

than three months in duration, and the examination on
passing out should be severe and exhaustive.

Before leaving the question of observers I should like
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IF
NOT, it will repay you to see

the exceptionally interesting ex-

amples of practical paintwork for
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useful insight into the special capa-
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to say that there is a strong opinion that whatever fly-

ing ijay is granted to pilots should also be granted to

observers, whose work is far more trying and far more
important than that of a pilot. That is to say if it is

well and efficiently done.

Before concluding, some reference should be made to

the work of the Military Wing. The Royal Fl)aug Corps
has to act as an integral part of every British army in

the field, and its duties go no further. It has no con-

cern with providing sensational stories for London news-
sheets, nor with the maintenance of a number of night
clubs. That can be left to other sections of the flj^ing

world which have less to do.

The main duties in the field are :
—

I. Reconnaissance.

1. Strategical.

2. Tactical (including photography of enemy lines

day by day).

II. .Spotting for artillery. This should be done hy
spotters drawn from the gunner brigades

engaged.

III. Bomb-dropping. By this one does not mean
bomb-dropping in the sense which includes

wasting a great many hours in the life of an
aeroplane in dropping bombs on enemy posi-

tions not immediately affecting the action in

progress. Useful bomb-dropping is that which
destroys railway lines and junctions when an
attack is to be made at another point in the

enemy lines and it is desired to prevent any
strategic movement in support.

These duties are quite sufficient to occupy the R.F.C.

through all time. There is no reason to fight in the air

except in defence of one's own reconnoitring or spot-

ting machines or in attacking similar aeroplanes of the

enemy.

This is not the place to discuss the type of aeroplane
required.

There are few corps in the military history of the world
which have in so short a time gained such a name for

devoted service as has- the Royal Flying Corps (Military .

Wing) . Its deeds are not to be found recorded daily ^

in the public prints, but will be stated faithfully in,

the future histories of the British Army. Young though
the Corps may be, it has learnt the traditional lesson

of the British Army that it is not the individual but
the regiment that counts.

THE R.N.A.S COMFORTS FUND.
Readers of this paper will be interested to learn that

all the R.N.A.S. stations at home and abroad now possess

gramophones, as Mrs. Sueter has sent an instrument aS

a Christmas present to all stations not previously so

equippedt The Air Stations which already enjoyed the
presence of one of these instruments have been suppliecj

with cigarettes instead. Owners of gramophones are in-

vited to send records to Mrs. Sueter.

The following contributions have been received :
—

The British and Colonial Aeroplane Co., Ltd., £ios-

London Armoured Car Force, per mess president, G.
Harrow, £55 (half proceeds of concert).

J. Samuel White & Co., Ltd., £20.

J. S. White and Co.'s Employees, los. gd.

Mr. O. Paul Monckton, ,;^5 5s.

Afyun, £5 5s.

Mrs. Givern, £5 5s.

Mr. Howard Wright, £2 2S.

Mr. and Mrs. Hardy, £1.

Amount previously acknowledged, ;^i,43i us. gd.

Total, £1,625 iQS- 6d., most of which has been spent.

Further conti'ibutious in cash and kind should be sent

to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.

Austrian Rite-balloon about to ascend.
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Gontractors to HmM. Admiralty and War Otficom

The Integral Propeller Company Ltd.

(L CHAUVIERE)

We are AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS, not

Cabinet Makers or Coach Builders, and DESIGN
propellers for all types of Aeroplanes, guaranteed

to give the maximum efficiency.

INTEGRAL PROPELLERS HOLD THE
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Speed, Distance, Duration and Altitude.

We also manufacture all types of Airscrews to

drawings supplied, and can give rapid deliveries

combined with highest workmanship.

The Integral Propeller Company's system of

glueing is unequalled, and will withstand the

severest possible tests.

Integral Propellers do not Burst in Mid-Air

Integral Propellers were first made in 1904, and
patented in this country in 1908. They have
been FIRST and FOREMOST ever since.

THE INTEGRAL PROPELLER COMPANY LTD.
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The Development of
BY W.

Seldom, if ever before, in the history of mechanical
engineering has the de\elopment of a new industry been
carried along such extraordinanl}? narrow lines as has the
evolution of the German aeroplane, and yet those lines

have been so clearly drawn, and so logically produced,
that the most virulent critic cannot but admit that the
Deutsche Flugapparat of to-day is a thoroughbred.
As far as history tells us, those races which now go to

make up the German Empire did not cherish the desire
to fly in the same measure as did their Latin neighbours
or Greek predecessors. At any rate, there is no record of

any experiment in this direction until the approach of

the twentieth century. [Nevertheless, the German people,
and particularly the Germaii Government, soon saw the
value of flying, and the following notes show the strong
and wise support given to aviation by the German Army
and Navy, which resulted in Germany being continually
in front of this country, except in one thing—the pure
skill of her pilots.—Ed.]

L,IIJENTHAL.

The first German to make serious research into the re-

quirements of dynamic flight was Herr Otto Lilienthal,
a graduate of the Technical School at Potsdam and of
the Berlin Technical Academy. The possibilities of aerial
locomotion had fascinated him from boyhood, and, aided
by his brother, he constructed wings after the manner
of Daedalus and Icarus, but, perhaps fortunately for him-
self, without success.

With mature years and adequate means at his disposal
Herr Lilienthal eventually set to v.-ork with more system,
and realising that one should learn to walk before one
ran, he decided that the first experiments should be with
gliding, which would give him practical experience of
handling an aeroplane with the minimum of risk. Im-
portant data could thus be obtained as to the horse-power
absorbed in level flight, and he was not unhopeful of
learning something of soaring flight, after the manner
of vultures and other birds. He had formulated the
opinion that the general trend of the wind is in an up-
ward direction to the extent of 3I degrees, and he found
this point distinctly encouraging.
The first glider, built in 1S91, was a weird structure,

something like two wings of a bat, extended at a slight
dihedral. The principal member of the whole machine
was a short main spar near the centre of pressure of the
wings, and from either end of this radiated eight ribs,
more or less equidistant, but of varying length. These
ribs were braced above and below by king-posts. Fore
and aft ran four cambered stretchers, and Ihe whole frame
was covered with cotton sheeting treated with wax, the
ribs being fixed in pockets from which they

, could be
withdrawn. The complete contraption, which was of the
most rickety and unworkmanlike construction, spread
about 108 square feet of surface and weighed forty pounds.
The operator simply stood in a hole in the centre of the
main plane and held up the machine by crutches under
his arms. The only control contemplated was the shift-
ing of the pilot's centre of gravity—by waggling his
legs.

The first glides were timid and cautious performances
—running jumps off a board placed six feet from the
ground—but still there was no doubt that the machine
did glide. Further trials were made, near Werder, off low
mounds, and glides were made exceeding 75 feet in length,
but considerable difficulty was naturally experienced in
preserving the balance taf the machine, so a vertical rudder
and a non-lifting tail were attached at the end of a single-
piece tailboom. The stability of the glider was thus
materially improved, and it was also possible to remain
head to wind. The length of the glides steadily in-
creased, and a more ambitious hill was found at

German Aeronautics.
L. WADE,

Rathenow, near Berlin, where the grassland hills drop

gently from 200 feet to the plain. This made excellent

gliding land, and it was possible to find suitable slopes

of 15 degrees or so, what^\-er the direction of the wind
happened to be.

A new and larger glider was then constructed about

21 ft. 9 in. in span and with a maximum chord of 8 ft.,

spreading a surface of 15c square feet. With this

machine it was possible to glide down a g-degree slope at

twenty miles per hour, and in the summer of 1893 glides

of 200-300 yards were performed, some of them being

circular, without loss of altitude, thus indicating the

acliie\'ement, in some measure, of soaring flight.

Calculations show that the 9-degree descent at 20 m.p.h.

(assuming the whole weight of the glid,fcr ^.iid man to

have been 200 lbs.) only absorbed something in the neigh-

bourhood of 2 horse-power. The main drawback to this

machine was that, although it was fairly stable direc-

tionally and longitudinall}', the clumsy lateral leg balance

was still retained. When Lilienthal's experience is taken

into account, it is a little extraordinary that he should

not have attempted to master lateral control by wing-
flexing or by some kindred method.
During a period of two years no less than two thousand

glides of varying length were undertaken and a vast

amount of data collected therefrom. Then in 1895 Lilien-

thal constructed' a biplane, actually two superposed

monoplanes held together by a pair of thin struts and a

little bracing-vviie, ver\^ badly fitted and extremely weak.
The pilot still stood up through the bottom plane, and
the old system of control was retained, including the

cruciform tail. This machine was considerably more suc-

cessful than its predecessor, for which its lighter loading

was chiefly responsible.

Germany's First Martyr.
The delighted experimenter felt so much encouraged

by his progressive successes that he began to look about

for a suitable power-plant, with the idea of experiment-
ing with an ornithopter—or flapping-wing machine; in

fact, he constructed a 90-lb. motor of 21 h.p. himself,

hut fate ordained that this pioneer should not taste the

delights of actual mechanical flight. On August 9th,

1896, he attempted to make a record glide. Starting from
the hill he travelled practically level for some distance,

then suddenly the machine dipped and fell to the ground
from a height of 50 feet. Whether he stalled his machine
or the fragile glider collapsed 'S uncertain, but I^ilienthal

sustained a broken neck and died next day.

Herr Grade, on the first German -flying machine.
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This first martyr to the new science was no mean loss,

for by his writings and his practical experience in the

air he did much to encourage others to further efforts.

He was the first to demonstrate on a man-carrying scale

the advantages of the arched wing, and although he took
out patents for his inventions, he published ihe results

of all his experiments with a public spirit which was not
displayed by some of his immediate successors.

The First German Aeroplane.

No one in Germany attempted to carry on the work
of aviation, and for several 5'ears nothing was done. It

was not until December, 1908, that Herr Hans Grade
built a unique monoplane of his own design and con-

struction; but at that time little was done in the way of

flying it. Nevertheless, he was the first German to fly,

and made the first power-driven flights in Germany.
Some excitement was created in Berlin on January 2Sth,

1909, by the appearance at the Templehofer Parade
Ground of a Voisin biplane which had been imported by
a local newspaper. A certain M. Zipfel made short flights

during the ensuing week, but never covered more than
a mile at a time.

During this month the Federation Internationale Aero-
nantique (the international bodj' controlling the sport

<5f aeronautics) met in London, Germany being repre-

sented by Professor Eusle}', Herr Hiedemann, Lieut. -Col.

Moedebeck, Capt. Hildebrandt, Herr Clouth, Herr
Wiirmbach, Herr vStade, and Herr Manns. A chair of

aeronautics was also founded at the Gottingen ITni versify,

Professor Prandtl being installed as the first occupant
thereof.

During May, 1909, a compan}^ was formed by the
Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gessellschaft, witlr ;£25,ooo

capital, for the development of the Wright patents.

The following September Mr. Orville Wright visited

Berlin, and on the fourth of the month made his first

flight at the Tempelhofer Parade Ground in the presence
of a huge crowd. During the following week flights up to

an hour's duration were made. The machine on which
the demonstrations were made was the first Getman-built
aeroplane which realh* flew. The Kaiser and Kaiserin
witnessed some of the flights.

About the same lime Herr Grade succeeded in making
some short flights, three being about a mile and a half in

length. His real object was to win a prize of ^2,000
offered by Herr Lenz for the first German aeroplane to

describe a figure "8" round two posts a kilometre apart.

He finally accomplished the feat on October 31st.

The Grade monoplane was a curious structure, more or

less on the lines of M. Santos-Dumont's "Demoiselle,"
but with some sort of attempt to get an efficient wing
section. A steel tube was used for a main spar, which
also formed the leading edge of the wing. Its designer
stuck to Lilienthal's crude old method of employing a

single spar for a tailboom—this feature crops up with a

curious pertinacity for a long time in the development,
•of the German aeroplane. A cruciform non-lifting tail

was fitted and the rear edge of the wings flexed. The

pilot sat down in the chassis under the main planes,

thus acting as a sort of pendulum. Immediately behind
the pilot, and above the n:|ain plane, fins were fitted,

presumably with the intention of checking lateral oscil-

lations. A 25-h.p. engine of the inventor's own construc-

tion was fitted, which drove a two-bladed metal propeller.

The machine was roughly the size of a Bleriot.

The First German " Meeting.''

The first German aviation meeting proper took place

at Johannisthal, commencing on September 26th, 1909.

Among the competitors were MM. I.atham, Farman,
Bleriot, Rougier, Leblanc, de Caters, and Sanchez-Besa.

The usual complement of smashes took place, and some
excitement was caused by the seizure of M. Bleriot 's

monoplane by a law officer for breach of contract. M.
Rougier carried off the palm with a 130 km. flight on a

Voisin, with M. Latham second with 82. 5 km. on an
Antoinette, the latter also winning the speed prize at

about 62 k.p.h. M. Rougier won the altitude prize by
flying to 158 metres. Financially the meeting was a

failure, but it did a good deal to stir up an interest in

aviation in Germany.
A further meeting was held at Frankfort, commencing

on October 5th, at which MM. Latham, Bleriot, Rougier,

and Baron de Caters took part.

Early Military Interest.

It was not long before the German military authorities

began to take a cautious interest in the aeroplane, and a

Wright biplane or two was built for the German army.
On November 5th, 1909 Lieut. Engelhardt flew one of

these machines for nearly two hours at Lornstedt.

Colonel Use, of the iSth Corps, soon joined up with a

Euler monoplane at Frankfort, and Lieut. Schott ex-

perimented with a Grade monoplane at Bork.

The German Aero Club began to become popular and
was given Imperial patronage. The first pilot's certifi-

cate to be issued by the German Aeronautical Associa-

tion was granted to Herr August Euler, of Frankfort,

who qualified with a seven-minutes' flight.

By January, 1910, things began to wake up in the

Fatherland, and a number of experimenters turned out

machines of speculative practicability, and others at-

tempted to learn to fly on foreign and home-made
Wrights, the constructional details usually being more
atrocious than the American product, the two most suc-

cessful beginners being Herr Robl and Herr Thclen. The
former, a racing cyclist, was soon killed, and the latter an
engineer and still flying.

During the month of March a curious biplane built

by the Siemens-Schuckert Co., the airship builders, was
tried at Bornstedt, piloted by one Bourcant. But it was
soon smashed during a flight with two passengers on
board. Herr Jeannin took lessons of the Wright Co. at

Johannisthal. In April he bought a Farman, on which he
put the German duration record up to two hours.

The First Over Berlin.
A flight over Berlin was performed by Herr Karl Frey

on a Farman on May 28th, 1910. The populace were

A characteristic early German monoplane. The Harlan. Note the huge tank in the chassis, the fixed engine, the narrow fuselage.

and the curious tail.
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CLOTHING
OF EVERY 0
'DESCRIPTION for AVIATORS

AVIATION JACKET
In Slack or Tan, Chrome dressed, PC/C/rt
three - quarter length, lined fleece. dtU/ 0/ U
As supplied to many Aviators at the Front

lATTERHS ON REQUEST
Our self-measurement form ensures a perfect fit.

FACE MASK
In dark suede leather, lined fur.

PRICE

27/6

With Triplex Goggles 35/'

WATERPROOF
BOOTS

Made Jrom best grade black calf, leather

fronts and golosh, finest rubber legs, guaran-
teed waterproof

;
very warm wearing.

PRICE £4/10/0

LEG COVERS
Pull-on leg covers, in soft black leather, lined

black sheepskins, loose cut, separate legs, with

tightening strap at ankle.

£4/10/0PRICE

Lined Fleece, Price £2/15/0

THE "PILOT" GAUNTLET
Very soft and flexible, tan or black, fur-lined Gauntlet. Warm ivearing

and very strong. Most popular among aviators.

PRICE 21/6

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE:
"What every Officer Wants."

Dunhills LTD.

2 CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W,
359=361 EUSTON ROAD, LONDON. N.W.

MANCHESTER : 90=92 Cross Street GLASGOW : 72 St. Vincent Street

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADV ERTISERS.
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inordinately pleased, but Frey had to flee the country to

escape the vengeance of the outraged police.

The first German to become a victim in an accident

to a power-driven aeroplane was Herr Hans Robl. He

undertook to fly at Stettin, and driven into the air by the

clamours of the crowd against his better judgment he was
killed by the fall of his Wright biplane on June i8th, 1910.

(To be continued.)

Honours Won by the Royal Flying Corps since the
Beginning of the War.

Below are gi\'en in sequence of date the list of honours
won by the R.F.C. since the outbreak of war. The list

includes mention in dispatches, special promotions, and
awards of decorations. It begins appropriate!}- enough
with the promotion of the officer who founded, built up,

and still commands the R.F.C.

From the "London Gazette," November 3rd, 1914.

War Office, November 3rd.

His Majesty the King has been pleased to appi'ove of the

undermentioned colonel (temporary brigadier-general)

being promoted to the rank of major-general for dis-

tinguished conduct in the field. Dated October 26th,

1914 : Sir Diivid Henderson, K.C.B., D.S.O.

* *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, December 9th, 1914.

In a Supplement to the "London Gazette" issued on
December gth, the War Ofhce published the following re-

vised and corrected list of names appended to vSir John
French's dispatch dated October 8th, 1914.

The following is, then, the complete list of officers and
N.C.Os. of the Royal Flying Corps mentioned in dis-

patches :--

Lieut. K. P. Atkinson, Royal Field Artiller}?.

Capt. R. A. Boger, R.E. ; Lieut. I. M. Bonham-Carter,
Northunib. Fus.

;
Capt. U. J. D. Bourke, Oxford and Bucks

Lt. Inf.; Capt. A. B. Burdett, York and Lanes. Regt.

;

Brevet-Ma]. C. J. Burke, Royal Irish Regt.

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) G. I. Carmichael, R.F.A. ; Lieut.

A. Christie, R.F.A. ; Lieut. E. L. Conran, 2nd County of

London Yeo.

Capt. G. W. P. Dawes, Rl. Berks. Regt. ; Lieut. L.

Dawes, Middlesex Regt.

Capt. E. W. Furse, R.F.A.
Lieut. H. D. Harvey-Kelly, Rl. Irish Regt.

Capt. H. C. Jackson, Bedford Regt.; Lieut. P. B. Jou-

bert de la Feite, R.F.A.
Lieut. D. S. Lewis, R.E.

;
Brevet-Maj. C. A. H. Long-

croft, Welsh Regt.

Lieut. W. H. C. Mansfield, Shrops. Lt. Inf. ; Lieut. G.W.
Mapplebeck, 4th (King's) Liverpool Regt. ; Lieut. W. G. vS.

Mitchell, Highland Lt. Inf.

Lieut. M. W. Noel, Liverpool Regt.
; Lieut. C. E. C.

Rabagliati, Y^orks. Lt. Inf.; Brevet-Maj. G. H. Raleigh,

Essex Regt.

Brevet-Maj. J. M. Salmond, Rl. Lanes. Regt.; Lieut.

R. G. D. vSmall, Leinster Regt. ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.)

A. H. L. vSoames, 3rd Hussars
; Sec. Lieut. N. C Spratt,

R.I;.C. (S.R.)
;
Brevet-Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) F. H.

Sykes.

Capt. F. F. Waldron, 19th Hussars; Sec. lieut. C. W.
Wilson, R.F.C. (S.R.).

No. 18, Flight-Sergt. C. E. Cullen, R.F.C. , No. 25,

Flight-Sergt. H. Goodchild, R.F.C; No. 9, Sergt.-Maj.

D. S. Jillings, R.F.C. ; No. 30, Sergt. W. Jones, R.F.C.
;

No. 346, vSergt. M. Keegan, R.F.C. ; No. 775, Corpl. S. T.

Kemp, R.F.C. ; No. 808, Sergt.-Maj. E. J. Parker, R.F.C.

;

No. 3, Sergt-Maj. J. Ram.say, R.F.C. ; No. 816, Flight-

vSergt. A. M. Saywood, R.F.C. ; No. 151, Sergt. A. Wilson,
R.F.C.

* * #

From the "London Gazette," November 9th, 1914.

The "London frazette" announces that the President o'f

the French Republic has bestowed the decoration of the
I^egion of Honour on the undermentioned officers, with

the approval of his Majesty the King, for their gallantry

during the operations between the 21st and 30th

August :
—

Croix d'Officier.

Capt. and Brevet-Maj. H. R. M. Brooke-Popham, Ox-

ford and Bucks Lt. Inf. and R.F.C.

Maj. J. F. A. Higgins, D.S.O., R.F.A. and R.F.C.

Croix de Chevalier.

Capt. I. M. Bonham-Carter,, Northumb. Fus. and R.F.C.

Capt. L. E. O. Charlton, D.S.O. , Lanes. Fus. and

R.F.C.

Lieut. L. Dawes, Middlesex Regt. and R.F.C.

Capt. E. L. Ellington, R.F.A. (R.F.C. Reserve).

Capt. R. Grey, Warwick R.H.A. and R.F.C.

Lieut. W. Lawrence, 7th Batt. Essex Regt. and R.F.C.

Capt. G. S. Shephard, Rl. Fus. and R.F.C.

The following N.C.Os. and men of the R.F.C. are

among a list of British soldiers on whomL the President of

the French Republic has bestowed the "Medaille Militaire"

in recognition of their gallantry during the operations

between August 21st and 30th :
—

Sergt.-Maj. T. Bullen (132), Corpl. C. R. S. Evans (546),

First Class Air Mechanic H. J. Gardner (386), Corpl.

T. L. Gliddon (210), First Class Air Mechanic H. Jame-

son (1082), Corpl. S. Jenkins (112), First Class Air

Mechanic D. Mclntyre (593), Sergt.-Maj. A. H. Measures

(12), First Class Air Mechanic W. P. Parker (269), Corpl.

F. W. Powell (521), First Class Air Mechanic A. H. Refiell

(759), Sergt. E. J. Street (224), Sergt. E. L. Taylor (904),

Sergt.-Maj. F. H. Unwin (8).

* * *

From the "London Gazette," December 31st, 1914.

The Order of the Military Cross.

A Royal Warrant has been issued under date January

ist constituting a new decoration entitled "The Military

Cross." It is to consist of a cross of silver having on each

arm the Imperial Crown and bearing in the centre the

letters G.R.I. No person shall be eligible for this decora-

tion unless he is a captain, a commissioned officer of a

lower grade, or warrant officer in the British Army or

Indian or Colonial Military Forces. The Military Cross

shall not confer any individual precedence and shall not

entitle the recipient to any addition after his name as part

of his description or title.

The King has been graciously pleased to confer the Mili-

tary Cross upon the undermentioned officers and warrant

officers :
—

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) A. H. L- Soames, 3rd Hussars (Fit.

Comm., R.F.C).
Lieut, (temp. Capt. in Army) C W. Wilson, R.F.C.

(S.R.).

Lieut, (temp. Capt. in Army) E. L. Conran, 2nd County
of London Yeo. (Fit. Comm., R.F.C).

Sergt.-Maj. D. S. Jillings, R.F.C.
Sergt.-Maj. J. Ramsay, R.F.C.

vSergt.-Maj. E. J. Parker, R.F.C.

Companion of the D.S.O.

Lieutenant (temporary Captain) Donald Swain Lewis,
Royal Engineers and R.F.C.

For valuable information repeatedly furnished to the Royal
.Artillery in regard to the position of the enemy's guns. His
direction of our artillery fire, whilst flying, has constantly led

to direct hits on tTie enemy's batteries and the silencing of their

guns.
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From the "London Gazette/' January 5th^ 1915.

War Oi^'FiCE, January 5th.

REGULAR FORCES.—The undermentioned officers of

the Special Reserve of Officers and Territorial Force are

commissioned for service in the field :
—

Cavalry.

2ist (Empress of India's) Eancers.—Lieut. Eric Lewis
Conran (fit. comm. R.F.C.), T.F., from 2nd County of

London Yeomanry, to be sec. lieut., and to be seconded.

April 17th, 1913.

Foot Guards.
Grenadier Guards.—Capt. (Hon. Lieut, in Army) Robin

Grey (fit. comm. R.F.C.), from Warwick. R.H.A. (T.F"),

to be capt., and to be seconded. November 3rd, 1914.

Infantry.

The Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regt.).—Capt.

Reginald Percy Mills (flying officer, R.F.C.) from 5th

(.T.R.) Batt., to be sec. lieut., and to be seconded. August
14th, 1913.

The King's (Liverpool Regt.).—Lieut. Gilbert William
Mapplebeck (flying officer, R.F.C), from 4th (S.R.) Batt.,

to be sec. lieut., and to be seconded. May 8th, 1913.

The Norfolk Regt.—Lieut. Leslie Da Costa Penn-Gaskell

(flying officer, R.F.C), from 3rd (S.R.) Batt., to be lieut.,

and to be seconded. October ist, 1914. Sec. Lieut. Oswyn
George William Gifford Lywood (flying officer, R.F.C),
from S.R. of Officers, to be sec. lieut., and to be seconded.

August 5th, 1914.

The Dorsetshire Regiment.—Lieut. Louis Arbon Strange
(fl3dng officer, R.F.C), from S.R. of Officers, to be sec.

lieut., and to be seconded. July 30th, 1914.

The Essex Regiment.—Lieut, (temp. capt. in Army)
Walter Lawrence (flt. comm., R.F.C), from 7th (T.F.)

Batt., to be lieut., and to be seconded. October ist, 1914.

Seaforth Highlanders (Ross-shire Buffs, the Duke of

Albany's).—Sec. Lieut, (temp. capt. in Arnw) Christopher
William Wilson (fit. comm., R.F.C), from s'.R, of Officers,

to be lieut., and to be seconded. October ist, 1914.

The Gordon Highlanders.—Lieut. Robert Ogilvie Aber-
cromby (fiying officer ,R.F.C), from S.R. of Officers, to

be lieut., and to be seconded. October ist, 1914.
» * •

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 18th, 1915.

War Office, Januaiy i8th.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

promote by brevet the undermentioned officers :
—

To be Lieut.-Cols.—Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) Hugh Mon-
tague Trenchard, CB., D.S.O., Rl. Scots Fus., Wing
Comm., R.F.C, and Maj. (temp. Lieut. -Col.) William
Sefton Brancker, R.A., Assist- -Director of Military Aero-
nautics, War Office.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 17th, 1915.

A dispatch from Sir John French, Commander-in-Chief
of the British Forces in the Field, brings to the notice of the

vSecretary for War the officers and men whom the Field-

Marshal had found reason, up to January 14th, to recom-
mend for gallant and distinguished service in the field.

The following names are those of officers concerned with
the Flying Services :

—
Royal Navy.

Wing Comm. C. R. Samson, D.wS.O.
,

Squad. Comm.
R. B. bavies; Fit. Lieut. C H. Collet, D.S.O. ; Fit. Lieut.

R. E. C. Peirse.

Royal FlyinCt Corps
Abercromby, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. O., Gordon High-

landers.

Becke, Brevet Maj. J. H. W., Notts and Derby Regt.;
Borton, Capt. A. E., Rl. Highlrs.

;
Brock, Lieut, (temp.

Capt.) H. le M., Rl. Warwicks. Regt.
Garden, Maj. A. D., R.E.

;
Chinnery, Lieut, (temp.

Capt.) E. F., Coldstream Gds. (.since killed) ; Cholmonde-
ley, Capt. R., Rifle Bgde.

;
Cogan, Capt. F." J. L., R.A.

;

Corballis, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) E. R L., Rl. Dublin Fus.
Higgins, Maj. (temp. Lieut. -Col.) J F. A., D.S.O.

,

R.A.
;
Hughes-Hallett, Capt. H. H., North Staffs. Regt.

;

Humphreys, Lieut. G. N. (S.R.).

James, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) B. T., R.E.

Lywood, Sec. Lieut. O. G. W. G., Norfolk Regt.

MacLean Capt. (temp. Maj.) A. C. H., Rl.' Scots;

Malcplni, Sec. Lieut. G. J., R.A.
;
Marsh, Capt. A. C. E.,

R.A.
;
Martyn, Captain R. B., Wilts. Regt.; Musgrave,

Maj. H., R.E.
Roche, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) H. J. A., Rl. Munster Fus.

(Since killed.) 1

Salmond, Maj. W. G. H., R.A.
;
Shekelton, Lieut. A.,

Rl. Munster Fus.; Shephard, Capt. (temp. Maj.) G. S.,

Rl. Fus.; Small, Lieut. F. G., Connaught Rangers;
vStrange, Sec. Lieut. L. A., Dorset Regt.

Todd, Capt. G. E., Welsh Regt.

Wadham, Sec. Lieut. V. H. M., Hampg. Regt.
* * »

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 18th, 1915.

War Office, February iSth, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the undermentioned rewards for services

rendered in connection with Operations in the Field.

Dated Febniary iBth, 1915 :
—

Staff. .

*

To be a Companion of the Distinguished Service

Order Major B. D. Fisher.

Royal Flying Corps.
To be Brevet Lieut. -Cols.—Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.)

J. F. A. Higgins, D.S.O., R.A.
;
Capt. and Brevet Maj.

(temp. Lieut.-Col.) F. H. Sykes (15th Hus.).

To be Companions of the Distinguished Service Order.

—,Capt. and Brevet Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) C. J. Burke
(Rl. Irish Regt.)

;
Capt. and Brevet Maj. J. M. Salmond

(Rl.. Lanes. Regt.); Capt. (temp. Maj.) H. Musgrave
(R.E.) ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) W. H. C. Mansfield (Shrops.

Lt. Inf.)
; Lieut. H. D. Harvey-Kelly (Rl. Irish Regt.)

;

Lieut. G. W. Mapplebeck (the Liverpool' Regt.).

Awarded the Military Cross.—Capt. (temp. Maj.) G.
S. Shephard (Rl. Fus.).

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 18th, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the appointment of the undermentioned officer

to be a Companion of the Distinguished Service Order :—
Captain Felton Vesey Holt, the Oxfordshire and

Buckinghamshire Light Infantry and Royal Flying Corps.
For gallantry on January 22nd, 191,^, in engaging single-

handed a group of twelve German aeroplanes which were
attacking the town of Dunkirk.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 25th, 1915.

War Office, March 25th.

REGULAR FORCES.—The undermentioned non-com-
missioned officer to be second lieutenant for service in

the field :
—

General List.—Corporal D. K. Johnstone, Bombay
Light Horse, to be temporary second lieutenant for ser-

vice in the field, and to be retained for service with
Royal Flying Corps. Dated February 26th, 1915.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 27th, 1915.

^War Office, March 27th.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the appointment of the undermentioned
officers to be Companions of the Distinguished Service

Order :
—

Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) George Ivan Carmichael, R.A.
and R.F.C.

For conspicuous gallantry, daring, and ability throughout the

campaign. On tihe iith instant he destroyed t3ii; rails at Menin
Railway Station by dropping a bomb, weighing 100 lbs., thereon'

from a height of only 120 ft. On ttie return journey his engine
was damaged by a bullet, whidi necessitated his flying at a

height of less than 200 ft. Capt. CarmicTiael has also rendered
valuable services in observing artillery fire.

Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) George Frederick Pretyman,
Somerset Light Infantry and R.F.C.

For great gallantry, ability, and initiative, on numerous
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As our Advertisement Drafter has not come back

from Edinburgh since last Saturday—

We must this week let the following three communications

from three of the foremost firms in the trade speak for them-

selves. The letters referred to can be seen at the London

office.

THE PAST,

COMPLETED
WORK.

We received the following on the 4th January, 19 16:

—

" I am also pleased to be able to say that it was

a pleasure to me all through the building of the

Works to do business with you and your

staff."

THE PRESENT.

WORK IN
PROGRESS.

We received the following on the 3rd December, 1915 :

" The work appears to be quite satisfactory and

they are making signs of good progress. Your

men on the job look after their work well and keep

things going smOothly."

THE FUTURE.

WORK IN
PROSPECT.

We were told on the 31st December, 191 5:

—

"I wish we had got you to undertake all our

work, as I feel that we should have been able to

rely on you for carrying out the work in a reason-

able time. With regard to the further extensions

—I want you to do the whole of the job," including

shafting, gantry, runways, steelwork, foundations,

and making good previous work which was not

placed with the

FAIRBY CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, LIMITED,
specialists in Aeroplane Buildings,

117, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.

Telephones—D.ay,\8868 Victoria. • , Telegrams— "'£iz%iJild, London,"

mght,11922 Victoria.

KINDLY MENTION THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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occasions, especially on the 12th instant. The clouds being low
he had to fiv very low for a considerable period all along the

German positions to ascertain their movements, being exposed
the whole time to a very heavy fire. On the 13th instant he
blew up the centre of a train at Don Station, damaged a buildmg
outside which a battalion of the enemy were forming up, and
drove off a German aeroplane.

» * *

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the Military Cross on the undermentioned officers :

Lieut. W. R. Freeman, Manchester Regl. aird R.F.C.
For gallantry, ability, and very valuable work performed.

Located the position of German batteries on loth instant, and
conveyed the information by wireless messages from his aero-

plane to our artillery, and, although his propeller and planes
were pierced by the enemy's bullets, he remained '&loft for more
than five hours during the day.

2ND Lieut. (Temp. Capt.) L. A. Strange, Dorset Regt.
and R.F.C.

For gallantry and ability on reconnaissance and other duties
on numerous occas'ions, especially on the occasion when he
dropped three bombs from a heiglit of only 200 feet rn the

railway junction at Courtrai while being assail(-d by heavy rifle

fire.

* * * ^

From the "London Gazette," May 8th, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

appro\ e of the appointment of the undermentioned officer

to be Companion of the Distinguished Service Order :
—

Lieut. Lanoe Georgj; Hawker, R.E. and R.F.C.

For conspicuous gallantry on April igth, 1915, when he-

succeeded in dropping bombs on the German airsliip shed at

Gontrode from a height of only 200 feet, under circumstances of

the greatest risk. Lieut. Hawker displayed remarkable ingenuitv
in utilising an occupied German captive balloon to shield him
from fire whilst manoeuvring to drop the bom.h?.

* * *

The Victoria Cross.

It was announced on May 8th that the King has been
graciously pleased to approve of the grant of the Victoi'ia

Cross to the undermentioned officer for a conspicuotts act

of bravery and devotion to duty whilst serving with the

Expeditionar}^ Force :
—

Sec. Lieut. Wii,i,iam Barnard Rhodes-Moorhouse
(S.R.), R.F.C.

For most conspicuous bravery on April 26th, 1915, in flving
to Courtrai and dropping bombs on the railw.iv line near that
station. On starting the return journey he was mortally
wounded, but succeeded in flying for thirty-nve miles to his

destinati-on at a very low altitude, and reported the successful
accomplishment of his object. He has. since died of his wounds.

.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," June 1st, 1915.

War Office, June ist.

REGULAR FORCES.—Warrant and N.C.Os. to be sec.

lieuts, for service in field :—Infantrv.—Ro5'al Irish.

—

Cpl. L. Murphy, from Ro3'al Flying Corps. May 12th.

« w «

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, June 2nd, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve the award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal
to the following N.C.O. and men :—

2763 Second Class Air Mechanic H. D. Beet, R.F.C.

;

2152 Second Class Air Mechanic H. Dewhurst, R.F.C.

;

2761 Second Class Air Mechanic J. H. DoUittle, R.F.C.

;

354 Cpl. S. C. Griggs, R.F.C. ; 2008 Second Class Air
Mechanic J. E- Prince, R.F.C.
To each of these names is appended the following note :

"For gallant conduct and valuable service on the night of

March lo-ii, 1915, in assisting to repair one of our aero-

planes which had been forced to descend near the firing-

line whilst being heavily shelled by the enemy. The
machine was enabled to fly away by the following morta-
ing."

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, June 22nd, 1915.

Field-Marshal Sir John French recommended (under
date May 31st) the following officers for gallant and dis-

tinguished service in the field :
—

War Office, June 22nd, 1915.

GENERAL HEADQUARTERS STAFF, Etc.—
Sykes, Brev. Lieut.-Col. (temp. Col.) F. H., 15th

Hussars.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.
Barrington-Kennett, Brev. Maj. B. H., Grenadier

Guards (killed)
;

Barton, Capt. R. J. F., Royal Scots

Fusiliers; Beatty, Capt. (temp. Maj.) W. D., Royal Engi-
neers; Birch, Lieut. W. C. K., Yorkshire Regt.; Brooke-
Popham, Brev. Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) H. R. M., Oxford-
shire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry.

Carthew, Capt. T. W. C, 4th Battalion, Bedford. Regt.

;

Cherry, Capt. R. G., R.A.
;

Crosbie, Capt. D. S. K.,

Argyll and Suth. Hlndrs.
; Cruickshank, Lieut. G. L.,

Gordon Hlndrs.

Freeman, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) W. R., Manchester Regt.

Hankin, Lieut. H. M., Corps of Guides; Hawker, Lieut,

(temp. Capt.) L. G., D.S.O.,' R.E. ;
Holt, Capt. (temp.

Maj.) F. v., D.S.O., Ox. and Bucks. Lt. Inf.; Hynes,
Capt. G. B., R.A.

Lascelles, vSec. Lieut. J. F., Rifle Brig.
; Lee, Lieut,

(temp. Capt. in Army) C. F., West Som. Yeo. ; Ludlow-
Hewitt, Capt. E. R., Rl. Irish Rifles.

Mills, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. P., Rl. Fus.
;
Morgan,

Lieut. A. E., 6th Batt. Rl. Fus. (killed)
;
Murphy, Capt.

C. F. de S., Rl. Berks Regt.

Powell, Temp. Lieut. E. W.
;
Pretyman, Lieut, (temp.

Capt.) G. F., D.S.O. , Som. Lt. Inf.

Rabagliati, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) C. E. C, Yorks. Lt.

Inf.
;
Raleigh, Brev. Maj. G. H., Essex Regt. (killed)

;

Rhodes-Moorhouse, Lieut. W. B., V.C. (S.R.) (died of

wounds)
;
Roche, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) H. J. A., p.1. Mun-

ster Fus. (killed).

Spence, Lieut. C. B., R.A. (killed).

Tennant, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. E., Scots Gds. ; Tren-

chard, Brev. Lieut.-Col. H. M., C.B., D.S.O., Royal vScots

Fus.

Vaitghan, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. M., R. Inniskil. Fus.

Wanklyn, Lieut, (temp. Capt.) F. A., R.A.
Barter,' No. 556 Cpl. A.

;
Bird, No. 944 Cpl. T. G.

;

Evans, No. 546 Cpl. C. R. S. ;
Fulton, No. 1112 Flight-

vSgt. J. ;
Kelly, No. 272 Sgt. E. J. P.

;
Mead, No. 270 Sgt.-

Maj. J.; Payne, No. 173 Sgt. -Maj. S. J.; Rumford, No.

931 vSgt. E. C.
;
Tra3dor, No. 72 Sgt. F. F.; Waddington,

No. 10 Sgt. -Maj. W. ;
Webb, No. 191 Sgt. W. G. ; Wilkin-

son, No. 23 vSgt.-Maj. J.
* * Sf

From the "London Gazette," June 23rd, 1915.

War Office, June 23rd, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the undermentioned Honours and Rewards for

distinguished service in the field, with effect from June
3rd, IQ15, inclusive :—

Staff.

To be Extra Aide-de-Camp to the King.—Major and
Brev. Lieut.-Col. H. M. Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., Rl.

vScots Fus. and R.F.C, and to be Brevet Colonel.

RoYAi, Flying Corps.

Brevet Maj.—Capt. (temp. Maj.) W. D. Beatty, R.E.

;

Capt. (temp. Maj.) S. D. Massy, Indian Army.
Companions of the Distinguished Service Order.—Brev.

Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) H. R. M. Brooke-Popham, Ox.
and Bucks. Lt. Inf.

;
Capt. T. W. C. Carthew, Bed. Regt.

(S.R.).

The Military Cross.—Lieut, (temp. Capt.) B. T. James,

R.E. ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. M. Vauglian, Rl. Inniskill.

Fus. ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) F. A. Wanklyn, R.A. ; Lieut.

G. L. Cruikshank, Gord. Hlndrs. ; Sec. Lieut. J. F.

Lascelles, Rifle Brigade.

Royal Regiment of Artillery.

The Military Cross.—Sec. Lt. R. A. Archer (attd.

R.F.C).
Royal Flying Corps.

Distinguished Conduct Medal.

1370 vSergt. R. H. Carr (now Sec. Lieut, in S.R. of O.) ;
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. EATTy

Our Record for 1915

On January ist, 1915, we had 3 instructors and 4
machines. On January ist, 1916, wc shall have 6 in-

structors and 10 machines, our equipment including

6 Caudron machines and 4 Wrights.
Sixty per cent, of those who have taken their certifi-

cates from this school have secured commissions in

the Flying Services.

We have broken the record for the largest number of

pupils to have taken their certificates in any one week
at Hendon.
These facts speak for themselves, and need no com-

ment. It is hardly necessary to add that, if you wish
to learn to fliy, you should join THE BEATTY
SCHOOL OF FLYING. Write for full particulars
to the Secretary.

The Beatty School of Flying, Ltd.,

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON, N.W.

Telephone : Kingsbury . 138.
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672 Corpl. W. Ddbbie; 671 ist Class Air-Mech. W. Har-
per; 255 Flight-Sergt. W. C. Hayward; 15 Flight-Sergt.

T. Hughes ; 1082 Corpl. H. Jameson
; 1836 ist Class Air-

Mech. L. S. Nevvns; 836 Corpl. R. F- P. Paynter; 1376
Sergt. F. R. C. Scholefield (now Sec. Lieut, in S.R. of

O.) ; 306 Flight-Sergt. T. G. Tindale.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," July 4th, 1915.

His Majest}'- the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the appointment of the undermentioned
Officers to be Companions of the Distinguished Service

Order :
—

Capt. Amyas Fden Borton, Black Watch (Rl. High-
landers), attd. R.F.C.

;
Capt. Anthony Marshall, 28th

Light Cavalry, Indian Army, attd. R.F.C.
When on flying reconnaissance near Staden on June 7th, 1915,

Capt. Borton was wounded in the head and neck bv a bullet from
a hostile aeroplane, but his observer, Captain Marshall, banoaged
his wounds and he completed the -reconnaissance. Capt. Marshall
continued his observations notwithstanding the attacks of the

German aeroplane. "The valuable report supplied by this officer

is as detailed and complete for the last as it is for the first part
of the reconnaissance."

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, July 26th, 1915.

The King has been graciously pleased to approve of the

following reward for gallantry and devotion to duty in the

field :
—

The Mh.itary Cross.
Sec. Lieut. Oliver Dwight Filley, R.F.C. (S.R.).

On July 6th, 1915, when he and his observer were co-oporating
with artillery, although they were not in a fighting machine,
the}' attacked German aeroplanes, and, after driving them awav,
resumed their artillerv work. Finally, two hostile aeroplanes

came up simultaneously, and, although thev had onlv fi\'e rounds
of ammunition left, they at once proceeded to att.ack. The
observer, Lieut. Lambert Plavfair, ist Rl. Scots and R.F.C,
was killed in the act of firing and the engine damaged, but Sec.

Lieut. Fillev landed safely in our lines.

From the "London Gazette," July 27th, 1915.

War Office, July 27th.

REGULAR FORCES.—The following Non-commis-
sioned Ofi&cer to be Sec. Lieut, for service in the Field :

—
Infantry.—Royal Scots Fusiliers.—Sgt. -C. Gallie,

from Royal Flying Corps, and to be seed, for duty with

that unit (June 20th).
* * *

From the "London Gazette," August 4th, 1915.

War Office, August 4th.

REGULAR FORCES.—N.C.Os. to be Sec. Lieuts. for

service in the Field :
—

Infantry.—E. Surrey.—Sgt. R. CoUis, from Royal Fly-

ing Corps, and seconded for duty with that unit. June

29th. Hants.—Sgt. W. V. Strugnell, from Royal Flying

Corps, and seconded for duty with that unit. June 27th.

# » *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, August 6th, 1915.

The list, published ou August 5th, of N.C.Os. and men
to whom the Distinguished Conduct Medal has been

awarded includes the following :
—

Corporal J. N. Rogers, 1031, R.F.C, acting as a gun-

ner with an officer pilot near Lille.

.'\t a height of 10,000 feet a German aeroplane, armed with a

machine-gun, was attacked ; the hostile pilot was hit, and his

aeroplane dived but was followed, and the fight continued until

at an altitude of about 1,500 feet it tur.ned on its back and fell

to 'the ground.

2ND Class Air Mechanic H. W. Sutcliffe, 2726, R.F.C.

For great gallantry and zeal while employed as a gT.mn©r with

an officer pilot. On May 9th, over Wytohaete, they engaged a

German aeroplane at a height of about 4,000 feet. After a sharp

fight the hostile machine turned on its side and finally fell to

the ground nose first and was wrecked.
« • •

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, August 23rd, 1915.

The King has been graciously pleased to award the Vic-

toria Cross to the following officer :
—

KJNDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLA.VE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS
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The Aircraft Supplies Company
(Proprietor : 0. ff. Mansfield)

We are the Market of the Aircraft Industry.

Our Agents in Paris, New York and the Midland Counties are continually making Deliveries.

SOME OF OUR
SPECIALITIES

METAL FITTINGS FOR B.E.2.D.

SPECIAL PINS, PART 123 drg. 5479

SPECIAL EYEBOLTS, drgs. 3701 and 3283

ALL THE A.G.S. BOLTS, NUTS, WASHERS, &c,

WING FLAP HINGES, 20, 21, 22 drg. 4029

SPARKING PLUGS AND MAGNETOS

FRENCH TYPE STRAINERS

INSPECTION BY A.I.D. BEFORE DELIVERY.

Please send Enquiries for Everything to

7fr THE AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES CO. £
o.A.D.,"&c. 17 JOHN STREET, - THEOBALDS ROAD, W.C. Ust
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Capt. John Aidan Liddell, 3rd Bn., Argyll and Suther-
land Highlanders, and R.F.C.

For most conspicdous bravery and devotion to duty on July
31st, 1915. When on a flying reconnaissance over Ostend-
Bruges-Ghent he was severely wounded (bis right thigih being
broken), which caused momentary unconsciousness, but by a

great effort he recovered partial control affer his machine had
dropped nearly 3,000 feet, and notwithstanding his collapsed
state succeeded, although continually fired at, in completing his

course, and brought the aeroplane into our lines—^half an hour
after lie had been wounded.
The difficulties experienced by this officer in saving his

machine, and the life of his observer, cannot be readily ex-

pressed, but as the control wheel and throttle control were
smashed, and also one of the under-carriage struts, it would seem
incredible that he could have accomplished his task.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," August 24th, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

avi^ard the Victoria Cross to the undermentioned officer :—
Capt. Lanoe George Hawker, D.S.O., R.E. and R.F.C.
For most conspicuous bravery and very great ability on July

25th, 1915, when, flying above , he attacked three German
aeroplanes in succession. The first managed eventually to

escape, the second was driven to ground damaged, and the third,

which he attacked at a height of 10,000 feet, was driven to earth

in our lines, the pilot and observer being killed. The personal
bravery shown by this officer was of the very highest order, as

the enemy's aircraft were armed with machine guns, and all

carried a passenger as well as the pilot

* * *

War Office, August 24th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Fly-
ing Corps.—Military Wing.—The following appoint-

ments are made :

—

Flying Officers.—Sec. Lieuts. R. H. Carr, F. Dunn, and
E. R. Scholefield, all S.R. (April 27th) ; Sec. Lieut. C.

Gallic, R. Sc. Fus., and to be seed. (June 2cth)-; Sec. Lieut.

W. V. Strugnell, Hamp. R. (June 27th).

[All the above were N.C.Os. commissioned for service

in the field.]

* * *

From the "London Gazette," August 30th, 1915.

War Office, August 30th.

REGULAR FORCES.—ATTACHED to Headquarters
Units :

—
Brig. Commrs.—Brev. Col. H. M. Trenchard, C.B.,

D.S.6., R. Scots Fus., A.D.C. to the King (extra), and to

be Temp. Brig.-Gen. whilst so employed ; Brev.-Lieut.-

Col. J. F. A. Higgins, D.S.O., R.A., and to be Temp.
Brig.-Gen. whilst so emploj'ed (August 25th).

* * *

His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia has been

graciously pleased to confer, with the approval of his

Majesty the King, the undermentioned rewards for gal-

lantry and distinguished service in the field :
—

The Order of St. George, 4Th Class.—Sec. Lieut. W.
H. Dyke-Aclard, R. ist Devon Yeo. (T.F.) (attd. R.F.C).

[Mr. Acland was the officer who safely conducted his

passenger to earth in a burning Vickers biplane set on fire

by a German shell.—Ed.]

The Order of St. Anne, 3RD Class, with Swords.—
major and Bt. Col. H. M. Trenchard, C.B., D.S.O., A.D.C.
R. Scots Fusiliers, and R.F.C.

[Colonel (now General) Trenchard had commanded an
R.F.C. Wing in France with high distinction.—Ed.]

Major (temp. Lt.-Col.) T. I. Webb-Bowen, Bedfordshire

Regt. and R.F.C.
[Colotiel Webb-Bowen is another distinguished organis-

ing officer.—Ed.]

The Order op St. Stanislas, 3RD Class, with Swords.
—Capt. and Bt. Maj. C. A. H. Longcroft, Welsh Regt.

and R.F.C.
[Major (now Colonel) Longcroft is a notable pilot and a

highly efficient commanding officer.—Ed.]

The Order of St. Anne, 4Th Class, Inscribed "For
Valour in War.'"—Sec. Lt. I. T. Lloyd, S. Wales
Borderers and R.F.C.

Cross of the Order of Saint George, 4TH Class.—
354 Sgt. S. C. Griggs, No. 5 Squadron, and Wing, R.F.C.

031 Cpl. J. N. Rogers, No. i Res. A. Squadron, Ad. Wing,
R.F.C.
Medal of St. George, 2Nd Class.—Sgt. E. C. Rumford,

No. 2 Sqdrn. ist Wing, R.F.C.
Medal of St. George, 3RD Class.—1692 ist CI. Air

Mechanic T. E. Sutcliffe, No. 5 Sqdrn., No. 2 Wing,
R.F.C.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, October 2nd, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the Military Cross on the following officers :
—

Temp. Sec. Lieut. Horace Scott Shield, R.F.C.
When on patrol with Corpl. T. Bennett on September 13th

over Bois de Biez, at about 10,000 feet, he sighted an Albatros
and attacked it though subject to he^vy anti-aircraft gunfire.

The German .^IBatros used a machine-gun, very conveniently
mounted, but Corpl. Bennett disabled the German machine,
which sideslipped and then nose-dived to the ground in our lines.

This was the climax of various other gallant acts.

Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Arthur Ashford Benjamin
Thomson, Royal Warwicks., attd. R.F.C.
On August 29th, 1915, near Neuve Ohapelle, when ranging a

heavy gun on the'Xierman trefiches, he stayed up over two hqtirs

in heavy rain with clouds at about 500 feet. At one time he found
himself in a cloud on the far side of the German trenches

;
but,

after coming back under heavy fire, he continued to observe with
the greatest b?avery and skill, only returning when too dark for

more work. Hi's gallant conduct resulted in 10 direct hits.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," October 5th, 191.i.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal
to the undermentioned N.C.Os. :

—
448 Cpl. T. Bennett. Royal Flying Corps.

2 Staff-Sergt. C. V. Heath, Australian Flying Corps.
Corporal T. Bennett, R.F.C, was on patrol on September

13th, 1915, over Bois de Biez, with Sec. Lieut. H. S. Shield, as

related above.

.Staff-Sergt. C. V. Heath, Australian Flying Corps, showed
conspicuous pluck and determination in Mesopotamia on August
ist, 1915. He assisted to pole a "bellum" (flat-bottomed boat)

28 miles in 12 hours in most intense heat in order to rescue

.iviators who had been forced to descend in the enemy's country.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," October 29th, 1915.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the undermentioned rewards for distinguished ser-

vice in the field in Mesopotamia :
—

To BE Majors by Brevet.

Capt. (temp. Maj.) H. L. Rkilly, 82nd Punjabis and
R.F.C.

Capt. A. J. Ross, R.E., attd. R.F.C.

Awarded the Military Cross.

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Gilbert Braithwaite Rickards,
R.r.C. (S.R.).

* * *

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the Militar}' Cross on the undermentioned

officers :

—

Capt. Lionel Wilmot Brabazon Rees, R.A. and R.F.C.
On September 21st, when with one machine-gun, accompanied

by Flight-Sergt. Hargreaves, he attacked a large German ^biplane

with two machine-guns. The enemy, having the faster

machine, manoeuvred to get him broadside on and then oj>ened

heavy fire, but Captain Rees pressed his attack and succeeded in

hitting the enemy's engine, for the machine made a quick turn,

glided some distance, and finally fell just inside the German lines

near Herbecourt.
On July 28th he drove down a hostile monoplane, in spite of the

fact that the main spar of his machine had been shot through

and the rear spar shattered.

On Aug. 31st, with Flight-Sergt. Hargreaves, he fought a Ger-

man machine more powerful than his own for three-quarters of

an hour, then returned for more ammunition and went out to

the attack again, finally bringing the enemy's machine down,
apparently wrecked.

Temp. Sec. Lieut. Henry Bayley Reginald Grey-
Edwards, R.A. and R.F.C.
On September 2Sth, 191 5, on the Phalempin-Seclin line, he

. bombed a train and damaged the track from 400 feet. He
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P. MARECHAL
166, PICCADILLY. W.

(Telephone 3031 Regent)

AERONAUTICAL ACCESSORIES.

AEROPLANE AND AIRSHIP COMPONENTS-
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MARECHAL & HERVIEU
166, PICCADILLY, W.

(Telephone 3031 Regent)
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(CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE).
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was attacked by an enem_v aeroplane, but drove it off, and he
broug-ht back a very useful reconnaissance rejoort under bad
weather conditions.

^

Sec. Lieut. Seldkn Herbert Long, Durhana L.I. and
R.F.C.
On September loth he attacked an observation balloon shed

with a loo-Ib. bomb, but, being heavily fired at by an anti-air-

craft battery, he silenced the guns with tliis bomb and returned
for another one, with which he attacked the balloon. He only
narrowly missed it as it was being deflated.. On September
23rd he attacked trains from 500 feet, breaking the rails in two
places. He returned to the attack on the first train three times,
and finally climbed to 1,000 feet in order to make better use of
his bomb sight ; on the second occasion he made most of his

return journey at 1,000 feet in order better to examine villages,

roads, etc. On September 25th he attacked a train at 500 feet
under heavy rifle-fire and damaged the line. Late on September
25th trains were moving at 25 miles distance, and, in spite of

darkness and bad weather, he voltinteered to attack. Heavy
rain prevented his reaching them, so he turned to attack Peronne
Station, descending to 500 feet under heavy anti-aircraft gun hre.

This tire prevented liis reaching the station, but he climbed to

1,500 feet and attacked a "Rocket" battery, silencing one of its

guns.

Sec. Lieut. Douglas Archibald Colquhoun Syming-
ton, R.F.A. (S.R.).

On September 26th he demolished part of a train moxing
towards St. Amand by bombs from 500 feet. A large portion of

the train was completely wrecked. The remainder of the train

was unable to proceed.
* * *

From the "London (iazette" Supplement, November 4th, 1915.

His Majesty the King- lias Leen graciously pleased to

approve ol the appointment of the undermentioned officers

to be Companions of the Distinguished Service Order :
—

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Geoi^ge Aubrey Kennedy L.w-
RENCE, R.A. and R.F.C.
On September 21st he completed a reconnaissance to points

60 miles inside the (ierman lines, although repeatedly attacked

by a hostile machine. On September 25th he attacked- and hit

a moving train near I-ille from 600 feet. On September 26th he
drove off a hostile aeroplane interfering with bombing machines.

On SepteT.ber 30th he earned out a 3-hour reconnaissance in very

bad weather. -Although his ma'diine was hit in 70 jjlaces by
anti-aircraft guns on crossing the German lines on his way out,

he carried on and completed his work.

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Lindsay Cruickshank, Gordon
Hio-hldrs. and R.F.C.

For conspicuous gallantry in France on September 29lh, when
he successfully carried out a special mission invoking \'i'ry great

risk.

+ * ' *

His jNIajesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the Military Cross on the undermentioned officers :

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Cuthbkrt Euan Charles Raba-

GLiATi, King's Own (Yorks L.I.) and R.F.C.
Temp. Sec. Lieut. Awdry Morris Vaucour, R.F.A. and

R.F.C.
On September 28th carried out reconnaissance over Valen-

ciennes and Douai in (hick cloud nearly the whole distance.

They re^iched their objective and carried out the reconnaissance

at 2,800 feet under very heavy fire.

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, November 6th, 1915.

The President of the French Republic l as been pleased

to confer the decoration of the Legion of Honour on the

undermentioned officers, with the approval of his Majesty
the King, for distinguished service in the field :

—
Croix de Commandeur.

Major-General Sir D.-wtd Henderson, K.C.B., D.S.O.

Croix de Chevalier.
Lieut, (temp. Capt.) James Valentine,- R.F.C. (S.R.).

» « *

Awarded the Military Cross.
Capt. Robert. Loraine, R.p.C. (S.R.).

On October 26th he attacked an Albatros, getting within 15

yards ot Tt. When it dived he dived after it, and followed it

from 9,000 ft. to 600 ft. The enemy pilot was hit, and his

camera and wll"eless transmitter were subsequently found to

have bullet-holes through them. The .Albatros fell in our lines.

Temp. Lieut, the Hon. Eric Fox Pitt Lubbock, A.S.C,
attd. R.F.C.

Passenger with Capt. Loraine. The attack " finished at a

heig^ht of only 600 feet., and during an almost vertical dive,

when the pildt was fully occupied, Ueut. Ltibbock fired de-

liberately and with effect.

From the "London Gazette" Sapplement, November 16th, 1915.

In a list of warrant officers, N.C.Os. and men, who for

acts of gallantr}^ and devotion to duty have been awarded
the Disting'uished Conduct Medal, the following R.F.C.
award appears .—

1232 Flight-vSergeant J. Harore.aves, No. 11 Squadron,
R.F.C.

For conspicuous gallantry and skill on several occasions,,

notably on September 21st, when in a machine piloted by Capt.
Rees.

* *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, November 29th, 1915.

A Supplement to the "London Gazette," issued on No- '

vember 29th, announces that his Majesty the King has

been graciously pleased to approve of the undermentioned
promotion :

—
Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel.

Major (temp. Lieutenant-Colonel) D. S. MacInnes,
D.S.O.

,
Royal Engineers, temporary Assistant Director of

Military Aeronautics. War Office.

* * *

From the "^London Gazette" Supplement, December 23rd, 1915.

The Victoria Cross.

His Majesty the King has b^eii' graciously pleased to

a\vard the Victoria Cross to the undermentioned officer :
—

wSec. - Lieut. (Gilbert Stuart Martin Insall, No. ii

vSquadron, Roj'al Fh'ing Corps.

On Nov. 7th. he was patrolling in a Vickers Fighting Machine,

with First-Class Air Mechanic T. H. Donald as gunner, when a

German machine was attacked near Achiet. The German led

the Vickers 'over a rocket battery, but Lieut. Insall got to close

range, when Donald fired a drum of cartridges into the German,

stopping its engine. The German vv'as brought down south-east

of .Arras. Seeing the Germans scramble out of their machine

and prepare to hre. Lieut. Insall dived to 500 ft., thus enabling

Donald to fire on them. They fled, one helping the other, who
was apparently wounded. Other Germans then fired, but Lieut.

Insall turned again, and an incendiary bomb was dropped on the

German machine, which was seen wreathed in smoke. Lieut.

Insall then headed west to get back over the German trenches,

but as he was at only 2,000 ft. he dived across them, for greater

speed, Donald firing into the trenches as he passed over. German

fire damaged the petrol tank, and Lieut. Insall landed under

cover of a wood 500 yards inside our lines. During the night

the machine was repaired, and at dawn Lieut. Insall flew his

machine home with First-Class .Air Mechanic T. H. Donald as

passenger
* * *

[The most recent Honours^ Promotions, and Awards, of

both the R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. will be found in their

proper place among the "Gazettes" under the heading

"Naval and Military Aeronautics" in this issue.—Ed.]

A FRENCH HONOUR.
The following citation in orders of the day for the

French Army refers to a British officer, and is therefore

included here :
—

Cited in Army Orders.—Watt, Walter Oswald, Captain

in the Australian Army—Military Aviator of squadron

M.F. 44. An officer of high merit. A pilot of great

daring and of imperturbable coolness. He does not hesi-

tate to fly over the enemy's lines at low altitudes on

eveiy occasion whenever circumstances demand. He has

completed many very perilous reconnaissances, and has

frequently had his machine hit by bursting shells. Par-

ticularly on July 20th, August 9th, 23rd, and 24th, Sep-

tember 9th, loth, and nth. Wounded in the head on

August loth, he proceeded on his reconnaissance with the

greatest calm.

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
Muriel Countess of Helmsley and Mrs. Rowton acknow-

ledge the following contribution to their fund for prisoners

of war in Germany :
—

From the Employees of Vickers Ltd., Eexley Heath

Works, £3 OS. gd.
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ON THE VALUE OF CIVILIAN FLYING SCHOOLS.
There is uufortunately a tendency in certain quarters to

cry down civilian schools at which flying is taught. Ap-
l^arently these very uselul institutions for the production
of aviators are not regarded officially as being of assist-

ance to the conduct of the war, and neither the proprietors

nor the employees are entitled to be "starred." When
compulsory service comes into being there is nothing to

prevent these men with all their knowledge of aviation

and of the mechanical work of aeroplanes and aero-engines
from being pressed into service as infantry of the Line

—

which would mean not only a gross waste of good material,

but the cutting off of a most valuable source of supply.
It seems well, therefore, to set forth plainl}^ what the

civilian schools, all of which are concentrated at Hendon,
have actually done during the past year. In this connec-
tion it must be remembered that, except for the Grahame-
White School, none of them ha\e recei\ed a pennyworth
of assistance from the Government, and that they have all

been hampered by overcrowding through lack of shed ac-

commodation and by all being compelled to use a ground
which is really only big enough for half the number of

machines in use on any fine day. Moreover, this over-
crowding on the ground and in the air has been intensified

by the fact that the aerodrome is used by a large number
of NavaL machines, which necessaril}^ have .precedence over
the civilian schools.

Despite this overcrowding, which but for very skilful

management on the part of the school instructors would
have been a continual source of danger, only one or two
.serious accidents have occurred, to the extent of broken
limbs, and the only fatal accidents which have occurred at

all have happened to Naval pilots.

As regards the Grahame-White School, this has had
Government support to tlie extent that it has been regu-
larly supplied with pupils by agreement with the Ad-
miralty which has made it possible for the proprietors to
spend money on building and repairing machines without
having to worry about the cost as a commercial specula-
tion. In other respects it has had no particular advantage.
The other schools have been purely speculative, without

any guarantee of Government .support, and their success
is therefore, if an3rthing, more remarkable, and one says
this without in any way detracting from the value of the
work done by the G.-W. School under the able manage-
ment of Mr. Murray Ross.

The Proof of Figures.

The following figures give precisely the results achieved
b}^ the various schools from January ist up to somewhere
between December 5th and loth, 1915.

The Grahame-White School has taken 74 certificates.

Of these 70 were officers on probation for the Royal Naval
Air Service. Two joined the Royal Flying Corps, one
joined the Belgian Flying Corps, and the ultimate fate of
the other is unknown.
The London and Provincial School has taken 61 certi-

ficates. Of the holders 36 have joined the Royal Flying
Corps, 10 have joined the Royal Naval Air Service, 2 have
joined the Belgian Flying Corps, and i has gone to the
French Aviation Service, and the balance of 12 have not
apparently gone to any active service.

The Beatty vSchool has taken 54 "tickets." Of the
holders, 32 have passed into the Services, and the remain-
ing 22 are not accounted for.

The Ruffy-Baumann School, which only began work in
May last year, has distinguished itself highly by taking
38 certificates Out of those who have passed, 21 have
joined the R.F.C. The R.N.A.S. has taken 5. The Bel-
gian Flying Corps has taken 3. Of the others 3 are acting
as instructors at the school, and 6 are awaiting commis-
sions or have been refused by one or other of the Services.
A remarkably good showing for 7 months.

The Hall School has taken 36 certificates. Of these, 20

have received commissions in the R.F.C. and 9 in the

R.N.A.S. Of the others, 3 are actiiig as instructors at the

school, 2 of whom are awaiting commissions. One was
refused on account of age. One, an American, is in charge

of a U.S.A. air station, and one is testing machines for

a famous aeroplane constructor.

TOTAE RESUETS.

Thus we find the following total results :
—

Grahame-White School.—74 certificates; 73 on Service;

2 others.

London and Provincial vSchool.—61 certificates ; on
Service; i2 others.

Beatty School.—54 certificates
, 32 on Service ; 22 others.

Ruffy-Baumann School.—38 certificates; 29 on Service;

3 instructing ; 6 others.

Hall School.—36 certificates
; 29 on Service

; 3 instruct-

ing; I testing; 3 others.

Totals.—263 certificates; 211 on Service; 6 instructing;

jc testing; and 45 others.

Of the 45 "others," some have certainly joined the fly-

ing services of one or other of the Allies in some capacity,

without notifying their schools. There are also many
cases of pupils who joined the British Flying Services be-

fore taking their certificates, so they also must be ac-

counted unto the Schools for righteousness.

A Comparison.

Despite the peculiar custom of the High Authorities of

permitting the publication week by week of the list of

Royal Aero Club certificates taken, so that the enemy may
form a reasonably correct estimate of the number of pilots

available, it is not proposed to publish the figures for the

schools run by the Navy and Army. The Germans can

work these out for themseh es from the Aero Club's official

organ, as The AEROPlanE has given up publishing the

lists of cei'tificates.

Nevertheless, for purposes of comparison it is only fair

to quote against civilian results the figures for two big

Service schools covering the same period.

Brooklands has taken 139 certificates for the Army, and
Eastchurch has taken 64 for the Navy in the period under
review. Naturally the enormous number of othei' Service

schools now running puts the total figures for Service

schools up to a very high level, but the two mentioned top

the list for individual schools.

Now there is no particular reason to believe that at the

stage of merely passing his certificate tests a pupil trained

at a Service school knows much more about flying than
one w^ho has been to a civilian school. In fact, at certain

vService schools a pupil learns considerably less, as he is so

hurried that he has less time to learn. It may even be that

this hurry results in many good men who are naturally

slow beginners being rejected, and also that the total time
taken in trying and rejecting these slow beginners may
actually waste more time than if more trouble were taken
over those on probation. In this way the smaller total of

certificates at Service schools may be explained. One may,
therefore, assume that a civilian "ticket" is worth just

about as much as a Service ticket, and that the number
of pilots rejected between that stage and being confirmed
in their rank is about the same in either case.

If, therefore, the great aerodromes at Brooklands and
Eastchurch, free from overcrowding, with unlimited shed
•accommodation, an unlimited number of mechanics, and
free from any consideration as to expenses of smashes and
replacements, could only turn out 139 and 64 pilots re-

spectively against Hendon's 263, it does not look as if the
Government can afford to despise the civilian schools as

pilot-factories.

Taking only the 211 Hendon certificate-holders who have
actually been accepted for active service, or even taking
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the 205 left after eliminating French cind Belgians, it

would be interesting, if it were possible and permissible,
to find out how many of them have been confirnicd in their

rank and have done useful work on active service, as com-
pared with the results obtained from the 139 Brooklands
pilots. I commend such an investigation to the Admiralty
and War Ofifice before they decide to "scrap" the civilian
schools.

Civilians on Service;.

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that nearly all the
best fliers in both Services were trained at civilian schools
under systems not nearly so efficient as those which obtain
to-day. Also, sundry "civilians" who were themselves in-

structors at civilian schools just before the war are now
seiiior to and actually commanding regular officers on
actii-e service, and have won special promotion and decora-
tions on their personal merits. There is no reason to sup-
pose that the Services^ absorbed into themselves all the
energy and brains of the civilian schools at the outbreak of
war, and one may therefore assume that civilian schools
are still of value. In fact, the figures show that the
civilian schools are of immensely higher value than they
have ever been, or than anyone has the least right to
expect them to be.

The Cure of Defects.

I am by no means blind to the defects of the civilian
schools, but their virtues—as pro\-ed by results—far ex-
ceed their vices. If the Authorities are wise they will
proceed at once to encourage the civilian schools, by pro-
viding them with the use of larger grounds and sufficient
shed accommodation and by guaranteeing them a constant
supply of pupils.

By appointing a capable inspector, preferably an in-
valided aviator from active service, to each school, to see
that pupils receive adequate attention in their proper turn,
and to see that machines are kept in proper flying trim and

are renewed when necessary, the faults of the schools can

be cured promptly.

On the score of expense alone, apart from mere supply

of pilots, such action is justified. The Government pays

£']^ for each pilot acceiDted on probation. It could well

otford £100, m view of increa.sed running expenses. Ger-

.:iau3' paid far more than that a year before the war. *

Let the Admiralty and War Office reckon how much its

leallj?- useful pilots from the civilian schools have cost at

£100 per head, and let them compare the total with what
tlic 64 pupils at Eastchurch and the 139 at Brooklands—or
the other pilots they have got from the other Service

schools—have cost per head when reckoned in pay to the

;!iipi]s, pay to officers, N.C.Os, and men on the staffs of

t'lose scliools, rent of grounds, smashed machines, and
general running expenses, and m interest on capital otit-

la}' on new machines, sheds, transport wagons, and so

forth. They will find that £100 per head would not begin
to account for the cost.

And be it remembered, up to the point of passing for

kis certificate, a pilot-aviator is just a market commodity
with a regular market pince of approximately £100 each.

After that his specialised training as an officer becomes
quite another question, for his value varies between zero

and infinity, according to his personal ability and luck on
active service.

One would sug'gest the mere ability to fly up to R.Ae.C.
Certificate standard might well be madfc an entrance test

to the vServices. To insist on teaching the elements of

flying at a vService school is about as profitable as it would
be to insist on teaching all cmdidates for vSandlniist or

Woolwich how to read and write at Service Preparatory

Schools. The High Authorities are requested to consider

these points before deciding that the civilian schools are

beneath serious consideration. With proper hai.dling the

said schools may be made of the very highest value to the
country, and they desprve the thanks of. both Services for

the work they have already done.—C. G. G.

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY.
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NOTICE
To AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS

MR. SYDNEY PICKLES (Certificate No. 263, and Superior Certificate

No. 8) and his partner MR. CLIFFORD B. PRODGER (American

Certificate No. 159) beg to announce that they are now prepared

to undertake tests of all types of Aeroplanes on Land or Sea

Government Acceptance Tests
or Experimental Flying

The partners have had experience of the following types:

—

AVRO
BLACKBURN
B E. (all types)

BLERIOT
BREGUET

BRISTOL
CURTISS
CAUDRON
CHAMPEL
DEPERDUSSIN

LAND MACHINES
DUNNE HANDLEY-PAGE
FARMAN, H. MANN
FARMAN, M. MORANE
GRAMATESCUE SHORT
GRAHAME-WHITE

SPAINHEUR
SOPWITH
VOISIN
WHITE & THOMP-
WRIGHT [SON

SEAPLANES
AVRO CURTISS FARMAN, H. SHORT
BLACKBURN CAUDRON FARMAN, M. SOPWITH

WRIGHT

OFFICE,

166, PICCADILLY,

W.

PRIVATE ADDRESS,
13, BELSIZE PARK GARDENS,

HAMPSTEAD.
'Phone: 3817 Hampstead.
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Aero-motors: In Kind and Construction.—(^^^^^'^^^^)
BY QBOPPRBY de HOLDBN-STONfe.

"Never look for anjrthing," is the essential principle

of investigation; by which paradox we learn to abandon
preconceptions and established approaches. Now
ordinarily, any anatomist would probably deal with the
lungs of his subject before its lymphatics or nervous
system. But as we have to do here with an air-cooled

motor, which—^s cannot be too clearly understood—is

really just as much oil-cooled, the Ijrmphatics of lubrica-

tion become as important as carburation or the vital

spark of ignition
;

indeed, are as much arterial as

lymphatic.

In fact, the air-cooling itself is of no greater import-

ance. On the contrary, it is mainly supplementary and
external ; a matter of special accessory apparatus ; whereas
the lubrication system is radical to the design of the

motor ; and its efficiency or otherwise is the inheient con-

trolling factor. There is no more certain criterion of the

motor's probable trustworthiness. It is truly the hole

round which we must build the entire well.

Now, we are chiefly assured of the fact that air cooled

motors are so notably oil-cooled from our experience of

the great majority of the type, cycle-motors; in which,

we remark, lubrication is entrusted to gravity and splash,

with no attempt at forced-feed. But as the result, whether
we use thick or thin oils, is a higher consumption of

lubricant, we are bound to regard this oil-cooling habit

as a vice of the type, which we must scheme to overcome

;

especially in these comparatively huge examples in

which, as aeromotors, the oil-supply necessarily carried

as dead load makes such a difference to radius of action.

Forced Lubrication.

Forced lubrication, then, becomes our sheet anchor of

efficiency ; and beyond that, one would suggest, at the

highest practicable velocity, with an altogether thinner

oil than is generally used in air-cooled motors. So that,

by the rapidity with which the film of oil would be

shifted, its particles would have a shorter exposure to

heated parts and consequent destructive wastage
;
thus,

as one result, lessening the vice of oil-cooling and con-

sequently confining the function of the film to lubrication

only; and, in fine, reducing the rate of consumption.

All this seems to have been very fully appreciated in

the design of the Renault lubricating system ; in which
the circulation is effected by an oscillating pump (52) of

the plunger type, mounted horizontally in the bottom
of the crank-chamber, and driven by a vertical spindle

(49) through gearing (48) from the cam-shaft. (33) . (See
diagram in the last issue.)

In some models this spindle is extended outside the

Section of the Oil Dashpot Carburettor.

Index to Oil Dashpot Carburettor.
1. Shut-off cock
2. Top of needle-valve.
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Offices and Works :

Kendall's Mews,

George Steeet,

Portman Square,

W.

'phone 5046 MAYFAIK

Flying Ground :

London Aerodrome,

^ j ^ Kendon,

N.W.

'phone 151 KINGSBURY

TO OFFICERS AND OTHERS:-

Before deciding to join any school of

flying, the following points, which are

the outstanding features of the Ru^fy-

Baumann establishment, should be

carefully considered :—

-

1 A Limited Number of Students.
(THIS METHOD IS A GUARANTEE AGAINST OVERCROWDING)

2 High-powered Tractor Govern-

ment-type Machines.

3 Dual Control— the Safest System.

4 Expert Pilots.

riachines

:

60 H P orsoriE caudroin-type
BIPLANE

50H.P. RurEy=BAuri3iNrs biplane

50 H P. ONOriE CAUDKON-TYPE
BIPL3NE5

Instructors.

EDOU3RD BAUriAMN.

AMI BAUriAlNN.

CLARENCE WINCHESTER.
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crank-chamber, so that it may be connected to flexible

shafting that actuates a taximeter-type gauge on the

instrument-board. This incidentally discloses the fact

that the oil-pump spindle is geared to the cam-shaft only

at the rate of 4 to 7. But this, instead of departing from
the principle of rapid oil feed, as one might suppose—in

view of the lengthy and somewhat narrow and indirect

main canalisations—really does nothing of the sort.

The ratio actually amounts to four spindle rotations

—

or two driving strokes of thg pump—^to three-and-a-half

crankshaft revolutions : so it is interesting to compare
it with the i to 4 ratio of certain rotaries ; the conven-

tional I to 3 of many motor-car models, the i to 2 of

others—notably the Kieffer-Porthos device of using one
of the inlet-valve tappets as a double-acting oil-pump
plunger—some of which feed direct into hollow crank-

shafts ; and again the ideal—attained in certain examples
of Italian practice, and obviously to be sought for, iu

view of the importance of high oil-velocity—of direct

embodiment and even-speed ratio with the hollow crank-

shaft itself.

From thie comparison, at any rate, the clear inference

is all in favour of the shortest, most direct service to

large central canalisations and thence outwards, rather

than to any external service, single conduit or bandeau
—involving longer travel and increased friction-—and
thence internally.

After all, the most efficient fluid circulation system
known runs from the heart into an aorta—of which a

hollow crank-shaft is here the equivalent ; and on to

arteries, greater and less; all outwardly, not vice -versa.

In this case, however, the incumbent oil in the crank-

chamber is drawn into the pump (52) and driven by the

plunger piston (51) into a three-screen filter (47). From
this, moving from the outer screen inwardly, it finally

reaches the main distributor conduit, which is bored in

the casting of the upper part of the crank-chamber, and
runs throughout its length.

From this conduit it runs through leads bored diagon-

ally down to the bearing plates of the crank-shaft, and
thence to the bearings. Such oil as escapes from the end
of the main conduit serves to lubricate the reducing

gearing (39).

The greater quantity of it, however, after having lubri-

cated the crank-shaft bearings, runs into oil collars (44),

and from these into leads bored in the crank-shaft, which
carry it to the connecting-rod big-ends. In some models,

however, these collars are replaced by the more effective

hollowing of the crank-shaft.

In either case, it is finally ejected by the crank-throw

motion upon the walls of the cylinders and pistons ; and
thus lubricates all these surfaces, as well as the gudgeon
pins.

Still, in the case of an air-cooled motor, it is very much
a question whether the oil-stream, as soon as it leaves the

pump, should not be divided at once into two main con-

duits, one for the bearings and moving parts of all sorts,

and the other leading direct to the cylinders, to flush

their walls from as high-placed an entry as may be

possible

—

e.g., a point just beneath the lowest piston-ring

at full outstroke. vSo far from leading to extravagant

consumption, the mere head or weight of the flush of cold

oil on the cylinder walls should ensure its rapid clearance

into the crank-chamber.

The Oil Itself.

This, in any case, is its final destination, after falling

upon the gauze sheet (55) that is set across beneath the

crank-shaft to catch any particles of metallic or other

matter that the oil may have brought along with it : after

which, newly drawn in by the pump, its circulation con-

tinues as before.

OiiTy the best quality of oil—with a- petroleum and not

a pitch base—should be used; and of as thin a type,

consistent with maintaining a good body, as possible.

Above all—and this applies to every motor except a few
rotaries—it should not be a mixture of any two petroleum

or other oil products; but "straight-run," i.e., from one
or more continuous refinements of a single original.

Nevertheless, even the best of oil should be completely

emptied out and replaced by fresh oil after every five

hours' running at longest. After every flight, too, the

valve-rocker pins (12), and the tappet-rod guides, upper
and lower, should be well greased with the thickest oil

of the highest flash-point you can procure. Vaseline is

quite useless, thick as it seems. Nothing would be better

than a good sticky astatki or mazout, smelling to affront

the heavens, if it could be had.

The Carburation System.

The Renault carburation system—and also its analogue,

the de Dion—are both direct and simple enough, with

their two main omnibus tubes run up from—and suspend-

ing—the carburettor. This is slung in front, like the

medal of one's patron saint on a necklet. This is, no
doubt, for the sake of accessibility and regular mixture-

supply.

Only, my contention is that if it were hung in the same
manner behind and on one side it would be no less acces-

sible and regular in delivery, while being, on the con-

trary, far less exposed, not only to the chance shot which

gives the final knock-out, but to the rapid decreases of

temperature during a fast climb which so greatly affect

carburation and worsen efficiency. It is as well to re-

member the fundamental fact that a carburettor is a

freezing-machine in any case, and design accordingly.

Which, nevertheless, only Kieffer in one way, the F.I.A.T.

people in another, and Levavasseur in a third fashion

—

by the partial or total suppression of external carbura-

tion—seem to have done, so far.

The Gas-Bottle Design.

However, taking it as it is, the best point about the

Renault automatic carburettor—of either the oil-controlled

or air-controlled type—is the large "gas-bottle" casting
;

above its throttle, which more .than any other component
ensures a steady supply and damps down the effect of

sudden throttle variations. Otherwise, apart from the

extra-air control—there is nothing extraordinary about
,

either model.

It consists of a jet (29) mounted in a vase-shaped choke-

tube (30) set centrally in a bottle-shaped air-tube (26),

the bottom of which forms an open seating for the extra-

air valve (25), while the top serves as a cylindrical guide

for the piston-throttle. This jet is fed in the usual way
from a float-chamber on one side, with a cut-off tap (9)

interposed between it and the chamber.

The petrol reaches the float-chamber through a gauze

filter (13) mounted vertically on the outer side of the
^

chamber in the oil-controlled type, and beneath it in the
1

air-controlled one; and its supply is governed in the

usual way .with a counter-weighted needle-valve and

float.

All so far very good of its kind, but commonplace ;

enough.

The extra air valve in either type is the special feature.

Of the umbrella type in both cases, it admits warm air

from around the exhaust, and a certain amount of cold
;

air through a drum-like setting-sleeve that surrounds
j

the valve control device. This, in the one case, consists
j

of a shallow dash-pot filled with oil, in which a junk

(or disc) piston attached to the tail of the air-valve stem

moves up and down as the valve lifts, .the idea being to .

steady the opening and closing of the valve and prevent
|

its hunting ; in short, to make it truly automatic. !

The same idea, of course, prevails in the second type,
'

in which the dash-pOt is merely twice as deep, so as to
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make room for a short trunk-piston attached in the same
way to the valve-stem. In this case the lift and drop

of the valve are steadied by the vacuum and residual air

respectively between the piston and the bottom of the

dash-pot.

Personally, I should regard the oil-controlled type as

the more reliable under a wider range of atmospheric

conditions, but both seem likely enough in the abstract

to produce the desired automatic action to a greater de-

gree than either the Krebs vacuum-bellows or the Xenia
mercury dash-pot devices.

Mechanically, that is about all there is to either. But
in each case the extent of valve-lift is checked by a

~crank-arm (27), the angle of which is set by an external

regulator spindle with a slow-feed thread. Naturally,

the more one lowers this crank-arm and restricts the

valve-lift, the richer will be the normal mixture supply
and the greater the petrol consumption ; so it is desirable

to give the valve the utmost lift within moderation.

On the other hand, one must remember that excessive

air-supply, by unduly thinning the mixture, assuredly

brings about back-firing into the carburettor, as well as

tending to burn the cylinders ; so if there is the slightest

tendency that way, one must immediately set the rocker-

arm downwards.
. For adjustment, therefore, it is best to begin with the

rocker-arm set for full valve-lift, and the air-setting

drum-throttle (19) closed. Then, starting the motor, set

the rocker down half a turn, and more until all spitting

stops. Then, setting the rocker a little lower still, open
the air-sleeve cautiously, to admit cold air through the

gauze panels (17) and (23).

So continue until you get the warm-air-supply tlii'ough

the valve, just so much in excess of the cold air-supply

as to balance appropriately to the atmospheric conditions

of the day, and yet to combine in a total volume which
shall give a good mixture without' any tendency to back-
fire. Recollect that a mixture solely derived from warm
air, however regular, is too thin to be powerful, and
therefore wastes the effort of the petrol as much as if the

petrol itself \yere wasted by over-enrichment
;
while, on

the other hand, too cold a mixture tends to condense in

the bottle, sets up ponding and irregular carburation,

and ' does waste directly.

Altitude Effects.

All very explicit, on paper ? Quite so ; and without
writing as a pilot, it occurs obviously to me, as doubtless

to yourself, that all these conditions are likely to change
not only with eveiy further five hundred feet of altitude,

but with every new draught of cloud flown into at the

same height.

Which is precisely the further substance of my argu-

ment for mounting the carburettor well behind the motor,
with all these adjustments more or less under the direct

control, if not hand reach, of the pilot—or, at least, his

passenger-observer-mechanic as may hap—from time to

time. Something of the kind, at any rate, I maintain,
should replace the slow-thread rocker spindle and the

air-throttle set-screw {15).

The ignition of the Renault is still effected by a Bosch
magneto

;
although name and product are alike proscribed

elsewhere since the war—it is still made in Paris, on
voided enemy patents. Yet it is probable that the Mea,
the Eisemann, the Unterberg-Helme—or other as good or

better, as Lion-Peugeot light-car triumphs have proved

—

might equally well be fitted. The general run of the system
being, as in other eights, the only practicable one, and
the order of firing likewise—that is to say looking from
aft forward to the propeller Nos. i, 7, 3, 5, to port, and
Nos. 6, 4, 3, 2 to starboard—it calls for no such vain re-

petitions as the heathen, of the motor press are wont to

use.

(To be continued.)

Diagram of the Renault Ignition System.

THE PROGRESS OF THE HEIGHT-RECORD.
Those who are only now beginning to take an interest

in flying, and even those immediately concerned therewith,

will be glad to have a table showing the progress of the

Altitude Record for aeroplanes from the early days of fly-

ing. The following list gives the heights in metres and
feet up to the outbreak of war, and it seems unlikely that

Oelerich's record has been beaten since, as it entails fitting

special breathing apparatus to the machine to go above

20,000 feet, or even less.

Metres. Feet.

Nov. 13, igoS—Henry Farman .. 2.T 82

Nov. IT., igo8—Wilbur Wright .. 2.T 82

Dec. 18, igo8—Wilbur Wright .. 100 328

July 18, igog—Paulhan i.SO 492

15s 508

193 633
Oct. 18, 1909—de Lambert 300 984

453 1,436

Jan. 7, igin—Latham 1,000 3,280

4,110

1.335 4-379

1-384 • 4-539

5,642

6,237

Aug. II, 1910—Drexel 2,013 6,603

2,150 7,042

2,582 8,46g

2,587 8,484

Oct. I, 1 910—Wijnmalen 2,780 g,ii8

2,880 9,446
Oct 13, igio—Johnstone 2,g6o 9,600

3.100 10,168

io,4g6

3,350- • 10,988

3,950 12,824

4,960 16,269

Sept. 17, igi2—Legagneux 5,450 18,000

Dec. II, igi2—Garros 5,610 18,400

March 11, igi3—Perreyon S,S8o . ig,2go

Dec. 29, 1913—Legagneux 6,120 20,060

July g. igi4—Linnekogl 6,600 21,653

July 14, Oelerick 7,850 25,725
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SPERRY
Gyroscopic

Stabilizer
in use on Machines of the British,

French, Russian, and Itahan Govts.

It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-
tions for which an observer has
hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by
fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-

plane with the highest efficiency in

speed and chmbing capacity without
regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform
which is not only steady, but is held

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.

Telegrams

—

Inland: Sperigyco, Vic, London.
Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

Telephone

—

^398 Victoria.
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THE RISE OF THE BRITISH AIRCRAFT
INDUSTRY.

The figures relative to the imports and- exports of

aeroplanes and allied productions during the first half

of the past year are more than usually interesting in

that they give an indication of the enormous develop-

ment that has taken place in the industry in this country

since the commencement of the war.

Hitherto, although the difference has for some time

been steadily diminishing, there has always been an ex-

cess of imports of foreign productions over the exports

of British-built aircraft. Commencing with March last,

however, this state of affairs was for the first time re-

versed, the exports exceeding the imports. Moreover,

this position has since been accentuated to a notable

degree, as may be gathered from the fact that, whereas

the exports increased from ;(;i2,566 in the first six months

of 1914 to £48,OT,y in the half-year recently ended, the

imports during the same period declined from Xiio6,22i

to ;£28,878.

Although the fact that it is abroad and not in this

country that the British naval and military authorities

are mainly using the many new additions to our aircraft

fleet may account to some extent to the shrinkage in

the imports and the development of. the exports, yet this

does not detract -from the fact that everyone associated

with the aircraft industry, including the various motor-

car firms that have, since the outbreak of hostilities,

taken up the construction of aero engines and other air-

craft material, have responded magnificently to the call

of the authorities, both from the point of view of excel-

lence of design and construction and of the volume of

the output.

At the same time, there are many points in connection

• with the import and export figures, as published in the

Monthly Returns issued by the Board of Trade, that,

as they stand, are somewhat incomprehensible, and
would, before they can be regarded as aft'ording a rational

idea of the position of the industry, require some further

explanation. In the first place, the returns only give

the gross totals of the imports and exports, without any
indication of the country of origin of the former, or the

destination of the latter.

As regards the imports, while it is obvious that arrivals

of aeroplanes from France have for the present dimi-

nished, yet it is equally well known that aeroplanes and
engines are being imported on Government account from
the United States, and the value of the same would, one
imagines, be far in excess of the figure given, especially

if that of the engines is included.

Then, as to the exports, large as is the increase that

is shown, one is inclined to doubt whether the figures

given include all the aircraft material that is being sent

out of the country—all the military aeroplanes are, of

course, flown over the Channel, or go as -Army • stores,

and consequently escape the eagle eyes of the recording

officers of the Customs who are responsible for the re-

turns—or whether they merely represent the value of

those that are shipped in a packed-up form when sold

to the Governments of Australia, South Africa, or other

of our Colonian possessions, for one may take it that

during this period of war whatever machines do figure

in the export returns must be for military or naval

purposes.

Despite these criticisms, however, there is no question

of the progress that has been made in the aircraft in-

dustry in Great Britain since the war commenced, a

testimony to which, in another direction, was afforded

by Col. (then Capt.) Bagnall-Wild (R.F.C. Aeronautical
Inspection Department), who, in taking, part in the dis-

cussion on a paper on " Drop Forging and the Auto-

Phone: Hop 2734
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Code: A.B.C. 5th Edition
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mobile Industry " at the Institution of Automobile
Engineers, mentioned that at the beginning of the war-
certain aero engines had an average life which worked
out at only six hours ; that is to say, at the end of six
hours something or other in the engines gave trouble
whch rendered them temporarily hors de combat, whereas
in the twelve- months that have elapsed since the war
commenced, this same type of engine, although un-
altered in design, has been so improved that now an
average run of over one hundred hours is being obtained
before the engines require the attention of mechanics.

In view of the very important part aircraft has played
in the war, and the indications that it is likely to be-
come an ever increasingly important factor in military
operations, it is seriously to be hoped that, when the
present struggle is over, the Government will not permit
.thfe ascendancy which British aircraft has secured to be
lost.

Moreover, in view of the splendid way all associated
with the industry have responded to the call, it will be
a national calamity if the various plants that have been
organised for the rapid production of aircraft and allied
material are allowed to languish owing to the lack of
encouragement with orders.

The war has clearly shown that to ensure the national
safety in the future Great Britain must not only see to
it that she retains, by means of the Navy, the control
of the sea, but that her aircraft fleets are extended to
such a degree as to secure and maintain the supremacy
of the air, both over land and sea.—C. J. W.

JAMAICA.
"The 'Jamaica Times" records a function held for the

support of an aeroplane purchase scheme as follows :—
The entertainment so generously given by the gifted

members of the Fox Film Company, led by Mr. Brenon,
proved the huge success that was expected. The Palace

Theatre was packed, and among those present, were the
Governor and party.

A number of special aeroplane badges were put up to

auction and brought the following splendid prices : Mr.
Clarence Lopez, £75 ; Mr. A. W. Farquharson, ;£ioo; Mr.
Issa, £70; Members of the Aeroplane Committee, £45-
Besides these, a large number were sold at the ordinary

price of 2s. 6d.

CONCERNING MULTIPLANES.
Apropos multiplanes in general, Mr. Horatio Phillips,

who, though perhaps unknown to the younger genei'ation

of aviators, is actually the inventor and patentee of the
type of leading edge known as the Phillips entry and now
practically universally used on aeroplanes, writes pointing
out that length of entering edge is really the most im-
portant thing in aeroplane design, and that mirltiplanes

would be much more compact, would have less head re-

sistance, and would have greatly increased speed, and for

military work high speed is the governing factor.

Mr. Phillips further states that his early experimental
machines often made free flights three or four feet from
the ground, but not being fitted with either ailerons or

vertical rudders they invariably fell over sideways, though
the longitudinal stability was perfect.

The weight lifted in proportion to power was far in ad-

vance of what we now have.

He points out also that the life-blood of the steam tu5rbine

is length of entering edge, and the sectional form of turbine

blades is exactly as in his early flying machines. There
is, undoubtedly, a great deal still to be done in the investi-

gation of multiplanes, and one would like to suggest that

here is another field of experiment for the National

Physical Laboratory and the Royal Aircraft Factory, if

independent manufacturers . neglect the possibilities of

multiplanes.
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LODGE PLUGS.
Particulars of the type of lyodge sparking plug adopted

for the Government aeroplane engines will be of interest.

As will be seen from the illust- ^n, the I^odge Aero
Plug is designed witii a view to_ thorough and effective

cooling. It is claimed for it that only so is it possible
for a plug to stand up for long and continue firing with
unfailing regularity under the severe conditions imposed

by the latest high-compression
engines in use at the front and
on test over here.

There is only one sparking
point, shaped in the form of a
flat tongue projecting inwards
towards the substantial central

electrode, flush with the end of

the plug. Both side and centre

electrodes are of pure nickel. The
insulator is all of mica.

Fins are provided on the top

terminal, as also on the body of

the plug, the former being of

copper and the latter of steel.

The centre stem is particu-

larly massive, the thinnest part

being at the sparking end, and
gradually getting thicker towards
the top of the plug, so that the-

heat is conducted rapidl3^ from
the interior to the external end
of the plug, to be radiated awaj'

by means of the copper fins at the top.

This plug, it should be noted, is constructed upon an
entirely new principle. It has (comparatively) a- very
high electrical capacity, which has the effect of increas-

llllli

ing the power of the spark. This design makes the plug

remarkably good from the point of view of not causing

pre-ignition, and on high-speed engines giving great

power. This type of construction would not lend itself

so well to ordinary motor-car engine conditions, as the

engine would start less easily and the plug would require

more frequent cleaning if exposed to excessively oily

conditions. But for all high-speed, high-compression

engines like those used in aeroplanes, which constitute

probably the severest of all practical tests for plugs, this

new aero plug effects a quite extraordinary improvement.

A Back Number,

An aged pamphlet of 103 summers has recently slid out of

obscurity from a dust-laden bookshelf. It is entitled "Bal-

loon : An Authentic Nartative of the Aerial Voyage of Mr.

Sadler, across the Irish Channel, from Belvedere House,

Drumcondra, in the neighbourhood of Dublin, on Thursday,

October ist, 1812. AVith some observations on the fmportant

objects connected with .Aerostation. To which is annexed a

chart of the Channel, shewing his course and place of descent.

Sold for the benefit of Mr. Sadler, and printed by W. H.

Tyrrell, No. 17, College Green, Dublin.

After relating how the starting-ground was laid out and the

arrangements made for the safe accommodation of the house-

party, two military bands, and the crowd, the local reporter

writes ; "The mind of Mr. Sadler did not rest on personal

objects, but extended itself to whatever could gratify or ac-

commodate the numerous and splendid assemblage that

attended; and the result was such as might naturally be

expected ; for whether we contemplate the vast Machine with

which the .Serial Voyager entered upon his dauntless track

—

the brilliant and crowded concourse—the, appearance of the

Military—the process of Inflation—the sensation of the moment
—ALL combined to produce an effect which -as far exceeded

expectation as it baffles description.

• "In a sheltered part of the upper Lawn, the Balloon sus-

pended between two lofty poles, received the Inflammable Gas
through a silk Tube, and when prepared for removal, was

CONVERSATION IN THE AIR
BETWEEN PILOT AND PASSENGER
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Passenger to talk in perfect comfort with his pilot

under all conditions.
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" NUMEARPHO,"
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44

eBritishEmpire
depends oix

CROID"
THE STRONGEST GLUE KNOWN

NOTE.—Only necessary to add Cold or Warm Water; no boiling required
before using. Does not "chill."

The vital importance of obtaining' the strongest and most reliable adhesive
for the manufacture of a vast number of Propellers, Spars and Ribs, etc

,

for H.M. AEROPLANES and SEAPLANES has led to all classes of Glues
being- subjected to the severest tests, and the one to COME OUT TOP
—by a very wide margin—is "CROID" (extra streng-th , LIQUID SCOTCH
GLUE, which also has the g'reat advantage of being- USED COLD AND

RESISTING DAMP.
A few extracts from a large number of recent Testimonials.

" I enclose order for further half-ton of ' Croid ' Glue. I have used this glue for over
twelve months, and am pleased, to say it answers for my work (general wood-working) better

than the best hot glue."
" Besides making a better and stronger joint it ('CROID') is much more handy, taking only

a few minutes to get ready for use."
"I find itCCROID )

splendid stuff, but joiners are a bit prejudiced against it, but I hope to

dispense with hot glue in time."
" The only crtmpliunAv;e have against it ('CROID') is the difficulty in separating portions of

wood glued together in error !

"

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLUES CO , LTD

,

Great Hermitage St„ London, E.
CONTRACTORS TO H. M. GOVERNMENT.

7T777777777T7Tn '

1,. >

Butt-joint
2"xa"

"CROID"
L1C(UU3 G1X7E

END GRAIN

Ofi Lcvcf
eauats

BrizaKtci^Sttaia)

per stfuareinch

RECENT TESTS.
Breaking Strain on Lever as above.

Good Hot Cake Glue 33 lbs.
Liquid Glue A 74 lbs.
Liquid Glue B I09 lbs.

"CROID," Standard Strength ... 174 lbs.
"CROID," Extra Strength 282 lbs.

LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
SUPERIOR TO R.A.F. SPECIFICATION.

For Prices and Deliveries apply

—

GREEVES & MORTON, ^ * ^-
oltrlsT.

CRADOCK'S STEEL STRANDS g CORM
pno A\7I ATiniM A AI ITV composed of tinned steel'wire of the highest
r i^ll A V 1A 1 IVJl^ />. Oi £!i\^l/\I-(l 1 I . QUALITY TO. ADMIRALTY AND R.A-r. specification.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION.

T/i^^f'SJoti'ijENUE GEORGE CRADOGK& Co. L^^^^^w^^

EBORA
PROPELLEFC
Compani/

lie 12 Surbiton
Park Terrace
K/UgstojV
onThames

KINGSTON 672
^e/e^ram s.

"eBORA fOhysfon

Confpacfors

War Office

SchoolPropellers

Four Bladers

Seaplane Propellers

Slate Tables
For

Propeller Works
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visited by her Grace, the Duchess of Richmond, in order to

see the process of Inflation before it finally closed. At half-

past twelve, the signal was given ; a number of Gentlemen

who had formed themselves into a Committee for the purpose,

collected together within the enclosed space where it was sus-

pended ; 10 them were entrusted the Cords by which it was

held—the railing was removed—an escort of Cavalry cleared

a passage to the Platform, and struggling in the wind, the

Balloon, with its depending Car, was slowly moved along,

and placed upon the Platform ; this circumstance, as unexpected

as grand, struck with irresistible effect on the beholders,

restraining the burst of approbation by the strong feeling of

astonisnment.
"... Mr. Sadler , . . seated himself in his Car, with

that coolness and serenity which indicated his perfect acquaint-

ance with the bold undertaking he had entered upon, and

confidence of the results
;
having placed his Barometer, Tele-

scope, Compass, &c., in their proper situations in the Car, and

ascertained the certainty of the Balloon's -power to ascend, the

Gentlemen holding th,- Cords were requested to give them in,

and after an affectionate farewell to his son . . . the Balloon

was released and the undaunted voyager floated from the

stage, majestically rising from the Earth on the bosom of

the Air, and presenting a spectacle at once awful and sublime,

which as it mocks description so was its effect attested by the

unbidden tears that stole down many a cheek—for a moment
all was silent extacy and tremulous fear followed by bursts

of applause, not drawn forth by factitious circumstances, but

excited by real and undisguised admiration. . . .

"Nor can too much praise be given to the Military for the

propriety of their conduct, or to the Peace Officers who at-

tended for the Judiciousness of their arrangements, and Vigil-

ance of their attention."

The narrative goes on to say that Mr. Sadler's objective

was Liverpool, but after drifting about he was forced to come
down in the sea, and was picked up by a ship. It is worthy

of note that Mr. Sadler fully understood the principles of

navigating a balloon by searching for suitable wind-currents,

for after leaving Dublin, heading N.E., he rose till he was
drifted back in a N.W. direction, then sank again to his

norma! level, made a long board - to the N.E. right past the

Isle of Man, found he was too far north, returned in a south-

westerly direction, and got into a due east current, passing

right over the Isle of Anglesea ; but when he was within 25
miles of his objective the evening wind changed generally

and blew him northwards, and having had enough of it he came
down on the sea, thouglit better of it and got off again, but

came down for a second time, and drifted for some time before

he was rescued.

THE DOOM OF AVIATION.
"Reuter" sent the following yarn from Paris recently :

—
" The Marseilles correspondent of the 'Matin' states

that an Italian engineer, >who is at present living in Mar-
seilles, claims to have solved the problem of maintaining
a body suspended in space absolutely motionless. The
Italian is said to have invented an apparatus which is

able to remain stationary at various heights in the air.

It is capable of carrying a considerable weight, and can
be propelled in any direction or stopped at any point
without the use of any sort of mechanical motor, simply
by the use of currents.

"Experiments are said to have been made which have
already given good results, and others are to be made at

Marseilles. The inventor claims for his apparatus, which
is cigar-shaped, is twelve feet long, 30 inches in diameter,

weighs about 200 lbs., and can raise 100 lbs., that it can
remain for 24 hours in the air at a point 120 miles from
its starting place."

[No steps have been taken to change the name of this

paper to "Anti-gravity"—though the smiles of its readers

occasionally tempt one to do so. Nor need one advise

tlte aircraft industry to start designing anti-gravitation

machines. The general style of the story reminds one of

the wild yarns which went round the press when the

Bachelet levitated railway was launched, but one has
heard little of its levitation since then.—Ed.]

Prompt Delivery of

PROPELLERS
AND

PETROL TANKS
[As supplied to War Office]

Darracq Works
TOWNMEAD ROAD, FULHAM, S.W.

Prices of complete Aeroplanes, Propellers, Petrol Tanks, Service Tanks, &c., on application.

Telephonb: PUTNEY 2860 {5 lines) "^elbgrams : DARRACQS, WALGREEN, LONDON
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Y.E.S.

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

SPECIALITIES

(CAST BY 'EATONIA' WATER-COOLED PROCESS).

Y.E.S. 'AERO' BRONZE—EXTENSIVELY
USED ON R.A.F. ENGINES.

Y.E.S. 'I5'BR0NZE-F0R MOTOR CHASSIS
BEARINGS.

Y.E.S. 'WORM WHEEL' BRONZE—THE
MOST DURABLE PRODUCED.

ALL HIGH TENSILES AND
ABSOLUTELY HOMOGENEOUS.

SOLE MAKERS AND SELLERS:

YORKSHIRE ENGINEERING SUPPLIES,

JP* V*
^^•^ Hunstet Road, LEEDS.

Contractors to ,the Admiralty &> War Office.

THE

BLAGKBURE
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd..

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro-Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-

PRESSED STEEL MOUNTINGS, DROP
FORGINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,
WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

woTkI^^ OLYMPIA, LEEDS.
Telephone

:

345 RouNDHAY, Leeds.

Telegrams

:

Propellers, Leeds.

Contractors to

H.M, Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd,
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110. CRICKLEWOOD LANE.
LONDON, N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone

—

HAMPSTEAD 7420 (3 lines.)

Telegrams

—

HYDROPHID, CRICKLE,'
LONDON.

Salmson
AERO-ENGINES

«<

«<
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«<
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III

THE DUDBRIDGB IRON WORKS, !^

S
({(

(Canton-Unne System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

LIMITED,

(« 87, Victoria Street, London, S.W. )))
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LONDON LABEL CO., Ltd.

HARLEY WORKS
BECKTON RD., LONDON, E.

WIND SHIELDS
to any Pattern.

MAP COVERS
The lines cannot wear off.

PANELS
to any Pattern.

LABELS & NAME PLATES
for Instrument Boards, etc., in Ivorine and

Metal.

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

Non-Poisbnous

I>OPJB
OR

STANDARD
FORMULA
DOPE

The leading ENGLISH DOPE
FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.and Varnish Manufacturers.

AliiED AlRCRAFT VAR^ ISH g l!

38. Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.
Telephone: CITY 7274. Telegrams: "ALLIVARDOP. LONDON."

Teleerrams : "Muscle, London." Telephone : Central 12216.

BRAIDED RUBBER CORD
For AEROPLANES requiring protected Rubber Springs.

STRENGTH AND MATERIALS ARE GUARANTEED.
Made in ENGLAND by BRITISH Labour.

Send us your requirements and we will quote prices.

WE are ACTUAL MA.'dUFACTURERS, also

Contractors to His Majesty's Government.

THE WHITELY EXERCISER, LTD.
55, Southwark Bridge Road, LONDON, S.E.

PATENT

STRLT

COPYING

LATHE.

K.D.

Write for Particulars

and General Catalogue

WAOKIN & Co.

Leicester.

Telegrams :

—

'Woodworker, Leicester.'

'Phone Nos. 3614 and 3615.
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SCOTTISH AEROPLANES.
The authorities seem to have a curious piejudice against

machines built north of the Tweed. In addition to Mr.

Wilson's machines, to which refei'ence was made in The
Aeroplane a week or so ago, two very excellent Caudron-
biplanes, built by Mr. Bell, of the Peebles Motor Com-
pany, Ltd., have been wasting their fragrance on old

Reekie's air for many months past. These machines were
offered to the War Office a long time back for tuition pur-

poses, but for some reason or other they were refused.

They are really excellently built, and it is therefore

highly satisfactory to be able to note that they have now
been bought by Mr. Warren for the London and Provincial

Aviation Co., for use at their school at Hendon. One
hopes that Mr. Bell's mechanical, if not his financial, suc-

cess in his first eft'ort at aeroplane construction will lead

to further activities in the same direction with better

financial results, for useful experience should never be
wasted.

PROGRESS IN AUSTRALIA.
Military aviation in the Commonwealth is likely to

be assisted in the future by at least one of the Australian

universities. Major Reynolds, of the General Staft',

stated on Wednesday that the Defence Department had
received an ofier in this connection from Sydney Univer-

sity. The authorities there had offered to use their

engineering school in any way possible for the instruction

of would-be aviators. Ihey were prepared to deliver lec-

tures also on aero-dyhamics and kindred subjects in con-

nection with aviation. It is understood that the offer is

being favourably considered by the military authorities.

Y.E.S.
Yorkshire Engineering Supplies, Ltd., of Hunslet Road,

Leeds, specialise in the production of brass, gun metal

and phosphor bronze castings made by the patent

"Uatonia" water-cooled process.

This business is controlled under the Munitioiis of War
Act, and is engaged on the production of 98 per cent,

material for war purposes.

The Y.E.vS. Aero Bronze is being used most extensively

on aeroplane engines of R-A.!?. and other types, and,

owing to the extreme homogeneity given by this cooling

process of casting, this bronze has proved most durable

and most satisfactory for this purpose.

Yorkshire Engineering Supplies. Ltd. are preparing to

move into their new foundries laid out on the most modern
lines at the beginning of 1916, about which further in-

formation will be given at a later date. Their business

in these special castings has extended to such an extent

since their introduction as to make extension in this

direction quite necessary.

Their ad\-ertisement in this paper refers to bronzes for

other purposes in which they specialise, and they also

apply their patent process' to castings for heavy bearings

of all types and also for pumps and other purposes.

A USEFUL BORING TOOL.
It is no secret that high-speed tool-steel is only avail-

able in a comparatively limited quantity. In any case,

the supply at the present time is far below the demand, and
what can be obtained is extremely expensive. Further-

more, high-speed tool-steel is practically indispensable.

Manufacturing engineers—especially those engaged on
war work^must have it. These three facts—scarcity,

price, and indispensability—have been recognised by the

Ministry of Munitions, and it is only a few weeks ago
that the Machine Tool Committee circularised all con-

trolled establishments, emphasising the urgent advis-

ability of adopting all methods and devices to conserve
the supply of high-speed tool-steel.

To use a solid double-ended boring cutter is at any time
a waste of valuable material

;
owing to the position to-day

it is almost a criminal offence. The v.'aste is inevitable

because the application of heat, as a necessary preliminary
to expansion, ruins the essential characteristics of high-

speed tool-steel. The tool-room expense on upkeep of

solid boring cutters is an important factor but too seldom

realised. The method of expansion by screws is not

largely used, for the reason that it is both troublesome

and unreliable. Therefore, the "Gauge-All" expansible

double-ended cutter for finishing holes in boring work

is put before manufacturing engineers at a very oppor-

tune time. It has been thoroughly tested for a long period,

mainly on steel castings. The results have very amply
confirmed its claims as a big time and money saver on

boring work. The "Gauge-All" consists of two pieces of

high-speed tool-steel connected by a keyed centre of

special metal alloy. When, after the- usual wear, expan-

sion to original diameter is necessary it is accomplished

in a very rapid and simple way. A U-shaped iron or

brass clip is placed round the centre and lightly struck

with a hammer. This compresses the metal alloy and

expands the, cutter. By regmlating the hammer blows

minutely, accurate expansion is obtained. It should

be observed that the machine tool operator expands the

"Gauge-All" cutter in use, so that frequent visits to the

tool-room, and other delays, are largely dispensed with.

The number of holes that can be finished by a "Gauge-

All" with an original or renewed centre obviously de-

pends upon the depth. But, as an instance, a "Gauge-

All" with one centre has finished 200 holes 3 inches by 10

inches in steel castings. The expansion of the original

centre to the limit is not the end of "Gauge-All," for two,

or more new centres can be put in by the makers, thus pro-

longing its usefulness as an e<:onomical finishing cutter.

It is claimed for "Gauge-All" that its use enables the

last fraction of value to be extracted from extremely ex-

pensive and increasingly rare high-speed tool-steel—

a

claim which is certainly justified by comparison of its

performance with those of old-style finishing cutters.

"Gauge-All" is made under Patent No. 16162 of 1913 by.

Vislok, Ltd., 3, St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square,

London, B.C., from whom an illustrated booklet can be

obtained.

AVIATION AND FINANCE.
Among the numerous British industrial companies

issuing their annual reports and balance-sheets during

the present month there are several great undertakings

now coming into prominence in the aviation world.

Some are already world-renowned for other products, and

have only entered upon the manufacture of aircraft or

aeroplane accessories since the commencement of the war.

That they have been rewarded for their enterprise is

plainly shown in the various balance-sheets now pub-

lished, and it must be a source of considerable gratifica-

tion, both to the directors and shareholders, that they are

thus combining patriotism with profit.

The report of Boulton & Paul, Ltd., the well-known

Norwich firm, is a plain, straightforward document. The

company has an authorised capital consisting of 50,000

5 per cent, cumulative preference shares of £1 each, and

78,000 ordinary shares of £1 each, all the former and 61,570

of the latter being issued and fully paid up.

An intimation having been received from the Ministry

of Munitions that it was proposed to declare the company

,a "Controlled Establishment," it was decided to take stock

and complete the accounts as at July 31st last. The

profit and loss account therefore covers a period of ten

months only.

After making provision for all expenses, and putting

;£25,ooo to special reserve, the profit remaining is ;£i4,52i,

making, with ^£24,406 brought forward from "the previous

year, an available balance of £38,928.

It is proposed to pay the usual dividend on thfe prefer-

ence shares and 20 per cent, on the ordinary shares, and

to carry forward £24>''-H- The financial position is a

strong one and the outlook most encouraging.

Large Government contracts have been carried out and

others are in hand, the manufacture of aircraft being one
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SAFETY AND VISIBILITY.—The Triplex screen of an
R.F.C. car which had been heavily strafed with shrapnel bullets,

but still remains unsplintered.

Several cases have occurred in which shrapnel bullets have not

even penetrated the inner lamination.

THE AEROPLANE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited

manuscripts, whether accompanied by stamps or
not, thougrh every endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is not connected with any other
business at 166, Piccadilly, whether: associated
with Aeronautics or not.

Subscription Bate, post free: Home, 3 months, 1/8;
6 months, 3/3; 1 2 months, 6/6. Abroad, 3 months
2/9 ; 6 months, ; 12 months, lO lO.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

All advertisements in this column s'hould arrive at this office by
,

6 p.m. MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate^iS words 1/6; Situations wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of " THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY,

POPPLEWELL & CO., Patent Agents and Consulting
Engineers, 38, Chancery Lane, W.C.

THE CONSULTING PATENT AGENCY, 253, Gray's Inn
Road, London. Low inclusive charges. General advice

gratis. Telephone : 6109 Holborn.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London.

28 years' references.

ENGINEERING.
TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-

plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

ARE YOU BEHIND IN YOUR DELIVERIES? WHY
WORRY about making parts if you have not suitable

machinery for producing them. We are always ready to quote
on any quantity of metal or wood-work parts and have facilities

for giving early deliveries. Send us your blue print and leave the

rest to us.—O.AKLEY, LTD., 85, Regency Street, Westminster,
S.W.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, good specification draughtsman for Controlled

Establishment on aeroplane and car work. No one already

employed on Governmpnt--work need apply.—Write, stating age,
experience, and wages required, to Box No. 742, The Aeroplane.
166, Piccadilly, W.

MAN, eligible, requires situation of responsibility in woodwork-
ing dept. Thoroug'h practical knowledge. Speciality wing

making.—39, Palfrey Place, S.W.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.

28. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, JAN, 19, 1916.

The best

and most

reliable

solder for

Aluminium

QUALITY
NEVER
VARIES

NO FLUX
REQUIRED

PROCTOR'S GARAGE, LIMITED, *

Parliament Mansions, Orchard Street, Westminster.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
ERECTOR and woodworker, read drawings, used to Government

work. 4 years' references.—W. S., 65, Mora Road, Crickle-

wood.

POSITION required as Works Manager or Foreman of pro-

peller construction. All types.—Box No. 743, The Aeroplane,

166, Piccadilly, W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRAMOPHONE, ;^25 Model Drawing Room Cabinet. Very

dainty. Height 4 ft., on wheels. Beautifully inlaid, per-

fect tone. With selection of celebrated records iSs., approval

with pleasure.— 15, Upper Porohester Street, Hyde Park,

London. W.

PROPELLERS.
OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietor*

for Great Britain and Colonies, Thh Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone :

Hornsev 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

BOOKS TO READ.
DOOM OF THE KAISER," foretold in Monk Johannes' start-

ling 300 year old prophecy
;

8-page pamphlets, sent

post free, 6 copies is. id., 12 copies 2s. For distribution purposes,

50 copies 5s. 3d., 100 copies 8s. 6d.

.Also ^'THE EAGLES AND THE CARCASE," by "Theta," in

10 chapters, being the most astounding book published in connec-

tion with prophecies on the war and its ultimate ending, 2S. 6d.

nett.—Morgans, Ltd., 88, Chancery Lane, London, W.C, or at

Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc., throughout the United Kingdom.

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. 10s. for scale model
Deperdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone :

"Chiswick 501."

H\RDWOOD for .Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

Trade
[

MENPINE] Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE LEADINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write for Price List and Particular

t

MKNDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge. E.G.
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of the chief features. The directors are to be congratu-
lated on the excellent result of their labours in 1915.
The Darracq Company's" \report during the past few

years has been looked forvvard to with somewhat mixed
feelings on several occasions by those concerned, its

financial path having been none too rosy. vSince the re-

constitution of the board, however, and the election of
Mr. Norman Craig, K.C., M.P., a barrister of brilliant
record and exceptional business acumen, to the chairman-
ship, the progress of the company has been remarkable.
With so able a managing director as Mr. A. Huntley

Walker, and a man of Mr. Owen Clegg's technical reputa-
tion as general manager of the works, the business of
Darracq and Company, Ltd., has been placed on a sound
footing, and the report for the year ending September
30th last is one of the best ever issued.
The capital consists of 375,000 preferred ordinary shares

of £x each, fully paid, 275,000 ordinary shares, also fully
paid, and ;^i5o,ooo in 5 per cent, debenture bonds, of
which £gs,750 have been redeemed.
The accounts show a credit- balance on the trading

account for the year of ^146,208, after making provision
for bad and doybtful debts. The addition to this amount
of interest, profit on realisation of investments, etc., gives

^ total of ^177,161. After writing off depfeciation of
buildings, machinery, and general charges, and trans-
ferring £20,000 to investment depreciation account, there
remains a net profit of ;£ii6,793, to which is to be added
the sum of £17,725 brought forward from last year.

The preference dividend having been paid and ;£5o,ooo

transferred to resierve account (making this now £150,000),
a dividend of gj- per cent, has been declared on the ordinary
shares and £17,14^ carried forward to Jiext year's account.

Little wonder that at the meeting of shareholders held
on December 17th there was a cheerful gathering and
manj^ congratulatory speeches. Special remuneration on
a handsome scale was voted to the directors with
unanimity as a practical mark of the appreciation of the
way^n which the board had worked for the shareholders.

No doubt the excellent results included some of the
money earned by the entry of the firm into the aircraft

industry, a fact with which the readers of The Aeroplane
have for some time been familiar. It is o;ood to see such
famous firms working for the good of the Flying Services.
The DuNLOP RuBiiER Company, Ltd., is entitled to rank

among the largest British commercial undertakings. The
history of the company and its subsidiaries is almost a
romance. However sensational and possibly unsound the
flotation of the company may have been from the financial

point of view, there can be no doubt that its subsequent
management has been phenomenally successful.

The total net profits for the year reached the enormous
sum of ;C4ii,ooo, the actual trading profit being £'i'jfioo

ihigher than the previous year. Mr. Arthur du Cros, J.P.,
M.P., presiding at the recent meeting of the company,
pointed out that in normal circumstances the results shown
by the balance-sheet would have been considerably better.

Many exceptional charges had arisen directly out of the
war and had had to be disposed of cut of the profits. The
directors had not hesitated to deal drastically with those
charges, believing that these were times when a cautious
and conservative policy of finance was very necessary.
This company, naturally enough, has turned its atten-

tion to the manufacture of tyres for aircraft, and this

department must by now be one of considerable activity

and importance.

In a recent issue of The Aeroplane reference was made
to the addition of Frederick Sage and Company, Ltd.,

to the lengthening list of famous firms who are turning

their attention to the production of aircraft. The present

times are hardly propitious for the shop-fitting business,

and one might reasonably look for a serious drop in the

profits for the year ending September 30th. Under the

circumstances, the figures now published are highly credit-

able, for the trading profit amounts to £^33,200, as against

;£42,6oo for the previous year, while the net profit is

;£i4,8oo, compared with £19,200. The dividend of 6 per

cent, on the preference shares has been paid and a dividend

on the ordinary shares of 6 per cent., carrying forward

These results are comparatively good, and must be in

no small measure due to the foresight of the directors in

making use of their business organisation, their equip-

ment of high-class wood-working machinery, and their

staff of skilled workers in wood and metal for the manufac-
ture of aeroplanes.

It is more than probable that the benefit of this fresh

activity will be more fully seen in the next balance-sheet.

A firm which is ready to act promptly in a great national

emergency and transfer its energies from a temporarily
unprofitable trade to one of such vital importance deserves

4o succeed.—D. W. T.
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ON THE BONDS OF DISCIPLINE.
Some little time ago I heard a very ugly story from a

friend of alien origin whose national Government is

seized at times with a desire to possess a real Army and
a real Navy, complete with flying services. I will not
indicate what country it was, because quite a number
have similar desires, and seem to set about fulfilling

them in a similarly futile way. Those readers who
happen to know the inside of this particular story will

perhaps recognise the individuals, those who do not
may take it that the story is near enough true to be a
very useful object lesson- for others—including our own
Services.

It appears that in its desire to run the show in proper
style the Naval Administration of that country
appointed to a position of high power in its diminutive
air service a fairly senior Caotain who knew nothing
about aeroplanes and cared rather less. The Adminis-
tration wanted discipline—which is a highly desirable

thing in any Service—and apparently appointed a pig-

headed martinet to see that everything was done ship-

shape and Bristol fashion"—as the saying has it in this

country.

In due course this officer went to inspect a certain air

station where was a young pilot who was regarded
rather as a "star turn" flier. This young oflficer had
been suffering from influenza, or some such childish

ailment, and was about to go off on sick leave. He
had been working hard at and on his machines for

months with very inadequate support from Head-
quarters in the way of mechanics and material, and so
his nerves were fairly badly strained, which may have
accounted for his general ill-health. Anyhow, when
the Captain arrived the star turn was stretched out in

a chair looking a pretty sick man.
The Captain desired that this young officer should go

out forthwith and demonstrate the machines for his

edification. Perhaps not wishing to admit that he was
sick, the pilot explained that the weather was not good
for flying—^which was certainly true. Whereupon the
Captain made some caustic remark about the unusual-
ness of that Navy waiting for fair weather before putting
to sea. The youngster endeavoured to explain ^hat

weather mattered rather more to the little under-
powered aeroplanes with which his station was
equipped than it did to a seaworthy warship. The Cap-
tain had not enough knowledge of the air to appreciate
the fact that the junior knew the limitations of his

machines better than his senior, and terminated the
argument abruptly by ordering the young officer to go
out and fly. Apparently, he put down the lad's un-
willingness to sheer cowardice, and imagined that his

illness was put on for the occasion.

However, the junior officer got out the least decrepit
of his machines, and managed to climb into the seat,

obviously "all in"-—as a picturesque American phrase
describes a condition of utter exhaustion. He per-
suaded the machine into the air, staggered up to a few
hundred feet, turned, got into a nose-dive, and dis-

appeared head first into the water. His body was
recovered from the wreck some time later.

It seems that the death was ascribed to accidental

circumstances, and that no Court of Inquiry was held

into the actual causes. The Captain's part in the affair

was not investigated, and he seems to have been
shielded by some higher authority from the attempts
made by other junior officers to have the whole business

properly ventilated.

A MORAL LESSON.
The machine may have been in bad condition and a

control may have broken, or the whole thing may have
been a pure accident, but the fact remains that the

deceased officer knew he was not fit to fly, and that

others of his own rank knew he was not fit to fly, and
that he was forced to fly against his own judgment by
the laws of discipline enforced bv an ignorant senior

officer.

All of which is very lamentable, and should be a most
valuable lesson to those governing the Flying Services

in this country.

No one holds rigid discipline in higher esteem than I

do, but discipline does not consist solely, or even mainly,

in giving orders and seeing that they are obeyed. Some
of the finest disciplinarians I have ever met hardly ever

give an order at all. They merely suggest that such a

thing should be done, or ask whether such a man con-

siders that he can do such a thing. They never ask
twice.

It is much the same problem as that which is invisibly

solved when one infantry commander finds his whole
battalion volunteering for a dangerous attack where
another has failed to get half his battalion to push an
attack home when he merely orders them to go.

COMPULSION AND VOLUNTARISM.
This, by the way, is no argument against compulsory

military training and in favour of voluntarism. Con-
scription, properly carried out, is merely compulsory
education. It compels a man to come and learn to be
a soldier, just as com.pulsory education compels him to

learn to read and write. Both are equally necessary to

the internal strength of a nation. Whether he becomes
a useful soldier or develops a well-trained mind after-

wards depends on his personal ability and on those
whom it has pleased Providence to set in authority

over him. Anyhow, he is the better for his training.

If the lower classes had been left to themselves in the

past, those who would have volunteered to write would
have been fewer than those who would have volunteered

to fight. In fact, even a hundred years or so ago it is

probable that the fighters did actually outnumber" the
writers—and a good thing for this country that it was
so.

To-day, if one may judge the results of compulsory
education without its proper complement of com-
pulsory military training by the recent Labour Con-
gress and the speeches of the Trade Union agitators,.
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it appears that the lower classes desire merely to talk

and not to fight for their country or their homes or

their womenfolk.

COMMERCIALISM RAMPANT.
I admit that the wealthy classes—but not the aris-

tocracy—are to blame for this state of affairs. When
one sees the utter lack of organisation among the com-

mercial classes : their refusal to co-operate in the past

against German and American competition : the dis-

order, the intrigues, the favouritism, the "miking,"

the shirking, the bribery, the secret commission thiev-

ing and so forth that go on under the very noses of

the Incapable managers of Government departments

and of big manufacturing firms alike, it is enough to

make any intelligent working man utterly sick with

his self-appointed superiors. And when one recalls

things like the Marconi scandal and hears rumours of

equally nasty things that were hushed up, or learns of

still nastier things that are going to be exposed after

the war, it makes one wonder whether the country can

trust any of those who claim to represent it in the

House of Commons on either side or in or out of office.

Can one then altogether blame the British workman
for not rushing to enlist under Lord Derby's scheme or

any other?

OFFICIAL INADEQUACY.
When one reads a pitiful document like- Sir Ian

Hamilton's confession of failure in the Gallipoli Penin-

sula : when one learns of the mess and muddle made
by General Officers, and reads between the lines of still

worse things left unsaid : when one recalls the Cabinet's

one >>utstanding feature, its infallibiUty in being "too

late" for everything—too late to save Belgium, too

late to save Gallipoli, too late to save Servia, too late

to save all those torpedoed liners, too late in providing

aeroplanes adequate in quantity and quality
'
for the

work they have to do, too late in providing adequate

anti-aircraft defence for our great cities, too late in

building super-Zeppelins : and when one thinks of cur

leading statesman—save the mark—and his parr:>t-

like reiteration in one form or other of his one con-

scientious belief "wait and see," can one quite bring

oneself to blame the British workman for protesting

strenuously against being conscripted into the Army

and being placed body and soul under the orders and
at the absolute disjxjsal of such a gang of wholesale

muddlers?

REASON WITHOUT JUSTIFICATION.
Can one blame him for making all the money he (an

out of his Government-paid employer and squandering

it on frequent and glorious "bursts" so as to prevent

the Government from squandering it for him?
Can one blame the manufacturers for "soaking" the

Government for all they are worth?
Where, under the circumstances, is the immorality

in charging ;^i,ooo for an aeroplane (without an
engine) which costs about ;^400 to build, when Ihe

Government will lay violent hands on ;^3oo out of the

;^6oo profit and will throw it and ten times as much
away on utterly foolish experiments to please some
plausible and voluble but utterly incompetent person
who happens to have the ear of someone in authority?

At any rate the Service gets one good aeroplane for

each J^joo, whereas I can lay my hand on instance

after instance where these so-called "experts" in

Government employ have spent lens of thousands on
experimental machines which any practical man could

have told them were bound to be useless. One ex-

perimental aeroplane alone must have cost all of

;^30,ooo, and if it ever flies at all it can never b.e of

any use. Another group of experiments, obviously
pre-ordained to failure, cannot have cost less than

5,000, and all this to please some few men who
have never yet produced a successful aeroplane .'nd

whose annual salaries would very easily be covered by
the cost of one ordinary aeroplane built by an ordinary

manufacturer.
One may estimate roughly that if these so-called

scientists were paid their regular salaries to keep away
from their departments the Government would t;ave'

just about one hundred times the said salaries by
merely avoiding the waste they cause.

This is a plain demonstrable sum in arithmetic and
takes no account of the secondary harm they do by
"crabbing" the designs of experienced manufacturers
and by turning down, with unnecessary rudeness be it

said, the suggestions of experienced aviators who have
flown on active service, who know exactly what they

want and where they can get it, and who know enough

(Published by courtesy o* "The Aenal Age," New York).

The new Sturtevant "Battle=Aeroplane" with gun^turrets on each wing.
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to expose the fallacies in the scientists' arguments if
the officials in Whitehall would listen to them.

But there discipline has operated the wrong way
round and has prevented the younger men who have
had practical experience from impressing their vie'vs
on senior officers, whose ears are held by the so-called
"experts." In a manner it has been an elaboration of
the story from a foreign country, which I told at ^he
beginning of these notes.

THE BEAUTY OF COMPULSION.
Now, if we had had compulsory military training years

ago, coincident with compulsory education, there would
have been a different story to tell. Mere reading and
writing is a very minor part of education. The
man who has been to a first-class public school is better
educated than anyone else, because he has learned the
meaning and the uses of discipline. At all the best
pubhc schools the tradition is the tradition of the
Arrny, and the discipline is very largely military dis-
cipline. As one goes down the scale of schools the
tone and discipline decrease, till one arrives at the
Board Schools where both vanish. How, then, can one
expect the working classes to understand the benefit of
what they have never known? His year or two of
military training should be the workmen's university.
He would come in close contact with the officer of the
true military caste—who is the finest type of humanity
ever created, a hard-working, thoughtful, earnest, yet
cheerful and humorous English gentleman—and he
would find him very different from the glorified counter-
jumper who is a section manager in his workshop, or
who sits on a stool in the works office or in the draw-
ing-office and condescends occasionally to speak to the
man at the bench or the man at the lathe on matters
affecting design or output or wages. That is, as a
rule, the workman's only contact with the class which
wears coats instead of overalls or aprons, and it is not
likely to increase respect for the coat-wearing class.

THE CONDESCENDING COAT-WEARER.
Moreover, these same coat-wearers have not them-

selves had the benefit of mihtary discipline, and so
their condescension is more often than not as offensive
as it is spurious. The technical schools, and poly-
technics, and secondary schools and industrial univer-
sities at which these coat-wearers obtain that smatter-
ing of education which frees them from the overall or
apron are as guiltless of discipline or tradition or tone
as are the Board Schools in the slums. A workman
who knows his job, a fitter from a locomotive shop for

choice, is a more pleasant companion for any day's
outing than is one of these half-baked intellects from
an alleged "college" in a provincial manufacturing
city or a London suburb.

THE TRADE UNIONS' REAL REASON.
However, an Army we must have if we are to win

this war—which is a long way from being a certainty

yet awhile—and now that Lord Derby's scheme has
failed as hopelessly as most people saw that it would,
and as the really patriotic people hoped that it would,
that Army must be raised by conscription. Not by
"Conscription which does not conscript. Loop-
holes for all"—as the "Daily Express" cleverly put it

the other day—but by out-and-out conscription tem-
pered only by intelligently and justly administered
tribunals of appeal. That intelligence and justice is,

of course, the doubtful quantity in the scheme. Per-

sonally, I have not met any of the judges on those

tribunals. If they are educated men all may be well,

but if they are merely Government appointees from
among the political supporters of local Members of

Parliament, and are composed of local ironmongers,
grocers, lawyers and so forth, they are as likely to do
harm as good. We can but hope for the best.

It is most desirable that valuable workers should be
kept at home, and that slackers in the works as well

as shirkers of no use in the production of armament,
should be drafted into the Army. That is the real

reason why the Trade Union delegates are so dead up
against conscription.

They know that when conscription becomes law, the

slacker is in the hands of his employer. If a man does

not do an honest day's work his employer need only

say that the man is not indispensable to his work, and
off goes that man to the Army without delay. And a

highly excellent thing too.

But it will be necessary to keep a strict check on
many employers also, for speeding-up work may mean
cutting down piece-work prices, which would be utterly

unfair. All employers are not saints any more than
all workmen are scoundrels. The proportion of honest

and dishonest men is about equal in any class of society,

only in the better educated classes more people realise

that honesty is the best policy—simply as a policy

—

so the average risk of being cheated or robbed is less

the higher one goes. Nevertheless, it will be just as

well to keep an eye on employers as well as on work-
men. Conscripting half their war profits will not pre-

vent them from sweating their workmen, but will do
much to encourage it.

THE NEW DISCIPLINE.

All of which really has to do with aircraft, because
discipline in the workshop is as necessary to output as

discipline in the Services is necessary to the effective-

ness of a Navy or an Army.
As concerns the Flying Services, they include a 'i

number of officers of considerable seniority. In the i\

Navy particularly many of these senior officers have l\

done very little flying and some of them have done no 't

flying at all. Some of them are there to inculcate a
^

proper state of discipline—a very proper and necessary J

(Publishedtby courtesy of the' Aerial Age" New York.

The Sturtevant "Battle-Aeroplane," showing the position of the gun-turrets.
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thing in certain stations, wings, or squadrons. Yet,

because, despite their Service seniority, those officers

are very junior in experience of their new game, it will

be well for them to remember that self-discipline is as

important as is the disciplining of others.

.

When one feels inclined to adopt the "Do this and
he doeth it" method, it is well to stop and consider

whether the chap who has to do the doing knows more
about his job or his own capabilities than one knows
oneself. He may be a better judge of weather, he may
be better acquainted with the capabilities of his engine
or his machine, and he may feel that it is not his day
out. Because he has done a certain flight one day it

is by no means certain that he can do it again next
day or a week later or at all.

Aviators need careful watching, for flying is so much
a matter of temperament, especially while we have the

"too late" types of machines we are compelled to use

at some places. A German pilot who knows that at

any rate bis engine will never let him down is far less

likely to be worried by temperament, or nerves, than

a man who has to screw up his courage every time he

goes out, not only to risk being hit but to risk being

forced by engine failure to come down with the con-

sequent risks of being drowned, smashed, or captured.

A PRACTICAL SUGGESTION.
It might be well to appoint to each senior officer, to

each Wing-Commander at any rate, and profitably to

each Squadron-Commander, an officer not above the

grade of Flight-Commander to act as a species of per-

sonal aide-de-camp and to keep him in touch with the

internal workings of his command. Such an officer

should be necessarily one who has done a great deal

of flying on active service, and who needs a rest. Thus,
he would not expect others to be over-brave. It would

be his duty to judge wind and weather, and to collect

the opinions of the various pilots on such matters as
well as on the condition and abilities of their machines.

The flying officers would speak to him as an equal, and
if he were skilfully chosen on account of his sym-
pathetic nature, he would extract information and
opinions from them which they would be shy of ex-

pressing to a Lieut. -Colonel (even with Temp, after

his name in the Army List) or to a brass-hatted Com-
mander (even if his brass hat were liable to removal
at a later date).

Possibly a Wing-Adjutant might fulfil such duties as

those suggested, but an Adjutant has his hands abso-

lutely full of routine work, and there is plenty to do for

an A.D.C. such as I have suggested, to act as a com-
municating link between the souls of the pilots and the

intellect of the Commanding Officer—who is not sup-

posed to have a soul, and sometimes does not possess

an intellect either.

The only alternative to such an official method is

for each CO. to make an effort to win the confid^ce
of a junior officer, and to use him as the needed line of

communication with the inner life of his command,
but such a method is difficult, for, it is apt to lead to

favouritism, and spying, and to misuse of his position

by the officer selected for the job. Still, the ordinary

confidential reports are worse than useless in these

cases, and the missing link is needed to correct their

ill effect. I suggest the matter for consideration.

The bonds of discipline must be preserved as strong

as steel cable, but they must also be flexible to act as

shock-absorbers, and must allow lateral play. The
moral chassis of a Wing or a Squadron is as important

as are the chassis of its various aeroplanes—or even
more important.—C. G. G.

An R.N.A.S. humorist's suggestion for a Battle-aeroplane—(w ith apologies to Mr. Heath Robinson). Note the streamlined

balloon with the reinforced front, and the semaphore to avoid the risk of the look-out's hand signalling synchronising with the

propeller.
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AN AIRCRAFT COMPANY'S AFFAIRS.
At Bow Street Police Court, on December 29th, before

Mr. Hopkins, Harry John L,awson, John Henry Swinburn,
and C. W. Langford were summoned for failing to file

with the Registrar of Companies a return of the allot-

ments of shares made by the Bleriot Manufacturing Air-

craft Company (Ltd.).

Mr. G. W. H. Jones, who appeared in support of the

summonses, stated that the defendants were directors of

the company, and the proceedings were taken at the in-

stance of Mr. Cassells, a shareholder. The company was
promoted by the Army and Navy Contract Corporation

(Ltd.), the whole of the shares in which were in the name
of Lawson.
The Bleriot Company was incorporated on May 19th,

and, although it was formed for the purpose of going to

the public, it was first registered as a private company,
counsel's submission being that the object of this was to

deprive the shareholders in the public company of those

safeguards to which they were entitled. Three days
after the incorporation there was a meeting of seven
solicitors' clerks, who were the signatories, and the com-
pany was converted into a public company.
On June 14th a resolution was passed to increase the

capital to ;(;20o,ooo—190,000 ordinary £1 shares, carrying

10 per cent., and 200,000 deferred shares of is. each.

There was offered to the public 95,000 ordinary shares

and 100,000 deferred is. shares. The original directors

of the Bleriot Company were the Duke of Manchester,
Admiral the Hon. Sir E. R. Fremantle, Sir Algernon
Guinness, Bart., Mr. W. A. Casson, and Mr. Swinburn.

"As to the Duke of Manchester," said Mr. Jones, "I

don't know, but Admiral Fremantle and Sir Algernon
Guinness were quite independent of the promoters." Con-

tinuing, he said the objects of the company were to ac-

quire and extend the well-known business of Mr. Bleriot

and supply aeroplanes to the order of the Government.

The company acquired Mr. Bleriot 's rights for ;£ioo,ooo,

payable ;£30,ooo in cash, ;£43,ooo in £1 shares, and the

iDalance in cash or shares at the option of the promoters.

It was provided that the promotion syndicate should

nominate two directors. The whole of the money was
subscribed by the public, with the exception of 100,000

of the deferred is. shares—a total of something like

^95,000. Certain payments were made by the company
to the promotion syndicate, after which Mr. Bleriot

refused to complete his contract, and the corporation

started an action against him for specific performance.

Mr. Jones added that Admiral Fremantle and Sir

Algernon Guinness resigned, and from that time onwards

the defendants had been pressed to make a return of the

allotments in order that a meeting of shareholders might

be called, but they had not done so.

Admiral Fremantle gave evidence that he 'resigned his

directorship on July 23rd, and he believed the allotments

were then complete. He afterwards wrote a letter to the

secretary asking that the shareholders should be called

together and their money returned.

Mr. H. H. Curtis Bennett, counsel for the defence, sub-

mitted that, although technically ihere might have been

an offence, the prosecution was not a bona-fide one, but

was the outcome of a private quarrel between the directors

of this company. The reason the return had not been

made was because of the difficulty of getting work of

this kind properly done at the present time.

Mr. Hopkins said he would take into account the fact

that no proceedings had been taken by the Board of

Trade, who were the prosecuting body. He fined each

of the defendants £10, and also ordered the payment of

£15 15s. costs.

[It should be noted that the firm referred to above has

nothing whatever to do with "Louis Bleriot" of Brook-

lands, for whom M. Norbert Chereau is manager. The
Brooklands fiiTn is the British branch of the famous

French firm. M. Bleriot, as shown above, has refused

to go on with the tentative arrangement on the strength

of which this flotation took place.

Mr. Harry John Lawson is a well-known person in the

City, and was more widely known in the days of the

cycle trade boom and of the Hooley flotations.

Admiral Fremantle and Mr. Casson may be remembered
as having been associated with the late Deperdussin
Company, and cannot be congratulated on their ventures

into the financial side of aviation. That interesting and
outspoken paper, "Truth," has had a good deal to say
about this so-called "Bleriot" Company.—Ed.]

AN EXPLANATION.
The following letter has been received :

—

"Sir,—Re L. Bleriot (Aeronautics). As general

manager of the English business of L. Bleriot (Aero-

riautics), I have been asked whether this business is in

any way affected by the winding-up petition which has
lately been filed against the Bleriot Manufacturing Air-

craft Company, Limited. I should like an opportunity

of explaining that the business of L- Bleriot (Aero-

nautics) is in no way affected by the petition filed against

the Aircraft Company. Some time ago M. Bleriot

entered into a contract for the transfer of his business

to the company, but the business has not, in fact, been

transferred. M. Bleriot has what he considers to be very

good and sufficient reasons for declining to make this

transfer to the new company, but, owing to certain liti-

gation which is pending, I am at present precluded from

discussing these reasons in the public Press. The Eng-
lish business is being conducted by me on his behalf, and
is solely employed on Government service.

"(Signed) Norbert Chereau."

A RUMOUR EXPLODED.
It appears that the Green Engine Co., Ltd., and others

have heard a rtimour recently to the effect that the said

company has been taken over by an aeroplane construction

firm. The Green Co. therefore writes :
—"We would be

extremely obliged if, through the medium of your valu-

able paper, you would emphatically contradict any such

statement, as it is entirely without foundation."

It will therefore be well if the Services and the Trade
will note that the Green Engine Co., Ltd., always an
independent and self-reliant concern, remains as in-

dependent as ever.

The possible need for alliance with any other business

seems to be less than ever now that the big Green engines
|

are giving such good results on test.

THE ROLL OF HONOUR OF THE FLYING
SERVICES.

In response to those who are ,anxious to know why
no list of casualties in the R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. was
published in the Special Issues of The Aeroplane, the

Editor wishes to explain that such a list was purposely
omitted by desire of the Authorities. To be
of any value and to be just to those who have fallen,

such a list would have to be absolutely accurate, and
would have to include those who have been killed or

injured while flying on service at home, as well as those

killed, wounded, injured, or missing abroad. The
Authorities "hold the view that to publish at this moment
an official record" of the character indicated "might be
attended with disadvantages to the public service." On
consideration it is clear that the official view is correct.

Anything other than an official, record can be of no
value, ,as its accuracy cannot be guaranteed, and it

would be unfair to those whose names were omitted in

error to publish an incomplete list. At the end of the

war, when people are rejoicing in the prospects of peace,

will be the time to remind them what Peace—and un-

preparedness for War—has cost.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette," January 4th, 1916.

Admiralty, January is't.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Actg. Flight Lieut. T. A.
Batdhelar confirmed in rank of Flight Lieut. November nth.

Admiralty, January 3rd.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—This day entered as Flight
Sub-Lieuts. for temporary service : E. G. Cleverly, D. A. Macfie.

War Office, January 4th.

ATTACHED TO HEADQUARTER UNITS.—Staff Capt.—
Lieut. A. J. L. Scott, Sussex Yeo., from flying officer, Royal
Flying Coi'ps, vice Lieut. E. P. Graves, R.A. December 17th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supple.mentary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : D. Cox, C. L. Willcox, C. 1.

Van Nostrand, F. C. A. Wright.
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : M. V. Morgan. November 17th.

A. J. Johnston. November 25th. G. F. Underwood. December
28th. S. W. Duncklev. Januarv 3rd.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Royal Flying Corps.— H.^nts
Aircraft Parks.—Hon. Capt. in Army J. E. Pearce to be capt.

(temp.). December 6th. To be lieuts. (temp.). December 6th :

S. W. Hiscocks, P. Bishop, H. Grinsted, H. L. Hall. To be sec.

lieuts. December 6th : F. A. Short, T. H. L. Salisbury, A. R.
Langton, A. H. Lister, H. D. Teage, A. J. Elliott, P. E. Crosson
to be qmr., with hon. rank of lieut. December 6th.

* * *
From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 5th, 1916.

War Office, January 5th.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.^Military Wing.—Flying Officers.

—December i8th : Sec. Lieuts., S.R., C. I. Van Nostrand, F. C.

A. Wright, C. L. Willcox, D. Cox.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supple.menpary to

Regular Corps.—Roval Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—R. M.
Motabhoy to be sec. Fieut. (on prob.). December 23rd.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 6th, 1916.

War Office, January 6th.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.—Milit.ary Wing.—Flying Officers.

—December i6th : Capt. G. R. Howard, D.S.O., Essex, S.R.
;

Lieut. G. A. Parker, Northants, and seconded ; Lieut. J. G. Selby,

R..'\., and seconded
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. M. A. J. Orde, A.S.C.,

and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. IJeut G. J. Read, N. Staffs., S.R.,

and seconded; Sec. Lieut. V. P. Cronyn, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. J. O.

Andrews, R. Scots, and seconded.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) V. P. Cronyn confirmed in rank.

Lieuts., Canadian Militia, to be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.). De-
cember 7th : G. M. Murray, W. C. Gage, W. L. Richards, C. E.

Rogers, A. K. Tvlee. J. S. Shaw, L. P. Watkins, E. J. Watkins,
G. C. Husband', A. Ross, J. A. G. Gilroy, P. R. Meredith, J. H.
Kelly, N. C. Millman, C. E. Robertson.

To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.). December 7th : V. C. Gordon,
N. J. Macdonald. J. L. Dashwood, R. S. Carroll, W. O'Hara,
R. H. Jarvis, W. L. Scandrett. R. H. Lane, T. L. Brennan,
G. H. Armstrong, G. E. Hewson, J. B. Brophy.

Sf * *

From the "London Gazette," January 7th, 1916.

Admiralty, January 4th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Temp. Actg. Flight Lieut.

N. Pemberton-Billing promd. to rank of temp. Sqdn. Com.
January is't.

War Office, January 7th.

SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS.—Graded for pay as D.A.A.G..—
Maj. E. ,-,F. Creswell, K.A., and seconded, vice Maj. J. T. Dreyer,

R.A.
ATTACHED TO HEADQUARTER UNITS.—Staff Officers,

Royal Flying Corps, graded for pay as Staff Capts. November
27th : Maj. A. L. Godman. Yorks., from Gen. Staff officer, 3rd

Grade; Maj. R. J. .Armes, N. Staffs., from Gen. Staff Officer, 3rd

Grade; Capt. C. Bovill, R.A., from Gen. Staff officer, 3rd Grade;
Capt. R. R. de C. Grubb, 3rd Hrs.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Cent. Flying Scti. : Officer in charge of Expermtl. Flight

(graded as Sqdn. Com.).—Lieut, (temp. Capt.) G, L. Cruikshank,
D.S.O., Gordon H.,-a Flight Com., Mil. Wing, and to be temp.

Maj. whilst so employed, vice Lieut, (temp. Maj.) E. L. Conran,
2ist Lrs. December 7th.

Commandant.—Capt. (temp. Lieut. -Col.) D. le G. Pitcher, 39th

K.G.O. Cent. India H., I. A., from Wing Com., and retain temp.-

rank whilst so employed, vice Capt. G. M. Paine, C.B., M.V.O.

,

R.N. December lo'th.

Military Wing.—Flying Officer.—.\ppt. of Lieut. J. J. Ham-
mond. S.R. in "Gazette" JMarch 12th antedated to November
26th, 1914.

Aeronauiical Inspection Department.—Inspector of Engines.

—

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) R. H, Verney, A.S.C., from an eqpmt. officer.

and retain temp, rank whilst so employed, vice Capt. R. K. Bag-
nall-Wild, R. of O. December 14th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Lieuts. (temp. Capts.) to be Capts. December ist : E. Keith
Davies, R R. Smith--Barry, C. -M. Crowe, H. C. Tower, G. C. R.
Nicholson, F. H. Jenkins.
To be Capts. December ist : Lieut. E. G. S. Walker, Lieut,

(temp. Capt.) G. H. Eastwood.
Sec. Lieuts. to be Lieuts. December ist : L. F. Page, W. A.

Grattan-Bellew, C. D. Fuller, J. O. Cooper, H. MacD. O'Malley,
A. R. Howe-Browne, R. E. A. W. Hughes-Obamberlain, J. W.
Woodlhouse, A. C. Wright, F. W. Wright, A. FitzR. P. H. Somer-
set-Leeke, Reginald H. Carr, F. Dunn, J. P. C. Cooper, A. C.

Horsbrugh, D. A. C. Symington, H. K. Maxwell, K. D. P. Mur-
ray, S. E. Neal, W. D. S. Sanday, F. A. G. Noel, V. S. Brown,
A. B. Adams, G. D. Pidgeon, F. S. Creswell, H. S. Ebben, G. D.
Hannay.

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 8th, 1916.

War Office, January 8th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

lieuts. (on prob.), confirmed in rank : A. Hunt, S. Dalrymple,
T. G. G. Bolitho, M. C. Evans, W. W. Stenning, C. G. Coe,
A. E. Thorne, W. H Date, R. K. C. Maguire, G. Jacques, E. S.

Perrin, S. Allenby, W. C. Green.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : H. J. N. Drope. November 30th.

E. B. Horlick. December nth.
Surname of Sec, Lieut, (on prob.) R. H. Cronyn as now de-

scribed, not as in "Gazette" December 22nd. Sec. Lieut. Walter
Charles Green as now described, not as in "Gazette" Novem-
ber 5th.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 10th, 1916.

War Office, January loth.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Memorandum.—For Service in the
Field.—Sec. Class Air Meoh. C. S. Kent, Royal Flying Corps,

to be temp. Sec. Lieut. December i6th.

ATTACHED TO HEADQUARTER UNITS.—Staff Capt.—
Temp. Capt. C. F. Lees, W. Som. Yeo., from a Wing Adjt.,

Royal Flying Corps. December i8th.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers :

Sec. Lieut. L. A. Wingfield, R.F., S.R., and seconded. Decem-
ber 20th. December 21st : Maj. S. Smith, R.F.A., T.F, ; Lieut.

D. J. Sheridan, R. Irish F., and seconded; Temp. Lieut. E. R. iM.

Griffin, A.S.C, and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. P. B.

Prothero. A. and S. H., S.R., and seconded; Temp. Sec. Lieut.

A. T. Wynyard-Wright, E. Surrey, and transfd. to Gen. List ;

Sec. Lieut. J. E. Evans, R. Welsh F., and seconded; Sec. Lieut. .

S. Dalrymple, S.R. December 24th : Sec. Lieut. S. J. Sibley,

S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. C. I. Carryer, E. Yorks, and seconded; Sec.

Lieut. A. Hunt, S.R.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Ad-

miralty on January 5th :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Flight Sub-Lieut. S. O.

Smith granted the - acting rank of temp, flight lieut., and re-

appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

January 2nd.

Corporal (Eaton Machine Gun Brigade) C. K. Chase granted

a temp, commission as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date December 30th.

* * *

The following appointment was notified at the Ad-
miralty on January 6th :

—
Lieut. Commander: J. L. Longstaff, to "President," additional,

. for Royal Naval .A.ir Service.
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Ad-
miralty on January 8th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Com. R. A. S. Tunt graded in

R.N.A.S. as Wing Com., to date November nth.
Fligllit Com. (Royal Flying Corps, Special Reserve) Capt. the

Hon. W. F. Forbes-Sempill (Master of Sempill), granted a com-

mission as flight com. for temp, service and appointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date January ist.

P.O. Mech. .H. C. Lemon .promoted to temp. Sub-Lieut.

R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N..A.S., for observer's duties, to date January 7th.^

The undermentioned have been entered as proby. flight sub-lieuts.

(temp.) and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S.,

to date as stated : M. W. H, Evans, January 10th ; C, J. Wyatt,

December 6th ; W. R. Walker, Nov,emher 24th ; W. B. Edwards

and H. H. Arundel, December i6th ; J. H, Harman, December

9th; J. Gorman, December 5th; J. O. Galpin, November 26\h

;

and W. H. Mackenzie, December nth.
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The following appointments were notifie'd at the Admiralty on

January loth :—
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Messrs. W. F. Clegrhorn

and L. H. Parker entered as proby. Flight Sub-Lieuts., tor temp,

service, and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date December i6th.
* -if- *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced, the follow-

ing casualties on January loth :
—

Missing.

(Under date January 6th.)

Flight-Corn. Hans A. Busk, R.N.

KiivivED.

(Under date January 8th.)

Flight Sub-Lieut. Sidney A. Black, R.N.
Flight Sub-Lieutenant Sidney A. Black, R.N., was appointed

temporary Flight Sub-Lieutenant in the R.N.A.S. in Septem-
ber, 1915

* •* *

A fatal aeroplane accident occurred on January loth,

near Hampden Park, Eastbourne. A machine was seen

flying low, and appeared to be very unsteady. It

eventually fell into a field and was smashed. Its two
occupants, Mr. Gordon Duke (presumably flight sub.-

lieut. on probation), a Canadian, and a warrant officer

named Fraser, an Australian, were killed. The bodies

were removed to Eastbourne mortuary.

At the moment of going to press all details as to the

accident are lacking. One can only assume that the

machine belonged to the Navy, because of the locality of

the accident.
* * *

The marriage arranged between Flight Sub-Tieut.

Ronald T. H. Dufi, R.N., younger son of Mr. and Mrs.

Walter Duff, St. Andrews, N.B., and Dorothy Lovelace,

eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. Wagon, Strood, Kent,

will take place quietly on the i8th inst. at the Church of

St. James-the-Less, Westminster.*)(*
The Royal Naval Air Service is asking for the immediate

enlistment of 100 skilled carpenters. Application should

be made to the R.N.A.S. Recruiting Office, 17, Brook
Green Road, Hammersmith. This looks like a good op-

portunity for "unstarred" men who have conscientious

objections to fighting.

MILITARY.
, The following passages in the dispatch from G.H.Q.
dated January 5th refer to aircraft :

—
A number of our aeroplanes carried out a successful

bombing raid against the enemy's aerodrome at Douai.
A German aeroplane to-day flew over Boulogne and

dropped a few bombs. No damage was done.

* * *

The following passage in the G.H.Q. dispatch of Janu-
ary 6th refers to aircraft :

—
In addition to the raid on the aerodrome at Douai,

another bombing raid - was carried out yesterday hy
eleven of our machines against a stores depot at Le
Sars.

[Le Sars is north-east of Albert, on the road to Bapaume.]
X * *

The following extract from the long-awaited dispatch of

General Sir Ian Hamilton, G.C.B., published on January
7th, and describing operations in Gallipoli, refers to the
co-operation of the Flying Services with his army :—

Much might be written on the exploits of the Royal
naval Air Service, but these bold fliers are laconic, and
their feats will mostly pass unrecorded. Yet let me here
thank them, with their Commander, Colonel F. H.
Sykes, of the Royal Marines, for the nonchalance with
which they appear to affront danger and death, when
and where they can. So doing, they quicken the hearts
of their friends on land and sea—an asset of greater
military value even than their bombs or aerial reconnais-
sances, admirable in all respects as these were.

January 12, 19 16

With them I also couple the Service de 1'Aviation
;

of the Corps Expeditionnaire d'Orient, who daily wing
i

their way in and out of the shrapnel under the distin- ;

guished leadership of M. le Capitaine Cesari. i

The Armoured Car Division (Royal Naval Air Ser-

vice) have never failed to respond to any call which
,

might be made upon them. Their organisation was
]

broken up ; their work had to be carried out under I

strange conditions—from the bows of the "River Clyde,"

as independent batteries attached to infantry divisions,
'

etc., etc.—and yet they were always cheerful, always ,

ready to lend a hand in any sort of fighting that might
give them a chance of settling old scores with the enemy. ^

[The literary style of the gentleman who has been
\

described as the most photographed o£5cer in the British
]

Army would indicate that if he should fail to find re- ^

employment as a general, there ought to be a place for '

him on the staff of a London half-penny paper.—Ed.] «

* ' * *

I

The G.H.Q. dispatch of January 9th contains the fol-

lowing reference to aircraft :— 'i

A German aeroplane dropped two bombs behind our i

lines north of the Somme to-day, but failed to do any
|

damage. t

* * *
\

G.H.Q. dispatch of January loth contains the following
'

reference to aircraft :
—

Hostile aircraft dropped bombs near Strazeele, Haze-
;

brouck, and St. Omer. One woman and cne child killed. I

* * * •

I
The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force

|
were reported on January 5th under date December
29th :— ' -

Missing.

Sec. Lieut. M. Head, Royal Flying Corps.
'

Sec. Lieut. G. L. Pitt, Royal Flying Corps.

Previously reported Missing, now reported

Prisoners of War.
Lieut. V. M. Grantham, Royal Flying Corps.

Capt. C. C. Strong, 13th London (T.F.) (Princess

Louise's Kensington).
* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force ,

were reported on January 6th under date December
30th :— •

i

Killed.
j

Sec. Lieut. D. C. Cleaver, Royal Flying Corps.
Sec. Lieut. D. C. Cleaver was appointed from tlie 'Special aj

Reserve to be a flying officer in August of last year. »
Missing. 1;

vSec. Lieut. D. A. Glen, Manchester Regt. and Roj'al \\

Fl3nng Corps. ^ {
* * * I

The following casualty in the Mediterranean Expedi-
|j

tionaiy Force was reported on January 7th without
|j

date :—
|j

Died. *

Sec. Lieut. P. M. Reed, 8th Somerset L.I., and Royal
Flying Corps. ;

Sec. Lieut. Paul Maurice Reed, the eldest son of Mr. T. M. Il

Reed, a well-known Bridgwater solicitor, was 19 years of age. ,lj

Before the war he was articled to his father, and enlisting as a
private on the outbreak of war he was given his commission in 5}
December of last year. Later he w-as transferred to the R.F.C.,
and in October he left for Egypt, where he died on December
2.Sth.

* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List on Janu-
ary 7th :—

Correction.
Wounded.

Sec. Lieut. G. Alchin, R.F.A., attd. R.F.C., should read '

\

Lieut. G. Alchin, R.F.A., attd. R.F.C.
;

Missing.
R.F.C—Holden, 2259 First Class Air Mechanic W.

i

I
11
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The following appeared in . the Casualty List which
was published on January nth .

—

MEDITERRANEAN EXPEDITION.
Officer Missing, Believed Killed.

Ledger, Sec. Lieut. H. M. C, Indian Army Reserve of

Officers, attd. Royal Flying Corps.
Sec. Lieut, Horace Martin Capon -Ledger obtained his com-

mission on January 14th, 1915.

[As there is no date given for his disappearance—as is

the way with the War Office—one may assume that he
was one of the aviators

, whom the Turks claim to have
shot down about eight or ten days before January nth.

—

Ed.]
* *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on
January 8th :

—
YULE.—^Previously reported missing, now known to have

been killed on September 26th, 1915, Louis William Yule,
Second Lieutenant Royal Flying Corps, No. 7 Squadron,
youngest son of the late Colonel W. A. Yule, Royal Scots
Fusiliers, and dearly-loved brother of Mrs. H. E. Piatt, Mrs.
V. M. Hutton, and Mrs. F. Griffiths, Edstone Hall, Warwick-
shire, aged eighteen.

Second Lieut. L. W. Yule was educated at Wellington

College. He obtained a temporary commission in the loth

Battalion Royal Warwickshire Regt. in September, 1914,

and joined the R.F.C. in May of last year. He was men-
tioned in the dispatches published on January ist.

* * -x-

The following appeared in the obituary columns on

January loth :—
SANDERS.—On January 5th, of wounds received in France,

Donald Sanders, Captain, Royal Field Artillery and Roy.al Fly-

ing Corps, beloved elder son of James Sanders (late I.C.S.) and
Mrs. Sanders, of The Warren, Weybridge, aged twenty-nine

years and five months.

Captain James Donald G. Sanders was born in August,

1886, and passed from Woolwich into the Royal Artillery

in July, 1906. He was promoted in July, 1909, and re-

ceived his captaincy in October, 1914—the same month
that he was appointed to the R.F.C. He was graded as

flight-commander in February, 1915. For three years from
June, 1911, he was employed with the West African

Frontier Force.
« * «

Among those reported last week as missing is Capt.

Gartshore Tindal Porter, R.F.A. and R.F.C, who, since

the war began, has been on the Western front. He is a

son of Mr. Tindal Porter, residing in Australia, but is

connected with several Cheltenham families. Capt.

Porter won a mathematical scholarship at Cheltenham
College, and had an excellent record at Woolwich before

joining the R.F.A. in 1906.

» * »

Tlie following appeared in the births columns on
January 8th :

—

COE.—On January 6th, at Chentliurst, Kingston Hill, the

wife of Sec. Lieut. C. G. Coe, Royal Flying Corps, of a son.

* * *

The following account was published in the "Times"
on January 6 as having been circulated as a supplement
to the^ Corps Summary. The word "aeroplane,"
which doubtless appeared in the original, has been re-

instated instead of the word "airplane" adopted by the

"Times" :~
A recent fight, in which two aeroplanes from the

squadron with our Corps were engaged against heavy
odds, deserves description in some detail. One of our
machines, to which another was acting as escort, was
engaged in reconnaissance work over Cambrai on the
morning of December 29th. They were attacked by six
German Fokker machines, firing through the propeller.

The Fokker is a monoplane, expressly built and con-
trived for fighting and for pursuit of the enemy, to which
duties its activities are by strict order confined, and for

which it is specially adapted on account of its high speed.
\

It is not allowed to expose itself by venturing across our
^

lines on reconnaissance work. '

^

In contrast to the arrangements of our aeroplanes, the

machine-gun on the Fokker is immovably fixed in front 3

of the pilot, with barrel straight to the front—the correct
|

aim of the gun being ensured by manipulation of the
|

wholje machine, just as the correct aim of a torpedo from
|

a submarine is contrived only by manipulation of the boat |

itself. The Fokker's machine-gun, being fixed, and fixed ^
on the same plane as the body of the machine, fires

J
through the propeller. Such bullets as miss the pro-

|
peller naturally carry straight to the front ; while such i

as are intercepted by its blades are dispelled by angled
|

and bullet-proof "deviators" attached to the back face of f

these blades. The Fokker, when in action, seeks by the
|

exercise of its superior speed and climbing powers to
|

attain a position above its adversary, and then, by diving
|

at a steep angle, to bring the niachine-gun to bear upon
|

him by correct alignment. J
As a result of the machine-gun fire of the six Fokkers J

our escorting machine was immediately shot down, but 1

its occupants seemed to reach the ground safely, so land-
j

ing as to effect intentionally the destruction of their

machine without injury to themselves. It was followed

to the ground by two of the Fokkers. Our remaining
machine succeeded in driving off and apparently in seri-

ously injuring by its fire the first Fokker which had
attacked it. It was out of control when last seen, and
was nose-diving with every prospect of injury or death

to its occupants.

Our machine was then attacked by the three other

Fokkers, which it fought for 15 minutes, and then, its

machine-guns being temporarily out of action, its pilot

decided that escape could only be sought by a very risky
,

dive to within 20 ft. of the ground—risky in that it
;

necessitated a descent by very steep spirals at a speed of

quite 100 miles an hour, with little room to recover. Only
very delicate and confident handling could ensure the

success of this manoeuvre, which only the absence of

other means of escape could justify.

It was prompted by two other considerations. In the

first place, a Fokker, being less handy, would not dare

to pursue within 20 ft. of the ground, the margin for re-

covery after the nose-diving being so very restricted ; and,

secondly, if our machine was once more to reach friendly

territory in safety it was desirable that it should conceal-

from armed enemies to be surmounted in its front its

nationality as displayed by the rings painted on the lower

surface of its t)lanes, and this it could only do by skim-
]

ming over the ground at as low an elevation as possible.

Skimming along just above the ground, as skims a

grouse under a hawk, our machine, hard pressed, turned

westward lor home, whereupon one of the German
machines, all of which had maintained an elevation of

1,000 ft., swooped towards it, but was promptly driven

off by rapid fire, one gun by that time having been le-

paired.

The fight continued half-way to the British lines, when
two Fokkers gave it up. The British pilot and observer

at once started climbing to attack the single remaining
\

Fokker, but this brought back the two companions, and
our machine resumed its original elevation. The three

German machines ultimately turned- back, giving up the
;

chase when about a mile from the Gerftian lines, before

crossing which the British pilot naturally sought to

climb
;

but, our aeroplane being unable to rise higher

than 800 ft. owing to the engine having been hit in the
j

fight, pilot and observer were subjected to very heavy
rifle, machine-gun, and field artillery fire, which the

machine fortunately survived, although its planes and
|

spars were damaged, and some of its stays nearly severed.
*

The anxieties of the position had for long been greatly |
{Continued on Page 106.) J
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By the time ihese notes appear it will be publicly

known that Mr. Noel Pemberton-Billing (late Squadron-
Commander, R.N.) has left the Royal Naval Air Ser-

vice, and is a candidate for Parliament.

Many in the Flying .Services may have been surprised

at Mr. Pemberton-Billing's sudden special promotion to

Squadron-Commander. It must suffice that the promo-
tion was made as a mark of confidence in this officer,

and may be taken as signifying approval of his work
while in the Service, and of hts reasons for leaving it

—

reasons which are now manifest to all.

There may come a time when a man of exceptional

ability may be of greater use to the Service which he
has at heart when he is no longer subject to the regula-

tions and discipline of that Service. Such a time has
come in the case of Mr. Pemberton-Rilling.

The new candidate for Parliament stands for Aerial

Efficiency and all that it signifies. Primarily—as most
concerns his constituents—he stands for the Defence of

London against aerial attack. It is known that the

next German attack will be on a much bigger scale than
anything which has occurred hitherto. It is assumed
that our defences are more adequate than they have been

THE MEMB
in the past. But—and here is the real point—there

ought to be no possibility of such an attack. The
Aerial Defences of this country should be as efficient

and as effective as her Sea Defences. It has been
proved in the past that they are not so.

Mr. Pemberton-Billing's object is to ensure for this

country the same supremacy in the air that she now- ~

holds at sea. To ensure that supremacy a great up-
heaval of everything concerning the production of air-

craft and the provision of pilots for those aircrafts

when produced is necessary.

Incapacity, inertia, petty jealousies, incompetence, or
ignorance in high places, the self-seeking of minor offi-

cials the "queering" and "crabbing" of officers by
rivals or bv seniors who fear the ability cf younger men,
all these things in a greater or less degree have contri- j
buted to make both of the Flying Services less efficient 1
than they might have been if the whole subject of Air 1
Power had been tackled by capable men four or five ;

yea's ago.

The officers controlling the Flying Services have done
j|

their best according to their lights. They have Leen
*

hampered by lack of money. They have had to take

IN THE HOUSE.

On January 4th Mr. L,ynch (Clare, W., Nat.) asked the

Under-Secretary of State for War whether, without giving

hurtful information to the enemy, he could state what
progress had been made in developing the Aircraft Service

during the last three months, particularly in regard to

the construction of large aeroplanes utilising several

engines capable of developing great horse-power and of

attaining a high rate of speed.

Mr. Tennant : I am., of course, always glad to give.

through the medium of answers in this House, informa-

tion which is hurtful to the enemy, and I may state that

aeroplanes of the type mentioned in the latter part of the

question are being constructed from several different

designs.

Mr. Lynch asked whether the construction of this type
of aircraft was being pushed forward at the greatest pos-

sible rate, and Mr. Tennant replied that he thought he
could give the hon.- member the assurance he sought.

[All the same, it would be very easy indeed to accelerate

construction very considerably.—Ed.]

1

r , ,, ,<

S^^fM^

A Greeting to "THE AEROPLANE" from the 11th Corps. The "Push" Is equally needed at home, to ensure for us the
Command of the Air by pushing over official misorganisation.
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THE AIR.
what suborc'inates they could get, and not those they

would ha.e chosen if they had had a free hand. They
have been badlv advised by "experts" who have had
their owi axes to grind. Yet, on active service, de-

spite bad and insufficient aeroplanes, and total absence

of airships of any military significance, the pilots of

both Services have done admirable work, and have
shown that with adequate support they can be made the

•nucleus of a force which may yet play an important part

in deciding the War.

Such a force can only be formed if the country de-

mands it, and it can only be demanded with success if

the demand is made in Parliament by a man who knows
what he is talking about.

Such a man I believe Mr. Pemberton-Billing to be

or I should not be found among the supporters of his

policy. He has seen more fighting than most of the

people who are on active service in the present War.
He is an engineer of exceptional ingenuity. Hs is an
organiser of more than ordinary ability. And he is an
indefatigable and undefeatable worker. Such a man
is not going to be a mere critic. He may throw down
cherished edifices of tradition and Hiisorganisation, but

he is prepared to substitute something newer and better,

more eflficient and more effective.

Probably I know more about his projected organisa-
tion for Aerial defence and offence than do most people.

Perhaps I do not agree with certain of his ideas in

detail, but I do know that his scheme is clean-cut and
workable, and at its worst is infinitely better than any-
thing which exists at the present moment.

In the course of the next few days the daily Press will

doubtless expatiate at some length and with more or
less accuracy on the aforesaid scheme. I do not pro-
pose to say anything about that now. I merely ask
those who have served with Mr. Pemberton-Billing to-

remember that when one is writing or talking for or
to the Services one does not adopt the- same language
or manner as when one goes electioneering.

Those who have read The Aeroplane, especially be-
tween the lines, of late may have grasped some idea of
where and how badly the reforms are needed. OflBcers
of the Flying Services know still better the need of
those reforms. Mr. Pemberton-Billing is there to get
them through. His former brother ofl[icers will wish
him good fortune, for his good fortune in this matter
is also theirs.—C. G. G.

IN THE HANDS OF THE ENEMY.—French and British aeroplanes captured by the Germans, and now being used for
experimental purposes in Germany. Left and right from the top they are :—A Morane "parasol," a Maurice Farman (longhorn
type), a Morane monoplane, a B.E.2, a Deperdussin monoplane, a Caudron biplane, a R.E.P. monoplane, and an Avro biplane.
They are all from a series of picture postcards issued by the German Government in neutral countries to demonstrate the prowess

of Germany.
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tion was made as a mark of confidence in this office
,

and may be taken as signifying approval of his work

while in the Service, and of his reasons for leavmg it-

reasons which are now manifest to all.

There may come a time when a man of exceptional

ability may be of greater use to the Service which he

has at heart when he is no longer subject to the regula-

tions and discipline of that Service. Such a time has
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THE AIR.
what suborc'inates they could gel, and not those they
would ha.e chosen if they had had a free hand. They
hav3 been badlv advised by "experts" who have had
their owl axes to grind. Yet, on active service, de-
spite bad and insufficient aeroplanes, and total absence
of airships of any military significance, the pilots of
both Services have done admirable work, and have
shown that with adequate support they can be made the
nucleus of a force wrhich may yet play an impiirtaat part

in deciding the War.

.Such a force can only be formed if the counlrv de-
mands it, and it can only be demanded with success if

tlio demand is made in Parliament by a man who knows
uliat he is talking about.

Such a man I believe Mr. Pemberton-Billing to be
or I should not be found among the supporters of his
policy. He has seen more fig:hting than most of the
people who are on active service in the present War.
He is an engineer of exceptional ingenuit)'. Hs is an
organiser of more than ordinary ability. And he is an
imhfatigable and undefeatablc worker. Such a man
is not going to be a mere critic. He may throw down
cherished edifices of tradition and misorganisation, but

he IS prepared to substitute something newer and better,
more efiicient and more effective.

Probably I know more about his projected organisa-
lon lor Aerial defence and offence than do most people,
icrnaps 1 do not agree with certain of his ideas in
detail, but I do know that his scheme is clean-cut and
workable, and at its worst is infinitely better than any-
Ihing which exists at the present moment.

In the course of the next few days the daily Press will
doubtless expatiate at some length and with more or
less accuracy on the aforesaid scheme. I do not pro-
pose to say anything about that now. I merely ask
those who have served with Mr. Pemberton-Billing to
remember that when one is writing or talking to? or
to the Services one does not adopt the same language
or manner as when one goes electioneering.

Those who have read The Aeropl.\ni!, especially be-
tween the lines, of late may have gra.spcd some idea of
w here and how badly the reforms are needed. Officers
ot the Flying Services know still better the need of
those reforms. Mr. Pemberton-Billing is there to get
them through. His former brother officers will wish
him good fortune, for his good fortune in this matter
13 also theirs.—C. G. G.

THE HANDS OF THE ENEMY.—French and Brillsh aeroplanes captured^ by the Germans, and now being used for

'Psrimental purposes in Germany. Lett and right trom the lop tbey are :—A Morane "parasol." a .Maurice Farman (ionghorn

P". a Morane monoplane, a B.E.2, a Deperdussin monoplane, a Caudron biplane, a R.E.P. monoplane, and an Avro biplane.

"'V are all from a series ot picture postcards issued by the German Government In neutral countries to demonstrate llie prowess

of Germany.
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increased by the knowledge that only sufficient petrol

remained in the tank to bring the machine just within

the friendly lines if a direct course was pursued, so that

to be driven in any degree out of that course would have

been fatal. Early in the engagement the oil feed had
been shot away, and, with an engine injured b}- rifle fire,

the chances of ever reaching home had seemed remote,

but an expiring effort landed the machine just within

the French lines south-west of Arras. Pilot and observer

alike can congratulate themselves on a fine performance.

[With which conclusion all will agree. It would appear

that the Germans are now using small armed machines
of the "scout" type as "aeroplanes de barrage"—or

barrier machines to prevent hostile scouts from penetrat-

ing over their lines—instead of the big tractor biplanes

carrying 2 or 3 machine-guns. "This may be because the

little Fokkers can be turned out quickly ?nd because
all the big, reliable, long-distance machines are needed
in Russia and in the Balkans, where landing grounds are

scarce, and where the fighting area is less a fixed quan-
tity. It does not necessarily mean that "Hans" and
^'Fritz" have been proved a failure. Incidentally, French
and British pilots have been firing through their pro-

pellers for months past.—Ed.]

FRANCE.

An ofiicial report, issued in Paris on January 9th,

states :
—

On the morning of the 8th enemy aeroplanes bom-
barded the Allies' cantonments in the vicinity of

Salonika. The material damage was insignificant. One
of the aeroplanes was brought down by our artillery

fire.

The "Matin" (Paris, January loth) says the unity of

'direction necessarj^ between the Allies has once more been
manifested by the creation at Paris of an Anglo-French
military aviation conference. Others of the Allies will

likewise be brought to participate in the conference.

The Russian aviation mission lately arrived in France,

and in future it is not only intended to send to Russia
French aviators as instructors, but also a number of

men and machines fully equipped to operate in the

Eastern theatre of war.

The "Matin" continues :
—"Since the war began we

"have supplied the Allies with aeroplanes to the extent of

over a fifth of the quantity used for our own requirements,

and with the motors to the extent of more than a third.

This industrial co-operation is carried on to the mutual
advantage of all concerned, because we import from
friendly nations a portion of the raw material necessary

in the manufacture."
The "Matin" says the Anglo-French conference on mili-

;tary aviation will be a monthly one.

The Ibllowing reference to Lieut. Eouis Paulhan, the

famous French aviator, who was with the French Mili-

tary Force in Serbia, appeared lately in the French Army
Orders :

—
"After having pursued enemy aeroplanes that had just

•effected a bombardment this officer pursued one ' of the

machines that he had defeated in a battle, where he
showed the greatest coolness. He also descended over the

•machine, which fell in the enemy's country, to drop a

Hjomb on it."

GERMANY.

The communique of January 6th says :
—

An enemy air -squadron attack on Douai had no suc-

cess. German battle aeroplanes shot down two English

aeroplanes, one being shot down by Lieut. Bolke, who
thereby placed hors de combat his seventh enemy aero-

T^lane.

The communique of January loth says :
—

A German air squadron attacked the military installa-

tions at Fumes.

ITALY.

The communique of January 5th says :
—

On January 3rd two Austrian aeroplanes flew towards

Verona, but were beaten back by the fire of our anti-

aircraft batteries before reaching their objective. They

fled in a northerly direction and dropped some bombs,

which caused no damage.
* » *

The communique of January 6th says :

—

Enemy aircraft continued to make numerous raids in

the valleys of Lagarina Bugaua and Dogna and in the

Upper Isonzo. They dropped bombs in various places,

which, however, did no damage.

TURKEY.

The communique of January 7th says :
—

Lieut. Ryck Boddike attacked a French aeroplane

which was fiying over the Straits and brought it down

on the Anatolian Coast near Akbanch. The French

aviator was found dead. The aeroplane can be easily •

repaired.
MONTENEGRO.

The communique of December 27th says :
—

An Austrian aeroplane on the 27th inst. threw several

bombs on Podgoritza, killing two Austrian prisoners.

» *

The communique of January 5th says :
—

An Austrian aeroplane fell near Dulcigno. Its

occupants were taken prisoners.

GREECE.

It was reported from Salonika on January 3rd that

French' aviators have made frequent flights over the

enemy lines lately, and have bombed Petrich. vStrumitza,

and other places where movements of troops were observed.

Although fired on by the German artillery, no damage

was puffered. On the other hand, it is believed that they

caused many casualties, especially at Petrich, where

bombs exploded in the town, buildings fell, and fires

broke out.
|

* * * 'j

The "Nea Himera" (Athens, January 2nd) states that

one British soldier was killed and two were wounded by

German air-bombs on Thursday, December 30th.

* * *

A message from Salonika via Rome on January 6th

says that French aviators who flew over the enemy's

lines beyond Petritch and Strumitza station, dropping '

bombs, state that everywhere enemy bands are concentrat-

ing towards Salonika. Seven Bulgarian and four German

divisions are moving. The German divisions number

some 40,000 men and the total Bulgar-German forces are

estimated to be 180,000, which are inadequate to attack

successfully the Franco-British positions at Salonika.

» * «

The "Embros," Athens, January gth, announces that

"credible [Query—credulous ?—Ed.] travellers who have

arrived at Constantinople confirm the report that the

Haskioy Arsenal was bombarded by Allied aeroplanes

with great effect. According to the same informants,

3,000 Turkish and German Jew workers were killed and

wounded by the explosions. A bathing establishment m
the vicinity collapsed." [Probably at the idea of more

dirtv work than it could deal with.—Ed-]
* * *

A message from Paris on January 9th states that four

German aeroplanes which flew over Salonika dropped ten

bombs on the British lines and on the British hospital.

[I.e., 2I bombs each. One wonders whether it was a

full bomb or one of the halves which hit a hospital from

10,000 feet or so.—Ed.]

-I
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A telegram from Salonika to the "Tiibuna," Rome,
January 9th, states that every day towards noon aero-

planes arrive and drop bombs on the encampments of the

Allies, but up to the present there have been no victims.

In these raids the enemy has lost six aeroplanes, two of

which were burned, two destroyed, and two captured.

* *

It was learned from Salonika on Monday that one of

the bombs thrown by two German aeroplanes during the

incursion on Saturday fell near the barrack-room of the

Greek Telegraph Corps, damaging neighbouring houses.

* * *

A dispatch from Salonika via Athens sent out on
Sunday, January 9th, and received on January loth, states

that a squadron of French aeroplanes flew oxer Sofia and
dropped bombs, causing considerable damage and creat-

ing indescribable paric among the inhabitants.

[Sofia is .150 miles due north of vSalonika, but if the

aviators started from near Kilindir, as they might have
done, the distance to travel would be reduced to 110 miles
each way, or a little less than from Belfort to Friedrichs-

hafen and back.—Ed.]

Apropos the above, the ''Evening News" says :—
"After all. King Ferdinand had some justification for

his 'state of terror' when he heard that aircraft had been
landed at Salonika. He immediately summoned a

Ministerial Council and, declaring that it was necessary
to protect Sofia from hostile raids, ordered all the Bul-

garian aviators to be recalled from the front. A bomb-
proof roof was erected over the royal palace, and at night
searchlights swept the sky ceaselessly. The trembling
monarch even asked the Kaiser to sead a Zeppelin, and
dispatched feverish telegrams to hasten its voyage.

"When it arrived at Sofia King Ferdinand conferred

decorations on all its officers. The Zeppelin commander
asked the Sovereign when he v/as to leave for the front.

T don't know,' was the reply. 'You had better pass the
winter at Sofia.' From that day the airship has not gone
beyond the outskirts of the capital."

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
It will . have been noted that the balance-sheet pub-

lished in The Aeroplane of December 29th includes an
item of £2,1 gs. 6d. for " packing expenses and carriage."

Messrs. Thornton, Murray, and Thornton, the chartered

accountants who passed this balance-sheet, suggest that

it may be desirable to explain exactly how this sum
was spent. Of course, a considerable amount went to

pay for carriage and packing the comforts purchased by
Mrs. Sueter on behalf of contributors to the fund, but
a large proportion of this sum was devoted to paying
carriage on garments, etc., sent by sympathisers who
had addressed them "carriage forward." Under these cir-

cumstances the amount spent on carriage and packing
is extraordinarily small, and Mrs. Sueter is heartily to

be congratulated on her excellent management.

Letters of appreciation and thanks have just been re-

ceived on behalf of the R.N.A.S. mechanics on board
H.M. Seaplane Carrier " Engadine " and with No. 2

Naval Kite Balloon Squadron.

The following cash contributions are acknowledged :
—

Brought forward, £i,62iS 19s. 6d. ; vSunbeam Motor Car
Co., £20; Shorts United F.C., Seaplane Works, Rochester

(proceeds of whist drive and dance given in aid of R.N.A.S.
Comforts Fund), £2,; Mrs. A. Ash, £2 2S. ; Employees,
Messrs. F. Sage & Co. (collection), £1 4s. 3d. ; Ebora Pro-

peller Co. (collection), £1; Mr. M. F Volk, ids. 6d.

;

Miss FuUerton, los. ; Miss M. Gardner, 5s. ; Reader of

Aeroplane, 2s. 6d. ; total, £1,664 13s. 9d.

Further contributions in eash and kind should be sent

to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, "Watlington, Oxon.

THE R.F.C. AID COMMITTEE.
Lady Henderson desires to inform subscribers to the

Royal Flying Corps Aid Fund that she has received

many letters from officers and men at the front, express-

ing their thanks for the comforts sent by the committee
both at Christmas and during the past year.

A REAL ENTERTAINMENT.
Miss Gertrude Bacon's lecture at the Hotel Metropole

last week was a distinct success. It was well attended,

and, as one naturally expected, was of great interest to

young and old alike.

Miss Bacon's talent in telling a story to illustrate an
argument, instead of merely handing out a string of

statements, is the key to her success as a lecturer. For
instance, many stories have been told of the Zeppelins

which were—or were not—shot down and captured or de-

stroyed during the raids on London, but Miss Gertrude
Bacon capped them all. She had been told, she said, that

one Zeppelin was shot down on Wormwood Scrubs and
covered with tarpaulin, and another was brought down
at Clapham Junction and "hidden in one of the waiting

rooms ! " A priceless illustration of the value of rumours.
Another story concerned two German officers who before

the war were in this country inspecting some aeroplanes.

One was in the machine and the other in a motor-boat

looking at the machine through a pair of field glasses.

Miss Bacon happened to be one of the party on the boat,

and noticed that what were apparently field glasses was
in reality a camera. Could anything illustrate better

the highly efficient way in which the Germans set about
any business they may have in hand ?

As is usual, the lecture was excellently illustrated, by
what is probably the most complete set of aeronautical

lantern slides in existence, and it was very well received by
the Press. The "Morning Post" gave it as much room as it

does to the utterances of many a Cabinet Minister—which
shows that paper's excellent sense of proportion and of

relative values. The "Express" told one of Miss Bacon's

funny stories. The "Times," which still insists on using
the word "airplane," gave i^ quite a respectable notice,

plus a pat on the back for the "Daily Mail." Even the

"Daily Mail" itself seems to have had the best intentions,

for it was evidently only pressure on its space which cur-

tailed Miss Bacon's portion of its notice to the mere men-
tion of her name, owing to the necessity for devoting the

rest of the available space to reporting what a Mr. Brittain,

who apparently presided, said about what Lord North-

cliffe and the '-'Daily Mail" had done to "promote airman-

ship"—to adopt that distinguished paper's own elegant

phrase.

One hopes that Miss Bacon will contrive to deliver more
lectures in the London District in the near future. Readers
of The Aeroplane who attended this last effort have
written expressing the pleasure and amusement the enter-

tainment gave them-, and Miss Bacon's business agents

might do well to let this paper know when another lec-

ture is about to be given.

THE BENOIST AIRBOATS.
Mr. Tom W. Benoist, pioneer American aeroplane con-

structor, has recently arrived in London, preceded by
some account in the American Press of the success of his

new twin-motor seaplane of the flying-boat type. The
new craft is destined for passenger-carrying service in

Florida, where, during January, February, and March of

1914, 1,200 passengers were carried on. an over-water

short-cut between St. Petersburg and Tampa (22 miles)

by Benoist " airboats."

Mr. Benoist's connection with air travel actually dates

much further back than 1014, for it even includes a

dirigible in 1903. The first American aeronautical supply

house for parts and accessories was started by him in

T908, and this was absorbed by the Benoist Aircraft Com-
pany in early 191 1.
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During the winter of 1912 a Benoist waterplane was
flown down the Missouri and Mississippi rivers from

Omaha (Nebraska) to New Orleans (Louisiana) by Antony

Jaunus. The distance covered was 1,963 miles by the

river charts, and the actual flying time 32 hours 40

minutes.

Passenger-carrying stations using the Benoist "air-

boat" have been established in various parts of the

United States during the past three years by Mr. Benoist,

who has always been a firm believer in the commercial
possibilities of this type of waterplane for American con-

ditions.

The new twin motor 'plane has been shown to be a

step forward in this direction, carrying six persons easily

besides fuel for a long voyage.

Mr. Benoist has been nearly equally active in the con-

struction of land machines, which have flown in practi-

cally every one of the United States, and have consistently

won events and made new American records, notably at

the 1912 and 1913 Chicago meetings.

Incidentally, the first recorded parachute leap from an
aeroplane was successfully accomplished from a Benoist

biplane, which particular machine was the first tractor

biplane built in America.

ANOTHER HORRIBLE WORD.
The editor of the " Times " is to be congratulated on

his sportsmanship in publishing the following letter on

January 6tli :—
To the Editor of the "Times."

vSir,—We regret to observe that in your issue of De-

cember 30th, as on other occasions, you make use of the

word "airplai:e." Is it asking too much to beg that you
should revert to the original word "aeroplane," as the

man in the street seems to think that an "airplane"
is something entirely different to an aeroplane ? In no
R.F.C. mess is the new word popular, and this is

especially the case with the pilot of the "airplane"
you allude to as being shot down.—We are, Sir, your
obedient servants,

B.E.F., December 31st. Two R.F.C. Officers.

If the "Times" would go on with its good work of

reforming the British Government and would leave the

British language alone, it would deserve still better of

the British people. At its best, "airplane" is horribly

cacophonous, and it is just as illogical as "aeroplane."
The " o " in the latter and all similar words, such as

"aeronaut," "meteorological," and so forth, is only
there for the sake of euphony. It has no etymological

claim to existence. Strictly speaking, a " plane " is not

a plane at all. Scientifically it is an " aero-curve "—or,

as the "Times" might like to call it, an "air-bend."

Anyhow, a flying machine is not a plane, but a com-
bination of aerocurves (the wings), with certain aero-

planes (elevators, rudder, fins, and at times the tail sur-

face), and a collection of quaint sticks and wires and
other truck, with an engine and a wind-stick—or air-

screv/, or propeller—to make it move more or less. Col-

loquially, among the people who use the things, " aero-

plane" has come to connote the whole flying machine,
when they do not call it a 'bus, or use other terms be-

ginning with the same letter, so it might be left at that.
"

Incidentally, the " Two R.F.C. Officers " are not them-
selves above reproach in their use of the British language.

One thing is different from another; it does not differ to

it. Also, the grammar and construction of the last sen-

tence seems to be lacking in directional stability and to

be badly constructed. " To which you allude " is the

correct form in the case of one of their errors. Still, it

is fairly clear that they object to the absurd w6rd "air-

plane," wherein they have the sympathy of all aviators

—

as opposed to the funnj^ things whom the daily Press

labels "airmen."

m^lMriTQlT* AEROPLANES
DEjilUIk31 & AIRBOATS

London Address:

BENOIST AEROPLANE Co., 54 & 55 Piccadilly, W.

Paris Address : E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Gapucines

TITANINE
DOPE •/

Rame Proof. Light and Vciy Adhcsne

FREE OF TETRACHLORETHANE and all Heavy and Poisonous Splrltt.

"TITANINE" IS THE
MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS

DOPE ON THE MARKET.

THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH CO.. LTD.
Head Ollice i

Milburn HouM, Ncwcastlc-upon-Tync.
London Branch t IGfi, Piccadilly; W.

(Telephone : CniKl 2400 )

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Opinion of an Expert

ONE of the most distinguis-hed European ex-

perts on aeroplane motors, when visiting our

foundry, said, "
I have seen aluminium castings

made in Belgium which, I thought, were the finest

in the world, but after examining yours I arn

convinced that yours are superior."

Castings are but onp of the many details in the

manufacture of our Aeroplane Motors, but the

same care and thorough understanding of the work
which have enabled us to produce these perfect

castings is present in every operation in the con-

struction of these truly remarkable motors.

If you are interested in the purchase of one

motor or one hundred motors, you are invited to

visit our works, see the motors in process, and
witness our block tests.

You will see the care used in inspecting every

part and the very rigid tests which every motor
must pass before it is shipped. Then you will

know why the

Siurie¥«iii
(TRADE MARK)

8-Cylinder Aeroplane Motors

deliver their full rated iiorse-povver, you will know
the reason for their rigid dependability which has
called forth favourable comments from the United
States Naval and British Admiralty Officials.

Facts to Remember
Sturtevant Aeroplane Motors are real aeroplane motors,

not adaptation of other types.

They are built in one plant from the crank case to the

piston rings, not in fifty different plants all over the
country.

They deliver tlieir full rated horse-power—140 real

horse-power.
They are now being produced at the rate of four motors

De.' day. They can be delivered in quantities to suit pur-
dhasers.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY

Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

And All Principal Cities of the World.
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AEROPLANE TESTING.
The first partnership ever formed as a business pro-

position, for the sole and express purpose of testing
aeroplanes, is that of Messrs. Pickles & Prodger, of 166,

Piccadilly, W. Both partners are well known as skilful_

pilots, who do not merely put a new machine through
its paces, but can tell its maker whether anything is

wrong with it, and if so what, which is quite a diflferent

job from that of the pilot who does nothing except
squeeze a machine through Government acceptance tests.

The number of different types of which the partners
have had experience is a guarantee of their ability
Their venture is already an assured success, for since

opening their ofl&ce their services have been engaged by
several new firms, and they have tested a large quantity
of machines, ranging from the smallest scouts to the
biggest seaplanes, and all with marked success.

Mr. Pickles is, as most people know, an Australian,
and was invalided out of the Royal Naval Air Service,
as a leg which he injured some two years ago was unfit

to stand the strain of sea patrols for five or six hours .

at a stretch, though it is perfectly reliable up to a couple
of hours at a time. It is therefore the more satisfactory

that his skill and experience should not be lost.

Mr. Prodger is one of America's earliest aviators, and
an uncommonly good one at that. Primarily a Wright
pilot, he has since proved his versatility, and is to-day
one of the most knowledgeable pilots flying. The
Australian-American combination seems certain of the
success it deserves.

THE PROPERTIES OF TITANINE.
The proprietors of "Titanine" wish to emphasise the

fact that their standard dope is free from all matter which
is liable to generate fumes injurious to the health of

operatives engaged in treating fabric. The firm state, and
are prepared to demonstrate, that after exhaustive experi-

ment and mvtch practical use "Titanine" has been found
to possess "doping" qualities for fabric equal, if not

superior, to dopes not specially prepared with a view to

the elimination of poisonous substances.

In these days of ideal factory conditions with special

arrangements for effective ventilation, it may be possible

to use any dope with safety, but the advocates of in-

nocuous dope claim that they have firm ground for argu-

ment in the inevitable presence of the human element,

which may -cause the shutting down of a ventilator on the

score of draught or some s^ich other irregularity.

Manufacturers who are interested in the subject of

dopes are invited to make an appointment with the pro-

prietors of "Titaiaine," the British Aeroplane Varnish Co.,

Ltd., 166, Piccadilly, W., who are prepared to demonstrate
the qualities of their dope to any inquirer.

AVIATION FINANCE.
The Palmer Tyre, Ltd., celebrated its commercial com-

ing-of-age by holding, its twenty-first ordinary annual

general meeting on December 22nd.

The report issued by the directors showed that the profit

for the twelve months ended September 30th last amounted
to _£ii,436, which, with the balance of ^^660 brought for-

ward, made an available total of £i2,9g6.. A dividend of

12J per cent., free of income tax, has now been paid and
;^3,ooo placed to reserve. Tliis leaves £i,S9^ to be carried

forward, subject to payment of directors' fees.

The war does not appear to have had any particular

effect on the financial position of this well-known com-
pany, at any rate, during the period covered by the ac-

counts. As far as tyres for private cars are concerned, no

doubt there has been a decrease in sales, but ihe orders

which have been received for tyres and wheels for aircraft

should compensate fully for this temporary decline.

The excellent results given by Palmer aero tyres on
active Service have already been proved.— D. W. T.

Telephone: KINGSBURY 102

London & Provincial School
of Flying

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON.
We took more Certificates in 1915 than

ANY OTHER CIVILIAN SCHOOL
IN ENGLAND

The EFFICIENCY of our School is PROVED by

RESULTS, not by long-winded Advertisements.

65 OF OUR PUPILS OBTAINED THEIR R.A.C. CERTIFICATES LAST
YEAR. 56 ARE IN THE SERVICES.

Next Vacancy = = January 27th,
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TRACTOR
and

PUSHER
BIPLANES

I THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE CO. [Inc.]
|

I Ithaca, New York, U.S.A. |

= European Representative : ,

=

I OLIVER W. THOMAS, "The Croft, " Denbridge Road, BicUey, Kent. [
= Telephone: 1696 BROMLEY =
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Contractors to H.M. Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

no, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, LONDON, N.W.

Aeroplane Manufacturers

Telegrams

—

" Hydrophid, Crickle," London.

Telephone

—

Hampstead 7420 (3 lines).
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HENDON SCHOOL REPORTS.
At the GrahameAVhite R.N.A.S. School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Manton, Pashley, Russell,

and Winter.
Pupils whh Instructor : Prob. Fliglit Sub-Lieuts. Aitkin, Bur-

den, Colquhon, Cook, Cuckney, Durston, Jones, Kingsford,
Maxted, Newton, Rampling, Rees, Rockey, Templeton, and West

Certificate was taken during the weelt by Prob. Flight Sub-
Lieut. Horniman.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Gr.ah.ime'White Civilian School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Manton, Pashley, Russell,

and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Butler, Leigh, McClaughrie,

Matthews, Parkinson, Verguilt, Grasset, Hathaway, Howe,
Smith, Eichelbrenner, and Lewis.

Circuits with Inst. : Mr. Hallet.

Madiines in use : Graihame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles,

C. Jacques, H. Sykes, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Verbessem,
Darwin, Henderson, Snow, and Egelstaff, rolling. Messrs.

Thorp and Van Roggen, straights. The former is just ready to

take his certificate.

Machines in use : Four L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At the Beatty School of Flying.

Instructors - for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roohe-
Kelly, G. Virgilio, R. Kenworthy, A. E. Mitchell, and L. L. King.

Pupils out during weeli : Messrs. Baldwin, Baker, Barnes, Bar-
row, Branford, Brand, Brynildsen, Cumming, Drysdale, Dunne,
Edwards. Fellowes, Godfrey, Greenhill, Markham, Martin, Mattos,
Moesop, Owen, Podmore, Sainter, Schollaert, Whinoup, Young,
d'Allesina, .Sellars, Gaguin, Hoskins, le Champion.

Mrachines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control single-seater pro-

peller biplanes and Caudron tractor biplanes.

Four passenger flights were taken.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.
Instructors : Ed. Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Ami Baumann, and

Clarence Winchester.
Owing to the continual bad weather most of the work con-

,

nected with the school has been confined to inside the sheds.

However, some flying has been effected by the following pupils :

—

With Instructor : Messrs. Flanders, Hamtiaux, Pauli, Winter,
Edgar, Muspratt, Thomsen, Durand.

Straights : Messrs. Vernon, Griflfith, de Launoit.

Machines in use : 60 and 50 Caudron type dual-control biplanes.

At the Hall Flying School.
The following pupils were out receiving instruction during the

past week.—With Messrs. Cecil M. Hill and H. F. Stevens : Messrs.

Redford, Nicolle, Captain Grey, Stirling, Evans, Mann, Dresser.

Doing circuits, eights, landings, etc., alone.

With Messrs. John Drew and Anstey Chave : Messrs. Camber-
birch, -Arnsby, Wooley, Ormerod, Smith, Millburn, Chapman,
Neal, Rochford, Thom, Roberts, Rayne, Ackroyd, Collins, Ridley,

and Lieut. Cooke.
A good certificate was taken by Captain Grey in a nasty bumpy

wind on January loth.

Machines in use : Hall and Caudron Government type tractors.

HENDON SCHOOL REPORTS.
(For week ending January 2nd, 1916. Held over from last

week, owing to pressure on space).

.At the London and Provincial School.
Instrs. for the weeli : Messrs. W. T. Warren, C. M. Jacques, H.

SyliPS. and W. T- Warren, jun. Straights or rolling alone :

Messrs. Snow, Egelstaff, Hardy, Creaghan, Hunt, and Knowles.

At the Graiiame=White R.N.A.S. School.
Instrs. for week : Messrs. Manton, Pashley, Russell and Win-

ter. Pupils with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. .Aitkin, Cook,
Cuckney, Newton, Rampling, Rockey, and West. Eights and
circuits alone : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Horniman.

."^T the Grahame-White Civilian School.
Instrs. for week : Messrs. Manton, Pashley, Russell, and Win-

ter. With Inst. : Messrs. Butler, Grasset, Lewis, McClaughrie,
Matthews, heigh, and Hallet. Eights' alone : Mr. Hughes. 'Cer-

tificate was talcen by Mr. Yates.

-At the Hall School.
Owing to the Christmas vacation and bad weather practice was

only put in by Messrs. Arnsby, Ormerod, Cosgrave, Lieut. Cooke,
Ridley, Collins.

; At the Roffy-Baomann School.
Instructors : Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Clarence

Winchester, and Ami Baumann. With Inst. : Messrs. Hamtiaux,
Winter, Edgar, Pauli, Daleson, De Launoit, Cox, and Durand.

,

Straights : Messrs. Griffith, De Laurloit, and Vernon.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 151 Kingsbury

THE
SCHOOL OF
SUCCESS

Our Limited List of Pupils

Ensures an Adequate

Amount of Tuition for Each

Individual Student

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 Maylair
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Another Life Saved by "Triplex."
Crown Wharf,

Hayes, Middlesex.

29th October, 191 5.

Dear Sirs,—Referring to our telephone conversation with you this morning. You fitted to our 12-h.p.

"Rover" Car, invoice, May 5th, 1914, No. 1174, reference No. 1881, a "triplex" glass screen with ?peaking
hole. As mentioned to you by the Writer he was driving along last week in the Car, when the screen was
.struck by a bullet ; where it came from we have been unable to trace. You will see when you get back the

screen that it has been the means of saving his life, as there is no doubt that any ordinary glass would not

have stopped the bullet, and from the position in which it entered the screen it must have
struck him in the head. Will you be kind enough to get ready another screen to be
fitted to the Car in the course of about a week when 'we send it over to your Works.
The Car is at present away in the country, and will not be back before the end of next
week, but, to save time, will you make it to exactly the same dimensions as the last, the only exception

being that the speaking hole is to be i inch longer in the direction of the right-hand side of the Car. We
regret to hear that you are unable to supply the same thickness of glass, and if you still find it quite impossible
to do this, we must take the J-inch, but we only hope that if another bullet should come along it will be
equally well stopped by the J-inch glass as it was by the 3/16-inch.

We think this is a most excellent testimonial to the value of your "Triplex" glass, and you are quite

at liberty to make use of it if you wish to do so.

Yours faithfully,

for and on behalf of VALENTIN, ORD & CO., LTD.
(Sgd.) ARTHUR VALENTIN,

Managing Director.

THE TRIPLEXSafety glass co. ltd.
1, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W.

Telephone : Regent 1340 Contractors to H.M. Government Telegrams : Shatterlys, Piccy, London.

Specify Triplex Safety Glass for Observation Panels, Windows, Goggles, Mapholders, etc.

Messrs. The "Triplex" Safety Glass Co.,

"Triplex" Works,
Hythe Road,

Willesden, N.W.

The HALL FLYING SCHOOL
(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils arc traiiMd for all branches of the Government Air Servica
eo HALL TRACTOR (Governm«Dt type) BIPL&MBS These
raachmet are fitted throughout with itHHdard controls, are BAFB,
SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified lastrncton and a

competent staff of assistants.

Write for fuU particulars to Department «• A "

The Hall School of Flyin
London Aerodrome . Hendon, N.W
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Aero«motors : In Kind and Consiruciion,—{Continued)
BY OEOFPREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

For the old-time motorist who did not consider himself

one—merely because he could drive a car—until he had
learned his job in every circumstance of road-luck, the

usual make of magneto holds no particular secrets nor

terrors. At least, noue that matter very much from his

standpoint ;
though perhaps if he knew more of essential

principles he would become an inventor and a poorer

man. But not. all pilots—even the very best—have been
motorists. Something more than the Lord High Wobbler's
"negligible number" of others cannot have been, judging
from their utter inhumanity to motors, as manifest from
the mangled remains in the aeromotor-hospitals So for

them in particular, and the rest more or less, a few para-

graphs describing the Bosch magneto, how it works and
should be looked after, may not come amiss, as general

working principles are much the same in others.

The Essentials of a Magneto.

The actual current-producing mechanism, then, in this

case, consists of two windings of insulated wire—cotton-

reel fashion—mounted on a stationary H or double T
shaped armature of soft Iron fixed rigidly on a central

spindle ; the entire body thus composed being mounted
between two steel field-magnets. These latter may—as

in this case—be f| shaped vertically; or they may be
halves of a horizontal cylinder, or of a complete drum.
They are, in this and most makes, permanent mag-
nets, or they may have mass-windings of their own,
dynamo fashion ; as once promised to be the vogue. Again,
there are many ways—each maker has his pet one—of

winding, both on armature and field.

There are just as many more possibilities ; all worth
investigation. For instance, the people who made the
best lighting dynamo I ever saw somehow missed the
sore-thumb fact that they had also embodied the principle
of the best-ever magneto; which—don't think you know
better than the pluperfect fact, please—actually stood for
a ninety-degree advance or retard. Which meant not that
you actually set out to do one or the other, but that you
got the current at the very crest of the intensity wave, at
any point within the ordinary range of swing. It further
meant all sorts of things in wireless, incidentally ; another
after-the-war story, very likely. And then as to the swing
of advance and retard, you may rock your armature
relatively, as in this Bosch, or rock your fields, as in the
Eisemann or the ingeniously contrived but infamously
made Gianoli of years ago.

The lyiTTLE Bit We Know.
All of which is only a little of the infinite variability

of magneto design. But one permanent point is that in

any high-tension magneto, of the two armature windings,
one, the primary, consists of a comparatively few turns
of thickish wire, while the other that follows up to catch
the current and intensify it consequently consists of a

great number of turns of very thin wire. All that we
know for certain about electricity is that the current

behaves like water in a pipe. Now the
,

starting-end of

the primary is anchored inwardly of the lirm.ature-shuttle

or bobbin, and its other end to the insulated brass tube (i)

which runs through the axis of the armature spindle, as

the diagram shows.

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10

14

Brass tube.

H.T. Terminal.

Coainecting wire.

Current entry terminal.

Insulated contact piece.

Long platinum point.

Interrupter arm.

Short platinum point.

Make and break cam.
Barrel of secondaiy.

Insulated shield.

H.T. Conductor.

Ebonite cover.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

26

Threaded pin.

Terminal screw.

Conducting cable.

Central terminal ot dis-

tributor

Carbon.

Distributor segment.
Distribution disc.

Terminal screws.

Commutator.
Make and break cover.

Attachment leaf spring

for ditto.

The Bosch Construction.

You will next see that the free end of this tube carries'

a current-conducting collar, in which the terminal (2) is

set, cariying the conduit cable (3),, the other end of which
is attached to a second terminal (4) of the break-spark

device (5, 6, 7, 8)—how and why so will be seen presently

—which consists of a stationary platinum point (6) fixed

in the insulated contact-piece (5), and making and leaving

contact with a shorter platinum stud (8) mounted in a

spring-loaded interrupter lever (7), which is in free com-
munion with the "mass"' or armature core. The circuit

is cut or interrupted between the two platinum studs

Lang Propeller
Contractors to
the Admiralty
andWar OfEice.

LTD.
WEYBRIDGE,
SURREY.
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Bournemouth!
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High=Powered L. & P.

Caudron=type Biplanes

used.

No obstruction by other Schools.

Admirably suitable Aerodrome,

Weather conditions ideal.

Low winds and no fogs.

Our instructors will teach you all

you want to know about Flying

in the shortest time.

Illlllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllillllllillllllllllllllllll

Write for full particulars to—

THE

Bournemouth Aviation Co.

Talbot Village Aerodrome,

Bournemouth.
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when they are separated by the action of any of the ramps

of the star-shaped cam (9) upon the lever (7).

Now the said cam is fixed not on the armature spindle,

but on a second one, mounted above, and gear driven at

even turns with, the spindle which is generally known as

the magneto spindle—since it takes the main drive—but

is really a fore-and-aft extension and spindle of the sleeve

or cylinder which surrounds the armature ; or more speci-

fically to express its function, intervenes between the

armature and the field magnets. Both ends of this spindle

are mounted in ball bearings, but it will be seen that the

rear one is hollow to permit the insertion of the insulated

brass current-conduit tube (i).

The Heart of It.

It will be seen that this intervening sleeve is slotted or

"windowed" over opposite quarters of its circumfeience,

for its full length. That is the essence of the Bosch in-

vention. For if, as in this case, we have a soft iron core

—especially with a winding upon it to intensify its arma-
ture quality—mounted between the poles of two perma-
nent magnets, it is a long ascertained fact that a mag-
netic flux or attraction between them is set up, which
resists any change in their relative positions. Just why,
scarcely matters in this connection. If then, you rotated

a naked armature, the lines of flux would take on a more
or less continuous whorl between it and the fields, not so
unlike those curious diagrams whereby aero-experts ex-

plain why aeroplanes might, would, could, should, or

don't fly, or a Scotland Yard Thumb-print. These lines

would weaken east and west; that is to say, centrally

between poles ; or if two further poles were interposed at

those points, between those and the original pair,

although naturally their continuity would be strength-
ened. Hence the use of multipolar devices, to ob-
tain the more even continuity. In fine, you would get

THE

Putney Foundry
{Manager— W. F. SOLLIS)

AEROPLANE CASTINGS
TO ANY DESIGN

We can guarantee prompt delivery. Work
carried out to ADMIRALTY and

WAR OFFICE Specifications.

THE
PUTNEY FOUNDRY, 207, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 1262.

CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
Now Due per S.S. " Kentra," to Avonmoiith,

25 Stds. 3in. to 6 in., 8 in. up wide.

Shortly Due per S.S. "Civilian" to Liverpool,

50 Stds. 3 in. to 6 in.. Sin. up wide.

Per S.S. ' Musician"

40 Stds. 4 in. to 6in., Sin. up wide.

PRIME DRY BLACK WALNUT
HONDURAS MAHOGANY

ENGLISH ASH. Long, Clean and Straight.

250 Logs, various thicknesses.

JOSEPH OWEN & SONS, U°-
Borough Saw Mills, LONDON, S.E.

Telephone

—

Hop 3811. Telegrams—" Buchkron."

a dynamo-current, with no great height of intensity

waves.

And the Reasons Why. •

But that is exactly what you do not want. Alternation,

with the highest intensity waves, for the least weight of

winding and the least mechanical efiort, is_ the require-

ment. Your difficulty—which Gianoli and that other

overcame—^is to sustain the crest of these intensity waves
at maximum height over as wide a range of advance or

retard, as possible. If, then, you interpose a sleeve,

slotted in the aforesaid manner, between the two ele-

ments, obviously you will utterly neutralise those attrac-

tion lines when its closed parts intervene, and they will

instantly resume their flow when the closed parts are

rotated to; mid-position ,and the openings take their

place. Such current as occurs will clearly alternate

sharply ; the intensity of the alternation being prolonged

according to other conditions, such as the design of the

particular device may provide for.

This, as I say, is how Bosch met the requirements of

motoring with his original, single-primary-winding low-

tension magneto, years ago. And the principle still per-

sists for both to-day, for the rotation of the sleeve

creates an alternating current in the primary, which runs

to its maximum intensity after each quarter of a revolu.-

tion. This current is interrupted at the prescribed

moment by the action of the cam on the make and break,

and at the make is jumped into the secondary thin high-

tension winding, at maximum, to be further intensified

by the velocity given to it by the thinness and the

length of the secondary winding. Incidentally, how best

to combine the results of both these mechanical factors,

with the least disadvantage—such as burning, strain, etc.

—is the great problem. At any rate, thus goes the cur-

rent so far.

SPHINX
PLUGS

ARE REQUIRED

m THE SERVICE OPTHE KINQ-
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213 special sections illustrated

full-size. Manipulation of every

description, including tapering,

bending, trapping, welding, etc.

TUBES FOR AEROPLANES—
NICKEL STEEL.
CHROME NICKEL STEEL.
CARBON STEEL.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTS. We liave tools for most parts of standard Government machines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wants

Telegrams—" Acdes, Oldbury.

"

Telephone-" Oldbury lU"
(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM:

You can safely
*BANK' on

for '^^m/
AVIATION

ACCESSORIES.
A few of the lines we handle :

Accumulators, Aluminium Sheeting, 'Autochpse'

Lamp Bulbs, Bolts and Nuts, Brass Hose Clips,

Canopy Buttons, Copper and Asbestos Washers,

also Gnome Engine Washers, Copper Piping,

Electric Switches, Gas Tubing, Petrol Taps,

PETROL-PROOF PIPING, Repair Outfits,

Rocking Levers, Sparking Plugs, Springs, Steer-

ing Wheels, Unions, Upholstery Sundries, etc.

REAL PETROL-PROOF PIPING.
Cannot burn through or perish.

Send your requirements to . A

EASTERN ST., LONDON, Lv.. J
'Phone : London Wall 6300.

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

GT.

Depots at Manchester and Pans.

"O^-^RACTORS TO THE R.N.A.S,

AN D THE ROYAL FLYING
CORPS

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers

The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

"^
Please address all communications to Department No. 4

" %e JDOjRE
of PROVED EFFICIBMCY

C LLON
CELLON,L'''d:-

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY,WAR OFFICE ,AUSTRALIAN GOV^^'UNIONOFS.AFRIGA

AJAwrroNDON BROAD STREET HOUSE , NEW BROAD S^^ L bNDON,E.C. lonc^'S'^au5359' LONDON WALL 5359
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Out and Back Again.
The actual connection of the secondary to the primary

is not, however, at the make and break itself—which is

merely a cut-off, as it were a door or tap left open and
then suddenly shut, in front of the crowding current-flow
at its maximum—but is from the armature core from
which it follows the primary at the nearest return point.

Anchored thus at one end, it connects at the other with
an insulated sleeve-piece (ii) in permanent electrical con-

tact with a collector (12) insulated with ebonite. This
last carries a disc at its free end, which forms one of

the electrodes of a sort of commutator or collector (23),

against which bears a carbon brush mounted in a brass

socket, which forms the boss or centre of an ebonite cover

(14) and also carries the threaded stud (15) for the outlet

terminal (16).

Thence, by way of the short wiring (17), the current

runs up ,to the distributor, through the central terminal
stud (18), which, as will be seen, is in direct electrical

connection with the rotary distributor brush, arm, or

"carbon" (19) mounted on the same gear-driven spindle

as the make and break cam, but at the opposite end. It

will, therefore, be evident that this entire secondary cir-

cuit merely intensifies and transfers the current to its

final destination, without in the least varjdng the time of

its incidence. At any rate, the brush-piece (19) finally

distributes the current via the segments (20) set in the

circular plate (21) and which are in direct electrical con-

nection with the eight terminals (22) on the outer face

of the plate
;
whence, of course, the current.runs finally to

the spark-plugs, by the usual strongly insulated wirings.

Tracing its final course, making the spark between in-

sulated plug point and plug-mass, it earths in the latter,

returning to the secondary via the motor-mass and mag-
neto and by the primary winding.

Setting and Upkeep.

Consequently—the magneto being in this ^ase geared
at even turns with the motor—four ignitions occur for

every magneto-armature- sleeve-spindle or crank-shaft re-

volution. But the motor in this case being of the four-

stroke type—the magneto would need to run twice as fast

for a two stroker—the cycle is completed every two revo-
lutions : whereby it becomes clear that the magneto will

haye given eight ignitions during that time, in the order
set out in the diagram on page 74 of the last issue.

As to looking after the magneto, except for oiling the
spindle-bearings, strictly where marked " huile " and
nowhere else—least of all the make-and-break, which runs
perfectly well dry, but may occasionally be rubbed with
a stick of blacklead—and also for seeing that the latter's

contacts are in due order and the spring in right com-
pression on the lever arm, let it very much alone. And
never take the magneto all to pieces, unless you are an
expert magneto tradesman, or particularly wish to see

how it doesn't work. The only wearing parts that will

ever need renewing are the platinum tips and the carbon
brushes.

{To be continued).

MISCELLANEOUSADVERTISEMENTS
All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Advertisement
Columns should arrive at this Office by First Post on

MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted

ONLY—18 words 1/-; id. per word after. '

For the convenience ot Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of " THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

IN 1915
I
MORE CERTIFICATES WERE TAKEN

|
1 at the I

I GRAHAME=WHITE SCHOOL |
1 THAN AT ANY OTHER PRIVATE SCHOOL i

Particulars on application to the Grahame=White Aviation Co., Ltd., Proprietors of the

London Aerodrome, Aeronautical Engineers and Constructors, and Contractors to H.M.
Government, THE LONDON AERODROME, HENDON, N.W. 'Phone : 120 Kingsbury
(4 lines). West End Offices: 32, Regent Street. Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 'Phone: Regent 4423

NOTIGE TO AEROPLANE MANUFACTURERS.
MR. SYDNEY PICKLES (Certificate No. 263 and Superior Certificate No. 8), and his partner

MR. CLIFFORD B, PRODGER (American Certificate No, 159) beg to announce that they

are now prepared to undertake tests of all types of Aeroplanes on Land and Sea,

GOVERNMENT ACCEPTANCE TESTS OR EXPERIMENTAL FLYING.
The partners have had experience of the following types :

—

LAND MACHINES
DUNNE HANDLEY-PAGE
FARMAN, H. MANN
FARMAN, M. MORANE
GRAMATESCUE SHORT
GRAHAME-WHITE

SEAPLANES
FARMAN, H. SHORT
FARMAN, M. SOPWITH

Telephone: 6040 Geppard.
Telephone: 3817 Hampstead.

AVRO
BLACKBURN
B E (all types)

BLERIOT
BREGUET

BRISTOL
CURTISS
CAUDRON
CHAMPEL
DEPERDUSSIN

SPAINHEUR
SOPWITH
VOISIN
WHITE & THOMP-
WRIGHT. [SON

CURTISS
CAUDRON

AVRO
BLACKBURN

OFFICE: l66f Piccadilly, London, W.
PRIVATE ADDRESS: 13, Belsize Papk Gapdens, Hampstead.

WRIGHT
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WINDSHIELDS
ACCURATELY MADE UP TO ANY PATTERN.
SEND US TEMPLATES FOR BEST PRICES.

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

LONDON LABEL CO., Ltd.BECKiottoW

HIGHEST QUALITY AEROPLANE FABRIC.
GREEVES & MORTON,

5 & 7, FRANKLIN STREET,
BELFAST.CLOTH TESTED

BEFORE DELIVERY.

CONTRAGTOR8 TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TBLBPHON*— TBLBGRAlfS—•• ixy« BASTBOURNB.-'

Aluminium Castings
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MADE 81 REPAIRED.

Chill Castings for Aeroplanes a Speciality

ON ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE LISTS

COAN
CASTS
CLEAN
CRANK
CASES

R. W. COAN 'TrN.raiikases

,

219, I'linS.

GOSWELL
ROAD. Telephone.-

LONDON. E.C. TrgSntrai.

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Gontractops to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offloes

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams "Bleriot, Weybridge " Telephone 190 Byfleet

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory

and leading Aeroplane Makers
Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. QA specification. Stocked in all gauges.

(Sheets are passed and stamped by the
" A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham.
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.

Non-Poisonous

OR
STANDARD
FORMULA

The leadingENGUSH DOPE
FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.and Varnish Manufacturers.

AU^IED AIRCRAFT VARNISH (2

1

38. Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.

Telephone: CITY 7274. Telegrams: "ALLIVARDOP. LONDON."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

ENGINEERING.
TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-

plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of , Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

ARE YOU BEHIND IN YOUR DELIVERIES? WHY
WORRY about making parts if you have not suitable

machinery for producing them. We are always ready to quote
on any quantity of metal or wood-work parts and have facilities

for giving early deliveries. Send us your blue print and leave the

rest to us.—O.-^KLEY, LTD., 85, Regency Street, Westminster,
S.W.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRAMOPHONE, £25 Model Drawing Room Cabinet. Very

dainty. Height 4 ft., on wheels. Beautifully inlaid, per-

fect tone. With selection of celebrated records £s iss., approval
with pleasure.— 15, Upper Porchester Street, Hyde Park,
London, W.

PROPELLERS.
OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietor!
for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Ujjper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsev 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (UphoU), Londor>."

BOOKS TO READ.
DOOM OF THE KAISER," foretold in Monk Johannes' start

ling 300 year old prophecy
;

8-page pamphlets, sent

post free, 6 copies is. id., 12 copies 2s. For distribution purposes,

50 copies 5s. 3d., 100 copies 8s. 6d.

Also "THE EAGLES AND THE CARCASE," by "Theta," in

10 chapters, being the most astounding book published in connec-
tion with prophecies on the war and its ultimate ending, 2S. 6d.

nett.—Morgans, Ltd., 88, Chancery Lane, London, W.C, or at

Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc., throughout the United Kingdom.

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. los. for scale model
Deperd'jssin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone :

"Chiswick 501."

H\RDWOOD for ."Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar ;

Hickory and Ash
Skids

; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

MOTORS.
WO rotary engines for sale, c'heap to clear, 30 h.p. each.

JL Weight about 2| lbs. per h.p. Made of the finest metals,
workmanship the best. Cash price ;^30 each.—Phillips, West
Barnh-am, Sussex.

TIMBER.
SILVER SPRUCE FOR SALE.

ABOUT 7 stands. l3dng at London Mill ready for immediate
delivery.—For jparticulars and prices, apply to Box No. 750,

The Aeropl vne, 166, Piccadilly, W.

"C R O I D"
THE STRONGEST GLUE KNOWN

For the Mmufacture of H.M. Aeroplane and Seaplane Propellers,
Spars, Ribs, etc , all classes of Glues have been tested, and the one

to COMB OUT TOP—by a very wide margin—is

"CROID'- (Extra Strength LIQUID GLUE
which also has the great advantage of being
USED COLD AND RESISTING DAMP

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLUES CO, LTD.
Griat Hermitage Street, London, E.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT.

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE
Requires no cooking or reducing. Used by
the leading aircraft makers for wings, ribs,

spars, etc. Absolutely reliable. Always
ready for use. Write for free sample and
prices to :: :: :: :: ::

RUSSIA CEMENT CO., 76 Turnmill St., E C.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits iacladis

all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.

2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. BIRKET'T
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LON6OM. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, JAN, 29, WW,

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, immediately, for Government Controlled Works in

Norwich, a Junior Engineering Draughtsman, with some

experience of Aeroplane work preferred. Give references, experi-

ence, age, and salary required. Tliose engaged on Government

work need not apply.—Apply to nearest Labour Exchange, men-

tioning this paper and Box No. 751.

WANTED, experienced Aeroplane Propeller man, capable of

taking charge. Give references, experience, age, and

wages required. Those engaged on Government work need not

apply.—Apply to nearest Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper

and Box No. 752.
.

WANTED, thorouglily experienced and reliable mechanic for

upkeep and supervision of engines (Gnome and Anzani in

particular) at a seaplane school.—Apply through your nearest

Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper and Box .Ai,ii5, stating

age, previous experience, and salary required. No person on

Government work will be engaged.

i?iXPERlENCED propeller designer wanted, not engaged on war

J work, for one experimental drawing only.-—France, i, Adam
Street, Adelphi.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
PRACTICAL, energetic organiser with general knowledge of

the Short seaplane, desires responsible position immediately.

—Box No. 744, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
WOODWORKER and Erector, with ^ years' experience, last

2 years charge of experimental work with large firm, re-

quires situation.—Box No. 745, The Aerolpane, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.
CHIEF DR.AUGHTSMAN.—Position required by capable de-

signer (shop trained). Exceptionally wide, extensive experi-

ence. Successful controller of Staff. Salary, los.—Box No.

746, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
QUALIFIED pilot desires position of test pilot to a firm of

aeroplane manufacturers.—Box No. 747, The Aeropl.-vne,

166, Piccadilly, W.
WANTED, by late Principal in motor garage, suitable re-

sponsible position, aerodrome running sheds preferred, for

duration of War. Had sole control of Repair .Shop, expert petrol

motors, etc. Ineligible for Army.—Box No. 748, The Aero=

plane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
PRACTICAL experienced constructor, wants post as Aeroplane

Draughtsman.—Box No. 753, -The Aeroplane, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.
POSITION as Works Manager or Shop Foreman. Long experi-

ence in Seaplane and Land Machines. Fitting, erecting, ex-

pert welder. Well known in .Aviation. Well up in Government
requirements and speed work.—"Aviation," 12, Ordnance Road,
Ljtndon, N.W.

APARTMENTS.
HENDON.—Lady can receive two paying guests, preferably

young public-school boys. Near aerodrome. Comfortable

home, garden, congenial society. References exchanged.

FLYING CAFE, adjoining Hendon Aerodrome. Room, i

Guinea ; Board Residence, £2 5s. ; Electric Light ; Bath.

—

Telephone, "110 Kingsbury."
FURNISHED House, 3 Guineas a week, near Hendon Aero-

drome ; Electric Light ; Bath.—Box No. 749, The Aero=
PLANE, i66, Piccadilly, W^

Trade
[

MENDINE] Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE LEADINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write for Price Litt and Partieulart

MENDINE CO.. 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.
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The ftlrcraft^Co., £11

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT

from the FARJWAN BROTHERS
for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

Hydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Work* umi Fljiai Groaad

HENDON.

Office*

:

47 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

Contractors to H.M. Government

CHAUVIERES

Integral Propellers

Hold the World's Records

And ore being used extensively, both on
Aeroplanes and Hydro-Aeroplanes, by the

Allied Forces, viz.

:

GREAT BRITAIN, RUSSIA, FRANCE, JAPAN,

BELGIUM, SERVIA, ITALY and MONTENEGRO

Int0gi»al Pfopollofs Assui»b Suoooss

THE INTEGRAL PROPELLER CO., LTD.,
OffiC4 *nd Works :

lb. e;.thqrne road, upper hollowav, n.
Til$pk»»4: Homtty am. TiUgtamt : "Avifrop {Vpholl), Ltnden."

r.c. >.4

OontnMtOlia to H.M. Admlpalty, Wai*

Ofllo«, and FoMign GovaimmantB.

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD

Sole Building and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRrriSH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works:

BROADWAY. CRICKLEWOOD.

Cabl* and TeltgtapUa A<dces»- Pbcoe-
CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLB, LONDON " jjji HAMPSTBAD

THE

GNOME ENGINE GO.
(Soclet* dea Motean GnAme.)

To whom all applications for

Qnome eng^ines and spare

:; parts should be made ::

For Great BriUin mnd the Owrte* Domtniont:

THE GNOME ENGINE COMPANY,
47, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.
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THE GREEN ENGINE CO..
LTD.,

1^

I669 Piccadilly, London, W.

CONTRACTORS TO HIS MAJESTY S GOVERNMENT.

I Telephones: Telegrams: |
I Gerrard 8165. Airengme, London." 1

I Richmond 1293. |
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Office and Works - - KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: ' Telegrams:
Kingston 774 (3 LinesX " Sopwith, Kingston."
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The Evolution of the R.A.F. machines :—First the "Canard" of 1911, then the first ''pusher," large'y built by Mr. de
Havilland before joining the R.A.F. In 1912 came the B.E. 2. also to Mr. de Havilland's design, and soon after the B.E.4.
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A. V. ROE & Co. Ltd.,
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TRIPLANE." MANCHESTER Telephone :

537 Failsworth.

AIRSCREWS
^niONDON
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5, HYTHE ROAD,

CUMBERLAND PARK,
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Contractors to H.M. Government.
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'Phone—280 Gerrard
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ANZANI WORKS.
SCRUBBSY LANE,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.
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ON THE BIG AIR SERVICE PROBLEM.
"Fox populi, vox Dei" may be true, perhaps, some-

times. Generally, the popular voice is merely the voice

of the gods in the gallery, and nothing else. All the

same, the successful playwright and the successful

actor both have to play to the gallery at times—other-

wise they would not be successful. When the t'Ctor

happens to be a candidate for or a member of Parlia-

ment, and the gods happen to form the bulk of the free

and intelligent electorate, it is equally important to play

to the gallery—but that is another story which the in-

telligent can read between the lines.

This is not a political manifesto, it is a request to

officers and men of the Flying Services, and those other

persons who live for or by the progress of aeronautics

in general—such as civilian employees of the Govern-
ment aeronautical departments, and the employers and
employees of the Aircraft Industry—to give their serious

consideration to a very difficult and intricate problem.

The point is this. Before very long we must set about

building up a big air fleet. The voice of the people

will demand it. And in that case the old tag which
opens these remarks will, for once in a way, be true.

Some of us have been still small voices crying in the

wilderness for years. The voices increased in number
and strength as war proved the need for the Flying

Corps to be of a size commensurate with the needs of

our Expeditionary Force. The Fleet has not, so far,

felt the real need of air scouts, and, consequently, the

Royal Naval Air Service is regarded as an unnecessary
excrescence by the Real Navy.

Then came certain little experimental raids by Ger-

man airships, which brought home to people in London
and the Eastern Counties the need for adequate aerial

defence, over and above the comparatively small force

of aircraft needed as the eyes of the Army. This led

, to the hysterical and ill-directed newspaper outcry for

"retaliatory raids"—regardless of the fact that retalia-

tion under existing conditions was impossible, and that

all the aeroplanes which could be built were needed by
the Army.

THE AERIAL OFFENSIVE.
We have now progressed a step or two further. The

time has arrived when a strong aerial offensive is a
possibility. I need not be more specific as to what
constitutes an aerial offensive. Alien readers may
please themselves as to whether it means big bombing
raids into Germany, or merely wiping German aircraft

out of the air. Either or both may be possible. Both
Can be done if we have enough aeroplanes and pilots

of the right kind. In any case, both will have to be
done. If we had had bigger and stronger men in the

Government who possessed sufficient imagination to see

the possibilities of aircraft, both these things would
have been done many months ago.

THE COMMAND OF THE AIR.

So far, I take it, I have the Services in agreement
with me. Now, I ask them to come a step further. Is

it not obvious that to this country the command of the
air in our immediate neighbourhood is as necessary to

our continued national existence as is the command
of the sea? If we do not hold the command of the

air, can the command of the sea be of any practical use?
Now, and for a few years to come, the command of

the sea may possibly" ensure us against the landing of

an enemy aimy on British soil, and it rnay ensure for

us an adequate supply of food—provided our credit is

good enough to enable us to buy it from neutral coun-
tries, and even a rich nation's credit has a distinct

limit. But the time is not far distant when it will be
possible for an air fleet to carry and land an army, and
to supply that army when landed—provided there is no
aerial opposition.

Even to-day Germany possesses airships which are

capable of acting more effectively as commerce de-

stroyers than any submarine, and it is lack of quantity

rather than lack of quality which has prevented those
airships from crossing England in the dafk and haras-

sing shipping on our western coasts. It is really a

pity that they have not done so, as such raids might
have awakened Clyde-side and other places to a sense

of their responsibilities.

Lack of quantity of German airships also has saved

London from a devastating raid beside which the little

experiments which we have seen would count as

nothing. And we have seen that up to September last

we were unable to d-o anything worth doing to interfere

with such raids.

ON THE DEFENSIVE.
All of us piously hope that Sir Percy Scott's disposi-

tions of anti-aircraft guns have been such as to render

a Zeppelin attack a more hazardous form of sport than

it has appeared hitherto. Also we hope that our anti-

airship aeroplanes, whether they be Naval or Military

—the point appears still to be in doubt—are now of a

more effective kind than those discussed in Parliament

after the last raid or two.

Apropos which discussion the remark of an officer

of one of the Flying Services Is worth repeating. We
were talking over aerial defence generally, and I hap-

pened to comment on the fact that a certain Military

air station seemed unnecessarily near a Naval one.

"Don't vou see why?" said he. "Surely you remember
what Mr. Balfour said in the House ! If a German
Military aeroplane comes over we send up a Military

aeroplane. If a German Naval aeroplane comes ever

we send up a Naval aeroplane." "But," I asked, in-

cautiously, "what happens if a Zeppelin comes over?"
"Then," said another pilot, gently, "we don't send I'p
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anything at all, because we can't tell in the dark
whether it belongs to the Navy or Army." Which
seems quite an unanswerable argument, as a burlesque
of the red tape point of view, anyhow.

LONG-DISTANCE AEROPLANES.
Now, whether it is a case of raiding into enemy terri-

tory, or of repelling hostile aircraft raiding this country,

it is evident that aeroplanes in sufBcient quantities are

needed, and that those aeroplanes must be capable of

flying long distances with a big load for the first pur-

pose, or of remaining aloft from sunset to sunrise, for

the second purpose, with adequate weapons of defence
and offence.

Considering that several German pilots have made
non-stop flights- varying between 12 and 24 hours in

duration, it is not difficult to produce a well-armed
aeroplane capable of operating for 12 hours con-
tinuously. Therefore, one may consider the chief

objection to all-night patrols as no longer existent.

It is now a question of building such machines in

sufficient quantities, and of finding pilots for them.
Both these difficulties can also be overcome with com-
parative ease if tackled energetically by capable men,
and provided those men are given a free hand un-

fettered by interference from Government "experts."
Such being the case, there is no reason whatever,

outside official lethargy, or incapacity—officialdom may
assign it to whichever mental defect it pleases—why we
should not make air-raids on British territory quite

impossible.

When such raids are impossible and when we begin
an extensive aerial offensive against the enemy, having
assured the adequacy of our defence, then we may
begin to think that we have the small beginnings of an
air fleet. And not till then.

WHO IS TO RUN THE AIR FLEET?
At that point we come bang into the middle of quite

the most difficult problem of all. Namely, who is going
to direct our aerial offensive, and who is going to

operate the air fleet ? That is what I want the Services

to think out.

Is the duty of the Royal Naval Air Service to be con-

fined to acting as the eyes of the Fleet ? In considering

this, I beg officers of the Real Navy not to regard the

few little futile flying machines they have seen ?s re-

sembling in any recognisable degree the serious sea-

plane which any British constructor can build if given

a free hand, and not obliged to cramp his style to suit

the fads of olher people.

If one regards the bomb-dropping aeroplane as

merely a long-distance projectile under comparatively

intelligent direction all the way to its destination, then

one may claim that the aerial offensive is the Navy's
job, quite as much as the bombardment of coast towns
by long range guns.

If that be the case, the work of the Royal Flying

Corps may reasonably be supposed to be confi.ned to

the Army's need for the assistance of aircraft in purely

Army work. That is to say, military aeroplanes will

only be needed for tactical operations, such as artillery

direction, reconnaissance over the tactical area, repel-

ling enemy aeroplanes and for bombing operations

within the tactical zone.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS.

For the benefit of temporary members of his Majesty's

Services, perhaps I had better explain that tactics are

concerned with the operations of two armies in actual

contact. Strategy is concerned with the wider field of

operations of armies not in touch with one another.

Briefly, strategy is sparring for an opening, tactics is

hitting.

The precise line dividing the two phases of operations

is very fine, and the use of aircraft and motor transport

has made it finer still, for distant armies which would, in

earlier wars, have been the objects of separate strategic

manoeuvres, now become merely supports for armies

in the fighting line, and so may be considered as inside

the tactical zone.

Also cities and towns which the Germans describe by
a polysyllabic adjective, meaning "open-undefended-

outside - the -zone-of-military-operations-of-no-mihtary-

importance-and-not-liable-to-bombardment" become tar-

gets for long range guns, and become centres of

military importance actually inside the tactical zone.

That being so, it stands to reason that even if the

duties of the Royal Flying Corps were limited to pure

Army operations, the R.F.C. would have to be many
times larger than it is in order to supply all our infantry

and guns with the aerial help they need.

THE OTHER POINT OF VIEW.

But I am not for a moment prepared to admit that

the duties of the R.F.C. should be thus confined and

limited. There are at least equally good reasons for

arguing that the Royal Naval Air Service should be

limited to acting as the eyes of the Fleet, and to such

bomb-dropping as may be calculated to assist the pro-

gress of the Fleet. For example, the dropping of big

bombs by efl'ective aeroplanes—if such things had

existed—on the Dardanelles Forts, where they could

not be reached by the ships' guns, would have come into

that category.

Even with those limitations there would be plenty of

room for expansion and improvement of the R.N.A.S.

And, of course, if the whole great aerial offensive force

and the defence of the country itself against enemy
aircraft were turned over to the R.F.C, then the per-

sonnel of that corps would have to grow permanently

to the size of many Army Corps, instead of
_

being

limited to the size of perhaps two or three divisions.

It would, in fact, have a permanent establishment in

peace time far bigger than our original Expeditionary

Force.
INDEPENDENT OPERATIONS.

It will doubtless be perceived that when an offensive

air fleet is formed its operations need have no bearing

whatever on the strategy of the Navy or the Army, and

the objectives for its attack may be chosen purely on

political grounds, just as Zeppelin raids are aimed at

London with the mistaken idea of striking terror into

the heart of the Empire.

It seems probable that future Zeppelin raids may be

made on the great industfial cities of the North and

Midlands with the idea of causing panic among the pro-

ducers of armament. From the German point of view

this probably seems good business. Their effect on the

unimaginative and stubborn Englishman of the Mid-

lands remains to be seen. They may even wake him up.

However, that is merely by way of demonstrating

that aerial strategy and tactics may be quite distinct

from Naval and MiUtary operations. Aerial strategy

may be defined as the science of deciding where aircraft

are to go, and aerial tactics as the art of inventing what
they are to do when they get there.

This independence of operation, and its attendant

independence of method, lends colour to the old pet idea

of many people, the Third Service—distinct from Army
or Navy, yet co-operating with both and supplying the

personnel for the flying services of both.

That scheme seems to me as far away to-day as ever

it was, if not further, for a sailor is a sailor and a soldier

a soldier, and no human brain can learn enough, at any
rate in the few short years during which a man is young
enough for air work, to do both a sailor's and a soldier's

job properly.
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The Aircraft Supplies Company
(Proprietor : Q. H Mansfield)

Telephone

6539
Holborn.

' Telegiams

Upcast, tlolb.,

Lo ndon.

We are the Market of the Aircraft Industry.

ANOTHER LETTER, DATED 12th JANUARY, 1916

The Aircraft Supplies Co., ,

17, John Street,

Theobalds Road, London, W.C.

Gentlemen,

We are obliged for your recent attention to our

various orders and deliveries within the last two or three

weeks. On examining our stock we find the following items most

urgently required, and we shall be glad if you will arrange to

let us have deliveries on or before the dates mentioned
' Yours faithfully,

Our constant attention to orders can be to your benefit.

100 TON
PINS 137
A. D & J.

Make Enquiry of us for

:

HEX. NUTS
114, 115 &

118.

WING FLAP
HINGES, 20
21, 22-4029.

BEVELLED
WASHERS
160 & 161.

Contractors to

The R.A.F., O.A.D. &
ALL LEADING FIRMS.

17 JOHN STREET,
THEOBALDS ROAD,
LONDON W.C.

.
Telephone: 6539 HOLBORN.

Telegrams :-

UPCAST, HOLB, LONDON.
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So far as the eyes of the Fleet or the eyes of the

Army are concerned an aeroplane is just a vehicle carry-

ing a sailor or a soldier, as the case may be. Yet, when
we come to the question of a big aerial offensive, or to

the defence of the country itself against a hostile air

fleet, we find new work about which the ordinary sailor

or soldier knows as little as the ordinary civilian, and as

ofteh as not the Service man is hampered by the science

of his own arm.
Naval or military discipline is needed to control the

personnel on the ground—military discipline for prefer-

ence, as it takes more account of the human element.

But the actual bomb-dropping on a big scale by an
organised and trained force of aviators from properly de-

signed machines, and the tactics of handling aeroplanes
in quantities in a big air fight, are completely strange

to both of the older Services.

THE THREE ALTERNATIVES.
It seems clear, therefore, that there are three alterna-

tives.

(a) That the Navy shall have a small Air Service
strictly confined to co-operation with the Fleet, and that

the larger operations of the air shall be handed over
to the Army.

(b) That the Royal Flying Corps shall be strictly

limited to the Army's need for aerial adjuncts, and that

the R.N.A.S. shall be expanded till it is bigger than the

Real Navy itself. Only by expansion on such a scale

can it perform its purely Naval duties, and undertake
defensive and offensive aerial operations as well.

(c) That the Navy and Army shall each 'have its own
flying service limited in size to the needs of each Service
for aerial assistance in its tactical operations, and in

each case manned entirely by a personnel taken from
the Service itself, and that there shall be a separate
Air Service distinct from the others, existing solely for

aerial offence and defence, and only co-operating with
the others to the limited extent that the Navy and Army
co-operate with one another to-day, and presumably
with no better grace.

WHAT IS THE ANSWER?
The problem is exceedingly difficult. If (a) or (b) hap-

pens there will be much discontent in the smaller flying

service, and probably much injustice as well, for many
deserving officers will find their promotion jammed. If

(c) happens the new Air Service will find everyone in

both the older Services up against it, and the friction

between Air Office, War Office, and Admiralty will be
worse than it is between the latter and last at present.

There are various possibilities as to what may happen
if no definite step is taken to decide this question. It

may resolve itself into a mere grabbing competition be-
tween the two Services as to which can corner the
greater number of aeroplane constructors and the most
raw rnaterial from the makers, so that one Service may
aggrandise itself by starving the other out. If that
game started now I should feel inclined to back the
Army.
On the other hand, the Air Department at the Ad-

miralty, being less busy on warlike operations—at any
rate with the enemy—can work out a complete scheme
for its own enlargement, and so may score through
lack of effective opposition.

The third proposition ought to be quite workable if

run by an autocrat, but there seems to be no one of
quite sufficiently high standing or understanding to make
it work, even in the unlikely event of the Government
making up its mind without waiting and seeing till it

is too late as usual. And even if it decided to have an
independent Air Service it would never consent to give
the head of that Service the absolute powers necessary to

ensure success. There would be all the old troubles
with the Treasury, and all the old difficulties and
jealousies with officers and men of the other Ser-

vices, many of whom would, even as things are now,
rather see an aeroplane or an engine lost altogether than
see the opposition Service get it. The autocrat of a new
Air Service would have to be given powers to override
all opposition.

One thing is certain. Whatever happens, each of the

present Services must retain its own particular flying

service.

A PRECEDENT AND A COMPROMISE.
In seeking a solution to this puzzle one must remem-

ber one fixed trait in the English character. There must
be a precedent for everything, and the Englishman is

always ready to consider a compromise. The English-

man hates revolutions—worse luck, or we should have
had a new Government months ago which a self-respect-

ing man could respect.

Therefore anything so revolutionary as a complete
new Air Service is unthinkable. It seems possible, how-
ever, to compromise by casting a section of the

R.N.A.S. loose from the Navy, equipping it with land-

going aeroplanes, and leaving the seaplanes and their

work to the Real Navy. There are sufficient pukka
Naval officers in the R.N.A.S. who are attached to the

traditions of the great Senior Service to take over the

control of the Navy's seaplanes, and to resume proper

Naval rank, without the fancy nomenclature of the

R.N.A.S.
The balance, many of whom are doing little to earn

their keep at present, might form the nucleus of the

new Air Service purely for aerial offence and defence.

This section might remain under the Admiralty for

purposes of finance, but it should be represented on the

Board of Admiralty by an Air Lord and not by a Sea
Lord.

It should have a separate financial vote, and should

issue its own estimates. And it should be represented

in the House of Commons by an Under-Secretary for

the Admiralty—representing the Air Department. For
this we have a perfect precedent in France, where M^.

Besnard represents the Aviation Militaire as Under-
Secretary for War.
The precedent is complete in that in France the Army

is the Senior Service, and. is charged with the main
defence of the country. In Great Britain the Navy is

our Senior Service, and is our first line of defence.

Without our Navy we should all be dead in a week.
Without our Army (and I say it with all respect, and
with a full knowledge of what each Service has done
in the way of fighting) we should not at the moment
be much worse off than we are. Only after the com-
plete defeat of France and Russia by Germany, and
several years' occupation of the French and Belgian
coast, could Germany begin to make herself felt against

our Fleet.

In five or ten years' time the chief defence of this

country will be in the air. The Navy at sea will then
no longer protect us or our supplies of food. Therefore
it seems a reasonable compromise that our new first

line defence should be the off-shoot of our present first

line defence.

Personally, I cannot help thinking that the further

off the off-shoot shoots the better for its future exist-

ence. It must not be hampered by Admiralty cotton-

waste methods and dockyard routine. It must be
quite clear and independent in all its doings.

Anyhow, something must be done to handle the Air
Service question properly, if we are not going to give

up our insular integrity without a struggle in the next
war. I therefore commend the whole subject to the

careful consideration of all concerned.—C. G. G.
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GENERAL HENDERSON ON "EXPERTS. "

The iutioductiou by Major-Geueral Sir David Hender-
son, K.C.B., D.S.O., Director-General of Military Aero-
nautics, to Mr. F. W. L,anchester's large book on
"Aircraft in Warfare" is in itself enough to make the

book worth buying. Owing to the arrival of this work
rather late in the week it is impossible to review it fully

in this issue of The; Aeroplane^ for its importance en-

titles it to greatly extended attention both from the aero-

nautical and military points of view. That attention it

shall have. There is only time at present to deal with
the preface, which is a sheer delight.

As has always been the case, one finds oneself in entire

agreement with all that General Henderson has to say,

and one is equally filled with admiration at the matter
and manner of his discourse. Who, for example, can
fail to agree with the following passage ?

—

"Very little trustworthy information has been dis-

seminated, and the uninstructed public, hungry for in-

formation on a novel and alluring subject, of which the

national importance is evident, has fallen an easy prey
to the impostor. Any plausible rogue, gifted with suffi-

cient assurance, and aided by a ready pen or supple
tongue, has been able to pose as an ' aeronautical expert,'

and to find some kind of following. To those who, as a

matter of duty, or in search of information, have perused
the aeronautical discussions carried on in the Press, or

the reports of such discussions elsewhere, the very word
' expert ' calls up a strange procession of inventors, poli-

ticians, motor-trade touts, journalists, trick-fliers,

novelists, and financial agents, most of them, axe in

hand, on the way to the national grindstone : a few,

innocent, following on the same track, on a vague quest

for supernatural powers of flight."

Never has the modern misapplication of the much-
abused word "expert" been more graphically set forth.

However much one may fancy one's own gift for pure
invective, one would not venture to gild such refined

gold. One would merely suggest, in all humility, that

General Henderson might have included a nimble slide-

rule together with "a ready pen" and "a supple tongue"
as alternative or additional utensil for the above-mentioned
plausible rogue or impostor. The R.F.C. has suffered as

much or moi'e from the pseudo-scientific "expert" as from
any other of the types so delightfully portrayed, and for

the pseudo-scientist the road to the national grindstone

is even shorter than for those others.

All must agree with General Henderson's statement

that "there are no experts in military aeronautics."

There are, in fact, no "experts" in any phase of aero-

nautics at all; there are the earnest seekers after truth,

and there are the rest—the psychological eratpa of the

new science.

Those whose opinions are worth consideration are well

described thus :
—"Yet there are some students who, by

reason of their receptive minds, and their wide and varied

experience, have mastered so many of the fundamental

problems that they are well qudified to review the general,

position and to put forward a reasoned statement of their

views."

General Henderson's quiet Scottish humour is neatly

exemplified in a passage in which he admits that he

and Mr. Manchester are not in absolute agreement on all

subjects :
—"During the past three years Mr. Lanchester

and I have had several tussles in private on the ques-

tions debated in this book. Each can put up a pretty

good defence on his own ground Mr. Manchester is well

protected by his profound knowledge of physical science

and his practical acquaintance with several branches of

engineering. I am strongly entrenched behind a bar-

ricade of military prejudice, with some dim recollections

of early scientific training as reserves for counter-attack.

In my incursions into Mr. Manchester's territory I have

now and then received a buffet which has made me more
wary. And occasionally, I think, Mr. Manchester has

found himself hung up in my wire totanglements."

The mental vision conjured up by the allegory is almost

as magnificent as that raised by Mr. Manchester himself

on an historic occasion before the Institi:te of Automobile
Engineers—one thinks—when, after stating at a debate

on the accessibility of the internal parts of petrol-engines

that the ideal engine should be perfectly made and then

sealed up> to prevent fools from meddling with it, he

publicly announced his gratitude to his Maker for that

he had not himself been created with an inspection-plate

to his inside. One does not profess to quote him verbatim

after these many years, but that was the substance.

A - cursory glance through the book shows that if Mr.
Manchester has been a trifle unfortunate—or colossally

brave—in selecting for all his illustrations except three

the outstanding failures of official design; there is so

much of good in it that one can echo General Henderson's

.concluding remark : "I hope there may be many readers

and that they will give consideration to their judgments,
for, whether they agree or not with the author, they will

find here much that is worthy of study and reflection."

C. G. G.

["Aircraft in Warfare." Constable and Co., Mtd.

T2S. 6d. net. Obtainable, post free 13s., from the Wm.
Dawson Publishing Co., Mtd., 2, Breams Buildings, E.C.]

One of ihe earlier type Fokker Monoplanes, of which so much has been heard lately. The siide^springing of the front chassis

tubes, on the Vickers principle, is, interesting.
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ON A MANUFACTURER'S REPUTATION.
One may assume that the reputation of any given

aeroplane for reliability, trustworthiness of construction,

and ability to stand the rigours of war without flinching

is as dear to its maker's heart as is her moral reputation
to a woman or as his leputation for honouiable dealing to

an old-fashioned business man. It is true, of course, that

some modern women would rather have spots on their

reputation than on their complexions, and that the
modern business man is rather apt to pride himself on
his ability to do a " hot-stuff " deal when he has any
reason to doubt the Scriptural honesty of his business
opponent. Nevertheless, a good reputation is still worth
more than anything else in business.

In the aircraft industry this is more the case than in

almost any other, for so many important things depend
on "the quality of the goods." The fate of the pilot and
passenger hangs on an aeroplane's ability to hang to-

gether itself, and an army's fate may hang on that.

If the wings become soggy and the machine refuses to

climb, the crew will be shot down by the enemy. Or
the machine loses her speed, and they " fail to return "

—

as the official dispatches phrase these regrettable inci-

dents—because she cannot make headway against the
wind. Or a bit of fabric tears ofi from the fuselage, after

flapping loose for too long, and wraps itself round a
rudder or elevator control.

If such things occur with undue frequency to any one
make of machine, they become generally known, and
that machine's reputation vanishes.

I have known a certain make of machine lose its repu-

tation in one Service solely because two or three ignition

switches went wrong. These forced the pilots to make
bad landings and damage the machines because they
could not switch off at the correct moment. The whole
machine was condemned, and so that Service lost the

use of one of the most efficient machines ever produced,

and also lost its maker's subsequent improvements, which
are proving more startling still. But the majority of the

officers in that Service never knew that the defective

switches on whose account the machine was condemned
were fitted by order of that vService's "experts." Con-
sequently the machine's reputation was lost through
obeying Government experts, and not through , any bad
judgment on the maker's part. .

In many other cases I can point to machines which
have been condemned as useless, and dangerous to fly,

simply and solely because they have been altered, or

designed in the first place, to fit the ideas of Government
experts, when, if the makers had been left to themselves,

they would have produced better aeroplanes than any
of those which we have been compelled to buy from
France.

The Navy and Army are not to blame for destroying

the reputations of British aeroplane manufacturers. The
simple, clean-handed officers and gentlemen who run the

departments which issue instructions are not specialists

in metallurgy, or chemistry, or aerod5mamic science.

They have to depend on the Government " experts," who,
unfortunately, have their own reputations to consider,

and whose reputations would suffer badly if private in-

dependent manufacturers were allowed to beat them on
the effectiveness of their products.

A recent example of the dangers which beset the

reputation of manufacturers has been brought to my
notice. A circular letter has been sent out by a certain

Government department, informing aeroplane manufac-
turers that " dope " may be obtained from the Royal
Aircraft Factory at a certain price mentioned, which is"

about the current price charged for dope which has
proved its merits. The circular states that it is desired

by that particular department that this R.A.F. dope
should be used in preference to dope bought from in-

dependent manufacturers. The department further

hopes to hear that manufacturers will use R.A.F. dope

as soon as stocks of other dope are exhausted.

Now, this is a matter closely affecting the whole future

existence of aeroplane manufacturers, as well as their

present reputations, and deserves careful consideration.

First of all, suppose that this R.A.F. dope turns out

not to be as good as other dopes. Whose reputation will

suffer ? Will the officer in Flanders, or East Africa, or

Mesopotamia, or the Balkans, whose wings have gone

flabby owing to the dope washing or cracking off, stop

to inquire whether it is R.A.F. dope (" Raftite," I be-

lieve they call it) or some other make which is to blame ?

No! He will curse the maker of the machine, and the

maker's reputation will suffer.

And if, after much struggling, the aeroplane maker

proves that that batch of machines was doped with the

R.A.F. product, is it not highly probable that the R.A.F.

people will persuade the Government department re-
^

sponsible that the maker was at fault for having his

doping-shop too hot or too cold or too dry or too damp

or too dusty, or some other plausible reason why the
.

maker's and not the R.A.F. 's reputation should suffer?

I do not in the least blame the department which sent

out the circular, for, as I have said, the plain, honest

sailor or soldier is not a chemistry specialist, but I

would strongly recommend that department to go further

into the question before insisting on this point. Let the

official who sent the circular find out something of the

history of the R.A.F.'s little effort to comer the dope

trade by buying up available supplies of certain chemi-

cals. Let him learn how other supplies were discovered

and bought by other dope manufacturers. Let him learn

how certain R.A.F. officials visited, months ago, certain

dope factories on the plea of co-operating in some experi-

ments with the makers, and how they there learned,

in that interesting way, the construction and_ opera-

tion of certain important mixing machinery which did

not then exist at the R.A.F. Also let him consult with

the experienced chemists of other dope firms, and hear

what they have to say about R.A.F. dope before accept-

ing as gospel what the R.A.F. says about other dopes.

The Services accepted as gospel what the R.A.F. said

about the 70-h.p. B.E.2C, and look what they got com-

pared with what they might have had if independent

firms had had a free hand. The Services accepted what

the R.A.F. said about the S.E. tjrpe, and look at the

S.E. alongside Bristol scouts and Sopwith tabloids and .

Martinsydes. Compare the early F.Es. with the con-

temporary Vickers gun-carriers. Compare the perform-

iances of Admiralty-designed seaplanes—based on National

Physical Laboratory and R.A.F. experiments and calcu-

lations—with the Shorts, Schneider-Sopwiths, Thompson-

Beadle flying boats, and so on.

Is there anything in all the experience of the Services

hitherto which suggests that anything the R.A.F. experts

advise should be accepted as gospel, when it obviously

tends to depreciate the products of the independent

manufacturer and to injure his reputation? I commend

to the attention of the official who sent out that letter the

previous history of the R.A.F.'s attempts to corner the

Aircraft Industry. Let him see w^hat those attempts have

cost his country in the way of an insufficient supply of

aircraft at the outbreak of war, in pilots and passengers

killed before the war in avoidable accidents to R.A.F.

machines, in pilots and passengers lost during the war

owing to inefficient and overworked machines, in the

totarabsence of British aero-engines, and in the weakness

of the aircraft industry as a whole in this country.

Every one of these points can be proved to the hilt against

the R.A.F. He is presumably a comparatively new-

comer to the aeronautical tide of the Sei-vices; at least,

for his own sake, one hopes so. In any case, before he

asks manufacturers to stake their reputations on R.A.F.

products one trusts he will study all the evidence more

closely.—C. G. G.

i
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
GREAT BRITAIN.

From the "London Gazette," January 11th, 1916.

Admiralty, January 6th.

ROYAL NAVAL DIVISION.—Temp, commn. and appt. of

Lieut. G. F. Underwood, R.M., Div. Train, termd. Dec. 2yth, on
transfer to Royal Flying Corps.

Admiralpv, January ytih.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Capt. Hon. W. F. F.

Sempill (Master of Sempill), Royal Flying Corps, S.R., entered as

Flight Com. for temp, service, January 1st.

War Office, January nth.
REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Eqpmt. Officer ; Sec. Lieut. A. M.
Low, S.R., from an asst. eqpmt. officer, and to be temp. Capt.
whilst so employed. December 22nd.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flyi.mg Corps.—Military Wing.— Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) J. S. D. Harries-Jones, previously described as

H. Jones in "Gazette," December a3'rd, confirmed in rank.
Sub-Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : A. Lang, S. J. Sibley,

A. L. Curtis, H R. Lecomber, W. D. L. Jupp, S. Davenoort,
C. T. Inman, J. N. D., Heenan, J N. Mearns, B. Mott, R. T.
Lattey.

To be sec. lieuts". (on prob.) : Lieut. J. K. Aird, Can. Mil.

November 25th. J. M. Furnival. December 17th. C. G. Jones.
December 19th. December 20th : R. E. H. Daniel, H. Phillij>s.

A. N. Patterson, December 30tli. January 3rd : L. J. Pearce,
G. F. Blackburn, E. H. Johnston, T. Hawkins, C. E. Blayney,
F. McD. C. Turner, G. S. Thorne, H. H. Turk, J. Hav, H. W.
Norman, L. R. Kerridge, J. F. A. Day, R. J. Bennett, E. R.
Gunner. S. N. Cole. January loth.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 12th, 1916.

War Office, January 12th.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—Eqpmt. Officers, from Asst. Eqpmt.
Officers, and to be temp, capts. whilst so employed—December
7th : Lieut. F. Jolly, S.R. ; Lieut. H. F. T. Blowey, R.A.

Flying Officers—December 23rd : Lieut. J. B. Elliott, Rifle
Brig., S.R., and seconded: Lieut. R. N. Adams, R.F., S.R., and
seconded; Sec. Lieuc. (temp. Lieut.) C. I. Burrell, R.E., T.F.
Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) A. F. K. White, Suffolk, T.F. ; Temp.
Sec. Lieut, G. S. Bush, Som. L.I., and transfd. to Gen. List.

Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—December 23rd: A Lang, A. Goodfellow.
December 29th : F. J. H. Thayre, T. C. Wilson, R. K. Shives.
December 30th : R. A. Logan. Sec. Lieut. M. A. A. Lillis,

R. Irish, and seconded.
Asst. Eqpmt. Officers—Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—W. C. Green.

November 10th W. H. Date. November i8th. E, S. Perrin.
November 19th. M. C. Evans. November 21st. December ist

:

A. E. Thorne, C. Hirtzel. December 6t!h : Lieut, (temp. Capt.)
C. E. Gardner, Glos., T.F. ; Sec Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) A. Cleg-
horn, R.E., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. W. R. Bruce-Clarke, London, T.F.
Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—A. L. Curtis, W. W. Stenning, T. G. G.
Bolitho. December 9th : Temp. Lieut. E. R. Bond, Welsh, and
transfd. to Gen. List

;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. G. E. L. Woodhouse,

Essex, and transfd. to Gen List. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—R. K. C.
Maguire. December 9th. December 12th : S. Alenby, G.
Jacques. R. T. Lattey December 13th. December 15th : B.

Mott, W. D. L. Jupp. December 20th : Lieut. G. L. Wightman,
Gordon H., and transfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Lieut. A. J. Boulter,

Leics., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. (temp.
Lieut.) G. W. Swanson, Hants, T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. J. H. Ruther-
ford, London, T.F.

;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. B. Denton, R.E., and

transfd, to Gen. Li^t. Sec. Lieuts., S.R. December 20th : H. R.
Lecomber, C. G. Coe, S. Davenport, J. N. D. Heenan, J. S. D.
Harries-Jones, C, T. Inman, J. N. Mearns. Lieut. H. MacD.
O'Malley, S.R., from flying officer. December 24th. Sec. Lieut.

H. F. Anns, London, T.F. December 29th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : R. A. Logan, F. J. H.
Thayre, A. Goodfellow, T. C. Wilson, R. K. Shives, C. Hirtzel,

E. H. Robinson.
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : A. N. Buchanan. October 29th.

December 20th : H. P. Boot, J. D. Troup, J. A. Gibson, O. V.
Thomas. L. A. Clayton, J. G. Hutt.
TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Royal Flying Corps.—Hants.

AiRCRAFr Parks.—Christian names of Temp. Lieut. Reginald
Montagu Spalding Maxwell as now described, not as previously
notified.

* * *

The following passage in tLe dispatch received from
Vice-Admiral Reginald H. S. Bacon, K.C.B., C.V.O.,
D.S.O., commanding the Dover Patrol, reporting the
operations off the Belgian coast between August 22nd and
November 19th, 1915, published in the "Loudon Gazette"
vSupplement of January 12th, refers to the R.N.A.S. :—

Throughout these operations attacks have been made on our

vessels by the enemy's aircraft, but latterly the vigilance of

our Dunkirk Aerodrome, under Wing-Commander A. M. Long-
more, has considerably curtailed their activity.

Vice-Admiral Bacon makes a considerable ntmber of

recommendations, among which is the following :

—

The following ofl&cer is commended for service in

action :

Flight-Comm.ander Francis Knox Haskins, R.N.
X- * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 13th, 1916.

War Office, January 13th.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying

Corps.—^Miijtary Wing.—Sqdn. Com., from Flight Com. :

Maj. A. B. Burdett, York and Lane. December 17th.

Flight Com., from Balloon Officers.—^Capt. F. H. Shaw, W.
Riding Divl. Train, A.S.C., T.F. December i8th. And to be

temp, capts. whilst so employed : Temp. Lieut. A. H.„ Parker,

Gen. List. December iSth. From Flying Officers. December
20th : Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) R. A. Saunders, R.F.A., T.F. ;

Sec. Lieut. A. T. Whitelock, S.R. ; Capt. J. A. Chamier, 33rd

Punjabis, LA. December 29th. Capt. H. Wyllie, Hants, T.F.

October 14th.

And to be temp, capts. whilst so employed. December 27th

:

Lieut. W. S. Douglas, R.F.A., S.R. ; Lieut. A. M. Morison, S.R.
Sf- * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" issued on Janu-

ary 13th contains a record of honours and awards for

services in connection with the war. The following are

those to ofl&cers who are of interest to those concerned

with aviation :
—

The King has been graciously pleased to give orders for

the following promotions in, and appointments to, the

Most Honourable Order of the Bath, for services rendered

in connection with Military Operations in the Field. The
promotions and appointments to date from the ist inst :

—

To be Additional Members of the Military Division of

the Second Class, or Knights Commanders, of the said

Most Honourable Order :

Lieut. -Col. (temp. Col.) Walter Calverley Beevor, C.M.G.,
M.B. (Retired Pay), R.A.M.C.

Lieut.-Col. and Hon. Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) the Right Hon.

John Edward Bernard Seely, D.S.O., Hamp. Yeomanry, T.F.,

Commanding Can. Cav. Brig.

The King has been graciously pleased to give directions

for the following appointments to the Most Distinguished

Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, for services

rendered in connection with Military Operations in the

Field, to be dated January ist, 1916 :
—

To be Additional Members of the Third Class, or Com-
panions of the said Most Distinguished Order :

Lieut.-Col. Edward Bailey Ashmore, M.V.O., R.A. and R.F.C.
Major Francis Leycester Festing, Northd. Fus. and R.F.C.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the undermentioned Honours and Rewards
for Distinguished Service in the Field, with effect from

January ist, 1916, inclusive :

TO BE MAfOR-GENERAL.
Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) W. T. Furse, C.B., D.S.O.

TO BE BREVET MAJORS.
Capt. (temp. Malor) D. S. Lewis, D.S.O., R.E. and R.F.C.
Capt. (ttmp. Major) G. S. Shephard, R. Fus. and R.F.C.

TO BE COMPANIONS OF THE DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE ORDER.

Maj. Ralph Longstaff, R.A., attd. R.F.C.
Capt. Henry le Marchant Brock, R. Warwickshire Regt. and

R.F.C.
Capt. John Glanville Hearson, R.E. and R.F.C.

TO BE AWARDED THE MILITARY CROSS.
Capt. Hfrold Blackburn, R.F.C. (S.R.).

Capt Tames Lee Jackson, Connaught Rangers (S.R.) and
R.F.C.

Capt. (temp. Major) Edgar Rainey Ludlow-Hewitt, R. Irish

Rifles and R.F.C,
Lieut, (temp. Capt.) William Claud Kennedy Biroh, Yorkshire

Regt. and R F.C.
Lieut. William Sholto Douglas, R.A. (S.R.) and R.F.C.
Lieut, (temp. Capt.) John Lawson Kinnear, Liverpool and

R.F.C.
Temp. Lieut. Aubrev Hastings Parker, Punjab Vol. Rifles and

R.F.C.
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Lieui. (lemp. Capt.) Paiirick Henry Lyon Playfair, R.A. and
R.F.C.
Temp. Lieut. Frederick James Powell, R.F.C.
Lieut, (temp. Capt.) William Ronald Read, ist, Dragoon Gds.

and R.F.C.
Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Charles Edmund Ryan, R.A. and R.F.C.
Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Charles Edmuna, R.A. and R.F.C.
Temp. Lieut. Herbert Martin Sison, A.S.C. and R.F.C.
Lieut. Alastair Somervail, K.O.S.E. (T.F.) and R.F.C.
Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) William Henry Dyke Acland, R.

Devon Yeo. (T.F.) and R.F.C.
Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) Reginald Arthur Saunders, R.A.

(T.F.) and R.F.C.
Temp. Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Ewart Douglas Horsfall, Rifle

Brig. (Ser. Batt.) and R.F.C.
Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Erik Harrison Mitchell, R..A. and

R.F.C.
Sec. Lieut. John Whitaker Woodhouse, R.F.C. (S.R.).

TO BE AWARDED THE DISTINGUISHED CONDUCT
MEDAL.

2085 First Class Air Medianic F. Hartley, R.F.C.
1689 Corpl. E. P. Roberts, R.F.C.

235 Sergt, A. Scott, R.F.C.
* , * *

From the "London Gazette," January 14th, 1916.

Admiraltv, January nth.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts.

confirmed in rank of Flight Sub-Lieut. : Hon. N. G. H. Sturt.

May 1 2th. H. E. Chichele Plowden. June 8th. G. H. Bettinson.

June 27th. W. Man. June 30th. H. L'E. Tyndale-Biscoe. July
nth. R. S. W. Dickinson. July i2tli. L. P. Paine. July iSth.

C. A. Eyre. July 23rd. R. E. Dean. July 26th. W. R. Dainty.
August 8th. A. Sparrow. August 19th. E. T. Bradley. August
2ist. T. R. Hackman. August 29th. R. A. Courtnage. Sep-
tember ist C H. Darley. September ist. T. G. M. Stephens.
September ist. F. C. Henderson. September ist. H. J. Page.
September 3rd. H. C. G. .'Mien September 5th. G. L. E.

Stevens. September 6th. W. M. Tait. September nth. C.
Murray. September 12th. E. M. King. September i8th.

F. .\. R Malet. September i8th. G. A. Maclean. October 2nd.

J. J. de la T. Fox. October 17th. B. C. Tooke. October 17th.

G. Moora. October 24fh.

War Office, January 14th.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut, (temp.
Lieut.) P. H. Linthune, London, T. F., from asst. eqpmt. officer,

and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed. December 30th.

Flying Officers.—January ist : Lieut. R. H. B. Ker, Can.
Local Forces ; Sec. Lieut. Henry O'N. de H. Segrave, R. War-
wicks., and secondea.

Wing. Adjt.—Capt. C. F. Gordon, N. Staffs., and seconded,
vice Capt. B. C. Fellows, ret., LA. December iSth.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. F. M. I. Watts, Worcs., and
seconded. December 30th.

* # *

The "Loudon Gazette'-' vSupplemeiit of January i4tli

contained the following announcement ;
—

The King' has been pleased to approve of the Albert

Medal of the Second Class being' conferred upon Michael
Sullivan Keogh, Chief Petty Officer, His Majesty's Ship
"Ark Royal," in recognition of his gallantry in

endeavouring to save life as detailed belovv' :

On August 19th, 1915, an aeroplane, piloted by the late Captain
C. H. Collet, D.S.O., R.M.A., was ascending from Imbros Aero-
drome, and had reached a height of 150 feet when the engine
stopped. The machine was 'upset by the powerful air currents

from" the cliffs, and fell vertically to the ground, while the petrol

carried burst into flames, which immediately enveloped the aero-

plane and pilot.

Chief Petty Officer Keogh, upon arriving at the scene of the

accident, at once made an attempt to save Captain Collet by
dashing into the midst of the wreckage, which was a mass of

flames. He had succeeded in dragging the fatally injured officer

nearly clear of the flames when he was himself overcome by the

burns which he had received from the blazing petrol.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 15th, 1916.

War Office, January isth.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Com.—Temp. Lieut. H.
Whitaker, R.E., from Balloon Officer, and to be temp. Capt.

whilst so employed. December 3rd.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 17th, Z916.

War Office, January 17th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flyi.ng

Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Corns, (from flying officers, and
to be temp. Capts. whilst so employeo).—Temp. _Sec. Lieut. C. S.

Wynne-Eyton, Gen. Libt. December 30th. January ist : Temp.
Sec. Lieut. J. C. Quinnell, R.A. ; Sec. Lieut. H. A. Cooper, S.R.
SUPPLEMENTARY TO REGULAR UNITS OR CORPS.—

Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—^Sec. Lieut, (on prob.)

F. C. Buck confirmed in rank. To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) :

December 27th : E. L. Pegge, A. J. Rickie, K. D. Abercromby,

J. Armes. R. K. Muir. December 28th.

THE COURT CIRCULAR.
The King held an Investiture at Buckingham Palace

on Saturday, January 15th. The following is the text of

the "Court Circular" giving the list of officers connected

with aeronautics who were recipients of honours :

The following were severally introduced into the

presence of the Sovereign, when the King invested

them with the Insignia of the respective Divisions of

the Orders into which they have been admitted :

The Most Honourable Order ok the Bath.
Received the Honour of Knighthood {Knights Com-

mander), Military- Division.—Vice-Admiral Reginald
Bacon.

Civil Division.—Colonel Capel Holden,

The- Distinguished Service Order.

Honorary Companion.—L,e Lieut, en Second Colley

St. Paul Comte de Singay, French Navy.

Companions.—Flight Sub-Lieuts. James Ferrand,

R.N., Taunton Viney, R.N., Majors Donald Lewis, Her-

bert Musgrave.

' The Military Cross.

Captains Theodore Uzielli, Ernest Caddell, Thomas
Eastwood ; Lieut. Eric Lubbock.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Admi-

ralty on January nth :
—

Royal Nav.\l Air Service.—Mr. W. R. Stennett entered as

temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., January loth, and appointed to th«

"President,' additional, for R.N.A.S., to date January T2th.

Surg. Probr., R.N.V.R., G. Donald • entered as proby. flight

sub-lieut., and appointed to the "President," additional, f<>r

R.N.A.S , to date January 10th.

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
ralty on January 12th :

—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. : The

Hon. N. G. H. Sturt, B'. C. Tooke, and J. J. de la T. Fox, all

confirmed in the rank of Flight Sub-Lieut., with original seniority

and re-^appointed to "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

November 29th, December 18th, and January ist respectively.

The undermentioned Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenants

(temporary) have been confirmed in the rank of Flight Sub-Lieu-

tenant, with original seniority, and all reappointed to "President,"

additional, for R.N.A.S., to date as follows: E. T. Bradley and
G. L. E. Stevens, both December 6th ; L. P. Paine and C. A.

Eyre, both December 14th ; G. H. Bettinson, December i8th

;

T. R. Hackman, T. G. M. Stephens, R. A. Courtnage, C. H.
Darley and G. Moore, all December 21st; J. A. Sparrow and
H. E. C. Plowden, both December 22nd ; C. Murray, December
23rd ; R. E. Dean, H. C. G. Allen and H. L. E. Tyndale-Biscoe,

all December 24th ; W. M. Tait, December 27th ; E. M. King,
H. G. Page, F. C. Henderson, F. A. R. Malet, G. A. Maclean,

W. R. Dainty and W. Man, all December 30th; R. S. W.
Dickinson, December 31st.

Mr. G. R. Moody granted a commission as temp, lieut.,

R.N.V.R.', and appointed to the "President," additional, for (E)

duties with the R.N.A.S., to date January nth (appointment as

proby. flight sub-lieut., temp., terminated).

Messrs. G. P. C. Greene and J. C. A. Jenks entered as temp,

sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., with seniority January nth.

Mr. T. C. Lloyd entered as proby. flight suL-lieut., with

seniority January 4th.

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
ralty on January 14th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Flight Com. J. D. Maude, to tfa«

"Empress," to date January 13th.

Mr. M. F. Browne entered as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., for temp,

service, and appointed to the "President," additional, to date

January 13th.
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The following appointments were notified at the Ad-

miralty on January 15th :—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. E. E. Wallingtoii Batt

granted a temp, commission as Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

January 14th.

Mr. E. J. Travers entered as Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

January 5th.

The following have been entered as proby. Flight Sub-Lieuts.

(temp.), and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date as mentioned : G. P. Powles and O. R. Griffin,

December 24fch
; J. E. Northish, January 14th ; and R. A. Little,

JanuaSry i8th.
* * «

The following appointment was notified at the Ad-

miralty on January .17th :
—

Lieut.-Commander A. M. Longmore to the "Tiger," to date

January 16th.
* * *

The King has been pleased to give and grant unto

Com. Charles Rumney Samson, I>.S.O., R.N. (Wing
Com., R.N. Air vService), his Majesty's Royal licence and

authority to wear the Cross of Chevalier of the Legion of

Honour, which decoration has been conferred upon him
by the President of the French Republic in recognition of

valuable services rendered by him.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the follow-

ing casualties on January 12th :—
Killed.

(Under date January loth.)

Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Gordon E. Duke, R.N.

Mr. Percival V. Fraser, Warrant Officer, 2nd Grade,

R..N.A.S.

An inquest was held at Eastbourne on January 12th on
the bodies of Prob. Flight Sub JJeut. Gordon Eyra Duke,
twenty-nine, of Toronto, and Warrant Officer Percival

Victor Fraser, thirty, of Rockhampton, Queensland, who
were killed by the fall of a biplane on January loth. The
evidence showed that the two men took the machine out
of the aerodrome of the R.N.A.S. at Eastbourne, Fraser
being the pilot and Duke the passenger. The biplane
flew towards Hampden Park, but the engine seemed to

be switched on and off. The machine was a dual control

one, and either of the men could have taken control. The
third time the "engine was switched off the machine turned
to the left, righted itself, and then made a nose-dive from
a height of from 150 to 200 feet. When the wreck was
reached the two men were found lying dead beneath the
engine. Death had been instantaneous in each case,

Squadron-Commander Philip Shepherd, R.N., stated

that he had no reason to suppose anything went wrong
with the engine. Even if such a thing occurred there was
no reason there should be a dive. He had examined the
remains of the machine. One wire had slipped off a

pulley, and this would prevent the elevator being used.
Witness was of opinion thit if the wire did slip it was
when the machine was in the air.

The jury returned a verdict of accidental death, and
expressed sympathy with the relatives.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the follow-

ing casualty on January 13th :—
KiLLSD.

(Under date January nth.)
Flight Sub. -Lieut. Cecil Horace Brinsmead, R.N.
Flight Sub-Lieut. C. H. Brinsmead was born at Syd- .

ney, N.S.W. He was a son of the late Mr. Horace Brins-
mead, who was for some time managing director of the
well-known piano firm founded by Mr. John Brinsmead,
nnd he was 22 years of age.

He was gazetted both second lieutenant and probation-

ary flight sub-lieutenant on the same day, having resolved

to join in whichever Service he could secure a commis-
sion. He left for the Mediterranean at the end of October.

He had had an adventurous experience as an apprentice

at sea, and had passed for his second mate's certificate.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the follow-

ing casualties on January 15th :
—

Missing.

(Under date January 12th.)

Flight Sub-Lieut. James S. Eolas, R.N.

Mr. Douglas M. Branson, Midshipman, R.N.
[Though no particulars are to hand, one assumes that

Mr. Branson was a passenger with Mr. Bolas.]

* * *

A fatal motor accident occurred on the Victoria Em-
bankment on January 17th. A lorry which contained six

men of the R.N.A.S. was near Cleopatra's Needle when a

skid caused a collision with a lamp standard, which fell

on the lorry, killing a rating named C. E. Beard, and injur-

ing the others. An L.C.C. ambulance conveyed the injured

men to Charing Cross Hospital. Their names are Arthur

Jeffreys, Edgar Brooker, Henry Taylor, H. Grainger, and
Raymond Wright, and they are stated to be progressing

favourably.
* * *

One is glad to see in Admiral Bacon's dispatch a brief

if somewhat grudging reference to the work of the

R.N.A.S. (No. I Wing) under Wing-Commander Long-
more, R.N. Little has been heard of the R.N.A.S. in

Flanders for many months past, the Air Service having
wisely reverted to the old naval tradition of the Silent

Service. On occasion, when something out of the ordinary

has been done, the existence of the Service is disclosed,

and thus one recalls that the Wing under Commander
Longmore has destroyed two Zeppelins (one in the air),

has damaged another in the air, has sunk another on the

sea, and has sunk two submarines. One hears nothing
whatever of the daily raids over the German lines and
continual fighting and reconnaissance.

All this has been done in spite of mistakes at home
which have forced the Wing to do its work on French
aeroplanes of inferior quality to those actually existing

in England. Commander Longmore and his various

Squadron Commanders deserve well of the Admiralty,

and one hopes to see them some day come into their

own, as is their due, for no other' aerial force has done
more, and one doubts if any has done as much, under
such adverse conditions.

* * #

The appointment of Lieut.-C<5mmander A. M. Long-
more, R.N., to the "Tiger," from commanding No. i

Wing, R.N.A.S., at Dunkirk—as shown in Admiral
Bacon's dispatch—with the rank of Wing-Commander,
R.N.A.S., which is equivalent to Commander, R.N., is

a matter about which it is perhaps inadvisable to say
much at this moment. One can only say that Lieut.-

Comifi. Longmore retains the confidence of those who
have served with him, that by far the greater amount of

the best work done by the R.N.A.S. has been done under
his command, that, in addition to sundry Zeppelins and
submarines duly advertised by the Air Department as

having been sunk by officers of No. i Wing, a still greater

amount of good work by his officers has been done as

quietly and with as little advertising as the work of the

R.F.C., and that R.F.C. oflicers themselves are the :first

to admit the usefulness of No. i Wing since it has been
reasonably well supplied with aeroplanes.

* « «

It seems probable that the affair is not unconnected with
a question raised in the House of Commons by Mr. Joyn-
son-Hicks concerning an oflScer who desired to remain
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at the post he then held, and used certain influence to

retain it, instead of going elsewhere. One may perhaps
hazard the opinion that when a man has worked long

enough at one job to know that job, and when he knows
that he knows it, he may be right in assuming that he

is more likely to be useful if he remains at that job than
if he goes to a strange country to work under strange

conditions and hands his job over to another man to

whom it is as strange as his new job is to him.

MILITARY.
A report received from General Sir Charles JNlopro

describing the evacuation of Cape Helles, and published

on January iith, says

Aeroplane reports show that the naval fire on the left

flank was most accurate, and it is probable that the

enemy suffered considerably.

* * *

G.H.Q. dispatch of January 13th says :
—

Four of our aeroplanes sent out yesterday have not

returned.

[The recent heavy, casualties in the R.F.C. may perhap.s

demonstrate to non-technical people that the much-talked-
•of superiority of the British over the German flying ser-

vices is still far from being an accomplished fact.—Ed.]

* * *

Among the names recorded in the "Gazette" of January
13th the following call for note •

—

Sir Walter Beevor is the father of the late Flight-Lieut.

Eeevor, R.N., who was killed at Ostend. vSir Walter
Beevor has had a distinguished career as a doctor, and
las long been interested in flying.

Sir John Seely (temp. Brig.-Gen., Hon. Col., T.F.) was
formerly Secretary for War. It is to his credit that he
did his best according to his limited liglits and mental
ability to form a Flying Corps of practical utility. He
failed to do so owing to his being a politician, when a

statesman was needed for the job. The exposure of his

failure was due to agitation in this paper, reflected later

in questions in the House of Commons.
Colonel Ashmore, the new C.B., has commanded a

Wing of the R.F.C. with distinction, and has done excel-

lent organising work at Farnborough.
Ms^r-General Furse is a distinguished artiller^^ officer

who nas done good work in Flanders. He was the officer

who was primarily responsible for the introduction of kite-

balloons into the Army via the Royal Naval Air vService.

* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force
-were reported on January i3tli from General Headquarters
under date January 6th :—

Died of Wounds.
Sanders, Capt. J. G. D., R.F.A. and Royal Flying

'Corps.

Missing.

Formilli, Lieut. G. C, R.G.A., attd. Royal Flying
Corps.

Russell, Lieut. A. L., Royal Flying Corps.

Somervell, Sec. Lieut. W. E., Loyal North Lancashire
Regt. and Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force
^vere reported on January i8th, under date Jannar}- nth :

Missing.
Adams, Sec. Lieut. F., Royal Flying Corps.

McEwen, vSec. Lieut. J. G., Royal Flying Corps.

Previously' officially reported Missing, now unoffieially

reported Killed.

Yule, Sec. Lieut. L. W., Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following casualty among' the Indian Forces was
-reported en January i8tk' :—

Expeditionary Force.

Officer previously reported Missing, now reported Killed.

Cunningham-Reid, Sec. Lieut. D. F., Indian Army Res.

of Officers, attd. Royal Flying Corps.
* * *

Second Lieut. H. M. C. Ledger, Indian Army Reserve
of Ofl&cers, attached Royal Flying Corps, whose death
was reported last week, was the eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Ledger, The Warren, Faulkbourne, Witham,
Essex. He was 30 years of age, and was educated at

Aske's Hatcham Schools. He was for some years in the

district engineer's office of the Great Eastern Railway at

Ipswich. Afterwards he was appointed Assistant

Superintendent of Surveys in Ceylon, and later became
a member of the Royal Geographical Society. Already a
member of the Ceylon Mounted Rifles, on the outbreak
of war he joined the Ceylon Planters' Contingent as a
private. Soon after their arrival in Cairo he obtained his

commission (January 14th, 1915).

He did excellent service as observer, being mentioned
in the Ordre du Jour of October 28th last as "Excellent

observateur d'aeroplane, a fourni des renseignements
extremement precieux au cours de vols tr^s nombreux,
effectues en pays Ennemi, et dans des conditions frequem-
raent perilleuses," and the Chief of Staff, in sending his

congratulations, says • "Je vous addresse une copie de

cette citation qui comporte, naturellement, I'attribution

de la Croix de Guerre." He married in 1909 EUinor,
second daughter of the late Mr. Andrew Sa»dbech,
surveyor, of Ipswich.

* * *

A marriage has been arranged between Brevet Major
W. D. Beatty, R.E. and R.F.C, son of Mr. T. Beatty, of

Bray, Ireland, and Sydney Jeannetta, daughter of Mr.
F. Ashton Warner, 10, Brechin Place.

[Major Beatty is Assistant Director of Military Aero-

nautics and temp. Lieut.-Colonel. He is one of the first

military aviators and did excellent organising work at

Farnborough before the war and in France during the

first year of war. His good work has since been con-

tinued in this country.—Ed.]

* * *
'

The following highly educative letter from an R.F.C.

prisioner in Germany appeared in the "Morning Post" :
—

"I was captured in December^ and I met two German
officers there who knew several English people that I

know, and they were most awfully kind to me. They
gave me a very good dinner of champagne and oysters,

etc., and I was treated like an honoured guest. I caHic

by train the next day to , where I was confined in a

room by myself for two days. I have now been moved
into a general room with eight other English officers,

where we sleep and eat. . . . We are treated very well,

and play hockey and tennis in the prison yard.

"Poor B. I was so sorry he was killed. He was such

a nice boy, and only nineteen. I had a fight with two
German aeroplanes, and then a shell burst very close

to us and I heard a large piece whiz past my head. Then
the aeroplane started to come down head first, spinning

all the time. We must have dropped about 5,000 feet

in about 20 seconi^. I looked round at once and saw
poor B. with a terrible wound in his head, quite dead.

I then realised that the only chance of saving my life

was to step over into his seat and sit on his lap, where
I could reach the controls. I managed to get the machine
out of that terrible death plunge, switched off the engine,

and made a good landing on terra firma. I shall never
forget it as long as I live. The shock was so great Vhat

I could hardly remember a single thing in my former

life for two days. Now I am getting better and my mind
is practically normal again. We were 10,000 feet up whe«
B. was killed, and luckily it was this tremendous keight
that gave me time to think and act.
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"I met one of the pilots of the German machines which
attacked me. He could speak English quite well, and
we shook hands after a most thrilling fight. I brought
down his aeroplane with my machine-gun and he had to

land quite close to where I landed. He had a bullet

through his radiator and petrol tank, but neither he nor
his observer was touched."

« « «

A verdict of "Accidental death" was returned at the
adjourned inquest at St. Pancras on January 15th on the

body of George Hobbs, 46, of Cobham Street, St. John's
Wood, who was killed by a motor-car in Avenue Road,
St. John's Wood, late on Christmas night.

The car was driven by Lieut. A. J. R. Napier, late the
Cheshire Regiment, who, after losing his right leg from
a wound, joined the Royal Flying Corps. He had with
him Second Lieut. J. R. Taylor, R.F.C. In the darkness
they thought they had struck a refuge. It was stated that
the car was being driven at a moderate pace. Regret
was expressed at the accident on behalf of Mr. Napier,
who offered to pay the expenses of the funeral.

* * m

At the Central Criminal Court, on January 17th, before

Mr. Justice Darling, Wilfred Eagles Marsden, 27, 2nd
lieut., R.F.C, was found guilty of misdemeanour.
Mr. Travers Humphreys, who, with Mr. Bodkin, pro-

secuted, read a portion of a letter from another ofl&cer

which wajs found in the defendant's possession.

Mr. Justice Darling asked whether the man who wrote
the letter was still in the Army. Mr. Humphreys said

he was "at present."

Mr. Justice Darling said that, in his judgment, steps

ought to be taken to dismiss from the Army, with every
form of ignominy, the man who wrote that letter, and
if it was thought right to prefer a charge against him
in a criminal court that might be done, too, but that was
a matter for the consideration of the Director of Public
Prosecutions.

The learned Judge, addressing the defendant, said he
was absolutely unfit to remain in his Majesty's service,

and he would be dismissed from it, he (the Judge) had
no doubt, and, as he trusted, with any form of degrada-
tion which the King's Regulations permitted to be used.

He sentenced the defendant to two years' imprisonment
with hard labour.

FRANCE.

The co(mmuniqu6 of Jan. nth says :

—

During the course of yesterday three aeroplanes,

•rmed with guns, engaged above the German lines

near Dixmude in a series of fights with enemy pur-

suing aeroplanes of the Fokker type. One of our aero-

planes attacked by a Fokker, had to come to land, but

an enemy aeroplane, assailed in its turn by one of

•urs, which fired grape shot shells at a distance of

twenty-five metres, was brought down. The third

French machine likewise attacked another Fokker,

which fell in the forest of Houthulst, to the south-east

of Dixmude.
* » *

The communique of January 12th says :

—

Two enemy aeroplanes dropped eight shells oh Dun-
kirk, only causing insignificant material damage.

* « «

Thp communique of January i8th says :
—

Two enemy aeroplanes which were flying towards

Dunkirk were bombarded by our special guns, and were

compelled to turn back. They dropped four bombs on

the dunes without result.

* * *

The "Matin" of January 12th says :

—

"How often have we been told, 'During the first

Months of the war and till last autumn we had an un-

doubted superiority over the Germans in air warfare,

but we have lost the mastery of the air since our enemy

has devised a new pursuing aeroplane of unequalled

speed, of prodigious armed strength, an invincible

machine, in a word the Fokker.' Now the Fokker has

been brought down, pursued, tracked,- and destroyed by

grape shot from French aeroplanes. It is a cruel dis-

illusion for the pessimists, but a very pleasant confirma-

tion of what everyone else expected."

The Paris correspondent of the " Morning Post

"

writes :
—

"The special feature of the Fokker monoplane is that

its construction is based on steel tubes covered as a pro-

tection against rust by something of the nature of waxed

canvas. The tubes are rectangular in section, and are

closed at the rear in knife edges. The wings are not of

the Taube model, but are copied from the French mono-

plane type. The motor is armoured, and usually of 150

horse-power. It is stated that a speed of 110 miles an

hour can be attained, and that a height of 7,500 feet can

be reached in 10 minutes. The monoplane is designed

to carry one person, who is armed with a machine-gun,

and is so arranged that the pilot can shoot through the

propeller straight in front of him. It seems that in all

essential points they contain no advantages not present

in French models."

[As a matter of fact the new Fokkers, which are much

faster, and apparently smaller, than the one seen on the

Horse Guards Parade, are still superior in speed and

climb to most machines used by the French and to nearly

all the machines used by the English. For this the only

people to blame are those who go on ordering obsolescent

types of R.A.F. or Admiralty design instead of giving

British manufacturers a free hand. There already exist

at least three machines in this country which are far

ahead of the Fokker, yet no official effort has been made

to procure them rapidly and in large quantities.—Ed.]

GERMANY.
^

The communique of January nth says :'

—

A French aeroplane armed with a 3.8 centimetre gun

was compelled to land by our anti-aircraft fire, and a

battleplane near Woumen, south of Dixmude. The

machine was not damaged, and the occupants were un-

injured. The battleplane and the men are in our

hands.

A British biplane was shot down in an air battle near

Tonrnai.
* * *

The commu»ique of Januaiy 13th says :
—

Tvieutenants Bolke and Immelmann shot down two

English aeroplanes, one north-east of Turcoing and the

other near Bapaume. In acknowledgment of their ex-

traordinary performances these intrepid officers have

been decorated by the Emperor with the Order "Pour

le MMte." A third English aeroplane was shot down in

an aerial fight near Roubaix, and a fourth by our anti-

aircraft fire near Ligny, south-west of Lille. Six of

the English ofiicers are dead and two are wounded.

I

* * *

The communique of January 15th says :
—

A hostile aeroplane, which Lieut, Bolkc shot dowm

north-east of Albert, fell in the British lines and was

set on fire by our artillery.

ITALY.

The communique of January 12th says :

—

On both sides there is great aerial activity. One
of our air squadrons in a strong wind bombarded the

enemy's aviation ground at Gandolo to the north of

Trent. On the way back it dropped bombs on the rail-

way stations at Trent and Rovereto and the barrack*
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near Volono. Enemy aviators" threw bombs on several

places in the Isonzo plain without doing any damage.
* * *

The communique of January 13th says :

—

On Tuesday one of our aviators dropped bombs on
the enemy barracks between Tione and Breguzzo, in

the Giudicaria valley, returning to our lines uninjured.
* * *

The communique of January 15th says :
—

One of our air squadrons made an extended raid on
the region east of the Isonzo, arid bombarded the Aiso-

witza aerodrome and the military tenements at Chiapa-
vano and Doruberg, and the railway stations of

Longatica, Pravcina, and Lubiana, The squadron,
which was subjected to violent fire from numerous
anti-aircraft guns, returned safely.

* * *

A telegram from Rome on January 12th states that on
January iith four Austrian aeroplanes flew over Rimini
and threw bombs. Nobody was hurt, and the damage
done was only slight. One of the aeroplanes was brought
down by the Italian anti-aircraft guns and fell into the

sea.
« * « -

"Eye-witness," "Press Bureau," or whatever title the

Austrian official news-agency goes by, has an informing
communique issued last week dealing with the diffi-

culties of aerial reconnaissance on their Italian front.

The war there is now largely installed among the

highest Alps, some 10,000 ft. high and fortified. Hence
to be useful scouting must be done at that altitude plus
the effective range of the guns—which is a strain in itself

in the present season. 'Ware motor trouble, too, quite

apart from the enemy, for there is no chance of even a
fair landing since the valleys are, as in many Alpine
districts, mostly quite narrow with steep wooded sides.

Two hundred yards is a fair average breadth of these

gulley-valleys, so that they are also useless for starting

up from, and the air scout has to depend on bases far

away. Local fogs and winds come and go insidiously

and with a total absence of method, and altogether the
enemy Press Agency claims that nowhere in the war zone
is flying so hazardous.

* * *

A Japanese Military Mission is visiting Italy. The
members composing it arrived at Turin from Milan a
few days ago and were met at the railway station by
Lt.-Colonel Montu, R.A.C.

* « «

An enemy aeroplane with a young and healthy officer

and eight 40-lb. bombs on board landed safely with the
assistance of a white flag (by poetic license for a white
'kerchief) at Gallio, near Asiago. The machine was quite

well, but the pilot was sent off into quarantine at once.

"Trust is good; distrust is better." Anyway, a very new
aeroplane with a beautiful polished wooden body and full

of nice bombs is a useful kind of windfall as the times go.
* * * -

Venice, Naples and his many friends everywhere are

mourning the passing from them of Guiseppe Miraglia,

Lieut. R.N., Commandant of a seaplane escadrille.

The late officer, being modest, studious and very able,

was only known to many as the particularly capable pilot

who took the poet to Trieste, Trent and elsewhere, but
when the time of the removing of seals comes, much must
be made known.
He was buried exceeding honourably at Venice in

the presence of all the highest naval, military and civil

authorities, his friend Gabriel D'Annunzio voicing their

Ave atque Vale.

RUSSIA.

The communique of January 17th says :
—

German aeroplanes carried out raids over Shlock
(west of Riga), Kurtenhof, and Dvinsk.

BELGIUM.
Reports from Belgium via Amsterdam ou January 8th

state that a Zeppelin fiew over Namur on Friday morn-
ing, but had to descend owing to the gale. In landing it

fouled some telegraph wires and was wrecked. Two of

the crew were killed.

[Wrecked Zeppelins in Belgium seem about as common
as good intentions in another place which Belgium pro-

bably resembles as a family residence.—Ed.]
* * *

The "Echo Beige," Amsterdam, January loth, learns

that a railway train has been hit by a bomb dropped by
an Allied aviator near Opwyck, at the junction of the

Brussels-Termonde and Antwerp-Alost lines.

SWEDEN.
The Danish correspondent of The Aeroplane writes :

—

When the English steamer " Thelma " was on her

way to Frelleborg ordered to stop by a German destroyer

on Swedish territory waters, laying itself between the

coast and the trader, the captain of the latter asked the

commander of the convoying Swedish destroyer whether

to obey, and was told by the latter to continue " till he

had spoken^ with the German." The German destroyer-

signalled, " I give broadside," whereupon the Swedish

destroyer ran up between it and the English steamer,

blowing ready for fight too, when suddenly a Swedish

seaplane hove in sight, dived on the German destroyer,

and alighted between the two vessels. A moment later

it started again and circled several times round the

chimneys of the German, which quitted him, together

with the appearance of two further Swedish destroyers,

so that he disappeared on being told to be on and ordered

off Swedish water. The pilot was Dr. Thulin, serving

voluntary with the seaplane of the naval station at

Landskrona.—Hi.
GREECE.

The "Daily Mail" correspondent at Salonika tele-

graphed on January 14th that on the 13th a German aero-

plane flew over a Greek camp at Hamatovo and dropped

a large bomb, which killed a corporal of the 28th Regi-

ment. The Greeks fired at the aeroplane, which flew off

towards Ghevgeli.

The same correspondent stated that on the 12th thirty-

five French aeroplanes bombarded several points of the

enemy's camps, and started fires and destroyed hutments.

There were numerous victims.

A Salonika message of January 17th states that British

guns brought down a German aeroplane which was flying

over the Allies' lines on Sunday, January i6th. The
machine caught fire and was destroyed. Both aviators

were killed.

TURKEY.
The communique of January 13th says :

—

On the loth . . . our aeroplanes, piloted by Lieuts.

Boedicke and Chonos, on the 2nd inst., shot down a
fourth enemy aeroplane, which fell into the sea off

Sedd-ul-Bahr.
* * *

The communique of January 14th says:—
On January 12th one cruiser, nine torpedo-boats, and

one monitor opened an intermittent fire from outside

the Straits on Tekke Bumu, Sedd-ul-Bahr, and in the

direction of Kilid Bahr. The monitor was attacked by
one of the aviators, and was obliged to withdraw,

enveloped in flames.'

On Wednesday afternoon the aviator Boedicke shot

down a fifth aeroplane near Sedd-ul-Bahr. The pilot

was killed and the observer wounded. Another Turkish

aviator attacked an English aeroplane flying over

Saros. The English machine was forced to descend on
Imbros.

* * *

Tlie commimique of January i6th says :
—

On Januarv 14th . . . our seaplanes dropped bombs
on enemy ships at Mudros.
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THE MILE END ELECTION.
Naturally all concerned with aeronautical affairs are at

present keenly interested in the Mile End election. Mr.
Pemberton-Billing is putting up a gallant fight as an
Independent candidate against the Party Caucus, for

Party is as dominant in politics to-day as ever it was.
Coalition sounds pretty, but it merely means that two
discredited parties are playing into one another's hands
to prevent a number of Independents from getting into

Parliament and forming a National Party which would
stand for Efficiency, Effectiveness, and the abolition of

the " Wait and See " and " Too Late " policy prevailing
at present.

As has been stated elsewhere in this paper, it is neces-
sary when dealing with the uneducated elector—whether
he be a resident in the Hanover Square division or in
Hoxton—^to play to the gallery, and the Services must
bear this in mind when considering the actions of the
Member-presumptive for the Air. The Navy in particu-
lar must remember that, if the free and independent, and
somewhat unwashen, electors of Peckham had not
paraded the streets some years ago with the slogan,
" We want eight and we won't wait!" the Navy would
to-day be short of sundry capital ships which forced the
Germans to spend many millions of pounds in ship-
building and still more millions in widening and deepen-
ing the Kiel Canal to accommodate big ships, thereby
delaying the outbreak of war till our own Fleet was still

stronger in proportion to Germany's than it was at that
time.

It is, of course, unfortunate that the needs of the Ser-

vices should become an election cry in the mouth of the

populace, but, as the populace contributes somewhat to

the pay and maintenance of the Services, surely the

populace may be forgiven, and those who create the

election ciies in order to carry through much-needed re-

forms or expansions may be still more easily forgiven.

The Services may learn much from the parable of the

impoverished gentlewoman who, having resolved to sell

apples from her garden in order to augment her income,
sat in a retired corner of the market-place crying
"Apples! Apples!" in a subdued voice, and adding
mentally, "Dear me! I do hope no one will hear me."

It is equally lamentable that this paper should have
been compelled for years past, in the interests of adequate
aerial defence, to expose the weaknesses of the Flying
Services and the intrigues which have sapped their

strength. It would have been a far more pleasant task

t© have chronicled the rapid progress of this country

towards the Command of the Air, and to have discussed

the successful solution of aerodynamic problems by British

manufacturers assisted by sympathetic and honour-

able Government experimental departments. UnhappUy,

Fate ordained otherwise, and Fate has likewise ordained

that public agitation is necessary to obtain the proper

expansion and capable management of an Air Fleet

capable of assuring an adequate aerial offensive and de-

fensive for this country. The man who can obtain this

end most effectively under our present form of Govern-

ment must be in Parliament. None, no matter how high

his rank, can do so if he wear the King's uniform. He

is debarred by that fact from agitating publicly, and

without public agitation nothing can be accomplished m
this country. It is the penalty we pay for democratic

government. . ,

It is better for the Services that the agitation should

be carried on by a man who knows what is wanted than

by a mere politician who poses as an " expert^ —vide

General Henderson on the subject of " experts.

Politicians have served their purpose in some degree

in the past, but none of them has known enough of his

subject to throw a futile Minister into confusion with a

shrewd supplementary question to which the printed

question has been merely a lead. It has been necessary to

coach and coax them and to put in question after quest on

at weekly intervals for months before a defaulting

Government Department could be successfu ly co^^^e^-ed

and exposed, whereas a man who was out for that end

alone and knew what he was at, could have settled the

whole matter in a few well-informed and shrewd

questions, or possibly could have done it all behind the

scenes b; merely stating what he knew and what he

intended to expose if matters were not put right.

None concerned about Aerial Defence need consider

Mr Warwick Brookes seriously. He knows nothing

about the inside of aeronautical matters and one haa

never heard that he cares more .^^an he know^-
J^f

a politician, and a Party politician at that. If he goes

in he will do as his Party tells him. He has kindly

offered to ask Mr. Pemberton-Billing's questions for him

if he is allowed to go in without the danger of having,

the Conservative vote split, owing to Mr. Pemberton

Billing's honest and straightforward policy seducing the

more intelligent of his adherents.

It, however, is not P.-B.'s way to accepc such a

proposal. He believes that if you want a thing done

properly you must do it yourself. Wherein he shows

his wisdom. His policy is perfectly clear and sound.

A big Air Fleet we must have sooner, or later. The

sooner we get it the sooner we can make certain of pro-

tecting this country against aerial invasion, and the

READY FOR WORK.—A Sloan Biplane, running its engine before starting.
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sooner the people, not only of I,ondon but of the whole
of :^stern England, can resume their normal lives.

"Up with the lights of London!" is a first-class cry
lor Mile End, but it means more to England in other
ways than people think. It means increasing facilities

for transit and decreasing prices of food and other things.
The railways are overburdened with traffic as it is,

and prices keep on going up owing to scarcity of goods,
due to lack of transport. Yet this enforced darkness pre-
vents road-borne motor traffic from relieving the rail-

ways. Tens of thousands of motor-wagons which should
be running night and day, carrying raw material for

armament, finished shells, guns, small-arm ammunition,
food for troops, aircraft parts, petrol, oil, and so forth,

not to mention foodstuffs for the civilian population and
ordinary manufactured goods from manufacturer to con-

sumer, are only able to run during the short winter days.

The few which venture to run after dark have to grope
their way blindly along by the absurdly inadequate
lights now allowed, continually falling into ditches, col-

liding with obstructions and being laid up for repair,

and generally wrecking their drivers' nerves with the

strain of it, so that drivers also are scarce. There is no
need to point out how the darkness has held up London
passenger traffic, apart from the industrial traffic indi-

cated above.

If one could get at the figures, it would be found that

darkness caused by sheer funk of Zeppelin raids has cost

more to this country in holding up traffic than would
pay for the damage half a dozen raids could do.

Besides, the wholesale darkening of London is, as I

have pointed out before, over a year ago for the first

time, utterly futile. One cannot hide London, unless

one can hide the river and all the railways. And they

can be hidden by dazzling the invader. Darkness on the

ground makes everything visible from above.

Only a few weeks ago a friend of mine was testing an

aeroplane late in the evening near one of our great ports.

He stopped out later than he intended, and as he came
back the lights were on. He could see every-

thing quite plainly by the starfight above him, and the

little circles cast by the shaded lamps indicated the

streets exactly. But at the docks, where night-work

was going on with flare-lights and electric arc-lamps all

ablaze, he could see nothing. He was simply dazzled,

just as the first bright street-lamp one meets on a road

out of the country into a town blots out the whole town
behind it.

The present system of shrouding lights is costly in

itself, for the lights are burning away inside their

shrouds just the same. It is costly in its results as

shown above. It is futile as a defence. It is depressing

to the people. And it is humiliating to the nation that

we should thus try to hide ourselves ostrich-like from

an enemy whom we should, by all the traditions of our

race, go out and fight.

That we have had in the past nothing to fight with is

to the discredit of the inept politicians who mishandled

the finances of the Flying Services and other matters

concerned therewith.

It is to improve the present state of affairs by showing
the lines along which an Air Fleet can be built rapidly

and effectively that Mr. Pemberton-Billing wishes to

enter Parliament. I know his line of action, and I agree

heartily with almost all of it. Those officers oi the Fly-

ing Services who do not know him, or only know the

legends which have grown up around his extraordinary

career, should remember the saying of our childhood,
" Believe half of what you see, and nothing that you
hear "—except, of course, where your personal experi-

ence corroborates either. A man does not chuck up a

nice, comfortable job in one of the Services, which he

could hold down without exerting himself for the dura-

tion of the war, or till retired through old age, unlefes he

has good reason. P.-B. is out for efficiency and effective-

ness, and that is all for the good of the Services. There-

fore he deserves the confidence of officers in both Ser-

vices, even if they do not happen to approve of liis detail

methods. I have never known two ofl^cers agree about

all the details of such a simple thing as an aeroplane or

a submarine, so they cannot be expected to agree about

so complicated a subject as politics.—C. G. G.

, ff„ ,, >

HAP OF THE JOHANNISTHAL AERODROME, BERLIN, ONE OF TMB HOMES OF ZEPPELINS.
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THE FIRST ELECTION ADDRESS ON AIR
POWER.

The following is the text of Mr. Pemberton-Billing's

address to the electors of Mile End ;
—

"1 ask you to send me to the House of Commons to

obtain for this country a strong fighting policy in the

air, and I ask you to vote for me so that I can give the

Government the benefit of my expert knowledge in

regard to the gravest danger that besets you in the

present war—viz., an early renewal on a much larger

scale than we have ever experienced of bomb raids on

London.
"A strong air policy means that we shall have no

more air raids on London.
"The lights of London shall be raised.

"London will return to normal life and conditions,

i' "Further interference with your liberties will be un-

justified.

"Restrictions that annoy you will be removed
"Gentlemen, I stand for three things :

"First : The winning of the war.

"Second : The defence of London.
"Third : The freedom of the people.

"This is my programme. My opponent cannot take

over this programme. He has not been on active ser-

vice. He is not a practical aviator. He is not a fighting-

man.
"My opponent can talk to you about these things,

but he cannot do them. Attend the meetings. Judge
for yourself. Return me for Mile End."

CARS WANTED AT MILE END.
All readers of The Aeroplane who own or can influence

the use of motor-cars are hereby requested to lend their

aid to Mr. Pemberton-Billing in Mile End on polling-

day. Mr. Pemberton-Billing is up against strong Party
organisations, and it is necessary for him to have every

ounce of assistance which can be given him. Therefore

everyone who has the welfare of aviation at heart is in

duty bound to help him all they can. Those willing to

lend cars or to canvass the district are requested to com-
municate at once with Mr. Pemberton-Billing, 4, Elm
Court, Templej E.C.

"LIGHTS UP IN PARIS.
Paris has never been quite as dark as London, and it

is now to have yet more light. One thousand extra

street lamps are to be lit, and there is to be extra light

at all street crossings for safety. Those who know are

sceptical about the utility of darkening cities against

airship raids. The Paris correspondent of the "Tele-

graph" says :
—"All aviators of the Paris defence force

say that however much the lights of Paris have been
put out they could always distinguish the town without
the least diflSculty when flying at night. In short, they
say that defence against Zeppelins depends solely upon
the efiiciency of the aviation service, and that for Paris

to darken herself is a futile ostrich policy. Therefore,

General Maunoury, our new Military Governor, has de-

cided to give us back more light."

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
The Christmas presents of cigarettes, gramophones,

records, etc., sent by Mrs. Sueter to the different R.N.
air stations and seaplane carriers were heartily appre-

ciated. The following are a selection from a number of

letters of thanks received by Mrs. Sueter :
—

" H.M. Seaplane Station, Dover, 29/12/15.—Dear Mrs.
Sueter,—I am writing to thank you very much for the

kind present of smokes for the men. They have appre-

ciated the gift very much indeed, especially those who
have few friends to remember them."

" No. 6 Kite Balloon Section.—Dear Mrs. Sueter,—

I

write to thank you on behalf of the men of this section

for the splendid gramophone and records sent to them
by your ' Comforts Fund.' I think you would be repaid

for your trouble if you could see the pleasure it gives

and how it helps to pass the long winter evenings for

the men in their barn."

The following cash contribution has been received from
"A Regular Reader of The Aeroplane in the wilds

of Spain," S. X. C, los. Total to date, £1,665 3S- 9d.

—

nearly all of which has been spent.

Further contributions in cash and kind are urgently
required, and should be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe,
W'atlincfton, Oxon.

The Joh.innisthal Aerodrome photographed from above to about the same scale as the map, showing a Zeppelin on the ground
in the centre and another with its nose in its shed. The photograph was taken three years ago and show the progress Germany

was then malting.
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The Development of German Aeronautics—couHnued.
BY VV. L. WADE.

The First Cross-country Race. -

The first of a series of cross-country races was in-

augurated in August, 1910, the itinerary being betvveeu

Frankfort and Mannheim. Herr Thelen, accompanied by
a passenger on a Wright biplane, started iirst, but lie was
brought down at Mainz with a cri;cked C3dinder. Herr
Wiencziers on an Antoinette, Herr Jeannin on a Farman,
Herr Gorrissen on a Euler, and Herr Ploclimann on a

Grade, all made attempts, as did Herren Lochuer and
Lindpaintner. Herr Jeannin made a non-stop flight and
was awarded first prize. Herren Lochner and Lind-

paintner (Antoinette) also covered the course in stages.

The competition was important in that it was the fore-

runner of many big cross-country competitions, generally

and generously supported by the German Government,
which did so much to assist progress in Germany.
The first military "raid" (the word being the Con-

tinental way of spelling the English word "ride," and
applying to all cross-country jaunts) was performed 011

October 17th, 1910. Herren Inner, Jeannin, and Brnnn-
hiiber, each accompanied by a military officer, flew from
Johannisthal to Doberitz, a distance of 20 miles, on Far-

man biplanes. On the following day Herren Mente and
Thelen on Wrights, and Lindpaintrler on a Sommer, made
the same journey— 32 kilometres—this being no mean
performance for the period. A military commission in-

spected the machines with a view to future developments.

On October 24th Herr Euler, flying a monoplane of his

own design fitted with a Gnome motor, put the German
duration record up to 3 hours 6 minutes at Darmstadt,
his flight being brought to a close by the fall of night.

Just previously Herr Wiencziers had beaten the German
height record by flying to 1,560 metres at Johannisthal.

The first German military aviator to lose his life was
Lieut. Mente, who was killed on a Wright on October
25th, 1910, while giving a demonstration at Magdeburg.

The Inherently Stable Machine.

No apology is offered for introducing an Austrian

norioplane (the Etrich) into this discussion, for Herr Igo

Eti-ich, its designer, played' a most important part in the

evolution of the German monoplane, and, in some degree,

the biplane also.

During the early part of 1910, Herr Etrich completed

exhaustive experiments with aerocurves, based on the

model of the Zanonia leaf, a natural glider, and

after one or two unsuccessful attempts he produced

'the first of the tribe of Taube (pigeon) type monoplanes.

His first tests were at Vienn^, but he soon took his crea-

tion to Berlin.

[Incidentally Taube is properly pronounced "Towber '—

as near as English spelling can get it, "Tow" rhymes
with "cow," not with "slow." The second syllable is .

the Continental final "e," which is sounded as an English-

man—but not a Scot or Irishman-^pronounces a final "er.*^:

By the usual changes of sound from German to English
sounds one gets Taube, Daube, Dobe, Dove, and a dove is

a kind of pigeon—see ?—Ed.] i

The Etrich Monoplane.

This monoplane had wings of low aspect ratio, about

,^5 feet span, with very pronounced swept-back, up-turned

tips. This wing design, coupled with a fan-shaped non-

lifting tail of Lilienthal type, made the machine almost

absolutely inherently stable. The aircraft's capacity for

absorbing wing shocks was further increased by the use

of a flexible trailing edge in the wingS; made of bamboo
framework encased in pockets on single-surfaced fabric.

The whole of the retreating wing tips consisted of similar

construction and flexed for lateral control, the effective

warp being upwards. Similarly the tail plane flexed for •

two-thirds of its length, thus acting as an elevator, the only

hinged controls being two very small triangular rudders

very far aft. Di'rectional stability was secured by a verti-

cal fin. The machine had a vertical 4-cylinder 60-h.p.

motor and a chassis on Bleriot lines, and it certainly

approached being "fool-proof" more nearly than did any i

machine of its day.

These characteristics in a flying raachine naturally ap-

pealed to the practical and unheroic German mind—for ,

'

however brave a German may be in a passive way, he
does not generally possess much dash—and by the end

of the year the German Government had ordered twenty^

Etrichen.

The First Pilot of the Blood Royal.

Considerable encouragement was given both to the,

budding industry and to the German Aviation Service

by the graduation of Prince Henry of Prussia, the

Kaiser's brother, as an aviator on a Euler biplane on.

November, 1910, an extraordinary box-kite fitted with

Gnome, and a projecting nacelle nearly as long as the tail ..

of the machine, and quite a small rudder. It is difficult

to see what prevented his Imperial Highness from spin-',

iiiiig into the next world on this machine. A modern pilot

'

certainly would not survive ten minutes on it. The,

Royal novice was instructed by Herr August Euler |i

himself.

By this time things at Johannisthal really began tO'-;,,

get busy,' and during November 287 flights were made';

\n early German biplane, embodying monoplane construction and distinctly of the "Taube" type.
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THE

Motor and the Factory
The twenty-five acres of floor space in our

immense plant give us the facilities for turning-

out the Sturtevant 140-hoTse-power Aeroplane
Motor in quantities to suit our customers. This
quantity production is accomplished without the

slightest , sacrifice of care in every detail of

construction and design.

(TRADE MARK)

Aeroplane Motors
are thoroughly proven machines, both on the

block and in the air, in Europe and America.
These motors are delivering their full rated

horse-power. The Sturtevant Aeroplane Motor is

a real aeronautical motor, not an adaptation of

other designs. It is the result of five years'

experience on the part of the engineers of our

Aeroplane Departrnent.^ The first eight-cylinder

engine was in process of construction before the

advent of the eight-cylinder automobile.

If you are interested in the purchase of one or

more motors, we invite you to visit our plant

and see our motors in process. Thus you can
satisfy yourself that this motor is the most
remarkable aeroplane motor built in America.
Remember they deliver 140 real horse-power

and we can deliver them in quantities.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY

Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts, U S A.

And All Principal Cities of the World.
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I Gyroscopic

1 Stabilizer
= in use on Machines of the British,

= French, Russian, and ItaHan Govts.
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It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-

tions for which an observer has
hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by
fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-

plane with the highest efficiency in

speed and climbing capacity without
regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform

which is not only steady, but is held

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.

Telegrams

—

Inland: Sperigyco, Vic, London.
Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

Telephone

—

7398 Victoria.
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totalling 56 hours. Among the mauj' experimental

machines built was the first Harlan monoplane, a crude

and badl}^ built machine with wings set at a dihedral, an

extremely narrow and fragile fuselage, the traditional

narrow empennage, and a huge petrol tank mingled with

the chassis struts. On this machine Herr Griilioh flew for

2 hours II minutes on Januar)^ 8th, 1911.

The German Type Develops.

During the early part of the year the number ol cross-

country flights steadily increased and men who have

since become famous practised with assiduity on various

sorts of extremely badly designed , nd constructed

machines, biplanes ou Farman and Voisin lines and mono-
planes with the germ of the Bleriot and with none of its

refinements. All through the progression of the machines

could be seen something indefinable, but something

essentially German, which after much travail and heavy

loss of life was to blossom into the German aeroplane as

we know it now, a machine which in the hands of a good
pilot can do almost anything and go almost anywhere.

Among the better known of these early pilots were

Herren Lindpaintner, Laitsch, Grade, vSchauenberg,

Bruno Biichner, Helmuth Hirth, Jeannin, and Briin-

huber. As The Aeropi^ne remarked in June, 191 1, Ger-

many was already getting ahead of this country so far

as cross-country flying was concerned.

By July, 1911, the Rumpler Company at Johannisthal

was in full swing building Etrich type monoplanes, on

one of which Herr Hirth flew with a passenger from Ber-

lin to Niirnberg, thence to Leipzig, and back to Johan-

nisthal a distance of 559 kms. (340 miles) in 5I hours,

with two stops. One of the first to lose his life on experi-

mental work at Johannisthal was Capt. Engelhardt, who
lost control of a Wright-type machine on September 29th.

In him Germany lost a valuable officer and the science

of aeronautics a serious and able assistant.

[To be continued.)

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
Muriel Countess of Helmsley and Mrs. Rowton beg to

acknowledge the following contributions to their fund
for prisoners of war in Germany : From the employees
of Vickers L,td., Weybridge Works, £6 2s. From the
employees of Vickers Ltd., Bexley Heath Works, £i 4s.

IN THE COURTS,
Mrs. Dorothy Cadwell Grahame-White, staying at':

Claridge's Hotel, obtained in the Divorce Court on Janu-
ary 13th a decree for the restitution of conjugal rights,

with costs, against her husband, Claude Grahame-White.

A NEW CHAUVIERE PROPELLER FACTORY:
The plot of land adjoining the works of the Aircraft

Company at Hendon has been acquired as a site for a new
factory by the Integral Propeller Co., Ltd., of Holloway.
The position is a most convenient one. This district

looks like becoming a regular colony of the aeroplane
industry, and evidently the great changes which have
taken place during the last five years are going to be
small compared with the developments of the next five.

—

D. W. T.

A PUBLIC EXAMINATION.
Mayro, James (carrying on business as Mayro-Wing

Aviation Co.), 82a, Lillie Road, Fulham, aeroplane manu-
facturer, Feb. 10, at Bankruptcy Buildings, Carey Street.

THE LAWSON-BLERIOT AFFAIR.
An extraordinary general meeting of shareholders in

Mr. Lawson's "Bleriot" Company took place at the

Whitehall Rooms, S.W., on Thursday last, and a more
extraordinary meeting has seldom been held. There was
a representative gathering of about four hundred present,

including many ladies and several clergymen. " The
widow and the orphan who pray for ten per cent." may
have been represented by proxy in the directors' pockets,

but they were not self-evident among the audience. The
proceedings grew more and more interesting as the after-

noon went on, until after scenes which can only be de-

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES special sections illustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc,

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSi We have took for inost parts of standard Government macfiines.

RU{]^DER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wants

Telegrams—"Acdes, Oldfaury."

Telephone—"OldfauryW
(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM:

PATENT

STRUT
COPYING

LATHE.

K.D.

Write for Particulars

and General Catalogue

WADKIN & Co.

Leicester.

Telegrams :

—

'Woodworker, Leicester."

'Phone Nos. 3614 and 3615.

Telephone: KINGSBURY 102

London & Provincial School
of Flying

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON.
We took more Certificates in 1915 than

ANY OTHER CIVILIAN SCHOOL
IN ENGLAND

The EFFICIENCY of our School is PROVED by

RESULTS, not by long-winded Advertisements.

65 OF OUR PUPILS OBTAINED THEIR R.A.C. CERTIFICATES LAST
YEAR. 56 ARE IN THE SERVICES.

Next Vacancy = = January 27th.
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scribed as riotous the meeting broke up in confusion at

six o'clock. A number of people, however, remained be-

hind, and matters got more lively than ever, and when the
representative of The Aeroplane left at seven ihe situa-

tion was still full of interest.

The Duke of Manchester, who presided, admitted he
had never taken the chair at a company meeting before,

and one imagines he will not willingly repeat the experi-
ence. He was quite unable to maintain any semblance
of order, and in spite of the fact—or perhaps because of

if—that he was supported on one hand by I^awson, re-

garded by the meeting as the villain of the piece, and
on the other by a smiling solicitor, whose remarks in-

creased the temperature of the gathering, the chairman
had a bad time.

He attempted to address the meeting, but the usual
order of things was reversed, and nearly everyone ad-

dressed him. He was hailed as " Duke," and, although
lie struggled bravely against overwhelming odds, his ex-
planations of his position as a director and his action in

calling the meeting were not listened to, and eventually
he had to abandon the task.

Loud cries for "Lawson" at last brought that indi-

vidual to his feet, and he was promptly greeted with a
torrent of abuse. He tried to make a speech, but con-

stant interruptions and remarks about certain painful

episodes in his -past career, his profits from the present
promotion, and his probable future, drowned his voice.

Missiles were even hurled at him, and when he was
finally shouted down he could have been under no mis-
apprehension as to the feelings entertained for him by
those present.

Mr. W. Casson, whose conduct as a director has been
admirable throughout, was the only gentleman able to

secure a quiet hearing. He explained briefly the steps

he had taken to conserve the cash resources of the com-

Mlilllllllillllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

pany and to bring about the application for a compulsory
|

winding-up of the concern, with a full investigation into
^

the promotion. This application is down for hearing on
^

Tuesday at the Law Courts. -j

The chairman then put several resolutions for the pur-
Jj

pose of authorising the company to enter into other busi-

ness than that specified in the prospectus, and to remove
Mr. Casson from the board. The meeting voted almost

unanimously against each resolution, and when the chair-

man refused to declare them lost and demanded a poll

the uproar was tremendous.

A great deal rf bad language was used, and LawBon,
evidently fearing personal injury, escaped through a side

door with the aid of a neutrial waiter. After his departure

the Duke of Manchester made many interesting revela-

tions as to the recent troubles, and said he had thought
all along that the promoter should be removed from the

board. He offered to do anything the shareholders

wished to show his bona-fides, and stood a good deal of

severe heckling with much good humour. The only

speaker who emerged from the performance with dignity

was Mr. Casson, who did his best to moderate the feel-

ings of the irate investors.

It is indeed to be regretted that so unsavoury an affair

should have sprung up around the respected name of

Blcriot, and one hopes that the unfortunate venture may
be decently buried and forgotten with despatch. M.
Bleriot and his popular manager, M. Norbert Ch^reau,

appear to be in no way to blame, and will have the

sympathy of a large circle of friends in the Services

and the industry.

. Meanwhile the genuine Blcriot works at Brooklands
continue at high pressure, and in addition to the contracts

already in hand it is stated that a large order for machines
had been received during the week.—D. W. T.

TRACTOR
and

PUSHER
BIPLANES

THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE CO. [Inc.]

Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

European Representative

:

OLIVER W. THOMAS, "The Croft, " Denbridge Road, Bickley, Kent.

Telephone : 1696 BROMLEY

r 1
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THE SEATS OF THE FLIGHTY.
The old days when the budding aviator had to be con-

sent with a small and unusually hard piece of wood for

seat in his aeroplane have passed away, and his comfort

s now well looked after. It is, in fact, important that

a pilot who is likely to be aloft for some hours on active

service should be spared as much physical fatigue as

possible, and basket seats of anatomical correctness, com-
fortably cushioned, are now the order of the day.

There is no more ornamental cane furniture on the

market than that made by the Dryad Cane and Metal
Works at Leicester. The method of construction is

scientific, while the problem of designing an armchair
which shall be really artistic without becoming uncom-
fortable has been solved. It has been thought inadvisable

to have one of the famous Dryad chairs in the editorial

offices of The Aeroplane, lest visitors might be tempted
to stay too long, to the detriment of the daily routine.

The normal business of the firm being furniture for

peaceful times, the staff of highly trained workpeople is

now engaged in making aeroplane seats and other basket
work for the War Office. Cane seats are both light and
flexible, and offer some protection against splinters to

the pilot and his observer in the case of a forced landing,

and it is quite probable that the Dryad Cane and Metal
Works

,
may find this branch of their trade a permanent

and increasingly important one, even after the close of

the war. They may be relied upon to add to their repu-

tation, which is already a high one.—D. W. T.

• A MODEL TIMBER YARD.
Stratford, E., is not exactly a residential quarter,

though it may compete as a place of pilgrimage with its

namesake in Warwickshire. It has, however, a special

interest of its own, for the district is the hom.e of manj^
important industrial concerns whose names are famous.

In the midst of many factoiies is situated one of the

finest timber-yards in Great Britain. Messrs. J. Gliksten
and Son, Ltd., occupy over twenty acres of land near the

canal which intersects the almost interminable length of

Carpenters Road—one of those long lanes with no turn-

ings—and the yard appears to be a model one.

The business has been built up in the course of thirty

years, and has now attained huge dimensions. Mr. Glik-

sten's policy is evidentl}- to buy timber of the finest

quality only, hence the reputation of the firm in many
industries, and notably that of the manufacture of air-

craft.

The earliest experiments of the British and Colonial

Aeroplane Co. at Bristol were made with the aid of mate-
rials from this yard. The first propellei made by Mr.
Howard Wright—back in the dark ages -was from wood
supplied by Messrs. Gliksten and Son, and at the present

day they are dealing in large qtiantities of silver spruce,

walnut, and other woods imported by themselves for most
of the leading constructors of aircraft for the Govermnent.
There is a large staft", excellently managed, and, as the

head of one of the department said the other day, there

are no slackers there. They are all doing their best to pro-

vide the Flying Services promptly with the best materials

available, and it is never necessary to remind them that

the country is at war, or that workers at home are as

indispensable as fighters in the field.—D. W. T.

WHERE TO FEED AT HENDON.
Mr. Reeves has established himself comfortably at the

new Colindale Restaurant at the corner of Colindale

Avenue and Edgware Road, and serves luncheons and
teas daily to many of those engaged in the aircraft in-

dustry. There is an ever-growing colony in the neigh-

bourhood of the aerodrome, and they are well looked after

by Mr. Reeves, whose experience in catering has been

extensive. His restauTant is a bright and cheerful spot^

on a cold day.

AVIATION CLOTHING
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
AND OF THE FINEST QUALITY

IDEAL JACKET

for AVIATORS
la black, or tan, Chrome
dressed, three=quarter

length, lined fleece.

PRICE

£6 6 0
AS SUPPLIED TO MANY

AVIATORS AT THE FRONT.

Patterns on request.

Our self-measurement torm

ensures a perfect fit.

r" * rr" nifkCV^'^ dark suede
rACL IVlAdl\.|eather,linedfur

Price 27/6

With Triplex Goggles 35s.

2, CONDUIT STREET, LONDON, W.
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

MANCHESTER: 90-92, Cross St. GLASGOW: 72, St. Vincent St.
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THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
Saturday last was fine, but breezy, and the only features

of interest during the afternoon were flights by two de

Havilland scouts. Mr. Birchenough handles this type of

machine particularly well, and to see him climbing

against a fair wind was most interesting.

A good deal of exhibition and passenger flying took

place on Sunday, and Some useful school-work was done.

Mr. Hale, a newly appointed instructor at the Grahame-
White School, made four flights on one of the 6o-h.p.

G.-W. biplanes.

Other pilots busy included Messrs. Kenworthy, Winter,

Russell, and Moore, and the aerodrome looked so flourish-

ing that visitors were asking why the band was i.ot

playing.—D. W. T.

SCHOOL AND WEATHER REPORTS.
At the Grahame-White R.N.A.S. School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Manton, Pas'hley, Hale,

Biard, Russell, and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-l-ieuts. Coloquhon,

Cook, Cuckney, Durston, Evans, Kingsford, Maxted, Rampling,
Rees, Rockey, Templeton, and West.

Pupils doing eights with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Bur-
den, Jones

;
alone, Prob. Flight .Sub-Lieut. Newton.

Machines in use : Grahamc-White biplanes.

At the Gkahap<ie-White Civilian School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Manton, Biard, Hale, Pash-

ley, Russell, and Winter,
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Butler, Smith, Verguilt, Eichel-

brenner. Barret, Hathawav, Hillaby, Williams, Leigh, Matthews,
Parkinson, Sandys and F. Williams.

Pupils doing circuits and eights with Inst. : Messrs. Grasset,

McClaughrie
;

alone, Messrs. Henshaw and Hallet.

Certificate was tal<en during the week by Mr. Hughes.
Machines in use ; Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Beatty School of Flying.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-

Kelly, G. Virgilio, R. W. Kenworthy, A. E. Mitchell, and L. L.

King.
Pupils out during the week : Messrs. Baker, Barnes, Barrow,

Brand, Branford, Brynildsen, Gumming, d'Allesina, Drysdale,
Dunne, Edwards, Fellowes, Greenhill, Hodgson, Gaguin, Jones,

le Champion, Markham, Martin, Mossop, Owen, Podmore,
Sainter, .Schollaert, .Sellars, Stampe, Symington, Wainwright,
Whincup, Williams, Willmet, Young, Parsons.

Mr. O. C. Godfrey flew for his certificate on the 12th, making
excellenr flights throughout.
Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes and Caudron tractor biplanes.

At the Ruffy=Baumann School.
Instructors : Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Ami

Baumann, Clarence Winchester.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs.

Edgar, Whitaker, Hoskyn, Cox,
Flanders.

Straights or circuits : Vernon, Griffith, De Launoit, Hamti-iux

and Pauli.

Certificate taken by Monsieur Pauli of the .\viation Militaire

Beige. Good glide and excellent ticket throug'hout.

Machines : 50 and 6n Cnudron type biplanes.

At the Hall School.
Pupils with Messrs. Cecil M. Hill and H. Stevens : Messrs.

Redford, Evans, Butterworth, Cook, NicoUe, Sepulchre, Shum,
Mann, Dresser, Punnett. All doing circuits, or half circuits,

figures of eight.

With Messrs. John Drew and Anstey Chave : Messrs. Baron
Ackroyd, Arnsby, Chapman, Collins, Niel, Lieut. Cooke, Mill-

burn, Rayne, Ridley, Robert, Rochford, E. Smith, Thorn,

Wooley, Ormerod, Camberbirch, S. Smith, M.ahoney. All doing

rolling practice and straight flights.

An excellent week's practice was put in by the pupils of the

Hall School. Certificates - were taken by Messrs. Captain Grey
{Indian .^rmy), Stirling, Butterworth, Shum, Mann, and Mr.

Wilkins passed tests A and B.

Machines in use : Hall and Caudron Government type tractors.

At the London and Provincial School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles,

C. Jacques, H. Sykes, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Snow, Rimer,

Aldous, Egelstaff, Verbessem, Vertongen, Loomes, Dawson, Dar-

win, Pulford, Stevens, Starey, Hardy, Heyn, and Van Roggen.
Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Messrs. Thorpe,

Hunt, and Lieut. Manning.
Certificates were taken during the week by Lieut. E. R. Man-

ning, Messrs. W. E. Thorpe and B. H. Hunt, and Lieut. Van
Roggen.
Machines in use : Four L. and P. tractor biplanes.

Muspratt, Thomsen, Durand,
Yiule, Laidlaw, Cuthbertson,

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— IS 1 Kingsbury

EFORE
Joining any other School

Flying let us Quote you
our Terms and send you
Full Particulars of our
Up-to-date and Systematic

Course.

AFTER
Joining the RUFFY BAUMANN
SCHOOL you will feel

thoroughly satisfied because

you will have the best

resources always at your
command.

Instructors :

EDOUARD BAUMANN
FELIX RUFFY
AMI BAUMANN

CLARENCE WINCHESTER

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 Mayfair
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R¥?ISinTQT AEROPLANES
PILilUiiJl & AIRBOATS=^^^==^^^=:^^= Chicago, U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Alystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Capucines

- THE -

ENGINEERING TIMBER CO. Ltd.

9, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

J. B. HUSoIS. VUaa^in^ Director.

SILVER SPRUCE

Telephone 5073 Victoria.

ASH Frmnoh Agonoy,

WEST VIRGINIAN SPRUCE

WALNUT

MAHOGANY

154, BOULEVARD MAGENTA,

PARIS,

Thone 04.77 Nord.

VISION- POISONOUS
I

(FREE OF TETRACHLORETHANE AND ALL POISONOUS SPIRITS.),

L TITANINE
BR/T/SH ORIG/N
& MANUFACTURE DOPE LIGHT AND

VERY ADHESIVE

THE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS DOPE ON THE MARKET.
THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.

Head Office : MILBUBN. HOUSE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
London Branch • 166 Piccadilly, W. Telegrams—" Tetrafree," London. Phone—Gerrard 2312
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Aero=motors

:

In Kind and Construction.—(C^^^^^^^^'^)

BY GEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

Magneto Troubles.

Now, without exactly stating- that motors are so far

human that they are born to trouble as the sparks fly

downward, and have but a short time to live, trouble is

for ever on the mat, and may get in if you leave any door

open. There are three such doors : defective ignition, car-

burettor misbehaviour, and—largest of all—internal pains

in the motor itself. The first is the most common and

perhaps the easiest to set right. If, then, the motor re-

fuses to start at all, see if the magneto is giving its

sparks. To do this cast the wire off the terminal (i8) in

the middle of the distributor, and hold its end 2 or 3 mm.
from the fields, getting somebody else, if possible, to turn

the motor over by hand. If you get four good crackling

sparks per revolution, the magneto itself is all right, but

something may be amiss with the distributor or the con-

nections to the plugs, or the plugs themselves. Wiping it

dry then re-attach terminal 18, and then see that the dis-

tributor terminals are neither wet nor greasy.

Then look to the make-and-break ;
seeing for one thing

that the distance between the platinum studs does not

exceed 2/5 of a millimetre at the break ; and that they

are in hard contact at the make. Adjust, if necessary, on

the longer stationary stud 6, not the other, and set home
the lock screw. Do not do as the book says, touch any

platinum point with the finest file that ever jeweller

handled, no matter how bad its- surface may look. Dress

it clean only with fine emery cloth.

But, still, all these parts may look all right and the

spark yet fail. The trouble will be a drop of moisture, a

shred of metal or some tiny foreign body between the end

of the terminal 4 or the contact 5, and the magneto earth

mass ;
any of which is enough to upset the working of the

make and break. But if all seems well here, look to the

plugs and their points, lifting each out in turn, to see if

it sparks as it should. Cure or discard in the usual way.

And Their Cure.
However, the motor may start and run, but keep on

missing. Listen whether or not the missing occurs in

one particular cylinder, or all round intermittently. If

the former, see that its plug wiring is not half detached,

loosely connected, or actually broken. If not, look to the

plug itself. See, in the first place, that the points are

not more than half a millimetre apart, or that some
foreign body has not stuck between them. But in the

latter case, look again to the make and break as before.

You have not got it quite au point. Possibly the lever

arm 7 is not rocking freely enough, or the spring has

weakened a little
;

or, again, some moisture may have
swelled its fibre bearing and made it stick. In the latter

case, lift it out, and lightly ease the fibre parts, being

careful, however, to maintain in each its close fit, so that

no leakage of current by short circuit to eartli can occur.

But if at long last, the motor runs regularly, but somehow
seems short of the full power output, there is certainly no
ignition trouble, only one of carburation possibly. To
make sure of this, then—or rather to give it a chance to

break clear, open up steadily, but fairly quickly, to full

throttle and then down again. Then if no improvement
shows at once, it is, as our champion journalist would

say, of two things, one : carburation or internal megrims.
Or in dire stress of premature age brought on by the early

impiety of some other pilot, it may possibly be both.

In that case, of course, the motor must come down for

internal dissection and cure of its internal complaints,

which is done much in the same way for this as any
other stationary-type motor. But as that is a lengthy
business at best, we may deal with it last, and for the

moment assume the trouble to be defective carburation.

To attack the most immediate cause, see whether the

carburettor is getting its proper supply of petrol : to

begin with any at all. To test this, first lift up the de-

pression spindle above the float-chamber, to clear fii y
tiny obstacle in the entry or seating of the needle valve

below—if any, it will get into the jet for a certainty,

but is easier to remove from it than from this part—or
any slight cushion of air that may have got into the

chamber and be unable to escape because the spindle

fits too closely : unlikely but still a possibility. Then
depress the spindle; when if the fioat does not immedi-
ately rise on removing your finger, it is certain that no
petrol is coming.

Inspection.

Give the carburettor then its chance to be right by
seeing that the supply taps are really open all through
the pipe run from the tank. Then see that there is actu-

ally any petrol in the tank. If not, fill it forthwith.

CRADOCK'S STEEL STRANDSSmM
FOR AVIATION A SPECIALITY:AQPUT*! A I IXV COMPOSED of tinned steel wire of the highest

DrCtK^lAl^l I 1 . QUALITY to admiralty and r.a.f. specification.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION. ' , >. ^ - . .. ^--^ ^^^^i^^^X,

CONDON OFFICE:

7, EAST INDIA AVENUE. GEORGE CRADOCK & Co. L'^ wakefield
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BETTER OPPORTUNITIES
are offered to aviators at the present time than ever

before. Pilots are urgently needed by the Air Services,

and by private firms as testers or instructors. But the

demand is only for men who can fly well. That is

why it is so important that you should receive the very

best instruction during the period of training. You
will learn to fly better at the Grahame^White School.

Particulars on application to the Grahame-Wbite Aviation Co., Ltd., Proprie-
lors of the Loudon Aerodrome. Aeronautical Engineers and Constructors,
and Contractors to H.M Government, THE LONDON AERODROME,
HENDON, N.W. 'Phone: 120 Kingsbury (4 lines). West End Offices:

32, Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 'Phone : Regent 4423.

GRAHAME-WHITE SCHOOL
^^^^

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unn6 System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED.

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aeroflight, Vic. London.

.. .. 7026 Victoria.

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contpactora to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offices

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " BLERior, Weybridge " Telephone 190 Byfleet

The HALL FLYING SCHOOL
(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils an traiaad for all branches of th* Government Air Service
•n HALL TKIOTOK (Government type) BIPLARBS. These
Machines are ftted thronghoat with j^udartl eontpols, are BAFB,
IFBBDT, aad well maiatAlned by qualified Instroctort and a

competent staff of asustants.

Write for /uU particulars to Department " A

The Hall School of Flying
London Aerodrome . Hendon, N.W.

Kinztbury 14a.
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At a pincli—^there are indeed places where no petrol is

to be had for any sort of money or love-making, or if

you land just across the Dutch frontier—plain "square-

face" or other gin of the rawest and newest will just

work in a motor already warm, if you cut down the

normal cold air supply by half. I know the original

Panhard tube ignition motors would, with worse car-

burettors, likewise the earliest Renaults ; so the emer-

gency-tip is worth remeinbering.

Or the airhole in the filler cap may hjfve been choked.

Make sure, not by attempting to clear it where it sits,

with a wire. That will only drive the matter in. Un-
screw the cap, and then clear the hole anyway.
Or, again, the needle valve may have stuck fast : in

which case, rotate it in its seating by means of the de-

pressor with which it is of course rigid.

Possibly, enough, the jet may be choked. Clear it then

with a fine needle, not any stray wire or hairpin that

you would have borrowed for a shilling briar, and what-
ever you do, don't enlarge the diameter of the passage.

The motor's running—present or soon-to-be—may prove
your idea that it is too narrow to be quite right. Or it

may not. Change the jet then rather : at least you will

not have spoilt the first one.

Petrql Trouble.

Still, you may get no better result, as the carburettor

is being starved owing to the gauze of the filter having
fouled up. This used to happen often in the old days

of Russian benzines stilled from crude with a strong

parafiSn base, and not properly dephlegmated, and one

used to read complaints of a waxy deposit, sandwiched
m between the disputes of the leaders of the motor trade.

To-day, when you get petrol smelling like a cat-show

because it comes from a pitch-base oil, this fouling is

quite likely to set in early.

The cure is, of course, obvious, but why not anticipate

it before starting up at all. The foul matter may have got

past it too, on to the seating of the float needle. There
it will stick, unless scoured out.

Then the piping may be choked with fluff or dirt—in

which case a length of steel wire is your only friend other

than a strong pair of lungs—or the outlet tap next the

tank may have waxed up or fouled with solid matter.

But if there is any water in the petrol, make up your mind
to waste a lot of the latter.

Being as one to 0.7 something specific gravity, the water
will have come down first. So open out below the filter

and below the float-chamber, letting all the petrol in the

tank and carburettor waste into two, three, or more clean

enamelled metal jugs. Cover or plug these, and when, in

about half an hour, the water has settled at the bottom,
you can readily pour two-thirds only of the petrol each

contains the more conveniently back into the tank. Then
refiise to pay for a drop of it.

Atr Locks.

Air locks, on the contrary, hunt all the high spots in

the connection. Disconnect then, just at those points. But
to prevent this and previously discussed piping trouble,

see that the piping runs with an even fall and no abrupt

bends, or worst still, lifts. For both these last act like

drainage traps.

Water in the one case lodges and prevents the petrol

passing at all, even bubbling through, while air locks in

the other, keep it suspended and starving the carburettor.

But none of these precautions avail to better an irregular

petrol feed if the tank is installed too low or too far for-

ward or aft in the aeroplane. See to it, then, that the

difference of level between the bottom of the tank and the

bottom of the float chamber is never less than three feet.

Now, you may have a good and regular feed, set to per-

fection, yet get back-firing into the carburettor trunk and
lower still. Readjust, then, the drum-like hot-air

sleeve (19) ;
or, again, regulate anew the lift of the extra-

c~ —
^
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air-valve (23), by givinj the lever (27) *a half or whole turn

up or down with the set-sci'ew. Anyhow, see that the

valve is not jammed or stuck at all, and in the oil-con-

trolled one see that its cylinder (18) is rap full of kerosene.

But if back-firing still occurs, see that no additional air

is coming m—it will be, but you have to find out just

where—through any defective joint in the induction, or

beneath the cylinder heads, or under the sparking plugs.

However, should these prove all sound, and set hard
home, then there is inlet-valve trouble almost for a cer-

tainty, if the motor fails to recover its full normal power.

Nevertheless, even without back-firing, all possibilities

of carburettor trouble are not exhailsted. It may suffer

from dysmenorrhea—ask your doctor-friend what that

means, if you don't know—because some solid has got

under the needle-valve tip and prevents it seating—in

which case take the float out, clear the obstacle and re-

place—or the float has begun to leak. This is why one
prefers those floats which consist of cork, electro-plated

thinly with some metal.

But with one of the ordinary hollow kind, just make
the hole bigger, enough to take solder, taking care not to

increase its weight. Lastly, the carburettor may be so

mounted—it should not be, but this may not be a matter

of choice—that it vibrates and spills the petrol.

There is only one cure—supposing it to be fixed to the

fuselage, or in some way attached anywhere but rigid

with the motor, as it should be if possible—and that is to

cut the induction piping and rejoint at the cut parts with
rubber, making the tightest joint possible ancl covering
with adhesive tape

;
ugly but effective.

For the rest, be sure that regulation to perfect carbura-

tion is only a more or less lengthy matter of trial and
error with the air setting, warm or cold, or both.

Motor Trouble.

Should the motor itself behave like a sick mule, what
then ? Induction troubles you will already have cured.

If there be knocking at high speed, make sure that this

trouble is not just as much due to high altitude, where you
have to fly nowadays to escape the wrath of the enemy. If

so, there isn't any cure. Let her knock.
But if at a mere 5,000 feet or so, a knock sets in to stay,

it is one of three things—a loose or loosening gudgeon pin,

a worn connecting rod bearing, small or big end, or a worn
journal bearing middle or end ; the latter probably and
forward. Listen and make sure for practice, and to save

a little time on repairs.

In any case, to pieces must she come, and new bearings

must go in. Otherwise, with no special knock or even
any chattering, the valves may need grinding, I need
not repeat how : merely saying that mounting a weak
spring on the stem while grinding any valve is helpful

as the cylinder head would be detached. The valve head
circumference where it seats should show an evenly bright

surface when finished.

If any valve stem binds in its guide, dress the latter in-

ternally with emery cloth rolled on a thin piece of metal,

much thinner than the valve-stem, but do not touch the

valve stem itself, except to clean it ; which may make
dressing the guide unnecessary. Valve springs may well

give trouble too. If an inlet, for instance, seems too weak,
either change it, or temporarily pack it with a washer of

metal or ebonite under its lower seating.

You can soon test this or any spring for weakness by in-

serting the blade of a screwdriver between two of the

spirals, and pressing it so as to pull the spring down or

up for stronger compression or tension.

If it is really weaker than it should be, the motor will

at once pick up its power. But if on the other hand the

spring is too strong—as you will find by the m.otor picking
up as you compress the spring slightly—if extremely so,

change it for another, but if only moderately, file the

surface of the lowest spiral, to lessen the total height of

the spring.

For a broken piston-ring, too, natmally replacement is

the sole remedy, if you have a spare. If not, take it out

any way, and replace with the next below it ;' and in any
case, get the openings of the rings in the right relative

position to each other. The ends should have a play of

seven to eight-tenths of a centimetre.

Finally, perhaps the packings of the cylinder head

joints are broken or burned. Nothing more likely, after

a hard bout of flying at high altitudes. Wherefore a metal

to metal step-joint without gaskets or other packing is

the real story of prevention superseding cure. But if

this cannot be, as in the present instance, get new, soft

metal, or coppered asbestos packing, covering it thickly

with a mixture of hard yellow and soft soap worked into

a strong paste.

Some very thick gear grease will do—if it has a very

liigh heat and dissociation test to back it. But the other,

properly made, about half and half, with all the lumps
worked out of it, is easily the best stufi^ I know ; and no
matter how you thrash the motor it stays with the game,
and no matter how hard it dries, never cracks.

(To be continued.)
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All Advertisements- for the Miscellaneous Advertisement

Columns should arrive at this Office by First Post on
MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted

ONLY—18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the convenience ol Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of " THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, 27,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.LC.E., has special experience in Aviation

matters.

PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free fnDm STANLEY
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent .'Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London.

28 years' references.

THIRD Share for £600 to exploit new motorless aeroplane dis-

covery, "The Pulsoplane," invented by Pioneer engineer.

Comparative cost low. Principals or their solicitors only.

—

Letters, Waldegrave Road Garage, Teddington.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
APPLICANT, aged <^o, desires position. Aeroplane construction,

keen manager of men, estimator, thorough knowledge Pre-

miuni Bonus System, shortly disengaged, with good reference,

from firm building one machine daily. Twelve years' references

as Foreman.—Box 756, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
FOREMAN Panel beater and sheet-metal worker, well up on

Shorts, Farmans, etc., cowls, radiators, tanks, copper pipe

work, fittings, etc., had charge 200, disengaged.—.Aviation, 124,

Park Road, Bearwood, Birming'ham.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, Designer. A first-class designer for seaplanes and

land machines by large firm of Aircraft Constructors. State

experience and salary required.—Apply nearest Labour Exchange,
mentioning Box No. 757 and this paper.

WANTED, experienced draughtsman, well up in mathematics
and able to calculate stresses. No one on Government

work need apply.—Apply nearest Labour Exchange, mentioning
this paper and Box No. 754.

MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED, volumes of The Aeroplane prior to 1915, bound

preferred.—Write, stating price, to Robey and Co., Ltd.,

Lincoln.

GRAMOPHONE, £25 Model Drawing Room Cabinet. Very
dainty. Height 4 ft., on wheels. Beautifully inlaid, per-

fect tone. With selection of celebrated records £^ iss., approval
with pleasure.— 15, Upi)er Porohester Street, Hyde Park,
London, W.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
; Threeply ; > Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

APARTMENTS.
FLYING CAFE, adjoining Hendon Aerodrome. Room, 1

Guinea ; Board Residence, 5s. ; Electric Light ; Bath.

—

Telephone, "110 Kingsbury."

FURNISHED House, 3 Guineas a week, near Hendon Aero-
drome ; Elecbric Light ; Bath.—Box No. 749, The Aero=

plane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

ENGINES, &c., FOR SALE.
BLERIOT -monoplane, type Xi, Anzani engine, two propellers,

safety belt and spares, ;^6s. Flown recently by owner R.F.C.

5W,

-Box
ZLO A.^

-ANZANI engine, with .'\nzani guarantee, brand ne
j:\J~^t) just arrived from Paris. Owner joined R.F.C.—

B

No. 75S, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

FINE seven-cylinder 50-60 h.p. rotary engine. Perfect, new
condition, suit school machine or experimenter. £175, bar-

gain.—Write, Box 758, The AeropiAne, 166, Piccadilly, W.
rr WO rotary engines for sale, cheap to clear, 30 h.p. each.
± Weight about 2| lbs. per h.p. Made of the finest metals,
workmanship the best. Cash price £2° each.—Phillips, West
Barnih-am, Sussex.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includas

all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention Thb
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMEHT.

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE
Requires no Gooking or. Reducing.

Used by the Leading Aircraft Makers
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, etc.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wrife For Free Sample and Prices ho

RUSSIA CEMENT Co., 76 Turnmill Sr. London,E.C.

The London and Ppovincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, FEB. 2, WIG.

PROPELLERS.
OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietor!

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsev 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (UphoU), London."

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SURBITON PARE TERRACE,KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Contractors to the Admiralty and War Office,

Telegrams:— Ebora/' Kingston-on-Thames.
Telephone - - Kingston 672-

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

ENGINEERING.
'^p UITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-
JL plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

ARE YOU BEHIND IN YOUR DELIVERIES? WHY
VyORRY about making parts if you have not suitable

machinery for producing them. We are always ready to quote
on ariy^ quantity of metal or wood-work parts and have facilities

for giving early defiveries. Send us your blue print and leave the
rest to us.—OAKLEY, LTD., 85, Regency Street, Westminster,
S.W.

BOOKS TO READ.
DOOM OF THE KAISER," foretold in Monk Johannes' start-

ling 300 year old prophecy
; g-page pamphlets, sent

post free, 6 copies is. id., 12 copies 2S. For distribution purposes,
50 copies ss. 3d,, 100 copies 8s. 6d.

Also "THE EAGLES AND THE CARCASE," by "Theta," in
10 chapters, being the most astounding book published in connec-
tion with prophecies on the war and' its ultimate ending, 2s. 6d.
nett.—Morgans, Ltd., 88, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., or at
Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc., throughout the United Kingdom.

' MODELS.
CJ MYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and
y-J sets of parts for models. Send P.O. 10s. for scale model
Deperdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for_ 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone :

"Chiswick 501." '

Trade
|

MENPINE1

LigUI SC GLUE
USeP BIT TtiB LeADINQ AEI^OPLANB CONSTRUCTORS.

^ 2 MOISTURE PROOF.
Wntt for PH?e tiit and Particular*

MBMDlHE Cd.. 8. Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.
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1 THE

1 NORMAN THOMPSON

[ FLIGHT CO., LTD.
£ CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY.

1 SEAPLANES
I SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR

I CURTISS

I FLYING BOATS

I and CURTISS

1 ENGINES

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

I MIDDLETON. BOGNOR, SUSSEX §
3 Telephone

—

— 4S Bognor.

Telegrams

—

"Soaring" Bognor
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The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrangrement made between the Treasury
and the British Wright Co., Litd., in respect to the free
use by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrlerht
Patents, the Directors of the Company X>eg to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodyhiR' the con-
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ON PROFESSORS AND A BOOK.
Professors, as a sub-species of the genus man, are

a delightful study. They combine in such an entertain-
ing way god-like wisdom on abstruse subjects with
primeval innocence—not to say ignorance—of every-
day affairs. Many years ago, long before most of our
latest V.Cs. and D.S.Os. and other winners of decora-
tions were born, we had in Dublin a super-proiessor,

a Provost of Trinity to wit, who has always stDid out
in my mind as the prototype of the species. So high
did his mind soar, and so little did he regard mundane
affairs, that he always wore the same clothes till his

wife took them away while he was in bed and sub-
stituted a new suit—which never fitted because it was
never fitted. Apropos which habit there arose a legend
that one morning, moved by some strange disturbance
of the professorial mind, the Doctor put on a pair of
trousers other than those which he usually wore, and
sallied forth about his affairs in Dublin. In due course
his faithful wife, seeing to her household duties, found
the usual trousers* hanging over a chair in the Pro-
vost's bedroom, and knowing the absent-mindedness
of the professor, promptly did them up in a parcel and
rushed forthwith to all the haunts of the learned to
which her lord and master might 'have gone during
the morning, so that he might complete his toilet with-
out further delay.

Of the same learned Doctor it was related that, being
ever scrupulously polite as well as absent-minded, he
was rambling and meditating along a country road
near Dublin one day when he walked unseeing into a
cow grazing at the public, expense along the hedge for

the benefit of her owner, as is the habit of Irish cows.
The professor raised his hat, and said gentlv : "I beg
your pardon, madam '" and walked round the cow and
onward. A few steps later he realised his mistake.,

and with the annoyance of it still behind his great
mind he continued his way till his path was barred by
a lady of some social and physical importance who
recognised him nnd wished to speak to him. The
Doctor merely visualising a vast bulk which barred bis

path, smote it violently on the legs with his inevitable
umbrella, and remarking : "Get out of the wav, you
beast !" pushed brusquely by, and continued his ramljle.

The stories are probably entirely untrue, but they
passed for truth in the days of my youth, and they are
allegorically true of the professorial mind in the ex-
tremest state of its development. Hence, when one
hears that Professor Lanchester has written a book on
"Aircraft in Warfare," one begins to wonder how the
professorial mind will work on such an unprofessorial
subject—even allowing for the fact that Professor Lan-
chester is much more a man of the world than is ihe
average University Professor, and is responsible in

more than name for that sin£^ularly beautiful engineer-
ing product the Lanchester car.

For my sins I have met Professor Lanchester per-
sonally on very few occasions, and I have heard bim
lecture, purposely, on fewer occasions still, but those

occasions have always produced from him some price-

less example of humour. Because, through some un-

kind freak of Fate, F. W. Lanchester happened to have

the mathematical kink in his brain, the world has lost

one of the greatest humorists ' in history, which he

might have been if only he had been a mere engineer—

-

for the constructional engineer is ever the best con-

structive humorist.

His most high-falutin' scientific lectures have their

pure, gems of humour, if one does not unhappily

happen to have overslept the humorous passages, for

strings of incomprehensible figures and .diagrams are
guaranteed a most powerful soporific. Even his

terrific books on "Aerodynamics" and "Aerodonetics,"^

utterly ununderstandable as they are to the ordinary

man, and even to some trained mathematicians, have
their lucid moments, as when, for example, after cal-

culating the tail-areas of various birds, and showing
that they fit in with his theories of longitudin.al

stability, he remarks that the tail of the pheasant does
not fit ihe theories and that apparently the bird grows
it thus simply to annoy mathematicians or to confuse
calculations.

WHEN HOMER NODS.

Yet even Professor Lanchester seems, on occasion,

to have given way to professorial absent-mindeJness,

and to have been possessed by professorial enthusiasms
for that which is not of vast practical importance

though extremely beautiful in theory. Most early

motorists will remember the first Lanchester cars, the

old two-cylinder air-cooled vehicles of between ten and
fifteen years ago. Wonderful examples ihey were of

pure and applied science. The springing was as the

Lanchester springing to-day, perfection. The double-
opposed horizontal engine was perfectly balanced in

every possible direction, and revolved at all speeds

without a tremor when running light. Yet, just be-
cause it was double-opposed and because consequently

both cylinders fired simultaneously, its progress under
load on the road at low speeds was a series of colossal

jerks, or, as an Irishman put It, "She goes like the

Devil went through Athlone, in standin' leps."

From which one feels inclined to deduce that the

professorial mind forgot the practical bodily benefits of

continual impulses to a motor-car In the intellectual

delights of designing theoretically perfect bahince of

moving parts, for at the same period all sorts of funny

little unbalanced, badly sprung, horribly made cars with

two and even three cylinder engines, designed by rule

of thumb mechanics, were running merrily, and to the

outward eye more smoothlv on the road, though their

engines nearly threw themselves out of their frames
if run fast when out of gear.

I merely mention this matter to show that even
Homer nods, and by way of an explanation of some
curious omissions from Professor Lanchester-'s calcula-

tions as to the future of aircraft as set forth in his
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book—omissions which strike the ordinary man at

once. The modern Lanchester car embodies ten or

fifteen years of practical experience, and is at least as

near perfection as is any car in the world. In ten or

fifteen years' time doubtless Professor Lanchester'

s

views on aircraft design and production will have been
similarly influenced by practical experience.

In the meantime his exceptionally brilliant mind is

certain to turn out many ideas of the highest value to

mere practical men, and no suggestion of his should

ever be set aside as impracticable or Utopian. By
using the good old English formula of precedent and
compromise it is generally possible to work in his

most professorial ideas with those within the realm of

practical politics. But Professor Lanchester, in his

future aeronautical career, should beware of being polite

to the cow and assaulting the lady—metaphorically

speaking, of course.

THE BOOK ON AIRCRAFT IN WARFARE.
With the purely military matters in Professor Man-

chester's book I do not propose to deal. Those will,

I trust, be criticis'fed by an abler person. I am merely
concerned with his views on aeroplanes and their pro-

duction.

Professor Lanchester, in his preliminary note, points

out that the book is in reality a reprint of articles

which appeared in "Engineering" between September
and December, 1914, and he finds that his own ideas

have developed and expanded in that time—which ad-

mission is not only gratifying, but holds great promise
for the future, as his acute mind is brought to bear on
various problems, especially in view of his statement

that "in spite of the great advance"—in the under-

standing of the potential capabilities of the .A.eronautical

Arm—"the pressing needs of the future seem in nowise
diminished."

One of the first things apparent in the book is that

the author was no believer in airships in 191 4. It

would be interesting to learn his present views on this

subject, in the light of Zeppelin raids by night, and
the daily patrols over those parts of the North Sea
where our aircraft do not appear to operate. He de-

livered himself then of the statement : "It is the aero-

plane, and the aeroplane only, either as a reconnais-

sance or a fighting machine, acting independently or

in flights or squadrons, which will in effect constitwte

the aeronautical Arm." No one will accuse me of

hesitation in expressing my fixed convictions, but I

certainly hesitate to endorse Mr. Lanchester's dictum
in this respect, and I fancy that in this respect for rnce
in a way I am in agreement with the staff of the Royal
Aircraft Factory.

It is now possible to build aeroplanes for all-night

patrols against airships, but the day of the airship as

a war machine is by no means past, and as a peace
'machine its work has hardly begun.

SPECIALISATION.
It is of interest to note that so long ago as September

rSth, 1914, Mr. Lanchester, referring to "differentia-

tion of types and specialisation" of aeroplanes, wrote
"At present, practically no attempt in the direction of

specialisation has taken place." Mr. Lanchester is a

member of the Government Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics, and he evidently recognised the need for

specialisation of types.. It' is to be regretted that ihe

rest of the grave and reverend advisors did not advise
accordingly and see to it that their advice was followed.

Writing on the same date on the use of firearms
from the ground against aeroplanes, the author comes-
to the conclusion, after a highly Interesting disserta-

tion on the gyroscopic drift of bullets and such technical

matters, that "attack pn aeroplanes at high altitudes

from the ground will be found impracticable, or at

least uncommercial," and that "An aeroplane operat-

ing at high altitude will probably need to be hunted

and driven off, or destroyed by armed machines of its

own kind." Hence, one assumes, the Fokker mono-
plane with its big engine and its small radius of action.

Again, one is surprised that with such good advice be-

fore them the Authorities should set such store by tank

capacity.

DECEPTIVE SPEED MEASUREMENT.
As a side issue, but germane to this subject, one may

draw attention to the foolish habit we have always

had in this country of timing the speed of our aero-

planes close to the ground. An under-powered machine

will always fly faster near the ground than at high alti-

tudes. Hence the Royal Aircraft Factory managed
to log quite respectable speeds for their B.E.2cs. and

so forth by timing them at about 20 feet from the

ground, generally assisting by a skilfully arranged dive

at the beginning of the official speed course. But

there 'S many a really high-speed machine which loses

its climb and speed abruptly at quite a moderate height

—say at 6,000 or 8,000 feet—so that machines which

are miles an hour slower near the ground sail past it

easily at 8,000 to 10,000 feet. That Is a question

worth discussing at a later date.

There are other aeroplanes, always those which are

over-powered, which are actually faster at high alti-

tudes of say 5,000 feet and over. These machines,

owing to their excessive power, are forced through the

air faster than their natural flying speed and conse-

quently always try to climb. To prevent them from

climbing the pilot has to force the nose of the machine

down, which means that the tail Is cocked up, and that

the tail and fuselage are dragging lumps of _ air with

them to no purpose, and so the whole machine is slowed

down by the extra resistance. When the machine

reaches a great height the power of the engine de-

creases and the lift of the air, also decreases, conse-

quently the machine drops back to its natural flying

position and assumes Its most efficient attitude,
_

in

which its streamlined shape has the least disturbing

effect on the air, and so It actually flies faster.

Obviously, the machine which Increases its speed as-

It climbs Is the best as a destroyer—and equally obvi-

ously such a machine has its own particular limiting

height.

THE ARMOURED AEROPLANE AND GERMAN
ENTERPRISE.

Discoursing on the possibilIt> of • aeroplanes flying

low for tactical scouting and even for offensive pur-

poses. Professor Lanchester suggests the advisability

of armouring the vital parts of a machine. The "wing-

members, tail members, and portions of the fuselage"
—^whlch he spells fusilage—"not protected by armour,

also the controls, struts, and the propellor, can le so

constructed as to be transparent to rifle fire." He con-

tinues : "Either the bullet must be definitely resisted

and stopped, or it must be let through with the least

possible resistance." After considering the varying

thicknesses of armour needed to stop bullets at different

heights he takes 2,000 feet as the "lower altitude

limit" for an armoured scout. One assumes that at

such a height anti-aircraft guns could not burst their

shells nor aim with the accuracy attainable at 5,000

to 8,000 feet, which seems the most dangerous height.

In this connection It is of interest to recall the

Bl^riot built about October, 1914, In which the fore-

part was simply an armoured bath. Aft of the

passenger's seat the fuselage was of three-ply mono-

coque construction, which could be absolutely riddled

with bullets without collapsing, and on to the end of
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this the tail members were bolted as a separate unit.

This was the best scheme for a war aeroplane ever

evolved, and this paper has constantly drawn attention

to its neglect by our own constructors.

Only a few days ago I learned of a German machine
designed apparently to suit Mr. Lanchester's ideas.

She is known to our people in the Ypres Salient by the

euphonious name of "Copper-belly," owing to the fact

that her under side is apparently plated with ^ome
copper-coloured metal. It may be only the gleam of

the sun low down to the West which makes her appear
this colour when seen by our people, or she may be
armoured with some copper-coloured aluminium alloy

which has been discovered by the Germans to iiave

high bullet-resisting qualities without being as heavy
as heat-treated steel.

Anyhow, she apparently spends her time careering

around over the Salient at a height of 1,000 to 1,500
feet, flying very fast, and always being fired at, but
never brought down—unless she has been hit by some--
thing big in the last week or two.

She is evidently just what Mr. Lanchester had in

mind. A fast machine for purely tactical scouting, fly-

ing so low that her crew can get minute detailed in-

formation about gun emplacements and other things

which cannot be seen from any great height. That is

why, of course, slie has been used exclusively over the

Salient.

Note, if you please, the thoroughness of the German.
How he has "Archied" our machines up to unthought-
of altitudes, how he has then produced the Fokker
freaks to fetch them down thence, and how he has now
produced "Copper-belly" to do his tactical scout-

ing practically unharmed by either our aeroplanes or

by our fire from the ground. And all strictly in rgroe-

ment with the Gospel according to Lanchester.

Whether it is merely a case of great minds thinking

alike, or whether the German General Staff has followed

Professor Lanchester's articles with commendable
assiduity, I will not hazard a guess, but there f re the

facts. What is, however, very apparent is that the

advice of the only practical and deductive mind on the

Government Advisory Committee is not followed with

any indecent haste by the Authorities in this country.

DESIGNING ROUND A PERFORMANCE.
In the course of an article dated October i6th on the

armament of aeroplanes, which strictly belongs to the

military side of the book, Mr. Lanchester makes another
of his illuminating remarks. Discussing the fitting of

guns bigger than machine-guns, he says : "To accom-
modate such a weapon, with reasonable freedom in ele-

vation and traverse, would almost require that the gun
be designed first, and that the aeroplane be designed
round it."

A WORD TO THE TRADE.
I commend this phrase to all aeroplane designers,

for it bears on many things besides the fitting of guns.
It applies to all war-aeroplane design. Active-service

pilots complain that British aeroplanes do not equal
German or French machines for active service purposes.

In the main this is because the devastating trail of the

Government "expert" is over almost all British aero-

planes. There are, however, certain British machines
more than capable of holding their own against any
friendly or hostile foreign competition, on sheer speed
and climb for power.

Certain pilots hold, nevertheless, that speed and
climb alone do not comprise all that is needed in a war
performance.
My advice, then, to manufacturers is, see as much

of our active-service pilots as you can, get from them
their ideas of a war performance, and design round it

—according to Lanchester. If you do this thoroughly
no Government "expert" will ever be able to compete
with you in giving the Services the precise type of
machine they need. War performance, I may add,
means, among other things, quickness in manoeuvre,
unobstructed vision for pilot as well as passenger, and
the ability to use at least one machine-gun with full

effect. There are also other desiderata which, however,
I must not discuss here, but which may be learned
from the active-service pilots.

Mr. Lanchester also has something to say on the
uses of naval aircraft, which may be made the subject

of another article. On this occasion, however, we must
confine our discussion to other matters. Those "aero-
nautical experts" in and out of the Services who have
scoffed at the idea of aeroplanes being built and used
in huge numbers may be interested in Mr. Lanchester's
reference to "the many questions which have to be
faced before the training of Army pilots and aeroplane
gunners and signallers can be attempted in the thou-

sands or tens of thousands Jor which the warfare of the

future may call." The italics are not in the original,

and are inserted to draw attention to the views of a
man who is used to thinking of the future.

THE PROFESSORIAL OMISSION.
The chief fault to be found with Mr. Lanchester is his

seeming lack of knowledge of what has been done and
what can be done by what he labels "proprietary"
machines—namely, those built by independent manu-
facturers. He states that they "have lacked the all-

round qualities of those turned out by the Government
factory (the R.A.F.), or under contract to the Royal
Aircraft Factory specifications." This statement is

open to dispute on many counts, but one may point out
that the Avro and Vickers and Martinsyde and Bristol

machines, which have chiefly been used, have stood up
to war conditions as well as any R.A.F. products, so
far as resistance to weather is concerned, that power for

power they have proved at least as efficient and as
effective, and that even without allowing for the vastly,

superior speed of the two latter types they have caused
fewer fatal "peace" accidents and injuries to R.F.C.
pilots than have the inherently stable B. Es. and other

scientific products of the R.A.F.
Being a member of the Government Advisory Com-

mittee, Mr. Lanchester is perhaps more closely in touch
with the R.A.F. than with rival manufacturers, so one
would suggest that in future he would do greater ser-

vice to the nation and would increase his own breadth

of vision if he would put himself in closer communication
with "proprietary" manufacturers and absorb some-
thing of their point of view and learn something of

their capabilities.

UNTRUSTWORTHY SCIENCE.
Probably for the same reason Mr. Lanchester seems

to have acquired somevvhat biased views on the whole

subject of aircraft production, whi'ch perhaps accounts

for his setting forth certain opinions which suggest that

he, like my old friend the Provost, is mistaking the

cow for the lady, and vice versa, for he continually

takes off his hat to the R.A.F. with great affability

and administers sundry shrewd and entirely undeserved

knocks to the trade. It is here, and here almost alone,

that he shows any sign of the professorial mind.

One may agree with him absolutely that "All matters

connected with the flying properties of a machine,

whether it be lifting power, propulsion, or stability, are

amenable to rigorous scientific treatment, and are as

carefully founded on scale-model and wind-channel ex-

periments as the analogous problems in ship design,"

but one denies absolutely that "nothing is further from

the truth" than that the "flying-machine ha? been de-
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veloped and is to-day designed by empirical methods,
and that the scientific man has nothing to do with it,

except, perhaps, late in the day to give plausible ex-

planations of the 'whys and wherefores.'
"

Such is in fact almost entirely correct. What are
"scale-model" and "wind-tunnel" experiments except
"empirical methods"? Has any absolute knowledge
been gained from them? Over and over again figures
gained by these semi-scientific methods have been upset
when applied to full-scale aeroplanes. And, at the
finish, the most effective flying machines have proved
to be those which owe nothing to any science except
that of plain constructional engineering. Aeronautical
science, as an exact science, does not yet exist. There
are too many unknown quantities and qualities of air

still awaiting discovery to permit anyone to dogmatise
as the' pseudo-scientists of the National Physical Labora-
tory and the R.A.F. and the Admiralty are so fond of
•doing. They also need to take a war performance and
design round it.

THE PROFESSORIAL PRODUCTION SCHEME.
Professor Lanchester's greatest error seems to me to

be his suggested scheme for the future manufacture of

aircraft of war. His idea seems to be that the results

of N.P.L. and R.A.F. experiments should be kept back
from independent designers, and that the R.A.F. should
be strengthened "to enable full control to be exercised
over new models, and otherwise to take steps to ensure
secrecy." Then, apparently, orders for these models
are to be peddled out in bits to such manufacturers as
are willing to accept contracts under such conditions.

.He says deliberately, "private enterprise is being
called upon to do more than ought to be the case." He
believes "there is a tendency to divorce the aircraft

developm'ent of the two Services—the Army and Navy

;

this the author considers to be bad." In other words,
he, as a member of the Advisory Committee, advises
a Government monopoly of aircraft production under
the control of the very people who have neglected his

excellent advice—as quoted earlier in these notes—and
have left it for the Germans to adopt and act upon that

advice, while they are wasting many thousands of

pounds every week and producing nothing worth writ-

ing home about.

Under such a scheme all the brilliant men who have
produced by their own curious methods of calculation

—

sometimes merely with a bit of chalk on a floor or a
wall or a board—aeroplanes which have beaten both
the Admiralty's and the R.A.F. 's "experts' " machines
on ever)' p^.int—and despite every effort to stop their

production by refusing to allot engines and other mate-
rial to "proprietary" experimental machines—would
find themselves merely doing tracings from R.A.F.
drawings, or correcting mistakes in the said drawings
in an endeavour to make the machines go together.

Or else they would be working at a bench or a lathe,

without any outlet for their ideas.

" COMPETITION IS GOOD FOR TRADE."
If such a scheme had. existed in the past the R.F.C,

would now be fighting Fokkers on B.E.2CS. with' even

worse engines than the R.A.F. engine is now. Com-
petition with private enterprise alone can stir up a

Government department. Competition alone can mount
the R.F.C. pilots on machines better than those of the

German pilots.

I agree entirely with Mr. Lanchester that "the key

to the whole situation lies in the proper organisation

and control of the manufacturing resources of the

Government, as at present represented by the Royal
Aircraft Factory." That delectable establishment

needs enough reorganising to keep Mr. Lanchester busy
for some while—if he feels sufficiently Herculean to

clean the Augean stables—and it should be put under
proper military control. Merely dressing the staff in

uniform and calling them individually by some military

title, with R.F.C, H.A.P. (T.F. temp.), after their

names, does not mean military control.

THE LESSONS OF HISTORY.
Before staking his own high reputation on the R.A.F.

Mr. Lanchester should read up a little more history and
a little less science. Then he might discover how much
"proprietary" firms have done for the Navy, as com-
pared with Government dockyards, and how much pro-

prietary firms have done to originate weapons for the

Army.
Was the Whitehead torpedo designed in a dockyard?

Was the Holland submarine a dockyard job? Were
our first fast destroyers Yarrow and Thornycroft pro-

ducts, or did they come from dockyards? What of

Snider, Martini, Lee, Metford, Ross, and other de-

signers of rifles? Were they Government slide-rule

experts or practical rifle makers or shots? Who built

our big naval guns, Portsmouth or Coventry? Was
Vickers or Maxim or Lewis a Government machine-
gun "expert"? What did Mr. Lanchester think -of the

Lewis gun when he and I together saw it at Bisley

years ago? Who took it up and made it, the Govern-
ment "experts" or the practical men of the Birmingham
Small Arms Company?
No ! Mr. Lanchester. Forget your professorship for

a while. Be a practical engineer. Remember what
"proprietary" firms have done for the nation in this

war. Think what would have happened to mechanical
transport if Government "experts" had taken over the

entire motor trade in igoo or so, when you were not

by any means an advisor to the Government. Look
back on history a little and remember that history

repeats itself. Then you will be able to distinguish the

cow grazing at the public expense from the lady.

—

C. G. G.

General View of the S.I I.—Voisin bipfane with 120'h.p. Isotta- Fraschini motor, one of Italy's best efforts.
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'QUIRKLETS."
The following questions and their absolutely inspired

answers are taken from among a number included in an
examination paper set at a school of flying. One will

not indicate whether the pupils are naval, military, or

civilian, but one may state that all of them hope to be

officers some day and are over eighteen years of age,

some being considerably older :

—

(Q.) What is the use of the carburettor?

(A.) (i) The carburettor regulates the mixture, and
also lets the engine have the gas as required ; therefore

it does not catch fire until 1 the gas has passed through the

jet.

(2) The cylinder receives its gas from the carburettor,

where it is compressed by the piston. . . . Uach cylinder

explodes on every alternate round.

(Q.) What is the use of the flywheel f

(A.) (i) If cylinders miss, the flywheel generally has

enough weight to carry on until the cylinder is ready to

fire again.

(2) The flywheel is a heavy piece of metal attached to

the crankshaft which causes the motor to revolve and act

evenly, -and which corrects the timing of the explosions

by the centrifugal force which keeps the various parts

of the motor in conjunction with one another.

(Q.) In an int-.rnal combustion engine describe what
happens during two consecutive revolutions of

the crankshaft.

(A.) No. I cylinder fires and continues firing for

about a quarter of a revolution. It then discharges the

burnt petrol until it makes one complete revolution from
the place it is fired. It then sucks in petrol for another

complete revolution and is fired again.

(Q.) What are the principal instruments carried on an
aeroplane ?

(A.) Compass, clinometer, air-speed indicator, and

^

pilot-tube.

(Q.) Why does the propeller cause an aeroplane to move
forward ?

(A.) (i) The special curves of a propeller, giving so

many revs., foi'ces the air back so causing a rush of wind
under the planes;

(2) Some propellers draw the machine along, and
others push, the propellers are bent in a certain

way that cuts the air in revolving and draw with a

terrific force.

(3) The propeller is so constructed that in revolving

rapidly through the air it sucks the air towards it and
as the air does not come quick enough, also draws itself

and anything it may be attached to forward.

(4) The blades of a propeller are shaped with the trail-

ing edge projecting more than the entering edge, so that

it pushes the wind away from it.

(5) The propeller is so constructed that, when it re-

volves, it causes a draught which is strong enough to

propel the machine forward, provided it is not hampered
by ropes or chocks.

(Q.) What supports an aeroplane in the air?

(A.) The support is the air pressure on the plane

caused by the angle of incidence which it cuts the air

and the speed which it makes.

(Q.) Why is the air more disturbed in summer than in

winter ?

(A.) Air is more disturbed in winter because the tem-

perature is seldom the same. One day hot, the next day
cold and when air is hot it rises causing cold air to rush

in, then we get wind.

(Q.) When a wind is blowing, why is it best to start and
land into the wind ?

(A.) (i) Owing to the steadying effect the wind has

on an aeroplane and the wind is not constant but blows
in gusts so if landing with the wind a sudden lull might
cause the fall of the aeroplane.

(2) In order to brake the aeroplane on landing.

[Q.) In an aeroplane, define "stall."

(A.) (i) Stalling a machine is when the machine ceases

to move when not made to do so by the pilot.

(2) By climbing your machine at too great an angle

you tend to check the speed of your machine, so that you
gain no heighth but just force your machine through the

air at the same heighth. This in time will overheat your

motor, causing probable stoppage.

(Q.) In an aeroplane, define loading.

A.J (i) Loading it means when the pilot gives

thje engine too rich a mixture.

(2) Loading = filling the machine with petrol and
oil.

(3) Loading is the total moveable weight the aeroplane

will stand.

(Q.) What is the use of the warp ?

(A.) (i) The warp is used to ensure transverse sta-

bility in banking on Avros.

(2) Warp of a plane gives a stream-line, and air takes

a natural eddy, thus suction is reduced.

(Q.) What is a spark-gap ?

(A.) A spark-gap is a gap which lets ,the overflow of

current earth so as not to burn the magneto up. The
spark-gap between a Rolls-Royce is 0.014 inches, or 0.35

millimetres.

(Q.) Define what is meant by a rigid airship.

(A.) (i) A rigid airship has its body encased and
cannot be bent.

(2) A rigid airship is one that is answerable to control.

Example, a Zeppelin is a rigid airship, a balloon is not.

(3) A rigid airship is one which has a rigid framework
covered over with a beater's skin. [Hence H.M.A. "Beta"

presumably.—Ed.]

(4) A Zeplin.

(5) A rigid airship is held by cable from the ground

and let out to desired height.

(Q.) Define what is m^ant by the sqiiare and cube of a

number.
(A.) (i) Square number is the amount in the surface.

Cubic number is the amount in the surface and depth.

(Q.) In a triangle, two of the sides are 750 yards and 315

yards, and the angle betwien them is 90 degrees.

What is the length of the third side, and what is

the area enclosed in acres and in square miles f

(A.) Not having slide rule or logarithm tables the

question takes too much time relative to its importance.

(Q.) Concerning various notes on the Gnome.
(A.) (i) The magneto sparks twice; in one revolution

and seven times in two.

(2) The contact-breaker is the thickness of a visiting-

card.

(3) Engines being anti-clockwise, the trailing edge is

towards the right.

THE SERVANT QUESTION.
A correspondent sends the following extract from a

"vServants Wanted" column :

—

Superior, useful help, under 45, wages up to £2,0,

house-parlr wk, able to drive car if poss, fam 2, no

basemt, other svnts kpt, good outings, tax pd. Write

Mrs. Fulton, Byways, Berkhampsted, Herts.

The correspondent writes :
—

"The house-parlourmaid-chauffeuse would appear to be

the very finest thing in domestic hybrids yet produced,

but at any moment we may now expect to read something

like the following :
—

" 'Desperate householder craves the services of culinary

artist, to fill in her spare time flying; a light hand is

absolutely essential, not only for the making of pastry, but

for the manipulation of the family aero- 'bus. S'tate fully

age, weight, etc., also give reference as to capabilities

and "moral tone" from Academy of Aviation where ticket

was taken.' "
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette," January 14th, 1916.

(Omitted by error last week).
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wlng.—To
be Sec. Lieuts. (on probation); December 13th, 1915: Harold H.
Baron, Edward F. Allen, Cecil A. Lewis. December isth, 1915 :

Cuthbcrt J. Creery, Edmund S. Duggan. Ernest Duveen.
December 22nd, 1915. Phillips D. Rader. December 28th, 1915.

* * «

From the "London Gazette," January 18th, I9I6.

Admiralty, January i6th.
With reference to list of promotions of flight sub-lieuts. to rank

of flight lifcut. in "Gazette" of December 31st, name of officer de-
scribed as John Conrad Peter Wood should have appeared as
James Conrad Peter Wood.

January 17th.
ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Actg. Wing Com. F. C.

Halahan, M.V.O., confirmed in rank of wing com. May 6th.

War Office, January i8th.
REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal F"lying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Balloon Officers—December Sth : Temp.
Lieut. Hon. A. R. Boyle, R. Scots F., and transfd. to Gen. List;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. G. T. Beale, R.F., and transfd. to Gen. List.

December J7th : Capt. P. K. Wise, R. Warwicks., and seconded;
Temp. Sec Lieut. C. G. Ronaldson-Clark, R.A., and transfd. to
Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. A. G. D. Gavin. Royal H., S.R., and
seconded; Sec. Lieut. E. H. Robinson, S.R. December 18th.
Lieut. G. F. M. Warner, R. Berks., and seconded. December
2ist. December 29th : Temp. Lieut. J. F. Johnson, T.F.R.

;

Temp. Lieut. H. D. Jensen, R. Scots F., and transfd. to Gen.
List; Temp. Sec. Lieut. I. P. H. Preston, R.A., and transfd. to
Gen. List; Temp. Lieut. L. R. Briggs, London, T.F.
Wing Adjt.—Capt. V. H. Seeker, 14th Hrs., and seconded.

January I5lh.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officers—Sec. Lieut. O. H. Frost, .Middx., T.F.
December 22nd. Sec. Lieut. F. C. Buck, S.R. December 24th.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). December 13th : H. M.
MacCarthy, C. J. Campbell, M. Allport, G. H. E. Rippon, D.
Cloete. E. G. Manuel, H. C. G. Watney, T. C. Webb-Bowen, P.
Pralle, A. J. Mavo, A. G. Grant.
TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Royal Flying Corps.—Hants Air-

craft Parks.—To be sec. lieuts. December 23rd : W. J. Webber,
H. Medcalf, S. J. Waters, S. B'. Smith, R. Harrison, A. L. Bird.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 19th, 1916.

War Office, January 19th.
' REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Com.—Capt. P. K« Wise, R.
Warwicks., from a balloon officer. December i8th.

Sqdn. Com.—Capt. P. K. Wise, R. Warwicks., from flight

com., and to be temp. maj. whilst so employed. December 31st.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 20th, 1916.

War Office, January 20th.

REGUL.AR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Sqdn. Coms., from equipment officers,

and to be temp. majs. whilst so employed.—December 15th : Capt.

R. C. Donaldson-Hudson, T.F.R.
;
Capt. A. Huggins, S.R.

Flying Officers.—January 4th : Temp. .Sec. Lieut. M. G. P.

Phillips, S. Lanes., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. O.
Lerwill, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. L. C. Kidd, S.R.
Memorandum.—Temp. Lieut. Hon. Wilfrid C. W. Egerton,

Gen. List, to be temp. Capt. whilst employed as Asst. to the Officer

in Charge of R.F.C. Records. September 23rd, 1915.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," January 21st, 1916.

Admiralty, January i9tih.

ROYAL N.WAL AIR SERVICE.—Actg. Flight Lieut. H. C.

Morris confirmed in rank of flight lieut. for temp, service. Sep-

tember 2Sth.
War Office, January 21st.

REGULAR FORCES— Royal Flying Corps. — Military
Wing.—Flight Coms., from Flying Officers—Lieut. A. H. Morton,

R.A., and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed. January 7th.

January Sth : Capt. C. T. Maclean, R.F., S.R.
;
Temp. Lieut.

S. G. Gilmour, Gen. List, and to be temp. capt. whilst so em-
ployed.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer—Sec. Lieut. H. Baynes, S.R. Janu.^ry

7th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Roy.il Fiying Corps.—^Military Wing.
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : O. Lerwill,

H. Bayrtes, G. C. Mills. To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). Decemher
i3tih : W. R. Lewis, C. H. Howell. J. V. Read. December
27th. H. Slingsby. January 3rd. I. Curlewis. January 17th.

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of January 21st
announces that the King has been graciously pleased to
give orders for the award of the Distinguished Service
Cross to the undermentioned officer in recognition of his
services during the advance on Kut-el-Amara on Septem-
ber 27th and 28th, 1915 :—
Flight-Lieutenant Vivian Gaskell Blackburn^ R.N.
Flight-Lieut. Blackburn did excellent air reconnaissance work,

and came under heavy fire on the afternoon of September 28th
whilst carrying dispatches between the General Officer Command-
ing and tlie "Comet."

[lyieut. Blackburn has flown assiduously since the be-
ginning of the war. He took part in the ..raid on Cux-
haven on Christmas Day, 1914, but had not the luck to

draw a D.S.O. in the subsequent ballot for the three
awarded to the six officers concerned. He was afterwards
specially mentioned in dispatches for gallantry in the
dfestruction of the "Konigsberg" in East Africa. And
the award above shows him to have acquitted himself
equally well in Mesopotamia. He will be remembered as
building and flying a little biplane of his own at Brook-
lands, and later as the owner and pilot of the last Flanders
biplane. He is an excellent example of the keen young
sportsman who has learned to fly at his own expense and
whose keenness has been of value in his Majesty's vSer-

vice.—Ed.]
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 22nd, 1916.

War Office, January 22nd.
STAFF.

—

Attached to Headquarter Units.—Chief Eng'-.

—

Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) F. H. Horniblow, and retain temp, rank
whilst so employed, vice Maj. Gen. R. M. Ruck, C.B. -Janu-
ary 17th.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers.—Temp. Sec. Lieut.
H. Hemming, Gen. List. December i4tih. December i'6th

:

Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. R. Johnston, H.L.I., and transfd. to Gen.
List; Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. T. Kyflfin, i2tlh Res. Regt. of Cav.,
and transfd. to Gen. List ; Lieut. D. C. Rutter, R. Sussex, S.R.,
and seconded; Sec. Lieut. E. Robinson, R.A., and seconded; Sec.

Lieut. E. M. Gilbert, Essex, S.R., and seconded. December
18th. December 19th : Lieut. W. S. F. Johnson, Leics. Yeo. ;

Temp. Lieut. C. E. Sherwin, Hants Fortress Engr., T.F.
;
Temp.

Lieut. H. O. Long, R.E. ; Sec. Lieut. S. E. Pither, K.O.S.B.,
and seconded; Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. A. Tweedie, attd. loth Hrs.,
and transfd. to Gen. List. . December 22nd. J^ieut. L. T. N.
Gould, R.A., and seconded. December 25th. .Sec. Lieut. T. M.
McKenna, 8th Hrs., S.R. January 3rd. Lieut, (temp. Capt.)

F. W. H. Simpson, R.A., to relinq. temp, rank, and seconded.

January 5th. Initials of Temp. Sec. Lieut. S. G. Ridley, Yorks.,
as now described, not as in "Gazette" December 13th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Milit-^ry Wi.vG.--Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) W. G. Pender confirmed in rank. To be sec.

lieuts. (on prob.). January ist : M. M. Sisley, G. .S. Rogers,
H. C. Baker, G. P. Ham, W. M. Carlyle, R. W. Catto, F. M.
Carter, F. L. Hambly, W. Scatterly, G. L. Main, C. St. G.
Campbell, W. E. Roe, H. M. Corbold, J. W. Lockhart, G. P.

Alexander, E. Laurie, J. P. Porter, F. S. Schell, W. H. Hubbard,

J. G. Rvrie, R. E. A. Macbeth, F. H. Stone, E. A. McKay, G.. A.

Lascelle's, H. Spanner, C. T. Lally, W. E. McCoy, R. W. Young,
C. V. Hewson, L. M. McCoy, J. R. Chamberlain, J. H. Ryan,
W. E. Soper, H. M. Fleming. Hon. F. W. S. McLaren. Janu-
ary 17th.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Royal Flying Corps.—Hants
Aircraft Parks.—C. H. Douglas to be Capt. (temp.). Janu-
ary I St.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 23rd, 1916.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the appointment of the undermentioned officer

to be a Companion of the Distinguished Service Order,

in recognition of his gallantry and devotion to duty in

the field :—
Captain Malcolm McBean Bell-Irving, Royal Flsnng

Corps (Special Reserve).

For conspicuous and consistent gallantry and skill during a

period of nine months in France, notably on December 19th,

1915, between Lille and Ypres, when he successfully engaged
three hostile machines. The first he drove off, the second he

sent to the ground in flames, and the third nose-dived and dis-

appeared. He was then attacked by three other hostile machines.
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from above, but he flew off towards Ypres, and chased a
machine he saw in that direction. He overhauled it and had
got to within a hundred yards when he was wounded by a shell

and had to return.

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the Military Cross on the undertnentioned officers

in recognition of their gallantry and devotion to duty in

the field :
—

trieutenant (temporary Captain) George Lockharx
PiERCY Henderson, Royal Flying Corps (Special

Reserve)

.

For conspicuous gallantry and skill. On November 28th,

1915, .between La Bassee and Lille, after he had driven down
one Albatros, he attacked two other hostile machines, and, in

spite of heavy fire, put them both to flight. Then under anti-

aircraft fire he Chased two more machines and drove them off.

On December 2nd, near Don, when on escort 10 a bombing
expedition, he was hit by a bullet in the head in a fight with
a German machine. Though partially stunned and half blinded

he succeeded in bringing his own machine back to his aero-

drome.

Second Lieutenant (temporary Captain) William
Douglas Stock Sanday, Royal Flying Corps (Special

Reserve)

.

For conspicuous gallantry and skill near Hulluch on Janu-
ary ist, 1916. He went out in a very high wind 10 observe
the fire of a battery, and, owing to the cloiids, was forced to fly

. at a height of between 800 and 900 feet. Although continually

subjected to very heavy rifle fire from the German trenches, Ihe

enabled our battery to obtain several direct hits.

[Though not an R.F.C. Honour, the following is of

interest to those concerned with aviation.]

Second Lieutenant (temporary Lieutenant) Stuart
Arthur Vernon, 3rd - Battalion, The Border Regiment
(attached Intelligence Corps).

For conspicuous gallantry in France oh several occasions,

notably on October 26th, 1915, when a German aeroplane had
been brought down close behind our front line. The (nemy
commerced shelling the locality to, destroy the machine, but

Lieut. Vernon, at great jjersonal risk, crept up to it, saved it

from destruction, and broug'ht in very valuable documentary
information

His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

approve of the award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal
to the undermentioned man for gallantry and devotion to

duty whilst serviug with the Expeditionary Force in

France :—
3022 ist Class Air Mechanic T. H. Donald, Royal

Flying Corps.
For conspicuous gallantry and ability on November 7th,

1915, in France. When on patrol in a Vickers fighting
machine, with Lieut. Insal! as pilot, a German machine was
sighted, pursued and attacked near Achiet. First Class Air

Mechanic T. H. Donald showed very great skill as a gunner.
The enemy machine was brought down by his fire and burnt
on the ground by an incendiary bomb, while at least one of its

crew was wounded. Our own machine was damaged, and forced

to alight 500 yards inside our lines, where it was heavily

shelled on the ground. It was, however, repaired during the

night and flown safely home at dawn.
« .* •

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 24th, 1916.

War Office, January 24th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.-—Military Wing.—Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. J. Dick-
son, S. African Engr. C., and to be temp. Capt. whilst so em-
ployed. December 24 th.

Flying Officers.—December 15th : Temp. Capt. I. U. D. Tru-
man, A.S.C., and transfd. to Gen List; Capt. J. E. Dixon-Spain,

Hants, and seed. ;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. Cunningham-Reid, R.E.,

and transfd. to Gen. List Jan. 6th : Capt. S. Grant-Daltqn,

Yorks ; Lieut. V. A. .Albrecht, Mancbr., and seed.; Lieut. C. W.
E. Cole-Hamilton, R. Scots, and seed.

;
Temp. Lieut. W. W.

Carey-Thomas, Gen. List
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. G. H. Gordon,

R.A., and transfd. to Gen. List
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. L. J. Mann,

A.S.C., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. F. G. W. Mar-
chant, R.W. Kent, and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. J. R. Taylor, Rifle

Brig., and seed. Sec. Lieut. G. C. Mills, S.R. Jan. "8th. Jan.

iith : Temp. Sec. Lieut, S. E. Adams, RA,, and iransfd. to Gen.
List; Sec. Lieut. W. G. Pender, S.R.

Asst. Eqmt. Officer,—Sec. Lieut:. J. G. Francis, S. African

Aviation C. Nov. 26bh.

Memorandum.—Temp. Lieut. W. B. Hellard, Gen. I^ist, to be

temp. Capi. whilst employed with Kite Balloon Sects. Jan. 14th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Fiying Corps.—Military Wi.-'IG

—To be Sec. Li«Hfs. - (on prob.) : C. P. W. JoUiffe. Dec.
20th. S. A. .'\lder. Dec. 33rd. E. W. Vaughan. Dec. 27th.

R. F. Tindall. Dec. 29th. S. G. Frost. Jan. 17th. E. D. L.
Davies. Jan. 24th.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the

Admiralty on January i8th :—
Royal Naval .Air Service.—.A,ctg. Wing Com. F. C. Halahan,

M.V.O., confirmed in rank of wing com., with original seniority..

Chief Petty Officer W. James and Petty Officer E. E. Barratt
promoted to the rank of flight sub-lieut., for temp, service, ori'

probation, to date January isth.

Sec. Lieut. (3rd Gordon Highlanders) L. R. Hulls granted temp,
commission as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., with seniority January I7th^

and appointed to the "Pi-esident," additional, for R.N.A.S.
•X- * *

The following appointments were notified at the

Admiralty on January 20th :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—The undermentioned have been
entered as flight sub-lieuts. for temp, service, on probation, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date as

stated : A. M. Harding, January rgth ; F. S. Mills, A. J. Chad-
wick, and E. S. Boynton, December 30th ; B'. D. Hobbs, Decem-
ber 27th.

« * *

The following appointments were notified at the

Admiralty on January 24th :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., E. J. B.

How, and Temp. Sub-Lieuts., R.N.V.R., R. J. M: de St. Leger,.

V. R. Gibbs, H. L. Everitt, J. T. Chitty (to date January 22nd),.

and Messrs. J. A. Cameron and K. M. Smith, entered as, proby.

Flight Sub-Lieuts. (temp.), and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date December 30th.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the follow-

ing casualties on January i8th :

—

Killed.

Under date January 17th .

—

Lieut. Henry H. M. Northcott, R.N.V.R.
Slightly Injured.

Under date January 17th :

—

Flight Sub-Lieut. Lorenzo A. T. Pritchard, R.N.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on

January 20th :
—

NORTHCOTT.—On January 17th, killed on duty while fly-

ing, Henry Hans Macfarlane Northcott, Lieut., R.N.A.S., the

beloved eldest son of William Henry and Louisa Mary North-
cott, of 6, Earl's Court Square, S.W. Deeply mourned (Devon,

papers please copy.)

Mr. C. P. Harris, coroner for North-East Kent, held an
inquest .on January 19th on the body of Lieut. Henry
Hans Macfarlane Northcott, R.N.V.R., thirty-one years

of age, who was killed while flying as a passenger with

Flight Sub-Lieut. L. A. T. Pritchard, R.N. it was stated

that the weather was calm and misty. The biplane had
a side-slip, and a slight puff of wind catching one of the

planes, the machine fell to the ground from a height of

between 30 and 40 feet. Sub-Lieut. Pritchard was only
slightly injured, but Lieut. Northcott, who was pinned
beneath the engine, died shortly after from fracture of the
base of the skull. It was Lieut. Northcott's first flight.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following

casualty on January 24th :
—

Slightly Injured.
' Under date January 20th :—
Flight Sub-Lieut. Cecil H. Darley, R.N.

* * *

The following appeared on January 19th :
—

DUFF—WAGON.—On January i8th, quietly, at the Church
of St. James-the-Less, Westminster, by the Rev. Canon Thorn-
dike, Flight Sub-Lieut. Ronald T. H. Duff, R.N., younger son
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Duff, Howard Place, St. Andrews,
to Dorothy Lovelace, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. Wagon,
St. Ives, Stroud, Kent.

* * *

The mafriage of Squadron-Commander John T. Babing-

ton, D.S.O., R.N., and Miss Cecily Beresford Hope will

take place on Tuesday, February ist, at it. 30, at St.

Michael's, Chester vSqtiare.
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6

MILITARY.
G.H.Q.- dispatch of Januaiy 19th says ;—
On January 17th sixteen of our aeroplanes attacked

enemj'- supply depots at Le Sars (north-east of Albert),

causing considerable damage.
During the day there were 19 air encounters, in five

of which enemy machines were driven down. Two of

our aeroplanes were lost.

* * *

G.H.Q. dispatch of Janiiary 20th says :
—

Yesterday, in the course of fourteen fights in the air,

we drove two enemy macliines down into the German
lines. During the day we lost one aeroplane.

To-day ... an enemy aeroplane dropped three bombs
into the outskirts of an unimportant village behind
our lines.

« * *

The following appeared in the casualty list of

January 19th :—
Previously' officially reported Missing, now unofficially

reported KiUed.
Hobbs, Sec. Lieut. A. V., R. Flying Corps.

Tudor-Jones, Sec. Lieut. C. E. T., E. Lancashire and
R. Flying Corps.

Second Lieut. Alan Victor Hobbs was the eldest son of

Mr. A. E- Hobbs, Tunbridge Wells, and was 21 years of

age. Educated at Skinners' vSchool, Tunbridge Wells, at

Tonbridge School, and at St. John's College, Cambridge,
hie had completed one year's residence there and success-

fully passed the first part of the mathematics tripos when
war broke out. Pie took keen interest in Rugby football,

and was prominent in debate at the Union. While await-

ing a commission he joined the ranks of the Royal West
Kent Regiment. In October, 1914, he was gazetted tem-
porary second lieut. in the loth Batt. Royal Sussex Regi-

ment, and was sent at the end of January of last year to

Shoreham and Gosport for training in the R.F.C. He
went to France as pilot in July, and served successfully

there till his machine was shot down over the German
lines on December 15th.

vSec. Lieut. C. E. T. Tudor-Jones, East Lanes, Reg.j.

was gazetted to the East Lanca'shires in October, 1915.

4f * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force

were reported on January 20th under date Januaiy 13th :
—

Missing.

Barton, Sec. Lieut. R., R Flying Corps.

Cobbold, Lieut. E. F. W., 7th Cheshire (T.F.) and R.

Flying Corps.

Wilkinson, Lieut. E. S., ist London (T.F.) (R. Fusi-

liers) and R. Flying Corps.

The following casualty in the Canadian Contingent was
reported on January 20th :

—
Missing.

Field, Lieut. C. V. G., 4th Infantry (Central Ontario),

attd. R. Flying Corps.

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force
!

were reported on January ?ist under date January 14th :—
j

Missing. I

Gray, Lieut. K. W., Wilt.shire, attd. R. Flying Corps.

Hathaway, Sec. Lieut. S., R. Flying Corps. i

Kemp, Sec. Lieut. H. T., Cheshire, and R. Flying , :

Corps. .
i

Kingdon, Sec. Lieut. L., Worcestershire, and R. Flyings*
j

Corps. i:

» * * ~i

i
The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force|

were reported on January 22nd under date January 15th

Wounded.
Denne, Sec. Lieut. R. A., Wilts, and R.F.C.
Erskine, Capt. R., 7th R. Scots Fus. and R.F.C. .

Herring, Sec. Lieut- J. H., R.F.C.
Milling, Lieut. H. B., Motor Machine Gun Service, attd.

R.F.C.

Reported under various dates :
—

Wounded.
Beatson, Lieut. C. G., 5th Middlesex, attd. R.F.C.
Bowen, Lieut. E. G. A., R.A., attd. R.F.C.
Grey-Edwards, Sec. Lieut. H. B. R., R.A., attd. R.F.CJ
Marburg, Sec. Lieut. T., R.F.C.
Welch, Sec. Lieut. S. T., R.F.C.

* ^ *

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force

was leported on January 24th under date January i6th :

Sherwin, Lieut. C. E., R.E. (Hampshire Fortress)

(T.F.) and R. Flying Corps.

Previously officially reported Missing, now unofficially'

reported Killed.

Smith, Sec. Lieut. N. G., Highland L-L and R.F.C.
« « »

The following casualty in the Mediterranean Expedi-

tionary Force was reported on January 24th without date :

KiivtED.

Boles, Lieut. N. H., 2nd Dorsetshire, attd. R.N.A.S.

Lieut. Noel Henry Boles was born in December, 1892,

and obtained his commission in September, 1913, being

promoted lieutenant in October, 1914. He may have beei

passenger with Sub-Lieut. Darley, R.N.

* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force

were reported on January 25th under date Jaiiuary i8th :—

Died of Wounds.
Jenkins, Sec. -Lieut. R. B., S. Wales Borderers and

R.F.C.
Wounded.

Cave, Sec-Lieut. E. H. P., A.S.C. and R.F.C.

Missing.

Hayward, Lieut. C. O., 7th Lincolnshire and R.F.C.

Wadham, Capt. V. H. N., Hampshire and R.F.C.
Watts, Lieut. W. R., R.F.C.

Rear View of the Sloan Biplane, fitted with Hall-Scott Engine of 120=h.p. A very promising machine of American make, and.J
owing to the back-swept wings, of somewhat German aspect. 'm
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By some curious oversight, either official or on the part
of the Press generally, all but two of the following awards
by the French Government to the R.F.C. passed unnoticed
at the time :

—

From Army Orders of November nth, 1913.

Honours and Rewards.
The undermentioned officers, warrant officers, non-com-

missioned officers, and men have been awarded French
decorations as shown :

—

Croix de Commandeur, Legion oj Honour.—Major-
General Sir David Henderson, K.C.B., D.S.O.

Chevalier, 5th Class, Legion of Honour.—Major J. H.
W. Becke

;
Major G. W. P. Dawes

; Captain J. Valentine

;

Captain J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon ; Lieut. H. R. Nicholl

;

and Ivieut. E. D. Horsfall.

Medaille Militaire.—No. 251 Sergt.-Major J. Kemper;
No. 153 Flight-Sergt. F. James; No. .553 Sergt. A. Boor;
No. 7146 Corp. R. Northcott; No. 4917 2nd A.M. R.
Mackrell.

Croix de Gwem.-^No. 814 Sergt. W. Ellison; No. 886
Sergt. R. Brobson; No. 1629 Sergt. A. Randall; No. 1831
Sergt. W. Watts; No. 2891 Sergt. F. Courtney; No. 1194
ist A.M. A. Bradford.

* * *

An officer whose letter appeared in the "Morning Post"
makes the following references to aircraft in the affair

at Matru, on the Egyptian front :
—

"The troops, some five thousand strong, fell into line

at 4.30 o'clock on Christmas morn to drive back the

enemy, reported by the Air Service to be some few thou-

sand strong and to be preparing an offensive against

Matru.
"The Air Wmg at once served as the eyes of the in-

fantry and cavalry, and as the 'spotter' for the artillery,

while signalling branches maintained expeditious and
constant communications."

[From which it appears that the affair here is more
than the chasing away of a few unorganised Arabs.—Ed.]

* * *

An engagement is announced between Major R. Barry
Martyn, Royal Flying Corps and Wiltshire Regiment,
3'^oungest son of Mr. G. R. Martyn and Mrs. Martyn, of

Newport, Mon., and Nina, eldest daughter of Mr. B.

Colquhoun and Mrs. Colquhoun, of 16, Westbourae Ter-

race.

The engagement is announced between the Hon. Alan
Reginald Boyle, third surviving son of the late Earl of

Glasgow, Lieutenant Royal Scots Fusiliers and Royal

Flying Corps, and Isabel Julia, youngest daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. P. Hull, of Earlswood Mount, Redhill,

Surrey.

Mr. Alan Boyle was one of the first people to fly in this

country, and he actually made the first cross-country

flight on a monoplane, an Avis to wit, built by Mr.

Howard Wright. He had a very bad smash at the

Bournemouth meeting in 1910, and did not fly for years

afterwards.
* * *

An engagement is announced between Edward Noel

Clifton, Second Lieutenant Coldstream Guards and Royal
Flying Corps, only son of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton, of 12,

Cambridge Square, Hyde Park, and Nancie Vera,

daughter of Mr. James Nicolson, of Hampstead,. and
grand-daughter of the late Mr. Thomas Gibson, of Edin-

burgh.
* * *

Mr. Tennant made the following statement in the House
of Commons on January 24th concerning the working of

the Royal Flying Corps during the last four weeks :

—

(1) Number of machines lost by us, 13.

(2) Number of enemy machines brought down cer-

tainly nine, and probably two in addition.

(3) Number of bombing raids carried out by us, six.

(4) Number of bombing raids carried out by enemy, 13.

(This comparison is- modified by the fact that we have
used 138 machines, including escorts for bombing raids,

while the enemy have used approximately 20.)

(5) Number of our aeroplanes which have crossed

enemy lines, 1,227.

(6) Number of German aeroplanes which* have crossed

our lines estimated at 310. (The last figure is deter-

mined by reducing actual anti-aircraft observations to

probable number of individiral machines.) '
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A Greeting from Gallipoli which explains itself. The burlesque advertisement in the left-hand bottom corner is worthy of noW.
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It is pointed out that practically all aircraft fighting

takes place over or behind the German lines, and, owing
to the prevailing strong west wind, German machines

hit can plane homeward, while ours often cannot. For

this reason it is not possible to give an accurate compari-

son of the relative loss.

Hostile machines are reported as brought down or

. driven down when they are seen to fall to the ground un-

controlled, but the enemy probably suffers many casual-

ties of which our officers, who are scrupulously careful

in their reports, are not certain. In many cases the Ger-

mans break off combats and descend rapidly to their own
lines. In such cases no claim of causing a casualty is

made.
[Officers of the R.F.C. who have flown on active service

within the last month or two, not merely those who have
watched proceedings from an aerodrome five miles behind
the lines, are best qualified to judge how much or how
little truth and consolation can be derived from Mr. Ten-

nant's lawyer-like pronouncements.—Ed.'l

Sir H. Dalziel asked whether Mr. Tennant had received

any complaints from flying men at the front that since the

change of direction they were asked to perform tasks when
the weather was entirely unfavourable.

Mr. Tennant : No, I have received none.

,
[A remarkably iinwise question to ask. Just as if any

flying officer would dare to send a complaint to the Under
Secretary for War. The statement implicit in the question

is correct enough—in certain instances—but the question

itself is entirely wrongly put. Sir Henry Dalziel means
well, but he does not know his job. That is why a man of

the Pemberton-Billing- class is needed in the Hoiise.—Ed.]

FRANCE.

The communique of January 19th says :—
During the night of the i8th two German air machines

having dropped four bombs on Nancy, one of our air

squadrons at once went up and bombarded the railway

stations of Metz and Arnaville. Twenty-two bombs
were thrown on the buildings, which were damaged.

* * *

The communique of January 20th says :
—

An enemy aeroplane dropped three bombs on the out-

skirts of Luneville, doing no damage. Another enemy
machine had to land near Flin. The two officers man-

ning it were made prisoners near Ogeviller, south-east

of Luneville.

The communique of January 23rd says :
—

During Sunday two of our aeroplane squadrons,

representing a total of 24 machines, bombarded the rail-

way station and the barracks at Metz. 130 bombs were
dropped on the spots previously designated. The bom-
barding aeroplanes were escorted by two protecting

squadrons, the pilots of which on the way fought ten

actions with Fokkers and Aviatiks. Our machines,
which were violently bombarded throughout their jour-

ney, returned safely with the exception of one, which
was obliged to land to the south-east of Metz.

» # »

The communique of January 24th says :
—

During the night our aeroplanes bombarded the line

Anizy-Laon and the establishment at Nogent I'Abbesse.

This morning one of our air squadrons of seven
machines dropped about twenty shells on the enemy's
encampments at Houthulst and Middelkerke.

* * *

An official report issued in Paris on January 24th

states :

—

A squadron of thirty-two French aeroplanes bom-
barded the enemy cantonments of Ghevgeli and Mona-
stir. At the latter place over two hundred bombs were
dropped by our machines.

* * *

This is the largest air raid yet carried out in the

Balkans. At 7 a.m. the 32 aeroplanes left Salonika.

The journey to Monastir took over two hours, for at

9 a.m. a strong wind sprang up. Some of the aircraft were
"avions-canons." and bombarded the German-Bulgarian
headquarters with their guns. Others merely dropped
bombs. Buildings known to be used as hospitals were
avoided. The last squadron saw clouds of smoke from
places where bombs from the leading machines had fallen.

All the machines were vigorously shelled by batteries

round the town, but all returned unhurt by noon to Salo-

nika, and on the way dropped any bombs remaining OA-er

on Bulgarians in villages near Ghevgeli.
» » *

The "Morning Post's" Paris correspondent wired on
January i8th :—
An eye-witness gives the following description of a

battle between three French warplanes and Uvo armoured
Fokkers, of which an account appeared in a recent French
communique :—

•

Our warplanes, powerfully armed, belonged to a squadron

BRITISH SEAPLANES IN GERMANY.—A Wight biplane, 200-h.p. Salmson. photographed at Kiel, during the celebrations

over the opening o{ the Canal only a few weeks before the war. Mr. Gordon England, the pilot, is seen standing on the steps,

with two Sopwith mechanics helping Kim. The wing=tips of a Sopwith bat-boat are seen on the right So little did our

politicians foresee war that these two valuable machines were sold out of Ibis country because the Navy would not buy them.
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commanded by Lieut. F., who was previously in command of a
flying school. On January yth two of these machines, piloted

by Corpl. P. and Sergt. de G., went up to bombard certain

objectives. Corpl. P., his mission accomplished, was returning,
when he observed a French Voisin machine attacked by a Fok-
ker. The two aeroplanes were so close that it was difficult for

the warplane to intervene without danger to the French aviator.

However, it fired three shells in succession', at 1,500 yards,

1,000 yards, and 500 yards. The enemy's machine was not hit

and it continued to gain on the Voisin. Then by an audacious
manoeuvre Corpl. P. dived down right on the Fokker end fired

twice in quick succession. These projectiles found a target, and
the Fokker burst into flames, while the German batteries opened
a vain fire on the warplane, which landed uninjured behind the

French lines.

The second Fokker was brought down by Sergt. de G.
Attacked by an enemy machine that was very fast and attempted
to reach him from below, the sergeant suddenly reduced his

speed, and, forcing his aeroplane abruptly upwards, allowed the

enemy to pass him below. The German pilot, seeing his danger,
swerved to the right to escape the French aeroplane's gun, but
he was too late. ITie French pilot swept on him at full speed,

and his machine-gun opened fire at under fifty yards.

A bullet pierced the petrol reservoir and the Fokker fell blaz-

ing into a forest. The French machine was planing towards
the landing-place when another Fokker appeared in full cha^e.

The enemy's machine-gun opened fire, and it was only by
brilliant manoeuvring that Sergt. de G., who had no more
ammunition, succeeded in escaping the onslaught.

[One congratulates Sergt. de G. and Corporal P. on
their success, but one would point out that "Christmas
Tree" aeroplanes which carry bombs and quickfirer guns
as vpel: are not the weapons with which to attack Fokkers.
"Warplanes" should be fighting machines pure and
simple.—Ed.]

GERMANY.
The communique of January i8th says :

—
Two British aeroplanes came down in a fight in the

air near Passchendaele and Dadiseele (Flandeis). Three
of the four occupants were killed. A French aeroplane

was shot down by one of our aviators near Medewich
(Moj'envic). Both pilot and observer wei'e captured.

* * *

The communique of January 19th says :
—

During the night enemy aviators dropped bombs on
Metz. An enemy aeroplane is reported to have come
down towards the morning south-west of Thiaucourt,
one of the occupants being killed.

* * *

The communique of January 20th says :
—

A British battle biplane, armed with two machine-
guns, was brought down near Tourcoing by a German
aeroplane from among a British air squadron.
On the Yser the fire of our anti-aircraft guns forced

an enemy aeroplane to land within the enemy's lines.

The aeroplane was then destroyed by our artillery fire.

Last night we bombarded the military works at

Nancy.
* * *

The communique of January 24th says :
—

An enemy air squadron which ascended from Greek
territory bombarded Monastir, killing and wounding
several inhabitants.

[Anyhow, the population of Motiastir is mostly Bulgar
or Turk, and not Serbian.—Ed.]

There has been vigorous artillery and aerial activity

on both sides. Enemy squadrons bombarded Metz. One
bomb hit the Bishop's Palace, another landed in the yard
of the "hospital. Two civilians were killed and eight

wounded. One of the aeroplanes was shot down in the

course of an aerial fight, and the occupants were cap-
tured.

Our aviators dropped bombs on railway stations and
military works behind the enemy front, and obtained
the advantage in a number of aerial fights.

RUSSIA.

The communique of January 19th says :
—

On the Riga-Dwinsk front there were frequent flights

by German aviators. Enemy aircraft sppeared in the
district of the lower course of llie Aa, in Courland, near

Skotei, west of Friedrichstadt, and over Dwinsk, where
the Germans dropped several bombs.

* * *

The communique of January 21st says :
—

Near the station of Vileyka we captured a German
aeroplane.

In the region north-west of Zbarash an enemy balloon

exploded in the air and burst into flames. Its car fell

in our lines.

AUSTRIA.
The communique of January 21st says :

—

A Russian aerial squadron cruised over the sector

south-east of Brzezany and dropped bombs, without
causing any damage.

ITALY.
The communique of December i6th says :

—

A hostile aviator dropped some bombs on Strigno

and Grigno, in the Val Sugana. The damage done
was slight.

w * «

The communique of January i8th says :=—
Yesterday some enemy aviators flew over the Lower

Isonzo, but were everywhere put to flight by the fire of

our anti-aircraft guns. One of our aviators bombarded
Volano, in the Lagarina Valley, where the headquarters

of an Austrian force has been established.
* •

A message from Rome on January 24th says that gue-

rilla warfare is still being carried on in Montenegro. The
Montenegrins have been suffering much from Austrian

aeroplanes, which have been flying for some weeks past as

low as 1,800 ft., using machine-guns on soldiers in open
towns and villages. Eighty men were killed by this means
at Niksitch in one day and thirty at San Giovanni di

Medua.
'

[If a mountaineer cannot hit an aeroplane with a rifle at

1,800 feet he is asking for trouble.—Ed.]
« » «

Bombing excursions and the "air raid" of the vulgar

tongue grow wee5;ly more frequent on this "front" ; in-

deed, 'the war .
here is now in this respect quite normal.

Our All}^ could, no doubt, do with faster scouts and bigger

seaplanes, if she has not already got them.

The spy trouble seems still alive. Lights flashing from

the ruins of last year's earthquake have been reported.

A further Order reducing the lighting of all towns by

50 per cent, has been promulgated, more as an ecomouy
than from fear of what the nights mav bring.—T. S .H.

HOLLAND.
A telegram from Flushing on January 12th states that

a German aeroplane, No. 510, manned by two persons,

was found drifting near the Noorhinder Lightship on

January nth. The men were picked up by a boat and
taken on board the lightship.

* * *

A message from Amsterdam on January 13th says that

on January loth a German aeroplane from Belgium flew
" over Sas van Gent. The aeroplane was fired at by Dutch
soldiers and was hit. The "Telegraaf " reports that after

the machine recrossed the frontier it capsized.

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
Muriel Countess of Helmsley and Mrs. Rowton beg to

acknowledge the following contributions to their fund for

prisoners of war in Germany :
—

From the employees of Vickers Ltd., Weybridge Works,

£4 13s. 6d. »

From the employees of Vickers Ltd., Bexley Heath
Works, ^3 17s. 9d.

NOT SO BAD.
A well-known pilot engaged in testing a Government

biplane built by a Northern firm recently took one up
to 9,500 feet in lyj^ minutes, in full acceptance outfit

—

that is, pilot and passenger and full tanks. This per-

formance reflects credit on the constructors.
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THE MILE END ELECTION RESULT.

Warwick Brookes, 1991 votes.

Mr. Pemberton-Billiug is to be congratulated on
having put up a magnificeut fight. To have comd
so near to winning after arriving as a complete

stranger in the constituenc}- only a week before

shows first of all the strong persanaiitj- of the man,
secondly the discontent of the intelligent working

Pemberton-Billing, 1615.—Majority, 376.

people with the present Government, and thirdly

the fact that at last some people are beginning to

realise the importance of adequate aerial defence.

A majority of 376 on a poll of 3,606 is nothing much
to the credit of Mr. Brookes, the business-man, with
the whole force of two great Parties behind him.

On January 23rd, Mr. Balfour, ,First Lord of the Ad-
miralty, wrote the following letter to Mr. Warwick
Brookes, the Coalition candidate for Mile End:—

Admiralty, S.W., January 23rd, 1916.

Dear Mr. Warwick Brookes,—You ask me whether 1

have any observations to make on a statement which you
inform me has been made by Mr. Billing in a recent

speech at Mile End. The statement runs as follows :
—

You know the history of the Zeppelin raids. There
was one raid over the East End, but the papers, under
Government orders, said nothing. There was another

raid over the East End and part of it was blown sky-

high ; but again nothing was said. ' But when a Zep-

pelin went across the West End of London the Govern-
ment woke up, and then England went mad. Why
should you discriminate between men and women
being blown up in the East End and the West End ?

If Mr. Billing is correctly reported, the only interpre-

tation I can put npon his words is that he is endeavour-

ing to persuade persons living in the East of London
that their interests are neglected because they are poor;

and that only because wealthier quarters of the town
were attacked was trouble taken to meet Zeppelin raids.

The statement is untrue ; but its untruth is the least

part of its criminality. A man who endeavours at a time

like this to make political capital by suggesting that

the military arrangements of the Government are due
to class selfishness, and not to a single-hearted desire

for the general good, is playing a most unpatriotic part.

Thus would Berlin desire that all our political contro-

versies should be conducted ; and onhr if they are thus

conducted can we fail to win the war.—Yours sincerely,

Arthur James Balfour.
' Late that night j\Ir. Peiuljerton-Billing issued the

following reply from 4, Elm Court, Middle Temple :—
" As a fighting man I can only interpret the occasion

and singular violence of Mr. Arthur James Balfour's

letter to Mr. Warwick Brookes as a sign that the

Government realises it has lost Mile End. At a time
when the First Lord of the Admiralty, with- his charac-

teristic felicity and discretion of phraseology, was
accusing me of encouraging our German enemies—^in

a vain effort to save Mile End for the Coalition—our

German enemies in the air were busily dropping bombs
on Kent.

" I may be allowed to point out that Mr. Balfour

was not the First Lord of the Admiralty during the

earlier Zeppelin raids on London, and, further, that

after he had held that position for a month he stated

in the House of Commons that he was not aware his

Department was responsible for the air defences of

London. In reference to those statements of mine
which have apparently so seriously occupied the mind
of Mr. Warwick Brookes that he has referred them to

Mr. A. J. Balfour, I can only say of them, to borrow
a phrase used by a statesman with whom Mr. A. J.

Balfour was very closely, but, if political rumour is

ever to be believed, not always happily associated,

that ' What I have said, I have said.'

"Perhaps the happiest answer for Mr. Balfour to

Mr. Warwick Brookes, a drowning politician catching
at any straw to save himself, could have been tersely

phrased in a sentence which Mr. Balfour has made his

own and historic, ' I am a child in these matters.'
"

Mr. Pemberton-Billing's reply is just about as crush-

ing as anything a highly placed Minister has had said

to him or about him in the memory of living man,
while Mr. Balfour's letter is an example of the peevish

anger of a very weary old man calling upon the rem-

nants of a once fine intellect for effective wording.

It will be noted that there is nothing to show that Mr.
Pemberton-Billing ever used the words attributed to him,

but, if he did use them, it would be hard to distinguish

between them and the absolute truth. Anyone with a

normal memory cannot fail to remember that certain

raids West of the City of London raised many times

more excitement than did those farther East. Possibty

the extra row was in spite of and not because of the

Government, but the fact remains that then and then

only did the Government wake up and put Sir Percy
Scott in charge of the gunnery defences, besides taking
certain other important steps.

Mr. Balfour's self-confessed ignorance of what comes
within his own Department may explain but cannot ex-

cuse his apparent ignorance on this cognate subject.

Mr. Pemberton-Billing is to be congratulated on refrain-

ing from any reference to second childhood in these

matters. It is now some years since Mr. Balfour re-

signed the leadership of the Conservative Party, albeit

under certain pressure, on the plea that he was too old

—or too tired—for such strenuous work, yet we now find

him at the head of the Department on which the ultimate

safety of the nation depends. From which one may
gather that the nation's defence calls for less energy than
does the leading- of a mere political part}'.

In any case, he may be congratulated on having shaken
the Government to the very core. One would like to set

forth in print the whole story of this election, but the

law of libel forbids. The things that have been done,

the wires that have been pulled, and the tricks that have
been attempted by those in high places to prevent Mr.
Pemberton-Billing from upsetting the schemes of the dis-

credited Coalition are enough to make any clean-minded
patriotic British subject ill.

The Coalition is thoroughly scared, for with all its

fatuity it cannot help feeling that the nation is in a verj^

ugly temper, and that at the first good push the present

Government will be down and out. Mr. Pemberton-
Billing is to be congratulated on having given the first

strong impulse to that push.

LONDON'S AIR DEFENCE.
Mr. Evelyn Cecil (U., Aston Manor) asked the Prime

Minister, on January 20th, whether the anti-aircraft de-

fences of London and elsewhere were continuing to re-

ceive the close attention of his Majesty's Government

;

and whether he could discreetly disclose any information

on the subject to reassure the public in this respect.

Mr. Asquith : The answer to the first part of the

question is in the affirmative. As regards the second

part, certain changes are under consideration, but I

think it would not be in accordance with the public

interest to make any statement at present.

[" Under consideration " at this date is typical of the

futility of the Coalition.—Ed.]"
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ON THE FOKKER MONOPLANE.
In the House of Commons, on January 20th, Sir E.

Cornwall asked the Under Secretary for War if the

British aeroplanes now at the front were equal in

efficiency to the new German Fokker machines ; and
whether he could make any statement as to the results

of the aerial fighting on the British front in Flanders

during the last month.
Mr. Tennant replied : "In order that the present posi-

tion as regards aerial fighting on the Western front may
be correctly understood, the defensive nature of the Ger-

man methods of fighting - in the air must be kept in

mind. It is to this kind of fighting only that the Fokker
aeroplane, which is incapable of prolonged flights away
from its own lines and over the British lines, is appro-

priate, though for this limited purpose its suitability is

not disputed. The main duties of aeroplanes, however,

are reconnaissance and artillery work, and in our case

offensive fighting, and it is with reference to these duties

that the suitability of our types of machines must be

judged mainly.
" I may say, however, that if the Germans adopted the

offensive and came behind our lines, we have machines
quite equal in efficiency and speed to the Fokker aero-

planes which they employ defensively behind their lines.

In reply to the second part of the question, I would
point out that, for the reasons I have mentioned, nearly

every fight in the air takes place on the German side

of the trenches. As a result, casualties to our aeroplanes

and pilots, when they occur, tend to appear excessive by
comparison, because the Germans can hide their own
whilst advertising ours. But my military advisers are

satisfied that our Flying Service has given a good account

of itself in recent fighting."

The reply is ingenious and as superficial as one might
expect from one who has served his apprenticeship under
Colonel Seely to the answering of awkward questions.

It would be equally correct to explain that excessive

losses in an infantry attack without adequate artillery

preparation against a strongly entrenched and wired posi-

tion well supplied with machine-guns were due to the

enemy adopting methods of a " defensive nattire," though
the enemy might be " incapable of prolonged " incursions

into our territory. One assumes that in such, an event

the House, and the nation, would not be greatly consoled

with the self-satisfied remark that " if the Germans
adopted the offensive and came behind our lines " we
have methods of meeting them "equal in efficiency to

those which they employ defensively behind their lines."

If one adds to the " missing " in the casualty lists

those R.F.C. officers notified as " wounded," one sees

that we advertise our own losses even more than the

Germans advertise them for us. It is open to our In-

telligence Department to collate from the German casualty

lists, published as accurately as our own, lists of German
aviators killed or wounded on the various fronts, and to

publish them for the consolation of the British nation.

The R.F.C. 's Fine Work.
Mr. Tennant's military advisers are perfectly correct

in their satisfaction that our Flying Service has given
a good account of itself. No words are adequate to ex-

press the admiration in which the R.F.C. is held by those

of us who know the conditions under which it does its

work. The bravery of officers and men is above praise.

The organisation is as near perfection as anything human
can be. The discipline and training at home and abroad
are worthy of the highest tradition of the British Army.
But heroism, organisation, discipline, and training are

of little value in modern mechanical warfare without the
necessary mechanism. In fact, those very qualities may
lead to excessive casualties, as has been proved by the
Germans themselves in their massed infantry attacks.

The main duties of aeroplanes are, as Mr. Tennant
truthfully observes, reconnaissance and artillery work,

and in our case offensive fighting, and it is with reference
to these duties that the suitability of our types of
machines must be judged, not mainly but entirely. One
may answer these points by simple questions.

Is an aeroplane suitable for reconnaissance over the
enemy's lines if it is not fast enough to run away from
the enemy's " destroyers," if it cannot out-climb them,
if it is incapable of out-manoeuvring them, or if it cannot
defend itself against them? Obviously not. Of what
use, then, is a B.E.2C. against a Fokker which is from
10 to 25 miles an hour faster, which can climb 5,000 feet

higher and dive vertically onto it while keeping it all the
time inside a cone of fire from its machine-gun, which
can dodge all round it if on the same level, and which
can get under the tail of the British machine, so that
the B.E. crew cannot hit back ? The Germans taught us
these things, so I am not giving any information to the
enemy.

Is an artillery "spotter" suitable which suffers from
all the same disadvantages, plus the added one of being
kept by its duty on a restricted " beat " where it can be
found and attacked time after time?

Is an offensive fighting machine suitable which is so
slow and heavy that the enemy's "destroyers" can keep
out of range till they reach a position above or behind
the "offensive fighter" whence they can attack as safely

as if they were merely concerned with an unarmed re-

connaissance machine?
The statements implicit in those questions are the facts

of the case to-day, as the Germans know perfectly well,

and as the R.F.C. knows to its cost.

The Root of the Evii,.

The root trouble which has caused this state of affairs

is the stifling of the British aeroplane and aero-engine
industry before the war. At best, the authorities may
have stifled private enterprise in a laudable but mis-
guided effort to achieve standardisation and to avoid
multiplicity of types. At worst, this policy may have
been dictated by the desire of the staff of the Royal Air-

craft Factory to aggrandise itself by creating a Govern-
ment monopoly of the manufacture of aircraft, as certainly

seemed the case at the time. In either case the R.F.C.
is now paying for that policy, the folly of which this

paper has consistently pointed out for the past four years.

The R.F.C. finds itself equipped with Government
standard aeroplanes, which are inferior to modern German
aeroplanes just as our artillery was inferior to German
artillery at the beginning of the war. Over and above these,

there are a few makes of aeroplanes, entirely the outcome
of private enterprise, which are more like a match for the
Germans, but they are nothing like so good as they would
have been if the British aircraft industry had been en-

couraged as Germany encouraged her industry,, and as

this paper advised that we should encourage our industry.

The truth of this assertion is shown by the fact that

certain aeroplanes, which must not be mentioned, exist

in this country, equal to the Fokker in speed, climbing
and manoeuvring ability, and particularly suited to repel

the particular Fokker method of attack, and therefore suit-

able for reconnaissance and artillery work. Yet they have
been produced in spite of official discouragement, and even
disapproval. So little are they approved, in fact, that in

one case, at any rate, they are being sold to one of our

Allies, because our official stress-merchants cannot bring

their theory of design to agree with the proved and tested

practice of experienced manufacturers.

Mr. Tennant's remark that " if the Germans adopted

the offensive and came behind our lines, we have machines
quite equal in efficiency and speed to the Fokker aero-

planes," is a fine example of official futility. If they are

merely equal, they can be of no value for offensive-

defensive work behind our lines, for without superior

speed and climb it is impossible to attack an enemy who
prefers to run away. If they are sufficiently superior
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be able to attack, then why are they not operating behind
the German lines and protecting our reconnaissance and
artillery-spotting machines against Fokker attacks? If

they ate to fight Fokkers on their own level of 12,000 to

15,000 feet, they are safe enough against anti-aircraft guns,
so there seems to be nothing to prevent them from cross-
ing the lines and attacking the Fokkers in their own air

at anything up to 30 or 40 miles behind the German
trenches, for with a speed of 100 to 120 miles an hour,
which is necessary to tackle a Fokker, such a distance
would not consume much fuel, even assuming the wind to
be contrary in one direction of the journey.
The remedy for all this trouble is very briefly and

simply : Tell the British Aircraft Industry what is wanted,
and it will deliver the goods, if allowed a free hand,
without official interference.

THE FRENCH AVIATION CRISIS.
The "crisis" in French aviation has been so largely ad-

vertised in the French Press that one cannot be charged
with giving information to the enemy if one seeks lessons
therein of what to avoid in our own Services.

A friend of the writer's, who talks French fluently,

whom business called recently to Paris, had a conversa-
tion with a young French lieutenant attached to the
Aviation Service, which throws much light on the main
causes of the crisis.

The conversation arose over the latest copy of the
"Aerophile," the official organ of the French Aero Club,
which contained an article on the marked inequalities of

the flying pay drawn by an N.C.O. pilot who flew regu-
larly at the front and an officer pilot who did office work
at the rear and only flew just enough to qualify for the
extra pay.

In a leading article in The Aeroplane many montbs
ago, when dealing with the many old French pilots
"embusqued" in the famous "Escadrille de Paris" (which,
by the way, is now completely reorganised), mention was
made of the many French officers wlio took I0 aviation in
pre-war times, attracted thereto solely by the financial
side, and who fle^^' onlj' just enough to qualify for the
extra pay (or indemnite), and one has often wondered
what has become of these same officers since the war
began.

The lieutenant's remarks showed how closely their
doings are indentified with this new crisis and seem even
responsible for it.

At the beginning of the war, he explained, these
officers, whose sole qualification was in many cases the
fact that they had just - scraped through the^ necessary
simple tests to draw their flying mone}-, ran helter-skelter,
with a few very honourable exceptions, to take refuge in
the nearest shelter, no matter at what loss of self-respect.

As a consequence, every "supply park" was commanded
by an old "officer aviator" who, being "at the front," was
presumably exempt from passing the periodical tests im-
posed on those pilots at the rear before they were qualified
to draw their flying pay, the same exemption, apparently,
applying to. "officer aviators" altached to the m.any staffs

as advisers, etc.

The next billets to be rushed were those of the chiefs
of the many newly-formed "escadrilles," as under the
old S3^stem the chief of an escadrille was a non-fl3'ing
officer.

Later on, one pilot was taken from each escadrille and
the chief was ordered to fly as a pilot, but this order, said
the lieutenant, was generally just simply ignored, and the
reduced number of pilots had to do their own .work as
well as the chief's.

There seemed, he said, to be no check on these abuses,
nor on the deplorable example thus set to all the young
N.C.O. pilots, and, as he hotly observed, "How can one
expect anything else except a 'crisis' in a service where
the so-called leaders not only refuse to do their dntv nnd

THE DEATH OF MISS TREHAWKE-DAVIES.
The death was announced on January 21st of Miss

Trehawke-Davies, the well-known patroness of flying.

Always a fragile and delicate little woman, Miss Davies
suffered, as the result of an aeroplane accident which
displaced certain vertebrse, from a long and serious ill-

ness, but she had practically recovered from this when
heart trouble appeared, and she died suddenly in London
towards the end of November.
Her friends, acceding to her definitely expressed wish,

decided to make no announcement as to her death, and
it is only because certain dispositions of her property have
to be made that the news has been made public.

Miss Davies 's flying feats began in April, 1912, when
she bought a tandem Bleriot, on which she and the late

Mr. Hamel established a record for a passenger flight

between London and Paris. The journey, in fact, estab-

lished a double record, Miss Davies being the first woman
to cross the Channel in an aeroplane.

In June of the same year. Miss Davies, again piloted

by Mr. Hamel, took part in the first aerial Derby, when
seven pilots flew from Hendon on a trip round London.
The race was for the " Daily Mail " cup and £250, and
there was a long dispute as to whether it was won on
an objection by Mr. Hamel and Miss Davies, who finished

second, or by Mr. Sopwith, who finished first, and
eventually the Aero Club decided in favour of the latter.

Later Miss Davies established another record by "loop-
ing the loop " with Mr. Hamel, the first time that such

a feat had been performed with a woman passenger.

Miss Davies was the daughter of the late Mr. F.

Trehawke-Davies, who was formerly a member of the

Marjdebone Borough Council. She was actually almost
the only truly disinterested patron of aviation as a sport

which this country has ever produced. Others have
taken it up wholly or in part for self-advertisement, or

for self-advancement, or as a commercial speculation.

Even those who learned to fly for love of flying did so

with the intention of making other people pay for it

somehow, either by entering the Flying Services or by
selling aeroplanes to the Government or by working as

instructors at schools. Miss Davies simply spent her

money on flying, without the slightest intention of get-

ting any of it back.

vShe hated being photographed and paragraphed, so

she dodged pressmen as much as she could, and, though
her unique position forced her into prominenc°, she
escaped publicity more than many people who had far

less claim to it. vShe did much good to aviation, for her

tours in the country and on the Continent with Messrs.

Hamel, Astley, and Valentine in turn as her aerial

chauffeurs showed what could be done even in the years

before the war, and are examples of what will be done
under much safer conditions after the war.

Personally Miss Davies was a singularly charming
,

little lady, with a quiet voice and a shy manner which
assorted strangely with her extraordinary courage and
masculine grasp of big subjects. When war ceases tem-
porarily, and those concerned with flying have time to

leave work and to look for friends of whom they have,

lost sight in these strenuous days, there will be many
who will sadly miss the familiar figure of little Miss
Davies from among those who foregather at our aei'o-

dromes.—C. G. G.

to obey orders, bt:t draw flying pay for work thej^ never
do?"
He suggested that a return showing the hours of flying

of each chief of an escadrille since his appointment and of

each certificated aviator drawing flying pay at .the front

would be interesting reading and go far towards showing
where the abscess affecting French aviation to-day should
be sought.
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THE INVASl
There were two raids by German aviators on the East

Coast of Kent on January 23rd, the first since October 13th

of last year. One was about i a.m., when an aeroplane

dropped nine bombs rapidly and then made ofE seawards.

Shortly after noon on Sunday the second raid was made
by two seaplanes.

The official reports supplied by the Press Bureau on
January 23rd are as follows :

—
12.55 P-m.

Taking advantage of the bright moonlight, a hostile

aeroplane visited the East Coast of Kent at one o'clock

this morning (January 23rd), and after dropping nine

bombs in rapid succession made off seawards.

No naval or military damage was done, but some
damage was caused to private property, and an in-

cendiary bomb caused fires, which, however, were ex-

tinguished by 2 a.m.

It is regretted that, according to reports received, the

following civilian casualties occurred : One man killed

;

two men, one woman, and three children slightly

injured.

7.45 p.m.

Following upon the aerial attack upon the East Coast

of Kent in the early hours of the morning, two hostile

seaplanes made a second attack upon the same locality

shortly after noon to-day.

After coming under heavy " fire, the raiders dis-

appeared', pursued by our naval and military machines.

The enemy effected no damage.
No casualties have been reported.

[There is reason to believe, with Mr. Pemberton-Billing,

that, so far as the London district and the Home Counties

are concerned, we have more to fear from aeroplanes in

the future than from airships. Aeroplanes are harder to

find and harder to hit in dark or daylight than airships,

and airship skippers are probably aware of Sir Percy

Scott's reputation. Therefore one may rather expect air-

ships to attack the big cities of the North and Midlands,

while aeroplanes make themselves unpleasant to London.

-^Ed.]

The Press Bureau issued the following coaimunication

on January 24th :
—

A German seaplane passed over Dover at 4 p.m. to-

day. It was engaged by our anti-aircraft guns, and pur-

sued by two British machines.
*

[The assumption is that, as the German was observed

to be a seaplane; R.N.A.vS. machines pursued it. Possibly,

if its floats had not been observed in time, the grave tacti-

cal and political error might have been committed of send-

ing up R.F.C. aeroplanes in pursuit. How fortunate, is it

not, that our airmen have such hawklike ocular qualities ?

—Ed.]

THE RAIDS ON SUNDAY.
Viscount Duncannon put a number of questions to the

Under Secretary for War in the House of Commons on
Jan. 24th concerning the aeroplane attack on the Kentish
Coast on Sunday. He asked, first, whether it was a fact

that in the three hostile air raids on the east coast of Kent
none of our aircraft was engaged

;
secondly, whether ade-

quate precautions existed for enabling our air service to

deal with such visits
;
and, thirdly, why they failed to

operate in the case of separate raids in Ihe same locality

in the course of twenty-four hours.

Mr. Tennanf^ replied as follows . The question only
reached me this morning, and I have been unable to ob-
tain full information. I understand, however, that there
were not three air raids, as stated, but two, one of which
took place during the night and one during the day. The
hostile aircraft were fired at by anti-aircraft guns both on
land and sea. Four military aeroplanes and two seaplanes
went up in pursuit, but the raiders were too far ahead to

be overtaken.

THE PERILS OF INSTRUCTORS.
The following letter has been sent to the " Daily Mail "

by certain R.F.C. pilots :
—

" Sir,—Your issue dated January 17 contains an article

under the heading, ' Teaching Flying,' by a teacher at

Hendon. Does he wish us to take him seriously when
he writes, ' I'd rather be bombing the Huns a dozen times
than risking my life with those fearful pups,' and also

when he talks lightly about ' the softer job of German
strafing '

?.

"Why, then, does he write later, ' It is strange that

there have been very few serious accidents to folk learning
to fly ' ?

'

' Are his nerves racked by imaginary terrors ?
'

' We have all been instructors at home before we under-
took ' the softer job of German strafing ' over here, and
at the time it seemed to us pleasant and interesting work.
We are afraid we. never properly realised (before reading
this article) the dangers we escaped then. Every R.F.C.
pilot we have met here looks upon an instructor's work
as a ' rest cure ' after the strain of flying under war condi-

tions iu France. Mr. Clarence Winchester may or may
not be eligible for military service, but we gather from
his letter that he has not tried flying on active service.

If this is so, would it not be wiser for him to leave the
subject alone, and stick to his own work, instead of draw-
ing unnecessary comparisons?"

TO RUSSIAN READERS.
The following paragraph has appeared in certain British

papers, apparently inspired by Mr. Blin Desbleds, who
has been recently in Paris :

—
M. D. Riabouchinsky, the eminent Russian scientist,

has signified his willingness to assist the French and
British experts who are already co-operating with the
Aeronautical Institute of Great Britain with a view to

helping to develop, to its fullest limit, the air power of

the Allies. M. Riabouchinsky is among the most pro-

minent aerodynamical experimenters of the world. His
aerodynamical laboratory of Kutchino, near Moscow,
is one of the best equipped for delicate research work,
and it has been erected regardless of cost. M.
Riabouchinsky's contributions to aerodynamical science

are of a most valuable character, and have considerably

helped the practical progress of aeronautics.

[Will some Russian reader of The Aeroplane please

communicate to" the eminent M. Riabouchinsky the in-

formation that the self-styled and self-instituted "Aero-
nautical Institute" is merely a huge piece of bluff and is

without any sound basis whatever ? Certain well-known
names were at one time connected with it, but the owners
of those names withdrew their support as soon as they
found they were merely being used as tools by the pro-

moters of the "Institute." M. Riabouchinsky, and sundry
eminent French scientists also, should be warned against

this fmnisterie.—Ed.]

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
A handsome consignment of mufflers and mittens has

been sent to Mrs. Sueter by the Navy League for distri-

bution.

Supplies of comforts have been sent to a new Scottish

R.N. Air Station, and to an English Anti-Aircraft section

which had applied to the Navy League for help, and had
been referred to Mrs. Sueter.

Four gramophones and records have also been forwarded
to Roehampton for four Kite-Balloon Sections shortly

going, on active service.

The following cash contributions are acknowledged with
thanks:—Mrs. Millax, £1; Employees of the Aircraft

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., £1 los. Brought forward, ;£i,66s

3s. gd. ; total to date, £i,66j 13s. gd, nearly all of which has
been spent.

Further contribdtions, in cash or kind, are urgently
needed, and should be sent to Mrs. Sueter at The Howe,
Watlington, Oxon.
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ADAPTED
TO ANY TYPE OF AEROPLANE

Any desired propeller speed is possible with

the 140 horse-power Sturtevant Aeroplane
Motor. The highly efficient reducing gear
combined as a part of the motor unit permits
the engine to operate at its most efficient

speed while the propeller revolves at a speed
best adapted to its design and the design of

the plane. In size and shape it is compact and
specially adapted for installation in a stream-

line body.

(TRADE MARK)

140 Horse-Power

Aeroplane Motors
deliver their FULL rated horse-power

140 REAL HORSE-POWER

140 real horse-power proven by innumerable

tests made on the block with a water absorp-

tion dynamometer and under the inspection of

the United States Naval Officers.

Sturtevant 8 Cylinder Aeroplane motors are

now in active use in Europe! and America
proving daily their dependability and relia-

bility.

The engineers of the Aeroplane Motor De-
partment of this Company will gladly co-

operate with those in the market for single

motors or quantity shipments.

Remember 140 real horse-power, 4,620,000
foot pounds per minute.

Deliveries, if desired, at the rate of four
motors per day.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY

Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

And All Principal Cities ol the World.
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SPERRY
Gyroscopic

Stabilizer
in use on Machines of the British,

French, Russian, and ItaHan Govts.

It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-

tions for which an observer has
hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by
fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-

plane with the highest efficiency in

speed and climbing capacity without
regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform

which is not only stemdy, but is held

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.
Telegrams

—

Inland: Sperigyco, Vic, London.
Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

Telephone

—

7398 Victoria.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE "
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THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
The attendance on Saturday was again very good, and

the sun bright, but the wind fairly strong. Mr. Moore
made many flights during the afternoon, with and with-

out passengers, and Mr. Birchenough gave an interesting

demonstration of the de Havilland scout and its ways.
To see this capable pilot take one up against the wind
suggests the idea of renaming it the Waygood scout. The
action is certainly almost that of a lift.

About 4.30 the air became calm, and school work was
started.

On vSunday there was more flying than usual. The
Grahame-White School was represented by Messrs. Man-
ton, Russell, Winter, and Pashley; the Beatty School by
Messrs. Rociie-Kell}^, Kenworthy, and Viigilio; the Hall
School and the Loudon and Provincial by pupils ; and Mr.
Moore, as usual, by himself. The Ruffy-Baumann
machines were not out, but the sheds appeared to be very
bus5^

As a health resort, the only drawback of the Hendon
Aerodrome at present is the mud. There is plenty of

interest for the visitor to see, and the new offices and
works are making rapid progress.—D. W. T.

HENDON SCHOOL REPORTS.
At the Grahame 'White R.N..A.S. School.

Instructors : -Messrs. Biard, Manton, Hale, Pashley, Russell,

and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flig^ht Sub-Lieuts. Colquhoun,

Cook, Durton, Durston, Evans, Kingsford, Rees, Templ'jton, and
West.

Circuits and eights with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-I.ieuts. Aitkin,
Burden, Cuckney, Rampling, and Rockey.

Circuits alone : Prob. Flight Sub-I.ieut. Jones.

At the Gkahame-Wiiite Civilian School,
Instructors : .Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pashley, Russell,

and Winter-.

Pupils with Instr\ictor : .Messrs. Barrett, Butler, Eichelbrenner,
Hathaway, Hillaby, Leigh, Sandys, Smith, Verguilt, Williams
(F.), Baragar, and Parkinson.

Circuits and eights with Inst. : Messrs, Hallet, Henshaw,
McClaughrie and Grasset.

Circuits alone : Mr. Howe.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Beatty School.
Week ending Tliursday, January 20th, 1916.

Instructors : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, R. W.
Kenworthy, G. Virgilio, A. E. Mitchell and L. L. King. The
machines in use being Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-

seater propeller biplanes and Caudron tractor biplanes.

The following pupils received instruction during the week :

. Messrs. Aoyong, Baldwin, Baker, Barnes, Barrow, Brand, Bran-
ford, Brynildsen, Hvrne, Collier, Gumming, d'Allesina, Drysdale,
Dunne, Edwards, Fellowes, Fry, Greenhill, Hodgson, Jaquin,
Jones, le Champion, Markham, Martin, Mattos, Mossop, Owen,
Patterson, Podmore, Richard, .Samper, Sellars, Stampe, Syming-
ton, Thompson, H. Thompson', Wair.wright, Williams, \\'illmett.

Young, Parsons, Roberts.
Mr. L. E. Owen took his certificate on the i8l:h.

At the London and Provincial School.
Instructors: Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles, C. Jacques,

H. Sykes, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. .'\ldous, Ver-
tongen, Verbessem, Scott, Pulford, de Goussencourt, Vilain

XIIII, Egelsiaff, Brown, Rimer, Moore, and Houba, rolling.

Messrs. Stevens, Darwin, Loomes, and .Snow, straights. Messrs.

Hardy and Heyn, circuits.

Certificates taken by Messrs. Hardy and Heyn.
Machines in use : Four tractor biplanes

At the H.ivLL Flying School.
The following pupils were out receiving instruction during the

week :—With Messrs. H. F. Stevens and C. M. Hill : Messrs.

Redford, Cook, Smith, Ridley, Sepulchre, Nicolle, Dresser.

Pilot's certificate taken by E. Willdns.

With Messrs. A. Chave'and J. Drew: Messrs. F. A. Smith,
Rayne, Rochford, Ormerod, Thom, Millburn, Lieut. Cooke, G.

Smith, Neal, Roberts, Ridley, Chapman, Collins, Wooley.
Machines in use : Hall and Caudron Government type tractors.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.
Instructors : Messrs. Ed. Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Ami Baumann,

and Clarence Winchester.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs Flanders, Hamtiaux, Edgar,

Muspratt, Thomsen, Durand, and Baron d'Opstael.

Straights and circuits : Vernon and de Launoit.
Certificate taken by M. de Launoit.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— IS 1 Kingsbury *

TURN
YOUR
MONEY

To account. Do not make
any outlay without satisfying

yourself that it is a sound

INVESTMENT
in which you are interested

Learn to Fly anti thereby reap

results from your expentliture

Our Instructors and Machines

are guarantee against fa^ilure.

Pilots :

EDOUARD BAUMANN
FELIX RUFFY
AMI BAUMANN

CLARENCE WINCHESTER

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 Mayfair
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The Auster-Triplex Aeroplane Windshields
AS SUPPLIED TO MANY CONTHACTOBS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT.

THIS SHIELD is designed so as to give the Pilot and Observer the necessary protection from wind and rain. The frame, made of miralite

is light and exceptionally strong, and can be adjusted to any angle. The Panel is made of Triplex Safety Glass (3/16 in. thick) which does
not splinter or break with gun or shell concussion, but if cracked still remains airtight ard watertight. Furlheimore. it is a great protection against

shrapnel, is as transparent as ordinary glass, and does not discolour, scratch, or distort the vision hke celluloid. Weight, ready for fixing, 1 Ibt 12 oz.

RETAIL PRICE, with customer's trade mark or name plate, each.

THE TRIPLEX SAFETY GLASS CO., LTD.
1, ALBEMARLE STREET, PICCADILLY, W.

Telegrams : Shatterlys, Piccy, London. Telephone : Regent 1340

&HALL
SCHOOL0TLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with standard controls, are SAFE,

SPEBDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competent staff of assistants.

Write for full particulars to

Department " A "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON. N.W.
Kingsbury 142

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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THE ENGINEERING TIMBER COMPANY.
The continued expansion of the business of the Engi-

neering Timber Company has necessitated additional

office accommodation, and several fresh rooms have re-

cently been fitted up, with due regard to comfort and
convenience, at 9, Victoria Street, S.W.
Mr. Huson has also found it necessarj'^ to acquire

more storage facilities, and in this matter he appears to

have been most fortunate. In Deptford, near the Surrey

Commercial Docks—a great distributing centre for the

timber trade—he now has extensive premises, well

arranged for convenient storage and speedy delivery. A
score or more wagons can be loaded or unloaded at the

same time, and the cost of storage and cai'tage, always
an important point where the cheaper kinds of wood are

concerned, is reduced to a minimum.
The Deptford premises of the Engineering Timber

Company are so constructed that aeroplane manufac-
turers may buy timber, and if it is not convenient to take

immediate delivery they can have it stored, and under
lock and key if desired, at a very small cost.

When one considers how complicated the business which
Mr. Huson dii-ects must be under war conditions it

speaks volumes for his astuteness and energy when, in the

midst of it all, he can manage to discover and promptly
adapt such suitable storage for his customers and himself.

The endless difficulties which arise in the course of one
transaction in timber would try the patience of the justly-

celebrated Job himself. To get a ship load of silver spruce,

for example, from British Columbia to Italy, involves a

hair-bleaching series of transactions. Shortage of labour

everywhere, the problems and expense of freights, delays
on rail, in port, and in the post, the risks attending
shipping, the uncertainties of route and destination, and
the irritating formalities of Government officials and un-
commercial banks, all combine to keep a contractor work-
ing over-time for many months after the original order
has been offered and accepted.

But Mr. Huson seems to thrive on hard work, and the
surmounting of almost unsurmountable problems is his

hobby.—D. W. T.

A REMARKABLE INSURANCE SCHEME.
There is no more flourishing industry in Great Britain

at present than the aircraft industry. Everyone engaged
in it is working at high pressure, or should be, and has
little time to think of anything but his own immediate
duties. To all in this position the latest scheme of

domestic insurance devised by the British Dominions
General Insurance Company, Ltd., will make a special

appeal.

This enterprising company has recently introduced
what has been appropriately christened "an All-In
Policy." It is so simple in character, and yet so compre-
hensive, that it would perhaps be easier to state what
contingencies it did not cover than to describe its numer-
ous features.

Anyhow, for a payment of 5s. per ;^ioo per annum a

policy is issued which protects the householder against
loss or damage to goods by fire, burglary, larceny, theft,

gas or boiler explosions, loss of rent in consequence of

fire, eraplo}'ers' liability for accidents to servants, linen
at laundry, effects moved or in temporary storage, loss
of luggage in transit, and other possibilities duly set
forth in plain, common-sense language.

For one small charge, and at a mininruni of trouble,

the householder's mind is thus set at ease, and he may
sleep securely in his bed. Nothing so convenient in the
shape of an insurance policy has ever been devised, and
readers of The Aeroplane are recommended to apply for

further particulars to the All-In Policy Department at

9-10, Tokenhouse Yard, E.C., or to the West-end branch
at iSo, Piccadilly, close to the Royal Aero Club,

It is hardly necessary to add that the financial position
of the company is excellent.—D. W. T.

A LAY OF MILE END.
{Written before the result became known.)

At present we hear quite a lot of Mile End.
(A fine, healthy neighbourhood you may depend.)

The natives are plunged in the joys of election,

An "airman" lays claim to their warmest affection.

His methods are speedy—I might say break-neck. Fast?
He went and learned flying one day before breakfast!

We know there are "airmen" who act and write verse,

And though I may risk an opinion adverse,

I think on this subject with me you'll agree.

It's essential we should have an "airman" M.P.
I wish I lived near—were it not for the distance

I'd cheerfully offer P.-B. my assistance

To . canvass that neighbourhood, singing his praise.

Although I am shy and have no pretty ways.
But what must this candidate do to ensure

A seat in the Commons ? All this and much more :—
He'll kiss all the babes though their noses are soiled,

He'll flatter their mothers (they'd look better boiled),

He'll captivate maids with a flash of his eye-glass,

They'll giggle and titter, "Oh, ain't he just 'igh class?"

So vote for P.-B. and for aircraft galore.

More biplanes aloft than we've e'er seen before.

And seaplanes in thousands shall now guard the damp
coast

;

Observation balloons from every lamp-post [! ! !—Ed.]

Will scare the vile Hun from our own airy billows,

And we'll never wake up with a bomb on our pillows.

"Save your wives and your children and vote for P.-B. !"

'Tis as stirring a slogan as well there could be.

When he gets in the House it will e'er be his cry,

"We will have more warplanes to fight in the sky!
I will not be muzzled! You must hear me speak!"
Such remarks from a member will be quite unique.

For though to electors they're really most bold.

In the House they're quite different, so I am told

;

Like children when visiting, dreadfully shy.

They glance at the Speaker but daren't catch his eye. . . .

On comforting literature long we have browsed,

But now we are really most thoroughly roused;

So vote for P.-Billing and no more dark nights !

Then down with his rival and up with the lights I

f: E. B.

EXTENSIONS.
The following letter has been received from the Air-

craft Supplies Co. :
—

We are pleased to inform you that it has become neces-

sary for us to extend our premises and we shall conse-

quently be removing our warehouse department to 9, Little

James Street as from next week, after which date all

goods will be dealt with there. Being thus able further

to extend the organisation, it is hoped that we shall

be able to deal with considerably greater consignments
than in the past. We have also arranged that in future

all goods delivered by us for War Office contracts will

be examined by the Aeronautical Inspection Depart-

ment's examiners on our preraises before delivery, thus

enabling customers immediately to use the goods on re-

ceiving them.. In cases, however, where goods are

ordered for Admiralty contracts they will not be in-

spected before delivery, but by the resident examiners
at our customers' works. The offices of the firm will

remain at the same address, from which all business

other than indicated above will be transacted.

While not wishing to be too flattering, we would again

like to express our appreciation of the medium for ad-

vertising afforded by your paper. During the last four

weeks we have received conclusive proof on a number of

occasions that our full-page advertisement has been re-

sponsible for appreciable inquiries and orders from new
customers.—For the Aircraft Supplies Co.,

(Signed) G. H. Mansfield.
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Contractors tn

H.M. Admiralty and ar Office.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS:

110. CRICKLEWOOD LANE,
LONDON. N.W.

AEROPLANE
MANUFACTURERS.

Telephone—
HAMPSTEAD 742» (3 lines.)

Telegrams—
" HYDROPHID, CRICKLBJ-

LONDON.

r

SPHINX
PLUGS

ARE REQUIRHD

m THE SERVICE OPTHEKINQ.

v.
The Sphinx Manufacturing Co. Birmingham.J

R171VmfQT* AEROPLANES
OrjllUiijl & AIRBOATS==^=^^^=^==== Chicago, U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Alystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Capucines

__jNON-POISONOUS L
(FREE OF TETRACHLOR^THANE AND ALL POISONOUS SPIRITS.)

TITANINE
BRITISH ORIG/N
6 MANUFACTURE DOPE LIGHT A ND

VERY ADHESIVE

THE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS DOPE ON THE MARKET
THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.

Head Office : MILBURN HOUSE, NEWOASTLB-ON-TYNE.
London Branch : 166 Piccadilly, W. Telegrams—" Tetrafree." London. Phone—Gerrard 2312

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.—{Cofi^inuecif)

BY QtOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

L5VER DE RiDEAU.

Opportunity, they say, knocks once at every man's
door, and twice for the English, necessarily ; but three

times for nobody. So when, any old year before the war,
four ostensibly sane men set out for somewhere up-river

on a chill February morning, one might be sure it meant
either crime or some opportunity, or both, perchance, in

the shape of a motor. In those remote days when the

marine internal combustion motor was beginning to be,

it did—about once a fortnight. As an enthusiast, I used
to see to that.

In the same quality—just as nowadays—I used to lead

the children of opportunity by the hand, gently yet

firmly, up every path in the garden of the ideal—that

might be realised—iwhich presented itself. Many and
constant were our disappointments and returnings from
blind alleys and mazes. But to-day—or any time these

five years—look at the marine motor. And from a bare

seven knots begotten of cruelty, twenty-five out of as

many feet of boat ! And then, looking aloft from afloat,

let your old men prophesy and your young men dream
dreams. ...
One such ideal—for any that had been acolyte to steam,

worshipper of quadruple expansion, and priested to the in-

visible of super-heat—was the self-reversible internal com-
bustion marine motor. All your reversing tackle of clutch

and pinion were so noisily quarrelsome, so bulky and
weighty beside that ideal of a swung spark and a hin-

dered valve, held so late behind one dead point that they
became full early to throw backward the next one. So
justifiable, too, on the bed-rock proposition of a fluid-

pressure prime mover ; than which no motor is any more.

Withal, an ideal already shapen, one heard, in Scandi-

wegia; and given a movable, taper-edged, two-way cam,
with "means whereby," etc., no impossibility, even with

mechanically controlled inlet valves. For the automatic
kind, in which we dealt in those days, the ripest proba-

bility in the garden. So it was to prospect and test one
of these latter that these four just persons set out : one

of them to decide, and thereafter show written cause why
the affair worked, or might hope to.

. . . There it stood, somewhere up-river, in authentic

single-cylindered metal, upreared somewhere amidships
of a real boat, besides a sure-enough landing-staithe.

There was the essential coupling between throttle control

lever and ignition; and there, hidden behind the flagon-

shaped encasement of the exhaust valve gear, was the

reason why, duly embodied in that gear. . . . Daring the

worst, hoping for the best, we got aboard and cast loose

upon the tide.

Yet truly there was no great mystery
;
merely a new

way of practice, as it seemed. Behind that neat casing

was a single great cam-disc on the crank-shaft end, with

two more or less heart-shaped groove-paths cut in it,

crossing each other above ; and so as to be sure to travel

in and loop round each path twice—for the due perform-

ance of Beau de Rochas his cycle—yet to be free to do
this in either direction, was a little shuttle or boat-shaped

steel leader-piece, anchored centrally to the exhaust-valve

tappet.

... It worked. Oh, yes, certainly ! So long as you
duly slowed down your ignition gently. But going up-
stream, after turning about fifty yards above a weir, one
of us slammed the lever down quick—just as you might
and would cut out, aloft as well as afloat nowadays

—

when no less obediently and mercilessly she reversed,

hell-bent towards the cataract of doom. Which only

Providence and a strong boathook managed to avert.

Thus escaped, a mile further upstream we tried her at

lowest speeds for flexibility—another ideal imported from

steam-enslavement—when she developed two minds as to

which way she wanted to go. Which just as often was not

our way. So we decided not to take advantage of that

particular opportunity.

Still, the worst day is never wholly lost. It made a

good story to plant upon editorial innocence. . . . There

are, someone said, only fifty original good stories, forty-

nine of which are improper. Believe me, there are not

many more, if so many, in motor-engineering; again,

mostly improper for use. You might, any way, remember
that one. . . .

The Latest Rotary.

Passing from reminiscence to the next present caravan

in the circus of aeromotors, comes the Clerget, not new-

fashioned of the rotary vogue, yet apparently of newest

favour among those who like thatr type. Showing no

personal preference, and content to leave judgment to the

facts of evidence, I should say that it is as likely from

all appearance of make to give a good show with any

other of the type. At least as promising, especially

since there is a British-made edition, as well as on the

strength of earlier types of this make; the verticals of

50 and 100 h.p., four' cylinders each; and the V type of

the latter, which gave 180-200 h.p. on test. -And as this

big V type in particular was as much before its time as

it would appear to be appropriate to present and im-

mediately future needs, it is to be hoped that 'the British

entrepreneurs have also obtained all the shop-drawings

for its production.

Earlier Models.

For this reason—and if only that they were among the

earliest to be so highly developed for their purpose

—

it seems well worth while to examine briefly the special

points of the bigger vertical and V-type Clergets, the

latter being the duplicate merely of the former.

The steel cylinders, four or six, are—or were—singly
mounted, and cast with flat, unjacketed heads, the com-

bustion chambers being slightly recessed, rather than

pocketed, on the induction side, to give more room for

the large vertical valves—which were set transversely

—

and incidentally to afford a convenient insertion point

for the sparking plug.

There was no offsetting as to the crank-shaft axis, as

in the Benz and many others, and it was on the long

stroke side, to a ratio varying between 12 to 11 and 8 to 7

for stroke and bore with a somewhat high compression.

The jacketing was electro-deposited copper of ample

thickness, and in most series with the concertina corru-

gation for expansion and generally to relieve water-strain

;

albeit the centrifugal circulation-pump—gear-driven from

the tail of the cam-shaft in a common spindle-line with

the magneto—was a good-sized, roomy affair, and the

water-connections, if anything, on the large side.

The distinctive feature of the design, apart from the

fact that only the exhaust valves were water-jacketed,

was the valve gear, in which concentric tappets—rod and

tube, acting telescope-fashion—lifted, the one the long

rocker of the exhaust valve, and the other, through an

arm fitted with an adjustable contact-stud, the short

rocker of the inlet, each being lifted in turn by twin

contact-levers of the usual kind actuated by a single one-

piece duplicate or two-ramped cam.

For the rest, beside such conventional details as force-

fed lubrication from a spur-gear type oil pump, feeding

direct into hollowed bearings and journals—^not webs

—

and thence to the big ends by injection, and a very ordi-

narily designed carburettor with an adjustable extra air-

valve—to all appearances 1 likely to hunt—one saw

certain thoughtful little details, such as fitting a spiral

spring to the exhaust valve instead of the ordinary pat-
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tern, doubtless for better cooling and action, and running
the ignition wiring through a stand of four or six copper
tubes.

On the whole, a very clean, accessible design, repre-

senting good French practice, with some simplicity, if

no great originality; perhaps the best working point

being the shortness, directness, and ample size of the

induction and exhaust passages.

Otherwise, nothing remarkable; and, running as it

did at 1,600 r.p.m., needing to be geared down to the

propeller. Nevertheless, as to the 200 h.p. 12-cylinder

model at least, it is a type likely to be distinctly useful

to-day, and, if perfectly made, assuredly trustworthy and
probably long-lived.

And To-Day-'s.

Still, there is to-day's representative, the design of

which appears to have been judiciously governed, for one
finds no freakishness, and one notices distinct likenesses

in detail to other well-proved rotaries ; likenesses that are
rather adaptations of basic ideas—with a difference. One
would not venture to say which came first, for one recalls

rotary Clergets at a long-ago Paris Show of 1912, or

even earlier, along with the now defunct Rossel-Peugeot
rotary and the Verdet.

For instance, the cylinder modelling is like the Rhone,
but with a diflferent valve insertion

;
also, the valve gear

starts with a similar—but inverted—prime motion to

totally different mechanism, working on an apparently

simpler system, with a more readily variable effect.

Even so, its simplicity falls short of the admittedly

simplest mechanism for rotaries, the Rossel-Peugeot de-

vice ; in turn, only an adaptation of the R.E.P. gear.

Which is just as well, for it therefore escapes their peculiar

possibilities in case of mechanical failure, consequent on
the slightest wear or constructional defect. What these

might be can readily be imagined, when it is said that

both represent an exact revival of the Ericsson, that

well-forsaken "opportunity" of years ago; with whiclr,

as a shocking example and a warning, I purposely began
this chapter.

IviKENEssEs AND Differences.

The Clerget crank-chamber, beak-shaft attachment and
all, is like the Gnome. So, too, is the general design of

the connecting-rod master-grip attachment. On the other

hand, the connecting-rod section cylindrical, instead

of the beam-ended H or double T of the Gnome.
The crank-shaft, again, similar to the Gnome, is natu-

rally still liker the Rhone, with slight detail differences

from both
;
albeit, on the whole, the Gnome system of

dismantling and reassembling would be more likely to

suit the Clerget.

Generally, too, the Clerget ignition system runs on
Gnome lines, and in the same seven to four ratio with
the motor-speed. But mechanically it is so geared as
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to be more readily adjusted, yet just as accurately, with-

out dismounting.

The induction, on the other hand, follows Rhone prac-

tice in course and method ; but while the piping—^in my
opinion, at least—is not so well shaped, nor quite so well

placed to crowd in a full induction—for in each case the

mixture-travel runs " tangento-centrifugally " in the

same way as the motor rotates, though the Rhone runs

against, and the Clerggt with, the clock—the disposition

of the valves in the latter helps better carburation, and
likewise serves for better cooling of the exhaust valve, as

will be seen later in detail examination.

Lastly, of the three types of Clerget rotary, the 50-60

h.p. and 80 h.p. of seven cylinders each, and the no h.p.

with nine, only this last—and latest—has any further

detail in common with any other rotary; this being a

spring-loaded starting spindle—not unlike that of a car

—

meshing up with a diagonally toothed gear in the crank-

chamber to tiirn the motor over against compression.

Mass and Outward Detail.

Dealing, however, directly rather than comparatively

with the Clerget, one sees, first, that the nickel-steel

cylinders, maehined out of the solid, are distinctly flatter-

headed than either of the other makes mentioned; and

that the valves are set, not across as usual, but along

the plane of rotation, and in detachable seatings. At

the same time, the inlet valve can apparently be with-

drawn inwardly, by way of the exhaust valve entry, aS

soon as the seating of the latter is removed. The springs

in each case are very light, and therefore shortened to

about half a dozen turns. Which fact enables the ex-

haust valve spring to be more or less protected from the

heat of the gases by a thick inverted cone of metal—an

extension of the valve stem guide really—which sur-

rounds and shields it. But what helps to cool the exhaust
valve chiefly is that it runs direct against the air; and,
on the other hand, "both the inlet valve and adjacent in-

duction piping are consequently in the wake of the
exhaust gases, so the mixture is warmed just before entry
and condensations avoided.

The crank-chamber is cast in two basin-like halves,

the recesses of which serve, when the halves are bolted

together, to grip the cylinders ; the forward half contain-

ing the valve gear and taking the attachment of the beak
or propeller shaft, while the rear one carries the induction
pipes, seven or nin^, as the case may be.

The front plate—actually part of the propeller shaft

—

carries the fore-end of the crankshaft in the ball-bearings

it contains, with which are also embodied the propeller

thrust bearings. And, as one expects from accepted
rotary practice, the crank-shaft is built up in two halves,

male and female, bolted up solid in the usual manner;
and is likewise of lighter diameter on its fore-end journal

than on the latter, which supports the entire mass of the

motor and its turning moment.
As usual, too, it is set conewise in the sleeve of its

stationary mounting plate, and set, up firm in it by a
large Qpen nut ; and also serves as the main induction

trunk as well as a conduit for the insertion of the lubri-

cation piping and the internal leads therefrom.

Rearward, one sees that the induction pipes are of

flattened oval section—possibly as good a section as any
other—^but as they are of the same width throughout, and
the mixture flow is in any case centrifugal, the induction^
would apparently be bettter if they were tapered from an
altogether wider section at their crank-chamber ends

;
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J2f
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lor which, indeed, there is ample room. Otherwise their

only—^and quite insignificant—peculiarity is that their

axes are offset from the cylinder axes.

As to the valves, they, their rocker levers, and their

lappets, are all practically held in balance by centrifugal

force.

With regard to the pistons, they seem to better Gnome
practice in that, while their lower rings are of the usual

fine-grained cast-iron, the upper one in each case consists

-of semi-elastic rings of cast bronze or brass, stepped one

over the other concentrically, thus fulfilling the same
purpose as the Gnome " obturator," but, one would say,

with a better mechanical effect.

(To be continued.)

ROLLS-ROYCE PROFITS.
There has been a heavy decline in the net profits of

Rolls-Royce, lytd. For the year ending October 31st,

1913, the profit was ;£qi,i83, for the following year it was

£76,850, and for the twelve months ending last October

the profit had fallen still further to £44,171.

The dividents for these three years were respectively

30 per cent., 10 per cent., and 5 per cent. In the balance-

sheet recently issued it is proposed to place ;£20,ooo to

debt guarantee fund, £jio,ooo to income-tax account, and
to carry forward £^32,475.

In time of war it was perhaps natural that the private

"trade of a company like Rolls-Royce, Ltd., depending
largely on the luxurious tastes of the wealthier motorists,

should decline ; but as large Government contracts for

-other goods, notably aircraft, have been received, the

-shareholders will probably have looked for better results

than those indicated in the balance-sheet now issued. It

is to be hoped that the setback in the prosperity of this

famous firm may prove to be only temporary.—D. W. T.
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London, W.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried
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;
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;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Ctntral, 4770 Wall.
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APARTMENTS.

FLYING CAFE, adjoining Hendon Aerodrome. Room, i

Guinea ; Board Residence, 5s. ; Electric Light ; Bath.

—

Telephone, "110 Kingsbury."
FURNISHED House, 3 Guineas a week, near Hendon Aero-

drome ; Electric Light ; Bath.—Box No. 749, The AerO"
PLANE, 166, Piccadilly, W.
HENDON.—^Lady can receive two paying guests, preferably

young Public School boys. Near Aerodrome. Comfortable
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;
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;
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;
quiet house ; reasonable charges ; best of
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Audley Road, Hendon.

SITUATION WANTED.
CHIEF DRAUGHTSMAN.—Position required by capable de-

signer (shop trained). Exceptionally wide, extensive experi-
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746, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
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;
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job and good wage to right man. No person on Government work
will be engaged.—Write, or apply nearest Board of Trade Labour
Exchange, mentioning this paper and No. A1382.

t")

OPPERSMITHS wanted at once for Government-controlled
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for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co..
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper HoUoway, N. Telephone :
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Road, Twickenham.

ENGINEERING.
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WORRY about making parts if you have not suitable

machine;^ for producing them? We are always ready to quote
on any quantity of metal or wood-work parts and have facilities

for giving early deliveries. Send us your blue print and leave the

rest tp us.—OAKLEY. LTD.. 85, Regency St., Westminster, S.W.

TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-
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power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

DIE Casting in Aluminium Alloys, a speciality. We make
castings of the most intricate character and design, and

manufacture the necessary moulds, however difficult. Specimens
of work submitted.—Engineers Designing Co., 86, Great Portland
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MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. los. for scale model
Deperdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
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PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits iacludas
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"CROID" (Extra Strength) LIQUID GLUE
which also has the great advantage of being
USED COLD AND RESISTING DAMP

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLUES CO, LTD.
Great Hermitage Street, London, E.
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BOOKS TO READ.
"~\ \ OOM OF THE KALSER," foretold in Monk Johannes' start-

\J ling 300 year old prophecy
;

8-page pamphlets, sent

post free, 6 copies is. id., 12 copies 2s. For distribution purposes,

50 copies 5s. 3d , 100 copies 8s. 6d.
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tion with prophecies on the war and its ultimate ending, 2S. 6d.

nett.—Morgans, Ltd., 88, Chancery Lane, London, \\ C, or at

Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc., throughout the United Kingdom.
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ON BEING TOO OLD AT FORTY.
-When our leading newspapers, including "the paper

that created the air," clamour for young generals and
young admirals, and so forth, I confess that I do not

find myself entirely in sympathy with them. They
tell us of the Great Conde winning the victory of

Nimporteou at the age of fifteen, or of Gustavus
y\dolphus beating the Prussians at Wasistdas at seven-

teen and three-quarters, or how the aged Hereditary
Hospodar of Wallachia Gorntobitz explained that he
lost the battle of Sauergraps because he could not

^cope with the mobility of the young Polish chieftain,

Tumbleoffski, who at the age of ten was noted as the

finest horseman in Europe. I do not deny the exist-

ence of these infant prodigies any more than I deny
the existence of infant pianists and composers

;
but,

arguing from experience £)f the pianists, I am inclined

to believe that for one infant prodigy who succeeds,
and who does really good work, there are many mil-

lions of young men who are abject failures if they
• attempt any important job.

Our newspaper "experts" in history tell us that

rearly all the infant generals died young. Probably it

was the best thing they could do for their reputations,
-for the infant prodigy nearly always goes to pieces

after the age of thirty, if he survives so long. When
battles were won or great pictures painted by e^streme
youth the work was done by the light of genius, and
though the basic principles of war have not altered

since man became a gregarious animal and took to

lighting in tribes, war has become more scientific and
more complicated, and therefore no very young man
can possibly learn all the minute details of modern
warfare in the few years he has lived. The winning of

battles no longer depends on pure dash and leadership.

It depends on organisation. And though a man may
be born with a genius for organisation, he needs a
certain number of years in which to acquire experience
and to learn the details which have to be organised.
Youthful genius, also, makes hideous mistakes at

times, and in modern war mistakes cost so much more
than they did when small numbers were engaged.
Backing a genius is always an expensive game, as

a good many people have found who have tried back-
ing aeroplane and aero-engine designers, and a national

gamble on a youthful military genius is too expensive
for any sane people to attempt in these days. That is

why I am no believer in infant prodigies in naval and
military affairs. And, besides, I happen to be on the
wrong side of forty myself.

THE UNRECEPTIVE MIND.
It was an American professor, one Osier, I believe,

imported presumably to teach the American language
at the University of Oxford, who perpetrated the per-

nicious doctrine that "a man is too old at forty." It

raised some controversy at the time, but the phrase
stuck, just as Mr. Asquith's unhappy "Wait and see"
phrase has stuck all over the present Government, with
•devastating results, and as Mr. Balfour's "I am a

child in these matters" has stuck to him and his every

action since his resurrection from the retirement into

which he disappeared after being worn down by the

strain of leading a political party.

As a matter of fact, it is as absurd to place a definite

age limit on a man's mental ability as it is to put one

on his physical ability. There are plenty of men at

sixty who, because they have always led an athletic

life, can wear down the average man of twenty-five or

thirty. But these same men, because they have de-

veloped their muscles instead of their brains, may be

hopelessly ineffective on any mental problem.

Also, most men have curious mental limitations,

and a man who has specialised in one direction may
find his mind "muscle-bound" after he has reached

middle age, and incapable of absorbing, or at any rate of

appreciating, new ideas, though he may be more cap-

able in his own special business than ever he was.

It is equally true that many specialists below middle

age—Government "experts," for example—are in-

capable of appreciating ideas which are not their own,
or those of their own clique ; but as a general rule the

mental quality of recepti\ ity decieases with age, unless

a man purpose!}' keeps his mental muscles flexible, just

as the older athlete has kept his physical muscles in

order.

For this reason the very greatest care is needed in

selecting men who are oast middle age for naval or

military posts which involve the rapid acquisition of

new ideas and an appreciation of conditions under
which their subordinates have to work. Our racial

conservatism is all against our senior officers retain-

ing this qualit}' of receptivity. Man\' of our defeats

and failures in this war, and of our heavy losses in men
jmd material, may be traced to lack of receptivity.

Nevertheless, the men who are capable of acquiring

new ideas have pulled us through somehow. Imagine
how far worse off we should have been if our senior

officers had refused to see for themselves the conditions

under which their subordinates work.

' HOW MENTAL ACTIVITY IS RETAINED.
It is not so long since a friend of mine said that Sir

Douglas Haig, then an Army Commander and now
C.-in-C. in Flanders, had been seen strolling along

their first-line trenches. Which means that he is full}'

aware of the latest conditions of modern war on the

ground. One assumes, too, that at becoming intcr\als

the senior officers of the Flying Services also take

opportunities of experiencing for themselves the con-

ditions under which the latest-joined subaltern has to

operate.

Naturally, one hopes that the}- do not allow- their

sporting instincts to get the better of their sense of

duty, fot their duty is to use the abilit\- whicli has

raised them to command in organising and directing

the work of their squadrons, wings, or brigades, as

the case may be ; and it would be as unwise for a wing-
commander or a brigadier to go off on single-machine
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bomb-dropping expeditions^ which are always fairly

futile, as it would be for a lieutenant-colonel command-
ing a battalion, or for a brigadier-general, to go out
from the trenches at night on a listening-post or on a

wire-cutting expedition.

Ne\ ertheless, in a general attack colonels charge with

their battalions and brigadiers advance with their

brigades, even though they do not lead the attack in

person, as Sir VVilliam Gatacre did at the Atbara
zareba, when in his wise judg-ment he was iustified on
this exceptional occasion in risking his own life in order
to give confidence in his leadership to the young and
untried officers and men under his command. General
Gatacre's men always believed in him because he never

asked them to do anything he did not do himself.

Their only trouble was that he was capable of doing-

things which the majority of his men could not c:o.

He realised that men are always better when they are

led than when the\' are driven, and that is why. the

British Army and the French has held its own so well

against superior German organisation.

'rili{ LKADERS OF THE R.b'.C.

In the air the same thing holds good. Earl)" in the

war the few pilots we had, largel}- cixilians entered as

R.F.C. Special Reserve, were led into the air by
squadron--commanc!ers and flight-commanders of those

historic and heroic First Five Squadrons of the R.F.C.
—there were no wings ^ or brigades in those days.

These officers were the equals in skill of the finest

professional fliers in the world, and were besides highly

trained officers of our little but wonderfully fine pro-

fessional Army. Some of these leaders are, unfortun-

ately, dead, and some have gi\en up flying owing to

injuries, wounds, or bad health, but the majority are

now wing-commanders or squadron-commanders, and
the original flying officers are now themselves com-
manding flights or squadrons. Consequently, the

latest joined have the direct apostolic succession

from the men who saved the British Army at Mens
and back to the Marne.

,

When an officer becomes a squadron-commander and
temporary major, it is obvious that he should not waste
his time and hard-bought experience on frequent trips

over the enemy lines, for the ability to command is

much less common than mere braver} and skill in fly-

ing, and so squadron-commanders are not supposed to

fly at all. Nevertheless, just to keep themselves in

touch with the latest modern conditions, many of them
do so frequently, and it seems more than probable that

officers of still higher rank do likewise, for the sake of

experience and as an example to the rising generation.

One hopes that on such occasions they always choose
the bast machines as their mounts and the best pilots as

their companions, lor it would be altogether lamentable
if a wing-commander or a brigadier were brought down-
by one of the much-vaunted German "battle 'planes"

owing to his reposing too much trust in the claims of

Government "experts" that their products are superior

to anything "made in Germany."
In time to come, as the Flying Services expand—as

they are doing rapidly—and when bomb-raids in force

become matters of military importance and not mere
spectacles for moral effect, nor experiments in frightful-

ness, we shall no doubt see several wings engaged at

a tin-ie, each accompanied by its wing-commander in

person, the whole operation being controlled by a

brigadier mounted on a suitably armed, armoured and
engined machine, and piloted by a couple of picked
fliers, so that he will be at least as safe as is an infantry

brigadier in a general attack. Seeing that both the

Flying Services call for more highly specialised know-
ledge than does the work of the infantry, it is evident
that the higher commands should not take unnecessarv

risks, and that senior officers should not be too keen
on leading their men on every possible occasion.

A FOREIGN CONTRAST.
The excellence of the British naval and military

system as differentiated from those of some other
nations—one may perhaps be forgiven on this occasion
lor adopting the attitude of the Pharisee—was illus-

trated in this paper a week or two ago, when I referred
to an incident which befell a foreign naval air service,

when a young pilot who was very ill and worn out with
overwork was killed through being driven irito the air

by a naval captain who had himself had no experience
of flying and who was too old mentally, if not in years,
to realise that youth might have more experience and
better judgment than he had. \
Some of my Service readers seem to imagine that I

invented the story with fell intent and of malice afore-
thought, but 1 can assure them that I had no know-
ledge of any such incident apart from the one men-
tioned, which did actually happen abroad.
To emphasise the views then expressed I present to

them the following- extract from a Western American
paper, showing that a very unpleasant state of affairs

exists elsewhere, however happy may be our state in

this country :

—

" San Francisco, November 4th.—The defence in the
court-martial of Tieut.-Col. Lewis E. Goodier, Judge-
Advocate of the Western Department of the United
States Army, charged with wrongfully advising officers

at the San Diego aviation school to prefer charges against
their superior, Capt. A. S. Cowan, commanding the
school, announced yesterday that it expected to prove
that Capt. Cowan knew the machines in use at the school

were unsafe and that aviation officers there were not
warned of their condition. The trial has developed into

a general inquiry into the aviation situation in the Army.
" Next to the. announcement of the defence, the testi-

mony of Capt. C. F. Doad attracted attention yesterday.

At the Brownsville, Texas, aviation school, where Dodd
commands, some of the aeroplanes have new wings and
parts. They were supplied free, he said, by the makers
after he had reported to Lieut. -Col. Samuel Reber, chief

of the aviation section of the Army, that the machines
were unsafe. Capt. Dodd said this made him believe

the manufacturers knew the machines were not ' up to

standard.'
" Capt. Dodd went to Brownsville from San Diego,

and while at the latter school, according to his testimony,

saw an expert's report to Col. Reber, declaring the type

of machine there in use unsafe if tilted at a greater angle

than one in ten. Two accidents have occurred at San
Diego, the witness said, since this report was made.

Eight officers all told have lost their lives since January,

1913, at the San Diego school.

" Lieut.-Col. Reber, on icross-exanlination, admitted

that for activity in bringing charges against Capt. Arthur

S. Cowan last April, Lieut. W. S. Taliaferro, a flier,

might have been recalled from aviation duty. Lieut.

Taliaferro's death fall into San Diego Bay, October nth,

spared him the possibility.

" The defence cut short unexpectedly the cross-

examination of Lieut.-Col. Reber and he retired from the'

stand, but not before he had spoken into the record

his conviction that Capt. Cowan was a victim of a con-

spiracy among officers seeking his removal.

" Lieut. Robert H. Willis, of Brownsville, formerly

of the San Diego aviation school, testified it was common
knowledge among the San Diego aviators that Capt.

Cowan was ' gunning ' for them because they were dis-

satisfied with the conduct of the school. He said most

of the aviators were displeased because Capt. Cowan was

drawing ' fl5ang pay ' and had not qualified as a pilot.
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" Lieut. Louis E. Goodier, jun., injured twice by falls

at San Diego, was another witness for the defence. Lieut.
Goodier is still a patient at Presidio, as a result of a fall

a year ago, when his legs were broken. He has since
been relieved of aviation.

" Testimony of the late Lieut. Taliaferro before an
Army inspector with reference to the charges against
Capt. Cowan was introduced. It was to the effect that
the charges were worked up by the aviators themselves,
and that Col. Goodier had no knowledge of their actions
until one of them wrote to him for advice as to how to

proceed further."

AN OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN.
It is in a way a good thing that America should have

this case at the present moment, as it may save the

American Army and Navy from the fatal mistake of

putting aviators under the command of men who do not
know their jobs, and so finding the U.S. Flying
Services in war-time either devoid of machines or
equipped with machines which are unsafe to fly.

Aviators, who are above all things sportsmen, do not

conspire to have a senior officer shifted out of his job

without some reason, and, if any conspiracy existed in

this case, it seems that it cannot have grown without
some cause.

The basic trouble in the American case seems to be
that pilots were killed through being forced to fly

rotten machines. One knows of cases in which British

pilots have objected, though perhaps without so much
publicity, to being obliged, by lack of other machines,
to fly so-called "safe" machines which are guaranteed
not to break or capsize in the air, but are dangerous
because they cannot climb clear of fire from the ground,
are difficult to handle near the ground, have defective

engines, and are so slow as to be at the mercy of faster

enemy machines.
No doubt, the real root of the trouble is "graft," the

said graft differing as British and American graft does
in principle, though not in results. It seems that the

victim is an unfortunate officer who loses his reputation

through believing that the chief grafters are capable of

"delivering the goods." The other sufferers are the

officers who lose their lives through not having the

proper machines to fly. And one may extend some
sympathy to those who, against their wills, have to im-

peril their honour as officers and gentlemen by con-

spiring against their seniors for the ultimate good of

the Service.

I happen to have had the pleasure of meeting Colonel

Reber, and though I should guess his age at a good
deal over forty, 1 should hesitate to call him "too old,"

for he appears to possess quite a nimble and receptive

mind. Doubtless he was in duty bound to support

Capt. Cowan in the interests of discipline, but the

string of fatal accidents shows that something was very

wrong indeed, and one is here at once up against the

evil of having an officer in command who draws flying

pay and yet cannot or does not fly.

It is, in fact, quite unnecessary for a commanding
officer to be a pilot, but he certainly should fly regu-
larly as a passenger in order to learn for himself what
is and what is not flying weather, and what can or
cannot be seen by an air-scout under varying

atmospheric conditions.

A man may be too old at forty to make a clever and
dashing pilot, but he is not too old, and seldom too fat,

at forty to climb into an aeroplane and let himself be
taken aloft. At, or after, that age his perception

sliould be so developed Ijiat as a passenger he is capable

of visualising for himself the conditions under which
his pilots have to fly even better than if he were himself

the pilot and had his attention occupied by handling
the machine.

A HORRIBLE SUPPOSITION.
Imagine for a moment that state of affairs which

would prevail on active service if any flying corps were
commanded by officers whose personal experience of

active service flying was non-existent or out of date.

Apart from unsafe aeroplanes, like those mentioned in

the American paper, think of the demoralising effect on
the pilots who were driven into the air on missions
which they, with a few months or even weeks of ex-

perience, knew to be useless—c- in weather which they

knew would make reconnaissance impossible, especi-

ally if the enemy were better organised and better

mounted—as would be the case under American con-
ditions at any rate.

Pilots would lose confidence first of all in the officers

who ordered them to fly, and then in the higher com-
mands which issued the operation orders. And in con-
sequence they would lose confidence in themselves.

A View of Hamburg near the Docks, showing on the right the big conveyer over the Kriipp yaid. A useful mark for aviators.
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The sensible, but militarily inexcusable, doctrine that

"He who fights and runs away will live to fight another

day" would pervade the whole establishment. Men
would begin to think for themselves whether after all

it was worth while carrying out orders which could
bring no results of any value and would probably cost

them their lives, and would certainly cost their army
a perfectly good aeroplane and its crew.

This would result in pilots going up when ordered to

do so, and simply "joy-riding" about over the clouds,

with perhaps an occasional glimpse of the ground
through a hole, and when they came down they would
fill up reports of what they thought they saw instead

of setting down accurately what they actually did see.

A kind of dry-rot would set in, which would result

in people crashing their machines on purpose to avoid
going up, or in their getting lost in the clouds and
landing at some far distant part of the war area, so
as to have a couple of days' respite while their machines
were being dug out of ploughed fields carefully chosen
because of the impossibility of flying out of them.

Pilots of alleged fighting machines would refuse to

give battle if the enemy appeared to be in any degree
superior in armament, speed, climb, or ease of

manoeuvre, and the enemy would exult over them and
write home about it, so that enemy official reports
would be issued proclaiming that they refused to be
brought to action, and that the said enemy held the
command of the air. And probably the erring pilots'

own countrymen and women would hear nothing about
the matter, because, taking his cue from the principle

of other censorships m this war, their Censor would cut
out all reference in enerny dispatches to the dominance
claimed by the said enemy in any phase of the war.

Officers who tried to improve things would be;

"Stellenbosched"—as we used to say during the South
African War—and subordinate commands would be

given to officers of less experience and less intellect who
were more willing to obey orders without questioning
their sense or value.

And all this sort of thing would be the more apt to!

occur in a flying corps which drew its officers hap-
hazard from all ranks of society than in one like our
own which was built up from the beginning of the

finest type of sportsman and professional soldier.

Though even in such a case undue "dilution"—to use
Mr. Lloyd George's phrase—by an inferior class of

person might sap the spirit and destroy the esprit de
corps of the finest service in the World.

THE NEED FOR KEEPING FIT.

A man ought not to be too old at forty, but the man
of forty or more must take great care to keep himself
physically and mentally fit, and if he be a soldier,

especially in a specialist service or corps, he needs to

take equal care to keep his experience fit and up to\

date. That is always the danger of importing middle-

aged men into an entirely new Service, for they have
to learn their specialist experience from the beginning,
as well as to keep it up to date.

However, in our Navy and Army, we feel that our;

men are led and not driven, and it will be the beginning
of the end for the British Nation when they are brought
into action in any other way—just as it was the be^

ginning of the end for Rome. Meantime, Heaven d&
fend us from crazy young geniuses and from unre^

ceptive men of over middle age, and let us thank
Heaven that we are not as other men are.—C. G. G.

The Development of German Aeronautics.—^w////^^^^^/.

BY W. L. WADE.

The First Great Circuit.

During May, 1911, considerable preparation was made
for a German "National Circuit," the Berlin "Zeitung
am Mittag" offering a prize of ;£5,ooo. The competition
started on Sunday, June nth, and seven competitors got
away from Berlin, namely, Herren Lindpaiutner (Far-

man), Volmoller (Etrich-Rumpler) , Reichardt (Fuler bi-

plane), Schauenburg (Wright), Miiller (Saxon Works "

biplane), Kouig (Albatros biplane), and Thelen (Wright),

the first stage being to Magdeburg. Five of the competi-

tors carried passengers. The result was not encouraging,
for only Lindpaintner reached the control, taking 2 hours

7 minutes to cover 105 miles.

On the following day, - Herfen Laitsch (Albatros bi-

plane), Biichner (Aviatik biplane), Wittenstein (M. Far-

man), and Wiencziers (Morane) made a start and all

reached their destination safely, where they were joined

by Herr Konig, who had stopped at Burg.
The first event of Tuesday, June 13th, was the arrival of

Herr Miiller from Wansee, but he came to grief on land-

ing and was severely injured. Five of the competitors

then got away for Scherwin, Herren Lindpaintner,

Wiencziers, Konig, and Wittenstein getting through this

stage. Biichner also turned up eventually.

The third stage to Hamburg, 125 kms., started on June
15th, and Biichner was the only one to get through with-

out a stop, taking 2 hours 21 minutes. Lindpaintner

arrived next. Herr Weincziers descended 7 miles short.

The rules governing the race seem to have been
peculiar, for other competitors were allowed to "chip in"
at the different stages. Several started in this way
from Hamburg to Kiel on June 17th, namely, Herren
Lindpaintner, Wiencziers, Schauenberg, Laitsch, Thelen,

Wittenstein and Lieut. Jahnow. Herr Laitsch dropped
cut en route with a smash. On June 20th they were
joined by Konig. During the halt at Kiel, Herr

Hirth put the German altitude record to 2,200 metres.!

The fifth stage to Luneburg, 147 kms., started on June
23rd, and Lindpaintner, Biichner, Volmoller and Thelem
made good time. On the 24th the same quartette started

for Hanover, 124 kms., and Lindpaintner, Thelen and
Volmoller got through safely, Biichner coming to grief

soon after his start.

The next stage to Miinster was flown on June 26th and
27th, with controls at Minden and Bielefeld. The only

finishers of this stage were Lindpaintner and Volmoller. -

The long journey of 168 kms. to Cologne was only]

performed by Volmoller
;
Lindpaintner, after an abortive

start, electing to go by train. A lot of flying took place

at Cologne—Werntgen, Eyring, Jeannin, Schmidt, Schuly
Oelerich and Hoffman taking part. Hoffmann and Vol
moller, after some trouble, got to Dortmund, but Lind-

paintner had to drop out by reason of engine trouble.

The journey from Dortmund to Cassel was attempted
by Hoffmann, Volmoller, Wiencziers, Konig and Lind-

paintner on July 4th, but the last two dropped out.

The Nordhausen stage was performed on July 5th, and
Biichner, Volmoller, Wiencziers, Hoffmann and Konig
arrived at their destination.

On July loth the final stage was flown to Johannisthal,

203 kms., with a stop at Dessau. Konig, Volmoller,

Biichner and Laitsch got away. Biichner reached home
first, followed by Volmoller and Konig, and they were
received by Prince Leopold of Prussia.

The following were the awards from the ;C5jOOO prize,

the distribution being determined in terms of total kilo-

metrage. Konig (1,882! kms.), ;)(;2,ooo; Volmoller (1,8371

kms.), £1,250; Biichner (1,363! kms.), ;C50o; Lindpaint-

ner (T,222j kms.), ;£35o; Wittenstein (941I kms.), £zoo;
Wiencziers (693 ktns.), £250; Schauenburg (585I kms.),

£200; and Laitsch (572I kms.), £150. Thelen covered

497 kms., Miiller 143, and Jahnow 83.
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(Trade Mark)

AEROPLANE MOTORS

IN ACTIVE SERVICE AT THE FRONT.
These motors are now in use by the British Admiralty.

They actually deliver their full rated 140 horse-power.

They are adapted to any type of aeroplane or seaplane.

Any desired propeller speed is obtainable without appreciable loss of

efficiency.

They are of the eight cylinder V type.

Built by one of America's oldest and largest companies, with unlimited

facilities for quantity production.

Deliveries from stock can be made to suit customer.

Contradors to H. M. Admiralty.

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
BOSTON, - MASSACHUSETTS, - U. S. A.

And all principal cities of the world.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Taken all round, the race, though somewhat patchy,

was a success, for a lot of flying was done, chiefly on
all German machines, and no one was killed.

[One may compare this with the lamentable fiasco of

the " 'Daily Mail' Circuit " a month or so later, wheu
two Frenchmen, on French machines, had the whole thing

to themselves after the first stage.—Fd.]

Imperiai, Encouragement.
Germany's chief desire was to evolve a really reliable

aero-motor, and much research work was in progress at

this period. On January 27th, 1912, the German Emperor
marked his birthday by offering a prize of £2,500 to the

constructor of the best motor during the next year.

In February a big batch of German officers was dis-

tributed among the Rumpler, Albatros, Dorner, Harlan
and L.V.G. schools at Johannisthal to be taught to fly,

and an elaborate equipment was laid down at the Military

Manoeuvres Ground at Doberitz for advanced tuition. This
place has since become notorious as an internment camp.

Germany's First Show!
During April an important exhibition of aeroplanes

took place in Berlin at which some stoutly-built machines
were shown, a leading feature being an almost universal

use of steel for structural purposes. The characteristics

of Grade and Etrich were very prominent, narrow fusel-

ages, floating (non-lifting) tails, swept-back wings, and
flexing controls being predominant. The use of the deep
tubular girders for the bracing of monoplanes in place of

the usual direct cable staying was popular, indicating the

existence of true engineering feeling in the minds of the

designers. In spite of this inclination for scientific con-

struction the detail workmanship of attachments and
fittings was generally bad, and many of the countless

accidents in Germany at this date are hereby explained.

Among others, machines were exhibited by the now
famous Euler, Albatros, Goedecker, Grade, Otto, Jean-

nin, Harlan, D.F.W., Rumpler, L.V.G., and Aviatik

firms. The engines were chiefly Mercedes and Benz, with

one or two Argus motors, and some imitation Gnomes.
At this period so popular already were the stationary

water-cooled engines becoming, that out of 80 machines at

Johannisthal, only a dozen or so had Gnome engines.

A machine which claimed some attention at the period

was the Fokker monoplane, a curious machine with a

short fat fuselage, and an empennage exactly like a

sparrow's tail clipped on to the rear end, stayed below
and above to the rear main cabane. The straight wide
wings were fitted well below the centre of thrust at an
enormous dihedral, with the body ends of the spars left

naked. The machine is said to have been inherently stable,

and this was probably true, for although fitted with no
warp nor ailerons, and having only diminutive rudders,

it would fly in any sort of wind, at any rate when piloted

by its inventor, who is now making Germany's fastest

small scouts. [N.B.—This article was written about
October of 1915.—Ed.]

MiiviTARY Activity.

The German Govei^nment occupied themselves through-

out this year in buying endless machines. Any kind of

machine that was built was bought up, provided it could

fly decently, and thus constructors were encouraged to

experiment with new and improved types. By October,

19x2, the military authorities possessed well over 100

machines, 30 of these being of the Albatros make and 30

Etrich-Rumpler monoplanes. A number of the best

foreign machines had also been purchased.

At this time Gi'eat Britain possessed about a dozen
flj^able aeroplanes between the Navy and Army together.

Military stations were established at Doberitz, Metz,
Miinich, Juterbog and Dantzig, and over a hundred
officers had taken military brevets.

Twenty-four machines took part at the military manoe-
vres, acquitting themselves so well that many of their

pilots received decorations.

During October, 191 2, another competition to encourage
military aviation took place, and was known as the South
German Circuit. The contest was limited to machines
built in Germany and in Austria-Hungary, and was open
to both military and civilian aviators, the military pilots

using Government-owned machines. A passenger had to

be carried in each machine. The route was from Mann-
heim to Munich via Frankfort, Wiirtemberg and Ulm.
The competition was marred by bad weather, and there

were many smashes, in one of which Lieuts. Beissbarth

and Lang were killed. The military winners were Lieut.

Vierling (Otto biplane, loo-h.p. Argus motor), Lieut.

Hailer on a similar biplane, and Lieut, von Buttelar (Al-

batros biplane, 85-h.p. N.A.G. motor). The monoplane
to be classed first was a Rumpler-Taube loo-h.p. Argus
motor, piloted by Lieut. Joly.

In the civilian section Herr Helmuth Hirth was classed

first (Rumpler monoplane, 95-h.p. Mercedes), Herr Bayer-
lein (Otto biplane, loo-h.p. Argus) second, Herr Lind-
paintner (Otto biplane, 100 h.p.) third.

By the end of the year 1912 the accumulation of schools,

aeroplanes, aerodromes and pilots had reached surprising
figures. Forty-five flying schools had been established

in the Empire, no less than twenty-one of them being
situated at Johannisthal

!

A feature of the year was the formation of a National
Fund for the encouragement of Military Aviation, to

which both rich and poor subscribed with enthusiasm.
The total amount raised was 7,234,506 marks, well on the
way to half a million pounds sterling. It is interesting to

note that Alsace-Lorraine subscribed 80,000 marks.
(To be continued.)

The early Fokker Monoplane—an inherently stable machine without any lateral control.
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THE AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES CO
GEORGE H. MANSFIELD, Proprietor.

Telephone :

Holborn 6539

Telegrams :

Upcast, Holb., London

^^^"^ Holboni
Agents

;

Paris, New York

and Birmingham

WE ARE THE MARKET OF THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

ALWAYS ASK US FOR PRICE AND DELIVERY OF

YOUR REQUIREMENTS BECAUSE WE CAN INVARI-

ABLY GIVE PROMPT DELIVERIES AT GOOD PRICES

OUR BULLETIN
OF GOODS

for Early Delivery

and in Stock

is Posted every

MONDAY NIGHT

000
See that you always

get a copy, and book

your requirements

EARLY

DELIVERY
EX STOCK

WASHERS

STRAINERS

BOLTS & NUTS

PINS

BOLTS & NUTS

BOLTS

A.G.S. 160 C

4x33 M/M

5x44 M/M

8& 10 M/M

A.G.S. 137

5x45 M/M

A.G.S. 105 J

Please Telephone us Your

Requirements.

SOME OF OUR
SPECIALITIES

Fittings

Machining Work

Bolts and Nuts

Pins and Washers

French Strainers

Tank Fittings

A.G.S. Items

Hubs and Wheels

Sparking Plugs

and

Magnetos

KINDLY MENTION

17 John Street

Theobalds l^d,

Aondon,

THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Some Points About the Mile End Election.
It is, of course, usual for every defeated candidate for

Parliament to claim that he has gained a moral victory,

but in the case of Mile End there is no doubt that Mr.
Pemberton-Billing gained an actual victory in the con-

stituency. The political "experts" of the Coalition

Press estimated that not more than 2,000 votes would be
polled in all, and Mr. Pemberton-Billing- captured 1,615

of them.
The actual poll of 3,606 would have been a heavy poll

in normal times, and all but a paltry few hundreds of

Mr. Warwick Brookes* votes came from " out voters "

who had left the constituency and were merely dragged
thither by the two party machines—which between them
had the command of several hundreds of motor-cars in

which to transport from many miles away many hundreds
of people who had never heard Mr. Pemberton-Billing's

arguments in favour of National Efficiency in general

and aerial efficiency in particular.

Incidentally the popular candidate had very few cars

indeed at his disposal, and, though he is duly grateful

to those good sportsmen who lent their cars, one cannot

congratulate the various car owners who are concerned

with aviation—whether financially or merely academic-

ally—on the support they gave to the man who was
working in the best interests of aviation.

Even including all Mr. Brookes' out voters, it seems
more than likely that he would have been defeated but

for one solid block of a few hundred Jewish votes which
were in some mysterious way " influenced " in his favour

on the polling day itself—^for it must be remembered that

if only 189 voters had gone the other way Mr. Pemberton-
Billing would have got in.

Mr. Pemberton-Billing is particularly to be congratu-

lated on the clean and sportsmanlike manner in which he
fought the contest. He kept strictly to the straight " air

ticket," without attempting to steal any of Mr. Brookes'

claims to the affections of the voters, as Mr. Brookes
appropriated his " Efficiency in the Air Service " cry.

He slung no mud at his opponent, though there were
opportunities enough and to spare if he had wanted to

do so, and his restraint is the more admirable when one
considers that he himself was charged with having quit

the R.N.A.S. because he funked active service, and even
with having been dismissed from the Service for some
unnamed crime. In fact, his fighting was probably the

cleanest that has been seen in any election contest for

many years, and far cleaner than the Coalition, with

their underhand tricks and wirepulling, had in the least

right deserved.

When one considers that he went to Mile End a total

THE IMPERIAL AIRCRAFT FLOTILLA.
The Overseas Club announce the following further gifts

to the Imperial Aircraft Flotilla :

—

No. 42. Pretoria. 70-h.p. biplane, costing ;Ci,5oo, pre-

sented by the people of Pretoria through the Pretoria

Branch of the Overseas Club.

No. 43. Ashanti. 70-h.p. biplane, costing £1,500, pre-

sented by the Chief of Ashanti through the Crown Agents
for the Colonies.

No. 44. Shanghai Race Club. 70-h.p. biplane, pre-

sented by the members of the Shanghai Race Club
through Mr. H. H. Read, Shanghai. (Cost iii,5oo.)

No. 45. Accra. 70-h.p. biplane, presented by the resi-

dents of Accra through the Crown Agents for the

Colonies. {£1,500.)

No. 46. Akin-Abuakwa. 70-h.p. biplane, presented by
the residents of Akin-Abuakwa Division of the Gold
Coast through the Crown Agents for the Colonies.

(£1,500.)

No. 47. Rhodesia, No. 3. 70-h.p. biplane, costing

stranger, and in seven days came perilously near winning
the seat against the whole strength of the two party
machines in combination, and that it took all the weight
of their money and influence, not to mention a Cabinet
meeting or two, to keep him out, one must confess that he
has performed one of the most astonishing feats in the
whole history of politics.

When one compares the faces of the two candidates,
as shown in numerous photographs, one almost despairs
of the intelligence of the English people. Mr. Pemberton-
Billing, with his keen eyes, square powerful jaw, and
lean intellectual face, obviously abounding in initiative

and energy, seems the ideal candidate for any man who
is even threatened with intelligence. Mr. Brookes, with
affable, chubby, double-chinned physiognomy and com-
placent smile has the aspect of a self-satisfied and fairly

successful cheesemonger. Behind a counter one might
feel complete confidence in his ability to look after his

own interests, but to represent one in Parliament an in-

telligent ' person would probably consider a while before

voting for him. As an M.P. he now represents not Mile
End but the political " bosses " of the Coalition Cabinet.

He has entered the House. The Coalition has opened
its mouth, Mr. Brookes has walked in, the jaws have
snapped, and now one may write him off the map as an
intelligent entity. He is about as much use to the Air
Service as Jonah in the fish's belly was to the Israelitish

mercantile marine.

I have been asked whether I really consider that Mr.
Pemberton-Billing is the right man to reform aerial

affairs. Perhaps he is not the aerial Messiah we should
like to see. He may not even be a working model of an
aeronautical John the Baptist. But he certainly is far

and away above the calibre of the assorted minor prophets

of the Habbakuk and Micah class.

Probably he is a Daniel come to judgment. Anyhow,
there is no doubt about his drawing the attention of the

satraps of the Coalition to the writing on the wall. Mile
End said "Mene Mene Tekel Upharsin " to the present

Government about as plainly as anything was ever said.

It is hoped that Mr. Pemberton-Billing will fight

another London constituency in a few days, or even
weeks, and it is more than likely that he will win it.

In any case, when the long overdue General Election

comes off, he will find Mile End voting straight and solid

for him, no matter what undue influence or unfair tactics

are employed .against him in the fight.

In the meantime certain very strong influences are

being brought to bear in his favour. One hopes with all

sincerity that he may succeed next time.—C. G. G.

;£i,5oo, presented by the people of Rhodesia through the

British South Africa Company.
No. 48. Poverty Bay, New Zealand. Henri Farman

biplane, costing ;£2,039, presented by the Poverty Bay
District of New Zealand.

No. 49. South Australia. loo-h.p. Gnome-Vickers gun-
mounted biplane, costing ;£2,25o, presented by the people

of South Australia through H.E. the Governor, Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Sir H. L. Galway, K.C.M.G., D.S.O.
No. 50. Nigeria, No. 2. 70-h.p. biplane, costing £1,500,

presented by the people of Nigeria through H. E. the

Governor, Sir F. D. Lugard, G.C.M.G., CB., D.S.O.
No. 51. Lady Ho Tung, Hong Kong. 70-h.p. biplane,

presented by Lady Ho Tung, Hong Kong. (;£i,5oo.)

No. 52. Sir Robert Ho Tung, Hong Kong. 70-h.p.

biplane, presented by Sir Robert Ho Tung, Hong Kong.
{£1,500.)

No. 53. Shanghai Exhibition. loo-h.p. Gnome-Vickers
gun-mounted biplane, presented by the residents of

vShanghai through Mr. H. H. Read, Shanghai. . {£2,250.)
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THE BEATTY
School of Flying

has the

BEST EQUIPMENT OF ANY CIVILIAN SCHOOL
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, BARRING NONE

Of all Civilian Schools in the Kingdom, the Beatty School has the

BEST STAFF OF INSTRUCTORS,

and all the instructors enumerated in our school reports are

actual instructors in the fullest sense of the word—not mere

figureheads designated instructors for the sake of effect. .

All the work, both instruction and construction, done at

the Beatty School of Flying, is under the constant personal

supervision of Mr. Beatty.

We invite all prospective pupils, before they join any other

school, to call and see us and ascertain for themselves the

indisputable accuracy of our statements.

For Terms and Particulars apply to the Secretary, ::

THE BEATTY SCHOOL OF FLYING, LIMITED,

London Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W. Telephone: Kingsbury, U8
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Naval and Military /leronautics.
From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 13th, 1916

{accidentally' omitted).

To be awarded the Distinguished Conduct Medal : 3038 Sergt.

F. V. Wright, R.F.C.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," January 25th, 1916.

War Office, January 25th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Memorandum.—L.-Cd1. A. G. Broolie,

Northants. Yec, T.F., to be temp. sec. lieut., for duty with
Royal Flying Corps.

Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec Lieuts. (on prob.J confirmed in

rank : W. A. Harvey, G. L. Godden, E. Henty, F. A. Garlick,

C. F. J. North, E. N. Layton, G. J. Williams. To be sec. lieuts.

(on prob.). January 21st : D. K. Sworder, E. H. Cooper, C.

Holland, L. A. Pricv, P. Arbon, A. Gordon-Bond, J. M. Marks,
T. G. Holmes, J. L Horridge.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January 26th, 1916.

War Office, January 26t)h.

REGULAR FORCES.—• Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Wing Adjt.—Temp. Capt. Hon.
W. C. W. Egerton, Gen. List, vice Capt. A. Marshall, D.S.O.,
28Lh Lt. Cav., I, A., and retain temp, rank whilst so employed.
December ist.

Flying Officers.—January 13th : Temp. Sec." Lieut. G. A.

Garveys-Gadd, R.A., and transfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut.

R. H. Peck, E. Surrey, and transfd. to Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut.

W. R. D. Shaw, Essex, T.F. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—G. L. Godden,
W. A. Harvev, F. A. Garlick, E. Hentv.
SPECIAL "RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary lu

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Appt. of H. M. MacCarthy to sec. lieutcy., in "Gazette" January
i8th, cancelled from January 21st.

* *

From the '^'London Gazette" Supplement, January 27th, 1916.

War Office, January 27th.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Sqdn. Coms., from Eqpmt. Officers.

—

December 15th : Temp. Maj. S. E. Smith, GIos., T.F.
And to be temp. majs. whilst so emploved : Capt. A. Christie,

R.A.
;
Capt. R. H. Collier, SR.

From Flig'ht Coms.—January 12th : Maj. D. W. Powell,

Northants.
And to be temp. majs. whilst so emploved : Capt. A. C. E.

Marsh, R.A. ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) P. H. L. Playfair, R.A.
Eqpmt. Officers, from Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.— Capt. R. Hall,

Cheshire, S.R. December isth. Januai'v i.'5th : Temp. Capt.

C. G. Martyn, Monmouths., T.F.
;
Temp." Lieut. C. W. M. Lud-

gate, Gen. List, and to be temp. capt. wliilst so employed.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Sec Lieut. S. R. Capon, .Lpool., T.F.,

December 23rd. Januarv iith : Sec. Lieut. W. H. Day, Hants,

and seed.
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. G. M. Goode, Beds., and transfd.

to Gen. List. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—C. F. J. North, E. N. Lay-
ton, G. J. Williams, J. T. Spittle.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplemk.v i akv to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wi.ng.—
To be sec. lieuts (on prob.) : C. R. Huggins. December 6th.

T. L. Collins. Dec. 23rd. W. C. Stringer. January yd.
* ^ *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" published on

January 27th announces that the following names are

added to the list of officers recommended for gallant and
distinguished service in the field in the dispatch from the

Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief, the British Army
in France, dated November 30th, 1915, which was pub-
lished in the "London Gazette" dated January ist, 1916 :

Royal Navy 'Com. H. C. Halahan, D.S.O.
Royal Flying Corps.—Capt. (temp. Maj.) A. E. Borton,

D. S.O., R. Highlanders.

[One could mention a few more names omitted from

that list which deserved inclu.sion far more than many
which were mentioned.—Ed.]

From the "London Gazette," January 28th, 1916.

Admiralty, Januarv 25th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Flight Sub-I.iouts. R. H.
Mulock, G. H. Beard, to be Flight Lieuts. Temp. Flight Sub-
Lieut. F. G. D. Hards to be temp. Flight Lieut. January 1st.

War Office, Januarv 28th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplrmkntary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) W. E. Marsden removed from .Army, the

King having no furlher occasion for his services. Januarv 29th.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : S F. Vincent. December 7th.
S. F. Heard. December 8th. P. C. Garratt. January ist.

• * •

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, January .29th, 1916.

War Office, January 29th.
REGULAR FORCES.—Cands., nominated foi' commns. in

Regular Army under par. 3 of Army Order 333 of 19x5, to oe^
sec. lieuts. January 30th. With seniority as from Jan. 4th

Infantry.—Suffolk.—Sec. Lieut. H. V. Champion de CresJ
pigny, Royal Flymg Corps, S.R.

N. Staffs.—Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. S. Shield, R.F.C.
MEMORANDA.—To be temp. Sec Lieuts. for duty with Royal

Flying Corps : Pte. E. L. Paarson, R. Warwicks. Sept. 20th.
October 25th : Pte. S. F. Browning, R.E.

;
Sap. W. S. Earle^

6th Field Co., 2nd Can. Divl. Engrs.
Gnr. L. A. C. Helbert, 17th Batt. Can. F.A. October 28th. 1

Pte. H. B. Hurst, R.F. November 15th.
Pte. W. F. L. Castle, R.A.M.C., T.F. Novem'ber 17th.

'

L.-Cpl. K. S. Henderson, 5th Austrln. L.H. November 2Sth.
Pte. T. F. Bassett-Smith, R. Sussex, T.F. December 6th.
December 7th : Cpl. A. E. S. Story, R.E.

; Sap. A. A. Wilson-
Walker, ist Field Co., Austrln. Engrs.

Pte. E. 1. Gibbons, R.F. December 20th.

December 28th : Gnr. C. E. W. Foster, 1st Austrln. F.A.

;

Cpl. J. Goodlee, loth .Austrln. L.H. ; Driver N. R. Pomeroy,
R.F.A., T.F. : Sgt. L. L. Richardson, 6th Austrln. L.H.

Sgt. R. G. Meedh, Motor Madh. Gun Serv., Can. Art. Janu-
ary 3rd.

Pte. E. J. Radcliffe, London, T.F. Januarv i^^th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary Td
Regular (;;orps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : A. de B. Brandon. December 8th,
December 13th : E. T. Williams, G. S. Hall, C. W. Blain, C. H.
Coxe, M. H. Thunder. ;

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the

Admiralty on January 25th :
—

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—Temp. Lieuts.-Coms.—

;

H. F. Taylor, to the "President," additional, for Naval Transport-
Staff, and J. S. Douglas, to the "President," additional, for
R.N.A.S., to date January 24th.

:^ :i; t' i

The following appointments were notified at the
Admiralty on January 26th :—

-

RovAL Naval .'Vir Service.—Flight Lieut. R. J. J. Hope Vere
appointed actg. flight com., to date January 24th.

Messrs. P. G. Burton and B. M. Dodds granted temp, com-
missions as Lieuts., R.N.V.R., with seniority January 25th and!

January 26th respectively, and appointed to the "President II,""

additional, for R.N.A.S.
The undermentioned have been entered as temp. Sub-Lia'uts.,.

R.N. V.R.J with seniority January 25th, and appointed to the
"President" for R.N.A.S. : C. O. Palmer, J. A. V. Echevarri,..

J. E. Maxwell, and W. R. Abbott, all to date January 27th.

Flight Sub-Lieuts. R, H. Mulock and G. H. Read promoted,
flight lieuts., and Temp. Flight Sub-Lieut. F. G. D. Hards pro-
moted cemp. flight lieut., all with seniority January ist.

The undermentioned have been entered as proby. flight sub-i

lieuts. (temp.), with seniority as mentioned and appointed to the'

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S.: P. G. McNeil, W.
McN. Gray, M. H. Stephens, A. E. E. Blackburn, G. H. Bur-
land, C. Hampden, and S. Butterworth, December 30th; B. P.'

Chase, C. W. Spencer, J*. H. Hepburn, N. Wallis, and N. HJ
Fletcher, January 25th.

Mr. J. A. Macdonald .Allan entered as proby. flight sub-lieut.

for temp, service, with seniority Januarv 2.i;th, and appointed to

the "President," additional, to date January 29th.

Royal Nav.al Voiunteer Reserve.—Petty Officer C. F. S.

Smith granted a temp, commission as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., with
seniority January 24th, and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N..4.S.
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
raltj^ on January 27th :

—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R.,

W. H. Ralphs promoted to the rank of temp, lieut., with
seniority January 29th.

The following have been entered as proby. flight sub-Iieuts.

(temp.) and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date as stated : Temp. Lieut, R.N-V.R., W. A.
Daniell, January' 26th ; and Messrs. D. F. Ellis, J. R. Ross, H.:

Wild, T. G. Culling, G. M. F. O'Brien, L. H. Brett, and J. S. T."

Fall, Januar}' 29th.

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—^Mr. C. R. Wylie entered
as temp. Lieut, and appointed to the "President II," for R.N.A.S.,
to date Januarv 26th.
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The I'oUowing appointment .was notified at the Admi-
I'alty on January 28th :

—
Capt.—A. V. Vyvyan, to the "President," for service in the

Air Department, Admiralty, to date January 26th.
* * *

The following appointment was notified at the Admi-
ralty on January 29th :

—
Royal Navai, Aik Service.—Late Temp. . Sub-Lieut., R.N.R.,

D. C. Woods entered as prob. flight sub-lieut. (temp.), and ap-

pointed to the "President;" additional, to date January, 28th.
Hi 5iJ

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following

casualty on January 25th :
—

Killed.

(Under date Jaiuiarj' 23rd.)

Probationary Flight vSub-Lieut. Clinton G. "Ward.

Flight Sub-Lieutenant Clinton G. Ward, R.N.A..S., was
a]ipointed in October of last year.

• * ti; *

Lieut. Henry H. M. Northcott, R.is.\\R., whose death

was notified on Januar}' iSth, >vas onh' ajipointed on De-

cember i6th, 1915. He joined tlie Armoured Car Division of

the R.N.A.S. as a motor-cyclist al the beginning of the war
and was made a chief petty-officer before he went to the

Dardanelles in March of 1915. He took part in the land-

ing on the Peninsula and was in\-alided home in Septem-
ber. He was given his commission on December i6th.

* * *

The Admiralty makes the following announcement :
—

Correction.
Flight Lieut. James B. P. Ferrand, D.S.O., R.N.,

previously reported as missing on the 23rd inst., returned

to duty on the 25th inst.
* * «

The Air Department has issued the following :
—

"Skilled engineers, especially those with experience of

internal combustion engines, are required for deferred

entry or immediate service in the R.N.A.S." The recruit-

ing depot is in Brook Green Road, Hammersmith, close

to the Tube Station.
* * #

It is worthy of note, concerning the list of names pub-
lished on January 29th and recommended for notice b}'

General Sir Ian Hamilton in connection with Jiis dispatch

of December nth, 1915, that not a single name is men-
tioned for flying service.

This may perhaps be explained by the supposition that

Sir Ian Hamilton was so seldom on the Gallipoli Penin-
sula and so busy on literary work that he scarcely ever

saw an aeroplane and therefore never appreciated the good
work done by officers and men of No. 2 Wing, R.N.A.vS.,

tinder Commander Samson, D-vS.O.

The fact that his air scouts were under the Navy is no
explanation of the omission, as he mentions the Royal
Naval Division. The R.N.A.S. losses were heavy. Their

work was done, and done well, with inadequate personnel

and materiel. Yet they apparently failed to win the com-
mendation of General Hamilton.

* * *

BABINGTON — BERESFORD-HOPE.—On February
TSt, at St. Michael's, Chester vSquare, Squadron-Com-
mander John Tremayne Babington, R.N., D.S.O., and
Legion of Honour, to .Cecily, daughter of Mr. Philip

Beresford-Hope

.

* * *

An enemy aeroplane attack on the Wilson liner

"Carlo" was reported on her arrival at Hull by Captain

Cawcutt and Chief OflScer Payne. The vessel had arrived

in the Downs from the Mediterranean on January 26th,

when shortly after she passed the Gull light, at 3.15

p.m., she was attacked by an aeroplane. Six bombs
were dropped, but they all fell clear of- the "Carlo."

The aeroplane then turned and dropped four bombs
among the ships anchored in the Downs, but without

causing any damage. The machine went off eastwards

at 3.30. Chief Officer Payne said the bombs exploded as

they reached the sea and displaced such a mass of water
that "the ship was thrown on her bfeara-ends."

[If this yarn is true, one would inquire of the Admiral
Commanding Patrols what his seaplane patrols were
doing on that day at that hour.—Ed.]

MILITARY.
G.H.(j. dispatch of January 25th sa5^s :—

Aircraft on both" sides has been active. We have
maintained our supremacy.

,

* * *

G.H.Q. despatch of January 26tli says :
—

Yesterday 27 hostile aeroplanes were encountered and
three captive balloons were attacked. Two aeroplanes
and two balloons were forced down. All our machines
returned safely.

« * *

The following appeared in the Casualty I,i.-.t published
oil January 26th :

—
Previously officially reported Missing, vo-j.' unofficially'

reported Killed. -

Lieut. E. F. W. CobbokL 7th Cheshire (T.F.) and R.F.C.
vSec. Lieut. S. R. Hathaway, R.F.C.
vSec. Lieut. L. Kingdon, Worcesters and R.F.C.

Previously ^offi.cially reported Missing, vow unofficially

reported Wotinded and Prisoners of 'War.
Lieut. G. C. Fonnilli, R.G.A. and R.F.C.
Lieut. K. W. Gray, 31-d Wiltshire and R.F.C.
Sec. Lieut. H. T. Kemp, Cheshire and R:F.C.
Sec. Lieut. W. E. vSomer\-c11, Loyal N. Lancashire and

R.F.C.

Previously officially mported Missing, now unofficially

reported Prisoner of War.
Lieut. A. L. Russell, R.F.C.

CANADIAN CONTINGENT.
Previously officially reported Missing, vow unofficially

reported Killed.

Lieut. C. V. G. Field, 4th Infantry, attd. R.F.C.
at * in

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force

were reported on January 26th under date January 20th :
—

Died of Wounds.
vSec. Lieut. H. R. Johnson, R.F.C.

Wounded.
Lieut. W. vS. F. John.son, Leicestershire Yeomanrr and

R.F.C.
Missing. ,

Sec. Lieut. W. A. Brooking, R.F.A. and R.F.C.

Lieut. C. B. Wilson, loth Hussars and R.F.C.
* * *

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was
reported on January 26th under date January 4th —

Wounded.
Capt. G. A. K. Lawrence, D.S.O., R.F.A. and R.F.C;

* * *

The following was reported on January 28th :

—

Died.
R.F.C.—Roberts, 15714, 2nd Class Air Mechanic C. W.

The following appeared in the Casualty List of Janu-

ary 31st :— -

Previously reported Missing, now reported Prisoner

of War.
Capt. G. T. Porter, R.F.A. and R.F.C.

The casualty list published on Februar}^ 1st contains the

following :
—

Mediterranean Expedition.
Previously officially reported Missing, Believed Killed,

noiv unofficially reported Killed.

Ledger, Sec. Lieut. H. M. C, Indian Army Reserve 0

Officers, attd. R.F.C.
« * «

The following appeared in the obituary columns on

January 31st :—
COBBOLD.—On January i2t!/, while flying- in France,
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Lieut. Edgar Francis Wanklyn, aged twenty years, second son
of the Reverend Robert Russell and Mary Elizabeth Cobbold,
the Rectory, Hitcham, Ipswich.

Lrieut. E. F. W. Cobbold, Cheshire Regiment and
R.F.C. (killed in action), was born in November, 1895.

He was educated at King's College Choir School, Cam-
bridge, King's School, Ely, and Marlborough, and was
apprenticed to the Fine Cotton Spinners' Association.

Before the outbreak of war he obtained a commission in

the Cheshires (T.F.), and in April, 1915, was gazetted to

the R.F.C.

Sec. L,ieut. L,. Kingdon entered the Worcestershire
Regiment in June, 1915, and in the following September
wds gazetted to the R.F.C.

Lieut. C. V. G. Field was gazetted to the Canadian
Army in September, 1914.

¥r * *

The daily papers report that an officer.and a contingent

of men arrived at Birmingham on January 27th to assist in

raising 10,000 men required for the Royal Flying Corps.

According to present arrangements only men from Group
io upwards in Lord Derby's schetue (27 j^ears of age or

more) are eligible, ?nd, generally speaking, they must
be skilled mechanics. Men who can drive motor-vehicles

will be given preference, tut it is stated that draughts-
men and clerks are not reqitired. Men who have not

enlisted and who desire to join the Flying Corps are ad-

vised to enlist under the Group system and then apply
for enrolment in the Air Service.

All the above parade seems very unnecessary if the
ordinary recruiting offices do their work properly.

Dozens of letters have been received at this office from
skilled mechanics who have wanted to join the R.F.C.
and have been told by their local recruiting stations that

the R.F.C. is full. In every case the writer has advised
them to go to Farnborough and enlist there. It is now
possible, one gathers, to enlist in the R.F.C. at the

Regent Street Polytechnic, which is rather handier.

It seems probable that io,ooo skilled mechanics could
be got quite easily by going round line regiments at home
and picking out shop-trained men who are now merely
lugging a rifle about.

* * *

An engagement is announced between Matthew Talbot

Baines, Sec. Lieut., R.F.C, elder son of Mr. and Mrs.
•I^tthew Talbot Baines, of Buckhill House, Calne, Wilts,

and Flora, younger daughter of Cavaliere Roberto R.
Allatini and Mrs. Allatini, of 18, Holland Park.

* # *

An engagement is announced between Capt. C. W.
Anstey, 24th Regiment, the South Wales Borderers and
R.F.C, only surviving son of Major W. Anstey (late

H.L.I.) and Mrs. Anstey, Lismoyne, Fleet S.O., Hants,
r^nd Dorothy Ethel (Doshie), eldest daughter of Major
H. R. Westmacott, the Welsh Regiment, and Mrs. West-
macott. Belvedere Cottage, Rye, Sussex.

FRANCE.
The communique of January 25th says :

—
This morjiing two German aeroplanes dropped fifteen

bombs on Dunkirk and its suburbs. Five persons were
killed and three wounded.

* # *

The communique of January 26th says :
—

Last night a Zeppelin dropped some bombs on the

villages in the district of Epemay, but the material

damage was insignificant. The dirigible was cannonaded
by a section of our motor-guns at the moment when it

was returning to its lines.

* * *

The communique of January 28th says :—
As a reprisal for the bombardment by a Zeppelin of

the villages in the region of Epernay oji January 25th,

one of our dirigibles bombarded Freiburg in Breisgau

during the night of January 27-28th.

Eighteen bombs of 155 mm. and 20 of 90 mm. were,

dropped on the station and the military establishments,;,

which suffered serious damage.
|

On Saturday night, January 29th, a Zeppelin raided

Paris. Thick ground fog made the excellent searchlight

and gun defences useless, and the defensive aeroplanes

could not, apparently, operate, owing to difficulties of

landing again if they went up. The Zeppelin was reported-

to be at a height of 10,000 to 12,000 feet, though how the

height was estimated is not clear, if she was invisible.

Some 26 people were killed and many others were in-i

jured. The incident shows the soundness of Mr. Pember-|
ton-Billing's scheme for the production of specially de-*

signed patrol aeroplanes, instead of risking pilots' lives j

by sending them up in the dark on ordinary machines J

which must in any case land after four or five hours, and
will probably be brought down by defective engines in a

'

shorter time.
;< * *

Zeppelin raiders again reached Paris on the night of

January 30th and dropped bombs on sundry waste land

without doing much damage. It is reported that they were •'-

driven away by French aviatprs.

There was a general demand in the newspapers of the

following day for reprisals. The "Matin" said :
—"Force

must reply to force, and brutality to brutality. We have

hitherto been too far the dupes of chivalry. We have in •

our hands the means of chastisement in an exemplary
manner. Reprisals, and again reprisals, is the cry of all

France."

M. Capus, in the "Figaro," wrote :

—"Paris has a right

to an immediate and signal revenge. There can be no 1

doubt that our aviators are in a position to give it."

M. Gustave Herve also demanded reprisals, saying :
—

".As reprisals we want those that will striice the enemy in

his vitals—in the Krupp cstablishinents at Essen, for

instance—not stupid reprisals that will go and massacre

in cradles innocent children because they are born on the

other side of the Rhine. Further, all accounts will be paid

on the day of final settlement. The German Emperor will

lose nothing by waiting."

M. Pierre Renaudel, in the "Humanite," opposed'raids

on the ground that they have no military utility. All that

they have done, he says, is to wake up those who are tired

of their militarj- duty- As a reply he advocated more
"back-bone" in the military service.

[Doubtless the Germans, knowing perfectly well of the

"crisis" in French aviation, took advantage of the oppor-

tunity afforded by a supposed slackening in the efficiency

of the French air service. The result appears to have

justified their expectations.

Possibly similar ideas prompted their recent raids on
England.
In France and England alike it is hoped that these raids

may have salutary effects.—Ed.]
« » «

Two of the best red-tape stories of the week come from

France, via a friend of the writer's, who is living there.

One concerns a training-school for military aviators, com-

manded by a martinet of an officer who knows little of

flying. A certain N.C.O., who is very keen on his job,

managed to get in all the long-distance flying tests for his

military certificate in one day—though they generally

take three or four days. He was warmly congratulated by
his captain on his fine performance when he landed, and
was promptly given eight days' "confined to barracks"

for the military crime of being absent from roll-call all

day without leave.

In the other case a new squadron of aeroplanes, headed

by the captain commanding, arrived at a certain aero-

drome, all "keeping station" like a fleet at sea with 100

.
j'ards' clearance between each machine', except one
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machine, which turned up later. In this case the mech-

anic, who occupied the passenger's seat in front of the

pilot, had become violently air-sick and the pilot was com-

pelled to land in self-defence. They continued their

journey after a "wash and brush-up," and on their arrival

were given "eight days" for landing without instructions

and not keeping station.

These are almost capped by another told by a French-

man now in England. A certain famous French pilot, who
took his certificate in 1910 or so, was sent some months
ago to join a new "escadrille." In his first two days he

smashed two machines of obsolete type. Thereafter he
flew splendidly and won the Croix de Guerre and several

mentions in Army Orders. A few weeks ago he was sud-

denly ordered to Paris and duly reported himself at Le
Bourget, believing he was to be sent on some special duty.

When he arrived he found he had been recalled from the

front in order that he might be sent to a flying school

"for further instruction in flying." It appears that his

commanding officer's report of three or four months before

on his first two days' flying had just filtered through to

Headquarters, and that H.Q. Staff had acted on it with all

* possible dispatch in recalling so dangerous a flier.

GERMANY.
A Berlin official telegram of January 24th says :

—

On the night of January 22nd-23rd one of our sea-

planes dropped bombs on the railway station, barracks,

and docks at Dover. On the afternoon of the 23rd

instant two of our seaplanes dropped bombs on the air-

ship sheds at Hougham (West Dover) . The outbreak of

a heavy fire was ascertained beyond doubt.

The communique of January 25th says :

—

A German aerial squadron attacked the military works
and flying station at Nancy and the factories at Baccarat.

Near Saint Benoist, north-west of Thiaucourt, a

French biplane, with its occupants, fell into our hands.
* * *

The communique of January 26th says :

—

Our naval seaplanes attacked a military establishment

near La Panne, near Dunkirk, and army aeroplane

establishments at Loo, south-west of Dixmude and

Bethune.
* * *

The communique of January 28th says :

—

Regarding the results of aerial attacks, statements

have been made in the British House of Commons which
can be best answered by the following list of our and of

enemy losses in aeroplanes. ^
Since our publication on October 6th, 1915, which

means since October ist, 1915, the German losses in

aeroplanes on the Western front are : In aerial fights,

7 ; machines shot down from the ground, 8 ;
missing, i

;

—total 16.

Our enemies in the West lost during the same time :

In aerial fights, 41 ; machines lost by being shot down
from the ground, 11 ; by involuntarily landing within

our lines, 11;—total 63.

This represents figures which could be ascertained by
us from enemy aeroplanes which fell into our hands.

[In connection with the above it is well to note that the

German official communiques do not lie, and seldom ex-

aggerate. Naturally they do not minimise German gains,

but they are usually extremely accurate, and must always

be carefully distinguished from German or other news-

agency stories.—Ed.]
« * *

Respecting the German claims, the "Times" says :
—

"We have taken the trduble to search through the

frerman communiques as they have reached us and have
been published in the 'Times' since October ist, 1915,

rind the result is to show that in these reports Main
Headquarters definitely claims to have accounted for 52

English and French aeroplanes, while another, described

merely as an 'enemy' machine, was 'reported' to have
come down.
"Of these 52, one is said to have been destroyed by

fire ; two described as 'enemy' machines are reported to

have been shot down ; while four other 'enemy' machines
are bracketed as having been brought down in aerial

fighting and by anti-aircraft guns. The others are

classified as follows :—English : aerial fights, 23; shot

down, 3 ; forced landings, 4 ;
total, 29. French : aerial

fights, 8; shot down, 6; forced landings; 2; total, i6."

[It is quite within the bounds of possibility that the

figure 63 may be correct, owing to 11 machines which
were reported too late for inclusion in the German daily

communiques being added in the total now published.

-Ed.]
* * •

The communique of January 29th says ;
—

Near Apremont, to the east of the Meuse, a French
aeroplane was brought down by tlfe fire of our anti-air-

craft guns. The pilot was killed and the observer, an

officer, injured.

The aerial attack on Freiburg in the night of January
28th has caused but little damage. One soldier and tv,a

civilians were wounded.
4: 4:

A telegram from Freiburg in Breisgau, via Amster-

dam, January 28th, says :

—

"Yesterday, after 10 p.m., two enemy aviators dropped

five bombs on the town, causing material damage only.

Nobody was injured. Being the Emperor's birthday, the

theatre was full of people, who, however, quietly remained

inside the building until all danger was over."

RUSSIA.

The communique of January 25th says :—

<

Yesterday an enemy aeroplane dropped two bombs «
Dwinsk, killing a woman.

* * *

The communique of January 26th says :

—

In the district of Riga, on the two banks of the Dwina,
and at Dwinsk, German aeroplanes were active, A
Zeppelin flew from Jacobstadt in the direction of Rie-

jitza and returned via Dwinsk.

On the Galician front, on the Upper Strypa, four

enemy balloons were sent up over our lines in order to

light up our positions. Two of these balloons caught
fire in the air, and in falling produced a dazzling light.

[That was their intention. They did not catch fire

by accident.—Ed.]
* * *

The communique of January 28th says :—

-

Several Zeppelins dropped bombs in the region of

Dwinsk.
BELGIUM.

It was reported from Amsterdam on January asth that

Allied aviators displayed great activity the previous day,

dropping bombs on many enemy positions in the Belgian

coast region.

GREECE.
An official report issued in Paris on January 30th

states :

—

A squadron of 14 French aeroplanes yesterday

dropped numerous bombs on the enemy cantonments

of Bazarli, north of Lake Dorain.

EGYPT.
An official statement issued in Cairo on January 25th

says :

—

•

The British troops marched from Mersa Matru ott

January 22nd to engage the enemy, who had been

located by aeroplane reconnaissance. The weather con-

ditions were most unfavourable, rainstorms rendering;

the ground heavy and difficult for the transport.
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THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
trom The Akroplani;, January 26th, 1910, p. 170 :

—
"One may ratlier expect airships to attack tlie big cities

of the North and Midlands, while aeroplanes make them-

selves unpleasant to London."
* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty issued the following

on January 25th :—
A report received from Dunkirk states that two

aeroplanes dropped bombs on Dunkirk about 6 o'clock

this morning.

A German seaplane was forced to the water by a

British machine north-east of Nieuport about 8 o'clock

this morning.
« « «

The Commissioner of Police felt it necessary to issue

cMi January 26th, in the interests of the public, the follow-

ing emphatic warning :
—

The increase in the offensive protection against

hostile aircraft recently provided in the Metropolitan

District makes it the more necessary for the public, on

the occasion of air raids, to take cover, so as to be

sheltered from falling fragments of shells.

On a previous occasion a warning regarding this

was published, which the Commissioner of Police now
deems it advisable emphatically to repeat.

* * S:

Mr. Bennett-Goldney (U., Canterbury) asked the Secre-

tary to the Admiralty, on January 26th, whether any
British aircraft gave chase to the enemj'- aircraft

on the occasion of the recent night raid on the

Kentish coast; and if he could reassure the in-

habitants of the coast towns that there were British aero-

planes of equal swiftness to those of the enemy and
manned with machine-guns capable of being fired as the

aircraft flew in pursuit, in the near vicinity of the Straits

of Dover.
The hon. member also asked whether the Secretary to

the Admiralty could give any further details of the recent

air raids on the Kentish coast ; if he could say whether

any warning of the two raids was received beforehand

either by the Admiralty, the War Office, or any other

Government Department ; what length of time was
allowed to elapse after the enemy aircratt was first sighted

before any of our own aircraft made an ascent on each
occasion ; and if he had any official information showing
that the enemy aircraft were seen cruising about in broad-

daylight for over two hours.

Mr. Tennant, who replied, said that the answer to the

first part of the first question was in the negative, and
to the second part in the affirmative. To the first two
parts of the second question he could only say that it was
not in the public interest to add anything to what had
already been published ; and to the third part that on
"the occasions on which British aeroplanes ascended to-

attack the enemy the lapse of time between the sighting

of the enemy aircraft and the ascent of the British

machines was that required to prepare the machines for

flight. The report referred to in the last part of the

second question was destitute of truth.

Mr. Bennett-Goldney : Ought not the aeroplanes to be

kept ready for flight ?

Mr. Tennant : Yes ; but 3'ou cannot put an aeroplane-

into the air by merely touching a button.

[It is actually possible to start an aeroplane up bj-

pressing a button, if the machine is fitted with a self-

starter
;
and, anyhow, it should be possible to start anj-

aeroplane by one swing of the propeller, if the engine is

properly tuned up by capable mechanics. Moreover,
every " War Flight " on coastguard duty should include

at least six aeroplanes capable of starting with no more
delay than is necessary to start a fire-engine. Pilots and
mechanics should be on duty day and night, just as at a

fire-station. If the London Fire Brigade can turn out in

35 seconds, as I have seen an engine turn out, an aero-

plane should be able to turn out as quicklj'. If it cannot,,

then the organisation is wrong.—C. G. G.]
* * *

The following report was officially issued b}' the Press

Bureau on Januarj' 27th :
—

.\ de])utation of London members of Parliament waited

A New Otto Biplane, one of Germany's fast long distance machines.
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upon Lord Kitchener at the War Office this afternoon
on the subject of the protection of I^ndon from raids by-
aircraft. Mr. Balfour was also present. The deputation
was introduced by Sir Frederick Banbury, other speakers
being Mr. W. H. Dickinson, Mr. Burdett-Coutts and Mr.
T. Wiles.

The Ministers explained to the deputation that the
difficulties in arranging a satisfactory scheme of metro-
politan anti-aircraft defence had in the past been due to
a deficiency in anti-aircraft material—a deficiency that
was felt not merely in London, but in the Fleets and in
the Armies at the front. Fvery effort was being made
to remedy the shortage, and with good results.
A great development of metropolitan defence had been

effected since the last air raid ; and the development was
still continuing. Progress, it should be noted, was not
confined to the increase and organisation of anti-aircraft
artillery under the able superintendence of Sir Percy
Scott. It was to be found also in the improved arrange-
ments for defence by aeroplanes.

In the common task of organising defence the War
Office and the Admiralty had worked most harmoniously
together. But it had for some time been felt that unity
of control was desirable ; and as this could only be fully
carried out if the whole work of defence was undertaken
by the Army, all Admiralty responsibilities were in pro-
gress of being transferred to the War Office. The trans-
ference, it was hoped, would be complete within the next
three weeks.

The following- London members of Parliament con-
stituted the deputation : Sir F. G. Banbury, Mr. W. H.
Dickinson, Sir G. Reid, Mr. T. Lough, Lord Claud
Hamilton, Sir H. Samuel, Sir W. Pearce, Sir P. Magnus,
Mr. Burdett-Coutts, Mr. H. Percy Harris, Mr. T, Wiles,
Mr. J. D. Gilbert, Mr. G. H. Radford, Mr. A. W. Yeo,
Mr. J. Boyton, Mr. Warwick Brookes, Mr. W. S. Glyn
Jones, Mr. F. A. Strauss, Mr. A. Strauss, Mr. G. Touche,
Mr. H. G. Chancellor, Mr. J. S. Fletcher, and Mr.
Hector Morison.

[And not a single one of them capable of asking an
intelligent invkward question about aircrift.—Ed.]

* * *

The following announcement was received from the War
Office at 1.40 a.m. on February ist :—

A Zeppelin raid by six or seven airships took place
last night over the Eastern, North-Eastern, and Mid-
land Counties.

A number of bombs were dropped, but up to the
present no considerable damage has been reported.

A further statement will be issued as soon as practic-

able.

[This "bald and unconvincing narrative" may be com-
pared with the "corroborative detail" published in France
concerning the recent raids on Paris. We have left undone
to a wonderful extent those things which we ought to have
done concerning Zeppelin raids as in most other matters
connected with the Government conduct of the war.

If these raids on the Midlands continue, the population
of Wales will possibly be increased to an extent likely to

bring it up to the point reached before the establishment of

the Ministry of Munitions.—Ed.]

* * *

The War Office issued the following for publication on
February ist :—^The air raid of last night was attempted
on an extensive scale, but it appears that the raiders were
hampered by the thick mist. After crossing the coast the
Zeppelins steered various courses and dropped bombs on
several towns and in rural districts in Derbyshire, Leices-
tershire, Lincolnshire, t nd Staffordshire, and some damage
to property was caused. No accurate reports were received
until a very late hour. The casualties notified up till the
time of issuing this statement amount to 54 persons killed

and 67 injured.

a

NOTES ON THE FOKKER SCOURGE.
If it were not for the tragedy of the Allies' aviators who

are the victims of German effectiveness, the rapid arrival

of the Fokker monoplane on the Western Front would be

one of the jokes of the war. As things are it is rather a

grim jest. I say the Allies' aviators advisedly, for the

Fokker scourge exists all the way from the North Sea to

Switzerland, and is as real a peril to the French in Alsace

as to our own pilots in Flanders.

The much maligned "Harmsworth Press" has done

another of its good works in "booming the enemy"—

a

thoroughly healthy policy which many Englishmen, or at

any rate the journalistic servants of the Coalition

politicians, do not seem to understand. It appears to be

beyond their comprehension that the people of this

country will never do their utmost to win the war till they

are told honestly how near we are at times to defeat, and

how, at other times, we are actually defeated. So long as

this nation is humbugged into the belief that all is well

by land, sea, and air the people will not exert themselves

to help our fighting men.
Why should a workman work his best when the Coali-

tion papers lie to him and tell him that Germany is at her

I'lst gasp for lack of food and men, that our Fleet is in-

vincible, and that our supremacy in the air is maintained ?

He can earn three or four times his usual wages by taking

things easy and merely spending a few hours a day extra

in the workshop to qualify for overtime, so why should he

want the war to end? Also, if Germany is short of men
and our Armies are undefeatable, why should he leave a

well-paid job to enlist at a shilling a day? The workman
is not altogether a fool.

But, tell him the truth and he will wake up and do

things. Undoubtedly if he knew the truth the first thing

he would do would be to throw out the Coalition con-

spiracy, possibly with physical violence, and it may be

that a knowledge of this has more than a little to do with'

the policjr of the Coalition.

However, to revert to the Fokker scourge. The chief

joke is against our Government "experts" who now see

all their science set at nought by a rule-of-thumb Dutch-

man who, by the simple process of putting a big engine

into a copy of an obsolete French monoplane, has given

his own country's chief enemy the freedom of the air.

Of course, if the aircraft industry of this country had
been properly used before the war, or even during the war,

the new scourge would have been met and defeated before

now, but makers have been so cramped and hindered by
Government interference and by being compelled to make
only to Government designs, that individual enterprise in

producing new types is almost dead.

Poor Consolation.

"C. W." in the "Observer" tries to console his readers

with the statement that "within the next three months" "it

will be proved that the Germans are on the defensive.

And, may I ask, what about the casualties in those three

months, and of!.the past three months ? I see no reason to

doubt the accuracy of the German communique which
states that the Allies have lost 63 aeroplanes against the

German 11, and that takes no account of wounded aviators

who have managed to reach home.
The Germans may be on the defensive even now, for Mr.

Tennant has said so, and he lets the truth leak out occa-

sionally. But the conditions of our offensive are all wrong,
and no amount of mangling or censoring pf German com-
muniques in this country can hide the fact from Germany.
Nor can we hide our casualty list, however much we may
hide the real opinions of our active service pilots .

"C. W." also quotes, or misquotes, Mr. Tennant's state-

ment that "in four weeks we used 138 aeroplanes against

the enemy's 20." He omits to say that these were used
merely on odd bomb raids and not for any really strategic

purpose. The Germans showed their wisdom in not wasting
time—not to mention men and machines—in this way.
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The mere number 138 is its own condemnation, for it

shows that the machines were used only a few at a time,

whereas to have been effective

—

vide Mr. Lanchester's

i.'-syuare law—they should have been used all at once.

The Raid Question.

In parenthesis ;—What reason there is for "C. W." to

;LSSume that a raid by the bigger types of German aero-

planes by night on London is unlikely I fail to compre-
iiend. If the Germans believe all Vve tell them about Sir

Percy Scott's new guns they are much more likely to send
their Zeppelins to the big industrial centres in the North'

and to send aeroplanes over London by moonlight, when
they would be exceedingly difficult to find and almost im-
possible to hit. [Written prior to the raids of January
31st.—C. G. G.]

I only wish it were possible to tell the whole story of

that moonlight raid on "the Kentish Coast." People

might have more respect for the enemy and less for our
own misorganisers if they knew all about it. Anyhow,
on'e may perhaps be permitted to smile over the enemy
sportsman who, iiaving dropped all his bombs, opened fire

on a whole town with his machine-gun. Not at all a bad
idea, as there was always a sporting chance of hitting

someone who was looking out of a window.
Also, the idea of sending another machine over at lunch-

time next day, when it was fairly likely to be left undis-

turbed, to see what damage the first had done, sliows a

knowledge of the Englishman's regular meal habits.

"C. W." also tries to console himself by talking about
raids on German territory being left unnoticed. May I

ask what' raids we have made on German territory? Are
we to leave France to letaliate 011 our behalf by raids on
Metz and Freiburg and Monastir for the R.F C. pilots

who have been shot down b}' Fokkers, the victims of

official stupidity ? And the majority of even the French
raicls are on places in France, Belgium, Alsace, or Servia,
occupied by the enemy, and not on real (Tcrimi; towns.

A Matter of iisTEEM.

Further, he says, "It is easy to find disgruntled Air
.Service officers who are ready to talk on the subject of mis-
management of the Flying vSer\ices. But the facts are

against them. Mr. Tennant, dealing with this question
the other di\y, if anything under-estimated the good work
that continues to be done hy British airmen and British

machines."
If "C. W." himself had to go out on overloaded, under-

powered. Government-designed aeroplanes and become a
target for machines which were between 20 and 40 miles
an hour faster than his, and capable of between three and
lour times the climbing speed, he might feel "disgruntled"
himself. Mr. Tennant is an able disciple of Colonel Seely
(now Brig.-Gen. tevip.) and is able to distort facts very
plausibly, so he certainly did not under-estimate what
British machines are doing.

It is true that he under-estimated the good work done
by British aviators, for no one can esteem sufficiently

highly the gallantry of our flying officers under the ad-
verse conditions under which they operate. It is pain-
fully evident that "C. W." is entirely ignorant of active

service conditions, whatever he may know about those
who "sit at home at ease," and if he cares to communicate
with me personally, I shall be glad to enlighten him.

The Engine Subject.

Finally, "C. W." gives himself away completely by his

ignorance on the subject of engines, when he says "the
Allies are on top." We may be on top if the war lasts

long enough' to become a National Industry, but we are
years behind the Germans in experience of making big
engines—thanks again to official policy.

It may be news to many new officers of the Flying Ser-

vices, and to "C. W." himself, that a year or more before

the war, when the Green was absolutely the only British

aero-engine and had been almost choked' to death' by
©fficial rivalry, a certain patriotic capitalist offered to start

making a very famous French rotary engine in thi.s

country if he were given an order for fifty engines—sub-

ject to their passing most exacting tests. Even that paltry-

order was refused, and when war began we had no British

engines at all, except those which had been wrecked on.

the Government officially-designed testing plant.

Germany then had Mercedes, Eenz, Austro-Daimler, and
Argus engines of 100 n.p. and 120 h.p., in hundreds, anti

Ihe Uberursel rotaries in dozens. The bigger Mercs

and Benzes of 160 to 200 h.p- were already on test, and it

took the efficient German, with all his experience, a year

to get them right in the air. Now Germany has them in

quantities. Does "C. W." seriously think that we have
been able in the same period to produce still more power-

ful and equally reliable engines? If so, he can have no-

knowledge whatever of engineering.

And does, he think that if we had the engines our
aeroplane makers, hampered as they have been by official

interference, could make aeroplanes and use them success-

fully without long periods of experiment ? Given a free

hand our manufacturers can beat not only Germany, but

everyone else, but they have not had a free hand.

In fact, "C. W.," who frequently writes very souinl

sense, has managed to get as much nonsense into his last

article as even the ordinary daily journalists.

The Daicy Press .ind the Fokkek.
The " Telegraph " says in a leader :

—
" Mr. Ten-

nant 's statement in the House of. Commons is en-

couraging. British pilots are still engaged in wearing
down the nerve of the Germans, penetrating their lines-

and inflicting heavy losses in men and .material. On which
side the balance lies is attested -by the announcement that

1,227 British aeroplanes have got past the enemy's lines,,

while the corresponding number of enemy machines visit-

ing us has been estimated at 310 onl}'."

And yet we used to talk about the folly of the Germans
in throwing massed infantry at our trenches, and pat

ourselves on the back because their mere numbers cost

them so dearlj- in casualties. Are we, or are we not, doing;

the same thing or worse in the air where mere numbers
count for less than speed and climb ?

The "Telegraph's" correspondent at British Head-
quarters in France is even worse, for he says, 'T find the-

proportion of casualties which are worth reporting at all

in our air services do not represent more than 2 per cent.,

of the number of flights made in normal weather." That
is to .say, -f a man makes 50 flights "in normal weather'"

he is bound to become a casualty. In abnormal weather

—

presumably with low clouds or a westerly gale—one as-

sumes that his chances are worse. A cheering prospect,

is it not? Even 1 disbelieve that things are so bad.

The "Chronicle" makes itself particularly ridiculous by
saying, "The Gennans are taking the most extraordinary
precautions to preserve the secret of this machine's (the

Fokker's) construction. The pilots have the strictest in-

structions not to venture beyond the German lines."

Bosh ! There is nothing extraordinary about the Fokker
except that it is built sensibly for a definite job and does
it, while our Government "experts" have tangled them-
selves and the British aircraft industry? in a web of pseudo-
science and political scheming, which has resulted in our
not having the machines and engines our pilots need. The
Germans keep the Fokker behind their own lines for the-

same reason that we keep our infantry in our trenches.

But, when our aviators venture across the lines on in-

ferior machines there is no doubt about the impetuosity,,

skill and bravery of the Fokker pilots.

It is true that we have some machines capable of meet-
ing and beating them, but they are as yet few in number,
and—note this well—they are not the products of the-

Royal Aircraft Factory or the Government Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, but have been produced by the

despised "Trade" at the earnest appeal of the War Office,

because the Flying Services have been very badly let dowit
by their "experts."—C. G. G.
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THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
The ofl&cer commanding No. 2 Wing, R.N.A.S., has

written as follows to Mrs. Sueter:^"May I write on
behalf of the R.N.A.S. to acknowledge with very great
thanks the receipt of the comforts which you have so
kindly sent out from the R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund. You
will know, I am sure, how much they have been appre-
ciated, as well as the kind thoughts which prompted
the gift."

It will be understood that the dif&culties of getting
large consignments of garments to the Mediterranean are
not small, and it is very satisfactory to hear that they
eventually arrive safely.

Mrs. Millar has kindly sent £6, to the Fund as the
proceeds of a collection. This brings the total amount
subscribed to 13s. ad., most of which has been
spent.

Further contributions in cash and kind are urgently
required, and should be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe,
Watlington, Oxon.

TO USERS OF BEARDMORE ENGINES
Aviators who have charge of, or who are flying,

machines fitted with the Beardmore aero engine will be
interested to learn that a comprehensive book has been
published by the company, which gives full instructions
for the management of the Beardmore aero-engine.
The book is also valuable to the manufacturer who is

fitting the Beardmore to his machines, and inquiries for

the book to the company's address at 112, Great Portland
Street, London, W., will bring a copy immediately.

"HOOPING THE HOOP."
It is noteworthy that at last an aeroplane has been

flown under the iron bridge which spans Brooklands
racing track from Byfleet at the back of the aeroplane
sheds. For many years pilots have contemplated this

feat, but the danger of hitting the bridge itself in the
event of the machine rising on a gust has deterred them.
The distinction has fallen to Mr. Harry Hawker, who

flew under the bridge a few days ago on the 50-h.p.

Sopwith "runabout" biplane on which he disports him-
self in rare moments of leisure.

As this little scout is not designed for Service purposes
there can be no harm in saying that it is a small edition

of the Sopwith "tabloid" with reduced chord and light-

ened construction. The loading is so light that the

machine climbs like a rocket and its speed appears to be
very great. Mr. Hawker is to be congratulated on this

exhibition of his skill, because even racing-car drivers

who pass under the bridge on terrestrial vehicles confess

to a horrid sense of oppression on the frontal bones of

their crania as they flash under the bridge girders at the

top edge of the banking, apparently with inches to spare.

ANOTHER ONE DOES IT.

Mr. Clifford B. Prodger, who is, in partnership with

Mr. Sidney Pickles, busily engaged in testing machines,

finds the life full of interest and variety. He recently

visited a certain South Coast resort in order to test some
new machines, among them a small tractor biplane which
was regarded by some people with a certain suspicion.

The constructors being anxious to know its capabilities,

Mr. Prodger went carefully into the details of the machine,
and after thorough investigation expressed the opinion th'at

it was not merely perfectly safe, but suitable for

looping. Stai-ting in a stiff breeze, he was soon at

home in his new mount. He climbed to sometliing over

three thousand feet, and after doing a little vertical bank-

ing, presumably with the idea of temporarily dislocating

his horizon, he proceeded to execute three most artistic

loops, to the astonishment of his friends below.

It was his first indulgence in this popular pastime, and

it is understood he rather liked it.—D. W. T.

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
The following amounts have been received this week for

Lady Helmsley's and Mrs. Rowton's Fund for Prisoners

of War in Germany, viz :—From the employees of Vickers,

I,td., Weybridge Works, £\ is. 6d. ; from the employees,
of Vickers, Ltd., Bexley Heath Works, ^4-.

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY.
Individuals or firms with new or second-hand wood-

working machinery to sell should communicate with
Messrs. R. F. Wells & Co., loa, Flvstan Street, Chelsea.

THE BEATTY SCHOOL.
The equipment at this enterprising school now consists

of eight machines, and a ninth is in course of completion.
These eight comprise two Beatty-Wrights, two 35 Anzani
Beatty-Wright Caudrons, two 50 Gnome Caudrons, and
the 60 Anzani-Caudron on which Mr. Roche-Kelly loops.

Mr. Beatty says he does not believe in trying to rush
his pupils through their course, as an aviator cannot be
made in a week or two. Certainly the rare occasions on
which one of the Beatty School pupils has come to grief

while trying for his ticket seems to show that it is the
rule to let them thoroughly assimilate their lessons before

endeavouring to obtain a certificate.

Mr. Roche-Kelly, by the way, on the bccasion of his

first loop recelitly, was hit in the face with something for

which he could not account, obstacles being naturally

somewhat rare in mid-air. The same thing happened on
a subsequent occasion, but this time he saw the object

coming. Th'e wheels of his machine having accumulated
a certain amount of mud before leaving the earth, some
ol it fell off in the course of the loop, and as he completed
an accurate circle he encountered some of the mud on the

way round. He is now learning to loop crookedly in

order to avoid a repetition of the episode. One way would
be to fix mud-guards to his wheels. Another way would
be to have mud-guards on his face.—D. W. T.

ATTRACTIVE AVIATION EXHIBIT.
The spacious windows of Robinson and Cleaver, Ltd.,

rn Regent Street, have a special attraction for the public

this week. Three of the windows have been devoted to a

display of equipment for land, sea and air warfare.

Many war relics are exhibited, iiicluding a Triplex

safety glass wind screen strafed by German artillery.

The equipment for the Flying Services is exceptionally

varied and useful, and deserves further description in a

future issue. Meanwhile readers of The Aeroplane should

have a look at the display—and then go inside.- -D. W. T.

THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
On Saturday there was a large attendance, the weather

being spring-like and the sun quite warm. Visitors

were rewarded by seeing plenty of good flying on a

variety of machines.

.Several de Havilland scouts were out, and flying at

considerable heights during the afternoon. One caused

the first sensation of the day, as, owing to an apparent

failure of the engine, the pilot was forced to make a very

flat glide over the sheds, clearing the tree-tops by a

narrow margin and effecting a landing in a field just

outside the main gates.

Later on Mr. Roche-Kelly surprised the onlookers by
executing a very good loop on a new 6o-h.p. Beatty

Caudron. This was not his first attempt, and he would

have done several more loops but for the fact that petrol

was splashing in his face.

A Maurice Farman flew for some time at four or five

thousand feet, looking picturesque in the bright sunlight.

The various schools were busily engaged. Mr. Moore

made several flights, and passengers were taken up.

On Sunday it was dull and misty, and beyond a little

school work there was nothing to report.—^D. W. T.
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It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-

tions for which an observer has

hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by
fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-

plane with the highest efficiency in

speed and climbing capacity without

regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform

which is not only steady, but is held

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
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SCHOOL REPORTS.
WjjATHER Report (London District.}

Moh. calm to windy. l"ues. wind. Wed. calm a.m., wind p.m.
Thurs. rain and wind. Fri. calm, fair. Sat. calm.

HENDON.
At the Grahaive-White R.N.A.S.. School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pasii-

'Ley, Russell, arid Winter.'

Pupils with Instructor : Proli. Flight Sub Lieuts. Colquhoun,
Evans, How, Kingsford, Maxted, Rees, and Tempjeton.

Circuits and eights with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Aitken,

Cook, Cuckney, Durston, Jones, Rampling, and Wast.
Certificales were laken during the week by Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieaits. Burden and Rockey.
Ar the Grahame-White (Civilian School.

Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Baragar, Sandys, Barret,

Eichelbrenncr, Hillaby, Holman, Box, Hathaway, Leigh, Mat-
thews, Kryn, Parkinson, Walk, Vegruilt, Williams (F.), Williams
(S.), Butler,, Franck, .Stapley, and .Scheldt. Pupil doing circuits

with Inst. : M. Grasset. Pupils alone: Messrs.; McClaughrie,
Howe, and Hallet. Machines in use : G.-W. biplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.
Instructors for the week Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. .Smiles,

H. Sykes, C. M. Jacques, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Creaghan,
Palethorpe, Aldous, Starey, .Scott, Moore, Brown, Egclstaff,

Clement, de Goussencourt, Vilain XIIII, Pulford, Rimer, Daw-
son, Houba, Darwin, Vertongen, Lambert, and Verbessem.

Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Messrs. Stevens,
Loomes, and Snow.

Certificates were taken during tlie week by Messrs. E. F.

Loomes and W. Snow. Machines : Four L. .ind P. bipl.ines.

At the Hall School.
With Messrs. C. M. Hi!) and H. F. Stevens : Messrs. Redford,

Evans, Ridley, Nicolle, Smith, Sepulchre, Ormerod, Cook.
Certificate taken by Manley in excellent style.

With Mr. J. Drew : Messrs. Thom, Neal, Lieut. Cooke, Mill-

burn, Wooley, Chapman.
With Mr. A. Chave : Messrs. Rnyne, F. Smith, Rochford,

Mahonev, Warsick, Rand, Hucklesbv. M.i.rhinps : Hall tractors.

At the Beatty School.
Week ending Thursday, January 27th, 1916.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W, Beatty, W. koche-
Kelly, G. Virgilio, R. Kenworthy, A. E. Mitchell and L. L. King.

Pupils out during the week ; Messrs. Bvrne, Richard, Thomp-
son, .^oyang, Bakei', d'.'Mlesina, Dunne, JaquinJ Wainwright,
Young, Brynildsen, Gumming, Fellowes, Jones, .Stampe, Syming-
ton, Whincup, Williams, Willmett, Collier, Schollaert, Barrow,
Bewick, Brand, Branford. Drysdale, Edwards, Patterson, Pod-
more, Sellars, le Champion, Martin, Mattos, Mossop, Halford-
TTiompson, Parsons, Hunquam, Roiberts and Knox.

Mr. Hodgson flew for his certificate on the 24th.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes, Caudron tractor biplanes.

Thirteen passenger flights were taken during the week. Cap-
tain Cowper, who took his certificate on Nov. 6th, 1915, has won
his R.F. C. wings after only 16 hrs. 23 mins. training.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth School of Flying.

Instructors : Messrs. F. King and J. G. Woodley.
Pupils rolling : Messrs Smith, Simpson, O. Wilson, J. Wilson,

Morley, Meens and Devos.
Pupils doing straig*hts alone : Messrs. Dubois and Bonnevie.
Machines in use : Caudron tractor biplanes.

KUSINE.SS for Sale, with modern factory, suitable aeroplane

parts, on 2 acres freehold ground 4 miles from Hendon,
going concern, ;^30,ooo.—Address, "A. P.," care Davies and
Co., Advertisement Agents, Finoh Lane, E.G.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co.. Ltd
COVENTRY.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 151 Kingsbury

ASK
Us those questions you have in

your mind. Perhaps we can help

you. Do not delay your enquiries.

We can set your mind at rest on

many oints. We have satisfiied

dozens of prospective pupils who

had the same hesitation that you

have. They have now secured

their certificates and many are on

active service.

FOR DETAILS
WRITE TO

DEPT. A.E. OR MENTION
THE AEROPLANE

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 Mayfair
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES 213 special sections illustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc,

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSi We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES.

TUBULAR BOX SPANNERSt Please send full detaUs of your wants

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldbury.

Telephone—"Oldbury lU"
(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM!

- THE -

ENGINEERING TIMBER CO. Ltd.

9, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

I. A. HUStoN, Manaiint Direotor.

SILVER SPRUCE

Telephone 5073 Victoria.

ASH Frsnoh Agenoy,

WEST VIRGINIAN SPRUCE

WALNUT

MAHOGANY

iS4, BOULEVARD MAGENTA,

Thone 04.77 Nord.

PARIS,

PATENT

STRUT

COPYING

LATHE.

K.D.

Write for Particulars

and General Catalogue

WADKIN & Co.

^ Leicester.

Telegrams :

—

' Woodworker, Leicester.'

j 'Phone Nos. 3614 and 3615.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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/kero^motors : In Kind and Construction,—\Contmuecil)
BY QEOPPRBY de HOLDEN-STONE.

On Sympathy.
How much that is useful—or quite otherwise—may be

gained from a fellow-feeling, rightly djirected ! Or
wrongly; according to point of view, opportunity,
grasp, and as luck chances. As we all know, mostly
afterwards. And having so often singed our own wings,
we always have a fellow-feeling for the fate of the next
moth in the flame.

So, for instance, in any four-stroke motor possessing
those irresponsible flutterers in the flame-stream known
as poppet-valves ; our chief interest must needs lie in

the valve-gear that irresistibly impels them to, and con-
trols, their fate and function. Likewise the efficiency of

the motor therewith. Just as—being ever from child-

hood more curious as to the unexplained absence of

things than in their normal appearance—when we get

the truly valveless two-stroker triumphantly appearing
publicly in that debM for which it is already practically

perfected in half a dozen places, to my certain know-
ledge, w.e shall be chiefly interested in the quaint slots

and combinations thereof—as well as in ' their varied

shape—that will take the place of our familiar poppets.
Only then too close a fellow-feeling may well result in

the loss of fingers

!

Sister-Systems.
Thus sympathetically we come to the Clerget valve-

gear; not so much the antithesis, or even the inversion,

of the Rhone device as its better-looking sister, in my
opinion, although it has got the same little finger; that

is the one at the end of the crank-shaft, on which the
whole gearing hangs

;
just as eccentrically, but in another

way.
For whereas, in the Rhone, we have the cam-gear

—

an internally toothed ring, we may remember—external

to the driving gear, which is solid with the front

plate, and revolves on the finger-like axial shaft ex-

tension, while the toothed ring and the hub of the cam-
plate wheel to which it is attached rotate on the station-

ary eccentric portion of the shaft, in the Clerget we find
—-so far as the driving motion is concerned—much the
same parts, but merely differently related on the same
shaft-foundation.

The Clerget Mechanics.
That is to say, in the Clerget, we have the driving

gear solid as before with the front plate
;
not, however,

as a pinion, but as an internally toothed ring; which
consequently has to mesh with a pinion that is mounted
over ball bearings on the axial finger extension, and
attached behind—that is, inwardly of the crank-chamber
—solid to a three-point star-cam—or its toothed equiva-
lent, as will be seen—which rotates, .also over ball bear-

ings, on the eccentric portion of the shaft, and, as it

rotates, lifts at one point or another one of the tappets,

which are set radially in a crown-plate, concentric t6 and
solid with the crank-chamber.
This crown-plate is cut, as to its inner edge, in evenly

spaced narrow concavities under the tappets, with wider
convex curves in between ; seven or nine in each case,

according to the number of cylinders.

It will be evident, before going any further, that this

device is the smaller and lighter, more self-contained and
compact, as to its motion-receiving and motion-transmit-
ting parts ; and that the periphery of the star-cam travel

—making contact withal only on one point at a time

—

being within an altogether narrower
,
circle, the velocity

of engaging surfaces is likely to be much less, and the
wear consequently much less, other conditions being
equal, than in the Rhone device.

However, we have yet to see these expectations realised

by experience here, as the Clerget is newly come to

town.

The Working Theory.

Examining now the system, one finds that this star-

cam has three long ramps or arms, ending in the form
of studs or pegs, and, as we have seen, is eccentrically

mounted relatively to the shaft axis, and—iquite apart

from the driving gear—is clearly under the control of

the crown-plate, which is solid with the crank-chamber,
and furnished" internally with these evenly spaced notch-

like concavities, opposite each cylinder ; seven or nine,

as the case may be.

So the throw of any two consecutive star-cam studs

—

consequently following the arc of the circle in which the

star is enclosed as to its own rotary motion—^is equal to

the distance of the notches, taken in pairs, of the crovs?n-

plate. The star-cam has thus an epicyclic movement
relatively to the crown-plate.

The consequent result is that, periodically, every two-

sevenths—or two-ninths—of a revolution, one such star-

cam stud comes opposite, and into the bottom of one of the

notched cavities of the crown plate, and is thus able to lift

the riser of the valve-tappet rod of the corresponding cylin-

der. And we note that, there being three arms to the

star-cam—which number is, of course, multiplied by two
to correspond with the epicyclic result mentioned in the

previous paragraph—and the number of crown-plate
cavities being seven or nine, according to the number of

cylinders—or, as happens in actual practice, the gears
being toothed to correspond—^the rotary speed of the star

is one and one-sixth—or one and a half times that of

the crown-plate, tc/ comply with the four-stroke cycle

for all, cylinders.

The Mathematical Conjuration.

Now, on this showing, too, the maximum lift of the

valve-tappet riser should be equal to double the radius

of the star-cam's eccentricity. But as the total duration

of the valve opening must correspond to the smaller

circle of actual rotation

—

not relative epicyclic motion

—

of the star-cam, over the full 360 degrees of that circle,

it follows that the valve-lift actually obtained is reduced,

and is actually equal to the chord of the arc of a circle

having for its radius the radius of eccentricity of the

star-cam's mounting; and as an angle to the centre^

thereof, the angle corresponding to so much of the path-

as is traversed by the star during the total period of

valve-lift.

The particular direction of this radius of eccentricity

at any time is consequently that which bisects an angle

of which the sides correspond, the one to the axial posi-

tion of the cylinder at the moment when valve-opening

begins, and the other to the same axial line at the

moment when the valve is completely closed.

Maximum lift, therefore, occurs when one of the star-

cam studs comes in line with this radius of eccentricity.

Frankly, I know no text-book which could have taken
longer to say so little, to demonstrate so simple and
obvious a mechanical proposition through so many
stages. But there it is literatim^ to make sure.

Results : Fxpectations and One Reality.

, Consequently the valve-liftings occur, like the firing

strokes, in the familiar order, i, 3, 5, 7, 2, 4, 6 i, or

1, 3, 5. 7, 9. 2, 4, 6, 8, and i again, supposing the cylin-

ders to be numbered off oppositely to the direction cf

motor-rotation.

Actually, the mechanical practice in this case—as I

indicated earlier on—is that, in order to get a more
regular reaction of the crown-plate on the star-cam, the

latter is made solid with an actual gear pinion, having
intermediary teeth over and above those series which
correspond—^as being essential to their rotation—to the

three star-cam arms.

i
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ai NON-POISONOUS
.

(FREE OF TETRACHLORETHANE AND ALL POISONOUS SPIRITS.)
|

TITANINE 99

6R/r/SH ORIG/N
& MANUFACTURE DOPE LIGHT A NO

VERY ADHESIVE

THE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS DOPEON THE MARKET.
THE BRITISH^AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.

Head Office : MILBURN HOUSE. NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
London Branch • J 66 Piccadilly. W. Telegrams—" Tetrafree." London. Phone—Gerrard 2312

AIRCRAFT IN WARFARE
THE DAWN OF THE FOURTH ARM

By F. W. LANCHESTER, M.Inst.A.E.

With Introductory Preface by

Major-General Sir DAVID HENDERSON, K.C.B.,

Director-General of Military Aeronautics

Medium 8vo. Illustrated. Price 12s. 6d. net.

" Mr. Laachester regards the future of the aeronautical arm as a
national question For the time being, all we can demand is

that those responsible for our means of aerial offence and defence
shall be compelled to take the matter seriously."—7 he Times. ,

" A highly valuable contribution to the science of aviation, and being
couched in non-technical language almost throughout, is well within the
understanding of the veriest tyro interested in aerodynamics."

—

Flight.

CONSTABLE & COMPANY, LIMITED.
10, Orange Street, Leicester Square, W.C,

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE. LONDON, N.
Contractors to the Admiralty and War O.fice.

Manufacturers of

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description,

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories.

Write for List.

Teieg-rams ; "Aeronaut, London." Telephone: Dalston 1893.

Northern Aircraft

Company. Umited

CONTRACTORS
TO

H.M. ADMIRALTY

Bowness-on-Windermere

'Phc_,, 114 Windermere

Wire :
' Aircraft. Windermere

RFIMATQT AEROPLANES
OllillUIiJl & AIRBOATS
^^^''^^

; Chicago, U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Elystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Capucines

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WUH ADVERTISERS.
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Similarly, the number of concavity notches of the

stationary crown-plate is augmented in such a proportion

that the rotary speed ratios of crown-plate and star-cam

remain as to seven to six, or nine to six, according to

the number of cylinders. As for example, fourteen—or

eighteen—teeth for one to a dozen for the other.

Naturally, the teeth must in any case be hobbed

according to curves carefully determined so-as to reduce

slip—and at the same time surface friction—to the

minimum.
Which being, quite between ourselves, a mathematical

and mechanical contradiction, with either involute, epi-

cyclic, or any kind of frictional spur-gearing ; and pos-

sible only with a star-and-socket, in-and-outrroUing, gear

of the Humphris kind, that works on immovable
"stiction" contact of engaged surfaces—^that minimum,
you may take it, will be a fairly high one, and the

efficiency and consequent durability result, a matter of

sheer accidental craftsmanship and material quality.

That memorable point apart, however, the aforesaid

arrangement serves, independently of the function of the

valves, be it inlet or exhaust, for both alike; so the

complete, gear comprises two such, duplicated from the

one motion, and set relatively as desired. And as will

be seen, the lift of either or both may be variable, as

long as the same radius of eccentricity is maintained.

Bits, Pieces, and Points.

The carburettor—which in any case delivers the mix-
ture to and through the hollow of the crank-shaft into

the crank-chamber, in the fashion of practically all

rotaries—^is, or, at any rate, was originally—of the auto-

matic type without any constant level float chamber,

but having instead a rotary drum-like device, regulating

simultaneously tKe admission of air from without, and
the mixture volume above and forward ; as well as the

output of petrol by varying the distance from the extreme

end of the jet, of a special spraying nozzle, the holes

in which were consequently opened in greater or less

number, as the nozzle moved up or down on the jet

body.

At any rate, from this device, as from any successors

it may have had, a speed variation of 600 r.p.m. between
highest and least r.p.m. has been claimed. This being

a rotary, you may believe just as much of this claim

as you choose, from your own experience of the type.

Don't mind me. All things are possible to the true

believer, even the truth in an ofiicial statement.

The IvUbrication System.
The lubrication system, commonplace in certain re-

spects, is rather nice in others. Of the former, of course,

is the lead in from the pump through the usual insertion

into the hollow crank-shaft, whence the oil is carried

along the pipe-like corrugations of a copper sleeve to

the crank-chamber ball bearings on the shaft, to the

crank, and thence—through leads in the latter—to the

valve-gearing.

Emerging, the oil is thrown out in excess, and this

excess lubricates the cylinders by splash and drip, and
from these again the centrifugal force of the cylinder

rotation serves to lubricate the gudgeon-pins.

For all this, something special is evidently needed to

varv the quantity of oil to the circumstances and con-

ditio:"? in which the motor may be running : slow at no

great height, or all out, above shrapnel reach, in the
thinnest of air, perhaps on a sunny day.
This special thing is then forthcoming in the shape of

a piston pump of variable delivery, this being effected
by varying the length of the piston stroke by slightly
rotating the eccentric from which it gets its movement, by
means of a helical screw. In action, the piston moves to
the end of its stroke to flush the bottom of its cylinder,
which has induction ports, and is capable of displace-
ment, so as to vary the size of these ports. A steel ball,

spring-loaded, serves as a non-return valve.
The ignition system, as previously stated, is devised

upon Gnome lines generally, but varies in certain details,
apparently to much advantage. The essential motion is

consequently derived from a gear, mounted upon, and at
the back of the crank-chamber, which drives at a ratio
of 7 to 4—or 9 to 4—the pinion of a magneto mounted
on the setting plate of the motor itself.

The magneto sends the current again forward to a dis-
tribution plate with seven or nine segments, attached
solid with the crank-chamber, and, of course, rotating
with it. So far, commonplace enough ; but the special
feature is that the driven pinion of the magneto is at-
tached solid to a plate with its edge cut into a hundred

TECHNICAL TERMS lELUSTRATED.

Factors of Safety.

CRADOCK'S STEEL STRANDS S CORDS
JPQI^ ^^J^'J'JQJ^ gjpg^j^ OF TINNED STEEL WIRE OF THE HIGHEST

QUALITY TO ADMIRALTY AND R.A.F. SPECIFICATION.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPL.ANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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AT THE ^
GRAHA^^^^^^

no more Pupils are accepted than can be

efficiently and expeditiously trained at one time.

Particulars on application to the Grahame- White Aviation Co., Ltd.,

Proprietors of the London Aero rome. Aeronautical Engineers
;&Kt and Constructors, and Contractors to H.M. Government, Sj^t
"'i^ THE LONDON AERODROME. "^'^

HEN DON, N.W.
Phone: I 0 Kingsbury (4 lines). West End OSfices: 32. Regent
Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, W. 'Phone: Regent 4423.'

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unn6 System)

-All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IBON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aeroflisht, Vic. London.
.. 7026 Victoria.

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contractors to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offices

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Bleriot, Weybridge " Telephone igo Byfleet

Shall
SCHOOLeTFLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pup:ls are trained for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with standard controls, are SAFE,

SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competent staff of assistants.

Wnte for full particulars to

Department " A "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON. N.W.
Kingsbury 142

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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teeth, in such a way as to permit the finest and most

accurate adjustment to be made without dismounting- the

ir from the magneto spindle
;
whereas, in the Gnome,

e gear is keyed on the spindle, so the entire adjust-

ment . has to be made within the correspondingly tiny

circle of rotation, and therefore must be comparatively

diflScult, lengthy, chance-dependent, and coarse at best'

when finally achieved.

{To be continued.)

A WARNING TO AVIATORS.
The following letter reached the Triplex vSafety Glass

Co., L,td., on January 19th, from a retail customer :— »

"We had returned to us this morning a pair of goggles,'

which we sold to a Naval lieutenant last week. He lent

these to a friend, who had a smash to-day, and we are

very sorry to say that the glasses cut his cheek. We
were greatly surprised to hear this, and we find that they

are not Triplex,»but plain glass. We are returning the

glasses for your inspection, and shall be glad to hear from

you on the matter. These glasses, we might add, had a

small gold paper attached to them at each corner, just

like all the others we have had from you.

"We hope you will go into the matter thoroughly, as

we are afraid that we have sold one or two more pairs of

the same kind, and, as you will understand, this is a very

serious thing for us and also for yourselves. The lieu-

tenant was absolutely furious this morning."
The Triplex Co. state that fortunately the goggles in

question were returned with the letter and they are able

to state emphatically that the goggles neither emanated
from them nor were they fitted with Triplex safety glass,

for the simple reason that the frames are "curved," and as

is well known the firm do not, in fact cannot at present,

make curved Triplex. The Triplex glasses in all goggles

are consequently flat.

Apparentlj?- the firm in question have, through an eiTor,

sold ordinary glass as Triplex, and it is only right that

readers of The Aeroplane should be warned and see that

the firm's small round gold seal trade label, showing a

big T in the middle, with an S and a G in smaller letters

on each side, is on each glass that they buy.

ON SAFETY HELMETS.
Accidents will happen, even in the best regulated of

aerodromes, and it is the duty of every aviator—or would-
be aviator—to see that th<Dse accidents are as few and as

harmless as possible. If a mishap occurs the pilot should
endeavour to soften the blow, both for his own sake and
for the sake of those dependent on him, if any, although
a cynical mechanic once remarked "there was precious

few of them flyin' chaps as you could depend on."

Yet it is remarkable how reedily precautions are for-

gotten by pupils when once they have crossed the thinly

veiled border-line which divides the learner from the fully

certificated aviator. If statistics were available it is pro-

bable they would show that at least as many accidents

of the minor sort happen to those who have been flying

for many months as to those who are still uncertificated,

because the possession of the illustrated sort of season
ticket issued by the Royal Aero Club is apt to make some
j^oung men think they know more about flying than thej'

really do, and accordingly they take undue risks.

It would be interesting to know how many funerals

have been avoided, or, at any rate, indefinitely postponed,
by the use of the Warren safety helmet. One well-known
officer in the Flying Service stated that on three occasions
he owed his life to this helmet, and it is a remarkable
fact that he was afterwards killed by a fall at a time
when he was not wearing one.

Mr. Curtis, the head of the well-known firm of Tautz
and Company, of Grafton Street. W., the patentee and
sole proprietor of the Warren safety helmet, remarked
recently in an interview that Service pupils were officially

r
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LABELS & NAMEPLATES
FOR INSTRUMENT BOARDS PRINTED IN LUMINOUS'
OH OTHER INK. NAMEPLATES OF EVERY DE-

SCRIPTION IN METAL, IVORINE, Etc.

LONDON LABEL CO., Ltd.BECKTottoWN

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS ONALLSTANDARD LANDAND SEAPLAhESA SPECIAUTY

SYDNEV^PICKLES
CLIFFORD^! PRODGER

AVIATORS
TELEPHONE CERRARD 6040, TELEGRAMS AERDAWIA PICCY LONDON

HEAD OFFICE
166 PICCADILLY-LONDONW

PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 B E L S I Z E • PARK GARDENS HAMPSTEAC TELEPHONE HAMPSTEAD 3817

HIGHEST QUALITY AEROPLANE FABRIC.
GREEVES & MORTON,

5 & 7, FRANKLIN STREET,
BELFAST.CLOTH TESTED

BEFORE DELIVERY.

Lang Propeller
Contractors to
the Admiralty
andWar Office.

LTD.
WEYBRIDGE,
SURREY.

Non-Poisonous

DOPE
OR

STANDARD
FORMULA
r>oi>E

The leading ENGLISH DOPE
FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.and Varnish Manufacturers.

AmED AlRCRAFT VAR^ ISH Gt
38, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.

Telephone: CITY 7274. Telegrams: "ALLIVARDOP. LONDON."

EBORA
Company.

ll&l2SurbibnRark
Terrace /it7A^(7J7oV

on ZTAames
Z/eiep/ione

KINGSTON, 672
Tefe^ c&ens

Confcacjfors
fof^e^cTmiraltb
and li^ar O/fice

School Propellers

FourBlaoers
Seaplane Propellers

SLATETABLES For

Propeller works

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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supplied with these helmets when learning, but fre-

quently abandoned their use after passing the brevet tests.
When one considers the immense protection they afford,
from the scientific nature of their construction, it seems
strange that all aviators, even those whose tkulls are
already thick enough to withstand actual fracture, do not
reduce their chances of concussion to a minimum by wear-
ing one.

Large quantities have been supplied for active service
and have amply demonstrated their value. D. W. T.

THE STURTEVANT ENGINE.
The Sturtevant 140-h.p. eight is especially designed for

aeronautical requirements, and is of the V four-cycle
"high-speed type. The propeller shaft is driven through
reduction gearing furnished in different ratios, so that
the propeller will turn at any desired speed. The work-
manship and materials are of the highest order, and all
parts are absolutely interchangeable. All bearing sur-
faces are ground to exact size and perfect finish.

Dimensions : Width over all, 28 inches : height over all,

29 9/16 inches; engine bed centres, 151 inches; motor
length over all, 56 inches; weight, without radiator or
propeller, 550 lbs.

The cylinders are cast in pairs, of semi-steel, with
integral water-jackets, and are of 4-inch bore and 5|-inch
stroke. They are of L-head type, having exhaust and
intake valves on the same side. Large openings in the
back and top enable very accurate moulding and thorough
cleaning in the foundry. These openings are closed by
aluminium cover-plates.

The valves are of hardened tungsten steel, the heads
and stems being made from one piece. They are of large
diameter and easily removed from the cylinders for inspec-
tion or grinding without disturbing any other part of the
motor. They are operated direct from one central cam-
shaft which lies between the two groups of cylinders above
the crankshaft.

The pistons are of the same material as the cylinders,
ribbed in the head for strength and cooling. They are
provided with three compression rings. The gudgeon-pin
is made from chrome-nickel steel, bored hollow and
hardened.

The connecting-rods are of H section, machined all over
from forgings of a -special air-hardening chrome-nickel
steel, which, after being heat-treated,' has a tensile
strength of 250,000 lbs. per square inch. They are conse-
quently, very strong and yet unusually light, and being
machined all over are of absolutely uniform section,
which gives as nearly perfect balance as can be obtained.
The big ends are lined with Sturtevant white
metal, and the small ends are bushed with phosphor-
bronze. The connecting-rods take their bearings side by
side on the crankshaft.

The crankshaft is machined from a billet of the highest

grade chrome-nickel steel, properly heat-treated to obtain

the best properties of this material. The crankshaft is

of large diameter and bored hollow throughout, thus

ensuring maximum strength with minimum weight. It

is carried in three large bearings lined with renewable
bushings of Parson's white brass.

The crank-case consists of two castings of a special

alloy of aluminium. The upper half of a casting is de-

signed with a view to strength and rigidity rather than'

extreme lightness. It extends considerably below the

centre line of the crankshaft to further increase its

strength. The'lower half is of light construction, designed
for the purpose of containing the lubricating oil, and is

ribbed on the bottom to assist in cooling the oil.

The cam-shaft is contained within the upper half of the

base, between the two groups of cylinders, and is sup-

ported in six bronze bearings. It is bored hollow through-

out, and the cams are formed integral with the shaft, and
ground to the proper shape and finish.

The propeller shaft is carried on two large annular ball

bearings, and driven from the crankshaft by hardened
chrome nickel steel spur gears. These gears are con-

tained within an oil-tight casting integral with the base,

and are located on the end opposite from the timing
gears. A ball thrust bearing is provided on the pro-

peller shaft to take the thrust of a propeller or tractor.

The lubricating system is of the forced circulating

type, the oil being supplied to every bearing under high

pressure. The pump is a rotary one, operated by gears

from the crankshaft. The oil passages from the pump
to the main bearings are cast integral with the grankcase,

and the hollow crankshaft forms a passage to the con-

necting rod bearings. The camshaft bearings are fed

through the hollow camshaft. The entire surface of the

lower half of the crankcase is covered with a fine mesh
screen, through which the oil passes before reaching the

pump. About two gallons of oil are contained within the.

base, and this is replenished as fast as used by a second-

ary oil pump operated by an eccentric on the camshaft.

This draws fresh oil from an external tank, which can
be made of any desired capacity.

The carburettor is a Zenith, specially designed for this

motor, and is of the double horizontal design, with one
float chamber and two jets, each supplying one group of

four cylinders. The carburettor is located between the
cylinders, and supplied with a liberal amount of hot, air

from the exhaust, so that the mixture is not affected by
changes in weather conditions.

On tests, the 140 h.p. model consumed 72.5 lbs. of petrol

per hour, and 6.5 lbs. of oil per hour. The length of the
test was four hours, and an average speed of 1,210 revolu-
tions per minute was maintained. The average horse-

power obtained was 141.S. At 600 r.p.m. 75 h.p. was had,
increasing to 1,300 r.p.m., where 148 h.p. was obtained.

"CR O I D"
THE STRONGEST GLUE KNOWN

For the Manufacture of H.M. Aeroplane and Seaplane PropeUers,
Spars, Ribs, etc., all classes of Glues liave been tested, and the one

to COME OUT TOP—by a very wide margin—is

"CROID" (Extra Strength) LIQUID GLUE
which also has the great advantage of being
USED COLD A1*D RESISTINO DAMP

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLUES CO. LTD.
Great Hermitage Street, London, E.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT.
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Aeroniane Steel Sheets
e

as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory
and leading Aeroplane Makers

Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. QA specification. Stocked in all gauges.
(Sheets are passed and stamped by the

"A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham.
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.

The Aircraft Co., i\i

Hold the SOLE RIGHTS DIRECT

from the FARMAN BROTHERS
for the building of

HENRY & MAURICE FARMAN

Aeroplanes
AND

lydro-Aeroplanes.

In Great Britain and the Oversea

Dominions.

Worki and FIjring Groaad

HENDON.

Officei

:

47 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

OONTRAGTOR8 TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd.

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TSLEPHONB— TBLEGRAMS—" BASTBOURNB.

Contractors to the Admiralty War Office.

THE

BLACKBURN
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro- Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-

PRESSED STEEL ' MOUNTINGS, DROP

FORGINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,

WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

^ZIV^.'. OLYMPiA, LEEDS.
Tetephotie

:

346 RouNDHAY, Leeds.

Telegyams

:

Propellers, Leeds.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVEBTISEMENTS
All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Advertisement
Columns should arrive at this Office by First Post on

MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the tonvenience of Advertiserg, replies can ^e received at

the office ol " THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, -7,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.I.C.E., has special e.Kperience in Aviation

matters.

PATENTS.—Instructive leaflet free from STANLEY
POPPLEWELL & CO., Chartered Patent Agents, 38,

Chancery Lane, W.C.

PATENTS ; trade marks ; inventors advised free.—King's
Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London.

28 years' references.

'IIHIR'O Share for £600 to exploit new motorless aeroplane dis-

L covery, "The Pulsoplane, " invented by Pioneer engineer.

Comparative cost low. Principals or their solicitors only.

—

Letters, Waldegrave Road Garage, Teddington.

MISCELLANEOUS.
GRAMOPHONE, £25 Model Drawing Room Cabinet. Very

dainty. Height 4 ft., on wheels. Beautifully inlaid, i>er-

fect tone. With selection of celebrated records £^ iss., approval
with pleasure.— 15, Upper Porchester Street, Hyde Park,
London, W.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.—Any firm having wood-
working machinery of any description for immediate de-

livery please communicate with R. F. Wells & Co., 10, Elystan
Street, Chelsea, S.W

ENGINES, &c., FOR SALE.
~

ELECTRIC MOTORS for sale, perfectly new.—Apply R. F.

Wells & Co., 10, Elystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

p:f\ H.P. Rotary Engine; 7 cyl. Complete, less carburettor

t)\J and magneto, £1^.—T. Jones, 159, St. Annes Road,
East, St. .Annes-on-.Sea.

AEROPLANES.
WANTED immediately, Complete Set of Blue Prints for 50-h.p.

Gnome Caudron Biplane.—Write particulars and price to

Box 764, Thr .'\eroi^l.4ne, 166, Piccadilly, W.
SPARE Parts for ^o-h.p. Caudron Biplane (Gnome), including

top and bottom main plane and tail plane, with fittings

complete.—Write particulars and prices, delivery dates to Box 765,
The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadillv, W.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED immediately for Government-controlled Works in

Norwich, a capable Engineering Draughtsman with some
experience of aeronautical work. Those on Government work need
not apply. A written application, setting forth full particulars of

experience, age, and salary required, should be sent to the nearest

Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper and No. 762.

W.\NTED immediately for Government-controlled Works in

Norwich, an Experienced Engineer as Assistant to Works
Manager, capable of taking control. Experience of aerona.itical

work desirable, but not essential. Those on Government work
need not apply. A written application, setting forth full particu-

lars of experience, age, and salary required, should be sent to the

nearest Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper and No. 763.

SITUATION WANTED.
APPLICANT with new designs, airship, "planes" and sub-

marines, wants place with good firm. Wages and third

share Royalties.—Box No 766, The .Aeropla.n'e, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. 10s. for scale model
Deperd'jssin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
§ent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephon'_ :

"Chiswick 501."

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-

^ _ right Pilot Portraits includjs
"^S^ all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W

WE HAVE THE MEN OP THE MOlfBNT.

PROPELLERS.
~

OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, The Integral Propeller Co.,

Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Homsev 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl). London."

APARTMENTS.
BOARD Residence : quiet house ; reasonable charges ; best of

references from previous boarders ; excellent cooking.—103,

Audley Road, Hendon.

FLYING CAFE, adjoining Hendon Aerodrome. Room, i

Guinea ; Board Residence, £2 ss. ; Electric Light ; Bath.

—

Telephone, "no Kingsbury."

FURNISHED House, 3 Guineas a week, near Hendon Aero-

drome ; Electric Light ; Bath.—Box No. 749, The Aero-

PLANE, 166, Piccadilly, W.

ENGINEERING.
ARE YOU BEHIND IN YOUR DELIVERIES? WHY

WORRY about making parts if you have not suitable

machinery for producing them? We are always ready to quote

on any quantity of metal or wood-work parts and have facilities

for giving early deliveries. Send us your blue print and leave the

rest to us —OAKLEY. LTD.. 85. Regency St., Westminster, S.Wi

TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-
plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, FEB. W, i9iS,

II ailAVIATION LIQUID FISH GL
Requires nq Cooking or, Reducing.

Used by the Leading Aircraft Makers
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, etc.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wrife iFor Free Sample and Prices fo

RUSSIA CEMENT Co., 76Turnmill Sr. London,E.C

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SURBITON PARKTERBACE,KIN6ST0N-0N-THAMES

Cont)'ai;fors to the Admiralty and War 0£ice.

Telegrams:—" Ebora," Kingsfon-on-Thames-
Telephone - Kingston 672

FOR EFFIGIENGY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

Trade
| MENPINE |

Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE LEADING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write for Price,List and Particulars

MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.

BOOKS TO READ.
DOOM OF THE KAISER," foretold in Monk Johannes' start-

ling 300 year old prophecy ; 8-page pamphlets, sent

post free, 6 copies is. id., 12 copies as. For distribution purposes,

50 copies 5s. 3d , 100 copies 8s. 6d.

Mso "THE EAGLES AND THE CARCASE," by "Theta," in

10 chapters, being the most astounding book published in connec-

tion ^ith prophecies on the war and its ultimate ending, 2S. 6d.

nett.—Morgans, Ltd., 88, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., or at

Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc., throughout the United Kingdom.
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I THE I

I NORMAN THOMPSON I

1 FLIGHT CO., LTD. 1
E CONTRACTORS TO H.M.t'^ADMIRALTY. =

I SEAPLANES [

I SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR |

I CURTISS 1

I FLYING BOATS |

I and CURTISS I

I ENGINES I

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

1 MIDDLETON. BOGNOR, SUSSEX |
Telephone

—

48 BogDor.

Telegrams

—

"Soaring" Bognor

^iiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin<miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiin=

THE

GNOME ENGINE GO,
(Societc des Motenrs Gndme.)

To whom all applications for

Qnome engfines and spare

:: parts should be made u

For Great Britmtn Mnd the Ovcfse* Domtniont:

THE GNOME ENGINE COMPANY,
47, VICTORIA STREET, 8.W.

The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrangrement made between the Treasury
and the British Wrlgrht Co.. Ltd., In respect to the free
use by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrlerht
Patents, the Directors of the Company beg to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodylnpr the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured In
pursuance of such Government orders. The Company Is

n^epared to receive applications from British Manulapturers
fbrL iteefises to . tuanufacture under the Wrlgrht Patents
In respect to ma«h&ies for private use In Great Britain or for
export to Forelgrn Governments.

THE OGILVIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents for

these indicators in Great Britain.

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

Gontraotopa to H.M. Admiralty, War
Offloa, and Foreign Govarnmanta,

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD'

Sole Building and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office aad Works t

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Telegiaphlt Addcess— Pbone

—

CAUDROPLAN, ORICKLE, LONDON." 5J51 HAMPSTBAD.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co.^ Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Office and Works - - KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:
Kingston 774 (3 LinesX "Sopwith, Kingston."

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS
ROCHESTER, KENT,

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephones ;— Telegraphic Addresses :—

g, Minst,er-on-Sea. "Flight," Eastchdrch.

627, Chatham. " Seaplanes," Rochester.
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Vol. X. No. 6 OiNE PEiNiNV WEEKLY \ Re^isieied at inc G.P.O,
L us A Seuispaper.

MILESTONES-XV
GEOFFREY WATSOM. Wic.

ig/Cf

igM-

The Development of the Breguet:— The f rst to fly was the complicated but bu^'nessllke machine of 1909. Then
came the record passenger cirrier of 1910 (which I fteJ 8 pass^nge-s). In 1911 the French Militar I r als machine
with a geared-down 100-h.p Gnome appeared. 191? produced (he machine with a 13 )-h .p Salmson enuine on which

the late Mr. Moorhouse flew th; Channel with Mrs. Moorhouse and Mr. I edebaer as passengers, and also the

machine with the 130-h p. horizontal Salmson, known as the "white-bait." The 1 st before the war was the

rigid-wing machine with 20f)-h.p. Salmson.

99
f^y yon

t/na<jde

See j Advt'irts icJeS
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NOTHING BETTER
FOR

SPEED & EFFICIENCY
The pioneer qj the tractor.bi plane

. ':^^t(ie universally adopted typej

V.

Has proved tts worth at home and abroa-d

—on land and sea

Contractors to the Admifalt>', War Offic* »nd Foreign Governments

Telegrams—Triplan.-, Mane lie ster.

AVROEgfC^L^.^
MANCHESTER^

AIRSCREWS

WORKS .—
5, HYTHE ROAD,

CUMBERLAND PARK,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

(.'ontractors to H.M. Government.

30, Regent Street, Piccadilly. S.W.

EMAILLITE
33

Pbor.t— I'fe (..err-rd. ' Santochimo, London.

WORKS
5. HYTHE ROAD,

CUMBERLAND PARK,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION,
N.W.

THE BRITISH EMAILLITE CO., LTD.

30, Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.;

'Phone—280 Gerrard

Wire—" Sintoohimo, London," "As Tight as a Drum:

ANZANH ENBINES
WORKS :-

ANZANI WORKS,
SCRUBS LANE,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

THE BRITISH ANZANI ENGINE CO., Ltd.
Contractors to H.M, Government,

30, Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus, London, S.W.
'Phone—280 Gerrard. Wire—" Anzani, Piccy, London."

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.



ON THE BENEFITS OF DEFEAT.
When one looks back on the history of this country

one comes up against certain facts which are somewhat
disconcerting at the present moment. In the earliest
historic days the Celtic population had run to seed, and,
as a result, England was conquered by the Romans a
matter of i,8oo years ago.
Roman civilisation itself ran to seed, and though the

Roman conquest of England and part of Scotland and
Wales improved the breed of the people in the con-
quered parts, the break-up of the Roman Empire left
this island a prey to the Angles, Jutes, and Saxons, a
people practically the same in their psychological char-
acteristics as the various tribes of Germans whom we
are fighting to-day—Saxons, Bavarians, Wurtem-
burgers, Prussians, and so forth.

These Germanic people broke up the Roman civih-
sation and luxury on this island, which thev were able
to reach because they had a fleet and the Raman
Britons had not. Also they played havoc with all law,
order and decency, but they improved the breed.

In time these Teuton invaders became semi-civilised.
Christianised, and soft. They depended on their island
position and its defensive ditch, the North Sea and the
Channel, ratherThan on their Fleet, which King Alfred
had founded a hundred years or so before, and they
neglected their Army. Parts of the North Country
were conquered by Scandinavian pirates, and the breed
was improved therebv. The far west was populated by
run-to-seed Celts, and in the Midlands and South-East
the pure Saxon population was running to seed as fast
as it could.

Then came the Norman Conquest, the best thing that
ever happened to this country. The Normans" :om-
bined in their curious mongrel composition the master-
fulness of the Norse pirates, the ruthlessness of the
Germans, and the cleverness of the French—and their
being descended chiefly from French women rather than
from French men accounts foi" many of the essentially
feminine characteristics in the strong Norman char-
acter, such as the love of intrigue, the love of luxury
combined with the ability to do without cheerfully
when necessary, and the love of things artistic, which
the Saxon never understood, and the Englishman does
not understand to-day.

Things went well for some hundreds of years, and
English power reached a climax in the davs of Henry
VII, Henry VHI, and Elizabeth. Then, s6mehow, the
people of the country ran to seed again, and though
sufficient strong men survived to fight well in the Civil
War under the Cavalier and Roundhead leaders, the
fatal English spirit of apathy took hold of the peoole
generally, and of the people's representatives in Par-
liament in particular.

CROMWELL'S WARNING.
Thus we find Cromwell, the Protector, in his speech

when dissolving Parliament on Februarv 4th, 1649 'lay-
ing :_

^
"You have accounted yourselves happv in beino-

environed with a great ditch fpom all the world be-
side. Truly, you will not be able to keep your ditch,

nor your shipping, unless you fight to defend your-
selves. If you shall think this is a time of sleep and
ease and rest ... I have this comfort to Godward : I

have told you of it."

England's politicians, the representatives of Eng-
land's people, slept behind the imagined security of

their "great ditch'" then, just as they have .slept this

twenty years past while Germany has been preparing
for the fight which had to come, as was obvious to
anyone with a grain of common sense. Like Cromwell,
I can say, "1 have told you of it."

Cromwell, unfortunately, though a conquering
general, was fighting in bis own country, and, therefore,

did nothing to improve the breed, which became seedier

and seedier under Charles II and James II, most of the
old aristocracy having been killed off in the Civil War,
or having emigrated to the Continent or to America to

get away from the Nonconformist Conscience of the
Puritan Government.

It was not till the country was again conquered

—

albeit peacefully—by the Dutch and Hanoverians, under
William fV and the Georges, that the breed of the rul-

ing classes began to improve again, and produced the
men who have built up the British Empire from the
days of Warren Hastings and Clive in India, through
the time of Nelson and Wellington, down to Wolseley,
Roberts, and Kitchener in Africa.

Unfortunately, all this foreign conquest, thanks very
largelv to our accursed voluntary system of enlistment,

has weakened the breed at home. The best men went
abroad as soldiers and were killed, or remained abroad
as Colonists—or, as in Ireland and Scotland, emigrated
to get away from the mess, muddle, and misgovern-
ment of the gangs of lawyers and shopkeepers elected

by the people of England as their Government.

THE NATIONAL CRIME OF VOLUNTARYISM.
It is true that we have performed the unprecedented

feat—and folly—of raising a voluntary Army of any-
thing between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000 men, and have
sent them, the pick of our manhood, to be killed by In-

ferior troops who are better organTsed and generalled.

But what ha\'e we left ourseh es ? Go round any work-
shop \ou please in this country and see the alleged work-
men doing their so-called work, and see for yourselves.

And, after all, what is our .^rmy compared with our
population? The anti-Irish Press talks of slow enlist-

ment in Ireland. One little town, Enniscorthv, in the

County of Wexford, which county has produced
Admiral Beatty and sundry other distinguished officers,

has sent 600 men to the war out of a total population of

5,000 men, women, and children—and that apart from
men who were with the colours when war broke out.

What can the great English shop-keeping cities show
alongside that? Look up the figures for Liverpool,
Manchester^ and Leeds—which being Northern cities

have done better than many others, or compare that with
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places like Leicester, Nottingham, Derby, Coventry,
and Birmingham, where the realTy English population
is bigger in proportion.

It IS true that the ordinary English county regiments
of the Line have done magnificently in war, and have
held on to utterly impossible positions where crack regi-
ments, beloved of the daily papers, have not done
as well. But rem.ember that those regiments repre-
sent the very cream of ihe manhood of their recruiting
districts. They represent the "skilled labour" of fheir
trade undiluted, and the question is whether any system
of dilution by those who have hitherto been classed as
"shirkers" can bring them up to their old standard after
having suffered heavy losses. Moreover, can we re-
place the thousands of officers who have been lost in
futile attacks, or in gallant defence of positions which
should never have been defended?

IS THE RACE SOUND?
Wh-it remains to be proved is whether England is

still sound, at heart, or whether, in accordance with the
lessons of history, this country has run to seed and will
have to be conquered again so that the breed may be
improved. Are the people actually degenerate, or are
they merely asleep? Is a complete conquest necessary
to make the country what it once was, or will a few
defeats stir up energy and intelHgence which ' has
hitherto remained dormant? And if such an awaken-
ing takes place, can the country produce the leaders of
which the Nation—and the Empire, as a whole—stands
in such sore need?

It has been proved beyond need of further proof that
the present Government is incapable of leading the
Nation to the winning of this war, but even those who
admit so much question where a new Ca;binet can be
found. One merely suggests that among such men as
Lord Milner, Lord Derby, Sir Edward Carson, Mr.
Churchill and a few others, there is ample material
to fill all the Cabinet posts which are really necessary,
and that even without them the Permanent Officials at
the various Government offices could run the Natidn's
affairs belter than at present, because they would be free
from the interference of a lot of meddling lawyers and
shop-keepers such as compose the present Government.

At any rate, the Permanent Official is a trained Civil
Servant who has grown up with his job, and when he
introduces a new regulation, or a new law, he is .-^pt to
do so with both eyes fixed on the object which he has
in view, and is not likely to have one eye on his or his
friends' interests in the shipping trade, or in the tobacco
trade, or in American armament firms, or :n cosmopo-
litan banking concerns, or any other form of shop-
keeping which may be making a profit out of the war.

OUR DEFEAT IN THE AIR.

Bearing all this in mind it will be interesting to' see
the effect on the people of the North and Midlands,
which districts contain the chief sources of supply for
all armament manufacturers, of their first taste of de-
feat, as exemplified by the preliminary Zeppelin raid on
the night of January 31st and February ist.

It was, in fact, quite a small raid, comparable, .-ay, to
the bombardment of Scarborough or Hartlepool by half

a dozen German warships, but it was a big blow to the
prestige of our Flying Services, and a still bigger blow
to the reputations of the politicians who have been le-

sponsible for our supposed aerial defence.
Whether the blame rests primarily on that capacious

politician Lord Haldane, or on that politician of no
capacity at all, Colonel Seely, matters little. Mr.
Churchill, at any rate, is free from blame, for he did
more than any living man to put our aerial defences on
a proper footing, and I still hold that he is the right

man, despite, or perhaps even because of, his personal
unpopularity in the Services, to be put in Parliamentary
control of the Air Service of the future. Lord Kitchener
has too many military problems of the older kind to
tackle to be able to spend time on studying the new
arm, and Mr. Balfour is consti*^utionally and physically

unfitted to handle a subject calling for youth end
energy to an unprecedented extent.

It is, however, fairly certain that if Mr. Churchill

had followed his natural inclination at the beginning of

the war, and had concentrated his immense energy and
ability and practical knowledge on setting up an
adequate system of aerial defence, the raid of last week
would never have taken place, for we should by now
have had airships and aeropjanes capable of repelling

such a weak attack.

AN UNDEFENDED POSITION.
To speak of that unopposed raid as a defeat is not, of

course, correct in a purely military sense, for if one
makes no resistance one cannot be said to have been
defeated. A butcher does not defeat a sheep.

But it is a moral defeat when a nation which claims

to be as great as we claim to be, sits down and lets

itself be slaughtered. We have not, apparently, even
the moral courage of the "conscientious objector" who
allows himself to be trodden upon for the sake of a
theory. We allow ourselves to be bombed either be-

cause we are too lazy to fight, or because we have lost

our organising powers, or because we are without
leaders. In either case, it is a defeat, and a defeat

under such circumstances looks as if we had run to

seed, and needed to be conquered for our own good.

If such is not the case, it is for the people of this

country to wake up and tell the Government that if our
little politicians cannot organise victory the people will

find new leaders for themselves.

THE DAMAGE DONE.
If it were permitted to investigate and assess the total

value of the damage done by those six or seven Zeppe-
lins—reckoning in the cost of rebuilding little working-
class cottages destroyed, the cost of repairing factories

damaged, whether munition factories or not, the cost

of repairing streets, tramlines, and railwa3's, the ex-

pense caused by dislocation of traffic by road and rail,

the loss caused by non-delivery of goods thus held up,

the personal loss to individuals delayed on business

journeys and so forth, it would very probably be found
that the financial loss is equivalent to the cost of build-

ing, equipping and manning an air fleet large enough
to make such a raid impossible.

Before this raid took place, I said in this paper that

the next raid would be a bigger thing than anything of

its kind which had taken place before, and that it would
probably be made on the industrial cities of the North
and Midlands. It is equally safe to prophesy that still

bigger raids will be made in the near future if the

weather suits.

Prophesying what Germany will do is always an easy

job, and there is little credit due to the prophet whose
prophecies come off. One ha.-, only to look at the

known facts and work out what is the most sensible

course of action. The German mind is not original,

but it has a genius for common sense and a talent for

organisation, both of which qualities seem to be abso-
lutely lacking among those who at present control this

country.

It seems a trifle humiliating for the British Nation
that its only aerial defence should be the state of the

weather.
" GOTT MIT 'UNS."

Even the weather is badly organised, from our point
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of view, though excellently so for the Germans. All

through the last moonlight period it blew hard enough
from the west to keep airships away without the moon-
light, it was generally cloudy and frequently wet, thus
a perfectly good moon was wasted. Then, as the moon
waned, there came gentle East winds, or dead calms

—

just as suited the Zeppelins. "Gott Mit Uns" is the
German national motto, and it certainly seems as if

Gott was with the 'Uns rather more than is quite fair.

However, quite possibly we richly deserve all we have
had in the way of chastisement, and if we do not at

once wake up and organise properly we shall deserve
and get a great deal more.
The German official notices from Berlin—^vhich are

not, like the German Army's Headquarters com-
muniqu(!s, always remarkable for their accuracy

—

specify that certain places were raided which were not
even approached. It may be that the Zeppelin skippers
were actually deceived as to their whereabouts, or it

may be that these cities were specified merely to

please the German people, who would know the names
mentioned and rejoice accordingly, whereas the news
that Little Puddleton-on-Sludge had been demolished
would leave them cold. Also it may be that the (Ger-

man authorities put them in, hoping that some foolish

English, journalist would give Ihem the correct name
of some doubtful place by exulting in the weakness of

German navigation which mistook York for Man-
chester, or something of that sort.

Personally, I believe the Germans knew perfectly

well where they were—judging by the proximity of

certain bombs to certain obvious marks, but that some
wrong names of towns were put into the oommuniqads
to give our easily gulled authorities the impression that

the Germans are even more foolish than we are, and so

to promote that ostrich-like habit of hiding our heads
and exposing equally vulnerable parts of our anatomy,
which seems to be characteristic of the British Nation.
The best map of England I have seen was made in

Germany.

RESTRICTIONS TO BE ABOLISHED.
If only we would organise things properly nearly all

the inconvenience caused by raids could be abolished.

There is no need to keep all towns and cities pitch

dark always. It would be time enough to put cut

lights when hostile aircraft are signalled as being
about an hour's journey away. Then all gas and
electricity could be cut off at the main. People would
soon learn to keep paraffin lamps and candles for

emergencies.

As things are, practically all England has been in

darkness for the four months since the last raid, where-

as the lights need pnly have been out for four or five

hours. Some Northern cities have been dark for a
year and yet need never have been darkened at all.

Yet all this could be avoided by organising the control

of lights properly, and by rehearsing "raid tactics" as
is done regularly in Germany. But, of course, that

would mean giving the local police some work to do,

and making an effort to organise them properly. Which
-would be inhumane, and un-English.

Similarly, there is no , need to put out .motor-car

lamps all over the country. No car travelling at night
is ever more than ten minutes' run from the next
village, and as warning of an aircraft's approach would
always arrive at least" an hour before the aircraft itself,

all cars would be held up by the police and their lights

extinguished fifty minutes before any danger arose.

With a proper system of listening posts all over the

coastal counties and at certain proper spots in the in-

land counties, and a properly organised telephone and
telegraph system, it would be perfectly safe for the

whole country to resume its normal lighting, even as

things are, and without any defensive air fleet at all.

THE NEED FOR A REAL AIR FLEET.
With a defensive air fleet it should not be necessary

to darken any inland place, for no invading force would
ever penetrate past the coast. Lights near the coast

would have to be doused to prevent spies from signal-

ling to enemy or unfriendly neutral ships at sea, but
that would be all.

Such a defensive air fleet could be very easily rnd
simply produced without hindering, but rather assist- '

ing, the production of aeroplanes for the Navy ?nd
Army, and, in due course, for an offensive air fleet as

well. All that is needed is proper organisation of pro-

duction by intelligent engineers, free from interfer jnce

by officers and officials who have never had workshop
or factory experience.

Let the Services say what they want and they can
have it, but they must not expect output if they meddle
with designs after designs have been decided.

Pilots for these big fleets can also be turned out in

quantities if schools are properly organised and
equipped, instead of being run like a comic opera
version of a naval or military episode.

Given organisers and leaders, I believe this country
could not only repel all invaders but could win through
to victory, but at present both types are, seemingly,
non-existent. Can we produce them ourselves or must
the nation wait till it is conquered, and its organisers

and leaders have been produced by invaders who have
crossed Cromwell's ditch and have improved the

breed?—C. G. G.

ON HIGH COMMANDS IN THE AIR SERVICE.
On Monday last the "Evening News" gave publicity

to a statement that "Lord French is to be made respon-

sible as Chief of our Home Command for the protection

of this country from invasion by air." In itself that

seems harmless enough. The officer commanding the

Home Defence Forces would seem naturally to be respon-

sible for the protection of this country.

But it would be not only absurd but suicidal to saddle

the ex-C.-in-C. in France with the whole problem of aerial

defence and offence. He may, in the nature of things, com-
mand the home defence sections of the Flying Services

—

as they now are—or of the Air Service which may be soine

day ; but he ctmnot possibly direct an effective Air Service

and command Home Defence Forces on the ground as

well, any more than he could direct the purely defensive

operations of the Navy as well as those of the Army.

The direction of Air Service operations is a job for one •

man who is a specialist in this particular work. The man
for such a job must of necessity be an officer of the Navy
or of the Army, because he must be a man with' active

service experience and a training in Service customs. No
civilian is fitted for such a job.

There are officers of both the Navy and of the Army
thoroughly fitted to hold such a comm.and, both by their

vService training, and by their experience of air-work. At
this moment it would be invidious to mention names, but

I have several in mind, some of them past middle age,

but with active minds and bodies, others only approach-

ing middle age, but with old heads on youngish—but not

too young—shoulders.

It is to be feared, however, that none of these men have
sufficient political "pull" to put them in their right place,
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A New Year's Greeting from a Squadron of the R.F.C.,
illustrative of the aviator's views on Frightfulness.

and that none of them have sufficient newspaper reputa-

tion to make them useful figureheads for a new Air

Service. One of the curses of this country, and of the

present situation in particular, is the fact that those in

power seem to think that to hold a high command and the

confidence of the public at the same time a man must
have "a name to conjure with." Unhappily, Press and

politicians alike forget the correct meaning of the verb

to conjure—literallj- to swear by—and teem only to re-

quire a name to juggle with.

Rumour has it that one political gang has it in mind
to persuade Lord Kitchener to "devote his great organis-

ing genius" to the formation of an aerial defence force.

Such a scheme would doubtless please the Press and the

public. Also, it might please some other people by de-

taching Lord Kitchenei's attention still further from the

War Office.

Whether there is anything iu the rumour or not may
be known by the time these notes appear, but in any
-event one may say that if Lord Kitchener had been to-day

the man who organised the conquest of the Soudan and
who chose the officers who won the battles at the Atbara

and at Omdurman, or even if he were the man who
organised the sweeping movements in the Transv?al and
Orange Free State, one would have welcomed such an

appointment.
Unhappily, tliose great works were done between fifteen

and twenty years ago, at a time when J^ord Kitchener

was already past his physical prime but in his mental

prime. To-day Lord Kitchener ma)^ be equally capable

of organising purely military forces, along the lines in

which he has himself iDeen trained from his youth, to

carry out operations of a nature similar to those which

prevailed in vSouth Africa, or the vSoudan, or iu the^da3's

of C?esar or Alexander

A truly great mind cannot forget what it has learned, but

it may become so packed with the knowledge gained in

fifty years or thereabouts of military service as to be in-

capable of assimilating perfect!}- new and unfamiliar

ideas, which have to ferment and expand before they

reach maturity. The Scriptures set forth the unwisdom
of putting new wine into old bottles.

For this reason one hopes that no attempt will be made
to put the command of a new Air Service, with all the

special technical knowledge it requires, into the* hands of-

any officer who has not already given special attention to

air-work, no matter how great and respected his name
may be. And such an officer would be doing a disservice

to the country by accepting such a command knowing, as

he must do, that he would only be acting as a shield for

the previous mistakes and follies -of the Government, and
that his inevitable failure to tackle a task for which he
was unfitted would mean wrecking his career and his

reputation.

We have seen too much already of the effects of putting

Flying Service commands in the charge of men who are

too old at forty, and no younger at fifty-odd. Kindly and
elderly gentlemen who have been washed ashore from
the Fleet have not proved the best possible organisers of

the Naval Air vService. for example ; and the follies of

second childhood are less engaging than the follies of

youth

.

One cannot have implicit confidence in the tj'pe of mind
which establishes seaplane schools ,in thickly populated
war-harbours on the East Coast, where excited and in-

pxperienced pupils on soggy school machines stagger

forth over a forest of masts, or have to seek an alighting-

place among a whirling crowd of steam-pinnaces and
motor-boats ; where if a calm falls, fog falls with it ; where
if there be a wind to cleai: the fog, in engine failure to

seaward means drifting out unseen into the wild North
Sea, impelled by our prevailing Westerly winds ; and
where the much-needed rest of the pilot-instructors after

strenuous school-work is constantly disturbed by orders,

to "stand by" for Zeppelin raids. Brighter intellects

4nother New Year's Greeting for a different Squadron of the

R.F.C.
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would have placed all schools among the deep bays and
inlets of the West and South-West Coasts, where there

is less fog, where engine failures are drifted ashore, and
where school-work can go on undisturbed by raids or by
overcrowded shipping-

This merely by way of an example of what ensues on
control by men who do not know by experience the con-

ditions of theif new Service, and whom hardening of the

brain prevents from learning from the troubles of others.

One could quote similar or parallel instances to an un-

limited extent, including both Services, and relating also

to selection of aeroplanes and officers. It is to be hoped,

therefore, that, if and when a new and adequate Air

Service is formed, due attention will be paid to the ap-

pointment to senior positions of those men only who
retain their youthful receptivity of mind.—C. G. G.

THE FRENCH AVIATION CRISIS.

M. Bleriot has written to M. Clemenceau, honorary

president of the Liguc Aericmie Franfaise, the following

letter urging the better use of technically trained men
for the aerial defence of France. His letter appeared on
February 5th in VHomme Enchatne.

_

"I have been particularly affected," he writes, "by
the insult of which Paris has been the victim. French
aviation, which until the opening of hostilities was the

first in the world, is undergoing, if not a crisis, at any
rate a retarded development in its progress. The reason

is very simple.

"The men who created the science of aviation have
been eliminated from all technical committees, frohi the

study of programmes, and in fact from the general

direction. Let these men, who for the most part are

aviators, engineers, and constructors, be given the real

technical control in collaboration with two or three

pilots selected from among the best of our fighting men,
and in four months the lost time will be almost re-

covered. There is only just time.

"The few men necessary are Voisin, Caudron,
Breguet, Saulnier, Bechereau, Delage (Nieuport), and
Farman. Let a higher committee be formed for the

aerial defence of France. Their past record would be

the guarantee for the future.''

Evidently the crisis in French aviation is as serious

as that in England, but from a different cause. In this

country honest and earnest sailors and soldiers have
allowed themselves to be hocussed by quack scientists

;

whereas in France aviation has fallen into the hands of

obsolete pilots. Both are in need of a thorough awakening.
The curious thing is that in both cases the men who

could put things right—namely, the experienced construc-

tors and 'active service pilots—are the only men who are

not consulted. In both countries it has needed a Zeppelin

raid to bring matters to a head, and probably a few mbre
raids will be needed to put things right. Count Zep-

pelin is doing more good in the world than he wots of

if he awakes the rulers of France and England to a sense

of their responsibility. One may yet cry, "Blessed be

the name of Zeppelin."—C. G. G.

DOPE POISONING.
In the House of Commons, on January 17th, Mr. Row-

lands asked the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

ment whether the new and improved buildings have

been completed at the works where Charles Selwood lost

his life by dope-poisoning last December ; whether the

Home Office has had any more reports of the evil effects

of dope from any of the works where it is being used

;

and is the Department carrying on any experiments to

ascertain whether as good results can be obtained from

material of a less dangerous character ?

The Under-Secretary of State for the Home Department
(Mr. Brace): " The new building isbeing pressed forward,

but it is on an extensive scale and cannot be completed

for several weeks. Meanwhile the firm are doing all they

can by administrative measures, including ^trict medical
supervision and intermission of employment, to lessen

the risk. Reports of mischief, in one case fatal, have
been received from three other factories, and the cases

are under investigation. The question whether other

materials would give equally satisfactory results is a

practical one which can only be determined by the two
Departments concerned. The War Office are already

using a non-poisonous dope in one factory, and -the Ad-
miralty have been making experiments of which the

Home Office has not yet heard the results. A further

conference has been arranged between the Departments
for this week."
Mr. Rowlands :

" Cannot this work be carried on more
speedily on account of the danger, and will the Home
Office adopt the course recommended at the inquest on
Selwood, that the men or the women should not be con-

tinuously employed on this work, and should be periodi-

cally examined by a medical man?"
Mr. Brace :

" I can assure my hon. friend that the

Home Office is doing all it can, and is pressing the

matter forward. What my hon. friend has said I will

report to my right hon. friend, and see if any further

pressure can be put upon the Department concerned."
[One would like to ask the War Office and Admiralty

whether the dope manufactured by the Royal Aircraft

Factory, or manufactured to the R.A.F. specification, is

poisonous, and, if so, why these Departments continue
to use it ? Also, whether the Admiralty in paiticular is

ordering dope from the R.A.F., and having it sent to

manufacturers with instructions that it must be used in

place of other dope which the manufacturers have used
with complete success, and without fatal effect?—Ed.]

Strange.

,"' Pay's " /amoui cartoon, reproduced by courtesy of " The Evening; News.")

The Official Sings : "When I told them how beautiful you are.

They didn't believe me! They didn't believe me!!"
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette/' February 1st, 1916.

War Office, February ist.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Estabi ishments. —-Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers.—Sec. Lieut. D. M.
Tidmarsh, R. Irish, S.R., and seed. January 13th. Capt. G. A.

C. Cowper, 8th Inf. Austrln. Imp. Forces. January 14th.

January 15th : Lieut. C. W. Battye, R. Berlis. and seed. ; Sec.

Lieut. L. W. Hall, Border, and seed.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer.—Capt. W. E. G. Slatter, R. Lane, and
seed. January iit'h.

SUPPLEMENTARY TO REGULAR CORPS.—Royal Flyjng
Corps.—Military Wing.—Date of appt. of Sec. Lieut, (on prob.)

R. K. Muir December 13th, not as stated in "Gazette" of Jianuary

i7tih.

Date of appt. of Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) E. Duveen December
13th, not as stated in "'Gazette" of January 14th.

Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) H. A. Johnston confirmed in rank.

To be Sec. Lieuts (on prob.) : H. H. Mcl-. Fraser. Decem-
ber 8th.

January loth : V. P. .Spurway, G. C. Burnand.
C. R. Fry. February ist.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 2nd, 1916.

War Office, February 2nd.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Staff.—Attached to Headquarter
Units.—Brig. Com..—Lieut. -Col. E. B. Ashmore, C.M.G.,
M.V.O., R.A., from Wing Com. Royal Flying Corps, and to ibc

temp. Brig.-Gen. whilst so employe'd. January 30th.

ESTABLISHMENTS.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.
—Sqdn. Corns., from Flight Corns.—January 17th : Maj. R. c
T. Hogg, CLE., 38th K.G.O. Cent. Ind. H., LA.

;
Maj. J. R. C.

Heathcote, Cameron H.
And to be temp. Majs. whilst so employed : Capt. 1. C. Hala-

han, R. of O. ; Capt. L. Dawes, Mddx.
;
Capt. T. W. C. Car-

thew, D.S.O., Beds., S.R.
;
Capt. A. Shekleton, R. Munster F.

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) L. G. Hawker, V.C., D.S.O., R.E.
January 22nd.

January '^ist : Lieut, (temp. Capt.) L. Da C. Penn-Gaskell,
Norfolk; Capt. E F. Unwin, A.S.C.
Memorandum.—Pioneer H. G. H. Stewart, R.E., to be temp.

Sec. Lieut, for dutv with Roval Flving Corps. December 7th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : E. G. Landon, J. V. Nash,
A. T. Watson.
To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) • F. C. Rowe. January lotih.

H. L. Saunders January 28th.

To be Sec. Lieuts. : H, J. Pcole. December 22nd. E. W.
Bowen. December 22nd.

* * »

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 3rd, 1916.

War Office, February 3rd.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Coms. from Flying Officers,

and to be Temp. Capts. whilst so employed. January 12th : Temp.
Sec. Lieut. T. S. Impey, Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. H. V. Champion
de Grespigny, Suffolk, and sec Sec. Lieut. D. C. Ware, Liver-
pool. January 13th.

Capt. G. Henderson, 38th K.G.O. Cent. Ind. H., LA. Janu-
ary 19th. Temp. Capt. W. Milne, Gen. List. January 20th.

And to be temp. Capts. whilst so employed.—Lieut. A. Payze, '

S.R. January 20th.

January 1.3rd : Temp. .Sec. Lieut. P. G. Ross-Hume, Gen. List :

Sec. Lieut. K. K. Horn, S.R.
Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. S. Shield, Gen. List (now Sec. Lieut. N.

Staffs.). January 24th, and seed, from January 30th.

Flying Officers. January i8th : Lieut. W. R. S. Humphreys,
Sth Can. Inf. ; Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) D. P. B. Taylor, 3rd

Hrs. , and seed..; .Sec. Lieut. W. Brass, Sui^rey Yeo. ; Sec. Lieut.

G. H. Birley, R.W. Surrey, T.F.
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. R. C. Stod-

dard, S. Lanes, and iransfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut.

W. N. Thomas. Shrops. L.I., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec.

Lieut. G. H. McLaohlin, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. H. A. Johnston,
S.R.

;
Temp. Lieut. G. W. Hodgkinson, 2nd Co. of Lond. (West-

minster Dgns.) Yeo. January igth.

Wing Adjt.—Lieut. D. S Jillings, W. Yorks., from Flying
Officer, and to be temp. Capt. whilst so employed. January 25th.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) R. G. Burder,
A.S.C, S.R., from Flying Officer, and relinq. temp. rank.
January 15th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplement.ary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) G H. McLachlin confirmed in rank.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," February 4th, 1916.

War Office, February 4th.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying

Corps..—Military Wing.—Date of undermentioned appts. Janu-
ary 12th, not as in "Gazette," February 2nd: Sqdn. Corns, from
Flight Coms.—Major R. E. T. Hogg, CLE., 38th K.G.O.
Cent. Ind. H., LA.

;
Major J. R. C. Heathcote, Cameron H.

And to be temp, Majs. whilst so employed—^Capt. J. C Hialahan,

R. of O.
;
Capt. L. Dawes, Middx.

;
Capt. T. W. C. GarChew,

D.S.O., Beds., S R.
;
Capt. A. Shekleton, R. Munster F.

Flying Officers.—October 21st : Sec. Lieut. R. C. L. Holme,
.Som. L.L, and seed.

;
Capt. K. E. Kennedy, Can. Art.

;
Temp.

Lieut. W. E. G. Murray, H.L.I. , and transfd. to Gen. List;

Capt. M. G. Lee, 40th Pathans, LA. ; Lieut. G. D. Hill, 7th

Hrs., and seed.
;
Temp. Capt R. H. Austin-Sparks, R.A., and

transfd. to Gen. List ; Lieut. G. R. Elliott, 3rd Dgn. Guards, and
seed.

;
Capt. L. Prickett, R.A., and seed. ; Lieut. J. Nichol, R.

Scots F., and seed.; Temp. Lieut. A. J. Evans, Gen. List; Sec.

Lieut. E. W. Leggatt, Wilts., and seed. ;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. A.

Ellison, Gen List; Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. H. Watkins, R.A., and
transfd. to Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. G. J. L. Welsford, Middx., and
seed.

;
Temp. Lieut G. Graiham, Gen. ETst ; Lieut. H. B. Russell,

R.A., and seed.; Temp Sec. Lieut. J. K. Summers, Gen. List;

Lieut. R. H. Marshall, Northants, S.R., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut.

R. . L. Chidlaw-Roberts, Hants, and seed. ; Lieut. T. E. Long-
ridge, A.S.C. ; Lieut. N. A. Browning-Paterson, R.A., and seed.

;

Sec. Lieut. C. H. Taylor, I. A. R. of O.
;
Temp. Lieut. E. L.

Foot, Ox. and Bucks L.L, and transfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Sec.

Lieut. H. F. C. Cannell, R.E., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec.

Lieut. A. H. Goldie, Beds., and seed.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 5th, 1916.

War Office, February 5th.

REGLLAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers.—November 22nd :

Temp. Lieut. A. J. Child, London, T.F. ; Lieut. G. Alohin,

R.F.A., S.R. November 27th : Temp. Lieut. J. M. E. Shepherd,
Rifle Brig., and transfd. to Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. A. R. L. Good-
son, London, T.F. Lieut. A. F. Baker, D.C.L.I., S.R., and
seed. December 15th. Capt. C. L. M. Scott, N. Staffs., S.R.,

and seed. January 2nd. January i8tH : Lieut. E. W. Farrow,
Motor Mach. Gun Serv., Can. Art. ; Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.)

T. L. Purdom, K.O.S.B., T.F. January 20th: Lieut. J. A. G.

De Courcy, R.A., and seed.
;
Temp. Lieut J. M. M'Alery, R.

Irish R., and transfd to Gen. List. Sec. Lieut. E. H. Grant, A.

and S.H., and seed. Temp. Sec. Lieut H. C. Hopkinson, Shrops.

L.L, and transfd. to Gen. List. Lieut H. W. Von Poellnitz,

Lines., and seed Lieut. C. J. Hart, Worcs., S.R., and seed. Temp.
Sec. Lieut. S. W. Price, attd. Leics,, and transfd. to Gen. List.

Temp. Sec. Lieut. H F. Mase, Norfolk, and transfd. Gen. List.

Temp. Sec. Lieut. C. R. Cook, Northants, and transfd. to Gen.
List. Sec. Lieut. G. W. P. N. Burden, E. Lanes., and seed.

Sec. Lieut. J. V. Nash, S.R. Sec. Lieut. A. T. Watson, S.R.

January 22nd : See. Lieut. G. MacD. Turner, Yorks., T.F. Sec.

Lieut. E. G. Landon, S.R.

Memoranda.—To be temp. Sec. Lieuts. for duty with Royal
Flying Corps. : Pte. D. W. Clappen, London, T.F. October 23rd.

Sgt. F. G. S. Williams, R. N. Devon Yeo. November 22nd.

Cpl. M. L. Taylor. R.E. December 29th.

* # *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 7th, 1916.

War Office, February 7th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Attached to Headquarter Units.—
Staff Capts.—Lieut. A. G. R. Garrod, Leies., S.R., from Flying
Officer, vice Sec. Lieut. W. L. Birch, W. Yorks, T.F. Decem-
ber 5th.

ESTABLISHMENTS.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military
Wing.—Flying Corns., from Flving Officers.-—January 27th : Capt.

A. G. Moore, Manchr., S.R. ; Capt. C R. S. Bnadlev, 4th Cav.,

LA.
Memoranda.—Cpl. H. G. Smart, R.E., T.F., to be temp.

Sec. Lieut., for dutv with Roval Flying Corps. November 30th.

SUPPLEMENTARY TO REGULAR CORPS.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Capt. Hon. W. F. F. .Sempill (Master
of Sempill) relinq. commn. on appt. to R.N.A.S. January ist.

.See. Lieut, (on prob.) A W. Briggs confirmed in rank. To be
Sec. Lieut.-i. (on prob.) ; A. H. L. Beale. January 17th. A. E.

Oxley. February 3rd.

THE COURT CIRCULAR.
Buckingham PAtACE, Thur.3driy.

The following officers had the honour of being re-

ceived by the King, when his Majesty invested them
with the Insignia of Companions of the Orders into

which they have been admitted :

The Most Exalted Order of the Star of Indu.
Lieutenant-Colonel the Lord Montagu of Beaulieu.

The Distinguished Service Order.
Commander Charles Samson, R.N.
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NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Admi-

ralty on February ist :

—

Royal Navai. Air Service.—-Wing Com. C. F. Lambe granted
the rank of actg. capt., to date January 29th.

Lieut. (Emergency) H. C. Arnold-Forster, to the "President,"
additional, for the ."Admiralty, to date January 31st.

Mr. G. G. R. Fraser entered as proby. flight sub-lieut. for

temp, service, and appointed to the "President," additional, to

date January 31st
* * H:

The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
ralty on February and :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Flight Lieut. W. C. Michie, to

the "President," additional, for the Air Department, Admiralty,
to date February ist.

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—^Messrs. J. C. Savage,

J. B'. Beal, and R C. Ward granted temp, commissions as lieuts.

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to

date February ist.

Mr. R. W. Frazier granted a temp, commission as sub. lieut.,

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to

date February ist.

Mr. C. K. Chandler granted a temp, commission as sub-lieut.

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to

date February 1st.

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
ralty on February 4th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Com., R.N., C. R. Dane, graded
as wing-oom., and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date December 16th.

Mr. W. C. Grant granted a temp, commission as lieut.,

R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N.A.S., to date February 3rd.

The following have been appointed to the "President," addi-
tional, for R.N.A.S., to date as mentioned: Lieut., R.N.V.R.,
Viscount Tiverton, February 3rd; Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., A. H.
Peacock, February 7th ; and Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., A. J. Currie,
February 3rd.

The undermentioned have been entered as proby. flight sub-
lieuts! for lemp. service, and appointed to the "President," addi-
tional, for R.N.A.S., to date as stated: Lieut., A.S.C., D R.
Baylis, February 3rd ; E V Reid, January loth ; C. B. de T.
Drummond, January 12th; R. Collishaw, January loth

; J. A.
Shaw, January ist; W. E. Robinson, December 27th; L. S.

Breadner, December 28th ; P. S. Keni edy, December 27th ; W. H.
Ohisham, January 3rd.

The following have been granted temp', commissions as sub-
lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N.A.S., all to date February 3rd: D. P. Rowland, W. S.

Anderson, and A. O. Jones.
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
ralty on February 5th :

—
Royal Naval .Air Service.—Mr. H. K. Paton entered as'iemp

lieut., R.N.V R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N.A.S., to date February 4th.

Messrs. E, V. King-Hall and C. H. Waghorn entered as temp,
lieuts., R.N.V R., and appointed to the "President," additional,

for R.N.A.S., to date February 4th.

The undermentioned have been entered as proby. flight sub-
lieuts., for temp, service, and appointed to the 'President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., to date as siated: K. R. Munro, February
4t)h ; H. W. Eades, December 30th ; and F. P. Collins, Janu-
ary 7th.

* « *

The following appointment was notified at the Ad-
miralty on February 7th :

—
Wing Com. R. C. S. Hunt, to the "President," additional, for

duty in the Air Department, .Admiralty, to date February 6th.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty issued the following

announcement on February 3rd :
—

A fishing trawler has reported to-day to the naval

authorities that she had seen a German Zeppelin in

the North Sea in a sinking condition.

Reports from Grimsby state that Skipper W. Martin,

of the trawler "King Stephen," of the Consolidated

Steam Fishing Company,' arrived on February 3rd and
reported that early on February 2nd in the North Sea he

saw Zeppelin "L 19," with her gondolas and part of her

envelope submerged. He saw from seventeen to twenty
members of the crew on the top of the envelope, and they

asked to be taken off.

As his small craft and unarmed crew could not deal

with so many enemies without risk of being captured

by them, and the fact that the gasbag seemed in no im-

mediate danger of sinking, the master, concluding that

the Germans, though helpless, were safe for some time,

went o£E to report the circumstances to the proper

authorities. •

The crew state that at least twenty Germans came into

view and there were others on board, as sounds of tap-

ping with a hammer could be distinctly heard, though

this might be only some loose metal part knocking. In

all probability the Zeppelin would ' remain afloat for

several hours. There was little or no hope of the air-

craft being saved.

The captain of a French vessel which reached Hull

oil February 2nd reported seeing a Zeppelin destroyed in

the North Sea on Wednesday morning.

There is a report, not confirmed, that a Hull bound
steamer also sighted the Zeppelin.

If the Grimsby skipper is correct about the number
observed on the derelict Zeppelin, she is the same vessel-

that was fired on by Dutch troops" while violating.

Holland's neutrality by flying over her territory. Tele-

graphing on Wednesday, Renter's correspondent at

Amsterdam stated :

"According to a telegram from Nes, in the island of

Ameland, Zeppelin 'L 19,' while passing over Helium,,

in the same island, yesterday, was shot at and hit bjr

Dutch soldiers."

In this case there may be interesting international com-

plications.

Later reports of February 4th state that Government

ships went out but failed to find the Zeppelin, so it is

presumed, and hoped, that she broke up and sank, aa-

she would not stand anything like a sea for more than-

an hour or so.

It was reported from Copenhagen on February 4th that

the "L 19" was well known along the coast of Denmark.

She was formerly stationed at Hamburg and at Tondern^

and was frequently mentioned in newspaper reports from-

captains of North Sea vessels. For some time she

patrolled the area around the Horn Reef, and afterwards-

she relieved the wrecked "L 18" at Tondern.

The "L 19" was first mentioned some three months-

ago, -when, with the "L 7" and "L 8," she stopped a-

Swedish steamer in the North Sea and boarded her to

inspect the ship's papers. This "was the first time that

a Zeppelin had stopped and boarded a ship.

It was then said that she came down close to the water

and launched a boat for the inspecting officers. If that

be so one assumes that her descent in the North Sea wa*

too rapid for her to launch her boats.
» « «

One is glad to note in the Admiralty Appointments of

February ist the promotion of Commander Lambe, R.N.,

to be acting Captain. This is doubtless in recognition;

of the work done by ofl&cers under his command in repel-

ling the German invasion of North-East Kent at mid-

day on January 23rd.

Another appointment worthy of note on the same date-

is that of a "Lieut. (Emergency)" for the Admiralty:

"Lieut. (T)" one knows, also "Lieut. (E)," and one

hoped at one time to see "Lieut. (A)" in the Navy list

as indicating an aviator, without fancy rank or title, but

"Lieut. (Emergency)" is a new breed, and in the present

state of affairs, one to be encouraged with enthusiasm.

There are not too many men in any walk of life whom
one would appoint specially as Emergency men.

* * «

A message from Dieppe, dated February ist, states-

that a fishing vessel that morning recovered eight miles^

from the port an aeroplane piloted by a British officer,

who had been obliged to descend as the result of a break-

down. The machine,, which was damaged, was towiedl

ashore.

i
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MILITARY.
G.H.Q. dispatch of February 5th says :

—

Hostile aircraft has shown soine activity about Ypres.
« « *

G.H.Q. dispatch ol February t)th says :
—

Ou February 5th there were 28 combats in the air.

In tive cases (Jernian machines were driven down in

the German lines, and a sixth machine was forced to

descend with a stopped engine and a broken pro-

peller.

One of oiir machines which went out on recon-

naissance duty did not return.

The winch of a hostile captive balloon was struck

by a shell and the balloon broke loose.

[From which—in conjunction with the fact that there

have been no R.F.C. casualties for nearly a week—one

may deduce that the R.F.C. machines have been saved
up for a strafe over the German lines in order to white-

wash somebody who has made a mistake somewhere in

,the past b}' ordering or designing ineffective aeroplanes.

If little or no flying were done for a week by our fastest

machines, it should be possible to "fettle up" a dozen
of them at once, and that dozen could easih' get in 28

fights in the air in one day. A dozen first-class fighting

aeroplanes does not sound much for the British Empire's
first line defence—which is now in the air. Even 28—if

"one machine one battle" was the case—is not excessive.

Oiie hopes for something better than this when the

R.F.C. is equipped as it should be.

The disproportionate importance given to aerial matters

is shown b}' the last paragraph of the dispatch. A kite

balloon cut loose in this way ^vould merely drift, and
ultimately descend safely like an ordinary' spheric. The
mere cutting of the cable by a shell is of no more mili-

tary imiDortance than the cutting of a 'general's braces

"by a sniper's bullet—and probably not half so amusing
t5 the spectators.—Ed.]

* * *

The following casualt}' in the Expeditionary Force was
published on February 3rd, under date Januar}- 24th :

—
WouxoEn.

Corpl. C. Xott, 2341, R.F.C.

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was
reported on February 7th without date :

—
Wounded.

Sanday, Capt. W. D. S., R.F.C.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on

February 3rd :
—

VVILKIN.SON.—Killed in an aerial fight abroad on January
i2lh, Lieutenant Evre Spenser Wilkinson, ist (City of I^ondonj

l?altalion the London Regiment (.Royal Fusiliers) and the Royal
Flying Corps, eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. Spenser \\'ilkin-.on,

(j9, Oakley Street, Chelsea, S.W., ;,ged t\\entv-fi\'e.

Lieut. E. Spenser Wilkinson, who had been missing

since January 12th, was the eldest son of Mr. Spenser

Wilkinson, Chichele Professor of Military History. Born

in 1890, he was educated at Doon House, Westgate, Marl-

liorotigh College, and Manchester University. In 1911 he

studied engineering at McGill University, Montreal, and

in 1914 was at home for the long vacation. On August
4th, on the outbreak of war, he applied for a commission

and was a]:>pointed to the ist London Territorial Battalion
j

(Colonel P. B. Crowe), and in vSeptember sailed for,

Malta. He came home with his battalion in February,
'

1915, and accompanied it to France in March. He was
in action on Ma}- 9th near Fromelles, and, as machine-

gun officer, on vSeptember 25th, when his machine-guns

\vere destroyed and he was blown up, but not wounded,
by the enemy's high-explosive shells. In October he

was attached to No. i Squadron, R.F.C. Corps, as'

observer. On January 12th he went out on reconnais-

sance and did not return, and it is now known that he

was killed in an aerial fight.
* • *

The following appeared in the obituary v.olumns cn
February 4th :—

FIELF).—On January I2rh. 1916, unofficially rejjorted killed;

Lieutenant Charles \'ialentini' Geary Field, 4th Kattalion

Canadians ( ittached Royal Flying Corps), aged twenty, only

son of Lieut. -Colonel C. W. F'eld, Indian .Army, and Mrs.
May F. Field

Lieut. C. V. Ct. Field was gazetted lieutenant in the

Canailian Infantry in .September, 1914.

.[One assumes tiiat the«e two officers were killed in the

same fight.—Ed.]

A group of R F C. Mechanics at a Midland Recruiting Centre.
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- Another fatal accident is reported from Famborough.
'On January 29th, Lieut. Burden, R.F.C., with Lieut. J. S.

Reed, East Kent Regt. (attd. R.F.C.), as passenger, was
landing, when the machine nose-dived from about 600 ft.

Both officers were badly injured, and Mr. Reed died on
Monday after an operation had been performed at the

Cambridge Hospital. At the inquest at Aldershot on
February 2nd, it was held that the cause of the accident

was that the pilot was flying too slowly to enable the

machine to support itself. A verdict of accidental death
was returned, and the pilot was exonerated from blame;.

The accident appears to have been the usual stall

followed by a spinning dive.
* *

The "Daily News" reports that while about to make
a flight at Wimbledon on the night of January 31st,

Lieut. Tomlinson, R.F.C., met with a mishap through
misjudging the height that his machine had attained.

He had been ascending for about twenty minutes, and
thought he was clear of the trees and houses in the
vicinity, when the machine crashed into the roof of a
house, bringing down the chimney-stack. The aeroplane
almost immediately caught fire, but he was able to

alight in the field adjoining. The flames were ex-

tinguished before the vital parts were much damaged.
[One presumes that the machine was an R.A.F. pro-

duct, as it took 20 minutes in climbing to the height of

the roof of a house. It seems probable that there were
other casualties also on that night, which illustrates the
folly of night flying without perfect organisation.—^Ed.]

X- *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on
.February 7th :—

PENN-GASKELL.—On February 4th, 1916, at the Royal
Flying Corps Hospital, 37, Dorset Square, N.W., from injuries

received whilst on duty, Temp. Major and Squadron Com-
mander, Lieut, fbhe Norfolk Regt.), Leslie Da Costa Penn-
Gaskell, Royal Flying Corps, elder son of Mr. and Mrs._A. B.

Penn-Gaskell, aged thirty-four.

Major Penn-Gaskell was born in London in August,
1881, and took his certificate on a Bristol biplane at

Brooklands on October ist, 1912. He was one of the
first R.F.C. officers, and went out to France with the
original Expeditionary Force. There he did gallant

work which, despite his being of junior rank in his regi-

ment, won for him rapid promotion in the R.F.C. He
was also mentioned in dispatches.

* * *

The following appeared in the marriage columns on
JFebruary 8th :—

BOYLE—HULL.—On Saturday, February sth, at St. John's
Church, Redhill, by the vicar, the Rev. Bertram B. Slater, the

Hon. Alan Reginald Boyle, Lieut. Royal Flying Corps, third

surviving son of the late Earl of Glasgow, to Isabel Julia,

youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. C. P. Hull, of Earls-
wood Mount, Redhill, Surrey.

The marriage of the Hon. Alan Reginald Boyle, Lieut.

R.F.C, son of the late Earl of Glasgow and brother of

the present peer, and Isabel Julia, youiigest daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. P. Hull, of Redhill, took place on
Saturday at St. John's Church, Redhill. The bride was
given away by her father and was attended by Miss
Pamela Peel. The service, which was fully choral, was
conducted by the Rev. Bertram B. Slater, vicar. Lieut.

Bowlby, Scots Greys, discharged the duties of best man.
Among those present at the ceremony were the Dowager
Countess of Glasgow, Viscount and Viscountess Charle-

-mont, Lady Alice Ferguson, Major the Hon. John and
Mrs. Boyle, the Hon. Rachel Caulfeild, the Hon. Mrs.
Nelson-Ward, Mr. and Lady Augusta Inskip, Professor

and Miss Hull, Colonel and Mrs. Hendley, Captain and
Mrs. Leonard Hull, Major and Mrs. Hunter-Blair, and
Captain and Mrs. Jarvis. After the reception, which was
"held at Earlswood Mount, the newly married couple left

for Kelburn Castle, Ayrshire.

The Hon. Alan Boyle will be remembered as one of

the pioneers of British aviation and the first person to

make a cross-country flight on a monoplane in this

country. All wish him and his bride every happiness.

* * *

The following appeared in the marriage columns on
P'ebruary Sth :

—

GORDON-BURGE — SCOTT-McKENZIE. — On the 3rd
inst., at St. Mary's, Barnes, by the Rev. B. M. Kitson, M.A.,
Rector of Barnes, Lieut. Cyril Gordon-Burge, York and Lan-
caster Regt., and Royal Flying Corps, youngest son of Mr.
and Mrs. G. Kelsey-Burge, Westgale-on-Sea, to Hazel Kathleen
Emma Scott-McKenzie, daughter of the late Scott-McKenzie,
Aberdeen, Scotland.

* * * .

The following appeared in the births columns on
February 3rd :

—

WYNNE ROBERTS.—On February ist, at The Pines,

Walton-on-Thames, the wife of Cecil Le de S. Wynne Roberts,

A.S.C. (M.T.), of a daughter (Cecile Rosemary).

» *

The following appeared in the births columns on Feb-

ruary Sth :

—

LANDON.—On February 5th, at Dublin, the wife of Edward
Guy Landon, Second Lieut. Royal Flying Corps—a daughter.

Indian papers, please copy.

AT SEA.
At 10.30 p.m. on February jst a Zeppelin sank the

" Franz Fischer," a captured enemy vessel employed as

a coasting collier, drowning thirteen men out of a crew of

sixteen. The three survivors are J. Birch, chief engineer

(South Shieids) ; W. Taylor, st'eward (London) ; and C.

Hillier, seaman (Newfoundland).

Hillier in an interview stated that they left Hartlepool

at 2 p.m. on Monday afternoon, proceeding to a southern

port. " About 10.30 on Tuesday night," he said, " we
heard a noise overhead such as I have never heard before.

Presently a Zeppelin came right on top of us and dropped

a high-explosive bomb. The ship only remained afloat for

two minutes. The bomb Lit somewhere by the engine-

room. There was no time to think of the boats. We wefe

dragged under water, and when I came up again I caught

a lifebelt. Later I came across the chief engineer arid

the steward. They also had lifebelts, and we were able

to keep afloat for an hour. When we had almost collapsed

we met a Belgian steamer, which was unable to pull us

aboard. A small boat was lowered, into which three of

us were assisted. By this time we were all about un-

conscious. I came round first. vSubsequently anoth'er

vessel came along, and we were transferred to her arid

taken to London."

FRANCE.

The communique of February 2nd says :

—

During the night of January 3ist-February ist a

Zeppelin dropped several bombs on the port and town

of Salonika. Two projectiles fell on the Greek Pre-

fecture, and a third on the Caisse Generale of the Bank
of Salonika, which was completely burnt. The other

bombs caused only slight damage to property. The
number of victims among the civilian population was
eleven killed and fifteen injured, while two soldiers

were killed and one injured.

An enemy aeroplane was brought down by one of our

machines between Topsin and Verria (west of Salonika).

The two aviators, a captain and a subaltern, were taken

prisoners.—Reuter.
* * *

The communique of February 5th says :^

—

About half-past eleven this morning Sergt.-Pilot

Guynemen engaged an enemy aeroplane in the Frise

district, and brought it down in flames, between Asse-

villers and .Herbecourt. This is the fifth enemy aero-

plane brought down by Sergt. Gujmemen.
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Ajca^rgo of Castrou R (heavy) to the rescue

"somewhere off the co2ist of Fra^nce'.'

C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., Wakefield house, CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS,
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The cominunique of February 6th says :
—

Yesterday one of our aeroplanes mounting a gun
attacked south of Peronue a Drachen (kite balloon),

which fell to the ground in flames.

* * *

The "Morning Post" correspondent wired from Paris

on February ist that three unexploded bombs that were
thrown in the Zeppelin raid of January 29th have been
analysed at the municipal laboratory. These bombs were
found to weigh 200 lbs., 130 lbs., and 120 lbs. respectively,

and were of steel. Two of the bombs were similar to

those dropped last March, but the third was of a new
type. All were filled with trinitrotoluene, otherwise

T.N.T.
* " * *

One of the finest episodes of the war is related in a
simple soldierly letter writter by a Fusilier Marin, which
appeared in the "Petit Parisien" last week. Any com-
ment would spoil the letter, which reads thus :

—

"Last week two German aeroplanes attacked a cargo

boat aground in front of Zeepanne. Our torpedo-boats

replied to them. Too far away to join in action, some
Fusiliers Marins, under the orders of an ofi&cer, anxiously

followed from the beach near by the incidents of the

struggle. Their officer had given them the 'Stand at

ease.'

"Suddenly one of the Bqche aeroplanes staggered,

struck to the heart, its tank iu flames. The Fusiliers

cheered with delight. ' Fix bayonets,' rang out the com-
mand. The officer drew his sword to salute the men who
were about to die. As the enemy aeroplane in a long

trail of purple fell vertically into the sea the order came :

'Present !

'

"

GERMANY.
Communiques issued on February ist say :

—
One of our airships attacked vessels and stores be-

longing to the Entente in the harbour of Salonika

with good re.-ults.

On the night of January 31st one of our naval air-

ship squadrons dropped large quantities of explosives

and incendiary bombs on the docks, harbour, and
factories in and near iviverpool, on Birkenhead iron

foundries and smelting furnaces, on Manchester
factories, ou smelting furnaces at Nottingham and
Sheffield, and the great industrial works on the Humber
and near Great Yarm.outh.

Everywhere marked effects were observed in gigantic

explosions, and serious conflagrations.

On the Humber a battery was also silenced.

Our airships were heavily fired on from all directions,

were not hit, and safely returned.

* * *

The communique of Februarj- 2nd says :—

•

A large French aeroplane was caught by our anti-

aircraft guns, and fell down south-west of Chauny. The
occupants, who were wounded, were taken prisoners.

Our aviators have noticed great fires in the port of

Salonika, which have obviously been caused by our
airship attack.

* * *

Tlie communique of February 3rd says :
—

Our aviators shot down a British and a French battle

aeroplane near Peronne. Three of the occupants of the
two machines were killed, and one French observer

was severely woixnded.

K- » *

The communique of February 4th says :
—

To the west of Marie a French biplane, the pilot of

wliich had lost his way, fell undamaged into our hands.
Our aviators in the Vardar valley, south of the Greek

frontier, .and near the landing place and harbour of

vSalonika, observed extensive conflagrations.

The following official coiniuuniqut: was issued by the

German Admiralty on February 4th :
—

The naval airship "L 19" did not return from a re-

connoitring cruise. All investigations have proved

fruitless.

According to a Reuter telegram the Grimsby trawler

"King Stephen" sighted on the 2nd inst.'an airship

floating in the North Sea, with her gondolas and the

gasbag partly submerged. The crew were on the

upper part of the balloon.

Their request for rescue was refused by the English

trawler under the pretext that her crew was weaker
than that of the airship.

The trawler returned to Grimsby.
^ ^

The communique of February 5th says :

—

One of our airships attacked the fortifications of

Dwinsk.
* * *

The communique of February 6th says :

—

Near Bapaume a British biplane was forced to de-

scend and its occupants captured.
* * *

The communique of February 7th says :
—

vSouth-west of Widzy a Russian aeroplane, the pilot

of which .missed his way, fell into our hands un-

damaged.
* * *

The "Hamburger Nachrichten" of February and

says :
—

"In England the people were living happily and free

from care iu the midst of war, while labourers were earn-

ing good money. Then the Zeppelins came out of the

night and taught the haughty people that the war can
overtake them anj'-where and that it is bloody, terrible,

and serious. England's industry to a considerable ex-

tent lies in ruins. England's own soil has been ploughed
up by the might}- explosive shells of German air

squadrons.

"Over England herself during the night there was a

fierce and hard-fouglit battle, a devastating air-battle

fought on a front of man}^ miles, and it was won by
German airships. The\- returned proud and safe from the

fierce battle. England can now contemplate the ruined

centres of her industry and trade, to which she has been
brought by the wicked policy of her statesmen."

[Probably quite as accurate as most of the stuff that

appears in the English papers.—Ed.l

RUSSIA.

The communique of February ist says :

—

In the region of the village of Godutsischki, east of

Swientziany, our aviators bombarded enemy convoys
and a train.

* * »

The communique of February 2nd says :

—

It is reported from the Southern Russian front that

aeroplanes of a new type are being used by the Ger-

mans. They are smaller than the "Taube," and are

armed with special small machine-guns.

[One assumes that the Fokker has reached the Russian

front.—Ed.]
' * * *

The communique of February 3rd says :

—

On the middle Strypa front our artillery brought
down an enemy aeroplane, which fell in the enemy lines

near Novostavze Zelena.
* * *

The communique of February 4th says:—
During an aerial reconnaissance to the north of Lake

Narozc, our aeroplanes, despite a violent fire from the

enemy artillery, bombarded the enemy lines and con-

voys which they had noticed on the Vidzy road. They
escaped without injury from the fire of the enemy's
artillery, both heavy and light.
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A message from Petrograd ou February 4tli says that

iu revenge for the German air raid on Dwinsk, Russian

aviators violently bombarded the military buildings at

Pouiewietz, and destroyed a long stretch of the railway

line and blew up an ammunition train.

* * *

It is reported from Drokhoi (Rumania) that a big paper

gasbag containing news sheets written in Russian and
Polish has lauded iu Houdessli (Bessarabia). The news
which is thus propagated is to the effect that even Japan
is turning against the Allies, and "a proof of this is to be

seen in the big guns which that country has sent to

Bessarabia to be used, of course, against the Russian

forces whenever the proper occasion turns up.

No doubt the presence of Japanese warships and sub-

marines in Near Eastern waters (frequently alluded to

iu the Swiss and Italian papers) is part of the same
wicked scheme !—T. S. H.

* * »

The "Daily Express" correspondent in Toronto sends

the following interesting story :—
"Flight-Lieut. Victor Utgoff, of the Russian Imperial

Naval Flying Corps, who is visiting Canada, told some
thrilling stories about -Russian aviators, soldiers, and
sailors at a luncheon at the Empire Club the other day."

He described the adventure of a Russian a\iator who,
before the war began, insisted that he could destroy an

enemy aeroplane by striking it witli the wheels of his

own juachine. "Not long after the outbreak of war this

aviator was in bed when he received word that a German
machine, carrjdng four men, which had been doing much
damage to the Russians by dropping bombs, was in sight.

The officer did not wait to dress, but jumped into his

machine. He did not have ;tinie even to strap himself

into the seat.

"When directly above the German aero]jlane, the Rus-
sian volplaned and struck it with the wheels of his own
machine. The German crashed to the eartli."

A Russian friend of Lieut. Utgoff told of his entry into

the air service. "Three years ago he went to the admiral
and asked to be transferred to the Flying Corps. The
admiral refused. Three months later he again was

refused. ' No,' said the admiral, ' you are a young
man and you are needed in the nav)^. Those foolish

things which go up in the air are likel}' to- come down^
and you would be killed.'

"Before leaving the house Lieut. Utgoff, informed the

admiral that if he sent his personal secretarj- to the

lieutenant's home at nine o'clock the next morning he
would find the latter dead. His heart was set on becom-
ing an aviator, and if he could not, life was not worth
living.

" 'Well, if you are going to kill yourself you may as

well do it iu an aeroplane as by shooting,' said the ad-

miral, and he gave his consent."

[Russia is, of course, a land of romance. On the other

hand, Canada is very near to the United States, and it

lias already introduced us to "Captain" Janney and others

of the family of the late Earou Munchausen, so probably
Lieut. Utgoff, who will be remembered by regular readers

of The Aeroi'LANE as piloting a Curtiss boat at Sebasto-

pol some years ago, has been grossly over-reported. It

is quite possible that a very mad pilot might bring down
another machine by hitting its propeller or tail with his

wheels, but the odds would be against him. The weak
part of the story is the decoration about his no!; stopping
to dress. Pyjamas are not adequate "Airmen's Outfits"

—as a well-known advertisement has it. As for the
machine which carried four men and bombs, it seems
improbable that it existed early in the war. The last

\'arn seems to indicate laxity in the Bonds of Discipline

ill the Black Sea Fleet.—Ed.]

ITALY.
An influential group of members representing the

Sjmdicate of Aero Traders was received by the Premier
on the occasion of his visit to Turin at the beginning of

last week. The deputation with its respectful greetings

offered Signer vSalandra a souvenir medal with a stimu-
lating motto.

In the course of the "air raid" on Durazzo, the Crown
Prince of Serbia, who was staying at the Italian Con-
sulate there, had a narrow escape, the bombs having an
extraordinary aflinity for that little bit of Italy.

^

T. S. H.

The arrangement of the Hall-Scott power-plant in the Sloan biplane, a successful American machine.
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Rome, January igtli.

An Austrian official statement announcing the incur-

sion of aeroplanes over Ancona which took place on
17th inst. concludes with these words : "Our aeroplanes

all returned safely."

To give the lie to this assertion it is a fact that one

of these machines (L. 59) did not return to its base,

but, instead, was destroyed, and the two aviators in it.

Midshipman Alexander Ulmanshy and the Sub-Lieut.

Karl Kubasek, of the Naval Engineers, were taken

prisoners.—(Stefani.)

Noteworthy the non-Teutonic names of most of

Austria's pilots.—T. S. H.
* » *

A reader of this paper who has been at Pisa lately

states that at a flying school situated near that city Mr.
Henry Webb, a Vickers pilot at Brooklands in peace
time, and Signor Nardini, who will be remembered as a

pilot of skill at Hendon, are instructors, and they train

the young idea on Maurice Farmans.
It is, of course, undesirable to give any particulars of

the. amount of work done by the school, but apparently

there are many natural difl5culties in the way.

GREECE.
Salonika experienced a Zeppelin raid on February ist,

at 2.45 a.m. Between then and three o'clock 25 large

bombs fell into the harbour and on the town. People
facing south distinctly saw the airship.

Seven Greeks were killed near the docks and ten in

the town. A man and his wife were killed in bed. Two
Greek soldiers were killed and 28 persons wounded. The
death-roll was later found to be 14, all Greeks, including
two soldiers, and 15 wounded, including a British

and a French soldier. The warships in the harbour
opened a vigorous fire on the raiders.

The windows of some of the Allies' storehouses were
smashed, as were those of the Greek Prefecture, where a
bomb fell in the garden ten yards away. The Zeppelin
made off westwards. No damage of military importance
was done, but a Greek warehouse full of sugar, coffee,

and oil was completely destroyed. The warehouse be-

longed to the Banque de Salonique, the whole block being
burned down, despite the efforts of the fire brigade. The
damage is estimated at ;£24o,oco.

« « «
A German aeroplane set out on February ist, doubtless

with the intention of seeing Salonika after a Zeppelin
raid. Before it had crossed the Vardar, however, it came
under the fire of the French anti-aircraft guns, and was
brought down. A German and a Bulgarian officer on
it were taken to Salonika as prisoners of the French. So
their wishes were gratified.

« « «

On the evening of February 2nd another Zeppelin ap-

peared over Salonika, but was attacked by British cjnns

and forced to retire without doing damage. The Press
of Salonika denounces the"*Germans in severe terms for

the bombardment of a defenceless city. [Despite its

being full of troops and fortified all round.—Ed.]

BULGARIA.
It was reported from Salonika on February 2nd that the

aerial bombardment of Petritch, a Bulgarian town on the
Struma, north-east of Doiran, v;here German and Bul-
garian troops were stationed, was carried out hy fourteen

French aeroplanes. Fires were observed.
* * *

A message from Salonika dated February 7th says that

a Bulgarian communique admits that about 1,000 Bul-
garian troops were killed or wounded by the raid.

ALBANIA.
According to telegrams from Durazzo, Austrian aero-

planes bombarded the town on January 25th, while the
vSerbian Crown Prince was there. One of ihe bombs is

said to have destroyed a house in which were lodged a
number of Serbian officers, some twenty of whom, it is

declared, were killed. The town was considerably
damaged. The aviators threw down proclamations in-

\iting the Serbians to follow the example of the Mon-
tenegrins and surrender.

« • •

The Italians brought down an Austrian aeroplane at

Bazar Shar, near Durazzo, in Albania, capturing the

aviators, one of whom was wounded.

AUSTRIA.
Accerding to a telegram received in Amsterdam on

February 3rd from Vienna the North German Lloyd
steamer "Konig Albert," captured some time ago by the

British and lent to the Italians, was sighted by Austro-
Hungarian seaplanes near San Giovanni di Medua and
captured by an Austro-Hungarian submarine. The vessel,

which had 300 Serbian refugees on board, was towed into

the Bocche di Cattaro by a destroyer. [One wonders
mildly what the Italian Navy was doing at the time.—Ed.]

SWITZERLAND.
The French aviators Gilbert and Pary, who have been

interned at Zurich since October, 1915, succeeded in escap-

ing on Saturday, February 5th, in civilian clothes. Their

escape was soon noticed and the fugitives were discovered

at midnight at Olten in a train which was taking wounded
French soldiers to Geneva. An inquiry is being held to

find out exactly how they escaped. How they entered

the train, which had been inspected before leaving Zurich,

is something of a mystery.

TURKEY
The communique of February 7th says :

—

Dardanelles P'ront.-—On February 4th a Turkish
battle-aeroplane, piloted by Lieut. Kronhais, pursued
a British biplane. The latter was shot down between
Imbros and Gaba Tepe and fell into the sea.

AUSTRALIA.
An Australian subject of the name of Luks, who came

to Europe to offer his services to the British, French and
Belgian Air Services, and who finally travelled to Russia,

where he was imprisoned in mistake for an Austrian,

has returned to Australia unsuccessful in his quest. It

is said that he spent three months at the Bleriot School.

"The Melbourne Age" of December 6th, which is re-

sponsible for the report, states that Mr. Luks had a
question on the subject put to the Minister of Defence,

who replied that if he desired to join the Australian

Aviation Corps he would' have to send in his application

in the ordinary way and that it would be considered.

The Minister added that several pupils at the Werriber
School would be ready in a few months.

LORD NORTHCLIFFE ON AVIATION.
At a luncheon given at the Savoy Hotel, on February

2nd, to Sir Hedley Le Bas, the well-known advertising

specialist, Sir H. Dalziel, M.P., in proposing the health

of the chairman, Lord Northcliffe, laid emphasis on his

foresight in drawing attention to the German menace and
in bringing before the country and the Government the

great importance of aircraft as a weapon in warfare.

On these two points Lord Northcliffe mainly dwelt in

his reply, observing that his visits to Germany had con-

vinced him that the German people were determined to

put the great trial to the test. He was in America when
the brothers Wright flew a few feet, but when he came
home and pointed out the importance of the work the

only person at the War Office from whom he could get

any attention was Lord Roberts. There would be a great

advance in aviation, and he believed the little toy aero-

planes now being used were merely the precursors of

gigantic air-machines. He thought we were going to

have a very bad time this year from Zeppelins.
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TO PRODUCE THE AIR FLEET.
BY N. PEMBERTON-BILUNQ {Reproduced by permission fwm " The Daily Mail.")

In attempting to tackle the problem of production of

aeroplanes for the commissioning of an air fleet of suflS-

cient magnitude not only to protect our shores but to

assume a dominating part in this war, the greatest difi&-

<:ulty that presents itself is the variety of trades neces-

sary for the production of any type of aeroplane.

Discarding" for the moment the power plant—i.e., the

engine, which in itself necessitates employment of many
skilled trades—-in the construction of the aeroplane it is

necessary to employ the following : Designers, draughts-

men, tracers, high-class wood-workers, sheet metal-

workers, welders, riggers, machinists, sailmakers,

painters and varnishers, patternmakers, erecters, testers,

and pilots.

Most of these, huddled together under one roof, have
their own Trade Unions.
Providing those firms who have identified themselves

with aviation sufiiciently long to be masters of their busi-

ness were adequately capitalised to justify the organisa-

tion necessary to husband these trades, all might be well.

That is not the case.

It must be understood that the problem of labour faces

every producer. Skilled men are so scarce that no firm

can afford to put off hands because of a temporary slack-

ness, while to put them on short time, despite the Muni-
tions Act, would mean a "fading a^yay" to other shops
where the earning opportunity was greater.

A firm receives its first order for, say, twelve machines.
The drawing-ofiice for the next ten days is in a condition
of energetic production bordering on hysteria. In the
meantime the other trades stand idle. The wood-workers
gradually find the drawing-office providing them with
work. A little later on the wood-millers stand idle and
the metal-workers concentrate on what workiug drawings
the ofiice has been able to rush through. By this time the
skilled wood-workers are taking a hand in the game, and,
assuming the contractor in his effort at scientific produc-
tion is producing his twelve machines simultaneously,
it is not long before the skilled operators join the inactive
mill hands. We can assume by now that the metal fit-

tings are coming to hand, thus giving employment to the
men who specialise on wing and fuselage construction.
Next there is a falling off in the work provided for the
metal-hands. Now comes the time of the erecter, who
has been waiting weary weeks to justify his existence.
The erection of these machines (assuming-a factory of
medium size, employing, say, 400 hands) will take ap-
proximately six to ten weeks. Before three weeks have
passed the productive work of the factoiy will be sus-
pended, unless, of course, a second contract follows in
time to save the situation. To my knowledge this is very
rarely the case. The result is that the master minds of
the firm, instead of concentrating on production, are
occupied in a ceaseless effort to keep the flow of work
constant in the various trades.

Surely such methods as these will never produce Great
Britain's air fleet. Yet in fairness to our designers and
builders, who in nearly all cases are personally known to
me, I admit that they are the finest in the world. They
possess more brains, resource, and energy than their pro-
totypes in rival countries, ally and enemy alike. Having
paid them this tribute I am going to appeal to them to
sink for the duration of the war those competitive
methods and constructive ideals which have gained for
them the laurels they have so rightly won. They must
forgo for the moment individual achievement" for even a
greater purpose—the welfare of their country.
Five thousand aeroplanes in six months. Can this

country produce them? Yes. How? By our construc-
tors sinking personal ambitions and sacrificing kudos.
We must call a meeting immediately of thoss men to
whom we already owe so much. We must tell them what
•we want. We must persuade them to work as one family.

War experience proves that the aeroplane has at least

four functions. I give them in order of value and relative

number for an air fleet of 5,000 machines :

—

(A) Patrol plane for home defence, especially by
night. Number, 750.

(B) The observation machine—the eyes of the Nary
and the Army. Number, 500.

(C) The bomb-dropper; possibly the most effective

method of aeroplane offensive—the "long-range gun."
Number, 3,500.

(D) The battleplane. Number, 250. Experimental,
but must be rapidly developed and designed to carry

the largest guns possible, up to 5 in. This type should
be specialised in and completed by a single firm in con-

tradistinction to the methods of parts manufactured for

the small standardisable machines.
One firm must specialise in the production of sets of

wings of "A" type.

Another firm must specialise on the struts and landing
chassis.

A third firm must produce nothing but fuselages, tail

planes, rudders, and fins.

The metal fittings, instead of being filed and hammered
in the laborious way employed by small producers, must
be undertaken by one of the great firms of metal-stampers
in the Midlands, and the necessary parts for these ma-
chines would then be in stock when they were required.

Other firms would deal with "B" and "C" types in the

same manner.
A series of central erection sheds, covering at least a

square mile, must be immediately put in hand. It could
then be completed by the time deliveries were commenc-
ing. To these central erection sheds all parts would be
delivered by the various contractors. At this base I

should collect every erecter from every firm in the
country. I should enroll them in what would be the
nucleus of an aircraft construction corps, whose duty it

would be to erect and keep these machines in a state of

mechanical efficiency.

I would abolish the present system of local inspectors.

As it is essential, however, that the quality of workman-
ship should not endanger the lives of our .pilots, I should
introduce a method of testing—say every fifth or tenth
unit delivered—and in the event of any part being found
faulty I should fine the contractor a predetermined sum
which would give him furiously to think.

Under this regime, provided we can persuade the con-

tractors of this country to suffer yet one more sacrifice for

an Empire to which they should still be proud to belong,

it would be possible to produce with our existing facilities

at least 5,000 in five months.
With the facts and figures in my possession, I would

be prepared (were I not severing my connection with the

financial side of aviation) to undertake the production of

5,000 aeroplanes in five months as a business proposition,

with a penalt}^ clause in proportion to the magnitude of

the contract.

It is because I believe that in the co-ordination of the

builders rests the salvation of this country that I appeal
to them to put up as little opposition as can be humanly
expected to this scheme, if, as, and when it may be pre-

sented to them.

Although this is the first time I have published this

scheme, it was placed by me before the authorities in

its present form at the outbreak of war. I then suggested
that the Crystal Palace and its ample grounds should be
devoted to the purposes of an erection depot, "They
received me most politely."

[To this one may add that each firm should be required

to keep an experimental shop going in which to produce
new types of machines with which the makers hoped
to beat the standard types. The best of these experiments
would become standard for th'e next batch.—C. G. G.l
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THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
The following was issued by the War Ofi&ce too late

for insertion last week :
—

February ist, 7.55 p.m.
Further reports of last night's raid show that the

evening's air attacks covered a larger area than on any
previous occasion.

Bombt5 were dropped in Norfolk, Suffolk, Lincolnshire,

Leicestershire, Staffordshire, and Derbyshire, the num-
ber being estimated at 220.

Except in one part of Staffordshire, the material

damage was not considerable, and in no case was any
military damage caused.

No further casualties have been reported, and the

figures remain as :
—

54 killed, 67 injured.
X- * *

The War Office forwarded the following for publication

on February 3rd :
—

The utterly inaccurate report in the Berlin official

telegram of February ist, which purported to describe

the effect of the German air raid on the night of

- Jantiary 31st, affords a further proof of the fact that the

raiders were quite unable to ascertain their position or

shape their course with any degree of certaintj^

A number of cases of injury, mostly slight, have been
reported since the previous figures were issued, and
there have been two or three more deaths. The figures

now stand as follows :
—

Men. Women. Children. Total.

Killed 33 20 6 59

Injured 51 48 2 loi

Total 84 68 8 160

One church and a Congregational chapel were badh'
damaged and a parish-room wrecked. Fourteen houses
were demolished, and a great number damaged less

seriously b}^ doors, window-frames, etc., being blown
out.

vSome damage, not very serious, was caused to rail-

way property in two places
;
only two factories, neither

being of military importance, and a brewery were
badly damaged, and two or three other factories were
damaged slightly.

The total number of bombs discovered up to the pre-

sent exceeds three hundred. Many of them fell in

rural places where no damage was caused at all.^

* * *

The Press Bureau issued the following on February
4th :

—
With respect to the official German statements I'elat-

ing to the recent raid in England the War Office an-

nounces that the damage to industrial or commercial
establishments was as follows :

—
Serious damage was done to three breweries, three

railway sheds, one engine shed, one tube factory, one
lamp factory, and one blacksmith's shop. Minor dam-
age, such as the shattering of glass and doors, occurred

at a munition factory, at ironworks in two places, a

crane factory, a harness factory, a railway grain shed,

a colliery, and a pumping station. No docks, no
granaries, munition factories, or industrial establish-

ments of any sort other than those mentioned were
damaged. Some fifteen houses of working-class people

were demolished, and a large number of small shops
and dwelling-houses were injured, some seriously and
many slightly.

The latest returns of casualties show that 26 men,
28 women, and 7 children were killed and 48 men, 46
women, and 7 children were injured.

It is not proposed in future to issue detailed state-

thents of this character, as it is inadvisable to give

information to the enemy as to the results of their air

attacks. On the occasion of this raid, however, in.

which the largest number, so far, of airships have beea
employed, this statement of the damage doije is given
in order to show how unfounded is the claim that the
economic life of Great Britain, or its military prepara-

tions, can be appreciably affected by promiscuous
bomb-dropping from airships wandering over the coun-
try in the dark.

In the twenty-nine raids—great and small—that have
taken place over Great Britain since the war began,

133 men (of whom 17 were soldiers), 90 women, and 43
children have been killed. But when it is remembered,
that in the " Lusitania " alone 1,198 persons were
drowned, the Zeppelin raids, as a means of murdering
innocent civilians, must be comparatively disappointing

to their promoters.

[As an example of official futilitj- and fatuit}- the fore-

going communique would be hard to beat. To quote
the appalling results of one piece of Governmental negli-

gence in mitigation of another piece of negligence in-

dicates aliout the high-water mark of the Cxovernment's

ineptitude.

Arguing on the same lines, one may assume that when
the Germans have built up a reall}^ big airship fleet,

and in a series of raids have piled up a casualty list of

some 50,000 men, women, and children, and when in-

efficient Government departments are still considering

whether they will build an air fleet or not, we shall be
told not to worry about our 50,000 casualties because the

casualties in our various expeditionary forces total some
500,000.—Ed.]

ZEPPELIN V. AEROPLANE.
Questions are frequently asked relating to the relative

climbing powers of aeroplanes and Zeppelins. The
answer is, " It all depends." A fully loaded Zeppelin

cannot be expected to climb to more than 10,000 or ii,ooo-

feet. On the other hand, a heavily loaded reconnaissance-

type aeroplane can do no better, but it is certainly

possible to design an aeioplane to outclimb a Zeppelin,

because, although these airships can be induced to jump
about a thousand feet in 30 seconds by the vigorous use

of the elevator when travelling at full speed, or by jetti-

soning large quantities of ballast, actually a good aero-

plane can climb to, say, 10,000 feet as quickly as a Zep-

pelin, nameh', in between 10 an^ 20 minutes.

The actual height record for an aeroplane was 25,270

feet, which was obtained by Herr Oelerich on a

D.F.W. biplane. It is improbable that any Zeppelin

could obtain such a height without jettisoning almost

everything on board, including the engines and probably
half of the crew.

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
The employees of the Sopwith Aviation Company, Ltd.,.

who recently entertained the directors of the company^

at dinner, celebrated the event with a collection for the

R.N.A.S. Fund, which totalled over £20.

Readers of this paper may be interested to hear that

Mrs. Sueter has just sent off a consignment of comforts,

to the R.N.A.S. men operating in the East Indies.

The Bath Branch of the Navy League has kindly sent

a large supply of socks and similar articles, and particu-

lar thanks are due to Miss Gnosspelius and Mrs. Kendal,

for this work.

The following cash contributions are acknowledged

this week :—The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd. (employees*"

collection at dinner), £20 is. 9d.
;
Directors, Sunbeam

Motor Car Co., Ltd., ^20; Employees, Sunbeam Motor
Car Co., Ltd, (aviation department), £2; Miss Rose, 5s.

Total for week, £/^2 6s. gd. ; total to date, ;£i,7i4 os. 6d.

Further contributions in cash and kind should be sent

to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.
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THE

Motor and the Factory
The twenty-five acres of floor space in ovir

immense plant give us the facilities for turning-

out the Sturtevant i40-horse-po\ver Aeroplane
Motor in quantities to suit our customers. This

quantity production is accomplished without the

slightest sacrifice of care in every detail of

construction and design.

3rarie¥«iij
(TRADE MARK)

Aeroplane Motors
are thoroughly proven machines, both on the

block and in the air, in Europe and America.
These motors are deli\'ering their full rated

horse-power. The .Sturtevant Aeroplane Motor is

a real aeronautical motor, not an adaptation of

other designs. It is the result of five years'

experience on the part of the engineers of our

Aeroplane Department. The first eight-cylinder

engine was in process of construction before the

advent of the eight-cylinder automobile.

If you are interested in the purchase of one or

more motors, we invite you to visit our plant

and see our motors in process. Thus you can

satisfy yourself that this motor is the most
remarkable aeroplane motor built in America.
Remember they deliver 140 real horse-power

and we can deliver them in quantities.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY

Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

And All Principal Cities of the World.
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SPERRY
Gyroscopic

Stabilizer
in use on Machines of the British,

French, Russian, and Italian Govts.
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It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which ail angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-

tions for which an observer has

hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unafTccted by
fog or darkn^iss.

It permits the selection of an aero-

pkine with the highest efficiency in

>pced and climbing capacity without
regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform

which is not only steady, but is held

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.
(1( ^,— Telegrams

—

Inland: Soerigyco, Vic, London.
Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

Telephone

—

73gS Victoria.
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'Phe Development of German A.erosi3.utics,—co/amuea(.
BY W. L. WADE.

ENCOUKAGING HOMK iNDUSTUliiS.

The result of the first great engine competition was
published early in 1913. The Emperor's prize ol 50,000

mai'ks was awarded to the Benz Company, the Chan-
cellor's prize (30,000 marks) to the Canstatt-Daimler

Company for the Mercedes engine, the Ministry of War
prize (25,000 marks) to the N.A.G., the Ministry of

Marine prize (10,000 marks) to the Argiis Company, and
the fifth prize also to the Canstatt-Daimler Company.
With the advent of reliable engines the German pilots

set to work to capture world's records, which one by one

began to slip from the grasp of France. In March, 1913,

Herr Friedrich flew lor 5 hours 10 minutes at Johannis-

thal on a 70-h.p. Rumpler-Taube in spite of a very bad

wind. For this effort he was lewarded with a sum of

;£25o by the National Aviation Fund. Hardly had he
landed when Herr Sedelmii^er started in on liis German
Wright biplane with a 55-I^p. imitation Wright engine,

and flew for 6 hours 2 minutes, although it rained heavily

nearly all the time. For this feat he recei\'ed ^300 from

the Fund, with a monthly sum of .£100 until the end of

the year or until the record should again have been
broken.

It is unecessary to dwell on the joy with which such

modest financial pats on the back would have been re-

ceived by struggling British constructors at the time

!

Mii.QARY Foresight.

In March an Army Bill was put before the Reichstag

which allotted 79,000,000 'marks (/!4,ooo,ooo) for capital

expenditure on Military Aeronautics, an absolutely stag-

gering sum compared with contemporary British

allotments.

The Military Aeronautical Service was then put in

charge of two Inspector-Generals, and was divided into

four aeroplane battalions stationed in sections at

Doberitz, Jiiterbog, Zeithan, Posen, Konigsberg,
Graudenz, Hanover, Cologne, Darmstadt, Strassburg,

Metz, and Freiburg-im-Breisgau. Adequate provision was
also made for Naval Stations.

During April new regulations were issued by the

Ministry of M-'ar respecting the features requisite in all

military machines from that date. All machines were
to be entirely of German make, and the maximum speed

had to exceed 55 m.p.h. Comfortable seating accommoda-
tion was insisted upon, and provision lor camera and
bomb-dropping apparatus was not to be neglected. Tanks
for four hours' hying were specified and the motor was
to be of 100 h.p. or less.

A FiNB CROss-CouNTiiy Performance.

On March 31st Lieut. Canter, accompanied by Eieut^

Bolmer, on a Rumpler monoplane, 85-h.p. Mercedes, beat

M. Guilleaux' cross-country record by flying from Berlin

to Malente, 895 kms. (540 miles), in 4 hours 51 minutes^

without alighting.

Lieut. Canter and his passenger afterwards continued

and performed a circuit of Northern Germany on their

own account, covering iir all a distance of 1,200 kms.

in 11^ hours' flying time. On arriving at Malente they

were forced to wait for two days owing to the inclement

weather, during which time the monoplane was anchored

in a -field, without any kind of shelter. Restarting on

April 3rd, the aviators flew to Kiel, whence they jour-

ne3^ed to Hamburg and finally to Berlin. The flight was
remarkable on account of the amount of exposure to

which both machine and crew were submitted.

A German correspondent remarked at this time on the

sidelights thrown by the not infrequent advertisements

of the bailiffs in the Berlin newspapers, who from time to

time seized, and announced for sale, aeroplanes belonging

to unfortunate mortals, whose schemes did not realise

expectations.

A BusiNESSLiKic Proposition.

A further effort to encourage both flying schools and
n viators was made by the National Fund. Arrangements
were made that eighteen of the leading German aviation

schools should each receive five pupils at the expense of

the Fund. Of this number three pupils were to be
scholars from board or grammar schools, physically fit

and willing to enter the Aviation Service. The other two
might be N.C.Os. in the Reserve who were anxious to

do another two years' service as officers. The schools

also received a sum of £400 in respect of each pupil who
eventually passed for his field-service brevet.

An Aii-STEEt Machine.
A machine which enjoyed considerable popularity for

some timfe was the Jeannin steel aeroplane, in which the

Lieut, von Hiddessen, winner of the Prinz Heinrlch Preis, and later the first aviator to bomb Paris. He is here shown on the
D.F.W. monoplane, which he flew in the great German competition.
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WINDSHIELDS
ACCURATELY MADE UP TO ANY PATTERN.
SEND US TEMPLATES FOR BEST PRICES.

PROMPT DEUVIRIES.

LONDON LABEL CO., Ltd-iacrMcfirooii

GREEVES & MORTON, ' * '
bTlfast

FOR LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
Highest Quality. Superior to R.A.F. Specification.

GONTRAOTORS TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TBLBPHONB— TELEGRAMS—" tiy« BASTBOURNB.

"

Aluminium Castings
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MADE & REPAIRED.

Chill Castings for Aeroplanes a Speciality

ON ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE LISTS

COAN
CASTS
CLEAN
CRANK
CASES

R. W. COAN
219, i»i>°8.

GOSWELL ^"^"^

ROAD, Telephonet—

LONDON. E.C. wIStrai.

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contpaotops to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Wopks and Ofllaes

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Bleriot, Weybeidge " Telephone 190 Byfleet

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory
and leading Aeroplane Makers

Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. QA specification. Stocked in all gauges.

(Sheets are passed and stamped by the

"A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham.
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.
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whole I'larae oi the mac-hine, with the exceptiou of the

wing nbs, was made of one kind of steel or another. The
.system of construction involved welded and bound joints,

and it was claimed that tlie machine was sufficiently

strong to stick together e\en if ail the wire bracing was
cut. ihe iiiaehiiie partook of the nature of all Tauben,
and was fitted with a loo-li.p. JMercedl-s engine. 'fhe

wings had- the iitrich girder-type bracing with retreating-

tips and flexible trailing edges. The landing chassis was
strong but elegant, entirely constructed of steel tube with-
out bracing- wires, and htted with double compression
spring shock-absorbers. One of these maciiines made
during the pre\ious -^vinter 2,000 starts and landings on
frost-bound ground wilhout injury.

A Big CoiMi'iarnoN Entky.

The Prince Henry Circuit of 1913, another oi those con-

tests which did so much for German' ax iatioii, \v;is held

'in May. The e\-ent brought tweiitj'-four entries for the

circuit proper, with another thirteen for tlie purely mili-

tary features.

The favourite for the circuit contest was Iferr Hcliiiutli

Hirth, who had entered a 57-h.i). ,\]batros monoplane oi

his own design, Imt unfortunateh- in the ipreliminai'}- test

ffight, which exen the nust experienced pilots had to

make in order to convince the authorities that thev could
reallj' fl^-, he side-slipped and wrecked his machine.
The competitors who actually left the starting-place at

Wiesbaden on May nth were I<ieuts. \on Hiddesscn
(loo-h.]). D.F.VV. monoplane), \ on Eeanlieu (y5-li.p. Albatros
biplane). Canter (75-h.]). Rumpltr-Dove), Sommer (So-ii.p.

Euler biplane), \on Tliueiia ^95-11. p. I,.C.\'. biplane),
Hailer (loo-h.p. (.)tto bii)laiie). Engineer Schlegel (mo-h.p.
Aviatik monopl ane), Eieuts. Engwer (loc)-Ii.]). (jotlia

monoplane), Zwickau (75-h. p. Mars monoplane), Donne-
vert (loo-h.p. Rumpler-Dove), Engineer Suvelack (95-li.p.

Condor monoplane), Lieuts. von Hailer (loo-h.p. Otto bi-

plane), Blutgen (95-h.]i. :M,irs biplane), S'ierling (loo-h.p.

Otto biplane), Joly (75-h.i). 'Ootha monoplaneH Engineer
Thelen (95-li.p. Albatros biplane), Lieut. Kastner (Q5-h.p.

Albatros-Dove), and in the afternoon Lieut. Carganico
(loo-h.p. L.G.V. biplane) was sent off.

Thirteen of the eighteen arrived at Cassel on time.

Lieuts. Vierling and Hailer, of the Bavarian contingent,
v;ho had to land owing to motor troubles en route, both
had accidents in landing and gave up. He/r Suvelack
lost his. way near Worms and returned to Wiesbaden "to

make another start, whilst Lieut. Sommer, spent the night
in the open fields owing to a breakdown and got into

Cassel whilst the other competitors were going off on
the second stage to Coblenz.

On May 12th only twelve men were sent awa}- from
Cassel, for Lieut. nonne\'ert damaged his Rumpler-Do\-e
at the start, whilst the little group of unfortunates of the
first day commenced to straggle into Cassel and make
a start for Coblenz. Lieut. Engwer (loo-h.p. Ootha mono-
plane) smashed up completely on the way to Coblenz,
whilst Coerper and Donnevert were more fortunate. LTerr

Hans Grade, who started hors concciirs, had several ac-

cidents near Giessen and dismantlecl his machine. On
landing at Coblenz, where the ground was in \ery bad
condition, various machines were knocked about. Herr
Thelen, who arrived as first man home in barel}^ two
hours' time, having started from Cassel at 8. 52 a.m.,

reaching Coblenz at 10.58 a.m., broke his landing chassis
in a rut, and other competitors were equally unfortunate.
The rest-day on May 13th was used for general repairing.
The Coblenz rest-day, May T3th, brought the number of

aviators arriving up to fourteen, l^ieut. Sommer had a

very bad smash-up i^ear Nassau. His passenger, Lieut,
von Beers, was not harmed beyond a few bruises LieiUs.

'

Donnevert and Engwer withdrew from the contest itself,

iDut were desirous of competing in the military events.
May T4th witnessed the start for Karlsruhe, 320 kilo-

metres, via Kreuznoch, Mainz, Frankfort and Heidelberg,
without ofificial intermediary landings. .Ml fourteen

aviators were sent off, Init until midday only two had
arrived, namely, Lieut, von Hiddessen, who left Coblenz

at 4.47 a.m., and Herr Stiploschek, 6 a.m. All the others

had been forced to land en route*

Thursda}.' was a rest-day, when numerous repairs were

effected, i^ieut. von Ihuena, who smashed up bacily just

outside Karlsruhe, was hard at work meUvding his

machine, and Lieut, von Hailer tra\elled to Munich to

fetch a new biplane in order to participate in the purely

militai'}' part of tlie event, wdiich commenced on Frida}^

with the start for vStrassburg.

'fhe military contest was the most difficult and yet the

most satisfactorily performed feature of the competition,

'fhe tasks set were exceedingly severe, and rendered the

u'ore so by the bad weather on the final day; but of the

twenty-two pilots who started on tiie reconnaissance from
fvarlsnilie to I^forzheim, nineteen successfully landed and
reasceiided, and of this number seventeen arrived at

Strassburg. 'fwcl\e left Strassburg for tlie second jour-

uev to Freiburg aiid Neubreisach, \vliere ':liey made land-

ings and handed in reports, after which they returned to

.'-^trassi)urg, with the exception of three competitors who
dropjxHl out en route. As the messages and sketches

made during one flight were handed' in at the control,

fresh tasks were gi\en out to be ^/crformed in the next

flight, so that no chance was given for "reports" to be

prepared in ad\aiice.

The awards in the contest were as follows : The
Emperor's Cni) went to Lieut. Canter for the best per-

formance tliiougiiout. lie was also aw-arded second reli-

ability prize and the Prince Henry prize for the best

military reconnaissance. Engineer Schlegel, Lieut. Jo^y,

Lieut. Cargaiiico, and Lieut. \on ]'>eaulicu also received

awards.

The winner of the "Prince Henry Reliabilitj^ Flight"

W'as Lieut. \on Hiddessen on his D.F.W. monoplane,
!oo-li.p. Mercedes engine. He put up a wonderful show,

arri\'ing at the controls with the regularitj^ of clockwork.

During the long final flight from Neubriesach back to

vStrassburg, the final stage, a distance of 186 miles, he

was the onl}' one to make the journey without a stop. In

r~\)\te of the terrible rain anil wind he carried on, leaving

his rivals "strewn along the wdiole route."

Von Hiddessen, who earned the reputation of being a

thorough sportsman, eventually -won fame in Germain',

and notorietj- elsewhere, by being the first aviator to

drop bombs on Paris. It is-understood that he was after-

wards shot down while on reconnaissance and is now a

prisoner in the hands of the French. '»

(To he continued.)

A WISE STEP.
The War Office and the Admiralt}- are to be congratu-

lated on having taken the advice of this paper, and having
at - last stopped the publication of lists of ofiicers who
have taken their Roj'al Aero Club certificates. One sug-

gests that it is advisable that thej^ should stop the publi-

cation of civilians' certificates as well, unless civilian

tickets carry on secpience numbers, and the vService tickets

are numbered in a different series. Even that is a doubt-

ful course—because any figures whatever on this subject

may be made a basis for comparison with previous output
of pilots and so lead to fairly accurate estimates by the

enemy of our numbers.

THE EYE OF FAITH.
A reader of this paper recently noticed a gttn-carrying

biplane flying over the south of London at such a con-

siderable height that its chassis wheels were indistin-

guishable to the practised eye. Nevertheless, he heard

a Man-in-the-street, wishing to outdo the other Men-in-

the-street, exclaim : "Look ! You can see the bombs
hanging on behind" !

It is doubtless in some such way that so many people

saw six, seven, and even eight different Zeppelins during

the last raid on the London district.
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Contractors to

H.M, Admiralty and War Office.

Handley Page, Ltd.
OFFICES AND WORKS;
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LONDON.

Wherever plugs are kcown
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there the name "Sphinx"
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THE SPHINX MANUFACTURING CO.,
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- Chicago, U.S.A.
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SCHOOL AND WEATHER REPORTS.
At the Grahame-White R.N.A.S. School,

Instructors for the week : Messrs. biard, Hale, Pashley, Man-
ton, Russell, and Winter.

'

Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Gibbs, How,
Powles, and Wigglesworth-Carr. Circuits and eights with Inst. :

Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Aitkin, Colquhoun, Evans, Jones, Kings-
ford, Rees, Templeton, and West.
Pupil doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieut. Cook.
Certificates were taken during the week by Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieuts. Cuckney, Durston, and Rampling.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Grahame-White Civilian School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Halo, Manton, Pash-

ley, RuS'sell, and Winter.
Pupils witJi Instructor : Messrs. Barrager, Barret, Box, Eichel-

brenner, Hillabv, Holman, Sandys, Scheldt, Stapley, Walk, Wil-
liams (F.), Williams (S.), Kryn, Hathaway, Spencer, and Butler.

Circuits and straights : Mr. Howe.
Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Hillaby and

McClaughry.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial Sciiooi.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles,
H. Sykes, C. M. Jacques, and W. T. Warren, ;un.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Palethorpe, de
Goussencourt, Brown, Vilain XI 1 1 1, Houba, Ledure, Scort, Aldous,
Moore, Clement, Creaghan, Foley, Egelstaff, Dawson, Pulford,
and Darwin.
Machines in use : Four L. and F. tractor oiplanes.

At the Hall School.
With Messrs. C. M. Hill and H. F. Stevens : Messrs, Radford,

Ridley, Sepulchre, Ormerod, Evans, Smith, Dresser, Nicolle,

Cook.
With Mr. J. Drew : Messrs. Millburn, Woolley, Lieut. Cooke,

Neal, Thorn, Chapman, Collins.

With Mc A. CWave : Messrs. Rayne, F. Smith, Roohford,
Mahaney, Warsick, Rand, and Hucklesby.
Machines in use : Hall Government type tractors.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School of Flying.
Instructors : Kdouard Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Ami Baumann,

Clarence Winchester.
Pupils wirh Instructor: Messrs. Avenbeke, D'Opstael, Muspratt,

Durand, Edgar, Winter, Whitaker, Hoskyn, Dobson, Hamtiaux,
Cox, Yiule, Laidlaw, Bolton, Cuthbertson, Wood, Flanders.

Pupils straights or circuits : Hamtiaux, Thomsen, D'Opstael,
Laidlaw.
Machines : 60 and 50 h.p. Ruffy-Baumann biplanes and 50 h.p.

Caudron type biplanes.

Certificate taken in excellent style by Mr. Vernon who performed
his tests with discretion.

At the B'eatty School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beattv, W. Roch»-

Kelly, R. W. Kenworthy, G. Virgilio, A. E. Mitcheli, L. L. King.
Pupils out during the week : Messrs. Aoyang, Baldwin, Baker,

Brand, Bramford, Byrne, Collier, Gumming, d'.'\llesina, Dunne,
Edwards, Jaquin, !e Champion, Markham, Martin, Mattos, Mos-
sop, Richard, Sainter, Schollaert, Scott, Thompson, Halford-

Thompson, Wainwright, Whincup, Williams, Willmett, Young,
Parsons, Hungwan, Roberts, Knox, Smith, Brewerton, Phillips,

Stanley.

Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Brynildsen

and Stampe and Lieut. Symington.
Machines in use : B'eatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes ; Caudron tractor biplanes.

Four passenger flights were taken.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King and J. G. Woodley.
Pupils doing rolling : Messrs. Smith, O. Wilson, J. Wilson,

Morley, Devos, W. Mouton, and G. Mouton.
Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. Dubois, Benneire, Meeus,

and Simpson.
Machines in use : 3 Caudron tractor biplanes.

Busy week for the Bournemouth School. For instance, on

January 31st, one 35 h.p- rolling and straights, apart from other

machines, put no less than 6 hours 11 minuLes actual tuition, not

counting changing of pupils and filling up, etc.

AN "AEROPLANE" VACANCY.
There is a vacancy on the staff of The Aeroplane for

a junior clerk and typist. Applicants must be ineligible

for military service, must have a keen interest in avia-

tion, and it is desirable that they should prefer hard work
with prospects of advancement to a soft job. Applications

must be by letter only—marked "Typist"—to The Aero-
plane, 166, Piccadilly, AV.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 15 J Kingsbury

YOUR
MONEY
TURNS

To profit if you make a point of

joining the nvost systematic school

for tuition in Flying. By paying us

a visit you cannot fail to appreciate

the SYSTEM which underlies

everything connected with our

establishment. We are renowned

for our thoroughness. Ask anyone

who knows anything about aviation.

EVERYTHING
FOR

EFFICIENCY

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 Mayfair
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"SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE."
Triplex Goggles after a nose dive of 200 feet.

THE OFFICER writes :
"

I thank whatever gods there be for these Triplex Goggles."

THE TRIPLEX SAFETY GLASS CO., LTD.
Telephone : Regent 1340.

Ccntractors to H.M. Government.

1, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, W. Telegrams : Shatterlys, Piccy, London

N.B.—Triplex Safety Glass for Observation Panels, Windows, Windscreens, Mapholders, &c.

&HALL
SCHOOLe/'FLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with standard controls, are SAFE,

SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competent staff of assistants.

Write for full particulars to

Department " ^ "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON, N.W.
Kingsbury 142
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A YANKEE AT HENDON.
Say, readers, last Saturday yours truly was right in fhe

front seats at the matinee down to the Hendou Flying

Ranch, and I'm just going ter hand you a story about

the hull circus—ef the Mam Guy who runs this epoch-

making rag gives me a chance to unload it on to the

printing outfit.

You have already had a swell procession of literary

high-brows across these pages, from Senator Pepys to

Rob. J. Crusoe, but having no claim to style I will have
to plant plain ornery college English from the U.S.A., as

used in the best brands of American canned notes. No
dictionary trimmings for this child. No, sirree. I was
born and brung up in Oshkosh, Wis.

I guess it must have been half-past three when 1

squelched my way into the Great London Aeronautical

Exposition! The wind was working overtime, and the

sun looked as fresh as a lady car-conductor, and there

was some -crop of rubber-necks coming up through the

grass-plots.

Right along the arena near the railroad track sat a

bunch of autoplanes, all spruced up with red, white and
blue like a 4th of July joy crowd. Then more sky pilots

started coming in out of the ether from every point of the

official compass. Some was that high they must have
heard the harps going in Heaven. They came over from
various aero-farms "Somewhere in England," as the say-

ing is, and everyone knows where they are located, but if I

was to let the names leak out of my fountain pen I would
sure, get some trouble coming to me from the Boss Censor
of your Royal Press Depot. We neutrals have to be darn
careful while this fuss is being looked into over in

Europe.
There was all kinds coming down to lea—Avroes,

B.E.'s, Stopwiths, Abe and Mawruss Farmans, and
Martinsyde Prairie Scouts. A cute little baby feller the

Scout. So small he looks like he would wake up in the
night and cry. But my ! what a hustler

When the hired man swings the wind-stick the engine
gives a splutter like the Fourth of July, and then maybe
it will buck and quit. Then he swings it again, and be-

fore you can spell Przemysl it will vamoose out of sight

like a haystack in a cyclone. The way it streaks across

the landscape would bring out the perspiration on a

cucumber. It has your South-Eastern railroad beat to a

frazzle. Yessir, indeed it has.

At four p.m. there was at least a dozen Zepp.-strafers

cavorting overhead. The clouds got that saturated with
gasolene flavor the birds went home to roost in disgust.

It was the busiest patch of air this side of the German
Ocean, but there was no Zepps. They onl^ come out

when the fellers have all gone to the theaters.

The schools got kinder warmed up seeing this ex-

cursion come in, so they set out to show what fine birds

they was rearing. Some of the boss instructors who had
girls on the ground put on harness and tried the air, and
then the little pupils came out to pla.y. It was real cute

to see them doing grass-hopper stunts and pretty near
looping the loop sometimes.
Then the naval and military excursionists began to

beat it for the old homesteads, and Editor Cyrus G. Grey
unchained his fiery automobile and made tracks for

London, accompanied by his owner, and I was close

behind in the baggage van.—D. W^. T.

NONFLAMOID.
The London Label Co., Ltd., of Harley Works,

Plaistow, are now open to give particularly prompt de-

liveries of "Nonflamoid" material, which is approved by
the authorities for wind-shields, observation panels, map
covers, etc., and the makers are prepared to receive in-

quiries for supplying such articles in quantities to speci-

fication. Quotations can be given for any standard part
on receipt of the official drawing number or on receipt of

a template of the article required if it is not a standard

one.

Another department of this firm is concerned with the

manufacture of name-plates of every description, and an.

instrument-board can be considerably improved in ap-

pearance by the addition of neatly made labels, for in

these days, when an aeroplane looks so much like the

inside of an electric power station, it is almost essential

that each switch and lever should be distinctly marked.

The London Label Company can also execute orders for

luminous printing for night work. All i'nquiries receive

prompt attention.

MISS TREHAWKE-DAVIES' JEWELS.
,
On February 3rd, Messrs. Knight, Frank, and Rutley

sold the jewels belonging to the late Miss E. J. Trehawke-
Davies, and it was generally admitted that, in realising

about ;(;6,ooo, the small collection fetched much more
than was expected by those competent to judge. It may
well be that the recent prohibition of jewellery imports

has given a momentum to an already rising market.

Mr. Drayson paid ;iCi,36o for an unambitious pearl neck-

lace of sixty-five graduated pearls, and as much as ;£8oo

was given by Mr. S. H. Harris for a single white square-

cut brilliant, with a smaller one above it, set in a plati-

num and diamond chain as a necklet.

A three-stone brilliant ring mounted in platinum, with

diamond shoulders, made £258 (Julius) ; an emerald ring

with three brilliants, £22,0 (Hayward) ; an emerald and

brilliant brooch, £128; a three-stone diamond and emerald

ring, £170 ; and a circular diamond plaque with platinum

and diamond chain, £160 (Citroen).

An interesting souvenir of her exploit in flying the

Channel was a little gold brooch in the shape of an

aeroplane, inscribed :
" A Miss Davies, Londres-Paris en

Aeroplane, 2 Avril, 1912, C. Bleriot." This, trinket

fetched nine and a half guineas.

FOR AVIATION ACCESSORIES.

Brown Bros., Ltd., of 23 to 34, Great Eastern Street,

London, E.C., are now busy compiling a catalogue of

aviation accessories which will be of considerable use

to officers at outlying Air Stations and on active service,

as a perusal of the catalogue when it is ready will assist

them to make purchases by post.

As this firm is anxious to make the catalogue as com-

plete as possible, manufacturers of aeronautical acces-

sories, such as instruments, tools, clothing, etc., are

invited to send the firm particulars of any new lines

they would like to have inserted. Such particulars

should be addressed to Department 41a. Electros illus-

trating the different articles will, of course, be appre-

ciated.

Those desirous of obtaining copies of the catalogue

should write for it at once, as the demand is bound to

be large, and the supply is not likely to be inexhaustible.

It seems almost superfluous to enlarge upon the neces-

sity of having perfect wiring, and recognising this fact

Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., of Great Eastern Street,

E.C., are marketing special covered ignition wire. That

the merits of this wire are fully recognised is proved by

the fact that it is largely used by the majority of con-

structors. A large stock is always on hand. Any
quantity can be immediately supplied on receipt of a

wire or 'phone message.

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
The following contributions to Lady Helmsley's and

Mrs. Rowton's fund for prisoners of war in Germany
are hereby acknowledged :—From the employees • of

Vickers, Ltd., Weybridge Works, £8 13s. 6d. ; from the

employees of Vickers, Ltd., Bexley Heath Works,

£8 7S. 6d.
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213 special sections illustrated

full-size. Manipulation of every

description, including tapering,

bending, trapping, welding, etc.

TUBES FOR AEROPLANES—
NICKEL STEEL.
CHROME NICKEL STEEL.
CARBON STEEL.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSi fiave tools for most parts of standard Government macfiines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,

TUBULAR BOX SPANNERSt Please send full details of your wants

Telegrams—" Acdes, Oldb jry.

Telephone-" Oldbury III"

(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5tfi Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM^

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No.

ForSea
Land
and Air
Compk

All sizes in Stock.

lete Sen^ice

^uipment

'The Hendon' (as sketch)

.An entirely new model,
cut witfi inverted pleat
at back, and buttonless.
Cuffs close fitting and
wind proof.

The new features em-
bodied in this coat are
much appreciated by
Airmen.

Can be had in Tan,
Chrome, or Black
Leather, lined fleece,

£8 15s.

With detachable Opos-'
sum Collar £9/19/6

ROBINSON&CLEAVER
LTD.

Military Tailors, REGENT STREET, W.

of PROVED EFFICIBMCY

LLON
CELLON,L'»'o:>

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY,WAR OFFICE,AUSTRALIAN GOV^-UNION OFS.AFRICA

AjS^rrSNDON BROAD STREET^ HOUSE , NEW BROAD S^:. LONDON>E.C, t2ffiS'^L„59
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ROBINSON & CLEAVER.
Brief reference was made in last week's Aeroplan? to

the special window display of garments and equipment
for aviators in the windows of Messrs. Robinson

Cleaver. The exhibition attracted a great deal of atten-

tion during the week. It has shown that one of the lead-

ing firms of outfitters in the kingdom appreciates the

magnitude of the Flying Services, and is sufi&ciently

enterprising to start building up a reputation for supply-

ing the special needs of those connected with aircraft.

Those who are interested will find that a department

on the first floor of the palatial premises in Regent Street

has now been set apart for flying kit. It is under most
capable management, and contains a varied stock.

One of the special features is a leather coat, known as

the " Hendon," which has already been illustrated in

the pages of The Aeroplane. It is extremely well de-

signed, and fastens easily and securely without the aid

of buttons, so that there is practically nothing to catch

against wires or switches or anything of the kind—a point

which will appeal to pilots.

The back has an inverted pleat which allows full play

to the movements of the arms and shoulders, while the

collar and cufis fit comfortably. This coat may be had in

black or tan leather, lined or unlined, long or short, at

various prices. It is a very fine coat for the air.

In the same department may be found what is claimed

to be the largest stock in London of leather or chamois
vests, with sleeves and a warm lining. These are well

adapted for wearing under uniform, and the price is

round about 30s.

Gum boots of all lengths are on show, and for those

who suffer from real " cold feet " there are sheepskin

socks, to be worn inside the boots, which look attractive

and cheap at 5s. 6d. a pair.

There are many kinds of headgear, including an all-fur

cap which protects the thi'oat as well as the front hair

(if any) and helps to hold the ears back in a proper stream-

line. This cap is quite elegant, and is sold at~22S. 6d.

Messrs. Robinson & Cleaver stock Triplex goggles in

large quantities, and other aviation accessories too nume-
rous to mention, and also make uniforms for the R.N.A.S.
and the R.F.C.

They started on the right lines by taking pains to find

out exactly what aviators wanted, and then setting them-
selves to meet those requirements. Experience on active

service and elsewhere continually brings out fresh points

for consideration, and they are always glad to have
suggestions from practical men regarding clothing and
equipment. This is the right way to establish a reputa-

tion. Moreover, they are content with a reasonable profit,

which is important.—D. W. T.

BURBERRY'S SALE.

The annual half-price sale at this handsome establish-

ment in the Haymarket concludes at the end of February,
and those who have not yet put its possibilities to a practi-

cal test are advised to do so at the earliest opportimity.

The large number of visitors since the opening days shows
how highly it is appreciated by the general public.

Burberry's sale stock is not a rummage accumulation
of odds and ends left over by regular customers. Every
garment is a genuine Burberry, of the distinctive style

and material which have made the name so famous all

over the globe.

Aviators will find here clothing suitable for good, hard
wear, either in the air or on the ground. All whose busi-

ness takes them round the various aerodromes in all

kinds of "weather will have no difficulty in purchasing,

at bargain prices, weather-proof coats which may be re-

lied upon to give the very best of service.

Catalogues of the half-price garments included in the

sale—both for men and women—will be sent to any
reader of The Aeroplane.

" HOOPING THE HOOP."
Apropos the paragraph under this heading last week

it is interesting to learn indirectly that considerably over

a year ago an officer of the Royal Flying Corps flew

under the Byfleet Bridge over Brooklands track on a
50-h.p. Bleriot.

On this occasion the feat was not contemplated in ad-

vance, and was rendered necessary by the failure of the

engine just as the pilot was about to come in over the

track. In order to avoid hitting the Vickers sheds he
did a left-hand turn and shot under the bridge. For-

tunately the engine picked up sufficiently to enable him
to cross the sewage farm and to land on good ground.

Robinson & Cleaver's striking display of Air Service requirements.
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Contractors to
the Admiralty
andWar Office.

WEYBHIDGE,
SURREY.

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS •ONALLSTANDARD LANDAND SEAPLA>ESA SPECIAUTY

SYDNEV^PICKLES
CLIFFORD^! PRODGER
- ^ - AVIATORS ^ - ^

HEAD OFFICETELEPHONE CERRARD 6040 TELEGRAMS AERDMNIA PICCY LONDON

166 PICCADILLY-LONDONW
PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 BELSIZE • PARK GARDENS HAMPSTEAD TELEPHONE HAMPSTEAD 3817

THE SEAPLANE SCHOOL
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd., Bowness^on ^Windermere

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY.
Wire : "Aircraft, Windermere." 'Phone: I 14 Windermere. 1 2 Newby Bridge

AIRCRAFT IN WARFARE
THE DAWN OF THE FOURTH ARM

By F. W. LANCHESTER, M.Inst. A.

E

With Introductory Preface by

Major-General Sir DAVID HENDERSON, K.C.B.,

Direct or-General of Military Aeronautics

Medium 8vo. Illustrated. Price 12s. 6d. net.

"Mr. Lanchester regards the future of the aeronautical arm as a
national question For the time being, all we can demand is

that those responsible for our me ms cf aerial offence and defence
shall be compelled to take the matter seriously."—7 he Times.
" A hijhly valuable coitribution to the science of aviation, and being

couche i in non-technical language almost throughout, is well within the

understanding of the veriest tyro interested in aero dynamics."

—

Flight.

CONSTABLE & COMPANY, LIMITED.
10, Orange Street, Leicester Square, W.C,

The
GRAHAME -WHITE SCHOOL

is
the FIRST and still the FOREMOST of

BRITISH = FLYING = SCHOOLS
Particulars on application to the Grahame-Whitc Aviation Co., Ltd., Proprietors of the London Aerodrome,
Aeronautical Engineers and Constructors, and Contractors to H.M, Government, THE LONDON AERODROME.
HENDON, N.W. 'Phone: Kingsbury 120 (4 lines). West End OfUces: 32, Regent Street, Piccadilly Circus,

London, W. 'Phone : Regent 4425.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co., Ltd.

COVENTRY.
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Aero=motors : In Kind and Construction.—{Confinueal}
BY QtOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

On General Address.

Toujours I'audace! As they who observe will tell you
at any seaside resort of nuts and filbertines, a confident ad-

dress—just not too well assured—^is ever the best intro-

duction. So it is with tackling the proposition of a com-
paratively strange motor. In both cases, to proceed upon
the resemblance to another—any other you profess to

have met and handled before—is a very sound scheme.
Likewise, all motors are more or less sisters under their

skins. Such matters, then, as dismounting and re-

assembly, care and upkeep—which last, of course, you
escape in the other case if you have not been too ex-

clusively over-attentive—run much on the same lines.

So with the Clerget, which is like enough to both the

Gnome and the Rhone for a judicious mixture of pro-

cedure to serve. Never have I taken one to pieces—you
couldn't pay me enough to tempt me to—so I cannot

speak from experience. But under compulsion that is

the plan I should follow.

The first essential, then, would be a cradle of the

Gnome kind, crenellated to take the cylinder trunks, but

very much larger and deeper. Or, better still, would be

an ordinary carpenter's bench—^for reasons that will pre-

sently be obvious enough—with a hole bored in the

middle of it to take the beak-shaft, and therefore wider

by an inch at least than the shaft diameter.

And Undress.
You can please yourself whether you take the shaft

and front plate off first, or leave it on. I should, how-
ever, leave it on, because it happens to carry the in-

ternally toothed ring that meshes with the valve gear

;

and as the valve gear is not dismantled until later, the

whole of it had better remain together until then.

But before taking the motor out of the aeroplane at

all, slack off all the petrol and oil connections, and re-

move the spark-plugs and wiring, likewise the carburet-

tor; and, as I always maintain, it is just as well to plug
up all holes and insertion points, as well as the tail of

the shaft—which is the induction trunk after all—with

appropriately sized corks to keep out dirt. The magneto,
too, may just as well be dismounted. '

Stripping Externals.
This preparatory work being done, the motor may be

lifted clear, brought in, and set beak-shaft down through
the hole upon the table ; that is to say, with two pieces

of wood, at least two inches thick, set under the front

plate to support the motor, so that the tappet-spindles

touch nothing. Then proceed as with the Rhone, slack-

ing off both the securing nuts on the shaft, and lift off

the carrier plate, and with it the oil pump and so fortii.

Next strip off the induction transfer pipes one by one,

. . THE . .

Putney Foundry
(Manager- W. F. SOLLIS)

AEROPLANE CASTINGS
TO ANY DESIGN

We can guarantee prompt delivery. Work
carried out lo ADMIRALTY and

WAR OFFICE Specifications.

THE
PUTNEY FOUNDRY, 207, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 12.52.

it being as well to tag or scribe each with the number of

the cylinder it belongs to.

Again, as in the Rhone or the Gnome, slack off all

the nuts securing the back plate, and—having taken care
to run a wire through them to bunch them apart from
others—lift off the plate, and with it, if you can, the
thrust and other bearings that it contains. Then, having
for the moment taken the cork out of the end of the shaft,

pull out the corrugated lubricating sleeve and set it into

a pan or deep can of kerosene, but not on the table or
a pad of cotton waste, from which it may pick up any
dirt or fibres into its corrugations. Then reinsert that
cork in "the shaft-end.

The shaft being now clear, inside and out, the motor
may now be reversed, with the shaft set down through
the hole in the table. You will incidentally notice here
that this method of tabling it saves all the chocking up
of the shaft that had to be done in the case of the Rhone.
Now, before doing anything else, get out the rocker-

pivots, and so clear the valve gear, pair by pair, on each
cylinder, ready for stripping. It seems unnecessary,
however, to disconnect the rockers from the tappets at

their joints—there is nothing like keeping already care-

fully fitted parts together as much as possible, if only
to save time on the reassembly—and as these parts are

now free, I see no reason why the tappets should not be
cleared at their lower ends, and all the risers but the
one that shows highest, without interfering with any
adjustment.

It seems unnecessary, too, at this stage, to remove the
valves or their springs. In fact, ^that had better be done
when the time comes—^which is probably one of the
reasons why the motor is being dismounted at all—to re-

grind them or to clean the cylinder heads.

Preparing to Dissect.

You may, however, please yourself whether you now
slack off the nuts from the bolts that hold the upper and
lower halves of the crank chamber together, or those that

attach the front plate and its beak-shaft. But—being
\'ery careful now not to let anything rotate th'e motor

—

when you detach the latter, first scribe it on the edge,
exactly opposite the single riser that was left in; con-
tinue this mark across to the riser in line with its axis,

and then score the riser itself lightly, but with a clearly

visible mark, transversely just where it clears the metal
of its guide piece.

This will give you, obviously, the exact adjustment in

mesh, of the respective teeth of the still invisible inter-

nally toothed ring in the front plate, and the driven

"

pinion that transmits the rotary motion to the valve geat.

Obviously, if and when these marks correspond at the re-

CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
Now landing. Avonmouth,

25 Stds 3in. to 6in,

Loading per S.S. "Musician" to Liverpool.

40 Stds. 4 in. to 6in.

En route to Cardiff,

100 Stds. 4in. to 6in. thick, all rift.

PRIME DRY MAHOGANY & WALNUT
ENGLISH ASH. Long. Clean and Straight.

JOSEPH OWEN & SONS, U°-
Borough Saw Mills, LQNOON, S.E,

Telephone

—

Hop 3811. Telegrams—" Bucheron."
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assembly, the whole valve gear adjustment will be accu-

rate all round. That is, if, and when.

So, anticipating that reassembly on purpose for once,

I would say, before setting on the front plate, first get

the riser down to its guide-insertion mark, and then

rotate the valve gear until one of the pegs of the star

cam bears full against it beneath, at full lift. Then,

with the front plate coming down to .its marks, the teeth

of ring and pinion will naturally come into exact mesh.

Interior Examinations.

However, the front plate being now off, you may pick

out the valve gear, as much as possible, as one part,

placing it in a deep dish of kerosene. As you do this,

examine all its surfaces for any sign of wear or defect;

which will probably be seen, if at all, in slightly burred

edges of the cam-gear recesses.

If wear shows at all, it will be here, and upon the edges

of the. crown plate; and obviously it is upon the presence

oar absence of such wear on these surfaces that the quality

—and merit—of this particular valve-gear design depends,

and with it, of course, of the entire motor. Just now, at

the outset of its British career, we are being told great

things about the Clerget, which we hope are true,

although one seems to have heard the same about others

of its type when they first appeared.

Still, with valveless and gearless two-stroke motors in

prospect—I should say inevitable—we need make no ex-

ceptions in judgment, or give any benefit of Clerget, so

to say—^least of all, in the case of any rotary proposition.

Anyhow, the cure, if temporary, is simple ; merely to

trim off any developed roughnesses, and send the part

to be re-hardened or renewed entirely, if worn too badly.

And Eviscerations.

Now lift the front half of the crank chamber clear, and
thereafter follow Gnome procedure. There beneath us are

the same internals
;

so, having detached front bearing

and slacked off the locking nut to separate the front half

of the crank-shaft, the next thing, as in the Gnome, is

to lift out the upper ball race from its bed in the master
grip drum, then pick out the six—or eight—^hollow big

€nd pins, and lastly remove the upper half of the drum.
This frees the connecting-rods, which may now be with-

drawn with their pistons, and separately detached from
them, both being set in kerosene to soak clean if need
be—or put of the way of dust, in any case.

That done, the lower half of the master grip may also be
lifted off, and follow them into soak, when, of course,

the crank-shaft will be left finally stripped of working
parts, and may therefore be lifted out of the motor and
set aside. All this leaves the cylinders free, and they,

too, are lifted out of the crank- chamber grips to finish.

As to the reassembly, it simply takes place in the
reverse order of things as already set forth—Gnome or

Rhone fashion, according as similarity of parts and de-

sign prescribes. Even the magneto adjustment—which in

principle perhaps follows the Gnome the more closely

—

is effected in a similar manner, except that—for the
reasons given in the description of the design—the special

feature of that design, so far peculiar to the Clerget,

makes that readjustment to the greatest nicety, a much
easier matter altogether.

(To be continued.)

TECHNICAL EDUCATION.
A close co-operation between the theoretical and prac-

tical sides of aviation is an absolute neces.sity if

efficiency is to be attained. In a new industry like
that of aircraft, where new men continually have to be
trained, scientific precision is required, and draughtsmen,
fitters, mechanics, and all who wish to engage in the
building and repairing of aeroplanes may therefore be
recommended to supplement their workshop experience
with a theoretical training in aeronautical engineering,
such as that provided by correspondence by the British
School of Aeronautics, of 36, Maiden Lane, Strand, W.C.
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•'CROID' THE STRONGEST
GLUE KNOWN

For the Manufacture of H.M. Aeroplane and Seaplane P-ropellers,
Spars, Kits, etc., all classes of Glues have been tested, and tne one

to COME OUT TOP—by a very wide margin—is

"CROID" (Extra Strength) LIQUID GLUE
which also has the great advantage of being
USED COLD AND EESISTIlsG DAMP

THE IMPROVED LIQUID GLUES CO.. LTD.
Great Hermitage Street, London, E.

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Advertisement

Columns should arrive at this Office by First Post on

MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate— 18 words 1/6; Situations wanted

ONLY^—18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the convenience ol Advertisers, replies can be received at

the office of " THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, 17,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.LC.E., has special experience in Aviation

matters.

STANLEY, POPPLEWELL and Co., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers. Applications for Patents attended to

in all countries.—38, Chancery Lane, London, W C. Telephone :

1763 Central. Circular free.

INVENTORS advised free. Write for booklet.—King's Paterft

Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London. 30 years'

references.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
TWO draughtsmen required for Aerodrome Works, London dis-

trict, preferably accustomed to light metal fittings, motor

chassis, engine, or aeroplane work ; also two junior draughtsmen.

Applicants must give full details of past experience, age, salary

required and when disengaged. No one on Government work

need apply.—Apply nearest Labour Exchange, quoting No.

A 1 444.

SHEET METAL WORKERS wanted at once, used to Aero-

nautical work. Good wages to right men. No one already

on Government work can be engaged.—Apply to nearest Board of

Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper and No. 768.

/COPPERSMITHS' IMPROVERS wanted at once for Aero-

\J nautical work. Good wages given to the right men. None

already employed on Government vyork can be engaged.—Apply

to nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning this

paper and No. 767.

COPPERSMITHS wanted at once for Government controlled

establishment. Must be first-class hands, used to Aeronau-

tical work. Only steady and reliable men for an essentially

6 o'clock job. Good wages. No man already on Government

work can be engaged.—Apply to nearest Board of Trade Labour

Exchange, mentioning this paper and No. 769.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOREM.^N Erector or General Foreman aeroplane construction

(Engineer) requires fKisition. Extensive experience aviation,

general engineering, R.A.F. contracts. Successful handling men.

Held similar posts before.—Box No 773, The Aeropl.^ne, 166,

Piccadilly, W.

DRAUGHTSMAN (Ship) iS years' experience, wants night work,

London, 6.30 to 11.30. Aeroplane or other munition work.

—

Box 771, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly,W.

GENTLEMAN, aged 39, experienced in general management
and the control of labour, motorist for several years, carrying

out own repairs ; can handle engineering and woodworking tools,

desires position with Aeroplane Co. in works or commercial

side. Box No. 772, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

WANTED, position as foreman in propeller Works. Used to

all types of drawings.—The Lodge, Southborough Park,

Langley Avenue, Surbiton.

SHEET Metal and Tinsmith Foreman. Position required by
first-class man. Wide, extensive experience. Box No. 774,

The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

FOR SALE.
SEAPLANE Model

;
width, 10 feet

;
length, 8 feet ;

height, 3

feet 6 inches. Electric search light and exceptionally well

made, a genuine bargain, £20.—F. Clayton and Co., 157a, Great
Portland Street, London, W.

HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
ttxe Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahegany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

APARTMENTS.
BOARD Residence

;
quiet hpuse ; reasonable charges ; best of

references from previous boarders ; excellent cooking.—103,

Audley Road, Hendon.

PROPELLERS.
OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

used by all leading aviatori. The best.—Sole proprietors
for Great Britain and Colonies, The Intbgral Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:

Hornsev 2345- Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. los. for scale model
Dej)erdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone :

"Chiswick 501.

"

ENGINEERING.
TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-

plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

ENGINES, &c., FOR SALE.
AERO-ENGINE. Advertiser is prepared to negotiate for the

purchase of the rights of manufacturing and selling an aero-
engine of approved construction.—Particulars to M., Box 357, c/o

5, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.

ALTIMETER, well-known make, good condition, going cheap.
Box No. 770, The -Aeroplane. 166, Piccadilly, W.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying
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MOISTURE PROOF.
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BOOKS TO READ.
DOOM OF THE KAISER," foretold in Monk Johannes' start-

ling 300 year old prophecy
;

8-page pamphlets, sent

post free, 6 copies is. id., 12 copies 2s. For distribution purpose*,

50 copies ss. 3d , 100 copies 8s. 6d.

Also "THE EAGLES AND THE CARCASE," by "Theta," in

10 chapters, being the most astounding book published in connec-

tion with prophecies on the war and its ultimate ending, 2S. 6d.

nett.—Morgans, Ltd., 88, Chancery Lane, London, W.C., or at

Newsagents, Bookstalls, etc., throughout the United Kingdom.
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Aircraft Manufacturing
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and
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BIPLANES

I
THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE CO. [Inc.]
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I
Ithaca, New York, U.S.A. |

= European Representative : =
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THt AHMIHALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Office and Works KINGSTON-ON-THAMES
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;

Kingston 774 (3 Lines)
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:

"Sopwith, Kingstoni"
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MILESTONES—XVI

The Cody Machines:— First came the Military Experiment of 1908, with an Antoinette engine. Then the improved
type of 1909 with a Green engine. Next came the "Cathedral" of 1910, with a Green engine, which won the

Michelin Prize. Following it in 1911 came the "Daily Mail" Circuit machine, also with a Green, which also won
the Michelin Prize. This was afterwards modified into the 1912 type which won the Military Competition and £5,^00

in prizes, with an Austro-Daimler engine, and later won the Michelin Circuit Prize, again with a Green. In 1912

the only Cody Monoplane was built, and in 1913 a modified biplane on which the great pioneer was killed.

TRIPLEX Safety GLASSY
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NOTHING BETTER

A. V. ROE & Co. Ltd.,
Telegrams :

TRI PLANE." M ANCH ESTER Telephone :

537 Failswoith.
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AIRSCREWS

WORKS s~
5, HYTHE ROAD,

CUMBERLAND PARK,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

Contractors to H.M. Government.

30, Regent Street, Piccadilly. S.W.
Phone—280 Gerrard. Wire—" Santochimo, Londoa."

EMAILLITE
WORKS s—

5, HYTHE ;R0AD,

CUMBERLAND PARK,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION,
N.W.

THE BRITISH EMAILIITE CO., LTD.

.30, RegentlStpeet, Plcoadllly, S.W.

'Phone—280 Gerrard

.Wire—" Sintoohimo, London. "i; "As Tightias a Drum.'

ANZANIl ENeiNES
WORKS s-

ANZANI WORKS,
SCRUBS LANE,
WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

THE BRITISH ANZANI ENGINE CO., Ltd.
Contractors to H.M. Government,

30, Regent Street, Piooadilly Clrous, London, S.W.
'Phone—280 Gerrard. •* Wire—" Anzani, Piccy, London."
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ON BIG GUNS AND AIRSHIPS.
vSoine few months ago, long before the newspapers

evolved the fairly obvions theoiy that instead of sitting

rusting in the Kiel Canal the German Fleet might be
preparing some snccessfnl form of frightfulness for opera-

tion against our Fleet, I happened to be discussing the

same subject with a distinguished Admiral in the vService

of a neutral country-.

Such trivialities as submarines or submersible super-

Dreadnoughts, and aircraft of such size as to be capable

of sinking even such craft—if they caught them on the

surface—were debated, more or less r.s a joke, for

although they will come in the future, these vehicles of

war are scarcely within the scope of present operations.

Thence the talk drifted naturally to the more practical

question as to whether the Germans might be fitting

their existing ships with ly-inch or 20-inch guns capable
of outranging our Naval guns and beating them on
weight of metal as well.

The Admiral pointed out, quite ii;.lurally, that if a

turret on a warship were built to take 13-inch or 15-inch

guns it would not stand the shock of 17-inch or 20-inch

or take the mechanism to work then: Also, he argued

that as the mechanism and tlie architecture of a turret

extends down into the bowels of the ship, the whole
inside of the vessel would have to be rebuilt if the turrets

were to be altered to take the bigger guns.

With all due humility, T \entured to suggest that a

turret which would stand up to the shock of two 15-inch

guns fired at once would easily stand the shock of one
20-inch, and so the Germans might turn their two-gun
turrets into a one-gun turret for a much bigger gun.

He admitted that much, but said it would be a silly

thing to do, because the punch of two 15-inch shells at

once would be better than the punch of one 20-inch.

Naturally I agreed with that, but submitted that if one
20-inch gun outranged the i5-inch' guns, and could start

hitting before they came within range, the 15-inchers

would be no more good than 3- pounders.

His reply to that was that 15-inch and even 13-inch

guns now began hitting at such extreme range that if

the range increased any more it would be impossible to

see the target, and he cited the destruction of Admiral
\'on Spec's squadron in the vSoulh Atlantic in support of

his argument, saying that, taking the officially published
figures as correct, the big ships can have been barely in

sight of their targets.

Admitting the accuracy of his premises, .t seems that

there can therefore be no object in making naval guns
of greater range than those now existing, seeing that they
have to operate on a moving target. If, however, guns
of such size were transportable by land there would be
good reason for their existence, as they would be firing

from a fixed point at a known spot on the map, and so
could get uncomfortably near their target by the use of

fairly simple mathematics—as, in fact, big German guns
ha-ve made themselves unpleasant to Dunkerque and
Nancy.

An Omitted Factor.

Unfortunately for his argument, this distinguished

officer was reckoning without the use of aircraft, and it

seems to me that many officers of equal distinction in our

own Fleet may be making the same mistake. I there-

fore submit to them that if a gun, assisted by an aero-

plane or an airship or even a kite-balloon, and using

"wireless," can hit a ship which is invisible because of

the intervention of the Gallipoli Peninsula, it is equally

possible for a gun similarly assisted to hit a target which

is hidden by the horizon or by misty atmosphere.

Rightl}' or wrongly, I am under the impression that

tlie . Real Nav}^ does not think highly of aeroplanes, and

(Iocs not think at all of airships. One cannot blame the

Navy.
The sailor of any nation—whether officer or rating—is

not, as a rule, a man of the world. He sees more of the

world than most men, but he is not of it. His acquaint-

ance with foreign countries is generally confined to cos-

mopolitan seaports—an 1 the worst sections of those ports

at that. His actual society is bounded by the sides of

his own ship, and his views on outside subjects are thos'e

gathered from such papers as drift aboard, which, in th'e

nature of things, owing to everyone's desire to get away
from the boredom of so limited a circle, are usually of the

more frivolous kind.

Unlike the soldier, the sailor sees little of people of

eminence in other professions, and therefore has little

opportunity of absorbing fresh ideas. He has, even, com-

paratively little opportunity of comparing the personnel

of his own ship with that of others, as a soldier can com-

pare regiment with regiment and profit thereby.

It follows that the sailorman frequently- and unless

he is a man of exceptional initiative and self-command

—

fails to grow up, and remains in later life an elderly

schoolboy, a very charming and breezy person as a com-

panion for a day's outing, but not one on whose judgment

or knowledge of the wicked world and its higher wicked-

nesses one would care to depend in time of personal or

national trouble.

There are, of course, exceptions. Officers who have

been Naval attaches at foreigu Courts acquire a savoir

jrdre which would grace a diplomatist and a knowledge

of intrigue which would disgrace a politician. Such men
can be of the highest value to their countries when used

intelligently.

I have known Naval officers of our own Service who
surreptitiouslj^ in the privacy of their own cabins, read

the "Nineteenth Centuiy," the "Nation," and the

"Spectator" in preference to the "Tatler" and the "Pink-

'Un"—joyous and entertaining though the latter papers

be. Some officers even prefer Clausewitz, Bernhardi, Sir

Christopher Craddock, and Admiral Mahan as authors,

to Elinor Glynn, Hubert Wales, Charles Garvice, and
Victoria Cross, but they are hardly typical of the Service.

Happily, The .•\EROPi,ANE has quite a number of readers

in the Flaet, apart from the R.N.A.vS., and as the number
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appears to be increasing rapidly it would appear that

interest in aircraft is also increasing in the Navy. Never-

feeless, the readers of Thjj Aeroplanb in the Army out-

aumber those in the Fleet by several thousands, which

fbes'to prove thtit the soldier is more receptive of new

ideas. .

. ; vSeeing is Believing.
' Again one finds this natural. The Army has seen in

Prance the magnificent work done by the R.F.C., by the

French Service (fAviation, and by the German aviators,

regardless of the weather. The Fleet has seen the ludi-

eroirs antics of a few undeveloped and, as a rule, badly

eared-for, under-powered and overloaded seaplanes,

operating on fine days only, when neither wind nor fog

hindered them.
Some few units of the Fleet, too far distant to have

any influence on the slow-moving General Opinion of the

Navy, have seen seaplanes doing work of high value in

East Africa and Mesopotamia, and to a limited extent in

the Ea.stern Mediterranean. Other detached sections of

the Fleet nearer home have seen seaplanes behaving in a

manner which has made them an object of derision to the

Real Navy, so these views cancel out.

The higher authorities in Whitehall are too bu.sy to

bother about such a trivial thing as an Air Fleet, and if

they ever think of it cit all they merely connect it in their

minds with a number of singularly unpleasant young men
who dash about in large motor-cars, or with other and

older men who seek for advancement by methods which
are happilj' unusual in the Service, or else they connect

an Air Fleet with popular clamour for leprisal.s on the

enemy's country, a method of warfare against which some
aged and religious gentlemen appear to have conscien-

tious objections.

Can one, therefore, blame the Navy as a whole for

having little faith in aircraft as an infallible aid to hit-

ting marks which the man behind the gun cannot see ?

Yet such is one of the chief missions in life of all naval

aircraft.

vSplitttng Into One.
Let it be clearly understood, once and for all, that

Naval Aircraft are part and parcel of the Navy. It seems
fairly certain that we shall in due course, later rather than
sooner—this being England—have an Air Service apart

from the Navy and Army, exclusively for aerial defensive

and offensive operations. But apart from that Third
Service, the Navy must have its Naval aircraft, manned
and handled by Naval officers and ratings, and the Army
must have its own Flying Corps, composed entirely of

soldiers.

It is unthinkable that, to quote an Irish friend of mine,
"the two existing Flying Services can be split into one."
The phrase sounds like a " bull," but it indicates exactly
the action of cutting them adrift from their own Services

and grafting them together into one new Service com-
posed of two disagreeable halves. The aero-ultramarine

is a human impossibility. On the other hand, the pukka
Air-vSer\'ice airman—using the word in its proper sense

—

is not merely a possibility but a necessity.

Leaving the new Air .Service and che Royal Flying
Corps out of the question for the moment, it seems to

me that the Navy needs big seaplanes—which will have
to be much more highly developed before they can be of

any great value to a Fleet in being; it also needs smaller
aeroplanes capable of starting from and landing on ships
—a perfectly practical proposition ; and it needs airships.

The Navy may perhaps own some shoregoing school
machines, merely because it is cheaper for pupils to learn
to fly on land than on water, for the simple reason that
it is easier to wreck a machine beyond lepair by alight-
ing badly on water. But, except for school-work, the
Navy should have no land-going aeroplanes at all.

The Naval Aeroplanes' Jobs.

The big seaplanes should be used for high-speed, long-

distance reconnaissanc either from home harbours or,

in Fleet opeiations against enemy coasts, froin seaplaiut

mother-ships. For a long time to come they cannot be
expected to operate in winds such as those in which the

R.F.C. fly all day in Flanders. There is no future -wha^t-

ever in the Navy for small seaplanes, useful au they are

at the present moment, and amusing as they may be a*

pleasure vehicles in time of peace.

The small machines launched from ships will be lased as

scouts by detached units of the Fleet or by squadron*

which are not big enough to have a seaplane mother-ship

attached. In Fleet actions they will also operate at gan-

spotters for their own ships.

These are merely brief indications of the duties of aero-

planes with the Fleet, and might be elaborated without

end. At the moment I wish to draw some attention to

the uses of airships, a class of craft which we are rather

apt to forget.

The Past of Airshifs.

First let me state for the nth time that our Naval and
Military authorities have been right in neglecting air-

ships. Inept and fatuous politicians not deeply concerned

for National safety, appreciated to the best of their feeble

abilities that aircraft were rather "as done" in the best

international society, decided that we must have some.
Their minds could not* rise to the realisation of vvhat the

Command of the Air meant to us, consequently they did

not insist on the Flying Services having the money nece-s-

sary to obtain and hold that command. The paltry sum
:]oled out by a vote-catching Ch.mcellor of the Exchequer
was enough to form the beginnings of t^vo aeroplane sec-

tions of the Services, but not enough' to build airships as

well. If all the monev allotted to the Flying Services

in 1911, 1912, and 1913 had been spent on air.ships we
should still be far behind Germany, and we should have
no aeroplanes at all.

As it was, the Navy wasted a considerable amount of

money, but gained certain valuable knowledge, on the

"Mayfly." The Army allowed the Royal Aircraft Fac-
tory to waste still more money on fooling about at Farn-
borough over little "portable" airships, "when just as

much knowledge could have been gained for a tenth of

the cost by allowing a few thousands a year to two or

three clever young Army ofliicers and Mr. F,. T. Vv^illows,

whose patents were appropriated without thanks.

The result was that we had nothing to show for our
money at the finish, and were poorer by a good few aero-

planes which we might have had if the R.A.F. had been
working for the country's good instead of for its own
aggrandisement.

The Airship's Present.

Gei^many, as usual leading the way in the practical

use of everything new, has shown us the present use of

the airship. Airship scouts in the North Sea and Baltic

have done work for the German fleet which no surface

ships could have done. It is not merely that each airship

has been worth a dozen fast cruisers ; it is that any old

airship has been able to come and go unmolested wherever
it willed, whereas the best possible cruisers would have
been destroyed by our Fleet.

We hold the command of the sea, but German airships

hold unopposed command of the air over the sea, and
consequently German vessels can come and go without

being caught, so long as the weather permits airships

to operate.

It is known that Zeppelins co-operating with sub-

marines have done certain important danaage to shipping.

The crew of one airship was awarded the Iron Cross all

round for co-operation which resulted in the torpedoing

of the Cressy, Aboukir, and Hague. German official
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claims, unpublished in this country, owing to our

conscientious objection to allowing the nation to know
the truth, indicate still greater successes by airships.

Those who care to ask any well-informed business man
in this country can judge for themselves, despite the

absence of details in the papers, the value of big airships

as weapons of offence, when skilfully used. Which alone

indicates that the German airships have more than paid

for themselves.

It would not be surprising to learn that the German
commerce-destroyer which captured the " Appam " and
sank sundry other ships was conned through our North

Sea patrols by an airship scout in wireless touch with

her, and, if that be so, the damage done by that German
ship has more than paid for her own loss when captured,

and for her airship scout as well.

Moreover, other commerce-raiders can be conned out in

a similar manner.
Apart from the big ships of the Zeppelin and Schiitte-

Lanz class, good work has been done by small and
medium-sized airships as submarine scouts and coast-

patrol vessels; but as their use is even more limited by
weather conditions than is the work of the Zeppelin class,

it seems that the biggest ships are also as necessary to

us as they are to the Germans.

The Future of the Airship.

When peace breaks out, the airship will find an im-

portant place as a passenger vehicle, at any rate for fine

weather. Germany showed us that before the war. Its

place in war in the far future is not so clear, but there

must be a place for it, and in the wars of the near future

its place is clearer still.

If we had big airships merely as efficient as existing

Zeppelins, it is at least certain that Zeppelin raids would
not be absolutely unopposed, and that we should be able

to retaliate with excellent moral effect.

As it is, the German Government can, at any rate,

soothe the restive section of the German people with the

statement that, whatever hardships they have to bear,

they are safe behind the " sure shield " of the German
armies and cannot be strafed from above as are the people

of England.
It is equally true that, if we had aeroplanes of the right

kind and proper organisation, we could make Zeppelin

visitations uncomfortable to the visitors, and quite safe

for our aeroplane crews. Just because it is possible to

obtain such aeroplanes and such organisation quicker

than we can build a fleet of big airships I am all in favour

of concentrating on aeroplane production. But that is

no reason for washing out airships altogether. Still less

is it a reason for going on with airship construction in a

half-hearted way.

Where Airships Score.

Everything that Commander Boothby, R.N., said in

favour of airships in his paper read before the United

Services' Institute in 1912 holds good to-day, and even

holds better. An airship can cruise with a fleet at sea.

In calm, hazy weather it can spot for the Fleet's big guns
when the enemy's ships are out of sight in the haze. If the

gunners can only see two or three miles, the airship can

take up a position two or three miles from the enemy
fleet and act as eyes for the gunners.

A big airship can transmit wireless messages to a dis-

tance unattainable by any existing aeroplane, or any
aeroplane of the near future. And it can receive wireless

when an aeroplane cannot.

If the German fleet has those big guns of which we
have heard so much, German airships and not German
aeroplanes will make them effective, and our ships will

be hit by an invisible enemy. It is fair to assume that

our Fleet is also progressing in the size and range of its

guns, but, even if we remain ahead of the Germans in

this respect, is our advantage going to be any use if we
have not the necessary spotting aircraft?

It has been argued that a kite-balloon hoisted from a

transmogrified tramp-steamer will give the gun-spotter

the elevation necessary to see over the horizon. It is not

merely a matter of seeing over the horizon; the need is

to see the target through a North Sea haze. Length of

vision, not angle, is the trouble.

Furthermore, it is useless to send
,
up half-trained

quirks on soggy seaplanes accompanied by still less

trained spotting officers equipped with short-range wire-

less which cannot receive. The gun-spotter in a Fleet

action should be a fully trained and experienced gunnery-

Jack, seated in a comfortable observation-car where charts

and navigating instruments can be used with accuracy. •

Hastily improvised spotting for big guns is merely en-

dangering his Majesty's ships, and the improvisor would
deserve to be shot on sentence by a court-martial.

So far as present aerial vehicles go, the big airship is

the only apparent vehicle for scientific gunnery in a Fleet

action.

Listening Posts.

There is yet another point in favour of airships which
seems worth considering. No matter how good aero-

plane patrols may be, they must depend on their eyes

to find enemy airships. One may silence engines, but

one cannot silence air, and, though one may shut off and
glide slowly, yet there will always be enough whistling

of wind round wires and struts to wash out any noise of

airship engines, gears, and propellers, unless they are

very close indeed.

An airship, on the other hand, can shut off and float.

There may be some creaking of the girders and stays,

but there will be no continuous whistling. Therefore an
airship makes a perfect listening post for enemy aircraft

of all kinds.

Doubtless a small airship would do as well as a big

one for this job, but the big one has the advantage of

having a big radius of action and longer wireless range,

besides being a fighting ship and not merely a scout.

In this connection it will be well to remember that

all-night patrol aeroplanes must also be able to receive

wireless, so that they may hurry off to any place where
hostile aircraft are signalled, and so, if we had only a

few big airships to act at once as listeners and as flag-

ships for the aeroplane patrols, we should be in possession

of very valuable vessels.

As I have said, a half-hearted airship policy is worse

than no policy at all. A man who has specialised on

airships should be put in charge of the construction of

a few big ships and given a free hand. If in a year he

produces nothing worth having, let him be cashiered

from the Service. Doubtless the man fit for the job would

take the risk.

Let him have a sufficient number of the best engineers

and the best workmen in the country, not merely the

wasters who can be spared from other jobs. Let him
have all the material and machinery he needs, and all the

money to buy men, and thus to buy time, the essence of

the contract.

Let him have a free hand and put a stop to the endless

committees and conferences and confabulations which

have been the curse of this country in every department

since war began, and before. Let that man have the

advice of all the specialists he may require, and let ^im
encourage people with ideas to offer their advice, instead of.

booming them off, as is the custom of most people in

commanding positions.

Moreover, if he can evolve or absorb ideas, encourage

him to get away from German practice. The Zeppelin

is the best airship in the world to-day, but it is not neces-
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sarily the best possible. Therefore, if the chosen man
can avoid slavishly copying German design and con-

struction, let him do so.

A Typicai, Case.

Apropos booming o£E people with ideas, I came across

a delightful instance of official lack of intelligence the

other day. A young man, a specialist in his own line

of business, went to a certain Government department
and showed the officer in charge a new method of making
certain essential parts of an aeroplane, which would save
an immense amount per machine of time and of material

of a kind which is becoming scarce.

This officer, being merely a school-trained person and
utterly devoid of experience of commercial workshop
practice—which is of the highest value where speed in

production is of national importance—«aid he did not

think much of the notion, and advised the man to enlist

in this particular Flying Service, as he might make a

useful air mechanic—which would have meant that at his

particular class of work he might have done a full day's

work a week.

Very sensibly the man brought his idea to me, after

being turned down officially, whereupon I sent him to

two first-class firms of my acquaintance. The practical

men iu each firm simply jumped at the invention, and,

unless I am much mistaken, that man, who, if officialdom

had had its way, would have been wasting his time in

the King's Service, is going to do the King far greater

service by accelerating the supply of aircraft in a some-

what marked degree.

So much for putting theorists into jobs which only

experienced practical men should hold. • Being wartime,

I cannot be more specific, but the details, of this story

are among the humours of the war to be told when the

Censor is decently interred. However, that is by the

way, and merely illustrates the advisability of having

men who know their jobs to listen to people with ideas.

And this is a moral for the New Air Service as well

as the existing Flying Services, whether it pertains to

using or scrapping airships or to the proper use of men
with ideas in the sub-department dealing with airships.

—

C. G. G.

PETTY RIVALRY.
The extent to which petty newspaper rivalry will

go is shown in a long leader in the "Morning Post" of

Saturday, February 12th, devoted entirely to jeering at

Lord Northcliffe for allowing his papers to agitate for

adequate aerial defence. The utter fatuity of the "Post's"
line of argument may be judged from the following para-

graph :—
"The nation is not afraid of the Zeppelins : it would

indeed be unworthy to be a nation if it were to be scared

by the random dropping of bombs. We should rather

be proud to share a spice of the danger which is under-

gone daily and nightly by our sailors on the sea and

our soldiers in the trenches. We do not suggest that

the Zeppelin danger is negligible, or that the Govern-

ment had done its whole duty in meeting it. On the

contt-ary, we are willing to believe that much' more
might be done. However that may be, it is an ill

service to the country for a section of our Press to run

A GOOD MARK —Unter den Linden, Berlin, photographed from the Zeppelin airship "^Hansa" when King George V and the

Kaiser were holding a review there.

J
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this agitation upon lines of panic So far the Zeppelins

have been a failure : to convey an impression of fear

might encourage' the Germans to believe that they are

a success. They will only have a military result if an
alarmist Press assists them to produce a certain psycho-

logical effect upon the nation."

To begin with, everyone is afraid of Zeppelins, except

a few would-be suicides. The man who says he is not

is a liar. The bravest of our soldiers at the front is afraid

of shells, so there is nothing to be asbained of in merely
being afraid. The talk about being proud to share a

spice of danger is the merest newspaper cant. The best

one can say is that after being strafed by Zeppelins one
does not feel quite such a worm for stopping at home,
but as for being proud—Good Lord

!

To say that Zeppelins have been a failure is absolutely

untrue, and shows either gross ignorance on the part of

the writer or else a deliberate intention to mislead.

Zeppelins have in fact been one of the unexpected
successes of the war, not because of any inherent virtues

of their own, but because of the skill with which they
have been used and the ineptitude with which they have
been met. If a dozen men or so can hold up the whole
trafiic of the greatest country in the world for hours at

a time, and so cost that nation a sum that must run into

n'undreds of thousands of pounds, the invention which
enables them to do so may fairly be labelled a success.

There was a time when the "Morning Post" thought
more highly of airships and induced its readers to sub-

scribe some thousands of pounds to purchase a Lebaudy,
which seemingly arrived in this country, and after a

slight mishap disappeared. One would like to know
whether this little experience has soured the " Post "

against airships.

If the "Post" had joined whole-heartedly in the cam-
paigns for an adequate air service during the past three

or four years, instead of adopting an attitude of studied,

not to say snobbish, aloofness, much more might have
been done. Apparently because Lord Northcliffe and
Mr. Churchill both desired, quite independently, to push
forward aeroplane defence, the Bathurst-Beresford faction

did not see fit to join forces with the air-defence party.

An excellent condemnation of the "Morning Post's"

editorial attitude is found in Mr. Massac Buist's article

in the same issue of that paper, in which he says :

—

"The majority of the British public has not sufficient

imagination nor breadth of view to realise things until

they have happened. If in the single matter of the de-

velopment of aerial navigation the masses could have
foreseen even a fraction of what has come to pass it would
have asked for a more ambitious scale of Government
aerial enterprise, and, in an age when polling power gives

control, a Government of any cast of politics would have
given what was asked."
Can one blame the British public for lack of imagina-

tion or breadth of view, when a highly respected and
well-written paper like the "Post"—which is about the

only daily paper of to-day free from literary solecisms

—

denounces any attempt to tell the truth as scare-monger-

ing and "alarmist"? For, be it noted, a paper appealing

to the classes as the "Post" does, rather than to the

masses as do practically all other daily papers, could have
brought more pressure to bear on the Government Before

the war than almost any other, if it had gone "all out"
on the question of aerial defence instead of merely wast-
ing its energy on Beresford versus Churchill squabbles.

To-day, when matters have reached a crisis in the

Flying Services, the "Post" might be of the highest

service to the nation if it would throw its weight into the

fight for efficiency. Instead, it chooses to adopt a loftily

detached attitude, and treats this grave subject in such
a manner as to convey to the better-class people of this

country the idea that the crisis is a thing worked up by
Ivord Northcliffe and a few fellow-conspirators for their

own edification.

Mr. Buist at one time was more closely in touch with

Service aviation than any other writer. Of late, partly,

1 regret to hear, owing to ill-health, he has somewhat
lost touch with active service pilots, and may perhaps

be inclined to adopt the views of officials who sit in com-
fortable offices, never see the enemy, and never fly, ex-

cept on chosen days on chosen machines. If the "Post"
really wants facts, and is not merely bent on playing a

political game of its own, let it send Mr. Buist on a little

round of visits to certain of his old friends who know
what is going on behind the official scenes but in full

sight of the enemy.—C. G. G.

A THAMES IDYLL.
Oh Father Thames ! Old Father Thames

!

"Freedom for all," your voice proclaims :

In Wintry torrents' whirling dash

Whipped by the North wind's Arctic lash.

In Summer's light and dainty splash,

"Be free as I!" cries Father Thames.

Oh Father Thames, upon your stream

Was consummate the Barons' dream
Of Freedom : Magna Charta Isle

Wreathed in the mists of June's fair smile,

Witnessed the fall of monarch's wile

To curb the subjects' lawful cause.

Your reaches rang with loud applause,

Your verdant banks with spears did gleam.

'Neath Windsor's grey and sombre walls

Your course flows on : the twilight falls :

Upon that Tower is seen a shade

In kingly Tudor garb arrayed.

Who did the Popish power upbraid.

Religious freedom to that wraith

—

"Henry, Defender of the Faith"—
We owe it still : its strength ne'er palls.

Ah, Chertsey Abbey's silv'ry chime

No more peals forth in song sublime

!

Fair to the sight though rank at core,

That lovely form hid festering sore :

Across the meads 'tis seen no more,

Razed to the dust for secret crime.

At Hampton Court the willows sway :

Tudor, Stuart, aud Guelph display

In turn has graced those leafy bowers

;

Those shady courts and roseate towers

Echoed the mirth of sunny hours.

Those walls a tyrant did confine.

Scorning the kingly right divine.

(Time and the Thames flow on their way!)

The Town of Kings upon Thames' bank
Did 'mong the foremost ever rank.

There kings were crowned and battles fought.

Knights lived and died of valour wrought.

Alas ! its glories are as nought,

Sunk in foul weed and sedges dank.

Its triumphs are not all of yore

—

A wondrous thing upon its shore

Doth skim the tide, then flouts the swirl

And into ether high doth whirl.

Drowning the seagulls' plaintive skirl.

Free as the bird, the air, the stream.

The seaplane—ofispring of man's dream

—

Shall guard our freedom evermore.

So, Father Thames, old Father Thames

!

A solemn prayer the lip still frames

For Freedom, both by land and sea.

Let foes mark well the old decree,

That Britons slaves shall never be,

But free as thou, old Father Thames

!

F. E. B.
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The Development of German Aeronautics,—^on^mued.
BY W. L. WADE.

German Naval Flying.

Considerable attention was devoted to the German
Naval Air Service during 1913, and some comment was
raised at the time by the purchase of a loo-h.p. Avro
biplane by the German authorities. This machine made
flights to Heligoland from the mainland, and just before

the war it was seen still in flying order over the North
Sea.

Most of the German machines were of the "flying punt"
variety, many of them being huge box-kites, but some
quite good seaplanes were to be found here and there.

In July, 1913, the first waterplane contest took place at

Bodensee on Lake Coistance. The competitors were
Herren Stoeffler (120-h.p. Aviatik biplane), Thelen (100-

.h.p. Albatros biplane), Gsell (140-h.p. Zeppelin biplane),

Kiessling (loo-h.p. Ago biplane;, Hirth (loo-h.p. Albatros
biplane), VoUmoUer (75-h.p. Albatros monoplane), Kol-
mert (65-h.p. Zeppelin monoplane), Bauerlein (150-h.p.

Otto biplane).

The tests made due insistence on frequent landings on
the water, but owing to the smooth water and fine weather
the results were inconclusive, although a great deal of

flying took place. Hirth, Thelen, and Gsell took the bulk
of the awards.

A notable flight with a passenger was made during
August by young Herr Max Schiller, who, on a loo-h.p.

Ago biplane, flew from Berlin to Vienna in less than
24 hours' flying time. Only two landings were made on
the way, these being occasioned by inclement weather.
For this feat he was awarded £200 a month by the
National Fund until the performance should be beaten.

Illuminating Figures.
As some indication of the rapid growth of aviation in

Germany it is noteworthy that during the month of

August in this year no less than 3,300 flights were made
at the Johannisthal Aerodrome alone by 120 different
pilots. The total time spent in the air at this place was
3561 hours. One aviator, Herr Stiefvater, made 460 flights
on Jeannin monoplanes.

Anothsr Military Event.
Another semi-military contest took place at this time—

the East Prussian Circuit—the route being from Konigs-
berg to Insterburg, Allenstein, Preussisch-Holland, and
back to Konigsberg. A special military reconnaissance
also took place over Pillau, Schlobitten,'and Tilsit. For
one reason and another several civilian competitors
scratched, and only Herren Stiploschek (130-h.p. Jeannin
monoplane), vSuvelack (loo-h.p. Kondor monoplane),
Kiihne (loo-h.p. Albatros monoplane), Friedrich (loo-h.p.
Etrich monoplane), and Caspar (loo-h.p. Gotha mono-
plane) started. OflScers were passengers m all cases.
Lieuts. Hantelmann (loo-h.p. Rumpler monoplane), von
Eckenbrecher (loo-h.p. Jeannin monoplane), Geyer (100-
h.p. Aviatik biplane), Pretzell (loo-h.p. Albatros mono-
plane), and Malinke (rco-h.p Iv.V.G. monoplane) were the
.military candidates. Herr Friedrich carried off the palm
for the civilians, receiving a substantial grant from the
National Fund. The Emperor's trophy for military fliers
was awarded to Lieut. Pretzell, and I^ieut. Geyer received
the War Office prize.

A Good Day's Work.
A flight which won a £200 monthly grant from the

National Fund was made on August 26th by Herr Victor
Stoeffler on a 65-h.p. Aviatik-Arrow biplane. Starting
from Mulhouse in Alsace, he flew to Insterburg within
the twenty-four hours, a total distance of 769 miles. On
the same day Herr Bruno Steffen beat the then existing
German duration record by remaining aloft for 6 hours
48 minutes.
On August 30th and 31st a species of "Aerial Derby"

took place round Berlin over a course of 63 miles. No less

than 23 starters left the line on the first day, and most

of them got safely round the course. On the second day

two laps had to be performed. There were twenty-two

^tarters, and again the majority successfully finished.

Herr Baierlein won the race on his Otto monoplane and

received £750 for his trouble. Other pilots who performed

well also received liberal reward at the hands of the

authorities and the National Fund.
A novel and somewhat significant incident took place

at Darmstadt in September. The occasion was the arrival

by train of Major Siegert on a visit of inspection to the

aerodrome. He stepped from the train into the station

square and boarded a monoplane, and, piloted by Lieut,

von Hiddessen, flew over the housetops of the city to the

air station

!

The 24 Hours' Attempts.

A determined effort was made by the National Fund to

capture the world's distante and duration records for

Germany, and six large prizes of £3,000, £2,500, ;£2,ooo,

£1,250, £750, and £500 for the longest flights iii twenty-

four hours made between the dates September 15th and
October 31st were offered. A special bonus of ;C5,ooo was
also offered in the event of Herr Schtiler's record of

1,600 kms. (970 miles) being beaten.

The first attempt was made by Stiefvater, with Lieut.

Zimmermann as passenger. On September i6th they

started from Freiburg on a Jeannin monoplane and flew

to Berlin with an intermediaiy stop at Gotha. After

leaving Johannisthal they encountered bad weather, and
were driven to earth at Elbing by a hailstorm. Another
attempt brought them to Konigsberg, the distance covered

being 1,150 kms. (700 miles), Stiefvater having flown with

breaks from .4.30 a.m. till 6.30 p.m.

Herr Viktor Stoeffler made a brave effort on the same
day. Setting out at 12.30 a.m. from Mulhouse on a 100-

h.p. Aviatik, he flew to Warsaw (about 720 miles) in eight

hours without a stop, being quite civilly received by the

Russians. After a stay of a day or two he flew back
non-stop to Johannisthal.

On October 12th Herr Reiterer made an attempt, in

which he flew on a loo-h.p. Etrich monoplane from Johan-
nisthal to Copenhagen carrying a passenger. Another
good flight was made by Herr Freindt on a loo-h.p.

Jeannin monoplane from Konigsberg to Berlin, taking
eight hours for the journey.

1,290 Miles in the Day.
A magnificent . performance was then achieved by Herr

Stoeffler on an Aviatik biplane (loo-h.p Mercedes motor).

He started from Johannisthal at i a.m. on October 14th,

and flying by moonlight travelled to Posen and back with-

out landing, arriving at Johannisthal at 3.49 a.m. Re-
starting at 6.45 a.m., the journey was made to Mulhouse-
Habsheim—685 kms.—by 1.30 p.m.. The next stage to

Darmstadt took 2 hours 34 minutes, which he reached at

5 p.m. He then flew back to Mulhouse in two hours, but
did not land, and returned to Darmstadt once more.
Carrying on, he arrived over Strassburg at 12.30 a.m.,

and from thence journeyed to Mulhouse. The total length
of the flight was 2,160 kms. (1,350 miles), achieved in a

trifle over twenty-four hours.

Only 2,060 kms. counted in the contest, as the flying
time was limited to exactly twenty-four hours. This was
sufficient, however, to bring him £8,000 in cash, and the

flight of 1,290 miles stands to-day as a world's record for

distance covered in the day.

The famous engineer, Herr Thelen, made a worthy effort

on October T4th. Starting from Johannisthal with a pas-
senger cm his loo-h.p. Albatros biplane soon after mid-
night, he got to Konigsberg at 5.55 a.m. Continuing to

Stettin, he returned to Konigsberg via Dantzig, the total

distance being 1,330 kms. (about 825 miles).

{To be continued.)
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette," February 8th, 1916

Wae Office, February 8tih.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Roval Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Wing Com.—Capt. (temp. Maj.)

E. R. Ludlovv-Hewitt, R. Irish R., from sqdn. com., and to be

temp, lieut.-col. whilst so employed. February 1st.

Squdn. Corns.—Capt. H. D. Harvey-Kelly, D.S.O., R. Irish,

from flig-ht com., and to be temp. maj. whilst so employed.

January 30th. Capt. G. C. R. Mumby, S.R., from eqpmt. officer,

and to be temp. maj. whilst so employed. February 2nd.

Flight-Com.—Lieut. J. P. C. Cooper, S.R., from flying officer,

and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed. January 27th.

Flying Officers.—Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) W. B. Ellis, A.S.C.,

T.F. January 8th. Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. T. Farrow, Middx., and

transfd. to Gen. List. January i8th. Temp. Sec. Liejt. J.

Callaghan, R. Munster F., and transfd. to Gen. List. January

2Sth. January 26t'h : Sec. Lieut. P. R. Tankerville-Chamber-

layne, nth Hrs., S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. A. W. Briggs, S.R.

Balloon Officer.—Capt. L. V. S. Blaclier, Q.V.O. Corps of

Guides (F.F.) (Lumsden's), I. A. December 3rd.

Memorandum.—To be temp, lieut. Tor employment under

Ministry of Munitions : February 9th. Air .Mechanic E. Tribe,

R.N.A.S.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementakv to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) J. T. Spittle confirmed in rank.

Sec. iieuts. to be lieuts. January ist : H. V. C. de Crespigny,

G. S. Peacock, L. W. F. Turner, B. C. McEwen, A. M. Low,
G. E. W. Humphery, H. A. Cooper, C. W. Snook, E. W. Barrett,

C. W. Wiilcox, E. Powell, W. H. Furlonger, I. O. Griffith,

M. A. Shepstone, C. Hirtzel, J. T. Spittle.

Sec. Lieut (on prob.) C. G. Jones confirmed in rank.

Sec. Lieut. N. S. Roupell placed on half-pay list on acct. ilL-

health. February 28th
* * «

From tht "London Gazette" Supplement, February 9th, 1916.

War Office, February 9th.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.- -Roy.al Flying
Corps.—Central Fiying School.—Commandant.—61. Maj.

(temp. Lieut. -Col.) C. J. Burke, D.S.O., R. Irish, a wing com.,

and retain temp, rank w'hilst so employed, vice Capt. (temp.

Lieut.-Col.) D. le G. Pitcher, 39th K.G.O. Cent. Ind. Horse,

I. A. February ist.

Military Wing.—Balloon Officer.—Sec. Lieut. C. (i. Jones,

S.R. January 28th.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 10th, 1916.

War Office, February loth.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal - Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Wing Coms. from sqdn. coms., and
to be temp, lieut. -cols, whilst so employed. February ist: Capt.

(temp. Maj.) A. C. H. MacLean, R. Scots. Maj. H. C. T. Dowd-
ing, R.A. Capt. (temp. Maj.) C. L. Newall, and K.E.O.
Gurkha R. (Sirmoor R ), A.A. Capt. (temp. Maj.) P. L. W.
Herbert, Sherwood Foresters. Bt. Maj. D. S. Lewis, D.S.O.,
R.E.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Sec. Lieut. H. J. Poole, S.R. J.^.nuary

ist. Sec. Lieut. E. W. Bowen, S.R January 7th.

Memorandum.—J. S. Nicholson to be temp. hon. capt. whilst

employed in Directorate of Mil. Aeronautics. October 18th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplkmentary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps. —Military Wing.—Sec.

lieuts. (on prob.) confirimed in rank : F. G. Pinder, G. A. Crane,

J. Elgood, J. Brown, H, R. Spence, S. Turner, L. J. Stuart.

F. Murphy to be sec. lieut. (on prob.). February 2nd.

* * *

From the "London Gazette," February 11th, 1916.

. Admiralty, February loth.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Proby. flight , sub-lieuts.

confirmed in rank of flight sub-lieut. : R. Chambers. May 31st.

G. H. Bittles. October 17th.

Proby. flight sub-lieuts. confirmed in rank of flig.ht sub-lieut,

for temp. serv. : H. \. Peck. July 23rd. C. G. Knight. August
5th. b". C. H. Cross. August 7th. N. R. Davenport. August
21st. E. L. Pulling. August 21st. E. P. Hicks. August 23rd.

J. G. Hudson. August 29th. J. F. Horsey. August 30th. M.
Bartlett. August 30th. G. C. V. Hewson. September 24th.

J. H. Vickers. October ist. C. H. FitzHerbert. October 3rd.

G. Tihom. October 3rd. H. W. Evens. October 6th. R. F.

Maitland. October 20th. R. S. de Q. Quincy. October 24th.

G. K. Blandy. October 31st. P. A. F. Belton. November 22nd.

Act. Flight Lieut. A. W. Clemson confirmed in rank of flight

lieut. April 23rd.

War Office, February Sth.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flyi.vg
Corps.—Central Flying School.—In«tr.—Capt. J. H. A. L.-m-

don, Essex, T.F., a Flight Com., Mil. Wing, vice Capt. J. L.
Jackson, Conn. Rang., S.R. January 23rd.
Military Wing.—Flying Officers.—January 29th: Sec. Lieut..

A. Ball, Sherwood Foresters, T.F. ; Sec, Lieut. A. T. Harris, S.R.
Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Sec. Lieuts., S.R. : J. Elgood. Decem-

ber ist. J. Brown. December 21st. H. R. Spence. December
23rd. S. Turner. December 27th. L. J. Stuart. December
29th. January 291!! . Temp. Lieut. R. C. Lane, Middx., and
transfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. N. Nowell, attd.
R.H. Guards, and transfd. to Gen List; Sec. Lieut. D. G.
Prentice, Worcs., S.R., and seconded; Sec. Lieut. G. A. Crane,
S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. H. Jameson, S.R.

;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. C. S.

Kent, Gen. List.

Memorandum.—^To be temp. sec. lieut. : L.-Cpl. T. G. Gordon,
Lord Strathcona's H. (R. Cans.), for duty with R.F.C. Febru-
ary 3rd.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—Sec.
lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : H. Jameson, A. T. Harris.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 12th, 191«.

War Office, February 12 th.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Corns., from Flying Officers,,

and to be temp, capts. whilst so employed. January 30th : Tempi.
Lieut. H. M. Sison, A.S.C. ; Sec. Lieut. H. E. Van Goethem,
S.R. Capt. R. G. Blomfield, Surrey YeO. February 3rd.

Flying Officers.—January 27th : Lieut. G. H. Morton, 48tih

Can. Inf.
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. T. H. McDowell, R.A., and transfd.

to Gen. List
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. D. Pearce, R. Warwicks, and

transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. F. G. Pinder, S.R. January
28th : Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. A. Johnston, Middx., and transfd.
to Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. R. J. Lowcock, Sherwood Foresters

;

Sec. Lieut. C. B. Bond, Middx., S.R., and seconded.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 14th, 1916.

War Office, February 14th.

REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying-
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Comms. from Flying Officers.

—

January 28th : Maj. S. Smith, Royal Field Artillery, T.F.
;
Capt.

T. A. E. Cairnes, 7th Dgn. Guards.
Flight Comms.—Capt. S. C. Raftles, 3rd R. Welsh F., S.R.,

from Balloon Officer. January 29th. Sec. Lieut. V. A. H. Robe-
son, S.R., from Flying Officer, and to be temp. Capt. Whilst so
employed. February ist.

,

Flying Officers.—February 1st : Sec, Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) N. P.

Manfield, Northants, T.F. ; temp. Sec. Lieut. E. S. Moulton-
Barrett, .Seaforth H., and transfd. to Gen. List; temp. Sec. Lieut.

S. H. Ellis, Northd. F., and transfd. to Gen. List
;
temp. Sec.

Lieut. C. H. Collins, R. Warwicks, and transfd. to Gen. List ;.

Sec. Lieut. T. R. Irons, York and Lanes, S.R., and seed. ; Sec.

Lieut. J. J. Lynch, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. L. Minot, S.R. ; Sec, Lieut.

A. H. O'H. Wood, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. J. C. Cuningham, S.R.
Balloon Officers.—January 20th : Capt, F. M. Roxby, N. Staffs,.

S.R., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. J. S. D. Berrington, Lanes. F.,.

T.F.
Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Sec. Lieut. O. V. Thomas, S.R.

January 21st. Sec. Lieut. J. G. Hutt, S.R. January 28th. Sec.

Lieut. E. W, Vaughan, S.R. February 3rd,

Memorandum,—Sec. f^ieut. (temp. Lieut.) H. G. Trust, Royal;

Flying Corps, S.R., transferred to Gen. List for special duty. •

August 17th, with seniority August 4th,

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Roy,\l Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob. confirmed in rank. J. C. Cuning'ham, J. G.
Hutt, O. V, Thomas. E. W. Vaughan.

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Admi-

ralty on February Sth :—
RoY.AL Naval Air Service.—^Mr. J. A. Hatton, entered as temp,

sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., and, appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.-^i.S., to date February 7th.

Messrs. R. A. Campbell, H. McL." Hill, and C. E. Pattison,

entered as proby, flight sub-lieuts,, for temporary service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R,N.A.S., to date

January loth.
» * « *

The following appointments were notified at the Admi^
ralty on February loth :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., S.

Nixon entered as a proby. flight sub-lieut. (temp.) and appointed'

to the ''President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date February Sth.

Mr. N. E. Woods entered as profcy. flight sub-lieut. (temp.) and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.'S., to date-

Jailuarv 25(11.
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The following appointments were notified at the Admi-
ralty on February nth :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Messrs. A. L. Howarth and A. b.

Spencer granted temp, commissions as sub-lieuts., R.N.V.R., and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date
February 17th and January 24th respectively.

Mr. G. M. T. Rowse promoted to the rank of proby. flight

sub-lieut. for temp, service, and apjxiinted to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date February loth.

The "following appointments were notified at the Ad-
miralty on February 14th :

—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Sqdn. Com. H. L. Woodcock,

appointed Actng. Wing Com., temp., to date February 12th.

Flight Com. E. R. C. Nanson, appointed Actng. Sqdn. Com.,
tejnp. , to date February 6th.

.\sst. Paymr., R.N., D. R. Thurstan, to bhe "President," addi-

tional, for R.N..'\.S., as Actng. Flight Lieut., to date February
i2th.

The undermentioned have been entered as prob. Flight Sub-
Lieuts. for temp, service, and appointed to the "President," addi-

tional, for R.N.A.S., to date as mentioned: N. M. Macgregor
and R. R. Winter, February 12th ; E. B. Waller, November 8th

;

G. R. Hodgson, J. L. Gordon, and W. E. Orchard, January
18th ; H. C. Randall-Stevens and C. S. Hay, February 28th.

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve.—The following has been
granted a temporary commission as Sub-Lieutenant : H. C. Jevons
(probationary Flight .Sub-Lieutenant, R.N.), with seniority of

February iith.
* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the follow-

ing casualty on February loth :

—

Seriously Injured.

(Under date February 8th.)

Flight Lieut. Charles W. Graham, R.N.
' * * -k

The following appealed in the "Times" of February
14th :

—
EAST MEDITERRANEAN.—NEWS REQUESTED as to

FLIGHT LIEUTENANT CYRIL F. LAN DAVIS, R.N., after

October 12th, 1915.—I. Davis. 46, Temple, E.C.
^

MILITARY.
The Secretary of the War Office made the following

-announcement on February 9th :

—

With reference to the Berlin Main Headquarters
report, dated February 8th, 1916, to the effect that a

German aeroplane squadron attacked Poperinghe rail-

way buildings and camp, Sir Douglas Haig reports

that a hostile aeroplane dropped four bombs near

Poperinghe Station, but that no damage was done.

[It is possible that the rest of the German squadron
may have flown so high or so fast that no one saw them.

—Ed.]
* * *

G.H.Q. dispatch of February loth says :
—

Eighteen aeroplanes carried out a successful bombing
raid yesterday on enemy huts at Terhand. Several

huts were damaged and a steam lorry was hit. All

our machines returned safely.

H: m Hf ^

G.H.Q. dispatch of February 12th says •—
The facts of the German aeroplane attack described

in the German wireless of the 8th instant are as follows.

Eleven hostile machines appeared. One machine
dropped three bombs about six miles behind our front

line. It was driven down by two of our machines,

crossing the line at 500 ft. The remainder did not face

our patrols nor did they cross the line.

* * *

G.H.Q. dispatch of February 13th says :
—

There has been considerable aerial activity by both

sides about Ypres.
* * *

O.H.Q. dispatch of February 14th says :
—

Yesterday there were 17 fights in the air. As a result

of one of these a large hostile double-engined machine
was driven down in the enemy's lines.

The War Office issued the following on February 14th :

A telegram received from the General Officer Com-
manding the troops in Mesopotamia states that the
weather has now cleared, and that he has received re-

ports dated February 13th both from General Aylmer
and from General Townsaend at Kut-el-Amara. I

The former states that the situation is unchanged,
and the latter reports that an aeroplane flew over Kut,
dropping two bombs, but that no damage was done.
[This indicates German equipment of the Turkish

troops in Mesopotamia, so one may expect still more
stubborn fighting there.—Ed.]

* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List published
on February loth :—
Previously officially n'PorLcd Missing, now unofficially

reported Killed.

Barton, Sec. Lieut. R., R.F.C.
Brooking, Sec. Lieut. W. A., R.F.A. and R.F.C.
Hayward, Lieut. C. O., Lincoln R., yth'Sn., and R.F.C.
Watts, Sec. Lieut. W., General List, New Armies, and
R.F.C.

Previously officially reported Missing, r.oib unofficially

reported IVounded and Prisoner of War.
Wilson, Lieut. C. B., loth (Prince of Wales's Own
Royal) Hussars, and R.F.C.

Previously officially reported Missing, noiv unofficially

reported Prisoners of War.
Adams, Sec. Lieut. F., General List, and R.F.C.

McEwan, Sec. Lieut. J. G., R.F.C.
* * *

.Second Lieut. R. Barton received his commission as

temp, second lieut. in the New Armies in October, 1914,

and twelve months later was gazetted flying officer,

R.F.C.

Second Lieut. W. A. Brooking was gazetted to the .

Royal Artillery in October, "1915.

Second Lieut. W. Watts obtained his commission as

temporary second lieut. in the autumn of 1915.

Lieut. Charles Oswald Hayward was 31 years of age,

and was the son of Mrs. H. C. Wilson and the late Mr.

C. P. Hayward, of Beaumont Lodge, Lincoln. He was
educated at Repton and Pembroke College, Cambridge.
At Repton and Cambridge he was an active member of

the Officers' Training Corps, and in September, 1914,

was given a commission in the 7th Lincolns. Promoted
lieutenant three months later, he went to Flanders in

July of 1915. Shortly before Christmas he joined the

R.F.C. and became a daring and efficient officer.
' « * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List published

on February nth :
—

Pren^ously officially reported Missing, nonj unofficially

reported Killed.

Wilkinson, Sec. Lieut. E. S., ist London (T.F.) and
Royal Flying Corps.

» * *

The undermentioned casualties in the Expeditionary

Force were reported on February 14th under date Febru-

ary 6th :
—

Missing.

Sec. Lieut. E. H. E. J. Alexander, King's Own (York-

shire L.I.) and Royal Flying Corps.

Sec. Lieut. L. J. Pearson, R. Engineers and Royal Fly-

ing Corps.

Reported without dates :

Previously reported Missing, now reported Killed.

Sec. Lieut. M. Head, York and Lancaster Regt. and

Royal Flying Corps.

Sec. Lieut. G. L. Pitt, Royal Flying Corps.

Previously reported Missing, now reported Died of

Wounds as Prisoner.

Lieut. G. A. Porter, R. Field Artillery and Royal FI3'-

ing Corps.
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Died of Woxtnds.
Lieut. J. Prestwich, East Lancashire Divl. Train A.S.C.

-(T.F.) and Royal Flying Corps.
« * «

'

Second Lieut. M. Head was commissioned in Novem-
ber of 1915.

Second Lieut. G. L. Pitt obtained his commission in

December, 1914, and was gazetted to the R.F.C. in Sep-

tember, 1915. The late Mr. Pitt will be remembered by
many as one of the chief constructors of the Dunne bi-

plane at Eastchurch and Hendon. He was an excellent

draughtsman and good engineer, and was personally

highly popular with everyone for his good temper,

humour, and kindness of heart. He will be deeply

mourned by many friends among the older hands in the

aeroplane industry.

Lieut. Gavin Alexander Porter was bom in June, 1891,

and entered the Royal Artillery frord the Special Reserve
in May, 1913. He was promoted in June, 1915, and in

July was seconded to the R.F.C.
Lieut. J. Prestwich was second lieut. in March, 1914,

pud in September, 1915, he was promoted, and afterwards

-seconded to the R.F.C.
* * *

Sentence was promulgated on February 8th by the

Military Court held at Philberds, Maidenhead, the previ-

ous week, on Lieut. Otto Thelen, of the German Army
Flying Corps, who was rescued from a sinking aeroplane
in the North Sea, and Lieut. Hans Kehhack, of the Ger-
?nan Navy. Both prisoners pleaded guilty to the charge
of attempting to escape from Holyport prison camp,
where they had been confined after escaping from Doning-
ton Hall. The Court sentenced each prisoner to nine
months' detention at the military detention barracks,
Chelmsford, whither they were conveyed in a motor-car.
[Chelmsford is well within the radius of action of raid-

ing Zeppelins. They would have been less exposed to

risk if they had stayed quietly at Donington Hall or
Holyport.—Ed.]

* * *

The following appeared in the marriage columns on
-February 14th :—

RAFFLES—NEEDHAM.—On February 12th, at St. Peter's,
Cranley Gardens, S.W., Captain Stamford Cecil Raffles, 3rd
Battn. Royal Welsh Fusiliers and Royal Flying Corps, elder
son of rhe Rev. T. Stamford Raffles and Mrs. Raffles, of Lex-
den, Colchester, to Edith Margaret, elder daughter of Capt.
R. B. Needliam, R.N., and Mrs. Needham, of 78, Drayton
Gardens, S.W., and Brunswick Square, Hove, Sussex.

« :is «

A marriage is arranged, and will shortly take place,

between Alastair George Lionel Miller, Lieutenant, Irish

Guards, attached to Royal Flying Corps, only surviving
son of Sir William F. Miller, Bt., and Lady Miller, of

Glenlee, and 57, Ennismore Gardens, S.W., and Flora,

youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Petersen,
Cherkley Court, Leatherhead, Surrey.

* * *

The " Daily Express " correspondent at Madras says
that a private in an infantry battalion tells the following
story of a tug-of-war for an aeroplane in a letter published
in the Madras " Mail "

:
—

" A British aeroplane, owing to engine fault, was
forced to descend midway between the British and Ger-
-nan trenches, but the aviator, though slijrhtly wounded,
contrived to wriggle into safety. At nightfall British

soldiers crept out and fastened a rope to the aeroplane,

and later began to haul it in. To their surprise the
Boches had been at the same game, so that a veritable
tug-of-war ensued, and ended in a stalemate. For days
the aeroplane lay out in No Man's Land, securely moored
to both trenches, neither side being able to move it.

" One night, under cover of darkness, an officer, with
two or three men, crawled to the machine, and unfastened
the rope attached by the Germans, which they retied to a
^take firmly driven in the ground. At daybreak the tug--

of-war began again, and this time the aeroplane was
pulled into the British advanced trench. In their wrath
and astonishment the Huns forgot their usual caution

and popped their heads out of their trenches. A dozen
of them fell victims to the British snipers."

* * *

A friend in the R.F.C, recently returned from "the

back of the front," to use his own expression, has brought
one or two quite good little tales.

A pilot, who for his own sake shall be nameless, was
forced to make a hurried landing, and found himself, to

his astonishment, in a tree, upside down 1 Whilst trying

to release himself from this somewhat invidious position

he heard an angry voice from somewhere beneath him
ordering him to come down immediately and explain his

conduct.

This being the last straw, the pilot gave vent to his

feelings, and after a graphic description of the voice's

probable ancestry, together with a few details of a more
personal nature, he finally wound up by advising him to

seek a more salubrious spot with all speed.

At the subsequent inquiry into the matter, the pilot's

defence was that you cannot recognise a general upside

down

!

* * *

Another little tale concerned a major, also in the

R.F.C, who, having just been decorated by the King,

was walking to his car, when a man in the crowd snatched

the medal off his tunic. The major was just about to

knock him down when to his astonishment the man put

it in a case and handed it back to him. "How was I to

know the fellow wasn't collaring it?" demanded the

major, putting it in his pocket this time for safety.
« • •

Have you heard of the German pilot, who, when taken

prisoner, demanded a conveyance to carry him to his

destination, and was seriously insulted when offered the

only one available—a mule ?

Or of the pilot, British this time, who lost his way and
inquired it of a passer-by in very laboured French, only

to meet the response, "Very sorry, old chappie, I'm a

stranger myself" ?

There is also the story of the observer who scattered

some Germans with a novel bomb—the Royal Sludgers

only football ! vSo if you meet an R.S. looking for 'an

observer in the R.F.C. vou'will know whv-
FRANCE.

M. Besnard tendered his resignation of the post of

Under-Secretary of State for Military Aeronautics on

February 8th.

In his letter of resignation to the Premier M. Besnard

stated that he had tried to ^ve the air service the organi-

sation, work, and production it needed. Yesterday, how-
ever, during a meeting of the Army Commission of the

Senate it appeared to him that it was intended to place

upon him responsibilities which exceeded the powers con-

ferred upon him, and which only the Minister of War
would have the power to assume. M. Besnard said that

therefore he was obliged to tender his resignation.

M. Briand urged M. Besnard to reconsider his decision,

but M. Besnard insisted. The Government decided not

to appoint a successor to M. Besnard for the present. The
air services will again be placed under the direct authority

of the Minister of War.
The Committee of the Senate regarded him as respon-

sible for the defence of Paris and for the air service gene-

rally. But he refused to consider himself responsible for

anything but material. The situation is complicated by
the fact that several officers complained that the work
of supplying the air service was not efficiently performed,

and was aggravated by rather bitter Press and Parliamen-

tary criticism.

[M. Besnard has done his best with the mental capacity

God gave him, and if he has failed he has done as much
ns those placed in charge of aviation in this country.—iEd.]
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It was reported from Paris on February gth. that Colonel
Regnier, of the Artillery, Director of the Central Military
Explosives School, had been appointed Director of Mili-
tary Aeronautics at the Ministry of War. Colonel Regnier
has been for a year at the head of the School of Pyrotech-
nics at Bourges. He had already belonged to the Service
d 'Aviation as Director of Material.

* * *

One is glad to hear that as a first step towards averting
the "crisis" m French aviation, no "indemmite"—i.e.,

flying pay—is to be paid in future to officers who do not
fly regularly. By this order a number of useless chefs
d'escadrille will find their incomes seriously reduced.

* * *

It was reported from Paris on February 13th that a
warning that a Zeppelin had been sighted was given in

Rouen at 8.50 the previous evening, and was withdrawn at

10.40. Similar steps were taken at Havre. Presumably
the Zeppelin turned back.

* « « •

"Renter" sent the following from Paris on February
13th :—

"It is reported from Hazebrouck, in Northern France,
that Mr. Grahame-White has ueen seriously injured."
The story is absolutely untrue so far as Mr. Claude

Grahame-White, the aviator, is concerned. One is happy*
to say that Mr. Grahame-White is in excellent health and
is working hard at Hendon.

GERMANY.
The communique of February 8th says :—
A German aeroplane squadron attacked the railway

buildings at Poperinghe and the English camp between
Poperinghe and Dixmude. After frequent fights with
the enemy aeroplanes which ascended for defence, our
squadron returned without loss.

[Mr. Tennant, in the House of Commons, on Januaiy
2oth, said :

—

" I may say that, if the Germans adopted the offensive

and came behind our lines, we have machines quite equal
in efficiency and speed to the Fokker aeroplanes which
they employ defensively behind their lines."—Where
were they?
The War Office communique of Febrnaiy gth on this

subject is worthy of note.—Ed.]

* *

The communique of February 9th says :
—

In the Bois le Pretre an enemy aeroplane was shot

down by our infantry. It fell down in flames, and the

two occupants lost their lives.

* in *

A communique issued by the German Naval Staff on
February loth says :—

On the afternoon of February gth some of our naval

aeroplanes dropped a large number of bombs on the

harbour works, factories, and barracks of Ramsgate,
south of the mouth of the Thames.
[" Factories " is comic.—Ed.]

* « *

The communique of February nth says :

—

One of our captive balloons, in which there were no
occupants at the time, tore itself away from its moor-
ings and drifted beyond the enemy's lines near Vailly.

[Apparently this was put in merely to forestall any
claims by the Allies that they had cut its braces.—Ed.]

* * *

The Main Headquarters report of February 13th says :

Our air squadrons heavily bombarded the enemy
communications and railway buildings ' around La
Panne (on the Belgian coast) and Poperinghe. An at-

tack by enemy airmen on Ghistelles, south of Ostende,

caused no damage.

The communique of February 14th sayb :--

German air squadrons attacked railway buildings and
troop camps of the enemy at the noithern portion of the
front.

* * m

The German message below was received on February
yth by the Wireless Press. It was circulated as news
from Berlin, and sent through the wireless stations of

the German Government, but is not an official com-
munique, and therefore is a lie :—
Cologne.—The "Kolnische Zeituiig" reports from the

Dutch frontier that during the last air raid on England
the small English cruiser "Caroline" was struck by a
bomb in the Humber and sank with great loss of life.

The cruiser was launched on September 21st, 1914, had
a tonnage of 3,800 tons, could steam 30 knots per hour,

and had a crew all told of 400 men.
The following news from Berlin was also sent through

the wireless stations of the German Government and was
received on February loth :

—
To the German Embassy, Washington.
The " Kolnische Zeitung " reports that during the last

Zeppelin raid on England, besides the cruiser " Caro-
line," the two destroyers "Eden" and " Nich " were
also sunk in the Humber.

AUSTRIA.

The communiqhe of February gth says :

—

During the last few days our aviators repeatedly bom-
barded with success the enemy camp at Durazzo and
the Italian ships lying in the harbour.

RUSSIA.

The following details of the air raid on Zunguldak
were sent from Petrograd on February 8th :—

•

Russian seaplanes on February 6th dropped bombs-

upon Turkish land establishments and constructions for

loading coal and upon a large enemy steamer near the

jetty. The bombardment appeared to cause considerable

damage, and fires were seen to break out on shore and on
small wooden ships behind the quay. Some bombs were
also observed to strike the steamer, which apparently

suffered. Despite an intense fire from the shore, all:

the aviators returned safe.

While the seaplanes were rising from the water the

Russian auxiliary cruiser was attacked by an enemy sub-

marine, which fired a torpedo from a short distance..

The cruiser evaded it. The submarine was fired upon;

by the cruiser, and disappeared, not to be seen again.

* , * *

The "Journal" (Paris, February i4t]i) publishes an in-

terview with the French aviator M. Poiree, who has been,

in Russia since the beginning of the war. Before the war
M. Poiree was giving exhibitions in Russia, and joined

the Russian Army. He has since been decorated for

bravery in action.

In the interview M. Poiree says :
—"The Russians are

greatly in need of aeroplanes, and France must make a

great effort to furnish them, especially new fast machines.

vSufficiently armed purt-uiug aeroplanes are particularly

wanted. Only French aeroplanes are used, more par-

, ticularly those of the Morane ^-.nd Voisin types. There is

also the Russian Sikorski, a giant machine, which has
carried out some fine bombardments, but which needs

pursuing aeroplanes to protect it. There is, however, a

remarkably plentiful supply of clever and keen youngs

pilots, though mechanics are scarce.

"The organisation of the escadrilles is thoroughly

understood. As in France, it has been necessary to give

commands to officers belonging to other arms without

fljnng experience. But these officers have only adminis-

trative and military powei's. The control and the respon-

sibilit}^ of the actual flights is left to the senior pilot iis>

the squadron, whatever his rank.
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"Repairs are very difficult for want of meclianics and

material. Fhghts are very difficult owing to the intense

cold, and for this reason Russian aeroplanes do not

usually rise higher than from 6,000 to 7,500 feet. The

Germans at present are satisfied with checking them, and

their latest pursuing aeroplanes are very formidable."

[The idea of leaving the responsibility of flying to the

senior pilot is good. The low maximum height of the

Russian machines seems probably due to bad aeroplanes

or bad truing and tuning, rather than to inere cold.—Ed.]

ITALY.

Official Bulletin No. 257. February 7th, 1916 :
—

"
. . . . Along the whole Isonzo front the enemy's artil-

lery and aircraft actions are reported more violent. Our
artillery has replied with effect and has obliged enemy
aeroplanes to keep at a great height. In the 2k>gora sector

one of our aviators boldly attacked two adversary aero-

planes, putting them to flight by the fire of his mitrail-

leuses."—T. S. H.
« * *

The communique of February 8th says :
—

Enemy aircraft dropped a number of bombs on Borgo

and Castel Telvana, in the Sugana Valley. Only very

slight damage was caused.
* * *

About 9 a.m. on February 14th two Austrian aeroplanes

appeared over Milan. They were ured at b\- anti-aircraft

guns and were counter-attacked by Italian a-. i?tors. The
Austrians retired after dropping some bombs The mate-

rial damage was slight.

When the approaching raiders were signalled by fire-

men the populace rushed into che streets, and motor-cars

and cyclists dashed off to the suburbs to get a good view

of the action.

Reports state that S people were killed and al)out 60

injured, some seriously.

About 9.30 a.m. on February 14th enemy aeroplanes

dropped incendiary bombs near Triviglio and on Bergamo
v;ithout causing damage. They also appeared over Monza
and dropped some bombs, killing one man and wounding
five. One bomb fell in the precincts of the King Humbert
Memorial Chapel.

At g.45 a.m. six enemy aeroplanes appeared over the

suburbs of Brescia, but owing to heavy fire from anti-

aircraft guns were iinable to approach the town.

Monza is ten miles from Milan, and was the scene of

the assassination of King Humbert by the Anarchist
Bresci in 1900.

Brescia is 50 miles E.N.E. of Milan and lias a popula-

tion of So,000. Bergamo is 29 miles from Brescia and has
about 56,000 inhabitants.

It was a matter of general knowledge at I^ugano on
I-'ebruaiy 3rd that an Italian aviator had wisely and com-
fortably landed, or relatively 'so, on Swiss territory. That
he had learnt his whereabouts by finding himself over
fire and was a quite harmless flying-man of the kind so

welcome in hotel districts in pre-war days was also freely

admitted. In view of international sensitiveness, how-
ever, the fact of the unfortunate "airman" having lost

his way in the fog on a flight from Turin to Varese, a few
miles from the Swiss frontier, w^as not officially made
known for some time.

The following "Stefani" concludes the incident, and
another war has been avoided : "The Swiss Supreme
Command having recognised the fact of the aeroplane's

not being engaged in any warlike operations and being

unprovided with the means of carrj-ing out even a simple

reconnaissance, has decided to release- the Italian aviator

and restore the aeroplane which recently landed in Swiss

territory." I learn he was a civilian tester, P.arbatti by
name.
During tlie early days of the inonlli the Italian one pas-

senger and two passengers height records have been very

much improved upon at Mirafiori, whence these things

mostly start. A Caudron 80 h.p., piloted by Sec. Lieut.

Guido Guidi, R.E., with one passenger, reached 5,300

metres, about 17,500 ft., in 75 minutes, i.e., an altitude

of 700 ft. higher than Sergt. Baldioli's 1915 performance.

Tlie two passengers climb to 4,250 metres, about 13,200

ft., was done on one of tlie S.T.T. iso-h.p. Voisins, piloted

by the Instructor Antonacci (a Helios-Pordeiioiie pupil), an
enormous advance, of course, on Maggiora's ancient 1914
monoplane record, a most worthy effort itself. The I.F.

motors have another feather in their cap, or bonnet should
it be?

It seems a pity that the F.I.A.T. people should have
elected to follow in others' footsteps as regards their 100-

h.p. aero-motor rather than to originate. The former
method is Chinese, the latter an Italian glory.

The listening ear and watchful eve of the civilian on
tower and hilltop by day and night is being utilised for

warning the authorities of the approach of aerial enemies.

Three Russian officers in France with the Adjudant-.i\viateur Noel as guide. The officer in the centre wears the Cross of St.

George. He and the officer on the leU wear the Russian pilot's badge, the third officer being a probationer to aviation.
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Suitably clothed and provisioned even the dwellers in
sanatoria might be of service in this way.
The Navy is, of course, using the "340" flying-boats

with two engines which were on the tapis before the
world was drawn into the melting-pot of this present
time.

The intensive culture of pilots continues, not, however,
without accidents here as in other countries. I have to
mention Taliedo again in this connection

BELGIUM.

A report from the Dutch frontier of Belgium on Febru-
ary 9th states that a Zeppelin came down at Ligne, in
Hainaut, and was destroyed as the result of attack hy
French aviators. The "Echo Beige" gives the follo^^'ing
details :

—

"During the night of . January 29th-3oth a Zeppelin
airship, which is supposed to have been the same which
effected a raid over Paris, came down at Ligne, one mile
from Ath. The airship at first came amongst trees
standing on both sides of the station road, and subse-
quently crashed against a row of houses, of which two
were completely demolished. The Zeppelin was entirely
destroyed, and all the occupants appear to have been
killed. The German authorities maintained great secrecy
about the occurrence, this explaining the delay before
details became known. The statement made yesterday
that remnants of a wrecked Zeppelin had been conveyed
to Cologne probably refers to the same airship."

[Confirmation of any Belgian-Dutch story is generally
needed.—Ed.]

HOLLAND.
Apropos the firing at L.19 by Dutch soldiers, the

"Hamburger Nachrichten" of February 8th, after quot-
ing the "Deutsche Tageszeitung" to the effect that the
only explanation of the Zeppelin's flying so low must
have been that she was damaged, and the commander
wished to land so as to effect repairs, the "Hamburger
Nachrichten" says :

—
"If the airship was damaged, and was trying to find

a landing place on neutral territory, she could claim
exactly the same hospitality as a damaged warship or a
vessel entering harbour in need of coal, afid should be
required to leave again within a fixed time."

[Quite so ! And why should not our interned officers

have been allowed 24 hours in which to repair their
machines and get home?—Ed.]

* * *

Apropos French, British and German officers interned
in Holland, the following statement appears in the "Morn-
ing Post" :

—"As a sequel to their efforts to escape, Ger-
man officers interned at Bergen are to be transferred to

the old fort of Wierickerschans, near the village of

Bodegraven."

[This is of distinct interest to those who have relatives

and friends in the Flying Services interned in Holland.
The Fortress of Wierickerschans has hitherto been occu-'
pied by British officers, including all officers of the Fly-
ing Services except Flight Comm. Rainey, R.N.A.S.,.
who was interned on the Island of Urk, whence he
escaped some months ago and returned to England

—

despite the failure of several earlier attempts, in one of
which he actually got off the island and reached a town
many miles away. A few officers also escaped from
Wierickerschans, but their escapes provided useful educa-
tion for the Dutch Authorities, who have now made the
fortress practically impenetrable from the inside, though
naturally it would be worth nothing against artillery out-
side. Meantime German officers were interned at Bergen,
whence escape seemed easy, judging by the number who
got away, and, being near the German frontier, once out-
side the camp the Germans could easily reach the frontier.

It appears therefore that matters are to be more nearly

levelled up in future by putting the Germans in

Wierickerschans. It is not yet made known officially what
has been done with the British officers, but it seems pos-

sible that they may have complete personal liberty under
conditions which, by trusting to the honour of British

officers, make their escape from Holland an absolute

impossibility.—Ed.]

DENMARK.
A German seaplane circled over Copenhagen on Febru-

ary 12th above the harbour and naval arsenal, afterwards

going in a southerly direction. . The Danish Foreign
Office is making representations to the German Govern-
ment regarding the incident.

EGYPT.

According to the "Times" of February 14th an officer

in the Flying Corps in Egypt recently carried out an

aerial reconnaissance from Daba, the railhead of the

Mariut Railway, to El Gara (about 60 miles north-east

of the Siwa Oasis) and back, a distance of 400 miles. The
aviator started early in the morning, reached El Gara at

midday, and was back at 4 p.m.

EAST AFRICA.

It is reported that on January 7th seven British aero-

planes successfully attacked two hostile camps near Voi,

occasioning much damage.

U. S. A.

The "Daily Express" New York correspondent reports

Mr. Henry Woodhouse, the secretary of the Aero Club of

America, as saying in the "Herald" that the new Canada
type of biplane, of which the British are building large

numbers, will more than offset the Fokker "terror."

"The Fokker's principal value lies in its speed, and
portage of a sufficient amount of explosives to injure Lon-
don would so reduce its swiftness as to make it easy prey

for the Canadas, which can fly 120 miles an hour.

"Perhaps the Germans are making them (the Fokkers)

larger now, and the same monoplane, increased in size a
few feet and equipped with a 200-h.p. motor, ought to be

capable of making 160 miles an hour or more. Both the

British and French have aeroplanes capable of such a

speed, but they have not used them extensively, because it

has not been necessary, since the Germans have not been

using them.

"One of the best war aeroplanes known now is the

Canada type, being made in Canada under the direction of

Mr. J. A. D. McCurdy. The Canada is the land counterpart

of the super-America type, and the first one, manufactured
four months ago, was so successful that the British ordered

ten in addition, and more are thought to be building."

[So now the R.F.C. knows.. One is still in doubt
whether the person who writes Mr. Woodhouse's articles in

the "Herald" is merely trying to pull the world's leg or

whether he is a congenital idiot.—Ed.]

THE PRODUCTION OF NEW TYPES.
The following letter has been received :

—

"Sir,—I wish to thank you for adding to my article on
the construction of aeroplanes, which you reproduced from
the ' Daily Mail ' last week, the footnote jiointing out

that in such a scheme aeroplane-makers would necessarily

be encouraged to caiTy on experimental work.
"This point was omitted from my article, which was

already of full length for a daily paper, as it was not

essential that it should be impressed upon the general

public. It is, however, essential that the best brains in

the world, which are to be found among successful de-

signers of British aeroplanes, should be utilised to the
fullest extent and duly rewarded when they produce some-
thing of exceptional merit.

"(Signed) N. Pkmberton-Bultng .

"
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ON AERIAL CABIN ET=MAKING.
Everyone in these parts seems to have joined the

Cabinet Makers' Union. I do not mean the one which
delays the production of aircraft with its benighted rules,

but the one which makes political Cabinets—things which
are perhaps less useful or ornamental.

If all the people who have been suggested for high posi-

tions in the Cabinet, so to speak, of the New Air Service
—whether composed of the two existing Services "split

into one," as mentioned elsewhere, or not—were to learn
to fly they- would probably provide more pilots than are

available at the present moment. Starting with Lord
Kitchener and Lord French, we have now had Lord
Curzon and Lord Sydenham suggested as possible Air
Ministers, besides a whole hierarchy of lesser lords,

generals, admirals, and minor officers for minor positions.

Some are good suggestions, some are bad. Most sug-
gestions display a beautiful ignorance of the characters of

the men suggested and of the tasks to be tackled.

One thing is certain, the New Air Service must not be
lumbered up with extinct volcanoes. There must be no
one in -it who can be called "Lord Sent Homer," as a
scythe-tongued friend of mine labelled a certain officer

lately—explaining that it looked better spelled St. Omer.
Nor must anyone be retained in a high position merely
because he is a chafming personality. If a man has
failed to make good in the job he has held hitherto he
may be a first-class man in some other job. Therefore let

him try another job, but take care that he leaves the job

in which he has failed.

However, since Cabinet Making seems to be the thing,

let us try a hand at it here also. Be it understood that
this is not for the consumption of the general public, The
AEROPL.tNE being to all intents and purposes the paper of

the Flying Services. Therefore we are more or less talk-

ing between ourselves.

First of all, if there must be an Air Minister, let it be
Lord Sydenham. He is the only man of high rank, out-

side the Flying ' Services themselves, who has spoken on
aviation as one who knows what he is talking about. At
a meeting of the Aeronautical Society some two years
ago, his speech from the chair was almost startlingly

knowledgeable. General French, General Smith-Dorrien
and other distinguished officers had spoken appreciatively
of aircraft at other meetings, but always from the point
of view of the soldier on the ground. Lord Sydenham
showed more intimate appreciation of aircraft.

As Permanent Under-Secretarj? can an3?one suggest a

better man than Mr. Harold Perrin (now Lieut.-Comm.,
R.N.V.R., and erstwhile vSecretary of the Royal Aero
Club) ?

Secondly, as Director of Operations, i.e., the fighting

head of the Service, I would suggest Admiral Mark Kerr,

R.N., M.V.O. He is himself a pilot of more than average
.ability, and has probably done more flying as a pilot and
as a passenger than all officers of his rank in both
Services put together, in fact one might include officers

fully two steps lower in that estimate. He is an organ-

iser, a leader of men, and a man of unusual initiative and
intellectual attainments, and he is a fighting man.

Thirdly, for the production of personnel and for the

hammering into shape of all sorts of unpromising material,

1 would suggest that the Air Minister should borrow
Commodore Paine, R.N., C.B., from the Navy, and Brig.-

General Trenchard, C.B., A.D.C., from the Army. These
two officers have had unmatched experience of handling
sailors, soldiers, and civilians at the same time and
making them work together. The officer of either

R.N.A.S. or R.F.C. who has passed through the C.F.S.

under their united regime is quite a different person from
those who have not had that privilege At all costs these

two officers should be secured to obtain, form, and control

the personnel of the New Service, and I belie\e they
would work together as no olher officers could. And, be

it remembered, the Air Service will be so big a thing that

such appointments would be promotions.

Let me state quite clearly here that I have not the

faintest idea whether any of the officers named would
take those jobs if they were offered to them. But I do
know, having watched the growth of the Flying Services

from their infancy, and knowing most of the public per-

sonages who have concerned themselves with aviation,

that such a directorate as I have indicated could not be
bettered, and I do not see how it can be matched, unless

some youthful genius is made dictator of the whole New
Service—which is not in the least likely.

Further, as regards the selection and supply of aircraft.

Here, and here alone, I would suggest a Committee. In

both Services this has been the weakest point. In the

Army too much trust has been placed in the R.A.F., which
establishment has let the R.F.C. down badly. In the

Navy incompetence has been shown in the selection of

types, in the handling of the engine problem, and in the

ordering and inspection of aeroplanes in the manner best

calculated to secure prompt and continuous deliveries.

The Naval theoretical department, also, has done, if

possible, more harm than the R.A.F. through erroneous

calculations, crabbing of successful rival designers in the

"Trade," and wasteful experiments.

The whole of this department is in urgent need of re-

form, for at present the output of the British Aeroplane

Industry is not half of what it might be if the people in

Whitehall were competent in their work. One finds works

with whole sections standing idle simply because of

official incapacity to arrange the issuing of orders in

proper sequence. Consequently the R.N.A.S. is largely

dependent for supplies on French and American aero-

planes, which are turned out in a manner which would
not be permitted to British constructors, and are made
to designs which would be instantly scrapped by the

R.N.A.S. Drawing Department as unsafe if submitted by
British designers.

The ordering of aeroplanes and engines should be in

the hands of a Committee composed almost entirely of

active-service pilots, and this Committee should be in

constant close touch with a Committee appointed by the

aircraft industry, with the idea of co-ordinating and ac-

celerating deliveries.

The internal routine work of the Aircraft Construction

Department should be in the hands of officers who have
been invalided home from active service and who know
what it feels like to have to fly old and dangerous

machines in default of new ones expected from home and

delayed because someone in Whitehall holds up the new
machines for weeks or months because he cannot get the

particular instruments he likes, regardless of the fact that

the instruments out of the old machines can be fitted at

the front.

Finally, let it be clear that the Army must still have its

R.F.C. outside the control of the Air Minister, and the

Navy must likewise have its seaplanes and airships. The
Air Service must be for aerial defence and offence and
must not interfere with the Senior Services.—C. G. G.

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
During the past week a consignment of comforts has

been sent to the R.N.A.S. men in East Africa. It is

hoped this week to send a consignment to a certain unit

operating in Russia.

Discarded gramophone records are .appealed for to sup-

plement those which have been sent to the R.N. air

.stations and seaplane carriers with the gramophones.

The following cash contributions have been received :

Lady Macleary, £s ; Mrs. McLaughlin, £2 ; Mrs. Millar,

£1 15s..; Mr. E. H. Cllft, £1; Mrs. Gerrard, los. Total

for week, £xo 5s. Total to date, £1,724 5s. 6d.

Further contributions in cash and kind should be tent

tc Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.
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THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
The Secretary of the Admiralty made the following-

announcement on February 7th :

—

In the German Wireless message to-day the "K61-
nische Zeitung" reports that from the Dutch frontier it

has received information that on the occasion of the

recent air raid to this country H.M.S. "Caroline" was
struck by a bomb in the Humber and sunk with great

loss of life.

Neither H.M.S. "Caroline" nor any other of his

Majesty's ships, nor any merchant ship, large or
small, was struck by a bomb in fhe Humber or in any
other port.

* * *

The following notice was issued by the Home Ofl&ce on
February 8th :

—

The Home Secretary has made an Order extending to

the central and north-western areas of England the re-

strictions on public and private lighting in force in the
eastern and south-eastern counties.

The restrictions had already been applied, on the
advice of the naval and military authorities, to certain

places of special importance in the Midlands, L,ancashire

and the West Riding, but experience gained from the
Zeppelin raid of January 31st shows that their extension
over the whole of these areas is a necessary precaution.
The Order comes into force on February i6th, but it is

very desirable that in the meantime every effort should
be made to comply with its provisions.

« « «

The Chief Constable of Lancashire has formulated a

scheme by which practically all the police headquarters
will be linked up so as to give the earliest information of

a Zeppelin raid. By this means it is hoped to give
sufficient warning to the whole of industrial Lancashire.

* * *

The Chief Constable of Liverpool has issued an order
that all shop window lights must be extinguished nightly
within an hour and a half after sunset. All lights, public
and private, throughout the city will be extinguished
when any warning of an air raid is received. Ten minutes'
notice will be given. The Bishop of Liverpool has issued
a letter to the clergy enjoining the darkening of church
windows or substituting afternoon for evening services,
also the full insuring of churches against bombardment
and aircraft.

* * *

The Secretary of the War Office made the following
announcements on February gth :

At 3.30 p.m. to-day two German seaplanes were re-

ported approaching the coast of Kent.
-A few minutes later these two seaplanes dropped three

bombs in a field on the outskirts of Ramsgate, and four
bombs dropped near a school at Broadstairs. Three of
the latter exploded. No casualties are reported. No
damage was caused other than to glass.

Later.
It has now been ascertained that as a result of the

Iflostile seaplane raid this afternoon the following were
injured:—Two women; one child.

A number of naval and military aeroplanes and sea-
planes ascended to attack the raiders, who, however,
retreated at once, and no engagement is reported.

* * *

The "Times" correspondent at Ramsgate reported on
February gth :—
"At 3.30 this afternoon two German aeroplanes dropped

three bombs on the outskirts of the town about 200 yards
Irom the cHflF between Ramsgate and Broadstairs. Nearly
all the bombs fell in a field, and no damage was done,
though some windows of a private house about 200 yards
away were smashed. One bomb did not explode and was
taken away by the coastguard.

"At Broadstairs four more bombs were dropped, also in

quick succession, and fell in the grounds of a girls'

school. Most of these bombs exploded before they reached

the ground. Another bomb fell into the garden of a

private house.

"The German aeroplanes were only over the town for

a few minutes, and then disappeared out to sea.
* * «

The following is a list of previous raids made by Ger-

man aeroplanes :
—

1914, Dec. 24.—Dover; 11 a.m.

,, Dec. 25.—Sneerness
;

midday.

1915, Feb. 21.—^Colchester
; 9 p.m.

,, April 16.—Faverslham and Sittingbourne
;

midday.

,, Sept. 12.—East Coast; night.

,, Sept. 13.—Kentish coast (one killed; six injured); after-

noon.

1916, Jan. 23.—East coast of Kent (two visits, i a.m. and
noon) ;

(one person killed ; six injured).

,, Jan. 24.—Dover (daylight raid at 4 p.m.).

* * *

A conference, representing Midland local authorities,

was held at Birmingham on February gth to organise

uniform action in the event of raids by hostile aircraft.

Alderman Neville Chamberlain (Lord Mayor of Birming-

ham) called the conference and presided. The proceed-

ings were private, but the following official account was
supplied to the Press :

"There were present the Earl of Coventry (Lord-Lieutenant of

Worcestershire), the Earl of Dartmouth (Lord-Lieutenant of

Staffordshire), the chairmen of the Standing Joint Committees of

Worcestershire, Warwickshire, and Staffordshire, the Mayors or

other representatives of boroughs in the three counties, the chair-

men of seventeen Urban District Councils, and one Rural District

Council, witih Brigadier-General Townley, and representatives of

the Great Western, Midland, and London and North-Western
Railways.
"The Lord Mayor stated that the meeting, which was unique

in character, was a natural outcome of the recent air raid. It had
created widespread interest, and general satisfaction had been ex-

pressed that this conference of the Midland authorities was to

take place. He deprecated anything in the nature of recrimina-

tion, and whilst expressing in strong terms his opinion of the

inadequacy of the arrangements made to warn local authorities of

the approach of aircraft, he said he considered it would l^e better

to devise means of preventing a recurrence of recent events rather

than to apportion the blame.

Uniformity Required.

"The Lord Mayor then gave an account of his interviev\- last

Friday with the Home Office and other authorities, stating that

he had asked for the issu^- of an order ensuring uniformity of

lighting restrittions throughout the whole area, and tKkt he had
sketched out a system by which sufficient and early warning could

be given to the whole of the Midlands. .'\s a basis for discussion

he moved the following resolution ;

That tJhis meeting, representing the local authorities of the

Midlands, whilst welcoming the new order from the Home Office

ensuring uniformity of lighting restrictions throughout the area,

records its conviction that no arrangement for the defence of the

area will be adequate which does not provide an organised system

for giving early warning of the presence of hostile aircraft in

the country and information as to the subsequent movements
inland.

This meeting accordingly calls upon the military authorities

at once to organise such a system, and appoints the following

gentlemen to act as a committee to interview the authorities and
to lay before them the methods w^hich, in the opinion of the

meeting, will best meet the requirements of the situation.

"This was seconded by the Earl of Dartmouth, heartily sup-

ported by the meeting, and eventually adopted unanimously.

"The meeting then proceeded to appoint the committee, as
follows : The Lord Mavor of Birmingham, the Earl of Dartmouth,
Mr. Willis Bund (chairman of Worcester County Council), Sir

Michael Lakin (chairman of Warwickshire Standing Joint Com-
mittee), the Mayors of Coventry, Dudley, and Walsall, and Mr.
Waldron (clerk to the Brierley Hil! Urban District Council) on
behalf of ihe urban districts.

"The meeting next discussed the various methods to be adopted
in giving warning to the public, and while so engaged the follow-

ing telegram to the Lord Mayor was received from the Under-
Secretary of State for the Home Department :

Referring to your interview last Friday, the Home Secretary
desires me to say that the improvement of organisation for con-
veying to police, factories, etc , information of movem.ents oi
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hostile aircraft is being actively pressed forward by the Field-
Marshal Commanding-in-Chief Home Forces, in co-operation
with the Post Oflice. Pending final arrangements the Home
Forces will send through telephone exchanges to the chief officers

of police in coast counties and Midlands confidential notification
of arrival of hostile aircraft over this country ; also transmit to
police in areas likely to be affected such information as Home
Forces receive of subsequent movements of aircraft.

These warnings will supplement, but not remove, necessity
for arrangements by police in accordance with Hoane Office
circular ot May loth for receiving information of movements of
hostile aircraft from neighbouring police and local military
authorities, and in view ot the impossibility of forecasting move-
ments of hostile aircraft with certainty, as course may be changed
at any time, it is most important that great care should be
exercised to avoid giving public warning or taking other action
wihich will interfere with factories, and without practical certainty
of approach of hostile aircraft to vicinity.

"Having had the terms of the telegram communicated to it by
the Lord Mayor, the meeting unanimously adopted the following
resolution :

That, having heard the telegram from the Home Office, this
meeting adheres to its previous resolution, as it is not considered
that the telegram satisfactorily covers the points referred to.

"The Lxjrd Mayor was requested to communicate both these
resolutions to the Press, and the meeting ultimately terminated
with a vote of thanks to the Lord Mayor, adopted on the proposi-
tion of the Earl of Coventry."

[This meeting shows, to those who can read between
the lines, the general dissatisfaction of the country with
the Government's handling of Aerial Defence. Only
about two more real good air raids are needed to send the
whole Government out of power, which seems to be the
country's best chance of winning the war in reasonable
time.—Ed.]

* * #

The Press Bureau issued the following communication
from the War Office on February loth ;—

The following further information with regard to the
air raid on the 9th inst. has been received.

The first raider appeared to have selected as his target

a tramway car full of women and children, and the
first bomb fell on the road close behind the car and ex-
ploded without any damage.
The driver pulled up immediately, and the passenger's

alighted. There was no panic, although the raider could
be plainly seen circling round at a great height, and
three more bombs were dropped in an adjoining field.

The second raider made his attack on a large girls'

school, and one bomb fell through the roof and ex-
ploded in an upper storey, doing some material
damage.

Portions of the ceiling fell into the room below, where
a class of small children was being held, and one little

girl was slightly cut on the foot and a maid slightly

injured.

Three other bombs fell in the school grounds, where
two of them exploded without damage. The third failed

to explode.

Two other bonibs were dropped on outlying parts of

the tovs^n, causing slight material damage and a woman
some cuts on the cheek.

Within a few minutes of the sighting of the hostile

aircraft naval and military aeroplanes went up in pur-

suit, but were unable to overtake them owing to the pre-

cipitate nature of their flight.

[If the War Office conduct of the aerial defence of Eng-
land is going to be on a par with the War Office commu-
niques on the stibject, the sooner the Admiralty resumes
control the better, for with all its faults the Admiralty
never did anything so fatuous as the "Tusitania" com-
munique of last week and this thing above.
That any Government official, even if he were trained

under Mr. M'Kenna, should commit such a solecism as

to refer in an official document to enemy aviators as mak-
ing targets of a tramway car and a girls' school is too

nitiful for words, and that such a docitment should issue

•^rom the War Office is an insult to the British Army. No
'vtlfpeiiny journalist from the ptirlieus of Flftet Street

could have done worse.

The Flying Services recognise the German aviators as

worthy foemen, and will resent the feeble jeer of the
author of this unhappy document at "precipitate" flight.

One fails to comprehend whether the communique is

intended to be funny, or whether it is a feeble attempt to

stir the mob to frenzy, or whether the author is so im-
becile as to imagine seriously that an aviator at some
12,000 feet could "select" a tramcar as a target, or identify

a girls' school.

In any event, it is a truly lamentable descent from the
dignity to which we are accustomed in War Office com-
munications and it is earnestly to be hoped that, for the
honour of the R.F.C., the Director-General of Military

Aeronautics will take the matter up strongly.—Ed.]
• * «

'

Deputy Judge Eversley, on taking his seat at Yarmouth
County Court on February loth, said that he had been
feeling very keenly since last Monday week on the ques-
tion of air raids. No doubt it would be said of him, as of

countless others, "Fools rush in where angels fear to

tread." But he was strongly of opinion, that someone
should call public attention to the ineptitude, apathy, and
want of organisation of the authorities, whether military

or naval, or both, to beat off the murderous attacks of

German airships.

If on last Monday week there had been patrol boats with
anti-aircraft guns and flying men with proper weapons in

the neighbourhood where Zeppelins were seen, and if in

likely places on shore suitable provision was made, there

would have been no raid at all, and possibly the Zeppelins-

would have been beaten off with loss. Instead of that,

they were allowed to come and do mischief, fortunately not
in that neighbourhood, but providentially—God forgive

him for saying so—in a part of the country that has been
stirred to its depths, and which will not sit down under
the outrages perpetrated upon it from the air. They would
get advantage from that.

[For the first time in one's life it is possible to agree
whole-heartedly with a lawyer. A little more of this and
out will go the Government.—Ed.]

Si- * *

The Mayor of Ramsgate invited the Mayors and Chair-

men of the following Kentish Councils : Broadstairs,

'

Hythe, Folkestone, Dover, Deal, Margate, Westgate, Herne
Bay, Whitstable, Faversham, and Canterbury, to attend

a conference at Ramsgate on Tuesday, February 15th, to

consider the advisability of notifying the public of ap-

proaching aircraft, and to make suggestions and demands
for the effective protection of the vulnerable points , of

the Kentish coasts.

[Especially demands, one hopes.—^Ed.]
* * *

Lord Claud Hamilton, M.P., presiding at the annual
general meeting of the Great Eastern Railway held on
February nth, said that in view of the Government control

of the line his tongue was tied on many points. Referring
to aerial warfare, he observed that this class of hostilities

had been greatly under-rated in regard to its power for

mischief, destruction of life and property, and much lee-

way had to be made
.
up before we were in a position to

cope successfully with attacks of the enemy.
For a long time it was believed that enemy aircraft

possessed only a range of flight which would limit its

attention to the East Coast and district mainly served by
the Great Eastern and North-Eastem railways. The Mid-
lands accorded that kind of sjrmpathy with the trials of

the companies named as was oft-times given by the

affluent to their poorer relations when in trouble, but re-

centlv the Midlands had had a rude awakening, and people

in that part of the country had suddenly become aware
thnt aerial warfare was really dangerous and must be

siiccessfulh' met by the Government, whatever the cost.

(Cheers.)

He thought all this might have been found out a little

sooner, and that people living in the Eastern Coanties
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might have had the aid of the powerful infiuence oi tiie

Midlands.

[If the Government could hear what the munition

workers of the Midlands are saying about it, and could

realise what the workers will do if there is another un-

hindered raid, the Government vpould begin to pack its

baggage quietly.—Ed.]
* * *

The recent raid on the Midlands seems to have
awakened a lively sense of favours to come in that part

of the world, if one may judge from the ill-timed action

of a certain bourgeois of Birmingham rejoicing in the

euphonious name of Tonks, who misled by a public-

spirited (and possibly personal) desire to remove Birming-.

ham from the war zone has bestowed upon the of3&cer& of

the Royal Flying Corps about the most unpardonably
gratuitous insult that can well be imagined.

According to the "Daily Chronicle" of February 9th

this Mr. Tonks has purchased some ephemeral publicity

with the risk of £500 and the following statement : "I
think it is quite time something was done to try to stop

this cursed wickedness by Germany, and I offer £500 as

an incentive to our Flying Corps to do their best."

X, - terms in which this offer is couched are so pre-

]x>sferous that any sensitively-minded gentleman of the
Royal Flying Corps might well be forgiven if he I'esigned

bis commission rather than run the risk of being sent out
to destroy a Zeppelin within the five mile radius pre-

scribed by Mr. Tonks.
•X- *

Fitkl-Marshal \'iscount French, Commander-in-Chief
of the Home Forces, received on February 14th a deputa-
tion at the Horse Guards from several important Midland
centres on the subject of defences against hostile aiixraft.

Mr. Neville Chamberlain, I,ord Mayor of Birmingham,
headed the deputation, which included also Lord Norton,
the Mayors of Walsall and Dudley, the Chief Constable of

Birmingham, and Mr. Willis Bund (WVircestershire).

Mr. Neville Chamberlain informed Lord French' of the
views of the Midlands, and Lord French explained that
under the new system the central ofi&ce in London will

receive warnings from all quarters and transmit instruc-
tions to its own local centres.

The latter will set the machiner3'^ for repelling raids
in action, and will at the same time warn the local tele-

phone exchange that a raid is expected. On receipt of

this warning the exchange will transmit warnings to

police, fire brigades, factories, and, if necessary, to sub-
exchanges for further distribution. While the central
air defence authority will be in constant communication
with its own district offices, the latter will only com-
municate twice with the telephone exchanges, once to

give the warning and the second time to state that the
danger is over.

The Post Office has, it is understood, entered enthu-
siastically into the scheme and guarantees a perfect chain
of warnings as soon as the order arrives. Th'e London
Anti-Aircraft Corps will come under the control of Lord
French.

The Secretary for War will be the Minister responsible,
and Mr. Tennant, the Under-Secretary for War, will meet
criticisms in the House of Com-oions. The experts at the
War Office who will be associated with the new -depart-
ment are said to be fully in accord with the view that
the best defence against aerial attack is an air offensive
against the Zeppelins and other hostile aircraft in their
sheds, but it is stated that since the early days of the
war, when Zeppelins housed comparatively near the
Allied lines were destroyed, th'e enemy has removed the
airsheds into the interior of Germany, where it is difficult

to reach them.

[And to think that after 18 months of war the C.-iu-C.

Home Forces should sjy these things "will" be done.
Any common-sense person would have done them at the
outbreak of war.—Ed.]

THE DEFENCE OF ENGLAND.
An Irish friend ul mine summed up the present method

of defending England against aerial attack rather well

the other day.

"It's just as if," said he, "you knew a burglar was com-

ing, and instead of locking the front door and latching

all the windows, you took up a position behind' the draw-

ing-room iDiano with a brick in your hand, resolved not

to let him have it till he was well inside the drawing-

room, so that you were bound to smash your own
furniture whatever happened."
Can you think of a better way of describing the method

of lea\iug the whole of England undefended except lor

guns in Loudon which are likely to do at least as much
harm as the Zeppelins themselves?

Has it struck anyone that there are only 300 miles of

East Coast, and that London is 100 miles round, so that it

is only three times as costly to defend the whole coast as to

defend London alone ? Has it occurred to tho authorities

that 60 six-inch guns placed five miles apart, with 60

search-lights, would make a barrier along the coast almost

impassable for airships ? Have they ever tried to work
out how many Naval six-inch guns there are lying about

in ships which are practically useless ?

A six-inch gun is of no use in a Fleet action against

lo-inch, and 12-inch, and 15-inch, and a six-inch takes an
anti-aircraft mounting very prettily. vSo why not make
a job of coast defence guns ? There are enough of them
in the country, as the afore-mentioned Irishman said, "to

make it impossible lor a blue-bottle to cross thf: coast-line

without special protecti\e colouring."

Against the common-sense Irish view it is amusing to

quote the fatuous utterance of one of the most futile mem-
bers of this inept Government.
The Lord Chancellor (Lord Buckmaster), speaking at

Keighley on Saturday, said that Germany was realising

more and more what was n^eant by a war with Great

Britain. We were increasing in strength, resolution, and
spirits, and the hopes of our people were never higher

than at the present, when the greatest demand was being

made upon our resources.
'

"I sometimes wonder," continued the Lord Chancellor,

"when I read letters written to London newspapers by
people who seem strangely unemployed wliy it is they

cannot do something better than attempt to give to the

world a false impression of the English people. What
^

calls this to my mind are the letters I have'recently seen

with regard to air raids over this country. Some of thp

writers demand perfect protection against a force that

yoM can never perfectly protect yourself against. No man
can go about secure from the dagger of the assassin."

Can one imagine a man other than a politician having
the impudence to utter such piffle to the public ? Perfect

protection in the air is as easy as perfect protection on the

sea, namely, adequate gun defences ashore, and adequate

fleets off shore.

All that is wanted is comm<m sense and energy, two
qualities not merely lacking among both parties in this

Coalition Government, but qualities which are sufficient

to earn condemnation for any person under the Govern-

ment who possesses them and endeavours to'use them for,

the Nation's good..—C. G. G-

A VERY PRESENT HELP.
From ihe "Times" agony column. —

TO REPEL MR RAIDS.—NEW ENGINE for AERO-
PLANES. Quarter weight. Inventor motor transport

officer, now returned from France. Will patriotic persons

ASSIST COST of TRIALS, ,^100? Expert references. First

patent application June, 1914.—Box F.429, The "'Times."

ZEPPELIN RAIDS.—Will anyone kindly GIVE or SELL
cheap a good BAROGRAPH, for use of Unit on E. Coast?—

H Q., 175th Infantry Brigade.

[Probably the engine weighing a quarter of what it

might will be ready for the next war. The second par. is

a puzzle. Does the 175th Infantry "(Brigade want to

measure its altitude when blown up by a Zeppelin ?—Ed']

2
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Haveyou had
your copy?

Free on ir>ec^uest from —

A BOOKLET OF
GREAT INTEREST TO
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS

TKos Rapsons &L Sons
VARNISH COLOUR MANUFACTURERS SINCE I802

315-317 O:>^fopcl Street,

London

,

[dME

SHALL
SCHOOL0TLYING

(THE AEBONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

tbroughout with standard controls, are SAFE,

BPEBDT, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competent staff of assistants.

Wnte for ftUl particulars to

Department 'M "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON. N.W.
Kingsbury 142

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTtbiiRS.
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SCHOOL REPORTS.
HENDON.

At the Grahame-White R.N.A.S. School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Pashley, Man-

ton, Russell, and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Carr, Gibbs,

How, Maxted, and Wigglesworth.
Pupils doing circuits and eights with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieuts. Aiikin, Joses, Kingsford, Powles, Rees, Templeton, and
West.

Pupil doing figures of eight and circuits alone : Prob. Flight
Sub-Lieut. Evans.

Certificates were taken during the
,
week by Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieuts. Colquhoun and Cook.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the Grahame-White Civilian School-

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-
ley, Russell, and Winter.

Pupils with Instructor : Messrs, Baragar, Box, Franck, Holman,
Kryn, Leigh, Parkinson, Scheldt, Spencer, Walk, Williams, F.,
Williams, S., Domville, Eiclielbrenner, Hathaway, Hodgkinson,
Sandys, Stapley, and Sloden.

Circuits with Inst. : Messrs. Verguilt, Butler, and Grasset.
Pupil doing figures of eight and circuits alone : Mr. Howe.
Certificate taken during the week by Mr. Hallet.
Machines in use : Grahame-White t)iplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles,
H. Sykes, C. M. Jacques, and W. T Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. de Goussen-
court, Vilain XIIIl, Clement, Ledure, Houba^ .Aldous, Starey,
Foley, Hay, Rimer, Scott, Egelstaff, Pulford, Brown, Moore,
Clement, Palethorpe, and Vertongen.

Pupil doing figures of eight and circuits alone : Mr. C. J. W.
Darwin.
Machines in use : Four L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At the Hall Flying School.

The following pupils were out last week witli Mr. H. F.
Stevens : Messrs. Evans, Redford, Ridley, Nicolle.

With Mr. C. M. Hill : Lieut Cooke, Messrs. Ormerod, Thom,
Dodds, Wooley, Arnsby, Cook, Smith, Collins.

With Mr. J. Drew : Messrs. Milburn, Chapman, Roberts, Neal,
Rochford, Smith (jun.), Bennett, Worswick, Taylor, Le Grice,
Halliday, Mahoney, Longton, Rand.

Certificate taken by Mr. Evans, and test A passed by Mr,
Redford.
Machines in use : Hal! iractors.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.

Instructors : Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Ami Bau-
mann and Clarence Winc'hester.

Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Westlake, A. W. Williams,
T. Williams, .Avenbeke, D'Opstael, Muspratt, Durand, Edgar,
Winter, Whitaker, Hoskyn, Dobson, Cox, Yiule, Bolton, Cuthbert-
son. Wood.

Straights or circuits r Messrs. Muspratt, D'Opstael, Thomsen,
Laidlaw, Yiule, Bolton.

Machines in use : 60 h.p. and 50 h.p. Caudron type and Ruffy-
Baumann biplanes.

Constructional work and erection has been progressing rapidly

and much time has been spent in the air. Altogether a good
week's work.

-At the Beatty School of Flying.

Instructors : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-Kelly, G.
Virgilio, R W. Kenworthy, G. E. Mitchell, L. L. King.

Pupils out during week : Messrs. Baldwin, Byrne, Richard,
Thompson, Theo, FitzHerbert, d'Allesina, Dunne, Aoyang,
Jaquin, Scott, Wainwright, Young, le Champion, Martin, Mattos,

Halford-Thompson, Roberts, Knox, Smith, Brewerton, Phillips,

Stanley, Tjaarda, Bowick, Collier, Gumming, Edwards, Samter,
Schollaert, Willmett, Drysdale, Barrow, Brand, Branford, Mossop,
Patterson, Podmore, Sellars, Hungwan, Parsons.

Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Baldwin,

Williams, Whincup.-
Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes and Caudron tractor biplanes.

Four passenger flights were taken.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week: Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley and
S. Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling : Messrs. Smith, O. Wilson, J. Wilson,

Morley, Devos, W. Moulon, G. Mouton and Morris.

Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. Du'bois and Meeus.
Pupils doing half-circuits alone : Messrs. Simpson and Bonnevie.

Machines in use : 3 Caudron tractor biplanes.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone—ISl Kingsbury

IT IS NOT DIFFICULT

TO FLY
IF YOU LEARN UNDER
PROPER SUPERVISION.

OUR INSTRUCTORS
KNOW ALL THERE IS
TO KNOW IN THE WAY
OF IMPARTING KNOW-
LEDGE TO THE EMBRYO.

YOU CANNOT FAIL
IF YOU ARE TAUGHT
BY THE RIGHT PILOTS

- WITH THE -

RIGHT METHODS

Our Instructors are :

EDOUARD BAUMANN
FELIX RUFFY
AMI BAUMANN
CLARENCE WINCHESTER

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 MaVfair
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COMPLETE
SERVICE
EQUIPMENT
For LAND,

SEA ana AIR.

" The Hendon " (as sketch)

An entirely new model, cut

with inverted pleat at back,

and buttonless. Cuffs close

fitting and wind proof.

Can be had in Tan, Chrome
Leather ....£8 15S. Od.

Or with detachable Opos-
sum Collar £9 19s. 6d.

I

R.N.A.S.

Black leather Flying

Coat, lined Fleece

in Stock £5 5s. Od.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER
Military Tailors
Regent St., London, W.

LTD.

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Cai>ton-Unn6 System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams
Telephone

Aeroflight, Vic. London.
.. .. 7026 Victoria.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Trade ,0>^^r-^. r^^"^ Mark

Phone

723

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co.. Ltd.

COVENTRY.

ADAPTED
TO ANY TYPE OF AEROPLANE

Any desired propeller speed is possible with

the 140 horse-power Sturtevant Aeroplane
Motor. The highly efficient reducing gear
combined as a part of the motor unit permits
the engine to, operate at its most efficient

speed while the propeller revolves at a speed
best adapted to its design and the design of

the plane. In size and shape it is compact and
specially adapted for installation in a stream-"

line body.

5iHrie¥«iii'
(TRADE MARK) '

140 Horse-Power

Aeroplane Motors

deliver their FULL rated horse-power

140 REAL HORSE-POWER

140 real horse-power proven by innumerable

tests made on the block with a water absorp-

tion dynamometer and under the inspection of

the United States Naval Officers.

Sturtevant 8 Cylinder Aeroplane motors are

now in active use in Europe and America
proving daily their dependability and relia-

bility.

The engineers of the Aeroplane Motor De-
partment of this Company will gladly co-

operate with those in the market for single

motors or quantity shipments.

Remember 140 real horse-power, 4,620,000
foot pounds per minute.

Deliveries, if desired, at the rate of four

motors per day.

Contractors to H.M. Adtniralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY

Hyde Park, Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

And All Principal Cities of the World.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
As the days get longer there is a steady increase in the

numbers of visitors at the London Aerodrome, and during

last week-end, when fine weather made its welcome ap-

pearance, the enclosure was well filled.

There was enough flying to satisfy ever3'^one. A varied

assortment of machines were engaged all vSaturday after-

noon, some of them on school-work, others carrying pas-

sengers, and a few being tested for active service.

The Grahame-White School was represented by Messrs.

Russell, Hale, Pashley, Winter, and Manton; the Hall

School by Mr. h'. F. Stevens ; the Beatty School by Mr.

Kenworthy. London and Provincial pupils were also out,

and Mr. Moore made several flights oti his Caudron.

During the day one of the many Caudrons in use stood

on its head, with no evil results to its pilot, and two other

school machines had a mild collision while on the ground,

but there was nothing particularly spectacular to record.

There was again an excellent attendance on Sunday,
and much flying. Most of the same pilots were out and
many passengers were taken up.—D. W. T.

MR. RAYNHAM'S ACCIDENT.
Various papers on Monday contained an erroneous

account of the accident to Mr. G. W. Raynham at Brook- •

lands on Sunday, so it may be well to publish the correct'

version.

Mr. Raynham was testing a new and very powei'ful

type of Martinsyde scout, which must not be described

beyond the statement that it has a long and somewhat
tapering fuselage. He went up to 1,50c feet or so and
looped the loop. He came out of this loop with his engine

running full bore, and immediately did a second and
much smaller loop lower down. This was followed by
an evolution which was not so much a loop as a back
somersault, and it was then seen that the tail of the

machine was at right-angles to the wings. The machine
then did a curious whirling side-slip, turned onto her

back, parachuted quite slowly from about 500 feet to

within a hundred feet or so of the ground, and then did

a nose-dive upside down.
The machine fell into a soft muddy patch in the corner

of the field between the track and the cross-road where
the Cobham, Byfleet, and Weybridge road.5 meet, the

right wings overhanging the footpath and the tail rest-

ing on the hedge.

Ten feet farther out it would have hit the road, and
Mr. Raynham must have been killed on the spot. As it

was, he was pulled out of the wreck practically uncon-
scious but able to stand. He was promptly taken to the

Weybridge Hospital, where he was found to be suffering

from concussion, but that no bones in his body were
broken. His face was badly cut owing, apparently, to

his hitting the instrument-board, the alleged safety belt

having broken.

It should be noted that this belt was of the standard

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contraotora to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Wopks and Offloes

^ROOkLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Bleriot, Weybridge " Telephone 190 Byfleet

Wherever plugs are known
throaghout the "world
there the name "Sphinx"
is held io high esteem-

SPHIN
J

ENGLAND'S
MOST DURABLE PLUG
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LEARN to

FLY at

BOURNEMOUTH
For Rapid Tuition.

Private Aerodrome.
No obstruction
by other Schools.

Write fop full particulaps :—

THE BOURNEMOUTH
AVIATION COMPANY,

Talbot Village,

BOURNEMOUTH.
i» Telegrams: ETCHES, WINTON.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES— special sections iUustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSi We have tools for most parts of standard Government macTiines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wants

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldfaury.

Telephone—"Oldbury III"

(4 lines).

Code—A.B,C 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BiRMINGHAMi

- THE -

ENGINEERING TIMBER CO. Ltd.

9, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

J. E. HUSON, Managing Director.

SILVER SPRUCE

Telephone 5073 Victoria.

ASH

WEST VIRGINIAN SPRUCE

WALNUT

MAHOGANY

PARIS :

64, QUAI DE POINT DU JOUR,

BILLANGOURT (SEINE).

AUTOMATIC
PROPELLER
SHAPING

MACHINE.
li.E.

(Patent applied for.)

Write for Particulars

and General Catalogue

WADKIN & Co.

Leicester.

Telegrams :—

'Woodworker, Leicester."

'Phone Nos. 3614 and 3615.

KINDLY MENTION -THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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military type on which the War Office insists, and is not
really a satety belt at all. It is a clumsy, coarse affair

anchored to the fuselage by rope and has no proper quick-

release arrangement, in a smash either the rope breaks,

as in Mr. Raynham's case, and lets the pilot smash his

face, or it does not, in which case he probably injures his

inside. One gathers that it is some few shillings cheaper
than a proper shock-absorber, quick-release belt of the

Avro type, and has therefore been adopted by the War
Office. One suggests that the extra cost of fitting proper
safety belts could be made up by dismissing a few useless

officials and devoting their salaries to this more valuable
purpose.

As to the cause of the accident, it appears quite simple.

In coming out of a loop a machine generally has to be
straightened on the dive by a kick of the rudder. Ap-
parently at the end of the small, very fast second loop

Mr. Raynham did this, and a wire snapped inside

the end of the fuselage. The rudder then acted like a
screw propeller—being mounted above the fuselage—and
twisted the tail clean round. Close examination of the

wreck seemed to show that it had taken a turn and a half

round itself.

The reason why the machine did not get into a nose-

dive at once, but parachuted instead, seems to be that

the empennage (i.e., tail, rudder, elevators and all),

instead of acting as planes to hold the fuselage up while

the heavy engine pulled the nose down, became simply a

falling mass at the end of the long fuselage, and so

balanced the engine.

From the accident constructors can learn a useful lesson.

Hitherto it has been general practice to lighten the

weight of a fuselage by using smaller wires and smaller

wooden longerons as the fuselage tapers towards the tail,

the reason being that the rudder and elevators exert less

leverage near the end. That is quite true, biit in these

days of extraordinary speeds and evolutions it may well

be that a twisting strain may be greater than the direct

leverage strains. A big rudder suddenly applied puts a
terrific twist on a fuselage. So does a sudden bank, in

which the wings are forced over by the ailerons while the

unfortunate fuselage has to compel a huge tail-plane like

that on a B.E.2C. to follow as best it may. It is a most
unpleasant sight on occasion to see a E.E. on a heavy
bank with its enormous tail almost at right-angles to

the wings.

A couple of years ago, in the days of semi-circular or

triangular tail-planes, these strains did not trouble us.

Moreover, in these days of rushed production and diluted

labour material is not always entirely dependable.

As a safeguard against similar accidents I suggest
the use of a proper monocoque fuselage, built up without
wires. It may be of wood and canvas, built on formers

like the old Deperdussin, or it might even be of special

glued and enamelled canvas built up on wooden ribs and
longerons. Preferably it should be elliptical in section,

with the major axis vertical, and deep at the rear end,

tapering to a rudder-post.

Such a structure would be safe against bullets or shell-

splinters. It could be made impervious to weather. And
it could be designed to give proper side-area aft, so as to

do away with the foolish fins and things which are now
stuck onto a fuselage without helping the structural

strength, and do, in fact, weaken it by putting twisting

strains on it.

The probability is that the fuselage of Mr. Raynham's
machine was amply strong for ordinary work, but thte

normal speed of this type is so enormously high that

on a dive after a loop it reached a poin,t where any rudder
deflection became dangerous, though the elevators,

balancing one another, could be used with safety, as

they would not set up a twist. It may be remembered
that a Bleriot pilot named Hanouille was killed by falling

in the sea at San Sebastian through his tail twisting off

in looping the loop just this way, and Mr. Hucks had
a tail twist badly under similar circumstances at Hendon.

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS •ONALLSTANDARD LANDAND SEAPLANESA SPECIAUTY

SYDNEV^PICKLES
CLIFFORD PRODGER

AVIATORS
TELEPHONE CERRARD 6 04

O

XeLEGRAMSAERDMNIAPICCY LONDON
HEAD OFFICE

166 PICCADILLY LONDONW
PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 B E L S I Z E PARK GARDENS HA>APSTEAI5 TELEPHONE Ha5vVPSTEAD3817

Non-Poisonous

dope:
OR

STANDARD
. FORMULA
OOPS

The leading ENGLISH DOPE
FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.and Varnish Manufacturers.

Am ED AlRCRAFT VAR^ ISH g l!

38, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.
Telephone: CITY 7274. ' Telegrams: "ALLIVARDOP. LONDON "
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LABELS & NAMEPLATES
FOR INSTRUMENT BO/VRDS PRINTED IN LUMINOUS
OH OTHER INK. NAMEPLATES OF EVERY DE-

SCRIPTION IN METAL, IVORINE, Etc.

LONDON LABEL CO. ,Ltd.ii^KSIo»

THE

Putney Foundry
{Manager— W. F. SOLLIS)

AEROPLANE CASTINGS
TO ANY DESIGN

We can guarantee prompt delivery. Work
carried out fo ADMIRALTY and

WAR OFFICE Specifications.

THE
PUTNEY FOUNDRY, 207, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 1262.

CROl D 33

THE STRONGEST GLUE KNOWN
For the Manufacture of H.M. Aeroplane and Seaplane Propellers,
Spars, Ribs, ©to., all classes of Glues iiave been tested, and the one

to COMS OUT TOP—by a very wide margin—is

"CROID" (Extra Strength) LIQUID GLUE
which, also has the great advantage of being

USED COLD AND RESISTING DAMP

THE IMPROYED LIQUID GLUES CO., LTD.
Great Hermitage Street, London, E.

CONTRACTOBS TO H.M. GOVERNMENT.

R1? IQT* AEROPLANES
DEi 11 LIii3i & AIRBOATS

Chicago, U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Elystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

£. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Gapucines

THE MIDLAND FLYING SCHOOL
This School has hitherto been conducted as a private establishment, but in consequence of the recent gales having caused con-

siderable damage to the School premises and equipment, it became necessary to re-organise the entire establishment. This has been

done under the direction of Mr. Horace Wright, who has now taken over the entire concern and has at present vacancies for

a limited number of pupils. The Aerodrome is conveniently situated on the outskirts of birmingh.am, and trams run to within a
few minutes of the gates. There is no other school on the Aerodrome, therefore the prevalent danger of overcrowded flying

grounds can be avoided here. The School is equipped with Bl^riot type Monoplanes specially built for school work and fitted with
high-powered engines and dual control A large stock of spare parts for these machines is carried, so that in the event of replace-

ments being required there is absolutely no delay. In addition to these maohines a number of high-powered tractor biplanes are

being added, so that prospective pupils can be offered a course of tuition on either biplane or monoplane, or a combined course on
both types. The instruction will be under the personal supervision of Mr. Horace C. Wright, who has been flying since 1912, and
has had flying experience on twenty-five different machines of eight varying types. Therefore, if you are looking for the most
efficient and convenient school to join, write for terms to the Secretary

—

MIDLAND SCHOOL OF FLYING, BILLESLEY AERODROME, KING'S HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

CRAKOCK'S STEEL STRANDS 8 CORDS
HfVO A\7fATir\lM A QPITPI A T IXV composed of tinned steel wire of the highest
TKJK. AVlAllWl^ A OriLV-»l/\l-«l 1 I . QUALITY TO ADMIRALTY AND R.A.F. SPECIFICATION.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION.

T .AiT-morrA^kNUE GEORGE CRADOCK & Co. L" WAKEFIELD

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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MIDLAND FLYING SCHOOL.
The inhabitants of the Midlands are now taking more

personal interest in frying than they have ever done

before. This augurs well for the success of the Midland
Fljdng School, which has recently been reorganised by
'Mr. Horace C. Wright. The school premises, which' are

conveniently situated at King's Heath, near Birmingham,
a few minutes from a tram-line, were badly damaged by
gales not long ago, and it became necessary to overhaul

and rearrange the whole place.

This has now been done, and the school is equipped with

Eleriot-type monoplanes fitted with high-powered engines

and dual control. A number of high-powered tractor bi-

planes are being added and a good stock of spare parts

laid in, so that pupils will have every prospect of quick

and thorough tuition on both types of machines.
No other school being on the ground there Will be

no overcrowding, and as Mr. Wright has had plenty of

flying experience since 1912 his enterprise should meet

with the approval of a large number of prospective Zep-
pelin-strafers whose homes happen co be in the Midland
Counties. Readers of The Akroplane who a^e contem-
plating joining a school should write to the secretary for

further particulars.—D. W. T.

A BOOK WORTH HAVING.
A year ago a book entitled "War Facts and Figures"

was issued by the British Dominions General Insurance

Company, Ltd. It was original in form and interesting in

its contents, and had an immediate success. It has now
been followed by the publication of a volume entitled

"The British Dominions Year Book," which is equally

a credit to the enterprising company under whose direc-

tion it was compiled.

It contains manj'- articles by well-known writers on
various subjects bearing on the war, the one dealing with

"Aircraft as Belligerents" being by the editor of The
Aeroplane. There are numerous coloured maps and illus-

trations.—D. W. T.

FOR EFFICIENCY
GO TO THE

GRAHAME =WHITE SCHOOL
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PATENTS.

PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, ',y,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.LC.E., has special experience in Aviation

matters.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FOREMAN Erector, 6 years' e.xperience in seaplane and land

machines. —Box No. 777, Thi; .Aeroplane, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.

WANTED, position as Foreman in propeller works. Pattern

maker, Frendh, English, and Spanish.
—

"J. G.," 203,

Kingston Road, Teddington.

TECHNICAL man wants position as Manager or .Assistant
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factories. Wide commercial e.xperience, office routine, corre-

spondence, costing, etc. Experience in control of labour and
knows where to get earliest deliveries of material.—Box No. 778,

Thf Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
EXPERIMENTAL Work. Thoroughly trained all-round

mechanic with varied experience of experimental and mechani-

cal development work, competent to make intricate scale draw-
ings and capable of constructing any new idea or machine, seeks

post where above abilities would be useful.—J. A. A., 11, South

Park Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
NEW SOUTH WALES GOVERNMENT AVI.ATION SCHOOL.

.APPLICATIONS are invited for a qualified Instructor and

Lecturer to proceed to Sydney, commencing salary £400 per

annum.

.ALSO for the position of Pilot, commencing salary £iSo pef

annum. Passages will be provided.

Applications (accompanied by copies of testimonials, etc.), stating

age, experience, etc., should reach the undersigned not later than
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.Agent-General for New South Wales.

123/125, Cannon Street, London, E.C.

February 9th, igi6.

WANTED, Man accustomed to making and assembling of metal
fittings for high-class aircraft work. Must have practical

knowledge and experience. Give full particulars with application.

Those on Government work need not apply.—Apply to nearest
Labour Exchange, mentioning this paper and Box No. 776.

WANTED immediately for Government-controlled works in

Norwich, a number of Skilled or Semi-Skilled Mechanics
from any trade where Fitting, Machmlng, Erecting, Filing,
Wiring, or similar work is done.

Applications from intelligent amateur mechanics considered with
a view to training. Exceptional opportunity to gain experience
in aircraft work. Permanencies to good men. Rates according to
ability. Those engaged on Government work need not apply.

—

Apply to rjearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning
fhis paper and Box No. 775.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.
2S. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention The

Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST o< 350 pilots.
The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIRKErt'T
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W
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Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone

:
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power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.
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The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view ol the arrangrement made between the Treasury
and the British Wrlgrht Co., Ltd., in respect to the free
use by the Navy axid the Army of the British Wrlsrht
Patents, the Directors of the Company be? to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodvlnR the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured ^In
pursuance of such Government orders. !'rhe Company is

prepared to receive applications from British Manufacturers
for;, licences to manufacture ,;under the Wright Patents
In respect to machines for private use in Qi-eaFBritain or for
export to Foreign Governments.

THE OGILVIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents for

these indicators in Great Britain.

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

GNOME & LE RHONE
ENGINE COMPANY
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War Office

& Admiralty
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47 Victoria St., S.W., and The -Hyde,
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The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD
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FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works t

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.
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MILESTONES—XVII

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NIEUPORT. The first Nieuport of 1909 was curiously like a monoplane version

of a Caudron. In 1910 came the 111 tie two-cylir.der machine with fixed tail-plane and universally jointed tail. In

I91I the French Trials machine was built with ; 1( 0-h p. 14 cylinder Gnome, and is typical of this make. Also
the little two-cylinder record-breaker. A mod fijation of 1913 was the height record machine of the late M.

Le-'a^nei'X. The last was the 1 5^ plane "destroyer" of 1914.
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ON THE AIRCRAFT DEBATE.
It has been the custom iu this paper whenever an im-

portant debate on aeronautical affairs has taken place in

the House of Commons to report it in full, so that readers
may learn the really important points in the various
speeches, such points being almost invariably omitted
from the daily papers owing, quite naturally, to the editors

of such papers being unaware of the relative values of the
arguments raised on so technical a subject.

The debate on Wednesday last, the i6th inst., was by
far the most important which has yet taken place, for it

indicated not only that the House of Commons is at last

awake to the importance of adequate aerial defence and
offence, but that a considerable number of even the most
faithfuj partisans of the Coalition are losing faith in their

leaders, and are desirous of having, if not yet determined
to have, someone better fitted to direct the fortunes of the
British Empire. That the Government itself realises the
extent of the disaffection among its followers was shown
by its refusal to face a division on Mr. Joynson-Hicks'
Amendment to the Address and its endeavour to take
refuge in procrastination by putting up Mr. Bonar Law
to promise a further opportunity for discussion on the
Air Service—by which date the Government evidently
hopes to have started some sort of reform, as a sop to its

critics.

Thb C.-vbinet's Worst Fright.

The seriousness of the Government's position in the

estimation of the House in general is indicated by a state-

ment current among members that when the debate had
progressed for some time Mr. Asquith, who had been
absent from his seat for a while, came in and sat down
beside Mr. Balfour, and as he did so the latter said to

him loudly enough to be overheard by other members in

the vicinity, "Speaking as an old Parliamentary hand, I

don't like the look of things at all." Possibly the words
used may have differed slightly from those quoted, but it

is evident from the Cabinet's subsequent action that such
was Ministerial feeling.

It is evident that the Cabinet was thoroughly shaken by
the strength rather than by the violence of the attack on
its "wait and see" policy, and there is more than a little

truth in the jesting suggestion that the Air Service Party
in the House shall in future be known as the Royal Scare

•Service, for if ever a party did a public service by giving

an incapable Government a really royal scare it is the

little group whose attack was led by Mr. Joynson-Hicks.
The effect of the attack is the more remarkable in that it

was made more or less independently by the different

members, without previous close consultation together.

The Need for an Organised Attack.

It is to be hoped that before pressing the next attack

^
the Air Service members will form themselves definitely

_
into a regular Party, sinking for the time being their

various political differences, and planning out their line

of action carefully with the aiS of competent technical

advisers. In this way each speaker could criticise and

suggest improvements on a different line. One could take

the subject of personnel. Another could take the supply

of aeroplanes and engines. Another could take the sub-

ject of designs and their suitability for active service use.

Yet another could deal with the question of organisation

and commands. Thus all overlapping of effort would be

avoided, and a vast number of points which deserve

criticism, but have hitherto been left untouched, could be

covered fully in the one debate. Tediousness, due to

several speakers saying the same thing over and over

again, would be absent from the discussion, and the

Cabinet, would have a far worse time than they had last

week, unless they are able to take very important steps

towards reform in both Services in the next two or three

wrecks.

• Unfortunately in reporting the debate of Wednesday last

it is impossible to reprint it fully, owing to its extreme

length. To do so, and to comment adequately on it,

would fill nearly a whole issue of this paper, and I fear

that many of our readers would be displeased if I gave
them nothing but Parliamentary stuff for their weekly
entertainment. It is impossible to expand the size of the

paper for this occasion because of the Government's action

in limiting the paper supply—an action which seems
likely to be more effective than the Censorship in dam-
ming the growing flood of criticism of official ineptitudes.

However, every effort has been made to give all essential

parts of the debate, and such of it as appears is printed

verbatim so as to give our readers as accurate an idea

as possible of each speaker's manner as well as his

matter. - Comments on each speech have been placed at

the end thereof, with the idea of elucidating certain points

and, in certain cases, of Correcting misapprehensions.

Here, then, followeth this historic debate :
—

The Debate.
Mr. Joynson-Hicks : I beg to mov^, at the end of the question,

to add the words

—

"That this House humbly regrets that no mention is made in

the Gracious Speech from the _Throne of any proposals for

placing the Air Services of the country on a firmer and stronger

basis." '

In moving this amendment I want to make it perfectly clear

that this is not in any sense a party attack upon the Government.

It is rather a patriotic effort to improve the condition of our Air

Services. . . . There is no subject, I imagine, upon which public

feeling is stronger at the present moment than the subject of our

M\r Services. It has been brought to a head very largely by the

effects of the undisputed raid which the German Zeppelins made
over us on tjhe 31st of last month. While, in my opinion, the

actual effects of the Zeppelin raids are a very small portion of

the whole question, I cannot help suggesting to the Government,

and, indeed, to those members of the House who have had no

experipnce of the Zeppelin raids, that where the raids have taken

place the feeling is very strong indeed with regard to the mode
in which the Government has neglected the possibilities of defence

against those raids . . . We have been eighteen months or a

little longer at war. The Government have had all that time

to reconstruct and improve their .'\ir Services. They have known
all that time what tlie possibilities were. ^ Indeed, tney knew
long before tihe war began what could be done by the Germans
and what could be done by ourselves in reply.

The position of a prophet who prophesies evil is never a com-
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fortable one, but the position of a propihet who prophesies lan

evil which comes true is a verv far from pleasant one, therefore

1 do not propose in any way to refer to the speeches w;hich I and
other members have made in this House. The whole of England,
very largely through the Press, who were, perhaps, more wide
awake in tJiis matter than the Government itself, saw what the

possibilities of the Air Services were long before the war bega-i.

I see thai my right 'hon. and learned friend, the member for

Walt'hamstow (Sir J. Simon), is not in his place to-da\'. If he

had been here 1 should have liked to remind him that the N'ortii-

cliffe Press, whatever views he might have about it, has done a

very real service to the cause of getting real supremacy in the

air long before the .war began. I notice that in 191 1 the

"Daily Mail" advocated more aeroplanes and more airmen.

Eighteen months before the war, in April, 1913, there was this

very remarkable .sentence in one of their leading articles:

—

"The conquest of the air by man has revolutionised the art

of warfare . . .
."

I am afraid our Army and Navy did not realise the truth of that

sentence. ...

As soon as the war began efforts were made of one kind or

anotlher, by the Leader of the Government in this House, first

of all, to satisfy us that all was well in regard to the Air Service.

I do not wish to quote again the speecies of the late Secret.uy
of State for War in regard to the airsnip question, because he
is now serving very gallantly in the field, but I want to call

attention to a statement made in this House in March, 1914, onlv

five months before the war began, by tllie then First Lord of (he

Admiraltv, and if those statements had been carried out we
should not to-day be in the position we are in in regard to our
defenceless state against Zeppelin raids. The right hon. gentle-

man informed us that a considerable new programme of airship

construction had been approved.

"A contract has been made with Messrs Vickers for one large

and three smaller non-rigid dirigible airships. The rigi^ is z.p-

proximately a Zeppelin of the British type. Having regard to our
great .and growing superiority in seaplanes, we consider ihat the

additional airship provision is, under present cirri\nistanccs.

sufficient." ....
The first thing I am entitled to ask is where is that non-rigid

airship of the Zeppelin type whioh was laid down in Maroh,
1914? He went on to tell us : "We have, built and building and
ordered, fifteen airships."

When the right hon. gentleman spoke of airships in that debate

I am quite certain he did not mean, or if lie did mean no one
thought he meant, the small type of sausage-balloon which, I

admit, has done very good service. What he meant, or what the

House at all events thougiht he meant, was an airship which was
able to cope with Zeppelin airships brougiht out by Germany. I

do not want to rub it in too strongly, but this is the same sueech

in wlhicli he told us of the swarm of hornets which would go up
immediately an offensive Zeppelin came across our shores.

"We ar^; already in a position of effective strength and any
hostile aircraft, airship, or aeroplane capable of reaching our
coast during the coming year would be promptly attacked, and
in superior force, by a swarm of very formidable hornets."

1915 has gone, 1916 is here, and it is a com,monplace to say

that up to the present moment, whatever arrangements have been
made by the Government, our shores are open to the irtcursion of

Zeppelins in any number they like .to send—not merely our shores,

not merely ihe East Coast and the South Coast, not merely Lon-
don, but as we now know, the Midlands, whioh manv of us thought
were at least secure from Zeppelin raids. What we want to get
at to-day is who is really responsible for fne condition of things
which has allowed this to take place, and who is going to be re-

sponsible in the months which are to come.

We have had the War Office, the A.dmiralty, the Home Office.

We have had the present First Lord and we have had Sir Percy
•Scott to deal with the gunnery question. Sir Percy Scott served
the purpose of the Government some few months ago. He was
an eminent Admiral ; a man in whom the whole public had con-
fidence, and he was appointed by the Government, perhaps it is

not fair to say I0 throw dust in the eves of the public, but his

appointment had the effect of doing so. It had the effect of making
people think ".Sir Percy .Scott is in charge; everything will now
be right, and the gunnery defences of England will very soon be

put on a perfect basis." Now we are told Sir Percy .Scott is no
longer going to be in control of the gunnery defences of our land.

I do not quite know whether he is there to-day or not. I do not
quite knew whether the Navy or the Army is really controlling

this'matler at present.

The choppTng and changing is very remarkable. It began on
October 28th by the statement of my right hon. friend, to which
I called attention once before, tliat the military are responsil)lc

for sending up military aeroplanes, and the Navy for sending up
naval aeroplanes. My information is that, whatever the military
were responsible for, and whatever the Navy was responsible for,

neither of them sent up aeroplanes when the Zeppelins came along
on the 31st of last month. Tlien on December 14th the Under-
Secretary of State for War told us : "The defences of London are

being transferred to the control of the War Deparlment. Sir

Percy Scott will no longer be in charge."
On January 19th the sUme right hon. gentleman told us : "The

London Anti-aircraft defences are still under the control of the

Admiralty."
On December 14th they were being transferred to the War

Office. On January 19th they had got back again to the Admi-
ralty. "It is not desirable in the public interest 10 make any
further statement at present." I imagine not. I should imagine
that if the responsibility for the air defences jumped about in

December and January in that manner, it would not be desirable

to make any further statement until they had really made up their

minds where the defences were going to be. Two days later,

after we had been told by the Under-Secretary that the defences

were under the control of the Admiralty, the Prime Minister
stated : "Certain changes in the aircraft defence are under con-
sideration."

On January 27th the First Lord of the Admiralty told us that
the aircraft defences were being handed over to the Army. 'Where
are they now? Who was responsible for the condition of the

gunnery defences on January 31st, when the Zeppelin raid took
place? We are told—I hope this is not more dust thrown in the

eves of the people-'-that at present arrangements are being made
to hand the entire defence of London over to Field Marshal
Lord French. I presume that means gunnery defence, and, I i
take it, aeroplane defence as well. I should have tliought if there -M

was one m.an who had enough to do without undertaking the

defence, of London, it was the Field Marshal.

We understand that he has come back from the front in order to

control and organise the Forces of the Crown in this country. . . .

What is to happen, may I ask, when Lord French is inspecting

some of these troops in Northumberland and a raid is imminent?
Is a telephone message or a telegram to be sent, "Come back at

once, never mind the troops, and take charge of the Zeppelin

defences here," or is he, wihen an application is required for him
to go 10 Salisbury training centre, to say, "I ajm very sorry, but-

I cannot go because I have to stay and look after the anti-aircraft

defence of London"? Really, it seems to me, if they had desired

to pitch upon the one man who would give confidence to the

public, they have pitched on the right man ; but if they desired to

pitch upon the one man who, of all others, could not possibly do
the work owing to his other great duties, they have pitched upon
that man also.

The powers of the Zeppelin are increasing very strongly^ . . .

there is every reason to suppose that within a short time the

Zei^pelin will have a radius of at least 600 miles, out and home.
. . . Our defence against Zeppelins must come under three heads.

It can either be by gunnery, by aeroplane, or by a strong offensive

over on the other side of the water. I leave out of the question

defence by Zeppelins of our own because we have not got them.

In that matter the responsibility lies very heavy on the shoulders

of the right hon, gentleman who was First Lord of the Admiralty
at an earlier period. Think what the benefit would have been if

we had three, four, or five large airships of the Zeppelin type able

to patrol our East Coast wJienever there was a diance of Zeppelins

coming over, and able to meet them there ! ... In regard to ;-nti-

aircraft guns. Sir Percy Scott has, I understand, for some months
been in charge of the anti-aircraft gunnefy defences. I am not

sure whether his liability and his power were confined to the de-

fences of London or whether he had responsibilities for the whole

of our coast defences as well. Whatever the answer may be, I

am afraid the position is somewhat unsatisfactory.

It is essential, I understand, for the Zeppelins to cross the coast

rather low after drifting across the sea in order that they may
pick up the landmarks and see wthere they are arid then direct

their course to whatever position is required. These Zeppeli is

came over flying not more than two or three . thousand feet high.

I do not think anyone will deny that. Tliat was a height at

wihich any anti-aircraft gunnery of any pretensions to use could

have got them down. What was the truth in regard to the

matter? Either the guns were not fired or the guns were no use.

That is the position. There is no alternative. Either they were

not fired or they were no use.

Hon. Members : Or they were not there :

Mr. JoY.MSoN=HicKS : If they were not there they were not
.

fired. I understood, and 1 think from statements which have been
.

made in this House we were entitled to understand, that there

'were guns on our East Coast ready to meet Zeppelins. That it is

not a difficult matter to bring down Zeppelins by aircraft gunnery
let me read what the late Secretary of .State for War said in regard

to the question. He is an authority. • In March, 1913, the late

Secretary for' War . . . Brigadier-General Seely, on March 9th,

made the follbw'ing statement in this House with regard to ex-

periments they had been making in regard to anti-aircraft, guns :

' We have been for a long time conducting very careful inquiries j
upon these questions. ... All the mechanical difficulties have

been completely solved, and the actual difficulty of hitting an

aerial target at a considerable height, moving at an unknown
speed, and at an unknown height, has been enormously exagge-

rated, and everybody concerned has been surprised beyond measure

at the apparent ease and remarkable accuracy that can be attained

I
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in firing" at aerial targets."—(Official Report, March 19th, 1913.

Col. 1080. Vol. L.)

I put forward this statement by the right hon. Gentleman in aid

of my speech to-day and to strengthen my position when I ask
the Government whether the anti-aircraft guns were there when
the Zeppelins came over, and, if so, why they did not fire? I

will not mention places, but I have a great deal of information
in regard to what happened when the Zeppelins came over. There
was one gun, a big gun, at one place where the Zeppelins came
over on the East Coast, flying at a height of not more than about

3,000 feet. This gun stood, more or less, on end and fired at the
Zeppelin. It missed it, but the effort of firing was such that the

gun rolled over and it fired no more. I ask the right hon. Gentle-
man (Mr. Tennant) whether that is true or not.

I want to go further. I want to ask him, or perhaps I ought to

ask the First Lord of the Admiralty, because- I think he is respon-
sible, what is the condirion of our Anti-Aircraft Corps at the pre-

sent time? . . . They have been given guns and they have been
practising from time to time on the East Coast. . . . This is

the position of this particular corps on January 31st last, which
had control of about 3,000 square miles of our land—a force which
the Crown rely upon to bring down Zeppelins if they come over,

and which we were entitled to rely upon, because everyone knew
of their existence. They had ten maxim guns, which were used
in the Boer War, mounted. Maxim guns fire rifle bullets, and
you might as well fire a pea shooter at an elephant as to fire

maxim guns at a Zeppelin with any hope of bringing it down. In
September last year, when things became critical in regard to
Zeppelin raids, they were provided with certain i-lb. pom-poms
and also ij-lb. pom-poms. Of these pom-poms three were new at

the time of the South African War, and five were reconstructed last

year. They were guns which Sir Percy Scott turned out of London
because they were not good enough for London, and so they were
sent down to the East Coast, although the East Coast is the place

where, as everybody knows, we ought to attack the Zeppelins. The
First Lord of the Admiralty will agree with me in that. . , . We
should catch the Zeppelins on the coast. But how can you expect
to catoh them on the coast if you arm your men with guns of

the calibre I have mentioned? Now I think the hon. Member is

'answered who asked me why the guns did not fire They were
there, but they were no use. They did fire some of them, it is

only fair to say that. If the right hon. Gentleman wants to know
I can tell him that these guns were fired numbers of times during
previous Zeppelin raids. They have been in action again and
again, but they are no earthly use whatever. Is the country to be
palmed off after eighteen months of war with defences of that
kind? Surely that question hardly needs elaborating? At the end
of eighteen months, after raid after raid has taken place, this is

the condition of affairs. Are you going to end it?

The second mode of defence is by aeroplane, by patrols of

aeroplanes. This is where I want to put a question to the right
hon. Gentleman referring to the statement that the military send
up the military aeroplanes and the Navy send up the naval aero-
planes. Who sent up the aeroplanes on the 31st Januarj;? The
Zeppelins were there in broad daylight. They were seen at 5
o'clock and at 5.15. There they were comTng over the coast, and
they were not flying high. It was known that they were coming,
yet where the Zeppelins came over the aeroplanes did not go up.

The right hon. Gentleman indicates that I am wrong there It

may be that in one place they did not go up, and that in another
they did go up. I will show him the letters I have received, stating

that in certain places they did not ,go up. If they did go uo, what
did they do? What was fhe result? Were thev properly armed?
Were they aeroplanes that were able to cope with Zeppelins? Were
thev aeroplanes that could fly quickly and get to the top of tihe Zep-
pelins and drop the necessary bombs upon them and smash them,

up? Were they aeroplanes with sufficiently powerful machine guns

to deal with the Zeppelins when they got up, or were they merely
aeroplanes that went up for scouting purposes? It is perfectly
possible to have fleets of aeroplanes, fleets of formidable hornets,
to use the words of the lattf First Lord of the Admiralty (Mr.
Ohurohill) around our coast, not only when Zeppelin raids are
taking place, but w>»en aeroplane raids are taking place. At Dover
and Broadstairs aeroplanes • came over. Where were our £ero-
planes? Why were they not there to attack them? . . .

I do not like to give figures, but it would not give the Germans
any information of value if the Government would tell us how
manj battle aeroplanes there are at Dover capable of competing
with the German aeroplanes when they come over. I do not
mean school machines. I do not mean machines for teaching young
officers to fly, although, of course, they are necessary, but I mean
battle aeroplanes, capable of going up when needed, and capable of
dealing with the enemy when they get up. The Under-Secretary
for War (Mr. Tennant) told us in answer to a question that you
cannot send aeroplanes up by merely pressing a button. You can
send out a fire engine with two horses and six men in thirty
seconds. The London Fire Brigade do that. You cannot send up
aeroplanes by pressing a button if they are not ready, if they are
not oiled, greased, and filled with petrol. You caimot send them
up if their pilots are not there, but if you have a proper service at
every station just as jou have in connection with the London Fire
Brigade, where you have fire engines and men ready to go out the
moment when a fire breaks out, and if you have three or four
aeroplanes ready with men there, all you have got to do is to turn

. a handle and off goes the aeroplane. If the machine is ready and
the men are there it is just as simple as pressing a button. We
know that the condjtions of affairs in our air stations is not such,
after eighteen months of war, as will enable cur men to go up
when they see the enemy aircraft coming in broad daylight across
the English Channel.
We were told by another Cabinet Minister, the President of the

Board of Trade, that he had many men who would go' up in

aeroplanes and dash into Zeppelin? when they approach. That is

very tine indeed, but you have to give your men better machines.
That would be certain death, and I do not want to call upon any
man to incur certain death by doing that. If you will give them
proper machines they can meet the enemy. You must arrange for

flying with your aeroplanes at night. On the coast you ran catch
the enemy's aircraft by daylight, but in London and large towns
they must fly at night.

What arrangements are there for flying grounds where our aero-

planes can rise and descend? At Barnes, Wimbledon, Hendon,
Brooklands, and Hyde Park there are large open spaces, and we
arc entitled to know what general arrangements are being made
with respect to flying by night. They cannot go up at night
unless they have had practice in flying at night. You must have
considerable spaces for fljing grounds, lighted by sufficient electric

light, which can be turned off and on when a raid is taking place,

so that your aeroplanes can go up and come down in safety. We
asked for that before the War, and those who know anything
about aeronautics have asked for it over and over again. .Are we
going to make arrangements even now so that things rriay be better

before the conclusion of the War?
What would be still better would be to carry on the offensive,

confined not to London and not to our coasts, but to the coasts of

the enemy, to Germany, and -those parts of Belgium where the

Germans are. We are told that it is difficult. We are told, it

may be, that we have not sufficient aeroplanes which can fly in

sufficient numbers from Dunkirk, say, into Germany, where these

Zeppelin sheds are. . . . These sheds are known. I admit that

the}' are protected, but that would be no check to English bravery
if we could have the machines.
Let the House realise what aeroplanes did before the War. Be-

fore the War broke out 135 miles was done in an hour by an

Tbf neyy Thonias biplane, Type P2, yfbkh has broken ^11 ,4inerican records, 4oing 102 ra.p.h, with 135 h.p.. Thomas mt^T-
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iicroplane. An aeroplane went up 25,000 feet, which is twice the

fjreatest height that any ZeppeHn has ever been known to rise to.

An aeroplane flew without stopping for twenty-four hours and
twelve minutes. That would take it to Dunkirk and Essen and
back with a few turns over. An aeroplane also flew 1,250 miles
continuously without coming down. These are all records of what
was done more than eighteen months ago, and I believe these per-
formances have been exceeded in cases where there was no definitf

recoi'd. Why cannot our aeroplanes do that to-da-y ?

It is because we have not got a sufficiency of high-power aero-
planes. We confine ourselves at the present moment to aero-
planes of limited horse-power. The Germans use, as a general
thing, from 160 to 200 horse-power. We must have bigger aero-
planes, 'amply armed, some of ihem with guns, some with bombs,
some with scouts, some as battleplanes, and some to protect those
others which are not so well armed, if we are to have any real,

effective offensive. ... I am not keen on reprisals on women
and children, much as I hate the abominable murders which have
happened here, but I would not rule out the possibility even of re-

prisals on undefended towns. There are plenty of defended towns
to practise upon in the first instance. Essen is 220 miles from
Dunkirk, and I am giving no information to the enemy in stating

that. The double journey would represent a distance of 440 miles,

or, allowing for sixty for wandering, perhaps to get out of the

way of liostile aircraft, 500 miles, and that distance could be clone

in ten hours. If we had 500 such machines as I have indicated in

Dunkirk, there would be no difficulty in finding the men.
The men want to go. I have spoken with hundreds of our men

who are keen and anxious to go, who have asked me to say to the

House of Commons that they wane to go, and that they cannot
get leave to go, and they cannot get, through the Admiralty or the

War Office, or whoever is responsible, the necessary powerful
machines.

The Mastery of the Air.

At the present moment our men at the front are outclassed by
the enemy's machines, whether the Fokker or other machines.
M> right hon. Friend told us the other day that the Fokker was
useful, because it stayed behind the Germ.an lines and attacked

our men when they went over, but that the Germans did not
come over our lines. I am going to read a letter from a Member
of this House, a highly respected Member who is serving with our
Forces at the front, and I shall be glad to show this letter to any
of my Friends who wish to see it, but as the Member in question

is serving in the Army his name must not be mentioned. The
letter is dated February 6th :

—
"I should like to tell you how regularly these official reports

from France seem to me to lie as to our mastery of the air out

here. . .
."

That is not my language. It is the language of a Member of this

House serving at the front.

"This mastery may prevail elsewhere. It certainly does not

prevail at .'*

and he mentions a particular part of the line where he is, but it is

a part of the line where, I know, our aircraft are as good as, or

better than, they are at any other part of the line.

"What happened on this very day? I was going to the trenohes.

It was a brilliant bright morning. We were held up there while

two German machines cruised slowly about like a couple of well-

trained po'nter dogs, reconnoitring the whole of our lines, without
interference of any sort, except for some desultory shelling by our
anti-aircraft guns, which they treated, as usual, with supreme
contempf .

"

It is not over the German lines, but over our lines that the

German aeroplanes were flying on that particular day. He goes on

in the letter, which is too long to read, to say how one of our

batteries which was close to him had to stop firing for some hours

because the German aeroplanes were flying over them, and they

did not want our battery to be .spotted by the aeroplanes.

I have dealt with the anti-aircraft gun, and the failure that has

taken place, and the need for a strong offensive in which every

airman believes, whether it be the defeated candidate for Mile End
or those in the Army or the Naval Air Service. They all believe

in the possibility of a strong offensive if they are onlv given the

necessary machines.
What do 1 propose? I have spoken too often perhaps in this

House on the question. I know that what I have got to suggest

to-dav does not meet with universal approval, but 1 do think that

sooner or later you will have to put the whole control of the two

Services into the hands of one man, whether you call him an

Air Minister or not, or whether you give him the salary of a

Cabinet Minister, which I hope you will not. You will find manv
men willing to give alUtheir time to this for their country. But

at all events, find a man, either military, naval or civil, who has

energy and determination, and who believes in the possibilities of

what can be done. It would be impossible to create a new Air

Service at the present time. That is clear. It would be impossible

to amalgamate the two Services, but I would like to see trans-

ferred to the Air Minister—and a name has been mentioned, a

Member of the other House, who « ould make an admirable Air

Minister, a man who has time and determination—all the powers

of the Army Council as affecting the .'^ir Service and all the

powers of the Board of Admiralty as affecting the Naval Air Ser-
vice. 'J hen you would have one man controlling both.
He would have a small staff of good men, a Naval air man, an

Army air man, and an anti-aircraft gun man. I dare say that the
right hon. Gentleman couJd pick out the men.

I am quite sure that no Member of this House would believe

it possible that one of our best anti-aircraft gunners in France,
who has been decorated for his work with the anti-aircraft guns, is

now in control of a battery somewhere in another part of , the-

world. All his abilitj with regard to anti-aircraft guns is wasted.

Something must be done. The country demands it, and I think
it can be done. I' think that we are entitled to ask both right hon.
Gentlemen who are responsible for the conduct of these two
Services that they will give us not merely sedative speeches, but
that the}' will give us the assurance that something has been and

.

something will be done to save the lives and homes of our people
from such occurrences as happened sixteen days ago in the \Iid-

lands, something which will save our shores from invasion iby

hostile aircraft men, something which will enable this War to be

brought to a much more rapid and much more victorious issue.

It can be done, it ought to be done, and it shall be done.

[Mr. Joyiison-Hicks' speech is beyond question the

best he has yet made ou the subject, of aircraft in the

House. One ma)? disagree with him on certain points,

but in the main he is absolutely sound. One may even

a.s;ree that aircraft have revolutionised the art of war,

while reserving' to oneself the opinion that they have not

affected the science of war.

It is regrettable that he should have referred sneeringly

to Mr. Churchill, for to that Minister we owe the exist-

ence of constructors able to produce aeroplanes capable

of beating' the Germans. In Mr. Churchill's time the

much-jeered-at " swarm of hornets " was almost hatched,

and it was only after he left the Admiralty and certain

changes were made in the Air Department that super-

vision of the construction of aircraft fell into evil ways,

and not ou\y failed to produce anything new of value, but

effectivel}' rtiined the machines which were actually being

produced. The total absence of any Naval aircraft of

British construction capable of dealing with the new
German machines may be traced with certainty to the

actions of one small group of Admiralty officials. They,

and the)- alone, are to blame. Mr. Churchill is entirely

guiltless.

Even in the matter of postponing the constrticticn of

airships he acted on the advice of alleged "eyperts,"

who presumably knew more than he did, and were paid

for their knowledge. Mr. Churchill has done more for

British aircraft than any other ^'ficial personage, and

the nation owes him a debt of gratitude.

Mr. Joynson-Hicks is a trifle out in his statement that

neither Navy nor Army sent up aeroplanes on January

31st. Would that the statement were true. "With such

aeroplanes as were then available and with such in-

adequate landing arrangements it was folly to send

machines up in the dark and fog, and apparently ctrtain

gallant young officers paid for that official folly.

The speaker's contention that the defence of England

should begin at the coast is indisputably correct, and

it would be easy to add many counts to his somewhat

mild indictment of the utter folly and futility with which

the Government primarily, and under them the Naval

and Military authorities, have dealt with the whole sub-

ject of defence against enemy aircraft. If the subject

were not so serious, their puny efforts would be a

shrieking farce.

Mr. Joynson-Hicks missed rather a good Parliamentary

point by omitting to mention that, barring the speed

record of 135 miles in the hour, all the other pre-war

records for height and duration were "made in Germany."

His quotation from the M.P. at the Front bears out

absolutely all this paper has said about the silly and

vainglorious claims that have beeii made about our mas-

tery of the air, but the language is such as one would

never dare to use in this paper. One also agrees witi

him on the question of retaliatory raids, for such raids

are now possible, and are worth doing, provided they
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arc done on a very big scale. Morv.over, able aud in-

telligent handling of the question of supplies of aircraft

should give us the command of the air very soon, the

only difficulty being to find the man who is capable of

handling the subject. The Army is doine remarkably

well in this respect, and, if entirely freed from R.A.F.

influence, would do better still. The Navy is far more
in need of reform in this department.

Here, perhaps, is an opening for a capable Air Minister

to do for the two Flying Services just what the Ministry

of Munitions is doing for the materiel of the two senior

Services, and to have just as little to do with the per-

sonnel of either Service. It is, at any rate, satisfactory

to see that Mr. Johnson-Hicks recognises the impossi-

bilit}' ot amalgamating th'V two Services. It is perliajjs

peculiar that he has not touched the question of a third

Service for aerial defence and offence, apart from the

subsidiary flying sections of the two senior Services.

Here lies the re.ilh- great' opportunity.

On the whole, the hon. member is to be congratulated

of having done as great a service to the nation bv his

bold attack on official incompetence as he did in the past

when he exposed the falsehoods of another Minister for

War respecting the number of aeroplanes then existing.]

Mr. RoMALD McNeill : Whether or not my hon. Friend i.s (m -

reri in t.a\ing that our men at the front are not at the moment in

possession of the mastery of the air, I think that the House will

agree with nie in saying that he is in possession of the mastery

of this subject. Certainly he has a technical and extensive know-
ledge of the whole of this subject to \yhioh I have no pretension,

and though I am anxious to second the Amendment which he h.is

moved I do so wifli no right whatever to speak with thi.' authorilv

which he wields on this subject.

In accordance with this remark Mr. McNeill continued

at great length, without technical or extensive knowledge.

Later ou he said :
—

Coming to the recent raids, there was a raid on the Saturda>

night and another raid ;ibout midday on the Sunday following—the

next day—over Dover and the neighbourhood, I am informed—the

facts may conflict with what has been said in this House, but I am
obliged to repeat them, because my information conif.s from a

source which I cannot neglect—that mt anti-aircraft £?uns were
fired, and that no aeroplanes went up al liiat place at all to attack

the approaching aircraft, while in the immediate neighbourhood
there is a place where thei-e were both guns and aeroplanes. But
not a single aircraft went up. We were told in this House, and 1

think through the Press Bureau, that the enemy aircraft were
chased by our aeroplanes. There is a sense in which that is per-

fectly true, but my information is that our aeroplanes did not go
up in chase until after the enemy aircraft were well oui of sight

across the sea. Moreover, in one particular place in that district- -

it is difficult to make the matter clear, for I do not wish to mention
names of places—guns and aeroplanes and other means of resisting

airships were to be had ; but on that Sunday, at midda\', tliere was
no one there at all except a sentry. ... It is quite clear that you
had in the middle of the day on a Sunday, whclhcr for reasons of

devotion or otherwise we need not inquire, at this place neither

mechanician, pilot, observer, nor gunner, nor anyone e.\cept a

sentry, so that it is quite clear that if warnings had been sent they

wuri not likely lo produce any effer.i

After further uneulightening remarks Mj-. ;\icXeill said :

In one of the Debates which we had in 1913, wlu n iliis ma'tter

of aircraft came up for consideration, a speech was ni.-ide by my
noble friend Lord Beresford, in which he said :

—

"Airships which carry weights cannot be seen at night, and will

not be destroyed by guns, a.- some people think
'"

That was after the .Secretary of State for War lia'l spoken about
the extraordinarily successful experiments which he had made
My noble friend continued :

—

"The only possibility of fighting them is the plan adopted with
regard to all fighting machines, ashore or afloat

—

you must meet
like with like. Yov will have to have as man\' as other Powers
k)-day to guard against this great risk."
There we have different opinions on the question which I ;,!ti

putting to the right hon. Gentleman as to what is the Government
plan. The late Secretary of -State said gunnery. Mv noble friend

Lord Beresford, who knew far mere about these matters than
right hon. g iitlciiicn opposite, said that you will never do it by
gunnerv, njid that you can only do it by having .'lirships of the

same sort. The opinion expressed by my noble friend is h^)^-

portant in this respect We are dealing now with the whole
question of the .Mr Services of the country, and not merely with
regard to recent raids, which are a comparatively simal! part of

them. My noble friend was speaking of the possihilitv of using

these aircraft in Fleet action. What I want .to ask the First

Lord of the Admiralty is, has the possibility ot the use of

Zeppelins in Fleet action been really seriously considered, not

merely in the conventional sense in which Governments always tell

us everything is considered, but has it been considered and a

definite conclusion reached?

The Under-Secretary of Siatk for War (Mr. Tennant) :

The hon. member for Brentford (Mr. joynson-Hicks) has made
a strong attack upon His Majesty's Government, and an attacjk

which, no doubt, has been reinforced by certain occurrences which

have recently happened. He has been seconded in his Amendment
by my hon. frietid the member for St. Augustiile's Division of

Kent (Mr. R. McNeill), with a large part of whose speech 1

entirely concur. It was refreshing to hear from him that people

with whom he had come into contact had displayed a spirit which

is entirely worthy of the best traditions of our race. My hon.

friend asked me whether the Government have yet grasped the

gravity of the situation and if we were now making provisions,

or if proper provisions had been made lO meet this situation.

1 rather despair of giving assurances, certainly to my hon. friend

the member for Brentford, because I ain afraid that he woiild

not accept thern in their entirety. I would rather, than give

assurances, inform the House of the action which His Majesty's

Government has taken and express again, although not again,

for I do not think I have ever expressed it before, the hope which

1 share of the consequences which will follow on that action.

The two hon. gentlemen who have spoken ha\e told us that the

(jo\'ernment have no e.xcuse for inaction or want of preparation,

because this matter is not a new matter. I really would ask them,

whether if it is not a new on-, it is certainly an experimental

matter. It is an experimental .Service, and the whole of the Air

Service of this country is constantly developing from day to day

and almost from hour to hour, a fact which I know the House
appreciates. In so experimental a service as this it would be

absurd for any Minister standing at this box to pretend to any-

thing in the nature of perfection. No such pretence has ever been

made. But I would ask the House to consider for a moment what
were the original puiposes intended to be served by the Air

Service? I think the generally accepted view was that it was.

for fighting purposes only, and not for defensive purposes against

Zeppelin raids, such as have been the subject of the greater part

of this discussion. TTiere were three or four purposes set forth as-

being the purposes for w^hich aeroplanes were required. First of all,,

reconnaissance, including the photography- of the enemy's posi-

tion, and artillery observation—observation of our own artillery

as Wfell as of the emplacements of the enemy's guns, which in-

volves the use of wireless telegraphy
;

secondly, fighting, includ-

ing the use of guns ; and thirdly, for bombing vulnerable points

or important structures belonging to the enemy. Those were the

original purposes which 1 think were universally accepted as being
those for which an Air Service is required.

A new problem has now arisen, and I think the very fact that

this new problem has arisen in the dimensions in which we see

It at the present moment is a practical demonstration of the

novelty and of the experimental nature of this service. Even the

hon. MeiTiber for Brentford, who has given inuch time and thought
to the study of the subject, I do not believe ever had it in his

mind that there was a probability of this kind of raid, not upon
fortresses or upon London—I adinit there was always the prob-
ability of that—but upon undefended parts of the Midlands and'

upon the inland towns of Great Britain. I do not believe that that
i-\er crossed the hon. Member's mind. Certainly it did not mine.

I think that so far as London, the arsenals, and vulnerable-

points are concerned, we have inade endeavours to provide propei-

equipnient and proper d.'fenci . I do not wish from that any hon.
Memher to go away and say that our arsenals and vulnerable

points are therefore safe ; but I would say this, the complete de-
fence of every part of the United KinoXlom against the attack of
long-range aircraft by .any s\ stern of guns or purely defensive
aircraft can never be complete, and if carried out even partially

would impose an intolerable strain on our resourfes. The most
that can be done is to make an endeavour to pi^otect our vulnerable
points in such way that the enemy's probable loss will be so

great as to act as a deterrent. That is the most which I think
ought to be demanded. I do not believe that the hon. Gentleanan.

who initiated this discussion himself thouglu it a conceivable thing
that wo. should endeavour to defend every part of His Majesty's-
Dominions within these shores.

What I want to tell the House is what we have actually done
. . . What does that mean? It means this, that under the pro-
visions which have been now agreed upon the Navy will under-
take to deal with hostile aircraft attempting to reach this country,
while the Army will undertake to deal with any such aircraft

which reach these shores. AH defence arrangements on land are
to be undertaken by the Army, who will also provide the aero-
planes required by the Home Defence troops to protect garrisons
and vulnerable points, and the flying stations required' to enable
the aircraft' to undertake these duties. These are the things
which have been agreed. The Navy is to provide the aircraft

required to co-operate with and assist the Fleets and patrolling;

flotillas to watch the coasts, and to organise and maintain such
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flying btations as are recjuired to tnable the aiirratt to undertake
this duty. . . The War Office will be responsible for demanding
the necessary armament (guns, mountings, and ammunition) from
the Ministry of iMunitions. The Ministry of Munitions, after con-
sultation with the War Office, will be responsible for the designs
and supply of the armament demanded. No fresh orders for arma-
ment to be placed e.xcept in accordance with this arrangement.
Furthfr than that, a Standing Joint Naval and Military Com-
mittee will be formed to collaborate in and to co-ordinate the
question of supplies and design for materiel for the naval and
military Air Services. This Committee will take the place of

those informal conferences, which I should like the House and
tihe country to realise 'have not been very rare in the past.

Mr. JoYNSON-HicKS : Does the statement of the right hon.
Gentleman mean that Sir Percy Scott has no longer anything to

do with the matter?
Mr. Tennant : 1 hope the hon. Gentleman will not go away

with any such idea. .Sir Percy Scott is still in the position he was
in. There has been no change in reference to Sir Percy Scott.

What may ultimately be I do not like to say. Sir Percy Scott's

position is what it was. He is in command of the gunnery.

Mr. JoYNSON-HiCKS : Is he now in the .'Vrmy?

Captain .Amerv : Is he under the War Office?

Mr. Tennant : If tire arrangement which I hope is going to be

completed is actually completed, the services of Sir Percy Scott
will be transferred from the Admiralty to the War Office. It is

a little inconvenient to answer these questions when the arranjje-

ment is not actually quite completed. We hope it may be so.

We have also taken steps, in conjunction with my right hon.

Friends the Home Secretary and the Postmaster-General, to make
better provision for warning various towns to which we anticipate

aircraft will come. My right hon. Friend the Postmaster-General
will say a few words, complementary to what I have said, when
I sit down. In order to remedy certain difficulties which have
become apparent in the past, particularly on the occasion to which
allusion is constantly made—January 31st —difficulties of con-

veying information owing to congestion of the lines—the military

authorities, the Home Office, and the Post Office are arranging
a general system of warnings to the local police authorities, which
will be communicated by them to the various local authorities and
undertakings who require to take certain prjcautions in anticipa-

tion of attacks. For this purpose Great Britain has been divided

into a number of districts of suitable size. Preliminary warnings
will be sent from certain military centres as soon as hostile air-

craft are observed at any point on the coast. These preliminary
warnings will enable the police authorities in the various districts

to prepare in advance for the arrangements which will be neces-

sary on the approach of aircraft to any district.

It will be specially necessary to reserve the telephone lines used

by the police strictly for police purposes, so that they may not

be blocked by irresponsible inquiries by members of the public.

Owing to the uncertainty of the movements of hostile aircraft it

may often be necessary to issue warnings within a short time of

the possible arrival of the aircraft, and in such cases it will prob-
ably be necessary from time to time to suspend altogether the use

by the general public of the telephone system.

These are the main steps which have been taken by the War
Office. I leave out the question of large dirigible aircraft, which
is not within the province of the War Office, and with which my
right hon. Friend the First Lord of the Admiralty will deal. . .

I interrupted the hon. Member for Brentford in his speech to

igform him that it was incorrect to say that aeroplanes did not

ascend upon January 31st. I believe in that statement I am quite

correct. Aeroplanes did ascend, but the height

Mr. JoYNSON-HiCKS was understood to dissent.

Mr. Tennant : I understood the hon. Member for Brentford

to say that no aeroplanes did ascend.

Mr. JOYNSON-HicKS : I beg your pardon. I accepted at once

the statement of the right hon. Gentleman when he said that

aeroplanes had gone up. What I said was that th( re were vari-

ous aeroplanes, and it wa? quite possible they went up in one place

and not in another.

Mr. Tennant : I should like the House to realise that it is not

possible to have aeroplanes all over England ready for this kind

of attack. The only way in which that could be made a possi-

bility would be by denuding the front of the aeroplanes which we
have there. Is there an hon. Member in this House who would
say that it was a proper position to take up to take the aeroplanes

away from the front for that purpose?
An Hon. Member : Order more !

Mr. Tennant : We have ordered, and ordered and ordered !

The right hon. Gentleman says: "Order more," as if it were
so simple. Surely he knows that the whole of the labour of this

country has been occupied in producing all this kind of armament,
and guns, and munitions, and it has not been possible to get

more. We have expanded the Air Service of this country in a

manner which is positively astonishing. I cannot give figures,

but it is really a marvellous thing t© have done. To say "Order
more" is not reallv a helpful observation, if T may be permitted

to say so.

Sir H. Dalziel : Why did you not order these things eighteen

months ag^o?

Mr. Tennant : They were ordered eighteen months ago. They
have come forward in hundreds—literally in hundreds. To say
what some hon. Members do is really not to advance the posi-
tion. 1 must add one word upon the panic which it is endeavouced
to create by this kind of talk. [Hon. Me.mbers : "No, No!"] 1

hope very much it is not intended; but 1 am not sure at all it

is not the result of Debates such as this. 1 very much hope it

will not be ; and I very much hope that what 1 have said may allay
this feeling in the minds of the people. [Hon. Me.mbers :

"Oh!"] Well, I do not think it is at all the proper manner in

which to accept these observations. I s-hould like the House to
accept, not with scorn, and not with ridicule, the reforms which
have been carried out and the steps—and they are very important
steps—which have been taken to give protection against this
barbarous method of warfare which is being waged by our
enemies. . .

We do not require a Debate like this ; we do not require an
.\mendment to the Address ; we do not require invective agamst
the Government, to make us put forth our best efforts, or cur
every endeavour to protect the hearths and homes of our people.
But I do say this : it is not really a feasible method of defence
to say that all parts of this country are capable of protection
against liiis particular class of warfare. To say that would be
misleading the public. Jt is not possible. Wliai we can do, and
what we will do, will be to provide more guns—which are on
order, more aeroplanes—as soon as we can get them, more pilots,

and generally a larger personnel and more material for this pur-
pose, for we realise the very grave menace to unprotected
people. ... It is, however, a physical impossibility to protect every
part of the United Kingdom against these attacks, but we are
prepared to use every endeavour in the way of protection.

[If the idea of an aircraft attack on the Midlands never
cros.sed Mr. Tenuant's mind, then he is an incompetent
servant of the State and shotild be removed. Any time
in the past three 3ears, \'arious papers, including The
Aeroplane, have published maps showing the increasing-

radius of action of aircraft, in a manner comprehensible,
one hopes, even to Mr. Tennant. During the war such
maps have been as frequent and free as leaves in Vallom-
brosa. Presumably when the big aeroplane raid on Lon-
don takes place, some clear moonlight night, Mr. Tennant
will say that it never crossed his mind that anything
but airships would raid Ivondon, and then only on a dark
night. It occurs to one that the veriest babe of an idea

could easily step across such a babbling brook of a mind,
and that no idea could possibly sink into it.

Equally weak is his statement that the complete de-

fence of every part of the United Kingdom against air-

craft attack would impose an intolerable strain on our

resources. The Navy protects us fairly competently

against attack by sea
;
why should not the Air Service

do likewise in the air ? The problem is not a fraction

as great as the Naval problem. A couple of dozen Zep-

pelins and perhaps 50 to 100 aeroplanes—'which is all

we are likely to see this year—is not an undefeatable

force. Only reasonable common sense and the organising

power of a successful factory manager, but not of a shop-

keeper, is needed to make defence complete. Defence of

\ iilnerable points wotild cost a heap more than would
defending the whole coast.

His remarks on Post OflSce co-operation in transmit-

ting warnings leave one almost hysterical. One does

not know whether to laugh or cry when one hears from

p presumably responsible Minister that in the eighteenth

month of the war arrangements are about to be made te

signal the approach of a hostile fleet. Why, the arrange-

ments for signalling the Armada in 1588 were better

worked out than anything this Government has done

about Zeppelins. At any rate, " The red glare on Skid-

daw roused the burghers of Carlisle " on the same even-

ing that the Armada was sighted off the Cornish coast.

Special direct telephone lines linking itp aerial defence

centres would have been laid by any sensible Government
well over twelve months ago. The projected suspension

of the public telephone system is absolutely iniquitous

and entirely unnecessary. Think of the intense

anxiety which will be caused to thousands of people un-

able to receive by telephone news of the safety of their

relatives.

Mr. Tennant has said that the Government does not
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require a debate like this to make them put forth their

best efEort. That is very possibly the truest word in his

speech. No doubt the effort, such as it is, is the Govern-
meut's best. If that be so, Mr. Tennant has proved
conclusively the unfitness of the whole Government, as

well as his own unfitness, to hold office, to govern or

protect the country, or to carry the war to a successful

conclusion.]

The Secretary of State for the Home Department (Mr.
Herbert Samuel) : I do not rise to take part in any discussion,

but merely to supplement the statement of my right hon. Friend
by a very brief descripiion of the measures taken by the Home
Office, in ihat comparatively modest part of this question which
lies within its sphere. The last raid showed that the Midlands
were within the circle of operations of hostile airships. It also

stiowed that the restrictions in lighting were of great utility to

the localities which had adopted them. Within a day or two of

the raiJ taking place a conference was held at the Home Office

between officers of that Department, of the War Office and of the

Admiralty, and within a few days of the conference an Order was
made extending the lighting restrictions that had hitherto pre-

vailed in the Eastern Counties, and in the districts south of

London, to the whole of England, with the exception of a few
outlying portions. That very complete and restrictive Lighting
Order is now in operation practically throughout the whole of
England, and my right hon. Friend the Secretary for Scotland
has also taken suitable action in portions of Scotland. Secondly,
conferences were held between the Home Forces Department
(General French's Department), the General Post Office, and the

Home Office, with a view to perfecting a system of warning, of

which my right hon. Friend has already spoken. It is essential

that, even though, the lighting throughout England is reduced,
•warning should be given to localities, because there are certain

factories and works which cannot carry on their operations with
restricted lighting, for reasons into which I need not now enter.

That system of warning, which is of a very elabnrate chamcter,
is now nearly completed, and 1 think will operate satisfactorily

should another raid take place. Whether the general population
in the towns should be warned or not by hooters or by other
similar means is a matter on which opinion is divided, and the

choice has, by the Government, been left to each locality con-

cerned.

The experience of the Home Office is that on the whole we do
not advise warning the general population. In the Eastern
Counties, which have had most experience of these raids, the

majority of the nolice and of the local authorities are against
warning fhe population In respect ro London, I have had
the records most carefully examined. I find that if a system of

warning the population had been adopted since the beginning of

the War—putting outside occasions when mere false rumours have
been spread— the circumstances would have justified, and indeed
would have required, warning to be given on six occasions for

every one on which the Zeppelins have actually visited London.
The third step which has been taken since the last raid occurred

has been to give the Press much greater liberty in reporting the

actual circumstances of the raid. Previously they were limited

to a very brief official communique. Now, subject to certain

restrictions, they are at liberty to print detailed accounts of what
has taken place. For my own part I think there is every reason

that the whole world should know what is the true nature of

these murderous outrages.

[Mr. Samuel is to be congratulated on showing at least

a trifle more common sense than Mr. Tennant, but the

whole point is that no warning and no darkening of

towns, except coast towns, would be at all necessary if

an adequate system of aerial defence were organised.]

Mr. Er.Lis Griffith : What the right hon. Gentleman the Home
Secretary has said touches only, of course, very fmall remedial

measures. For my own part I think the restriction of the light-

ing, the method of warning, and the greater liberty of the Press

are steos in the right direction. But the object of this Debate

to-night is not so much to consider measures to mitigate calamity

when it comes as to avoid altogether that calamity. I do not

think the right hon. Gentleman the Under-Secretary for War was
quite as fair as he generally is in suggesting that we were in-

spired by panic in any way. Really, it is not so ! It is no good

in regard to these matters to say: "Oh, only 266 persons have

been killed ; it was worse on the 'Lusitania,' " and to say that

everybody that was killed met death with courage. The right

hon. Gentleman the Home Secretary said in respect of the recent

raids that the lighting had to be put out in factories which were

working for the Government, so that really we must look at this

matter not only from the civilian point of view but from the mili-

tary point of view. The Under-Secretary is a master of the soft

answer that turneth away wrath, but a soft speech does not

always answer the same purpose. I am bound to say that when
he comes to read his speech in to-morrow morning's papers, when
he questioned us with more indignation than he gener.a'lly puts

in his voice, that he will understand why we are not satisfied witih

these great reforms which are taking place. What do they really

cotne to?
I know there are reforms in contemplation ; there always are I

I know there are things in process 1 They always are in

process. . . . The only reform that is worth speaking
of is to get an assurance that in future we shalk

be able to do something which we have failed to do in the past.

.'\s 1 understand it. Sir Percy Scott is in a state of suspended
animation. He has not quite left the Admiralty, and he has not
quite joined the War Office. He is in process of departure from
one to the other. lie is the same Sir Percy Scott. It is no
good of us talking in phrases or in words. The real question is :

How much better off are we now than we were before? We had
Sir Percy Scott before. He is not likely to do better for the War
Office than for the Admiralty. Where is the really great reform?
There was no word in the speech of anything done. It is all

transference—I will not call it juggling, that would not be polite,

and I am always polite. It is really only transference of re-

sponsibility from one Department to another without, so far as
we know, a single additional weapon whereby the new Depart-
ment can do the work better than the old. 'That is a very strange
kind of reform. . . .

We have had twenty-nine raids on England ; Zeppelins have been
coming over here for a year. They have been in England time
after time, and yet it came as a surprise to the Governfnent that

the Zeppelins should- go beyond London to the Midlands. I say
that the duty of the Government was really to prepare for an
emergency ot this kind. But, then, what is the Government's
answer? The right hon Gentleman the Under-Secretary of

State for War asks whether we are prepared to denude the forces

at the front. Certainly not, and if the Government tell us that

we cannot both protect London and give adequate aeroplanes to

the forces at the front, then I say leave London unarmed, but do
not pretend that you are defending London at the same time.

The right hon. Gentleman told us that he made no pretensions

to perfection, and I must say that I think his speech gave adequate
confirmation of the attitude he took. But are we to be told that,

after a year of raiding, the War Office of this country is not

in a position to provide adequate aeroplanes both for the front

on the West and for the protection of I^ndon? If that is not

so, there is nothing in the point. The real point I wish to sub-

mit to the House and desire to emphasise is this : The heads of

the War Office and Admiralty have told us that we have perfect

guns, and adequate provision for scouting the seas to meet the

Zeppelins. But who are those who are responsible for giving ex-

pert advice to them? 1 see there a full Front Treasury Bench,

and it is obvious that not one of its occupants has any expert

knowledge of the arts of war—not one of them knows anything
about a gun. Not one of them knows anything about a bomb,
or about an aeroplane, or about a ship, and we do not ask that

knowledge of them. We do not ask the impossible. But for the

conduct of a great war I think we are entitled to ask this of

them, that they should get the best advice from somebody, and that

if the experts mislead them time after time that they should hesi-

tate before they trust them again.

I know the loyal conventional tradition that you must stand

by your public servants. That is a very good thing, but the

country is now face to face with a tremendous crisis, and to

stand up for a man who is not efficient for his job, and to vindi-

cate a man that you know perfectly well cannot do his job, is

not loyalty to a colleague but treachery to the State. I should

like to ask the Government, and its representatives here to-day,

whether they are reafly satisfied with the present position, and
with the men who are advising fhem, both in the War Office,

at the front, and as far as the Air Service is concerned? The
rirht hon. Gentleman must know that very few men of those in

command of that service have real flying experience.

Of the six brigadier-generals in the Air Service, is he aware that

only one man has flown at the front from the beginning of the

War? Does he know that men are promoted to the position of

squadron-commanders with practically no experience in flying?

Does he know that a man who learned flying in December, 1915,

is now an acting wing-commander of the Royal Flying Corps?
Those are matters which very gravely affect the public Depart-

ments, and really concern the safety of tlie country as a whole.

I am not concerned about whether there s'hould be an A\r

Minister or nor. . . The view I wish to press upon tihe House is

that the land, the sea, and the air are three elements, so far as

war is concerned. There was a time when we were an island.

We are no longer an island ad hoc the War. The air is now one

of the military elements, and the defence of the country as a whole

from attacks through this element ought to be put into the hands

of some expert person who understands this great problem. . .

The real question is not whether things are in process of being

done, but that we should get an assurance from the Government
that ihey are in fact done. We have had twenty-nine air raids

and a year's experience. I might make a strong attack on the

Government, but there is really no use of strong attacks upon th<4

Government, or for personal considerations in the matter. I do

not care whether this man occupies this post or .inother man
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occupies it. All we have got a right to ask the Government is to
see that men at the head of the Air Service should not be pro-
moted unduly over others, and that men who can really fly should
have someLhing to do with the command of the Service.
We began the War with an ascendancy in the air, but nobody

can pretend that now we have that ascendancy. I know a great
deal about this matter which I cannot state in this House of
Commons. From what I know and have heard, I have come
to the conclusion that the Army and the Navy do not co-operate
together. I have found that in some cases tiiey have been rival

purchasers of commodities against one another. That is a very
serious thing, and I have it from the very best authority to which
I have access that sometimes one Department have bought more
than they want of a particular machine in order that they might
have a plentiful supply behind them, although the machine was
absolutely necessary for the other Department. I beg the Govern-
ment to try and co-ordinate these two Services. Let us have the

best skill, and let the two Departments act together. I have
been told that they have a machine better than the Fokker aero-

plane so much talked of.

The right hon. Gentleman has s-Ad a great deal about aero-

planes going up, but he has said nothing about their coming
down. It is an absurd thing to talk about Che defence of London
when you have not got an aerodrome where Ihe machine can come
down at night .anywhere near London.

Mr. Tennant : Yes, we have.

Mr. Griffith : I am told that we are not nearly up to Paris

defences in this respect, and I am very glad of the assurance of

the right hon. Gentleman. I understand him to say now that

there is adequate accommodation for aeroplanes to land at night
in the neighbourhood of London.
Mr. Tennant: I never said "adequate." I said "some."
Mr. Griffith : Tlien we have inadequate accommodation. Well,

the sooner that accommodation is made adequate the better.

We know perfectly well that at the front in the West it is

almost impossible for either side to get through, and we are

hoping that the best may happen. Again, as regards the Navy,
the German Fleet is hidden behind its mine areas, and it is an
extremely difficult thing to get them out. As a matter of fact,

there is only one element that is mobile, and that is .die air.

We are told that the Germans are making great progress in this

direction, and if that is so it may be a very serious matter to us
unless we make adequate provision on our part. Without caring
for the prestige of the War Office or the Admiralty, I venture to
say to the Government bliat we want efficiency, and that we want
them to co-operate together.

We want a little more premi-um upon private enterprise. I

know of a man who went to the War Office and the Admiralty and
put specifications before them of a machine which would improve
our defences. The specifications were approved, and he was told

that when they were worked out the machine would be boughl
from him. They did not advance him any money, however, but
left him to try and borrow it from his friends and others. That
is not the way to treat a man who produces a machine w*hiah will

do something for the Britis'h Empire. It places us in a humili-
ating position.

I suggest, without passing any censure upon any persons,
that the gravity of this matter of the Air Service is such that the
Government should immediately take it in hand as one of the

most important matters which concerns the vital interests of the

War and the future progress of the War against the enemy.

[A very able attack, and wonderfully moderate in tone,

considering the inside knoveledge Mr. Griffith evidently
'

possessed. One would like to see Mr. Griffith let

himself loose in earnest. Mr. Griffith touched a very

important point in referring to inexperience of active

service conditions on the part of senior officers. It will

be remembered that some reference to being "too old

at forty " was made in this paper a few weeks ago.

Another important matter is that of competition between
the Services. Much harm has certainly been done by
representatives of one Service making something like

a corner in certain commodities, and also by letting other

buyers get hold of goods while the vServices were debating

AIRCRAFT HAULAGE.—The new motor transport and the old. Above a Henri Farman, and below a Thompson flying-boat being

transported by a Taylor Hauler.
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6

about them. The matter of landing grounds for patrols

is also very pressing.

Mr. Griifith is perhaps unduly concerned for inventors.

Generally the polite War Office official cannot bring him-
self to throw an inventor out, so he tells him that his

invention will be bought if it works, knowing full well
that it can never work. That is the cheapest and most
polite way of booming ofi the untamed inventor, but
really it is cruel, in that it raises false hopes and causes
the lives of the inventor's friends to be a burden to them
because he still believes that, if the said friends would
find the money to make it, the Government would buy
his invention forthwith.]

The First Lord of the Admiralty (Mr. Balfour) : My right hon.
Friend who has just sat down has a good many criticisms which
he has passed and which he desires to pass upon those responsible

for dealing with the air problem, but 1 am not sure that I sym-
pathise with some of the grounds of attack which he has adopted.
The last tiling he said before sitting down was that he knew of

a great many inventors who came to the Gkivernment with ex-

cellent inventions, and that the Government had had tlie cynical

indifference to reply to them that tihey were not in a position to

lend thein money until their inventions had been proved . . . but
if the right hon. and learned Gentleman had any acquaint iiice

with tlie masses of inventions of which 999 out of 1,000 I suppose
or even more are completely worthless and of those which are not
worthless—a large percentage of them have already Been antici-

pated by similar devices running on parallel lines—-he would
know that although undoubtedly cases may occur, and it is almost
inevitable that they should occur, in which something which might
have been developed has not been developed, on the whole that is

not a charge which so far as the Department with whicli 1 am
concerned and with which I am connected, can be substantiated to

any great extent. . . Perhaps my right hon. Friend will let either

me or my right hon. Friend the IJnder-Secretairy for War know
what the particulars of the case are to which he refers.

.Another thing which I regretted to hear from the right hon.
Gentleman was his criticism of the flying operations at the front.

Now, that is not a thing upon which I pretend to have the smallest

technical knowledge, because it is not in my Department or con-
nected with it, but we all know the wav in which the flying

arrangements at the front have been developed, and it is really

one of the glories of the British Army. The right hon. Gentle-

man seemj to think that no man ought to be connected with the

Flying Service unless he can fly, but I think that is a profound
mistake. The power of dexterously managing an aeroplane is

no doubt a very useful thing for every man connected with the

Flying Service to possess, but the capacity to administer and
organise, the power of seeing what machines are required at the

moment, and the kind of machines required in the future, have no
connection with the actual training of a pilot or an observer. I

think it would be the grossest mistake for this House to suppose
that you ouglit to promote men in the Flying Service in pro-

portion as they show dexterity as fliers.

What I have felt all through this Debate is that the House has
not realised that the question of providing material for dealing
with the air problem is only part of the much larger question of

how material generally is to be provided. The rigiht hon. Gentle-

man who has just sat down, and the hon. Member who moved the

.Amendment to the Address, as well as the hon. Member who
setonded ihe Address, all proceeded upon the theory that the

Government had never awakened to. the fact during the eighteen

months of this War that there was peril from the air, and they

assumed that it had never occurred to the Government that long-

distance raids might be undertaken ; that the Government had
allowed things to drift and had taken no trouble to collect materia! ;

that they found themselves now in a defenceless position because
they had neglected their opportunities in months gone by. Now,
that is a profound and utter misapprehension of the whole circum-
stances as regards the material.

Material for flying is not to be distinguished from other material.

. . . Our preparations at the beginning of the War were prepara-
tions quite adequate for the Expeditionary Force except in the

matter of big gims in the field—[An Hon. 'Member : "And machine
guns !"1—yes', and machine guns, the necessity for which had
not been recognised by the military authorities. . . That force,

however, has been expanded, as everybody knows, tenfold. The
expansion of the Navy has gone on I will not sav in like propor-

tion, but to an extraordinary extent . . . and what has happened
ill th- case of those Services has happened with the Flying St^rvice.

The expansion of the FIving .Service since the War began has also

been phenomenal ; in fact, it has been perfectly prodigious. The
material for all that expansion 'had to be provided, as everybody
knows, and we are still behind. Tt is not that we have neglected

to order the things, and it is not that we have been oblivious of

the fact that such and such a thing was required, be it for the Air
Service or for the Navy or the Armv. The fact is tliat we cannot
get the things, but the orders are coming in. What is the use

of my right hon. Friend coming down here and saying. Why

have you not got this or that kind of aeroplane.'" I think that
is unreasonable. The whole of this flying 'business is new in

practice ; and how could any Governmtnt foresee all these things ?

We might possibly have foreseen all this had we been endowed
with that wisdom after the evenrxvith which all of us have been
blessed by Providenc<' in such a large measure.
We nave not had enough aeroplanes with their engines in

factories of our own, and we have had to go to those who have
had factories. The manufacturing possibilities in this respect of

this country and of the Allied countries together with those of
America have been used to the utmost extent by this country in

order to get the necessary aeroplanes, and these arrangements
have not yet really reached their full fruition. Of course, we have
not really reached finality, and the orders that have been issued
are not nearly completed. I do not doubt that developments in

machinery are going on. The hon. Member opposite talked as
if there were a standardised amount of aircraft of a standard
pattern which the Government ought to have provided and foreseen

the necessity. Nothing is or can be standardised in this entirely

new and 'most rapidly developing service.

The hon. Gentleman who initiated this Debate talked upon t|iis

occasion as he has talked before, of the necessity for aggressive
action. Now nobody desires aggressive action more than I do,

and nobody is more entirely alive 10 the advantage of it than the
Government, but aggressive action requires very powerful
machines, and this is a question of slow development.
Nothing could he more misleading than my hon. Friend's sug-

gestion that before the War began there were in existence m.aChines

that could do all the things which are necessary before you can
make an aggressive raid upon Germany. He said that before the

War there was a machine which could fly about 140 miles an hour
and which could keep in the *ir for tvventy 'hours. But those were
not machines that could be used for the purposes of warfare. They
were special machines made for special pilots and for a special

purpose. There were great efforts made by particular experts in

order to breaJi the record, and you cannot work the Air Service

on those lines. . . Therefore, nothing could be more misleading
than the suggestion that there were .machines before the War
and that if we had ordered them at the time we could now be

carrying out a raid in the centre of Germany, -it is utterly mis-
leading to the public, and that suggestion ought not to be put
forward seriously.

Mr. JoYNSON=HiCKS : 1 am sure my right hon. Friend does not

wish to do me an injustice. I distinctly said that I should like

to give the House records of wihat had been done with specific

machines. The argument I used was not that they would be

useful in the War—I never suggested that—but that if the Govern-
ment two years or eighteen months ago had made their ideal

higher they would have had what they want now.
Mr. Balfour : I do not know that the premises of my hon.

Friend justify his prediction at all. The mere fact that someone
was up in th.? air twenty hours before the War has literally no
reference to anything that can be done during the War, and it is

irrelevant to this Debate.

Both the Army and the Navy have been enlisting, training, and
building as hard as they can since tJic beginning of the War.
That eviry development was foreseen and that everything was done
which we now in our present knowledge think would have been
the best .course, I certainly do not pretend, either on behalf of the

late Government or on behalf of the present Government. No
such pretence should be made, and, if it were made, no human
being would believe it. ITiat both the Army and the Navy have
been pressing forward this aerial service to the best of their ability

is really beyond doubt.

Whether the considerations of the distinguished officers, whether
the day and night considerations which they are giving to these

and kindred problems will prove to anticipate all the dangers that

have to be faced, or provide means for facing them,, I cannot say;

but this I can say with absolute confidence : If care and fore-

thought, if anxious consideration, can in any sense diminish the

inevitable changes, chances, and perils of modern maritime war-

fare this House and the country will have no reason to .complain

of the distinguished sailors who have our naval destinies in their

charge.

[In his reply to Mr. Griffith, Mr. Balfour palpably begs

the question, thus using a stock trick of the old Parlia-

mentary hand. There is no question of promoting men
"in proportion as they show dexterity as fliers." There
is all the world of difference between such a proposal,

and a complaint that men are promoted who are utterly

ignorant of flying, and that men hold high commands
who, though they know quite a good deal about flying,

have had no personal experience of being Archied or

Fokkered, and have not sufficient mental receptivity to

visualise for themselves what such an experience would
be like. Similarly men are promoted or hold high com-
mand who have never been in an under-powered seaplane

in a North Sea fog or on a choppy day. To gain such
experience, an officer need not be an expert flier ; he
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need only get into an aeroplane and trust his valuable

neck to the most skilful pilot under his command, for

an hour or so once a week. In that way he would gain

all the experience which even Mr. Griffith or the most
critical junior officer co^ld demand.
As regards the supply of material, Mr. Balfour's speech

is a lamentable and humiliating confession of incom-

petence. The Government was warned over and over

again, in this paper and others, that its preparations for

war were inadequate, and it has also been warned that

its methods of procuring aircraft were wrong. I myself

twice warned Colonel Seely personally and verbally that

the Government's methods were wrong, and when that,

failed I told him and his successors so in print, as readers

of this paper may remember. Mr. Balfour must share

the responsibility, for, though he saw flying at Pau in

1909, and was the first Minister to fly—in 191 1 at Hendoii

—he never raised his voice in protest against inadequate

aerial defence, either when he led the Opposition, or

when his retirement on the plea of old age left him more
leisure from the fatigues of leadership.

The whole question of material has been disgracefully

mishandled. The output of aeroplanes and engines in

England is less than half what it should be, partly

through bad official designs, partly through official mis-

management of orders, partly through official interference

with independent designs, partly through official inter-

ference with constructors' workshops and their deliveries,

partly through the inherent bad management of the

average English works manager, and partly through the

slackness of the British workman. One strong and able

man could put all this right in about six weeks. Mr.
Balfour's jeer about being wise a-fter the event is the

feeblest kind of repartee, for the Government has been
warned of all this in print in this paper for the past three

years, till regular readers must have become pretty sick

of it.

Curiously enough, one prime cause of shortage has

been the official desire to standardise to Royal Aircraft

Factory design, so that it is interesting and amusing to

see Mr. Balfour saying, "Nothing is or can be standardised

in this entirely new and most rapidly developing vService.
"

No one doubts that the Services "have been pressing for-

ward this aerial service to the best of their ability," but

the result says very little for that ability.

The rest of Mr. Balfour's speech consists of nicely

Dhrased but entirely unconvincing words, and is there-

fore not reported further. Either he underestimates the

intelligence of his critics, or he feels himself incapable

of putting up any sound arguments against them. In

either case the defence of the Government's aerial policy

is futile. Not a single constructive action is even
indicated.]

Mr. Warwick Brookes : In rising to say a few words in sup-
port of the Amendment, I should like, first of all, to apologise for

intervening in a Debate of this importance so early in my Par-
liamentary career. But the reason is that, very recently, I have
had placed in my hands something very much in the nature of a

mandate from a majority of the polled electors of an importa'it

East London Division on the very question we are here to-day to

discuss, and that fact, coupled with my knowledge of the tradi-

tional hospitality and sympathy of this House towards a new-
comer, has made me bold enough to venture these few remarks.
We heard yesterday that the War is costing us something like

000,000 a day. I lake it, therefore, time is somewhat valu-

able, and, under the circumstances, 1 shall be as brief as possible.

Let me say straight away, without any ambiguity whatsoever,
that I am w'hole-iheartedly in support of the policy of appointing
a Minister of .Aviation to take over the control of both wings of

the Imperial Air Service of this country. Even it the Government
were willing to do this—and from the speeches I have heard to-

day I very much doubt it— I do not believe that a bald statement
issued to the public to that effect would calm the public in the
sense that I mean, unless that statement was accompanied by
definite and precise information upon three points : First, what the
powers would be of this Minister of Aviation

;
secondly, what

duties he would be called upon to perform
;
and, thirdly- -and this

is quite as important as the other two and more difficult of solu-

tion—what type of man should be .chosen for this particular
jwsition.

With regard to the first point, I submit with all deference that
not only should he be a member of the Cabinet, but he should also

have a seat upon the War Committee of the Cabinet, and should
be of equal status with the First Lord of the Admiralty and the
Secretary of State for War, with powers similar to those conferred
upon those Ministers. Hon. Members may think I am moving
somewhat rapidly, but my reason is Chat aircraft have now passed
the point when they are useful for observation or scouting purposes
only, and are rapidly becoming most terrible weapons of offensive

warfare, and, with '.he. slightest degree of imagination—a power
which this nation singularly lacks—it is quite possible to see in

the near future that they may become a deciding factor in this

War. With regard to the second of my points, I suggest that the
powers and duties which should be given should consist of the
organisation, control and manning of both sections of the aerial

defences of this country. As to the third point, we have heard it

put forward by a very important section of the Press that a
young and energetic airman should be selected for this position.

I venture to doubt, however, wihether a man with those qualifica-

tions, and possessed with the necessary temperament to fly a
machine, wou4d be the right person to handle the great powers
which would devolve upon him by reason of his position in the

Cabinet. I would suggest that a man be dhosen who is possessed
of great organising ability, combined with a forcible personality,

a man w'ho could exercise great driving powers over the affairs of

that Department at the present moment. 1 believe there are

several men who have recently retired from the public service who
have those qualifications, and who would well fill this position.

1 would like to ask the Go\'ernment to rely in the future as little

as possible upon the use of the word "expediency," and to use
the words "foresight, initiative, and enterprise." I would particu-

larly ask the Leader of this House and his colleagues to resus-

citate the old electioneering slogan, "Trust the People," because
the people have behavetl magnificently on their part. They have
placed at the disposal of the Government their wealth, their labour,

and their lives, and in return for that I ask the Government to put
more trust in the people. I am sure if a strong aggressive lead is

given at the present moment on this question you will find that all

hesitations and doubts which exist in the minds of the public at the

present juncture will be transformed, and will be welded into a

piece of case-hardened steel upon which the haminer blows of ad-

versity will merely create the sparks that will kindle the spirit to

win, a decisive victory and a lasting and honourable peace.

[For the first, and, one imagines, for the last, time Mr.
Brookes is reported in full. This is done in order that

readers may appreciate the platitudinous utterances to

which the House has been condemned by the electors of

Mile End. One need merely add that no responsible per-

son ever suggested that " a young and energetic airman
should be selected " for Air Minister. "Trust the People"
after the people have elected Mr. Brookes—is one of the

best examples of unconscious humour in history.]

.Sir Henry Norman : I have .had some little opportunity of seeing

and learning aircraft work, both on the French and the British

front, and I find myself entirely unable to discuss this matter
publicly I want to put certain questions. I cannot do so. 1

would like to advance certain very pointed criticisms, but I am
entirely unable to do that in public, and, therefore, it seems to

me this Icind of Debate cannot possibly be satisfactory. A sug-
gestion has been made from outside which I should like to see

accepted, or, if it cannot he accepted, to be told why. It is that

a small Committee of representative members interested in this

subiect should be formed to consult in secret, but quite frankly,

with responsible members of the Government and their responsible

advisers, to meet them face to face, to ask them direct questions,

and to get under the sea! of absolute secrecy plain answers. If

such a representative Committee were appointed, and were to

publish a statement to the effect that thev had made inquiries, and
had been given information, and were satisfied with what was
being done, I believe the House and the country would accept its

Hftcision. But sihort of that I do not see it is possible to come to

anv kind of decision that will satisfy the country.

The presfnt situation is not satisfactory. I say it with great

reluctance. . . . It is a question of tjhe general direction in which
the Aircraft Se rvice is moving, and if I may. say so with .all respect,

it appears to me that the First Lord of the .Admiralty somewhat
misconceived the criticisms which have been directed to this sub-

ject. The complairit is not that we are not moving rapidly, not

that we are not ordering masses of every conceivable ma'terial—
and in some respects I may suggest that perhaps the authorities

have ordered too much of some things—but the real point is

more in the nature of the^inquiry. "Are we quite sure we are

moving in the right direction?" A number of the most expert

airmen and expert aircraft designers and mechanics are convinced
that we are not moving in a right direction, and I should like

nothing better than to gi\-e examples whidh have come to my
knowledge which seem to justify me in thinking there may be

some ground for that criticism. That really is the criticism against

the Department.

[The idea of such a Committee is good, provided that
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it provides itself with proper technical advisers. No
member of Parliament is quite sufficiently knowledgeablem the details of aviation to secure the Committee against
being spoofed by the Government's civilian " experts,"
who are the real root of all the trouble in both Services.]

Mr. Cecil Harmsworth : ... As I listened ro the speeches of
the I-irst Ix)rd of the .Admiralty and the Under-Secretary of Stale
for W ar it seemed to me that they were in their own persons if
I may say so with the most complete respect, illustrating the y'ery
great disadvantage that arises from a divided control in this most
essential matter. 1 think it is possible lo say, with perfect respect
to the JMrst Lord of the .Admiralty and to the. other right hon
Gentleman, if he were present, that they seemed to be labouring
under a disadvantage in addressing themselves to this topic. They
spoke, as it seemed to me, without certainty and as men to whom
this matter was not the most important matter in their charge, and
I hope It IS possible to say without disrespect that they did not
iJhrow any great amount of light upon the problem. ... I am
quite sure myself that it will never' be adequately met until there
is established in this country a separate Department, a Ministry—
I care not what you call it—which has sole charge of the whole
problem of the Air Service of this country. We have seen already
\ylhat it is possible to do 'in another War Department by the estab-
lishment of the Ministry of Munitions. I do not think that any-
body pretends, or oould pretend, that we should be in so favourable
a position as we are at the present time in regard to the War if
the Ministry of Munitions had never been established.

Sir H. Dalziel : . . . Can anyone trufchfuUy say that the three
different statements which have been made from lhat bench to-day
have done anything to increase the confidence of the counrry in the
Government in regard to the matter which we are now disc'us.sing?
What have they cold us? Simply that we are to have the tele-
phones shut off in case of another raid, lights are to be lowered
in the Midlands, and the transfer of direction is to be handed back
to the War OfUce. It is this kind of statements that the Govern-
ment seriously consider are going to inspire public confidence in
their administration. I tell them that at this moment they have
failed to understand public opinion in this matter, as they failed
to under.«tand public opinion on many other vital matters of the
War.
The First Lord left the impression that the late Government

had done all th.it was necessary in order to put our position light
in this matter. I absolutely deny the statement of the First Lord,
and I will make him this challenge. It has been suggested tihat
we should have a Committee. Will he allow a Com-
mittee of any three Members he likes to appoint in
this Houj2 to look at the dates of the orders which have
been given? If he will allow that I will abide by the result. They
will find-- and I wonder if he will deny it—that the date when the
orders were given was not eighteen months ago or anything like
it. I should like to know the dates v\-hen the orders "were given
which are supposed to put our position right in this matter.
Eighteen months ago, twelve months ago, six months ago—no.
They say you cannot get material. Does the House forget that

for six months after the War started scores of our engineering
works throughout the country were on half-time, and that they
were working for stock, and' would have been deliglhted to get
orders for aeroplanes. Their men were haunting the War Office
week after week, offering to turn their places into manufactories
to produce these things. They were snubbed for their pains. Two
hundred thousand engineers— skilled men—were allowed to go lo
the front who could have been working for eighteen months in

making these aeroplanes. Then with knowledge of that fact, and
with the further knowledge that scores of .Americans were offering
to place their factories at our disposal in order to make aeroplanes,
they were turned down.

I know myself a factory which will turn out fifteen aeroplanes
a day at three months' notice, and which is turning them out now
in .'\merica. Why were tjiese orders kept back from America when
the great manufacturers there were eager and willing lo place
their factories at our disposal for nearly a year after the War
started? It is not right to tell us that m.aterial is the difhculty
and that we cannot get machines.

Then with regard to men, are we able to get men or are we
not? I know a case of two successful and rich New Zealanders
who, from a patriotic point of view, the moment the War started,
decided to go in for flying. They got their pilot's certificate after
a time, and provided their own machines. They telegraphed over
here offering their services, and asking if they would be accepted
if they came over. They came over and went (o the War Ofifice

day after day and week after week, but their services were not
accepted. Finally, in a spirit of despair, the two brothers wrote
and said tliey were tired of kicking about London and were going
over to France to offer their services. Only after they had made
that threat were their services accepted.

Every member of the House is besieged almost daily by men
who are anxious to get into the Flying Service, and have been for
the last six months or a year, The right hon.. Gentleman tells us
the difficu|lv is with regard to men. In the time these men have
been offering their services there has been any amount of oppor-

tunity and lime to train them. TTie real secret is not material or

men. It is absolute neglect on the part of the Government.
The First Lord, I think, rather overstated his objection lo-day

when he said that a man who linows and understands maohinjs is

not necessarily of more value than a man who does not. I c.gree

with regard to organisation and the management of men in the

carrying out of work in connection with the Air Service he is

right, but he is not right in regard to the chief

in charge in regard to flying in any particular part

of the front, or any part of the country. Why have we been

having so many casualties in the West recently—two or three men
day after day? There is no secret about it. The men are being

sent up day after day on days which are entirely unsuitable for

flying. I have asked why we are having so many casualtit's. The
reason is that the men go up when they know it is an impossi-

bility to do any good because the weather conditions are all wrong.
The officer in charge there has never yet flown over the German
lines. He does not understand the conditions the same as the

men who are called upon to do il

.

There has been grave discontent in both branches of the Air

Service— I he rigpht hon. Gentleman himself spent a good deal of

time in interviewing members of the Service—because they have
the feeling that they have never had justice or fair play, and influ-

ences have been at work in regard to promotion and appointments

in both branches of the .Service. Hon. Members know what that

means in regard to discipline. They know the Government has

never fully realised the importance of this matter, and that there

is no plan, there is no method, and there is very little encourage-

ment. These are some of the reasons why the Air .Service is dis-

satisfied to-day ^with the Government as well as the public are

dissatisfied.

I do not know whether my hon. Friends opposite take the same
view of the statement of the Government as I do, but if they do
they have the resjxjnsibility of deciding whether there is to be a

Division. If there is a Division I shall most cheerfully give them
mv support. It is really no use going on having these academic
Debates, complimenting one another and saying nice things. The
public outside do not understand that kind of Parliamentary
finesse. If hon. Members believe, as I believe, that the situation

is so serious, both at home and at the front, in regard to the Air

Service as to demand ihe most urgent attention, they have no
option, in my opinion, but to vote for the Amendment. I believe

at this moment in my soul tihat the Government have neglected this

matter, as they have neglected so many things from the very com-
mencement of the War.

I believe that the only thing that will let the Government realise

what the public think, and what we think ourselves, is lo record

our votes in the Division Lobby. As far as I am concerned, I

shall have no hesitation in doing that. Let hon. Members not be

afraid of the bogey about turning the Government out. You will

do nothing of the kind. You will still have twenty-two members
of the Cabinet. All that it will mean will be tihat there will be a

special Cabinet Coyncil to say, "The House of Commons is

waking up at last. They are getting tired of our eloquent pero-

rations, and our .glowing speeches, and they are going to ask for

something to be done."

[Sir Henry Dalziel gets nearer to the roots of various

evils than most other speakers. I personally can tell of

aeroplane workshops with hands standing idle because

some young officer in Whitehall or St. James's Park hap-

pens to have had his personal importance touched, of

workshops choked with finished machines merely waiting

for instruments to be supplied by the Service so that no
fresh work could be pttt through the rest of the works,

of workshops standing idle for lack of continuity of orders,

of engines hung up by incompetent or biased iniipectors,

and of other causes of delay easily remedied by anyone
who knows his job and has power to get things done.

Similarly with pilots. " Temporary gentlemen " of the

worst kind are given commissions, the weirdest Colonials

are made officer-aviators, yet men of precisely the right

stamp, both British and Colonial, are refused commissions,
or are kept waiting so long that they enlist in despair.

Sir Henry is particularly right in saying that the public

do not understand the politenesses of debate. He himself
goes nearer to taking the gloves off than anyone in the

House, and he deserves credit for doing so.]

Mr. EvEr.YN Cecil : I desire, as a representative of the Mid-
lands, to expre.ss strongly to the House the views taken in that
part of the country. The feeling in Ihe Midlands very distinctly

is not one of panic, but tihere is a broad feeling of want of confi-

dence in the Government because there is an absence of vigorous
guidance and expert management in the matter of these aircraft

raids. That feeling has been accentuated by the recent raids, but
it has been growing there for some time.

The First Lord of the Admiralty admitted that we had a right
to complain of tihe general deficiency in aircraft. I do complain
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of that, and I think that the matter goes back to a time consider-
ably anterior to many of the dates that 'have been given during
the Debate. If I may mention one or two personal experiences,
I would lil^e to tell the House that as far back as August, 1909,
I happened to be in Cologne, and I hold in my hand a postcard
whioh was being advertised there for sale, and which is particu-
larly interesting in view of the subsequent developments. The
German Emneror is represented with a cynical smile of triumph
on his face, shaking hands with our King Edward, who is abso-
lutely terror-struck. Below are numbers of British men-of-war
with British flags flying. Above in the sky are all kinds cf Ger-
man aircraft, and the Kaiser is represented as saying to our King,
"Wir sind Quits," which means, "We are now quits." That
was in August, 1909.

I was so much struck with this postcard that when I came fcack

to this country I thought it worth while to show it to the then
Secretary of State for War, my Noble Friend Lord Haldane, who,
with a friendly smile, told me that he had already received one or
two copies. I showed another to the then First Lord -of the
Admiralty, my right hon. Friend the present Chan-
cellor of the Ex'Chequer (Mr. McKenna), who was much
interested in it, and I think that probably it fortified him in his

determination to persist in a policy which 1 believe he was then
advocating as against a certain party who desired a little Navy,
and who were then rather vociferous in this House.
Two years afterwards, if I remember aright, we had an air-

craft exhibition at Hendon, to which Members of this House and
of the Upper House were invited. I was one of the first to go up
in an aeroplane, two days before the exhibition, and two days
before my respected leader, the present First Lord of the Ad-
miralty (Mr. Balfour). On that occasion a demonstration was
given by Mr. Grahame-White, who with great skill showed how
bom.bs could be dropped from aeroplanes—they were sandbags in

his case-—so as to hit the pattern of a ship drawn on the grass
below, and he hit it very successfully. The aeroplane was flying

comparatively low, at a height of about 200 feet, but the demons-
tration showed the possibility of great developmenls in this matter,
and so far as I was con<"erned, and I think so far as a great many
other Members were concerned, we felt considerable anxiety as to

what German aircraft might do in the future.

I quote these cases because they prove that the matter was
brought before the attention of the Government at that time, and
that they were given an opportunity of at any rate considering
the matter, and that even in the interval which elapsed before the

War broke out there was ample opportunity of doing rriore than
they actually did in respect ol aircraft.

Mr. Lynch We have heard to-night speeches of various quali-

ties. One which I particularly enjoyed was the pungent, witty

speedi of the right hon. and learned Member who sits for Angle-
sey (Mr. Ellis Grifhth). We have heard speeches from the Front
Bench, and in my experience of this House they were the weakest
speeches that I have ever heard fr<5m that quarter, and I say that

without any disparagement whatever of the sincerity, courage, or
ability of those who uttered Ihem. Remember—and it is hard to

remember, in view of those speeches—-that we are now eng.aged
in a war, the most momentous perhaps in all history, which has
lasted for eighteen months, that in reply to the gravest accusations
—for it amounts to that—against the Government, we have
speeches such as those delivered by the Under-Secretary for War
and the First Lord ,of the Admiralty. My objection to those
speeches is not in regard to the tacts or the arguments, hut is

something far more fundamental, in regard to the whole attitude

in this matter, in regard to the handlirig of the entire question.

What you want in the present crisis is men endowed with the

spirit and intellect of the engineer. We are represented by men
who have got the spirit and intellect of lawyers.

I always listen with respect to the First Lord of the Admiralty,
though I fail to agree with him, because he is a man of intellect,

and that can never be too highly prized. He is also a great expert
in making "^the worse appear the better reason.'" He is "in act

more graceful" than some of his colleagues, but I do not know of
any mind that could be more disastrous at the present moment
than that of a highly skilled and intellectual man who glosses over
facts, who fails to look at realities, and is content to^ put before

this tribunal reasons which he himself could shatter if he were
ranged on the other side. I regret to add the words spoken of
his prototvpe, "and yet he pleased." His argument with regard
to the deficiency of aeroplanes was that we had not sufficient mate-
rial. Why? It is always a mistake to accept the argument of

a man who has to defend insufficiencies or errors for which he is

responsible. In a crisis of this kind it would be a mistake even to

allow to pass as a good argument that any man in that position

had done his best. Such best may not be good enough, and if that

best is not good enough, the man who does his best and it is

proved insufTicient should be ruthlessly sacrificed.

The question of Zeppelins has been put forward, and the First

Lord has regretted that we have not proceeded to build Zeppelins
in (his country. I would venture to siy that the great salvation
of this country in this War has been that the Germans have
thrown themselves so determinedly into the construction -of Zeppe-
lins, because, having devoted so much of their constructive ability

and their engineering genius to the perfection of Zeppelins, they
have been less energetic than they might have been in the con-

struction of aeroplanes. No greater mistake could he made than
that, at this hour, so belatedly, this country should recognise
certain advantages in Zeppelins, and should now proceed to follow
suit and start factories for the building of imitation Zeppelins.
The Zeppelin is a slower instrument than a first-class aeroplane.
The Zeppelin does not rise so quickly as the best type of aero-
plane; and remember that one aeroplane is capable of bringing
down a Zeppelin, and that the time, money, skill, and labour
devoted to rhe oonstrucfion of one Zeppelin would be sufficient to
turn out a whole fleet of the best kind of latest type aeroplanes.
So that instead of now so belatedly attempting to follow the Ger-
mans in this line of Zeppelin building, a successful policy would be,
I think, to devote the utmost energy to the construction of the
latest type of aeroplanes, fast aeroplanes, fast-rising aeroplanes,
aeroplanes of great power and aeroplanes carrying fighting guns.

Let me offer a practical suggestion. I would say in the first

place that there should be created a new Department having its

own means of action, plentifully endowed with money, having its

own responsibility and having its elbows free for its own initiative.

The head of that Department should be a man not merely able
to represent the Department in the House of Commons and able
to give us plausible speeches, but a man who had faith, that is to
say, who had fai'.h in the future of the aeroplane and its power
in this War, that faith that removes mountains and crushes down
every obstacle of every kind, either of organisation, or of a technical
character, or of Government, or of lack of finance, which stood
in the way of creating this great and powerful fleet. Such a man
should have Cabinet rank : such a man need not necessarily be a
Member of this House. But the best man in the country should
be selected for this position, and the best brains should be avail-

able.

Sir F. Banbury : I think my hon. Friends on this side of the
House have not been altogether satisfied with the replies that have
been made by the Government, but at the same time, as we are
given to understand that further arrangements are in contempla-
tion by the Government, and that we do not wish to divide or
press them unduly, if my rig'ht hon. Friend the Secretary of State
for the Colonies will give me an assurance that within a month,
or at an}' rate after the financial year is finished— after the financial

business is finished, as it may be necessary to take that first—

a

further opportunity shall be given for full debate, I would ask my
Friends not to take any further part in this Debate.
The Secret.'Vkv of State for the Colonies (Mr. Bon.jr Law) :

I have not the smallest hesitation, on behalf of the Prime Minister,
in giving the undertaking wnhich my right hon. Friend has asked
for. Unfortunately, T have not been able to listen to much of this

Debate, and, therefore, I have no intention whatever of taking up
the time of the House by any defence of the Government, I would,
however, like to say this, that if there is any idea in the House
that the subject is not treated seriously by the Government, and
that they do not realise its importance as strongly as any Member
of this House, I can assure them they are mistaken in that view.
As I happen to be a member of the War Council, it is one of

the subjects on which for that reason I have a certain amount of
information, and for what it is worth—and I am sure the House
will give nie credit for at all events realising that I believe what
I am now going to say—an examinafion of wihat has been done
by the two Air Services surprised me that there were not greater

defects than I have actually found to be the case. Everyone knew
that in the stress of this War, not only die Air Service but every
other branch of our fighting forces was not in any sense prepared
for the kind of struggle in which we have been engaged.
There is a scarcity in this country now, in spite of every effort

which is being made by the Government to meet it, of material,

to which my right hon. Friend the First Lord referred, in every

branch of our Services. For instance, in wihat has been said about
the supply foi the air the greatest need is engines. I took, myself,

the opportunity of discussing the question of engines with a firm,

I am not going to give the name, but it is a very famous firm

which, I think, probably makes the best engine in the world to-

day. I asked what power they had of increasing their output.

An hon. Member opposite said, "Why do you not build factories?"

I give this to the House for what it is worth. This gentleman
said to me that owing to the scarcity of labour, and the difficulty

of getting labour, he saw no prospect whatever of being able to

give a single additional engine beyond what he was giving now,
within any reasonable period. That is the fact.

I would like also to say this. One would have thought that

our Service was abominably deficient. It is not so really. The
other day I was in Paris, and I took the opportunity of fin<fing

out as well as I could what was the condition of the French Air

.Service and What its difficulties were in the same connection.

Again T say this for what it is worth. In my belief— of course,

this is partly due to the quality of our pilotj—the British Air

.Service at the front to-day is as good as, if not better, than that

of any of the other combatants in this War. That is the fact.

That does not mean that things are hopelessly bad. Still less

does it mean that the Government is not trying to remedy them.
I am very far indeed from making anv pretence that we, as a

Government, are satisfied with this Service. [Hon. Me.mbers :

"Hear, hear !"] Hon. Members cheer as if that were a great

admission. It is not. We are not in the least satisfied. The
only thing I wish to say and to impress upon the House is this

—
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that we do rea'ise the seriousness of this question, and tjiat

we are, as well as we can, trying to effect a remedy. In these

circumstances it is not merely to avoid a disagreeable Division

that I agree to the proposal of my right hon. Friend. I think
it perfectly right and natural that the House should be interested

in this subject, and I think it is only right that the Government
should be ready to give a further opportunity for the discussion of

it when the House wishes. My right hon. Friend has suggested
within a month. I am not sure that that is ix)ssible ; the House
knows how the financial business has to be got through ; but on
behalf of the Prime Minister I reaflTIy give the undertaking that

an opportunity will be given for it immediately after the financial

business has been concluded.

Mr. JoYNSo.N-HicKS : After the statement hy my right hon.
Friend, f need hardly say that 1 concur in the view expressed that

we should not press the Amendment to a Division to-day. But
I want to express my own personal feeling, which is shared by
many Members on this side, that we do not and cannot regard
the defence made by the Government to the arguments in this

Debate as a satisfactory defence. The whole matter must be ton-

sidered as adjourned in order that it may be brought up again
when we have more complete information in regard to the arrange-
ments suggested or outlined by the Under-Secretary for War which
are coming into force to-night. Under these circumstances I beg
leave to withdraw the Amendment.

.Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

[Mr. Bonar Law's speech is as unconvincing as those of

the rest of the Government supporters. One can only hope
that, by the time the subject is again raised, the Air

Service group will have organised a regular scheme of

attack. The Government is already shaken to the core,

and, though apparently no Parliamentary defeat could ever

make present Members sacrifice their salaried positions

for the good of the State, nevertheless they may be scared

into letting competent men run the country as unpaid
powers behind the scenes—which is all they really desire

—

while the present office-holders draw the money and take

the credit afterwards.—C. G. G.]

THE WORD OF A POLITICIAN.
The following letter is worthy of publication :

—
Sir,—Mr. Bonar Law, in the House of Commons on

February i6th, said : "The greatest need is engines. I

had an opportunity recently of discussing the question of

the supply of engines with the head of a firm. . . . He
said that, owing to the dearth of labour and the difficulty

of getting labottr, he saw no prospect whatever of being
able to give a single other engine in addition to those

he was giving now, within any reasonable period."

When I made this statement I naturally thought that

Mr. Bonar Law would understand that I was referring to

the limited skilled labour which the Government find

themselves able to let our works have. The uses to which
skilled labottr can be applied are decided by the Govern-
ment, not by the manufacturer.

Already, I believe, the Government have wisely called

from the ranks in France a number of skilled mechanics
in order that they may work in munition factories in this

kingdom, and their places in the ranks have been taken
by unskilled men. This system will presumably be

pressed to its utmost limits.

The substitution of light railways for the countless

motor-vehicles which are now being used for transport

behind the British lines in France would doubtless release

many thousands of men who could assist in the manufac-
ture of aero-engines in this country. Mr. Bonar Law,
who is a keen business-man, no doubt is pressing his col-

leagues on the War Council to bring about this and other

desirable changes.

The position at the present moment at our works is that

if the Government could direct fifty more skilled hands
into our works and could give us preferential delivery

of five machine-tools we could double our present output
of engines.—Yours, etc.,

February igth. The Manufacturer Quoted.

[There you have the perfect example of the politician—

at his worst. Either Mr. Law's mind was incapable of

grasping the manufacturer's meaning—which seems im-
probable, seeing that he is reputed to be, or to have been,

a successful hardware merchant—or he has deliberately

twisted the facts to suit his own argument. That is to

say, he has, wittingly or .unwittingly, given the British

Public the impression that we cannot increase our output
of aeroplanes and engines owing to shortage of . labour,

whereas the truth is that otir output could be multiplied

many times over but for Government mismanagement of

the whole labour question, with which is involved the

newspaper question—in that a false sense of security is

given to the working classes by suppressing bad news

—

and the shipping question—in that goods necessary to

victoiy are held ttp owing to waste of shipping.—Ed.]

AN OFFICIAL SCANDAL.
The following has been received from the Sussex

County Aero Club, of the Shoreham Aerodrome :
—

67, Watling Street, E.G., February 17th, 1916.

Sir,—The newspaper reports of Mr. Balfour's speech

in the House of Commons yesterday contain the follow-

ing Avords in connection with the production of aero-

planes :
—

"It is not that we have been Oblivious to the fact

that such and such a thing was required, be it for the

Air Service, the Navy, or the Army. It is that we can-

not get the things."

Some explanation for this failure may be found in the

manner in which the Government have since the war

treated persons who, with more foresight, spent years of

labour and thousands of pounds of capital in developing

the industry prior to the war.

In December, 1914, the Government commandeered the

Shoreham Aerodrome, and thereby abruptly put an end

to the businesses of various persons and firms and de-

prived them of their incomes. Each of them requested

compensation from the Government, btit not one of them

was able to get it. A few months afterwards the usual

Committee was appointed by the Government to deal with

such claims. All except one consented to allow their

claims to go before that body. The War Department,

however, has not, I understand, allowed a single claim as

yet to be submitted to that Committee. Such conduct

kills patriotism and delays production.

This Club, which has amongst its membership many
of the pioneers of the industry, also had its premises com-

mandeered and its business stopped. It has for years past

been endeavouring to encourage the indttstry and awaken

the County of Sussex and the Government to the urgent

necessity for building aeroplanes. With that object the

members and proprietors have also spent thousands of

pounds. The proprietors' claim for compensation is

ignored.

My committee have now resolved to invite the members

of the Club to co-operate with them and organise a public,

meeting in the County of Sussex to protest against this

treatment. My committee feel that the pioneers of this

industry, who were neglected and discouraged in every

way before the war, ought in the interest of the country's

defence if not in common fairness to them to be liberally

treated by the Government and their past services and

enterprise fully recognised. It is injurious to our country

to seize these people's works and leave them without •

compensation.

Mr. Balfour and the country must expect to cry out

that they cannot get machines if the Government behaves

like this. My committee invite communications from any

other British pioneers in the aeronautical industry who
have received similar treatment at the hands of the

Government, because they feel that if vigorous steps are

at once taken to rectify any further injustice, then Mr.

Balfour may be able "to get the things."

(Signed) William C. LittlEwood, Secretary.
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TttE HOUSE OF LORDS ON AIRCRAFT.
On February 17th the subject of aircraft was debated in

the House of lyords.

Loird Oranmore and Browne called attention to the fact that
Zeppelin airships raid this country and return to Germany with
impunity; and asked whether it was contemplated to make suoh
improvements in our methods of offence and defence as would give
greater security against such raids. No one in the House oelieved
that the German Zeppelins came here merely to murder. Their
cihief object was to do us militai7 harm by the destruction of
barracks and m-unition works, and tha,t they had not been -suc-
cessful in the past was no guarantee that they would fail to do
harm Hkewise in the future. Every time the Zeppelins came they
came in larger numbers, carried more bombs, adopted bolder tactics
and went farther afield. He doubted whether aeroplanes would be
sufficient to encounter the peril. No aeroplane at present con-
structed to fight a Zeppelin could remain in the air for more than
33 hours, and one hour of that time would be taken up in rising
to the altitude the Zeppelin had reached.
A suitable fleet of airships would be a valuable asset to possess

ever> in peace time. With regard to anti-aircraft guns, although
Sir Percy Scott was able to provide a certain number of naval
guns and naval gunners, he understood that the naval gunners,
who were accustomed to work those guns, and had had practice
for several n'Onths, were now to be removed and to be replaci;d by
garrison artillery, who possibly had never seen a naval gun and
probably had no practice in firing at a Zeppelin. Furthermore, we
had neither sufficient aeroplanes nor sufficient pilots.
He knew nothing about aircraft himself, but he was told that

if one wished to have an aeroplane ready to go up in the air at
any given moment it was necessary to have at' least three in re-
serve. He would like to know whether commanders of naval air
stations had power to order aeroplanes in the air or w^hether they
were obliged to waft for orders from some superior officers. That,
it seemed to him, was a matter which ought to be left absolutely
to their own discretion.

He suggested that an Air Minister should be appointed whose
business it would be to provide for home defence -igainst enemy
aircraft and take means of carrying aerial warfare into the
enemy's camp. He did not advocate reprisals, but such measures
as would force the enemy Zeppelins to stay at home to protect
Essen and other places. The Air Minister should preside over a
board of experts.

Lord Oranmore is to be congratulated on stating clearly
that the German Navy does not operate for purposes of

murder. The Zeppelin attacks have a definite military ob-
jective and in most cases it is easy to see the purely mili-
tary target at which they aimed. At times tl;e shooting is

bad and at others the marksman has evidently mistaken
his exact whereabouts, but the target intended has always
been obvious. His speech shows far more knowledge of
the subject than he claims to have, and far greater com-
prehension and intelligence than is shown in the Com-
mons. His idea of the rate of an aeroplane's climb seems
to have been gathered from a B.E.2C. or some Naval aero-
plane "doctored" by civilian "experts" at the Admiralty.
Ten minutes would be nearer the time for a modern
machine to reach a Zeppelin's height.
The Earl of Meath asked whether the Government could assure

the House that the most energetic and effective steps were being
taken by them not only to defend 'the ):5ritish Islands against
hostile air raids, but to obtain suoh a mastery in the air .-'s to be
able to carry the war successfully into the enemy's country by
aircraft more thoroughly than had been the case in the past. He
said the question had only been partly answered in the debate in

the House of Commons. The gist of the debate appeared to be
expressed in one word, "unpreparedness. " There was not going
to be any panic, but if we intended to maintain sea supremacy we
must have supremacy in the air. 'I'he best defence was a vigorous
offensive.

Lord Meath hit exactly the right nail on the head. "Un-
preparedness" is the curse of this country, and with a

Government whose motto is "Wait and see" there is no
hope of averting that curse.
Lord Sydenham said there was one matter of great importance

which had been badly managed. Our aircraft were not sufficiently

armed to enable them to attack Zeppelins effectively. A bomb
dropped on a Zeppelin would destroy it ; but experience had shown
that this was a difficult feat. A Zeppelin could generally rise

faster than an aeroplane, and an aeroplane lost speed at high
elevation.

If we could attack a Zeppelin by gun or machine-gun fire we
would be in a much stronger position, .^nti-aircraft guns, if

supplied with proper projectiles, had a far better chance of destroy-
ing a Zeppelin. He believed we had an excellent projectile for tfie

purpose, btit owing to the very large nuiriber of persons involved

in getting anything made for air service we were iinable to I'se

the means which science had placed at our disposal.

It should be an axiom in Government administration that no
one should be permitted to have anything to do widi any question

on which he could not bring special knowledge to bear. That
axiom prevailed in all well-managed private businesses. But his

own experience, in aome Government matters, had been that one
had to fight for a necessary improvement through an ascending
series of officials, each knowing less than the last, until one
reached the deciding authority, who knew nothing at all. (Laugh-
ter.) This was euphemistically called the "chain of responsi-

bility." (Laughter)

With his usual perspicacity lyord Sydenham has de-

scribed precisely the official method of preventing things

from being done. I personally 'can produce a dozen in-

stances of really good ideas which have been "boomed cH"
by officials apparently appointed with the sole object of

preventing people with brains from beating the official de-

signs—and this applies not to aeroplanes only but to

engineering contrivances, projectiles, and mechanical

traction devices.

Viscount Peel said that in regard to the question of the creation

of a Minister of Air he was under the impression that we had
more Ministers than were necessary at present, and that the path
of safety lay in the diminution rather than in the increase of fheir

numbers. But the point he desired especially to put to the

Minister for War was whether t.he Government were perfectly

satisfied that we had now got the best type, or the right type, of

aeroplane.

He did not pretend to be an expert in these matters, but he had
been told by those who could speak with authority that there was
at present an unfortunate divorce at Farnborough between j.rac-

tical experience in flying in warfare and the designing and making
of machines. He should like definitely to ask the Secretary for

War whether the management of the system for m.aking aeroplanes

at Farnborough was really suitable to the very developed business

that was being carried on there.

He hoped the greatest care would be taken that persons who had
no practical experience in flying should not send men up to fight

in the air simply because of the necessity of doing something when
a Zeppelin raid took place. He was informed that in the case of

one of the recent raids a number of men were ordered to go up in

a fog, when it was absolutely impossible for them to do anything.

It migiht be unwise to state what the figures were, but no injury

was done to the Zeppelins, while the results to the men who were
ordered to. go up were deplorable.

Yet another hereditary legislator has shown his superior

intelligence. Lord Peel strikes two very important points,,

first in referring to incapacity at Farnborough, at the

R.A.F., secondly in referring" to the idiocy of sending men
up on foggy or dark nights on ordinary aeroplanes, and
without properly lighted aerodromes.
The Earl of Mayo said that one way of attacking Zeppelins was

that which had been already adopted of destroying Zeppelin bases

and sheds. A great deal of damage was done in that direction in

1(114, ''fd tihs authorities in France could spare aeroplanes to

do that again we had the means of attacking Zeppelins in their

own homes. A most useful letter appeared in the "Times" of that

day from a naval officer, in which it was suggested that the

whole East Coast should be watched not only by the existent

watchers, but by voluntary watchers,, so that the moment a Zeppe-
lin appeared the news could be sent from wireless stations and
those guns could be brought into action.

More eminently sensible suggestions. The R.N.A.S.
raids of late 1914 were most valuable, and only the most
gross mismanagement at the .A^dmiralty can account for

their being stopped. Paucity of machines is the official

excuse, and paucity of machines seems due -to misman-
agement and ignorance in the Construction Department.
The suggestion of Volunteer watchers on the coast is also

to be commended.
Earl Kitchener, replying, said :— I have no reason to complain

of the manner in which the noble lords have introduced and dealt

with rhis very important subject, but your lordships will, I pm
sure, realise that the public discussion in Parliament of our system
of defence against aircraft cannot but he fraught with the. risk of

giving information and assistance to the enem.y. This considera-

tion also hampers very greatly any replji in detail to the questions

which have been raised, and I hope noble lords will forgive me if

I do not enter further into many of the remarks which have been
made, but which will receive our most serious attention.

With regard to the Farnborough manufacto.-y, I would like to
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point out that it is really in the closest possible touch with those
who are serviilg in the field and that our aeroplanes are not built

at Farnborough except in very small quantities. There is a con-
stant interchange of information and specifications, which are made
out at Farnborough and put out to firms of contractors. Every
new type is being tried in the field.

Up to the present, hostile air invasions of England have had no
influence whatever on the military conduct of the war^-(cheers)

—

and, regrettable as are the loss of citizen life and the damage to
private property, I do not for one moment believe that the people of
this country desire to give too great importance to these attacks or
allow them to affect our military operations. Some risks must be
accepted in order to be strong at the most important point.

Hitherto in regard to aeronautics the War Office has been
primarily interested in dealing with the requirements of the various
theatres of war, and although I have observed that criticisms have
been levelled in another place at the Air Service at the front in

Flanders, I can assure your lordships that these criticisms are un-
founded and unmerited. No service in - the field has, in my
opinion, been more efficient than that of our Flying Corps, directed
as it is by officers of the highest technical capacity and manned
by pilots and observers whose skill and courage are unsurpassed.
I may say that in our Flying Corps there is no officer who has not
had full technical knowledge and a pilot's certificatJ.

It is, however, with home defence that the noble lord is most
concerned. I may say at once as regards Zeppelin attacks that it

is beyond our power to guarantee these shores from a repetition of
incursions

;
but, although we have only one example of a Zeppelin

being destroyed by aeroplane attack— I allude to Lieutenant
Warneford's gallant action—there have been several cases in which
we have so disabled the enemy's aircraft as to bring" them eventu-
ally to the ground or to render them usele:-s for further service.
During the last raid, while we are sure that one airship was lost

at sea, we have very good reason to believe that a second was
placed out of action.

There are three principles which govern our air defence in this

country:—(i) Good information as to the arrival and movements
of hostile aircraft; (2) defence by artillery from the land; (3)
attacks in the air by aeroplane as moving more rapidly than
Zeppelins can travel.

As regards the first, a fystem has been adopted wnich I am con-
fident will give us sufficient warning of the impending arrival and
probable movements of airships. Arrangements have been made
with the Post Office so that all local centres will have thorough
and timely warning, and, in order to co-ordinate local efforts for

defence and to take charge of artillery action and lights, special

officers are being appointed at all the ]5rincipal centres, whose sole

duty it will be to organise the defences of the areas entrusted lo

them.
As regards the second point—artillery. Owing to our largely in-

creased ordnance requirements there has been grave difficulty in

securing an adequate supply of anti-aircraft guns, but I may in-

form your lordships that the construction of anti-aircraft guns has
now priority over other ordnance, and as fast as these guns are
produced by the Munitions Department they will be distributed to

the best advantage throughout the country.

The attack by aeroplanes at night is attended by great diffi-

culties, many of which will occur to your lordships, but these, we
believe, with more extended practice, will in a great measure be
overcome.
One of the most important points affecting the defence of this

country as well as our operations in the field is the provision of
aeronautical material. Large orders have been given, and supplies

have been delivered. But as flying machines, like artillery, are an
adjunct of both Navy and Army, it has been found advisable to co-
ordinate the supply of engines and machines by the establishment
of a sub-committee of the Committee of Imperial Defence to deal

with the relative requirements of the two services. Your lordships

will, I am sure, agree that arrangements for anti-aircraft defence
are as important as any other for the service of the country, and,
as in all military undertakings against a vigilant enemy, secrecy is

an important factor in our calculations for success.

The noble lord said that naval men who had charge of the guns
are being removed. I am afraid the noble lord was a little mis-
taken in that. The new garrison artillery who have taken over
the guns for the defence of London are for new guns, newly-
mounted and they do not take the place of naval gunners. They
are also selected men who have been shooting at enemy aeroplanes

at the front. I am glad of this opportunity of being able to

assure your lordships and the country that the War Office will

leave no stone unturned in its efforts to improve to the utmost
extent our home defence against Zeppelin raids, and we shall

continue to take such energetic steps in the development of our ser-

vice in the air as shall enable us to inflict the heaviest penalties

on the aggressors.

In answer to Lord Peel I may inform him that no order has
ever been Sent to a pilot of the Royal Flying Corps to make an

ascent at night to attack a Zeppelin. Notice is given to each
station when it is time to ascend, if the Zeppelin is to be inter-

cepted. The decision whether he will fly or not is left to the

senior officer on the spot, and if he decides that the weather is

suitable the senior officer is the first to ascend.

Lord Kitchener's reply is a worthy companion to the

Governmental speeches in the Commons. Coming from

K. of K., the Strong Man, it is pitiful. One cannot, of

course, expect a man in his position to know all the

little details of the Flying Services, and one's only regret

is that he has been so badly served by subordinates and

technical "experts."

If the R.A.F. is so closely in touch with active service

conditions, the fact that its products are invariably beaten

by those of independent constructors who have to learn

Service requirements second-hand is the most damning

indictment one could make against it.

The statement that there is no officer in the Flying

Corps "who has not had full technical knowledge" is

merely absurd, and a pilot's certificate taken three or four

years ago is absolutely worthless. Actual air experience

of flying over enemy territory is the only qualification for

command. That such is the ofiicial view in minor matters

is shown by the order that station commanders must be

the^irst to ascend to attack an enemy aircraft at night. The
theory might be extended with advantage to bomb-raids in

Flanders by wings or brigades on cloudy days, or to long

reconnaissances with a strong West wind.

As regards Zeppelins, it is not impossible to guarantee

these shores from incursions, one cannot recollect "several

cases" in which we have disabled enemy airships over

this country, and, thirdly, there is nothing to show that

L.19, lost at sea, was over this country at all. As she was

fired at by Dutch troops it appears rather that she \Vas

coming towards the sea from Holland. In any case, there

is no evident reason to infer that she was damaged by any
defensive action on our part.

Presumably the warning about secrecy applies to the

constitution of the "sub-committee of the Committee of

Imperial Defence," which is to "co-ordinate the supply of

engines and machines." One only hopes that this sub-

committee is not merely another branch of the Mutual
Admiration Society formed by the R.A.F. , the National

Physical Laboratory, and the Government Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics—the clique which is mainly to

blame for our aerial defencelessness.

The one bright spot in the whole speech is the state-

ment that some of our priceless R.G.A. gunners have been
pitt onto London defence work. About 200 of them,
trained at the front and then stationed along the whole
Kast Coast, would stop almost any raid, and would be
much cheaper than dotting them about all over England
as is suggested.

PRELATES AND REPRISALS.
On the motion of the Archbishop of Canterbury the

Upper Hou'se of the Convocation of Canterbury passed

on February 17th the following resolution, the Bishop of

Bangor being the only dissentient speaker :
—

This House, while fully recognisirig that it does not lie

within its province to express any opinion on matters purely

military, desires to record its conviction that the principles of

morality forbid a policy of reprisal which has as a deliberate

object the killing or wounding of non-com.batants, and believes

that the adoption of such a mode of retaliation, even for bar-

barous outrages, would permanently lower the standard of

honourable conduct between nation and nation.

The Bishop of Bangor, who is to !)e congratulated on
his intellectual honesty and freedom from cant, said they

could not in such a war separate combatants from non-

combatants, saying that only those wno were called com-

batants were to be hurt. In this war there were practi-

cally no non-combatants nearly every one was doing

his best to strengthen our side again.^t the foe. Women
were combatants because th^.y were making munitions

and everything that would strengthen the Army. Even
now we were making war upon Mornen and children by
asking that the blockade of Germany should be

strengthened.

Let them leave to our soldiers ^.he effective conduct of

the war and do nothing to weaken Lh-^ir action. If mili-

tary necessity suggested certain measures, he did not
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think they should say that the course taken was wrong.

He believed that if a loo aeroplanes started from our

shores and dropped bombs all over the rich business part

of Frankfurt, where a great part of the wealth of Ger-
' many was concentrated, it would have a profound effect

throughout Germany, and the German people would at

once say that the sending of Zeppelins here was a blunder,

and we should probably never see another Zeppelin here

because of the Germans' fear of retaliation.

IN THE HOUSE.
Mr. Tennant informed Sir H. Craik (U., Glasgow and

Abeirdeen Universities) in the House of Commons on
February 17th that the Field-Marshal commanding the

Home Forces was responsible for organising the United

Kingdom against hostile aircraft, and he had the best

experts at his disposal.

[One recalls with pleasure the remarks of General Sir

David Henderson on the subject of aeronautical experts.

—

Ed.]
« « *

Major Sir C. Huntur (U., Bath) asked the Under-
Secretary for War if M. Fokktr, ihe Dutch inventor oi

the present German battleplane, offered his invention to

our air authorities.

Mr. Tennant : M. Fokker offered to the War Oifice in

1913 a type of aeroplane invented by him. As the machine
was inefficient and dangerous it was not adopted. vSub-

sequeutly to the outbreak of the war M. Fokker produced
a new design which was an imitation of the Moraine-
Saulnier monoplane, this being a French design. This
design was not offered to the British Government, but
was used in small numbers by the Germans. A machine
of this type was amongst those lately on view on the

Horse Guards Parade.

M. Fokker afterwards produced another modification of

the Morane-Saulnier monoplane, with an engine of much
greater horse-power.. This design, like M. Fokker's
second design, was not offered to the British Government.

Sir C. Hunter : Can the right hon. gentleman say
which design the Germans are using now ?

Mr. Tennant : The last one.
* * *

Sir Clement Kinloch-Cooke asked the First Dord of

the Admiralty whether trained members of the Royal
Naval Air Service Anti-Aircraft Corps have been removed
from certain gun and light stations in or near London
and their places taken by younger men and officers

selected from the Army ; if this has been done, why the
change has been made ; and whether the men so displaced
are kept on full pay without being given employment of

any kind ?

Mr. Tennant : My right hon. friend the First Lord of

the Admiralty has asked me to answer this question.

Both naval and military personnel have been employed
for some time in the anti-aircraft defences of London.
Necessarily they are employed where their services are

most useful and convenient, and they are moved as mav
be necessary at the discretion of the Field-Marshal Com-
manding-in-Chief the Home Forces. In one or two in-

stances men may have been withdrawn, but that has been
because they were required at other stations, and where
they have been withdrawn they have been moved straight

to these new stations. No men have been displaced and*

kept unemployed.
* * *

On February 21st, Mr. Macnamara (Secretary to thf

Admiralty) informed Mr. Joynson-Hicks (U., Brentford)
that the members of the Royal Naval Anti-Aircraft Corps
would, in connection with the transfer to the War Office

of land defences against aircraft, continue to serve under
the War Office on the same conditions as at present, ex-
cept that men of military age would be given an oppor-
tunity of attesting for other work in the ai'med forces

of the Crown.

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
The following olficial announcement was issued by the

Seretary of the War Office on February 20th :—
Four German seaplanes carried out a raid over the

East and South-East Coasts at about noon to-day.

The first raiders, two in number, both biplanes, ap-
peared over Lowestoft at 10.35 a.m. They, circled over
the south side of the town for about five minutes and
dropped bombs. In about five minutes they rose to a
great height and seemingly vanished.
At II. 10 a.m. the two seaplanes were again over the

town and then vanished eastwards again.
• Altogether seventeen small high-explosive bombs
were dropped.

There were no casualties.

'

Considerable damage was caused to the outbuildings
of a restaurant and to two dwelling-houses.

Two naval seaplanes went up at 11. 5 a.m. and pursued
. the raiders, but without result.

Meanwhile two other German seaplanes were making
for the Kentish coast.

The first passed over the Kentish Knock light-vessel,

dropping bombs in that vicinity at 11.20 a.m.

The last raider made straight for Walmer, reaching
that town at 11.27 3..m. Flying at less than 3,500 feet

altitude, it dropped six bombs and turned sharply back
to the east.

Two bombs fell, destroying roofs and breaking win-

dows in the neighbourhood. One of these bombs fell

close to a church-, blowing out the windows as the con-

gregation were singing the Te Deum. A third bomb
fell on the roadway running along the beach, killing

one man (civilian) and injuring one marine.

The total casualties amounted to two men and one
boy killed and one marine wounded.
Two of our aeroplanes went up from Dover and were

over Walmer at 11. 15 a.m. They pursued the raider,

but apparently could not overtake him.

[One is relieved to find that the War Office Press-agent

did not imply that the German invader chose the precise

moment at which the Walmer church-goers were praising

the Lord as the most opportune for bomb-dropping. Per-

haps he realises now that the tramcar and girls'-school,

to which he referred with such gusto last week, were not

actual targets, but merely happened to be in the way.
As regards Lowestoft, one is inclined to ask why it

took from 10.55 to 11. 5 a.m. to get two seaplanes into the

air ? In that period they should have been at an alti-

tude of 6,000 feet, assuming that the gtation is properly

run and that the Aircraft Construction Department at the

Admiralty has supplied the right machines.

The Dover Station is to be commended on its prompt-
ness in getting two aeroplanes over Walmer 5 minutes
before the enemy was signalled from the Kentish Knock
and 12 minutes before they arrived at Walmer. To reduce

to a minus quantity the time spent in turning out shows
a remarkably high state of efficiency, and proves the

justice of a recent promotion in that area.

It is to be regretted, however, that the machines sent

out were too slow to overtake the invader, despite having
overtaken Time himself. Nevertheless, as the said in-

vader was pursued, one assumes that he fled, and that

thus our "marked ascendancy in the air" was once more
demonstrated. So all is well, and very justly so.

Incidentally, a raid from the Belgian coast to Yarmouth
and back is about as good as Dunkirk to Diisseldorf and
back, so what about retaliation?—Ed.]

* * *

On the invitation of the Home Secretary, between 20

and 30 Chief Constables from difi'erent boroughs and county
divisions in the Midlands attended at the Home Office on
February 17th to consult with Mr. Samuel regarding pre-

can lions to be taken in the event of further air raids.

The proceedings were private.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
Prom the "London Gazette/' February 15th, 1916.

War Office, February istih.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Miutary Wing.—Flying Officers.—February 3rd : Lieut.
D. B. Richardson, Welsh R.E., T.F. ; Lieut. R. B. Mansell, Glos.,

T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. C. T. Latch, R.G.A., T.F. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—
R. True, R. W. Heath, J. R. B. Savage, A. G. Knight, E. G.
Ryckman, J. W. Bailey,- L. Porter.

Asst. Eqmt. Officers.—Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—J. A. Gibson. Febru-
ary 4th. L. A. Clayton. February 7th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

lieuts. (on prob.), confd. in rank : R. True, R. W. Heath,

J. R. B. Savage, L. Min6t, A. H. O'H. Wood, E. G. Ryckman,
A. G. Kniglit, L. Porter, J. W. Bailey, J. A. Gibson, L. A.
Clayton.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : E. Graham. January 17th. Janu-
ary 24th : S. Whitechurch, J. F. Luscombe.

* * #

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 16th, 1916.

War Office, February i6th.

REGUL.^R' FORCES.

—

Attached to Headquarter Units.—
Brig. Corns., from wing corns., R.F.C. and to be temp, brig.-

gens. whilst so employed.—February ist : Maj. (temp. Lie jt.-

Col.) J. M. Salmond, D.S.O., R. Lane.
; Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.)

T. I. Webb-Bowen, Beds.
Establishments.—Roval Flying Corps.—Milit-ary Wing.—

Eqpmt. Officers from asst. eqpmt. officers, and to be temp. Capts.
whilst so employed.—January 30th : Qmrs. and Hon. Lieuts. J.

Starling, A. Levick, A. H. Measures, F. H. Unwin, W. R. Bruce,
Temp. Qmr. and Hon. Lieut. S. C. Parr, Lieuts. S.R., L. F. R.
Fell, T. E. Robertson, S. A. Hebden.
Supplementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—

Military Wing.—Sec. lieuts (on prob.) confirmed in rank : J. J.

Lynch, V. F. P. Bryce.
» » •

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 17th, 3916.

War Office, February i7t!h.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal .Flying
Corps.—Ce.vtral Flying School.—Instr.—Lieut, (temp. Capt.)
<jt. D. Mills, Sherwood Foresters, a flight com., and retain temp.
tank whilst so employed, vice Capt. (temp. Maj.) L. W. B. Rees,
R.A. February 4th.

Military Wing.—Flying Officer.—Sec. Lieut. P. D. Rader, S.R.
December 28th.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. V. F. P. Bryce, S.R. Octo-
ber nth.
Memorandum.—To be temp. sec. lieut.—Cpl. E. R. Moxev, R.E.,

for duty with R.F.C. February 7th.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Infantry.—Duke of Cambridge's
Own (Middlesex Regt.).—Capt. Hovvuird H. Bagnall is seconded
for duty with the R.F.C December 24th, 1915.

» »

From the "London Gazette," February 18th, 1916.

Admiralty, February 15th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—To be temp. Flight Sub-
Lieut. : W. H. Wood (late temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R.). Febru-
ary i5ih.

War Office, February i8th
REGULAR FORCES.— Royal Flying Corps 'Military

Wing.—Flying Officois.—Feb. sth : Capt. H. S. Walker, Cheshire
;

Lieut. C. G. Davidson, Can. Local Forces
;
Temp. .Sec. Lieut.

A. M. Walters, 14th Res. Regt. of Cav. , and transfd. to Gen.
List; Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. N. MacRae, Royal H., and transfd.

10 Ge 1. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. S. Anderson, R. W. .Surrey,

and transfd. to Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. G. V. Randall, E. Lanes.,

and seed.
;
Temp. Sec'. Lieut. J. R. Herbert, Gen. List ; Sec. l^ieut.

R. J. Mounsey, Hants, and seed.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer —Sec Lieut. J. Armes, S.R. February oth.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary' to
Regular Corp.s.—Rova'. Flying Corps.—'Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : L. C. Kidd, P. D. Rader,

J. Arnies.

TERRITORI.'XL FORCE. — Infantry. — Northamptonshire
Regiment.—Lieut. Neville P. Manfield is seconded for duty with
the R.F.C.

;
February ist, 1916.

London Regt.—Lieut. Arthur J. Child is seconded for duty with
the R.F.C. ; November 22nd, 1915.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Snpolement, February 21st, 1916.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Appt.

of A. J. Rickio to Sec. Lieutcy. (on prob.), in "Gazette" of Janu-
ary 17th, cancelled under provns. of par 221 Regns. for Officers,

S.R. February 20th.

NAVAL.
The followinj; appointments were notified at the Ad-

THiralty on Februnrv i6th :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Flight Lieut. E. I. M. Bird granted
temp, commission as Lieut., with seniority February 15th.

Mr. H. J. T. Berryman granted temp, commission as Lieut.,

R.N.V.R , and appointed to the "President," additional, for

R.N..'\.S., to dale February 15th.

Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., W. H. Wood entered as temp. Fligtbt

Sub-Lieut., and appointed to the "President, additional, to date

February isch
* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Ad-
miralty on February 19th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Flight-Corn. J. R. W. Smyth-
Pigott, D.S.O., appointed actg. squadn. com., to date Febru-

ary I St.

Messrs. W. A. D'Arcy, T. C. Copsin, and J. B. Handtey-
Seymour granted temp, commissions as lieut., R.N.V.R., and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

February 18th.

Late Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., G. A. Hoghton re-entered as

lieut., temp., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President," ad-

ditional, for R.N.A.S., to date February i8th.

Temp. Sub-Lieuts., R.N.V.R.—N. D. M. Hewitt and J.

E. A. Hoare, entered as proby flight sub-lieuts., temp., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to dal«

February iSth ; also Mr. F. A. Brooke, to date February 37th.

* • *

The following appointment was notified at the /Ad-

miralty on February 21st :
—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. A. Garrard granted a lemp.

commission as Lieut., R.N.V.R., with seniority February :9th,

and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N A.S., to date

February 27th.
* *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the follow-

ing casualty on February 21st :
—

Seriously Injured.

(Under date February i8th.)

Prob. Flight Sub. -Lieut. Thomas C. Angus, R.N.

MILITARY.

G.H.Q. dispatch of February 20th says :
—

A successful night air raid was made by our aeroplanes against

Cambrai aerodrome, bombs being dropped on and exploding

inside the sheds. The machines returned safely.

* « «

G.H.Q. dispatch of February 21st says :
—

An attack on the depots at Don was carried out by 26 aero-

plnnes yesterday. Extensive damage is believed to have been

done to the stores and railway. All machines returned safely.

The enemy's aircraft has during the last few nights made
several night attacks on the various towns in our area with no

ni'litary result. A few civilians were, however, killed.

« # *

The War Ofl&ce on February 21st issued the following

announcements :

—

Mesopotamia.—Information has been received from th^

General Officer Commanding the troops in Mesopotamia that on

February 17th and 19th bombs were dropped by hostile aero-

planes on our camp at Kut, and that no damage was done.

Egypt.—A telegram received from the G.O.C.-in-C. Mediter-

ranean states that in the course of an aeroplane reconnaissance

of the enemy's advanced posts east of the Canal on February

20th one of our aviators, descending to 600 feet, destroyed the

enemy's power station at El Hassana with a 100 lb. bomb.
[El Hassana is 90 miles E. of Suez, and 35 miles N. of Nakhl,

in the Sinai Peninsula, so the flight and the {>erformance is

worthy of all praise.—Ed.]
« « •

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force

were reported on February 17th under date February

nth :
—

Wounded.
Faber, Sec. Lieut. C, Royal Flying Corps.

Correction.

Wounded : Wilkinson, Lieut. E. S., ist London (T.F.)

(R. Fusiliers), should read : Previously officially reported

missing, now unofficially reported killed : Wilkinson,

Lieut. E. S., 1st London (T.F.) (R. Fusiliers), and R.F.C
* »

The following casualties were reported from Egypt on

Febmnrv' 17th under date February 15th :
—
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Hakewill, Sec. Lieut. T. G., R.F.C.
Yates, Sec. Ueut. R., R.F.C.

« » «

The following casualty was reported ou February igth.

without date :—
KlIvIvED.

Cave, Sec. Lieut U. A., R.F.C.
* * *

The following casualty in the Expeditionary force was
reported on February 22nd :

—

Previously Reported Missing, now reported Died of

Wounds as a Prisoner of War.
Browne, Lieut. A. R. H., Royal Flying Corps.

* * «

Lieut. Gavin Alexander Porter, R.F.A. and R.F.C,
whose death from wounds was recorded last week, was the

elder son of Alexander Porter, of Kalgoorlie, Western
Australia. He received his R.F.A. commission in May,
1913, and on the outbreak of war went to France and was
in the retreat from Mons and the subsequent fighting.

After being with the R.F.C. as an observer for some time,
h'e took his aviator's certificate and returned to England
for further instruction. He was promoted in June, 1915,
and was gazetted to the R.F.C. in July. He returned to

France in October, and became a flight commander only a
few days before his last flight, December 5th, when he was
shot down in an aerial fight.

* » *

Second Lieut. Robert Barton, whose death was recorded
last week, was the only son of Mr. A. E. Barton, of Red
Court, CaMorth, director of the Carnforth Ironworks Co.
He was educated at Glenalmond and in Germany. Pie was
-doing metallurgical work in Alabama, U.S.A., when war
broke out. He was given a commission in the King's
Own Royal Lancaster Regiment, but transferred to the
R.F.C, being appointed to No. i Squadron. Proving a
skilful and daring pilot of Moranes, he was sent on
January 12th on a long reconnaissance behind the German
lines. He failed to return and was officially reported miss-
ing. On January 30th a German aviator dropped a message
in the British lines to say that Lieut. Barton was killed
in an air fight on January 12th, and was buried with full

military honours in the cemetery of Roubaix.
* *

Second Lieut. T. G. Hakewill was gazetted to the nth
Battalion North Staffordshire Regiment in ATarch of last

year, and later transferred to the R.F.C.
» » *

The following' appeared in the obituary columns on
February 22nd :—

Y.ATES.—On the nth inst., killed in action in Egypt, Second
Lieutenant Dick Yates, Royal Flying Corps, beloved' son of Mr.
and Mrs. Yates, of Oporto, aged 22 years.

Second Lieut. R. Yates received his commission in the
"R.F.C Special Reserve in July, 1915, and was appointed
a flying oflJcer in vSeptember

* * *

Second Lieut. E. A. Cave was gazetted to the R.F.C.
Special Reserve in August, 1915, and in October he was
appointed a flying officer.

* * *

Lieut. A. R. Howe-Browne, was gazetted second
lieutenant, R.F.C, Special Reserve, in February, 1915.
He had since been promoted to lieutenant. He came
from Rhodesia at the beginning of the war on purpose to

join the R.F.C He received his early training at Brook-
lands, and later served at Shoreham and North Holt.
As a flier he was quite in the best class, and, despite his
yronth, he had the makings of a very capable officer. Per-
sonally he was most popular with his brother-officers,

and he will be deeply regretted and greatly missed by all

who knew him.
» • »

The .following appearecT in the obituar\- columns on
Fehniar}- 17th :

—

BROOKING.—On January 19th, 1916, Second Lieut. W. A.

brooking, R.F.A. and R.F.C., aged eighteen years seven

months, Icilled in action, the only beloved son of Brigadier-

General H. T. Brooking, C.B., now serving in Mesopotamia,
and Mrs. H. T. Brooking, India.

.X- * *

A pupil at the Military School named Ratclifi was
circling the aerodrome at Brooklands on February aoth

o« a Farman biplane, when the machine side-slipped from
about 200 ft. and fell on a cottage just outside the ground.
The petrol-tank caught fire and Mr. Ratcliff was fatally

injured.
* » »

The appointments of Colonel T. I. Webb-Bowen and
Colonel J. M. Salmond, D.S.O., to be temp. Brigadier-

(renerals will be welcomed by all who knew the R.F.C.
well before the war. Both officers are to a considerable

extent the products of that excellent establishment the

Central Flying School when Captain Godfrey Paine, R.N.,

was Commandant, Major Trenchard his Chief of Staff,

and the late Captain Fulton in charge of workshops.

When Captain Fulton, then become a major, left in

order to create the Aeronautical Inspection Department,

Capt. Webb-Bowen was promoted and took charge of the

workshops with conspicuous success, instituting numeroiis

ideas of his own—of which the writer remembers particti-

larly a neat method of storing spare wings. Later, when
Major Trenchard—promoted to Lieut.-Col., rewarded with

a C.B., and made A.D.C. to the King—took command et

Farnborough, Major Webb-Bowen became Assistant Com-
mandant and was graded as Wing-Commander with tem-

porary rank as Lieut.-Col. Some months ago he took

command of an R.F.C. Wing in the field and showed his

ability for organisation in a different sphere. His success

on active service now meets its reward.

Captain Salmond was at the C.F.vS. in the early days
as an instructor, graded as Flight-Commander. Later he
took command of one of the first squadrons to go to

France. He was rapidly promoted to Wing-Commander
and temp. Lieut.-Col. in recognition of his excellent

organisation and handling of his squadron—certainly one
of the smartest the R.F.C. ever produced. As a Wing-
Cominander he has also shown his ability to lead men
and to organise their equipment, so those who have
worked with or under him will appreciate the wisdom of

this appointment.

Happih' for the continued growth of the R.F.C, one
can still point to several other officers of similar calibre

who are fit for like promotion.
* * *

The following appeared in the marriage columns on
February 19th :—

SHEKLETON—WATKINS.~On February i6th, at St.

John's Church, Blackheath, by the Rev. A. C. Macnutt, vicar,

Capt. Alexander Shekleton, Royal Munster Fusiliers, and Temp.
Major of the Royal Flying Corps, only son of Mrs. Shekleton,

Blackheath, to Irene Mary, second daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
.Arthur Watkins, of Blackheath.

FRANCE.
The communiqud of February 20th says :

—

An enemy aeroplane dropped several bombs on Dunkirk
without doing any damage. Another machine last night drrtpped

two bombs, which fell in a field south of Lun^ville.
« »

The communique of February 21st says :
—

\ squadron of five French aeroplanes bombarded tlie enemy's
munition depots at the Chateau Martincourt and .Azoudanga
(south-west and south-east of Dieuze).

Some German aeroplanes dropped bombs last niglit on Lun^-
ville, Dojnbasle, and Nancy. Only slight damage was done.

* * *

An official report on the operations on the Western
front, issued in Paris on February 21st, says :

—
The day was marked by numerous fights in the air.

Over Tagsdorff, east of Altkirch, one of our aeroplanes

attacked at very close quarters a Fokker, firing 15 shots

at it. The enetny machine sideslipped and fell. In the

legion of Epinal an Albatros was brought down by orrr
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artillery fire. In the region of Bures, north of the Forest

of Parroy, a German machine was attacked by two of

our aeroplanes and fell within our lines. The pilot and
the passenger were killed.

A squadron of seven French machines fought four

enemy aeroplanes in the region of VigneuUes-les-Hatton-

chatel. Two of the latter were forced to land. The two
others fled.

Enemy machines bombarded Fismes, Bar-le-Duc, and
Revigny. Near this last point a German air squadron of

15 machines was attacked by one of our " destroyer "

squadrons and was forced to fight. One German machine
was brought down near Givry-en-Argonne. The two
aviators were captured. A second machine dived sud-

denly into its own lines.

One of our bombarding squadrons, composed of 17 aero-

planes, dropped seventy bombs of heavy calibre on the

aerodrome of Habsheim and on the goods station of Mul-
house. Another group of 28 machines dropped numerous
bbmbs on the enemy's munition factory of Bagny-sur-
Moselle.

At the conclusion of these several operations all our
machines returned to their lauding ground.

A Zeppelin flying south from Sainte Menehould was
brought down by the Motor-Gun Section of Revigny.
The Zeppelin was shot through with an incendiary shell,

and fell in flames in the neighbourhood of Brabant-le-Roi.

[Good work ! One hopes that the Zeppelin was really

a Zeppelin, and not merely a mistranslation. If it be a

fact, it is the second Zeppelin brought down by French
artillery, not the first, as stated in various papers. The
first was brought down at Badonvillers about August
22nd, 1914.—Ed.]

* » *

The Paris edition of the "New York Herald" for Febru-
ary T4th publishes the following interesting paragraphs :

Nice, vSunday.—The aeroplane which arrived at Antibes
yesterday, piloted hy an English aviator, came from
Milan, and had covered the distance in 3 hours and 17

minutes. The aviator, Capt. \alentine, was accompanied
by a mechanic. The machine is a biplane and was con-

structed after a special model by the Capriani [Caproni ?]

Factory in Milan. It is fitted out to afford the greatest

comfort for its occupants. After taking in a supply of

400 litres of gasoline, Capt. Valentine left at 12.40 p.m.
in the direction of Marseilles.

Cadiz, Sunday.—A biplane, bearing the number 1353,
carrying a Russian officer and an English ofiicer, has
been wrecked in the vStraits of Gibraltar. The accident,

which occurred near Tarifa, is attributed to a breakdown
of the engine.

GERMANY.
The communique of February 15th says :

—
Eastern Theatre of War.—Near Groba, on the Sereth, north-

west of Tarnopol, a German battle aeroplane shot down a
Russian machine, the pilot and observer of which were killed.

* * *

The communique of February 17th says :
—

Our aviators attacked Dvinsk and the railway establishments
at Wilsika. .

.

* 4: *

The communique of February 1 8th says :
—

En«my aviators attacked the railway station of Hudosa, in

the Vardar Valley, to the south of Strumitza.

* * *

The communique of February 19th says :
—

Our, aviators successfully attacked the aerodrome at Abeele,

south-west of Popcringhe, and the encmv railway 'buildings.
* * •)<

'

The communique of February 20th says :
—

In an aerial fight east of Peronne we shot down an English
biplane equipped with two mactiine-guns The occupants were
killed. Our aviators bombarded numerous places behind the

northern enemy front, and also [..un^ville.

Eastern theatre of war : German aviators attacked Logischin
and the raihvay buildings at Tarnopol.

The communique of February 21st says :
—

Our aeroplane squadron attacked several enemy positions-

situated behind the enemy 's, lines—such as Furnes, Poperinghe^
Arhiens, and Lun^ville Many successful results were observed.

• »

Tlie following official statement has been issued in Ber-

lin by the Chief of the Naval Staff :
—

On February 20t'h, at noon ; naval seaplanes attacked the

English coast. Factories at Deal, railway and harbour works
and a gasometer at Lowestoft wore liberally bombarded with

good results. The main station and the harbour works at Lowe-_
stoft were hit several times. The gasometer collapsed from the

eflfects of the bombs. In the Downs two tank steamers wer«
bombed. Despite bombardment and pursuit by enemy aviators

our machines all returned safely.

AUSTRIA.
The communique of February 15th says :

—
In East Galicia there was increased but unsuccessful activity

on the part of the enemy aviators. North-west of Tarnopol a
Russian battle aeroplane was shot down by a German aviator,

the occupants being killed.

[See German communique- of same date.—Ed.]

RUSSIA.
The communique of Febr^iaiy 15th says :— a
German aviators appeared over the Riga sector.

"

On the Middle Strypa our artillery fired upon four enemy-
aeroplanes. One of them was hit and fell in the enemy's lines.

•X- -x- -St-

The communique of Februar}' 17th says :
—

On the 14th one of our airships attacked the town and station

of Podhaice, dropping seven bombs weighing each a pood (36-

lb.) on the station and five bombs of two poods each and three

of one fK>od each on the supply depots in the town. Enemy aero-

planes were encountered bv the airship, but thev avoided a fight

and fied.

In the Riga sector a German airs-hip, which was ascending to

the north-east of Repe, was compelled to come down again, hav-
ing come under the fire of bombs from, our heavy howitzers.

[Podhaice is in Galicia, about 15 miles behind the Austrian
lines on the Strypa.--Ed.

J

The communique of February i8th says :
—

Our aviators threw some dozens of bombs on an enemy camp
in I he Dwinsk sector.

-» t <

The commuiiiqtie of February 19th says :
—

- Western Front.—Our heavy artillery forced a captive balloorh

wliich was ascending near Yezerno, north-west of Tarnopol^
to descend.

* * *

The commtmiqtic of February 20th says :
—

Western Front.—Enemy aeroplanes appeared at several points

over the Riga district, and a bomb was dropped on Riga.
In the region north of Kreuzburg a German aeroplane dropped

several tombs. North of Dwinsk two Zeppelins flew over
Mischtel.

ITALY.
The communique of February 19th says :—

In reply to the numerous violations of internaiional law per-

sistently made by the enemy since the beginning of the war,
yesterday morning a squadron of our Caproni machines made
a raid on Ljubljana. During the whole of their journey they

were subjected to the fire of numerous anti-aircraft batteries

and attacked by enemy aeroplanes, but nevertheless our brave
aviators succeeded in attaining their object. Dropping from the

clouds to a lower altitude when they got over the town, they

dropped some dozens of grenade mines and bombs.
One of the Caproni machines, being attacked and surrounded

by six Austrian machines, was forced to land in enemy terri-

tory. The other machines returned safely to our lines.

[Ljubljana is the Slavonic name for Laibach, the capital

of Carniola, a town with' about 40,000 inhabitants. This

is the first oflicial metition of the triple-engine Caproni

bomb-droppers, one of which was illustrated in this paper-

over a year ago, and before Italy came into the war. One
gathers that they have been doing good work for some
months, and that quite recently the British Government's
aeronautical advisers have awakened to a knowledge of

their existeiice, though, of course, every active service

oflicer has known about them for a year at least.—Ed.]
« « »

It was reported from Forli, on February 15th, that the

same morning, at about 4 a.m., enemy aeroplanes flew

over Rimini and dropped bombs. They were effectively

met by anti-aircraft guns, and retired to the north-east.-
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Very slight damage was done,
wounded.

Two civilians were

It is reported that Captain Valentine and a mechanic
left Milan for Nice on 12th, and after a trip of 3! hours
arrived and landed at the Gremande aerodrome at An-
•tibes. After taking in 80 gallons of essence they left

for Marseilles, en route, it was thought, for Lyons. If

genuine, the flight merits notice. The distance overland
is quite 170 miles and much more by the coast route.
In the former case the Maritin:e Alps add difficulties.

* * *

The Austro-German exploit of the 14th was quite a
big thing for them, as regards the number of machines
taking part. No less than twelve raiders appear to have
started out from somewhere beyond Riva way, most of

which, however, turned their attention to smaller towns

—

not by any means the sleepy "art cities" of the dail}-

news-sheets—and only two, an Aviatik and a Taube,
arrived at Milan. It seems generally admitted that there
was a hitch in the "warning" arrangements of this cit}^

tut that the "hornets" of the 5th and other escadrilles

frotn Taliedo, where, by-the-by, "airmen" gunners are

trained, were up and at 'em in spite of it. So ready
were they that some thought it all merely an aerial field-

day_ at first. There seems to have been some overlapping
in the heaf of the moment between the hornets' defence
and that of the A.-A. people lower down.
A suggestion that civilians killed in air raids be con-

sidered as combatants and brothers-in-arms has good
points, if only as a muzzle for the whining reprisalists.

In any return the advantage is with the enemy, in the
position of his capitals and bigger cities, which are twice
as far from the war zone as are those of the Allied

nations at present.

As regards the damage to the portico of the famous
Ravenna Church, Italy's most Catholic adversaries have
the excuse that it was the hot-bed of the Arian heresy

—

1,300 years ago! Will "Anastasia" strafe me for giving
them the hint ?—T. S. H.

BELGIUM.
The " Journal des Debats " (Paris, February 15th) pub-

lished a letter received from its correspondent in Brussels,

dated February 2nd, giving details of the loss of a Zep-

pelin already announced. The writer says :
" The Zep-

-pelin has just been brought down at Mainvault, near Ath,

•on the line from Brussels to Tournai. The machine was
cornpletely destroyed and the crew with it. The Ger-

man authorities are carefully concealing this serious mis-

hap, and are refusing passports to the district."

A later report, via Holland, on February 17th, says the

accident occurred at Ligne.

HOLLAND.
Persistent rumours were current in Amsterdam, on

February i6th, that a Zeppelin had descended that morn-
ing on Dutch territory, on a heath near Venlo. Patrols

were sent out in stxeral directions, hut nothing was
observed. It might be possible that the Zeppelin, after

a short stay, ascended again; however, up to 6 p.m.,

investigations undertaken by the commander of Venle

had no result.

A later report of February 17th confirms a landing

near Lottum, to the north of Venlo.

GREECE.

The "Petit Parisien's" correspondent at Salonika, tele-

graphing on February i7ith, says that the French air raid

on Strumitza was made by 15 aeroplanes. The following-

account was given by one of the aviators :
—

"Helped by the wind, we covered 81 miles in an hour

and a half, flying at a height of 6,000 ft. Wc were re-

peatedly fired upon, but without result. Six aeroplanes

flew over the railway goods station and Bulgarian en-

campments, dropping 80 bombs of large calibre and caus-

ing several outbreaks of fire. The nine others made for

the town of Strumitza and bombarded the places indicated

beforehand. Several bombs struck and set fire to the

military stores and barracks. There, again, we were

violently fired at without result by anti-aircraft batteries."

* * *

A French aeroplane intercepted on Februarj- 17th a

German Aviatik of the latest pattern engaged in photo-

graphing the French lines at Karasuli (north of Salonika).

The fight resulted in the Germar., which was manned by
an ofiicer and a pilot, both Prussians, being compelled to

descend.

The ofiicer was badly wounded, but the pilot managed
to escape. A number of mounted men pursued the aviator.

The French aviators and aeroplane were not touched.

General Sarrail decorated the French aviators, one with

the Legion of Honour and the other with the Medaille

Militaire.

The observer, though brought by special train to hos-

pital, has since died, and the pilot, who fied, has been
captured.

ENGINE PRODUCTFON IN QtiANTITY. A Corner of the Sturtevanl " Setting up ' Shop.
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BULGARIA.
It was repoilcd from Salonika, on Febiuar\- i6th, that

13 French aeroplanes raided the encampments of the

Bulgarian town of Strumitza, the previous day, dropping
150 bombs. vSeveral fires were caused.

TURKEY
The communique of Februarj^ 17th says :

—
On the Irak front a 'Jurkish aviator flew over the enemy's

artillery position near Kut-cl-:\inara, and dropped twelve bombs
with conspicuous success.

AUSTRALIA.
Readeis of The Aeroplane in Australia max- be in-

terested to. hear that Lieut. W. A. McClaughej', 9th Aus-
tralian Light Horse, who was twice wounded in GalHpoli

—from which he was not yet inUy recovered—has recently

taken his pilot's certificate at the Grahame-Wh'ite School.

Notwithstanding the trying experiences through which
this officer went, and the fact that he has not 3-et re-

covered from his wotmds, he succeeded in taking aii

excellent ticket within six weeks, doing his glide from

1,050 feet.

* * *

On November 22nd, 1915, at Heinniant, near Brisbane,

the official christening took place of the first aeroplane

built in Queensland. The machine, which is of Caiidron

type, with fuselage, has been built hy voluntar}- effort

by members of the Queen.sland Volunteer Flying Civilians,

a corps formed and controlled bj' Mr. Thomas Macleod,

a Brisbane barrister. The corps, though not run hy the

Defence Department, was fonned with the sanction of the

Minister for Defence, and its object is to train civilians

as aviators for defence purposes and for active service.

No members are accepted unless they undertake to go
on active service if required. No member is to pay for

tuition, nor does any member receive any pay. The
funds required for building the machine and its hangar
were raised by Mr. Macleod hy appeals through the lead-

ing Brisbane daily paper, the " Courier," after whicJi

the machine has been Jiamed. The constrtictional work
was done in Brisbane, at St. l-'aul's Presbj'terian Church
hall, which was lent for the ptnpose.

The dimensions of the machine are :—Top plane, 33 feet

9 inches; bottom plane, 21 feet 9 inches; chord, 4 feet

6 inches-; length over all, 23 feet ; tail plane, 7 feet 5 inches

on leading edge and 9 feet on trailing edge, with chord

of I foot 7 inches, beyond which are two elevator flaps

i6i inches wide. The main spars, struts, and skids are

of best American hickory. The ribs and formers are of

Queensland maple. The fabric is Irish linen doped with

celluloid dissolved in acetone. [Which sounds danger-

ously encouraging to fire.—^Ed.] The propeller was made
by Jas. Moore & Sons' Proprietary, Ltd., Melbourne, and

the tyres by the Queensland Vulcanising Co., Brisbane.
The engine is a 35-h.p. inverted Y-type Anzani.
Men are already being trained in grass-rolling, with

good results. The men who did the constructional work
under the supervision of Mr. Macleod are Herbert George
vSmith, William Fraser, A. J. Thynne, jun., Ernest Haud-
ley, V. G. Sardoni, George M. Cherry, Valdemar Rendle,
H. H. Turk, R. H. Knyvett, R. de Mattes, Chas. L.
Clark, Harold Dent, C. V. J. Heyelmann, and Frank
Clarke.

U. S. A.

It is reported from Montreal that the American aviator

W. S. Lucke}-, winner of the "New York Times" Aerial

Derby, died recently as the result of an aeroplane acci-

dent at Sturgeon Falls, Ontario. The accident occurred

last September and was due to a collision with a railway

embankment, and the unfortunate man broke his back.

Luckej- was nearly fiftj- years old.
« * «

Recently a new Thomas Military tractor biplane, type
D-2, piloted by Mr. Frank Burnside, attained an average
speed of 95 m.p.h., breaking all American records for

speed. Later it was tirncd to do 102 m.p.h.

The tests were conducted over a measured half-mile

course on the field tised by the Thomas School of Avia-

tion. With a slight wind Mr. Burnside covered the one-

hali' mile in 17 4-5 seconds. Against the wind he made
onc-lialf mile in 20 1-5 seconds; His average speed was
38 seconds for one mile.

These flights were ofliciall}- timed by :Mr. J. J. Frawley,

a re]M-esentative of The .\ero Club of America.

This machine is equipped with a Thomas Model 8 135

li.]). "Y" type aeromotor.

MR. RAYNHAM'S CONDITION.
many friends will be relieved to hear that Mr. F. P.

Raynham is quite out of danger, barring unforeseen complica-

tions, and is making excellent progress towards recovery. He is,

in fact, expected to be out in a fortnight or so, though it must
necessarily be some months before he can return to work. The-

general anxiety that has been expressed about hirs proves the

high esteem in which he is held by all wiho know him, and this

Icnowledge should materially aid his recovery.

A SPORTINt CHANCE.
The editor of The .Aeroplane happens to know of a vacancy

• for a volunteer mechanic, preferably a gentleman, who would
go out to France to look after certain ambulance cars. Appli-

cants must, of course, be ineligible for military service. This
offers a good opportunity for the right kind o£ sportsman to do
good service in the Allies' cause. All expenses would, of course^v^

he paid liv the ambulance.

The First Queensland Aeroplane : Built in Brisbane by the Quee-sland Vidn.iteer Flying Civilians.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES ipecial sections iUustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME' NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTS* We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,

TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Pl«ase send full details of your wants

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldbary.

Telephone—"Oldbury lU"
(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM^

I

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, variou ; designs
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4

I

ROBINSON & CLEAVER
Military Tailors
Regent St., London, W.

LTD.

of m^QrV-EID EFFICIBMCY

COMPLETE
I

SERVICE
EQUIPMENT
For LAND,

SEA ana AIR,

"The Hendon" (as Isketch)

An entirely new model, cut

with inverted pleat at back,

and buttonless. Cuffs close

fitting and wind proof.

Can be had in Tan, Chrome
Leather ....£8 15s. Od.

Or with detachable Opos-
sum Collar £9 19s. 6d.

R.N.A.S.

Black leather Flying
j

Coat, lined Fleece :

: (^'S £5 5s. Od.;

LLON
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY,WAR OFFICE,AUSTRALIAN GOV^'vUNIdNPFS.AFRICA

AjS^r;:SNDbN BRQAD street house ,NEWBRQAD St-, L ONDON;E.C.i^^':^u535r

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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FAIR PLAY FOR MR. PEMBERTON-BILLING.
The announcement is made that Mr. Pembertou-Billing

is to contest the East Hertfordshire seat made vacant

by the resignation of Sir J. RoUeston. Therefore it seems
only right, in the interests of fair play, to give a few notes

on Mr. Pemberton-Billing's career, merely to correct the

stories which were spread about during and after the

Mile End election.

These stories seem to have been invented not so much
by his immediate political opponents as by persons who
fear that they will lose their comfortable situations if his

policy is carried through. They include the statements

that he never built an aeroplane, that he has never been
in the air, that he is a fraud and a charlatan, that he is

a constructor-adventurer, that he is a mountebank, and
that he is a bogej'-man.

As to whether he is a bogey-man the Zeppelin raids

on the Midlands, and last Sunday's seaplane raids on the

East Coast, are the best possible answers. As to his

being a mountebank, one merel}' replies that all reformers

and miracle-workers have been mountebanks, more or

less, from Joseph, with his coat of many colours, to

General Gordon, with his cane in.stead of a sword, or to

the latest nonchalant Subaltern with his cigarette.

The more serious charges are those concerning his prac-

tical experience. Mr. Pemberton-Billing built his first

aeroplane in 1904—a curious biplane glider, with a flat

top plane and a deep dihedral to the lower plane, making
the front view of the machine a triangle—and he nearly

broke his neck in it through gliding off the roof of his

house at East Grinstead.

In 1907-08 he experimented with monoplane gliders of

the Lilienthal type, and in 1908-09 he tried one of these

with a two-cylinder J. A. P. engine. In 1909 he put an

N.E.C. engine into No. 3 of this type, and on it just left

the ground for some 20 yards or so at Park Royal. The
same year he started the Fambridge Aerodrome, which
had the beginnings of a great idea in it if British interest

in aviation had been sufficiently keen. - At Fambridge
some of the men who are now leaders in the British

Aircraft Industr}^ received their earliest practical experi-

ence.

For 12 months, during 1908-09, he also wrote and edited

"Aerocraft," a paper which contained schemes, sugges-

tions, and prophecies, which make astonishingly un-

pleasant reading to-day, thanks to Governmental neglect

of the warnings they contained.

Thereafter he dropped out of aviation for a while and
confined his attention to making a living. Most of the

time he spent in dealing in ships, and in four years piled

up enough experience of the sea to make material for a

dozen novels. When Mr. Pemberton-Billing is resting

from his endeavours to reform aeronautical affairs it is

worth while to induce him to tell the stories of how he
nearly bought the Siamese Navy, and how he "cut out"

a unit of the German Volunteer Reserve Fleet from a

Mediterranean port. Happily for him, he acquired more
than mere experience, and was thus able to return to

aeroplane work.

Between 1909 and 1913 he kept closely in touch with

aeronautical development, and amused himself in his

spare time by designing aeroplanes on paper, and some
of those designs possess not only ingenuity, but much
practical value.

In 1913 he took his aviator's certificate at Brooklands,

for a bet, in one hour's training. This was the first time

he had really been up in the air. The same year he built

the first "P. B. Scout," at vSouthiampton, and by September
of that year he had 120 men at work on aeroplanes. There
were then no immediate indications of a war, so one can
scarcely use this investment of his earnings as a proof

that he is a "constructor-adventurer" who is merely oiit

after war-profits.

Long before the war he designed his "Supermarine,"

a most ingenious flying-boat, intended to shed its wings

and become a seaworthy motor-boat if compelled to

descend. The idea will doubtless be used in the future to

allow the hulls of big passenger seaplanes to come along-

side a jetty to pick up passengers. Two of these Super-

marines were being built for Germany when war broke

out, and their parts are still to be seen in the workshop.

Very early in the war—i.e., about October, 1914

—

realising the scarcity of big engines for active service and

the value of small high-speed scouts, and knowing that

there were plenty of 50-h.p. Gnomes lyihg about, he built

in seven days—a single-seater tractor biplane which

with a 50-h.p. Gnome did well over 70 miles an hour

and climbed 560 feet per minute with petrol for 4 hours

on board. He offered to deli\er one of these a day at three

weeks' notice. The aeronautical authorities refused even

to inspect the sample machine, though its performance

was better than that of all but two or three types—of much

greater horse-power—in their possession.

l^KlCtb ANo l^AKllCULARS FROM
LEO RIPAULT & CO.

64a POLAND STREET, OXFORD STREET, W.
'Phone—GERRARD 7758
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CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
Now landing. Avonmouth,

25 Stds. Sin. to 6 in.

Loading pey S.S. "Musician" to Liverpool.

40 Stds. 4 in. to 6in.

En route to Cardiff,

100 Stds. 4 in. to 6in. thick, all rift.

PRIME DRY MAHOGANY <& WALNUT
ENGLISH ASH. Long^Clean and Straight.

JOSEPH OWEN &SONS, LT"

Borough Saw Mills, LONDON, S.E.

Telephone

—

Hop 381 i. Telegrams—" Bucheron."

THS ABOYS: S C H O O ILi S
have already entrusted me with orders for Badges to these designs

for their Boys. May I submit designs, quotation and samples for

YOXJR SCHOOIL.
My new illustrated lists have the greatest selection of R F.C,

souvenirs in the trade.

AXRIVIIE:!^ should write for same TO-DAY
JUDGE, 285, Breapley St., Hockley, BIRMINGHAM.

THE MIDLAND FLYING SCHOOL
This School has hitherto been conducted as a private estabiish.Tient, but in consequence of the recent gales having caused con-

siderable damage to the School premises and equipment, it became necessary to re-organise the entire establishment. This has been
done under the direction of Mr. Horace C. Wright, who has now taken over the entire concern and has at present vacancies for

a limited number of pupils. The Aerodrome is conveniently situated on the outskirts of Birmingham, and trams run to within a
few minutes of the gates. There is no other school on the Aerodrome, therefore the prevalent danger of overcrowded flying

grounds can be avoided here. The School is equipped with Bl^riot type Monoplanes spetially built for school work and fitted with
high-powered engines and dual control A large stock of spare parts for these machines is carried, so that in the event of replace-

ments being required there is absolutely no delay. In addition to these machines a number of high-powered tractor biplanes are

being added, so that prospective pupils can be offered a course of tuition on either biplane or monoplane, or a combined course on
both types. The instruction will be under the personal supervision of Mr. Horace C. Wright, who has been flying since 1912, and
hafe had flying experience on twenty-five different machines of eight varying tvpes. Therefore, if you are looking for the most
efficient and convenient school to join^ write for terms to the Secretary

—

MIDLAND SCHOOL OF FLYING, BILLESLEY AERODROME, KING'S HEATH, BIRMINGHAM

&HALL
SCHOOLeTFLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with standard controli, are SAFE,

SPEEDY, and veil maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competent staff of assistants.

Wnte for full particulars to

Department " ^ "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON. N.W.
Kingsbury 142

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Many months afterwards it was bought by the Navy,
and quite a number of officers who are now good pilots

learned on it to fly fast scouting machines. Such a
machine is actually needed to-da}^ as an intermediate step

between the slow, heavy school machines and the "bul-
lets" of 100 m.p.h. and more.

Since then he has produced the fastest "pusher" biplane
ever built, for its power, and he has produced the biggest

weight-lifter for its power.
While in the R.N.A.S. Mr. Pemberton-Billing did

enough flying to bring his personal knowledge of the

pilot's job up to date, and the fact that at least one some-
what important official at the Admiralty did not fear to

go up as a passenger with him seems to indicate that he
is not regarded altogether as an incompetent pilot.

Those who were concerned with the Friedrichshafen raid

cau vouch for his part in that affair. One may also add
that he incurred certain risks as a member of the Natal
Mounted Police in the wilder parts of Zululand before the

Boer War, ancl that in that war he was three times men-
tioned in dispatches, so that reflections on^ his personal

courage, instanced by his resigning from the R.N.A.S.,
.seoiu somewhat ill-founded.—C. G. G.

THE R.A.F. WAR DISTRESS RELIEF FUND.
On Friday, the 4th inst., a meeting of the contributors

to the above fund was held in the R.A.F. messroom.
The president of the fund, Lieut.-Col. M. O'Gorman,
C.B., S.R.A.F., was in the chair, supported by the chair-

man of the fund, treasurer, secretary, and members of the

committee. The president expressed his satisfaction with

the results. He gave extracts from seme of a large number
of letters of thanks and appreciation received from the

charitable organisations to which the fund had contri-

buted, and he pointed out that these letters were evidence

of the really good work the fund was doing. Amongst
the extracts given were those relating to the letters re-

ceived from the following : —I,ady Henderson, for the

R.F.C. Aids Committee; the secretary, British Red Cross

vSociety and the Order of St. John of Jerusalem in Eng-
land ; various newspaper funds

;
amongst others a tobacco

fund , also a prisouers-of-war fund ; the secretary, Belgian

Relief Fund ; the secretary, Farnborough Court Military

Hospital; O.C. Cambridge Military Hospital; O.C. Con-
naught Military Hospital.

After • further remarks, the president expressed his con-

viction that the members would proceed to still further

efforts in the pursuit of their work. At the close of the

meeting the chairman proposed a hearty vote of thanks
to the president for his kindness in devoting such an
appreciable portion of his already overpressed time. This
was carried heartilj'-.

The annual balance-sheet from October, 1914, to Octo-

ber, 1915, shows receipts amounting to £1,7:^8 15s. 5d.

The expenditure was as follows :—Belgian Relief Fund,

^145 ; National Relief Fund, £x^ ; French National Relief

Fund, £3 ; British Red Cross Society, £44 los. ; local

distress, £ixS i8s.
;
Farnborough Court Military Hospi-

tal, £184 15s. ; Soldiers' and Sailors' Families' Associa-

tion, ;£33 3s.
;
Cambridge Hospital, ^^129 13s.

;
Connaught

Hospital, £i2g 13s.; a tobacco fund, £94; vSt. John Am-
bulance Association, ;^5o 3s.

;
Belgian Refugee Children's

Christmas Fund, £2, ;
Relieving a Soldier's Wife Fund,

£2; Royal Surrey County Hospital, Guildford, £6g los.

;

R.F.C. Fund, £go; R.N.A.S. Comforts Fund, £2,6; Min-
ley Military Hospital, £72, ; Serbian Relief Fund, £j2) ;

Camberley and Windlesham Moor Hospitals, £27 ; a

prisouers-of-war fund, ,^109; Polish Relief Fund, £xo;

Russian Flag Day, Russian Red Cross Society, per C.

Harland, Esq., £s ; rubber stamp, 2s. 6d.
;
postage account,

£2 2s. lid. ; bank (stamps on cheques), £2 3s. gd.

Mr. L. Hall (chairman of the fund), Mr. James Gray
hon. sec.j, Mr. A. J. Hazell fhon. treas.), and the Com-
mittee are to be congratulated on their good work.

NINETEEN

DAYS!

On January the 1 2th we set up

the first corner post of a special

aeroplane building of 10,000 feet

floor area. On January the 31st

it was handed over completed

—

although it had to be erected on

a bad site—and almost every

item—roof, floor, lighting, doors-

—

demanded special treatment.

MAY WE SHOW YOU THE PLANS

AND PHOTOGRAPHS, OR, BETTER

STILL, SHOW YOU OVER THE

:: :: BUILDINGS THEMSELVES :: ::

If you are contemplating new
buildings or extensions to old ones

in wood, brick, steel or concrete,

•PHONE: 8868 Victoria.

Telegrams: " Bizzibild." London.

Fairby Construction Co.
Limited,

1 1 7, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
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ropeller
Contractors to
the Admiralty
andWar Office.

-TO WEYBRIDGE,
LIU, SURREY.

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS ONALLSTANDARD LANDAND SEAPLANESA SPECIAUTY

SYDNEY^PICKLES
CLIFFORD^BPRODGER

AVIATORS
TELEPHOME GERFLARD 6040 TELEGRAMS AEROMNIA PICCY LONDON

HEAD OFFICE
166 PICCADILLY LONDONW

PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 BEL SIZE PARK GARDENS HAMPSTEAD TELEPHONE HAMPSTEAD 3817

THE SEAPLANE SCHOOL
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd., Bowness^on ^Windermere

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY.
Wire :

" Aircraff, Windermere. 'Phone: 1 14 Windermere. 12 Newby Bridge

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Trade

Phone

723

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITHH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co., Ltd.

COVENTRY.

ALJF - F»RICE SALE
BURBERRYS
191S WeatherpFoof Coats, Suits & Gowns

LAST DAYS—ENDS FEB 29.

SHORT TIELOCKEN BELTED COATS (as
sketch) and SHORT BURBERRYS. Splendid
models for air-work or motor-cycling, made ia
Gabardine, lined throughout wool or Tweed.
USUALLY 3 gns. Sale 4S/-

Thc Motor Burberry with double-buttoning front
and wiiidc iBs, made in Gabardine, lined Tweed or
Fleece. USUALLY 5 gns. Sale 52 6 and 63/-
Rusitor Motor Coats in warmly quilted wool
coatings. USUALLY 8 gns. Sale 63/-

Urbitor Town Top-Coats in Pronlcd Coat-
ings. USUALLY 3 and 4 gns. Sale 31/6 and 42/-

Lounge and Sporting Suits, various materials.
USUALLY 5 and 54 gns Sale 52/6

For full list write for Sale Catalogue, post free.

BURBERRYS Haymarket LONDON
^illlilllllllllllillllllllillllllllllllllll! !ll!!lllllilllllllllllllillllllll||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||il|||||||i|

FOR VALUE
I —GO TO THE ^ =

I
GRAHAME =WHITE SCHOOL

= Particulars on application to the Grahame-White Aviation Co., Ltd . Proprietors of the London Aerodrome, Aeronautica

^ Engineers and Co structors, and Contractors to H.M, Government, THE LONDON AERODROME. HENDON, N.W
= "Phone: Kingsbury 120 (4 lines). West End Offices: 32, Regent Street, London, W. 'Phone: Regent 4423

KINDtV MENTION "J^WE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS
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THE L. & P. SCHOOL.
The directors of this school are to be congratulated on

having secured a War Office contract for the manufacture

of certain aeroplane parts. The work is sufficient to keep

them fully occupied for many months to come, apart, of

course, from their school work. As the future supply «

of civilian pupils is wreathed in the mists of obscurity,

it is just as well to have a second string to one's bow.

Meanwhile, the L- & P. School appears to be making
highly satisfactory progress, despite the unfavourable

weather conditions.—D. W. T.

THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
Saturday last was not very tempting for visitors, and

very little flying took place.

On Sunday there was a decided improvement in the

weather, and the attendance was very good. Most of

the Hendon pilots were flying during the afternoon ; but
apart from a few exhibition flights by Mr. J. H. Moore,
Mr. G. W. Beatty (who wore a felt hat instead of the

customary aerodrome headgear), and one or two others,

the programme consisted entirely of school work. It was
an animated and interesting scene.—D. W. T.

SCHOOL REPORTS.
HENDON.

At the Gkahame-White R.N.A.S. School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Pashley, Mnn-
ton, Russell and Winter.

Pupils with instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Carr, Gibbs,
How and Maxted.

Pupil doing circuits alone : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Aitkin.

At The Grahame-White Civilian School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Pashley, Man-

ton, Russell and Winter.
Pupils with instructor : Messirs. Baragar, Box, Eichelbrenncr,

Holman, Rigby, Stapley, Tanner and S. Williams.
Circuits with instructor : Mr. Verguilt.

Machines in. use: Grahaine-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.

Instructors : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles, C. Jacques,
H. Sykes, and W. T. Warren, jun. Pupils : Messrs. Hay and Egel-
staff, rolling ; Messrs. Clement, Palethorpe and Scott straights.

Pupil doing eights alone: Mr. C. J. W. Darwin.
Certificate was taken on the i3tih inst. by Mr. C. J. W. Darwin,

who passed the tests exceptionally well.

Machines in use : Four tractor biplanes.

On several days tliis week the weather has been too windy for

school work.
At the Hall Flying School.

During ihe past week the iollowing pupils were receiving

tuition with Mr. Anstey Chave ;—Messrs. Longton, Mahoney; and
Worswick.
With Mr. Jack Drew :—Messrs. Millburn, Neal, and Roberts.

With Mr. C. M. Hill:—Lieut. Cooke, Messrs. Omerod, Arnsby,
Doods, Wooley, "mith. Cook, and Thom.
With Mr. H. F. Stevens :—Messrs. Rcdford, Ridley, Nicolle, and

Evans.
Mr. Ridley flew for his certificate on Sunday, and passed all the

tests in excellent style.

Machines in use : Hall tractor biplanes.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix

Ruffy, Ami Baumann, and Clarence Winchester.
With Instructor : Messrs. Westlake, A. W. Williams, Williams,

Avenbeke, D'Opstael, Muspratt, Durand, Winter, Edgar,
Whitaker, Hoskyn, Dobson, Bolton, Cuthbertson, and Wood.

Straights or circuits : Messrs. Muspratt, D'Opstael, Thomsen,
Laidlaw, Yiule, and Cuthbertson.
Machines in use : 60 and 50 h.p. Ruffy-Baumann and Caudron

type biplanes, all fitted with dual-control.

.Applications are invited for one or two vacancies which are

shortly occurring.

BOURNEMOUTH.
.'^T THE Bournemouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley, and
.S. -Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling : Me.ssrs. O. Wilson, J. Wilson, Morley,

Devos, W. Mouton, G. Mouton, and Morris.

Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. Dubois, Meeus, and Smith.

Pupils doing half-circuits alone : Messrs. Simpson and Bonnevie,

Madiines in use : 3 Caudron tractor biplanes.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 151 Kingsbury

I

That we limit the number of our

students according to the numerical

capacity of our machines, is a

guarantee that you will receive

adequate attention. Write to us

and book the next vacancy. Ourf

establishment is the best for your

purpose for the simple reason that

our list of pupils never assumes

such proportions that we are un-

able to cope with the number.

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.
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PANELS & WINDOWS
ACCURATELY MADE UP TO ANY PATTERN.

SEND US TEMPLATES FOR BEST PRICES.

LONDONLABELCO.,Ltd.i^KTONaTomoS:i

GREEVES & MORTON, 5 & 7, Franklin Street,

BELFAST.

FOR LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
Highest Quality. Superior to H.A.F. Specification.

GONTRACTORS TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TBLBPHONS—itfft, TBLEGRAMS—" iif« EASTBOURNE. "

Aluminium Castings
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MADE 81 REPAIRED.

Chill Castings for Aeroplanes a Speciality

ON ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE LISTS

R. W. COAN T ' «

—

is.rankases

,

219,
GOSWELL
ROAD, Telephone.-

LONDON. E.C. lmclr.\.

COAN
CASTS
CLEAN
CRANK
CASES

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

GontpactOPS to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offices

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Bleriot, Weybridge " Telephone igo By8eet

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory

and leading Aeroplane Makers
Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. QA specification. Stocked in all gauges.

(Sheets are passed and stamped by the

"A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address: "Bernico," Birmingham.
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.
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THE AEROPLANE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited

manuscripts, whether accompanied by stamps or
not, though every endeavour •will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is rot connected with any other
business at 166, Piccadilly, -whether asiscciattd
with Aeronautics or not.

Subscription Eate, post free: Bonre, 3 months, 1/8;
6 months, 3 3 ; 12 months, 6 6. Atroad, 3 months
2/i! ; 6 months, 4 4; I'J. months, 8 8.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Advertisement

Columns should arrive at this Office by First Post on

MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the cooTenieDce of Advertisers, replies can be received at

tlie office of "THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series Of Cap/-

^ .
"--

i,wfi
""'ght Pilot Rjrtriits iacladis

- all the most notable Pilots of
the Flying World. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.

2s. 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. 6d. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 2d. Mention Thb
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST oi 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. RIRKET'T
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids

;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

FURNISHED House to Let. 3 reception, 6 bedrooms. Large
Garden. Very moderate rent.—Hill, Wey House, Byfleet.

PATENTS.

PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, 17,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.I.C.E., has special experience in Aviation

matters.

STANLEY, POPPLEWELL and Co., Patent Agents and
Consulting Engineers. Applications for Patents attended to

in all countries,—38, Chancery Lane, London, W C. Telephone:

1763 Central. Circular free.

INVENTORS advised free. Write for booklet.—King's Patent
Agency, Lid., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London. 30 years'

references.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
FIRST-CL.ASS Mechanic wants Foreman's Position ; all-round

experience, capable toolmaker, previous experience" as fore-

man. Young and energetic.—Box No. 779, The Aeropla.ne, 166,

Piccadilly, W.

POSITION wanted in aeroplane factory or .sohool, Hendon or
Cricklewood Ineligible, good amateur knowledge engines.

—

31, Chichele Road, Cricklewood.

GOOD Joiner requires work on aeroplanes ; N. London, preferred.

"C," "Elstree, " Etohingham Park Road, Finchlej'.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
VACANCY occurs for one or two pupils, age about 17, to learn

Aeroplane construction ; no premium required.—Write, The
Hall Flying School, London Aerodrome, Hendon, N.W.

WANTED immediately for Government-controlled works in

Norwich, a number of Skilled or Semi-Skilled Mechanics
from any trade where Fitting, Machming, Erecting, Filing,

Wiring, or similar work is done.

Applications from intelligent amateur mechanics considered with
a view to training. Exceptional opportunity to gain experience
in aircraft work. Permanencies to good men. Rates according to
ability. Those engaged on Government work need not apply.

—

Apply to nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning
this paper and Box No. 775.

FOR SALE.
ACHINFRY FOR SALE.—Two .Anzani Fligfht Engines, 30
h.p. each, second-hand. Cheap.—J. S. Fairfax, Consulting

Engineer, Holborn Hall, London, where they may be seen.

M

WANTED.
WANTED, work in own shops on aeroplane wood-work parts,

seaplane floats, etc. Two large workshops and first-class

workmen.—Sims and Sons, racing boathuilders. Riverside, Put-

ney, S.W.

G*
NOME or Anzani engines wanted, also spare parts for same.

' —Send full particulars and price to Mr. Bernard, 82a, Bed-
ford Road, S.W.

WANTED, complete early bound volumes of "The Aero,'"

"The .'leroplane," and "Flight."—Please write particulars

and price to Box No. 7S0, The .'Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

PROPELLERS.
HAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all records

;

uied by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors

for Great Britain and Colonies, Thb Integral Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N. Telephone:
Hofnsev 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

0

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. los. for scale model
Deperdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone ;.

"Chiswick 501."

ENGINEERING.
TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-

plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

/nexr ViG^NQY, MAR. 14- WW,

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLU| ^

Requires no Cooking or. Reducing.:
,

;

Used by the Leadings-Aircraft Makers
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, ETC. ^

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wrihe for Free Sample and Prices fo

RUSSIA CEMENT Co., 76 Turnmill Sr. London,E£.

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SDRBITON PARK TERBACE,KING6T0N-01I-1HAME8

'Contractors to the Admiralty and War Office.

Telegrams:—*' Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames
Telephone - Kingstoa 672.

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

Trad*
|
MENDiNE| Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THB LBADINO AEBIOPLANB CONSTRUCTORS.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Writt for Price Litt and Partieulan

MEHDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.
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Tel. -Ken. 837. Nearest Station: S. Kensington

R.F.WELLS CO.

AEROPLANES
AND SEA-PLANES
10» EILYSTAN STREET

CHELSEA
SOLE BRITISH AGENTS
and Builders under Licence of the

. BENOIST .

FLYING BOATS

Contractors to H.M. Government

CHAUVIERES

Integral Propellers

Hold the World's Records

And are being used extensively, both on

Aeroplanes and Hydro-Aeroplanes, by the

Allied Forces, viz.

:

GREAT BRITAIN, RUSSIA, FRANCE, JAPAN,

BELGIUM, SERVIA, ITALY and MONTENEGRO

Integral Ppopellers Assuro Success

THE INTEGRAL PROPELLER CO., LTD.,

Offici and Works:

lb. ELTHORNE ROAD. UPPER HOLLOWAY. N.

TiUphoni: Hornsiy 9346. Ttltgrams : "Aviprop (Upholl), London."

Oontpaotoi*a to H.M. Admlpaltyi War
Offloa, and Foraign Govapnmants.

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD

Sole Building »nd Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works i

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Telegtapkis Aldieu— Phone—
CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLB, LONDON." JJSI HAMPSTBAD.
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BOURNEMOUTH
For Rapid Tuition.

Private Aerodrome.
No obstruction
by other Schools.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE

Write for full particulars :~

(« THE BOURNEMOUTH
i AVIATION COMPANY,
|j

Talbot Village,

i BOURNEMOUTH.
Telegrams: ETCHES, WINTON.

(!<_

WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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TRACTOR
and

PUSHER
BIPLANES

I
THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE CO. [Inc.]

I Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

= Euyopean Representative

:

I OLIVER W. THOMAS, "The Croft, " Denbridge Road, Bickley, Kent.

= Telephone : 1696 BROMLEY
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THt ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Office and Works - - KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone. Telegrams:
Kingston 774 ^,^ l.ines< "Sopwith, Kingston."
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Vol. X. No. 9 ONE PENNY WEEKLY [Re^isteud at the G.P.O,
as a Miwstaper.

MILESTONES-XV III

The Development of the R.E.P. Monoplanes. First came the curious and highly interesting experiments of 1907, 1908,

1909, and 1910. In 1910-1911 the Worlds Distance Record-breaker was produced, and after it the ' European Circuit,

"

all with R.E.P. engines Then in 1913-14, came the French military type with the Gnome engine, and finally the

'•Parasol " of 1915.
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The Pioneer of the Tractor Biphne

The Universally; Adopted Type

Televhone - City 8376

Telegrams—'' TripUne" Munches er

AIRSCREWS

WORKS .—
5, HYTHE ROAD,

CUMBERLAND PARK,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

Contractors to H.M. Government.

30, Regent Street, Piccadilly. S.W.
Phone—280 Gerrard. Wire—" Santochimo, London."

MAILLITE
WORKS s—

5. HYTHE ROAD,
CUMBERLAND PARK,

WILLESDEN JUNCTION,
N.W.

THE BRITISH EMAILLITE CO., LTD.

30, Regent Street, Plooadllly, S.W.

'Phone—280 Gerrard

Wire—" Sintoohimo, London." "A$ Tight as a Drum.'

ANZANIi ENGINES
WORKS s—

ANZANI WORKS,
SCRUBS LANE,
WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

THE BRITISH ANZANI ENGINE CO., i-td.

Contractors to H.M. Government,

30, Regent Street, Piooadilly CIrous, London, S.W.
'Phone—280 Gerrard. Wire—" Anzani, Piccy, London."

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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ON LORD DERBY AND THE JOINT COMMITTEE.
The aunouucemeut was made on February 24th tliat the

Earl of Derby is to be Cliairiiian of a Joint Com-
mittee (Naval and Militarj^) which is to be established

for the alleged purpose of ameliorating the state of the

Flying Services. One learns this wrth interest, but not

with unmixed satisfaction.

In the first place we have had too much go\trnment
by committees already and not enough government by
leaders of men. It is true that the Committee of Twenty-
two, known officially as the Cabinet, has failed to lose

the war so far, despite every action of the said Committee
having tended in that direction until altered by pressure

of public opinion, and on that ground one may hope that

yet another Committee may be equally unsuccessful in

producing harmful results, but one would have preferred

oue strong man to do the work each of these Committees
is suppo.sed to do.

So far as this Joint Committee is concerned, its com-
position is not made known. One fears, however, that

owing to its importance it can only be composed of

senior officers who have had no experience of flying over

enemy fire or of fighting in the air, and of civilian "ex-

perts" who are not fullj- informed as to the possiliilities

of independent aeroplane design and constructi<in, or who
have their official friends' positions to consider l)efore

the mere demands of active-service aviators.

A committee formed of active-service pilots and inde-

pendent aeroplane manufacturers might be of considerable

use, as bringing demand and supplj' in direct contact.

Such a proposition has alread^^ been put forward in

France by M. Dumesnil, a Deputy who is actually at the

Front with the Service d'Aviafion. It is thoroughly
sound, and it is the only possible efifective methotl of

procuring the best aeroplanes in the shortest time.

At present the demands of the active-service pilots and
the offers of the constructors have to filter through the

hands of so many officials and officers, each of whom
knows less than the last, till one comes to the final autho-

rity, who knows nothing at all—as Lord Sydenham put it

—that the "chain of responsibility," as it is called, be-

comes an inflexible bar to progress. And until we have
direct communication between demand and supplj^ we
shall never make progress as we might.
So far as Lord Derby is concerned, he is a very fine

example of the English' country gentleman. He is not

a politician, he is not a business man, the name of vStanlev

has for centuries been among the m.o.st respected in the
land. Some members of the family have been statesmen.
No stain of discredit has ever touched the name. The
present holder of the title is credited with having evolved
the recruiting scheme which is now causing so much
argument as to what Mr. Asquith or Lord Derbv reallv

meant by various promises they made.
If Lord Derbj^ be transferred to an Air Committee it

maj' simplify these arguments, for if he has nothing further
to do with the scheme he cannot be held responsible for

t'hose who subsequently work the scheme on lines which

do not seem to h;,ve b-eeu indicated by his utterances or

his promises.

Lord Derbj-'s qualificatious to be clriiruian of such a

committee are not apparent on the :-,urface. He has made
l)ut one public utterance on Aerial matters, and that was

remarkable for its inaccuracies. Be it said those in-

accuracies were not the deliberate niisstatements of a

politician, but were the utterances of an liOnest man who
had been ill-informed on ;i subject ot wliich he knew
nothing personalU-.

The following is a quotation from the speech in

question :
—

Accusations had been made that those in command of

our airmen in France find in tliis country during the

raids sometimes sent up men under such atmpspheric

and other conditions that it was ])ractically sending

them into the very gravest d.inger. He did not belie\"e

that was true. But if they were not careful public

opinion would make those squadron commanders take

action whicli they would not otherwise take because

they were afraid public opinion would say the}' were

doing nothing, and that was an absolute wrong line to

take. If they were always decrj'ing their own aero-

])lanes they would in;ikc tl^cir airmen lose confidence in

them.

He did not belicxc tliey could stop an air raid, luit

the}" wanted co-ordination 'octween the Army and the

Navy, and the whole ])ut under one system, so that

when they came we would knou that all steps had been

taken to destroy them if we could not actuallj' beat

them back.

Those who know the inside of the Flying vSer\ices will

recognise from this that Lord Derby is not in touch with

facts. Our active-service aviators lost confidence in some
aeroplanes many months ago, and onlv go on using them
because of their intense loyalty and gallantry. And be-

cause of this ver\^ loyalty thej- suffer for the disloyalt}-

and intrigues of those at home.
A little later Lord Derby said :

—
" What the}^ wanted to gain was an assurance that

there was such co-ordination, that all effort would be
pressed to bring every possible invention into plav, to

put forward the best machine ]iossible, and th^it these

should be fairly allotted to the front, to the Navy, and
to home defence, alwa}"s remembering this, that the war
was going to be won and lost in France and Flanders,

and not by the flying of Zeppelins over a countr\- which
disdained to be frightened by ;iny such methods.

The sentiment is unimpeachable. So much so that it

becomes almost platitudinous. One hopes earnestly that

the Joint Committee will effect this so-much-to-bc-desired

co-ordination, but one doubts its ability to do so, unless

its constitution be greatly altered, and one doubts still

more Lord Derby's ability to bring about such co-ordina-

tion by sheer leadership One does not recall th.it Lord
Derby was any great success ns a .Steward of the Jockey
Club, anrl this task presents still gre-'ter difPculties.
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With all due respect to Lord Derby's desire to do his

best, one still regrets that Lord Sj-dtnham was not chosen

in his place. That nobleman's pro\i;d statesmanship, his

great ability' as a strategist, and his known interest in

dircraft indicate him as the one man for tre job. Possibh-

those high qualities were precisely the reason why he
was not invited to assist in this crisis. Where men of

major ambitions and minor qualifications are gathered
together it marches ill with their ideas that a man of
outstanding ability should be of their company.—C. G. G.

ON ANTI=ZEPP£LIN DEFENCE.
The question of defenv.e against Zeppelin raids, as dis-

tinct from offensive-defensive raids into German territory,

is still of prime importance. The official idea seems to be

to protect specific areas by anti-aircraft guns and search-

lights, and to use our aircr.ift for offensive raids onl)-. It

may therefore be well to see whether this is altogether

good military science.

It is laid down in military work- that "Raids can be
made with advantage even if the troops emploj-ed in them
are likel}- to be lost, if thereby the public can be made
to bring pressure on the Government to keep a much'

larger foice at home away from the true theatre of im-
portant operations." I have not the original by me, but
that is the effect of the wording. Obviously some pro-

tective force must be kept at home in any case, but that

force should be as small as is consonant with the work it

has to do.

Now, if one studies the map one finds that adequate
defence of London means protecting a periphery of some-
thing over 100 miles. Similarly, protecting the Birming-
h.am-Wolverhampton area would mean nearly as much.
The Leeds-Bradford-Halifax area would measure a good 50
miles round : Sheffield and district almost the same : the
Manchester-Oldliam-Stockport area considerably more.
And tliere are still the big coast towns—Newcastle, Sun-
derland, Hull, Middlesbrough, and so forth—to be de-

fended individually, besides isolated smaller towns, such
as Nottingham, Leicester and Derb\-. In all one would
find that defence for something over 600 miles would be
needed.

Yet the coast from the Forth to the vSouth-East corner
uf Kent is nothing like that distance in length. There-
fore it is easier and cheaper to defend the coast-line than
to defend specified areas, while leaving the rest of the
country entirely undefended. "Patch" protection is as if

the French were to defend their more important cities

only, and were to give the Germ.m armies the run of

France, instead of lia.ving made a trench barrier from the
North Sea to Switzerland.

The agitation for adequate home defence, with which
this paper has had more than a little to do, is by no
means a " Save-Oiif-Skins " agitation, as a person sign-

ing himself " Boyd Cable " has called it in a singularly
ill-informed article in the "Westminster Gazette"—

a

paper which has always been remarkable for its lack of

accurate knowledge on aerial matters. This "Boyd Cable"
purports to set forth the views of the man at the Front.
One trusts that the average man in the firing line has
more sense. He contrasts the "stoical endurance" of

thousands of French civilians in towns near the firing

line with the "shrinking and shrieking" of British men
and women who demand why iheir "lives," "liomes" and
"babes" should be endangered. He forgets apparentiv
that the Army is at the Front for the express purpose of

preventing such endangerment. From his article one
would imagine that those at h'ome existed merely to sup-
ply the Army, without any reciprocal advantage.
The extreme opposite point of view is that of a young

soldier who wrote home saying that he had so little to do
at the Front that if it were not for the chance of being
killed once or twice a week it would be "a shame to take
the money." The truth lies somewhere between the two
views. People who are working from twelve to eighteen
hours a day to supply the Army's needs have some right to

protection, even if they arc overpaid for their work, and

there are many at home who work as hard as that for less

money than is paid to many a subaltern at the Front, who
before the war was sitting on an office stool for thirty

shillings a week or less.

Mr. "Boyd Cable" would probably be the first to cry-

out if the Authorities took him at his word, left England
entirely unprotected, and allowed Zeppelins to promenade
without let or hindrance, for such a policy would mean
before long the utter destruction of all munitions fac-

tories, and thus the ultimate defeat of the Armv in the

Field.

Even as it is th^ production of armament is seriously

hindered by the darkening of the country, thus delaying

transport of munitions, and making difficult the move-
ments of munition workers, and when a raid is in actual

progress it means that all production and transport ceases

absolutely for hours at a stretch owing to the need foi

darkening large munition areas entirely.

vSurely therefore it is better military policy to set up
an impassable barrier along the coast, and tc leave all

England behind it properh- lit up and able to continue

full work all night.

Moreover, adequate defence is easier along the coast

than anywhere else. An airship must approach the coast

fairly low down in order to pick up its bearings, and is

therefore the more likely to be seen. Furthermore, an
airship is then very heavily loaded, having on board, hef

full load of bombs, and sufficient fuel to carry her across

England and back to Germajy. Therefore, when s§en

and attacked she cannot rise high or quickly without

making herself harmless by jettisoning all her bombs and
most of her fuel.

Now, assuming that the new- Zeppelins are 35-ton ships,

with a gas capacity of 1,100,000 cubic feet—as "C. W."
assumes in a knowledgeable article in the " Observer "

—

such a ship W'Ould have to reduce her weight to about 24

tons in order to reach a height of 15,000 feet. This would
mean not only dropping all her bombs, all her arma-
ment, and all h'er fuel, but probably some of the crew as

well—and even at 15,000 feet she would still be within

range of anti-aircraft guns.

In climbing she would lose gas through expansion

—

owing to reduction of atmospheric pressure outside the

envelope—and, when she tried to descend, the remaining
gas would shrink as atmospheric pressure increased, with
the result that her rate of descent would constantly in-

crease and would become a fall unless there still remained
on board some considerable weights which could be jetti-

soned to lighten her still more.

Thus it appears clear that if one only chases a Zeppelin

high enough one renders her absolutely innocuous and
probably brings about her ultimate automatic destruction

on her descent.

As I have pointed out, anti-aircraft guns and search-

lights along the coast can force airships practically to

their limit of ascent. Fast climbing aeroplanes fitted with

proper searchlights can assist in forcing that ascent, and,

if properly organised and skilfully handled, can in many
cases destroy the airships themselves, or at any rate drive

them away, for no airship ever dare let an aeroplane get

above her, and a good aeroplane should reach 20,000 feet

with certainty.

The whole of such a scheme of defence (ould be put in

working order within two months by a capable man in-
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vested with the necessary powers—and it would be by
far a cheaper scheme, in guns, men, and aeroplanes, than
any arrangement for protecting specified areas.

The criminal folly of sending gallant young officers up
on unsuitable aeroplanes over thickly mhabited areas

without properly lighted landing grounds to hunt in the

dark for airships which are not there, may perhaps be

recognised in time, and such a scheme as I have outlined

would prevent such folly altogether. Perhaps the fatal

flaws in the scheme, from the official point of view, are

that it is too simple, that it requires proper organisation,

and that it would probably succeed.—C. G. G.

ON ZEFPELIN NUMBERS.
The statement that the airship destroyed at Revigny

by French guns was numbered Iv.Z.77 naturally raises

the question as to how many Zeppelins have been built

and how many can be built.

Hitherto, events have shown that estimates published
in this paper have been within reasonable distance of

accuracy, but the longer the war continues the more
difficult it is to form correct estimates, owing to the im-
possibility of obtaining reliable information from Ger-
many. It is to be hoped that our Intelligence Department
is now better informed regarding German airships than
it was at the outbreak of war.

When dealing with Zeppelin numbers it is well to

remember the following facts :

—

All figures preceded by the letters "L.Z.," standing
for "Luftschiff Zeppelin," are Zeppelin shop numbers,
that is to say, they are the series numbers of ships built

in the Zeppelin works, either at Friedrichshafen or at

Potsdam.
All figures preceded by "L." alone are German naval

airship numbers, "L." standing- simply for "Luftschiff,"

or "airship," and may be Zeppelin, Schiitte-Lanz, Par-

seval, or anything- else. They merely afford a rough clue

to the number of airships of all sorts belonging to the

German navy.

All figures preceded by the letters "Z," '-'P," or "M"
are military numbers, standing for Zeppelin, Parseval,

and "Militarisch" (Gross type), respectively, and indicat-

ing the German Army's number for the particular ship

of that type.

Thus it. appears the letters "h" and "Z" alone are

but little indication of the number of Zeppelins in exist-

ence or the number which have been built, though they

may act as a check on the "L.Z." series. Moreover,

it is doubtful whether the Army possesses any new
Zeppelins, for there was some talk before the war of

handing over all the rigid airships to the Navy. If this

has been done, the "Z" ships which have been taken

over by the Navy will have been added to the "h"
numbers, just as the commercially owned ships "Vik-

toria Luise," "Sachsen," and "Hansa" were renumbered

with the letter "L," at the very beginning of the war.

When war broke out it was known that the latest

Zeppelin then existing was "L.Z.25," and that either

12 or 13 ships were in being, indicating that 12 of the

25 had' been destroyed by accidents or because of their

becoming obsolete.

The Potsdam works were then just in full working-

order, and thus it was possible to put four Zeppelins in

hand at once, two at Potsdam and two at Friedrichshafen.

Each ship took about three months to build, so that one

could reckon on a new ship once every three weeks.

Very soon after war began L.Z31 was reported doing

her trials over Lake Constance, which seemed to indicate

•that L.Z.28 to L.Z.30 were then abuilding at Potsdam,

L.Z.26 and^27 having been built at Friedrichshafen im-

mediately after L.Z.25-

Now since that time we may reckon something over

18 months, or say 75 weeks, as having elapsed. At the

original rate of output that would mean 25 new Zep-

AZ5.PPELIN STR.RFING STRTION RS IT MIGHT RE. IF BLU NEVVSPflPER SUGGESTIONS
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pelins, which would bring the shop-series number to

about L1.Z.60.

It was, however, reported some time ago that the

Schiitte-Iyanz works had been turned on to make Zep-
pelins to standard pattern instead of making their own
design, which was not so satisfactory. If that be so,

and assuming that new Zeppelin erecting shops have
been built at Potsdam and Friedrichshafen, and that

parts are being made elsewhere, it is quite likely that

a further twenty ships may have been built, and that

L.Z.77 is one of the most recent.

In this connection the following report issued by the

"Exchange Telegraph Company" is worthy of note :
—

Amsterdam, February 24th.—The "Kolnische Volks-
zeitung" states in a communication from Friedrichshafen
that the new Zeppelin factories have been considerably
enlarged and are making two Zeppelins weekly of a

new type, built to carry* six machine-guns and two
small cannon, with special apparatus for throwing
bombs and air torpedoes. The gondolas are steel-

plated.

Trials have been made by the Zeppelins to throw
asphyxiating gas, around the airship to ensure flight

when pursued. The last Zeppelin built bore the

number 95.

Be it remembered that the report comes via Holland,
and has probably been translated from German into

Dutch and thence into Fnglish. "Two Zeppelins weekly"
probably means in reality "a Zeppelin every two weeks,"
the confusion being precisely that which arises when a

paper is said to be issued "bi-weekly." If there are now
four erecting-sheds at Friedrichshafen instead of two, and
if standardised parts are being made elsewhere, the out-

put should be a new ship once a fortnight.

The rest of the description applies to every airship

ever built, except the inclusion of "cannon," which are

presumably li- or 2-pounders similar to those already
in use on aeroplanes. The "asphj-xiating gas" scheme
may be only journalistic decoration, or it mav be fact.

There seems some sense in disseminating poison gas by
means of the propeller draught, but probabh^ the story

arose through someone seeing a new ship being tested

THE FUTURE OF THE CIVILIAN SCHOOLS.
What is to be the future of the civilian flying schools

at Hendon, Bournemouth, and Birmingham? It seems
that, unless the Navy and Army give them official support,

they must shut up shop. Under the Military Service

Act their instructors, mechanics, and pupils are liable

to be conscripted for service as infantry of the line, in

which case their special knowledge will be wasted.

This seems to be a waste of material similar to that

for which the administration of this war has been dis-

tinguished in all departments. It should not be forgotten

that the civilian schools at Hendon passed 256 certificates

and supplied 211 accepted candidates to the Flying Ser-

vices in the first 11 months of 1915, whereas the other

great civilian aerodrome at Brooklands, after four months
previous organisation as a military school, only passed

163 candidates, despite unlimited machines, mechanics,

and supplies, and no trouble from overcrowding. Also,

through hurried, impatient, or inexperienced instructions,

certain people were rejected at Brooklands who had the

makings of very fine fliers, one of whom has since be-

come a singularly good pilot and has himself trained a

number of officers for both Services. One is not therefore

particularly inclined to accept without question the view

that the closing of the civilian schools will have no effect

on the production of pilots.

The correct course for the authorities to adopt is that

with over-lubricated engines pouring out clouds of

smoke.
The last statement, that the ship bore the number 95,

does not necessarily mean that she was L,.Z.95, but pro-

bably that she was L,.95 in the Naval series ; in which
case the 95 ships would include all the non-rigids and
semi-rigids used as coastal scouts, training-craft, and
everything else. On this supposition the number is pro-

bably correct.

It is hardly likely that L,.Z.95 has yet appeared, though
it is possible that one of the latest Zeppelins now on
the stocks at Friedrichshafen may be L.Z.95. Assuming
that Iv.Z.80 is already out, the numbers 81, 82, 83, and 84

may be in hand at the Potsdam works, 85, 86, 87, and 88

at the Schiitte-Lanz works, 89, 90, 91, and 92 may be

allotted to those two works for new ships to be put in

hand as those now building are completed, and so

Friedrichshafen may be actually at work on L.Zs. 93, 94,

95, and 96.

These figures are not entirely guesswork, for they are

founded on the known output before the war, and are

calculated thence on a reasonable rate of increase in out-

put such as would be produced naturally by German
efficiency and organising power.

From them one assumes a new Zeppelin from Fried-

richshafen once a fortnight and similar output from
Potsdam and the Schiitte-Lanz works, or 3 ships every

two weeks.
The losses among these craft are naturally heavy,

though the proportion of loss must decrease with in-

creasing skill among the crews, with improved machinery
for manoeuvring them out of and into their sheds, and
with improved construction.

There must have been about 50 built since the war
began, and 12 then existed, making, say, .60 in all up
to date. Thirty of those probabl}' now exist, allowing a

50 per cent, casualty rate. At the present rate of increase

in production we may expect 50 more to be built by
the end of this year. Probably these will be "saved up"
during the short summer nights, which would make long-

distance raids dangerous, so that at least 50 will be
available by next Zeppelin season. A pleasing prospect

for comfort-loving taxpayers.—C. G. G.

already in operation at the Grahame-White School at

Hendon, and at the Northern Aircraft School at Winder-

mere—namely, to treat the schools as munition factories.

Arrange to supply them with material—otherwise pupils

—^and with tools—otherwise machines and engines. Re-

move the trouble of overcrowding by assisting some of

the Hendon schools to acquire new aerodromes, such as

that at North Holt. Pay the schools for their work at a

reasonable rate, so that they can afford to have more and
better machines, instead of merely offering the pupils a

paltry £ys when they are commissioned, as hitherto—

a

payment which is generally shirked in a peculiarly mean
way by only giving temporary commissions.'

In fact, treat the production of pilots in precisely the

same way that Germany treated the subject for two years

before the war. Surely three and a half years should be

a long enough time in which to learn the lesson.

Closing the schools means actually decreasing our

sources of supply, even if the present instructors are

taken over as instructors at Service schools, for certain

friendly neutral subjects, Messrs. Beatty, Prodger, Ruffy,

and the cousins Baumann to wit, have rendered valuable

assistance hitherto, and it is desirable that the experience

they have gained irK this country should not be wasted.

One imagines that Germany would be glad enough to

provide work for them if we cannot, and possibly at a

more paying price.—C. G. G.
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THE FOLLY OF YOUTH.
Writing anonymous letters is always a bad habit lor

the writer thereof, and as a rule one takes no notice of
them; but there are exceptions to e\ery rule, hence the
reproduction of the following, written on R.F.C. paper
from a suburban station. The spelling and construction
are left in all their pristine innocence, and are evidently
the work of a young person not quite of the class usually
met among officers. His anonymity also leads one to
doubt whether he is a gentleman.

"Feb. 15th, 1916.
"Dear Sir,—A number of the officers of the Mess here,

have read your account
' of the accident that befell Lt.

Tomlinson at Wimbledon.
"I might add that we very much resent and detest the

slurring and sarcastic footnote, attached to the said para-
graph, regarding R.A.F. products. We, who have been
flying R.A.F. products at the front, and who owe our
lives to the extreme strength of such machines, when
one or two struts have been completely shot away, de-
mand that you discontinue your cheap, petty methods of
critisism. It would be advisable for you to pay more
attention to your own affairs, and less to the affairs of the
government.

"We have unanimously decided to bar The Aeroplane
from our mess here, entirely,

_
and feel sure that others

will follow suit.

"Personally, at times I enjoy the aeroplane immensly,
but cannot stick your periodical outbursts of biting and
scathing sarcastic critisisms of our own products.

"Sincerly

"A Flving Oekicer in the R.F.C."

It is impossible to give the address owing to the fact
that it might indicate to the enemy the location of one
of our newer aerial defence stations. It must therefore
suffice to say that this particular mess is located in a
house with the delightfully suburban name of "The Dell."

One feels distinctly sorry, that ignorance of military
custom and aeronauticil history shouhl be thus displayed
by the writer of this letter and his young friends with
whose connivance he has committed this breach of
decorum. One assumes that he is one of those temporary
officers who have only recently become interested in aero-
nautical affairs, and that he is therefore entirely ignorant
of the lamentable effect that the influence of the Royal
Aircraft Factory has had on the supply of military air-

craft in this country. It is unfortunately true that if

the Royal Flying Corps had been compelled to depend on
aeroplanes built to R.A.F. designs it would never have
obtained even those local and temporarj'- superiorities over
the German flying corps which it has justly claimed on
occasion.

Before the war, although the output of aeroplanes to
R.A.F. designs was by no means large, these machines
were accountable for more fatal accidents owing to break-
ages in the air, and owing to defecti\-e aerodynamic de-
sign, than any other make. Since the outbreak of war
more casualties have occurred in the Royal Flying Corps
on aeroplanes of R.A.F. design than on machines of any
other design, and an unduly large proportion of them
have been purely "peace" accidents.

Furthermore, of those casualties caused by German fire

n large number have come about owing to the inability
of machines of R.A.F. design to climb to a sufficient alti-

tude to escape German gunfire, by their inability to fly

fast enougli to escape from German machines of high
speed, by their inability to carry sufficient armament to
beat off German machines, and by engine-failure caused
by defective engines of R.A.F. design.

In every case where British aeroplanes have shown
marked superiority to German aeroplanes they have been
^f independent design, such as the Bristol, vSopwith, and
Martinsyde scouts comparatively early in the war,

Vickers gun-carriers at a later period, and later again

French aeroplanes of designs and construction which in

most cases would not pass the demands of the technical

department of either British Service if they had been

turned out by British manufacturers.

The one claim on which the R.A.F. depends for its

existence is that it has built an inherently stable aero-

plane, which, to quote a flying officer, "any fool can fly."

As a matter of 'fact, every model-maker knew how to

produce an inherently stable aeroplane years before the

war, and many manufacturers had produced machines

which flew themselves when left alone, though for lack

of money for experiments and lack of political influence

to boom them such machines were never developed or

made known to quite the same extent as the notorious

B.E.2C.

Furthermore, this officer and his young friends may do
well to ponder the fact that machines supe'ior in every

way to those of R.A.F. design can b^ turned out in half

the time which is necessary to build a B.E.2C, so, that

adherence to R.A.F. designs actually decreases to a very

serious extent the total output of machines in this coun-

try. Besides which, the R.A.F. detail design causes very

considerable waste of valuable material.

The allusion at the end of the letter to the "extreme
strength of such machines" merely indicates the writer's

entire ignorance of aircraft engineering. Other machines
which had been condemned by the R.A.F. have success-

full}' withstood having struts shot away and have stood

up to the rigours of campaign use at least equally well.

One might also point out that an aeroplane which might
break up if a strut were shot ^iway, but which is capable

of climbing above the danger zone, is actually a safer

machine to fly than one which will stand a considerable

amount of damage in certain parts but is incapable of

climbing within a reasonable period out of the said

danger ^one. The latter machine is a continual source

of danger, because either a pilot crosses the enemy lines

low down and so stands a greater chance of being hit than
any strut or spar in the machine, owing to his presumably
greater bulk, or else he expends so much petrol in climb-

ing to a safe height that he is obliged either to curtail

his reconnaissance or to incur the risk of running out of

petrol and of failing to return.

One recommends young pilots who have been spoon-fed

on the gospel according to the R.A.F. to extend their

knowledge of history and of engineering before commit-
ting themselves to foolish beliefs. In case the aforesaid

mess does adhere to its resolution, the loss will be theirs,

in that the members thereof will fail to acquire a certain

amount of knowledge of value to flying-officers and un-

obtainable elsewhere.

THE DOPE QUESTION.

Manufacturers who are in doubt whether to refuse to

use dope made by the Royal Aircraft Factory and perhaps
endanger their Government contracts by their refusal, are

strongly advised to consider their employees' health and
their own reputations first.

If there is any argument on the question, manufacturers
need only go direct to headquarters at the War Office and
Admiralty and state plainly that they prefer to use' dopes
which they know and in which they have confidence. The
A.I.D. is entirely without prejudice in this matter ; in

fact, previous experiences of the R.A.F. does not
probably prejudice the AJ.D. m favour of Raftite and
other R.A.F'. chemical products.

So far as the Admiralty is concerned, manufacturers
will be well advised tc go lighl rver the heads of minor
officiousness to someone of post-captain's rank or higher,

and state plainly why they object to being dictated to in

the matter of material b^^ young men lacking in work-
shop experience.—C. G. G.
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THE NEW STURTEVANT BATTLEPLANE. "

The following account from the " Aerial Age," of New
York, describes a distinctly interesting departure in

military experiments :

—

On December 12, remarkable flights made at Read-

ville, Mass., by one of the U.S. Army expert aviators,

revealed to the public for the first time that a notable

development in aviation had quietly been made by the

Sturtevant Aeroplane Company, under the direction of

Mr. Gfover C. Loening, B.Sc, M.A.C.E., former Aero-

nautic Engineer of the U.S. Army, author of "Military
Aeroplanes " and other technical works.

Realising the necessity of abandoning the structural

details and ideas of small machines and to design large

ones as units in themselves, Mr. Loening and his asso-

ciates undertook to produce a machine on a principle

which permits the construction of large aeroplanes with

a maximum of efficiency and simplicity.

There are many novel features, including the steel con-

struction, the placing of gun turrets on either side of the

central body, the elimination of wires, the general

streamline construction which has been carried as far

as to having even the cables and turn-buckles in stream-

line. The span of the machine is 50 feet, the length

25 feet; it has a total area of 700 square feet of surface.

It is interesting to note that the machine was com-
pletely designed before construction, and extensive aero-

dynamic tests were made of the model of this machine
by Naval Constructor Jerome C. Hunsaker, in charge of

the Aeronautical Engineering course at the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, which gave excellent

information on the stability and controllability of the

machine. Constructed as designed, the machine actually

did more than was anticipated. ^
In the Sturtevant battleplane the single motor tractor

that has been puzzling aviation experts is made into a

simple, efEective fighter by the novel idea of placing a

gun turret on either side of the body, as shown in the

illustrations, a development of which, though obviously
simple, nevertheless required considerable effort to work
out satisfactorily. These gun turrets, in each of which
a gunner observer is located, are placed out on the wings,

with an excellent clear view ahead and below and a

range for gun fire on all sides, with the added advantage

that two guns can be concentrated forward.

It is true that in the two motor machines there is a

small degree of safety in having one motor still running
-when the other has been hit, so it is equally true that

in the new Sturtevant battleplane a gunner is still hit-

ting away when the other has been disabled.

Perhaps the most important feature of this new battle-

plane is that, unlike some of the fighters being used at

the front now, this machine is an extremely good flier,

so much so that, despite its huge size and great weight,

the most difficult manoeuvres, including looping and

side tumbling, have actually been performed with this

machine to the satisfaction ot expert fliers.

Due to the better load distribution, the safety factor

of this new machine has been shown by tests to be 12

times the flying load. Another feature which is novel

is that the gun turrets are readily removable, so that

by decreasing the head resistance and the load the same
machine is interchangeable into a high-speed scouting

type with great excess power for climbing and cruising

radius of over 500 miles.

Very little data on the performance of this machine
are disclosed by the manufacturer, but it is said to have
a gasoline capacity of almost 150 gals., sufficient for 12

hours' flight and to carry a total live load of over 1,200 lbs.

It is interesting to note that the gun turrets could be
used for carrying mail, and, measuring 2 feet wide by

7 feet long, they could carry over 24 cubic feet of the

mail. One of the most novel features- in the construction of

this new craft is the use of a new type of vanadium steel.

THE ROYAL AERO CLUB.
Tne followiug notice is issued :

—
The annual general meeting of the members of the

Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom will be held on
Tuesday, March 28th, 1916, at 166, Piccadilly, London,

Notices of motion for the annual general meeting must
be received by the secretary not less than twenty-one

days before the meeting, and must be signed by at least

five members. The last day for the receipt of notices of

motion is Tuesday, March 7th, 1916.

In accordance with the rules, the committee shall con-

sist of eighteen members. Members are elected to serve

for two years, half the committee retiring annually. Re-
tiring members are eligible for re-election.

The retiring members of the committee are :

—

Lieut.-Col. R. K. Bagnall- Com. C. R. Samson, R.N.,

D.S.O.
A. Mortimer Singer
T. O. M. Sopwith.
The Marquess of TuUibar-

dine, M.V.O., D.S.O.,

M.P.

Wild, R.E.
Lieut.-Col. W. D. Beatty,

R.E.
G. B. Cockburn.
Lieut.-Col. F. Lindsay

Lloyd.

Capt. J. T. C. Moore-Bra-
bazon, R.F.C.

Any two members of the Club can nominate a member
to serve on the committee, provided the consent of the

member has been previously obtained. The name of the

member thus nominated, with the names of his proposer

and seconder, must be sent in writing to the secretary

not less than fourteen days before the annual general

meeting. The last day for the receipt of nominations is

Tuesday, March 15th, 1916.

[It is to be hoped that the retiring members will permit

themselves to be nominated for a further term and that

they will be returned unopposed. No other member's
name suggests -itself to replace any of them.—Ed.]

The Sturtevant "Battleplane," showing the streamline "j?un=turrets."
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EVERY AEROPLANE FITTING

ON any particular type of machine is not as a rule made

by the Aircraft Manufacturer, but it is always possible to

utilise our organisation for the supply of any Aeroplane Part
;

if we cannot supply we invariably suggest a source from which

the parts in question may be obtained. Write, 'phone, or wire

The AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES Co.
{Proprietor : Q. H. Mansfield)

In very many instances parts are being made specially for

us on machines at our disposal.

Some of the Parts We Specialise in :

WING FLAP HINGES, 20, 21, 22

drg. 4029

100 Ton PINS A.G.S. 137

BINET TYPE STRAINERS,
4 and 5 m/m

B.E. 2D FITTINGS

ft

Any part you require, get it from us.

We are the Market of the Aircraft Industry.

The Aircraft Supplies Co., 17, John St., Theobald's Rd., W.C.

Telephone :

6539 Holborn.

Telegrams

:

Upcast, Holb.

London.

Contractors

to

H.M.

Government

Depts.

• o •
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazttte," February 22nd, J91C

Admiralty, February 181I1.

KOVAI, NAVAL AIR SKRVIOK.--T0 be flight lieul. : A.
Briiid. Ahuch 7th.

Wak Office, February 22 nd.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Roval Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Sqdn. Com.—Capt. V. A. Barrington-

Kennett, S.R-, from fligiht com., and to be temp. mai. whilst so

i-mployed. February ist.

Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. G. P. Grenfell, S.R., from asst.

eqpmt. officer, and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed. Janu-
ary 30th.

Flying Officers.—February 8th: Temp. .Capt. D. M. Rawcliffe,

Manchr. Regt., T.F. Sec. Lieut. O. A. Westendarp, London,
I.F. ; Sec. Lieut. Ri D. Vavasour, R.F.A., S.R. ; Sec. Lieut,

j. W. Gordon, S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. W, B. Young, S.R.
;
Temp.

.Sec. Lieut. \. M. Lowery, R.A. , and transfd. to Gen. List.

February gtli.

Suppi,i:mkntary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—
.Military Wing.—Sec. Lieuts. (on probation) confirmed in their

rank: James W. Gordon, William B. Young.
TERRITORL^L force. — R.G.A., Hampshire.— Lieut.

Haniish S. Mackay is seconded for duty with the R.F.C. Febru-
ary loth, 1916.

Hamp.-hire (Fortress) Engineers.—Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.)

Charles E. .Silierwin is seconded for dtily with the R.F.C. Decem-
bi-r iQt'h, 1915.

Intan'try.—Gloucestershire Regt.—Lieut. Reginald B. Mansell

i^ seconded for duty with the R.F.C. February 3rd, 1916.

M.iiiohi ster Regt.—Capt. Donovan .McC. Rawcliffe is seconded

for dutv with the R.F.C. Februarys 8th, 1916.

Loiidon Regt.—Sec. Lieut. Oscar A. Westendarp is seconded for

(Uiiv with ihe R.F.C. February 8th,, 1916.

* « *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 23rd, 1916.

War Office Febrtiarv 23rd.

REGLU.VR FORCES.— Royal Fi.vixg CoRPS.-'-MiuTAtJv
U'l.VG.—Tile ap)Joinlment of Reginald M. Motabhoy to a Sec.

Lieut, ^on proliation), which appeared in (he "Gazette" of Janti-

ary 5tih, 1016, is cancelled as from February 19th, 1916.

MRMoUANiiUNf.—Capt. Stanli v E. Lewis, South African Defence
Forcfs, Id be lenip. Sec. Lii ut. for duty with the R.F.C. October
isi, 1915. f.Stiljstituted for the notificition which appeared in the

"Gazette" of October 13th, 1915.)

SUPPt.E.MENTAI'tY TO REGULAR CoRPS. ROYAL Fl.YING CORPS.
Military W'mo.—Sec. Lieut, (on probnlion) William S. R. Bloom-
field is confirmed in his rank.

To be .Sec Lieuts. (on probation) : Fortescue Hitchins. Janu-
ary 26t'h, 1916. Sydney S. Dixon. January 31st, 1916. Oscar
C. Morison. February 18th. 1916. February 2ot'h, 1916 : William
B. Sherwood, Ronald Buck.

* » *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 24th, 1916.

War Office, February 24th.

REGUL.'VR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flying Officers.—February loth : Capt.

A. S. M. Summers, 19th Hrs. ; Lieut. H. S. Mackav. Hants
R.G.A , T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. H. G. Corby,' R. Munster' F., and
seed. ; .Sec. Lieut W. S. R Bloomfield, -S.R.

Fhinfi Officers (Observers).—October 21st; Lieut. R. C. Gill,

R.A.', rind seed. ; .Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) C. J. Orde, A.S.C.,

S.R. ; temp. Sec Lieut. H H. James, Som. L.L, and transfd.

Ut Gen, List ; .Sec. Lieut. H. Hewett, R. Berks, and seed.
;
Temp.

Lieut. H. V. .Stammers, Motor Maoh Gun Sery., and transfd.

to Ge?i. Li^t. November 8th. February ist : Sec. Lieut. E. A.

Floyer, I..\.R, of O. ; Sec. Lieut. V. A. Stookes, 2nd Dgns., S.R. ;

Temp. Sec. Lieut. G. Mortimer, Conn. Rang., and transfd. to

Gi-n. I.isi
; Temp. .See. Lieut. L G. Dayies, R. Welsh F., and

transfd. Ii> Gen. List.

ME.MoiiAN'DUM.—To be temp. sec. lieuts. for duty with R.F..C. :

Cpl. J. .\. TurnbuU, Scot. H. Yeo. January 22nd. Sergt. H. M.
Bf>ntle\, II..\.C. February 10th.

SPECIAL RESERVE 'OF OFFICERS.—Suppli;ment.4ry to
REGur AR ("oRPS.

—

Royal Flying Corps.—^Mtlitar\ Wing.—Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) H. P. Boot confirmed in rank.

R. A. Delhaye to be sec. lieut. (on prob.). January 31st.

» • •

A vStipplement to the 'London : Gazette" issued on
February 24th announces that the President of the French
Republic has bestowred the decoration of the Legion of

Honour, with the approval of his Majesty the King, on
the following officers of the R.F.C. in recognition of their

distinguished service during the campaign :--

Croix D'Offtcier.
Maj. and' B't. Lieut. -Col. (temp. Brig. -Gen.) W. S. Brancker,

Royal Arlillery.

Croix db Chevalier.
Capt. and Bt. Maj. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) J. H. W-. Becke, Notts

and Derby Regt. and R.F.C.
Capt. (temp. Lieut.-Col.) G. W. F. Dawes, Royal Berks. Regt.

and R.f!c
Capt. J. T. C. Moore-Brabazon, R.F.C. (Special Reserve).

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) H. R. Nicholl, R.F.C. (Special Reserve).

Temp. Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) E; D. Horsfall, Rifle Brigade
and- R.F.C.

The President of the French Republic has bestowed the

decoiation "Croix de Guerre" on the undermentioned non-

commissioned officers and men, in recognition of their

(listiugiiished service during the campaign :
—

1194 I^'irst Class Air Mechanic A. J. Bradford, R.F.C.
S86 Sergt. R. G. Brobson, R.F.C.
2891 Sei'gt. F. T. Courtney, R.F.C.

814 Sergt. W. V. Ellison, R.F.C.
1629 Sergt. A. Randle, R.F.C.

. 1831 Sergt. W. Watts, R.F.C.

Tlie President of the French Kejjublic has bestowed the

decoration "Medaille Militaire" on the undermentioned
warrant officers, non-commissioned officers, and men, in

recognition of their distinguished service during the cam-
paign :—

SSS Sergt. A. A. J. Beer, R.F.C.

152 Flight Sergt. F. James, R.F.C.
251 Sergt. -Maj. J. Kemper, R.F.C.

4917 Sec. Class Air Mechanic F. S. Mackrell, R.F.C.
7146 Corpl. R. S. Nortihcote, R.F.C.

« # •

From the "London Gazette," February 25th, 1916.

War Office, February 25th.

REGLILAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Miiitarv Wing.—Flight Coms., from Flying Officers.

—

Sec. Lieut C. E. H. James, Welsh, and to be temp. capt. whilst

so employed. January 25th. Capt. C. Y. McDonald, Seaforth H.
February 8th. February ist : Temp. Capt. J. H. S. Tyssen, N.

Som. Yeo. ; Lieut. R. J. Tipton, R.F.A., T.F., and to be temp,
capt. whilst so employed ; Lieut. L. H. Sweet, Hants, and to be
tamp. capt. whilst so employed

;
Temp. Lieut. H. A. Van Ryne-

veld. Gen. List, and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed ; Lieut.

O. Dwight Filley, S.R., and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed ;

Sec. Lieut. S. H. Long, Durham L.L, and to be temp. capt.

whilst so employed. Capt. B. E. Smythies, R.E., from eqpmt.
officer. Februar}' 7th. February lofh : Capt. H. S. Walk'ir,

Cheshire, from, wing adjt. : Sec. Lieut. P. E. L. Gethin, S.R., and
to be temp. capt. whilst so employed. Sec. Lieut. J. P. C. Sewell,

S.R., and to be temp. capt. whilst so employed. February 12th.

Lieut. B. C. McEwen, S.R., and to be temp. capt. .wlhilst so-em-
ployed. February 13th.

Flying Officers.—February i2t'h : Sec. Lieut. D. O. Mulholland,
Con. Rang., S.R., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. G. W. Bavin, Lines,

and seed.

Asst. Eqpmt. Officer.—Sec. Lieut. H. P. Boot, .S.R. Janu-
ary 20t'h.

Memorandum.—Sergt. A. E. Neale, from Herts Yeo., to be
temp. sec. lieut. for duty with Royal Flying Corps. February 3rd.

* * »

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 26th, 1916.

War Office, February 26th.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Royal Engineers.—Tyne Ele( 1,.

Engrs.—Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) E. H. Gibbon, seed, for dutv

with Royal Flying Corps. October i8th

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.—Hants Aircraft Parks.—W. S.

Farren to be sec. lieut. (on prob.). February 27th.
* * *

'

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, February 28th, 1916.

War Office, February 28th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Central Flying School.—Inst. : Lieut, (temp. Capt.)

C. G. S. Gould, R.A., a FL%iht Com., Military Wing, and retain

temp, rank whilst so employed, vice temp. Capt. Hon. W. F. F.

Sempill (Master of Sempill), S.R. February 12th.

Military Wing.—Wing .'\djts.—^Lieut. A. McR. Moffat, A. and
S.H., T.F., a Flying Officer (observer), and to be temp. Capt.

whilst so employed. February loth. Major N. D. K. MacEwen,
A. and S.H., vice temp. Sec. Lieut, (temp. Capt.) J. B. Solomisn,

O.x. and Bucks. L.I. Febraary i6th.

Memorandum.—Tpr. A. A. N. Pentland, lofh Australian L.H.,

for duty with R.F.C. February 21st.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF' OFFICERS.—Supplementary 10
REGUL.4R Corps.—^Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : J. C. .Simpson, C. P. W.
Jolliffe, H. Phillips, J. D. Troup, R. E. H. Daniel, S. A. .Mder,

- T. L. Collins, R. F Howard, j V. Read. E. L. Pegge, R. F.

Tindall, C. Stringer, F. C. Rowe. To be Sec. Lieuts. (on
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prob.) : M. \\". Bovill, February 14th. February 23rd : M. R. N.
Jennings, W. R. Snow, E. R. Yates, I. L. Kig^ht, F. H. Hodg-
son, P. F. W. Buah.
TERRITORIAL FORCEi.

—

Infantry.—Lancashire Fusiliers.
—Sec. Lieut. John S. D. Berrington is seconded for duty with the

Royal Flying Corps
;
January 20th, 1916.

NAVAL.
The following appointment was made at the Admiralty

on February 26th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Late Sec. Lieut., A.S.C., D. R.

Baylis, entered as proby. flight sub-lieut. (temp.), and ap-
pointed to the "President" for R.N.A.S., to date February 17th.

* * *

The following appointment was notified at the' Ad-
miralty en February 28th :—
Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. G. B. Hardy, entered as temp.

Warrant Officer, sec. grade, and appointed to the "'President,"
for R.N.A.S., to date March 6th.

« « «

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following
casualties on February 23nd :

—

Drowned.
(Under date February 15th.)

Flight Sub-Lieut. Herbert J. Page, R.N.
Flight Sub-Lieut. Bernard R. Lee, R.N.

KitLED.
i,Under date February 20th.)

Proby. Flight Sub-Lieut. Francis H. Toms, R.N.
(Under date February 21st.)

Com. Neville F. Usborne, R.N. (Wing Com., R.N.).

Lieut.-Com. de Courcy W. P. Ireland, R.N. (Squadron
Com., R.N.).

* * *

Flight Sub-Lieut. Herbert J. Page, R.N., was given a
temporary commission in September, 1915. He was a

l^rother of Mr. Handley Page, the well-known aeroplane

manufacturer. Mr. Herbert Page, who was only 25 years
of age, gave up a good position in Canada soon after the

outbreak of war and joined the Curtiss School at Toronto.
Having taken his certificate there, he came to England,
accompanied by his wife and two-year-old child, and
joined the R.N.A.S. He passed his various examinations
successfully, and had been for some months stationed at

Yarmouth, when on the date stated he and Sub.-Lieut.
Lee went out on a sea-patrol and disappeared. A gale
sprang up during the night and there was no possibility

of the machine surviving. The deepest sympathy will be
felt for his young widow and his relatives.

* * *

Flight Sub-Lieut. Bernard Lee, who was drowned at

the same time as Mr. Page, was the younger son of Mr.
C. Richards Lee, of the Admiralty, and the nephew of

Mr. and Mrs. R. Goulburn Lovell, of Eastbourne. Sub-
Lieut. Lee, who would have been twenty-one next May,
served in East Africa, where he went up the Rufigi
River in a boat conveying aeroplanes to be used in the

destruction of the German steamer "Konigsberg." He
learned to fly at Eastbourne.

Sub-Lieut. Lee was given a temporary commission in

September, 1915.
* * *

Regarding the deaths of Commander Usborne and
Lieut.-Commander Ireland, it is only permissible to say
that they were killed in an accident. One may add that

such an accident could never have taken place but for

some unforgivable blunder on the part of someone con-

cerned, and that one can hardly imagine anyone with
mechanical knowledge making such a mistake.
Commander Neville Florian Usborne, R.N., was bom

at Queenstown on February 27th, 1883, was a winner of

the Ryder Memorial Prize, and had specialised as torpedo
lieutenant and in submarine duties. From September,
1910, to January, 1912, he was appointed to the
"Hermione" for service with airships, this service taking
the form of experiments with the "Ma3rfly" at Barrow,,

and subsequently with various other naval airships at

Farnborough and elsewhere. In April, 1912, he was
appointed squadron commander, Naval Airship Section,

Royal Flying Corps, and in October, 191 3, was put in com-
mand of Naval Airship No. 3.

His rank as commander and wing commander dated

from June ist, 1914, when he was given special promotion.

Comm. Usborne was an aeroplane pilot, having taken
his certificate. No. 449, on a Caudron biplane at Hendon
on April ist, 1913, but he never flew much. He devoted
himself almost entirely to airships and possessed quite an
extensive knowledge of the subject.

* * *

Lieut.-Comm. de Courcy Wyndor Plunkett Ireland,

R.N., was born at Clonmel on January i8th, 1885. He
was promoted to Lieutenant-Commander, R.N., in Feb-

ruary, 1914, and was appointed Squadron-Commander,
R.N.A.S., in May, 1915.

He was originally a specialist in wireless and joined the

R.N.A.S. for wireless duties. He took his certificate. No.

676, on a Bristol biplane at Eastchurch on November ist,

1913, and soon became a daring pilot. At first he showed
more daring than skill, as became the hasty Irish nature,

but he acquired skill also, and became in time one of the

finest pilots in the Service. In his early days he was the

hero of the famous upside-down descent from 4,000 ft.

at Eastchurch.

When war broke out he went to Flanders and did much
gallant work. Later he commanded a coast-defence

station with conspicuous vigour and effectiveness, con-

sidering the material doled out to him. In him the Service

has lost a very gallant and energetic officer, and his strik-

ing personality will be greatly missed by all who have

had to do with him.

The following appeared in the obituary columns on
February 24th :—

TOMS.—Oh February 20th, at Chingford Aerodrome, Flighi[

Sub-Lieut. Francis Hamilton Toms, R.N., killed whilst flyingi

Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenant Francis H. Tomsj
R.N., received his temporary appointment . in October,'

1915T
* • •

The Secretary of the Admiralty announces the follow-

ing casualty on February 27th :

—

Injured.

(Under date February 25th.)

Flight Sub-Lieut. Hugh L. Francis, R.N.
* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announces the following

casualties :— .

Killed.

(Under date February 27th.)

Kosher, Flight Lieut. Harold, R.N.
vSlighily Injured.

(Under date February i8th.)

Dover, Proby. Flight Sub-Lieut. Melville G., R.N.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on
February 29th :

—
ROSHER.—On February 27th, Flight Lieutenant Harold

Rosher, R.N., elder son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Rosher, of

Merton Hall Road, Wimbledon. Accidentally killed.

» * •

The death of Flight Lieut. Harold Rosher was privately

reported as having occurred on February 27th.

Lieut. Rosher had already a number of distinguished

performances to his credit. He was gazetted a probation-

ary flight sub-lieut. a fortnight after the outbreak of war,

and was confirmed in his rank in November, 1914. He
was gazetted flight lietitenant on December 31st, 1914.

He was among those who took part in the raid by 34 ma-
chines on Ostend and Zcebrugge in Feb., 1915, and in

March he was one of six pilots in the raid on Ostend, and
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one of the two in the raid on the Cotterell Yard at

Hoboken, near Antwerp.
The ofl&cial conimuniqus6 on the last event recorded

that Squad. Comm. Ivo T. Courtney and Flight L,ieut.

Rosher planed down to 1,000 feet to drop their bombs on
the submarine slips. Owing to mist, they had consider-

able difficulty in finding their way and were subjected to

severe gunfire.

Last April Lieut. Rosher had a narrow escape, for

while on reconnaissance his engine failed low down over

Dunkirk, and he had to dive into the docks to save him-
self and his observer. During the last fiiteen months
and more Lieut. Rosher had been at work almost con-

tinuously, and he had one memorable encounter with a

Zeppelin.

He was only* twenty-two years of age, and had had no
experience of flying until the outbreak of war, but he
showed such nerve and high general ability that he
appeared to have a very distinguished career before him.
His personal modesty and charm made him universally

popular, and his death will be deeply regretted by all

who have met him.
* * *

The following appeared on February 28th :
—

Flight Sub-Lieutenant G. G. Ommanney and Miss Gascovne.
The engagement is announced between Flight Sub-Lieutenant

G. G. Ommanney, R.N., son of General Ommanney, C.B., Lost-
wood, Langford,- Somerset, and Dorothy Edith, eldest daughter of
Captain and Mrs. W. W. Gascovne, Westwell, Ashford, Kent.

MILITARY.
(t.H.Q. dispatch of February 22nd says :

—
One of our aeroplanes was struck by an anti-air£raft shell

The pilot's leg was practically severed. He managed, how-
ever, to land his machine safely in an aerodrome, and without
injury to his observer.

[A very gallant action. One hopes this officer may
meet a better fate than did the late Captain Liddell,
V.C., and that his bravery may be officially recognised
in due course.—Ed.]

* * *

(t.H.Q. dispatch of February 25th says :
—

Yesterday our aeroplanes carried out a successful bombing
raid against an enemy aerodrome near Lille. .All our machines
returned safely. _

* * *

'J'lie Secretary of tlie War Office issued the fo'llo^viii-' cn
Febiuary 29th :

—

Information recei\ed from the Genera! Officer Commruiding the
Troops in Mesopotamia states that on the morning of the 22nd
inst. General Aylmer bombarded the enemy's camp on the lefl

bank of the Tigris in order to make fiim disclose his dispositions,
and, at the same time, inflict the maximum amount of damage.
The enemy was tafcen by .surprise and lost heavily. Useful infor-
mation was obtained by our aeroplanes.

General .Aylmer continued his operations next day with the
object of securing a forward position on the right bank in order
to bring-revorse fire to bear on the enemy's position at El Henna.
On the 25th inst. two of our aeroplanes flew up from Basra

ro General Aylmer's force (about 190 miles).

The Casualt}' List published on February 25th contains
the following :

—
Vrevioiisly tinofficially reported Prisoner of War, now

officially- reported Wourdcd and Prisoner of War.
Sec. Lieut. J. O. jMcF.wan, R.F~.C.

* * •

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force
were reported on F"cbru;ir3- 2Sth, under date February
2oth :—

Wounded.
Sec. Lieut. C. H. Collins, 13th R. Warwickshire and

R.F.C.

Missing.

Sec. Lieut. F. A. Garlick, R.F.C.
Capt. W. Knox, 3rd Cameron Highlanders and R.F.C.

* * *

Reported tinder date Fcbruar}? 21st :—
Wounded.

Sec. Lieut. F. X. Hudson, Buffs (K. Kent) and R.F.C.

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was
reported on February 29th undei' date February 22iid ;

—

Wounded.
Henderson, Lieut. M., 4th Seaforth Highlanders (City

of Dundee) (T.F.) and R.F.C.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on

February 23rd :
—

W.ADHAM.—On January 17th, 1916, killed in action over

the German lines in Flanders, Captain Vivian H. N. Wadham,
Royal Flying Corps and ist Batt. the Hampshire Regt., eldest

son of Hugh D. and Mabel E. Wadham, of Thamesfield,

Shepperton-on-Tihames, aged twenty-four.

Capt. Vivian Hugh Nicholas Wadham was born at

Teddingbm on December 31st, 1891. He joined the Hamp-
shire Regiment from the Special Reserve in June, 1914,

and was promoted lieutenant in the following December.
In May, 1915, he was gazetted flight commander R.F.C,
w ith temporary rank of captain.

He was one of the \ ery first oflicers of the Royal Flying
Corps, ha\ iug been appointed soon after the formation of

the Corps. He took his certificate. No. 240, on a Farman,
at the vSopwith School at Brooklands on July i6th, 1912,

and soon developed into one of thie ver}' finest pilots iji

the British Army.
He went to France at the outbreak of war with the

famous No. 3 »Squadron from Nethera\on, and after doing-

much distinguished service he was severely injured in an
accident on a Bl^riot, with Major, now Colpnel, Charlton

as passenger. After a lengthy period in hospital in

England he went out again and was killed as indicated in

the brief notice above.

Besides being a brilliant flier Captain Wadham was a

first-class sportsman in every way, and possessed a per-

sonal charm which made him beloved by officers and men
alike. He was an excellent example of the type of young
British officer, who, by his gallantry and sportsmanship,

made the old Expeditionary Force a thing apart from all

other Armies, and his death will be deeply mourned by
all who knew him.

* * #

The following appeared in the obituary columns on

February 23rd :
—

RADCLIFFE.—On the 20th in^t., as the result of an accident

whilst flvinrt at Brooklands, Ernest John, only son of Mr. and

Mrs. H.' E." Raddiff( , of Muswell Hill, aged 21.

An inquest was held at Byfieet on Februaiy 22nd on

Sec. Lieut. F,rnest John Radcliffe, R.F.C, wiio was killed

on .Sunday afternoon. The Maurice F^annan biplane v.\

which he was making his .second flight side-slipped and

fell on a house.

The officer commanding at Brooklands said that Mr.

Radcliffe, who was twenty-one years of age, was gazetted

on Januar3^ 15th, on which date he reached Brooklands.

He had passed the training flights under dual control,

was considered fit to fly alone, and had actually flown

alone' for an hour.

Lieut. Foggin. instructor, said the biplane concerned

was new. When completing a second circuit tlie machine
banked to the right. Instead of putting the controls over

to the left, Mr. Radclifte increased the bank, and this

catised the side-slip. The biplane struck a house outside

the aerodrome, the jietrol caught fire;. ^Ir. Radcliffe 's

head apparently struck the house, and his body was
badly burned.

vScrgt. Parry said he considered the accident unavoid-
able because of the extreme angle attained; Evidence as

to the perfect running of the engine and biplane wa^
given.

The Coroner said that if this flight had been successful

Mr. Radcliffe would have secured his certificate A verdict

of accidental death was returned.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns o«

Fcbruarj^ 25th :—
H.'\Kp;\\"ILL.—On the iith I'ebruary, killed on active ser-
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vice in Egypt, T. G. Hakevvill, 2nd Lieut., N. Staffs and Royal
Flying Corps, the dearly-loved son of George and Catherine
Hakewiil, Bromley, Kent.

* * * . . .

The following appeared in the births columti. on Febru-
ary 24th :

—

HOWARTH.—On February 13th, at "Frinton," 51, Somer-
lon Road, Cricklewood, N.W., the wife of Lieut. Norman
Howarth, Royal Flying Corps (n6e Maisie Humphries), of a
daughter (premature).

« « «

The following appeared in the marriage columns on
February 24th :

—

BALMAIN—SOUDEN.—On Monday, February 21st, 1916,
at St. Andrew's Episcopal Church, Tain (very quietly), by the
Rev. Angus Cameron, Kenneth F. Balmain, Sec. Lieut., Royal
Flymg Corps, second son of Jas. C. H. Balmain and Mrs.
Balmain, 21, Salisbury Place, Edinburgh, to Elizabeth Bell,
youngest daughter of John Souden, "Rhicullen," Oswald Road,
Edinburgh.

* * *

An engagement is announced between Captain B. E. Smythies,
Royal Engineers and Royal Flying Corps, son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Smythies, of Dolton, North Devon, and Kate Marjorie ("Joe"),
younger daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Gouldsmith, of The
Bungalow, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

« « *

A special correspondent with General Headquarters in

the Field wired on February 22nd '—
Since the occupation of an unimportant advanced post

near Boesiughe enemy activitj' in the British area has
been almost entirely confined to artillery attacks and the
bomb-dropping exploits of aviators, whose industry is

only equalled by their inaccuracy. Repeated raids over
inhabited towns have not yielded the slightest military
success. For a week German aviators have been visiting
us in the dark

; they have killed a few civilians and two
horses. Some of these attacks v;ere retaliatory—inspired
by successful British raids on the aerodrome at Cambrai
and the railway junction at Don—but, aside from such
"reprisals," the feverish energy of enemy aviators is un-
doubtedly due to a new policy of "frightfulness "

One obvious result has been the increase in aeroplane
combats. The raiders have not always escaped into their
own lines ; three enemy machines were brought down on
Saturday, and others failed to reach the object of their
attack. Coupled with the aerial attacks have been specific

bombardments of towns behind the British front—some of
them being treated to a combination of heavy howitzer
and aeroplane explosives on the sam.e day.
[The new German policy is evidentlji- a reply to our

taunts that German machines do not cross our lines.

Being intensely practical people, and moreover, being
blessed with reliable German enoine;, the product of

German common sense and foresight, the reply takes
the obvious course of bomb attacks in the moonlight.
Later on we shall have the same thing over London.
And an aeroplane at 15,000 feet is not easily visible to
A.-A. gunners in moonlight. One recommends experi-
ments at the front with big aeroplanes carrying search-
lights.—Kd.]

FR.4NCE.
,

The communiqite of February 23rd says :—

•

--\ Zeppelin flew over Lun(5ville yesterday evening and dropped
some bombs, which caused only slight material damage. Pur-
sued by our aeroplanes the airship turned back towards Metz.
The Zeppelin brought down at Brabant-le-Roi is the L 77, of

very recent construction. It was set fire to by an incendiary
shell, and on coming to earth was further destroyed by the
explosion of the bombs on board.
The naked bodies of the ofificers and men forming the orew

of the Zeppelin have been found in the gondolas.
British men-of-war, supported by French aeroplanes, bom-

barded, on the 8th inst., the external defences of Smyrn.a and the
General Headquarters of Syria.

[And where was the R.iST.A.S. that British ships should
need French aeroplanes ?—Ed.]

* * *

The communique of February 24th says :
—

In the course of the night one of our bombarding squadrons

dropped forty-five bombs, several of chem of large size, on the

railway station of Metz-Sablon, and on the gasworks. A large

outbreak of fire was observed immediately afterwards..

* * *

The communique of February 26th says :

—

To-day, in the region of V^erdun, Adjutant Navarre, on a
monoplane, brought down with machine-gun fire two German
aeroplanes. This makes five enemy aeroplanes brought down by
this pilot. The enemy machines fell in our lines. Two of th';

aviators who manned them were killed. The two others were
taken prisoners.

During the day also one of our air squadrons, consisting of

nine bombarding aeroplanes, dropped 144 bombs on the station

of Metz Sablon.

Another of our squadrons bombarded the enemy establishments
of Chambley, north-west of Pont-i-Mousson.

* * *

A telegram from Bar-le-Duc published in Paris on
February 22nd gives further information concerning the

destruction of Zeppelin L.77 on February 21st. At 8 p!m.

the ship was reported flying with lights out and making
slow headway against the wind at a height of between

1,800 and 2,000 metres. When it came within range of

the guns fire was opened with incendiary shells, one ot

which struck the ship in the side. The flames spread

from one end of the ship to the other in a few seconds.

There was no explosion, and the Zeppelin came down
with the envelope still aflame. When she hit the ground
all the bombs which she was carrying exploded. A crowd
rushed to the spot and found only wreckage, among which

were between twenty and thirty charred corpses. The
body of an ofiicer was found with a few remnants of a

uniform.

The Zeppelin was the "L.Z.77" of the new naval type.

A second Zeppelin, which was following the "L.Z.77,"

witnessed the destruction of the latter and at once turned

tail.

[Reference is made to the luimber of this ship in a lead-

ing article this week.—Ed.]

GERMANY.
The communique of February 22nd says •—
Numerous aerial encounters took place, especially beihind the

British front.

A German airship last night fell a victim to the enemy's fire

near Revigny.

The latter paragraph refers, of course, to the destruction

of L.Z.77.
» # *

The communique of February 23rd says :

—

In numerous aerial flights behind the enemy lines our aviators

had the advantage.
* * «

The communique of February 27th says :—
In Flanders our air squadrons renewed their attacks on enemy

military camps.
In Metz eight civilians and seven soldiers were wounded or

killed by bombs dropped by an enemy aviator. Some houses were
also damaged.
As the result of an air battle, in which our anti-aircraft guns

rendered aid, a French aeroplane which had got within reach of

the fortress was shot down, and its occupants, including' tw,-o

captains, were captured.
* « «

It was reported from Geneva on February 24th that the

Allies' aviators recently destroyed six new aviation sheds

containing aeroplanes at Habsheim, which is the Miihl-

hausen aerodrome.
* * «

The "Geneva Tribune" of February 22nd reports that

the new Zeppelin hangar at Friedrichshafen which has

been under construction for the past six months along-

side the old shed, has been very severely damaged by
the recent gales. It is said that the shed, which was
constructed to hold four airships, had almost reached

completion.

AUSTRIA.

The communique of February 22nd says :
—

On the Isonzo front artillery fighting, especially near Plava,
was most violent. One of our air squadrons attacked some
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factories in Lonibardy. Two aeroplanes reconnoitred over
Milan, and another squadron attacked an Italian aeroplane

station and the harbour of Desenzano, on the Lake of Garda.
In both cases much damage was observed. In spite of violent

hostile artillery fire all the aeroplanes returned safely.

* *

The communique of February ssrd says :

—

An Austro-Hungarian aviator bombarded ihe Italian ships in

the harbour of Durazzo. A transport steamer was set on fire

and sank.

RUSSIA.

i he communique of February 33rd says :
—

Western Front.— Several German aeroplanes dropped bombs
.011 the districts of Riga, Friedrichstadt, and Jacobstadt. . .

Two Zeppelins flew over Dwinsk.

» * *

The communique of February 24th says :
—

Above the Riga region and in the Dwina-Oger-Probstingshof
sector German aeroplanes appeared and threw bombs.

In the Black Sea, near the Bosphorus, one of our submarines
was twice attacked without result by two enemy aeroplanes.

THE R.N.A.S, COMFORTS FUND.
It is sincerely to be hoped that the R.X.A.S. Comforts

Fund, which has been organised for so long by Mrs.

vSueter, will be able to live up to its purpose.

Unfortunately, just at present the contributions sent

to the Fund have reached rather a disappointing average,

and a special appeal is made for an effort to produce a

marked effect during Ihe next week or two.

At first sight it might be thought that the comparatively
high pay received by many ratings in the R.N.A.S. re-

moves the necessity for such a Fund, but it must be re-

membered that many of the men in the R.N.A.S. have
sacrificed high salaries to serve with the Air Service, and
that their domestic responsibilities often make it neces-

sary to send home practically all their pay to enable their

families to make ends meet. The commanding officers of

the different air stations are unanimous in testif3'ing to

the gratitude of the men.

The following cash contribution has been received this

week :—Mrs. IMillar (collected at Foxrock), £2.

The following cash contributions were received
during the previous week :—Employees, Airships Ltd.,

£2 los.
; Employees, Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

£2 5s. ; Private Todd, £2 2s.
;
Ho5rt Metal Co., £2 ;

Anon.,
7s. 6d. Total to date, £1,72,6 los.

Further contributions should be sent to Mrs. Sneter,,

The Howe, Watliugtou, Oxon.

THE COURT CIRCULAR.
The "Court Circular" dated Buckingham Palace,

Wednesdaj', February 23rd, says :—
The following officer had the honour of being received

by the King this morning, when his Majesty invested
him with the Military Cross :

—
vSecond Lieutenant Awdry Vaucour, R.F.A. and R.F.C.'

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND
The Secretary of the War Office states that the follow-

ing are the final figures of casualties from the air raid of

January 31st :
—

Men. Women. Children. Total.

Killed 27 25 67
- Injured 15 53 19 117

72 7S 34 184

These figures are greater than those previously given
159 killed—loi injured), because several persons reported
as injured have died of their wounds, and because the
police have found on further inquiry that some children
under sixteen had been returned as adults, and that
sever il cases of slight injury had been treated at hospitals
ind sent home without any record being kept.
The number of bombs now known to have been dropped
393-

A FRIEND OF THE R.F.C.

In a General Army Order published in Paris on Febru-

ary 13th General Joffre brings to the knowledge of France

the heroic behaviour of Camille Eugene Jacquet, a trades-

man of Lille.

Condemned to capital punishment by the Germans
and executed in the Lille Citadel on September aand,

1915, for having harboured, hidden, and given help to

French soldiers and having helped them to escape, he

died as a hero with his hands free and his eyes ini-

bandaged, crying "Vive la France! Vive la R6pub-
lique !

"

M. Jacquet, a wine merchant of middle age, bad for

months devoted himself heroically to establishing an

"underground railroad" for officers and men who had
succeeded in hiding when Lille surreirdered in Oct., 1914.

Day and night M. Jacquet, according to the "Matin,"

was aided by his daughter. For weeks he fed his -guests,

who, as occasion arose, were guided by a Belgian pro-

fessional smuggler across Belgium.

Among the extraordinary exploits of this heroic man
was the saving of a flying officer, who on March iith, with

two other aviators, dropped bombs on the German wireless

station at Lille. Two machines got back safely to their

lines, according to the "Matin," but one was forced to

come down at the gates of Lille. A battalion of infantry

searched the countryside for the aviator without discover-

ing him. It was 5.30 p.m. when the aviator was forced

down, and in spite of the swarm of German patrols lock-

ing for him, by 11 o'clock that night he was drinking tea

in the hottse of M. Jacquet.

For a fortnight the officer remained in the house, and on
March 28th he started off, accompanied by Mile. Jacquet
and the Belgian smuggler, for the frontier. When leaving

his guide the officer said, "I owe yoti a call ; I hope to -ec

you again soon."

True to his promise in less than a month, on April -2iid

he flew over Lille and dropped the following message :

"Lieutenant presents his respects to the commander
of the German forces in Lille and regrets not having been
able to make his acquaintance during his pleasant stay in

the neighbourhood."
The officer in question was Lieut, (later Capt.) Gilbert

Mapplebeck, who was accidentally killed in August la.~t.

The "Matin's" account includes a letter written hy
Jacquet, just before his death, to his wife, in which
following passage occurs :

—

"It is certain that the Mapplebeck business is the most
serious. We are acquitted of the charge ol spying. It

will be for England, therefore, to do her duty towards
you. However, everything will be done methodically b}-

all those who are interested in you and me. The nation

will see to it, and friends too, and you will be able to say

that your husband died facing the enemy " like a gooil

soldier without trembling. ... Be brave, my beloved wife,

and let your stoic courage be quoted as an example. For-

give all those who have injured me, as I do myself."
It was announced in February that a meeting will 1)

held on Sunday, March 5th, at the Town Hall of the iSt'ii

Arrondissement in Paris in order to commemorab.^.
Jacquet's death. Jacqtiet was General Secretary of thc^

Northern Federation of the Ligue des Droits de I'Homme.,"^

[It is earnestly hoped that something may be done by
the Briti.sh authorities to help Madame Jacquet. Th;-'

Ro3'al Aero CJub might well bestir itself on her behalf
and use its influence with the Government.—C. G. ^-^

FORTHCOMING MARRIAGE.
A marriage has been arranged between M. Henri

Jullerot, of the Aviation Militaire (attached R.N.A.S.).
and Miss Violet Merritt Pridham. The ceremony will

take place at St. George's. Hanover Square, on Man^h 7

M. Jullerot will be remembered by the older readers of

this paper as an indefatigable instructor with the Bn^t*-!!

Co'n]-)any, and lie has since done valuable work ibrr^.-i''.

I
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AIRCRAFT IN PARLIAMENT.
Captaiu Bennett-Goldney, speaking on the Supplemen-

tary Vote of Credit in the House of Commons on February
2ist, and referring- to Mr. Tennant's diverting statements
on the Dover raid on January 23rd, said ;—
What were the facts of the case? I am sorry to have to say

It that the right hon. Gentleman by his answer, which I have
been given to understand was partly based on a mem.orandum
he had received from the Admiralty, gave an impression which
was very far from being in agreement with what I know to (have
actually taken place. The machines were not ready and the
officers were not present. I am not blaming the oflicers. The
Government had chosen, I presume as a matter of economy, to
give them their mess some two miles away from their work and
we know that it was lunch time. But I ajri entitled to ask
about the machines; were they armed, and, if so, where were
ihe machme guns, and how was it that in the scramble which
ensued at least one airman had to go up with only a Winchester
nfle with some five rounds of ammunition and that this was all
the armament he was able to find?
But this is not all. I ask, and I am sorry the right hon.

Gentleman himself is not here, but it cannot be helped. What
happened m mid-air? The machine had started up after the
enemy aeroplane was out of sight. What did happen—a battle
between one of our aeroplanes and one of our seaplanes, both of
which mistook the other for the enemy. But even then this was
not enough, for having witnessed the fray our anti-aircraft gunners
turned the fire upon both and in a vain attempt to bring them
down managed to damag.j the tower of ^^almer Church and in-
jured some of the men in barracks.

I ask, quite seriously, are accidents such as these calculated to
give us en this side of the House confidence either in the ad-
ministration of the Air Service or in the e.xplanations we receive
trom the Front Bench in regard to them? We are now informed,
lorsooth that things are going to be better. All I can say I
accept that statement

;
they could not possibly be worse.

I have been told—and I have no doubt I shall be corrected if

[ am wrong—that at the outbreak of war we had no school at all
lor teaching our airmen to shoot from aeroplanes, and I think Iam justified in adding tiiat it was only in last Septerrber, more
than a year after the outbreak of war, that the Government did
•It last start a school of the kind. In this connection I wish toknow now,_ when we are voting this large sum of public money,
whether this school, tlhe only one of the kind we possess, is at
least, thoroughly equipped. Has it an e.xperimental officer with
his staff, in addition to an instructional officer with his staffHas It a sufficiency of fully trained pilots for taking up the young
gunners under instruction, or is it dependent upon borrowino- a
pilot now and then when it may be convenient for sodie nefoh-
bouring station to lend one? I should like to have thaf quest'ion
answered very particularly. I should also like to know if there i=
a sufficient supply of aeroplanes for the purpose or are there
none? Certainly there are no air-sheds. Are there properl\-
equipped repairing shops, and, last but not least, are there heallhv
quarters for the men? No, Sir, there are not; there are none
of these things at all.

I could say a great deal about the neglect in providing ade-
quate landing places at ' night for our men who have been
obliged to fly some of our newest machines. All I will sav now
IS that the Government has to bear a grave and serious respon-
sibility in this matter, and there are other kinds of waste, pre-
ventible waste, besides waste of aeroplanes anj waste of material
Only yesterday I happened to be walking over a large tract of
ground which has been chosen, 1 believe, as a landing place fo
aeroplanes in a certain part of Kent, I found, to my astonis
ment, that although this land had been chosen for the purpose
had recently within a week or two been ploughed up. What .

earth is the use of ploughing up land already become solid, which
was suitable for the purpose for which it was going to be used,
and which will now probably have to be sown as well as rolled?
It is onlj an additional waste of public money. It may not be
very much, but it is certainly an additional waste.

Can the right hon. Gentlerhan inform us how it is that recently
our anti-aircraft guns at Dover only fired percussion shells, which
rely for their efficiency solely upon direct hits? Ai they only
fired percussion shells the other day, is it to be wondered at that
the enemy aircraft, frying at 7,000, 9,000, or 10,000 feet high,
escaped our gun-fite altogether?

But it is useless to criticise unless criticism is acjompanied or
followed by a suggested remedy. I believe that the danger of

hostile air raids can be largely decreased if only our airmen are
given a fair chance to live. ... If our airmen could receive
earlier news of the approach of the enem> we should be in a
better position altogether. We all know that flying is possible onl\
upon certain days. I ask the GovernnTent if it would not be
possible to provide an air patrol on the other side of the Channel
on suitable flying days? I have talked to many airmen on the
subject, and they see no difficulty in it.

ish-

on

Mr. Tennant, replying on February 22nd, said :—
The hon. Member made a somewhat startling, and indeed

dramatic, statement last nig'ht when I was absent on official duty.
It is impossible for me to give an account in great detail of what
actually occurred, because there are conflicting statements as to.

that, but I can at least assure the House that some of the state-

ments made by the hon. Member are wholly without foundation.

In the first place, I should like the House to realise that on the
date in question when aeroplanes did come to Dover the .Admiralty
were in charge of the defences. Possibly my noble friend might
think it desirable to pursue further inquiries through that Depart-
ment if he is interested in the historical question as to what actu-
ally happened. .'Vrmy aeroplanes were ready, although it was not
our primary duty to attack hostile aircraft at Ohat time.

I understand that the hon. Member stated that the mess to which
the officers had gone for their luncheon was two miles away from
the particular spot where the aeroplanes were kept. That is a
mistake. It is not two miles, xit is 200 yards, which is a very con-
siderable difference.

He also stated, 1 understand, that the pilot went up armed only
with a Winchester rifle. What really happened was that the pilot

went up in an aeroplane which belonged to a squadron in course
of formation, and was not yet armed; but as the machine which
was there belonging to that squadron was a very powerful machine
the commanding officer allowed him to go up, and I do not know
whether there was a rifle or not, but I believe there was. These
statements show how extraordinarily far from the true facts the

description given by the hon. Member was.
Mr. Rutherford: I suppose there was a rifle there?

Mr. Tennant : The point is that ihp Admiralty were in charge
at that time, that the aeroplanes were kept by the War Office and
did in fact go up, and did in fact give chase to the hostile aircraft,

but ever3'0ne knows that it is not possible to catch an aeroplane
unless you start on very good terms with it, and in this case the
aeroplane belonging to our countrymen did not have a fair chance
and did not catch it. But to say that the whole thing was in the
muddle in which it was stated to be by the ihon. Member is not

only wholly contrary to the facts, but is, I think, a wrong riling

to do, and is calculated to spread despondency and depression

among the local inhabitants, and indeed among wider circles than,

that.

[A capital example of Parliamentar}- dodgery. Capt.

Bennett-Goldney relates something very like what oc-

curred under Naval administration and the reply ap-

parently deals with something done, or left undone, under
the War Office. It seems that the statement and its sup-

posed controversion have nothing to do with one another.

The Naval Mess is, as stated, two miles from the aero-

drome.—C. G. G.J

Major Newman said :
—

The other day there passed me, and probably other Members of

the House, a Highland band, behind which were young fellows

m.archihg, dressed in the very tasty uniform of the .Army Flying.

Corps. jSehind Them again came what looked to be a batch of

recruits that were going to join the Flying Corps. I looked very

carefully at the men as they passed. Five or six seemed to be
ordinary postmen in ordinary postmen's uniform, and the others

were men who could not under any circumstances be expected to-

make good flying men. For this purpose you want a smart, active

young fellow, not too heavy, and besides that he should be a good
tip-top mechanic, perhaps men who, it may be, at present are

driving ladies' motor cars. What is needed here is young men
Who can keep the machines fit for flight. You do not want any-

body who has got a little bit of influence to get himself dragged
into the Royal Flying Corps ! You do not want anybody with a

little influence here and a little pull there to be allowed to get into

that corps, with its smart uniform and buttons. By the time some
of these men are fit for flying, or by the time they are efficient

mechanics, the war will long be over. We have to' remember, of

course, that the Army now is no longer on a voluntary basis. The
.'VriTiy is under a compulsory system, whereas before it was right

that the man should have a choice of corps. Those days are gone.

Now, without bias or favour, these men, having been put into the

.Army Reserve, after attestation, ought to be simply sent where
they are wanted. If they are wanted in an Infantry regiment,

send them there ; if in the Flying Corps, send them there. Send
them wherever they are wanted wilEout bias or favour.

[This is the kind of speech which exposes the non-

technical member at once. First of all, these recritits are

not wanted as pilots, but as mechanics, and therefore

physique does not matter. Probably most of the men were
alreadjr trained mechanics. Secondly, the R.F.C. does not

wear button.s—the uniform being speciallj- designed so

that there should be no buttons to catch in wires. Thirdly,

if a man turns out to be no use as a mechanic he is drafted

into the Line anyhow.—C. G. Ct.]
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THE EAST HERTS ELECTION.
As in the Mile End electiou, the Coalition candidate

lor East Herts, acting evidently according to the regular

plan of the lawyer minds of the Government, is en-

deavouring to queer his opponent's pitch by appropriat-

ing his platform. The Government presumably is- awake

to the fact that the public demand for adequate air de-

fence and offence is a real demand and not merely a panic

cry got up by newspaper agitation. Consequently the

Government candidate, unable to achieve popularity on

part}- questions, does his best with air.

Assuming that the Mile End election was fairly won, it

was won on air. Mr. Pembertoii-Billing impressed on

the electors, for the first time in their lives, that aerial

forces are as necessary as sea or land forces. Mr. War-
wick Brooks, seeing that the electors were determined

on this point, adopted air before all else as his leading

topic, and finally won on air—the air in the tyres of the

innumerable motor-cars lent by the supporters of the

Coalition, which cars brought in the thousand or so oi:t-

votei'S who prevented i\Ir. Rilling from winning.

Since he entered the House, the victor of Mile End has

made his maiden speech—not much of a speech, but

enough' to show that he knows nothing of aeronautics, or

of the uses, troubles, or needs ^ of the Flying Services.

To repeat a jest and a prophecy of that election, since

Mr. Warwick Brooks has been swallowed up by the

capacious maw of the Coalition, he is about as much use
to the Flying Services as Jonah in the fish's belly was
to the Israelitish mercantile marine.

One fails to see why Capt. Brodie Henderson should
be of any greater use if he is returned for East Herts. He
has also adopted the air as his platform, for East Herts
is on the direct Zeppelin route from the Norfolk coast

to Eoudon, and he knows that the people of the con-
stituency- have seen enough to demonstrate to them the
value of an adequate Air Service. The question is, what
does Capt. Henderson know about aerial offensives or

defensives ? He knows he has had to adopt the air in

self-defence, and that is about the extent of his know-
ledge. He has heard that we are short of aeroplanes,

and short of pilots, and that for some unknown reason

there is lack of organisation somewhere. He does nbt

know and cannot possibly learn where, how, and why
those defects in the Services exist, and if he did know,
being, as he is, the creature of the Coalition, he dare not

do or say anyrthing to remedy them.

Mr. Pemberton-Billing, on the other hand, knows all

the defects and why they arise. He knows the cancers

in tlic Services which even this paper dare not expose,

because of biased censorship, and the law of libel which
provides the finest shelter in the world for rogues and
grafters. This paper has gone much further than any
other in exposing evils in the Flying Services, and it

has secured certain reforms, but there is a point beyond
which it cannot go.

Beyond that point Parliamentary action is necessary,

and the most powerful Parliamentary action takes place

behind the scenes. The man who makes the most blatant

speeches, or even the most convincing speeches, is not

the man who gets the most done. The real power is the
man who works unseen and knows his subject, who asks
awkward questions with real knowledge behind them,

who can go to a Cabinet Minister and say, " This, and
^his, and this is wrong in your department. If it is

not put right, I shall ask questions or expose it in

the House." That is the man a Minister fears,

Mr. Pemberton-Billing knows all the little schemes and

intrigues and errors of judgment and absurdities and
sheer foolishnesses which have brought about the present

crisis. That is why the Coalition dreads his getting into

Parliament. That is why the Coalition is spending thou-

sands of pounds to ktep him out. That is why the

Coalition has tried to persuade him into joining the

Coalition itself as a " party " member, an offer which
Mr. Pemberton-Billing refused when a weaker or less

honest man would have accepted it. And that is why Mr.
Pembcrton-Billins: ought to be in Parliament.

"SHELL

"

^ONSUMERS should be able to purchase everywhere our

Motor Spirit in two gallon cans to the extent of

one-third of their normal consumption of each of our brands*

SHELL has not advanced in price and remains for

England and Wales as follows:—

" SHELL

"

2s. 2d. per gallon.

"SHELL 11" - 2s. Id. per gallon.

" CROWN " - 2s. Od, per gallon.

Scotland and Ireland Id. per gallon more.

THE ASIATIC PETROLEUM GO., LTD.

St. Helen's Court, Great St. Helen's, London, E.G.
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AVIATA
COAT

^^HAT Dunhilis means to the
Motorist in time of peace,

Dunhilis means tO'day to the officer on
active service—high grade quality and
the best workmanship.

The recommendation of many aviators
has proved that the Dun hill Aviation Coat
is just what is required in the Flying
Services.

The leather is stout, yet soft and pliable,

growing better and better the more it is

worn. With the sheepskin lining there
is no garment comparable to it.

In best soft brown or black chrome dressed
leuher, extra wide overfUp fronts, lined fleece,

PRICE 6 GUINEAS.

With superfine pure henvy fleece, detachable
llninf.

PRICE 7 GUINEAS,

Lined (heepskin, with deep fur collar.

PRICE 12 GUINEAS.

Dunhill'sm
2, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.
359-361, JiUSTON ROAD, N.W.

GLASGOW
72, St. Vincent St,

MANCHESTER
90-92, Cross Street,
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The SPERRY

AUTOMATIC
PILOT

in use on Machines of the British,

French, Russian, and Italian Govts.
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Telephone— jrr

7398 Victoria. )))

It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to mak§ those observa-

tions for which an observer has

hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by
fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-

plane with the highest efficiency in

speed and climbing capacity without
regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform

which is not only steady, but is held
in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.
Telegrams

—

Inland: Sperigyco, Vic, London.
Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE
»7/5IIISlllSlllSlllSlllSlil2lllSlllSlll5lllSlllSIIISIil5=
WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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SCHOOL REPORTS,
HENDON.

At the Ghahame=White (R.N.A.S.) School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-
lev, Winter, and Russell.

Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Carr, Donald,
Gibbs, Griffin, How, Melhado, and Wigglesworth.

Circuits alone : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Aitkin and Rees.

Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits with Inst. : Prob. Flight

Sub-Lieuts. Kingsford, Powles, Templeton, and West.
Brevet Test A : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Evans.

Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

' At the Grah.'VME-White Civilian School.
instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Pashley, Manton,

Rljssell, and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. B'aragar, Box, Hathaway, Hil-

laby, Holman, Spencer, Matthews, Rugby, Sandys, Scheldt,

Sloden, Tanner, Walk, Kryn, Butler, and Williams (S.).

Madhines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles,

H. Sykes, C. M. Jacques, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Hay, Archer,

Dawson, Aldous, Houba, .Scott, Clement, Palethorpe, and Ver-
tongen.

Pupils alone : Messrs. G. V. .'\imer and E. Lambert.
Certificates taken by Messrs. G. V. Aimer and E. Lambert.
Machines in ftse : Four tractor biplanes.

At the Beatty School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-

Kelly, G. Virgilio, R. W. Kenworthy, A. E. Mitchell, L. L. King,
and H. Fawcett.

Pupils out during the week : Messrs. Brand, Gumming, Drys-
dale, Edwards, Samter, Willmett, Eranford, Sellars, Halford-
Thompson, Parsons, Hungwan, Mossop, Smith, .Stanley, Ping.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes and Caudron Iractor biplanes.

It will be noted that a seventh instructor has now been added to

our staff—Mr. H. Fawcett, who was trained at the school.

At the Ruffv-Baumann School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Ed. Baumann, Felix Ruffy,

Ami Baumann, Clarence Winchester.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Westlake, Winter, D'Opstael,

Bolton, Dobson, Wood, Cuthbertscn, Laidlaw, Thomsen.
Pupils doing straig'hts or rolling alone : Messrs. Cuthbertson,

Thomsen, D'Opstael, Laidlaw.
Machines : 60 and 50 h.p. Ruffv-Baumann tractor biplanes.

At the' Hall Flying School.
The following pupils received instruction. Vi'ith Mr. C. M.

HiH : Messrs. Ormerod, Arnsby, Dodds, Lieut. Cooke, Smith (i),

Collins and Thom.
With Mr. J. Drew : Messrs. Millburn, Chapman, Rochford,

Smith (2), Roberts and Neal.
With Mr. A. Chave : Messrs. Worwick, Halliday, Longton,

Rayne, Collier, Duncan, Mahoney and Taylor.
Machines in use : Hall Government-type tractors.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley
and S. Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling ; Messrs. O. Wilson, J. Wilson, Morley,
Devos, W. Mouton, G. Mouton and Morris.

Pupils alone : Messrs. Dubois, Meeus and H. Smith.
Pupils doing half circuits alone : Messrs. Simpson and Bonnevie.
Machines in use : Three Caudron tractor biplanes.
Five hours' school work was put in on Thursday. Messrs. King

and Woodley gave several exhibition flights.

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contractors to

war; OFFICE ANb admTralty
Works and Offloes

~BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams "BtERior, Weybridge" Telephone 190 Byfleet

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 151 Kingsbury

The only way to become an

efficient and thorough pilot
j

is to join an efficient and

thorough school. There's no

need to waste time about it,

either, as we have a number

of forthcoming

VACANCIES
which you can book now.

Let us enrol your name as

one of our students. We can

give you the benefit of our

WIDE EXPERIENCE

OFFICES AND WORKS—

KendaU's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 Maylftir
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fcHALL
SCHOOL0TLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained 'for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with standard controU, are SAFE,

SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competent staff of assistants.

Wnte for full particulars to

Department A "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON. N.W.
Kingsbury 142

- THE -

ENGINEERING TIMBER CO. Ltd.

9, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

J. E. HUSON, Managing Director.

SILVER SPRUCE

Telephone 5073 Victoria.

ASH

WEST VIRGINIAN SPRUCE

WALNUT

MAHOGANY

PARIS

:

64, QUAI DE POINT DU JOUR,

BILLANCOURT (SEINE).
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Aero»motors : In Kind and Construction.-i^C^/^^^V^^^^)
BY UbOPPRBY de HOLDEN-STONE.

The Run of the Cards.

"An' then," said the gentleman with the engaging
waistcoat, "just as we wos comfertably reddyin' ar little

game o' shimmy dee fur, wot must the guard do but
shove 'is ugly 'ed in an' say that games o' chawnce wornt
allared. Luvyer, as if them two mugs 'ad a perishin'

earthly." Truly foresight means nothing less than stack-

ing the cards beforehand, to assure a cold deck and colder

feet to any possible adversary. So do diplomacy and
organisation, trades-in-chief of war. The mere ability to

see what is in dummy's hand is never enough. Of
course, no gentleman does these things, or is a paid spy
or sparkle-snatcher. It is not playing the game. But
as it is a nine-tenths assurance of winning it, until spies

and brain-workers exchange position and pay with Sec-

retaries of State and brain-pickers at ease, anyone who
takes risks and uses brains, eyes, or hands to help any
cause, or for the love of the game, or for anything but
the heaviest payment he can possibly exact, is a fool or

a gentleman. That is why so many of the cleanest-bred

brilliant poor men are pirates by compulsion of their own
blood-refinement ; even to those good sportsmen—like our
friend, for instance—who are mostly the sons of peers but
not peeresses.

But as they are precisely the sort of men who win wars
if they ever get their heads loose, they are mighty useful

before, during and after a war. More than a wilderness

of politicians and placemen. Especially before a war,

when their courage and sportsmanship, brains and ob-

servation are mostly neglected and lost to use. For they

do know the best cards to choose, in all affairs. You must
when you live by your Judgment. And when one card

suddenly vanishes, it affords proof positive not only that

it is a good one, a probable ace of trumps, but that some-
body is stacking the cards for a game of some kind.

And the Trend of the Game.

We had exactly that kind of sun-clear indication in the

case of the Benz. At everv Aero Show in London and

Paris before January, 1914—when we saw it for the last

time—we had spotted it for an unusually good one
; plain

in the mass, studious upon accepted practice rather than
ingeniously original in detail ; and as simple withal as

any four-stroker could well be. Therefore, possessing

every outward and visible sign of trustworthiness. And
when we remembered—if we did—that it had won the

Kaiserpreis—the Alexander's equivalent, and won in the

air, not on a test-bench trial—of 1913, the first year when
German State-aided aviation, only begun eighteen months
earlier, could be expected to show any conclusive results

—we could credit it with any amount of inward grace

and virtue. But if we had seriously considered the fact

—^which perhaps half a dozen people noticed or knew

—

that not only was the Benz the least publicly advertised

of aeromotors, but that ever since it won this notable

award you could not get one outside Germany for love or

money, we might have made certain of war, instructed

our stockbrokers accordingly, and made fortunes selling

bears of stock. Unfortunately we—and others much more
highly placed—were more concerned with the wireless

installation than the motor or the aeroplane itself, on the

financial side of things.

Findings and Keepings.

August, 1914, however—and ev^ery subsequent month

—

-have so far bettered its January as to show us the realities

and things that matter most for our self-preservation as a

nation ; and conversely thereby have hitherto concealed

the Benz from us still more effectively. But not all dead
birds by very many—did you ever back your own gun
from a twenty-six yard rise ?—drop inside the boundary.

To those who really look for them—and know when,
where, and how to look, with the right retriever instinct

and an easy mouth—few things need remain hidden.

Not, by good luck, the latest 150-h.p. six-cylinder Benz.

In describing which, one dreads not even the censorship

and its concern for the departure of well-known kings

;

for while the information obviously can be of no use to

Diagram of the 100°h.p. Benz engine.
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LEARN to

FLY at

BOURNEMOUTH
For Rapid Tuition.

Private Aerodrome.
No obstruction
by other Schools.

Write for full particulaps :—

THE BOURNEMOUTH
AVIATION COMPANY,

Talbot VUlage,

BOURNEMOUTH.
Telegrams: ETCHES, WINTON.
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COMPLETE
SERVICE
EQUIPMENT
For LAND,

SEA ana AIR,

" The Hendon " (as sketch)

All entirely new model, cut
with inverted pleat at back,
and buttonless. Cuffs close

fitting and wind proof.

Call be had in Tan, Chrome
Leather ....£8 15S. Od.

Or wiih detachable Opos-
sum Collar £9 19s. 6d.

R.N.A.S.

Black leather Flying

Coat, lined Fleece

in Stock £5 5s. Od.

ROBINSON & CLEAVER
Military Tailors
Regent St., London, W.

LTD.

CRAHAME-WHITE BIPLANES iTYPE XV,) ARE THE
ss AEROPLANES FOR SCHOOL WORK.

SAFEST

GRAHAME =WHITE SCHOOL
Particulars on application to the Grahame-White Aviation Co., Ltd., Proprietors of the London Aerodrome, Aeronautical

Engineers and Constructors, and Contractors to H.M. Government, THE LONDON AERODROME. HENDON, N.W
'Phone: Kingsbury 120 (4 lines). West End Offices: 32, Regent Street, London, W. 'Phone: Regent 4425

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory
and leading Aeroplane Makers

Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. gA specification. Stocked in-all gauges.
(Sheets are passed and stamped by the

"A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham.
Ttlephotie No. : 224 Smethwick.

CONTRACTORS TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.
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the enemy who know all about it, and I dare say miss

their pet sadly, it may be of some preparatory interest

to those fortunate firms to whom shop-drawings thereof

may be served out. Some day, when they are ready, and
those all-highest at Farnborough have duly sat on the

corpse, picked out its brains, and suggested their own
improvements. Which may therefore take a little longer

than usual. Not too long, it is to be hoped, as v?e could

do with a hundred or two of a British Benz very well

indeed.

Some Particular Indications.

So much so that I am inclined to encourage any enter-

prising maker to forestall the conversion and use of such
manifest enemy property by the closest possible descrip-

tion. Not to say merely that the aforetime six cylinders,

with their clean, mitre-shaped heads, are still there,

moujited in singles. But very particularly to say that

the semi-dome-shaped combustion chambers are as nearly

as possible lyi inches deep from the full piston instroke,

that the diameter is just 130 mm. and the stroke 180 mm.,
that the cylinder walls are % inch thick, the jacket width
just %, the drawn-steel jackets about 1/16 thick, and the

grouping so close that they just do not touch each other.

And so forth. If I fail after all—I hope not—to give

such essential exactitudes as the external and internal

diameter of the hollow crank-shaft journals and pins,

with the over-all web measurements, and the crank-

chamber scantlings inside and out—well, you do not re-

proach him who brings you a strange gold watch with-

out all the chain, a bracelet with a link or two missing.

These—being a British manufacturer skilled at adapta-

tion—^you will be able, doubtless, to supply for yourself.

From your past show data, perhaps, or your sense of

what they ought to be. Or what you call your craft-

conscience pricks on to fair cartridge paper, along with

that vague and giddy verge, the factor of safety. Which
last, as it all depends on the exact grade of tsteel, frankly,

I do not know. You can search me. Or—j'^ou can go
and search it for yourself. Only remember that those

who made the Benz took care to know, very exactly,

guessing or fluking nothing. It is rather a German way.

The Benz Jacketing : And Why.

The most noticeable feature of the Benz 150 h.p.—as

is so often the case—is the water-jacketing. Gone is the

copper with its three expansion corrugations, of the

earlier four-cylindered 100 h.p.—of the same cylinder

measurement—and the later six-cylindered 85 h.p.—106

mm. by 150 mm.—and 100 h.p. 116 mm. by 160 mm.

—

being replaced by drawn steel without any corrugations,

blow-pipe welded on in the manner originally practised

by Constantini and Herdtle-Bruneau, of Paris. This,

for one reason, I believe, because the result is a little

lighter, and probably very much stronger and better

fitted for rough military work and scanty care. Also be-

cause its heat-radiation is less, it being important to

run the motor a little hotter—at least to conser\-e its

heat-efficiency as much as possible—at high altitudes.

Altogether, with as scanty a water-jacketing as mav be,

saving every ounce of idle load. Not that one \\ould

necessarily prescribe this manner or material for jacket-

ing for any other single unit motor. Half a dozen other

considerations might forbid. But that it succeeds in

its object of weight-saving to increase the distance rndius

of the machine is evident from the petrol consumption
score of the Benz at its normal of 1,150 r.p.m. i:p to a

maximum of 1,300 r.p.m. ; that is exactly half a -jint per

h.p. hour, with a bare fortieth of a pint of lubricating

oil for all three models alike. Thus the total bulk of

petrol consumed by each model per hour works out at

6, 6|, and 9 gallons respectively upon a total motor
weight per h'.p. scale of 4^ lbs. for tlie two smaller

models and only 35^ lbs. in this case.

Its Efficiency Factors.

Otherwise the neatest feature of this water-jacketing

—

a most effective one for weight-saving and the provision of

only one cylinder spares pattern—is that the water con-

nections are moulded into the jacketing with the spout-

ends all but touching from one cylinder to the next. This

allows the use of the Panhard practice of connection with

a rubber ring contained inside a hollow grip ring of thin

steel. This makes the run of the inlet of cold water con-

tinuous from the rear-most cylinder ; into the jacket of

which the water is pumped through an aluminium pipe of

much larger diameter; which makes the shortest of con-

nections to the horizontally mounted centrifugal pump,
the shaft of which is vertical, and being centrally set, is

driven direct from the crank-shaft by a worm-drive. The
same method of connection is used above, there being just

room between the cylinder heads for the rubber and metal

ring; the run through being to a single short outlet con-

nection, about an inch in diameter inside. This measure-

ment of the water connections is, of course, of the

scantiest, as compared with the average modern car-motor

practice, even with forced circulation. But that is clearly

just the idea of design, to make up for the rather small

volume of contained water, by increasing to nearly double
the average the velocity of the flow. Small drainage cocks

are fitted, but just an inch too high. The valves—as every-

one will remember—are still set centrally and along the

centre line. They are not of great diameter—indeed, are

End View, part section of the Benz engine.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES— 'P««al sections illustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSi We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINd, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERSt Please send full detaUs of your wants

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldbury.

Telephone-" Oldbury lU"
(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM!

THE
MIDLAND

SCHOOL of FLYING

E Experienced Instructors.

F First-class methods-

F Freedom from overcrowding.

I Irksome wailing avoided.

Our C Considerate terms.

Chassis I Instruction on dual-control system

E Established in ideal situation.

N Next door to unlimited boarding accommodation.

C Centred in a manufacturing district.

Y Your individuality will be studied

IF YOU ARE THINKING OF LEARNING TO FLY, WRITE
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ABOUT THE POINTS WHICH
CONSTITUTE OUR EFFICIENCY, TO THE SECRETARY,

The MIDLAND SCHOOL of FLYING,
Billesley Aerodrome, Kings Heath, Birmingham.

CELLDN
LI M ITED
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AEROPLANE DOPE
MANUFACTURERS

Contracfors to

ADi\:IRALTY, WAR OFFICE, AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT, UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

Broad Street House,
New Broad Street,

London, E.C.

AUTOMATIC
PROPELLER
SHAPING
MACHINE.

K.E.
(Patent applied for.)

Wi'ite for Particulars

and General Catalogue

WADKIN & Co.

Leicester.

Telegrams :

—

' Woodworker, Leicester.'

Phone Nos. 3614 and 3615.
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rather below the a\-erage—but still seem sufficient
;
especi-

ally when one lefiects that the mitre-like shaping of the

cylinder heads enables the gas passages to be run, and the

induction and exhaust piping set on, so as to give a very

easy run in and out of the motor. Almost as easy, in fact,

as the diagonal-valve mounting of the Pfaendei's, Bayard

and Beardmore design v;ould give.
*

The \'alves and Valve Gear.

Just behind each valve a short vertical eye-bolt is

screwed into the metal of the head ; the eye serving to

hold a small ball-bearing, through which the valve-rocker

is pivoted. This consists of two freely perforated plates of

steel, bolted together centrally bearing on the valve spring-

cap at one end and at the other canying the adjustable

stud ; which sockets—as a ball joint—into the tubular tap-

pet rod. The entire valve gear is thus of the lightest

description as far as may be ; and one sees this principle of

weight lightening carried out to the last, in the large

hollow risers into which the rods are threaded, and the

positively tubular cam-shaft actuating the whole, that

has replaced the former solid one. Altogether, a most
simple and positive sj^stem which, if ;:omewhat time-

worn, could not be more thoroughly planned for

its object of simple direct adjustment and light weight.

However, the duplicate springing of each valve, which
was the feature of the 1914 model, and intended—for

extra reliability's sake—to keep the valve in action in case

of one spring failing, has been abandoned ; no doubt be-

cause of the additional power absorbed and the consequent
strain on the rods, that might well cause them to take a

set out of length adjustment. The sole defect of the Benz
valve arrangement, in fact—unavoidable, as they are set

parallel with the motor axis—is that there is no room to

combine detachable ^eatings with adequate valve-ai^ea.

Consequently the cylinders must needs come down in the

case of valve failure. But that contingency is avoided
with German thoroughness as far as may be by gi\ing the

valve-heads a bell-like rather than the conventional mush-
room section. And to complete one of the neatest of

cylinder heads, the spark-plugs are set in just below the

actual entry of the inlet ports, just where the inrushing
mixture would tend to scour any fouling.

(To be continued.)

SHORT BROS. IN TOWN.
It will be of interest to all connected with aviation to

learn that the famous firm of Short Bros, have recently

taken offices in Whitehall to facilitate the handling of

their business affairs in London.
The offices are under the charge of Mr. E. B. Parker,

R.N. (retired), who may be remembered as being one of

the best Naval pilots at Eastchurch in the year igis, and
as distinguishing himself by good work as one of the

flight of Naval pilots lent to the White Army on
manoeuvres in that year.

The postal address of the offices is Whitehall House,

29/30, Charing Cross, S.W., and the telephone is Regent

378. The telegraphic address : "Tested, 'Phone, Lon-
don, " is singularl}^ apposite when one recalls the proved
merit of the Short machines over land and sea alike.

TRADING WITH RUSSIA.
From the Russo-British Trading Exchange, Ltd., of 16, Regent

Street, London, S.W., has been received a copy of "The Direc-

tory of British .Manufacturers for Russian Trade," which has been

compiled for the guidance of Russian buyers. The boolc consists

of nearly 400 pages, and is printed throughout in Russian, and
aUhough the members of the staff of The Aeroplane are r.ot

particularly expert at reading that language, it is "quite evident

that the directory has been well produced.

It contains a brief supplement in English, "Sidelights on
Russia," and there are a large number of advertisejnents of

leading industrial concerns, among them several in the aircraft

industry. In the efforts to capture the trade with Russia which
was formerly in the hands of Germany it should play a useful

part, and other firms engaged in the manufacture of aeroplanes

and accessories will find it of interest. The puhlished price i?

five shillings.—D. \V". T.

A NEAT FLASH-LAMP.

Quite the neatest thing in electric torches on the market is the

Fountain Lamp made by the British Ever-Ready Company—so

called because it is the shape and about the size of an ordinary

fountain pen. As the accompanying illustration shows, rhe switch

also serves the purpose of a clip, which, like the clip of a fountain

pen, secures the torch in the pocket, at the same time maintain-

ing it in a position of accessibility and readiness for insiant u-^c

This ingenious arrangement possesses the further very important

advantage of preventing that unknown waste of current which
takes place in an ordinary press contact torch carried loosely in

the pocket.

The makers claim that it will give 1 hour of continuous light,

but a friend of the writer's assured him that his Fountain Lamp
gave him nearer 2 hours when working on his motor-cnr engine

one night on the road. The exact length of this little lamp i-

5i inches, the weight 2\ ozs.. and it is made of the best materials

and finished in the best manner possible, like all products of ihe

British Ever-Ready Electrical Co.

Enquiries s'hould be sent to the Portable Electric Light Co.,

120, Shaftesbury Avenue, W., mentioning The Aeroplanr.
.1. F. A.

THE PETROL QUESTION.
The following circular has been received from the .'\siatic

Petroleum Co., Ltd. :

—

"The situation m regard 10 supplies >^f motor spirit to this

country, and the special responsibility which falls upon us as the,

owners of 'Shell' Motor Spirit, has prompted us to address our

clients direct, and explain to them the situation as it is to-day.

"About a month ago we instructed our agents to issue a circu-

lar inviting the co-operation of the public in the difficult situation

which had arisen.

"Of the motor spirit requirements of H.M. Forces we are

supplying live times as much as the whole of our competitors put

together, but in spite of this great and" constantly increasing strain

upon our resources we have determined to -maintain unchanged

the price at which we have been supplying motor spirit to ihe

public. Owing to the increasing requirements of the Forces we
cannot maintain the supply of the same_ large quanthies to the

public as we have been able to deliver in peace time, and it is lor

this reason that we have asked our clients to limit their require-

ments to a minimum, and to use every possible economy in the

quantities consumed. If the public will co-operate widi us in this

respect we hope to be able to maintain reasonable supplies of

'Shell' Motor .Spirit for them, and to continue to supply it at the

old price of 2S. 2d. per gallon unless some very unexpected develop-

ment occurs.

"Our supplies of 'Shell' Motor Spirit at present available to

the public after supplying the whole of the requirements of H.M.
Forces represent about one-third of the supplies in peace time,

and we are of opinion that, having regard to the large number

of motorists nowWithdrawn from this country, if our clients will

exercise the utmost possible economy of consumption, we riay

still be able to satisfy at any rate the major portion of their re-

quirements. We prefer to do this at the old price of 2S. 2d. per

gallon rather than to take advantage of the national necessity by

raising the price.

"We feel confident that in continuing to reserve for H.M.
Forces sufficient quantities to enable them to receive ample sui>

plies of the finest spirit obtainable, we shall be acting in a manner

which commends itself to the very great majority of our clients,

and we confidently rely upon their being willing to_ co-operate

with us by economising consumption and thus limiting to the

utmost possible extent imports, the increase of which, as is well

known, is directly contrary to the national interests in the present

circumstances.

"It will be our constant endeavour to secure that garages shall

receive at least one-third of the quantity of spirit whidh they have

i^een accustomed to receive from us, and at the old price, which

enables them to sell to consumers at :

—

'Shell' 23. 2d.- per gallon.

.Shell ir 2s. id.

and 'Crown' 2s. od.

'The Asiatic Petrolbum Co., Ltd.

"February qih, IQ16."

1
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A NEW ELECTRIC LAMP.
The war having taught the British public how large a pro-

portion of inventions dealing with electric lighting and power
originated in enemy countries, it is gratifying to be able to

draw attention to a new electric lamp, known as the "Pointo-
lite," which has been invented by Messrs. E. A. Gimingham and
S. R. Mullard in the research laboratories of the Edison and Swan
Company at Ponders End, Middlesex.

This high-effieiency tungsten electric lamp is an entirely new,
departure from the filament lamps of ordinary construction. The
light-giving part of the lamp is a small ball of tungsten, vv-hioh

gives a point of light far exceeding in its intensity anything
hitherto obtained.

The lamp bulb is tilled with nitrogen or argon, and upon push-
ing the switch the current passes through an ionising circuit,

which raises the ioniser to incandescence at a temperature suffi-

cient to produce an arc in the gas between it and the positive

electrode. The arc is then "struck," and the lamp needs no
more attention.

At present its principal uses are for optica! projections and for

general medical and scientific work, where a concentrated point

source of Hg'ht is required. It gives constant and uniform
illumination, with no flickering or danger of fire from heat.

A "Pointolite" lamp has been put to a practical test in the

offices of The Aeroplane, and has yielded excellent results. The
illumination is of unusual quality, and would appear to be capable
of big possibilities for use in aircraft and general engineering
works, where lighting is of special importance.

Anyone interested in the subject is invited to write to the com-
pany at Ponders End for an illustrated list giving full details.

—

D. W. T.

A PUBLIC PROTEST.
On February 21st the Lowestoft Town Council passed the

following resolution : ."That in view of the fact that about 11

o'clock in the forenoon "of Sunday German aircraft were able to

visit this town and to drop at least 17 In-imbs, which expl.xied in

various parts of the town, and that they succeeded in leaving
without injury, this Council protests against the defenceless slate

in wtiich the persons and property of the inhabitants were found
to be ; that a full and impartial investigation is called for into

the circumstances under which any attempt at resistance proved
to be so completely futile ; and the Council calls upon the Govern-
ment to take immediate measures for providing adequate and
effective defences, and that such defences shall be in instant
readiness, both day and night, to repel hostile attacks eitlier by
air or by sea."

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Trade Mark

Phone

723

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co.. Ltd.

COVENTRY.

SALMSON
AERQ-ENGINES

(C&nton-Unn6 System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IfiON WORKS,
LIMITED,

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams .. Aeroflight, Vic. London.
Telephone 7026 Victoria.

£} £>£i^000000

Merit
Oldesr in length of public service.

Greatest in point of number sotd.

Perfect with long experience.

Plugs embody those qualities of

merit associated only with the best

traditions of British manufacture.

0000000000

4

4

t

tk

Every detail that enters into the construction of

SPrlINX Plugs is perfect, so,"as a composite whole,
are SPHINX Plugs perfect They are the only

British plugs made out and out (including the

steatite insulators) in one factory under one dir<:ction

and control. Guaranteed without time limit, and
•locked by all dealers of repute throughout the world.

THE SPHINX MANUFACTURINGOO.
Bradford Street Birmingham.

THE

Putney Foundry
{Manager- W. F. SOLLIS)

AEROPLANE CASTINGS
TO ANY DESIGN

We can guarantee prompt delivery. Work
carried out to ADMIRALTY and

WAR OFFICE Specifications.

THE
PUTNEY FOUNDRY, 207, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 1252.

GROID
THE STRONGEST

GLUE
KNOWN
Se Cited after the

stverest tests for
the inanitfactu-ie of
H.M, PenplflTies
and Aeropi*^

'
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LABELS & NAMEPLATES
FOR INSTRUMENT BOARDS PRINTED IN LUMINOUS
OR OTHER INK. NAMEPLATES OF EVERY DE-

SCRIPTION IN METAL, IVORINE, Etc.

LONDON LABEL CO. , Ltd.iEm'i'MiSboNrL

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTSONALLSTANDARD LANDAND SEAPLANESA SPECIAUTY

SYDNEV^PICKLES
CLIFFORD PRODGER

- AVIATORS
TELEPHONE CERRAfUJ 6040 TELEGRAMS AEROA<XIA P!CCY LONDON

HEAD OFFICE
166 PICCADILLY LONDONW

PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 BELSIZE PARK CARDEMS HAMPSTEAD TELEPHONE HAMPSTEAD 3817

Non-Pobdnous

OR
STANDARD
FORMULA
DOF»E

The leading ENGLISH DOPE

and Varnish Manufacturers.

FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.

AmED AlRCRAFT YARN ISH G l!

38, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.
Telephone: CITY 7274. Telegram.: "ALLIVARDOP, LONDON. "«

^NON-POISONOUS L

(FREE OF TETRACHLORETHANE AND ALL POISONOUS SPIRITS.)

TITANINE
BRfTISH ORIG/N
& MANUFACTURE DOPE LIGHT A NO

VERY ADHESIVE

THE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS DOPEON THE MARKET V,
THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.

Head Office: MILBXJRN HOUSE. NEWCASTLE- jN-TYNE.

London Branch: 166 Piccadilly. W. Telegrrama—" Tetrafree." London. Phone-Gerrard 2312

CRADOCK'S STEEL STRANDS if CORDS
XtfXQ A\7I AXirMM A QPPT'f At IXV composed of tinned steel wire of the highest
r Lrlv AVlAlUJii A ijnLv»iAL<l i I . quality to admiralty and r.a.f. specification.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION.

7, EAsrmorrA"ENu. GEORGE CRADOCK & Co. L'^ wakefield.
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THE AEROPLANE.
The Editor cannot undertake to return unsolicited

manuscripts, whether accompanied by stamps or
not, though every endeavour will be made to do so.

"The Aeroplane" is cot connected with any other
business at 166, Piccadilly, whether associated
with Aeronautics or not.

Subscription Rate, post free : Home, 3 months, 1 18 :

6 months, 3/3 ; 1 2 months, 6 6. Abroad, 3 months
2 2 ; 6 months, 4 4 ; 12 months, 8 8.

PILOT PORTRAITS

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS

All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Advertisement

Columns should arrive at this Ofl5ce by First Post on

MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate— 18 words 1,6; Situations wanted

ONLY— 18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the i onveiiience of AdvertUeri, repliei cai be received at

tkc office of " THE AEROPLANE," 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS. *

PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, 17,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.LC.E., has special experience in Aviation

matters.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
WANTED, Engine Or.iughtsman ; must be good mathematician.

No one on Govcrnni(;nt work need apply.-—R. F. Wells &
Co., lOA. El\stan SLrct-i, Chelsct.

W .ANTED, lingine Dr.-tughtsman. Mii>t he good mathe-
matici.iii. No one on Govornmont work need :ipply.

—

Applv to nearest Labour Exchange, mentioning this i^aper .and

Bo.k'.No. 7.S1.

JIG and Tool Dr.iugiitsman, used lo niachine tools, automobile
and .lero-engine work. No person .ilreadv engaged on

Gov'ernnvnt work need .apply.-—.-\pplications to nearest L.abour

Exchange, nienlioning this paper and No. 7S2.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
RETIRED Contractor (45), skilled woodworker, knowledge of

engineering, workshop practice and motors, good manager,
•experience abroad, ingenious and inventive, seeks position in jero-

plane faclorv.— H. vjillcs])ie, 3, North Square, Golder's Green,
N.W. . .

EXPERT Engineer (master man) with 15 vears' practical ex-

perience of internal combustion engines, knowledge of aero-

planes, inventive mind, desires responsible position immediately.—

-

Box No. 7.83, The .Aeropla.ne, 166, Piccadilly, W.

The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.

2s, 6d. ; 8 by 6 in., is. fid. ; 6 by 4 in., is, 2d. Mention Thb
Akroflanb and write for NEW LIST o< 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. BIRKE'X'T
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W

WE HAVE THB MEN OF THE UOMBST.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and Ash
Skids ; Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-
nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Ctntral, 4770 Wall.

W.'\NTED, Oddments, hard and soft timber. Also 3-pIy wood.

—

Particulars to Box 100, Hannaford & Goodman, Ltd.,

57/59. Ludgatj Hill, London.

TT^AN'rED, ioo-h.|). rotary or radial engine, .Anzani preferred,
Vt sound condition.—Particulars to Advertiser, Hyde Lodge,
Kingsbury, N.W.

PROPELLERS.
CHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all recordi

;

used by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole proprietors
for Great Britain and Colonies; Thb Intbgbal Pbopbllbb Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holleway, N. Telephone;
Hornsey a34S- Telegrams: "Avlprop (Upholl), London."

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. los. for scale model
Deperdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
«ent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone :

"Chiswick 501."

The London and Provincial

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, MAR, 21, t9W.

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE
Requires no Cooking or Reducing.

Used by the Leading Aircraft Makers
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, etc.'

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wrirc for Free Sample and Prices Yo

RUSSIA CEMENT Co., 76Turnmill Sr. London.E.C.

PERSONAL.

r-^.AST MEDITERRANEAN.—News requested as to Plight-

Lieutenant Cyril F. Lan-Davis, R.N., after October :2th,

1915.—I. Davis, 46, Temple, E.C.

, FOR SALE.

TWO-.SEATER tractor bjplane, 42 ft. by 27 ft-, with S-cylinder

V 6o-h.p. motor, Bosch magneto, 8 ft propellers. Good
condition, space required, sell cheap.—Robinson Bros., Manu-
facturing Woodworkers, Ventnor Street Work-., Leeds.

ENGINEERING.

TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma). —Com-
plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.— British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SDRBITON PARKTEBBACE.KINOSIOM-Oli-THJIHES

Contracloi s to the Admiralty and H'ar Office.

Telegrams:—" Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames
Telephone - Kingston ,672

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

Trade
|

MENDINE] Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE LEADING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTOR3.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Writs for Price List and Particulars

MKNDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.C.
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THE

1 NORMAN THOMPSON I

i FLIGHT CO., LTD. I
= CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY. =

I
SEAPLANES

f

I SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR |

I CURTISS I

I FLYING BOATS |

I and CURTISS |

1 ENGINES 1

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

I MIDDLETON. BOGNOR, SUSSEX |
Telephone

48 Bognor.

Telegrams-

"Soaring" Bognor

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiMMiiuiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHimiH

Contractors to the Admiralty & War Office,

THE

BLACKBURN
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro-Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-

PBESSED STEEL MOUNTINGS, DROP
FORGINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,
WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

^oTks^*: OLYMPIA, LEEDS.
Telephone :

346 RouNDHAY, Leeds.

Telegrams

:

Propellers, Leeds.

The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view of the arrangrement made between the Treasury
and the British Wrlgrht Co., Ltd., In respect to the free
use by the Navv and the Army of the British Wrttrht
Patents, the Directors of the Company bear to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines emlDodvlntr the con-
fltructlons so patented, may be freely manufactured In
Dursuance of such Government orders. The Company Is

prepared to receive applications from British Manufacturers
for licences to manufacture under the Wright Patents
In respect to machines for private use in (ii eat Britain or for
«zport to Forelgrn Governments.

THE OQILVIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents for

these indicators in Great Britain.

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

Gontraotoi^a to H.M. Admiralty, War
Offloe, and Foreign QovarnmantSi

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD

Sole Bailding and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
~ FO« —

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works 1

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Telegtapkii Aidieii— Phone—
• CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLB, LONDON " 5551 HAHPSTB&D,

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Office and Works • KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

Telephone: Telegrams:
Kingston 774 (3 Lim»X " Sopwith, Kingston.'

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS
ROCHESTER, KENT,

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephones ;

—

9, Minst£R-on-Sea.

627, Chatham.

Telegraphic Addresses :

—

" Flight," Eastchcrch.

"Seaplanes," Rochester.

Printed for Th« Aeroplane and General Pobhshing Co., Ltd., by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls Passage,
London, E.C. ; and Published by The Wm. Dawson Publishing Company, Ltd., at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.

Branches in .Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg; in South Africa: Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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Vol. X. No. 10 ONE PENNY WEEKLY [Regislired at ttit O.P.O.]

as a, Newspaper.

MILESTONES-XIX

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORANH: First the European Circuit and Paris-Madrid type. Then the 1912
types, with the taper wing and the modern type wing. Then the 1913 types, " clippeJ wing" type, flown by the late

Mr. Hamel. and the standard tandem types now in use. About the same time came the "parasol." In 1914-15 came
a little biplane like a Nieuport, and the "'destroyer" type with a round section body, flown by Vedrines

^6 99
on

TRIPLEX Sa^fetyGLASS
See Advt inside
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MANCHESTEP^

33

GAC
AIR-SCREWS.

LICENCE "REGY."

" G A.C " Aeroplane Tyres
" G A C." Aero Wheels

" G.A.C " Shock Absorbers

" G A.C " Aero Fabrics
• GNOMOL" Castor Oil

"G-A.C" Featherweight Altimeters

" G A.C." Aer-> Instruments

"GAC." Triplex Glass Goggles

''G A.C." Aero Accessories, Etc.

Terms niid Deliveries on Application.

FEATHERWEIGHT "

AERO ALTIMETERS
THE GENERAL AERONAUTICAL CO., LTD.

Contractors to H.M. Government,
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ON THE WHY AND WHEREFORE OF AGITATION
It is to be feared that many peojjle besides those re-

sponsible for the sins ot omission which have caused the

present agitation lor adequate aerial forces, are annoyed
that such agitation should be taking place. There is a

type of officer—a type whose feelings deserve every re-

spect—who would rather die gallantly, unknown, and ill-

equipped, than- that the Service to which he belongs
should be made the object of Parliamentary and journalis-

tic agitation, even if such agitation should result in his

living gloriously and in his leading perfectly equipped
troops to victory. He has existed in all ages. He
objected to the demagogues of Athens agitating for better

equipment of the Athenian Fleet. He objected to the
debates in the Roman Forum which made for the better

equipment of the armies which were annihilated at Cannae.
Very rightlj' he distnxsts axe-grindinj; politicians and
sensation-mongering newspapers, and he hates the idea of

the people knowing anything about his beloved Service.

He understands and appreciates the methods of Caesar,

Cromwell, and Napoleon, who, when their Armies needed
equipment and needed men, dissolved the talking-shops of

their times, and with their soldiers at their backs, took
from the people whatever was needed for the countrj-'s

good. Such is the better method, and in the end the
cheaper. But we have no such great leader to-day, and
for the good of the Services it is necessary th'a*: those of

us who know the Services' needs should obtain for them
whatever is needed by whatever methods may best serve
our piupose.

It is wholly regrettable that Service deficiencies should
be exposed to the gaze of the vulgar mob. It is, in fact,

flagrantly indecent. But by no other means can the re-

quired equipment be obtained. Requisitions from officers
commanding in the field did not obtain ammunition. Pro-
tests in proper form from officers commanding at sea did
not produce a free hand to make effective the blockade
of Germany, with its resultant stoppage of cotton and
other contraband of war. These things were produced by
agitation. Popular, vulgar, ill-directed, worse expressed,
but none the less effective agitation.
And, be it remembered, such agitation tells nothing to

the enemy. The Germans know better than we do whether
we are short of shells, or whether they are short of cotton.
Likewise they know whether our aircraft are unable to
outpace or outclimb theirs, and whether we have lost
machines and their crews through engine failure, or be-
cause they "failed to return" against the wind owing to
lack of engine power.

Lulling ihe Public.

These things which' are so carefully concealed from the
people of this country happen in full view of the enemy.
By hiding them the people of England are lulled into a
false sense of security. They go on trusting incapable
officials and incompetent officers. The workpeople, on
whom the supply of munitions depends, have not even
now awakened to the fact that we are only at the begin-
ning of a great war. Probably it will not be till the last

two or three years of the war that the People, with a capital

letter, will really awake and exert their full strength to

achieve victory. Trade Unionists are net at heart un-

patriotic
;
they are merely grossly ignorant, and they are

as much misguided by their political leaders as are the

upper and middle classes by theirs.

.Service Politicians.

Even the Services themselves are equally misled by
their politicians, for there are politicians in uniform who
have never made a speech and have never contested a

Parliamentary seat. There are internal politics in both

Services, and in every branch of the Services. There
are men who will sacrifice anything to prevent their own
clique from being put out of power and to prevent their

rivals from coming in.

In the Flying Services, even, there are the theoreti-

cally-scientific parties who would rather have no effective

aeroplanes at all than admit that a rule-of-thumb mechanic
can produce a machine to beat the performances of their

pet brain-waves, for that would mean an admission of

failure and the rise to power of the acti^•e-service-experi-

ence party, who know from bitter results what they want,
and who must have it if we are to obtain and hold the

command of the air.

Th.^t Alleged Dominance.

It is only by agitating and by showing the People that

we have not got and have never had the command of the
air, that we can get for the fighting men the aircraft they
need. The numerous Zeppelin raids and the recent sea-

plane raids on our coasts, have at last exposed to the
People something of the true state of affairs.

Granted that our air forces at the Front are far more
effective than those at home, the fact remains that after

providing all the aircraft and all the pilots necessary for

the extended German fighting line from the North Sea to

Switzerland, from Swntzferland to Greece, from Roumania
to the Baltic, not to mention those lent for use in Turkey
proper and in Mesopotamia, and those which have co-

operated so effectively with the German Fleet, especially

with submarines, Germany can still spare airships and
aeroplanes for raids into England.

We, on the other hand, the richest and the greatest
engineering countr}- in the world, cannot apparently pro-
vide aeroplanes for our line from Arras, or thereabouts, to
the sea, and for our little subsidiary campaigns else-

where, but have to buy French machines which are actu-
ally inferior to those made in this countrv.

Can We Brag?

Look at it any way you like, as a military proposition,
as an engineering proposition, as a commercial proposi-
tion, have we anything to be proud about ? We have had
more experience than the Germans, for in 1911 and 1912
our aeroplanes were far ahead of Germany's and we had
far more pilots. Our privately designed aeroplanes have
always been far better than Germany's. It has only
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been our officially designed machines which have been

behind. And it has only been our official civilian "ex-

perts" who have let the Services down so badty.

To-day we have aeroplanes in this country capable of

flying rings round anything in Germany, but are those

the machines which' officialdom is ordering in hundreds

from "contractors"? No! The "contractors," who build

what the}' are told and have no particular ideas of their

own—generally, be it said, because the}' have not long

been building aeroplanes, and have not yet bought their

experience of official methods—are building to official de-

signs. There are, it is true, exceptions in which a few

Naval machines of unofficial design are being built under

sub-contracts, but even here officialdom prevents most
of those machines from being what the}' might be if the

active-service pilots had a say in the matter.

"Scientific Pull."

So great is the political pull of the pseudo-scientific

party that active-service pilots on leave are not even

allowed to visit aeroplane factories, lest, presumably, thej-

should give independent constructors advice which would
Tielp them to beat official designs, or lest the pilots

should discover what the independent constructor could

produce if given a free hand, and so becom.e still more dis-

satisfied with official designs.

Thus one sees how politics penetrate e\'en into the Ser-

vices themselves, and why such despised beings as Parlia-

mentaiy politicians and journalists—and even the present

writer, who happens to be nn engineer by education and
experience and a journalist merel}' by accident^hope to

do good by agitation. Things need waking up. It is a

case of kill or cure. Certain departments are in a state

of lethargy. Certain officials are absolutely moribund.
Either they must bestir themselves and come to life, or

they must be decently buried and someone else must take
their places.

A Gruesome Illustration.

Apropos of which the following little story may illustrate

the argument better than further concrete examples, if

happened some twenty j'ears and more ago, in Ireland. It

•could only have happened there, for though it resembles

in essence the "realist" type of Russian story, only the in-

tensely practical Irish mind could have operated as it

did. The sentimental Teutonic English always credit the

Irish with being still more sentimental whereas in fact

the Irish are coldly practical and logical, though their

minds act so quickly that they seem to be creatiires of

impulse.

At the time of which I write a pirticularh- beautiful

young Irishwoman lay a-dying in a big country mansion.
She was the mother of two infant sons, fine sturdy bo5's

who have since grown to be a credit to their country. Also
she had, I believe, a baby daughter—though perhaps that

affliction had been spared her. Anyhow, she had every
luxury to make life happy and she had a husband and
children to live for, v'et she insisted on dying. Two
famous Dublin specialists had given her up. Only the
local general practitioner remained to do what he could
to ease her last moments.

In Ireland we bury our dead without undue delay, so,

having made his last farewell, the practical Irish mind of

the hu.sband set about preparing the funeral, with th'e

pomp and circumstance due to the lady's exalted station.

Wreaths were ordered from Dublin. Notices were sent
to the papers .so that friends might be warned in time for

the funeral. The hearse, with' its most impressive trap-
pings of woe, was bidden to be in readiness. The local
sexton was instructed to pi-epare the family vault for the
occasion.

Then it was discovered that the keys of the said vault
had disappeared. The house was searched high and low.
Not a sign of them could be found. The only person who

could possibl)- know of their whereabouts was the prett)-

little lady who lay dying above stairs.

A funeral without the vault was impossible. Bursting

the iron doors of the vault was almost equally so, with

the apparatus available in that out-of-the-way spot. There

was nothing else for it, but that the husband must learn

where the ke^-s were hidden.

He went to his wife's bedside, and found her almost

gone, her face already- bearing the beautiful peace of

death. She was unconscious and barely breathing. Bend-
ing close to her ear he asked, "Norah ! Can you hear

me?" Again and again he asked the question, till at last

there was a feeble movement of the cold lips and a

whisper replied, Irish fashion, with another questionj

"What is it?" Then he asked, "Where are the keys of

the vault ?"

There was no repl\-, but the peaceful expression left

the face. The closed ej^elids seemed to contract, as if a

mental struggle was going on in the dimmed brain. Again
the question was asked, "Where are the Keys of the

\'ault?" The internal struggle showed still more on the

prett}' still face. The local doctor watched it keenly.

'l~he lips mo\ed again, and 'the whisper asked, "Why
are you wanting them?"' Nothing taken aback the

husband said, "Because we will have to bury you there!"

Again the struggle showed round the eyelids, the pallor

of death left the white face. The doctor exclaimed, "By
God! I believe she is going to live." Presentlyj after a
long pause, the lips moved once more and whispered,

"You won't want them."
Peace returned to the face. The doctor bent over her,

felt her wrist, and listened intentl)'. Then he turned to

the' husband and .said, "She's right Never mind your
old vault. She's going to pull through after all. The
shock did it.'

And get well she did, with the result that to-da}' she

is as merry and pretty as ever. Her account of the in-

cident is as interesting as was the doctor's.

She was fading away quite peacefully, free from all

pain, just sliding into oblivion utterh' without worr}',

sorrow, or regret, and completely happy, when someone
or something began knocking at her brain. Some sound
kept on over and over again, and presently shaped itself

into the question about the keys. In spite of her un-
willingness to wake up from her perfect peace, she
struggled to answer and ask her own question in return.

The reply sank slowly into her almost effaced compre-
hension, and then she began to realise what it meant.
She had always been a good Catholic. She began to

think of that gloomy vault and of her husband's ancestors

th^'rein. Suddenl}' the reality struck her and she said to

herself, "No! I will not be buried in that place with all

those Protestant ancestors." It was then that she made
up her mind that the keys would not be wanted, and
said so.

She said that the struggle of coming back to life was
horrible, and that djdng was quite easy and pleasant,

till those ancestors obtruded themselves ; but I fancy she
is still glad that she made (he necessary effort. Anyhow,
her children are, which m.ust be some consolation to her.

Kill or Cure.

Now there you have the priceless example of the kill

or cure method. If it had not been for excessive agitation

that little lady would have gone West years ago. Simi-
larly, agitation may save the Flying Ser\'ices from dis-

solution and from having their places taken by another.

Personally, I have but little fear for the Roj'al Flying
Corps, which is strong and healthy, despite certain defects

which could be put right in a very few weeks if the people
at the top really knew what is happening all the way
down inside. A few doses of fairly strong medicine to

clear the system of internal parasites is about all the

R.F.C. needs.

The R.N.A.S. is rather in a different case, l»t>e3Tial
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disloyalty, not" to the Nation but to the Service as such,
has sapped its strength. Petty jealousies, the improper
appointment of ignorant officials, the penetration into

the Service of certain quacks, impostors, and even worse,
owing to the innocence, or weakness, of perfectly honest
officers, the swelling of the heads of young officers placed
in positions which are too big for them—with consequent
inefficiency and ofiensiveness in their departments, have
all combined to sap the strength of the Service and to briug
it to the verge of dissolution. It may revive under the
shock of agitation, or it may be decently interred in the
Navy's family vault among the Navy's other horrid
skeletons of the past.

In either case it does not much matter. There is certain
work for aircraft to do in connection with the Fleet, and
when the Navy proper awakes to the need for such work
it will get aeroplanes and airships somehow. It may
need a good hard knock from the German Fleet before it

awakes to the fact, but one hopes the awakening will

come in time, and before superior air scouting makes the

German Fleet equal to one twice its size. Such a thing

is quite possible.

On the other hand. Naval aircraft can be little use to

the Fleet if the authorities play with the subject as they

have been doing since war broke out. Pilots of the

Royal Naval Air Service have done very many gallant

individual acts throughout the war, but the influence of

the R.N.A.S., as a Service, on the progress of the war "

has-been practically negligible. No Naval or Military

strategic move is traceable to its influence, and one can-

not recall even a tactical move which it has caused.

Those are the only true gauges of the value of a new
arm, and the R.F.C. can pass both tests.

The R.N.A.S. may become a great Service, the R.F.C.

certainly will, but both need shaking up for their own
good, and that is why agitation is justified.—C. G. G.

BIG ENGINES.
There seems to be a craze at present in all belligerent

countries for aeroplanes with enormous engines, or with
a multiplicity of engines. No doubt big aeroplanes have
their uses in war, and will have much greater uses in

peace, but they are still so much of an experiment that

it will be well for us not to lose our heads over them
and run away with the idea that no engine under 200 h.p.

is of any use—as one officer announced recently. Let us
learn, for the nth time, from Germany.
The " Miinchener Neueste Nachrichten," describing the

recent raid on Laibach by triple-engined Caproni
biplanes, says :—

.

" The result of the fight seems to prove that the 300
horse-power Capronis are not a match for the small,

swift, and agile Fokker monoplanes used by the

Austrians, still less for their 500 horse-power Branden-
burg battle-planes."

The Bale " National Zeitung," which often obtains

accurate information, says, " The big Fokker battleplane

is a fine defensive craft carrying four men, two machine-
guns, and one i-iuch revolver-gun, with 1,000 gallons of

petrol."

It seems evident that, unless armed with guns which
utterly outrange a machine-gun, a huge, slow bomb-
dropper is at the mercy of half a dozen fast " destroyers,"

and, even if such guns be available, they cannot fire as

rapidly as a machine-gun, and one has to trust unduly
to the skill of the gunner, for it can be no easy task to

hit with a shell a tiny scout like a Bristol or a Vickers

travelling 30 or 40 miles an hour faster than the big

machine, if going, in the same direction, and passing or

approaching at over 200 miles an hour if in the opposite

direction.

The only hope of the big bomb-dropper seems to be its

ability to outclimb the destroyer, as certain Caudrons

did recently, which made a raid on Metz with six Fokkers

flying 2,000 feet below them all the way there and back,

and unable to reach them.

The references to the 500 h.p. Brandenburg and the
" big Fokker battleplane " are interesting, and may indi-

cate that the Germans have developed a big machine

.

capable of climbing to great heights to act as a guard

over certain areas against precisely such bomb-droppers.

The obvious reply is small high-climbing machines to

act as a counter-guard for bomb-dropping squadrons, and

here the engine of between 100 h.p. and 200 h.p. finds

its sphere of usefulness.—C. G. G.

A NEW FEDERATION.
Arrangements have bee;i made by the Aero Club of

America, in conjunction with the Aero Club Argentino,

the Aero Club of Brazil, the Aero Club of Chile, and also

clubs of other States of South and Central America, to

form a union, to be called the Aeronautic Federation of

the Western Hemisphere.
The object of this organisation is to ftirther the interests

of aviation in the New World from its sporting, scientific,

political, and industrial aspects.

Mr. Santos Dumont has been nominated president of

the Federation, and Mr. Cortlandt F. Bishop, vice-presi-

An enemy biplane, shot down in the Balkans by a French aviator, being towed to Headquarters.
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dent of the Aero Club of America and vice-president of

the Federation Aeronautique Internationale, was
nominated secretary-general.

The headquarters of the Federation have been fixed at

297, Madison Avenue, New York, in the same building
as the Aero Club of America, and facilities have been
arranged for all members of the Federation to have the

use of the Club House and its library, which is said to

be the most comprehensive of its kind in existence.

This institution, if ably organised, should do much to

assist the New World to make up the time that has been
lost in the past in developing aircraft in the way they
should go. It would be difficult to find a more useful field

for the use of both aeroplanes and airships than in and
around the two American Continents, so that the progress
of the Federation will be viewed with interest.

THE INFANTILE VIEW.
The following letter appeared in the "Morning Post" :

—
Sir,—In the course of the debate on air defence, Mr.

Ellis Griflith called attention to the question of promotion
in the Naval Air Service, and pointed, out that the rank
of Squadron Commander was frequently given to men
who had to their credit no actual flying service." This is

the notorious fact ; and the practice has given rise to the

greatest discontent in the Service. Promotion seems to

follow no principle whatever. It is no more based on
seniority than it is based on war service. Men who have
really fine fighting records, whose feats have again and
again obtained the recognition of their superior officers,

and whose names have been sent in for promotion, have
been obstinately passed over by the responsible authori-

ties, and placed under men who have neither seniority

nor achievement to their credit. It is very hard on young
men who have really donfe well in one of the most hazard-
ous of war services to find their claims to promotion
passed over in this way, and it cannot be good for the

Service as a whole that command should be ' given to

those who have not shown any qualification for it. Yours,
etc., Aviator.
[The letter indicates precisely one of the chief evils of

the R.N.A.S. It is perfectly true that "it cannot be good
for the Seivice as a whole that command should be given
to those who have not shown an}- qualification for it."

Unfortunately many people imagine that mere acrobatic

skill and blind braver}' are a qualification for command.
The contrary is generally the case. A man who is as

brave as a lion has frequently about as much sense—and
the Hon is a singularly stupid animal. As a matter of

fact there has been far too much promotion for mere
bravery and "fighting records," with the result that the

quiet, unadvertised, hard-working officers who have done
the donkey-work of training and organising have been
passed over.

There is, however, much cause for complaint in the
promotion to high command of senior officers who haye
done no flying at all, except for scraping through their

certificate tests. The certificate test is a farce, and there

is no reason whatever why a commanding officer should
be a pilot. But— every wing-commander should be
compelled to spend a minimum number of hours per
month in flying as a passenger. He would then take a

very keen interest in the state of his machines and in the

ability of his pilots.—C. G. G.]

IN RUSSIA.
The " Scotsman " is responsible for the following :

—
At the present time the British sailor and soldier are

found in many a curious and out-of-the-way place, and
few are aware that quite recently we have sent several

hundreds of our Navy men to the help of the Russians.
The R.N.A.S. Russian Fxpedition has gone by way of

the Arctic Sea to lend a hand to the gallant soldiers of

the Emperor of Russia. There has come from " some-

where " on the north coast of Russia a small publication

bearing the name of the " Archangel Herald," being " the

official organ of the R.N.A.S. Russian Expedition. Our
motto, ' Fear God and Fear Nought.' Printed and pub-
lished (weather permitting) twice weekly."
No. I, dated December 14th, 1915, lies before us. As

the passage was an exceedingly rough one, it is not likely

.

that many others were issued. It begins with his Majesty's
Gracious Message to our Squadrons :— i

Buckingham Palace.

To Commander Locker-Lampson.—Tell the men
under your command how glad I am that they have
been placed at the disposal/ of his Imperial Majesty the •

Emperor of Russia. I know they will uphold that

high reputation which they have already earned in the

Western theatre of war. • George, R.I.

The reply was as follows :
—" The officers and men of ;

the armoured car squadrons under my command proceed- ^

ing to Russia deeply appreciate your Majesty's gracious

message, and respectfully desire to express their feelings ,

of encouragement and gratitude upon the eve of their

departure.

—

^Commander Locker-Lampson. " i

On December 12th the party established a record by
'

singing " God Save the King " farther north than any ;

British field force on active service has ever done before.

The editor of this seaborn publication gives a comment
on the King's gracious message written by Commander
Locker-Lampson to the officers and men of the armoured
car squadrons proceeding to Russia, which contains the

,

following passages :—
"We have left our shores for the distant land of a

great Ally on behalf of a cause dear to us both. We shall

be the only British troops in a country containing some
140 millions of stranger-souls. Our force, though nume-
rically small, is yet representative of our far-flung Em-
pire, recruited, as it is, not only from the United King-

dom, but from New Zealand, Australia, Canada, and
South Africa. We are thus called upon to uphold the

honour not of one nation alone, but, in fact, of all those

peoples who make up Greater Britain, and who now
march, united under one King, to victory in this war."

They landed about Christmas, and are now in action,

as the recent casualty list testifies. To fear God and
nothing else is the true spirit of the gallant handy men.

[As most of the officers are civilians and the men are

in the main motor mechanics, and there is no connection

between this force and flying, there is in fact little enough
R.N. or R.N.A.S. about the expedition, though officially it

is both. The fact that one of the oldest Naval aviators

holds a command in the detachment is the chief reason

for including the notice in these pages.—Ed.]

A SLIGHT CONTRAST
A reader of The Aeroplane near whose house a balloon

descended writes as follows :

—

"A balloon descended in a meadow just the other side

of the river a few days ago, though later sailed hence.

The incident reminded me of a tale my grandfather used

. to tell :
—

' 'Twas many, many years ago and aeronauts

were scarce indeed ; in fact, unknown to the majority of

the population in rural districts. However, it came to

pass that one of this rare species was forced to descend

in an agricultural area somewhere in Surrey, and seeing

a son of Adam tilling the soil, called out to him, "Here,
my man, what is the name of that village over there?"

" 'The poor labourer, terrified at seeing a man appear

from the heavens, was almost bereft of his innate courtesy

('twas, of course, long before the introduction of Board
School manners), but wishing to conciliate one who in-

dulged in this god-like sport, just succeeded in stuttering :

" C-C-Claygate, y-y-yer Almighty!"'" (And to think

that in this year of grace 1916, "almighties" are almost as

common as the fowls of the air in that same district.)
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The Development of German Aeronsiuiics—cou^mued.
BY W. L

Herr Reichelt, the Harlan pilot, left Johannisthal soon
after Thelen, hoping to fly to Spain via Paris, a rather

more ambitious scheme than that of his colleagues. Un-
fortunately, however, he lost his bearings in the darkness
after the moon had gone down and before dawn broke.

His motor also struck work at this precarious juncture
and let him down on the roof of a cottage ! Fortunately,
neither Reichelt nor his passenger nor the cottagers were
harmed, although house and machine did not escape scot-

free.

Herr Caspar became runner-up by aggregating 901 miles

in the day, travelling from Hamburg to Kiel, and back
to Breslau, and also touring in Silesia. The final flight

in the contest was made by Herr Schlegel on a Gotha-
Taube monoplane. Leaving Gotha at 12,20 a.m. on Octo-

ber 22nd, he made a series of flights to Mulhausen and
back, thus accumulating 550 miles. He then travelled

to Johannisthal. After replenishment, the journey was
continued to Konigsburg, Insterburg, and Libau, where
he landed at 7 p.m., unfortunately piling up his machine
and breaking his nose. Nevertheless, the total mileage
of 844 counted in the competition.

Thus the net mileage result was Stoefifler ist (about

',300 miles), Caspar 2nd 1901 miles), Sclilegel 3rd (S44

miles), Thelen 4th (826 miles), Stiefvater 5th (714 miles),

though on technical grounds one or two alterations were
subsequently made in the awards.

These flights should have been sufficient warning to our

Naval and Military authorities as to the progress Ger-

many was making, but, as usual, we were too late through
our wait-and-see policy.

OthiJr Big Flights.

During this same month Herr Felix Laitsch made a

continuous flight' of 9! hours with a passenger. He
started from Johannisthal and flew to the Russian frontier,

finally landing at Konigsberg.

Another fine performance on October 27th was a "raid"

by Herr Otto Stoefller, a brother of Viktor Stoeffler, on

Paris from Johannisthal during two days. When restart-

ing from Paris to Warsaw with the world's distance

record in view he had the misfortune to hit a tree at

Versailles, smashing his machine and passenger.

MtLXTARY Progress.
A flight, or rather a series of flights, made by a

squadron of German military pilots, purely as part of

life's work, is some indication of the seriousness with

which aviation was already regarded in the Fatherland.

This tour occupied ten days, and 1,920 miles were covered,

'the stages being Strassburg, Brunswick, Johannisthal,

Konigsberg, Graudenz, Breslau, and Vienna.

An amusing incident occurred at this time, when 'a

military aviator of the 129th Infantry Regiment stationed

at Posen strayed across the Russian frontier. The frontier

guard promptly fired, and as a discretionary measure he

landed. He was told' that he would be detained overnight

and taken to vSlupce in the morning. As, however, there

was no train connection with this excellent station he

proposed that he should fly there, accompanied by an

officer of the frontier guard. The request was acceded to,

and off they started ; but either by accident or design

the pilot landed in Germany, m.uch to the disgust of the

"escort."

By the end of the 3^ear the Germans had the satisfaction

of knowing that they were superior, in materiel at any

rate, to any of the world's Powers. Each of the twenty-

two army corps existing on a peace footing had its pro-

perly equipped and organised aeroplane section.

What the Gkrman Public Had Done.

A meeting of the trustees of the National Aviation Fund
held in December, 1913, at Berlin, revealed in some degree

the chief source of the German air fleet. To that date

. WADE.

^^361,725 had been received in public subscriptions. Of

this, £29,314 had been allotted to the training of aviators,

£23,975 to prizes and bonuses, £10,650 for the organisa-

tion of flying contests, ^15,000 to long-distance flights,

£S,ooo to the Colonial Office for the advancement of flying

in the colonies, £2,750 to prizes for military aviators,

£11,250 to aero-eugine competitions, ;£5,ooo to stations for

\vaterplanes, £6,250 to naval waterplane competitions,

£12,500 to the establishm.ent of a waterplane base on the

Baltic. A further .£36,800 was earmarked for the tiaming

of pilots, i;33,479 to their insurance, and /;30,ooo for speed

contests in the coming year 1914.

What the German Schools Had Done.

A comparison of the work done at Johannisthal during

1913 with that performed in previous years is .some key

to the progress made throughout Germany.

Number of days on which flying occurred.—1911, 2S9

;

1912, 317; 1913. 336.

Number of flights performed. -1911, 7i4S9; ^7,(>5'^>

1913. •36,817-

Total duration of flights.— 1911, 821 hrs. 41 mms.
;
1912,

1,966 hrs. 3 mins.
; 1913, 4,096 hrs. 48 mins.

Number of aviators «ho have taken certificates.—191 1,

47; 1912, 98; 1913, 172.

Aviators who have made long flights.—191 r, 45; 1912,

84; 1913, 212.

Distance covered in kilometres.—19:1, 57.522; 1912,

157,284; 1913, 3^7.760.

Number of flights which have caused accidents.— 1911,

119; 1912, 165; 1913, 320.

Percentage of ditto.—191T, 0.84 per cent,
;
1912, 0.61 per

cent.
; 1913, 0.31 per cent.

Number of fatal accidents.—1911, 5; 1912, 5; 1913. 12.

-Percentage of ditto.—1911, 0.066 per cent.
; 1912, 0.028

per cent.
; 1913, 0.032 per cent.

The figures show an enormous increase in the dura-

tion of flights, although strangely enough the number

of aviators who passed their brevets there was not so great

as one would expect. The percentage of accidents seems

high, but it must be remembered that the Johannisthal

aerodrome existed very largely 'for the testing of experi-

mental machines by small makers, which in Germany

were usually very badly made. The big firms had, as a

rule, their own test grounds.

The Great Dur.wion Flights.

In February, 1914, a recrudescence of long-distance

flying occurred. On the 3rd, Herr Bruno Langer, on a

L.V.G. biplane, put up the world's duration record to

14 hours 7 minutes, beating M. Fourny's bid French

record by 50 minutes. The flight was not a straight one,

but was made in the vicinity of Johannisthal. The

machine was of the "arrow" type, and so steady that

Langer whiled away the tedious hours by reading a

novel. He started out with 145 gallons (1,050 lbs.) of

petrol on board.

He did not retain the record for long, however, for on

the 7th Herr Ingold, on an Aviatik biplane, flew for

16 hours and 20 minutes. During this time he flew some-

thing like a thousand miles. Both these machines were

fitted with the wonderfully reliable Mercedes engine,

which so many people have tried to copy without success.

Not to be outdone, Herr Langer made a further effort

on February 13th. Starting from Johannisthal on the

same machine as that which he used for his previous

flight, he travelled to Konigsberg and part of the way

back, but as the sixteenth hour struck petrol ran short

and brought him down.

On February 8th Herr Max Schiiler left Johannisthal

and flew to Kiel via Hamburg, finally landing after 9

hours 45 minutes. His machine was an Ago biplane

(loo-h.p. Argus motor).
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The French pilots were also robbed of a ;gassenger

height record when Herr Theleii carried four passengers

on an Albatros "arrow" biplane to 2,750 metres.

On February 19th Herr Basser made a cross-country

flight from Johannisthal to Frankfort, Bingen, Cologne,

Duisburg, and Wanne, on a Rumpler monoplane, remain-

ing aloft for 10 hours 6 minutes.

On the same day Herr Linnekogl put the German
height record up to 13,900 feet, his climb being finally

stopped by frozen lubricating oil. Truly a wonderful

mouth's work, especially for February.

The Last " Pkinck Henrv " Circuit,

Preparations for another 1 rince Henry Circuit Competi-

tion were commenced, and the entries, military and
civilian, indicated the steadiness with which the German
Air Fleet was growing.

vSeventy-seven entries in all were received for the cir-

cuit, which was limited to 20 civilians and to 20 military

pilots on Government machines.

The entries were as follows :—Military section, all with

loo-h.p. 6-cyl. Merced'^s motors.—A, Monoplanes : Lieut.

Canter (Rumpler), Capt. von Detten (Aibairos), Lieut.

Hantelmann (Albatros), Lieut, joly (Gotha), Lieut. Kast-

ner (Albatros), Lieut. Ladewig (Rumpler), Lieuts. Pfeifer

and Pretzell (both Albatros). B, Biplanes : Lieuts. von
Beaulieu, von Buttlar, Carganico, Schlemmcr, von Thuna,
Walz and Wentscher (all L.V.G.), Lieut. Bonde and Lieut,

von Hiddessen (Albatros), Lieut. Geyer (Aviatik), Lieut.

Bmrich (Otto).

Civilians.—A, Monoplanes : Auslinger (loo-h.p. Goe-
decker). Von Arnim (120-h.p. Stiploschek), Beck (loo-li.p.

Kondor), Freindt (120-h.p. Jeannin), Friedrich (loo-h.p.

Rumpler), Hofig (loo-h.p. D.F.W.), Krumsiek (loo-h.p.

Hansa-Gotha), Paschen (iio-h. p. Bristol), Schlegel (100-

h.p. Gotha), StefTen (ico-h.p Etrich), vStiefvater (120-h.p.

"Bulldog" of Prince Siegismund of Prussia). B, Bi-

planes: Hennig (So-h.p. Schwade), Laitsch (loo-h.p.

L.V.G.), Schauenburg (loo-h.p A.E.G.), Schiiler (140-

h.p. Ago), vSchroeder (loo-h.p. Sommer), Sommer (8o-h.p.

Sommer), Viktor Stoefifier (loo-h.p. Aviatik), Thelen (75-

. h.p. Albatros), Weyl (i4o-h'.p. Otto).

Barring two Gnomes, both in Sommer biplanes, all

the motors entered were German ; two other rotary motors,

however, entered, the vSch'wade and Uberursel, built on
the Gnome system, the last being fitted to vStoeffier's

machine.

An Internatioxai. Complication.

A German aviator bearing the Slavonic name of

Miechewski got himself seriously into trouble with the

Russian authorities at this period. Intending to fl}- to

Konigsberg, he left Leipzig on a 70-h.p. D.F.W. mono-
plane, and somehow got over the Russian frontier and
landed near the fortress of Pultush', where he w^as

promptly arrested. This was extraordinarily hard luck

after a journey of 450 miles, and it took weeks of negotia-

tion to get him released.

A notable flight was performed in March by Captain
Christiansen two days after taking his pilot's certificate,

when he flew -from Hamburg-Fuhlsbiittel via Kiel to

Dresden. The journey took 10 hours, and heavy snow and
rain were encountered, so it speaks wonders for the Gotha-
Hansa monoplane that such a novice should have com-
pleted the journey. Shortly afterwards Herr Krumsieck
flew the same machine from Diesden to Hamburg and
part of the way back, finally landing for want of petrol

after 12 hours in the air—a world's record for a mono-
plane.

Another Military Performance.
In April a fine flight in a howling gale was made by

Lieut. Hesse and Captain Feigel on a loo-h.p Jeannin
steel monoplane. It is alleged that the journej^ from
Hanover to Berlin was done at the rate of 150 miles per
hour, but although this seems an exaggeration it is just
possible that it was done, although the landing mu.st

have been horrible to watch, unless the wind at low levels

was more moderate.

During March, Herr Thelen broke a world's record by
taking three passengers to a height of 12,140 feet on an

Albatros biplane, and Herr Linuekogl, on a loo-h.p.

Pumpler monoplane, captured the two-seater height

record from M. Perreyon with 17,900 feet.

In the same month Herr Linnekogl captured the world's

single-seater height record at Johannisthal with a flight

to 20,670 feet, the pre\ious holder being the late Nieuport

pilot, M. Legagneux.

Real Military Expansion.

In April the news leaked out that the German authori-

ties had increased the establishments at their military

aerodromes on a scale com.parable to nothing existing in

this country. For instance, three large sheds were built

at Doberitz, one of which held 50 machines. The second,

which was 220 feet long, contained all the aeroplanes in

daily use by the squadrons, while the third, which was
still larger, contained aeroplanes which were held in re-

serve for mobilisation purposes, together with their mech-
anical transport. The reserve machines were kept in

perfect flying order and were brought out every day or

so. A thorough inspection was made, the engine of each

machine was run for a few minutes to see that it was all

right, and fim^lly the aeroplanes were replaced.

Whenever a machine belonging to one of the squadrons
was smashed one of the reserve aeroplanes was drawn
from this store and orders were given to the appropriate

manufacturer for a new one. Thus, when the inevitable

war mobilisation took place, there were vast stores of

brand-new aeroplanes for the German military pilots.

The first German Colonial Air Station was al.so estab-

lished at Karibib, in German South-West Africa, an
Aviatik and a Roland biplane being sent there with
Herren Truck and Fiedler as pilots.

A Great Military Enterprise.

The catalogue of German military enterprises becomes
wearying, but one incident must not go unrecorded.

On May 5th the air stations at Cologne, Posen, Konigs-
berg, Halberstadt, Metz, Strassburg, Darmstadt, and
Graudenz were each ordered to turn out three machines,

each of which was to carry a passenger besides the pilot,

and fly to Doberitz, near Berlin. Out of the eight detach-

ments, seven accomplished their itineraries, which were
predetermined so as to be at least 500 kms. long, the sole

exception being the Darmstadt section, which did not

start owing to local weather trouble. The best flight was
made by the Cologne officers, who arrived at Doberitz
in three hours, a journey which requires 9I hours in the

best trains. The aviators stationed at Doberitz were
ordered to fly round Grossenayn, Halberstadt, and back,

also a distance of 500 kms. Ten ofiicers started, and all

returned safely.

(To be continued.)

FROM ONE WHO KNOWS.
M. Dumesnil, a Deputy, who is with the Service

d'Aviation at the front, set forth in the "Matin" of

February 24th the remedies needed to improve the air

service. H# advocates the closest liaison between the'

aviators at the front and the manufacturers, and the adop-
tion of short-period building programmes, since inven-

tion on both the French and the German side is constantly

changing the conditions of air fighting. He considers

the superiority of the Fokker precarious, and that the

French "destroyers" are equal to it, but there are not

enough of them. The "destroyer" he regards as being the

real master in the air, for without, it regular air work,
artillery spotting, bombing, photography, and reconnais-

sance are impossible. These types should be well armed
so as to be able, by carrying war behind the enemy's
lines, to prevent the deadlock in the trenches from being
repeated in the air.
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6

Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette," February, 29th, 1916.

AdiVukaltv, Februarv 26th.
RO\.\L NA\AL AIR SERVICE.—To be temp, flig-ht lieu;.:W
. P. (j|-o\ es. February 1st.'*!(•*
From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 1st, 1916.

War Okkick, .i\Iarch 1st.RO\AL FLYING CORPS.—Miutauy WiNG.-Eqpmt. Offic-r •

-Maj. G. M. Griffith, R.A., (rom D.A.Q.M.G. February 4tih.
.Memorandum.—To be temp. sec. lieuts. for duty \vitJ-i Royal

i-lying Corps: Sergt. J. Inwood, 3rd Can. Mmd. R. February
7th. First Class Air Mechanic F. R. Hatch, R.N.A.S. Febru-
ary 2 1 St.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 2nd, 1916.

War Offi..:e, March 2nd.REGULAR FORCES.

—

^Mkmorandum.—To be sec. lieuts. for
.=er\ ice in the field—February 6th : First Class Air Mechanic W. J
Cooper, Royal Flying Corps; First Class Air Mechanic J. W.
Burt, Royal Flying Corps.

.Staff.—Adj. -Gen. 's and Omr.=Gkn.'.s Staff.—Dep. Assist.
Qmr.-Gen. -Capt. (temp. Maj.) Archibald Christie, R.A., from a
Squadron Commander, R.F.C., and to retain his temp, rank
whilst so employed, vice Maj. G. M. Griffith, R.A. Februarv 4th,
1916.

ESTABLISHMENTS.- Royal Flying Corps.- Milita.u'
Wing.—Sqdn. Comrs., and to be temp. majs. whilst so employed

—

February 16th: Capt. C. Bovill, R.A., from Staff Officer, R.F.C.
Capt. W. F. MacXeece, R. W. Kent, from flight com.

Flight Com.—Temp. Lieut. G. A. Burney, Scot. H. Veo., from
flying officer, and to be temp. capt. whilst so emplovetl. lanu.ary
iStli.

Flying Officers.—Appt. of Capt. M. G. Lee, 40th Pathans, LA.,
in "Gazette," February 4th, cancelled. February isth : Temp.
Capt. J. T. Powell-Whittaker, A.S.C., and transfd. to Gen. List,
lemp. Lieut. E. H. Gibbon, R.E., T.F.

; Temp. Sec. Lieut.
D. H. Gray, Lpool., and transfd. to Gen. List; Temp. Sec. Lieut.
J. E. H. Freeman, R. W. Surrey, and transfd. to Gen. List

;

Temp. Sec. Lieut. R. A. Pierpoint, R. Berks., and transfd. to
Gen. List; Temp. .Sec. Lieut. A. W. Keen, A.S.C., and transfd.
to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. S. L. Pettit, R.F., S.R., and seed.;
Sec. Lieut. R. J. Bevington, R.A., S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. R. P.'

Sherriff, N. Staffs., S.R., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. J. C. Simpson,
S.R. February i6th : Temp. Lieut. G. J. Jones, Lanes. F., and
transfd. to Gen. List

;
Temp. Lieut. K. T. IDowding, R. W.

Surrey, T.F.
; Sec. Lieut. D. D. G. Hall, Yorks., S.R., and seed.

February 17th : Capt. M. G. Lee, 40th Pathans, LA.
;
Temp.

Lieut. P. G. Marr, Army CycL C, and transfd. 10 Gen. List;
Sec. Lieut. R. M. S. Shepherd, R. Irish, S.R., and seed.

;
Temp.

Sec. Lieut. W. S. Earle, Gen. List
;
Temp. .Sec. W. L. Clark,

Middx., and transfd. to Gen. List. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—D. Gush-
ing, M. M. Mowat, W. A. Spratt, G. M. Murray, H. H. McL.
Eraser, C. A. Lewis. C. W. Blain.

Flying Officers (Observers)—October 21st: Capt. G. Hender-
son, 38th K.G.O. Cent. Ind. H., LA.; Temp. Capt. W. Milne,
Gen. List; Lieut. R. G. H. Murray, 9th Gurkha R., LA.

;
Temp.

Lieut. N. C. Sampson, Gen. List; Lieut. G. A. Parker, Northants,
and seed.; Lieut. J. V. Steel, R.A., and seed.; Lieut. J. G.
Selby, R.A., and seed. ; Lieut. 1. Macdonell, Lord Strathcona's
H. (R. Can.); Lieut. E. N. Clifton, Coldstream Guards, S.R.

;

Temp. Sec. Lieut. M. A. J. Orde, Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. J. E.
Evans, R. Welsh F., and seed.; Temp. Sec. Lieut. C. Seedhouse,
Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. J. O. Andrews, R. Scots, and seed.
February 2nd : Sec. Lieut. B. E. Sutton, West, and Cumb. Yeo.

;

Sec. Lieut A. W. F. Glenny, A.S.C., and seed. February 12th:
Temp. Lieut. F. J. Roberts, A.S.C., and transfd to Gen. List;
Sec. Lieut. H. Welch, R.F.A , T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. N. N. Caton,
R.F.A., S.R. ; Temp. Sec. Lieut. H. D. W. Wilson, Gen. List.
February 15th: Temp. Sec. Lieut. G. G. Boyton, Gen. List;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. N. L. Robertson, Gen. List. February 17th :

Temp. ^ec. Lieut. A. Duguid, R.A., and transfd. to Gen. List;
Sec. Lieut. E. W. Stubbs, Lpool., T.F.

;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. G.

Price, Gen. List. Asst. Eqpmt. Officers—Sec. Lieut. G. J. King,
\V. Yorks., T.F. December 6th. February i^th : Temp. Capt.
B. T. Monier-Williams, R.A., and transfd. to Gen. List; Temp.
Capt. E. A. Goodwin, Cheshire, and transfd. to Gen. List

;
Temp.

Lieut. E. A. Jackson, Yorlcs. L.L. T.F.
;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. J.

Howard, Beds., and transfd. to Gen. List. Sec. lieuts., S.R.

—

C. P. W. Jolliffe, R. E. H. Daniel, J. D. Troup, H. Phillips,
S. A. Alder, T. L. Collins, J. V. Read, E. L. Pegge, ^. F.
Howard, G. F. Underwood, R. F. Tindall, W. C. Stringer, F. C.
Rowe.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.-SuppLFMpyrAKY 10

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wino.—
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : D. Gushing,
M. M. Mowat, W. A. Spratt, G. M. Murray, H. H. McL. Eraser,
C. W. Blain, C. A. Lewis, G. F. Underwood.
To be sec lieuts. (on prob.) : D. P. Starr. February 22nd

February 23rd : H. B. Prior, G. D. Rae, N. W. Morrison.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Yeomanry.—Co. of Lond. (Wesi=
minster Dcn'S.).—Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) G. W. Hodgkinson
seed, for duty with Royal Flying Corps. January 19th.

Queen's (Royal West Surrey Regt.).—Lieut. Kenneth i-'.

Dowding is seed, for duty with the Royal Flying Corps. Feb. ibih.

VoKKs L.I.—Lieut. L. A. Jackson seed, for dutj- with Rov.il

Flying Corps February isth.

Royal Flying Corps.—Hants Aircraft Parks.—W. H.
.Stutt to be lieut. (temp.). March 3rd. To be sec. lieuts. March
3rd : G. S. Wilkinson, R. S. Burch, A. A. Maxwell.

• *

From the "London Gazette," March 3rd, 1916.

War Office, .March 3rd.

REGUL.AR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Flight Corns, from Flying Officers and
to be temp, capts. while so employed.—February 21st : Lieut. R.
Egerton, R. Irish F. ; Sec. Lieut. W. T. L. Allcock, S.R.

Infantry.—Princess Charlotte of Wales's (Royal Berkshiie

Regt.)—.Sec. Lieut, to be Lieut. September 27th, 1916 : Harold
Howett, and to be seed, from October 21st, 1915, for .service with

the Royal Flying Corps.

SPECIAL RESER^"L OF OFFICERS.—Supplement.'^ry 10
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. Lietit. (on prob.) R. L. Burdon-Sanderson confirmed in rank.

To be sec. lieuls. (on prob.) : A. H. G. Fellowes. February
23rd. G. R. MqCubbin. February 28th.'

* * *

From Tne "London Gazette" Supplement, March 4tta, 1916.

War Office, March 4th.

REGUL.AR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flyisg
Corps.—.Military Wing.—Flying Officers.—Feb. 19th : Sec.

Lieut. K. M. L. Ainslie, Middx,, T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. S. P. Simp-
son, Beds., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. R. L. Burdon-Sanderson, S.R.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—To
be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : C. Lambert. January 26th. G. G
Fiddes. February 5th.

NAVAL.
The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on

February 29th :— .
.

-

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. R. M. Yeates entered as

proby. Flight Sub-Lieut, (temp.), and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for R.N.A.S'., to date February 9tih.

* * »

The following appointments were notified at the .Admiralty on

March ist :

—

Royal Naval .Air Service.—Sqdn. Com. H. L. Woodcock pro-

moted to the rank of Wing-Com., R.N.A.S., with the acting rank
of Com., R.N., with seniority February 29th.

Temp. Sub-Lieut., R.N.V.R., G. Whale, to the "President,"
additional, for R.Nr.A.S., to date March ist.

f.ate .Sapper (Canadian Engineers) Harry S. Murton entered as

prob}-. Flight Sub-Lieut, (temp.), and appointed to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date February iith.

* * *

The following' appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
March 2nd :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Temp. Warrant Officer, second
grade, G. D. Nelson and Mr. C. Birch granted temp, com-
missions as lieut. R.N.V.R. and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date February 29th and March 3rd

respectively.

.Air Mechanic, first grade, J. C. Atkinson granted the temp,
rank of sub-lieut. R.N.V.R. and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date February 29th.

« « «

The following appointment was notified at the .Admiralty on
March 46h, 1916 :

—

Royal Naval Aik Service.—Flight Com. (temp.) J. W, K.
.Allsop, to the "President," additional, for the .Air Department,
.Admiralty, to date March 3rd.

« « »

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
March 6th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Surg. E. L. Markham to

"President," for R.N.A.S.; E. P. Currall, W. R. Parsonage,

J. W. Sharpus, E. H. Cockshott, and J. Honey, all granted tem-
porary commissions as Lieutenants, R.N.V.R. ; L. A. Powell
entered as Probationary Flight Sub-Lieutenant for temporary
service, and all appointed to ' President," for R.N.A.S.

^ * *

The Secretary of the .Admiralty issued the following on Febru-
ary 29th :

—

Flight Sub-Lieut. Simms, R.N.A.S., to-day attacked and shot
down a hostile aeroplane, wihioh fell in flames a short distance
in front of the Belgian lines, the combat and result being in

full view of the Belgian soldiers in the trenches.
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Tihe Secretary of die Admiralty mydc the following announce-

ment late on March 3rd :

—

The French authorities at Duni'Cirk rejxvrt that a German sea-

plane was picked up at 10 a.m. yesterday three miles north ol

Middelkerlce ilank. It had come down at 9 p.m. on Wednes-
day wihen returning from England. One of tiie observers was
drowned and the other picked up and made prisoner.

[This is probably the seaplane which passed over the soutlh-east

coast of England on Wednesday night between 6.15 and 6.25 and
dropped bombs.—Ed.

|

* * *

The Coroner for East Kent held an inquest at Dover on Febru-

ary 29th into the death of Flight Lieut. Harold Rosher, who was
killed on Sunday. The evidence showed that his machine (a

"scout" biplane) nose-dived from a Jieight of about 260 ft. The
tail was on top of him, the machine apparently having fallen

upside down. Nothing was known as to the cause of fhe acci-

dent. Verdict : Death from misadventure whilst testing a

machine.
* * *

The following appeared on -March 3rd :

—

The marriage arranged between Lieut. Basil E. P. Gregg,
R.N.-A.S., only son of the late Rev. E. P. Gregg, M.A., of Upton
Rectory, Torquay, and Winifred Standish, second daughter of

Captain Anthony S. Thomson, C.B., Elder Brother of Trinity

House, took place very quietly yesterday at St. Mary's Church,
West Kensington.

The following appeared on March •^rd ;—

•

OMMANNEY—GA.SCOYNE.—On February 29th, at Roe-
hampton Parish Church, by Canon Brown, Flight Sub-Lieut.

George Gascoyne Ommanney, R.N., son of General A. E.

Ommanney, C.B., and Mrs. Ommanney,, of Lostwood, Lang-
ford, Somerset, to Darotlhy Edith Gascoyne, eldest daughter
of Capt. W. W. and .Mrs. Gascoyne, of Westwell, Ashford,
Kent.

MILITARY
G.H.Q. dispatch of February 29tli says : —
This morning a German aeroplane, Albatros type, was brought

down south of Merville behind our lines. Another hostile aero-

plana turned completely over, burst into flames, and fell behind
the German lines in tihe vicinitv of La Bass6e.

This afternoon a German captive ballcwn broke loose and
drifted northwards at a great height, passing over our lines east

of Bethune.
[See Belgian communique.—Ed.

J

* * * ^

G.H.Q. dispatch of March 1st says :

—

Yesterday there were twenty encounters in the air on our front.

The enemy losses were reported yesterday. One of our machines
failed to return from a reconnaissance.

The Casualty List published on March 2nd contained the follow-
ing :—
KILLED (undated).—Sec. Lieut. A. E. C. Archer, Buffs (E.

Kent) and Royal Flying Corps.
CANADIAN CONTINGENT.—The following correction is

reported :

—

Previously unofficially reported Killed, now officiali.v

REPORTED Died.
Lieut. C. .V. G. Field, 4th Infantry, attd. Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The Casualty List published on March 3rd contained the follow-
ing :—
WOUNDED (February 25th).—Sec. Lieut. J. C. Barraclough,

Yorlcs R. and Royal Flying Corps.

The Casualty List, published on March 6th contains tJie follow-

ing :

—

PKliVlOUSLV KtPORTED MiSbl.Vt;, NOW REPORTED PRISONER
OF War.

Sec. Lieut. L. J. Pearson, R.E. and Royal Flying Corps.

Wounded.
First Class Air Mechanic H. Briggs, 3508, Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following casualties in the E.vpeditionary Force were re-

ported on March 71 h under date February 29th :—
Killed.

Stileman, Sec Lieut. C. H., R. Fusiliers and Royal FJying
Corps.

Wounded.
Bloomfield, Sec. Lieut. W. S. R., Royal Flying Corps.

-Mills, Sec. Lieut. G. C, Royal F'lying Corps.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on Mardi
3rd :—

STILEMAN.—^Killed in action, on February 29th, Cecil

Herbert Stileman, Royal Flying Corps, the dearly loved elder

son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 1. Stileman, of Derwent House,
Wimbledon Park, aged twenty-two years.

* * *

The following appeared in blie obituary columns on March 7th :

O'BRIEN.—Killed in action on March 3rd, in Flanders,
Second Lieutenant Terence Donough O'Brien, i6th Lancers,
attached Royal Flying Corps, dearly loved and only son of

Brigadier-General E. D. J. O'Brien, C.B., late i4tih Hussars,
Commanding Western Mounted Brigade, and Mrs. O'Brien,
The Rectory, Bu.\led, Sussex, aged twenty on February 28th.-

Dulce ct decorum est pro patria mori.
* if' *

.Second Lieut Albert Erskine Carson Aroher, who was killed

in an aeroplane accident in France, was the eldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas .'\rcher, Beaufield, Stillorgan, Dublin, and was in

his twentieth year. Gazetted to the Buffs in June, 1915, he was
appointed to the R.F.C. in .September, 1915, and for some months
Ijefore going to the front was attached to a squadron
near London. In a letter &i condolence to Mrs. -Archer,

Major Hawker, V.C., D.S.O., wrote :—"Your son is a great loss

both to the squadron and his country. Popular and cheerful, he
was one of my very best pilots, and I greatly appreciated his pluclc

and resourcefulness in carrying out aTiy duty entrusted to him.
.\s you probably know, he was in command of one of my flights,

and, though he was very young, I had i*|tended that he should
be promoted at the end of the month. His death was
instantaneous."

-Second Lieut. Cecil Herbert Stileman received his commission in

October, 1914, and was afterwards attached to the 15th Battalion
County of London Regiment.

Second Lieut. T. I). O'Brien received his appointment in
-'\ugust, 1914.

* # *

The following appeared in the births columns on March 2nd :

—

MORTIMER.—On February 29th, at West End, Fronie, the
wife of George Mortimer, Royal Flying Corps, of a son.

* * *

The "Mail" tells the following amusing story :

—

A Herne Bay (Kent) resident taking the air in a field outside
his house on Sunday afternoon (February 27th) was aroused by the
whirring of an aeroplane. He loolced up, startled by tihe possi-
bility of a raiding visitor, and the machine, to his surprise, came
down lightly and neatly, and "settled" near by.

The pilot climbed stiffly out of his seat, walked up to the resi-

dent, and said quietly, "Am I a prisoner.'"

"A prisoner? Well—but surely you are an Englishman, are
vou not?'" I

The first Balkan reconnaissance. X Caudron biplane starting on the first reconnaissance flight made from Salonika.
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"I'm an Englishman right enough," said the aviator. "But
isn't this Holland?"
"Holland? Good Heavens, no!" was the reply. "This is

Herne Bay !
'

'

"Well!" said the pilot with a perfect sigh of. relief. "And I

thought I was in Holland! My petrol was running out, 1 found
myself near the sea, and fearing I might drop in I decided to save
my skin and come down herel"
The adventurer turned out to be Lieut. K. J. H. Thayre, of the

Royal Flying Corps. He explained his experience by saying that
after breakfast that morning he went up, with a number of others,
on a bombing venture from his station in France. He had flown
over the German lines when the mechanism for releasing the
bombs he carried jammed. Enemy aircraft furiously engaged
him ; in the fight which followed he lost his map and his compass',
and at a height oi a couple of thousand feet he flew across the
§ea, There in the mist he lost his bearings, but after a while
he sighted land.

Flying down to what he imagined would be internment, he
lound instead a hearty British welcome. He telephoned to Lon-
don, reported his adventure and its happy issue, repaired his

machine, and next morning flew back to his park of nesting
hawks "somewhere in France."

[In view of the difficulty of achieving perfection the young
gentleman is to be congratulated on his sigh, if not on his navi-

gation. It is to be hoped that the rest of the "nesting hawks"
have better fitted compasses, or know how to read what they
have got. The story, which appears to be true, is an amusing
variant of the year-old story of the officer who started in Kent,
bravely flew the mouth of the Thames, landed in Essex, and
thought the natives were talking Flemish.—Ed.]

* * «

At lo p.m. on March ist the Secretary of the War Office issued

the following announcement :

—

A German seaplane passed over a portion of the South-East
Coast of England between 6.15 and 6.25 this evening, atid

dropped several bombs.
No military damage was done.
A child of nine months old is reported to have been killed.

[See note under "Invasions of England."—Ed.]
• • •

Early on March 6th the War Office issued the following com-
munique :— 12.40 a.m.

A Zeppelin raid took place last night, wlien two hostile airships

crossed over the North-East Coast, but at the time of this report

their movements have not been clearly defined.

Some bombs were dropped, which fell in the sea near the shore,

But information is not yet available as to whether any damage has

been done on land.

A further communique will be issued later.

« * «

Soon after midday the following additional official particulars

were issued:— 1.20p.m.
The number of Zeppelins which took part in last night's raid

is now believed to have been three.

.After crossing the coast the airshijxs took various courses, and
from the devious nature of their flight were apparently uncertain

as to their bearings.

The area visited included Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, Rutland,

Huntingdon, C^ambridgeshire, Norfolk, Essex, and Kent.

As far as is known, about forty bombs were dropped altogether.

The casualties so far ascertained amount to ;

—

Killed : Three men, four women, and five children.

Injured : Thirty-three.

The material damage was : Two terraces of houses practically

destroyed ; one office, one public-house, a cafe, and several shops

partly destroyed, and a block of almshouses badly damaged.
[Ago in one regrets one's inability to compliment the War

Office on its efficiency. Many newspapers could have given better

information than that contained in the 12.40 a.m. communique.
Further, if only 40 bombs were dropped the amount of damage

• done, even calculating only that officially admitted, seems to ha\e

been unduly great, so that one assumes that the number of boml)--

is under-estimated, especially as most of them seem to have been

incendiaries, which are comparatively small. Doubtless, some
bombs were dropped purpKJsely in the sea so as to allow that

particular ship to rise high over the snow-cloud.—Ed.]
« « «

The Secretary of the War Office made tihe following announce-

ment on March 7eh at 2 p.m. :

—

It has now been ascertained that 90 bombs were dropped by the

enemy airships during the raid of March 5th-6tii.

Bombs appear to have been dropped indiscriminately over rural

districts. "liiis may be due to the fact that owing to the rough
weather the Zeppelins were uncertain as to their wfhereabouts and

were anxious to get rid of their bombs before escaping under cover

of night.

No military damage of any description was caused.

The casualties were entirely confined to the civil population, and

of those previously reported as injured one has since died in a

village in Lincolnshire, bringing the total killed to 13.

THE COURT CIRCULAR.
At Buckingham Palace on Saturda\-, March 4 th, the King,

conferred the following, decorations ;

—

Military Cross.—-Captain Williatii Sanday, Royal Flying
Corps.

The DisTiNGutsiiED Servici- Cross.- -Lieut. James Cadm.-m.
R.N.V.R.

FK.4NCE.

The communique of March 1st says :

—

Our aviators, on a bi-molor aeroplane, brougilit down a
German machine, vvihioh fell at La Bass6e in the German
trendhes, and took fire on touching ground.

* * *

The communique of March 2nd says :

—

In Champagne a German aeroplane cannonaded by our
batteries near Suippes fell in flames in the enemy lines.

Last night one of our bombardment squadrons dropped 44.
bombs of all calibres on the station of Chambley, which appears
to have sustained great damage. Notwithstanding a lively

cannonade our aeroplanes returned unharmed.
During the day our aeroplanes also threw 40 bombs on the

station of Bensdorf and <j on the enemy establishments of Avri-
oourt.

* * *

The communique of March 3rd says :

—

Adjudant Navarre yesterday in the regio.n of Douau:ni.nt

brought down a sixth German aeroplane of the Albatros tjpe,

which fell in our lines. The occupants, who were wounded,,

were taken prisoners.
* * *

The communique of March 5th says :

—

One of our aeroplanes la^t night dropped several bombs on

the railway station of Conflans, where great activity prevailed.

GERMANY.
The communique of March ist says :

—

In an aerial fight near Menin we forced a British biplane to-

descend, and it was captured with its occupants.

Two French biplanes were shot down by rifle fire, one near

Vezaponin, north-west of Soissojis, its occupants being cap-

tured, and the second to the south-west of Soissons. .App.tr-

ently its occupants arc dead.

An aeroplane piloted by Reserve Lieut. Kuhl, with Reserve

Lieut. Faber as observer, brought to a standstill by bombing a

military transport train on the Besancon and Jussey road, and:

successfully attacked with their maohine-gun the men of ihe

train.
* • *

The communique of March and says :

—

North-west of Mitau a Russian aeroplane was brought down,,

and we captured its occupants. Our aviators successfully at-

tacked the railway works at Molodetschno.

fMolodctschno is a railway junction between Wilna and Minsk.

Much fighting took place there in the Russian retreat from the

Niemen.J

A Bulgarian dog, now converted to be pro-Ally, the property of

the adjudant-Aviatear Louis Noel at Salonika, together with hift

playfellow, the mascot of Escadrille M.F.88.
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The communique of March 3rd says :

—

Our aviators bombarded successfully tlie French troops in me

fortress region of Verdun.
. • ,

Lieut. Immelmann shot down east of Douai his ninth enemy

aeroplane, a British biplane with two officers, of whom one

was killed and the other seriously wounded.

» » «

The Naval (^enei-al Staff announced on March 6th :—

Some of our naval airships last night heavily bombarded the

naval base of Hull, on the Humber, and the dock buildings

there.

Good results were observed.

Our airships were vigorously, but unsuccessfully, fired at, and

returned safely.
« • •

The destruction of L.Z.77 last month near Verdun was an-

nounced by the Germans in the briefest possible terms. The

following advertisement now appeats in a Dresden paper :—

In deepest sorrow I announce that on February 21st, in loyal

fulfilment of his duty, and in his 37th year, my dear husband,

rhe chemist Senior Lieutenant Hans Papperitz, second in com-

mand of a Zeppelin airship, holder of the Iron Cross of the

First and Second Classes and Knight of the Second Class of the

Order of Albrecht with Swords, found the hero's death for his

dear Fatherland.
* * • *

The "Fohrzeituug" says that the naval aviator,

Friedrich Christiansen, of Wyk, who dropped bombs re-

cently on Ramsgate, is a native of the Island of Fohr,

West Schleswig. Christiansen has been promoted and

has received the Iron Cross

AUSTRIA.

An Austrian of&cer recently taken prisoner on the

Carso states that the Italian Caproni biplane v?hich did

not return from the raid on Laibach on February i8th

came down near Biglia, south of Gorizia, the pilot having

been mortally wounded by a machine-gun. The machine

caught fire and was almost entirely destroyed.

ITALY.

Lieut. G. D'Annunzio, who had a IxkI landing on the letuni

from a visit to Capt. Salomone, is suffering from shock to the

eye. The retina is affected. The great specialist attending him

has good hopes of saving the eye. Sympathy for the poet is

universal.

It is announced that the Caproni machine which was brought

down near Gorizia on i8th in the Lubiana affair was burnt, the

pilot was killed and the passenger, Liout. Ripamonti, is a

prisoner.—T. S. H.
* » «

The attack on Lubiana by an air fleet of 11 Caproni

machines on February 18th should have effectually satis-

fied the reprisalists. Kveryone seems to have read into

the official report more than was really there. Those who

have had the advantage of reading The Aeroplane since

its birth will, of course, know that the phrase "our Cap-

roni machines" may well refer to the fast monoplanes

which have been used by the Italian Army for years.

However, several of the 11 were actually the big 3-engined

biplanes, and these were escorted by smaller machines.

One of the 300-h.p.'s, on board which were Lt.-Colonel

Barbieri, in command of the squadron, Capt, Bailo, and

Capt. Oreste Salomone, who was piloting, was attacked

with great vigour. Both the two first-named officers were

killed during the fight, but the pilot succeeded in getting

the machine back to Italian territory. He has been

awarded the gold medal for valour by the Generalissimo

himself. .

[It is interesting to find the Italians leading in the

matter of active-service experience for officers of the

higher ranks.—Ed.]

The Austro-Germans are now preparing the nations for

news of the destruction of vSt. Mark's at Venice. Their

officers who carried out the seaplane raid report that the

bell tower—.the famous newly restored Campanile—is

fortified. The Archbishop and the Civil Authorities flatly

contradict this and invite the representatives of neutral

nations to come and see for themselves whensoever they

will.

The use of the big bells of medifeval times is being

re\i\ed. As alarm givers, for which they seem to have
been primarily intended, they are most useful in air

raids. The bigger cities like Turin and Milan are being

warned by the firemen, who dash round on cycles and
motors with their firehorns. This ensures their being
awake and ready to deal with incendiary bombs. The
telephone is forbidden to civilians and light of all sorts

is to be cut off at the former place. The big porte-cochere

street doors are to be left ajar as public places of refuge.

I am just reminded of Capt. Bongiovanni's old idea of

airbraking by reversing his Gnomes just before landing !

Has anyone got the notion into practical stage yet? It

so, what happened?—T. S. Harvey.
» * *

Mr. A. Beaumont, of the "Telegraph," sends from Milan
the wildest yarn of the month. It concerns the alleged

adventures of Capt. Salomone daring the Italian air raid

on Laibach, which was announced as a "punitive in-

cursion" for the Austrian attack on Milan, "Captain
Salomone, having had difficulties in starting, was the

last of the seven aeroplanes to get away, and was first

approached by the pursuing warhawks. Three times a

fast Fokker machine flew about fifty yards above him,
firing- machine-guns. First one of the observers was
wounded, and then he himself was grazed by a bullet,

which tore off part of his scalp. ... A third time the

Fokker machine passed over him. A bullet through the

brain killed his companion on the right, and immediately
afterwards his companion on the left was shot through
the heart, and also dropped forward dead. The two
corpses were Ij'ing at his feet, encumbering his manoeu-
vres, when the captain pluckily continued his flight. The
Austrians had exhausted all their ammunition, and kept
pursuing him so closely that their voices could easily be

heard. ' .Surrender,' they shouted to him again and
again, and each time he shook his head and shouted
doggedly, 'No !

'
"

Considering that the Caproni is a three-engined

machine, one imagines that the Fokker pilots had very
fair voices. Furthermore, one gathers that the passengers

in the Caproni sit in the side nacelles, so they would have
some difficulty in encumbering the pilot's manoeuvres.

• • •

A stateujent has been issued denying the report in the

"Berliner Tageblatt" of the i6th ult. that during the

recent raids Austrian aeroplanes totally destroyed Messrs.

Thomas Cook and Son's Tourist Office in Milan. "The
office was absolutely untouched, and business is being

carried on there as usual." [This will doubtless be good
news to the thousands of armament workers who, instead

of taking their usual day trip to Margate, Yarmouth or

Skegness, contemplate for this year's holiday a tour along

the Riviera, with the Italian I^akes and the artistic centres

of Lombardy to follow.—Ed.]

BELGIUM AND HOLLAND.
The Belgian communique of. February 29th says:

—

Two German balloons of the Drachen type broke from their

moorings on ihe Belgian front, one of them falling in fhe sea

off La Panne and the other near Koudekerque. The aeronauts
ware made prisoners.

» * »

'llie "Daily Express" special correspondent at Amsterdam re-

ported on February 29th :

—

"A military aeroplane landed last night near Nimeguen. Ihe
pilot, a corporal, tried to ascend again, but the Dutch gendarmes
stopped him, and ho was interned.

"A German military balloon landed to-day near Middelburg.
[.\t Koudekerque, mentioned above.—E^.] The gondoI;j was
empty, and the balloonist is believed to have escaped." [Which
is confirmed by other messages and does not agree with the Bel-

gian communique.—Ed.J
» • •

The "Echo Beige," Amsterdam, February 25th, learns

from Maastricht that aviators, presumably French,

dropped bombs between Gemmenich and Bleyberg, oD the
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Aix-la-Chapelle-Vise railway line which is now under con-

struction. The rails were destroyed at several points.

Anti-aircraft guns at Gemmenich fired at the raiders.

[The object of such an attack would obviously be to

hinder transport for the German armies attacking" Verdun.
—Ed.]

RUSSIA.
The communique of March 2nd says :

—

Numerous German aeroplanes threw bombs above the Kiga
sector, and bombs were also dropped from aeroplanes belw.jen

Uxkull and Elisenhof, on the Dwina.

TURKEY.
A message from Athens on March 3rd reported from Salonika

that the previous week seven French aeroplanes left (here for
.Smyrna, where they Iximbarded the batteries and encampments.
They. returned to Salonika after an absence of twenty-four hours,
having travelled six hundred kilometres.

EGYPT.
The communique published oli February 28th reporting

General Lukin's success at Sidi-El-Barrani says :—

•

At 4 p.m. aeroplanes reported thenr (the enemy) to be eight
miles south-west of Agagia, still being pursued.

AUSTRALIA.
An offer made by the Australian Commonwealth of a

complete squadron for the Royal Flying Corp;;, has been
accepted by the War Office. This will include 28 com-
missioned officers and 186 men. The squadron has already
been provisionally organised in Australia, under the com-
mand of Colonel Re3molds, Commandant of the W'crribee
Flying School, formerly at the Staff College. The aero-

planes, it is stated, will be sent from England.
It is reported in the Melbourne papers that arrange-

ments are being made by the Minister of Defence to send
out a complete Flying Corps unit for active service abroad.
The personnel are being selected from the graduate officers

and men at the Werribee School. Complete motor-car and
motor-cycle equipment will also be raised. It is said that
Lieut.-Colonel E. H. Reynolds will probably command
the unit, which it is hoped will be of the importance of

a squadron.

IN THE HOUSE.
On February 29tih Mr. Tennant informed Mr. Fell (U., Yar-

mouth) that tfiere were on the waiting list of the Royal Flying
Corps 835 officers and 521 civilians. The establishment was not
yet coTipIete.

[Under a proper system of training all these candidates should
be absorbed or turned down in 3 monfhs, but such acceleration

of production is hardly likely.—Ed.]

* * Hf

Replying in a written answer to Mr. Chancellor on March 3rd,

"Mr. Tennant said :

—

The military personnel added to the anti-aircraft defences are

not in place of but in addition to t?he former naval personnel.

Some redistribution has taken place, the naval personnel having
been replaced at certain points by soldiers and transfeiTed to otiier

points. The military personnel working the anti-aircraft guns for

rhe defence of London are specially qualified by training.

NOTICE TO READERS OF "THE
AEROPLANE."

In view of the restrictions about to be imposed
by the Government on the importation of

paper, and of material for making paper, and
of the consequent arbitrary limitation of sup-

plies to individual newspapers, readers who
wish to be sure of obtaining "THE AERO-
PLANE " regularly should place an order for

the paper with a newsagent or bookstall clerk,

or should become regular postal subscribers.

Owing to the scarcity of paper it may be
1 impossible in future to provide for a chance

j demand.
1

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
At about 6.30 p.m. on March ist a seaplane was heard over a

portion of the south-east coast. Bombs were dropped, but being
in a scattered area they had little effect, and the damage was con-

fined to the windows of house property in one road.

It was dark at the time the bombs were droppe-d, and the

earlier and subsequent movements of the raider were not apparent.
A woman picked a baby out of a cradle when the barn'o^j began

to fall and then drop2>ed it on its head, so that it died. It was
not killed liy a bomb as the War Ofhcc communique v.ould lead
tht_- world to believe.

One draws attention again to the erratic and indefinite nature
of the coni.muniques dealing with air raids, ever since this depart-
ment of defence passed from the Admiralty to the War Office.

* * *

The papers of March 7th contained vivid accounts of tlie Zeppe-
lin raid of -.March 5th.- Little information of aeronautical value
is obtainable therefrom. The official communiques on the subject

will be found in their proper places under British Military notes

and under the German official communications.
.As so manv prophets have gone wrong over this raid one may

point out thiat Sunday was really almost an ideal day for an air-

raid. The snow-clouds were very low, probably not more char.

5,000 to 6,000 feet at their top surface, so that they would be
easily surmounted, and there was a gentle \yind from, the Ncvrth-

East, so that the, airships would have plenty of warning by wireless

of any change coming up behind the wind. Low barometers do-

not influence raids, as the Germans rely on actual weather re-

ports. What they fear is a West wind, for then they cannot get
reports of approaching changes in the weather. It is, however,
possible that when there is very fine weather in the North Sea with

a West wind and a high barometer indicating settled weather raids

may be made.
The raid of March 5th is the thirty-second since the outbreak

of war, and all told 289 persons have been killed. It is the fifth

this year (three by seaplanes on January 23rd, February 20th, and'

March ist, and two by Zeppelins on January 31st and March S'h),

and in these raids 83 persons have been killed and 141 injured.

Despite all this warning, we are still compelled to agitate for

adequate aerial defence. One suggests that a merely despotic or

aristocratic Government would have shown itself more capable of

protecting its people both at hotne and abroad than has our present

agglomeration of self-seeking democrats.

* * *

The fatuousness of the Coalition arguments against Mr.
Pemberton-Billing were well exemplified by the Marquis of

Salisburv, who, presiding at a meeting in support of tihe Coalition

candidate, Capt. Brodie Henderson, said the attitude of public

men at such a time ought to be solely to win the war. We di<f

not want to fight elections now ; our object was to fight the Ger-

mans. We supported rhe Government because it was the Govern-
ment of the country. It represented the United Kingdom against

our enemies, and we should support it through thick and thin.

He had no doubt the other candidate was animated by pure

patriotism, but we did not want a man w^hose mind was con-

centrated on one department of our forces to the exclusion of

everything else.

There you have the true Coalition view. Trust the Govern-

ment, which has only failed to lose the war by the most astonish-

ing luck and by the individual bravery of our wonderful troops,

despite evervthing- being done wrongly vVhich could be wrong.

Avoid at ail costs letting specialists run flie jobs with whioh

they are best acquainted. And, above all, prevent a really able

constructive critic from getting into the House of Common.?—for

he might worrv the Government into getting something done.

To-morrow 'Thursday, March 9th) is polling day in East Herts.

It is hoped that everyone who can lend a car will send it down
to help Mr. Pemberton-Billing, as the constituency is wide-

spread and motors will be of rhe greatest assistance. Cars shouki

assemble at the Dimsdale Hotel, Hertford, as early as possible

in the morning.

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
A number of generous parcels of comforts have been received

during the past few days. Especial thanks are due to the Navy
League branch at Bath and to Miss Busby of Woking.
The gramophones which have been sent by the Fund to different

units seem to be much appreciated by the men. The CO. of a
certain R.N. air station writes :

—

"Thank you very much for sending it. I fancy I am right in,

saying that it does more revolutions per day than the most over-

worked aeroplane engine. It is also standing up to its work very

well."

The following cash contributions are acknowledged this week r

The Sunbeain Motor Car Co., Ltd., ;^20 ; Nursing and Domestic

Staff, Bradford Infirmary, ;
bringing the total received to date

to £^<7S7 10s. It should be noted, however, that nearly all this

sum has been spent and additional gifts will be much appreciated.

Contributions in cash and kind s-hould be sent to Mrss. Sueter,

The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.
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SAGE
Aircraft
Adaptability to build

There is a Difference
THERE is a difference between building

one motor by hand and building hun^
dreds by automatic machinery.

Other motors may resemble the Sturtevant

8 in outward appearance, but the Sturtevant

is the only standardised American motor
built entirely in one plant, with unequalled

facilities for careful and accurate work, and
directly under the supervision of the designers.

(TRADE MARK)

140 Horsc-Powcr

Aeroplane Motors

are built in quantities and they can be de^

livered in quantities to suit customers.

Sturtevant Aeroplane Motors deliver their

full rated horse'power. Both engine and
propeller operates at its most efficient speed.

You are invited to inspect the Sturtevant

Motors in process of construction at our plant.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
HYDE PARK, BOSTON MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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ANOTHER BOOK ON MILITARY AERO
NAuncs.

"Military Aeronautics," by Graver C. Loening, is a

text-book designed prjiuiarily for the use of the pilots

and other members of the U.S.A. Air Service, and is

published for the official flying school at San Diego, with

the very laudable intention of supplying to all ranks

an intelligent acquaintance with the whys and where-

fores of the varioxis forms of aeroplane with which they

are likely to come in contact. To that end a description

of the general features of the various types of aeroplane

is followed by a few notes on elementary mathematics

and mechanics, with a slightly fuller dissertation on air

resistance generally. The author then proceeds to a very

comprehensive account of the resistances of bodies of

such form as are usually employed in the construction

oi aircraft—^i.e., streamline bodies, wheels, cylifeders, etc.

—and of the resistances and lifts of inclined planes and

of cambered aerofoils, of the habits of centres of pressure,

and similar data for which one is usually compelled to

consult some such ponderous tome as Eifiel or the N.P.L.

report.

As a handy book of reference from which to extract

such information, it will undoubtedly prove distinctly

usefiil, particularly as it is conveniently portable—though
slightly large for the average pocket.

One chapter is then devoted to the application of such

data to the determination of the probable performance

of an actual aeroplane. Naturally this subject is treated

rather briefly, and in a spirit of somewhat undue opti-

mism in places, particularly as regards the determination

of climbing speed.

The question of stresses is also dealt with in a general

way. The whole of the section dealing with the theory

of aeroplanes seems rather to fall between the two stools

of demanding rather more knowledge than is likely to

be found in any other than an at any rate partly trained

engineer (engineer, not mechanic), and of being in-

sufficiently particular to satisfy the trained engineer

—

but the distinctly different educational habits of the

American may account for and justify this curious blend.

Chapter X, entitled " Assembly and Construction,"

supplies a considerable amount of useful instruction as

to unpacking, assembling, truing up, and inspecting for

ffiulty work or weakness of construction. In view of the

ostensible purpose of the book, this section could with

advantage be expanded to cover a somewhat more detailed

view of the subject.

After a short incursion into the characteristics of water

and sea planes, composing Chapter XI, the whole question

of the " airworthy " qualities of a machine—covering both

stability and controllability—is discussed in a chapter of

22 pages. Naturally the treatment is not exhaustive, but

it is at least lucid and appropriate to the purpose of the

volume.

In Chapter XIII certain general remarks on the uses

of military aeroplanes and upon their desirable qualities

are well worthy of note—particularly that paragraph
wherein the author urges the desirability of so designing

a military aeroplane that all ordinary repairs can be

carried out on the field by the crew themselves, and the

concluding chapter range.s over the consideration of wh^t
qualities constitute superiority in military aeroplanes, the

uses of instruments, the choice of types for particular

circumstances.

Altogether quite a useful little book written with an
obvious knowledge of practical aeronautics and of the

curious forms of ignorance often met with amongst many
of those who .deal therewith.

The author, Mr. Loening, is one of the best-known
writers on aeronautical engineering in the United States,

and has been concerned in the production of several

-nccessful aeropl.nnes.

OMAR KAYYENNE.
(A Hot-Aircraft Poem.)

Awake ! for Morning in the Bewl of Night

Has flung the Stone that put the 2^pps to flight.

The Men who sought the Raiders have returned.

They \'ery nearly found them—but not quite.

And as the Cock crew, these beside the Shed
Welcomed them Home, believing them all dead

;

Put the Machines away, and talked a while.

Brought forth the Wine—and then went back to lied.

And strange, among the Anti-Aircraft Lot

Some could articulate, while Uthers not

;

And suddenly One more impatient cried :

"Who is the Potter, pray, who failed to Pot?"

Then somewhat peevishly there answered One,

In private Life a local Butcher's Son,

"To-night it was my Turn to Biff the Zepp.

—

But I forgot to load the. Beastly Gun."

Thinking this deeply o'er, as best I may,
I turn aside, and Someone comes my Way

—

An Expert, knowing All there is to know.
And to himself I hear him softly say :

"Indeed, the Slide-Rules I have loved so long

Have done my Credit in Men's Eyes much Wrong,
Have set The Aeroplane upon my track.

And sold my Reputation for a Song."
"

IMyself when young did eagerly frequent

Whitehall and Thereabouts, and Months I spent

Hoping to gain one Stripe at least ; alas

!

I left by the same Door as in I went.

How sweet is learning how to fly, think Some;
Others—how blest the D.S.O.'s to come!
Ah, take the Cash in Hand, and damn the Rest—

Test new Machines, and you will make Things httffi.

To wander round the Haunts of Flying Men
Gives Inspiration to the Poet's Pen.

On every Hand one hears, with grateful Joy, •

A Touch of true Refinement now and then.

For in an Aerodrome, one dusk of Day,
I watched a School-'bus sticking in the Clay, ^
And one Mechanic to the Other said : ^

"Go gently with it, Brother—gently, pray!" «
Then said an Engine, with a long-drawn Sigh : m
"My Bearings with Neglect have long gone dry, M
But, fill me with the old familiar Juice—• J|

Methinks I might recover by-and-b^?^
! " JM

The Scout no Question makes of Ayes or Noes,

But right or left, as banks the Pilot, goes, 9
And he who dropped One down into the Field

—

He knows about it all—he knows, he knows I I

Here with a Dud Machine, if Winds allow, |

A Flask of Wine, a Lond of Bombs—and Thou
Before me .^itting in the Second Seat—

A Midnight Raid is Paradise enow.

And when I turn unon the Homeward Trail,

Drpaminsr of Decorntions, Ci^kes, and Ale,

How bitter on the First Day's Leave to find

My Name spelt wrongly in the "Daily Mail"!

D. W. T.
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iMi NON-POISONOUS IBS
(FREE OF TETRAGHLORETHANE AND ALL POISONOUS SPIRITS.)

TITANINE 99

aRtriSH OR/G/Af
6 MANUFACTURE DOPE LIGHT A NO

VERY ADHESIVE

THE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS DOPEON THE MARKET.
COMPANY,THE

liOndon Branch

BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.
Head Office : MILBURN HOUSE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

i6fi Piccadilly. W. Teleerrams—" Tetrafree," London. Phone-Gerrard 2312

R1?1\inTQnn aeroplanes
DEilllfii3I & AIRBOATS

Ctiicago. U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Elystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Gapucines

THE
MIDLAND

SCHOOL of FLYING

E Experienced Instructors.

F First-class methods.

^!&^!&^& F Freedom from overcrowding.

\ Irksome waiting avoided.

Our C CoDsiderate terms.

ChftSSis I Instruction on dual-control system.

E Established in ideal situation.

^j^^^j^^SS" N Next door to unlimited boarding accommodation.

C Centred in a manufacturing district.

Y Your individuality will be studied

IF YOU ARE THINKING OF LEARNING TO FLY, WRITE
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ABOUT THE POINTS WHICH
CONSTITUTE OUR EPF1CIENCY, TO THE SECRETARY,

The MIDLAND SCHOOL of FLYING,

Billesley Aerodrome, Kings Heath, Birmingham.

Just Because
^ y SPHINX PLUGS
^ r are used everywhere when great

issues are at stake and suprems
reliability is of paramount im-

portance.—

^

SPHINX PLUGS
are made throughout (including

the steatite insulators) in a
purely British factory under one
direction and control.

SPHINX PLUGS
are guaranteed by their makers
(The Sphinx Manufacturing Co.
Birmingham) without time limit,Tand are obtainable from ail

agents.

It will pay you to

Use "Sphinx Plugs

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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THE LATEST FATUITY.
The following appeared in the Press on March 7th :

—

Sir,—As the Navy Estimates are under discussion to-morrow 1

hope: that the whole question of the Ro3'al Naval Air Service will

be efjfectivelj raised, and rhat we shall receive from the First Lord
some statement <?-\plaining what everyone must: regard as its

singular inactivity during the past year. I think 1 am right in

saying that there has been no naval raid either on Zeppelin sheds
—the onJ)" effectual means of combating this nuisance-—or on
German naval stations since December, 1914. I know perfectly

well that this absence of initiative and activity I's attributed to

the admihistration of the Service, and that the officers are as keen
and as active as ever

; they are more experienced, and have more
machines and better ones. Perhaps Mr. Balfour can tfirow light

on the matter," but, if not, I think that the feelir,g of a large

number of members will be in favour of pressing this matter to

the fullest possible extent. The Air .Service can no longer be

regarded as unimportant, and while there are few of us who would
wish to criticise the work of the Navy, there are plenty who hold

different views about (he bran;h of the Air .Service which it con-

trols.—Yours, etc.. WARWICK BROOKES.
House of Commons, March 6th.

[Despite one's regret that in the present scarcity of paper a

sheet of the House of Commons' stock should have been wasted,

one is pleased to see Mr. Brookes thus disclosing himself. If he
continues in this strain he may hope for Cabinet rank in due
course, for the fatuity of the letter shows that he is made of the

right stuff. His obvious ignorance of his subject and his in-

accuracy of statement is fully up to the standard set by members
of the present Government.
As a matter of fact, raids have been made continually on airship

sheds in Belgium by officers of the R.N..'V.S.. and his remarks
are an insult to the skill and bravery they have shown in the face

_of mismanagement at Whitehall and the errors of the Admiralty's

"experts." Furthermore, he is v.'rong in sayljig that these officers

have better machines than tbev had in 1914. On the whole they

are worse, in comparison with the enemy's, so this statement
intensifies the insult to the said officers. Finally, Mr. Brookes
displays his elemental ignorance of his subject in his last sentence.

The Navy controls all branches of the Air Service, not one branch,
as he suggests. The War Office controls the Royal Flying Corps
and the .Admiralty the Royal Naval Air Service. The two in con-

junction are referred to as the Flying Services, though ihc phrase
is unofficial, and they are not brrnches of one Service in any way.

Mr. Brookes would be well advised to keep his hands off aerial

affairs and to confine his attention to subjects within the lirnits

of his comprehension, such as grocery and hardware, in which
his exf>erience of Sandow's cocoa and Sandow's dumb-bells may be
of practical use, though perhaps, on the strength of the latter, he
may be entitled to pose for political purposes as an
engineer.—C. G. G.]

"expert"

SOUTH AFRICAN PATENTS.
The following letter has been received :

—

.Sir,—Advices from Associate Attorneys in South Africa stale

that the Bill dealing with the above matters for the whole of the

Union has befen introduced into Parliament. The second reading
will probably take place in February, and the Act may be ex-

pected to come into force about the middle of igi6.

This means that, following the precedent established by the

Australian Commonwealth, where the six colonies are consolidated,

a patent or trade mark in future for South Africa will be covered
under one patent cr registration in all the countries of the

Union', viz. : Cape Colony, Natal, Transvaal and Orange Free
State. This happy state of things has been anxiously awaited, as

it will mean a considerable saving in cost and simplification in

procedure. It therefore behoves British patentees and manufac-
turers to take early steps to avail themselves of the pri\ile£^es

thus afforded them.
A timely patent or trade mark registration is the necessary

preliminary step to not only the opening up of trade, but the re-

tention of same in our Colonial or open markets, when as likely

as not the enterprising German will enter into keen comp^'ti;!:

m

with the British inventor and manufacturer after the war.
If any of your readers are interested in the matter and care to

communicate with me,' I shall be pleased to furnish further par-

ticulars of this most welcome change in the trade mark laws.

(Signed) Benjamin T. King
(.'A.Inst.Mech.E. British and U.S. Registered Patent .'Attorney).

iS.S, Queen Victoria .Street, London, E.C.

MORE SPARKING PLUGS.
The aircraft industry offers a tremendous field for the manufac-

turer of sparking plugs, and several firms have not been slow to

realise this fact. The number of aero-motors now in use on active

service, and the necessity of frequently replacing the plugs after

hard wear, calls for a large supply of reliable articles. The success

which has attended the use of Lodge sparking plugs has called for

the erection of a new factory at Rugby.
From designs of Mr. S. N. Cooke, of Birmingham, and Messrs.

Franklin and Newman, of Rugby, Messrs. Thomas Adams and
Son, of Daventry, are now erecting a new factory which will be

capable of- turning out 10,000,000 plugs per annum. Special auto-

matic machinery is being installed, and ample provision has been

made for future extensions, so that the company may be crcdit< d

with every confidence in being able to maintain the high reputa-

tion which its products now enjoy.—D, W. T.

ATTACHED TO THE R.F.C."

A touching little story is being circulated, for th

authenticity of which one is nnable to vouch. It is t

the effect that a certain pilot engaged to test a ne
inachine found at the last minute he had mislaid hi

safety belt. Not caring to lose time by searching for

he placed on the seat of the machine a little Croid, th

well-known liquid glue, which is now being used s

largely by aircraft manufacturers.

He flew for the prescribed period and executed severa

loops in complete safety, but on descending was unable

to get out of the machine. The constructor refusing to

have the wood-work cut away, the unfortunate pilot was
compelled to l^ave a portion of his clothing behind, and

the next morning there was a, new customer in the

aviation department of Messrs. Robinson & Cleaver in

Regent Street.—D. W. T.

«OW R MERe nUNlTION WORKER FEELS N0WflDflY5.

THE L.M. AERO PLUG
As used by the

French Govern'

ment Aero Dept.

&- Mr. GrahamC'

White when he

won his Gordon'

Bennett

G. H. SMITH & Co.

(London), Ltd.,

PRICE

41-

Complete with washer

Suitable for air or

water cooled.

12, Mortimer St., W.

Telepbone :

Museum 1282.
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The SPERRY

AUTOMATIC
PILOT
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It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of cor-

recting disturbances at their inception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and
physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-
tions for which an observer has
hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by
fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-
plane with the highest efficiency in

speed and cUmbing capacity without
regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform
which is not onl^ steady, but is held
in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.
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Telephone— —
7398 Victoria. )))
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KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE"

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,*-

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.
Telegrams—
• Inland : Sperigyco, Vic, London.

Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

Aviation Equipment'

Fur Cap, lined Fleece, in Fawn
or Black fur. Each 22 '6

Brown Leather Flying Cap,
quilted crown. Fur tails

and ear piece. Each 16/6

Flying Mask fitted with Triplex
Goggles, in Tan or Black, lined
fur. Each 25'-
Ditto, lined Chamois leather.

Each 21/-

We invite you petsonally to

imped our large and compre-
hensive stock 0/ goods

Tan Leather Flying Cap,
quilted lininu, fur tails and ear
flaps and fur peak. Each 22 6
Ditto in a better quality.

Each 25/6

ROBINSON & CLEAVER
Military Tailors
Regent St., London, W.

LTD.

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contractops to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offloes

~BROOKLANDS AERODROMET
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Tflfgi.De "BLERior, Weybpidge " Telephone igo Byfleet

CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
Now landing. Avonmouth,

23 Stds. 3in. to 6 in.

Loading per S.S. " Musician" to Liverpool.

40 Stds. 4 in. to 6 in.

En route to Cardiff,

100 Stds. 4 in. to 6in. thick, all rift.

PRIME DRY MAHOGANY & WALNUT
ENGLISH ASH. Long, Clean and Straight.

JOSEPH OWEN & SONS, LT"

Borough Saw Mills, LONDON, S.E.

Telephone

—

Hop 3811. Telegrams—" Bucheron."

WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH .ADVERTISERS.
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A NEW BOOK
BY THE AUTHOR OF "AERIAL WARFARE"

ZEPPELINS AND
SUPER-ZEPPELINS
By R. P. HEARNE

WITH TWENTY-FIVE ILLUSTRATIONS

Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d. net.

JUST PUBLISHJED

In this volume Mr. Hearne discusses

the history and principles of the

Zeppelin, the use of the vessel in

warfare, and the various means of

combating enemy airships— in fact

every phase of this deeply interest-

ing problem is dealt with, ...

John Lane, The Bodley Head,W.

A FAUX PAS.
One regrets to see in that eminently respectable journal, "The

Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News," an advertisement which

casts a distinct and undeserved slur on a praiscvyorthy profession.

The advertisement is that of a bookmaker, safely located in

Switzerland, and is headed by a very badly drawn aeroplane, to

which is appended the legend, ' The Man wttio F"lies is no Use to

you, you want a safe man who Stays and Pays." Doubtless, the

advertisement is intended to be humorous, but, under the circum-

stances, it is merely offensive. A' "bookie" may, perhaps, be a
ix?rfcctly honest person, but he has no claim to consider himself

superior to an aviator. One hopes that the proprietors of the

paper concerned will exercise in future their rights to censor their

own advertisements.

AN AVIATION PLUG.
<i. H. Smith & Co., Ltd , the well-known motor-accessory firm,,

are marketing an aviation plug known as the Macquaire L.M.,.

which has been found very successful on aeroplane engines and i»

being used on a large scale by the French Government. It is said

that this brand of plug was used as early as 1910 by Mr. Grahame-
W'hite when he won the Gordon-Bennett race in the United
States.

The Macquaire Plug, which has a porcelain insulator and a
perforated hemispherical "earth," is of very light construction

and very small size, and this is naturally a point to be considered

so far as rotary engines are concerned.

Messrs. Smith & Co. are willing to supply a set of plugs gratis-

to any bona-fide user of aero-engincs for the purpose of a test.

Enquiries respecting this offer should be made to 12, Mortimer
Street, Great Portland Street, W., and The Aeroplane should be
nionlioned when applying for the plugs.

SCHOOL BADGES.
In times like the present, when young men in civilian attire are

becoming scarce, those who are pupils at the various flying schools-

may feel inclined to identify themselves with aviation.- Several of

the schools, among others the Ruffy-Baumann and Hall Schools,

have adopted a specially designed badge. Mr. Judge, of 285,
Brearlcy Street: Hockley, Birmingham, has manufactured some
very effective badges, and any other schools requiring this kind of

thing should get into communication with him. He also makes
all kinds of souvenirs suitable for the members of the Flying
Services and their friends and admirers. Ho is thus specialising in

what may become a flourishing branch of the trade.-—D VV. T.

Keepyou Fbwdcr —
The phrase is Cromwellian and, taken literally, rather out of

date. This phrase could well be substituted by another,

such as " Buy your Paint ready for use." Paint plays a

part of immense importance in modetn warfare—to protect,

to dissemble, to sanify.

Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
for Waggons, Gun-carriages, Aeroplanes, Motor-cars and
Ambulances, Hospitals, Field Kitchens, Ironwork, Wood-
work and Canvas are special non-poisonous manufactures.

They conform in all respects of quality and shade to

Government specifications and are

largely used. Government Con-
tractors should send for our " List

of War Materials." It is a
valuable book of reference and is

supplied promptly on application.

Write for it to-day.

Thos. Parsons & Sons
Varnish and Colour Manufacturers since 1802.

315-317 Oxford Street
LONDON, W.

MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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UNDERSHIELDS
and. other

Li^ht Pressed
6-StampedWork

-^^z^Aeroplanes

J03EPH SANKEY SlSOHS, LTD,,HADLEY; SALOP

AIRSHIPS, LTD.
Manufacturers of Airships and Kite-Balloons

Contractors to the Admiralty

London Office

:

47. VICTORIA ST., S.W.

Works :

HIGH ST., MERTON. and HENDON

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS •ONALLSTANDARD LANDAMD SEAPLANESA SPECLMJTY

SYDNEV^PICKLES
CLIFFORD^! PRODGER

AVIATORS
TELEPHONE CERRARD 6040 TELEGRAMS AEROMNIA PICCY LONDON

HEAD OFFICE
166 PICCADILLY LONDONW

PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 B E L S I Z E PARK GARDENS HAMPSTEAID TELEPHONE HAMPSTEAD 3817

The leading ENGLISH DOPE
Non-Poisonous

dope:
OR

STANDARD
FORMULA
dope: and Varnish Manufacturers.

FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.

AmED AlRCRAFTVARJ^ ISH (2

1

38, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.
Telephone: CITY 7274. Telegram.: "ALLIVARDOP, LONDON.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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SCHOOL REPORTS.
HENDON.

At the Grahame-White (R.N.A.S.) School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-

ley, Russell, and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Donald,

Griffin, How, Maxted, McHardy, Melhado.
Pupils doing circuits with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Carr,

Gibbs, and Wigglesworth-West.
Certificates were taken during the week by Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieuts. Aitkin, Evans, Jones, Kingsford, Rees, and Templeton.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

.At the Grahame-White Civilian School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-

ley, Russell, and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Tanner, Baragar, Box, Hath-

away, Hillaby, Holman, Sandys, Rigby, Sloden, Smith, Williams
(S.), and Matthews.

Pupils doing ^circuits with Inst. : Messrs. Franck, Krvn, Phil-

lipi. Walk, Bu'.ier, Eiohelbrenner, Grassel, and Leigh
Certificate was taken during the week by M. Vergult.

,

Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes

At the Beatty Flying School.
Instructors for the week: Messrs. G. W. Beattv, W. Roche-

Kellv, G. Virgilio, R. W. Kenworthy, L. L. 'King, A. E.

Mitchell, H. Fawcett.
Pupils out during the weeli : Messrs. Thompson, Wainwright,

Baker, d'.Allesina, Jaquin, Sen, Monhom, Chang, Nau, Fong,
Brand, Collier, Edwards, .Samter, Barrow, Branford, .VIossoj),

Patterson, Sellars, Parsons, Tow, Halford-Thompson, Hungwan,
Phillips, Podmore, Brewerton, Stanley, Yam, Tzesing, Ping.

Certificates were taken during the week bv Messrs. .S. WUhnr-tt
and J. C. Burnev-Cumming, both of whom made very good
flights and landings.

Machines in use : B'eatty-Wright dual-control and single «eater

propeller biplanes and Caudron dual-contro! and single-se;itpr

tractor biplanes.

At the Hall' Flying School.

With Mr. A. Chave : Messrs. Longton, Mahoney, Duncan,
Collier, Rand, Le Grice, Warswick, Osmond, Halliday.

With Mr. C. M. Hill and J. Drew : Messrs. Robert, Smith

(2), Rochford, Neal, Millburn, Chapman, Arnsby, Ormerod,
Smith (i), Wooley, Lieut. Cook, Dodd, Thom, Collins, Taylor,

Osmond. ^Machines in use : Hall Government-type tractors.

At t!!e London and Provincial Aviation Co.'s School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles, •

C. M. Jacques, H. Sykes, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Archer, Aldous,

Dawson, Hay, Houba, Brown, Moore, and Scott.

Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Messrs. Clement,
Ledure, Palethorpe, and Vertongen.

Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Ledure,

Palethorpe, and Vertongen. Machines : Four L. and P. tractors.

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.
Instructors for the Week : Edouard Baumann, Felix Ruffy,

Ami Baumann and Clarence Winchester.
Pupils with Instructor : Wood, Winter, Bolton, Dobson,

Cuthbertson, Laidlaw.
Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Laidlaw, Cutnbertson

and D'Opstael.
Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Messrs.

"D'Opstael and Thomsen.
Certificate taken during the week by Mr. A. Thomsen

;
passed

taets in very good style.

Machines in use : 50 and 60 h.p. RufTy-Baumann and Caudron
type tractor biplanes.

Although the weather has been far from ideal, a good deal of

instruction has been accomplished as well as a certain amount of

engineering and constructional work.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley and
S. Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling : Messrs, Morley, W. Mouton, G. Mouton,
O. Wilson, ] Wilson, Morris and Adamson.

Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. Dubois, Meeus, H.
.Smith and Devos.

Pupils doing half circuits alone : Messrs. Simpson and Bbnnevie.
Machines in use : 35 h.p., 45 h.p. and 60 h.p. Caudron type

tractor biplanes.

A GOOD OPPORTUNITY.
A vacancy exists on ihe staff of The Aeroplane for a decently

educated youth, cither under age or physically unfit for service,

who can do fairly accurate shorthand and typewriting. The
vacancy offers a good opportunity to a youth who is anxious to

acquire a knowledge of technical journalism.
-Apply, by letter only, to The .Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W

Phone— ISl Kingsbury

ARE INVITED TO SEND FOR
PARTICULARS OF

OUR SCHOOL.

WHEN YOU HAVE BEEN

TRAINED BY OUR

INSTRUCTORS
AND UPON

OUR UP-TO-DATE MACHINES

YOU ALREADY
. POSSESS A .

Reputation for EFFICIENCY

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—S046 Mayfair
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. HORLICK'S
I MALTED MILK
I The Ideal Food - Drink

I for Aviators
= The unrivalled food qualities of pure, rich milk and
= choice malted barley and wheat, blended together and
= forming a food-beverage of great nutritive value. It

= furnishes a complete liquid meal, and its soothing and
= invigorating qualities are much appreciated, especially

= if there is any tendency to air-sickness or exhaustion.

= It feeds the nervous system and gives the body-heat

= necessary to meet the rigours of aerial navigation.

zr Ready in a moment by stirring briskly in hot or cold

^ water only.

= TAKE HORLIGKS HOT IN YOUR
= VACUUM FLASK ON EVERY FLIGHT

Also available as delicious food tablets to be dissolved

in the mouth. Give ample nourishment and prevent

fatigue. May be carried by all airmen without incon-

venience and are instantly ready for use.

= In Sterilised Glass Bottles, at Is 6d., 2b 6d., lis., =
= of all Chemists and Stores. The Tablets also in con- =
= venient Glass Pocket Flasks at 6d. and Is. each. =

= Liberal Sample sent post free for 3d. in stamps. =

I HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS. |
^ililllliliiillliiilllilllliiliiliiiiiiiiiillllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiillliliiiiiiliiliiF

= LeatherAviation Kits

Leather Com-
bination Suit

(Jacket and
Overalls in one)

J 7 I 0
and Cap

—

the

perfect coldand
wind resisier^

Leather Jacket,] £0.0.0
Overalls&CapJ**' •

"

HAZEL'S are actual makers of

Leather Clothing, Cloth Clothing

andcomplete Equipmentfor Officers

of the ROYAL NAVAL AIR
SERVICE and ROYAL
FLYING CORPS.

HAZEL & CO., 1 HE KIT HOUSE
(Established 100 years)

4, Piincjs Street, H never Square,
LONDON, W.

Telephone: Mayfair 4071. Write for Listi.

Hazel Combination
Aviation Kit £7:7:0

GRAHAME^WHITE SCHOOL
QUI C:K est
SAFEST
BEST

'Phone

!

Particulars on appli-
cation to the Grahame-

White Aviation Co., Ltd.,
Proprietors of the London Aero-

drome, Aeronautical Engineers and
Co r structors, and Contractors to H.M,

Government, The London Aerodrome, Hendon, N,W.
Kingsbury 120 (4 lines). West End Offices: 32, Regent Street, London, W. Phone : Regent 4423.

THE LONDON AERODROME, HENDON, N.W

of PJROVFJD EFFICIBMCY

C LLON
\"';-v;

-

r- •;. :cellon,l'^»^- : ..^: >l

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY,WAR OFFICE ,AUSTRALIAN GOV^^ UNION OFS AFRICA

aj^^^XTlSndon broad STR;EET house. NEWBROADS^-LONbONvE,C.u>IS?^^

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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FROM DENMARK.
The Danisli correspondent of The Aeroplane writes :

—

The German casualty list of the aerial troops below
is rendered from Flugsport, November 19th :

—

Feldflieger-department : Capt. Donat, hitherto missing,
killed ; Oberlieut. Wagner, died from his wounds ; Ober-
lieut. Hanpt, accidentlj' killed; Oberlieut Hohl, slightly

wounded ; Lieut. Kumme, severe wounded by accident

;

Lieut. Willenbticher, slightly wounded; Lieut, von
Wiihlisch, slightly wounded, Lieut. Biederich, missing;
Lieut. Mussans, slightly wounded by accident; Lieut, of

the Reserve Wuthmann, killed; Lieut, of the Reserve
Fritze, taken prisoner; Ofiicer-Replacer Adolf Schmidt,
killed; Ofiicer-Replacer Eckhardt, killed in accident;
Vizefeldwebel Mahlmann, hitherto missing, killed; Sub-
Officer Heimann, accidently killed ; Sub-Officer von Man-
teuffel, accidently killed ; Sub-Officer Karczek, acci-

dently killed ; vSub-Officer Neugroda, accidently killed

;

Sub-Officer Daubert, accidently killed; Sub-Officer
Krabel, severe wounded by accident ; Gefreiter Weinhold,
died from his wounds ; Gefreitsr Makowiak, accidently
killed ; Conductor Sicker, severe wounded ; Gustav Riihle,

slightly wounded by accident; Berthold Weissgerber,
accidently killed

;
Willy Haufi, severe wounded by

accident ; Karl Riibenacker, severe wounded by accident

;

Karl Semper, severe wounded by accident; Max Grum-
mich, accidently killed; Felix Gronex, accidently
killed ; Max Beyer, accidently killed ; Hermann
Piischel, accidently killed; Max Gulhoar, accidently
killed ; Carl Letzian, accidently killed ; Karl Baake,
accidently killed

;
I^udwig Lemke, accidently killed

;

Hermann Borst, killed in accident ; Aviator Baron von
Gienanth, died; Karl Suhrbier, accidently killed; Karl
Kropp, accidently killed; Theodor Rogathka, accidently
killed ; Wilhelm Mannig, severe wounded hy accident

;

Richard Max Prakatzcli, accidently killed.

[The appalling number accidentall}^ killed indipates
either a very bad system of training, or else an enormous
number of pilots in training. The latter seems the more
likely explanation.—Fd.]

* * *

The war fate of the well-known "Automobil & Aviatik,
Ltd.," has already been commented on earlyer. The
director, Mr. Chatel, was killed together with his wife
by a shell hitting his villa by Miilhausen during the early
fights there, while the works were already on the first

day of mobilisation moved to Breisgau, yet not out of

range of the French aviators, who still pay them bomb-
dropping visits at their present home in Freiburg.
Now comes the report of the war business year 1914.

By a joint-stock of 1,000,000 marks the profits come out
at 832,689 marks against 193,011 marks the preceding
3'ear, when 8 per cent, dividends. 80,000 marks were
paid, 12,929 marks laid to the reserve stock, and 86,435
marks transported to 1914 account. With the latter trans-

port, and 57,934 marks transported to the business year

of 1915, net profits for 1914 amount to 867,191 marks,
which money must all have been earned by aircraft

manufacture, as much motor-car business cannot have
been done for 1914 by the Automobile & Aviatik people,

they being for the automobile part German concession-

aires for the Peugeot racing and touring cars,. No divi-

dends have been fixed, the reason likely being the await-

ing of legislation concerning war profits.

* * *

Lieut, von vSchule, in Schwerin, Mecklenburg—so one

presumes he flies a Fokker aircraft—reports thus of an
aerial combat which he experienced with British aviators

as observator to Oberlieut. Wiese from Karlsruhe :
—

" In our flight in the direction of Bapaume we met at

six o'clock in the morning in the neighbourhood of

Havrincourt a Voisin biplane, which was, however, fly-

ing eastwards, about 2,400 ft. higher than we. We fol-

lowed till in the region of Cambrai, where we got

surprised-attacked by a hostile tractor (type Bristol bi-

plane). In the banking fight I (Lieut, von Schule) fired

25 shots with the machine-gun. The enemy flew off in
the shortest way to Arras. As his speed was bigger than
that of our machine, we left him without attention, turn-
ing to another hostile tractor biplane, appearing from
south-west of Cambrai.
"About eight kilometres to east of Peronne we had

overtaken it to the side. A fight started, where both
aeroplanes turned at banks round each other till within
60 metres' distance; 75 shots .having been fired, the
charge handle of the machine-gun broke, whereupon I

continued firing with my carabine; the enemy succeeded
in getting a lead to west.

"By St. Quentin the pilot, Oberlieut. Wiese, and I

observed bursting points. Whereas we could not for the
time being see the aeroplane, at which they were aimed.
We now glided down till 3,000 ft., at which altitude we
sighted a hostile Voisin biplane. In the region of

Peronne we could at length start the fight after a long
chase, the height being now 8,400 ft. In spite of our being
hampered in the charge we fired in all 320 shots at the
enemy, who had meanwhile descended somewhat.
"At 7.45 in the morning we forced him to descend two

kilometres to south of Bapaume, and 200 metres off we
landed too. We took . the passengers prisoners, the ob-

servator, Liei:t. Parker, of the Royal Lancaster regiment,

had four hits and must be lifted out of the aeroplane severe

wounded, while the pilot, Corporal Judge, of the Royal
Flying Corps, was unhurt. Lieut. Parker died the same
evening from his wounds.
"The hostile aeroplane had got 83 hits, while our one

had only got hit twice. It being further noteworthy that

the P'rench manufactured Voisin biplane was marked with

the French colours and manned by British officers."

RUTHLESS RHYMES.
The following brief but poignant verse has been sent

by a reader, Mr. Alan Hill Reid :
—

Flj'ing low I chanced to meet
Auntie walking in the street.

From the Will of Auntie Bella

I have bought a new propeller.

This having been received with much joy at the offices

of The Aeroplane the Staff Poet has now produced other

verses, having each with a similar fuselage and more or

less the same horse-power. Here are a few :
—

Billy, landing his Morane,

Nearly ran into a barn,

Collided with a neighbour's donkey

—

Both the tails have now gone "wonky."
*• » *

Bertie on his Bleriot,

Climbed as high as he could go.

At 12,000 got the cramp. ...
(For details send a penny stamp.)

* * *

Careless Charles, about to loop,

Filled his petrol-tank with soup,

Filled his Thermos flask with Pratt's—

And filled the church-yard with top-hats.
» » *

This is wh}^ the flight-sub-loot

Got the Order of the Boot :

As his map was upside down
He had bombed a friendly town.

* « •

Heinrich in the Zeppelin car

Kept on leaning out too far.

"Himmel!" said the captain, stopping,

"What was that fell out at Wapping ?"

D. W. T.'

[Any further suggestions ?—Ed.]
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WINDSHIELDS
ACCURATELY MADE UP TO ANY PATTERN.
SEND US TEMPLATES FOR BEST PRICES.

PROMPT DELIVERIES,

LONDONLABELCO,Ltd.iicKTMte.

Lang Propeller
Contractors to
the Admiralty
and War Office

LTD.
WEYBRIDGE,
SURREY.

THE SEAPLANE SCHOOL
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd., Bowness-on -Windermere

CONTRACTORS TO H M. ADMIRALTY.
Wire :

" Aircraft, Windermere " 'Phone : 1 14 Windermere. 12 Newby Bridge

GREEVES & MORTON, 5 & 7, Franklin Street,

BELFAST.

FOR LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
Highest Quality. Superior to R.A.F. Specification.

bONTRAOTOIIS TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd.

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TBLJIPHONK-iif«, TBLBGRAMS—"tiy* BASTBOURNB."

Aluminium Castings
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION MADE 81 REPAIRED.

Chill Castings for Aeroplanes a Speciality

ON ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE LISTS

COAN
CASTS
CLEAN
CRANK
CASES

R. W. COAN T^-^""-
Krankasei

,

219, i»Hng.

GOSWELL
ROAD. Tekphonw-

LONDON. E.C. SzlcStrai.

The 'APOLLO
AERO PLUG
has satisfactorily

passed the Admir-
alty tests and is

being adopted as the

standard ignition

plug foraerop'ane

work.

The APOLLO
Plug has with-

stood the 30 hours

test on GNOME
engine, and easily

eclipsed the records

of the other types of

aero ignition plugs.

Price
5/-

(Retail)

Every APOLLO
Plug is subjected to

tests for leakage

and sparking under
pressure before

leaving I he works.

The tests inc'ude

?00 !bs. pressure

per square irch

taken in water,

and the spark'ng

test of 20,000 volts

under air pressure

of 200 lbs. per

square inch.

, iberal Discount
to Aircraft
ConstructorsBROWN

Great Eastern St., London, E.C.

DEPOTS AT MANCHESTER AND PARIS
KINDLY MENTION "TTTT AEROPLANff" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Aero-motors : In Kind and Construction.—\Ci??///w?/^tO

BY UEOFPRBY de HOLDE^-STO^E.

Concerning Some Discoveries.

Ideas, engagements, and most other embarrassments
invariably occur when one is expecting something else.

That is why, for instance, the anatomy of motors, or

monkeys, in itself about as intellectual as knitting, is

so interesting, because most of its greatest discoveries

are so purely accidentaL It is any odds you like that

Highmore merely happened upon and recorded his curious

little cavity in the cheekbone, without in the least

imagining what it was for; and likewise Cowper his

glands. And to-day you may call in vain upon the

monumental Quain in any edition to render a reason for

either; as if anything else mattered. Wherefore you soon

come to disrespect anatomists utterly because they are not

engineers, and to despise engineers for not being
anatomists : out of which limitations both will write text

books of sheer delusion.

Mostly you discover the delusion and the wholly con-

tradictory, but sane, idea at the same time
;
clairvoyant

through the sheer mechanic dullness of your anatomising.

Believe me, it is revolt as much as industry that breeds

ideas. Some wholesale motor-factor no doubt started the

belief that aeromotors were merely highly refined auto-

mobile productions ; whereas it is precisely those exagge-
rations which closest lesembled motor-car models that

have proved the most ghastly failures. On the contrafy,

for the manifest and fundamental reason of the work both

have to do—being almost equally merciless—the success-

ful aeromotor is nothing more than a refinement of marine
design, with appropriate modifications.

The Origin of Species.

Thus prospectively years ago, one watched the annual
marine gyrations of Monaco and endured the annual
severities of Southampton reliability trials. Wherefore
we patiently await a Delahaye, a Maudslay, or a Blake
aeromotor; or the second advent of a Panhard, de-auto-

mobilised and true to original conception ; comforted
meanwhile in the possession of the apparently indestruc-

tible Green. For which reason, furthermore, one
cherishes the liveliest faith in the triumphs of two-stroke

design aloft
;
probably to be established suddenly and

sooner than Farnborough or Midland mouotypists imagine.

Clearly enough, one sees the marine idea demonstrated
and dominant throughout the Benz design. Once accept

that prevision, you will hardly escape it in any detail as

you examine that cross-sectional diagram on this page.

But for the deepened crank-chamber—permissibly so, as it

not only remains accessible, and disposes accessory parts

conveniently, but must balance the upper structure as

much as possible—one sees nothing else than a marine
motor, lightened for racing, fashioned according to the

German ideal of single-function trustworthiness, and for

the rest, Germanised with all faithfulness of imitation.

In Particular Instances.

For instance, that central drive for the single cam-shaft,

with skew-gearing from a wheel formed, on a crank web,
through an "intermediate horizontal gear, is Dutch of

Trompenburg, just as the formation of water and air

conduits in the crank-chamber casting is a clear theft

from the best Italian school. But the special advantages,
in the one case, are first, that all driving thrust on the

cam-shaft is evenly dispersed right and left, instead of

endwise; secondly, that all end-thrusts are got rid of;

and as a third result, that the shaft itself may be reduced
to the merest tube. Fourthly, that intermediate gear can
be employed just where it would be most useful ; as we
see, to drive a deep-bodied and powerful spur-gear-type
oil pump at the bottom of the base-chamber, direct

through a vertical spindle; thus forcing the oil-feed up
to the cam-shaft bearings in one direction, and into the

crank-shaft in another. As to the other constructipnal

feature, there we have economical production to begin

with; mostly ending with foundry costs. And beside the

resulting disencumberment, protection for the conduits

is definitely provided within the crank chamber walls,

such as no system of external piping can possibly obtain.

How They Work Out.

So generally symmetrical, too, is this system, that the

only departure is seen in the case of the watei'-inlet to

the Benz 150 h.p. model, into the rear-most cylinder jacket

as previously described, instead of centrally, right and

left to the two middle cylinders, as illustrated, for the

two smaller models. One can -only suppose that the

shorter run has been chosen to lessen the strain in the

pump, on account of the larger volume of water. How-
ever, the Italian system of moulding accessory parts into

the crank-chamber mass is worked to the fullest in

the matter of the two carburettors. In these, the

float-chambers only are external, both the jet-

chamber and the sleeve throttles being contained

within the casting. The effect ' is singularly neat,

of course, and is finished off cleverly enough with

the sheaves at the outer ends of the throttles, round

End View, part section of the Benz engine, lOO^h.p. type. In

general arrangement like the ISO^h.p. described in the article,

but differing in detail, as in the combustion chamber shape
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES— special sections illustrated

NICKEL STEEL. fult-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc.

PI'ESSWORK STEEL PARTSi We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines.

RUDDER FRAMES, ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES.
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wants

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldbury."

Telephone—"Oldbury UI"-

(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C, 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAMi

GROID
THE STRONGEST

GLUE
KNOWN
Selected ajter the

severest tests for
the mannfactut e of

H.M. Seaplanes
and AeroplaDea.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Trade Mark

Phone

723

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co., Ltd.

COVENTRY.

Shall
SCHOOL0TLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of tb« Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES, These machines are fitted

throughout with standard oontroli, are BAFB,

SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competert sta£f of assistants.

Wnte for full particulars te

Department " A "

THE

Hall School of Flying
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HENDON. N.W.
Kingsbury 142
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which, we notice, a length of steel cable is laid, with a
turnbuckle, and a return spring neatly housed at the end.
But in view of the inaccessibility of the jets unless the
float chambers are removed, the system, however ex-
cellent otherwise, seems a little bit overdone. The re-
mainder of the induction, too, is well carried out, with an
even length of travel and mixture feed to all cylinders

;

socket jointed at the bottom, and easily detached above
at each inlet valve port : the piping being, one sees,
jointed above, so that the actual intake, in each case, can
be rocked clear. This gives the least disturbance of parts,
of course

; nevertheless, the cylinder must needs be lifted
to replace either of its valves. Apparently, too, the Benz
induction system lacks anything in the nature of the
Green mixture-equalising tube between its jet-chambers

;

an arrangement which should ensure the regularity of the
mixture-supply to all cylinders, no matter what position
the motor may assume. Still, the next best compensa-
tion is provided in the Benz, by the two petrol tubes
branching up from the centrally placed filter ; which con-
sists of a drum with two concentric chambers, the inner
one—into which the main supply pipe runs direct—con-
taining a wire gauze sleeve which may readily be re-

moved for cleaning by running off the cover plate.

As TO THE Ignition.

Symmetry, too, has its directly practical advantages in
the matter of ignition, the two plugs with which each
cylinder is independently fired, being set in small pockets
directly opposite each other on either side of the com-
bustion chamber. In this way—and especially with a
combustion chamber of this shape—the risk of a misfire
seems to be as nearly as possible eliminated. The drive
to the magnetos, one sees, is from the same bevel-gearing
on the tail of the crank-shaft that drives the centrifugal
water-circulating pump below; and thereafter through a
two to one bevel wheel, driving the bevel gears of two
independent magneto spindles, right and left : the order
of firing being, of course, the same as for any other six-
cylinder motor. One may well admire, at the same
time, the flat sheath-like metal housing of the ignition
cables : which is such that the cables can only lie one
over another and cannot possibly twist or get out of place

;

so that their attachment to the plugs, however hurriedly
made, cannot possibly be mistaken even in the dark.

The Connecting Rod Design.

About the internal anatomy of the Benz, although the
piston and connecting rods are the only parts concerned,
there are certain points that may be usefully discussed.
With regard to the rod, the I section of the two smaller
models has been altered in the 150 h.p. to a circular

section, drilled through for an oil lead to the gudgeon--
pin, and rising in a beautiful tree-like curve from its

foot. So narrow, however, is the bore of the oil-lead that
it has left the rod unusually and unnecessarily heavy by
pounds. Tlie idea, one imagines, is to check the excessive
oil-supply of a more liberal boring, and carrying an un-
necessarily heavy weight of oil in the rods themselves

;

and owing to centrifugal action, a wasteful distributioTi

to the cylinder walls. I may, therefore, perhaps, be
allowed to say that the same results could have been
obtained and the rod made as light as any, by the simple
expedient of boring it out freely and inserting an alumi-
nium tube with a boss at the lower end, threaded
into the foot-piece, and running up the whole length
of the rod into the head : thus leaving an empty space
between the tube and the shank of the rod. At the total

cost, perhaps, of a depreciated mark.

Pistons and Possibilities.

As to the piston, there is a good deal to be said, in view
of some of the extraordinary productions—^not to say
freaks—that we have been asked to admire dui'ing the last

few years, and the weird developments of which we have

been told, more or less as a State secret. One that I shall

forthwith give away—not that I have the least hope that

the Germans will copy it, for they know better—but as a

horrible example. Not that the Benz piston is like any
of these ; in fact, it is over-orthodox, being of the plainest,

with a rather thin crown very slightly peaked up to the

centre, and carrying three rings : its length being a

little less, if anything, than its diameter. Whereas

—

seeing that the piston-trunk in an internal combustion
motor is essentially a cross-head, and plenty of length for

bearing surface is consequently essential to its eflBiciency

as such, to say nothing of balance—one would say that

the trunk length should exceed the piston-travel length

b}' an inch at least, probably more, in a motor of this

size. A Frenchman would have made it so, at any rate,

even if he had to slot out the lower end freely to clear the

connecting rod, and to lantern out the trunk body to

reduce weight and frictioning surface. So long as he
left a plain inch or two at the bottom.

Furthermore, he would probably have ribbed that crown
beneath to strengthen it, and to help get rid of the heat

before it reached the gudgeon-pin lugs. And, seeing that

he had a freely hollowed gudgeoii-pin to work with, he
might well have cut out even that single lug-screw, and
set its equivalent into the connecting-rod head instead,

providing a couple of bronze bushes for the gudgeon pin

to rock in
;
using, instead of wasting and burning, its oil.

For still further security he would have counter-sunk the

insertion holes into a shoulder at either end, and slipped

a piece of copper tube, with freely cut ends, into the

gudgeon pin : finishing by burring those cut ends hard

over the ends of the pin and into the countersinkings. And
a German, having first seen him do all this, would prob-

ably have copied every detail of the job, proclaimed the

device as his own, and perhaps contrived some little

special tool to finish it a little more neatly.

And the Absolute Hat.

But neither he, nor anyone else who understood the

alphabet of piston design—or not being obsessed with

rotary practice, or ignorant of the fact that the pistons of

a rotary do not reciprocate, properly speaking—would
have designed a thin-crowned piston with a ballet skirt

or lamp-shade to carry the rings. Nor—having left that

crown absolutely unstrengthened beneath—would he have
carried down a concentric carafe-shaped trunk from the

weakest part of the crown, to take all the weight of the

lugs as well as the base—incidentally bringing all the

heat to those lugs from the hottest part of the crown—nor,

finally, would he have reduced the bearing surface at the

bottom, the actual guide, to a mere five-eighths of an inch.

Oh , no ! That could only be done, and paid for with public

money, at one place in the world. Can you guess where?
Very well, don't tell anybody, and anticipate the great

oflicial discovery, got by accident out of incompetence.

(To be continued.)

ANOTHER SPARKING PLUG.
.Sparking plugs are endowed with a variety of names, generallv

more or less of a mythological ahararter, and among the latest

is the "Apollo," wlhioh is being marketed bv Brown Bros., Ltd.

This plug is of the two-point central electrode variety, and has

a mica insulator. The body is fitted with fins to ensure rapid

cooling, and the terminal is built with a groove into wihidi the

'high tension wire is fixed, so that it is particularly suited to rotary
engines.

FOR AMERICAN ENGINES.
Users of American engines may be interested to learn that

Leo Ripault, Ltd., the masters of the famous Oleo plugs, have
produced a high-class two-point central electrode sparking plug
with porcelain insulation builr to fit the threads usually employed
on American engines.

This plug should be of great use In connection with American
aero engines, as a good supply is readily obtainable in this

country.

Users of .American cars will also be glad to know where they
can get plugs to suit.
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THE BRITISH MAGNETO BUSINESS.
The Sub-Committee of the Advisory Committee to the

Board of Trade on Commercial Intelligence, with respect

to measures for seeming the position, after the war, of

•certain branches of British industry, have made a num-
ber of important recommendations in their report, which
was issued on February 2nd.

A deputation concerning the magneto industry was
subsequently referred to the Sub-Committee by the Pre-

sident of the Board of Trade, and the representations then
made are covered by the report, which says :—
As regards magnetos, the trade was virtually mono-

polised by the Bosch Company, of Stuttgart, and at the

sudden commencement of the war there were no manu-
facturers in this country, where the normal demand was
about 5,000 magnetos per week. Since then the demand
ias substantially increased, especially for military and
naval purposes. A number of British firms took up the
manufacture, and with the assistance of Sheffield in re-

spect of the production of magnet steel they have suc-

ceeded in making magnetos which have passed the
Oovernment test, and are asserted to be as good as the
Bosch Company's products. The firms are receiving large
-Government contracts, and there seems to be no doubt
that a considerable British manufacture could be built
up. The one obstacle is the reluctance of the firms con-
cerned to commit ' themselves to further capital outlay
and the unwillingness of outside capital to assist.

The representatives of this industry ask that Govern-
ment assistance might be afforded them in the form of

(i) an undertaking that the Government Depa,rtments

concerned in motor transport and the Air Services would
undertake to make use only of British magnetos made
(so far as practicable) only of British parts, such under-

taking to be for a term of years after the war ; and the

extension to all magnetos of the import duty of 33 per

cent, imposed ujxrn magnetos imported as parts of motors.

The Committee reported to Mr. Runciman that in view

of the importance of the manufacture of magnetos for

military and naval purposes, its position as a "key " in-

dustry, the efforts which the manufacturers have made,
and the severe competition from the powerful Bosch in-

terests which thej' will have to encounter after the war,

the}' were unanimously of opinion that Government assist-

ance might be given in the two forms desired.

[It is almost too much to hope that the present Govern-

nrent will take any such common-sense course as that

recommended by the Committee.—Ed.]

FOR PRISONERS QF WAR.
The following contributions have been received bj- Tady

Helmsle}' and J\Irs. Rowton towards their fund for

prisoners of war in Germany, and are hereby acknow-
ledged :—From the employees of Vickers Ltd., Weybridge
Works, £14 2S. 6d. ; from the emploj^ees of Vickers Ltd.,

Bexley Heath Works, £12 2s. 6d.

Oleo Plugs
LEO r;ii»AXjr-T & co.,

64a, Poland Street, London, W.
Used by nine GovernmentSi
40 different Models.

Phone: Gerrard 7758. Wires: Ripault, London;

AIRCRAFT IN WAR & PEACE
By WILLIAM
2S. 6d. net.

A. ROBSOX. With Illustrations. Crown Svo

In this book the author has attempted to convey, in plain, non-
technical language, a general idea of the conditions under which aircraft is

playing its part in the war, and also to indicate the chief directions in

which it is developing.

MACMILLAN & CO., Ltd., LONDON

AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
Fox's Patent Wire Bending Pliers

The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Lock Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, variousdeslgns
Metric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all commucications to Department No. 4

Springs ! Springs ! Springs !

We make a speciality of

springs for aeroplanes

SEND FOR PRICES
Dart Spring Co-, West Bromwich

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory
and leading Aeroplane Makers

Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. QA specification. Stocked in all gauges.
(Sheets are passed and stamped by the

" A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham.
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVEBTISEMERTS
All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Advertisement
Columns should arrive at this Office by First Post on

MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate—18 words 1/6; Situations wanted
ONLY—18 words 1/-; id. per word after.

For the toavenience of Advertigeri, replies can be received at

the office of " THE AEROPLANE/' 166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
STANLEY, POPPLEWELL and Co., Patent Agents and

Consulting Engineers. Applications for Patents attended to

in all countries.—38, Chancery Lane, London, W C. Telephone :

1763 Central. Circular free.

INVENTORS advised free. Write for booklet.—King's Patent
Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen Victoria Street, London. 30 years'

references.

PAGE AND ROWLINGSON, Chartered Patent Agents, -7,

Chancery Lane, London, W.C.
Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.I.C.E., has special experience, in Aviation

matters.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
W.'VNTED, draugihtsman for aeroplane work. Give references,

ex[>erience, and salary required. No one on Government
work need apply.—-.Applications Should be made to nearest Labour
Exchange, mentioning this paper and Box No. 786.

WANTED immediately, capable Engineering Draughtsman
wiih some experience of aeronautical work. Those on

Government work need not apply.—^Apply to nearest Labour Ex-
change, staling full particulars of experience, age and salary re-

quired, and mentioning this paper and Box No. 788.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
POSITION ill aeroplane factory or school. Good draughtsman,

aged 40.— Box No. 784, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

GENTLEMAN, with £200 to £$00 to invest, desires situation in

aeroplane conbtruction work.—Box No. 785, The Aeroplane,
166, Piccadilly, VV.

FOR SALE.
FAST two-seater monocoque, wings, controls, etc., no engine.

First-class job. Also Cuirtiss-type biplane. Low price for

cash.—.Apply, Weaver, Cox Street, Coventry.

FLYING Coat, Helmet, Naval Mess Jacket and Vest (Gieves)

for disposal
;
hardly used.

—•'Navy," Room 34, 118, Holborn.

FLIGHT Sub-Lieutenant's Uniform Jacket, Slacks, Vest and
Greatcoat, cost ^11 15^., chest 36, height 5ft. 9^ ins.

Absolutely new, worn 10 days only. First cheque 7s., ep-

prova), deposit. —Box No. 789, The Aeropla.ve, 166, Piccadilly, W.

0>y 1 / \ Stadium Car Lighting Dynamo, 12 volts. Magni-
aU i 1\J ficent switchboard (brass), mounted ammeter, volt-

meter, cut out. Cost £10 15s. Not yet uncrated. No dealers.

—

Box No. 790, The .Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

QUANTITY of 50 h.p. Gnomes in good condition for sale.-

—

Please apply The Gnome Engine Co., Edgware Road, The
Hyde, Hendon, N.W.

TO LET.
FACTORY Buildings and Land. Gas and Water. Suit Whole-

sale Manufacturers, Woodworkers, Engineering, Toymakers,
etc. Rent, ^^35.—Box No. 787, The Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

ENGINEERING.
TUITION in Aeronautical Engineering (with Diploma).—Com-

plete Correspondence Courses. Propellers, design, stability,

power.—British School of Engineering, 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits lacludes
all the roost notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.

3s. ; 8 by 6 in., 2s. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 6d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained,

from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. TV. BIPMiETT
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

MISCELLANEOUS.
HARDWOOD for Aeroplanes. Specially selected air-dried

timber as supplied to leading constructors in Britain and
the Continent. Silver Spruce, Ash, Poplar

;
Hickory and Ash

Skids
;
Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for Floats ; Wal-

nut for Propellers.—William Mallinson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney
Road. 'Phone, 3854 Central, 4770 Wall.

WANTED, Oddments, hard and soft timber. Also 3-ply wood.

—

Particulars to Box 100, Hannaford & Goodman, Ltd.^

57/59, LudgatJ Hill, London.

WANTED, ioo4i.p. rotary or radial engine, .Anzani preferred^

sound condition.—Particulars to Advertiser, Hyde Lodge,
Kingsbury, N.W.

PROPELLERS.
OHAUVIERE'S famous Integral Propellers hold all recorda

;

uied by all leading aviators. The best.—Sole' proprietort

for Great Britain and Colonies, Thb Integral Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper HoUoway, N. Telephone:
Homsev 2345. Telegrams: "Aviprop (UphoU), London."

MODELS.
SMYTH AEROPLANE COMPANY supply all accessories and

sets of parts for models. Send P.O. los. for scale model
Deperdussin R.O.G. model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road, Chiswick. Telephone :

"Chiswick 501."

The London and Ppovincial

School of Flying

N£XT VACANCY, MAR, 21. WW,

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE
Requires no Cooking or. Reoucino.

Used by the Leading Aircraft Makews
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, etc.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wril-e for Free Sample and Prices Yo

RUSSIA CEMENT Co., 76Turnmill Sr. London.E.C.

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SURBITONPARKTERRACE,KING BTON-ON-THAHES

Contractors to the Admiralty and War Office.

Telegrams:—** Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames.
Telephone - Kingston 672-

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

Mark.Trade
|
MENPINE |

Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE UEADINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Writ* for Price List and Particular!

MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.

DUNKLEY in FOR AIRCRAFT
Jamaica Row, Birixiitig-hanx.
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Tel.— Ken. 837. Nearest Station: S. Kensington

R F WELLS CO

AEROPLANES
AND SEA PLANES
10a ELYSTAIN STREET

CHELSEA
SOLE BRITISH AGENTS

and Builders under Licence of the

. BENOIST .

FLYING BOATS

Contractors to H.M. Government

CHAUVIERES

Integral Propellers

Hold the World's Records

And are being used extensively, both on

Aeroplanes and Hydro-Aeroplanesi by the

Allied Forces, viz.

:

GREAT BRITAIN, RUSSIA, FRANCE, JAPAN,

BELGIUM, SERVIA, ITALY and MONTENEGRO

Intogral Propollors Assuro Success

THE INTEGRAL PROPELLER CO., LTD,,

Offici and Works:

lb. ELTHORME ROAD, UPPER HOLLOWAY, N.

TtUphont: Hornity 2346. Ttltgrams: ••A viprop lUpholl), London."

r.c. B.4

Oontpaotops to H.M. Admiralty, War
Offloa, and Foreign Qovarnmanta.

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD

Sole BttMng »nd Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works i

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Telefnpkl* &<dceBi— Phone—
'CAUDROPLAN, CRICKLB, LONDON," jjji HAMPSTBAD.

«{

«<

«(

<«

«<

«<

«<

III

Telegrams: ETCHES, WINTON.

LEARN to

FLY at

BOURNEMOUTH
For Rapid Tuition.

Private Aerodrome.
No obstruction
by other Schools.

Write for full particulars :—

THE BOURNEMOUTH
AVIATION COMPANY,

Talbot Village,

BOURNEMOUTH.
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TRACTOR
and

PUSHER
BIPLANES

THOMAS BROS. AEROPLANE CO. [Inc.]

Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

European Representative

:

OLIVER W. THOMAS, "The Croft," Denbridge Road, Bickley, Kent.

Telsphone: 1696 BROMLEY

The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THt ADMIRALTY AND WAW ClFFICE

Office and Works KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone
Kingston 774 3i i.inesi

Telegrams:
" ^pwith, Kingston."
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MILESTONES -XX

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VOISIN In 1938 the first properly control'ed fHght on a European aeroplane was
made on a Vois'n of the type shown with a fixed engine. This was followed by the recor -breaker of 1909 with a Gnome
eng ne. In 1909 also the only Voisin tractor was prr.ducsd. In 1910 the Paris-Bordeaux type was built, and in 1911 the

amphibious "canard" and the "military" type with extensions, and the type without an elevator. In I91S Cime the type

with only two tail-booms and a geared-down engine, which developed finally into the big " gun" machine with a Salmson

engine.
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MANCHESTE
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Telegrams

:

" Triplane "
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ON AIRCRAFT AT WESTMINSTER.
None can accuse this paper of esteeming too highly

the practical value or the mental, and moral qualities of

politicians in this or any other land. Nevertheless, poli-

ticians and their politics have their uses, and because the

politics of aeronautics generally during the past few
weeks and of the immediate present are like to influence

the history of aircraft in the future far more than any-
thing which is being done, or, at any rate, more than
anything which one may disclose as being done, in our
aircraft factories at the moment, the aforesaid politics

come very definitely within the scope of " the paper for

practical- men," as this paper's motto styles it. Hence
for the time being the seemingly curious fact that an
essentially technical paper should appear as a political

organ.

Perhaps it may be well to explain, for the benefit of

those who are not, as the Scots say, " gleg in the uptak',"
that politics may and do influence strongly the work of

the Flying vServices and the course followed by aeroplane

designers alike.

Suppose, for example, that it became evident from the

trend of political debate that the people of this country
demanded a strenuous policy of " strafing the Hun," b}-

way of retaliatory raids. The Services—so called because
they were originally formed to serve the country—would
be compelled to obey that demand to the extent of organis-

ing at any rate a sufficient number of raids to appease the

demand, even if the heads of the Services thought that

the raids did not conduce to the conduct of the war proper

and were mereh' rather futile side-shows. Such is in

fact the opinion of a good many experienced men in

positions of high authority. The pure and applied

science of war, in itself as fascinating as chess, is apt to

overshadow the mere vulgar work of " strafing the Hun "

as quickly and as effectively as possible.

Incidentally^ "strafing the Hun" is not my phrase;

it is not even appropriated journalese ; it is the expression

of certain fire-eaters of the R.F.C., who find in such work
their onty sporting relief from the dull routine of recon-

naissance and artillery observation, and the strafing may
consist in anything offensive from big bomb-raids to per-

sonal attacks on every enem}'- machine encountered.

However, if the political demand is for raids, then the

vServices may know what to expect in the future, and

the astute aeroplane designer will take the hint to turn

out bomb-dropping machines as quickly' as he can. For

instance, a maker of more or less successful seaplanes

would rig up one of his standard machines with long-

distance tanks and the lightest adequate land chassis

instead of floats, and would go to the authorities and point

out that here was an ideal raider capable of carrying

200 lbs., or perhaps 500 lbs., of bombs instead of its floats,

and so many' miles an hour faster.

Whereupon the authorities would greet him publicly

as the saviour of his country and privately as the saviour

of their jobs, because he enabled them thus to make a

show at .short notice to please the politicians and the

public. And the said manufacturer would have the job

pron^ptiy of transforming all his seaplanes—which, de-

spite their undoubted merits, have had no influence on

the war—into raiders which—if still without influence

on strategy or tactics on land o-r sea—would, at any rate,

have some political influence in appeasing people at home,

and possibly in creating disturbance in Germany.

Of course, the said political agitation will warn the

Germans of what they may expect ; but as they have

.plenty of intelligence (mental as well as "service") any

how, it is not likely- to make much difference in any case,

and so long as we go on talking about and demanding

retaliatory raids it will keep them guessing as to where-

abouts the raiders are likely to strike, so no harm is done.

Contrariwise, if the trend of political influence is obvi-

ously in favour of adequate home defence before we be.gin

raiding, then the Service pilots may begin thinking out

schemes for night-flying, landing in the dark, strafing

Zeppelins over the coast, methods of convincing anti-

aircraft gunners that they are not Germans, ways of get-

ting machines off the ground in less than half an hour

after warning of approaching enemies has been given, and

so forth. And manufacturers may begin rigging up

machines to carry two-pounder guns, searchlights, signal-

ling apparatus, and so forth, which are not needed when

the Hun is to be strafed in his Vaterland.

All of which will, I trust, explain even to the most

unimaginative of practical mechanics ju.st why the treail

of politics has a direct influence on his daily work and

on his pocket, as well as on such secondary considerations

where the British workman is concerned—and his em-

plover as well in some cases—as the winning of the war

and the ultimate welfare of the British Empire.

With so much as prelude, let us direct to our politics.^

Owing to the usual verbosity of members, much has had

to be'' omitted, but every endeavour has been made to

retain all essential points. As certain questions prior to

the debate were of considerable importance, these, also,

have been included.

POISON-DOPE.

On March 7th, putting Question No. m, Mr. Rowlands

.'isked the Home Secretarj- whether he can now state what was

the result of the conference between the Wai' OfFice and the

.Admiralty with regard to the possibility of using a non-poisonous

dopf ? r , J ^•

Mr Brace - The main difficulty in the way of the adoption

of\he non-poisonous dope is that one of the essential ingredients

is not produced commercially in this country at prg.sent, and sutH-

cient quantities of it are not available. The conference considered

bv what methods the suppiv of the ingredient could be •"crpased

and efforts are being made to arrange, for this. ] he Admiralty

expr^riments lo which 1 referred in my pre^ious answer are pro-

"^"Mr"" Rowlands : Is not a fact that the French Government

have already prohibited the us..- of this verv dangerous poison.^

Mr. Brace : I should be obliged if mv hon. friend will give me

notice of that question.

rrhis question is obviously of immediate interest to all workers

in aircraft factories. Non-poisonous dope is easily made, and is
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procurable from a variety of firms. To be satisfactory in use

it has to be applied somewhat differentl) from the older forms of

dope, but workers soon learn the methods, and when once properly

applied it is at least as durable as any other kind.

The chief obstacle to its use hitherto seems to have been the

fact that the Royal Aircraft Factory has been unable to produce

a non-poisonous dope, and has therefore persuaded the War Office

and Admiralty that non-poisonous dopes are not as durable as

the poisonous kind. As a matter of fact, the average life of an

aeroplane on seivice is about two or three weeks, so it is almost

always smashed long before the worst dope washes off or perishes.

One would think, therefore, that under such circumstances every-

thing might be done to prolong the lives of the workers. Mean-
time, apparently, the officers of the Admiralty and War Office

appointed to investigate this question are merely being misled by

others. One hopes earnestlv that the higher officials will give this

matter their attention.—C. G. G.]

THE FATE OF CIVILIAN SCHOOLS.
In Questions Nos. 119, 120, and 121, Mr. Lynch asked the First

Lord of the Admiralty :
—

(1) Whether a number of officers of the Royal Naval Air Service

who have distinguished themselves on active service have been

trained at civilian aviation schools ; if so, whether the activities

of these schools will be encouraged.

(2) Whether his attention has beco called to the fact that the

civilian aviation schools at Hendon have done excellent work in

supplying competent aviators to the Flying Services, and also

that the activities of these schools do not clash with those of

the military and naval schools ; whether facilities will be given

to these schools to continue their work ; and

(3) Whether, under the Military Service Act, igi6, the civilian

aviation schools will be compelled to close down, owing to pupils

and emplovees alike being taken for military service ; whether he
is aware that the experience gained by instructors and mechanics
at these schools is more valuably employed in their present occu-

nation than as infantry of the line or even as pilots and mechanics

in one of the Flving Services ; and, if so, whether appropriate

steps will be taken to secure that these schools shall continue their

activities?

The Parliamentary Secretary to the Admiralty ( Dr. Macna-
mara) : I think it is very likely that pupils who have been trained

at civilian aviation schools have distinguished themselves on

active service, though I have no precise information upon the

point. Generally, I mav point out that the training .fjiven at these

schools is onlv a small part of the training reauired to make an

Air Service pilot, and with the increasing facilities for tr.Tining

Service schools, where the training is shortened through the

nilots receiving instruction in several subjects concurrently, it is

hohed in the near future almost entirely to dist>ense with the

neressitv for tisin^ brivate schools for trainim; R.N.A.S. fitihils.

T cannot, of course, sav the extent- to which these schools are

affected bv the provisions of the AlilitTV Service Act ; that is a

question wh'ch should be addressed to the War Office.

As regards the staff of instructors and mechanics at these

schools, it has alwav« been open to th^ni to apply for entry into

the Roval Nav.il Air Service if thev so desired.

[When Dr. Lvnch was kindlv putting these questions on the

paper he was asked to oinit the figures, disclosed bv the Royal
Aero Club, which showed that 263 pilots trvok their certificates at

Hendon in it months of 1Q15, that 211 of them entered the Flvinf

Services, and that in the same period the b°s'' IVTil'tarv School
onlv passed 130 pilot': and the best Naval School only 64.

These. figures could not have been suppressed for fear of giving

information to Germany, as thev must have been known in that

country in December, 1915, so the onlv supposition is that it was
desit-ed to hide them from the House of Commons.
The replv appears unconvincing. Granted that at a Service

school a probationer learns more than mere flving, the fact still

remains that there are enormous waiting lists for both Services,

and the civilian schools might well be used for the purpose of

weeding out those who are waitint?. It is waste of time to teach a

beginner navigation, gunnerv, drill, and so forth if it is found
that he can never make a flier, for if he cannot become a flier

the chances are that he will never make an observer either. It

would be better to let him try to learn at his own expense—as

so many are willing to do—and then cast him from the waiting
list if he shows no progress in a month.
As regards the instructors, several of them applied for the

R.N.A.S. and R.F.C., and wer-; turned down months ago. One
of the best of them all was actually turned out of the R.F.C.
fs a probationer because an officer thought he was incompetent.

Also, the answer takes no account of sundry friendly neutrals,

whose experience as instructors and whose knowledge of the ac-

complishments and defects of our Flying Services wouid doubtless

be much appreciated in Germany.
However, Dr. Macnamara has made it clear that civilian schools

are not wanted, and may shut down for all the .Adm.iralty cares.

Which, of course, is typical of this country's habit hitherto of

wasting good material, avoiding obvious sources of supply, and of

never when possible putting the right men onto the right jobs ; and

one hopes that in future better use may be made of our resources.
—C. G. G.]

MR. BALFOUR'S SPFFCH.
In the debate on Supply (Navy Estimates), March 7th, 1916,

references to aircraft in Mr. Balfour's statement read thus :

—

The Air Service in the Navy entirely owes its origin to my
right hon. Friend (Colonel Churchill). Do not let us look back
upon the past with all the fruits of our present experience and say
this is what clearly ought to have been done or ought not to have
been done. It is enough for me to point out that long before

the usefulness of aircraft had been proved by experience my right

hon. Friend foresaw the important part it was going to play, and
set himself to work to lay deep the foundations of a Naval Air

Service. Anyone who has had the opportunity, which I have had,

of examining the work which has been done in this connection

in the Admiralty is aware how much that Service owes to the

unremitting labour and unceasing personal attention which my
right hon. Friend gave to this particular branch of his duties.

He was not content to leave it to others to do^ and, indeed,

I suspect that if in an old-established and traditional office like the

Admiralty this question had been left entirely to what I may call

the traditional routine of the office, the Air Service would have
made nothing like the progress it did under the fostering care of

my right hon. Friend.

Since August, 1914, I think I am not wrong in saying that

the strength of the air forces of the Navy has grown tenfold,

and, of course, that necessarily involved some alteration of

organisation. That which was suited to the infancy of this branch

of the work becomes quite unsuitable when it reaches a certain

expansion. Although nothing essential .has been changed, I think

I mav say Without fear of contradiction that some modifications

suited to the enormous growth of the Service have been intre-

duced with considerable advantage.

Among other things, we found that the means of educating

airmen were necessarily inadequate when you had to deal with a

growth of such immense rapidity, and a growth which was taking

place not merely in the Navy, but in the Army. At one time the

Navy and the Army more or less pKJoled their efforts in the

matter of education. I need not trace the various modifications

which have taken place on the original system. It is enough to

say that, with the sanction of the Treasury, the Admiralty pur-

chased some months ago a large tract of land very suitably situated

—I will not say where it is—for purposes of training in flying,

and that we have secured the services of Commodore Paine, wha
has done such admirable work in this connection for the Army
I do not doubt for a moment that under his supervision, and with

all the facilities which to the best of our ability we are placing

at his disposal, an immense growth in education in air matters

will be the result of our efforts-

It has been said by many people why, after all, should the

Navy have an Air Service at all? I do not mean to touch even

remotely upon the vexed question of whether there should or

should not be a separate Minister for Air. I content myself with

saying what I think is indisputable, that whether there be a

separate Minister for Air or not, "he Navy will always require

a soecial service for its own purposes, however it be provided

and whoever may superintend it. Its work is largely different

from that of the Army. I do not deny that the Na\T often does

things which could be done by the Army, had the Army been at

the moment provided with the necessary materials, but undoubtedly
the Navv must have its share in air work when the operations

are oartly or wholly naval.

The training of a naval airman is '.he same. Indeed, as that

of an Army airman in its early stages, but differentiates as time

goes on. He has not to learn all the same things. He has to

learn things which are perfectly useless to an Armv airman during

the ordinary course of his duties. No Army airman, for ex-

ample, is required ever to use a seaplane. No Army airman need

learn how to distinguish the various types of shipping, enemy
and friendly, which ha\e to be discriminated if he is to be a

good scout over the sea. There are these and many other func-

tions in which the irainmg must be different for the two branches
of the Service, and wfie<-her vou put them ultimately under one
Minister or not, that difference in my opinion never will be
obliterated.

If I have been fortunate enough to convince any sceptic that

there must, therefore, be a senarate Air Service under any circum-
stances, the next question is, have these Services been so organised
as entirely to prevent what is called overlapping? Is there anv
overlapping in the work of the .Armv and the Navy? It would
he a very strong order to sav that there never has been anv over-

lappinf?, but of one thing T am absolutely convinced, rnd it is

that whatever may be true of the future, in the past it has been

pn immense gain that there have been two separate departments
dealing with all the nascent and early problems of this growing
branch of warfare.

It is all in its infancy. No one could tell you on March cth.

T9i6. what the developments will be on M,^_rch 5th, 1917. Nobodv
could have told you when war broke out in August, iot-i, how in

n year the type nf the machine, the work of the machine, and the
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capabilities of the machine would have altered, and the very views
we took on the whole Air Service v/ould have suffered profound
modihcation. Speaking for myself, 1 am quite certain that, had
the whole of this been left, for example, to the Army, immense
developments m engine power and jiiatters connected with the
size and lifting power of the machines would have been unde-
veloped, and that not because the gentlemen connected with the
.'vrmy Air Service were less competent than these connected with
the Navy, but because the- problem of dealing with heavy aero-
planes came before the Navy in a shape earlier and more insistent
than it could come before (he Army, in the very fact that you have
to use a seaplane, which is always lieavier than the lighter type of

aeroplane.

I need hardly say that this does not in any sense suggest that
we ought not to establish such a Committee as the Prime Minister
has in fact appointed, by which the question of supply as between
ihe two Services can be properly arranged. I ani dealing with
far deeper questions than that, and in a sense with far more
interesting questions. Tliero jiiav be rapid development, in the
face of an active enemy, of various types of flying-machine? which
the Navy and the Army alike require

There is one branch of the .'Vir Service which the .\rmy have
deliberately handed over to the exclusive patronage of the Navy.
1 mean the lighter-than-air craft. Here also there has been a
great development since the War began. As the House knows, it

was decided, rightly or wrongly, in years gone by— I think myself
wrongly, though 1 certainly do not b)ame the people who came to

that decision—that is was not worth our while to pursue the ques-
tion of Zeppelins, and to deal with the complicated and costly ques-
tion of Zeppelins. I do not believe that any prophet now living could
say with confidence what the future relations between the Zep-
pelin and the heavier-than-air machine is going to be. Both are
miproving and perhaps the improvement in the heavier-than-air
machine is more rapid and more certain than the improvement of
the Zeppelin.

All 1 say is that at this moment it is extremely desirable that

we should have lighter-than-air machines, from the naval point
of view-—1 only speak from the naval point of vievv—in order to

supplement the efforts of our Fleet by machines for scouting,

which, ,in many respcct^, and in favourable weather, are far more
effective than the swiftest destroyer or the most powerful cruiser.

Therefore we have done and we are doing ou" best to develop
the lighter-than-air machine.

The difficulty, to me rather an unexpected one— I am not talk-

ing of Zeppelins now, but of non-rigid types—is not so much in

constructing the instrument as in housing it. In the pre.sent

condition of labour throughout the country the length of time
taken to-build an adequate shed and shelter for these instruments
is what is really checking their use. We find it easier to provide
these lighter-than-air craft than lo lodge them suitably.

One further matter I must bring before the notice of the House,
and that is the kite-balloon. That also, I think, has been handed
over bj the .'^rmy to the .Admiralty. It has undergone great and
growing development. I do not know what ihc ultimate limits

of its utility may be, but I am persuaded that we^shall find more
and more use for it at sea, and that the extraordinary change which
has gone on in the last twelve months in the use of the kite-balloon

is symptomatic of the value which it will have, not merely in

land operations, but in sea operations also.

[.Mr. Balfour's speech is remaikable firstly for the friendly and
handsome' acknowledgment he made of Colonel Churchill's notable

work in building up the R.N'..'\.S., and secondly lor the great

hicrease of knowledge of the subject he displayed as compared'

with his previous speeches. One may perhaps point out that he

confuses the "strength of the air forces of the Navy" with their

size, and a cynic might say than ten times nothing is still no-

thing ; but as yet Mr. Balfour cannot te expected to have the

technical knowledge to disting^iish between the two. Nor, indeed,

can the Admiral who is ofticially Director of Air Services have

such knowledge. Both must rely on their technical advisers, and

as these advisers are precisely the people who are responsible for

the quantity as well as the quality—or the lack of both—of the

materiel of the R.N..V.S., some lack of strict accuracy in sucli

a statement is at least explicable.

rhe appointment of Commodore Godfrey l^aine, C.B., M.V.O.,
lo take charge of. the training of personnel is at le.tst a guarantee

that in one department errors arc unlikely to occur, and one would
wish to see all training work at all R.N. Air Stations placed under

the command of this distinguished officer, instead of being left in

its present haphazard state.

One is entirely in agreement with the statement that "the Navy
will always require a special service for its own purposes," and
the reasons therefor are very lucidly stated. Mr. Balfour's state-

ment appears to indicate that the R.N..A..S. will at some future

date be a comparatively small service confined entirely to purely

naval work, which entails the result that the big aerial offences

from land bases will be carried out either by a greatly enlarged

Royal Flying Corps or possibly by an .'\ir Service as a distinct

fighting force. Neither eventuality precludes the possibility, or

the desirability, of an Air Ministry to co-ordinate the efforts of

the two or three Flying Services, and to assure to each an adequate
supply of men and materiel.

It is skilfully emphasised that the R.N.A.S. is responsible for

the fact that it is at all possible to produce big engines and big

aeroplanes in this country, and whatever may be the sins of

omission and commission of those who had control of the embryo
R.N.A.S., this fact must be remembered to their credit alike

by their critics and enemies, and by the R.F.C., which is now
able to procure much-needed machines from firms which would
have been dead but for support from the Navy. One assumes
that those most concerned in this matter were not wholly dis-

sociated from supplying to the First Lord the information which
he embodied in this portion of his speech, and Mr. Balfour
might do well to investigate the faults of this de^partment as well

as its virtues.

It is also very true that competition in the past between
R.N./\.S. and R.F.C. has been of high value to both Services.

As to airships, one again finds oneself in entiie agreement with

A French aviator inspecting the machine gun fittings on a German biplane. The rear fitting suggests the possibility of firing

down direct through the fuselage.
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the official view, and the point that housing is as difficult a
problem as construction is worth noting b> those who clamour for
super-Zeppelins.

On the kite-balloon question Mr. Balfour is apparently in error,
for this humorous instrument was introduced by the R.N.A.S.
and then adopted by the Army to the extent of taking over whole
kite-balloon sections en bloc and transferring the personnel to the
R.F.C. It may be remembered that this paper had more than a
little to do with the employrnent of this weapon. Ihere is un-
doubtedly a great future for it in naval as well as military
tactical operations.

One ventures to felicitate Mr. Balfour on this statement concern-
ing the R.N.A.S., and one hopes that by making full use of all

available sources of information he will succeed in cauterising out
the evils which exist in what should be a valuable and respected
branch of his Majesty's senior Service.—C. G. G.]

Colonel Churchill, in his reply, said :

—

We hear a great deal about air raids. A great remedy against
Zeppelin raids is to destroy the Zeppelins in their sheds. I cannot
understand myself why all these many months, with resources far
greater than those which Lord Fisher and I ever possessed, it has
not been found possible to carry on the policy of raiding which,
in the early days even, carried a handful of naval pilots to
Cologne, Diisseldorf, and Friedrichshafen, and even to Cuxhaven
itself.

[Colonel Churchill's short reference to aircraft is much to the
point. The explanation of that which he could not understand is

quite simple. It is, firstly, that owing to grievous errors on the
part of the "experts" at the Admiralty, no machines or engines
were 'forthcoming vi'hich could undertake such raids, and millions

of pounds—1 do not exaggerate—have been squandered on aero-

planes which were entirely useless for war purposes. So bad were
the mistakes made. by these people that in order to save the face

of the R.N.A.S. and to make some kind of show, aeroplanes were
bought in France which were inferior in strength and workman-
ship to British machines, while British factories were full to the
doors with machines of no naval or military value. There is a
mass of information on this point available to Colonel Churchill

and to Mr. Balfour if either or both of them care to make use
of it.

This one matter has really done more harm to the R.N.A.S.
than have errors in organisation, discipline, or selection of per-

sonnel, and all these faults can be rectified with ease by anyone
possessing inside knowledge, combined with authority to get

things done.—C. G. G.]

Admiral Sir Hedworth Meux, in a maiden speech, said ;—We
are making a great deal too much fuss about these Zeppelin raids.

I can say so with a good deal of confidence, because we are all in

the same danger from Zeppelins. There is nobody safe, and they

will do a certain amount of harm. I do not believe we are quite

safe even in this House. 1 do not believe there is any truth in

the rumour that any German airman who destroyed this House
with all the members in it would get penal servitude for life. The
First Lord of the Admiralty does not blame our rulers for not

having Zeppelins. Well, 1 do, but as that was before the war,
it is no good pursuing the subject. They ought to have known
their potential danger.

[Admiral Meux apparently does not yet realise the military value

of Zeppelins as a deterrent to the production of munitions, or as

sea scouts. One assumes that his mind works slowly, which may
account for his not being in the House of Lords, and his humour
appears somewhat laboured also. The chief reason for our not

having Zeppelins is that there was only a limited amount of money
available for aircraft before the war, 'and Chat money was very

wisely spent on aeroplanes.—C. G. G.]

Mr. Hohler said

I want to know whether in regard to these air stations that we
have, what the officers and men are doing, and what they are

being paid to do? It- is within my knowledge that at a parti-

cular station, of which I can give the name, when Zeppelins came
over not long since there was no aeroplane, but there was a

Maxim gun which was perfectly useless. Subsequently, there was
an inquiry, and a Lewis gun was sent down. I believe at this

very station quite recently they had an aeroplane and an observer,

but no pilot, so that you have an aeroplane which is perfectly

useless for any purpose. I understand they have an officer there
driving about in two motor cars, but wihat he does with them I

do not know. I believe there is another station a little farther
on where they have no gun or other appliance, and I want to

know really what it is we are paying these vast sums of money
for. Would it not be infinitely better, as the First Lord frankly
told us, to wait until we get these things and train the men
meanwihile to some useful purpose?

I have another case which has come under my direct notice. I

was at Chelmsford .Assizes, and a curious question arose as to

whether a case was one of arson or fire by a Zeppelin. Men of
the Royal Naval Air Service were interested in the case, and I

questioned a young fellow, about tEree or four-and-twenty years
of age, in naval uniform. I have no doubt he had fwo suits of

A German Curiosity Shop.—Trophies of War on Show in Germany. A Voisin biplane and two B.Es. may be recognised.
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naval uniform. I do not know What his wages were—I dare
say 4s. or 5s. a day. 1 said, "What do you do?" I discovered
that he could not fly, he could not drive a motor or work a search-
light, and he had never been to sea.

I had another case at Maidstone, where in an accident with a
motor-car a boy was knocked down and badly injured. Who were
in the motor-car? Two gentlemen in the Royal Naval Air Ser-
vice, Who were speeding along, on the evidence, at 25 miles an
hour. A verdict was given against the driver for ;^i5o. Why
do these men have motors? I know another case in which officers
at these stations have £3^0 and ^'250 a year, and I have reason
to think that all they do is quietly to attend to their business just
as in times of peace, and they are serving no useful purpose. I

suggest that the Admiralty should take this matter in hand. If
you want these men, train them, but do not simply dress them in
uniform and call them a Royal Naval Air Service when in truth
they are nothing but an expense and a convenient shelter for men
who ought to be serving in the trenches or in the- NaVy.

r suggest that there should be a careful inquiry by some com-
petent officer sent by the Admiralty to these various stations to
ascertain what these motor-cars are being used for, what petrol
they bum ; and we should find out who these officers are, what
is their competence, and whether they can lay a gun and instruct
men. You might save a considerable sum of money in this way,
because, with all this expense, we are suffering damage from the
Zeppelins.

[Mr. Hohler's first point is worthy of attention ; his other
points are somewhat beside the mark. If the R.N.A.S. is to run
the coast defence stations, motor-cars are as necessary as are
picket-boats in a Naval Harbour, or motor-launches to the ships
of a fleet. What does, in fact, need setting right, is the selection
of officers to command and disciplme these stations. An air

mechanic is a very necessary member of the Service even though
he cannot fly, or drive a car, and has never been to sea, and in

such a capacity his ability as a workman is better employed than

at the butt of a rifle in a trench.—C. G. G.]

Mr. Ronald McNeill recalled the workable idea that airships

should be housed in dug-outs in the hills, the work to be done by

military labour.

[Certainly, that would be cheaper than erecting an expensive

airship shed on top of and near the edge of a cliff which is rapidly

disappearing into 'the sea, and dug-outs would also be proof

against enemy air-raiders.]

From the debate as a whole, it is clear that the Zeppelin

question obsesses the minds of most members to the extent

of almost eclipsing other phases of the work of aircraft.

This in itself may give a line of thought to people con-

cerned with aircraft. One therefore suggests that con-

sideration should be given to ways and means of pre-

venting aerial invasions by the obvious methods of

stopping the raiders at their starting point and by

destroying them if they arrive.

The R.F.C. has its own work to do at the moment,

whereas the R.N.A.S.. has no opportunity of being of use

to the Fleet. The gallant little detachments of the

R.N.A.S. abroad have done well in Mesopotamia, Africa,

and the Eastern Mediterranean; much good work has

been done in Flanders also, but it has suffered from lack

of proper control, with the result that many lives and

much money have been wasted without noticeable effect

on the progress of the war. It seems, therefore, that the

whole R.N.A.S. should be sorted out and properly

organised to deal adequately with enemy air raids, for in

that way alone can it justify its existence.—C. G. G.

ON THE AIR MINISTRY QUESTION.
On March 9th the L,ord Montagu of Beaulieu raised in

the House of Lords the question of the appointment of a
Minister for the Air. The following extracts from his

speech are taken, with due acknowledgment, from the
" Times " newspaper, the official reports of the proceed-

ings in the Lords not being available for a week or so

afterwards. Hence the oratio obliqua.

There was a goodly attendance of peers to listen to

Lord Montagu's views and a number of officers of both
Flying Services were also present in the gallery, as well

as a number of ladies, but only a single member of the

Lower House appeared.
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu asked his Majesty's Government

whether, in view of the great and growing importance of avia-

tion in modern warfare both by sea and land, and the need for

special attention and effort being concentrated upon it, they
would create a separate Ministry to deal with the whole question.

He was aware that in this country we never took a bold stroke

at once unless there was great weight of public opinion in its

favour. Everything must be subordinated to the needs of the

war, and although he welcomed the appointment of the Com-
mittee over which Lord Derby was to preside, which was in

itself an admission of weakness, he wished to convince the Govern-
ment that there was need for something bigger with wider powers
and with a ma.i of imagination and foresight at its head.
He knew he had been classed with the unfortunate body of

people called prophets who were received first with derision, then

with contempt, and afterwards with dislike, but he wished to

point out that he had called attention to this matter in igog. If

the Committee he had suggested in 1910 had been appointed the

problem of aviation would not have been neglected and we should
not have been in the position we were to-day. (Cheers.)

One of the difficulties he had to confront was the danger of

saying too much. Everything said in either House of Parliament
was known in Germany in a few days, and he could not there-

fore deal with the technical aspect of the subject. Very little of

importance in this country was not known to the German General
Staff, for their means of information were very extraordinary.

It was also necessary to remember, before blame was directed

to the naval or military authorities, that there was no experience
upon which to build a policy and that In this country to suggest
anything novel was always to be condemned. There had been
opposition from the heads of departments and from the Treasury,
which had retarded the efforts of those who wished to push on
with aviation. . . He was glad to see that Sir David Henderson
had been appointed to the Army Council and wondered if that
was the result of his question having been placed on the paper.
It was, at any rate, a step in the right direction.
With regard to the suggested Ministry of the Air, he admitted

that only a year ago he was very doubtful whether the Air

Service should not run on its present system divided into two
branches, for there were great difficulties about combining the

Services, and there were prejudices which it would be very hard

to overcome. But it could not be denied that the present posi-

tion of our Air Service was very unsatisfactory. A year ago,-

and even last summer, a German aeroplane was hardly ever seen

over our lines in Flanders, but now he feared we had lost our

air supremacy. It was our duty at all costs to regain it, and
we should not regain it until our present system was altered.

The Germans now had aeroplanes which could fly faster and
ascend more quickly than ours. At home we had about 25 visits

from Zeppelins, and with the exception of part of a propeller

found in Kent this week there was no evidence that any Zeppelin

had been seriously damaged. That alone proved we had not had
enough energy.

The Committee over which Lord Derby presided was merely

one which allocated the production of our factories to the Army
or the Navy. It was merely a departmental committee, and
though other powers might be thrust upon it, it had been ap-

pointed merely for the purpose he had stated. That would not

take us very far. It was said you' should not swap horses while

crossing a stream, but if one horse was drowning it would really

he wise to take the other. The whole question was whether the

difficulties of machinery were to be made into a stronger argu-

ment than the efficiency of the Service.

"One Element, One Service."
The proper motto was "One Element, one Service." At vari-

ous times in our history we had had to make new Ministries for

new needs. The House might remember that up to the time of

the Crimean War the Minister for the Colonies and the Minister

for War were one and the same person. And though no one

would try to combine those Ministries nowadays, it had to be

remembered that only lately we had had new Ministries created,

and no doubt we should have more.
The first function of such a Eoard would be the function of

supply and construction. The Derby Committee to-day, he be-

lieved, had to do with supply, not with construction. He would
also like to see the Board of Aviation deal with the question of

future policy ; it should be able to~ inform the future staff what
was the best kind of machines to construct for certain purposes.

It should include a representative certainly of the Admiralty and
of the War Office ; men of commercial manufacturing experi-

ence, and also a member of the General Staff or a delegate from
that staff.

If anything went wrong with the Air Service or Zeppelins came
over and did harm to this country, who was the Minister re-

sponsible? He had never discovered any Minister who was par-

ticularly responsible. If questions were now a'sked about thp

air defence of London, it turned out that there had been four
different stages in regard to its organisation. The very fact that

they had such vacillation proved to his mind that it was almost
impossible for the Army anS Navy to carry out the proper organ-
isation and control of the air service of this country.
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An AuxiEi
He did not propose at this st^a^Kf%jto4M^<9Mf^4IFient right

away for a Ministry of Aviation. A great deal liad to be thought
out before that organisation could be established. Jiut he thought
they ought to take the Derby Committee, give it more power,
and make it the germ of What might come later. The Chair-
man of that Committee should certainly be a member of the
Cabinet or of the War Council. But to leave the Committee as

it was, merely an inter-departmental Committee, was only touch-
ing the fringe of the question and was not going to do any real

good at all.

At the present time the Air Service was merely auxiliary to the

fighting forces of the Navy and Army. He could see a time
coming when the Air Service would be more important than either

the Army or Navy. . . We must get into the habit of looking at

the Air Service not as an auxiliary to the Army and Navy, but as

a great service which was an establishment of itself and to which
we should have to look in future years largely for the defence of

this country. It would take many years before the full value of

air-power was realised. He believed it was the logical outcome of

the present system of warfare that the greater part of our future
warfare would be in the air. The soldier to-day had become a
cave-dweller ; he had to dig himself in the ground and stop there
the greater part of the time. At sea many of our sailors had
hi^nome diving men. The power of the great gun and the power
of explosives would tend more and more to drive the issue of

battle into the element of the air. Therefore we must learn a
lesson from tlie present systeni of fighting. We were led irresist-

ibly to the conclusion that the sujwemacy of the air was the goal
io which this country should strive.

Scientific Warfare.
Then, there was another aspect. All war would become more

and more scientific, but warfare in the air would become more
scientific tlian anything which had preceded it. And as it be-

came more scientific our foes would become more dangerous.
That being so, it would become more important that the fore-

sight which had to be exercised and the organisation of this

great service should not be left to a divided responsibility. Tliere

should be one responsibility, and one only. The three problems
to be dealt with were simple enough, but they required all the

brains at the disposal of the country to solve. They were, first,

the provision of powerful enough aeroplanes
;
secondly, the pro-

vision of powerful enough anti-aircraft guns ; and thirdly, the

construction and building at once of airships of the Zeppelin type

for this country.

Retaliation.
Then we should do to our enemies what they had done to us

They attacked, and were going to attack still more, our manu-
facturing districts, while we had never attacked theirs to the
same extent. Yet there were points on our frontier in Flander';
which were far closer to Essen and the great industrial districts

of Westphalia than our industrial districts were to the nearest
for the German airships. We were absolutely unable to give a
proper reply, which was the bombing and destruction of the
hangars of the enemy beyond the horizon of his manufacturing
districts. In order to convince their lordships of the seriousness
of the modern Zeppelin, he would quote a few particulars-

Every one, he supposed, would grant that the number ol

Zeppelins possessed by Germany was still considerable. Within
the last few days he had talked with a neutral who had come
from Berlin and who was in a position to know what he was
talking about, and he had put the numher as high as 50. He
himself (Loid Montagu) thought it was between 30 and 40.
There were a certain number on the Russian frontier, but there
was a possibility of their putting a fleet of not less than 20 in

the air at this moment. . . If they considered the range of these
airships they would have to extend their ideas considerably of
the danger that might exist. He believed it was more serious

than the aspect on land. If the German Fleet came out, and
came out at a time that suited the Zeppelins, although their aid

might not redress the balance against the superiority of our
Fleet it would cause extra losses, it would make the tactics of

our Fleet more difficult, and might even have a serious influence

on the battle itself.

The Defence of Artillery.
Some people said we ought to try to defend this country to a

large extent by artillery, and he was sorry to hear the Secretary
for War say the other day that the building of certain anti-

aircraft guns had been accelerated to the disadvantage of other
guns in order to cope with this danger. They might just as

well try to retain the supremacy of the sea by means of a few
forts along the coast as to cope with Zeppelins by setting up
artillery all over the country, unless—as was unthinkable—they
were going on the iSea of having these guns round all the great
centres. The extreme range with the guns we had—he would
not give the figure—but he would say that Zeppelins could rise

higher. They could fly to a height, he believed, of 15,000 ft.,

and any gunnery expert would tell them that accurate shooting
at an object travelling at that height was a very difficult thing.

Official Aeroplane Production.
The only way to overcome Zeppelins was to carry the war into

the enemy's camp, and for that they required powerful aeroplaTies

10 Domb the enemy's territory and hangars. He was aware thai

there was a new air engine coming out in Germany of 225 horse-

power, and an extraordinarily light plane which was likely to

give extraordinary results.

In this connection it would be worth while to take note of the

fact that in France and Germany all the finest guns as well as

the finest planes came out of private factories. He doubted very

much the wisdom for any branch of military equipment of setting

up Government manufactories except on a very small scale. Tt

was on the big firms they must rely when the time of strain

came.

After referring to his former utterances in 1909, 1910, and

1913 on this subject the noble lord went on to say that what we
had to look at now was our policy in the future. There was no
comfort in the phrase that "no damage had been done of mili-

tary value." The truth was we had had stupendous luck up to

now. He knew one case where a great munition works escaped

by a few yards, and that in the raid of January 31st one of our

most important machine-Shops for making air-engines was only

missed by a few yards also. That luck could not be expected in

the future. Sooner or later not only large manufactories would

be destroyed, but an immense damage done in the country.

He had tried to say nothing which would help the enemy.
He could tell of scandals which until a few days ago were still

going on—one of which was worse than a scandal, for tlie man
responsible for it ought to be hanged. Our shores were within

easy reach of the enemy. We were unprepared to resist or to

destroy any Zeppelins that came over in force. The advantages
of our insularity were rapidly disappearing. Even those of

meteorological conditions were diminishing. Upon the efficiency

of the Air Service now and in the future much would depend

;

and if he would end on the note of grave warning he would sa}'—
Let it not be said with shame of our generation that we did not

trouble to guard in the air what our forefathers won on the sea.

(Cheers.)

Lord Oranmore and Browne said that about three weeks ago
he raised the question of Zef)pelin raids, and suggested that the

problem could only be solved by the creation of an Air Minister.

Not much encouragement was given to the suggestion by Lord
Kitchener. He had not expected sympathy from that source, but

what surprised him was that cold water was thrown upon the

project by noble lords speaking in various parts of the House.
The common objection was that the Cabinet was already too

large, and yet the subsequent announcement of the appointment
of Lord Robert Cecil to the Cabinet as Blockade Minister was
received in the House with general approval. In his view, the

Cabinet having reached its present unwieldy dimensions, it did

not matter much whether it consisted of 21 or 31 members.

The great disadvantage of leaving the control of the Air

.Service in the hands of the Army and Navy was that they would
be more concerned with the particular needs of their own
.Services, and would fail to look at the matter from a broader

point of view.

Lord Haldane and First Principles.

Viscount Haldane said he was in entire agreement with tht

two noble lords, but the question was not what we desired but

how we were to get it done. . . One noble lord had remarked re-

flectively that the Cabinet was already so large that it would
not matter if another Minister was added. But what was the

new Minister to administer? The noble lord had suggested that

he might look after the personnel not only of the defence of

London, but of the whole Air Service. He wondered how
Admiral Jellicoe would like to have under him in the North Sea
aviators over whom he had no command.

Lord Oranmore and Browne suggested that the Air

Minister should be responsible for home defence and the suppjv

of aeroplanes, but that aeroplanes and airships when co-ope"rating

with the Army or Navy should be under local command.
Viscount Ifaldane said that really meant there were to be

three services instead of two. (Laughter.) We should be' worse

off than ever. If the men were not trained under those who were

to be responsible for them and there were three services instead

of two there would be still greater confusion. To him it was

clear there were two quite distinct questions. One was how the

machines were to be used and the other was how the requisite

machines were to be provided. Owing to the division of energv

we had suffered, for we had not been able to concentrate all our

resources. But, after all, this was a question of settling first

principles.

Violent Thinking Required.
We had heard a great deal too much of push and go (cheers),

what was called violent action before thinking, instead of violent

thinking before action. He wanted to see a little more violent

thinking introduced into this problem.

He had had a good deal to do with the early question of air

craft, and in order to get at first principles the National Physical

Laboratory had been taken for Lord Rayleigh's Committee to

work out what was required, and experimental practical work
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had been carried on under the direction of Mr. O 'Gorman. The
result of that work had been that, althoug'h somehow this
country had not tal^en a real interest" in the Air Service such as
that talien in France and Germany, we had very early in the war
established our supremacy in the air. Now we were far behind,
but not in construction and not in design. . . He did not know
how we stood at present with regard to our aeroplane service,
but he doubted very much if we were behind the enemy more than
momentarily. It was our own fault if we were behind, for we
had certainly got the men who could put us in front.
When he came to speak of Zeppelins he had a different tale

to tell. The' Zeppelin was an invention of the enemy ' in which
we were lamentably behind. But in those early days the
Zeppelin did not receive the same attention that it did no'w. . .

The only real Zeppelin that he knew of that wa« constructed here
met with an accident, and went to pieces immediately. The
Admiralty seemed to have been discouraged and not to have pro-
ceeded further.

Speaking for himself, he thought we missed a great oppor-
tunity of applying to the construction of Zeppelins the same
amount of science that we endeavoured to apply to the construc-
tion of aeroplan-es. He believed that if the 'same course had
been taken we should be much further advanced than we were
to-day.

A Minister of Air was all very well. Some day or other the
Air Service might have grown to such an extent that we might
need one. He did not know what course the Government were
taking in this respect. But he did not think it was possible to
turn round suddenly and take the construction out of the hands
in which it was at the present time. He would be sorry to see
the control of the direction of the Army Air Service in any way
removed from General Henderson. He put down our want of
progress to a want of seriousness about the construction. We had
to make up for neglecting science.

A Scientific Foundation.
The question before the House was not a question of making

some energetic person Minister of the Air and saying, " Now
produce something." . . . What they had to do was to strengthen
the scientific foundation on which the service rested at the preserft
time, and to make sure that no action was undertaken which
did not rest upon a basis of carefully considered action.

Lord Beresford's Views.
Lord Beresford said he entirely agreed that the new air war-

fare was going to be perhaps of so tremendous a character that
it might supersede the Army and Navy. Anyway, we should be
ahead in the air the same as we were on the water.
He. proposed that Zeppelins should be built as soon as ever it

was possible, for the simple reason that in all war machines you
must meet like with like. And Zeppelins must be met with
Zeppelins. The reason why we did not raid enemy places as we
did at the beginning of the war was that the machines we bought
were bad machines and had not got air endurance. If we had
taken English artisans and had machines of English manu-
facture we should have been a great deal more advanced. We
had lost several of the finest young men in the world by sending
them up in bad machines. It was murder to send men up in
this way, and the money we had spent uselessly was fabulous.
With regard to the suggestion for an Air Minister, he did not
think it would help the case and he did not agree with Lord
Montagu in having only one air service. An air service was
needed for the Army and another for the Navy.
The only thing we could do at present was to fit the best

machines we could to cover the distances Lord Montagu had
mentioned, and then weekly—and daily if possible—attack the
German Zeppelin sheds. He suggested a small committee for
the Army and a small committee for the Navy and that they
should consider the question of designs for the air service.

The Government Reply.
,The Marquess of Lansdowne : Lord Montagu has been ap-

positely described as a prophet in connection with this particular
subject ; and to-night he appears not only as a prophet but as a
physician. He gives us a diagnosis of the disease and pre-
scribes the remedies.

No one, 1 think, will deny that there have been very serious
shortcomings in connection with the air service of this country
and that it is our duty to devote all our energies to correct the
defects which have arisen. . . . But I should be sorry to say any-
thing that might be taken as an admission that there was no other
side to the picture than the somewhat depressing picture which has
been drawn by Lord Montagu. The improvement in the quality
of our mililary equipment has been very remarkable indeed. In
the first place, as far as warfare at the front is concerned, we have
certainly not been outclassed by our opponents. I say that in

regard to the quality of our equipment. In regard to quantity,
I am told that, taking first the number of machines, the output
per month is at the present moment 20 times that of peace, and
this will more than double itself during the summer.
With regard to aeroplanes, the output per week is about three-

quarters of that for the whole of the year ended August, 1914.
All the original types of aeroplanes which accompanied the Ex-
peditionary Force in August, 1914, have now been replaced by

something better, and this progress continues. With regard to

the number of units I am told that by the end of the month the

number of squadrons abroad will be eight times those which ac-

companied the Expeditionary Force in August 1914.

-With regard to air raids on this country, so far as our experience

has gone, I should be inclined to say that what people have re-

sented most is not so much the extent of the damage that has been
done by those raids as the impunity with which they have been
carried out. So far as the success of those raids goes, I doubt
whether their material or moral effects have been at all consider-

able in proportion to the effort which they must have cost our
enemies.

The Policy of Air Service.

I say that without any idea of suggesting that we desire to

ignore the warning with which my noble friend concluded his

speech. On the contrary, we do fully realise that this danger of

invasion by aircraft is a very real danger, "that it is one that might
at any moment threaten the bases of cur Armies abroad, and
that it is our duty to take every possible precaution to meet it. . . .

The main complaint made is that the Air Service is wanting in

organisation, that there has been a dispersal of effort, a scramble

between the two Services, and the absence of a comprehensive and
directing policy. As. to policy, I am not quite sure that I know
what is in our critics' mind. ... I find it as difficult to think

of a separate air policy as of a separate military policy or a
separate naval policy, because, unless I am greatly mistaken, the

Air Service must be to a great extent auxiliary to the Army and
Navy. The Navy will always insist upon having an Air Service

of its own, and a like claim will be put forward by the Army. The
proper way of looking at the question is to recognise the -Air Ser-

vice as a most important ally to the other two Services, to put it

alongside of them, and to see that il there is a tripartite policy

it is really directed fronY one controlling source and in accordance
with the general needs of the country and the Empire

_ Lord Derby's Committee.
We are asked, what have we been doing? We have appointed

the Joint Air Committee. It. is presided over by Lord Derby, a
public man who stands very high in the estimation of his fellow-

countrymen. He is not in the Cabinet, but he is as well known, at

least, as most members of the Cabinet. On the committee there are

three distinguished officers representing the Admiralty, two repre-

senting the War Office, and as it may summon to its assistance
advisory members there is an opening for calling in that special

scientific knowledge upon which Lord Haldane so properly insisted.

The committee is to have a free hand to deal with questions
of design, production, and distribution. I think that reference

covers the points upon which Lord Montagu insisted as being the
most important. It is also to be remembered that it is precisely

in regard to those questions that outside criticism has been most
pronounced.
To sum up the functions of the Derby Committee, its business

will be to ensure that the manufacture of supplies and the distri-

bution of material shall be in accordance with the policy of aerial

warfare laid down by the Government. It is said that the recent
speech of Lord Derby in this House showed that the scope of his

functions was necessarily limited. I admit it might have left an
impression on some minds that Lord Derby was desiring to mini-
mise the importance of his own committee. What I think Lord
Derby really wanted to explain was that he had no executive
functions and that for that reason he was not to be held in any
way responsible for the air defence of London or the United
Kingdom. That is perfectly true, but, while not having any exe-
cutive functions, with that reservation, the position of Lord Derby
and his committee is extremely powerful, and ihere is no portion
of the field of inquiry from which he and his colleagues are
excluded.

A JBusinesslike Arrangement.
I may be asked why having gone so far we do not pluck up

a little more courage and appoint a Minister with a full-blown

department subordinate to him. We shall not be deterred from
making an arrangement of that kind because it would add one
more to a somewhat numerous Cabinet. But it does not seem
to me that such an arrangement would give any advantage be-

yond that derived from the present arrangement.
A great many oi the mistakes are the mistakes of subordinates

v.f'hich would have been committed even with a Cabinet Minister

at the head of the department. As the matter stands we have
a very strong committee with a strong man at the head, and we
have given them access to every source of information, and to

every branch of the subject of aerial warfare.

Experience will show whether the present arrangement will

work and what further changes are desirable. Meanwhile I am
not prepared to admit the country is undergoing any detriment

because we have stopped at this point. The Committee is doing
its work well, and we may trust it to take advantage of the wide
latitude which has been given to it. I trust the Committee will

not disregard the emphatic warning which the noble lord has

given to it and to the country.

Viscount MiDLETON asked that the pressure of ptibllc opinion

should not be allowed to influence officers to fly at night in un-

safe conditions.
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Lord Montagu said he liad no reason to complain ol the

atluuue ot the Government except that he feared they did not

yet realise hoiv important the subject, was. He tJiought the posi-

tion was bound to be regarded as unsatisfactory when we had
onl\ one engine to every three planes, and diat engine not the

best Icind. trie hoped the Derby Committee would effect an im-

provement, and would itself become something like the Board of

Aviation he desired.

A COMMENTARY ON THE DEBATE.
Lord Montagu's speech is remarkable for the lucidity with

which he made his points, and its effect on the House was very

evident. ' It is, taking ic all round, undoubtedly the best-informed
speech technically which has been, made in either House on the

subject of aeronautics.

\Vhile Lord MoriTagu's facts are absolutely accurate, one may
perhaps differ from him in one or two of his conclusions. The
motto "One element, one Service" is undoubtedly excellent for

popular consumption, but, technically jt rests on false logic. Air
is a universal element and is common to soldier, sailor and civilian

alike. It enters equally into Naval and Military operations, not
merely as a medium through which aircraft journey, but as an
important factor in all doings. Air is as necessary to a stout

officer participating in a cliarge as it is to the engine-room of

the fastest battle cruiser. Furthermore, as has been pointed out
in this paper, an aeroplane is merely a vehicle, conveying a

sailor or soldier on his lawful occasions, and is not a thing apart
any more than is a motor-car or a motor boat, both of these

vehicles being common to either of the Services.

This argument, however, by no means precludes the possi-

bility or utility of an Air Ministry, for it would be quite possible

to form a ministry with a joint Naval and Military Board to

co-ordinaie the operations of the two Services and prevent over-
lapping, much as it is intended that Lord Derby's Joint Com-
mittee shall co-ordinate the production of aircraft.

Exigencies of space and time prevent one from dealing with
all Lord Montagu's points in detail, and his facts are so little

open to dispute that one can only say that one agrees whole-
heartedly with everything he has said. The subject may be dealt

with more fully at a later date, and so one may pass to the
utterances of other Peers who took part in the Debate.
One disagrees promptly with Lord Oranmore and Browne that

it is a disadvantage to leave the control of the Air Service. in the
hands of the Army and Navy. The mere fact that they are con-
cerned with their own particular need ensures that the air work
of the two Services will be performed to the best advantage of

those Services, whereas an entirely separate Third Service might
conceivaljly be so concerned with "strafing Huns" for its own
glorification that more serious service work might be forgotten.

Lord HrrtSane's speech is worthy in every way of his lord-

ship's connection with aeronautics from the beginning. His
usual state of philosophic doubt is disclosed throughout, and his
fondness for violent thinking concurrently with complete physical
inaction has been only too painfully proved both in his dealings
with the Army as a whole and with the Flying Corps in par-
ticular. Violent thinking on the lines advocated by him has re-

sulted in the war performances of R.A.F. productions being con-
sistently six months Ixjhind those of the products of private manu-
facturers, and this fact is the basic cause of all the troubles from
which the R.F.C. is suffering.

It is well to remember that without exception every period

THE ROYAL AERO CLUB.
Members of the Royal Aero Club are reminded that the Annual

General Meeting of the Club will take place at i66, Piccadilly,

on March 28th, at 5 p.m., and it is hoped that as many members
as possible will attend.

The retiring members of the Committee have deserved the

thanks of the Club for their work during the past year, many of

them being Service members who have devoted to the Club's
affairs much of the small portion of spare time left them after

attending to their arduo is duties. It is hoped that all will allow
tliemselves to be proposed for re-election and that they will be
re-elected.

Many members of the Club have intimated verbally and by
letter that they would like to see The Aeroplane made the official

organ of the R.Ae.C. on account of its being so closely in touch
with the Flying Services and with the Aircraft, Industry. The
present writer hopes that no effort will be made to bring this to

pass as he is convinced that the money spent on any official

organ can be better employed in improving the accommodation
for members and in making it more worthy of the Club.

It appears that a matter of ;^'400 per annum is spent on the

official organ at present, and this sum must increase as the

membership increases. The same sum spent in rent would permit
the premises to be materially enlarged and would probably allow
of running a proper catering department.
There does not appear to be any reason why every member

should receive a newspaper as part of the value received for his

subscription^ for anyone so interested in aviation as to become a

member of the Club would certainly bu)- an aviation paper in any

of dominance in the air obtained by British aviators has Deeft

achieved on and by the performances of aeroplanes built by

private manufacturers and designed independently of Government
"experts.

"

Aeroplanes have existed in this country throughout the war
greatly superior in performance and therefore in actual if not in-

theoretical safety to those of the R.A.F. The R.F.C. has been

told time after time that very soon the R.A.F. would produce a

machine superior to anything in the world, and the Royal Fly-

ing Corps is still waiting. The result of violent thinking is the

B.E.2C, a machine which existed before the war, which appeared

in some numbers shortly after the outbreak of war, and which,

is now pouring forth from numerous factories as a standardised

article which is so utterly inferior to modern German aeroplanes

as to have earned the nickname of "Fokker Fodder."
One is disclosing no information to the enemy in making this

statement, simply because the German aviators know the machine

as well as we do, and have captured quite a fair number, several-

of them owing to the failure of R.A.F. engines. The net result

is that, so far from having better and ibetter machines month by
month, an unduly large proportion of the R.F.C. pilots are going,

out over the German lines to-day on machines precisely similar

to those in use in January, 1915.

Lord Haldane's statement that we are not behind in construc-

tion and design is unfortunately untrue. One may, however^,

agree that it is our own fault that we are behind, thanks to th&

violent thinking of the Government's "aeronautical experts."

We have had more than cnoug'h of "scientiSc foundation" for

our Flying Services. Let us get down to practical engineering.

Lord Beresford's statement that we have lost some of the finest-

young men in the world by sending tihem up on bad machines^

is absolutely accurate, and the task before Lord Derby's Com-
mittee or an Air Ministry, it matters little which, is to ensure-

that we have the finest machines in the world as well as men.

Lord Lansdowne certainly makes the best possible case for-

the Government, but his figures are as open to explanation as are-

.those of Mr. Balfour in tfie House of Commons. To say that

our present output of machines is twenty times that forthcoming;

before the war means nothing. Mere quantity without quality

cannot help us. The statement that all the original types of

aeroplanes which accompanied the Expeditionary Force in August,.

1914, have been replaced by something better merely confuses thfr-

issue, c.r.i will convince none but those ignorant of the facts.

It is little consolation to a flying officer on a 75 mile an hour
B.E.2C who is the victim of a more powerfully armed, faster and'

better climbing German machine to reflect that the old B.E.2 oi

1914 only did about 60 miles an hour. Lord Lansdowne's techni-

cal advisers simply beg the question in putting this argument
into his mouth.
That Lord Derby's Joint Committee should be dealing with-

questions of design and production Is by no means comforting

to those who have our success in the air at heart. One dis-

tinguished officer on that Committee is not yet sufficiently well-

acquainted with aircraft to be able to decide of his own know-
ledge whether the other members of the Committee are taking,

the best possible steps, and the other officers are precisely tJiose-

who have been so badly misled by their technical "experts" in

the past as to have permitted the existing state of affairs.

Lord Montagu's suggestion for a Board of Production and'

Design based on an entirely different system is actually the only

remedy for this trouble.—C. G. G.

case. And, so far as the Qluh's official notices are concerned,,

any aviation paper would gladly pubffsh them without charge.

The time may come when the Club will find it necessary to pub-

lish a monthly or even a weekly bulletin of its own, but one does-

not recall any other science or sport in which the representative

body commits itself to the support of a newspaper which is the

property of other people.

If The Aeroplane were made the official organ of the R.Ae.C.

it is conceivable that members might object to the paper's

editorial opinions being thrust upon them by the Committee, and;

if the editor subordinated his views, which now represent both

those of the Services and the Industry, to official views to the

extent of expressing no opinions at all it is also conceivable that

members might consider that such vapidity did not represent value

for the Club's money.
One suggests that this aspect of the question is worth consider-

ing in relation to the question of any official organ of any club,,

past, present, or future. It certainly seems that the money
derived from members' subscriptions is better spent by any club-

Committee in promoting the physical comfort of the members
rather than in supplying them with mental pabulum, irrespective-

of whether that food be a carefully concocted curry or merely
invalid's pap.—C. G. G.

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
Muriel Countess Helmsley and Mrs. Rowton beg to acknow-

ledge the following donations to their Fund for Prisoners of War-
in German}':—From the employees of Vickers, Ltd., Weybridge-
Works, ;^'4 14s. 6d. ; from Vickers, Ltd., Bexley Heath Works, £4..
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A I R - S C R E W S .

LICENCE "REGY."

Featherweight Aero Altimeters

"G.A.C." Aero Wheels
" G.A.C." Shock Absorbers

"G.A.C." Aero Fabrics

"GNOMOL" Castor Oil

" G.A.C." Featherweight Altimeters

"G.A.C." Aero Instruments

" G.A.C." Triplex Glass Goggles

"G.A.C" Aero Accessories, Etc.

Terms and Deliveries on Application.

"G.A.C."

AERO TYRES
THE GENERAL AERONAUTICAL CO., LTD.

Contractors to H.M. Government,
RegisteredlOffices :—30, Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W,
'Phone : 280 Qerrard. Wire :

" Santochimo, London."

(Fo/J^s :—5, Hythe Rd., Cumberland Park, Willesden, N.W.

EMAILLITE
THE ORIGINAL AND STILL THE PREMIER DOPE.

AS
TIGHT

AS
A DRUM,

Trade Mark.

THE BRITISH EMAILLITE CO., LTD.
Contractors to H.M. Government,

Registered Offices :—30, Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.
Wire: " Santochlmo, London." 'Phone : 280 Gerrard.

Works ;—5 , Hythe Rd.. C imb;riand Pa,-k, \Vi lesd;n Junction, N.W.

Prompt Delivery of

PROPELLERS
AND

PETROL TANKS
[As supplied to War Office]

Darracq Works
TOWNMEAD ROAD, FULHAM, S.W.

Prices of complete Aeroplanes^ Propellers, Petrol Tanks, Service Tanks, &c., on application,

TiLirHOKE: PUTNEY JMO (5 linei) Tilbokams : DARRACQS, WALGREEN, LONDON (

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
l-rom the "London Gazette," March 7th, 1916

ARMY COUNCIL.
Crown Office, March 6th.

The King has been pleased by Letters Patent under the Great
Seal bearing date February 22nd, 1916, to appoint Field-Marshal
the Right Hon. Horatio Herbert Karl Kitchener of Khartoum,
K.G., K.P., G.C.B., O.M., G.C.S.L, G.C.M.G., G.C.I. E.,

Lieut. -Gen. (temp. Gen.) Sir William Robert Robertson, K.C.B.,
K.C.V.O., D.S.O., Lieut.-Gen. Sir John Steven Cowans, K.C.B.,
M.V.O., Maj.-Gen. (temp. Lieut.-Gen.) Sir Cecil Frederick Nevil
Macready, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., Maj.-Gen. Sir David Henderson,
K.C.b., D.S.O., Maj.-Gen. Sir Stanley Brenton von Donop,
K.C.B., Maj.-Gen. Robert Dundas Whigham, C.B., D.S.O., Right
Hon. Harold John J'ennant, and Henry William Forster, Esq.,

to be his Majesty's Army Council.

Admiralty, March ist.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Sqdn. Com. H. L. Wood-
cock promoted to rank of wing com. February 29th.

March 6th.

R.N.A.S.—^With reference to notice in "Gazette," February
iith, relative to confirmation in rank of flight sub-lieut. of

George Kelvin Blandy, first Cliristian name is "Geoffrey," not
"George," as therein stated.

Proby flight sub-lieuls. for temp. serv. confirmed in rank of
flight sub-lieut. for temp. serv. : C. R. -Blagrove. May 2nd. J. A.
Sadler, A. Gammon, W. A. Davies. July iith. F. D. Till.

July 22nd. C. L. E. Geach. July 28th. J. C. Beddard. August
7th. H. C. Irwin. August 13th. H. G. Holden. August i6th.

P, S. J. Owen. August lyth. I. Macdonald. August 23rd.

H. V. German. August 25th. A. S. Todd. September 6th.

E. R. Grange. September 22nd. L. Barr. September 25th.

W. P. NidhoUs. September 28th. G. E. Hervey. September
30th. H. Tether. October 31st. H. G. Leslie, D. A. H. Nelles.

November 3rd. A. M. STiook. November 5th. A. M. Hughes.
November 7th. H. R. Aird, G. S. Abbott. November 8th. G. N.
Hughes. November 14th. A. J. Boddy. November 15th. S. J.

Woolley, G. L. Hartgill, D. E. Harkness, J. H. Woolner.
November 22nd. F. S. Cotton, J. O. Galpin. November 26th.

War Office, March 7th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

^Establishme.nts.—Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—Flight Coms., from Flying Officers.

—

February 2oflh : Maj. R. A. Bradley, N. Staffs.
;
Capt. S. C. W.

Smith, E. Surrey, S.R.
Flying Officers.—February 22nd : Temp. Lieut. W. Astell,

Lovat's Scouts Yeo. ; Sec. Lieut. D. S. C. Macaskie, S.R. ; Sec.

Lieut. W. O. Russell, S.R. February 23rd : Sec. Lieut. J. J.

B'reen, R. Irish, and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. J. B. F. Austin, 3rd Hrs.,
and seed.

Wing Adjts.—Lieut. D. M. V. Veitch, ist D. of York's Own
Lrs. (Skinner's H.), I. A., vice Temp. Capt. C. F. Lee, W. Somt.
Yeo., from December 20th to February 24th. Capt G. J. L.
Stoney, Worcs., and seed., vice Lieut. D. M. V. Veitch, ist D. of

York's Own Lrs. (Skinner's H.), I. A. February 25th.

Balloon Officers.—Temp. Sec. Lieur. T. W. Nops, E. Surrey,

and transfd. to Gen. List. February loth. February 24th : Lieut.

A. L. Kent-Lemon, York and Lane, and seed. ; Temp. Sec. Lieut.

W. R. Nelson, R.A., and transfd. to Gen. List; Sec. Lieut. S.

Gavin, sth Devons, T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. M. W. Bovill, S.R.
Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Temp. Capt. H. P. R. Warren, Motor

Mach. Gun Serv., and transfd. to Gen. List. January i8th. Sec.

Lieut. C. R. Huggins, S.R. January 21st. Sec. Lieut. K. D.
Abercromby, S.R. February 22nd.

Me.morandu.m.—Actg. Cpl. H. G. P. Lowe, Royal Flying Corps,
to be temp. sec. lieut. for duty with Mil. Wing of that corps.

February loth.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : C. R. Huggins, K. D.
Abercromby, D. S. C. Macaskie, W. O. Russell.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) : H. I. Hughes. February 8tb.

E. L. P. Morgan. February 15th. A. Livingstone-Allan. Febru-
ary 17th. K. C. Cleaver. February 20th.

« « * <

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March Sth, 1916.

War Office, March 8th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Warrant Officer to be sec. lieut. for

service in the Field :—

•

Infantry.—Gloucestershire Regt.—Sergt.-Maj. G. A. Hilliar,

R.F.C. February 13th,.

Mdmorandum.—N.C.Os. to be temp. sec. lieuts., for duty with
R.F.C.—February 13th : Cpl. A. L. Wilson, 19th Alberta Dgns.,
Cpl. H. Cockerell, R.F.C.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Surname of Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) C, S. Duffus, as now described,
not as in "Gazette," December 23rd.

Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank: A. de B. Brandon,
R. K. Muir, C. S. Duffus.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) ; S. S. Kennedy. January 26tli.

B. M. lies. February 2nd. Marc^h 6th : T. Macleod, S. E. Faber,

A. J. McWha, D. r'. Stitt, A. P. Boney.
* * It

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 9th, 1916.
• War Office, March 9th.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—^Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—Flight Com.—Capt. F. M. Roxby,
N. Staffs., S.R., from balloon officer. February 20th.

Flying Officers.—February 24th : Sec. Lieut. P. C. Cam.pbell,

A. and S.H., S.R., and seed.; Sec. Lieut. G. K. McDonald,
Sherwood Foresters, S.R., and seed. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—C. S.

Duffus, 'K. de B. Brandon, R. K. Muir.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Suppi.fmentary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.— Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) V. P. Spurway confirmed in rank.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). March 6th : J. W. James, H. R.
Hawkins.

« * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, Marcli 10th, 1916.

War Office, March loth.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.-S-Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
J. A, Coats to be sec. lieut. (on prob.). March 2nd.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 11th, 1916.

War Office, March nth.
MEMORANDUM.—To be temp. Major : Sec. Lieut. G. I. Tay-

lor, R.F.C, S.R., whilst performing duties of Prof, of Meteor-
ology. February 14th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. (on prcnb.) confirmed in rank : F. N. Grirnwade, E. Gra-
ham, J. D. Latta, M. W. Bovill.

* * *

The following are noted in a Supplement to the "London
Gazette" published on March nth :

—

Distinguished Conduct Medal.
Corporal E. P. Roberts, Royal Flying Corps.
For conspicuous good work as an dtiserver. In September,

when certain photographs were urgently required, and the

clouds were v^ry low, he took the photographs under a heavy
fire. «

Hartley, ist Class Air Mechanic F., Royal Flying Corps.

For conspicuous gallantry on fifteen occasions while employed
as a gunner in an aeroplane, and on two occasions he exhibited

great courage and skill in aerial combats.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 13th, 1916.

War Office, March 13th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Sec. Lieut.

G. A. Hilliar, Glos., and seed. February 13th. Temp. Sec. Lieut.

C. H. E. Ridpath, Gen. List. February 26th. Sec. Lieut. S. G.

Frost, S.R. March ist. Sec. Lieut. E. Graham, S.R. March 2nd.

Memorandum.—J. W. R. Elphinstone, Inns of Court O.T.C.,

to be temp. Sec. Lieut, for duty with Royal Flying Corps. March
13th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieut, (on prob.) S. G. Frost confirmed in rank. To be Sec.

Lieuts. (on prob.) : L. Bawn. February 21st. March 13th : C.

Kerr, H. F. Fisher

NAVAL.
The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on

March 7th :

—

Royal Naval Air .Service.—Lieut., R.N.V.R., R. Leyland

appointed acting lieut.-com., to date March 4th.

The undermentioned temp, sub-lieuts. promoted to the rank of

lieut., all with seniority Manch 4th : D. Illingworth, Lord Lough-
borough, H. A. R. Norton, D. A. B. Tonks, and J. Morrissey.

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on

March 9th, 1916 :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. S. T. Hosken entered as

proby. Flight Sub-Lieut., for temp, service and appointed to the

"President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date March 8th..

Royal Naval Reserve.—Lieut.—T. Godman, to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for R.N.A.S., «4o date March 8th.

Temp. Lieuts.—J. H. Wilson and J. H. English to the "Presi-

dent," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date March Sth.

Temp. Actg. Lieuts.—E. L. Johnston and H. A. H. Seabrook,

to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date Maroli Sth.

Temp. Sub-Lieuts. F. Cleary and F. Richardson, to the "Presi-

clent," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date March 8th.

Actg. Sub-Lieut. W. H. Watt, to the "President," additional,

for R.N.A.S., to date March Sth.
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The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
March 13th :— -

Royal Naval Air Service.—Messrs. A. E. Courage and H. R.
Gillman entered as temp. Sub-Lieuts., R.N.V.R., and appointed
to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date March loth
and March iith respectively.

Mr. R. Gordon entered as temp. Warrant Officer, second grade,
and appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to
date March iith.

* * *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following
casualty on March 9th :

—

Killed (under date March 6th).—Flight Comm. William R
Crocker, R.N. (Lieut. R.N.).

* * »

Flight Comm. William R. Crocker, R.N., was born at Redhill
on September 19th, 1885, had seniority as lieutenant in the Royal
Navy of April ist, 1908, and as flight commander, R.N.A.S., of
July ist, 1914. He held the Royal Humane Society's Testimonial
on Vellum for heroism on the occasion when, as a sub-lieutenant
of the "Highflyer" in 1907, he plunged into Bombay Harbour and
saved a man who had fallen from his ship, the rescue being
attended with great risk in a strong tide and with approaching
darkness. "

He took his certificate No. 603 on a Short at Eastohurch on
August 28th, 1913.
During his career in the Navy Lieut. Crocker did excellent

work and showed every promise of a distinguished future, and
since he joined the R.N.A.S. all who have met him bear witness
to his tact and courtesy both to junior officers and to civilians,
even when on duty at the Admiralty, where such qualities are not
too common. His death is a very real loss to the Service.

* « *

Boj mechanics are required immediately for training as wire-
less telegraphists in the Royal Naval Air Service. Age between
17 and 17J in March, 1916. Pay is. per day up to the age of
18, at which age they are graded as 2nd Class Ai.- Mechanics
Service is for the period of the war only. No promise of per-
manent service is possible, but it is improbable that really useful
hands will be disbanded.

Applications should be made in writing, stating exact date of
l)irth and particulars of education received, to the Wireless Officer,
R.N.A.S. Depot, Barlby Road, North Kensington. No boy need
:ipply whose hearing or eyesight is in any way defective.

* * *

A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place, be-
tween Flight Lieut. Benjamin Travers, R.N.A.S., elder son of
W. F. Travers, of Mole Cottage, Westhumble, Dorking, and
Dorothy Ethel Violet Mouncey, only child of Capt. D. B'. W.
-Mouncey, Leicestershire Regiment, anH Mrs. Mouncey, of 38,Elm Park Gardens, and granddaughter of the late Sir James
Kobert Longden, G.C.M.G.

* « *
MANNING.—At Hill Side Cottage, Clay Hill, Busihey,

Herts, on March 8th, to W. O. Manning, Lieut.', R.N.V.R.,
attd. R.N.A.S., and Mrs. Manning (n^e Blanck)—a son.
Lieut. Manning will be remembered as one of the pioneers of

aviation, when, with Mr. Howard Wright, he was responsible for
:he Howard Wright biplanes and monoplanes, and for the Avis
monoplanes. Later he joined the Coventry Ordnance Co., Ltd.,
.md on the outbreak of war left that firm to join the Naval Air
Service in a technical capacity. He served for some time at
the R.N.A.S. Repair Depfit, and later had charge of the passing
tif machines at Hendon. More recently he has been employed on
experimental work. All will wish him and Mrs. Manning joy
of their son and heir, and will hope that he may grow to be a
i-redit to them and a help to aviation.

JULLEROT—PRIDHAM.—On March 7th, at St. George's,
Hanover Square, Henry Jullerot, Lieut, de I'Aviation Militaire,

attd. R.N.A.S., to Miss Pridham.
Lieut. Jullerot is one of the earliest of aviators, having flown

in the big Continental meetings of 1910. Later he joined the
Bristol Co. and taught many of our most famous Service aviators
to fly. He has served throughout the war with distinction. His
bride is a niece of Mrs. Mortimer Singer, and has long been
interested in flying. All will wish our old friend and his charm-
ing wife long life and happiness.

THE "COURT CIRCULAR."
At Buckingham Palace on Saturday, March iith, the King

conferred the Military Cross on Captain Selden Long, Royal Fly-
ing Corps.

MILITARY
G.H.Q. dispatch of March loth says :

—

Yesterday we carried out a successful aircraft attack against
hostile railhead and billets at Carvin. It is believed that con-
siderable damage was done. Thirty-one machines took part

in the raid and alt returned safely. As a result of a fight in

the air a hostile machine and one of our own machines were
brought down near Tournai.

• « •

G.H.Q. dispatch of March 13th says :

—

Yesterday there was much aerial activity on both ' sides. 32
hostile machines were engaged. One was driven down near
Lille and a second shot down in our lines. To-day another Ger-
man machine was forced to descend in our lines.

* * *

The Secretary of the War Office issued the following announce-
ment on March 8th :

—

In addition to the casualties already announced, five persons
previously reported as injured in the recent air raid have died,

and fuller particulars of the number of persons injured are

now available.

The total casualties (all areas) are as follows :— .

Men. Women. Children. Total.

Killed 9 4 ... S ... 18

Injured 22 ... 22 ... 8 ... 52

31 26 13 70

, The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-

ported on March 8th :

—

Missing.—Sec. Lieut. H. F. Champion, 6th Rifle Brigade,
attd. Royal Flying Corps.

Sec. Lieut. L. A. Newbold, Essex and Rpyal Flying Corps.
* » #

The following casualty in the Indian Forces was reported on
March 8th, without date :

—

EXPEDITIONARY FORCE.
Officer previously unofficially reported Killed, now

officially reported Died as Priso.ver of War.
Lieut. E. C. Braddyll, loth Lancers, attd. Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-

ported on March loth under date March 3rd :

—

Missing.—Lieut. H. F. Birdwood, 2ofh London (T.F.) (Black-

heath and Woolwich), attd. Royal Flying Corps.

Lieut. C. W. Palmer, Royal Flying Corps.

» * •»

The following casualty in the Expeditionary Force was reported

on March iith under date March 4th:

—

Killed.—Sec. Lieut. T. D. O'Brien, i6th Lancers, attd. Royal
Flying Corps.

Wounded.-—Sec. Lieut. R. A. Pierpoint, R. Berks R. and
R.F.C.
Reported without date :

—

Died of Wounds.—Second Class Air Mechanic T. F. Wells,

10802, R.F.C.
* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-

ported on March 13th under date March 6th :

—

Killed.—Johnston, Sec. Lieut. H. A., Royal Flying Corps.

Wounded.—Godwin, Sec. Lieut. C. C, Royal Flying Corps.

Seedhouse, Sec. Lieut. C. N., General List, and Royal Flying
Corps.

Reptorted without dates :

—

Wounded.—Burrell, Lieut. C. I., R.E., ist (Newcastle) North-
umbrian Field Co. (T.F.) and Royal Flying Corps.

Dickinson, Lieut. A. H., Northern Cyclist Batt. (T.F.) and
Royal Flying Corps.

James, Sec. Lieut. C. E. H., Welsh, and Royal Flying Corps.

MESOPOTAMIA.—The following casualty was reported from
Mesopotamia on March 13th :

—

Killed.—Peck, Sec. Lieut. R. H., Royal Flying Corps.

* * *

The following appeared in the Casualty List published on
March 14th :

—

INDIAN FORCES.

—

Expeditionary Force.—Correction.—
Braddyll, Lieut. E. C. , loth Lancers, attd. R.F.C, previously

reported died as prisoner of war, should have been reptorted died.

INDIAN FORCES.

—

Mesopotamia.—Officer Missing, Be"

iiEVED Killed.—Palmer, Capt. W. G., 113th Infantry, attd.

R.F.C.
* * *

Second Lieut. Terence Donough O'Brien was the only son of

Brigadier-General E. D. J. O'Brien, C.B., late 14th Hussars,
and grandson of Lieutenant-Colonel Sir Terence O'Brien, formerly
Governor of Heligoland and Newfoundland. He was educated at

Winchester and Sandhurst, and was gazetted to the i6th Lancers
on August 14th, 1914. He joined his regiment in Flanders on
October 23rd, 1914, and was in the action of February 21st, 1915.

in the trenches at Zillebeck, when the i6th Lancers lost heavily.

He joined the R.F.C. in September, 1915, as an observer, since

which date he had been continuously employed.
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Second Lieut. H. A. Johnston, killed in France on March 4th,

was the son of Dr. Johnston, of Stranorlar, County Donegal.
Mr. Johnston, who was 24 years of age, was formerly with the

firm of Siemens as wireless installation specialist. He volunteered

at the outbreak of the war, and served twelve months in the

ranks before being given a commission.

Second Lieut. R. H. Peck obtained his commission in the New
Armies in Dec, 1914, and was appointed to the R.F.C. as Flying
Officer in January of this year.

Captain Walter Gerard Palmer was born in October, 1883, and
passed from Sandhurst to the Unattached List Indian Army in

Jan., 1903. He was gazetted to the Indian Army in March, 1904,
and was promoted Lieutenant in April, 1905, and Captain in Jan.,

1912.
* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on March 14th :

NICHOLSON. —On the nth March, from an aeroplane acci-

dent while on duty, George Crosfield Norris, Captain Royal
Flying Corps, aged thirty-one, only son of Sir Charles Nichol-
son, Bart., M.P., and husband of Evelyn Nicholson.

One notes with deep regret the death of Capt. G. C. N. Nichol-

son, who was killed on Saturday, March nth, while flying in

England after several months' service at the front. His mechanic,
James Martin, was killed at the same time.

An ascent was made after the machine had been carefully

examined by Martin. At an altitude of 4,000 feet the aeroplane
seemed to describe an S, and turn downwards. When 250 feet

from the ground it assumed a steep bank, which increased to an
angle of 60 degrees. Then the machine apparently side-slipped
and came down in a nose-dive. The two occupants died on their

way to hospital.

The "Times" says:—-"Captain Nicholson, who was born in

November, 1884, was educated at Eton and Clare College, Cam-
bridge. In 1907 he was appointed assistant private secretary to

Mr. E. Robertson, Parliamentary Secretary to the Admiralty, and
in the following year went to the War Office as private secretary
to Colonel Seely, then Under-Secretary for War. He became
principal private secretary to Colonel Seely on his appointment
as Secretary for'War in 1912.
"His death is a serious loss, not only to the Royal Flying"

Corps, but to the whole future of fiying in England. Initiated
early into public life. Captain Nicholson had already been a candi-
date for the House of Commons, and was regarded as one of the
men who would have done most after the war to develop and
explain the new Service. He took up flying at the outbreak of
War, rapidlj became a proficient pilot, and had done much to
inspire his political and official friends with his own enthusiasm.
"Captain Nicholson, who. was a nephew of Mr, Reginald Nichol-

son, formerly manager of the 'Times,' married in 1906 the Hon.
Evelyn Izm6 Murray, youngest daughter of Viscount Elibank,
and his son, John Norris, who was born in 1911, becomes heir
to the baronetcy."
Many of those concerned with aircraft have met Capt Nicholson

in his capacity as private secretary to Colonel Seely, and will

remember his unfailing courtesy and his anxiety to help aviation
to the best of his ability. Later, when learning to fly at Brook-
lands, his genuine sporting spirit and his charming personality
won for him many new friends. In the R.F.C. he was universally
popular and was regarded as a very valuable officer. In every
way he is a great loss to the corps.

-X- -X- *

The appointment of Major-Genernl Sir David Henderson to be
a member of the Army Council will meet with general approval.
For the first time the Royal Flying Corps is recognised as of
such importance that its representative may take a part in de-
ciding the operations and training of the Army. Sir David
Henderson has devoted himself to aviation almost since its

earliest days, and he gave up the then much more important and
much coveted post of Director of Military Training in order to

ffive his whole time and energy to the development of the R.F.C.
Despite errors in equipment, and certain minor details easily
curable, the R.F.C. has been excellently organised, and it is only
right that the officer who was primarily responsible for the
building up of the Coi^ss should be given a place in the Army
Council.

* *

The following story of a very gallant officer appeared in the
"Times" in a letter from an officer attached R.F.C, writing on
February 8th :

—

"No news since my last, except very sad—for us, anyway. We
have just lost a very gallant and very dear member of our. mess,
and his last effort makes us all proud to think he was one of us.
"He is another victim of most astonishing bad luck, not by

any means of enemy supremacy in the air. He was flying the
day brfore yesterday, and of course the usual concourse of Huns
were following at long range—opening fire occasionally with a
few rounds—^but we were taking no notice of them. We had

almost got back when a lucky shot got the old chap in the thigh.
All the same, he plugged on and landed his machine just this side
of Ypres ; his observer, helped by some gunners, got him out and
took him to a farm, where they bound him up and then sent him-

down on an ambulance to a dressing station. But the main-
artery had been cut, and the old chap died from loss of blood an
hour afterwards.

"It was a magnificent effort bringing the m.achine over the
lines and landing it, thereby saving his observer, vi^hen he was
half-fainting the whole time through loss of blood. Well, it is-

war—but it hits hard sometimes ; he was one of the best. I

might mention that the bullet which got him was the only one
that even hit the machine at all. I tell you these things not to put
you down in the dumps (you have more sense, I know), but
because they are, after all, the things that matter nowadays, and
it should do you good and make you very thankful to hear how
some of our men out here can die."

» » *
The "Morning Post" states that letters received give parti-

culars of a good piece of work at the front by Second Lieut. Cyril-

Norman Seedhouse, R.F.C. Mr. Seedhouse, flying over the
enemy's lines with an observer, Hugh H. B. Cox—[Rank not
stated, so probably an air-mechanic.—Ed.]—was attacked by two
Fokker aeroplanes. He manoeuvred so as to enable his observer
to make such useful shooting that one Fokker was driven off. The
second then attacked. Mr. Seedhouse was wounded in the back
by an enemy bullet, but pluckily continued until the second enemy
turned tail. Cox then noticing that his pilot was wounded shouted
to him "Go home." By this tirrie Mr. Seedhouse was only par-
tially conscious, but in this state he piloted his machine nearly
twenty miles over the enemy's lines, bringing his observer safely

back.

Before taking up flying Mr. Seedhouse was a daring dispatch
rider. He was a well-known athlete, being the quarter mile
running champion in 1912 and 1914. He took part in- the

Olympic Games meeting at Stockholm, and would probably have
taken part this year in the Olympic Games at Berlin cancelled by
the War.

* * *

The following paragraph, doubtless of international import-
ance, is taken from the "Daily Mail" of March 9th, where it

appeared under the heading "Theatre Gossip" :

—

"Mr. Vernon Castle, the most famous dancer ('fox-trotter,'

'two-stepper,' etc.), who, as I announced four months ago, had
closed all his American contracts to come home to England to

join the Royal Flying Corps, has arrived and has just got his

commission. His wife (an American) and he were from three

New York enterprises jointly earning a thousand pounds a week.
Yet he determined to come home. And a couple pf weeks ago
he came and haunted the Admiralty. Last week he met his

friend Mr. Robert Loraine, who put him in the right way of

being recognised. He has an air pilot's certificate—American
qualification—and hopes soon to be somewhere where there is

gun-firing. His sister is Miss Coralie Blythe, of musical comedy
fame."
[One suggests that the R.F.C. would be the better for being

dissociated from theatre gossip.—Ed.]

FKANCE.
The communique of March 7th says :

—

In the Argonne, in ihe region df Avocourt, our special guns
brought down a German aeroplane, "which fell in our lines.

Both aviators, who were wounded, were taken prisoners.

« « «

The communique of March 8th says :

—

Aeroplane bombardment squadrons consisting of 16 machines
dropped 124 bombs of every calibre on the station of Metz-
Sablons, where there were several trains. The projectiles found
their mark. A squadron of enemy aeroplanes attempted to

, pursue our machines, which returned to their starting point with-

the exception ot one aeroplane, which was compelled to land as

the result of engine trouble.

* * *

The communique of March loth says :

—

On March 8th our aircraft displayed particular activity.

Numerous actions were fought by our machines, mostly over
the enemy's lines. During these aerial encounters 15 German
aeroplanes were put to flight. Ten were seen to plunge verti-

cally into their own lines, and according to definite information

2 German machines," one of which was a Fokker, were brought
down in Champagne and three in the region of Verdun. These
machines fell into the German zone.

-X- * •*

The communique of March nth says :

—

To-day in the region of Douaumont one of our aeroplanes-

brought down a Fokker, which fell in flames in the German
lines.
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.Tke communiqud of March 12th says :

—

This morning Sous-Lieutenant Guynemer brought down a

German aeroplane, which fell in flames in our lines near Thiau-,

court. This is the eighth aeroplane brought down by this pilot.

Six of these fell in our lines and two in the German lines.

Another of our aviators also brought down an enemy aero-

plane in our lines near Dombasle, in the Argonne. The passen-

gers of the two machines thus destroyed were killed.

The same day our squadrons of fighting aeroplanes fought
eighteen actions in the air in the region of Etain, putting their

adversaries to flight.
» « •

The cornmuniqu6 of March 13th says :

—

One of our bombarding air squadrons, during a night flight,

dropped thirty bombs of heavy calibre on the railway station of

Conflans. Five outbreaks of fire were noticed. In spite of a

violent cannonade all our machines returned safely.

During to-day our army corps and battle Air Squadrons dis-

played remarkable activity in the whole of the Verdun region.

A squadron composed of six aeroplanes dropped 30 bombs on
the strategic station of BrieuUes, north of Verdun.
Very numerous actions were fought, in which the advantage

lay indisputably with us. In the course of these actions three

German aeroplanes were brought down—one in our lines and
the two others in the first German lines. Other aeroplanes
were seen falling, but their destruction could not be verified.

* * «

The Paris papers announce that about i a.m. on Tuesday,
March 7th, a Zeppelin fiew over Revigny and attempted to fulfil

the task left undone a fortnight ago by L.Z. 77, which was
brought down by the French guns. The raider dropped several

bomSs, which were evidently intended to destroy wagons laden
with munitions.
The stationmaster at Revigny and his two assistants, without

worrying about the explosions, succeeded in coupling an engine
to a train of 70 wagons and steamed out of the station amid the
exploding bombs.
On Tuesday morning the O.C. at Revigny came to the station

with a company of infantry and handed the Croix de Guerre to

each of the three heroes.
* * *

It was reported from Paris on March 9th that M. Pierre Verrier,

the well-known Hendon aviator, has set up a series of fresh

world's records.

No details are allowed to be published as to the nature of the
records, but the "Jourhal" writes : "They reflect the greatest
honour on French aviation."

M. Verrier, who won the Croix de Guerre and Medaille Militaire
early in the war, has almost recovered from his wound, and has
for some time been flying at Buc, testing new types of Farman
machines. His many friends in this country congratulate him
on his fresh exploits.

GERMANY.
The communique of Mardh 7th says :

—

One of our airships last night heavily bombarded the railway
buildings at Bar-le-Duc.

* * *

The communique of March 8th says :

—

Our air squadrons bombarded the villages west of Verdun,
where troops are concentrated.

Eastern Theatre : At several points on the front small Russian
attacks have been repulsed. The railway line from Lia-
chowitschi, south-east of Baranowitschi, to Luninez, along
which considerable traffic had been c^bserved, was attacked by
our aviators with good results.

* * *

The communique of March gth says :

—

In a series of aerial engagements in the neighbourhood of

Verdun our aviators remained victors. It is certain that three

enemy aeroplanes have been shot down. All our aeroplanes re-

turned safely, but several of their brave pilots were wounded.
The enemy troops in the villages to the west and south of

Verdun were heavily bombarded.
By an attack delivered by a French aeroplane squadron within

the radius of the fortress of Metz two civilians were killed and
several private houses damaged.

In an aerial battle the machine of the commander of the

squadron was shot down. He was taken prisoner. His
observer was dead.

* * *

The communique of March loth says :

—

Our battle-aviators shot down two English aeroplanes, namely,

one monoplane near Wytschaete (to the south of Ypres), and
one biplane to the north-east of La Bassee. The occupant of

the first machine is dead.

In February the activity of our air units as regards attacks

and the number of their far-reaching reconnoitring and nocturnal

expeditions behind the enemy front were considerably greater

than ever before.

The following schedule not only again proves our superiority,

but also refutes the assertion, so beloved by our opponents,
that our losses in aerial warfare are so small because our aero-

planes do not dare to fly over the enemy lines.

The German losses on the Western front during the month of

February amounted to :—In aerial battles, o ; shot from the

ground, o
;
missing, 6 ; total 6.

The French and English have lost :—In aerial battles^ 13 ;

shot from the ground, 5 ;
by forced landings within our lines,

3 ; total 21.

With regard to this it must be observed that we have based
our figures only on the machines which have fallen into our
hands or which have been observed to fall down in flames, and
not the numerous other machines shot down behind the enemy
lines.

[This shows a state of affairs which is truly lamentable, and
there seems no good reason to doubt the accuracy of the figures,

within very close limits. British losses are attributable almost
wholly to two facts, the lack of reliable engines, due to official

policy before the war, and the continued use of aeroplanes of

official design which are too slow to escape from the German
machines and too unhandy in manoeuvring to be able to dodge
them and hit back. The remedy for these evUs is obvious, if

tackled with a firm hand.—Ed.]
» « «

The communique of March 12th says :

—

A French aeroplane hit by our anti-aircraft guns fell burning
south-west of the Chiteau Salins, between our lines and those

of the enemy. The occupants, who were dead, were secured
by us, together with the debris of the aeroplane.

A communique issued by the German General Naval StafI says :

Bombs were dropped with effect by seaplanes on Russian
warships in the Black Sea north-east of Varna.

• • •

Tlie communique of March 13th says :

—

After considerable reconnoitring activity, our aviators have
successfully attacked railway buildings and places of military

importance, especially on the railway from Clermont to Verdun.
Three enemy aeroplanes were destroyed in Champagne and one
in the Meuse district.

TURKEY.
The communique of March 8th says :

—

Demonstrations by enemy war vessels, assisted by aeroplanes,

against the coasts of the Dardanelles were rendered ineffective

by our artillery. Two enemy cruisers were hit. The activity

of our aviators has prevented the enemy from effecting recon-

naissances in the Dardanelles.

RUSSIA.

M. Alexandre A. Neiidow, the son of the late Russian Ambas-
sador in Paris, and Secretary to the Russian Embassy in London,
has resigned his post, and left the Diplomatic Service in order to

enter the Russian Aviation Service. With the consent of the

British Government he is at present studying aviation in England.

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
It was reported on March 13th that a German seaplane was

sighted off the North Foreland at about midday on March 12th.

British aeroplanes went up from Dover in pursuit. The German
"machine, which was making for the land, disappeared seaward
again, and sounds of firing were heard.

* * *

Mr. Asquith, replying in Parliamentary papers to Major Charles

Hunter's request for information concerning casualties caused by

the enemy in this country, gave the following figures :

—

By Bombardment.
Men, 49 ;

Women, 39 ;
Children, 39. Total 127.

In Air Raids.

Men, 127 ;
Women, 92 ;

Children, 57. Total 276.

[Thus one finds that airships have been a better investment for

Germany than her Fleet, so far as "'direct hits" are concerned, for'

the capital value of all the airships which have been over this

country is less than that of the single squadron which bom-
barded Scarborough and Hartlepool, and their personnel would

be less than the number of men lost in the "Bliicher."—Ed.]

THE AERONAUTICAL INSTITUTE.
It was announced on Monday that Sir George Greenhill and

Mr. Charles Bright have requested that their names be withdrawn

from the Executive Committee of the Aeronautical Institute.

It is quite time that some of the purely scientific journals such

as are read by gentlemen of Sir Geprge Greenhill's' standing

exposed this self-entitled "Institute" so that their readers may
not be inveigled into allowing their names to be used as a bait by

its promoters. Only last week the man Desbleds, who is the

moving spirit in the affair, secured a number of notable names as

supporters at one of his meetings, and but for timely personal

warning many of these gentlemen, including a well-known peer,

wouldTiave been present.
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THE LESSONS OF EAST HERTS.
The result of the East Herts Parliamentary election was

declared on Friday, March loth, at Hertford, as follows :

—

Mr. Noel Pemberton-Billing (Ind.) ... 4,590

Captain Brodie Henderson (U.) 3)559

Majority ... 1,031

The result of the election was confessedly a surprise to

the Coalition candidate and his supporters, and probably

a still more unpleasant surprise to His Majesty's Govern-

ment. The Chairman of the Divisional Liberal Associa-

tion is reported to have said, in conversation with Cap-

tain Henderson after the count : "The rank and file of

the Liberal Party have sold us." The statement is scarcely

one which will increase the popularity of that gentleman

with his Party, and one is inclined to believe that the

charge is unjust, for, judging by the opinions expressed

in the constituency, Mr. Pemberton-Billing's 4,590 sup-

porters were fairly equally divided between the two older

Parties, and represent in fact a Coalition opposition.

The truth of the case is more accurately stated by

three personages who
have given consider- THE FIRST MEMBER
able attention to aerial

affairs. Replying to a

question by the re-

presentative of the

"Evening News,"
Lord Montagu said :

'

' A political event

of the greatest import-

ance. It shows very

effectively that the

country insists on
having more attention

given to the Air Ser-

vices. It is a hint

to the Government of

great significance."

Mr. Joynson-Hicks,
M.P., said :

" One of the most
significant facts asso-

ciated with the war.

It is a distinct intima-

tion to the Govern-
ment that the public

is dissatisfied with

their air policy, and,

in spite of Lord Lans-
downe's statement in

the House of Lords
last night, it has
brought an Air Minis-

ter much closer."

Sir Henry Dalziel, MR- NOEL PE.MBER

M.P., said :

" It_ shows beyond all doubt that the country is

far ahead of the Government in its views as to the con-

duct of the war. It justifies entirely the attitude of the

independent members of the House who have persistently

criticised the Government for their want of foresight and
vigour."

Mr. Pemberton-Billing put it tersely by saying :
—

"England is awakening. That is why I won." It must
be confessed that no one can deny the accuracy or the

modesty of that statement.

Incidentally, it is worthy of note that East Herts is an
essentially English constituency', composed of agricul-

turists, gentlefolk, and a small number of industrial

workers ; it does not consist, like Mile End, of a polj'glot

mob swayed alternately by shrieking demagogues of the

Bottomley or Tillett type and by Jewish financial interests.

East Herts is a Saxon stronghold captured single-handed
by Mr. Pemberton-Billing by pure logic of events, not by
emotional eloquence. The Saxon is slow to move, but
when he is convinced he moves powerfully, and this swing;

of public opinion in the particular country which has
always been regarded as an appanage of the Cecil family

is a grave warning to the present Government.
His Majesty's Government will make a serious mistake

if they refuse to take Mr. Pemberton-Billing seriously as-

a representative of the people of this country. He is not

a Party man, and he is not, to use a colloquialism, "up>

against" anyone in particular. On the contrary, he is^

willing to place his knowledge and ability unreservedly"

at the service of any person appointed to reform, improve,

or expand the Flying Services, or to form a separate Third'

Service, if such be the decision of those in authority. He
is not seeking for high position or for personal profit. He-

is merely asking for efficiency and effectiveness.

He joined the Royal Naval Air Service with that end
in view, and did therein certain work which won ofScial

acknowledgment, not:

OF THE AIR PARTY. merely from his-

friends but from those

who have most strenu-

ously objected to his

recent campaigns'.

Finding, as many
another progressive

officer has found, that

a uniform is more
effective than hand-

cuffs in hampering a

reformer, he adopted
the course of action

which is now historic.

Be it said he has

fought a clean fight

and has won it. If in-

the heat of electioneer-

i-ng fervour he has

said things in his

speeches which have

been misconstrued by
his opponents _to his

disadvantage, it must
be confessed even by
his enemies that never

has a candidate in

any election fought on

party lines kept more
closely to absolute

truth.

Above all, he has

kept scrupulously

clear of anything

approaching persona!

abuse of his opponent. That alone stamps this election

as historic, and that policy went far towards winning the

eleetion for him. His opponent's supporters issued a

leaflet making damaging personal insinuations against

'

him, and he even went so far as to have that leaflet re-

printed and distributed with his compliments to show how
little he cared for personalities.

The Coalition candidate was not altogether fortunate

in his campaign. One incident that weighed heavily

against him, as the representative of the Government,

though not on any personal grounds, was an unfor-

tunate order issued on the day before the poll which con-

veyed the idea that the Hertfordshire Yeomanry were to

refrain from taking any part in the election and were to

remain in their respective villages awaiting orders. It

is practically impossible that such an order can have-

TON-BILLING, M.P,

4
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%ecn issued with direct political intent, ihougU it was
well known that the soldiers were pro-Billing to a man,
ibut the effect of the order was lamentable from the

•Government point of view, as it alienated much sympathy.
Sir Henry Dalziel, M.P., took the matter up personally,

-and on Wednesday, the day before the poll, received this

letter from Mr. Tennant :

—

"I am glad to be able to tell you I have been suc-

cessful in securing permission for the officers and men
•of the Herts Yeomanry to vote at the election to-

morrow."

The keenness of the local soldieiy is proved by the fact

that some thirty men of a Hertfordshire Territorial

battalion stationed at a town in Buckinghamshire
travelled forty miles to Hertford in the bitter cold of

Thursday morning packed in a motor lorry lent by a
friend of Mr. Billing's, standing all the way because there

was no room to sit down, and on arriving at Hertford

made their way as best they could to their respective

polling stations. Such action is not taken for fun, and
it shows the true feelings of men who desire to see their

homes adequately protected while they are doing their

duty elsewhere.

Mr. Pemberton-Billing's speech to his constituents

after the declaration of the poll was a model of brevity,

compared with the fluent and insincere promises to which
we have been accustomed after other elections. He said :

—

"I thank you for all the work you have done, and from
the bottom of my heart I thank you for the result.

"I have only one thing to tell you now. My labours
here are finished. My work now commences."
His work now commences. It is earnestly to be hoped

that such work may be used to the best advantage by His
Majesty's Government, for Mr. Pemberton-Billing is

equally ready to work with or against the Government as
the needs of the Fljnng vServices demand. His experi-
ence of war, in vSouth Africa as well as in France, his ex-
perience of aviation, his ingenuity as an organiser and as

an engineer, and his astonishing energy may be turned to

good account. His worst enemies cannot deny that he
possesses those qualities.

Briefl}^, Mr. Pemberton-Billing resembles a high-ex-
plosive. If properl}^ directed it is of great value against
the enemy. If sat upon till it bursts it is apt to do con-

siderable damage to those whom it might serve most
effectivel}'.

In certain characteristics Mr. Pemberton-Billing strikes

me as being a throw-back to the buccaneers of Eliza-

bethan days who won Britain's victories at sea. The
Great Queen knew how to use them. Can we not, in

our ultra-respectable commercial days, use such character-

istics for the Empire's good ? If not then Britain is not
what she was. And yet the record of our Armies abroad
and of our ships at sea shows that the old spirit still sur-

vives, so one is not without hope.—C. G. G.

THE LATE F. T. JANE.

One learns with regret that Mr. Fred T. Jane, the well-

known writer on naval subjects, died suddenly at his

residence in Southsea on March the 9th. Mr. Jane, who
was born on August 6th, 1870, was the eldest son nf the

Rev. John Jane, vicar of Upottery, Devon, and was
educated at Exeter School. His strong personality found

outlets in many directions, as, for instance, iu constant

efforts to improve the Navy, in motoring and invention,

in the development of aircraft, and latterly in the Boy
Scout movement.

He had an intimate knowledge of the Navy, and acted

as Special Correspondent on all Naval Manoeuvres. Officers

of the Service in all parts .of the world were glad to claim

him as their friend.

In his younger days Mr. Jane served as a volunteer in

the Balmacedist Fleet in the Chilean Revolution, and was
present when the Congressist ironclad "Blanco Eucalada"
was sunk in Caldera Bay by Balmaceda's torpedo-boats.

On becoming a journalist Mr. Jane specialised on naval

affairs, and contributed to the " Engineer," the
" Scientific American," and numerous other papers.

Eighteen years ago he issued the first volume of "All the

World's Fighting Ships," the best known unofiicial work
on the navies of the world.

In a well-informed obituary notice the "Morning Post"

says : "Mr, Jane also wrote 'The Torpedo in Peace and
War,' 'The Imperial Russian Navy,' 'The Imperial

Japanese Navy,' 'Heresies in Sea-Power,' and many other

publioations of a technical character. He also found time

to write novels, and his huuiorous motor stories were

greatly in demand. He invented the naval war game, an
adaptation of the German kriegspiel to naval strategy,

which has been adopted for instructional work by all the

Great Powers, and was once demonstrated to the German
Emperor."

In 1906 he stood as an Independent candidate at Ports-

mouth, but failed to secure election.

In 1912 Mr. Jane issued the first number of "All the

World's Aircraft," which was intended to do for aviation

what "Fighting Ships" had done for the sailors. Tf ir.o*

with very considerable success and provides handy

references to all bj-gone types of aeroplanes and airships.

When starting on the 1915-1916 edition Mr. Jane paid

me, the present writer, the compliment of asking me to

collaborate with him iu its

production. His portion of

the work was jiiractically

completed when lie died.

The task of collaboration

has been a pleasant one, for

jNlr. Jane put into his work
the same breezy, sporting

spirit which won him so

many friends in the Service.

His death deprives me of a

highly esteemed colleague

with whom it was a con-

tinual joy to work, and it

deprives the Navy of a

good friend who has done

much in the past by public

and personal means to improve the lot of officers and men
alike—C. G. G. .

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
During the past \vee)c a, consignment cif i-omfurts and .small

IiixLiries has been sent by -Mrs. .Sueter to the R.N. Air Station,

Dunkirk, including two sets of boxing gloves, four ".Association"

footballs, twenty pounds of tobacco and 5,000 cigarettes.

Two gramophones are being sent this week to an East Coast

.\ir Station at the request of the CO.
The following cash contributions have been received during the

past week :—Mr. F. B. Windier, ^'5 ; Mrs. B. Cyril Windier, £1 ;

Mrs. Windier (Senior), .-^'i ; Staff of Electrical Eaboratory, Cadil-

lac Motors, Ltd., IIS.; Nurse Golding, los. ;
Miss E. \A'indler,

5s. ; total to date, £.1,765 i6s.

Fin-ther contributions in cash and kind should be seiit to Mrs.

Sueter, The Howe, Watlington, Oxon.

NOTICE TO READERS OF "THE AEROPLANE."—In

view of the restrictions abont to be imposed by the Government
on the importation of paper, and of material for making paper,

and of the consequent arbitrary limitation of supplies to individual

newspapers, readers who wish to be sure of obtaining "THE
AEROPLANE" regularly should place an order for the paper

with a newsagent or bookstall clerk, or should become regular

postal subscribers. Owing to the scarcity of paper it m.ay be

impossible in future to provide for a chance demand.
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WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS.

Thf following extracts from a letter published in the "Tele-

graph" will amuse officers of the Flying Services, and will show

the capacity of tha chosen of Mile End :

—

Sir,—What is wanted at the present time is, it seeais to me, a

practical scheme for the creation of an Air Ministry. May I

suggest the outline of one, which I have submitted to experts,

and found that they approved? The Air Minister should be a

business man, young, firm, and level-headed, and willing to listen

to his technical advisers.

The Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air Service should

themselves select two men each from their respective services, to

constitute with the Air Minister the Air Board. The Air Board

so constituted should be left to appoint its own executive organisa-

tion. This new department would control all air work. As dual

administration would cease, the administrative officers of ihc-iu

Services could be utilised for the executive departments to be

created by the Board.
Too much can be made of the theory that different types of

machines would have to be employed by Army and Navy fliers.

In future there will probably be a standardised machine, a sea-

plane and aeroplane in one.

Even as it is, German army aeroplanes take part in the sea

figihting off Dunkirk, while our seaplanes ffy across Meso-

p^iLamia from the Persian Gulf. It is perfectly easy for any

airman to acquire the technical observation knowledge essential

either to the Army or Navy.

It may be said that this is not the time for a change of policy

in the establishment of an Air Ministry, and that it will lead to

confusion. Could the confusion be worse than it is now? Yours

faithfully, Warwick Brookes.

House of Commons, March loth.

[Considering that most of tlie present trouble has been caused

through the men at the top o* affairs listening to their technical

advisers instead of hearing the views of active-service pilots,

one fails to see the force of the first argument. The sentence

about "administrative officers" iiud "executive denartments" is

a beautiful exaiiysle of a politician's verbiage, which means
nothing but sounds good.

The "seaplane and aeroplane in one" is a capital jest—one

certainlv does know some alleged seaplanes which are not aero-

planes—and the combination "airman-sokiier-sailof-technical-

observer" is a sliU more gorgeou^ conception. One can assure;

Mr. Brookes thrit the confusion in such a mixed up Service

would be far greater than it is .'it present. THp poor second-

lieutenant or flight sub-lieut. who tried to get all ihe knowledge
of both Services in his young head would have to become a

regular Junior .Army and Navy Stores—and Mr. Brookes probably

knows more about the complications of suOh a business than he

does about Naval and Military Aeronautics.—Ed.

J

lOO-H.P. STURTEVANT AERONAUTICAL
MOTOR.

The B. F. Sturtevant Company, of Hyde Park, Mass., are now
producing a loo-h.p. 8-cylinder, V-type, 4-cycle, water-cooled
aeroplane motor, the general construction of which is the same
as that of the Sturtevant Model 5, 140-h.p. motor.

The motor develops loo-h.p. at approximately 1,450 r.p.m.,

the propeller being fastened direct to the cranksihaft, whereas on
the 140-h.p. engine the propeller shaft is driven through a re-

duction gear.

The loo-h.p. motors have been specified for installation in the

U.S. Navy School machines recently ordered from the Sturtevant

Aeroplane Company of Jamaica Plain, Mass. The carburettors

on the Navy engine are gravity fed, being located beneath the

bed of the engine and connected to the cylinders by means of

special water jacketed manifolds.

These motors are also being supplied with the standard car-

buretter installation as is used on th» 140-h.p. engine, the

carburetter being located between the cylinders and supplied with

a liberal amount of hot air from the exhaust, so that the mixture
is not affected by changes in weather.

KEEPING WARM.
Ill weather such as that which has been experienced recently

the problem of keeping warm obtrudes itself upon the mere civilian

with some emphasis, but, for the aviator, it is always of vital

importance. If weight were no object he could pile furs and
travelling rugs around himself till his personal temperature became
comfortable, even at extreme heights, but on active Service there
are bombs and petrol to be considered.

Spikar Coney Wear appears to meet the wants of flying men
in this matter, as it gives greater warmth than either sfieep or

goat-skins, at the same time having" a minimum of weight
and bulkiness—the latter being most important.
The natural habit of the coney being to "travel by the Under.-

ground," to borrow the well-known phrase, its fur is specially

constructed to resist dirt and grease. It is easily dried, and is

particularly hard-wearing.
The firm of Peter Spicer and Sons, of Leamington Spa,- have

specialised in this trade for many years. In fact, the very earliest

recollections of the writer include a mental impression of a shop-
window not far from the house in which he was born, where
sundry stuffed animals contrived to look almost alive, and where
the name of Spicer was prominently displayed. Since that early
jieriod a reputation has been built up which reaches beyond the
l^ritish Dominions, and the Spikar Coney garments, which include

coat linings, waistcoats, sleeping bags, and helmets, are quite
popular.

Readers of The Aeroplani; are recommended to apply for a

catalogue. They vvill find the garments very inexpensive and
comfortable.—D. W. T.

A STURTEVANT DISPL.4Y.—A group of aluminium craiikjases used in the eight^cylinder Sturtevant 140-h.p. V=type aero-

nautical motor. These castings, which are absolutely free from all traces of imperfections such as shrinkage, strains^ spougi less,

chills, scabs, etc.. were produced in the foundry of the B. F. Sturtevant Company at Hyde Park, Mass. Experts have pronounced
these castings to be equal to any produced in the world at the present time, not excepting those formerly made in Belgium.
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pHORLICIC S'l
I
MALTED MILK

|

I The Ideal Food - Drink |

I for Aviators |
= The unrivalled food qualities of pure, rich milk and =
S choice malted barley and wheat, blended together and =
^ forming a food-beverage of great nutritive value. It =
= furnishes « complete liquid meal, and its soothing and =
— invigorating qualities are much appreciated, especially =
= if there is any tendency to air-sickness or exhaustion. =
= It feeds the nervous system and gives the body-heat —
= necessary to meet the rigours of aerial navigation. —
— Ready ia a moment by stirring briskly in hot or cold =
— water only. —

TAKE HORLIGK'S HOT IN YOUR
VACUUM FLASK ON EVERY FLIGHT

Also available as delicious food tablets to be dissolved

in the mouth. Give ample nourishment and prevent

fatigue. May be carried by all airmen without incon-

venience and are instantly ready for use.

= In Sterilised Glass Bottles, at Is. 6d., 2b. 6d., lis., =
= o€ all Chemists and Stores. The Tablets also in con- =
S venient Glass Pocket Flasks at 6d. and Is. each. =

= Liberal Sample sent post free for 3d. in stamps. = =

I HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS. |
illillllllllilllliliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir^

IjlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllUIIIIIIIIIHIIIlll^'

R.N.A.S.
I

Flying I

COAT
I

Black leather,Chrome =
dressed, lined Fleece. =

£5 5 0 1
or lined Sheepskin. =

£7 15 6 I
Black Leather Flying =
Cap 2
£12 6 I

Fur lined Boots (as =
sketch) designed by ^
an expert . =

£5 5 0 i
All sizes in Stock. =

I I ROBINSON & CLEAVER |
LTD. =

Military Tailors
Regent St., London, W.

- THE -

ENGINEERING TIMBER CO. Ltd.

9, Victoria Street, London, S.W.

i. B. HUSuN, MaM^ini Director.

SILVER SPRUCE

ASH

WEST VIRGINIAN SPRUCE

WALNUT

MAHOGANY

Talaphon* 5073 Vietorla.

Frmnoh AgBnoy,

tS4, BOULEVARD MAQENTA,

PARIS.

Thone 04.77 Nord.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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U.S.A.

In a plan submitted to the Board of Governors of the

Aero Club of America, the immediate aeronautical needs

of the United States Navy are outlined as follows :

—

(i) At least three more aviation stations at important
naval centres in the United States, and one at each of the

important naval bases in the Philippines, Guam, Hawaii,
Guantanamo, the Panama Canal Zone, and Porto Rico,

with between twenty to forty seaplanes and aeroplanes at

each base.

{2) At least two fully equipped mother-ships for sea-

planes, with at least one dozen aviators and twice as many
seaplanes permanently assigned to each ship. The
"Mississippi" was assigned to aeronautical duty in 1913,

but just as important experiments with a launching-de-

vice for seaplanes were being planned, the "Mississippi''

was sold to Greece, and the experiments had to be post-

poned for a year, until this October, when the "North
Carolina," which was assigned to aviation duty, finally

reached Pensacola. This ship is not yet equipped for

service as a seaplane ship.

(3) The Navy should acquire large seaplanes for sub-

marine warfare and torpedo-launching. Probably the

most interesting thing about the conflict between the

German U-boats and the seaplanes is that the "America,"
which was built here before the war and in which Flight-

Commander Porte intended to cross the ocean, has, it is

said, destroyed without assistance no fewer than three

submarines. One was blown up with bombs, and the

other two, we are told, were forced to come up, tiie

"America" having broken off their periscopes by flying-

over them. The destroyers then got them. Seaplanes of

the "America" and "super-America" class, carrying heavy
armament and a large number of bombs, are much feared

by the U-boats. There have been a number of cases

where the aviator has swooped down on the submarine
and smashed its periscope. [This, it should be noted, is a

purely American tale for the consumption of the American
public.—^Ed.]

The Navy does not yet possess any large seaplane fitted

for warfare against submarines and lias only one snch

ordered for experimental purposes.

r

(4) A need which will become evident in the next six

months will be for large seaplanes, to be used for launch-

ing torpedoes. All the European Powers are now re-

gretting that they did not pay attention to the develop-

ment of the torpedo-launching seaplane, by means of

which it would be possible for every merchant ship and

transport to materially protect itself against attacks not

only of submarines, but also of torpedo boats and cruisers.

The feasibility of launching torpedoes from seaplanes

has been demonstrated by the experiments of Captain

Alessandro Guidoni, Royal Italian Navy, at the arsenal

at Spezia, Italy, and advocated in the United States by

Rear-Admiral Bradley A. Fiske, U.S.N. But the possi-

bility of getting better results with a seaplane costing

only about $15,000 and requiring but two men to operate

it, than are obtainable from a destroyer costing $1,360,000,

requiring hundreds of men to man it, has seemed too pre-

posterous to be taken seriously, and neither of the above-

mentioned ofi&cers received serious consideration until a

few months ago. Captain Guidoni has succeeded in

launching torpedoes weighing 700 lbs. and hitting the

target nine times out of ten from a distance of one and

a half miles. When torpedo-planes are in use, the

accepted status of things in naval warfare will change.

A light cruiser, such as the German "Emden," or even

a small gun-boat, now terrorises a whole section—nothing

can reach it ; the sending of a large ship is hardly worth

while, when a torpedo-plane, from a steamer or station,

would be ample to deal with it. Again, a large merchant

steamer is now at the mercy of a small gunboat or sub-

marine. With two torpedo-planes aboard, it would be

quite beyond trouble—it, rather, could make trouble for

the gunboat. Another instance : an impudent little gun-

boat blockades the entrance of a port. The torpedo-planes

would deal with this easily. [The Americans are an opti-

mistic people.—Ed.]

This report points out that Germany in her five-year

l)udget of three years ago allowed $35,000,000 for aero-

nautics, and estimates that the United States can be made
fifth in aeronautical equipment by spending $25,000,000,

England, Germany, France and Russia remaining at the

head.

Ifsed J>y the
AJIzGOl Aif Services
C.C.WAKEFIELD&CfW&lMfield House
CHEAPSIDE, LOJ'IDON, ENGtAMD. .
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The

AVIATA
COAT

\A/HAT Dunhills means to the

Motorist in time of peace,
Dunhills means tO'day to the officer on
active service—high grade quality and
the best workmanship.

The recommendation of many aviators

has proved that the Dunhill Aviation Coat
is just what is required in the Flying

Services.

The leather is stout, yet soft and pliable,

growing better and better the more it is

worn. With the sheepskin lining there

is no garment comparable to it

In best soft brown or black chrome dreuad
luthcri cxira wide overfUp frontst lined flcecei

PRICE e GUINEAS.

With superfine pure heavy fleecci deiaehtbic

linini.

PRICE 7 GUINEAS,

Lined iheepskin, with deep fur

PRICE 12 GUINEAS.
collar.

Dunhills
2, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, W.

359-361, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

Lid.

GLASGOW:
72, St. Vincent St.

MANCHESTER i

90-92, Cross Street.

Just Because
SPHINX PLUGS
are used everywhere when great

issues are at stake and supremo
reliability is of paramount im-

portance.

SPHINX PLUGS
are made throughout (including

the steatite insulators) in a

purely British factory under one
direction and control.

SPHINX PLUGS
are guaranteed by their makers
(The Sphinx Manufacturing Co.

Birmingham) without time limit,

and are obtainable from all

agents.

It will pay you to

Use "Sphinx Plugs

^IliiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^ m

CELLOM
AEROPLANE DOPE
MANUFACTURERS

LIMITED

Contractors to

ADMIRALTY, WAR OFFICE, AUSTRALIAN
GOVERNMENT, UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA

Broad Street House,
New Broad Street,

London, E.Ci

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
School work has been sadly hampered by ihe unfavourable

weather, and the week-end was almost a blank. On Saturday

it was depressingly cold and wet, but on Sunday there was sun-

shine and a foretaste of spring, accompanied, however, by too

much wind for pupils. A Maurice Fannan and a de Havilland
were out during the afternoon, and two Service machines gave
an interesting exhibition among the heavy clouds which blew up
towards five o'clock. The spectators, thus induced to turn their

thoughts to higher things, forgot the luxuriant mud for a time
and seemed well content.

Building operations in the aerodrome and in the district round
about progress rapidly. The new Grahame-White works are

quite imposing, and the new central offices are nearly ready for

occupation. "Somewhere in England" not iar away the Aircraft

Manufacturing Company continues to extend its already spacious

premises, while the new works for the Integral Propeller Company
look like being ready in a month's time. At Cricklewood the

British Caudron factory is in course of doubling its area, and
there is a very prosperous look about this once rural neighbour-
hood.—D. W. T.

SCHOOL REPORTS.
HENDON.

At the Grahame-VVhite R.N..A.S. School.
Instructors during week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-

ley, Russell, and Winter.
Straights with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Donald,

Griffin, McHardy, and Melhado.
Circuits and eights with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieuts. Gibbs,-

How, Powles, West, and Wigglesworth.
Brevet Test A: Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Carr."
Brevet : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Kingsford.

At the Grahame-White Civilian School.
Straights with Instructor : Messrs. Baragar, Hillaby, Holman,

Sdheidt, Sloden, Spencer, Williams, F., Williams, S., Hathaway,
Nadin, Rigby, and Sandys.

Circuits and landings : Messrs. Kryn, Phillipi, Walk, Eichel-

brenner, and Leigh.
Eights with Inst. : M. Grasset.

At the Hall School.
• The following pupils received instructions during the week. With
Mr. C. M. Hill : Messrs. Warswick, Osmond, Lieut. Cooke, Tay-
lor, Rand. Smith.
With Mr. J. Drew : Lieut. Cooke, Messrs. Ormerod, Wooley,

Arnsby.
With Mr. .\. Chave : Messrs. Mahoney, Halliday, Gudger,

Taylor, Collier, Rayne.
Rolling : Messrs. Smith (2), Rochford. Neal, Roberts, Millburn.
Machines in use: Hall and Caudron Government type tractors.

At the London and Provincial School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G. Smiles,

H. Sykes, C. M. Jacques, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Archer, Pul-

ford, and W. L. Hay.
Eights alone : Mr. C. M. Clement.
Machines in use : Four L. and P. tractor biplanes.

Very little practice owing to unfavourable weather. .

At the Ruffy-Baumann School.
Instructors for the week: Messrs. Ed. Baumann, Felix Ruffy,

Ami Baumann, and Clarence Winchester.

Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Cox, Winter, Westlake, Wood,
Bolton, Cuthbertson, Dobson, Laidlaw.

Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Messrs. Cuth-
bertson and Laidlaw.
Machines in Ose : 60 and 50-h.p. RufTy-B'aumann tractor bi-

planes.

At the Beatty School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-

Kelly, G. Virgilio„ R. W. Kenworthy, L. L. King, A. E. Mitchell,

aod H. Fawcett.
Pupils out during week : Messrs. Brand, Collier, Edwards,

Samter, Moutom, Chang, Martin, Hungwan, Tjaarda, Branford,
' Patterson, Podmore, Yam, Tzesing, Ching.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes, and Caudron dual-control and single-seater

tractor biplanes.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley,
and S. Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling : Messrs. G. Mouton, O. Wilson, Morris,

and Adamson.
Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. H. Smith, J. Wilson,

Morley, and W. Mouton.
Pupils doing lhalf circuits alone : Messrs. Bonnevie, Simpson,

Dubois, Devos, and Meeus.
Machines in use : 35-h.p., 45-h.p., and 60-h.p. Caudron type

tractor biplanes.

During the week F. King and S. Summerfield gave several

exhibition flights on the 45-h.p. and 60-h.p. Caudrons.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 151 Kingsbury

CAN BECOME A SUCCESSFUL

AVIATOR
By availing yourself of the

vast resources which we
have at our command.

OUR MACHINES
are a guarantee of

SUCCESS
HIGH-POWERED GOVERNMENT TYPE

BIPLANES.
OUR PILOTS ARE
MEN OF EXPERIENCE.

EDOUARD BAUMANN
FELIX RUFFY
AMI BAUMANN
CLARENCE WINCHESTER

OFFICES AND WORKS—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 May!air
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INON - POISONOU S L

( FREE OF TETRACHLORETHANE AND ALL POISONOUS SPIRITS.)

r

TITANINEDOPE LIGHT A NO
VERY ADHESIVE

BRITISH ORIGIN
& MANUFACTURE

THE MOST FLEXIBLE AND IMPERVIOUS DOPE ON THE MARKET
THE BRITISH AEROPLANE VARNISH COMPANY, LTD.

Head Office : MILBURN HOUSE, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
London Brar rh 166 Piccadilly. W. Telegrams—" Tetrafree." London Phone—Gerrard 2312

EXPERIENCE
When you join the Grahame=
White School you gain the

unique advantage of seVen

years* experience in school

management.

Particulars on application to the Grahame-White Aviation Co., Ltd., Proprietors o! the
London Aerodron\e, Aeronautical Engineers and Constructors, and Contractors to H.M.
Government, THE LONDON AERODROME, HENDON, N.W. 'Phone: Kingsbury 120
(4 lines). West End Offices: 32, Regent Street, London, W. 'Phone: Regent 4423'

GRAHAME -WHITE SCHOOL

OFFICIAL ACCEPTANCE TESTS ONALLSTANDARD LANDAND SEAPLANESA SPECIAUTY

SYDNEY^PICKLES
CLIFFORD'S PRODGER

A>/IATORS
TELEPHONE CERBJUU) 6040 TELEGRAMS AEROMNIA PICCY LONDON

HEAD OFFICE
166 PICCADILLY-LONDONW

PRIVATE ADDRESS 13 BELSIZE PAKK GARDENS HAMPSTEAJD TELEPHONE HAMPSTEAD 3817

AUTOIVIATIC

PROPELLER
SHAPING

MACHINE.
K.E.

(Patent applied for.)

Write for Particulars

and General Catalogue

WADKIN & Co.

Leicester.

Telegrams :

—

' Woodworker, Leicester."

'Phone Nos. 3614 and 3615.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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FROM DENMARK.
This is the first war letter dealing with .rdrship affairs.—[It

seems to be largely an effort of imagination.—Ed.]. "I shall

try to report you of our adventures in succession. That night,

as the preceding ones, we went to the shed preparing the air-

ship, while the commander waited for the task, he should

be ordered from the headquarter. The big sliding doors of

the airship shed get opened, the airship is carried out, a last

fare well is bidden to those left on the ground. The engines
start working, and proud like a giant bird the airship rises.

In five minutes we have reached a hight of 5,700 feet. We
made the last preparations and entered with mirth the enemy's
country. We passed above many cities and finally rose to

7,200 metres, when we sighted the fortress N. One quarter

of an hour later we were just above the mark. We dropped
little 'bons-bons' of fatal effect. -We hit fairly well and the

aerial battle culminated, when our mitrailleuses fired 1,500

shots in the minute. Now even the enemy started a fierce fire,

but we must laugh at the hostile iron greetings, as they were
badly aimed.

"Our task was finished and we drove further on to St.

Qu., bombarding the enemy heavyly there, who fled. But
we were lively fired at and three of our fellows lost their

young lives. We started on our return flight over the hostile

country. Quite suddenly we were exposed to a very violant

fire, which should get of fatal results to us.

"In feverish hurry the damages were repaired, but we were
unable of keeping our original height ; our loss of gas was
too big. By gigantic efforts parts of an engine were dis-

mounted and dropped in single pieces, while our mitrailleuses

continued their deadly work among the hostile forces. Our
end was the frontier, which "we did not reach however ; for we
were forced to alight in the wood in the neighbourhood of a

French city. A mortal combat now started ; we fought like

lions and feared most that our airship should fall into the hands
of the enemy. Which got not the case. One of us mounted
the airship once more and shot it to fire at highest coolness.

The close combat was horrible, and when all munitions had

been spent we began using our pistols. We were forced to

retreat before the superiority, but succeeded In beating us

through to D., where we fought with franctireurs. It is

dolorous, when a wife fires on wounded soldiers instead of

nursing them, without consideration of their being friend or
enemy. After unprecedented fatigues, when two of our
fellows lost their lives through being assassinated, we arrived

in S. and were rescued. Of the 42 men (? a high number
of an airship crew in war !) w"ho .started on the expedition,

only 8 returned; the rest was left on the field of honour."—Hi.

[This seems to refer to an incident in Northern France verj

early in the war.—Ed.]

THE HUMOURS OF WAR.
A really funny story has been going the rounds

recently :

—

During a recent raid a Zeppelin sailed over a certain

village in the Midlands. Having bombed a neighbouring

town it made its way back again, and very circumstantial

accounts were current of the infernal contrivance having
come down about three miles away, though nobody knew
what it had descended for. So positive were the'

messengers that the local Inspector of Police decided t6

sally forth and capture the Zeppelin and all the murder-
ous crew. To this beneficent end he commandeered a

County Councillor's motor-car. Anticipating a full even-

ing's amusement, the Councillor inquired whether the

police were armed. They were, said the Inspector for

himself and a constable; being assured on this point by
having a revolver thrust into his stern and steady hand,

he took the wheel, turned off the lights, and the works
did the rest. In due course they all arrived at the spot,

there to find that the report was incorrect. The Zeppelin

had not come down ; at most it had only sailed Irw ere it

mounted again into the blue. Then it was that the deadly
three examined the weapons—and, behold, the County
Councillor's revolver was without ammunition, atid the

police officers -rvere armed with outl.isses !

To AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURERS

A Firm at present largely employed in making

Component Parts for Sea and L,and Planes,

with unique Wood-working plant, having large

stocks of Timber and command of finest grade

Silver Spruce, would be willing to undertake

Bnyttling calculated to help designers, suppliers

and builders of Aircraft Machines. -

JOSEPH EVANS & CO., LIMITED
LIVERPOOL STREET MILLS, BIRMINGHAM.

KINDLY MENTION " THE .'AEROPLANE " WFTETT CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS
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There is a Difference
THERE is a difference between building

one motor by hand and building hun^

dreds by automatic machinery.

Other motors may resemble th^ Sturtevant

8 in outward appearance, but the Sturtevant

is the only standardised American motor
built entirely in one plant, with unequalled

facilities for careful and accurate work, and
directly under the supervision of the designers.

(TRADE MARK)

140 Horse-Power

Aeroplane Motors

are built in quantities and they can be de'

livered in quantities to suit customers.

Sturtevant Aeroplane Motors deliver their

full rated horse'power. Both engine and
propeller operates at its most efficient speed.

You are invited to inspect the Sturtevant

Motors in process of construction at our plant.

Contractors to H.M. Admiralty

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
HYDE PARK, BOSTON :: MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

IN
order that firms engaged

on War WorK may prove the
high quality and exact suit=
ability of Parsons' Paints

and Varnishes for their pur=
poses, we offer to supply free,
a working sample of any one
of the undermentioned
materials :

AEROPLANE BOAT VARNISH,
Suitable for both Seaplanes and
Aeroplanes ; it possesses the quality

of not turning white under water,

and can be used on the top of the

Planes over the Dope.

LIQUID WOOD FILLER.
This may be used in place of White
Shellac Varnish, and will be found

to be more economical than the latter.

AEROPLANE ENAMEL.
This is Petrol and Castor Oil resist-

ing, and may be used as a finishing

coat on the top of the Planes over

the Dope. It is made in Gloss and
Egg-Shell Gloss qualities.

PROPELLER VARNISH.
A Speciality, giving a brilliant finish

of exceptional hard wearing qualities.

Requests, giving full particulars, should be

made on the firm's note heading; otherwise

they will not be considered.

Thos. Parsons & Sons
(Varmsh &• Colour Manufacturers since 1802)

315-317 OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Aero^motors : In Kind and Construction.—^Conhnuea)
BY QLOFFKEY de HOLDEN-S I ONE.

Cake and Kindness.
"Adumbration"—said the oracle of the starboard flat

—
"is a

sort of a nazy idea, like what you 'as about manners." It is

precisely an adumbration, then, that I have about anything

specially tricky in the upkeep of the Benz, more than in any other

vertical model. Less, 1 should say ; the design is so simple and

straightforward, like the war-policy of its native country. No
Latin finesse or intricacy about it

;
equally nothing startling at

any crisis. Unlike a French motor or an Irish horse, that always
has another inch left to win with, you know just the limit of

the best of German motors
;
otherwise, exactly when it is going

to die under your hand. Consequently, you must not be deceived

by its simplicity of arrangement into neglecting an) triffe of the

routine of its care. You must have a routine, then, and no hazy

ideas. You cannot do better than imagine yourself to be the

unreffective, memorising German, instructed to the Mth but never

educated, for whom the Benz was built. Let us then <^o through
the drill of it together. Aitentai, schdn.

The Propeller Equivalent.
Knowing all its parts by this time, let us assume them to be

all together, in a motor fresh from the imaginary step-works of

the sequestrated Benz somewhere in England, ready for installa-

tion. After all, you do not learn to play a fiddle into perfect

melody with bridge and tail-piece down and the strings unfitted.

To begin with—since you ought to tune it with a propeller which
is highly inconvenient—you must have some kind of irahtorersatz,

in the shape of the flywheel that worked so well, we remember,
in the case of the Beardmore. A flywheel? Rather a funny
thing to choose, useless if its rim-weight is not appropriate. Pre-

cisely. Now I should consider the proper weight to be round

about
•

lbs. ; n equalling the weight of the propeller in
r.p.m.

lbs., and x its effort in foot-pounds at the normal r.p.m. : which
I think will give you an approximately close workinS! equivalent.

Merely as a rule-of-thumb craftsman's guess, nothing more. Just
as yoa might reckon a girl's supper-capacity by the size of her

mouth, so to say. Yet perhaps getting as near the facts as any
x-chasing slide-ruler between Far.iborough and Printing House
Square.
Then, for a second testing appurtenance, make an X of two

pieces of 2- by i-inch oak quartering, the lenglh of the X being
two inches beyond the clear distance fore and aft the base-chamber
horn-plates, and its width at top and bottom just two inches
wider than the bed-framing of the aeroplane. You will grasp
that the purpose of this template is merely to test the truth of

the framework, that it really is level ; which it will not be if it

allows the slightest rock anywhere when the template is laid upon
it and pushed to and fro over it : or if it shows any daylight

between the surfaces in contact.

Concerning I n.staelation.

If it does the "latter—you must not presume to tinker with a

Government aeroplane, merely curse its maker—just chalk the

spots in tailor's shorthand if ihej are anywhere near where the

horn-plates are to rest, and prepare to shim up. In this way you
will get your Benz almost lined up beforehand. Ne.xt, lift it into

its bed and lightly set the attachment bolts, working diagonally,

near-fore and off-hind, and vice ve'sa. Before setting the nuts
home, even for the preliminary bedding-in, do not be afraid to

pack in an extra shim or even two or three iTior£ than seem to be

needed. You would hardly believe how much air lies between
those shim surfaces that "has to be—and is only—sweated out as

the motor finds herself. Then set the nuts down fairly hard

—

they should be the ordinary plain kind for this stage of the

installation, because they will be useful tell-tales—and start up
the motor for a long exercise canter with an occasional burst at

full running speed for a minute or so at a time.

Novv watch those huts. If, after say half an hour's running,
or even less, any of them show signs of loosening—you had better

score the outer face of each one at the start to make sufe.—that

shows that the packing beneath is insufficient ; so get jn another
shim or two beneath it. Then replace both nut and bolt, set

down a little harder all round this lime—always working near-

fore and off-hind—and start up again. Then, whe.i you have
finally made sure that she jumps nowhere, but merely wavers a

little with an even motion, you will have got her as true-lined

and bedded as is reasonably possible. There is such a thing as
getting a motor too rigid, when she will be like an overstayed
boat, too stiff to work, and may even strip the threads. For which
reason I am not sure that the ideal bedding medium would
not be a little flat-pressed metal box, with a loose-fitting flanged

cover, filled with a cake of fine rubber. At any rate, having
brought her installation down to this fine point—no trouble is

too great in this connection—take those nuts off, and replace
with any good lock-nut capaTile of fine adjustment, such as the

Vislok, and set it home. Castle nuts and split pins may be all

very well for motor-cars, but they are not good enough for an
aeroplane job of this kind.

The Mixture Supply Adjus tment.
.\11 this time, from force of motor-habit, you will have been

twiddling with ITiose two drum-throttles to make sure that an even
volume of mixture is chasing lo each trio of cylinders. That is

-what you should be doing, anyhow. For although this setting
may have been done for ,\ou at the works, there is just one chance

THE BENZ ENGINE.—Index: "a. a.," carburettors
; "b.b.b.b.,' induction branches; "c," petrol filter; "d," ignition cable

sheath; "d\" Bosch magneto; "p,*" waterpump ; "f," main water lead (inlet), moulded into crank-chamber; "f'," water inlet
from pump; "fa," water outlets to radiator; "g, " breathing tubes; "h," propeller shaft, and "i," bearer plates.
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES— 213 special sections iUustrated

NICKEL STEEL. iull-size. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc,

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSi We have tools for most parts of standard Government machines.

RUDDER FRAMES. ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full detaUs of your wants

Telegrams—" Acclcs, Oldbury.'

Telephone—"Oldbury III"

(4 lines).

Code—A.B.C. 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAMi

Non-Poisonous

J30PS
OR

STANDARD
FORMULA

The leading ENGLISH DOPE
FABRIC
COPAL
BOAT

SHELLAC
VARNISHES,

etc.and Varnish Manufacturers.

AmED AlRCRAFT VAR^ ISH Gt
38, Farringdon Street, LONDON, E.G.

Telephone: CITY 7274. Telegrams: "ALLIVARDOP, LONDON."

TlI71\jrkTdnn aeroplanesOr4ilUiiJ 1 & AIRBOATS
'

Chicago, U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Elystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Capucines

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory

and leading Aeroplane Makers
Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. gA specification. Stocked in all gauges.

(Sheets are passed and stamped by the
"A.I.D.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham.
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.

THE MIDLAND
SCHOOL OF FLYING

KING'S HEATH,
BIRMINGHAM.

Two Immediate Vacancies.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROELANE " W HEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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in a score that it has not been done : and even then, something

maj have let that steel cahle-wire slip, oi" the spring may have

lengthened a little. So do not defeat yourself. Slack that turn-

buckle loose, and also the adjustment of the return spring—which

latter, remember, will be your final readjustment— and slip the

wire cable off the sheaves.

Then, having noted the working condition of the feed from the

float chambers and the state of the jets—so far as you can, these

parts being none too accessible in the Benz, as 1 said before

—

and seen that the flow is at least regular, set in the throttle

sleeves again, take a sheave in eacn hand, and cautiously rotate

both until you have got the mixture-feed absolutely even all

round, at not more than three-quarter motor speed, or even half

is better.

For this purpose, you will need the ignition constantly cut in

and out
;

s3, being like the- organ-grinder with no third hand to

excite the monkey, get this done by an obedient friend. Then,
when the piston beat gets into an even bell-note—the Benz neither

rings like the Delage or booms like a Peugeot or F.I.A.T., but

has a note something between the two—she will have come right,

so cut out the ignition at that instant before your hands shake.
Then lay the cable o\er Ihe left-hand sheave, then the right-hand
one. Next, while you hold both sheaves, get your familiar to

taut up on that turnbuckle.

Finally, on having attached the free control end of the cable

rigidly, come up a little on the spring: then run the motor a

minute or so, and come up a little more. And then—let very well

done alone, don't try to better it.

.And the Ignition.

You will now, at any rate, have overcome the only subtlety in

the Benz motor. Try now the ignition; for—especially in a new
motor that is wearing its plugs like a new set of teeth—the

chances are that the note you finally got comes occasionalh' a

semitone flat, because the plugs, though firing, seem lo be doing
so half-heartedly. They, too, must find themselves, and, so to

say, burn in. Now there is a sort of physical corollary of the

law of like curing like that applies here r this being that if vou
cr.eate a defect beforehand, that defect cannot increase. For
instance, there is one famous make of battery-plates which cannot
be sulphated up, because they are putposely partially sulphated to

begin with.

So, on this principle, it is actually just as viell to put a very
little lubricating oil with your finger-tip on the plug-points, before
running the plug in. It will almost certainly miss the first shot,

but the second time it will fire just enough to get that oil burnt
;

and the little carbon thus deposited on the plug-points will bake
into them, and prevent the encrustation of any more. Further,
it wil act as a little useful resistance, like a spark-gap, and in

the same way compel the current—which for an infinitesimal

period, remember, is actually over 20,000 volts—to make a special

effort. Try this, then, with any plug that seems raw, flattening
the note : better still, make sure of the whole dozen.
One begins with the plugs in this v;ay becaus'e they are supposed

to be new. But the Benz idea of double ignition to each cylinder
from two independent magnetos being to ensur'j firing, it is just
as well to make sure that it is being dulv carried out. So dis-

connect all the cables on one side at a time, leaving the other
six to fire. The note wil! probably be a full tone duller, but it

should be even and full. At the same time, test the ignition on
the disconnected side while the motor is running, in the usual
way, by laying each free cable-terminal in turn against the earth-
ing of its cylinder, carefully noting the spark, which .should occur
bright and full and fat at any distance from earth up to half an
inch. If not, there is either a leak in the insulation of that
cable—for the detection of which, from time to time, that metal
cable-sheath should reallv be divided lengthwise—or else the dis-

tributor terminal is not in proper adjustment : or a little storage
dirt has got upon it that must be cleaned off. You may rest

assured that the magneto is not at fault, or it would not be
firing any of the six terminals, let alone missing on one ; so for

goodness sake let it alone. The maker's expert tester, be sure,

did his work far better than you can. Stop the motor bv cutting
out both ignitions before you test the other side : keep the new
note while you have it. But having thus tested both sides,

forget it by running a while with both ignitions going : so that
the last note you hear is the normal E-natural or molle below.

As to Wathr and Oil.
Now, you will have started this test trial of the motor's quality

and your own as its mecano wi'h some oil in the crank-chamber ;

rather less (ban more, it is to he hoped. For any favour do not
try the amateur's imitation of Ihe expert's desperation, by filling

up with a bucketful. Remember, vou have a motor working with
a positive force-feed system, and an incompressible medium to

work upon. For aught you or I know, you may be setting up
some abnormal hydraulic strain somewhere or other with the
excess, and starting joint Ifakages. Never make a freshman drunk.
He will never learn, if you do, to carrv his liquor like a gentle-
man, and he will be so afraid ever after of getting drunk that
he will be for ever spoilt as good company over a good bottle.

Or, likely as not, he will become a drunkard. Now with a motor
you will not make it better or worse than it would have been,
anyway, by your excessive hospitality. But 3'ou will make it such

a stinking, smoky nuisance for the time being that it is ten

chances to one you will never get its test properly through. So
start with a small allowance of oil, drain away, and refill.

Having, however, got through so far all right, choose and fit

and test the propeller pretty much as directed for the Beardmore
;

you will have plenty to do. The same, too, may be said in

regard to choosing and fitting the radiator and the petrol-tanks.

If anything, the Benz likes a larger radiator, holding at least a

gallon more, because the jackets, being sheet-steel, have nothing

like the radiating quality of copper. So far as these matters go,

there is no need to repeat the suggestions or directions given in

The Aeroplane of September 8th, pages 298 and 299. The one
variation, perhaps, is that the Benz probably likes a thicker-bodied

but not a stickier oil than the Beardmore. It can do with such
an oil, because it has no bandeau of thin conduit pipes, but
instead, as we have seen, particularly open and direct conduits

through, and to and from, the shafting. Again, in ttie detail of

the water circulation, there is little or nothing to do except to

watch the rubber joints—just to see that they have not either

hardened or perished, which will only be the fault of the rubber,

as the conditions for its preservation are ideal, warmth, damp,
and darkness—and to take up the metal coupling rings half a

turn or so. Enough, then, tor the mere running care of the

Benz : leaving another day for its assembly-drill.

{'Lo be continued.)

C. G. SPENCER & SONS.
HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON, N.

Contra,ctors to the Admiralty and War Office.

Manufacturers of

Aeroplanes, Airships, Balloons, and

Aeronautical Apparatus of every description,

Fabric, Propellers and Accessories.

Write for List.

r^iefraws ; "Aeronaut, London." Telephone: Dalston 1893.
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LEARN to

FLY at

BOURNEMOUTH
For Rapid Tuition.

Private Aerodrome.
No obstruction
by other Schools.

Wpite for full particulars :

—

THE BOURNEMOUTH
AVIATION COMPANY,

Talbot Village,

BOURNEMOUTH.
U> Telegrams:) ETCHES, tWINTON.
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BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contraotors^ to

WAR OFFICE /AND ADMIRALTY
Works and Offices

BROOKLANDS AERODROME,
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams "BLERior, Weybridge " Telephone 190 Byfleet.

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(C&nton-Unn6 System)

All enquiries should be addressed to

THE DUDBRIDGE IRON WORKS,
LIMITED.

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrams .. .. Aeroflight, Vic. London.
Telephone 7026 Victoria.

What are the Latest
Ideas in Aviation Kit ?
If they are good Ideas—ideas

contributing to aviators'efficiency

and comfort—you get them in

LEATHER AVIATION KITS
Leather Combination Suit (Jacket

& Overalls in one) and Cap—
the most dependable cold and
wet resister £7:7:0

Leather Jacket, Overalls & Cap £8:0:0

Hazel s are actual makers of Leather

Clothing, Cloth Clothing, and
complete Equipment for Officers

of the Royal Naval Air Service

and Royal Flying Corps.

HAZEL & Co., The KIT HOUSE,
4, Princes St., Hanover Square,

London, W.
Telephone: MAYFAIR 4071. Write for list.

Hazel Combination
Aviation Kit £7:7:0

fcHALL
SCHOOLeTFLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of the Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with standard contPolB, are BAFB,

SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competert sta£f of assistants.

Wnte for full particulars U
Department 'M "

KINDLY MEXTIOX "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WIT}i AD\ LRTLSERS.
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A LIFE SAVER.
'1 lie lollowing letter ib wortliy ot note:

—

\V impoie i)treet, CavendisJi Square, VV . Mareli 8th, 1916.
Dear Sirs,—On January 23rd, 191b, a motor bus belonging to

the L,.G.O.C., Ltd., skiadca into my landaulette, whicn was
litted with Triplex Glass. Although my car was very seriously
damaged, not a piece of glass . became detached Irom any ol the

live windows or windscreen in spite ot the fact that one was
cracked all over. 1 was Hung into the large window in front
and stunned, and the window was badly craclied

;
but, owing to

the fact that it did not break, 1 was not cut, altliough the serious
disfigurement due to l)ruising lasted several days. 1 think it

practically certain that il tnis window had been litted with
ordinary plate glass 1 should have been fatally injured, as my
head must then Jiave been lorced through the glass, with tihe

most likely result that the main arteries of my neck would have
been severed. Indeed, this very accident and result happened to

a doctor in London the week 1 met with my accident.
It may interest you to know that I had Triplex Glass fitted to

my car after a lady had been brought into my hospital fatally

injured by a piece of plate glass which had become detached
from the window of her car in a collision.

You are at liberty to make what use you wish of this letter

on the distinct understanding that you delete my name and
address if you ever use it for a printed advertisement ; also you
must not expose this letter to the public gaze, 'but I have no
objection to you showing it to any bona fide enquirer. Yours
faithfully, (Signed)

Messrs. The Triplex Safety Glass Co., Ltd.,

I, -Vlbemarle Street, Piccadilly, W
A NOTE FOR MOTORISTS.

Reference was made in these columns last week to the "Apollo"
.\ero Llug jjlaced on the market by Brown Brothers, Ltd., of
Great Eastern Street, E.G. 'Lhis well-known lirni have just pui-
chascd an invention which will be of interest to .all motorists

—

which includes most of the readers of Thk Aei.;oi'la.m:.

A short time ago the ".Autocar" illustrated a weather-prool anil

grease-retaining gaiter for motor-car springs, devised by a private

motorist for his own car. They proved so effective that the idea

was protected, and the invention, under the name of- the Duco

Spring tiaiter, is now the property of Brown Brothers.

The gaiter consists of a flexible sheath of black leather re-

inforced inside with felt. This leaves a channel for the grease,

which, -as the springs alternately' compress and rebound, finds its

wav between the leaves and constantly lubricates them.
.

it can be supplied for any make of car, and there is no difficulty

in fitting. As the comfortable springing of a car is so desirable

the idea is well worth the attention of all motorists. If the very-

much-heavier-than-air machines develop along the lines now in-

dicated possibly laminated springs may become a feature of the

chassis of the future, and in that case the "Duco" would no doubt

be adapted for heavy aeroplanes.—D. W. T.

MORE RUTHLESS RHYMES.
Ernest strafing Zeps. in Kent
Strafed instead an aged gent

;

."^slied to give his reason true.

Said, "He simply spoilt the view."

Teddy fell without a groan,

Though he'd splintered ' every bone,

.Answered, when his friends did griftve,

"Never mind ! I've three months' leave !"

Glaude was motoring one dark night.

Eighty-five—without a light.

Claude remarked, when sad friends wept,

"Anyhow, thev can't be Zepped."
D. St. H. B.

Clarence—much too proud to fight

—

Bought a second-hand box-kite.

Saying, as he tried to loop :

"Now I needn't join mv Croup." zz

R. P. C.

[The Editorial ofliice has been inundated with "Ruthless
Rhymes." A further selection will be published in due course.

—

Ed.']

.Another demonstration of the eflBcacy of Triplex Wind Shields.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Trade Mark

Phone

723

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co.. Ltd.

COVENTRY.

GONTRAOTORS TO THK ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TBLBPHONB— TSLBGKAIfS— ny« BASTBODKlfB."
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LABELS & NAMEPLATES
FOR INSTRUMENT BOARDS PRINTED IN LUMINOUS
OH OTHER INK. NAMEPLATES OF EVERY DE-

SCRIPTION IN METAL, IVOHINE, Etc.

LONDONLABELCO.,Ltd.iECKMotDoTE

Lang Propeller
Contractors to
the Admiralty
andWar Office.

.».|v WEYBRIDGE,
LIU. SURREY.

THE SEAPLANE SCHOOL
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd., Bowness^on ^Windermere

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY.
Wire :

" Aircraft, Windermere " 'Phone: I 1 4 Windermere 12 Ncwby Bridge

LINEN AEROPLANE FABRIC.
SUPERIOR TO R.A.P. SPECIFICATION.

For Prices and Deliveries apply

—

GREEVES & MORTON, ' *
^ItplsT.

AIRCRAFT
METAL
WORKS.

JIG. SAWING
METAL.

W. LESTER,!
ID, HAM YARD,
iShaftesbupy Av.'- ^ .

LONDON. PRESS TOOL-MAKING.
PHONE: Regent 4335.

GROID
THE STRONGEST

GLUE
KNOWN
Selected after the

severest tests for
the manufacture of

H.M. Seaplanes
and Aeroplanes.

ebora
PROPeULER.

Corapant/.
llClZSurbihonParh
Terrace /iCVCJTOV

OQ. TAame

s

KINGSTON. 672
~7ei'steams

EBORA, A^/7C5 'O/v

Confcac/ocs

and i^ar O/^/cG

SCHOOL Propellers

Four BladeRS
Seaplane Propellers

Slate Tables For
Propeller works

CRADOCK'S STEEL STRANDS g CORM
17/%U A\/I AXI/^KF a QPF'r'lAT ITV composed of tinned steel wire of the highest
r V/IV .AVlAllWl^ /V dI^IjV^l/\i^i 1 I . QUALITY TO admiralty AND R.A.F, SPECIFICATION.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION.

t EAtf;°S;D;^'«iNUE GEORGE CRADOCK & Co. L' wakefield

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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AIRCRAFT IN WAR AND PEACE.
Under the above title Mr. W. A. Robson has produced a very

successful treatise on this subject, dealt with in an essentially
popular style. Nevertheless, it is well worthy of perusal by officers
and civilians who are thinking of entering the Flying Services,
because it really gives a distinct insight into the work they will
liave to do and the difliculties and dangers with which they will
have to contend. It is evident from the information in the book
that the writer has had an intimate association with practical
aviation.

The book is conveniently divided into three parts, entitled re-

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Capf-

^ - right Pilot Portraits includss
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.
3s.

; 8 by 6 in., 2s. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 6d. Mention Thh
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F. IV. l^TPJI^ETTl^
97 PERCY ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.

WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SURBITON PARK TERRACE,KING STON-ON-THAMES

Conlrartors to the AdmirnUy and War Office.

Telegrams:—" Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames-
Telephone - Kingston 672.

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

spectively, "Aircraft in War," "Man and the Machine," and
"The Future of Aircraft."

Mr. Robson takes the reader well over the ground, and among
the more interesting chapters are, "Wlhat British Aircraft has

Done," "Airship versus .'Aeroplane," "Types of Aircraft in Use,"
and "The Making of Aeroplanes."

The work is well illustrated and contains a particularly fine

photograph of a Morane Parasol monoplane flying over the

enemy 's lines.

("Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 176 pp 3s. 6d. net. Obtainable,

post free, 3s., from the Wm. Dawson Publishing Co., Ltd., Rolls

House, Breams Buildings, E.C]

The London and Provincial

Scliooi of Flying

NEXT VACAHGY, MAR, 21. WW,

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE
Requires NO Cooking OR, Reducing.

Used by the Leading Aircraft Makers
For Wings, Ribs, Spars^ etc.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wril'e for Free Sample and Prices Yo

RUSSIA CEMENT Co., 76Turnmill SY. London.E.C.

Mark.Trade
[
MENPINEl Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE ;

USED BY THE UEADINQ AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTORS.

Write for Price List and Partieulart

HENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.

DUNKLEY
Eai'l.v Delivei\A-.

WHEELS
AND

STAMPINGS FOR AIRCRAFT
»XJIVK:LEYS, LTD.,

.Tamaica JEI.0W, Birming-ham.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVKkTISEiVIHNTS.

All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Adver-
tisement Columns should art ive at this Offlce b . first
post on MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Rate: 18 words ) /8 ; Situations
Wanted ONLY, 18 words 1/-; Id. ptr word aile».

for the convenience of Advertisers, replies can
b- received at the office of "THE AEROPLANE,"
I06, Piccddilly, W.

PATENTS.
Stanley, Popplewell and Co., Patent Agents
.iiid Consulting Engineers. Appfications for
I'atents attended to in all countries.—3S,
Chancery Lane, W.C. Telephone: 1763 Cen-
iral. Circular free.

Inventors advised free. Write for booklet.

—

King's Patent Agency, Ltd.,^ 165, Queen
V ictoria Sireei, London. 30 years' references.

Page and Rowlingson. Chartered Patent
.\gents, 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

Mr. S. K. Page,' A.M. LC.E., has special
(•x|)eriencf in Aviation matters.

ENGINEERING.
British School of Aeronautical Engineering.
-Aeroplanes and Airships. Construction, De-
sign and Draughtsmanship. Complete Postal
Courses. Fees reasonable. Instalments
lalcen.— 36, Maiden Lane, W.C.

MODELS.
Smyth Aeroplane Company supply all accesso-
ries and sets of parts for models. .Send P.O.
los. for scale model Deperdussin R.O.G.
model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road,
Chiswitlc. Telephone : "Chiswick 501,"

PROPELLERS.
Chauviere's famous Integral Propellers hold
all records

; used by all leading aviators. The
best.—Sole Proprietors for Great Britain and
Colonies, The Lvticcikal Propeller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N.
Telephone : Hornsey 2345- Telegrams :

".Aviprop (I'pholl), London."

iMISCELLANEOUS.
Hardwood for .Aeroplanes. Specially selected
air-dried timber as supplied to leading con-
structors in britain and the Continent. Silver

Spruce, Ash, Poplar; Hickory and .Ash Skids;
'Lhreeply ;

'1 bin Cedar and .Mahogany for

Floats ; Walnut for Propellers.—William Mai-
linson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney Road.
'Phone : 3S54 Central. 4770 Wall.

Wanted, Oddments, hard and soft timber.
-Also 3-ply wood.—Particulars to Bo.x 100,

Hannaford k Goodman, I.,td., 57/59, Liidgate
Hill, I^ondon.

rotary or radial engine.
sound condition.—Particu-

Hydc Lodge, Kingsbur}-,

Wanted, lOO-h.p.

.Anzani preferred,

lars to .Advertise!

N.W.

Engineering Works in N.W. district London
can accept machining of aeroplane parts. Good
output and quick deliveries. E.xperienced in

this class of work. A.LD. inspection before
delivery.—Box No. 793, The Aeropl.ane, i6fi,

Piccadilly, W.

Plans, Estimates, superintendence of aeroplane
sheds arid munition Works prepared by experi-
enced architect and constructional engineer.

—

Box No. 792, Thb Aeroplane, 166, Picca-
dilly, W.

SITUATIONS WANTED.
Mechanical Engineer, A.JM.I.C.E., over age
limit, would relinquish civil work for post in

aeroplane factory. Speaks French.—Box No.

796, The Akroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

Engineer, organiser erecting departments
several large R.A.F\ contractors, open re-

engagement. Thoroughly competent organise
department, design erecting jigs, fixtures and
formers fpr quick labour-saving production.

Experienced B.E.2, B.E.2C, R.E.5, R.E.7,

F.E.2b, F.E.8, R.A.F. biplanes with leading

contractors. Salary, —.Box No. 795, The
.Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

Working Foreman, tin and coppersmith, ex-

cellent references.—Box No. 794, The Aero-
plane, r66, Piccadilly, W.

SITUATION VACANT.
Man wanted to act as charge-hand in aero-

plane factory (Government Controlled Estab-
lishment). Sh(>uld have knowledge of light

gauge steel tube-bending, making and as-

sembling steel frarie work, fins, rudders, etc.

Also tinning and sweating laminated steel

fittings. Must be willing and able to train

unskilled labour, male and female.—-Apply,

gi\ing' full particulars of experience, to the
nearest Board of Trade Labour Exchange,
mentioning this paper and No. 791. No one
already on Government worTi' can "he engaged.

TO LET.
Works to Let at East Cowes. Suitable for

seaplane Works or boat-building. Large
workshops, woodworking machinery and
yacht stores. 200 feet frontage to River
Medina.—Apply W. H. Brading and Son,
Builders, East Cowes.
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i THE 1

111

I NORMAN THOMPSON 1

! FLIGHT CO., LTD. I
a CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY. =

1 SEAPLANES |

1 SOLE CONCESSIONAIRES FOR |

I CURTISS I

I FLYING BOATS |

f
and CURTISS I

1 ENGINES 1

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.

I MIDDLETON. BOGNOR, SUSSEX |
S Telephone

—

S 48 BogDor.

Telegrams-

"SoariDg" Bognor

nllllillllllllllllllllllillllillllllllllllllllllliinillllltHHimilHHIimilllHIIIIir:

The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view ot the arrangement made between the Treasury
and' the British Wrig-ht Co., Litd., In respect to the free
ase by the Navy and the Army ol the British Wright
Patents, the Directors of the Company beg to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodying the con-
«tructlons so patented, may be freely manufacttired In
pursuance of such Government orders. The Company is

prepared to receive applications from British Manufacturers
for licences to manufacture under the Wright Patents
in respect to machines for private use In Qi'eat Britain or for
export to Foreign Governments,

THE OGILVIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931/13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents tor

these indicators in Great Britain,

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 GH4NGERY LANE, LONDON.

Contractors to the Admiralty ^ War Office

THE

BLACKBURN
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro-Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-

PRESSED STEEL MOUNTINGS, DROP
FORGINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,
WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

^oKKs OLYMPIA, LEEDS.
Telephone

:

346 RouNDHAY, Leeds.

Telegrams

:

Propellers, Leeds.

GontpaotOPS to H.M. Admiralty, War
Offloa, and Foralgn Govarnmanta,

The BRITISH CAUDRON
CO. LTD

Sole Building ind Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE k DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works 1

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Teleiiapfell Addfest— Phone—

CAUDROPLAN, CRJCKLB, LONDON - JJ51 HAMPSTBAD,

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO TH^ ADMIRALTY AND WAft OFFICE,

Office and Works KINGSTON ON THAMES

Telcphont .elegratn'^

Kini^ston 774 ^ Lmest " So9With Kingston *

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS
ROCHESTER, KENT,

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

Telephones :

—

9, Minst-ER-on-Sea,

627, Chatham.

Telegraphic Addresses :

—

" Flight," Eastchdrch.

" Seaplanes," Rochester.

rinted for Thi Aeroplane and General Publishing Co., Ltd., by Bonner & Co., The Chancery Lane Press, Rolls Passage,
London, E.C. ; and Published by The Wm. Dawson Publishing Companv, Ltd., at Rolls House, Breams Buildings, London.

Branches in Canada, Toronto, Montreal, and Winnipeg ; in South Africa : Cape Town, Johannesburg, and Durban.
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MILESTONES-XXI

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE HANRIOT AND PONNIER MONOPLANES:—In 1909 came the first Hanriot
with 50-h.p. 6-cyIindev Buchet engine. This was followed in 1910 by the famous "Henrietta" type with E.N.Vs and
stationary Clergets. Then came the Glerget two-seater entered in the French Mil.tary Trials of 1911. In 1912
came the 100-h.p. Hanriot-Pagny irionoplane which took part in the British Military Trials- Sister machines of the same
year were the single seater with 50-h p. Gnome and the 100-h.p. (jnome racer with stripped chassis. In 1913 the Ponnier-
Pagny racing monoplane with 169-h.p. Le Rhone competed in the Gordon-Bennett race and did about 130 miles in the hour.

The 6*'-h.p. Ponnier biolane was the first successful French scout tractor biplane to be produced.

n{ne

TRIPLEX s^^fefe.GLASS
See Advt insidisi'
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NOTHING BETTER

A. V. ROE & Co. Ltd.,
Teletjrams :

TRl PLANK." MANCHESTER Telephone :

337 Faibworth.
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AIR-SCREWS
LICFNCE "RHGY."

" G -\.C." Aeroplane T yres

Feath rweiglil Aero Altimeters

" G. A.C " Shock Absorbers

" G A C " Aero F brics

• GNOMOL" Castor Oil

"G.A.C " Featherweight Altimeters

"G.A.C." Aen Instruments

"G A C " Triplex Glass Goggles

"G.A.C." Aero Accessories, Etc.

Terms and Deliveiids O'l Application.

"G A.C

HEELS
THE GENERAL AERONAUTICAL CO., LTD.

Contractors to H.M. Government,
Registered. Offices :~30, Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.
'Phone : 280 Gerrard, Wire :

" Santochlmo, London."

Works:—S, Hythe Rd., Cumberland Park, Willesden, N.W.

EMAILLiTE
THE ORIGINAL AND STILL THE PREMIER DOPE.

AS
TIGHT

AS
A DRUM,

Trade Mmk.

THE BRITISH EMAILLITE CO., LTD.
Contractors to H.M. Government,

RegistereU Offices :—30, Regent Street, Piccadilly, S.W.
Wire ;

" Santochlmo, London." 'Phone : 280 Gerrard,

Works Hv he Ri.. CimbjrlanJ Pd -k, Wi:le3i:n Junction, N.W.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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Telegraphic Address ; Aileron, London. Telephone : Mayfair 5407.

Accounts, and all correspondence relating thereto, should be sent to the Keeistered Offices of The
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ON SERVICE MISORGANISATION.
Probably the besetting sin of this country in eveiy use-

ful field of action is the inability to organise men or

material so that they may be used effectively Effective

organisation would be enough to win the war at half its

present cost, and efficient organisation—which is far out

of our reach—would halve that again. It is not that we are

disorganised, the trouble is that we are misorganised. All

the labour and expense and personal discomfort of organi-

sation takes place, and it is nearly all wasted because it

is only by chance that the right man is ever jjut in the

right place, and when he is put there it is generally

for some quality which he does not possess and. which
would be useless to him on that job if he did possess it.

All the troubles of the Flying vServices realh- originate

from misorganisatiou, which leads to the right people hav-
ing the wrong material to handle, or to incompatibilit}^ of

temper between people who ought to work together, or to

incompetent people having control over the right

material. There seems to be some curious fate overhang-
ing the world's aerial affairs, or else there is some par-

ticular guardian angel sitting aloft who lias a controlling

hand over international aviation, for crises seem to have
arisen at the same time in the three leading belligerent

countries.

France, as regular readers of this paper know, h.as been
having a horrible crisis, chiefl}'- owing to obsolete officers

being allowed to command active-service escadrilles,

owing to the supply of modern machines being insufficient

because of enormous contracts having been placed for

aeroplanes which are still being delivered although quite
out of date—in which connection there are suspicions of
undue influence as between capitalists and officials—and
owing to lack of communication between active-service
pilots and aeroplane designers, so that designers never
know what the pilots need and pilots never know what
designers can give them. Which' is rather our own
trouble.

Germany's Air Crisis.

Last week only it became apparent that a crisis of

some sort had been taking place in Germany, for the
"Frankfurter Zeitung" reports that a separate "Inten-
dantur" of the German Army Air Service has been formed,
and that the chief of the Service is to rank with a Corps
Commander'.
One would give a good deal to be behind the scenes and

discover what is really wrong with the German Air Ser-
vice. Their machines are so unifonnly and so materialh'
better than ours that the R.F.C. ought hardly ever to be
able to put up a show against them, and yet our people
not only tackle them with great personal gallantry, but
even manage to defeat them on occasion. One imagines
that it is the personnel of the German Air Service which
is wrong, though it is hard to guess in what respect.

Probably it is in some quality one would never suspect
to be lacking, just as the weakness in the German hospital
system long before the war, and much more so since the
war, was, and is, the mere mechanical ]ob of nursing.

For all German chemical skill, for all her medical and

surgical science, for all the supei"-woiuanly qualities of

the German haiisfraii, German nurses were beneath con-

tempi. The}- were dirty, slovenly, and ignorant, simply

because the ordinarj- German nurse belonged to the char-

woman class, and nursing was ijot regarded as a profession

for educated women.

One imagines that something equally elementary is

wrong with the German Air .Service, in fact, the theory

is borne out when one looks at a German casualty list and
finds that the names among the Fcldfl-ieger-tnippen are

almost entirel}' those of Vizefeldwebels and Frsatz-

offiziers, instead of including officers of the Regular Army
such as those who flew so well before the war, like Lieuts.

Carganico, von Hiddessen, von Beaulieu, von Buttlar, von
Thuna, Joh', and others. ]Most of these are b}' now either

dead, wounded, or prisoners. Though some few very
gallant fliers are left, like Tieuts. Immelmanu and Bolcke,

probabh- the bulk of the German fliers are congenitally
of poor quality and the task of the new Intendantur is

most likely to raise the class of the pilots.

There seems to be nothimg the matter with the mechani-
cal side of German Military -Aviation, thanks entirely to

the fact that for years before the war the German Govern-
ment encouraged German manufacturers in every possible

waj- with prizes and liandsome orders to produce the best
engine! and the best aeroplanes, and got them.

The RE.4SON FOR Our Own Crisis.

The crisis in the British Flying Services is caused by
the very simple fact that we did the very opposite to the
Germans. Instead of encouraging the big' engineering
firms to turn the best brains in the country on to the pro-

duction of aeroplanes and engines, our autliorities, follow-
ing the advice of Lord Haldane, did certain "violent-
thinking," which resulted in their evolving a scheme of

organisation which would have been entirelv praiseworthy
in a perfect world.

Briefly, the scheme was to establish a Government ex-
perimental department, known as the Royal Aircraft
Factory, and th-ere to evolve the perfect aeroplane, and
the perfect engine to drive it. When evolved, these
machines and their engines were to be built in vast quan-
tities with the rapidity? and alikeness of Ford cars and the
superlative workmanship of Rolls-Royces, by various
engineering firms who need know nothing about aircraft.

Meantime, to save public money and to prevent confusion
of R.F.C. administration, all other aeroplanes and engines
were to be abolished as far as possible, except perhaps a
few which showed such originality as to afford a supply, of
fresh ideas for the evolution of the perfect official

aeroplane.

This was undoubtedly a good idea, but it was a counsel
of perfection. The perfect aeroplane and engine were not
evolved, and certain obstinate Englishmen insisted on con-
tinuing to make aeroplanes uncommercially which con-
sistently beat the official product, so that the performance
of the perfect aeroplane has alwa3's been a matter of six
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months behind that of the inipeifeci products which beat

world's records.

Even in engines the same thing happened, and the im-

perfect unofficial engine continues to be reliable, while the

official effort after perfection blows its cylinders off, cracks

up its valves, and presents to the enemj- at unduly fre-

quent intervals the latest samples bf the perfect aeroplane,

'complete with pilot as fitted," to
,

quote the phrase of a

Ser\'ice aviator.

1 am not saj-ing anj-thing against the initial idea of the

official scheme. It was merel}' an example of vaisorganisa-

tion, in that it omitted to take into account the unattain-

abilit}- of perfection. It resulted in the placing of

enormous orders soon after the outbreak of war for

machines which, owing to the perfection of their detail

design, could not be made quickly, with the result that

now, when they are twelve montlis out of date, thej- are

pouring forth in hundreds from factories all over the

coirntry, beautifully' made, beautifully finished, and ab-

sorbing quantities of beautiful luaterial, but all quite use-

less for purposes of modern war, for the simple reason

that they cannot oiitspeed or outclin:b the German recon-

naissance machines, and cannot mananivre sufficiently

quickly to escape or combat the German fighting

machines. These last points are fully known to the enemy
as they occur daily in full sight of the Germ.m Armies,

though the}- are hidden from the British people.

Money .Spknt Auroau.

As a further example of misorganisation, one must
record that, in order to allow tlie R.P'.C. sufficient aero-

planes with which to carry' on, large orders were placed

with French firms for aeroplanes of ty-pes not required,

or perhaps not approved, hy the French Army, and copies*

of these machines were ordered also from several British

firms. The idea was doubtless to conserve our own sources

of supply, so that when the perfect aeroplane was ulti-

mately e\'olved (/ur factories would be able to undertake

its manufacture and would not be busy on machines of

,
British design which it would be difficult to abolish if they

proved effective in \vav. Consequently very few aeroplanes

of independent British design were ordered.

Those few which have been produced have, unfortuWtely
perliaps, put up better performances than eith.er the

French machines or the official designs. Moreover, an
unduly large number of certain French machines broke
in the air, or were dangerous to fly, and killed several

valuable British officers.

Again, it appears that the scheme was good in theory

but bad in practice. The organisation was good, but it

was misguided. It was too theoreticalh' perfect.

Lord Montagu and Mr. Pemberton-Billing.

This curious state of af?airs has produced during the past

week the equally curious spectacle of certain leaders of

the movement for aerial reform making a])parently utterly

incompatible statements.

, Lord Montagu, in a speech reported elsewhere in thi,s

issue, sa\'s that we are asking' our pilots to fly with i i-

ferior machines. Mr. Joyn son-Hicks, ]\I.P., says nur pilots

are sent up in machines inferior to the Gennans' in horse-

power. The two statements support one another as different

parts of the same thesis. Mr. Pemberton-Billing. M.P., on
the other hand, tells Mr. Tennant that he can lead him by
the hand to the very machines capable of exterminating
Zeppelins in their hangars in Germany.
Both statements are perfectly true. Our pilots ai'e going-

out o\'er the German lines dailj^ on officially designed
aeroplanes with unreliable engines which the pilots them-
selves have with grim humour nicknamed "Fokker

t

Fodder,"

Manj' months ago Mr. Harry Hawker, on a new type
of Sopwith biplane, put up records for speed of climb
which surpassed anything hitherto known. That machine

was oft'ered to both Flying Services and refused, though
certain Naval active-service pilots urgently asked for it.

.Since then the machine has put up still more astonishing:

performances. It has not been altered in any essential

detail, yet it has taken the best part of a year to convince-
the Construction Department at the Admiralty that it

could be of use in war.

About a year ago Vickers Ltd. produced a small scout,,

at least as fast as the average Fokker, though perhaps in-

ferior to the Immelmann type, as it had only about half

the horse-power. That has been "under consideration" by
the Army's scientists for many unnecessary mouths. Also,

the Vickers gun-carrier, which did excellent service for

many months, lacks development owing to the supply of

bigger engines being diverted to other uses.
'

Martinsydes, Ltd., have produced, also, a very astonish-

ing machine, of war value far exceeding- any official pro-

duction. That, like the others, was "considered" for ant

undue period.

Short Bros., as well, are worthy of note when discussing

war machines, in view of the performances put up by their

big seaplanes.

Mr. Tennant and Mr. Balfour can be led by the hand tO'

these and other factories and shown imperfect trade-

designed aeroplanes, turned out by mere commercially

minded manufacturers, which far transcend in war value
the products of pure science which have called forth the

objurgations of Lord Montagu and Mr. Joynson-Hicks.

And, incidentally, the traducers of Mr. Pemberton-
Billing may be interested to note that, as the workshops
of Pemberton-Billing, Ltd., have not embarked on the pro-

duction of a bomb-dropping aeroplane for long-distance

raids, the new Member can have had no intention of in-

veigling these distinguished gentlemen into that aeroplane

factory with ulterior motives—as has been suggested by-

certain people connected with aviation.

Lord Derby's Committee.

Lord Montagu has openly confessed his belief in trade-

designed aeroplanes, and despite that confession he has

been appointed -to Lord Derby's Committee. One has

hopes, therefore, that the best brains in the country may
be permitted fair competition with pure theoretical science-

Apart from Lord Montagu, however, the joint Committee-

appears itself to be somewhat misorganised. Its composi-

tion has now been disclosed, so one may discuss it openly.

The highly placed officers forming that Committee have-

all had distinguished careers. Admiral Vaughan-Lee has

a fine Naval record. Already he has broug'ht about

changes in the Royal Naval Air Service which will ere

long produce remarkable improvements. The; recall from,

abroad of certain active-service officers of notable ability

and of long- experience in flying, and their ap{)ointment

to administrative duties, will have excellent results. The
appointment of sundry Naval officers to attend to the

discipline of the R.N.A.S. will also have good effect, so-

long as such officers do not take too much upon themselves
where they have to deal with technical matters beyond
the limits of their experience. As head of the R.N.A.S.
Admiral Vaughan-Lee is a necessary member iof the
Committee.

Aircraft CoNSTRucTioisf Errors.

Commodore Sueter, as Superintendent of Aircraft Con-
struction, would seem to be equally a necessary member
of the Committee, but it must be remembered that he has
his routine duties to perforjn, and it is possible that at-

tendance at the Committee may interfere with such duties.

Moreover, though one recalls with admiration all the good
work he did in building up the beginnings of theR.N.A.S.,

it is equally important to remember that the chief reason

for the present ineffective state of the R.N.A.S. is defective
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equipment, due to bad judgment in choosing ceitain.de-

signs, to interference by inexperienced Uieorists "with

other designs which were originally good, and to un-

systematic placing of orders, which leaves workshops idle

for weeks at a time.

Though Commodore vSueter is not personal!}' to blame
for these errors, they occurred in his department and were
committed by his officials, so hfe. cannot escape being
officially responsible, even though, as is the fact, he was
misled by his "experts.'' It is unpleasant to have to sa\-

this, in view of all the hard work Commodore Sueter has
done, much of it under great difficulties owing to the un-
willingness of the vSea Lords to allow Ihe best class of

Naval officer to leave the Fleet for the Air Service.

Nevertheless, warnings of the troubles certain to follow-

on the course adopted by his department in its dealings
with aeroplane design and construction have been fre-

quent for a year past, and the defects caused by that
department do not inspire confidence in the judgment of

its head. Mr. Churchill was held responsible for the sins

of others in the Air Service as well as in the bigger con-
cerns of the Navy, so others cannot claim greater con-
sideration.

The other Naval member of the Committee is a young-
engineer officer, who has had a brilliant academic career.

He is generally credited with having expert knowledge
of petrol engines. There are those of greater practical

experience and of equal mental capacity who do not agree
with him on engines generally, and on certain details in

particular. The work of some of the officials under him
has been open to serious criticism, and as, presumably,
they were appointed hy him, he is, one assumes, respon-
sible for them. One imagines that he is not on the Com-
mittee to deal with aeroplanes, so the fact that he has had
Tery little experience of fljang in peace and none of active-

service aviation may not be of importance, though one
would believe that some active service experience would
be useful in dealing with engines also.

On the whole, one would like to see Admiral Vaughan-
Lee supported in addition by one or two officers with per-

sonal experience of active service, with some knowledge
of the earlier days of aviation, and with good general

mechanical experienc-;, such as is possessed by the

gunnery officers or torpedo officers of the Fleet.

Thi: Military Side.

On the Military side of the Committee, General Hender-

son, as head of the R.FiC-. is as necessary as is Admiral

Vaughan-Lee. General Henderson has been responsible

for the building up of the Corps, and though he may not

have worked out all the details himself, he has to his credit

the selection of such officers as Geneial Trenchard, General

Brancker, and the late Colonel Fulton, who have placed the

gener.al system of organisation on such an' excellent basis.

Of Colonel Ellington, the other Military member, one '

knows nothing so far as aviation is concerned. He is doubt-

less a thoroughl}- efficient officer in his own arm, but one

could wish that someone with considerable knowledge of

iictive service aviation and of aeroplane construction were in

his place. One would not,perhaps,advocate a Sapper officer,

though there are many wholly excellent Sappers in the

R.F.C. The R.E. officer is a trifle apt to be academic and
to lack initiative. One would, therefore, prefer a Gunner,

the subtle difference in character between the personnel of

the two arms tending to make for more practical worldly

wisdom in the artilleryman.

With all his great ability in dealing with personnel, and
his proved competence as a commanding officer. Sir David
Henderson has, in technical matters, evinced something
of a tendency to rely on the opinions of "experts"

—

despite his own estimate of "experts" as set forth by him
11 ]i(rint—and therefore an active-service soldier with

knowledge of the products of "experts" might be a useful

complement on the Committee to General Henderson's
high qualities in other directions.

It is noted that the Committee has the power to call in

advisers. It is earnestly to be hoped that such advisers

may be well chosen. The opinions of practical men, witit

—be it said with regret—some commercial experience,

should be sought, if only on matters of rapid production.

Theorists should be avoided. The mere "trade" should not
be despised ; it should be used to the best possible ad-

\-antage. Everyone is willing to help the Committee if the

Committee be not too proud, or too sure of its own wisdom,
to ask for information in the right quarters.—C. G. G.

At a German North Sea Air Station.—The curious wing top supports may be noted.
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AIRCRAFT IN THE HOUSE.
In Parliamentary Papers in the House of Commons on Marcli

14th—
Mr. Brookes asked the First Lord of the Admiralty whether

naval officers having no experience or knowledge of Air Service

requirements have been placed in important administrative posi-

tions in the Royal Naval Air Service?
Dr. Macnamara returned the following written reply : There

are no naval officers without cxpcri^Tce and knowledge of Air

Service recjuiremtnts in important Jidministrative positions in

the Royal Naval Air Service.

[The framing of the question is distinctly clumsy, allowing the

Admiralty representative an easy "get-out." As one of the chief

requirements of the Air Service is a proper system of discipline,

it is obvious that any Service martinet of three stripes has a

"knowledge of Air Service requirements," though he rray not

know an aileron from an as'h-bucket. The trouble about which the

question was presumably intended to drav/ information is the ap-

pointment to Wing-Captain or Wing-Commander of sundry R.N.
ofiHcers who have had practically no experience of aeronautics,

while oflicers of long service in the R.N.A.S. are passed over for

promotion.
The position is a difiicult one. With very few exceptions, the

new officers have excellent records in the Nav)', and have been
appointed to the R.N.A.S. simply to improve its discipline, and
tfiey have, as a rule, done valuable work in this direction. If

they had been left at that no harm would hav-i been done ; but,

as part of their qualification for R.N.A.S. command, they have
been taught to fly, merely up to the point where they have been
able to pass for their R.Ae.C certificates. This little knowledge
has proved a very dangerous thing, for on the strength of it cer-

tain of these officers have presumed, out of their inexperience, to

override the dispositions of men and materiel made by experienced
flying oflicers under their command So far no fatal results have
ensued to our people—or to the enemy either.

The difficulties of the Admiral Commanding R.N.A.S. are en-

hanced by the fact that verv few R.N..'\.S. offi.ers are tempera-
mentally suited to command men or to inculcate discipline among
their oflicers, and some of the promotions made in the past have
been bad selections. Those who left the Navy for the R.N..'\.S.

in the past have frequently been too brave and adventurous,

not to say crazily reckless, to make first-class commanding officers.

Nevertheless, there are in the R.N..'\.S several offi'^crs who have
been passed over because they have been too busy about their

work to hunt for influence or to advertise themselves with an eve

to promotion. Doubtless under a strict Service regime the merits

of these officers will be discovered. Meantime, it rnight be well

to restrain somewhat the activities of some recently appointed

commanding officers where technical matteis -are concerned.]

J

Mr. Brookes also asked the First Lord of the Admiralty the

names of the six members of the Committee over which Lord

Derby presides, indicating whether they have technical experi-

ence only or whether any and, if so, how many are certified

pilots?

Dr. Macnamara : The Joint War Air Committee is con-

stituted as follows :

—

Chairman : The Earl of Derby.
Admiralty representatives : Rear-Admiral C. L. Vaughan-Lee,
Commodore Murray V. Sueter, C.B., and Squadron-Commander
W. Briggs, R.N.
War Office representatives : Major-Genera} Sir D. , Hender-

son, K.C.B., D.S.O., Lieutenarit-Colof.el E.- L. Ellington.

Advisory members may be added as required.

The secretariat consists of tfie Secretary, Colonel Sir M.
Hankey, and an Assistant Secretary, Major Storr, of the Com-
mittee of Imperial Defence.

The functions of the Committee generally are to deal with
matters of policy froui the point of view of construction and
provision of material, for which a certificate as qualified pilot

is not necessary. '
'

A brief commentary on the Committee appears in the leading

article. Mr. Brookes continues to display his usual fatuity in

asking questions whose purport he does not understand. There
is no need for any member of such a Committee to be a "certified

pilot," as Mr. Brookes calls it. despite the non-existence of such
a person. There is, however, every reason why members should
have practical knowledge of airrratt and of active service condi-

tions—which is precisely the reason why the Committee is weak,
and why it will probably fall under the influence of the Advisory
("ommittee—R.A.F.—N.P.L. faction, unless Lord Montagu can

save it.

In the following report on the Debate In Committee of Supply
on March 14th the speeches are given verbatim, subject only to

the elision of unnecessary passages :—

-

Introducing the Army Estimates, Mr. Tennant said :

—

I come now to another branch of the administration of the De-
partment with which I am connected—a branch which has created

a good deal- of stir, not only in this House, lut also, I under-
stand, in the Parliamentary Division tif East Hertfordshire. If

the House will allow me, I .am going to deal with the air pro-

blem. I have been in consultation and constant communication
with my military advisers on the subject of the defence of this

country against hostile aircraft, and I am able to nrjce some
statements to the House which I l ope will act as assurnnres and
allay a certain amount of public anxiety. In the first place, it is

a great mistake to suppose that we are not fully seised of the

importance of the aerial defences of the country. It is quite wrong
to suppose that the' Government have ever considered this prob-
lem as one of secondary importance ; on the contrary, we look
upon it as one of first importance. It is useless, for instance,

to increase the strength of vour Armies abroad if the bases from

At a German North Sea Air Station.—The remarkable similarity between the German officers and men and those at any R.N.A.S.
station is quite worth noting.
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which-, they draw their munition supplies arc laid iii ruins by the

action of hostile aircraft. The best guns and the best gunners
must be obtained and employed on the all-important duty of pro-
tecting these bases. Personnel thus emploj'ed are just as much
on active service as iheir comrades in P'rance ; as a matter of

fact, they are interchangeable, and are drafted abroad and back
again as circumstances dictate.

The first question the House would naturally ask is : "In what
manner are you providing for this defence?" The first matter
is, therefore, intelligence—that is, how do : we know that an
aerial attack is contemplated or about to begin? Intelligence is

a matter of a very delicate character and cannot be discussed
in public. The second question one would naturally ask is : "What
provision has been made in regard to anti-aircraft guns?" I

have been in consultation with my right hon. Friend the Minister
of Munitions. The position in regard to anti-aircraft guns,
though no doubt it leaves a great deal to be desired, is better
to-day than it has ever been. We liave also provided at Shoebury-
ness, in order to train gunners, a school where a large number'
of officers and men are being taught to perform the difficult task
of shooting at objects in the air. .

We have established an organisation of defences which for Lon-
don is complete, and, for the provinces, is approaching completion.
We have provided, for L'ondon, aeroplanes, landing-places, and
lights. I would like the House to realise that in this matter the
possibilities of provision for defence are unlimited. It is difficult

to conceive of finality in 'such a provision, but for I^ondon we
have completed the defences on sn agreed scale, and we are pro-
ceeding now to apply that scale to the rest of the country. When
that has been completed, and as more material beconies avail-
able, we shall raise the standard and go on improving it.

Mr. Lynch : What is the exact meaning of the word "com-
plete"? Does it mean that Zeppelins will be prevented from
coming?
Mr. Tennant : I said that the organisation was complete, and

that the defences were not in a complete state. In order to cor-
rect certain misapprehensions which exist, I want to sav a word
or two on the development of the Royal Flying Corps. When
war broke out we naturally realised that a great expansion of the
Flying Corps would become necessary. That expansion pre-
sented very considerable difficulties. The success of that expan-
sion depended upon simultaneous development along four lines.

Those four lines were the provision of ae/oplanes, the provision
of engines, the provision of mechanics, and the training of
pilots.

The supply of aeroplanes presented a double problen'—the pro-
blem of design and the problem of supply. In this country our
design at the outbreak of war was not inferior to that of anv
other nation, and during the war we have kept pace with the
advances which have been made abroad, although we have always
been handicapped by the engine question.
The supply of aeroplanes, presented serious difficulties Before

the war there were very few establishments prepared to undertake
Ihe manufacture of aeroplanes, and those establishments were
not capable of arfy great or rapid expansion

; moreover, they were
dependent upon sub-contractors for many of the parts, , particu-
larly^ of metal. Therefore we had to find new contractors and to

provide for them labour, machine tools, and raw material.
Further, we had to see that the standard was not in any way
lowered, but kept at the high level at which it had always been
maintained. I am glad to say that all these difficulties have been
met by the energy of the supply branch of the Aeronautics
Directorate, and great help has been rendered by the Ministry of
^lunitions. The provision of aeroplanes may now be considered
satisfactory ; .indeed, it is ahead of the other essentials—namely,
the supply of engines and pilots.

The supply of engines throughout, the war has given us great
nnxiety. On the outbreak of war we were behind the French
and the Germans in the manufacture of engines. Of the engines
then available a large proportion, and those of the larger types,

were required by the Royal Naval Air Service. Consequently,
the first squadrons of the Royal Flying Corps which took the
field were equipped with engines chiefly of French design and of
French manufacture.
This problem was seriously attacked at once by the Navy and

the Army, and great efforts were made. The House will realise

that it is difficult for manufacturers to arrive at the production
stage of engines. Nevertheless, a great proportion of the engines
now are of British design and the great majority of them are of

British manufacture. The real supply of high-power British
•^ngines is now coming forward, and will produce a marked im-
provement almost at once, because we almost invariably have
been under-powered.

Although British designers produce an aerootane equal, perhaps
superior, to any other in the world, the provision is governed b\
the possibility of obtaining suitable engines, particularly in view
of the tendency to increase the weights carried by aeroplanes in

the way of machine-guns, wireless telegraphy, photographic and
other devices:

With regard to mechanics, I am glad to say that we have been
able to keep pace with the expansion of the Royal Flyingi Corps.

Every squadron has a full complement of skilled men, whose
quality, discipline, and conduct leave nothing to be desired. In
connection with this technical personnel we have received great
assistance from the Ministry of Munitions.
The supply of pilots, of course, presented a problem of the

greatest difficulty. In August, 1914, a difficult decision had to be
taken—a decision as to the proper distribution of the pilots be-
tween active duties in the field and training duties here at home.
On the one hand, the Army in the field might suffer if we did
not give them a sufficient quota of aeroplanes and pilots ; on the
other hand, expansion became impossible in this country unless
we had instructors. All the civilian instructors joined either the
Military or the Naval Wing of the Flying Corps; therefore in-

structors had to be found fiom one of the Services.

The decision then taken is now recognised 10 have been the
right one. The number of pilots in the field was kept as low
as possible, while every available pilot was kept at home for the
purpose of training new pilots. Since the outbreak of » war
there has been a strong temptation to reverse that decision and
to strengthen the squadrons in the field ; but we have never de-
parted from our original decision, and now I am glad to say we
are reaping the reward of that policy. We are now producing
every month as many pilots qualified for service in war as we
were able to mobilise from our whole resources in August,. 1914.
This output will be largely increased in the near future.

[As to the reasons for shortage of machines, now at last officially

confessed, these are dealt with in part in the leading article.

Briefly, they may be set down as due to lack of intelligent

official encouragement to British manufacturers, on the lines fol-

lowed by the German Government towards German manufacturers,
and strenuously advocated in this paper for over three years before
the war.

Mr. Tennant's statement that "All the civilian instructors joined
either the Military or the Naval Wing of the Flying Corps" is

an absolute and unqualified untruth. The falsity of the state-

ment is proved by the fact that, as already stated several times
in this paper, the civilian schools at Hendon alone passed 256
pilots for their certificates during the first 11 month'; of 1915, of

whom 211 joined the Flying Services ; whereas the leading mili-

tary school only passed 156 pilots \and the leading naval school

only passed 64 in the same period. What is Mr. Tennant's
reply to this?]

Mr. Pemberton-Billing said : I ask the indulgence which I

know this House always extends to a member when he first rises,

and I claim that indulgence because of the somewhat peculiar

circumstances which are responsible for my appearance in this

House. Within an hour or two of taking the oath at that table

I am on my feet, fulfilling what I know to be a duty to my con-

stituents and to the country. It would jiot be fitting, and I know
it is not done, that I should drag the dust, or rather I should
say the dirt, of a hotly contested by-election into the comparative
calm and cleanliness of this House. I will touch one personal

note. I left the Royal Naval Air Service because I felt that,

unless someone came to this House with a weight of authority
which only a constituency can give him, the Air Service would
continue to be a byword among Its members and a 5i:bject of

almost tragic mirth in its efforts to defend this country. I have
listened with considerable interest to the right hon. Gentleman^ the

Under-Secretary for War and to what he has said in regard to

the .\ir Service, and I have but one remark to make now. I

fancy—indeed, I am sure—he is most grievoilsly misinformed.
Eighteen months ago, when the material at the disposal of the

Royal Naval Air Service was something like one-twentieth of

what it is to-day, we succeeded in raiding Zeppelin bases and
carrying the air war into the enemy's country, proving thereby

that although our material was lacking, our personnel was such
as that we were able to carry out these raid.-; successfully. 1

tj^rcfore definitely join issue with the First Lord of the Admiralty
in his statement that the lack of material is responsible for our
present policy of masterly inactivity and deplorable delay in

answering the challenge of the enemy in ihe air. For the first

six months of this war our Air Service was rich in leadership

and poor in material During the last six months we have been

somewhat richer in material but infinitely poorer in leadership.

The six months' gap, a sort of Tom Tiddler's ground of time,

which existed between these two definite periods was devoted to

internal intrigue and consequent .Service bitterness. This deplor-

able condition of affairs is directly responsible for th= pr'-sent

impotence and inefficiency of ifTe Service.

T contend that the crux of the whole questic-n at th'- pf -sent

moment, so far as the .'\ir Service is concerned, is one of person-

nel. I mean personnel in its broadest sense, beginning with the

chief. His appointment should not be a mere political concession,

but should be the creation of a definite leadership, carrying with
Tt the support and confidence and loyalty of the entire Service.

By "personnel" I mean also the human material, which must
be the sound heart of such a Service. Once we gat the right

man you will see the personnel grow, you will see the material

grow, and you will see a vigorous offensive take the place of the

luiddlfd impotence which we see to-da^'.

The Houtp rriay be suiprised if I igjinre the rerrrt hyrried
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efforts of the Government to patch and potter the two Air Ser-

vices. The appointment of yet another Departmental Committee,
with at its head a Noble Lord who cheerfully disclaims both

authority and power, 1 assure you moves me but little, and I

also sissure you leaves the country cold. I had in mind to place

before this House my own detailed proposals for the immediate
strengthening of our power in the air and for the creation of an
Imperial Air Service worthy of our Imperial power, but I have

been advised that in the open secrecy of air discussions it might
be difticult for me to saj all that I would say, having in view;
our national interests, and I propose, when the adjourned air

debate, which I understand this House has received a promise
will take place, is resumed to deal fully and freely with all the

facts, figures, suggestions, and proposals that I may humbly
make.

If, as the newest member of this House, I might venture to make
a general criticism, I would say that if we had such committees

as are to be found in the French Charnber it would be an easy

matter for me to lay before the members all that confidential in-

formation and all those technical facts relating to our present

dangerous position, and to point a way out ; and 1 feel sure the

Service would take kindly to such action. It would mean that

there would be no more delay, and at least it jnight possibly

save the words "Too late" being written across yet another page

of the history of this war.-
We can strike now in the matter of aerial offence, and I say

that we must strike now. I do earnestly appeal to the First Lord
of the Admiralty to pay no heed to so-called religious s'cruples of

any members of the Board of Admiralty, but to take his courage

in both hands and issue orders, definite orders, that all the ex-

isting material which we have should be immediately employed in

raids over the enemy country. I am quite sure that we have the

material. I do not propose to give this House facts and figures

unless I am challenged. I quite appreciate what a mark a

Zeppelin shed is—bigger than a battleship and more vulnerable

than the Crystal Palace.

We possess machines to reach these sheds which house not only

a pest of the night, but that which has proved itself to be the

eye of the German navy. We hear and read of a new Trafalgar

and there are rumours of a coming naval raid. Is it too much
to ask that our Grand Fleet should cease to be handicapped in

its movements by this never-ceasing flow of information conveyed

to the German Admiralty by these spies in the air? We must
exterminate these Zeppelins and we can exterminate them. As
one so recently an officer in the Service, I do not propose, as I

have said before, unless challenged to give any facts or figures,

but speaking with a full sense of responsibility, I say that we
have all the material ready to initiate air raids on a very great

scale.

When we consider that twelve months ago last November we
partly destroyed a Zeppelin factory at Friedrichshafen with three

machines which would now be looked upon as old-fashioned and
out-of-date, three pilots, and eleven bombs, and when we con-

sider that to-day we have a hundred times as many machines,

a hundred times as many pilots, that our bombs are much more
efficient than then, and that our machines are capable of carrying

loads of explosives something between four and ten times as

great as then, is it to be wondered that the public become slightly

indignant that no action 5s taken? I assure you that our people

are ready to make any sacrifice in this war, but they are not pre-

pared to remain in darkness while our rulers remain indifferent.

It has been suggested by, I believe, the right hon. Gentleman
thf Under-Secretary of State for War, that we have not the

machines and we have not the pilots. If the right hon. Gentleman

AIRCRAFT IN THE LORDS.
In the House of Lords on March isth Lord Montagu Of

Beaulieu asked the Earl of Derby, as representing the Inter-

Departmental Committee on Air Service, what the functions of

that Committee were, and if h'e could give any information as to

the work it had done.

The Earl of Derby said he was sorry he had given any im-
pression that he had minimised the importance of the Committee
of which he was chairman ; he did not wish to minimise it, but
only to prevent the public from magnifying it.

He proceeded : I am glad to think that the noble lord will know
the functions of the Committee as well as I do, because he has
consented at the request of the Prime Minister to come on the

Committee. I am sure nothing can give greater confidence to

the country at large, that the Committee will endeavour to do
good work for the Air Service, than the appointment of Lord
Montagu as one of its members. (Cheers.)

. The chief ends to be attained by the Committee are to ensure
that the manufacture, supply, and distribution of material required
by aircraft are in accordance with the policy of aerial warfare
laid down by his Majesty's Government, to avoid clashing and
overlapping demands on the manufacturing resources available,

whilst securing the full and harmonious use of the same, and to

eliminate correspondence between the Departments on points which

tells me that we have not the pilots, I shall be very pleased to
introduce him, within the next twenty-four hours, to a hundred
of them. If he tells me that we have not the machines, I am
prepared there, too, to lead him to them by the hand. If he tells
me that we have not the bombs, then, with your permission, I
will put them on the Table of this House.

I would beg hon. members to lend all the wealth of their im-
agination and their wisdom to this very momentous question of
our supremacy in tlie air. I would ask them to remember that
this country is no longer an island,, that every city lies on the
shore of the ocean of the air open to attack by enemy airships
and a prey to outrage at any moment of the twenty-four hours..
Who will dare to plead the expense of a great air fleet when we
realise that this war may possibly be eventually determined in
the air, and when we consider that with the cost of two or three
days' hostilities we could not only gain but we could maintain
supremacy in the air? It is a wonderful thought; and I am
quite sure if this House lends any time to it we may yet live to
regain for this country the supremacy which we held for a few
brief moments owing to the priceless men who first went out with
the rotten material they had at their disposal. This country is

demanding that this material should be used. The men in the
Service are demanding that they should be sent out to fight in-

stead of staying at home. I do ask the right hen. Gentleman
the First Lord of the Admiralty to insist, not in six months'
time, not ih six weeks' tirhe, but, if necessary, in six minutes'
time, that the material which is now waiting shall be used, and
that the bombs which are now being stored and which are due
for delivery in many places in Germany shall be delivered forth-

with and without further delay.

Colonel Lockwood said : This House has invariably listened with
interest to the maiden speech of its most newly arrived member,
and 1 am sure we all congratulate the hon. member on a well-
balanced speech which argues well for his career in this House,
and also on the kindly intentions which he has exhibited towards
my right hon. Friend the Under-Secretary of State for War,
in the various introductions to which he proposes to lead him.
I had the pleasure of listening to the whole of my right hon.
Friend's speech, with the exception of some ten minutes or so
when I was called to a Committee upstairs, and I heard him,
as I expected, express his conviction that all was done in the
best possible way in this best possible world of ours. I was
certain that he would express that view, and I am glad that I

was not disappointed, but as my right hon. Friend sitting beside
me remarked, we got very little information from him. I have
never yet in the course of twenty-three years.' experience received

any information from Ministers on that bench. I presume that

reticence is what they are paid for.

[As regards Mj. Pemberton-Billing's speech, one need only
draw the attention of readers to the difference between the utter-

ances of a man who knows what he is talking about and a man
who does not. Colonel f^^ockwood's kindly comments, coming as
they do from an old Parliamentary hand of high standmg and
possessed of great personal influence, will be appreciated by those
who recognise the great possibilities there are of Mr. Pemberton-
Billing being of high service to the country if his abilities are
richtly used.]

Dr. Macnamara (Camberwell, N.) informed Mr. Brookes (Mile-

End, U.) that. the rigid airship which was under construction for

the Admiralty at the beginning of the war was now being com-
pleted.

["Completed" does not mean that it has flown, that it will

fly, or that it 'can fly, so one awaits further evidence with
interest.]

affect more than one. This Committee has nothing to do with
the defence of the kingdom. That is quite rightly left in the

hands of Lord Frendi.
Air policy is not framed by the Committee, but may, of course,

be affected to a certain extent when we go into the question of

production of aircraft by the information we are able to give to

the War Committee. The air policy has been laid down by the

Government. Each branch of the Service has its own duty to

perform and the duty of the Committee is to see so far as .it can
that all that each branch requires to carry out the policy laid

down is placed at its disposal.

It is to prevent overlapping, to provide closer inter-communica-

tion between the two Departments that the Committee has been

formed and even in the short time we have been in existence

we have been able materially to help to join the work of the two
branches of the Air Service. A particular type of aircraft was put

at the disposal of one branch, whilst in return that branch was
able to release other machines which were more useful to the

naval branch. I hope we shall increase the output.

We have at present no executive work; the executive work is

carried out by the two branches of the Air Service. But I feel

that this Committee is only the beginning of what may be a very

large departure in this kingdom. (Cheers.) I hope that we shall

be able to bring the two branches so closely together that there-
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can be no question of competition between the two, and I am
strongly of opinion that we shall be able to justify the confidence
that has been placed in us by his Majesty's Government. It is

impossible to say what is in the future. All 1 can say is that I

personally should not have the slightest hesitation in asking the

Prime Minister to relieve me of my post of chairman if 1 fell

that the work was beyond my scope or necessitated my abandon-
ing my work at the War Office, and I should do it all the more
readily knowing that I shall have as a colleague Lord Montagu,
whose experience in matters connecte4 with the air will now,
I hope, be given thai full scope, which it ought to be, and which
can be,- of such benefit to the nation.

Lord Montagu said that at the request of the Prime Minister

he had become a member of the Committee. He felt it to be his

duty to help in every way he could. He trusted that what Lord
Derby had said about the extension of the work of the Committee
would take place before long, for he felt it should be the nucleus

of something much larger, which should be able to do more than

the present Committee was doing.

Lord Rathcreedan, in a maiden speech, said that with regard
to compulsory military service he had always been at variance

with his party. He felt now that the time had come when the

Government must take control of all the fighting manhood of thfe

country. In that way they could secure the best men for the

work for which they required them, and in particular tor the

Flying Corps and for the construction of aircraft.

LORD MONTAGU ON AIRCRAFT.
Lord Montagu presided at a meeting at the Constitutional Club

on March 15th, at which Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P., opened a

discussion on the "Need for a Strong Air Service."
Lord Montagu said that his new responsibility as a member of

Lord Derby's Committee would make him weigh his words wilh
special care. It was not so easy as it would have been if he had
been in a position of less responsibility, with greater freedom to

criticise, condemn, or even to suggest.

He had accepted the Prime Minister's invitation solely because
he hoped to be able to do some good on the Committee ; and he
had reasons for saying tHat he was hopeful that it would be the

nucleus of something much wider, more responsible, and much
more powerful in the way of a policy of aviation and possibly

eventually lead to an Aviation Minister.

After outlining the policy vvhich he described in the House of

Lords recently, Lord Montagu said he thought the Zeppelins
must be taken very seriously indeed. He had foreseen for some
years their possibilities of doing damage, and until recently—as

proved by the haste with which the new defences of this country
had been organised—the possibility of serious damage to arsenals

and munition factories, and the serious danger in regard to fire

had not been realised. But the greatest of all dangers was
Zeppelins accompanying a hostile fleet and being able, at a dis-

tance, to detect strategic movements of our fleet and direct the

enemy fleet in such a way as to neutralise our advantage in

ships and guns.
We must now begin to prepare, not only for the necessities of

this war, which might end next November, but which would
probably go on until November next year, but we must begin to

think out a proper Imperial air policy. He said Imperial, be-

cause he looked forward to the time when the great Dominions
and India would have a common air policy with us. It was time
we took into consideration—he thought it was one of the problems
before the Committee— the needs of the five great nations with
whom we were proud to have our kinship and look upon this

problem, not from an insular, but from an Imperial point of view.

This weapon of air power in the future was going to be the

most important of all the great weapons which naval or military

science could put into our hands. It was going to be the weapon
of impoverished nations. After the war Germany might be

largely bereft of men ; her fleet might be at the bottom of the

North Sea ; Essen might be blown up, and she might .be emascu-
lated for a long time to come. Lut Germany would contain the

same people, as far as the love of science was concerned, as to-

day. Seventeen thousand aeroplanes cost the same as two Dread-
noughts, and as a Zeppelin cost a great deal less than a destroyer

it stood to reason that a nation which had still great scientific

ability, but empty pockets, would try to establish a military

existence agaiii in a for.Ti which would cost the least possible

amount of money.
A great responsibility lay upon the Government primarily, and

upon the new Committee, to see that the foundations of our Air

Service were laid wide and deep. It was giving no information

to the German General Staff when he said that we had no dirigibles

worthy of the name. They would see if it was possible to pro-

duce these before the end of the war. In the matter of aeroplanes

we obtained supremacy at the beginning of the war. We had
lost that supremacy. It would be the duty of the Committee to

see that that supremacy was established again at the earliest

possible moment. We were asking our pilots, than whom no
braver or more gallant soldiers or sailors existed, to fly with in-

ferior machines, and to go up in some cases on missions in which

the chances of life and death were far too unequal at present.

The very best of our young men should be available for the Air

.Service.

Mr. Joynson-Hicks said that there were no pilots in the world

superior to the British pilots, but they were sent up in machines

inferior to the Germans in horse-power, and it was horse-power

that mattered. There was nobody either at the War Office or the

Admiralty with sufficient imagination to see what could be done

or what might be done. If we had 10 Zeppelins to-night he

guaranteed that by sending them over the Kiel Canal and

Wilhelmshaven we could have the German fleet out in a week.

[All who have knowledge of our aeronautical state will agree .

with Lord Montagu and Mr. Joynson-Hicks on the inferiority

of the machines now in use. Lack of official imagination is the

most charitable excuse possible for the treatment received by

the pioneers of British aviation, but one fears that official in-

trigues and self-aggrandisement had more to do with it.

Mr. Joynson-Hicks underestimates Germany if he thinks seri-

ously that 10 Zeppelins would fetch the German Fleet out of the

Kiel Canal in a week. If is more probable that German anti-

aircraft guns would put the 10 Zeppelins into the Kiel Canal in .

an hour.—C. G. G.]

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
A further invasion took place on Sunday, March 19th, as noti-

fied by the War Office. One is glad to see that the dispatch is free

from the more glaring journalistic faults which have defaced its

predecessors. One would, however, point out that the title of the

officer mentioned is incorrectly given, Flight-Commander being a

definite rank R.N., and not merely a grading R.N.A.S.
From local reports it appears ihat as usual German military

aims were frustrated by luck. At Dover it is reported that a

children's home was hit, though why a home for children is per-

mitted to exist in a fortress within the area of milit3ry opera-

tions is a matter which the authorities do not deign to explain.

Sundry civilians were killed and injured.

It is stated that British aeroplanes ascended more promptly than

usual, but at the same time it is said that the enemy machines
were over the town for a quarter of an hour, so the former state-

ment is not very comforting.
At Ramsg-ate a motor-car and its driver were blown to pieces,

and another bomb killed four children on their way to Sunday
school. Another bomb fell on a hospital for Canadian soldiers, but

caused no further casualties. Again one would remark that hos-

pitals and Sunday-schools are scarcely well placed within the area

of military operations.

The Mayor of Ramsgate says that the weather was very calm,

and the aeroplanes circled in the most leisurely fashion. The
official warning was not given till about seven minutes after the

enemy aircraft had disappeared, which statement sounds as if it

were true, knowing the manners and customs of officialdom.

Deal received its warning before the raiders arrived, though the

warning does not seem to have been official. A number of bombs

were dropped and did some damage to private property, though

nothing of importance was hit.

On the whole the defence seems to have been better than hitherto,

though a Naval officer seems to have scored most heavily, despite

the duty of defence devolving on the War Office.
« * ' *

Lord French, C.-in-C. Home Forces, received on March 17th a

deputation of London Mayors regarding the question of air defence.^

The deputation was headed by the Mayor of Holborn, and a

general consultation took place on methods of protecting the public

in case of raids. The proceedings were private.

The Mayor of Holborn afterwards informed a Press representa-

tive that Lord French was quite sympathetic, but thought that the

local authorities ought themselves to say what warnings were re-

quired. He (the Mayor) explained that there was no unanimity

among the Mayors on the subject, as some were in favour of

warnings and some of only a limited warning.'

The Mayor of Holborn suggested that the following simple

methods of warning should be adopted.

(1) The police to give notice to theatres and other places of

amusement.
(2) The London newspapers to have an intimation so that it

might be put on the posters.

(3) Red lamps to be put up at certain fixed points to be lit by

the police or the municipal authority.

Lord French, the Mayor said, was against the newspaper warn-

ing. He thought that the local authorities ought to endeavour to

come to an agreement as to what was wanted, and said that

meanwhile he would consider the matter and see whether any

warning such as that asked for could be given.
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Maval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette," March 14th, 1916.

' Crown Office, March loth.

Member returned to serve in the present Parliament.

—

County of Hertford, Eastern or Hertford Division.—Noel
Pemberton-Billing, Esq., in the place of Sir John Fowke
Lancelot Rolleston, Kt., who has accepted the office of

Steward or Bailiff of the Three Chiltern Hundreds of

Stoke, Desborq(ugh, and Burnham, in the County of

Buckingham.
War Office, March i4tjh.

REGULAR FORCES.—Memorandum.—To be temp. Sec.

Lieuts. : William H. Tinsley. March 4th, 1916. Pte. Eisdell B.

Morgan, from a Reserve Batt., Royal Fusiliers (City of London
Regt.), for duty with the R.F.C. March 13th, 1916.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary 10
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : G. C. Burnand, B. F.

Crane, A. H. L. Beale, S. Wihitechurch, F. Hitchins.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.) March 13th : J. A. Brown, H. D.
Crompton, C. H. Kitchen, E. C. L. Killen, C. J. Hallward.
TERRITORIAL FORCE. — Infantry. — Liverpool. — Sec.

Lieut. R. S. Capon seed, for duty with R.F.C. December 23rd.

Devons.—^Sec. Lieut. S. Gavin seed, for duty with R.F.C.
February 24th.

* . * *

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" of March 14th, 1916,

notifies the following honours awarded in recognition of services

rendered by Officers of the Eastern Mediterranean Squadron be-

tween the time of the landing in the Gallipoli Peninsula in April,

1915, and the evacuation in December, i9is-January, 1616.

To be Additional Members of the Third Class, or Companions,
of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George.
Dated January ist, 1916 :

—

Wing Captain Frederick Hugh Sykes, R.N.A.S.
* *

The undermentioned Officers have been commended for service

in action in dispatches received from the Vice-Admiral Command-
ing the Eastern Mediterranean Squadron covering operations be-

twen the time of the landing on the Gallipoli Peninsula in April,

1915, and the evacuation in December, 1915-January, 1916 :

—

Wing Captain Frederick Hugh Sykes, R.N.A.S.
Commander Charles Rumney Samson, D.S.O., R.N. (Wing

Commander, R.N.A.S.).
Lieut.-Comm. Robert Hamilton Clark-Hall, R.N. (Wing

Comm. R.N.A.S.).
Lieuts. Cecil John L'Estrange-Malone, R.N. (Squad. Comm.,

R.N.A.S.); Richard Bell Davies, V.C, D.S.O., R.N. (Wing
Comm., R.N.A.S.).

Flight Comm. Reginald Lennox George Marix, D.S.O.,
R.N.A.S.

Lieut. Charles Humphrey Kingsman Edmonds, D.S.O., R.N.
(Flight Comm., R.N.A.S.).

Flight Comm. Charles He.vry Butler, R.N.A.S.
Flight Lieuts. George Bentley Dacre, D.S.C., R.N.A.S.

;

Gordon Lindsay Thomson, R.N.A.S. ; Edward Harris Dunning,
R.N.A.S. ; Gilbert Formby Smylie, D.S.C., R.N.A.S.

Carpenter James John Brownridge, R.N. (Warrant Officer,

First Grade, R.N.A.S.).
* * *

The King has approved the award of the Distinguished Service

Cross to the undermentioned Officers in recognition of services

between the time of the landing and the evacuation :

—

Flight Comm. Charges Henry Butler, R.N.A.S., and Flight

Lieut. Gordon Lindsay Thomson, R.N.A.S. These two pilots

have carried out photographic work, on many occasions flying at

low altitudes over the enemy's lines to get good results.

Flight Lieut. EdWj\rd Harris Dunning, R.N.A.S., has per-

formed exceptionally good work as a seaplane flier, making many
long flights both for sporting and photographing.

Lieut. L. H. Str.«n, R.N.V.R., has performed consistent good
work as Observer since February, 1915.

Lieut. William Park, R.N.V.R., has proved one of the most

valuable spotting Officers and has frequently performed most use-

ful service.

Acting Sub-Lieut. John Edmund Sissmore, R.N. ;
Acting Sub-

Lieut. John Dyson Chapple, R.N. ; and Mid.shipman Erskine
Knollys Heveningham St. Aubyn, R.N., have been continuously

employed as Observation Officers in aircraft since April, and per-

formed most valuable services.

• * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March I5th, 1916.

War Office, March isth.

REGULAR FORCES.—Army Service Corps.—Temp. Sec.

Lieuf. Dudley R. Baylis relinquishes his commission on appoint-

ment to the^Royal Naval Air Service. February 17th, 1916.

Memorandum.—Pte. J. Blackwood, London, T.F., to be temp,
sec. lieut. for dutv with R.F.C. March 13th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—^Military Wing.—
To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) February 21st : J. MacD. Patten, T.
Worswick, H. Wing. R. G. Cookson. February 29th. R.
Holloway. March 13th. D. W. Hardy. March i6th.

TERRITORIAL FORCE. -Yeomanry.—Lovat's Scouts.—
Sec. Lieut, (temp. Lieut.) W. Astell seed, for duty with R.F.C.
February 22nd.

A Supplement to the "London Gazette" published on March 15th
says that His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to

confer the Military Cross on the undermentioned officer in recog-
nition of gallantry and devotion to duty in the field :

—

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) Eustace Osborne Grenfell, Royal
Artillery and R.F.C.
His Majesty the King has been graciously pleased to approve

of the award of the Distinguished Conduct Medal to the under-
mentioned non-commissioned officer for acts of gallantry and de-

votion to duty in the field :

—

Corpl. C. H. Nott, 2341, No. 15 Squadron, R.F.C.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 16th, 1916.

War Office, March i6th.

REGULAR FORCES.— Establishments.— Royal Flying
Corps.—^Military Wing.—Flight Corns, from Flying Officers

(and to be temp, capts. whilst so employed).—February 12 th : Sec.

Lieut. G. E. H. Fincham, S.R. (since killed in action); Sec. Lieut.

W. V. Slrugnell, Hants. March ist : Lieut. K. D. P. Murray,
S.R.

;
Temp. Sec. Lieut. M. H. B. Nethersole, Gen. List ; Sec.

Lieut. G. H. B. McCall, S.R.
Flying Officers.—February 29th : Lieut. Hon. J. H. B. Rodney,

Rifle Brig., S.R., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. F. N. Grimwade, S.R.
;

Sec. Lieut. E. Page, Middx., and seed. ; Sec. Lieut. R. J. Hudson,
R.F., and seed.

;
Capt. K. E. Kennedy, Can. Art., from flying

officer (observer); Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. K. Summers, Gen. List.,

from flving officer (observer).

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : W. H. Tolhurst,

H. J. N. Drope, E. Duveen, M. V. Morgan.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," March 17th, 1916.

War Office, March 17th.

REGULAR FORCES.—N.C.Os. and man to be sec. lieuts. for

service in Field :

—

To be temp. sec. lieuts. for duty with R.F.C. March ist :

Bmbr. K. K. Turner, Australian Imp. Force. March i^bh.

Bmbr. J. K. Grayson, Univ. of Lond. O.T.C. ; Pte. D. Sinclair,

Univ. of Lond. O.T.C.
Memorandum.—N.C.O. and men to be temp. sec. lieuts. for duty

with R.F.C. : Pte. P. T. Garden, R.F. February 4th. February
2oth : Cpl. R. Ferguson, R.F.C. ; First Class Air Mechanic R.
Cook, R.F.C.
SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.-—Military Wing.—
Sec. lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank: J. F. Luscombe, K. C.

Cleaver, E. B. Horlick. To be sec. lieuts (on prob.). February
21st: L. H. B. Cosway, E. Cooke. R. M. J. Dunphy. March 6th.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 18th, 1916.

War Office, March i8th.

REGULAR FORCES.—Infantry.—Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders.—Sec. lieut. to be lieut., E. H. Grant. June
2ist, and seed, for serv. with R.F.C, from January 21st.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—'Military Wing.—
Christian names of Sec. Lieut. Beaufoi John Warwick Montressor
Moore as now described, not as in "Gazettes" of September 8th

and October 28th.

To be sec. lieuts. (on prob.). March 13th : C. M. Denny, J. J.

Bland.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 20th, 1916.

War Office, March 20th.

ROYAL FLYING CORPS.—Military Wing.—Flight Com-
mander.—Temp. Sec. Lieut. C. H. R. Johnstone, Gen. List, from
Flying Officer, and to be temp. Capt. whilst so employed.

March 4th.

Flying Officers.—March 2nd : Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. M. Child,

Durham L.I., and transfd. to Gen. List. Temp. Sec. Lieut. M. D.

Barber, Yorks L.I., and transfd. to Gen. List. Sec. Lieut. G. H.
B. Dent, Herts Yeo. Sec. Lieut. B. D. Bellamy, Essex, and seed.

Temp. Sec. Lieut. L. O. Crowther, R.W. Kent, and transfd. to

Gen. List. Sec. Lieuts., S.R.—W. H. Tolhurst, M. V. Morgan,
H. J. N. Drope.
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Flying Officers (Observers).—Sec. Lieut. M. A. A. Lillis, R.
Irish, from Flying Officer. February lyth. February 27th :

Temp. Sec. Lieut. C. A. Brewster-Joske, Motor Mach. Gun.
Serv., and transfd. to Gen. List. Temp. Sec. Lieut. F. C. Butler,

Gen. List.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary 10
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Noti-
fication of appt. to Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) of D. P. Starr, in

"Gazette" of March 2nd, cancelled.

Sec. Lieut, (on prob.) B. M. lies confirmed in rank.
To be Sec. Lieuts. (on i>rob.) : F. S. Smith. March 13th.'

V. W. B. Castle. Mardi istih.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Infantry.—Durham L.I.—Sec.
Lieut. Walter Laidler is seconded for duty with the Royal Flying
Corps. March 21st, 1916.

NAVAL
The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on

March 14th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. Ren6 Bull granted temp,
comm. as lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to "President," addi-
tional, for R.N.A.S., to date March 13th.

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the. Admiralty on
March 15th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. C. E. Evershed granted temp,
comm. as sub-lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date March sth.

Messrs. C. R. H. Stewart and P. C. C. Passman entered as
probj. flight sub-lieuts., temp., with seniority February i6th, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

February 23rd.

Lieut. (R.N.V.R.) R. Leyland appointed icting lieut. -com-
mander, with seniority of March 4th. Sub-Lieutenants (temp.)
Lord Loughborough, H. A. R. Norton, D. A. B. Tonks, and

J. Morrissey, all promoted to lieutenants, with seniority of

March 4th.
* * *

The following appointment was notified at :he Admiralty on
March 17th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Mr. H. B. Leaci granted temp,
comm. as lieut., R.N.V.R., and appointed to the "President,"
additional, for R.N.A.S., to date March i6th.

* * *

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
March i8th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Actg. Lieut.-Com. R. B. Ward,
to the "President," for R.N.A.S., to date March 17th.

The undermentioned sub-lieuts. graded as flight sub-lieuts., to

date as stated : W. F. Horner, A. W. Mylne, R. A. Cochrane,
R. S. Booth, and G. M. Thomas, March 17th, 1915 ; J. B. C.

Hamilton, April 30th, 1915 ; T. P. Y. Moore, May 13th, 1915 ;

P. E. Maitland, P. G. N. Ommannev, W. Underhill, C. W. C.

Browne, C. B. C. Swayne, W. Y. La R. Beverley, A. H. Wann,
T. E. Elmhirst, W. P. C. Chambers, I. C. Little, and J. A.

Barron, May 15th, 1915 : F. L. C. Butcher and E. K. H. Turnour,
September 15th, 1915.

The following actg. sub-lieuts. graded as flight sub-lieuts., to

date as mentioned : H. S. Scroggs and E. F. Tunner, September
iSth ; A. L. White, December 18th, 1915 ; H. D. Graham, D. Don,
\. G. McEwan, R. S. Montagu, and R. S. Sugden, January 15th.

Mr. A. Frauenfelder entered as proby. Flight Sub-Lieut., temp.,

and appointed to the "President," for R.N.A.S., to date March
17th.

Temp. Actg. Flight Lieut. B. C. Windeler promoted to the

rank of flight lieut., temp., with seniority, January ist.

Flight Sub-Lieut. T. G. Vernon promoted to the rank of flighr

lieut., with seniority, January ist.

The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty on
March 20th :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Messrs. F. Shepherd and K. D.

Doyle granted temp, commissions as Lieuts., R.N.V.R., and ap-

pointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., both witli

seniority March i8th.

Temp. Lieut., R.N.V.R., W. H. Strettell-Miller transferred to

R.N.A.S. as proby. Flight Sub-Lieut., for temp, service, and
appointed to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date

March 18th.
* * *

The Secretary of the -Admiralty announced the following

casualties on March 19th :

—

Killed (under date March 17th).—Sec. Lieut. Edward A.

Abigail, R.M., R.M.A., Anti-.Aircraft Brigade.
Flight Lieut. Colin Johnson, R.N.
Seriously Wounded (under date March 17th).—Flight Sub-

Lieut. Henry K. Thorold, R.N.
* * *

It was reported on March i8th that while flying over the East
Coast of Scotland on March 17th Flight-Lieuts. Johnson and

Baumont lost their lives owing to a mishap to their biplane. The
machine got out of control at about 100 feet, and both officers

were found dead beneath the machine.
The assumption is that Lieut. Abigail was the pi^ssenger with

Lieut. Johnson, and that the local people made some mistake

about his name.
* * «

The Secretary of the Admiralty issued the following on March
20th :

—

In the early hours of this morning a combined force of

approximately 50 British, French, and Belgian aeroplanes and
seaplanes, accompanied by 15 fighting machines, left and at-

tacked the German Seaplane Station at Zeebrugge, and the

Aerodrome at Houltade, near Zeebrugge.
Considerable damage appears to have been done. Machines on

an average carried 200 lb. of bombs.
All machines returned safely.

One Belgian officer is reported seriously wounded.
All the British machines referred to were naval.

[Tlie French official report, which appears in its proper place,

says that 19 French machines took part in the raid. That would

leave 46 for British and Belgian, so one assumes that about 40
would be British.

Those who have worked for the reform of the R.N.A.S. will be

glad to see this recrudescence of activity. There is, in fact, no

reason, except official incapacity, why raids on a far bigger scale

should not have been made at least once a week throughout last

year, and such raids properly organised would have done more
damage to German gun positions along the Belgian coast than

has been done by bombardment from the sea. Also, it would have
been possible to have destroyed any German seaplane base on the

Belgian coast and so to have prevented the operation of such

craft. Even allowing for the scarcity of suitable machines, due

to errors in the Construction Department, R.N.A.S., it would
always have been possible to have had 100 to 150 machines in

proper condition for this work.
What might and should have been done does not, however,

detract from the credit due to the officer who organised this raid,

which appears to be the first in which fighting machines have
escorted a British force of heavy bomb-droppers.

It is of interest to note that the 50 machines carried an aggre-

gate of 10,000 lbs. of bombs, which would be about the load car-

ried by four Zeppelins on reaching these shores, so we are be-

ginning to get our own back.—Ed.]

« * •

Flight-Comm. Reginald Bone, R.N., who is mentioned in the

War Oflice communique as having brought down a German sea-

plane after chasijig it away from our coast, is one of the earliest

of naval aviators, and it is satisfactory to find that the first in-

vading aircraft to be brought down, after so many previous failures,

should have fallen to the machine-gun of a pukka naval officer

who has already done much unpublished hard work. Flight-

Comm. Bone took his certificate so long ago as August i6th,

1913, as a pupil with Mr. Bernard Fowler (now Flight-Lieut.,

R.N.) at Eastbourne. Later he joined the Naval Air Service,

and after passing through the Central Flying School, under Cap-
tain (now Commodore) Godfrey Paine, R.N., he was stationed

at Yarmouth, where he did much seaplane flying Soon after

war broke out he was fppointed to the seaplane flotilla under
Squadron-Comm. (now Wing Commander) ['Estrange Malone,
which raided Cuxhaven on Christmas Day, 1914.

He was promoted to Flight-Commander on February 23rd, 1915,
and took over a flight at Dunkerque, under Commander Long-
more, R.N., in that Wing of the R.N,A,S. which did so much
good work in destroying German airships and airship-sheds in

Belgium, having at least three Zeppelins, as well as sundry other

balloons and a variety of aeroplanes and sheds, to its credit, with-

out any superfluity of advertising, considering how much was
done. One gathers from those who served with him that Fli^t-
Comm. Bone made many meritorious flights over German terri-

tory, including raids on German stations as far away as Antwerp
and Brussels, and that his junior officers place implicit confidence

in him, owing to his practice of never asking any of them to do
anything which he has not done himself, whether it be flying a

new type of machine or trying a new method of attacking the

enemy. As he is one of the best pilots in this country's Services,

the standard set to his juniors is somewhat high, but they seem
to be prepared to follow his lead anywhere. He is to be con-

gratulated on his most recent success.

* * *

The R.N.A.S. is confronted with a mystery. Recently the

O.C. an Air Station "somewhere in the Zeppelin area" received

a letter from a member of a firm of laboratory outfitters stating

that on the previous da}' iie heard a curious pattering sound on
his roof. On going out to investigate he saw an aeroplane flying

overhead, and on the roof and on the ground in the vicinity he

found a number of nuts vvhich had apparently been dropped by

the aeroplane. He appeared to think that insufficient care was
taken of our aircraft if nuts thus fell off them in transit. The
O.C. wrote asking whether the nuts could be sent him for inspec-
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tion, and in due course there arrived a little box containing a
dozen or so of neat new brass nuts of the kind used on scientific

instruments, but certainly nowhere on aeroplanes.
Now the puzzle is to explain the incident. Was the laboratory

merchant merely pulling the C.O.'s leg? Was the L.M., himself
having his leg pulled by some junior who, seeing the aeroplane
coming, hove the nuts onto the roof to give an air of verisimilitude
to his jest? Was the L.M. merely a congenital idiot, and, if

so, how did he account for the nuts getting where thej did? Was
the L.M. rather a deep person and was this his subtle method of

casting aspersions on the k.N.A.S. methods of caring for their
machines? Or had he a grudge against certain R.N.A S. junior
oflicers, and was this gift of nuts a still more subtle suggestion
of their descent from a brazen Simian ancestry? It takes some
explaining.

* * *

The marriage arranged between Flight Sub-Lieut. Charles
Hamilton Murray Chapman, R.N., son of Mr. and Mrs. C. Capel
Chapman, of 32, Cromwell Road, Hove, and great-grandson" of
the late the Hon. A. R. Turnour, Commander, R.N., and Olive

Mary Garry, Eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garry Simpson, of

89, Lancaster Gate, took place quietly at Christ Church, Lan-
caster Gate, on Wednesday, March 22nd, at 2.15. There was no
reception.

MILITARY
G.H.Q. dispatch of March 15th says:

—

Considerable aerial activity prevailed. Many combats ' took
place. A determined attack on one of our reconnaissances was
driven off. A hostile observation balloon was forced to de-

scend when attacked with bombs.
* * *

G.H.Q. dispatch of March 19th says:

—

Hostile aeroplanes were again active, and there were many
combats. A hostile machine was brought down in the vicinity

of Radinghem.
One of our reconnaissances was heavily engaged, but drove

off all attacks and drove down one hostile machine in a damaged
condition. All our machines returned safely, having completed
their missions.

* * *

The Secretary of the War Office made the following announce-
ment on March 19th :

—

Four German seaplanes flew over East Kent to-day.

The first pair appeared over Dover flying at a height of

5,000 ft. -6,000 ft., one at 1.57 p.m. and the second at 2.2 p.m.
The first dropped six bombs in the harbour and then went

north-west, dropping bombs on the town. The other raider,

after passing over Dover, appeared over Deal at 2.13 p.m. and
dropped several bombs.
The second pair appeared over Ramsgate at 2.10 p.m. and

dropped bombs on the town.
One of this pair went west and the other north, pursued by

a British aeroplane. One bomb is reported to have been
dropped on Margate.
The second machine appeared over Westgate at 2.20 p.m.

Here several of our aeroplanes went up in pursuit. No bombs
were dropped on Westgate.
The total casualties so far reported are :

—

Killed : 3 men, i woman, 5 children. Injured : 17 men, 5
women, g children.

As far as can be ascertained, 48 bombs were dropped alto-

gether. One bomb fell in the Canadian Hospital at Ramsgate,
causing damage but no casualties. Material damage was done
to several houses and some artisans' cottages were wrecked.
Flight-Commander Bone, R.N.A.S., in a single-seater aero-_

plane, pursued one of the German seaplanes thirty miles^ out to

sea, where, after an action lasting a quarter of an hour, he

forced it to descend.

The German machine was hit many times and the observer

killed.

[The quaintly mixed-up state of our aerial defence scheme is

shown by this dispatch which, coming from the War Office, deals

exclusively with Naval matters. Comment on the action will be

found in its correct place under the Naval heading.—Ed.]
» « •

The War Office issued the following on March 18th :

—

Reports have been received from officers who have returned

from Solium which show that the armoured cars' action on
March 14th, under the Duke of Westminster, was a very dash-

ing affair. Aeroplane reconnaissance discovered early in the

morning that the camp at Birwar was empty. Orders were at

once given to push forward in pursuit "with reasonable bold-

ness." The going was bad for the first eight miles. After

that, however, the cars then struck the Derna road and the pace

was increased, reaching nearly 40 miles an hour. The cars

passed some hundred of Beduins flying westward, many of them
being armed, but no notice was taken of thernT

[This force includes sundry officers lately of the R.N.V.R.
Armoured Car Section. The rest of the dispatch, which contains

no reference to aircraft, describes how 8 officers and 32 men

killed 50 Arabs, and put hundreds more to flight, and captured

much booty. A very pretty scrap.—Ed.J

* « « .

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-

ported on March 16th under date March gth ;

—

Killed.—Fincham, Sec. Lieut. G. E. H., R.F.C.
Price, Sec. Lieut. G., R.F.C.
Wounded.—Twistleton-Wykeham-Fiennes, Capt. the Hon L.

J. E., 4th O.xfordshire and Bucks. L.L (T.F.j and R.F.C.
Wilson, Sec. Lieut. H. D. W., R.F.C.
Missing.—Turner, Sec. Lieut. R. P., R.F.C.
Previously reported Missing, now reported Wounded and

Prisoner of War.—.'\lexander, Sec. Lieut. E. H. E. J., King's
Own CYorkshire L.I.) and R.F.C.

* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-

ported on March 17th under date March loth ;

—

Missing.—Gay ford. Sec. Lieut. D. B., 3rd R. West Surrey,
attd. R.F.C.

Heywood, Sec. Lieut. L. R., R.E. and R.F.C.
The following casualty was reported from Mesopotamia under

date March nth:

—

Wounded.—Farie, Capt. C. A. G. L. H., ist Highland L.I.

and R.F.C.
Wounded.—Second Class Air Mechanic W. Williamson, 5520,

R.F.C.
* * *

The following casualties were reported from G.H.Q. on March
20th under date March 13th :—

-

Wounded.—^Capt. R. Egerton, R. Irish Fusiliers and R.F.C.
Lieut. F. W. H. Lerwill, R.F.C.
Sec. Lieut. M. G. P. Phillips, S. Lancashire and R.F.C.
INDIAN FORCES.

—

'Mediterranean.—Officer previously
reported Missing, believed Killed, now reported Killed.—
Sec. Lieut. H. M. C. Ledger, Indian Army Reserve of Officers,

attd. French Seaplane Flight.

AUSTRALIAN CONTINGENT.—Mediterranean.—Wounded.
—Rayment, 49, A. M., Australian Flying Corps.

* • •

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-'

ported on March 21st under date March 14th :—
Killed.—Saunders, Capt. R. A., R.F.A., 7th London Brig.

(T.F.), and Royal Flying Corps.
Missing.—^Barrington-Kennett, Maj. V. A., Royal Flying Corps.

Glover, Sec. Lieut. B. E., Royal Flying Corps.

Grune, Lieut. G. D. G., R.F.A., 4th Home Counties (Howitzer)
Brig. (T.F.), and Royal Flying Corps.

Orde, Sec. Lieut. M. A. J., Royal Flying Corps.

Previously reported Missing, now reported Prisoner of
War.—Champion, Sec. Lieut. H. F., 6th Rifle Brigade, and Royal
Flying Corps.

* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on March 15th :

FINCHAM.—On gth inst., killed in action in France, George
Heygate Fincham, Temp. Flight Commander and Captain
R.F.C, 6th Squadron, onlv surviving son of the late Lieut.-

Col. H. G. Fincham, A.O.D., and of the late Mrs. W. F.

Jameson, aged twenty-five. R.I. P.

Capt. R. A. Saunders received his ' commission as Second
Lieutenant in the Territorial Force, R.F.A., in July, 1914, and
was promoted in the following December. He joined the R.F.C,
and was promoted to Flight Commander in Dec, 1915.

* * *

Captain G. E. Heygate Fincham was gazetted to the R.F.C. in

May of 1 915, and had received recent promotion.
Second Lieut. Graham Price v/as the eldest son of Mr. and

Mrs. James Price, of Earlsthorpe Road, Sydenham, and was 28

years of age. When war broke out he joined the Army as a
motor-cyclist dispatch-rider, and went to the front in September,

1914. In November last he was given a commission in the Royal
Engineers, and was attached R.F.C.
News has reached the parents of the late Mr. Price that he was

killed in a duel with a German aeroplane at a height of 8,000 ft.

His Squadron-Commander wrote that it was a plucky fight against

odds. He had created a record for his squadron with fifteen fights

in the air.

* * >•

An inquest was held on March i6th on the body of Mr. Matthew
Muir, of Finchley, who was killed on Sunday in an accident near

Ilford to an aeroplane piloted by his son. Sec. Lieut. R. Kirk-

patrick Muir, R.F.C. Corporal Courtney, R.F.C. said he tested

the machine before Mr. Muir and his son entered it. When at

a height of about 400 ft. the pilot appeared to stall the machine.

This caused a side-slip and the machine nose-dived. Mr. Muir
was killed and Lieut. Muir was seriously injured. Witness

thought the accident might have been due to an error of judg-

ment, or it was possible that the pilot was temporarily overcome

by faintness. A verdict of accidental death was returned.
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While sympathising with young Mr. Muir in his great mis-

fortune, one cannot help feeling surprised that any O.C. a
squadron should permit civilian passengers to be carried in war
time without special permission from H.Q., R.F.C.

* * *

It is now known that Lord Derby had intended to ask Capt.

Nicholson, whose death in an aeroplane accident was announced
last week, to act as private secretary to him as Chairman of

-the Joint Air Committee. Lord Derby had the letter offering

the appointment written and ready for post at the moment he
heard of Capt. Nicholson's death. The deceased officer, with

his inside knowledge of the War Office and his practical experi-

ence of air work, would have been able to give much assistance

to Lord Derby in the new duty he has recently undertaken.

Happily, however, there are other fliers of the R.F.C. better

qualified as regards experience of aviation, il not of politics,

equally well fitted to fill such an important advisory post, and
one hopes Lord Derby will make a lucky selection.

» « *

The following appears among the long list of D.C.Ms, pub-
lished on March 14th :

—

Corp. C. H. NoTT, 2341, No. 15 Squadron, R.F.C.
For conspicuous gallantry on escort duty when acting as

gunner. During an attack in the air he was hit in the eye and
rendered unconscious, the machine ijefng also considerably shot

about, and the engine damaged. On recovering consciousness

he at once made use of his gun with such good effect that he

drove off the enemy's aeroplane, which had pressed the attack.

Without his fine pluck it is almost certain that the machine and
personnel would have been lost. This gallant N.C.O. is likely

to lose his eye.
» * *

There is a yarn circulating in R.F.C. circles to the effect that

"somewhere in the Aldershot Military District" during the recent
atrocious weather there was seen the hilarious sight of an R.F.C.
officer of high rank proceeding on duty in full uniform with the

addition of a cape-ubjter of a large check pattern and surmounted
by an umbrella. Opinion is divided as to whether the additions

to regulation kit were merely due to absence of mind or whether
they were caused by an ambition to outdo a distinguished pre-

cedent. The only other instance one recalls of the use of an
umbrella with uniform—in this country at any rate— was his Royal
Highness Field-Marshal the Duke of Cambridge, since deceased.

Possibly, as every French soldier is said to carry a Field-Marshal's
baton in his knapsack, it is thought that every British CO. may
fittingly carry a Duke's umbrella in his motor-car.

* « *

The present war has afforded many an opixirtunity for excite-

ment and adventure, but surely A.M.2 H. A. Sargent, R.F.C,
has had more than the common meed of distinction. To quote

the "Biggleswade Chronicle and North Bedfordshire Gazette" :

—

"Herbert A. Sargent, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sargent, of the

Queen's Head Hotel, Potton, has been granted the Official

Observer's Badge of the Royal Flying Corps, after 200 hours' fly-

ing in Flanders, with a bag of three German aeroplanes, and is

now receiving a course of instruction with the Vickers' fighting

aeroplane.

"

.According to local gossip this is merely an incident in Private

Sargent's crowded career. He is credited with being the only

man in his squadron to find out how a patent bomb-dropping
apparatus worked which, had been shipped to France without
instructions. It took him three weeks to learn to work it, and
he then went as bomber in the machine on a raid on Lille. He
was successful in blowing up the Kaiser's headquarters, but, un-

fortunately, the person most concerned had gone away three

minutes too early.

On another occasion he assisted in attacking a Zeppelin armed
with eighteen machine-guns, but his solitary gun did good
execution. Indeed, it is said that but for a stray bullet which
ploughed along the top of his head, he would undoubtedly have
succeeded in bringing the Zeppelin down. Once when acting

as observer his pilot was shot. Sargent climbed into the pilot's

seat and succeeded in bringing the machine safely down. Private

.Sargent is also credited with testing many Service machines
owing to his special knowledge of aeroplane engines. He is said

to have flown over to France within a month of enlistment.

If his admiring friends do not exaggerate his exploits. Private

Sargent is heartily to be congratulated on his success, and he
certainly seems a fit subject for special promotion. Doubtless,
however, with the modesty characteristic of all ranks in the Royal
Flying Corps, he will disclaim all knowledge of the achievements
with which he is credited.

FRANCE.
The communique of March 14th says :

—

Six aeroplanes of the first bombardment group and five double-
engined aeroplanes dropped 42 heavy shells on the station of

Brieulles.

Very numerous aerial actions were fought to-day in the

region of Verdun. Three German aeroplanes were seen dis-

tinctly to have been brought down by our machines in the

German lines.

One of our aeroplanes, attacked by four enemy machines to

the east of Lure, fought them and succeeded in bringing down
one of its adversaries, which fell in the region of Cernay.
The French aeroplane returned safely to our lines.

* * *

The communique of March i8th says :—
Yesterday, in spite of the mist and the low clouds, our battle-

planes in the region of Verdun made 29 pursuing flights, in

which they fought 32 actions to a conclusion. One F"okker ap-

pears to have been seriously damaged.
Last night a group of 17 aeroplanes dropped 54 bombs of

heavy calibre, 40 on the station of Conflans and 14 on that of

Metz. The bombs reached their mark, and many explosions

were noted along the railway line, while three fires broke out
in the station of Metz-Sablons. .'Although violently bombarded
along their entire course our machines returned safely.

During an offensive reconnaissance another squadron dropped
10 bombs on the aerodrome of Dieuze and 5 on the station of

Arnaville.
» » «

The communique of March 19th says :
—

Sergeant Navarre brought down his seventh German aero-

plane in the region of Verdun. The enemy machine fell in our
lines.

In the region of Verdun one of our aeroplanes brought down
an enemy machine, which fell in flames into our lines near
Montzeville. Five of our double-motor machines bombarded the

station of Metz-Sablons, the enemy ammunition dep6ts at

Chateau Salins, and the aerodrome of Dieuze. Thirty bombs
of heavy calibre, were dropped during this expedition, of which
20 were dropped on the station at Metz.
One of our bombardment squadrons, composed of 28 machines,

dropped 72 bombs on the aviation ground of Habsheim and on
the goods station at Mulhouse. Enemy aeroplanes sent in pur-

An Australian Aviator in Egypt.—Mr. Vincent P. Taylor, aviator
and aeronaut, now of the Australian Artillery, with others of his

arm, at the Pyramids. He is seen on the squatting camel.
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suit of our machines engaged them in an aerial battle, during
which one French machine and one German machine brought
down each other with their machine-gun fire. Two other Ger-
man machines fell in flames, and three of our aeroplanes were
seriously damaged and had to land on enemy territory.

« # *
"

The communique of March 20th says :—
During the night of the 19th our bombarding aeroplanes

dropped 25 bombs on the railway station of Dun-sur-Meuse,
where movements of troops on an extensive scale had been re-
ported. All the bombs reached their objects.

This morning one of our pursuit aeroplanes drove down in the
region of Verdun an enemy machine, which fell in our lines.
About 4 o'clock this morning some British, French, and Bel-

gian aeroplanes bombarded the aviation camp of Houltade, east
of Ostend. Nineteen French machines took part in the raid, and
all have returned safely.

* * *

The "Matin" states that Sous-Lieutenant Guynemer, who has
won a reputation as a destroyer of German aircraft, has recently
been wounded near Verdun. His wounds are not serious, and
after two or three weeks' stay in hospital he will be able to
return to duty. Last week M. Guynemer started on patrol,
piloting a new and smaller aeroplane than usual, but a much
swifter machine. He saw two German aeroplanes above him, and
getting behind one of them he riddled it with bullets. The Ger-
man turned over and fell.

After this M. Guynemer attacked the second German aeroplane,
but misjudging his speed through unfamiliarity with his machine
he forged ahead of the German after having only fired seven
or eight shots, which went wide. The enemy thus had the ad-
vantage, and opened fire on the Frenchman. Splinters struck
M. Guynemer in the face, cutting into his cheek and nose, and
two bullets went through his left arm. M. Guynemer dived for
about 300 metres, so as to give his opponent the impression that
he had brought him down. The German, thinking the battle
won, proceeded on his way. Meanwhile, M. Guynemer recovered,
and controlling with one hand landed in the French lines.

* -jf- *

From the somewhat devious source of the "Christian Science
Monitor," of Boston, Mass., U.S.-A., comes the news that a meet-
ing of the French Senate's sub-committee on aviation took place
recently under the presidency of Baron d'Estournelles de Constant.
The report of M. Gaston Menier urging the necessity for intensify-
ing the production of aeroplanes was adopted. It advised the
Government to cause the programmes already fixed upon to be
carried out immediately, and expressed its appreciation of the work
of the army commissions on behalf of the Air Service. Captain
F^quant having given a very interesting account of bombing and
other operations, the sub-committee passed a vote of thanks to all

military aviators of whose daring and heroic devotion to duty they
had, they stated, always felt assured.

UERMANY.
TTie communique of March 14th says :

—

Lieut. Immelmann shot down two British aeroplanes, one
east of Arras and the other west of Beaumont. The occupants
are dead.

Lieut. Boelcke brought down two enemy aeroplanes behind
the French line, the first above the fortress of Marre and the
second near Malancourt (north-west of Verdun).

Both machines were destroyed by our artillery. This was
the tenth enemy machine that Lieut. Immelmann had placed
hors de combat, and the eleventh credited to Lieut. Boelcke.
West of Cambrai a British biplane was forced to descend

after an aerial fight, and the occupants were captured.

* * *

The communique of March isth says :—

•

North of Bapaume Lieut. Leffers shot down his fourth enemy
aeroplane, this being a British biplane.

Near Vimy, north-east of Arras, and near Sivrv, on the

Meuse, our anti-aircraft guns shot down altogether three French
aeroplanes.

Above Haumont, north of Verdun, a large French aeroplane
fell after an aerial fight. The occupants were captured.

* * «

The communique of March i6th says :

—

In an aerial fight south-east of B'eine (Champagne) a French
aeroplane was shot down,, its occupants being burnt to death.

Enemv aviators last night again attacked the German hospi-
tals at Labry, east of Conflaiis. The first attack took place
during the night of March I2th-I3th. No military damage was
done. Of the population, one woman was severely and one
woman and two children slightly injured.

* * *

The communique of March 18th says :

—

On the night of March jyth one of our airships attacked the
Entente Fleet near Kara Burnu, south of Salonika.
[See Greek note.—Ed.] •

The communique of March 19th says :— ^

There has been great activity on both sides in aerial recon-

naissances and attacks. Oar aeroplanes attacked the railway
buildings on the lines Clermont-Verdun and Epinal-Lure-Vesoulf
and south of Dijon.

In an enemy aerial attack on Metz three civilians were
wounded. On the occasion of the French aerial attack on Miil-

hausen and Habsheim four aeroplanes were shot down in an
aerial fight near Miilhausen. The occupants of the machmes
were killed. At Miilhausen seven civilians were killed and
thirteen wounded ; at Habsheim one soldier was killed.

* * *

The communique of March 20th says :—
Favoured by good observation conditions the artillery and air

activity has been very vigorous on both sides.

In an aerial battle Lieut. Baron von Althaus brought down
his fourth aeroplane over the- enemy lines to the west of Lihons,
whilst Lieut. Bolcke brought down his twelfth machine over the

Forest of Forges.

In addition the enemy lost three further aeroplanes, one in an
aerial encounter near Cuisj (west of the Forest of Fosges) and
two others by the fire of our anti-aircraft guns.
One of the latter fell to earth in flames near Reims. The

other one, turning over repeatedly, fell down in the neighbour-

hood of the Sapt de Barde, behind the enemy lines.

* * * '

The "Frankfurter Zeitung" of March 12th contains the an-

nouncement from Berlin of important changes in the control of

the German Army Air Service.

It has been decided to establish "experimentally" a separate

administrative control (Intendantur) of the air forces, and the

chief of the Army Air Service is to be given authority equivalent

to that'of a general in command of an Army Corps.

.'\s it is expressly stated that this command will carry with it

garrison control as regards the establishments in Berlin and its

suburbs, the new institution appears in effect to be the establish-

ment of independent central control of the whole Army Air

Service, which will henceforth be administered on the lines of an
.Army Corps.

The details of the new organisation are to be worked out by
the Prussian Ministry of War.

[This is distinctly important information, as indicating that the

German Air Service is of a size to undertake work commensurate
with that of an Army Corps. The R.F.C., if one may judge by
the rank of its CO., only corresponds to a Division. Army Corps
size, or importance, would seem to indicate ability to carry on
strategic and tactical operations without reference to anyone below
the C.-in-C. in the Field.—Ed.

J

RUSSIA.
The communique of March i jlh says :

—

Western Front.—A German aeroplane flew over the environs
of Friedrich.stadt and disappeared after being fired on by our
artillery. " -

* * #

The communique of March 19th says :

—

In the Black .Sea our torpedo-boats sank near the Bulgarian
coast a steamer laden with petroleum. They were attacked
without success by enemy aeroplanes, which dropped eight

bombs.
ITALY.

News of the death of Major G. Fabbri, Head of the Italian

Aeronautical Commission at Paris, from angina comes as a shock.
The funeral at Paris was the occasion of a visible fusion of the

Services of the two greater Latin Allies, and very impressive.

The body rests.temporarily at St. Sev^rins. *

Several officers of the French Flying Service were at Milan about
the 1 2th inst. Their presence gave additional brilliancy to the big
lyrico-political "Latin" manifestation at La Scala.

Sub-Lieut. Wurman, the Austrian pilot who was made prisoner

after bombing -Bari, has escaped from confinement at Bibbiena.
Not being of the earth earthy, he worked upwards alrvvards in-

stead of burrowing, and removing some of the roof made ropes

of his bedding and his exit. The officer of the guard is said to

have taken the matter too seriously-—luckily not fatally.

Echoes of Lubiana still ring. A Government publication states

that the official .Austrian (secret?) report puts the casualty list on
that occasion at about 800. Count Zepp. is said to be envious.

Captain Salamone is now well enough to enjoy sick leave at home
at Capua, and Lieut. D'Annunzio (as the dailies have truly said)

is now well out of the dark wood. T. S. Harvey.
* * •

The military commander of Ravenna is quoted by Bologna
newspapers as declaring that on the occasion of the Austrian raid
over the Ferrara and Ravenna provinces last month bags were
dropped containing sweets enclosing bacilli of infectious di.seases.

(What happened in reality, probably, was that the "military
commander's" technical experts mistook a local ice-cream

vendor's stork-in-trade for an alien effort at extermination. It

is the sort of mistake an "expert" concerned with aviation would
make.—Ed.]
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It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of

correcting disturbances at their in-

ception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and

physical fatigue incident to flying,

allowing him to make those observa-

tions for which an observer has

hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by

fog or darkness.

"It permits the selection of an aero-

plane with the highest efficiency jn

speed and climbing capacity without

regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform,

which is not only steady, but is lield

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.
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•Italian newspapers speak of the likelihood of the appointment
of Signer Marconi as Minister of Aviation. Doubtless, the Italian

Flying Service will profit by the services of this distinguished in-

ventor, but one would have thought that his energies would have
best been employed exclusively on wireless telegraphy and its

kindred sciences,

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM.
The "Telegraaf" (Amsterdam, March 19th) reports that the

previous night Allied aeroplanes dropped bombs on Zeebrugge.
The aviators were heavily shelled.

The "Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant" reports that a German
biplane which was fired at by Dutch soldiers while flying over the
Dutch province of Zeeland fell in the Belgian village of Watervliet.
just beyond the Dutch frontier. The aviator was injured

TURKEY.
The communique of March i6th says :

—

On the evening of March 14th, in the neighbourhood of the
landing stage of Akaba, bombs dropped by an enemy aeroplane
all fell into the sea

We shot down an enemy aeroplane two kilometres ( ?) east
of the Suez Canal. The occupants escaped. Otherwise . there
is nothing new.
One of our aeroplanes attacked enemy aeroplanes with

maohine-gun fire, and forced them to fly to Imbros.
[Akaba is at the head of the gulf of the same name, which forms

the eastern side of the Sinai Peninsula, the Gulf of Suez being the
western side.—Ed.]

* * *

The communique of March 20th says :

—

Irak front : On Saturday one of our aeroplanes threw some
bombs on Kut-el-Amara and succeeded in hitting a gun and an
enemy detachment.

GREECE.
The "Daily News" correspondent at Salonika reports that on

March i8th a Zeppelin approached the city at night and dropped
twenty bombs on some open ground twelve miles from the capital.

On the following day two German aeroplanes flew over the
town, apparently on reconnaissance, as there is no record of
bombs falling. The machines were fired at.

A message from Athens says :—A German seaplane fell yester-
day near the Island of Thassos, and was seized, together with two
German aviators, by a British warship.

CANADA.
A Toronto paper states that as authorisation has been received

from the War Office for the enlistment in Canada of recruits for
the R.F.C., a number of wealthy men, headed by Col. Hamilton
Merritt, are forming a Canadian Aviation Association to conduct
aviation schools at the principal centres in the Dominion.

AUSTRALIA.
According to the "Sydney Morning Herald," the Premier an-

nounces that the State Government has completed negotiations for
the establishment of a school of aviation.
Mr. Holman states that matters have progressed sufficiently to

permit of work being commenced at the school in the near
future. Senator Pearce has advised the Premier that there will
be no objection to the New South Wales Government utilising the
services of the Military Commandant or of Lieutenant-Colonel
Reynolds at any time when such services will not interfere with
their military duties. Accordingly satisfactory arrangements have
been made with the University and the Technical College for the
immediate commencement of teaching.
Mr. Cutler, executive member of the munitions committee, re-

ports that ;^io,8oo will be sufficient to meet all structural require-
ments. This sum will be utilised in the construction of the mam
hangar and towards the provision of two fast biplanes manufactured
at Newcastle, spare pjropellers, machine shop, motor and staff
rooms, caretaker's quarters, and petrol stores.

It is estimated that the upkeep will amount to ;i^6,ooo per
annum. The Premier has approved of the necessary funds being
provided, and of the appointment of the following "committee of
control :—The Minister for Education, the District Military Com-
mandant, Lieut.-Col. Reynolds, Mr. J. C .Bradfield (of the Uni-

'

versity Senate), Professor Warren (Svdney University), Mr. W. J.
Swain (Technical College), Mr. Cutler (Chief Engineer Works
Department) to be executive member.

THE R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
During the past week a further consignment of jerseys has been

sent to the R.N. Air Station, Felixstowe, a case of books has gone
to Dunkirk, a case of general comforts to H.M. Seaplane Carrier
"Ben-my-Chree," and another case to the R.N.A.S. men with the
Indian Expeditionary Force.
The following cash contributions have been received :—Handley

Page, Ltd. (employees), ;,^i5 ; Flt.-Lieut. E. V. Sassoon, R.N.,
^lo. Total to date, £i,yc)o 16s.

Further contributions to enable this good wo.'k to continue should
be sent to Mrs. Sueter, The Howe, Watlingtop, Oxon.

A HYPHENATED AMERICAN GUEST.
The hearing was concluded on Alarch 14th of an action brought

by Mr. Frederick Grundy, formerly chief correspondent for Great
Britain of the "New York Sun," against the "Sun" Printing and
Publishing Association, for damages ior alleged wrongful dis-

missal. The plaintiff, who was nineteen years in the service of the
defendants, contended that in August last year he was dismissed
from his position as head of the defendants' London office and
special correspondent, at a salary of ;^20 per week, and that he
was entitled at least to twelve months' notice.

Mr. Thomas, opening the defendants' case, said that after Mr.
l''ougner, of the "New York Sun," came to L-ondon, the plaintiff

deliberately abstained from his work, and the defendants were
entitled to discharge him.

Mr. G. S. Fougner said he was a citizen of the United States

and of Norwegian descent. On coming from America to London,
witness told plaintiff that being a "NeVi' Yorker" and better able

to know what was wanted there he (Mr. Fougner) was to have
charge of the London olfice.

In reply to Mr. Justice Darling, witness said he mailed articles

to .America, and that only recently mails had been censored.
.^noTher article on the air raid he sent to America by hand, because
there was a possibility of the Press Censor stopping it. In con-
sequence of certain articles he had been told by the Press Bureau
and Scotland Yard that he woul<J be held personally responsible in

England for what was sent to the "Sun" in America.
Mr. Justice Darling, after reading the cuttings of two articles

Mr. Fougner sent by mail to the "Sun," said they were most dis-

graceful and ought never to have been published. They would
never have been allowed in England.
The jury found that the plaintiff was entitled to twelve months'

notice, and awarded him ^^goo damages.
[It is not without interest to note that when Mr. Fougner,

together with other journalists from neutral countries, visited

Farnborough and the Royal .'Aircraft Factory as the guest of the

authorities, he was selected for a trip in one of the R.A.F. 's

machines, and was taken by an R.A.F. pilot over a goodly fjortion,

of the somewhat important military district of Aldershot.

.'\ttention was drawn in this paper at the time to the peculiarity

of this proceeding, especially in view of the fact that no such
privileges are ever extended to mere British journalists. From the

above case one is inclined to think that the authorities displayed

some lack of judgment In making their selection. Certainly,

judgment of character does not seem the strongest point of the

authorities chiefly concerned in that department.—C. G. G.]

A FURTHER CASE OF DOPE POISONING.
The "Oil and Colour Trades Journal" records an inquest held

at Peterborough on Ma'rch 7th on the death of John Steels, aged

63, employed in the doping department at an aeroplane factory
in that town.

Evidence was given which showed that thoroughly adequate pre-

cautions had been taken by the proprietors of Ihe factory, but that

apparently deceased had increased the risk entailed in common
with other men by taking his meals in the doping shop without
the knowledge of his employers.

The superintendent of the doping department said that dope con-
taining tetrachloride of ether had been in use since July last and
medical evidence deposed that death was due to toxEemic poisoning

of the liver, doubtless caused by tetrachloride. A verdict in ac-

cordance with the medical evidence was returned by the jury.

The question of the different properties of aeroplane dopes de-

serves careful investigation by the authorities. In war time it is

expedient that the most elfective preparations should be used in the

output of war material, but some regard must be paid to the safety

of the operatives. If upon investigation it is found possible to

manufacture non-poisonous dope on a sufficiently large scale which
will answei- all requirements, it should be exclusively used. If on
the other hand this is impossible, the adoption of suitable respira-

tors seems imperative, as the best possible system of artificial

ventilation may be rendered inefficient by some extraneous factor,

such as opposing draughts set up by open doors under certain

atmospheric conditions.

JOURNALISTIC ACCURACY.
The "Morning Post" had the sportsmanship to publish the

following on March 16th :

—

Sir,—Permit me to call your attention to a small but somewhat
important error which has crept into your very generous report of

my speech in to-day's "Morning Post." I am made to say that

the people were not prepared to remain "in the Army" while our
rulers remained indifferent. Hansard is accurate, the phrase
being: "I assure you that our people are ready to make any
sacrifice in this war, but they are not prepared to remain in dark-
ness while our rulers remain indifferent."—Yours, &c.,

Noel Pemberton=Billing.
House of Commons, March 15th.

[One would rather have expected an editorial apology for so

serious an error, the mistake being likely to prejudice Mr. Billing

in the eyes of patriotic readers of the paper.—Ed.]
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line body.
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THE OVERSEAS
Those who have, for years past, realised that the time

would come when the same valuable work could be done
for our Air Fleet as has been done by the Navy League
for our Fleet at Sea will be glad to hear that the Aerial
League, founded so long ago as 1908, is now becoming
active throughout the British Empire.
Though the founders of the Aerial League have laboured

hard for the past seven years, the apathy of this country
towards everything concerned with aircraft has prevented
its work from having anything like the effect it should
have had. When one recalls the millions of marks col-

lected from the German people four years ago for the
National Aviation Fund, and the effect of that Fund in
developing German aviation, in conjunction with Govern-
ment encouragement, to such a point that the German
Air Fleet outclassed and outnumbered those of all the
Allies at the outbreak of war, one is almost driven to

despair of British intelligence.

However, the Aerial League kept pegging away, under
every sort of disadvantage, and it is now announced that
the Overseas Aerial League has been formed as a body
afl&liated to both the Aerial League of the British Empire
and to the Overseas Club.
The combination possesses great possibilities for stir-

ring up in the overseas portions of the Empire that en-
thusiasm for aviation which has been so lamentably
lacking in Great Britain in the past, and when such
enthusiasm is aroused it is certain that the mother-
country will follow the lead of the younger nations, for

one of the peculiarities of the present epoch is that it

devolves upon the younger generation to bring up its

parents in the way they should go.

By joining forces with the Overseas Club the Aerial
League has taken a very wise step. Conducted with
unusual energy and ability by Mr. Evelyn Wrench, the
honorary organiser, the Overseas Club has already col-

lected something well on towards ;£ioo,ooo from British

subjects overseas for the express purpose of providing
aircraft for the Royal Flying Corps.

It is perhaps open to debate whether it is right in

principle that the people of any country should be called
upon to provide by voluntary subscription armament
which the Government should purchase for the proper
conduct of a war, but in practice it is certain that in this

instance the R.F.C. has been glad of this material addi-
tion to its equipment, and that the allocation of this

mone}' specifically to the purchase of aeroplanes directs

and holds the attention of thousands of Britons overseas
to a new method of locomotion which is not only neces-
sary as a military weapon to the existence of the Empire,
but will in future be of the greatest commercial importance
in many distant parts of the world.

Equally, by joining forces with the Aerial League,
the Overseas Club puts itself in direct touch with sources
of technical information and advice which it might other-

wise lack, and so its immense range of action can be
made more effective. The combination should be a very
strong one, and should not only assist the good work
already done by both bodies, but should intensify the

interest in aviation throughout his Majesty's Dominions.
In each of the large centres of population it is proposed

to establish a branch of the Overseas Aerial League to

encourage and develop the practice and science of avia-

tion, and with this end in view the objects of the Over-
seas JVerial League, which is a- strictly non-political

organisation, are set forth as follows in a booklet :
—

(a) To encourage and stimulate the invention, manu-
facture, and practical use of aircraft and things
appertaining thereto.

(b) To disseminate knowledge and spread information
showing the vital importance to the British Empire
of aerial supremacy, upon which its commerce, com-

AERIAL LEAGUE.
munications, defence, and its very existence may
largely depend,

(c) To use every constitutional means to bring about
the objects for which the League is established, and
to invite support of British subjects of all shades
of opinion throughout the Dominions and Dependen-
cies of the Empire.

Among other proposed objects of the League are the

following :—

.

^i) The provision of reading-rooms and of aeronautical

reference and lending libraries for the use of mem-
bers at important centres overseas.

(2) The appointment of honorary Advisory Committees
in each of the Dominions to report and advise on
aeronautical inventions in consultation with the

Central Committee in London, and to afford informa-

tion with regard to aviation in general.

(3) To give information about schools for learning the

art of flying and to assist Britons overseas desiring

appointments in the Royal Flying Services.

(4) To assist the dependents of aviators who lose their

lives on active service.

(5) Holding lectures, giving demonstrations, and
generally arousing public interest in aviation over-

seas.

That the Overseas Aerial League meets with the ap-

proval of those whose approval is best worth having is

shown by the following correspondence :

—

Windsor House, Kingsway, W.C., Oct. 13th, 1915.

Dear Sir David Henderson,—Referring to the inter-

view which you were kind enough to grant to the Com-
mittee of the Overseas Club and myself as chairman of

the Aerial League yesterday, I think it as well to put

on paper the objects sought to be obtained.

You are aware that owing to the splendid performances

of the Royal Flying Corps in the present war great

interest has been aroused in aviation in the various

Overseas Dominions, as is evidenced by the large sums
of money subscribed through the Overseas Club for

the express purpose of purchasing aeroplanes for pre-

sentation to that corps. It is wished to seize the

opportunity, whilst this enthusiasm lasts, to form an

Overseas Aerial League affiliated with the Aerial League
of the British Empire, and run on the same lines, thus

to concentrate the aeronautical activities of all the Over-

seas Dominions and Dependencies in one central

organisation instead of having several separate bodies

working on different lines in the various sections of the

Empire.
We should be very glad to know if the project meets

with your approval, as the Overseas Club and ourselves

are most anxious -to avoid taking any steps in connec-

tion with the development of aeronautics overseas which

might in any way run counter to your wishes.

Believe me, yours very truly,

(Signed) H. T. Arbuthnot, Major-General,

Chairman, Aerial League.

Major-General vSir David Henderson, K.C.B., D.S.O.,

Director of Military Aeronautics,

Military Aeronautics Directorate, i6th October, 1915

Dear General Arbuthnot,—I am glad to hear that it is

proposed to extend the Aerial League in order that

similar organisations overseas may be affiliated to it.

Associations of private citizens, for the purpose of de-

veloping aeronautics in the Empire, will certainly have
more, and probably better, influence if they work on the

same lines and have the advantage of exchanging in-

formation and suggestions.

The Royal Flying Corps has received valuable assist-

ance during the war from both the Aerial League and
the Overseas Club, and I feel sure that their efforts will
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be even more successful if, in aeronautical matters, these

organisations will combine to guide private endeavour
in the most useful directioil.

Yours very truly, ^Signed) David Henderson.
Major-General H. T. Arbuthnot, C.B.,

Chairman, Aerial League of the British Empire.

Under these circumstances it seems that no one need
hesitate to help the Overseas Aerial League in every pos-

sible way. Readers of The Aeroplane who have friends

abroad should obtain from the Aerial League Ofi&ces,

Windsor House, Kingsway, W.C., a supply of the book-
lets mentioned, and should pass them to their friends

overseas. Readers in our Colonies or in foreign countries

should likewise get in touch with the Aerial League and
obtain supplies of the League's literature for personal dis-

tribution locally. Everything possible should in fact be
done to arouse and maintain interest in aviation and to

impress on those not hitherto interested that the Com-

mand of the Air will "in; future mean as much to the future
of the British Empir^ as the Command of the Seas has in
the past.

To bring home to Britons overseas the urgency of this
matter the Overseas Aerial League is embarking on an
energetic propagandist campaign. Special communica-
tions are being sent to all Colonial Govetiiors, to secre-
taries of the numerous branches of the Overseas Club, and
to subscribers to the Aircraft Funds opened by these
local branches, asking them to co-operate in founding
aeronautical centres in their districts whence may be done
not only propagandist work, but practical work.
There is, in the Overseas Aerial League, the beginnings

of a very great organisation, and all concerned with
aeronautical affairs will wish it every success. Those who
can assist in any way are urged to write to Mr. A. H.
^'arnier, the hon. secretary of the Aerial LeaguCj at
Windsor House, Kingsway, for any further informatjon
they ma}- requite.

AIRSHIP ENGINEERING.
BY E. T.

The case for the airshii^ has lately been brought fully home to

the British public in a practical manner, and a large section of the

people has e\'idently realised its possibilities, judging by the num-
ber of reports one now hears of hostile airships having "passed
right over" any given individual's house, an announcement amus-
ing to the present writer, as it recalls that upon every occasion of

the publicity flights made by him a few j^ears ago every house oi*

back garden in the district visited was invariably passed "right
over."
The value of the raids made on this country by German airships,

even if we agree with those who maintain they are incapable of

military damage, of which more anon, is that it has now been
undeniably demonstrated that rigid type airships are capable
of travelling long distances with heavy loads in varying weather
conditions. These established facts should ensure a future for this

type of craft for passenger-carrying at high speeds over great- dis-

tances, and provided the services are subsidise"d by the Go^ernm^•nt
in a similar m.inner to the running of big sea-going liners, it

should be possible to make them a paying commercial proposition.

Then, again, war requirements have made it possible to produce
in this country a simple and quite effective type of small non-rigid
airship with a good turn of speed, which would with a Tew minor
modifications fulfil the demand for a sporting airship.

Owing to the number of people brought into contact with lighter-

than-air machines in connection with the training on ordinary free

balloons and observation balloons of the "sausage" tvpe, there is

a distinct possibility of a demand for such a small airship spring-
ing up after the war.

The attempt made by the present writer to popularise a small

two-seater sporting dirigible some four years ago failed for three

main reasons : lack of shed accommodation, lack of reasonably
priced and easily obtainable hydrogen, and, thirdly, lack of airship

pilots to enable demonstration flights to be made to create and
maintain an interest in various parts of the country.

It is true that the airship, whether large or small, is extravagant
in its housing needs compared with the motor-car or yacht, and
it is probably attributable to this fact alone that the airship has
received hitherto such scant attention from private enterprise of a

sporting nature. The question of "shed" accommodation is e\^en

now troubling the authorities, according to the statement in the

House recently by the First Lord, and must always do so, as the

construction of airships will easily get ahead of their slied require-

ments once a type is being reproduced in quantity.

A fact which never seems yet to have been fully appreciated is

that there are in various parts of the country natural harbours
where shelter could be obtained from winds in certain directions,

ivhere, with the provision of suitable mooring arrangements, any
ship could ride out bad weather. If such places- were charted and
facilities provided, the effectiveness of any airship working in this

country would be considerably increased.

The need of such harbours in places where -natural shelter is to

be found is just as necessary, and more so, in these early days, for

airships as for large sea-going vessels. The latter would be badly

of! if their harbours were not in selected positions and protected

from the violence of the seas by every possible means, both natural

and artificial. Without siich refuges it would mean that large

ships would have to keep to sea, 'and ride out bad weather until

such time as ,the weather allowed passengers and merchandise to

be taken off bv smaller vessels.

In the same way the placing of airship "sheds" in the "lee" of

hills protecting them from the prevailing winds would enable an

airship to arrive over the station in a wind velocity which would
prevent a landing bf ing effected on open stations, n landing being

WILLOWS.

jjossible in the lormtr case by reason of' the reduction of vind
velocity due to the protection of the hill.

It should here be pointed out that a hill of moderate height, such
as we find in this countrj-, must be, on the "lee" side in any event,

precipitous to afford surTicient protection, otherwise if the hill be

of an undulating nature the wind will simply sweep over and follow

the contour of the hill without much drop in velocity.

We have a good example of Che right Icind of locality at Malvern,

where, when the wind is westerly and blowing hard on the summit
of the Malvern Hills, the air on the east side slowly creeps upwards
to be eventuallv caught in the tiirmoil at the crest and swept across

t!]e Worcestershire plains.

-Again, on the opposite side of the plain the Chilterns form a

barrier from N.E. and E. winds, so that with a station a: the

foot of both ranges an airship could make safe harbour in strong

wind^, which would enswfe safety for nine to ten months c-f the

year.

The valleys of .South Wales afford numerous natural air ports
;

some of them, with which the writer is acquainted, have entrances

which turn practically at right angles, thereby giving protection

once inside from all directions of wind.

There must be in many parts of the country similar places which
could be made into most effective airship stations for the aerial

routes of the future, as the speed attained by the latest type of

Zeppelin is such as to make it possible for airships of that type to

remain aloft in a. gale, until a drop in the velocity would enable

an entrance to be made to' one of these harbours, even should they

not afford sufficient protection at the height of the gale.

The location of floating sheds on inland waters and protected

sea harbours is of importance w-hen airships reach a stage when
thev can be effectively controlled almost up to the point of entering

their shed. The fionting shed has the advantage of always swing-

ing in line with the direction from which the wind is blowing, and
even in light winds the air pressure should overcome the tendency

of tide to counteract it.

This fact will be of great assistance to the airship commander in

approaching and entering the "shed." The floating "shed" is

not suitable, however, for experimental and training work owing
to the difficulty of the landing parties following the airship should

a nii^judgment occur in manoeuvring the ship whilst making the

descent. In the case of airships becoming of much bigger dimen-

sions than the present large ones, and for some purposes this will

assuredly take place, prolf&bly the "landing" upon water will

become a necessitv, so that the machine may be brought up rc the

shed's entrance partly under her own power and with the assi-:.--.nce

of tugs. (To he continued.)

ALL ABOUT FLYING.
A new prospectus is on the point of being issue.d by the. R.ifi'y-

Baumann School of Flying, and applications for free copies are

invited by the proprietors.

The booklet contain; a number of illustrations of the machines

Hnd pilots available at the school, and an interesting disquisition

on the principles on which the school is conducted. A special

.feature of the school is the high power of the machines employed.

.A number of testimonials as to the efTicacy of the school make
very interesting and convincing reading. It is something of a pity,

however, that the compiler of the prospectus has omitted to record

the number of pilots' certificates taken during 1915, together with

a statement as to the proportion of pupils who have succeeded in

getting commissioiii in the Royal Naval .Air .Service and the Royal

Flying Corps, for the school's record is exceedingly good.
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SCHOOL REPORTS.
HENDON.

At the Grahame=White (R.N.A.S.) School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Paih-
ley, Russell, and Winter.

Pupils with Instructor : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Donald, Griffin,

and McHardy.
Circuits with Inst. : Prob. Flight Sub-Lieut. Melhado;
Certificates were taken during the week by Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieuts. Carr, Gibbs, How, Powles") and West. (Wigglesworth,
A. and B.)

At the Grahame-White Civilian School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-
ley, Russell, and Winter.

Pupils 'with Instructor : Messrs. Baragar, Box, Hathaway,
Hillaby, Holman, Rigby, Sandys, Sloden, Spencer, Stapley, Tan-
ner, Timmis, Williams, F., Williams, S., Nadin, and Smith.

Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits with Instructor : Messrs.
Butler, Eichelbrenner, Franck, Grasset, Phillipi, Walk, and Leigh.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs W. T. Warrefi, M. G. Smiles,
H. Sykes, C. M. Jacques, and W. T. Warren, jun.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Quayle, Jen-
nings, Creaghan, Aldous, Dawson, Rimer, Ferris, Brown, Archer,
Moore, .de Goussencourt, Vilain XIIII, and Hays.

Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits alone: Messrs. Clement
and Scott.

Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Carleton,
M. Clement, and W. A. Scott.

Machines in use : Four L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At the Ruffv-Baumann School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Edouard Baumann, Felix

Ruffy, Ami Baumann, Clarence Winchester, Andre Thomsen.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Winter, Edgar, Hoskyns,

Dobson, Torres, Maya, Portela, Cuthbertson, Westlake, Williams
and Williams.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Cox, D'Opstael,
Wood, Muspratt.

Pupil doing figures of eight and circuits alone : Mr. D'Opstael.
Machines in use : 50 and 60 h.p. Ruffy-Baumann tractor

biplanes.

At the Bkatty School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-
Kelly, G. Virgilio, R. W. Kenworthy, L. L. King, A. E. Mitchell

and H. Fawcett.
Pupils out during the week : Messrs. Wainwright, FitzHerbert,

Young, Drysdale, Edwards, Brand, Lewis, d'Allesina, le Cham-
pion, Monhom, Chang, Fong, Barrow, Branford, Mossop, Pod-
more, Sellars, Hungwan, Roberts, Knox, Phillips, Tjaarda,
Brewerton, Stanley, Ching, Tow, Earl, Skeet.

Certificates were taken during the week by Messrs. Young,
Wainwright, FitzHerbert.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

propeller biplanes, Caudron dual-control and single-seater tractor

biplanes.

At the Hall Schooi,.

The following pupils were out during the week :—

•

With Mr. Smith : Messrs. Duncan, Collier, Dickson, Rayne,
Mahoney, Glegg, Gudger, Le Grice, Halliday, Rand.
With Mr. Smith (for Mr. Chave, indisposed): Messrs. Roch-

ford. Smith, Longton, Cosgrave, Neal, Millburn, Chapman,
Bennett, Roberts.

With Mr. Cecil M. Hill : Messrs. Ormerod, Arnsby, Collins,

Lt. Cooke, Dodd, Thom, Cook, Wooley.
Certificate was taken by Mr. Gerald Smith.
Machines in use : Hall and Caudron high-power tractors.

The Hall School announces that it has a vacancy for a good
qualified instructor. Apply, with references, to Hall School,

'Hendon.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the Bournemouth Flving School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley and
S. Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling : Messrs. G. Moutoii, O. Wilson, Morris,
Adamson and Kennedy.

Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. Smith, J. Wilson, Morley,
and W. Monton.

Pupils doing half circuits alone : Messrs. Simpson, Dubois,
Meous and Devos.
Doing circuits and figures of eight : Bonnevie.
Machines in use : Three Caudron tractor biplanes.

The weather during the week has been very favourable and a

good deal of school work was got through. Messrs. F". King,

J. W. Woodley and S. Summerfield gave several exhibition flights.

2 passengers were carried.
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Aero-motors : In Kind and Construction,—{Continued)
BY QEOFFREY de HOLDEN-STONE.

OuDs AND Evens.
".

. . . the things you gave your life to, broken, And stoop and
build (hem up with worn-out tools. ..."
Never did words, I think, so tearlessly, terribly sob out grief for

the ruined triumph, the lost years
;
grief without hope, only short

of despair because it has just courage enough left to go on trying.

If, as you might say truly. If you ever sailed into some blind,

midnight anchorage under a split trysail with the topmast hang-
ing in splinters and all the drowning xleck one crazy rafHe of gear,

you might get a notion. Or if you ever cantered out an odds-on

favourite and finished in a hooting crowd because an inch of liga-

ment went in a soft patch. Or if you ever led a lame horse under
a broken saddle from the sliprails of a fireclosed run that you had
won from the wilderness and made, into the blinding rain that

would have saved it, a month earlier.

Or if you ever fought with death across a child's cot for an
eternity of three days, and lost, and had to go to work just the

same on the fourth. If, through all years, you had learned to

trust only your own brain and ha-nd to conquei the world, and
then realised that nothing can conquer invincible stupidity. If you

ever just missed fi\e separate fortunes you had worked for, by no
fault of your own, but because some trusted person could not go
straight or simply do as he was told.

If you ever did any or all these things inside thirty years—it's

quite possible, I assure you—why, you would probably know
somewhat th;it "if" could mean, and have become quite an ex-

pert at rebuilding. And have learned to laugh at life, and keep
on forgiving it without a grudge. And to keep on trying, to win
the si.xlh time perhaps, or maybe the seventh. No use jobbing
backwards. It's trying, and deserving that matters most; except
always to those for whose sake you did it.

Origins and Referi;nces.

Anyway, with any such knowledge of reconstructions, the mere
sight of a litter of motor-parts waiting to be knit together would
hardly worry you. Not if they belonged to the simple Benz,
Vi^hich, as I said, has no tricks of adjustment, merely the usual
set of unforgiving omissions to remember. Yet because of

these, worth going through, if only for practice sake ; and as a
basis for reconstructions of vertical motors generally as they are.

Perhaps more—at the cost of a good deal of time and perhaps
some little spare skin—for a due appreciation of wh.it they might
be : really should be as aero-motors.
Those which are most succes.?ful are—as I said somewhere—the

third or fourth-refined generation of the original marine shell-

back, that probably wore a hot-bulb for kerosene or worse, and ,

clanked its nightly iarghetto among fish-boxes. Unfortunately
—

'

just as your fourth generation from a sea-fortune usually avoids
yachting—they did not retain their essential marine traditions of
design, but acquired nearly all the unnecessary automobile per-
versions during their progress.

And the Reasons Why.
Here comes in the distinction of use ; or rather user Some-

body said to me, years ago, when motors and chassis were being
shaped up to some consistency of type by the light of nature and
sheer experiment, that accessibility—to the interior at least—was
positively the worst quality a road-motor could have. If he could
have his way, a crank-chamber should be blown on somehow in

one-piece, around its shafting and accessory gears, and then so
sealed that it could not be opened up r.ntil the tenth dav of a
general overhaul at earliest. A gong should ring automatically
and horribly when oil was needed, for which one tube should
yawn until dul)' appeased.
You should be able to change a plug, and with penitential rites

only, shift a burnt or broken valve. And nothing more. What
right had any amateur to muddle among the work of engineers,
simply because he owned it? Why did the weekly motoring Press
continually mislead him into the belief that 'he had anv such
right, or encourage him to pursue it to his ov/n-and the motor's
undoing?

Progressive fines, with six months' car-confiscation for the third
offence, should be the penalties,' and so on. In all of which there
was much reason. So, too, thought that Olympian fount of mis-
judged wisdom, that lived at iiq, Piccadilly in those days, for in

all its trials, fir?t gpd last, of the most bloodsome road-endurance,
it used to sea! up not only the motor, but the very bonnet.
So in lime, it taught the motor-trade and other designers to

make motors just so, naked yet impenetrable, full of an inward
and spiritual grease that kept them in hardest service under all

conditions. We -that loved to show our scars—there is none so
vain, or such a liar as a pioneer—grieved inwardly that no troubles
occurred. But the motor-industry began to be solvent. And it

became possible to write motor-notes expensively without knowing
anything about what was under a bonnet, and to boast thereof.

The Man Behind and His Needs.
The aeromotor is a different story. It is not, and T hope never

will be, entrusted to that kind of person, but to a man dressed
explusively in blue serge or khaki who is obliged to be an engi-

neers' fitter at least, even if he be not a pilot as well. One that

must keep his motor always fit, and in the least possible time.

And seeing that, in that fitness of the motor, there is very much
more than his labour at stake, why not make it easy?
Not only is he to be trusted not to abuse motor accessibility by

random tinkering, but it is his right to have it to the utmost, to
ensure his constant inspection. Therefore, 1 would even exagge-
rate marine practice by naking the motor-mass of a vertical, two-

thirds crank chamber, into which—if they were not mere liner-

tubes with detachable ground-jointed heads—cylinders should be
sunk to their jacket-bottoms. Lengthwise also would I quarter

,

that crank-chamber, upwardly, so as to grip those cylinders by
flange-and-groove, without a foot bolt, like any rotary or radial

does ; and to free them simply by removing the cross bolts that

held those quarters together.

At fewest three, at most seven, such cross-bolts would suflice,

as there would be no transverse strains. Then the exact condition

of the entire internal mechanism, to the smallest cotter-bolt, would
be instantly visible, provable, and curable at all tin'es, and in the

shortest time, from one side. And into the, other side—as the

Benz design proves, though not the first to show this—alt oil leads

and water-connection passages could be moulded.
True, they are as liable to be hit as the separately applied metal

tubing ; but thej' would be easier to mend and get home, with a

patch of adhesive canvas rubber substitute or carbon tetrachloride

paste, well taped over. Both water and oil pump, too, could be

as conveniently housed in such a general- casing, as to remain out-

side it, as at present. It might even house the magnetos, if these

were separately celled, away from contact with the oil. Thus,
following out the marine S3'stein of design, the motor might well

be armoured with a crank-chamber of this modelling ; indeed, most
effectively armoured if certain alloys were used, which are practi-

cally bullet-proof, though very little heavier than ordinary alu-

minium. Finally, such a crank-chamber would be just as simple a
foundry job, and withal add little or nothing to the mass weight of

the motor.

Rebuilding the Benz.

Yet the Benz crank-chamber—as much automobile as marine

—

exhibits only a few of these possibilities. Therefore it assembles,

shafting and all, exactly as you would assemble a car-motor.
Being a six-cylinder motor developing anywhere from 80 to 150
h.p., its crank-shaft, though freely hollowed enough, is still no
light affair to handle ; and being all that it is, with seven bearings,

calls for the utmost skill in lining up and truing of bearings.

Now, neither polytechnic nor correspondence nor spoken word,
still less these lucubrations, can teach skill : v/hich is solely ac-

quired by some prayer and eternal labour. It can merely direct it

when obtained. The only tip then which I can give, is to bed the

lower half of the crank-chamber firmly in a timber cradle first of

all, and then, the lower halves of the bearings being set in, to

set the crank-shaft in place along them, supporting its free ends on
^wooden blocks, each resting on a flat pad of rubber; all adjusted
so as just to take the bulk of the crank-shaft's weight, yet to be
resilient enough to ease it into th* bearings while giving it every
freedom to turn.

The M.4TTER of Bearings.

Now the bearings used in the Benz are white metal. Theoreti-
cally, bronze is far better. Practically also, if you can be sure of
obtaining a very fine, tough, high-speed bronze; the best, in fact,

that can be bought for money, being none too good. But as such
a bronze is far more rare than a white metal of equal quality,

metal for metal—the average bronze to be found in a country
shop is worse than useless—it had better be white metal : which
does not stick like an inferior bronze, but at worst merely melts
out in time of trouble and oil scarcity.

For the rest, I can only repeat former directions, to proceed as
in motor-car work, of the very finest grade of which you are

master; working not only with the indigo, but finishing with your
own breath until perfection of running fit has been obtained. Bed
in the cam-shaft in the same manner, and time the gears in the

usual way.
When once this fit has been obtained all round, attach the con-

necting rods, and proceed with their bearings in the same way.
Needless to say, the pistons with their rings and grooves cleansed
in kerosene and soda, in place, and anointed with a good thick-

bodied oil, should be attached to the rods first.

But to complete the piston-and-rod attachment and make a

reliable job of it. first drill a hole ihrough Iho head of the single

gudgeon-pin set-screw in each case, and having run the screw in,

run a small piece of iron or copper wire through th'.' hole and over
the top of the gudgeon pin, clinching the ends over each »ther into

a loose-fitting ring. This will effectively prevent that screw work-
ing loose.

(To be cpiiThiued.)
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TUBES FOR AEROPLANES ipecial s<!ctioas iUustrated

NICKEL STEEL. full-siz«. Manipulation of every

CHROME NICKEL STEEL. description, including tapering,

CARBON STEEL. bending, trapping, welding, etc.

PRESSWORK STEEL PARTSt, Ve have tools for most parts of standard Government machine*.

RUDDER FRAME81 ELEVATOR FRAMES, RIBS, FINS, CLIPS, FERRULES,
TUBULAR BOX SPANNERS. Please send full details of your wanti

Telegrams—" Accles, Oldbury.

Telephone—"Oldbury III"

(4 lines).

Code—A.B,C, 5th Edition.

OLDBURY, BIRMINGHAM.

Tel. KEN. 837. Station, S. KEN.«• F WELLS CO.

AEROPLANES & SEAPLANES

10a elystan street

CHELSEA
Sole Britisii Agents and Builders under Licence of the

BENOIST FLYING BOATS

BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contpactops] to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Wopks and Offices

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Bleriot, Weybridge " Telephone igo Byfleet.

Aeroplane Steel Sheets
as supplied by us to

The Royal Aircraft Factory
and leading Aeroplane Makers

Guaranteed to comply with the R.A.F.
No. QA specification. Stocked in all gauges.
(Sheets are passed and stamped by the

" A.LD.")

Bernard Nicklin & Co.
IRON AND STEEL WAREHOUSE

SMETHWICK. BIRMINGHAM.
Telegraphic Address : "Bernico," Birmingham,
Telephone No. : 224 Smethwick.

%e JDOPE
of PROVEJD EFFICIBTsTCV

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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THE WEEK-END AT HENDON.
The weather was spring-like on Saturday, and there was a fair

attendance at the London Aerodrome. Mr. Manton gave exhi-

bition flights on a Grahame-White biplane, and Mr. OsipeiTlco

was also flying, giving her first flight, by liind permission, to a
sister of the writer's, prior to her departure for Salonika with the

Scottish Women's Hospital.

There was too much wind for school worli until late in the

afternoon, but visitors were watching with considerable interest

the evolutions of a de Havilland and a Burgess at high altitudes.

The Beatty School has been enlivened during the week by the

production of a new 50 Gnome Beattv-Wright biplane having the

•pilot's seat enclosed in a canvas-covered structure which, at first

-sight, appeared to make it impossible to see anything but the

heavens above. That this is not the case, however, is amply
proved by the -fact that iMr. Beatty flew it for the first time on
Thursday with complete success, and on Friday two pupils took
their tickets on it. This was quick work.

The restaurant at the aerodrome is now under the management
of the Grahame-White Aviation Company, and has been entirely

re-arranged and redecorated. The result, is a striking improve-
ment, and visitors who look in will be agreeably surprised at the

comfortable and' artistic appearance of the rooms. The Shilling

Speculative Tea has been abolishe(i" in favour of an & la carte

menu, and the service is going to be gdlbd. A seven-day licence

will doubtless be a comfort to some, if not to others.

The mess-rooms erected by the Grahame-White A\iation Co.,

Ltd., for their workpeople, equipped with all modern catering and
other conveniences, were thrown open last week.

The mess rooms will be under the exclusive management of the

Y.M.C.A., who have also expended a considerable sum of moncv
on the provision of a large recreation room for the use of the

munition workers. That the arrangements made are appreciated

by the staff is evident, for the rooms are crowded daily.

On the opening day addresses were delivered to the worl<ers by
Mrs. Winston Churchill, the Hon. Mrs. Henley, and Mr. Yapp,
on behalf of the Y.M.C.A., and by Mr. Grahame-White and Mr.
Payne on behalf of the Grahame-White Aviation Co., Ltd.

A fatal accident occurred at Hendon on the morning of March
17th. A pupil at the Ruffy-Baumann School, named Laidlaw, a

New Zealander, started for his certificate tests, banked too steeply,

side-slipped from a height of 200 feet, and was killed instantly.

This fatality is, so far as one can trace, the first case of a pupil

being killed at Hendon since Mr. Benson's accident on the old

Valkyrie monoplane in igii. Considering the immense amount of

work done the immunity of pupils from accident is extraordinary.

LOOKING AHEAD.
Pictorial advertising is always welcome, provided, of course, that

it is well done. Among those firms appreciating its possibilities

Messrs. C. C. Wakefield and Co. evidently aspire to a front place.

-The series of advertisements they are now publishing shows that in

the midst of the important war wor]< on which they are engaged,
the immense future for aviation in times of peace—if we ever get

any—has not been lost sight of.

A sketch suggesting the development of the seaplane, wherein a

huge air-lorry was depicted bringing a cargo of "Castrol R" to a

squadron of seaplanes "somewhere off the coast of France," ap-

peared in The Aeroplane a few weelcs ago, and was followed by
another illustration showing the departure of the Aerial Conti-

nental mail from the roof-garden of the G.P.O.
The current issue contains a forecast of the Anglo-American

aerial mail service as seen by Mr. Geoffrey Watson, the artist who
—as readers of The Aeroplane are aware—has specialised with

great success in aircraft illustrations.

The series, which ,is being continued, originated in the fertile

brain of Mr. Fisher, who is one of the popular personalities of the

aircraft industry. His business abilities must be an asset of con-

siderable value to the famous firm of Wakefield, and he has taken
a genuine .interest in the development of aviation from its very

start. This accounts in no small measure for the fact that

"Castrol R" is used prartically everywhere.—D. W. T.

JUST PUBLISHED

ZEPPELINS &
SUPER-ZEPPELINS

BY

R. P. HEARNE
Author of "Airships in Peace and War."

With 25 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d. net.

JOHN LANE, THE BODLEY HEAD, W,

tHALL
SCHOOLe^FLYING

(THE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY)

Pupils are trained for all Branches of tha Govern-

ment Air Service on HALL TRACTOR (Government

type) BIPLANES. These machines are fitted

throughout with atandard oontFOls, are SAFE,

SPEEDY, and well maintained by qualified In-

structors and a competect staff of assistants.

Wnte for full particulars t»

Department " A "

THE

Hall School of Flying

London Aerodrome,

HENDON. N.W.
Kingabttry 142

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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PANELS & WINDOWS
ACCURATELY MADE UP TO ANY PATTERN.
SEND US TEMPLATES FOR BEST PRICES.

LONDONLABEL CO.,Ltd.rf'S..j[te.

THE SEAPLANE SCHOOL
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd., Bowness^on ^Windermere

CONTRACTORS TO H.M. ADMIRALTY.
Wire :

" Aircrafr, Windermere " 'Phone: 1 1 4 Windermere. 12 Newby Bridge

THE L.M. AERO PLUG
As used by the

French Govern'

ment Aero Dept.

&- Mr. Grahame'

White when he

won his Gordon'

Bennett

G. H. SMITH & Co.

(LoadooX Ltd.,

PRICE

41-

Complete with washer

Suitable for air or

water cooled.

12, Mortimer St., W.

Tolepbone :

Muaeum 1 2S2

.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Trade Mark

Phone

725

Telegrams

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co.. Ltd.

COVENTRY.

CLEAR SILVER SPRUCE
En route to Cardiff per S.S. " Oriitano

'

130 Stds. 4 in. to 6 in. thick, rift sawn.

Due London shortly per S.S. " Crown of Seville
"

37J Stds 4 in. to 6 in. thick, rift sawn.

In stock in London

2 Cars 2 in. West Virginian.

PRIME ORY MAHOGANY & WALNUT
ENGLISH ASH. Long, Clean and Straight.

JOSEPH OWEN & SONS, LT"

Borough Saw Mills, LONDON, S.E,

Telephone

—

Hop 381 i. Telegrams—" Bucheron."

GROID
THE STRONGEST

GLUE
KNOWN
Selected a/ter tht

severest tests for
the manii/actuieof

H.M. Ssaplanaa
knd •roplanM.

DUNKLEY WHEELS
AND

STAMPINGS FOR AIRCRAFT
Jamaica JRow, Birming-liaria.

oiiEn
IBC 3

PLK G B
Leo R I PAU LT £ G.
6^* Poland St: Lo>4 DON , W.

Telecrams "RiPAULT Ric.Lohdon;, - Telephone CEaHARD77Sll. '(

c J
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PETROL ECONOMY.
In these days when petrol is so scarce anv de\ ice which will

prevent wastage will be welcomed. The problem of stopping leaks
at a moment's notice is one which wants taking seriously, because
the only place where petrol can usefully be allowed to leak is

through the carburettor. This applies equally to aeroplanes, motor-
cars, and motor-cycles, and where leakages occur they should be
stopped up as quickly as possible, both in the interests of econom\
and safety.

The County Chemical, Ltd., of Birmingham, whose chief, Mr.
Wilfred Hill, never puts a thing on the market till he is sure it is

right, have realised that the operation of soldering canno't usually
be performed on the spot, chiefly becauss it is necessary to empty
the petrol away before the repair can be effected. They have,
therefore, manufactured a preparation which, when spread on

cahco, will effectually caulk anv ordinary leak in a tank or pipe bv
>tickmg to the metal surrounding the hole. The patch is protected
from exterior moisture by a coating of shellac varnish, whidh is
supplied in a collapsible tube. Metal angle pieces are also supplied
for repairing damaged edges.

Of course, such repairs are onlv intended to be of a temporary
n.Mture, but the scheme seems well worth investigation by flying
uthccrs, as it may prove a friend in need, to rectify petrol pipe
leakages, even if it would not operate successfully on a pressure
tank.

"AIRCRAFT IN PEACE AND WAR."
Owing to a typographical error, Mr. Robson's book was de-

scribed as 3s. 6d. net and 3s. post free .Actually, the price is
2S. 6d. net, or 3s. packing and postage free.

PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-
right Pilot Portraits includes
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free. Sizes 12 by 10 in.

3''. ; 8 by 6 in., 2s. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 6d. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

F". TV. BIRKETT
97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH, LONDON. W.

WB HAVE THE MEN OP THE MOMENT.

The London and Provincial I

School of Flying

NEXT VACANCY, MAR, 28. WW

AVANTI PROPELLERS
Efficient and Reliable.

The best workmanship and materials are embodied in our
air screws PROMPT ATTENTION ASSURED.
THE AVANTI MANUFACTURING CO.,

114^116, King's Cross Road, London.

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SURBITON PARK TERBACE,KINOSTOM-ON-THAMEB

CoKtra^-tors to the Admiralty and IVar Office.

Telegrams:—" Ebora," Kingston-on-Thames
Telephone - Kingston 672.

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABILITY.

Springs I Springs ! Springs !

We make a speciality of

springs for aeroplanes

SEND FOR PRICES
Dart Spring Co., West Bromwich

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE
Requires no Cooking or Reducing.

USEU BY THE LEADING AIRCRAFT MaKEMS
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, etc.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
y^r\Y^e for Free Sample and Prices Yo

RUSSIA CEMENT Co.. 76 Turnmill Sr. London.E.C.

Trade
[ MENDINE j

Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE LEADING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTOR3.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write for Price List and Particulars

MENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.G.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVRRTISEMENTS.

All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Adver-
tisement Columns should arrive at this Office by first
post on MONDAY to ensure insertion.

Special PREPAID Kate: 18 words 1/6: Situations
"Wanted ONLY, 18 words 1/-; Id. per word alter.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can
he received at the office of "THE AEROPLANE,"
166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
Page and Rowlingson. Chartered Patent
Agents, 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

Mr. S. E. Page, A.M.LC.E., has special
experience in Aviation matters.

ENGINEERING.
British School of Aeronautical Engineering.
Aeroplanes and -Airships. Construction, De-
sign and Draughtsmanship. Complete Postal
Courses. Fees reasonable. Instalments
taken.—36, >LTiden Lane, W.C.

PROPELLERS.
Chauviere's famous Integral Propellers hold
all records

; used by all leading aviators. The
best.—Sole Proprietors for Great Britain and
Colonies, The Integral Propel;.er Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N.
Telephone : Hornsey 2345. Telegrams :

"Aviprop (Uph'oll), London."

MODELS.
Smyth .4eropIane Company supply all accesso-

ries and sets of parts for models. Send P.O.
los. for scale model Deperdussin R.O.G.
model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road,
Chiswick. Telephone: "Chiswick 501."

MISCELLANEOUS.
Munition Work Wanted—small turning, drill-

ing, fitting, etc. ; could undertake soldering

in large quantities, aeroplane parts.—Patey,

Upton-on-Severn.

Welding.—A firm with 10 years' e.xperience

in fusion welding of most metals and alloys,

repairs and construction. Just completing

material for the Navy, are open to tackle any
difficulty in welding. East London district.

—Box No. 800, The .Aeroplane, 166, Picci-

dilly, W.

Hardwood for .\eroplanes. Specially selected

air-dried timber as supplied to leading con-

structors in Britain and the Continent. Silver

Spruce, Ash, Poplar
;
Hickory and .\sh Skids

;

Threeply ; Thin Cedar and Mahogany for

Floats ; Walnut for Propellers.—William Mal-
linson and Sons, Ltd., Hackney Road.

'Phone : 3854 Central. 4770 Wall.

Plans, Estimates, superintendence of aeroplane

sheds and munition Works prepared by experi-

enced architect and constructional engineer.—

•

Box No. 792, The .Aeroplane, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.

SITUATION WANTED.
Joiner, skilful, quick, 7 years' shop foreman
(working), wants job in aircraft works ; could
easily adapt himself to change

;
good testi-

monials ; 42, married.—Box No. 797, The
Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

SITUATION VACANT.
Draughtsman Wanted for a€roplane work.
Any man capable of adapting himself to above
may apply. Applications treated confidentially.

W'rite to your nearest Labour Exchange,
mentioning this paper and No. A 1619. No
person on Government work will be engaged.

ENGINES, &c., FOR SALE.
Fast two-seater monocoque, wings, controls,
etc., no engine. First-class job. Also Curtiss-

type biplane. Low price for cash.—Apply,
VVeaver, Cox Street, Coventry.

'10/45°h.p. Anzani Engine for sale with Anzani
guarantee ; brand new, straight from France.
Can be seen London.—Box No. 798, The
.Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

Bleriot Monoplane, type XI, Anzani engine,
two propellers, safety-belt and spares. Flown
recently by owner, R.F.C.—Box No. 799, The
Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

Two Skating Rinks for sale, 17,000 and 12,000
square feet, suitable for aeroplane works.
Prices, £3,000 and ;^2,9oo.—Apply Wheatley
Kirk, Price and Co., 46, Watling Street,

London, E,C.

I
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AEROPLANE
ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTORS to ADMIRALTY & WAR OFFICE

R. O. & Co.'s Patent Release Gears
FoM's Patent Wire Bending PliePS
The "Short" Patent Wire Strainers
Special R.A.F. Strainers
Steel Look Nut Strainers
Eyebolts, various designs
IMetric Thread Bolts and Nuts
Engine Plates and Housings
Light Pressed Steel Ribs
Steel Cable Ends
Fuselage Angle Plates
Cold Drawn Steel Tubes
Tubular Framework, Etc.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY EXECUTED.
ONLY BEST MATERIAL USED.

Please address all communications to Department No. 4

Contractors to H.M. Government

CHAUVIERES

Integral Propellers

Hold the World's Records
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ON A MATTER OF STRATEGY.
"What is truth?" said jesting Pilate. I forget whetlier

he sta3-ed for an answer or not. Anyhow, truth may in
these days be defined as a thing which it does not pay
to tell in politics. That is to say, though it may do an
infinity of good to others, it is not a financial asset to
the person who tells it. By telling the House of Com-
mons a great deal of truth about the Flying vServices

on Wednesday last Mr. Pemberton-Billing appears to

have jeopardised a very promising Parliamentary career.
He may, in due course, live down his juvenile \eracit3-

and sincerity and become as other M.P.s are, iu which
ca.se his abilit}-. and versatilit}- will cany him to consider-
able success. On the other hand, he may persist in
being unpleasantly truthful and do much ser\ ice to the
nation, in which case he cannot hope for personal success
when peace breaks out and we return to Party Govcin-
ment, for he will be a pariah and an outcast from both
parties. There is, of course, the possibility of an Air
Part)^ in the House, with Mr. Pemberton-Billing as its

leader, but such a part3- could never be more than a

thorn in the side of any Government and a kind of

pei-manent opposition. It could never itself be the
Oovernment. Therefore one fails to see where Mr.
Pemberton-Billing can make aiij- personal profit out of

his present attitude.

Doubtless if, instead of deluanding immediately land

and seaplanes of war value, he had been content with the

wait and see 'planes which the Government's "experts"
have been promising for so long, and had confined him-
self to gentler criticism, he would have been offered some
"advisor}^" post to keep him quiet.

One has only to see what happened to Lord Montagu to

realise what Mr. Pemberton-Billing might have done.

The noble lord made quite a well-informed speech one
day and criticised the Government mildly. Two days
later he was offered a seat on Lord Derby's Committee,
and took it in the best patriotic spirit. Within twenty-

four hours he was admitting in another speech that his

criticism was muzzled. Lord Montagu will doubtless

find, as Mr. Pemberton-Billing and others found after

being some time in the R.N.A.S., that an official position

is the finest pair of handcuffs the authorities can put

on a reformer. It was, of course, merely a cynic who
remarked that "After the Derbj^ comes the 'Oax."

If Mr. Pemberton-Billing, with his inside technical

knowledge as an engineer, an aviator, a fighting-man,

and a business-man, cared to make himself subservient

to the Coalition there is no doubt that a job would be

found for him, and probably not an houorarjr job on a

Committee, but a ven,- well-paid official job. Such are

the ways of politicians. It appears, therefore, that one

must not regard Mr. Pemberton-Billing as a politician,

but rather as one of those curious people who have a

great cause to serve and who put their cause before their

own personal profit.

.Strange as it may seem to our little politicians, such

^
persons do exist. Quite a number of them left homes
and families and comfortable jobs and dashed off to fight

i'or England at the beginning of the war. Even Mr.
I'embertou-Billing himself, before and after the

Friedrichshafen raid, incurred certain risks somewhat
greater than those of an infantryman iu an attack on an
enemy trench, when he might have been sitting peace-

fully at home piling up war profits by selling useless

but officially approved aeroplanes to the Government.
There is, of course, no accounting for the tastes of some
people.

The strategic Move.

However, knowing that Mr. Penibertou-BilHug is

sincere in his campaign, and knowing that he is well

equipped for it, one may do well to consider whether
his strateg}- \vas good in delivering a frontal attack in

force so soon after landing in the House. He might have
done well to have consolidated his position, to have
gathered to him a few allies—for whom plenty of am-
munition could have been found—and to Jh^vve engaged
in a little reconnaissance before throwing himself into a

pitched battle. If he had done so, however, he might
have weakened his position in other waj'S. The enervat-

ing climate of the House might have told on his forces,

or at any rate on his forcefulness. This also might have
suited the wait-and-see policy of the Government.

It is well to remember that Alexander the Great

—

the classic examjile of the young man in a hurr5r—con-

quered considerabh' more territoiy and far greater

enemies than did Quintus Fabius Cuuctator, and that for

the results achieved the Fabian tactics were the more ex-

pensive. Moreover, the Fabian method is best applied to

a beaten army which is playing for time, and not to a

conqueror in the flood of success.

Therefore it is possible that, though the frontal attack

ma}^ offend against the law, order, and decency of poli-

tical debate, it may be the best possible strategy to hit

hard, and to get your enemy on the run before he can

entrench himself behind a defence of what Disraeli called

"the artificial 'recollection of misleading statistics." It

is therefore conceivable that Mr. Pemberton-Billiug's

generalship maj^ be good in this respect.

Tactical Matters. ,

In certain tactical matters Mr. Pemberton-Billing seems
to have made mistakes. For instance, it was probably

bad tactics to quote someone else who referred to General

vSir David Henderson as the de Rougemont of the Air

.Service. Though the epithet may not represent Mr.

Pembertou-Billing's own opinion of that distinguished

officer, the quotation will be taken by many as being his

opinion. Anyhow, it is singularly unfitting. Those who
do not approve of General Henderson—and he has his

enemies, like everj' other successful man—might be in-

clined to call him the Machiavelli of the Fl3-ing Services,

though personally if I had to find an analogous epithet

I should rather call him the Mazarin of the Services, for

he recalls in some measure the great French Cardinal.

Whether under exi:>ting circumstances a Conde or a
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Cromwell would not be more eftectivc tliau a Maz^irin is

another questiou altogether, which there is not time to

discuss here.

It is also debatable whether it was good tactics to refer to

iiyiiig officers as having been murdered by bad machines.

It is difficult to draw a hard and fast line between murder,

manslaughter, and accident. As a figure of speech the

terms are under certain circumstances interchangeable,

and even in law it is frequently impossible to decide pre-

cisely when criminal negligence makes an accident into

manslaughter. Murder, legally, presupposes the inten-

tion to kill, and no one would charge any official with

the intention of killing flying officers.

Nevertheless, when a certain aeroplane is notoriously

unsafe,' or so notoriously inefficient as to be at the meic}-

of any modern enemy machine, anyone would saj" col-

loquially that it was murder to send a man up in it, and

one doubts whether the moral guilt of sending aviators

out on .unsafe machines or under impo'ssible conditions is

very materially less than if the person giving the order

were guilty of manslaughter due to criminal negligence.

How much the guilt is lessened b}- the fact that senior

officers may be ignorant of aviation, or that the little

practical knowledge they once possessed may have be-

come rustv, is too fine a point of moralit}- for discussion

here.

Triii Trail of Blood-CtUij.tixess.

In war these matters become confused. If in peace

mauceuvres a cavalrj- general ordered liis brigade to ride

over a precipice and his order was carried out, he would

probably be confined for life as a criminal lunatic. But
if in war he flings his brigade against barbed wire

entanglements bristling with machine-guns, and loses half

his effectives before the survivors can be recalled, it

probably happens that a personage at Headquarters re-

marks, with some justifiable annoyance, "This man is a

damned fool," and sends him to command infantry in-

stead.

Similarly in aerial affairs. A comnumder who, know-
ing that his machines were inefficient and that his engines

were unreliable, sent his pilots n-p in peace time; with

excessive loads in the dark on a foggy night out of a

dangerously small aerodrome, would be considerably

blamed if a few of them were killed. Even if the com-
mander himself led the ascent, in obedience to higher

authorities, and were killed himself, the guilt would
merely be shifted to the higher authorities. But, in war,

apparenth', no blame attaches to anybod}', ' no matter

how futile the object of the ascent may be.

Still less does anyone take the trouble to trace back the

trail of blood-guiltiness to the people who are primarily

responsible, namely, the technical "experts" who have
persuaded commanding offi.cers, entirelv- ignorant of

technical matters, that the aeroplanes or engines in which

the said "experts" are interested are superior to those

produced by their rivals. Whether the numerous un-

necessary deaths in the R.N.A.S. and R.F.C. are legally

due to accident, manslaughter, or murder, the blcKxl-

guiltiness rests on the "technical experts" who for four

years past, and especiall3' since the outbreak of war, have
definitely prevented our Naval and Militarv- aviators from

having the best aeroplanes and engines procurable in this

country—and that means they have prevented them from
having the best in the world, which best would be none
too good for our Service aviators.

The Engine Question.
Take one single point only, namely, , the engine

question, which is officially stated to be the prime cause

of such deficiencies as are admitted by the authorities.

Why have we had no aero-engines ? The Grefen engine

is older by yeai's than the Mercedes or Benz aero-engines,

though it is true that those firms made car engines

earlier. In iq<x), iqio, iqii, 1912, iQi?, and 1914 the

Green was practically the only British engine which flew

an aeroplane. So far from encouraging it, the authori-

ties, instead of saying what alterations they would like,

simply refused to have anything to do with it. But they
ordered French engines in quantities. Can this action be
explained ?

Then late in 1913, a capitalist, who was at that time
apparently a philanthropist, though he may have reaped
some of his just reward since, offered to build the most
popular French ,engine in this country if the authorities

would give him an order for only fifty engines—con-
ditional on the engines performing up to the French
standard. He had the fullest technical support from the
French makers, so nothing was to be feared on that

score. Nevertheless, his oti'er was refused.

There is only one explanation. The Royal Aircraft

Factory was, all the time, trying to develop an engine of

,

its own, which should oust every other from the market,
though the highest authorities at the War Office denied

emphatically that the R.A.F. even contemplated pro-

ducing an engine, at the very time when the engine was
being made.

Finally, scared by continual public agitation, and by
the failures of the R.A.F. engine, the War Office and
Admiralty ai'ranged a competition in 1914 for British-

built engines. This competition was delayed and
several engines were wrecked by defective testing appara-

tus erected by the R.A.F. Several excellent engines were

discovered, but it was too late, for war broke out before

the competition ended.

The Official Bourbons.
One would have expected that experience to have been

enough for the authorities, but apparently the R.A.F.

influence was too strong. We continued to rely on France

for our engines. The War Office and Admiralty, like the

Bourbons who "learn nothing and forget nothing," de-

spite continual warnings, placed orders for hundreds, or

perhaps thousands, of B.E.2cs, a machine which has

proved a failure in competition with the German biplanes,

and which has cost us many valuable lives because of

numerous defects, which there is no room to discuss in

this article.

The failure of the B.E.2cs was tiien officially explained.

It had, one was told, been designed for the 100 h.p.

R.A.F. engine, and as that engine did not exist, Renault

engines of 70 h.p. and later of 80 h.p. were fitted. Does
it not approximate to criminal negligence to send men
out to war tuider such conditions ?

These machines are to-da}^ pouring out of our factories

in place of the really useful fighting machines, which

might have been had in still greater quantities but for

the pernicious technical advice of the Government "ex-

perts."

At a later date the R.A.F. engine of higher power was
produced, and the authorities were induced to order it to

he built in quantities under contract by various motor

firms. That engine has proved a failure. The lubrication

system is as primitive and as inefficient as an old under-

shot water-wheel when compared with a moderti turbine.

It blows off its cylinders and warps its valves. Anj^-

motor-cycle tinker could have told the Government's "ex-

perts" the reason before the thing was built.

There is a, limit to the power that can be got out of an

air-cooled cylinder. That limit is generally supposed to

be about 10 h p. for continuous running. The limiting

bore is about 95 millimetres. A clever engineer might

exceed those limits. The R.A.F. engineers are not clever,

for the detail design of the engine is wrong in many
places. I know of a simple Flight-Sergeant, R.F.C, who
gets better results out of R.A.F. engines than does the

R.A.F. itself, merely by altering some details of the

engine in a field workshop to suit his own ideas.

We have lost man after man through engine failure
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over the German lines, and through the inability of our
engines to lift our machines out of range of German guns.
Can anyone, by way of consolation, recall a single case

of a German machine coming down in our lines through
engine failure alone ? There is no reason, except official

stupidity, why our engines should not be as good as the

Germans'.

The Latest Folly.

, To crown it all, the R.A.F. has lately produced a still

bigger engine which will be still more difficult to cool,

and I am told that the authorities have again allowed
themselves to be gulled by it.~ I cannot mention definite

figures, for obvious reasons, so these must be taken as

proportional only. The biggest order yet given for a

British-made engine—one of the best engines in the world,

by the way—^has been for, let us say, 250 engines, and
that within the last few weeks. Yet, in all, orders have
been given out to contractors for about 2,000 of the

R.A.F. engines. The newest engines, remember, have
never even been tried on active service. I am told, in

fact, that they have not yet been given a long full-power

run on the test-bench.

When these engines start coming through from the

factories they will be fitted into aeroplanes and gallant

young men will go out over the German lines, just to see

whether the Government " experts " are right or not.

Could anyone imagine a more imbecile, nay, a more
criminal, policy ? Yet the whole of both Flying
Services is honeycombed with official actions as foolish

and as costly in blood and money. This is only one little

detail of one phase of an enormous mass of mis-organisa-
tion. Service ignorance, "expert" jobbery, intrigue, and
inefficiency.

One sees one result in the Zeebrugge raid, in which 65
machines took part. Nineteen pilots were admittedly
French, some were Belgian, so that one may allow at most
30 British pilots. And of those the great majority were
on French machines. Yet, with honest and intelligent

people in power, we could send out raids every day of

twice the size, and every man, machine and engine of

British make.

If the whole situation were not so deliriously funny, one
would feel inclined to sit down and weep in disgust at be-
longing to a country which submits itself to such an
imbecile system of Parliamentary government.

On the whole I think the frontal attack in force is the
best strategy. The war would be over before any ordi-

nary Parliamentary methods could move from their

trenches the honest but untechnical sailors and soldiers

at the top and the scheming "experts" at the bottom.

—

C. G. G.

AIRCRAFT IN THE COMMONS.
Speaking in tihe debate on the Consolidated Fund Bill in the

House of Commons on March 21st Mr. Joynson-Hicks referred to

the recent German raid on Dover and Deal. It is impossible to

find space for his remarks in full, but those essential to his state-

ment are reproduced verbatim from Hansard :

—

There are one or two small points I want to raise, practically

at the request of the civic authorities on the South-East Coast,

with regard to the air raid last Sunday. The only point between
the civic authorities and the War Office at the present moment
appears to be as to whether the notice given by blowing a syren

should be given by the civic authorities immediately, or whether
they are to wait until the naval and military authorities, as the

case may be, should wake up, if I may say so, to give notice as

to the blowing of the syren.

In the early part of February a conference was held by the

mayors of the various towns on and around the South-East Coast,

and a resolution was passed urging that the time was come when
adequate and sufficient warning should be given to their districts

of the approach of aircraft, and that strong and energetic action

be taken by the responsible authorities to combat the approach

of enemy aircraft. . . That resolution was sent up to Field-Marshal

I^ord French, who has now charge of the air defences of England,
asking him to receive a deputation of the mayors in question.

It was sent on February 17th and acknowledged on the 19th, with

the intimation that a deputation would be received. They wrote
again on the 22nd, and it is rather remarkable to note that
tlie Field-Marshal, who has now the control of the aircraft, replied
on the 23rd, by his secretary, that "Lord French is away inspect-

ing," and would not be able to receive the deputation for some
few days. It bears out exactly what I said when last I spoke,
that the Field-Marshal had the inspection of all the new armies
which are being created, and that it was wrong to give an over-
burdened official the duty of looking after the aircraft defence
of the South-East Coast and practically the whole of England.
However, the deputation took place on February 28th, when these
mayors m.et Lord French.
Their propxisal to Lord French was that when a report is re-

ceived by the naval or military authorities of the approach of
aircraft it should at once be transmitted to the chief constable
of every town in the district where the raid is likely to take place,
and the chief constable should be allowed to use his discretion
whether the town is warned by syren or not. They pointed out
to Lord French that that was the arrangement until the middle
of 1915, and the civic authorities and the police, as soon as they
got notice of a -raid, were allowed to blow their syrens in order
that people might be kept indoors. They remarked to Lord
French that the German airships that went to CliftonvIlTe, Mar-
gate, and dropped bombs were sighted by the Rainsgate anti-

A Russian armoured monoplane. From a photograph published in a German paper.
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aircraft patrol, but information liad to be sent to the Adiniralt)-
before Westgate air station could be warned.
Lord French declined, for reasons which I hope my right, hon.

Friend will e.\plain, to allow anybody to give Lhe vvarning except
the naval authorities. On the occasion of the raid of 14th Febru-
ary, 1916, a telegram was received at Ramsgate fy the police
authorities from the Broadstairs police at 7.37 p.m., "Zeppelin
over North Foreland, steering west." They subsequently found
out at the naval office that they had received that information at
6.20. Here, is an actual concrete case. The naval office received
the information at 6.20 and the ci^ic and police authorities did
not receive it till 7.37, and you must remember that the civic
authorities are the people—perhaps the right hon. Gentleman
will forgive me for saying—who bear the whole responsibility.
They are the elected representatives of the people, and they are
the persons to whom the people in -that district go and who get
most of the blame.
With regard to the particular raid that took place last Sunday

afternoon by German aeroplanes, the mayor of one of these towns
assured me that the first thing he noticed was firing in the direc-
tion of Dover. I am not giving the Germans any information.
The published statement issued by the Press Bureau was that
the aircraft first appeared over Dover at. 1.57 and reached Rams-
gate at 2.10. The first indication that something was taking
place was the sound of guns firing in the direction of Dover.
After the bombs had fallen and the machines had disappearrri,

then, and not till then, did the naval authorities authorise the

blowing of the syren. I have here an official statement by the
engineer of the Ramsgate Corporation, who owns the gasworks
which blows the svren, that he received intimation from the naval
authorities at 2.15, and within ten seconds of the receipt of the
order the syren had been started.

My point is that no one is allowed to blow the sj'ren, although
it belongs to the local authorities, under regulations made by my
right hon. Friend or somebody who is responsible for the defence
of the realm, until an order has been received from the competent
naval or military authorities. " Although the mayo- had gone to
the police-station, although they had consulted together and in-

quired in this particular instance last Sunday afternoon whether
any news had been received from the naval authority, -although
their own ears told them firing was going on so near that there
might be a raid, they were unable to blow the sjTen, and the
result was a number of deaths in the place. It may be a small
point, but 1 do not think it is. I have been asked by 'the mavor
to say that if that syren had been allowed to be blown those chil-

dren who were going to Sunday school would most naturally
have been kept at home, and in all probability the slaughter of

these innocent ones would not have taken place.

The council was called together on Sunday night—the first

time, I believe, in the history of Ramsgate that such an event
has occurred. They resolved that the attention of the proper
authorities be drawn to the raid, and that at the earliest possible

moment, as soon as the military or naval authorities should know
wherever enemy aircraft are, they should immediately communi-
cate with the local authority. That is the gravamen of their

request to the House. 1 know that this has been put before Lord
French, and Lord French has, up to the present, refused to grant
that request.

I appeal to the right hon. Gentleman as being more representa-
tive of the people here, and I ask now whether there is any real

reason why the civic and police authorit,ies should not be allowed
to have this notice the moment there is any idea of hostile air-

craft coming near the coast.

My hon. Friend the Member for Canterburv (Captain Bennett-
Goldney) made some very strong statements here some few weeks
ago in regard to the conduct of some of the officers responsible

for anti-aircraft matters, and the right hon. Gentleman opposite

gave a very general and, I think, an explicit denial to some
of those statements. T think it is only fair that I should say that

I have personally spoken to the mayors of local authorities in

those districts, and they confirm absolutely every word that was
said by my hon. and gallant friend the Member for Canterburv,
and tihey positively assure me that the statements made by the

hon. and gallant Member were exactly and artuallv corri:>ct. 1

am sorry it is so, but they said to me again only yesterday that

something of the same kind took place on Sunday last, and that

the officers who should have been in control were not in control

at the time. They were away, perhaps lunching or something of

that kind, but things are now so serious that, while I believe a

naval officer is entitled to have his lunch, there should be a
subordinate in charge while he is away in order that at the

moment, and at every moment throughout the da}' and night,

the amplest possible protection should be afforded to all our people
against these German air raids. I do not want to give any
names, but I will give the right hon. Gentleman the" names of

the officers who were mentioned quite freely at the meetings of

the town council, and I feel quite sure that he will make such
inquiries as I think we are entitled to ask for.

I wish to ask a question as to what is the right of every
naval or military person. who possesses a lethal weapon of any
sort or kind to fire at approaching enemy aircraft. I believe the

right hon. Gentleman opposite has stated that soldiers are en-

titled to fire at aeroplanes, and he stated this in reply to questions

put by the hon. Member for Yarmouth (Mr. Fell), 'i'here is

accumulating evidence that the naval and military authorities do
not understand those orders, and I want my hon. Friend to make
it perfectly clear that

,
it will be impossible in tlie future that

anybody, be he a soldier or sailor or anyone else, should fail to

fire whenever a Zeppelin or an enemy aeroplane appears.

[Mr. Joynson-Hicks then quoted instances in which aeroplanes

were within rifle range and were not fired at.]

I notice the hon. Gentleman opposite is smiling, probably about
the idea of aeroplanes being dealt with by rifle-fire, but had this

been done it would be encouraging to the people who are being
bombed if they knew that every ngval and military authority was
on the alert, and that they would fire whenever there was the

slightest possibility of a stray bullet going through the petrol-

tank of an aeroplane, which would do a great deal of damage
to the aeroplane, and, as my hon. Friend says, would make a

mess of it.

[Certainly the chaotically centralised system of air defence would
be funnier than a pantomime if the results were not so tragic.

The municipal authorities should take the matter into their own
hands and see whether the military authorities would dare to

prosecute them for giving the necessary warnings.
On the air raid question, one regrets to note that "turn-out"

drill, on fire-station lines, has not yet been instituted at Westgate. -

One hopes, though one doubts, that other R.N. Air Stations

have done so after all the warnings given in this paper.

Firing at Zeppelins with rifles is utterly
,
silly and useless, and

is only likely to bring down bombs on those who fire ; but firing

at aeroplanes at moderate heights is always worth while, for a

lucky s:hot may bring one down.—Ed.]

Mr. Pbmberton-Bilung Speaks Out.
Mr. Billing's speech, which follows, the finest constructive speech

on aerial matters ever delivered in the House, is of such length

that it has been necessary to delete parts of it, but every effort

has been made not to miss any points of importance. As usual,

the daily Press reported only the sensational part of his speech,

and omitted its very valuable constructive passages.

Mr. Pemberton^Billing : So far as our Air Services are con-

cerned, time is the essence of the contract. Every day that we
delay going into this matter is a day lost, and every day that we
lose is two on a count to Germany. This Government has been
wrong in regard to the air menace for eight years. We have
been at war for eighteen months, and our present position in the

air is one that reflects credit neither o.n our Government nor on

those officers whose duty it has been to prepare, to look forward,

and to endeavour to gain for this country supremacy in the air.

This Government was wrong eigiht years ago. It was warned
by many men, by many Germans, I believe by many hon. Mem-
bers of this House, eight years ag-o, and by myself in what I

believe was the first journal ever published in the world in con-

nection with flying, called "Aviation" [Hansard is wrong. "Aero-

craft" was the title.—Ed. J, which I published and edited. With
the indulgence of the House 1 should like to quote from it a

short article on the question of our supremacy in the air. In

April, 1909, in an editorial called "The Admiralty of the Air,"

I said :—
At last the .British Government has made a move in the

matter of Aerial Navigation. At a time when everybody in this

country was beginning to despair of anything being done at all,

so far as the State was concerned, towards the fostering of

aeronautical science, the Prime Minister has promised that some-

thing shall be done. The undertaking is late in coming, and

, its value has yet to be proved, but the Government is now
pledged to a certain definite course of action, and that, at any

rate, may prove to be a great step in the right direction, even

though it ought 10 have been taken three years ago. On 5th

May, 1909, Mr. Asquith, in answer to a question put by Mr.

Lehmanh, informed the House of Commons that the Govern-

ment is taking steps towards placing their organisation for

aerial navigation on a more satisfactory footing.

Later I wrote :

—

Here for the present the matter stands. It is for the Grovern-

ment to prove that the appointment of the Special Committee

is not a rriere hollow device to pacify the very natural public

anxiety as to the position of this country with regard to other

Powers.
I concluded the article by writing :

—

These things being considered, we must confess to an in-

ability to take this new Department very seriously. There is

no evidence that the Government is really determined upon

aeronautical progress. On the contrary, there are indications of

a desire to shift the responsibility of a continued policy of

"muddling along" on to the shoulders of anybody who was

willing to take it.

That article was written eight years ago. ... I would like

to suggest that history has repeated itself and that public agita-

tion, with all its faults, has been the one thing by which this

country has been able to move the Government. The public

agitation which brought about the appointment of that Committee
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eight years ago has brought about the appointment of yet another
Committee, but whereas this country eight years ago was at

peace, we are at the present moment in the middle of what I am
not exaggerating when I call a very terrible war. . . We have had
another Committee appointed. I believe it is commonly known
as the Derby Committee. It was appointed in the first instance,

1 understand, to deal essentially with the construction of aero-

planes for the Naval' and Military Services.

While the Army and the Navy are quarrelling as to who shall

possess this power, there is every danger of the little air child

failing to develop in the way that it must develop if we are to use
it to its full value in this war. Somewhat of a Chinese principle

has been adopted. 'Hhe Army has bound one of its feet, and the

Navy has bound the other foot, until it will never be able to walk
by itself unless some definite change in the existing policy is

adopted.

I should like to make one or two remarks in regard to this

Committee which has been appointed, but 1 will refrain, as I

trust I shall always be able to refrain, from striking any note

of personal criticism in this House. Lord Derby is a man of

high and great public reputation. When the Government found
themselves absolutely confronted with an outraged public and a

discontented Service they were obliged to act. What more simple

than to seize on the name of a noble Lord who had, through his

efforts in other matters, inspired in this country a certain con-

fidence and throw him to the people as a bone for the dogs

—

throw him to the people and say, "Here is Lord Derby;, now
everything will be well in this the best and the most wonderful

of worlds"? I would like to ask what qualifications that noble

Lord has for deciding the destinies of our Air Service, and what
that noble Lord can do when sitting at the head of a table with

a multitude of councillors counselling him upon a subject of which

he knows, I regret to say, nothing? To what decisions can he

come? On the one hand a man will say, "Build, build, build."

On the other hand another man will say, "Stay your hand; we
have too many machines." One of them might say that there

were fifty machines at one station—Yarmouth, if I may mention
it—doing nothing. Another councillor says, "We have forty

machines at Redcar doing nothing." And another "We have forty

machines at Eastchurch doing nothing." Another may say,

"Where are the 130 machines which constitute the Grand Air

Fleet, and where are the 130 pilots?" Councillors on one side will

be producing documentary evidence and, if necessary, showing
Lord Derby the machines and the pilots, while, on the other hand,

there will be "little airites," who are anxious to tee no develop-

ment take place, who will advise the other way. What is the

noble Lord to do?
He has for his assistants some hon. and gallant Gentlemen.

He has also for his assistants Lord Montagu, a very able Lord
who, quite recently in the House of Lords, stood up for the Air

Service and criticised the Government—as it does the Government
good to be criticised. He pointed out the error of their ways in

no -measured terms, and what is the result? Within twenty-four

hours he is roped in and is told to sit on the Committee. Then
he has to confess, in another twenty-four hours, that he would
like to say a number of things, not only in his interest, not in the

interests of the Government, but, what is far greater, in the in-

terests of his country, but unfortunately his lips are sealed.

Then we have a gallant officer of the General Staff on this Com-
mittee. His peculiar knowledge of aeronautics is quite unknown
6© me. It may be very great, but 1 have been associated with

aviation since 1904, and I have never heard his name in that con-

nection.

Then we have Admiral Vaughan-Lee, an able and gallant officer,

who has devoted the whole of his life to the noble profession of

the sea, where, I believe, he has gained a very high reputation.

But so surely as he is well advised and is capable as a naval

officer, so surely is he ignorant as a babe in matters of aero-

nautics. He is the naval officer that this country is looking to

to solve the problem of how we shall beat our enemies in the air.

I fear that his name will be coupled with the names of other

officers who tiave been sacrificed on the altar of the Government's

irieptitude.

Then there is General Henderson, who is also on the Committee.

I have never had the pleasure of meeting General Henderson. I

know he is a very able officer, but so far as the Air Services are

concerned I have' heard him referred to as the De Rougemont of

the Air Service.

We then have Commodore Sueter. Commodore Sueter is the

father of the Naval Air Service, and he, together with Squadron-

Commander B'riggs—I say with a full' sense of responsibility

—

represent the expert opinion on that Committee.

Under these circumstances it might be as well for our Govern-

ment to give serious consideration to the advisability of adopting

the Minority Report of that Committee. Anyhow, I would suggest

that whatever effort this Committee makes it is likely to be

reactionary, and I think it would be as well, in view of the fact

that both myself and several other men who I know are most

anxious, most perturbed and most disturbed at our present policy

of masterly inactivity in the air and our present hopeless muddle,

for the Government to state exactly what are the powers and
duties and the responsibility of this Committee.
When does it meet? I understand that in the last six weeks

it has met on six occasions. That means to say that, out of six

weeks, for over five weeks a policy either of pondering or of wait-

ing to see has been adopted. Any Board that is appointed for

dealing with this very pressing question of the air should sit . not
once in six days, but every day, and, if necessary, all day, until

some solution is found for our third-class position as an air Power.
I state without fear of contradiction from any man who has

studied this question that our very national existence in the next
twenty years will lie in the ocean of the air. The question of a

country—either our country or France or Germany or Russia

—

owning 500 aeroplanes will be looked upon as a humorous event
of the past. Within the next ten years some country in this world
will own a hundred thousand or two hundred thousand aeroplanes.

^'e are now producing aeroplanes under the great financial

stress of war which are costing us from ,^'600 upward. In the

course of the next few years, when the market has readjusted
itself, these small scouting aeroplanes, the cost of which is now
about ^'600 or £yoo, will be produced for about £100 or ;^20o.

Tliat means that any nation at a very small expense, even a .little'

insignificant nation that could not afford to buy a battleship, will

be able to terrify the world with these machines carrying 500 lbs.

of explosives, which will be able to get from one place to another

—

say, about 100 miles—in fifty or sixty minutes. . . When you think
that one airship can come over to this country and cause the

excitement and the damage that one aeroplane, or airship if you
like, can cause, can h51d up all the traffic, and disorganise the

entire transport of this country, when everyone is pannicking and
seeking cellars

Hon. Members : Oh, oh !

Mr. Pembertori-Billing : 1 will withdraw that remark. I will

say that defiance without defence is as disgraceful for this country
as it is for us to seek the cellars. . . I never walk about the streets

in darkness at night without a certain ffeeling that our country is

suffering at the hands of these Germans an insult which will take

a lot of wiping out.

I have stated that it is not my intention to go into facts and
figures and try to wash the dirty linen of the Air Service on the

floor of this House, but, if there is no other way, if this Govern-
ment is going to say reforms are taking place when only altera-

tions are taking place, if the only way to impress upon this

Government the great importance of this question is to shame and
shock this House, I shall not hesitate to speak.

1 am told we have no pilots. Yet we have about 130 officers

holding His Majesty's Commission in the Royal Navy and the

Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve, who have been trained at great

public expense, who are doing second-class clerical work in the

Air Department. We h.ave thirty first-class pilots quill-driving

instead of machine-driving. There is something very rotten in

the Service which provides for that sort of 'abuse. The air pilot

is an expensive man to train, but once he is trained he should be

used as an air pilot, and not as a civil clerks

I have been asked to suggest a possible solution for the present

condition of things. ... I would suggest that there are four

ways out of our present muddle.
The first is the amalgamation of the Royal Naval Air Service

and the Royal Flying Corps under the control of a board selected

from the heads of these Services.

The second is the development of these two Services on indepen-

dent lines under one political chief.

The third is a conjunction of the productive and financial de-

partments of these Services, which would leave the operative sides

independent.

The fourth is the creation of a new force responsible for the

production of all ajrcraft material and for all service., which do

not form an integral part of naval or militarv operations.

I will take the amalgamation of the Royal Naval Air Service

and the Royal Flying Corps. This at first sight seems the simplest

an,d most practical course, and were it not for the human element

it would present the line of least resistance- Unfortunately, how-
ever, there is, and always has been, great professional jealousy

between the Army and the Navy, and ihis jealousy has been

intensified in the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval Air

Service through the overlapping of their spheres of operation. Any
controlling board selected from these Services would be subject

to incessant intrigue, while a board chosen from the outside, with

no knowledge of the air, would be utterly powerless owing to its

ignorance.

One of the prime causes of the ineffectiveness of the Royal

Naval Air Service is to be found in its divided control, whereby

the air stations are placed under various local senior naval officers.

No arrangement which left this undisturbed could be tolerated.

I hold the method by which the air stations are controlled by the

senior naval officers of the district responsible for the incidents

of Margate and Ramsgate.
I come now to the independent development of the Air Service

under one political chief. This might be a ver> effective eye-wash,

if you could find a politician of note who would be foolish

enough to take on such a post. It would, however, leave all the
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existing abuses without any effective rej-.iedy, because sucli a chief

would be entirely at the mercy of the controlling influences that
are responsible for the present muddle, and the people who ad-
vised him one way or the other would confuse him so much that

he would find it even more difficult than the Government does to

arrive at a decision.

As to the conjunction of the productive and financial depart-
ments, this has already been attempted in the formation of the

Derby Committee, but the progress, so far, has not been encourag-
ing. The departments which retain executive control are not
likely to assent to the transfer of their administrative [i.e., tech-

nical—Ed. J
powers to a third party, or if they gave a nominal

consent are not likely to give that whole-hearted co-operation and
support which alone can render that assent of practical value.

Now we come to the last point, the question of the creation of

a new force. I would like to suggest .'hat the supremacy of the

air lies ready to any Government which I'as sufHcient initiative

to seize it. The thing will never be done under Government
Departments already over-burdened with other duties, which must
naturally to them be of greater importance The energy, vigour,

and initiative required can only be found in the creation of a
new, free force, free from the inertia of the Royal Naval Air
Service as regards operations, or from the blunders of the Royal
Flying Corps as regards construction.

Murder, Mansl.'VUGHter, or .Accident.

I do not intend to deal with the colossal blunders of the Royal
Flying Corps, but I may refer briefly to the hundreds—nay, thou-

sands—of machines which they have ordered and which have been
referred to by our pilots at the front as "Fokker fodder." Every
one of our pilots knows vhen he steps into them that if he gets

back it will be more by luck and by his skill lhan by any mech-
anical assistance he will get from the people who provide him
with the machines. 1 do not want to touch a dramatic note this

afternoon, byt if I did I would suggest that quite a number of

our gallant officers in the Royal Flying Corps ha/e been rather

murdered than killed.

Sir A. Markham : Will you give us the details of the machines?

Mr. Billing : I should be most charmed to do so, but I prefer to

finish this point. The changes in the administration of the Ro3al
Naval Air Service brought about in July last were on the question
that the Royal Naval Air Service was i ot sufficiently naval, and
these changes were, in effect, an attempt to reduce the Royal
Naval Air Service to its purely naval, functions. Assuming this

idea to be sound, it may be shown that only a portion of the
existing Royal Naval Air Service material and personnel is needed
for such functions, and from the small portion of the remainder
it is quite feasible to provide the nucleus of a new Imjierial Air
Service'.

I would suggest that the duties of a naval aeroplane are limited

to scouting, driving off enemy scouts, spotting for shots, and
defending the Fleet from aerial attack. If our Grand Fleet pos-

sessed one machine which was capable of landing on a battleship,

which was capable of helping that Grand Fleet further than the

usual seaplane carrier, which has not been found a great success
;

if we possessed one aeroplane out of all the thousands of aero-

planes, both delivered and on order, for the Royal Naval Air
Service ; if we had one officer out of the many hundreds of naval
oflicers and pilots in the Royal Naval Air Service ; if we had one
methanic out of the 10,000 or 12,000 mechanics at the disposal

of the Royal Naval Air Service who were realiy of material assist-

ance to our Grand Fleet, I would say that perhaps there was
some justification for this system. I am going 'o suggest that

the Royal Naval Air Service is at the present moment no use
whatsoever to our Grand Fleet.

I think it- is a tragedy that while the German fleet has fifty

eyes—nay, one hundred eyes—our Fleet is blind. Our Fleet

possesses no rigid airship to help it. It possesses no machine
which, in ordinary or slightly extraordinary weather conditions,

can assist it in any way whatsoever. Wi'-hout letting one's
imagination run very wild, I would suggest that if the German
Grand Fleet, which has many eyes, engages ihe British Grand
Fleet, which is blind, cur Fleet will- be operating under conditions

which are not favourable to a very great and very serious occa-

sion. I consider, so far as ihe present moment is concerned, one
of the gravest and most important problems to be solved is to see

that our Fleet is at least, as far as observation goes, on equal
terms with that of the enemy, if and wf\en it comes out.

So far as the duties of the Roval Flving Corps are concerned,

I think its legitimate functions are limited to scouting, to attack-

ing certain enemy bases only so far as they supply the immediate
.\rmy in the field, to spr>tting gun-shots, and general obscrvatiori.

But quite outside that there are legitimate functions for an Air

Service. There are legitimate functions for a great Air Service.

There is no reason why every Zeppe'in in Germany should not be

blown up within the next six m.onths—no reason whatsoever. If

only we could give these men who understand the problem and
have the imagination to deal with it a free hand I am satisfied that

we shall regain supremacy in the air f but so long as we are con-

tent to allow these Committees to meet once a week, as if this

country was at peace instead of at war, so long as we take no

definite action, I am afraid we shall remain as we are, a* the

mercy of our enemies in the air.

If the Government decide to appoint a Board and not a Com-
mittee, a Board with administrative power, a Board with the

power if necessary to dictate, on th.at Board there could be repre-

sented all and every side of the great air problem. If that Board
could be made responsible to a Minister of this House it would
be well, but I would not suggest the appointment of an Air

Minister, because I am afraid that would be another political

concession. I am afraid suc.h an Air .Minister would get rojjnd

him men representing other interests, and it would be very difli-

cult. ... I might suggest that this Board should be directly

responsible to the present First Lord of the Admiralty in the

capacity of Air Minister, apart from his present position. I

think if one Board were responsible to him, and that Board were
given great powers, we should fijid th.at this very vital question

if not solved at any rate would be attacked in a manly and
eflicient manner.

So far as that Board is concerned, I would suggest that it be

directly responsible for the general policy of the Air Service, for

the appointment of all officers of the rank of wing commanders
and above, for the promotion and removal of all officers, for civil

appointments and promotions, and the allocation of the honours

of war. On that Board there would be certain directors, such as

the directors of operations and personnel. In fact, it might assume
very much the existing shape of the Board of Admiralty, but let

it be a Board of .Air. It would be well if that Board could be

brought into existence at once, and that by its exertions the re-

sources of the country could be really tapped, instead of having

the matter, as is at present the case, simply toyed with.

When we hear that eleven or twelve firms have definitely told

the authorities that unless they are given some aeroplanes to build

they will have to go out of the business, when we hear of 50 or

100 firms constantly approaching the Adrhiralty or the War Office

for the privilege of being put on their list for aeroplanes, when
we hear, as we did quite recently, that 29 aeroplanes, I think,

were discovered somewhere in the North—brand-new aeroplanes,

onlv unfortunately they were . discovered so late that they were

obsolete when found—when we hear of all this muddle where are

we to turn?
W'e want one man for the defence of this country in the air,

whose sole duty it would be to provide adequate defence until such

tirne as our offensive is so strong and so good that the defensive

policy will be unnecessary. It is because I believe this so sin-

cerely, and b,ecause of the material which I have at my disposal

to place before any man or any committee who has authority to

deal with the matter^ that I have the audacity to commend these

proposals to the Gentlemen on the Front Bench, who have so dearly

at heart the welfare of our country. [The final sentence is

Hansard's version. Mr. Pemberton-Billing was in fact under-

stood to say that the Front Bench was "supposed to have" the

—

welfare of the country at heart.—Ed.]

Record Inaccur.^cy.

Mr. Tennant : The hon. Member, who did me the honour to

listen to the few remarks w5iich I made the other day on this

subject, should know that wc require no such language as he
has used to make us realise the great importance of this matter.

The hon. Member (Mr. Billing) indulged himself in references

now to prove that he had given serious warning to the Prime
Minister eight years ago. I can onlv thank the hon. Gentleman
for having given the Government such serious warning, because

the Government have fully arisen to the occasion of those warn-

ings as he will see when I tell him that for the first eight or ten

months of the war on the front in^ Flanders the Germans hardly

ever dared to oome over the British lines at all, showing how
greatly superior we were in men and material and skill to our

enemies during that period. The amazing thing is that the

Germans did not wake up earlier to the situation so as to be able

to encounter us in the air. They have done so now. They have

got better machines and better pilots—not better than ours, but

better than they had—and th.ey have now at a very late period in

the war just been able to arrive at the position of being able to

encounter our aviators in the air.

[The whole of this statement of Mr. Tennant's is absolutely

false, and he is either wilfully deceiving the country or he Ts

grievously misinform.ed.—Ed.

J

But to say that the Germans are vastly superior and that we
are in a third class position is not only grotesquely absurd, but is

absolutely untrue. And if the hon. Gentleman thinks that he is

serving his country by spreading abroad a statement of this kind

which may receive some credence outside of the country, I can

only saj that he is really doing a very bad service to his country.

[The statement is perfectly true. Germany is easily the leatling

air Power. France is second. And England is a poor third.—Ed.]

I can assure the House that if Sir Douglas Haig asks for more
aeroplanes and larger squadrons of the Royal Flying Corps he will

get them as fast as we can turn them out. We have turned them

out in very large numbers very successfully, and nobody can doubt

that they have been exceedingly efficient up to the present. What
we are anxious to do is to keep that high standard of efficiency.

I do not like to pass from that part of my subject without re-

minding the House of what recently occurred at Zeebrugge, which

is a credit to the Royal Naval Air Service, and at Cambrai not

i
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long ago. When the hon. Gentleman sajs that no raids are carried
out by the Air Service, for which we are responsible, he really is

stating what is r.ot true. . . . 'Anyone who really takes the trouble
to ascertain what the facts are knows that these raids are taking
place quite constantly. On Monday morning, only the day before
yesterday, we had this raid on Zeebrugge. [Does Mr. Tennant call

a raid by 50 machines, nearly all of French make, a credit to

the authorities, who should by now be sending out raids by 100 or
more all-British aeroplanes every day?—Ed.]

I cannot part from the hon. Gentleman's speech without saying
how singularly ill-informed he seems to be when he talks of Sir
David Henderson as the "de Rougemont" of the Air Service, be-

cause this country owes a deep debt of gratitude to that gallant
general, who has supplied the Royal Flying Corps, for the manner
in which it has been supplied not only with first-class machines,
but with the wonderful personnel which he has turned out under
the system for which he is responsible more than any other man.

I come now to the Committee over which my noble Friend Lord
Derby presides. The hon. Gentleman has made out that nothing
which that Committee can do can be anything but bad. Is the

hon. Gentleman serious? Is he anxious for improvement? It

seems to me that he is only out to inform the House of some rea-

son for an air election in East Hertfordshire, and that, in order to

do that, he must prove that everythmg is wrong, and that no
human being is capable of doing anything right. When he talks

of men being "murdered" in the Royal Flying Corps, that is a
word which he ought not to have used, for it is not true.

Mr. Pemberton^Billing : I repeat that statement. If the right

hon. Gentleman wishes to challenge that statement, I will produce
such evidence as will shock this House.

Mr. Tennant : 1 hope that the hon. Gentleman is going to

withdraw that charge. I absolutely dispute what he says, and I

would lilve him to produce what he calls his "evidence."
Mr. Pemberton-Billing : I will take an early opportunity of

doing so. [Hon. Member: "Now!"] So far as the right hon.

Gentleman's references to Zeebrugge are concerned, I would suggest

that of the sixty-five machines for whose work we have taken the

glory and credit, in connection with the raid on Zeebrugge, not
^2 per cent, were ours, and that the majority of the machines
were French and Belgian and not British machines. [An Hon.
Member : "What about 'murder?' "1

Mr. Tennant : I really do not think that, when the hon.

Gentleman comes to reflect on what he has said, he will persevere

in his statement that anyone has been guilty of murder. I do not

wish to pursue that now.
If I may, I will take the hon. Gentleman opposite (Mr. Joynson-

Hicks), and the question which he was going to ask and for which
I had prepared an answer. He asked me whether I would arrange

that the moment warnings of air raids were received by the

Military and Naval Authorities they should be communicated to

the civic and police authorities in the neighbourhood. A system

of warning has been arranged between the Field-Marshal Com-
mander-in-Chief ar home and the Home Officf, the Post Otnce, and
the civic authorities. The system varies in different localities in

accordance with local conditions, and I am advised by the Field-

Marshal that it is very undesirable to make known what the

system is, and to say what the details are. ... I have made it

my business to go over everything' that has been done and to in-

form myself, and I was staggered, absolutely amazed, at the

wonderful network which has been set up, but into which I cannot

of course go now. [It need not be very wonderful to amaze Mr.
Tennant.—Ed.] If the hon. Gentleman wishes I should be de-

lighted if he would go across, and see, under the superintendence

of the Field-Marshal Commanding-in -Chief at Home, what is being

done in that particular direction.

In regard to the question whether proper Naval and Military

authorities ought to have been on duty at the time of the raid on

the South-East Coast, anti were in fact so on that day, I should

have thought the very fact that they secured a hostile aeroplane

on that occasion was a sufficient proof of it. [The .isual deception.

The officer who bagged the German was not on dul.\ at the time.

—

Ed.]
I hope my hon. Friend will not continue to attack the Military

and Naval authorities by using the words "waking up." I do

not think that is a fair statement to make at all. I do

not think, honestly, that it is a fair statement. I have shown him
what has been done, and I think he will realise that it is not a

fair statement. I repudiate the suggestion of supineness, lethargy,

and want of appreciation of the serious situation. I must say that

those charges do not lie fairl\. [No! Mr. Tennant. But they

tell the truth fairly. Really, this man Tennant is becoming more
fatuous and futile than his predecessor.—Ed.]

I think that what the hon. Gentleman said about persons on

the South-East Coast, particularly in the area he mentioned, is

deserving of every sympathy and appreciation, in view of the

dangers under which they live. It is to their great credit, to their

eternal credit, that they have shown no sign of wanting to go

underground directly they see a hostile airship or aeroplane ap-

proaching. On the contrary, the real danger is that they flock

out into the streets, and that shows the spirit of our people. I do

not say the hofi. Gentleman said so, but I think the hon. Member
for Hertfordshire informed the House that the people of this country

were li\ing in a state of panic, and were hurrying and scuttling

about and going into cellars. That is a fabrication of his rather
perfervid imagination.
Mr. Penibertoh=Billing : I am prepared to prove that the popu-

lation in cities are running about. At Hull people were running
into the streets with nightshirts on—women hugging. children, men
carrying children—a regrettable and dangerous panic. I repeat
that, and do not withdraw it.

Mr. Tennant : I think it is a great mistake, if they are true,

to make those facts public. I recognise what is due to those
brave persons who are bearing the strain with such fortitude, and
I hope the hon. Gentleman, when he sees them next, will inform
them that the Government are fully alive to the situation in which
they find themselves, that their interest will not be neglected, and
that, so far as is humanly possible, we are talcing every step and
making every endeavour to protect them.

Mr. Ellis Griffith : I have listened with interest to the speech of
the right hon. gentleman, who I must say, does not often speak with
as much heat as he displayed this afternoon, and I must say it is

rather a pity that there should be this acrimonious interchange of
views on the part of those who join in the discussion. I am always im-
pressed in these Debates with the fact that it would be a great
advantage to us if we could now and then have a secret Session in

which we could really engage in a fair and frank interchange of
views. The right hon. Gentleman, in the closing part of his speech,
referred to the absence of panic

; but, after all, I see nothing dis-

graceful in a man going into a cellar when there are Zeppelins
above his head.
The right hon. Gentleman told us that the Commander-in-Chief

in France is satisfied with the Air Service there That must give
very great satisfaction. But if the Comma,nder-in-Chief in France
is satisfied, I do not quite understand what the right hon. Gentle-
man meant by saying that for the first time, alter eight or ten

months, we were in the ascendancy, and it came as a surprise upon
the right hon. Gentleman that the Germans had not wakened up
earlier. But, at the same time, there is an indication that they
have wakened up, and that in the eight or ren months they have
made progress so far as their aeroplanes are concerned.

Mr. Tennant : I would point out that there must be development
in this Service. One side fo^- a period develops quicker than the

other, and then the other side catches up. That is the position.

Mr. Griffith : I am bound to say I do not think that that is

altogether satisfactory. If directly you are in the ascendant you
know that the enemy is going to be in the ascendant in turn, that

does not seem to me to be a permanent arrangement. As I under- •

stand we are at the head of the curve at the moment, but I

understand that the right hon. Gentleman, in his very interesting"

view of the development of this Air Service, looks with composure
upon the time when we again shall decline, and when our enemy
shall be at the head of the curve.

What we are really concerned about, I think, is the position of

what has been called the Derby Committee, and I do not think it

would have been giving away any secrets to have told us. If

there is any stress going to be laid on this new reform, what really

are the powers of the new Committee? I am not saying anything
about Lord Derby's appointment, except that I do not think he has

got the time* to' apply to this very important object. I

dissociate myself from what the hon Member for East Hertford^

(Mr. Billing) said about Lord Montagu of Beaulleu, who is, I

think, an excellent addition to that Committej.
Mr. Pemberton-Billing : I never suggested anything otherwise.

Mr. Griffith : Then we must take it he is a very exceptional

man because he does not merit the censure of the hon. Member for

Hertford. What I should like to know is, What are the functions

of this Committee? Does it reallv in fact do more than try to

get the Army and the Navy to work better to-

gether? Does it really do more than try and
allay the jealousies, or, if you like to call them, rivalries, of those

two Departments? Has it got any power of construction? Has it

got any right to design ? Has it got the right to order a single aero-

plane in this country? Has it got any money at its disposal?

Really those are vital questions. Of course, the right hon. Gentle-

man the Under-Secretary, on behalf of the War Office, would be

responsible in this House, but, as I understand it, 1 do not think

this Committee has any responsibility. Its responsibility is simply

to advise, and the advice may be accepted or not. It has no power

to insist on its advice being taken even on the most trivial points.

Is that a real reform or not? I really do not think it carries us

verv much further.

The right hon. Gentleman has spoken about the darkness. I

understand that ten times more accidents have happened in London

since the Lighting Order, due to the- darkness of the streets, than

from the attacks of the Zeppelins. More than that, although on

this matter the point is one for experts, and I speak subject to cor-

rection, I am informed that even under our present Lighting Regu-

lation an aeroplane 20 miles off can see the lights of London now,

and, of course, also the Thames. If that is so, what is the good

of it, and if it answers no useful purpose why let it be done? It

is. not unworthy of mention that Paris does not deal with the

situation as we do.

There is another matter to which I would invite the attention

of the right hon. Gentleman, and I would remark that one must,

of course, speak very carefully of these matters T am told that

before you can be a successful pilot ef an aeroplane you must have
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•had at least 200 hours' experience in Hying, and the facts brought
to my notice are that, with perhaps one e.Nception, there is no one
in the higher command who has been a hundred hours in the air.

I should like 10 get some official particulars as to this. I am also

informed, and it is no secvet, that Sir Douglas Haig has not got
an experienced airman on his Staff. That is a very serious thing.

It seems incredible.

With regard to promotion, there is no seniority list in the Air
Service, and the consequence is that if a man is not promoted he
has got no definite complamt. In the absence of such a list, pro-
jnotions ought to be very carefully guarded, and all ihese men who
are rislcing their lives ought to be satisfied of the fact that the men
at the head of the Service ih'liigh command are men who have
_gone through the mill.

Mr. Tennant : I had occasion to refer to Sir David Henderson.
He has ilown many hundr';'ds of hours. W'c iiavc also at the \\';ir

Office another officer, who is Second-in-Command to Sir

Henderson, and he *has- flown hundreds of hours also.

[It is very doubtful whetlier Sir David Henderson has spent .mv-
thing like 100 hours in the air. His second in command in Eng-

land, General Mclnnes, has certainly not. General Trenchard and
General Brancker are the most senior officers possessing any real

experience, and thev have nor the power needed to put things right

in the R.F.C.—Ed.]
Mr. Griffith : I should like to know whether either of them

has ever flown over the enemy lines in France. [An Hon. Mem-
ber : "That is another point."] It may be another point, but it

is not a bad point. It would be much more satisfactory—and I

am not now referring to those two gentlemen, but putting it

generally—for the men in thi^- Air Service if thev knew that the
men at the head were really experier.ced and. were taking part in

flying in the war. .^t any rate, remember this, that Sir Douglas
Haig has gone through the mill.

I do hope, on the occasion of the forthcoming Debate, the right

hon. Gentleman will be able to give us some assurance that the
Air Committee, with Loid Derby at its head, has got some power,
and that it is not merely a consultative and advisory Committee,
but with the executive power in its hands, and that it is co-ordinat-
ing the two Services—that is the Army Air Service and the Navy
Air Service—and that it is a step in the inevitable development of
an Air Ministry in this country.

IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.
On Wednesday, March 22nd, Lord Beresford inquired whetb.er

any officers of the Royal Naval .Air Service had lost their li\'cs

through flying in experimental or faulty machines.
The Duke of Devonshire ansv/ered that there was no authentic

record of a fatal accident to any officer through the fault of a

machine. I^ast month two officers lost their lives while carrying
out an experiment, though every' precaution was taken. Experi-

mental work was absolutely necessary, and there was never any
<iifficulty in obtaining volunteers for it.

Lord Beresford explained that the other day he spoke of naval

officers having lost their lives throug'h using machines that were
not perfect. He had since discovered that the statement was not

correct, and he therefore expressed his regret to the House and
the Admiralty. Moreover, he was glad to see that the Naval Air
Service had made a very satisfactory raid on the Germans.
•(Hear, hear.)

[It would appear that the noble Lord has been strenuously

placated by some person or persons unknown. He would indeed

be a confirmed optimist who would dare to affirm,- as Lord Beres-

ford's apology implies, that the R.N.A.S. or anyone else has

machines which are perfect. As a matter of fact even German
machines are far from perfection, and the great majority of

R.N.A.S. machines are still further from that desideratum. It

is true that the Navy has not lost as many officers as the Army
Iiecause of faulty machines, but then the Navy has not done as

much flying on active service. The experiment to which the

Duke of Devonshire referred would never have been permitted by
.;myone with proper engineering training.—Ed.]

THE THOMAS AERO-ENGINE.
The Thomas Aeromotor Company, Inc., of Ithaca, New York,

an associate concern of the well-known Thomas Bros. Aeroplane
Company, has produced an aeroplane power plant which has
passed the most exhau'^tive tests with success. This motor will

be described at length in the near future.

The Thomas motor is of the 8-cylinder V-type, four-cycle,

water-cooled. Bore 4 in., stroke 5J in. Guaranteed 135 b.h.p.

at the propeller shaft at 1,200 r.p.m. Motor speed 2,000 r.p.m.

Propeller shaft speed i,-'oo r.p.m.

High pressure lubrication. Zenith double vi'rtical carburettor,

with hot air intake and water-heated inlet manifold. Duplicate

ignition. Self-starter fitted. Petrol consumption 14 gallons per

hour. Oil I gallon^ Total weight, including self-starter, 600 lbs.

The object of the Thomas Brothers in producing the Model 8
Aeromotor, as it is called, is to place on the market a reliable,

efficient, and quickly built engine by the judicious selection and
an efficient combination of machine tools.—W. L. W,

A WORD OF CAUTION.
Those gentlemen who have been induced to join the "Council"

of the self-styled "Aeronautical Institute of Great Britain," pro-

moted by M. Blin Desbleds, will do well to look out for the possible
formation of a self-appointed "technical board" in the near future,

which may be anxious to relieve them of any responsibility in

the conduct of the affairs of the "Institute."

As is well known, several members of the so-called "Council"
have already resigned, and as the remainder are probably regarded
by the promoter merely as adornments for letter headings, they
will do well to follow suit.

Two Views of the new Thomas 135-h.p. engine.
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THE SCHLESWIG RAID.

In their proper places under Naval Aeronautics will be found
the official and newspaper accounts of the raid by British seaplanes
on the Zeppelin sheds in Schleswig—which is in fact Denmark
unrede€med. One assumes that th's attempt will be hailed with
joy by those who have demanded reprisals and retaliation without
acquaintance with their subject. But to those who have any real

knowledge the affair would be tragic if it were not so out-

rageously comic.

To think that on March 25th, fifteen inonths to the day after the

little tentative raid on Cuxhaven—any naval or aeronautical
tactician should send out five machines on such a raid is really

Judicrous. The Christmas Day affair of 1914 was merely a sport-

ing venture, largely by way of a Christmas holiday, and more as a

humorous surprise for the Boche than anything else. A very

gallant little jest it was, although it cost" us some ;£8,ooo in per-

fectly good aeroplanes "frowed away"—as the little girl said about
the dead cat.

Now, after eighteen months of war one would have expected
cur strategists and tacticians to have learned something about their

business. They might ever; have read Mr. Lanchester's articles

in "Engineering," or his book published about six o"- eight weeks
ago, and have learned something about ''n^ Law," which proves

mathematically the old proverb rhat "there is safety in numbers,"
and that, as Napoleon said, "The Lord is on the side of the big

battalions.

"

Brielly, it may be put that if one aeroplane goes over a town
every gun in the town fires at it. If two go over it their chance of

being hit is not half the chance of one, but a quarter. If four go
over it at once their individual chance is not a quarter the chance
of one, but a'sixteenth.
' Vice .versa, four aeroplanes have si.xteen times as good a chance
of doing certain definite damage as one has.. Ten have a hundred
times the chance, and so on. I do not guarantee Mr. Lanchester's
mathematics, but his reasoning is perfectly sound. .And, anyhow,
ordinary common sense would indicate that if six nachmes failed

to do much damage fifteen months ago, even a do/.en would be

little use to-day against the vastly increased efliciency of German
anti-aircraft armament.

The idea of sending a whole destroyer flotilla, with seaplane-

carriers, light ci uisers, and all on a journey across the North Sea
for a job like this is too funny for words. Even if the gamble had
come off and each machine had destroyed a shed complete with

2eppelin, as fitted, it would still have been only a gamble, and not

a serious warlike operation. Suck a raid might justifiably be

made by a single fast seaplane carrier operating entirely alone and
relying on her speed for safety from bigger German ships, but it

was not a task on which to risk any considerable naval force.

Apparently our loss in seaplanes, and the damage done by the de-

stroyer collision, is equal to the cost of a Zeppelin, even if the

"Medusa" is not sunk.' If she is, the loss is equal to a couple of

JZeppelins at least.

One does not believe that Admiral Vaughan-Lee sanctioned this

operation, but evidently whoever did so has not had suflicient ex-

perience of aircraft to know their value as vveapons, and, like

other senior officers, has obviously relied on "experts." Like
others, he has been "badly let down"-—to quote one of the said

senior's.

It appears as if the whole thing had been arranged by some of

the said "experts" in a last effort to avoid being discredited for the

faults of the Construction Department, In such case the gravest

censure attaches to the technical staff which reported that such

seaplanes as the Service possesses could be of any material use

under modern conditions.

The onlj other alternative is that the affair was a dose of

political "eyewash" to appease popular clamour for reprisals.

Even the Zeebrugge raid of a week earlier has a suspiciously

"cooked-up" look, seeing that French, Belgian, and British pilots

onlj totalled 65, that nearly all the irtachines were French, and
that No. I Squadron, R.N.A.S., has been bombing Zeebrugge at

fairly frequent intervals for over a year, withoat any advertise-

jTients of the fact appearing in the Press.

It may be taken that no raid is worth doing" as a serious war-

like operation unless a minimum of 30 machines can be placed

with certainty over a given town simultaneously, so as to divide

the attention of gunnei's. To send them one by one in a string

would be simple murder^—I apologise and withdraw ; Mr. Tennant
would doubtless prefer that I should call it an unfortunate acci-

dent in judgment. That means that at least 50 machines must
be sent off in the shortest possible space of time.

A raid by 100 rrrachines in gloups of about 30 may be considered

a serious attack. And a concentration of 500 machines on a

strategic point may be regarded for the present as a really big

thing, though in a few years such an attack will be trivial enough.

Those who sent half a dozen aeroplanes or less to attack Germany,

and lost three of them, will do well to ponder these facts. The
only point on which they can be congratulated is that the crews

of the seaplanes are prisoners and not corpses. Apart from this,

the raid was ill-conceived, ill-considered, and obviouslv ill-executed.

—C. G. G.

TO SUPPLY ENGINE SHORTAGE.
So much has been admitted officially concerning the shortage of

engines for British-built aeroplanes that one ventures to suggest
to the authorities that there is quite a simple way out of most of
their difficulties.

It is a proved fact that a B.E.2C., fitted with a 90-h.p. Curtiss
engine (O.X. type), and with a propeller which is far from being
best suited to the job, puts up a performance which is far better
than that of tihe same machine with an 8o-h;p. Renault (not a
70-h.p.j. One cannot give figures, but one may say that a Curtiss
B.E. knocks a third off the Renault-B.E. 's time for the climb to
3,000 feet, and as it is a water-cooled engine, it may be taken
that it will show still further superiority on a more prolonged effort.
-Mso, the speed on the level is very greatly increased.

In fact, the Curtiss gives a performance on this machine equal
to the loo^h.p. R.A.F.^ and it would be a poor compliment to the
Clrrtiss to admit that it is not inore reliable thun the R.A.F. -

The Curtiss in question "is not extraordinary. It is one which
was damaged in use and slightly altered in detail when being re-
built by a famous firm of motor-car makers at Bristol, whose
name must not, presumably, be mentioned, as they are newcomers
to armament work'. These slight modifications can be made at a
few days' notice in any new Curtisses now being delivered, and
could be made to existing Curtisses in this country by a decent
garage mechanic when once he was shown what to do, so there
need be no delay in obtaining unlimited engines for B.E.acs.
The aeroplane needs no material alteration to take the Curtiss.

In fact, the job could be done by the mechanics at any air. station,
or with any squadron in the field. All that is needed is the engine,
the radiator, and the propeller. The mechanics can see to the rest.
Squadron-commanders who are tired of seeing their flying-

officers staggering off cn over-loaded B.E.2cs. might with ad-
vantage tackle headquarters with a request for a sample engine.

I am aware that this note reads like an advertisement puff for
the Curtiss engine, but, as the facts are a matter of history, it

cannot be helped.

There are, moreover, other engines in America equally vrorth
considering for similar experiments, sudh as the new Thomas, the
Van Blerck, the Sturtevant, the Roberts, and the Aeromarine.
Some of these have put up excellent performances, and it may
well be that they will drive British aeroplanes satisfactorily. At
worst they cannot be less reliable than the R.A.F. engines, and
they may be a great deal better. They can, at any rate, be useful
on school machines, and any defects found in them during a
knockabout period of probation at the schools can be remedied
quickly by the makers, for an American manufacturer will make
an alteration in a week which an English manufacturer would
think over for a year before altering.

If American engines are promptly and intelligently used in tlie

way suggested, the British motor trade may be left free to de-
velop engines better than anything else in the world, instead of
being lumbered up with orders for useless and dangerous engines
of R.A.F. design, or for copies of French engines.
The Motor Trade may do well to note that the really successful

aeroplane firms are those which have produced their own types of

aeroplanes, and have beaten the official designs on sheer perform-
ance. There is notlnhg to be gained and there is everything to

lose by being a slave to inefficient ofilcialdom.

On the whole, British motor or engineering firms have not been
notably successful when copying other people's aero-engines, and
some of the attempts have been rank bad—so bad, in fact, as to

be a danger to the pilots of aeroplanes fitted with their products.

And one gathers that the .Anglo-Foreign designs which have
been an outstanding success, such as the B'eardmore alteration of

the Austro-Daimler, the Peter Hooker version of the Gn6me mono-
soupape, and the Gwynne version of the Clerget are largely Anglo,
and depart in greater or less degree from the Foreign original.

The other really good engines, such as the bigger Sunbeam and
the Green, are purely British.

The official folly of ladling out orders for the A.R.F. engine,

which is merely a clumsy copv of a Renault, enlarged beyond the

limits of safety in an air-cooled engine, and designed in detail with

blissful ignorance of even high-class motor-cycle practice, may
thus be seen. It hinders progress in design, it clogs the sources
of production, it wastesjnonev, it endangers the lives of pilots, it

decreases the efficiencj of the Flying Services, and it thus in

every way hinders the successful prosecution of the war.—C. G. G.

R.N.A.S. COMFORTS FUND.
During the past week two large cases of assorted garments,

^oap, notepaper, and sweets to H.M.S. "Ark Royal."
The following cash contribution has been received from the

emplovees of the .Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd., j£i igs. id.
;

total to date, £i,'j()2 15s. id.

MR. RAYNHAM'S RECOVERY.
It is gratifying to hear that Mr. F. P. Raynham has now

practicallv recovered from the effects of the serious accident which
befell him recently at B'rooklands. f7e has recently been resting

in the country, and was flying busily at Chingford on Saturday
last with all his oid skill.
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Naval and Military Aeronautics.
From the "London Gazette," March 21st, 1916.

„, „. Whitehall. March iSth.
lihe King has been pleased to give and grant unto the under-

mentioned gentlemen his Majesty's Royal licence and authority
to wear decorations (as stated against their respective names)
vi'hioh have been conferred upon them by the President of the
French Republic in recognition of valuable services rendered by
them
Officer of the Legion of Honour.—Maj. and Brevet Lieut.

-

Col. (temp. Brig.-Gen.) William Sefton Brancker, R.A.
Chevalier of the Legion of Honour.—Engr. Lieut. -Com.

Charles Russell Jekyl Randall, R.N. (Wing Com. in Royal Naval
Air Service)

; and Flight Com. (Acting Sqdn. Com.) Harry Dela-
combe, R.N.A.S.

Admiralty, March 17th.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—The following Flight Sub-
Lieuts. have been promoted to the rank of Flight Lieut. : T. C.
Vernon, B. C. Windeler (for temp, service). January ist.

War Office, March 21st.

REGUL.^R FORCES.—Establishments.—Royal Flying
Corps.—Military Wing.—Balloon Officers : Sec. Lieut. G. B'.

Robotham, Sherwd. For., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. K. C. Cleaver, S.R.
March ist.

.Asst. Equipmt. Officers.—Temp. Lieut. T. M. Wheeler,
Lane. Fus., T.F. Sec. Lieuts., S.R. : B. F. Crane, A. H. L.
Beale, J. F. Luscombe, S. Whitechurch, F. Hitohins. March ist.

Memorandum.—Pte. C. H. E. Ridpath, from R. Fus. (City
of Lond. R.), to be Temp. Sec. Lieut., for duty with R.F.C.
Februarv 26th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) : W. F. Sullivan. February 17th.

B. H. Hunt. March ist. O. C. Godfrey, S. W. Mann, J. Man-
ley. March i3tih.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Snpplement, March 22nd, 1916.

War Office, March 22nd.
REGULAR FORCES.—Special Reserve of Officers.—Sup-

plementary to Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Mili-
tary Wing.—The following Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) are confirmed in

rank : S. S. Dixon, F. Murphy, K. Mathowson.
To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) : J. R. Frankish, R. Scott.

February 28th. M. O. Darby, S. Pope. March 13th. The Hon.
M. Greville. March 21st.

Artillery.—R.F.A.—Sec. Lieut. B. W. J. H. Martin, from
R.F.C. (Mil. Wing), to be Sec. Lieut, (on prob.). March 23rd.

TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Hamps. Aircraft Parks.—Sec.
Lieut. A. H. Lister to be temp. Lieut. March ist.

* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 23rd, 1916.

War Office, March 23rd.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Regiment
of Artillery.—R.H. and R.F..A.—To be Sec. Lieut. : Temp.
Lieut. A. M. Vaucour, and to be seed, for service with R.F.C.
March 24th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.-—^Military Wing.—
Capt. William H. T. Rampling-Rose relinquishes his commission
on appointment to the Royal Naval Volunteer Reserve. March
4th, 1916.

Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) confirmed in rank : George G Fiddes,

Stuart S. Kennedy, and Charles Lambert.
TERRITORIAL FORCE.—Yeomanry.—Berks (Hunger-

ford).—Sec. Lieut. Douglas H. Dabbs is seed, for duty with the

R.F.C. March 9th, 1916.
* * *

From the "London Gazette," March 24th, 1916.

Admiralty, March 20th.

ROYAL MARINES.—Temp, commn. and appt. of undermen-
tioned officer termtd. from March 14th, on return to Army serv. :

Col. Sec. Commandant F. H. Sykes, Wing Capt., R.N. Air Serv.

March 21st.

ROYAL NAVAL AIR SERVICE.—Com. J. L. Forbes to be

wing com. March i6th

War Office, March 24th.

REGULAR FORCES.—MEMOR.ANDUM.—Sergt. C. C. Hann,
R.F.C, to be temp. sec. lieut. for duty with R.F.C. February

17th.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to

Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—
C. W. C. Wheatley, from capt., unattd. list, T.F., O.T.C., to be

capt. March 25th. R. C. M. Smith to be sec. lieut. (on prob.).

March 7th.
* * *

From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 25th, 1916.

War Office, March 2Stih.

REGULAR FORCES.

—

Establishments.—Royal Flying

Corps.—Flight Commrs.—From Flying Officers, and to be temp.
Capts. whilst so employed : Lt. F. W. Goodden, S.R. February
15th. Lt. G. Wenden,' Border R. February 23rd. Lt. W. H.
Furlonger, S.R., from a Balloon Officer, and to be temp. Capt.
whilst so employed. February 24th.

Flying Officer'—Sec. Lt. J. D. Latta, S.R. February 24th. .

Balloon Officers.—Temp. Lt. N. J. A. L. Prinsep, R. Scots
Fus., and to be transfd. to Gen. List. February loth. Sec. Lt.

F. C. E. Liardet, Devon R., T.F. February 28th. Sec. Lt,

B'. H. Sisson, R.G.A., S.R. March loth.

Wing Adjt.—Lt. D. M. V. Veitch, ist D. of York's Own
Lcrs., I. A., and to be temp. Capt. whilst so employed, vice temp.
Capt. C. F. Lee, W. Somerset Yeo., T.F., from December 20th

to February 24th (subst. for notificn. of March 7th).

-Asst. Eqpmt. Officers.—Temp. Lt. H. A. P. Disney, Cambs.
R., T.F., from a Flying Officer. February ist. Sec. Lt. V. P.
Spurway, S.R. February 29th.

Memorandum.—^To be temp. Sec. Lts. : Act. Sergt.-Maj. J. R.
Grant, R.F.C, for duty with the Mil. Wing of that Corps.
March iith. Pte. H. O. W. Hill, from Manch. Univ. O.T.C.,
for duty with R.F.C. March 19th.

Supplementary to Regular Corps—Royal Flying Corps.—
Military Wing.—Sec Lieut, (on prob.) Hywel I. Hughes is con-
firmed in his rank.

To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.) : William H. Smith. January
28th, 1916. Laurence C. Angstrom. February 2otih, 1916.
Patrick R. Stirling. March 20th, 1916.

* * *
From the "London Gazette" Supplement, March 27th, I9I6.

War Office, March 27th.
REGULAR FORCES. — Establishments. — Royal Flying

Corps.—Military Wing.—Sqdn. Coms., from Flight Coms.
March ist : Maj. B. F. Vernon-Harcourt, Welsh ; Maj. T. C. R.
Higgins, R. Lane. And to be temp. Majs. whilst so employed ; Capt.
A. C. Boddam-Whetham, A. and S.H., S.R. ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.)
W. R. Read, 1st Dgn. Guards; Capt. W. G. S. MTtchell, H.L.I. ;

Lieut, (temp. Capt.) G. J. Malcolm, R.A.
; Capt. W. H. C. Mans-

field, D.S.O., Shrops. L.I. ; Lieut, (temp. Capt.) A. S. Barratt,
R.A.

Flight Corns., from Flying Offrs. March ist: Temp. Capt.
Right Hon. A. T., Lord Lucas, Hants Yeo. ; Capt. H. J. Collins,

Hants, .S.R. And to be temp. Capts. whilst so employed: Lieut.

G. R. Elliott, 3rd Dgn. Guards; Lieut. L. F. Richards, R.A. ;

Lieut. G. G. A. Williams, 5th Dgn. Guards, S.R. ; Temp. Lieut.

A. E. G. MacCallum, Gen.' List ; Lieut. D. M. King', R. of O. r

Lieut. G. Allen, Conn. Rang. ; Lieut. J. V. Steel, R.A. ; Lieut.

L. W. F. Turner, S.R. ; Lieut. R. A. Archer. R.A. ; Lieut. G. A.

Turton, Yorks ; Lieut. F. Dunn, S.R. March 8: Sec. Lieut. A.

R. Tillie, Scot. R., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. W. G. B. Williams, S.R.
Temp. Capt. A. H. Jackson, Sherv^pod Foresters. March 14th.

Eqpmt. Offrs., from Asst. Eqpmt. Offrs.^ and to be temp. Capts
whilst so employed : Temn. Lieut. A. C. S. Couldwell, Gen. List.

Feb. 6th. Lieut. L. M. Bennett, S.R. Feb. qth.

Flying Offrs.—That part of nolification in "Gazette" November
T2th transfg. Temp. Sec. Lieut. R. L. lohnston to the Gen. List

cancelled. Temp. .Sec. Lieut. H. P. Lowe, Gen. List. February
loth. Lieut. H. V. Acland, 3rd Can. Pioneer Batt. March ist.

March 7th : TJeut. T. K. Law. R.F., S.R., and seed. ; Temp,
Lieut.. T. R. Burns. Scot. R., T.F. ; Sec. Lieut. K. Mathewson,
S.R. ; Sec. Lieut. C. W. P. Mav, R. Irish R., S.R., and seed, r

Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. L. Findlay, Gen. Cist, from Flying Off'-,

(observer).

Asst. Eqpmt. Offrs.—Sec. Lieut. F. Murphy, S.R. Februafy

2nd. Sec. Lieut. E. B. Horlick, S.R. March ist. March 7th :

Sec. Lieut. S. S. Dixon, S.R. Temp. Sec. Lieut. T. G. Gordon,

Gen. List. Temp. Capt. W. Wade, Middx., and transfd. to Gen.

List. Sec. Lieut. S. S. Kennedy, S.R., Sec. Lieut. C. Lambert,
S.R. ; Temp. Sec. Lieut. A. E. Neale, Gen. List ; Sec. Lieut. G. G.

Fiddes. S.R. : Temp. Sec. Lieut. E. R. Moxey, Gen. List ; Sec.

TJeut. T. M. Patten, S.R. March 8th : Temp. Sec. Lieut. J. Inwood,

Sec. Lieut. W. H. Smith, S.R. March nth: Sec. Lieut. B. M.
lies, S.R. ;

Temp. Lieut. G. J. Monson-Fitzjohn, Border, T.F. ;

Sec. Lieut. H. I. Hughes, S.R. March i^th.

Memorandum.—Pte. C R. W. Knight, Inns of Court O.T.C.,

to be Temp. Sec. Lieut., for duty with Royal Flying Corps.

March loth.

SPECIAL RESERVE OF OFFICERS.—Supplementary to
Regular Corps.—Royal Flying Corps.—Military Wing.—Sec.

Lieuts. Con prob.) confirmed in rank : R H. Lane. W. C. Gage,

C. L. H. Hicks, E. S. Duggan, A. E. Oxley, W. H. Smith.

To be Sec. Lieuts. (on prob.). February 20th: E. A. McKay,
F. C. Biette, E. M. Smith. L. R. Wright. March i-^th. March

iQth • T. W. Costello, J. Seabrook. T- C Forsvth. March 20th.

N-AVAL.

The following' appointment was notified at the Admiralty oti

March 13th :

—

Staff Surgeon.—Hardy Vesey Wells, to "Monarch."
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The following appointments were notified at the Admiralty
on March 21st :

—

Royal Naval Air Service.—Messrs. E. H. Arnott and W. D.
Longfield granted temp, commissions as lieut., R.N.V.R., both
with seniority March 20th, and appointed to the "President."
additional, for R.N.A.S.
Mr. S. F. Mollis entered as warrant officer, sec. grade, for temp,

service, and appointed to the "President," additional, for
R.N.A.S., to date March 27th.

Chief Petty Officer, third grade, C. Doilery, promoted to warrant
officer, sec. grade, to date March i8th.

-K- * *

The following appoinrtnents were notified at the Admiralty on
March 24th :

—

R.N.—Engr.-Lieut. R. Stansmore, to the "President," addi-
tional, for R.N.A.S., to date March 22nd.
RoiAL Naval Air Service.—Act. Lieuts.—H. K. Case and L.

Pirie promoted to the rank of lieut., with seniority July ist, 1915,
and January ist, 1916, respectively.

« * *

The following appointment was notified at the Admiralty on
March 24th :

—

Royal
, Naval Air Service.—Proby. Flight Sub-Lieut. A.

Mann, to the "President," additional, for R.N.A.S., to date
Mardh 23rd.

« * *

llie Secretary of the Admiralty made the following announce-
ment on March 26th :

—

An attack by British seaplanes was delivered yesterday morn-
ing upon the German airship sheds in Schleswig-Holstein, east

of the Island of Sylt.

The seaplanes were convoyed to their rendezvous close to the
German coast by an escorting force of light cruisers and de-
stroyers under Commodore Tyrwhitt.
Three of the seaplanes which took part in the attack are

missing.

H.M. torpedo-boat destroyer "Medusa" was in collision with
H.M. torpedo-boat destroyer "Laverock," and it is feared that
in the stormy weather which prevailed last night the "Medusa"
may have been lost, but no misgivings are felt as to the safety

of the crew. *

Two German armed patrol vessels were sunk by our de-

stroyers.

No detailed report has yet been received, but from Danish
Press messages it would appear that this operation, which was
carried out within the enemy's waters, achieved its object.

[Details will be found in their proper place under German
Notes.—Ed.J

* » *

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced on March 27th that

the following four officers and a chief petty officer of the Royal
Naval Air Service are reported to be missing after the attack of

March 25th by British seaplanes upon the German airship sheds
in Schleswig-Holstein :

—

Flight Lieutenant George H. Reid, R.N.
Flight Sub-Lieutenant John F. Hay, R.N.
Flight Sub-Lieutenant Cyril G. Knight, R.N.
Midshipman Stanley E. Hoblvn, R.N.R.
Ridhard Mullins, C.P.O., Mechanic, 3rd CI., O.N.F.1343.

* » «

The Secretary of the Admiralty announced the following
casualty on March 27th :

—

Injured (under date Mardi 24th).—Flight Sub-Lieut. Richard
E. Bush, R.N.

* * #

A seaplane accident on February 13th, involving the death of

a mechanic and the narrow escape of the pilot, was investigated

at an inquest conducted by the South Hants Ccroner on the body
of Francis Godfrey Haynes, R.N.A.S., on March 22nd. On Febru-
arj 13th Haynes accompanied Sub-Lieut. Neil McDiarmid,
-R.N.A.S., on a flight in a seaplane, which side-slipped when 600
:feet up and dived into the water. Sub-Lieut. Hugh Peck saw the

accident and hastened to the scene in the emergency boat. The
officer was entangled in the wires, with his head just above water,

and was rescued unconscious ; but although Lieut. Peck dived,

the body of the mechanic was not found until it was washed ashore
on Sunday. Sub-Lieut. McDiarmid, giving evidence, said the

machine was caught by a gust when turning. A verdict of acci-

dental death was recorded, the jury expressing their sympathy with
the relatives.

* * *

The transfer of Dr. Hardy Vesey Wells from Eastchurch to

H.M.S. "Monarch" is one of those curious actions of officialdom

which no ordinary person can understand. Dr. Wells was the first

Naval surgeon to be attached to an air station, and he has studied

the various species of aviation accidents as no one else has done.

He is as much a specialist in this line as any fashionable

physician in Harley Street is in his own direction. If he had been

"moved to Commodore Paine's new command one could have under-

stood the wisdom of the authorities, but to transfer him to an
ordinary ship where any sawbones with a medicine chest could do
all that is necessary is about as fine an example of official waste-
fulness as one has struck for some time. His numerous friends

in the R.N.A.S. bid him a sorrowful farewell, and hope that his

specialised knowledge may yet be used to advantage.
* « •

It was stated in the House of Commons by Dr. Macnamara on
March 21st that three post captains from the Navy have been
appointed for duty with the R.N.A.S. during the last twelve
months, but that they have not been graded in the R.N.A.S.

* * *

The Wander-Lust.—As the result of even worse weather than
usual a certain Royal Naval Air Station not far from London
found itself mostly under water a few days ago. Seaplanes
would have been useful but were not included in the school equip-
ment, and accordingly the officer in command sent a number of

pupils by air to an aerodrome five miles east for a day's practice.

Many adventures were recorded, and the numerous machines
which passed and re-passed over one of the suburbs in the efforts

to find the proper landing place gave rise to widespread rumours
that an invasion of England was at last taking place, and a strong
aerial patrol was on the look-out for the enemy.
The most entertaining event of the day, however, was the

Circuit of London, successfully accomplished by a pupil wlho lost

his bearings as soon as he started off. Some anxiety was aroused
by his non-arrival at his destination, but later on he telephoned
saying he had found himself at a place fifteen miles due west.

After another interval he reported himself again from another
district, and during the day he incurred further expense on tele-

phone calls from various counties round about London. Fortun-
ately the homing instinct was strong, and at tea-time he re-

turned to his original starting point, making a faultless landing.

On reporting himself to his commanding officer, in the presence
of practically the w^hole personnel of the air station, he said i
"I've had a very nice flight, sir, and I lit pretty nearly every-

where!'"
If there had been a fatted calf in the neighbourhood of that

aerodrome it would have assuredly been slain forthwith to cele-

brate his safe return.—D. W. T.
* • *

CHAPMAN—SIMPSON.—On thj 22nd inst., at Christ
Church, Lancaster Gate, by the Rev. A. J. Toyne, M.A., of

Hove, assisted by the Rev. H. N. Bate, M.A., Vicar of Christ
Church, Flight Sub-Lieut. Murray Chapman, R.N.A.S., son of

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Capel Chapman, of Hove, Sussex, to

Olive Mary Garry, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Garry
Simpson, of 89, Lancaster Gate, W.

MILITARY.
G.H.Q. dispatch of March 26th says:

—

One of our aeroplanes failed to return.

* * *

The War Office issued the following on March 25th :

—

MESOPOTAMIA.—On March 23rd General Townshend re-

ported that his camp at Kut-el-Amara had been bombarded by

enemy aircraft and guns at interrals during tihe period March
2ist-23rd. His casualties, however, were slight, and the general

situation remains unchanged.
* * *

The following casualties in the Expeditionary Force were re-

ported on March 22nd under date March 15th :

—

Missing.—Cuningham, Sec. Lt. J. C, R.F.C.
Taylor, Lt. D. P. B., 3rd Hussars and R.F.C.

MESOPOTAMIA.—Died of Wounds.—Farie, Capt. C. A. G.

L. H., ist Highland L.I. and R.F.C.
* * *

The following appeared in the casualty list published on

March 23rd :
—

Previously reported Missing, now ' reported Prisoner.—
Insall, Lt. G. S. M., V.C., R.F.C.

* * *

Thejiollowing casualty was reported from General Headquarters

on March 26th under date March 19th :

—

Wounded.—Sec. Lieut. R. I. Kirton, K.O. Scottish Bordrs.

and R.F.C.
* * *

The following casualties from Egypt were announced on March

27th :—
Died of Wounds.—Sec. Lieut. M. Girod, 3rd Cheshire Regt.,

attd. R.F.C.
Wounded.—Lieut. E. R. Pretyman, ist Shropshire L.I., attd.

R.F.C.
* * *

Apparently a second enemy seaplane was shot down during the

recent raid on Dover and district. Although so far no official

statement has been issued, news has leaked out that an R.F.C.

pilot met one of the raiders whils he was flying across the Channel

to join his squadron in France, and his passenger succeeded in
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bringing down the e^nemy macliinti witli the machine-gun. It is

impossible at the moment to give further particulars, but it may
be taken that the above account is substantially accurate.

* -x- *

A report of the visit of Mr. John B. Jackson, of the American
Embassy at Berlin, to the officer prisoners' camp at Weilburg
on February 29th rfeveals the presence of the following flying

officers at that camp :—Lieut. D. G. Milne (Rifle Brigade),

R.F.C. ; Sec. Lieut. V. Grantham, R.F.C. ; Sec. Lieut. H. W.
Medlicott, R.F.A., R.F.C. ; Sec. Lieut. H. T. Kemp, Cheshire
Regiment, R.F.C. ; Sec. Lieut. L. J. Pearson, R.E., R.F.C.

;

Sec. Lieut. E. Jones, R.F.C.
* * *

Sec. Lieut. M. Girod, reported died of wounds, obtained his

commission in March, 1915.*)<•*
Lieut. Cyril Wynyard Battye, Royal Berkshire Regiment and

Royal Flying Corps, killed while flying on March 13th, aged 21,

was the only son of Lieut.-Col. Battye, Military Knight of Wind-
sor, and Mrs.. Battye.

Educated at Repton and Sandhurst, he gained his commission
in the 2nd Royal Berkshire Regt. in August, 1914, and saw
service in Flanders. He was severely wounded at Ypres in

October, 1914, and again, in the trenches, in Aug-ust, 1915. In

1914 he was a member of the R.M.C., Sandhurst, Cricket XL,
and also played for Berkshire and the M.C.C.

* * *

The following appeared in the obituary columns on March 24th :

L'NWIN.—On March 22nd, 1916, at the Queen Alexandra
Military Hospital, Millbank, from injuries received whilst on
duty on the night of January 31st, Temp. Major and Sqiiadron-

Comniander Captain (Army Service Corps) Ernest Frederic
Unwin, Royal Flying Corps, third son of the late Revd. C, E.

Unwin and of Mrs. Unwin, of 7, Sunny Gardens, Hendon, aged

35. Funeral on Monday, the 27th inst. Time and place to be
announced later.

Major Unwin was born in January, 1881, and entered the Army
Service Corps in June, 1904. He was promoted in June, 1906. He
was in the R.F.C. Reserve from .'\pril, 1913, to August, 1914.
Meantime he had reached his captaincy in the A.S.C. In August,
1914, he was mobilised with the R.F.C, and on January 31st,

the day on which he met with his injuries, he had be^n promoted to

temporary major. No particulars are given as to the cause of his

death, but it may be recalled that January 31st was the night of

a Zeppelin raid. Also that there was a fairly thick ground-fog.
Also that Mr. Tennant has stated in the House of Commons that

officers commanding air stations will be the first to ascend when
night-flying is considered advisable on receipt of warning" of a
Zeppelin raid. Also that another officer flew into the roof of a
house near Wimbledon on that same evening. Also that another
Squadron-Commander and temporary Major died in the R.F.C.
Hospital a few days after January 31st.

* * * -

It has now leaked out that the British aviator who was reported
by British Headquarters in France to have brought his observer
safely to earth after having his leg practically severed by a shell

splinter is Mr. Malcolm Henderson, of Hampstead. At the out-
break of war Mr. Henderson was employed in the Chartered Bank
of India, Australia, and China, and after fighting at Messines in

the London Scottish, obtained a commission in the Seaforth High-
landers and later transferred to the R.F.C.

* * *

A Territorial soldier at Salonika, writing to friends in England,
makes the following reference ro aircraft :—" Had a great view of
the alleged Zepp. raid a short time ago. We had had a bit of a
' binge ' in our hosts' mess and were just leaving the door, from
which one can see right over the harbour and town of Salonika
about seven miles away, when I spotted a fire in the middle
of the town, which seemed to spring up suddenl}'. We then heard
two muffled thuds and heard the drone of an apparently fairly

powerful engine, which rapidly became fainter and fainter as it

moved off westward.
"Although I searched the sky with the glasses—it was a rather

dark night—I could see nothing. Someone had a pot at it with
an Archie, and this seemed to put the wind uo it, for it did not
hang about lon^ after that. The blaze was rathei fine, but
altogether it was a poor show, and I have seen the Boche put
up many a better.

"We heard the next morning that the bombs had dropped on
the Austrian Bank ! But this was disproved iater, and we learnt

that it was a Greek bank and some warehouses.
"Next day the French brought down an Albatros and duly placed

it across the road in such a way as to prevent enterprising souvenir-
hunters from approaching the wrecked buildings. A pretty touch,
and very French.
"We occasionally have a little tame Boche raid over these parts,

but our Hunnish friends seem a little nervous with their Alba-
trossen and Aviatiks (as yet I have seen no other on this front),

and seldom stay long unless rather forcibly persuaded to do so by
the Aviation Militaire Francaise."

An engagement is announced between S«c. Lieut. Walter E. G
Bryant, 12th Royal Fusiliers, attd. Royal Flying Corps, and Miss
Grace L. Ward, only daug-hter of Chief Inspector A. W. Ward
of Scotland Yard.

''

* * *

A marriage has been arranged, and will shortly take place,
between William Henry Dyke Acland, Lieutenant, Royal ist
Devon Yeomanry and Royal Flying Corps, elder son of Admiral
Sir William Dyke Acland, Bart., C.V.O., and the Hon. Lady
Acland, and Margaret Emily, eldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Barclay, of Fanshaws, Hertford.

« « •

O'MALLEY.—On March 27th, 1916, at 11, Park Square,
N.W., the wife of Captain Harold McDonnel O'Malley, Royal
Flying Corps (Nancy Edwardes), of a daughter.

» « «
A noteworthy point in this week's Gazettes is the return of

Colonel F. H. Sykes to his regiment, the 15th Hussars. Colonel
Sykes was one of the founders of the R.F.C. and did much highly
valuable work. He went to France with the first five squadrons,,
and worked with his usual vigour. Apparently his views did not
agree with those of senior oflicers, so he was "lent" to the
R.N.A.S., and made a Colonel of Marines. Now he appears to go-
back to cavalry, with a C.M.G. for a solace, after all the years of
work he has wasted on aviation. He is a most valuable staff officer
and his many friends hope to see him win the further distinctions
which his abilitv merits.

FROM THE COURT CIRCULAR.
Buckingham PAi,.-iCE, March 22 nd.

The following officer had the honour of being received by the
King this morning, when his Majesty invested him with the
Insignia of Companion of the Order into which he has been
admitted :

—

The Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St.
George.—Colonel Frederick Sykes, isth, the King's Hussars.

Buckingham Palace, March 25th.
Tlie following Officer had the honour of being received by the

King, when his Majesty invested him with the Insignia of Com-
panion of the Order into which he has been admitted :

—

The Military Cross.—^Captain William Douglas, Royal
Artillery and Roval Flying Corps.

'

FRANCE.
The communique of March 21st says :

—

To-day one of our pilots brought down a German aeroplane,
which fell in flames in the region of Douaumont.

Last night our aircraft bombarded the railway stations of
Dun-sur-Meuse and Audun-le-Roman and bivouacs in the region
of Vigneulles.

)« * -jf

The communique of March 25th says .—

•

During the night of March 25lh-26th two of our aeroplanes-
dropped 16 large-sized shells on the enemy bivouacs at Nantil-
iois and Montfaucon.

Nantillois is two miles north of Montfaucon and about " five-

miles to the north of the nearest French positions at Malancourt.
This morning one of our pilots brought down a German aero-

plane, which fell near our li.ies in the region of Douaumont.
* * *

In an article in "L'Oeuvre" of March 23rd General Verraux
writes :

—

"Instead of half a score of squadrons of twenty aeroplanes, we
want fifty. I should like to see hundreds deployed in successive

lines on th€ whole front where; the enemy is making his effort.

These lines should follow one another at close and uninterrupted
intervals for five or six days, or as long as it would be necessary,
to inundate the assailant's rear with projectiles."

* * -H-

A curious report in the "Petit Journal" states that there was a
woman in the Zeppeli.n destroyed at Revigny. It is said that a
worrian's boots were found in the a^bris, and that a later search

led to the finding of bits of human flesh undoubtedly parts of a
woman's body. The newspaper surmises that this woman was &
spy carried in the airship to indicate vulnerable points.

* * *
An exciting and somewhat amusing story is told by the Paris

correspondent of the "Daily News." On March 20th a repwrt

ran through the French lines that "the sausage was ofT." This
had no reference to the luncheon menu for the day. It simply

meant that one_of the kite-balloons which were supervising the

defence of Verdun had been cut loose from its cable by a shell.

The balloon started drifting towards the German lines, pursued

by four friendly aeroplanes, apparently intent on rendering assist-

ance in some undefined way. Fortunately, however, the occupant

of the balloon basket was independent of their succour, for pre-

sently he fell out, hanging on to what transpired to be a para-

chute, which finally came down safely near the French lines.

The officer most concerned obstinately refuses to reveal his name
to the Press. "Just think," he protested, "what a shock it would,

be to my mother, who fancies I am in a safe bil'et.

"
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It incorporates a horizontal reference

plane of accuracy and integrity to

which all angles can be referred.

It is a reliable mechanical pilot of

never-failing accuracy, capable of

correcting disturbances at their in-

ception.

It relieves the pilot of nervous and

physical fatigue incident to flying,

allovi^ing him to make those observa-

tions for which an observer has

hitherto been required.

It, unlike the pilot, is unaffected by

fog or darkness.

It permits the selection of an aero-

'plane with the highest eflficiency in

speed and climbing capacity without

regard to other factors.

It renders the aeroplane a platform,

which is not only steady, but is held

in constant relation to the horizontal.

For these reasons it is the logical

accessory to every military aeroplane.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE
COMPANY, LTD.,

15, Victoria Street, London,

S.W.
Telegrams-

Inland: Sperigyco, Vic, London.
Foreign : Sperigyco, London.

I
)|

I

Telephone— \\\

7398 Victoria, til
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GERMANY.
The communique of March 22nd says :

—

Three enemy aeroplanes wars put out of action bi" our aviators
in aerial engagements to the north of Verdun. Two of them
came down behind our front to the north-east of Samogneux.
The third crashed down in flames behind the enemy lines. Lieut.
Bolcke has thereby brought down his 13th and Lieut Parschau
his fourth enemy aeroplane.

* * *
The communique of March 2bth says :—

•

Five English seaplanes ascended jesterday morning from two
vessels, accompanied by a cruiser squadron and destroyer flotilla.

They made an attack on our airship sheds in Northern Schles-
wig.

Not less than three of them, including a battle-plane, were
brouglit down by our anti-aircraft section (which had been pre-

viously warned) on the east of the Island of Sylt. The occupants,
four English officers and one N.C.O., were tyken prisoners.

Bombs were dropped in the neighbourhood of Hoyer-Schleuse.
No damage was caused.
Another communiqu6 of the same date says :

—

Near St. Quentin an English biplane fell into our hands un-
damaged. After an aerial battle a French aeroplane fell down
in the Caillette Wood and was dashed to pieces.

* * *
The following communique was issued by the German Admiralty

Staff at Berlin on March 26th :

—

- Yesterday British naval forces assisted in an aerial at-

tack on the northern part of the North Frisian coast. The air

attack completely failed, as already reported in the Army com-
munique of to-day.

Two armed trawlers on outpost duty fell victims to enemy
vessels. *

Our seaplanes attacked the British naval forces and obtained

a number of hits. One destroyer was badly damaged.
Of our naval forces, which were at once sent out, only some

torpedo-boats on the night of the ::5th encountered the retiring

enemy. One of these torpedo-boats has not yet returned.

« • •

The communique of March 27th says

Our airmen bombarded tihe railway station of Dunaburg
(Dwinsk), the railway buildings at Wileika, and the Barono-
witschi-Minsk line. - —

X- * *

It is reported that on March 21st Count Zeppelin appeared in

the Prussian House of Deputies and talked about his airships for

three-quarters of an hour. At the conclusion of his speech all

the Deputies stood up and, on the call of the President, gave three
cheers for the Count.

According to this report, Count Zeppelin is reported to have
said that his airships were not yet as perfect as he wished. Air-
ships of greater carrying power ^,'ere being built. The special
objects he was seeking were that they should be able to reach
a greater height and to carry more. New types of motors had
to be tested in time of war more hastily than in times of peace.
Under such circumstances a certain percentage of losses had to

be reckoned with.
*, * ' *

The Constance and Munich newspapers arnounce that the

hundredth Zeppelin has just been completed in Germany.
Taking everything into consideration, this figure is probably

correct, for it means that about seventy airships have been turned
out since the beginning of war. The Friedrichshafen and Pots-

dam Works have naturally been at full pressure, and it is believed

that the Schiitte-Lanz VVorks at Rheinau have been building
Zeppelins for some time.

Unconfirmed reports add that Austria has entered the "in-
dustry," but thi^may merely refer to airship parts. It is doubtful,

however, if more than forty Zeppelins exist at the present time
fit for service.

Naturally, the populatioi of Friedrichshafen are anxious''that

the maiden flight of No. 100 should be celebrated by a grand
raid on London or Paris.

« * «

The various neutral papers refer mildly to the seaplane raid on
Schleswig. The Danish "Politiken" says that several seaplanes

were observed flying from ships in a southerly direction. Tra-
vellers from Kolding, near the frontier, stated that five machines
attacked tllie Zeppelin station at Tondern, where two of them were
shot down.
Another report, apparently without foundation, states that two

French aeroplanes were attacked by three German machines
north-west of Rom, and brought down on German territory.

It is alleged, on not verv trustworthy evidence, that a Ger-
man fighting machine was seriously damaged during the raid.

During the operations five German seaplanes and a Zeppelin

(said to be L.14) arrived on the scene from Helgoland.

The number of Zeppelin sheds on the Schleswig-Holstein ooast

is said to be eight or ten. The sheds are protected by very power-

ful anti-aircraft artillery, including the 4.1 in. gun whioh fires a

35 lb. explosive shell to a height of 26,000 ft., and which can dis-

charge ten rounds a minute.

RUSSIA.
The communique of March 22nd says :—

•

In the Dieliatitchi-Baranovitchi region (in the Russian centre)

German aeroplanes flew over our positions

ITALY.
The communique of March 23rd says ;—
Our aeroplane scouting expeditions ascertaming the presence

of considerable rolling-stock on the Vallobaca-Idria line, other
aeroplane squadrons bombarded Oppacchiasella, Ccstanjevica,
and Nabresina. returning afterwards unharmed to our lines,

despite the violent fire of nunieiou.s enemj anti-aircraft batteries.

Enemy aeroplanes dropped bombs on Asia^ and Telvo, in

the Sugana Valley, where no damage was done.
* * *

The communique of March 27th says :

—

This morning a group of hostile aviators flew over the plain

between the Isonzo and the Piave, with the object of damaging
our communications in the rear and the bridges over the rivers.

The attack failed completely.

Our guns brought down one machine near Ajello and si sea-

plane in the Grand Lagoon, while a third machine was brought
down by rifle fire near the Priula Bridge, on the Piave. Of
the six enemy aviators a major chief of the squadron was killed

and the remaining five were taken prisoners.
* * as-

signor Gabriele d'Annunzio, who is serving with the Italian

forces as an aviator, has been recommended by the Minister of

Marine for the Military Medal for Valour.

BELGIUM.
According to a Central News correspondent at Amsterdam, con-

siderable damage was done by the recent raid on Zeebrugge,
particularly to the coast batteries. It is said that a large number
of guns were destroyed entirely, and others which suffered serious

damage have been sent back to Essen fo:' reconstruction. Over
200 sailors and artillerymen were killed, and the number of

wounded must have been very great in view of the fact that one
hospital-train alone which passed Ghent Station from Zeebrugge
contained over 350 wounded.
Another report says that six German aeroplanes were destroyed

by the Allies' air raid on the acodrome near Ostend. One
Landsturm soldier who was guarding the aerodrome was killed.

I
If this report be true, the aerodrome got off fairly lightly.

—

Ed.]
HOLLAND.

A telegram from Ameland (Frisian Islands) states that some
fifteen German torpedo-boats, accompanied by a Zeppelin, were
seen late on March 24th moving eastward.

It is reported by the "Handelsblad" that Dutch troops fired on

an aeroplane of unknown nationality which on March 20th flew

over east Dutch Flanders, and seriously damaged it.

GREECE.
It is reported that on March 23rd 22 French aeroplanes flew

over the German camps on the Serbian side of the frontier. In

the ensuing fight one German and one French aeroplane were

shot down. The German landed on Serbian and the French on
Greek territory. Both the aviators landed unhurt.

A message from Salonika states that a Zeppelin was seen on the

night of March 27th descending in the valley of the Vardar.
* * *

It is reported that between 5 and 6 a.m. on March 27th five

enemy aeroplanes raided Salonika.

Practically the whole of the damage fell on the civilian popu-

lation.

The first list of casualties shows that nine Jews, seven Greeks,

and two Turks were killed, and 21 persons were wounded, in-

cluding the Greek official Director of Finances.

One bomb fell near the largest Greek barracks, another close-

to the Prefecture, and a third seriously damaged the Greek
Ecole Normale. The greatest indignation prevails among the

population.

It is reported that two of the German machines were shot down.

[If the casualties could always be guaranteed on the above lines

one would feel inclined to encourage a repetition of such raids.

—

Ed.]
TURKEY.

The communique of March 24th says :

—

On the night of March 21st our aviators effectively bombarded
the enemy's camp at Kut-el-Amara.

* * *

Renter's special correspondent in the Suez Canal zone, tele-

graphing on March 25th, says :

—

Yesterday another highly-successful aerial raid was carried out

on the Turkish advanced base at Bir-el-Hassanah, about 100 miles

from the Suez Canal.
Four aeroplanes executed the first phase of the attack, which

was continued by two more machines from another aerial base,

, arriving as soon as the first four had got rid of their cargo of

bombs.
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Forty bombs were dropped on the Turkish camp, which, accord-
sng" to the aviators' report, resembled "a volcano in eruption."

Several bombs were seen to burst on the water reservoir and on
buildings recently put up by the Turks.
One of our aviators routed single-handed a body of Turkish

infantry who were firing on our aeroplanes.
Descending to 200 feet he approached them from behind, and

opened fire with his machine-gun. 'J hey fled panic-stricken into
the desert.

The marquee of the Turkish officers was next attacked. The
officers were forced to bolt after their men.

All the aeroplanes returned in safety, having flown some 200
miles.

It has become the practice of our aviators when flying over the
desert to disperse enemy patrols single-handed by spraying them
with machine-gun fire.

* * *

A paragraph from an article by Mr. Edmund Candler, a corre-
spondent in Mesopotamia, which appeared in the "Times" of
March 22nd, is interesting. Writing of the Turk, he says :

—

"In courtesy and chivalry, of course, he is immeasurably superior
to the Hun, and he has the reputation of treating his prisoners
well. When two of our aviators fell into the Turks' hands some
time ago the Turkish General Nur-ed-Din sent an Arab into our
camp at their request, asking us to send over their kits. The
Political handed over the men's belongings and some money for
purchases, but the prisoners had gone north v;hen the messenger
arrived, whereupon Nur-ed-Din sent the kit and the money back
with his regrets and a courteous message that the aviators were
his guests and would be in no need."

U. S. A.
The Military Party in the States seem to be somewhat restless

at the condition of the defensive air service. The members of
Congress and the Senate have been the recipients of a manifesto
demanding that the first line of defence shall be reinforced bv
2,000 aeroplanes, instead of the existing twenty.
The published estimates of the War and Navy Departments for

the year commencing June 30th next provide for the acquisition
of less than two hundred aeroplanes. No estimate has been made
for aeroplanes for the Militia. Nor is there, except by cutting
down the number of aeroplanes, any provision for giving the Army
and Navy airships, observation balloons, kites, anti-aircraft guns,
and other equipment for eflicient aeronautic organisation.

* * *

In a strongly worded leader the "New York Sun" of March
24th lays bare the ineffectiveness of American military prepared-
ness for the war in Mexico, but it makes no impression upon an
indifferent public, thus emphasising the relationship between the

Americans and the English. It says that the army machine-gun
cannot be relied upon because of its defective mechanism, that

the aeroplanes, of which the army possesses only half a dozen,
have proved incapable, and the motors unreliable. The "Sun"
says that a fatal defect of the military departments is the poli-

tical control of technical subjects, which again is very English.

General Funston has asked for eight additional aeroplanes, l)ut

the War Department cannot furnish them, althoug'h they can be

purchased from private manufacturers, for the U.S. .'\rmy Flying
Corps is short of trained men and officers. The type of machine-
gun used by the army, an American invention, was admittedly so
inferior to foreign makes that before the European war the

Government placed a small order for Vickers'guns, which were
to have been made in America under licence, but the war stopped
the work on the contract, and 1,100 guns belonging to the army
are of American type, and not reliable.

GOLD COAST.
The Secretary of State for the Colonies announces that ;^i,soo

has been subscribed by the Chiefs and people of Eastern Krobo,
Gold Coast, and a further sum of ;£^i,soo by the Head Chief,

Chiefs, and people of tihe New Juaben Settlement, Gold Coast,
for the purchase of two aeroplanes for presentation to the Royal
Flying Corps through the Overseas Aircraft Fund.

EVIDENCE.
Mr. Spenser Wilkinson, Chichele Professor of Military History,

Oxford, whose son, an officer in the R.F.C., was killed in an air

fight in France, in a letter to the "Times," says:

—

"Mr. Pemberton-Billing is right. ... If our airmen can go to

Germany and destroy the Zeppelins in their sheds, this country
will no more be troubled by air raids.

"Mr. Pemberton-Billing used strong language about the

machines given to our men at the front. He sfvoke of machines
'with regard to which every one of our pilots knew when he stepped

into them that if he got back it would be more by luck and by
his skill than by any mechanical assistance he got from the people

who provided him with the machines.' That is the truth, as all

those know who have had any intimate conversation with airmen
who have been at the front.

"I have no knowledge of Mr. Pemberton-Billing except from
the newspapers and from his speech on Wednesday in the House
of Commons, but that speech was marked by common sense and
courage, two qualities that command confidence in this country."

THE INVASIONS OF ENGLAND.
An inquest was held at Dover on March 22nd on the bodies of

three victims of the previous Sunday's air raid. The usual ver-

dict was returned.

The jury added a rider that they were strongly of opinion that

there should be investigation by the Government info all the cir-

cumstances attending defence against these air raids, and that

steps should be taken to secure greater safety. The opinion was
also expressed that with a view to preventing a repetition of these

raids continuous observation should be kept in the air.

The Ramsgate coroner decided not to hold an inquest on the

bodies of seven local victims of the same raid on the ground that

death was due to an act of war.
« * *

The Secretary of the War Office on Saturday issued the follow-

ing announcement :

—

Since Sunday last four of the persons who receivea injuries in

the air raid have died, making thirteen deaths in all. The total

casualties are therefore :

Killed—men, 4; women, 3; children, 6; total, 13. Injured

—

men, 16; women, 3; children, 8; total, 27.

* * *

A meeting of Metropolitan Mayors, convened by the Mayor of

Westminster, was held on March 22nd in the Westminster City

Hall, to consider the question of the advisability or otherwise of

giving the public warning of impending ait" raids. At the close

of the meeting the following statement was issued to the Press :

"At a duly convened meeting of Metropolitan Mayors held at the

Westminster City Hall this afternoon, at which twelve Mayors
were present, the following resolution was passed, with two dis-

sentients : 'That in the opinion of this meeting it is not desirable

that general public warning should be given throughout the Lon-

don area of an impending air raid, but that the matter should be

left in the hands of the authorities.'
"

* * *

The results of the Kent raid of Mardi 19th are not without their

humorous side, in that one German machine was brought down by

an R.N.A.S. officer, who was merely out for a practice spin and

did not belong to the station at the town which was attacked, and

the otlier was brought down by an R.F.C. officer and an N.C.O.,

who were on their way from Farnborougfh to the Front. Evi-

dently Fritz's lucky star was not in the ascendant.

THE GERMAN VERSION.
The following German official statement, circulated through

the wireless stations of the German Government, and dated

March 21st, has been received.

On March 19th during the afternoon a squadron of our naval

aeroplanes freeiv dropped bombs on the military establishments in

Dover, Deal, and Ramsgate, in spite of the vigorous shooting

from the land batteries there and from enemy airmen. Numerous

hits with good effect were observed. All the aeroplanes returned

safely.—[The last sentence is curious, but as the news is by "wire-

less," and does not appear as the regular Naval communique, it

may be merely a lie for neutral consumption. Otherwise, it ap-

pears to be a mistake, for there is good enough evidence that two

machines were shot down.—Ed.]

A NAVAL QUESTION.
In commenting on the recent destroyer action in the North Sea,

the Naval correspondent of the "Times" makes the following

remarks :

—

"In a way, the safe return of the enemy destroyers into Zee-

brugge may be held to show that the harbour there has not been

materially damaged by the air raid of Monday. Although the

seaplane station was the primary object of that attack, it may
be assumed that some of the 50 machines dropped a bomb or two

on the harbour works as well, but it is a drawback to these attacks

from the air that it is seldom possible to learn the extent of the

material damage done by the bombs, even if they are dropped in

large quantities."

MUTUAL COURTESIES.
It is fairly generally known that recently a little detachment of

R.N.A.S. pilots was lent to the French Aviation Militaire for

special duty, so as to lighten the labours of the French Flying

Service which had had to concentrate for the Battle of Verdun.

One learns with pleasure that these officers acquitted themselves

to the entire satisfaction of the French authorities, and won high

approval by their skill and gallantry. It is understood that they

were led hy an Anglo-Irishman, who has already won the D.S.O.

and the "Legion," and that one Australian, at least, was of their

number.
It would, however, be of great interest to know w'hether the

story is true that on their arrival at their French station the

French aviation authorities handed over to them a batch of brand

new French aeroplanes, explaining politely that they did not

think it was safe for the British aviators to fly the machines with

which they had been equipped by the Construction Department of

the R.N.A.S.?—C. G. G.
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CITY ENTHUSIASM.
Mr. Pemberton-Billing had an enthusiastic reception when

he spoke on March 27th at a meeting organised by the United
Wards Club to demand a more vigorous air policy.

The following excerpts are taken from the "Daily Mail's"
report :

—

"I went to the House of Commons to tell the truth," said Mr.
Pemberton-Billing. "All my friends have advised me that if I

speak the truth in the House of Commons I shall ruin what might
otherwise be a promising political career. (Laughter and cheers.)

I did not go to the House either to obtain for myself a reputation

as a debater or for a promising career. (Cheers.) A man of my
age and my Service abilities, whatever they are, would not get

into mufti in the middle of a war like this for anything so rotten

as a political reputation. (Laughter.)

"I went to the House of Commons because that is the only

place in England now where the Defence of the Realm Act does
not handcuff you and seal your lips, and there is no power on
earth that is going to prevent me saying what I know to be true

in the interests of my country. (Cheers.)

"We must have done with intrigues in both the Air Services,

intrigues for place, intrigues for promotion, intrigues to save the

face of blunderers right and left—(cheers)—intrigues between high
Service officials and—others—(laughter)—saying, 'Whatever hap-
pens, don't let us down !' These men would be more honourable if

they killed themselves ! I say that, whatever happens, only one
thing must occupy our minds, 'Don't let our country be let

down.' (Cheers.)

"In the House of Commons the other afternoon I found that

one charge after another, one statement of fact after another did

not even cause Mr. Pennant to turn in his sleep. (Laughter.) I

felt something was necessary to awaken the House. In a sense,

when I stated that some of our pilots had been murdered rather

than killed I meant it, and I propose to prove it.

"I say that to take a bright young life, keen and anxious .to

serve its country, willing to die for it if any useful purpose can be

served, to give it a piece of rotten material, to order it into the

air in a rain-storm in a machine that can only climb 300 ft. a

minute and perhaps get along at 75 miles an hour, to fly over the

enemy's country with a three hours' supply of petrol and a very,

very meagre chance of ever being able to weather back to our
lines, to have to fly with an.engine which is inefficient when we
possess better engines in this country, to be put in a 'dud' machine
which is worse than anything the Germans have ever put against

us, when we have the very finest machines in this country—I say

to send a young man Tike that to his death, to meet a machine
which is fully equipped with machine guns, which can climb at

three times its speed and can fly at twice its speed—to send a

man out to take photographs knowing that no skill of his will

ever make up the balance of inefficiency of his machine—well, I

leave it to your conscience to find a better word than I used."
(Cheers and Voices : "Murderers !" "Scoundrels !")

On the motion of Mr. Arnold White, seconded by Mr. H. de

Vere Stacpoole, a resolution was passed in favour of :he creation

of an efficient air fleet in addition to and independent of the exist-

ing Naval and Military Services to enable the country to carry out

a vigorous offensive in the enemy's territory.

Mr. de Vere Stacpoole said, "Keep this Government as long as

you like, but for God's sake keep it in the British Museum."
Mr. Hogge, M.P., said it ought not to have been necessary for

Mr. Billing to go into the House to drop an oratorical bomb on
the front bench. All that happened was that the Cabinet got up,

as they always did on such occasions, and read a testimonial from
a general to say that everything was all right. When they were
all feeling concerned about the Gallipoli expedition, Mr. Asquith
himself got up and said, "We have all forgotten about the magni-
ficent expedition to Bagdad." (Laughter.) A few weeks later

one got the truth of it—that General Townshend had been sent

up against the job with too few men. "There is no fresh ex-

pedition somewhere else to explain ihat away," remarked Mr.
Hogge.
When Mr. Balfour was made responsible for the air defence of

London there was the same use of testimonials Sir Percy Scott

was put in charge, because of the fascination of his name to

hypnotise the people. "Sir Percy Scott gave Mr. Balfour a report.

You will never see that report. It wili never be published. But
that report meant that Mr. Balfour threw up the sponge, and
said, 'I cannot be responsible for the air defence of London' ; and
so another arrangement was made, and the War Oflice took
charge."
Now, Mr. Hogge complained, the War Office were dispensing

with the very excellent corps of men who had been manning the

air defences of London and substituting for them raw recruits who
would be better at the front.

THANKS.
Mr. Pemberton-Billing wishes to thank the officers and men

of the R.N.A.S., R.F.C., and other branches of his Majesty's
Services for the numerous congratulatory letters received on his

election and attitude in the House of Commons. He deems it

inadvisable to reply personally for reasons which he feels sure
will be appreciated by the officers and men in question.

LORD MONTAGU ON AIR POLICY.
Lord Montagu of Beaulieu was the guest of the Liberal War

Committee at the House of Commons on March 22nd, Sir Frede-
rick Cawley being in the chair.

The following excerpts are taken from the •Times" report :

—

Lord Montagu said he had come there, not as an irresponsible
agitator on aviation matters, but to speak to a serious and well-
informed body, the Liberal War Committee, on tha need of con-
centrating special attention and effort on naval and military avia-
tion.

For some years past he had been pleading fqr a more energetic
policy in regard to all forms of aircraft. He had constantly
pointed out that we could not afford to neglect the science of
aviation, either in a naval or military sense, and the former was
at the moment even more important than the latter. The time
had now arrived when it was a question whether we could ad-
minister such an important service as the Air Service by means of
two great Government departments, traditionally competitors and

;

rivals for men, money, and materials. i

Eventually, he thought, there would have to be concentration '

of administration in order to secure concentration of effort and J
policy. He hoped, therefore, that the present Derby Committee

]

would be supported, not only on account of the good work he '

believed it would do in its present form, but because he was sure =

that it would be only the forerunner of a Board of Aviation, or a '

body of that nature, and possibly later a full-blown Ministry. The i

powers of the committee should be enlarged, and sihould include
the handling of all matters dealing with policy, research, design, -

and supply. The executive control of seaplanes and aeroplanes •

should be left, as now, in the hands of Sir John Jellicoe and Sir •

Douglas Haig in their respective spheres. i

The struggle for supremacy in the air was only just beginning, i

and would not stop when peace came, and he asked whether, in -j

view of that eventuality, and the improvements which would be
j

evolved in design and construction, a divided authority could con-
]

centrate, administer, and prepare. All the great European nations-

after the war would be impoverished ; their armies would be .

greatly diminished in numbers ; and their navies might be
seriously damaged or lie at the bottom of the sea. The new form
of warfare which presented the attraction of being cheap, the
ability to make war at a cost much less than that of warfare on
land or sea, woul3 present great attractions to peoples who had
been beaten and humiliated, but whose courage and pride still

'

existed. Compared with the cost of Dreadnoughts, field guns, i

and armies in the field, the cost of even a huge aerial fleet would '

be small.
~

As to the discussion which had taken place upon the need of j

engines of higher power, he was convinced that in aerial develop- I

ment many mistakes must be made. But the nation that was .

afraid to make mistakes and was frightened of having to scrap
'

)

afterwards would never progress. Scrapping was always a sign '

of progress and evolution. Nature was always scrapping on a
huge scale. We wanted courage to experiment, and build, and
fail, and then more courage to scrap ruthlessly if the result was 1

not satisfactory.

At the present moment it was true that both Air Services were
auxiliary to the Navy and Army, but the day was fast approach-
ing when it would be the principal Service of the three, and though
this might not come about for some time yet, it was inevitable in

the future.
"

What was wanted now among our own statesmen and it) our
nation was more power of imagination. The new Service as it :

would be would need leaders who had ideals, foresight, imagina-
j

tion, and scientific training. Their leaders must always have a

clear vision of future possibilities, most of which were probabili-
,

ties. A saying in the Book of Proverbs aptly fitted the present
'

situation, "Where there is no vision the people perish."

[Experiment by all means and make as many mistakes as

possible if useful experience will result. The crying iniquity at
;

present is that those who experiment standardise their experi-

ments, and those who make mistakes perpetuate their mistakes.

.Also, many of the mistakes and experiments would never be

made if the Services would only draw upon the more experienced

and intelligent people for their ideas instead of leaving everything
in the hands of the most favoured, or those with the most political

or social "pull."

It is interesting to find Lord Montagu and Mr. Pemberton-
Billing agreeing as to the temptation which the comparative
cheapness of aerial warfare will offer to impoverished nations to

build up air fleets rather than sea fleets for future wars. The
point is well worth remembering.
One may, perhaps, be permitted to point out that Sir John

Jellicoe and Sir Douglas Haig have no executive control over any
aeroplanes outside their own Fleet and Army, and that these

represent a small minority of those actually in operation. The
rest are under the control of various minor commanders, many of

whom take little interest in their aircraft, or misunderstand their

capabilities, and some of those at home are apparently under no
control at all—not even under the control of their own pilots.

—

Ed.]
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MODERN ZEPPELIN FIGURES.
The examination of the wreck of the L.Z.77, which was brought

down by the French artillery at Revigny on February 21st, is

somewhat comforting, as it confirms the opinion held in well-

intormed circles that the modern Zeppelin is no very great revolu-

tion when compared with the pre-war type. Naturally, the debris

does not tell the full story, but a good deal can be gleaned from
inference and comparison with earlier types, the details of which-

are known. At any rate, ,the L.Z.77 was not a 400-yard long
"super-Zeppelin" of the type created by the news agencies.

There is little doubt but that L.Z.77 ^^^s one of Germany's
latest airships and S'he may be taken to represent the type on
which the recent raids on England have been made. Naturally,

the twisted nature of the wreckage made it impossible, to judge
the exact dimensions of the airship. But an examination of the

main girders, their curve, their estimated stress limit compared
with the materials of the Z.VIII, brougtit down in France in

August, 1914, and which was of 22,000 cubic metres capacity,

warrants the conclusion that L.Z.77 measured about 30,000 cubic
metres, or something over 1,000,000 cubic feet. The metal em-
ployed was somewhat different—aluminium, toughened by a slight

alloy of copper apd zinc.

The following are the dimensions of previous types :-

Type 1 91

2

Type 1 91

3

Type 1914
Type 1 91

5

Cubic
metres.

19,500
22,000

27,000

Length,
metres.

141

156

158

Diameter,
metres.

14.80

14.80

16.58

30,000, which indicates a length of

about 160 metres or about 540 ft.

The shape of the wrecked airsh'p was apparently more nearly
a streamline than earlier models, and this accounts largely for the

improvement in speed of which so much has been heard. The
speed is now fully 70 m.p.h. under full pressure.

The most interesting feature of the airship, however, was the

installation of a fifth motor in the rear gondola driving directly

a propeller at the stern of the car. This additional propeller

would of course assist the speed of the airship and also increase

the rate of its dynamic climb—that is to say, when being driven

up on its planes and not by gas lift alone.

All five motors were of the usual 180-200 h.p. Maybach type

with six vertical cylinders 160 by 170 mm.
The petrol consumption of these motors is 230 grammes per

h.p. hour or 506 lbs per hour for the v/hole plant at full bore.

The total oil consumption is about 30 lbs. per hour. A ten-hour

flight at full speed therefore absorbs 5,360 lbs. (2 tone 8 cwts.)

of fuel and oil.

The crew on the airship consisted- of 23 men, which rather

suggests that the flight towards Paris was in the nature of

an instructional trip. Giving the men an average weight of

10 stone, the living load imposed a weight of i ton, 8 cwt.

The bombs carried totalled 1,500 kilogrammes (3,300 lbs.), and
consisted of an assortment of twenty 50, 80 and 100 kg. missiles,

which were released electrically from the navigating chamber.
The armament of the airship is interesting. It consisted of

two machine-guns in each gondola and two on the top of the

envelope, mounted on a turn-table.

MODERN CHELSEA ART.
In a little oflice hidden away in a corner of old Chelsea tliere

hangs a beautifully made laurel wreath in bronze, and in the
centre is this inscription :

—

IN LOVING MEMORY
OF

THE COLDRUM POTTERY,
PASSED AWAY
AUGUST 1, 1914.

" NOT DEAD—ONLY SLEEPING."
The wreath is the work' of Mr. R. F. Wells, a noted sculptor

and designer of the artistic pottery for which the neighbourhood
has, long been famous, and on that date his interest m the arts of
peace was for the time being relegated to a secondarv place, and
the foundation of a new industry was laid.

'

A remarkable transformation has taken place, and some
hundreds of workmen- are now engaged in the production of aero-
planes and seaplanes, while others are constructing additional
workshops which look like being model buildings for their purpose.
Mr. Wells is evidently that rara avis, an artist who is capable

of organising and controlling a large commercial undertaking.
Very few are. On the outbreak of war he fidt a desire to assist
in the production of something of which the country had urgent
need, and possibly the graceful curves of a modern aeroplane ap-
pealed to his artistic sense. He had, as a matter of fact, long
been interested in aviation. Anyhow, in the past year and a half
he has erected upon the site of ihe old pottery an aircraft works of
considerable importance, with separate premises a short distance
away—curiously enough also associated with art, having formerly
been used for the design and manufacture of special wall-papers.

Large orders for seaplanes and fast scouting machines are being
executed. The R. F. Wells Company are not at present making
wings owing to insufficiency of space, but the many fuselages ob-
served by the writer in the course of a recent visit were of most
excellent workmanship. Practically all the employees had to be
initiated into the special intricacies of the manufacture of aircraft
parts, and the results reflect great credit on iheir instructors.

Mr. Beeby, the energetic manager, who was kind enough to

show a representative of The Aeroplane over the various depart-
ments, has had a long experience in the aircraft industry at Farn-
borough and elsewhere. He was concerned in the buildinjj of two
at least of our dirigibles, was attached to the first R.F.C.
squadron, and had valuable experience on military manoeuvres.
The R. F. Wells Company are the sole British agents and

builders under licence of the Benoist fiying boat, and it is interest-

ing to learn that the first of these will be undergoing its trial?

over here in the course of the next few weeks.
A business concern which has been established with such re-

markable speed and conducted with such efficiency deserves success,

and further developments in- Chelsea will be watched with special

interest. Its career is hardly likely to end with the war.—D. W. T.

ZEPPELINS AND SUPER-ZEPPELINS.
This is the title of a work by Mr. R. P. Hearne, which should

be of considerable interest to schoolboys and others who desire a

popular treatise on the Hun airships. The book is well printed,

and contains some interesting diagrams, also some errors.

11^

SOME RECENT BEATTY Bl^EVETS.—Top row; Messrs. J. Stamp, L. Brynildsen, O. C. Godfrey, E. Williams, C. Young
and F. Hodgson. Bottom row: Messrs. L. E. Owen, C. G. Baldwin, S. Willmott, W. H. Whincup and Lieut. R. E. Syming=

ton. (First ten photos, by F. N. Birkett, last by Swaine.)
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WAR PROFITS AND WILFUL WASTE.
The attention of the Chancellor of the Exchequer might well

be drawn, with a view to apprehending excess War Profits, to

the business acumen of the Royal Aircraft Factory. As is well

known, the R.A.F. supplies aeroplane dope to the Trade, which
the Trade accepts more or less under compulsion.

It buys the raw material at the usual rates- and sells the dope
at the standard price per gallon. One gathers, however, that

"Raftite," as the dope is called, is made several times thinner
than other brands, and a corresponding number of coatings is,

therefore, necessary, which also means that the R.A.F. makes
several times more profit on its dope than does any private manu-
facturer—which, again, means that the aeroplanes so treated

cost the country more than they need, because the spirit used in

thinning the dope evaporates into the air, and is merely so much
labour wasted.

Memoranda issued by the Health of Munition Workers Com-
mittee recently make reference to the preparation of aeroplane
dope. One paragraph therein says :

—

"Inhalation over prolonged periods of the vapour of tetra-chlor-

ethane—an ingredient of the "dope' varnish applied to aeroplane
wings and bodies—has caused drowsiness and loss of appetite, and,
in more serious cases, jaundice, liver destruction, coma, and death.
An apparently effective varnish has been found which does not
contain the poisonous chemical, though, unfortunately, the supply
of its ingredients is at present Insufficient to meet the demands."
The Committee recommends the serving out of milky beveraets

as a tonic to the workers. Surely it would be much more to the

point if the Committee inquired whether the ingredients used in

the non-poisonous types of dope are really as scarce as some
people seem to believe. It is, at any rate, possible to make first-

class non-fvoisonous dope without using the chemical specified bv

the Royal Aircraft Factory.

THE AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES COMPANY.
Active enterprise and sheer hard work have placed the Aircraft

Supplies Company in a strong position, and many important air-

craft firms have reason to be grateful to Mr. G. H. Mansfield, the

proprietor, for assistance in procuring urgently required material

at short notice. He has now been joined by Mr. J. Herring-
Smith, a gentleman whose business career includes railway ex-

perience in India, an important appointment in the steel industry

in Sheffield, and since the beginning of the war valuable experi-

ence in the aircraft industry, in which he has been wholly engaged
in the buying side of the business. Mr. Herring-Smith will doubt-
less prove a most useful addition to the Aircraft Supplies Company.
A glance at an advance copy of the illustrated list

for April shows how the business has developed. The list

is divided into three sections, the first dealing with supplies for

firms engaged in making aircraft of R.A.F. design, the second
for items used on the various machines of private design, and the

third for the use of firms building engines, and also for aero-

dromes and schools.

Two items call for special notice. The A.S.C. now has the

sole selling rights for the aircraft industry of the largest stock
of British-made magneto spare parts in this country. Any part,

from a distributor to a carbon brush, for any known make of

magneto can be supplied, and as the magneto trade was< formerly

in the hands of Germany this is a welcome step in the right

direction.

The other item is a new safety belt for aviators which has been
designed by Mr. Mansfield, and which appears to combine safetv

successfully with simplicity. The accompanying illustration will

give an idea of the belt. The chief point is that with the buckle
on the one side the pilot adjusts the belt to his waist (if he has one)
once only, afterwards merely using the safety-catch for fixing
the belt and releasing himself. When once fitted there is nothing
to hinder the actions of the wearer. The safety-catch is secured
by a split pin instead of the usual solid pin, so that there is no
danger of the belt jarring loose accidentally. On the other hand,
the pin can easily be removed and the belt released with one finger.

The price is £,1, a reduction being made for quantities.

The illustrated list is well worth having for pjrposcs of refer-

ence, and readers of The Aeroplane who are interested and who
do not already receive the A.S.C. Bulletin are recommended to
apply for a copy, mentioning this paper.—D. W. T.
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SOPWITH PROGRESS.
The famous Sopwith Works at Kingston continue to expand

rapidly, cottages being pushed over and new buildings erected

with the swiftness of a Ruthless Rhyrhe. It is, in fact, quite

entertaining to observe f)Ow the business grows, for one finds here

and there, outside the -walls of the main buildings, a floor laid

down wibh enough bench accommodation for a few workpeople

who carry on energetically, while builders are busily engaged in

building round them and putting a roof on. No time is wasted,

and the output of machines reflects great credit on all concerned.

h number of girls, by the way, are now employed in acetylene

welding, with highly satisfactory results.

The organising abilities of Mr. R. O. Cary, backed up by no

less experienced a works manager in Mr. F. Sigrist, have estab-

lished a very fine factory, and Kingston may well feel proud of

the important part its local industry is playing in the aerial de-

fence of the country.—D. W. T.

MOVING WITH THE TIMES.
• The offices of The Aeroplane are now located in fresh rooms
at 166, Piccadilly, on the same floor as before, the continued ex-

pansion of this journal having necessitated re-arrangements.

The original offices have been acquired by Messrs. Sydney

Pickles and Clifford B. Prodger, the enterprising aviators who
are doing such excellent work for the aircraft industry by testing

new machines. Starting with one office only as headquarters,

they are now launching out into fresh activities, and Mr. Bernard

Isaac, whose name is familiar to all connected with aviation by

reason of his long connection with the Grahame-White Company
it Hendon, has joined them as General Manager. His organising

abilities and specialised knowledge should be of undoubted value,

and Messrs. Pickles -and Prodger will be enabled to undertake

more testing than was formerly possible when they had to keep

constantly in personal touch with their oflfice.

Manufacturers speak in the highest terms of the manner in

which they put aeroplanes and seaplanes through their tests.

By the way, a sensational rumour was being freely circulated

last week to the effect that Mr. Pickles had made a bad landing

at Farnborough, smashing five Government machines which

happened to be on the ground. Such a noble effort would have

been worthy of an American film comedy, but Mr. Pickles does

not aspire to becoming the Charlie Chaplin of the air, and as a

matter of fact the story has no foundation whatever. He has put

over 200 standard-type machines through their official , acceptance

tests without any breakages.—D. W. T.
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BLERIOT
AERONAUTICS

Contpaotops to

WAR OFFICE AND ADMIRALTY
Wopks and Offloes

BROOKLANDS AERODROME.
BYFLEET (SURREY)

NORBERT CHEREAU, General Manager
Telegrams " Bleriot, Weybridge " Telephone 190 Byfleef,

SALMSON
AERO-ENGINES

(Canton-Unn6 System)

All enquiries should be Addressed to

THE DUDBfilDGE IBON WORKS,
LIMITED.

87, Victoria Street, London, S.W.
Telegrftms .. AerofKcht, Vic. London.
Telephone .. 7026 Victoria.

Just Because
^ y SPHINX PLUGS
^ r are used everywhere when great

issues are at stake and supreme
reliability is of paramount im-

portance.

SPHINX PLUGS
are made throughout (including

the steatite insulators) in a

purely British factory under one
direction and control.

SPHINX PLUGS
are guaranteed by their makert
(The Sphinx Manufacturing Co.

Birmingham) without time limit,

and are obtainable from all

agents.

It will pay you to

Use "Sphinx Plugs

D I? T\IrkTdT* AEROPLANES
D£iIlUii3i & AIRBOATS——gggg^ Chicago, U.S.A.

London Address:

R. F. Wells, 10, Elystan Street, Chelsea, S.W.

E. Percy Noel, 10 Boulevard des Capucines

CONTRAOTORS TO THB ADMIRALTY.

EASTBOURNE
AVIATION Co. Ltd.

AEROPLANE BUILDERS.

TBLBPRONB—iifC TBLBGRAIfS—•• ny% KA8TBOOKNB,

"

THE

Putney Foundry
{Manager- W. F. SOLLIS)

AEROPLANE CASTINGS
TO ANY DESIGN

We can guarantee prompt delivery. Work

carried out l o ADMIRALTY and

WAR OFFICE Specifications.

THE

PUTNEY FOUNDRY, 207, Putney Bridge Road, S.W.

Telephone : PUTNEY 1252.

KINDLY MENTION " THE AEROPLANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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SCHOOL REPORTS.
HENDON.

At the GrahameAVhite R.N.A.S. School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-

ley, Russell, and Winter.
Pupils doing figures of eight or circuits with Inst. : Prob. Flight

Sub-Lieuts. Donald and Melhado.
Certificate was taken during the vveek by Prob. Flight Sub-

Lieut. Wigglesworth.
Machines in use : Graihame-White biplanes.

At the Grahame=White School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. Biard, Hale, Manton, Pash-

ley, Russell, and Winter.
Pupils with Instructor : Circuits'-: Messrs. Holman, Rigby, and

Tanner.
Eights with Inst.: Messrs. Baragarm, Butler, Eichelbrenner,

Hathaway, Leigh, Sandys, and Williams.
Pupil doing figures of eight and circuits alone : M. Grasset.
Machines in use : Grahame-White biplanes.

At the London and Provincial School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. W. T. Warren, M. G.

Smiles, H. Sykes, and W. T. Warren, j^un.

Pupils doing straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Jennings,
Quayle, Garnett, Ferris, .Archer, Creaghan, Houba, Rimer, Ver-
bessem, de GoussentTourt, Moore, Dawson, .Aldous, and Starey.

Pupil-: doing figures of eight or circuits alone : Messrs. Vilain

XIIII, and A. Brown.
Certificate was taken during the week by Mr. A. Brown, who

took an exceptionally good ticket.

Machines in use : Four L. and P. tractor biplanes.

At the Hall School.
The following pupils received instruction :

—

Rolling : Messrs. Halliday, Dickson, Glegg, Warswick,
Osmond, Rayne, Le Grice, Collier, Hucklesby, Duncan.
With Mr. A. Chave : Messrs. Longton, Cosgrave, Mahoney,

Chapman, Rochford, Neal, Halliday and Smith.

With Mr. H. Stevens : Messrs. Ormerod, Arnsby, Lt. Cooke.
With Mr. C. M. Hill : Messrs. Osmond and Taylor.

Machines : Hall and Caudron Government type tractors.

At the Ruffv-Baumann School.
Instructors : Messrs. Ed. Baumann, Felix Ruffy, Ami Baumann,

Clarence Winchester and Andre Thomsen.
Pupils with Instructor : Messrs. Edgar, Winter, Dobson, Hos-

kyns, Portela, Torres, Maya, Westlake, Cuthbertson, Williams

and Williams, Captain Bailey, J. B. Thomas, Junr.

Straights or rolling alone : Messrs. Wood, Cox, D'Opstael,

Muspratt, Portela, Torres and Maya.
Eights or circuits alone : Le Baron de Maelcamp, M. D'Opstael.

Machines : 50 and 60 h.p. Ruffy-Baumann tractor biplanes.

At the Beatty School.
Instructors for the week : Messrs. G. W. Beatty, W. Roche-

Kelly, G. Virgilio, R. W. Kenworthy, L. L. King, A. E. Mitchell

and H. Fawcett.
Pupils out during week : Messrs. Lindsey, Collier, Edwards,

Lin, Monliom, Chang, Nan, Jones, Martin, Knox, Hungwan,
Phillips, Smith, Stanley, Tjaarda, Brewerton, Tow, Whitmore,
Earl, Skeet, Cuthbert, Yam, Tzesing, Cihing, Ping.

Machines in use : Beatty-Wright dual-control and single-seater

pro{>el1er biplanes and Caudron dual-control and single-seater

tractor biplanes.

Extra practice was taken bv Mr. Hugh Lewis.

BOURNEMOUTH.
At the B'ourne.mouth Flying School.

Instructors for the week : Messrs. F. King, J. G. Woodley and
S. Summerfield.

Pupils doing rolling : Messrs. J. Wilson, G. Monton, Morris,

Adamson and Kennedy.
Pupils doing straights alone : Messrs. Smith, O. Wilson, Mor-

ley and W. Monton.
Pupils doing half circuits alone : Messrs. Simpson, Dubois,

Meeus and Devos.
Doing figures of eight : Mr. Bonnevie.

Machines in use : Three Caudron tractor biplanes.

A MEETING OF CREDITORS.
The first meeting of creditors of the Bl^riot Manufacturing

Aircraft Co., l^td , of 49, Bond Street, will be held on .'\pril 7th

at the Throne Room, Holborn Restaurant, W.C.
It will be remembered that a receiving order was granted as

the result of an application by sh'areholders, and the Company
was ordered to be compulsorily wound up. Recently also the

Chairman of the Company, tihe Duke of Manchester, attended

his first public examination in bankruptcy.
.As has been mentioned before, this concern has no connection

whatever with Bl^riot .Aeronautics of Br-ooklands.

FOR PRISONERS OF WAR.
Lady Helmsley and Mrs. Rowton beg to acknowledge with

thanks the following donations to tihe fund for Prisoners of War
in Germany :—From the employees of Vickers Ltd.. Weybridge
\\'orks, ^4 I2S. From Vickers Ltd, Bexley Heath W'orks, ;^4.

LONDON AERODROME, HENDON
N.W.

Phone— 151 Kingsbury

"Somewhere
in France"

There are a number of Royal Flying

Corps and Royal Naval Air Service

Officers who received their initial

training at our School. THEY are

making good and that fact proves

conclusively that the training we offer

is thorough and the equipment exten-

sive and efficient.

If those officers can make
good there is no reason

why YOU should delay

further. You can secure

details by writing to us.

We Welcome Enquiries

OFFICES ANDWorks—

Kendall's Mews, George St., PORTMAN SQ., W.

Phone—5046 MaylBir
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LABELS & NAMEPLATES
FOR INSTRUMENT BOARDS PRINTED IN LUMINOUS
OR OTHER INK. NAMEPLATES OF EVERY DE-

SCRIPTION IN METAL, IVORINE, Etc.

LONDONLABELCO.,Ltd.iiKT'SS'S,.%N^E

HIGHEST QUALITY AEROPLANE FABRIC.
GREEVES 6 MORTON,

CLOTH TESTED
BEFORE DELIVERY.

5 & 7, FRANKLIN STREET,
BELFAST.

THE SEAPLANE SCHOOL
NORTHERN AIRCRAFT CO., Ltd., Bowness^on ^Windermere

CONTRACTORS TO H M. ADMIRALTY.
Wire :

" Aircraft, Windermere." 'Phone; i H Windermere. 12 Newby Bridge

Lang Propeller
Cotttractors to
the Admiralty
and War Office.

LTD.
WEYBRIDGE,
SURREY.

PISTON RINGS
IN HIGH TENSILE CAST IRON

FOR AERO ENGINES
Mark

Phone

723

Tele^rani

Rings

THE BRITISH CHUCK and PISTON RING Co.. Ltd.

COVENTRY.

GROID
THE STRONGEST

GLUE
KNOWN
Se ected ajter th*

severest lests for
the mantifactuieof

H.M. Seaplanes
and Aeroplanaa.

EBORA
PROPELL.E R-

Conapani^.
11612 Surbi^onRark
Terrace A'W<7J7»A'

oa "yhame s

KINGSTON. 672
~7e ^ ca CD s

E80"»A. /T/nCi rof)

Coofcacifocs

ancf War O/ftciS

School Propellers

FourBlaoers
SeapunePropeller4
SLATETABLES For

Propeuer Works

CRADOCK'S STEEL STRANDS S CORDS
FOR AVIATION A SPECIALITY composed of tinned steel wire of the highest

7, EAST I NdlA Ay EisiU E.

QUALITY TO ADMIRALTY AND R.A.F. SPECIFICATION.

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET ON APPLICATION.

GEORGE CRADOGK & Cd! L° wakefieli*

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPL.ANE " WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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PILOT PORTRAITS
The F N B Series of Copy-

111
1

1

'

II m iMm ^'B^^ Pilot Portraits iacludjs
all the most notable Pilots of

the Flying World. Unmounted, post free, Sizes 12 by 10 in.

3s. ; 8 by 6 in., 2s. ; 6 by 4 in., is. 6i. Mention The
Aeroplane and write for NEW LIST of 350 pilots.

The photographs in the "F. N. B." series can be obtained
from F. N. Birkett direct at the above prices.

97 PERCY ROAD. SHEPHERD'S BUSH. LONDON. W.
WE HAVE THE MEN OF THE MOMENT.

AVANTI PROPELLERS
Efficient and Reliable.

The best workmanship and materials are embodied in our

air screws. PROMPT ATTENTION AS:URED

j

THE AVANTI MANUFACTURING CO.,
I

1 14/1 1 6, King's Cross Road, London.

AVIATION LIQUID FISH GLUE^
Requires no Cooking or. Reducing. :

Used BY THE Leading Aircraft Makers
For Wings, Ribs, Spars, ETC.

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE
Wrife for Fi-ce Sample and Prices fo

RUS.SIA CEMENT Co., 76Turnmill Sr. Loiidon,E.C.

The London and Provincial
School of Flying

NEXT VAGANGY, APRIL 4,1916

EBORA PROPELLER COMPANY,
11-12 SURBITON PARK TERBACE,KING8T0I(^0N-THAHES

Contrartors to (he Admirnlty and War I'Jiff.

Telegrams:—" Ebcra," Kingston-on-Tbamcs
Telephone >

- Kingston 672

FOR EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY AND RELIABIUn.

Springs ! Springs ! Springs !

We make a speciality of

springs for aeroplanes

SEND FOR PRICES
Dart Spring Co., West Bromwich

Trade
[

MENPINEI Mark.

LIQUID SCOTCH GLUE
USED BY THE LEADING AEROPLANE CONSTRUCTOR3.

MOISTURE PROOF.
Write for Price List and Particular!

HENDINE CO., 8, Arthur Street, London Bridge, E.C. 1

MISCELLANEOUS ADVKkTISEMENTS.

All Advertisements for the Miscellaneous Adver-
tiaement Columns should arrive at this Office by first

poet on MONDAY to ensure tneertion.!

Special PREPAID Rate: 18 words 1/3 ; Situations
Wanted ONLY, 18 words !/•; Id. per word after.

For the convenience of Advertisers, replies can
ie received at the office of ' THE AEROPLANE,"
166, Piccadilly, W.

PATENTS.
Page and Rowlingson. Chartered Patent
Agents, 27, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.

Mr. S. E. Page,' .-X.M.LC.E., has special

experience in ,'\viation matters.

Stanley, Popplenell and Co., Patent Agents
and Consulting Engineers. Applications for

Patents attended to in all countries.—38,
Chancery Lane, W-.C. Telephone : 1763 Cen-
tral. Circular free.

Inventors advised free. Write for booklet.

—

King's Patent Agency, Ltd., 165, Queen
\'ictoria .Street, London. 30 years' references.

PROPELLERS.
Cbauviere's famous Integral Propellers hold
all records ; used by all leading aviators. The
best.—Sole Proprietors for Great Britain and
Colonies, The 1nti;gr.\l Proi'Eller Co.,
Ltd., IB, Elthorne Road, Upper Holloway, N.
Telephone : Hornsey 2345. Telegrams :

".Aviprop (Ifpholl), London."

TO BE SOLD.
At Present I'Ronuci.vc .'\ikck.\ft P.'vrts.

Freehold Factor}, equipped wit)'. Light Engi-
neering Tools and Woodworking Plant, to be

Sold.—The works are situate in North-West
London and were erected in 1914 ;

they are

substantially built and well arranged- for

economical production. The total lloor soace
is about 10,000 feet, but there are two acres
of land for extension.— Full particulars of

Fuller, Horsey. Sons, nnd Cassell, 11, Biliiter

Square, E.C.

ENGINEERING.
British School of Aeronautical Engineering.
.\eroplanes and airships. Construction, de-

sign and draughtsmanship. Postal course

17s. 6d.—254, Oxford Road, .Manclioter.

SITUATIONS VACANT.
A Leading Firm of Aircraft Manufacturers
have a \-acancy for a really first-class De-

signer. l"he position is a very attractive one,

and provides great opportunity. While salary

will be determined by ability, there is no
limit,— Bo.^c No. 803, The Aeroplane, 166,

Piccadilly, W.

Inspectors wanted for Government-controlled

establishment used to aero, motor or light

machine work. Must be first-class men with

up-to-date experience. No one already on

Government work can be engaged.—-"^pply,

giving full particulars, to nearest Board of

Trade Labour Exchange, mentioning this

paper and No. 802.

Several experienced Motor Mechanics required

immediately for .Seaplane School (Govern-
ment work). First-class accommodation pro-

vidc>d on the spot. No one on Government
work can be engaged.—Apply through
vour nearest Labour Exchange, stating full

particulars of experience and age, and men-
tioning this paper and No. .A. 1642.

Draughtsman Wanted for aeroplane work,
."^ny man capable of adapting himself to above
may apply. Applications treated confidentially.

Write to your nearest I^abour Exchange,
mentioning this paper and No. .A 1619. No
person on Government work will be engaged.

MODELS.
Smyth .Aeroplane Company supply all accesso-

ries and sets of parts for models. .Send P.O.
los, for scale model Deperdussin R.O.G.
model. Flies nearly 200 yards. Catalogue
sent for 3d. stamps.—30, Homefield Road,
Chiswick. Telephone: "Chiswick 501."

SITUATIONS WANTED.
.Aeroplane Designer.—Capable, widely expe-

rienced engineer, practical aviation experience

exti.-nding from early t_\-pe 1909-10 to latest

R..-\.F. warplanes, desires post as abo\"e.

t omplete charge drawing office required. No
ordinary draughtsman's job entertained.

—

Box No. 804, The .Aeroplane, 166, Picca-

dilly, W.
Manager or (ieneral Foreman seelcs engage-

nii nt in all branches ; has controlled over

150 men with last Employer; thoroughly com-
petent Woodworker, erector, and organiser

;

strict disciplinarian.—Box No. 805, The
.Xi-.ROPLANE, 166, Piccadilly, W.
Advertiser seeks position in Aeroplane indus-

try, London ])referred. 12 years in Motor
trade, 15 months in R.N.A.S. aeroplane

branch, accustomed to control of men, good
correspondent, best references.—Box No. 806,

The .Aeroplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.
Joiner, skilful, quick, 7 years' shop foreman
(working), wants job in aircraft works; could

easily adapt himself te change
;
good testi-

monials
; 42, married.—Box No. 797, The

.Aeroplane, 166, Piccad illy, W.

ENGINES, &c., FOR SALE.
40-h p, Mercedes Car for sale. Four-seated

sporting body. Would make an' excellent

lorrv. Can )>e seen by appointment.—Bos
No. 801, The .Ai.;roplane, 166, Piccadilly, W.

CONTRACT WORK.
,\ London Firm of Brass, Iron and Wood
Workers can undertake a limited amount of

,

light work in Tin, Brass or Iron, Punching, ':

Stainping, Bending, Drawing, etc. Corre-

>pondence invited from Government Contrac-

tors and Works Managers.—S. W. Francis

& Co., Ltd., 64-70, Grav's Inn Road, LondoHj

W.C.

FOR SALE.
Luminous Paint for wrist watciies, clocks',

match-boxes, etc. ; remains luminous for years.

Bottles IS. 6d. and 2s. gd,—Tofcin and Co.,

^q, Charles Street, Hatton Garden, E.C
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For Rapid Tuition.

Private Aerodrome.
No obstruction
by other Schools.

Write for full particulars :—

THE BOURNEMOUTH
AVIATION COMPANY,

Talbot Village,

BOURNEMOUTH.
Telegrams: ETCHES, WINTON.
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The BRITISH WRIGHT Co., Ltd.

In view ol the arrangrement made between th« Treasury
and the British Wright Co., Ijtd., In respect to the free
aae by the Navy and the Army of the British Wrtfirht
Patents, the Directors of the Company bes to notify all

British Manufacturers that machines embodylnflr the con-
structions so patented, may be freely manufactured In
pursuance of such Qovernment orders. The Company Is

prepared to receive applications from Brltlah Manufacturers
for licences to manufacture under the Wrlirht Patents
m respect to msichlnes for private use In Qieat Britain or for
export to Foreign Governments.

THE OGILVIE
AIR SPEED INDICATOR,

Patents No. 13796/13 and No. 27931 13,

now so largely used on the Navy Sea-

planes, may be obtained from the

Company who are the sole agents tor

these indicators in Great Britain.

THE BRITISH WRIGHT CO., LTD.,

33 CHANCERY LANE, LONDON.

Contyactovs to the Admiralty <S» War Office

THE

BLACKBURiN
AEROPLANE

AND

MOTOR Co., Ltd..

Monoplanes, Biplanes,
Hydro-Biplanes.

SPECIALITIES-'

PRESSED STEEL MOUNTINGS, DROP
FORGINGS, BLANKING STAMPINGS,
WELDING, TANKS, COWLS, PRO-

PELLERS, ETC.

woTkI'*: OLYMPIA, LEEDS.
Telephone

:

346 RoUNDHAY, Lbbds.

Telegrams

:

Propellers, Lbbds.

Gontraotoi*« to H.M. Admlpaltyi W«p
Offloa, and FoMign aovapnmantai

The BRITISH CAUDRON
-CO. LTD

Sole Building and Selling Rights for

Caudron Aeroplanes

and Hydro - Aeroplanes
FOR

THE BRITISH EMPIRE & DEPENDENCIES

Office and Works 1

BROADWAY, CRICKLEWOOD.

Cable and Teiegiapkti &4dieii— Phone—
• CAUDROPLAN, CEICKLB, LONDON." jjji HAMPSTBAD.

KINDLY MENTION "THE AEROPLANE" WHEN CORRESPONDING WITH ADVERTISERS.
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The Sopwith Aviation Co., Ltd.
CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY AND WAR OFFICE

Office and Works • KINGSTON ON-THAMES

Telephone j Telegrams s

Kingston 774 (S Lioeml "Scpwith, Kint^stoa.'

CONTRACTORS TO THE ADMIRALTY

SHORT BROTHERS,
AEROPLANE WORKS
ROCHESTER, KENT,

AND

FLYING GROUNDS—
EASTCHURCH, ISLE OF SHEPPEY.

= Telephones :

—

= 9, Minst£R-on-Sea.

= 627, Chatham.

Telegraphic Addresses :

—

"Flight," Eastchurch.

"Seaplanes," Rochester.
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